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ale, fate. Also see e, below.

senate, chaotic. Also see S, below.
glare, care.

am, at.

arm, father.

ant, and final a in America, armada,
etc. In rapid speech this vowel read-

ily becomes more or less obscured and
like the neutral vowel or a short

u (11).

final, regal, where it is of a neutral or
obscure quality.

all, fall.

eve.

elate, evade.

end, pet. The characters e, a, and 5
are used for a in German, as in Gart-

ner, Grafe, Hahnel, to the values of

which they are the nearest English
vowel sounds. The sound of Swedish
a is also indicated by e.

fern, her, and as i in sir. Also for o,

oe, in German, as in Guthe, Goethe,
Ortel, Oertel, and for eii and oeii in

French, as in Neufchatel, Cr&veeoeur;

to which it is the nearest English
vowel sound.

agency, judgment, where it is of a neu-
tral or obscure quality.

ice, quiet.

quiescent.

ill, fit.

old, sober.

obey, sobriety.

orb, nor.

odd, forest, not.

atom, carol, where it has a neutral or
obscure quality.

oil, boil, and for eu in German, as in

Feuerbach.

food, fool, and as u in rude, rule.

house, mouse.
use, mule.
unite.

cut, but.

full, put, or as oo in foot, book. Also
for u in German, as in Miinchen,

Mailer, and u in French, as in

Buchcz, Bud6; to which it is the
nearest English vowel sound.

urn, burn.

yet, yield.

the Spanish Habana, Cordoba, where it

is like a v made with the lips alone,
instead of with the teeth and lips.

chair, cheese.

D as in the Spanish Almodovar, pulgada, where
it is nearly like th in English then,

this.

g " " go, get.

a " " the German Landtag, and ch in Feuer-
bach, buch; where it is a guttural
sound made with the back part of the
tongue raised toward the soft palate,

as in the sound made in clearing the
throat.

H as / in the Spanish Jijona, g in the Span-
ish gila ; where it is a fricative some-
what resembling the sound of h in

English hue or y in yet, but stronger.

hw " wh in which.
K " ch in the German ich, Albrecht, and g

in the German Arensberg, Jlecklen-

burg; where it is a fricative sound
made between the tongue and the
hard palate toward which the tongue
is raised. It resembles the sound
of h in hue, or y in yet ; or the sound
made by beginning to pronounce a k,

but not completing the stoppage of

the breath. The character K is also

used to indicate the rough aspirates

or fricatives of some of the Oriental
languages, as of kh in the word Khan.

n as in sinker, longer.

ng " " sing, long.

N " " the French bon, Bourbon, and m in the
French Etampes : where it is equiva-
lent to a nasalizing of the preceding
vowel. This effect is approximately
produced by attempting to pronounce
'onion' without touching the tip of

the tongue to the roof of the mouth.
The corresponding nasal of Portu-
guese is also indicated by N, as in the
case of Sao Antao.

sh " " shine, shut.

th " " thrust, thin.

TH " " then, this.

zh as z in azure, and .5 in pleasure.

An apostrophe ['] is sometimes used to denote
a glide or neutral connecting vowel, as in ta'b'l

(table), kaz"m (chasm).
Otherwise than as noted above, the letters used

in the respellings for pronunciation arc to receive

their ordinary English sounds.

When the pronunciation is suflicipntly sho^vn

by indicating the accented syllables, this is done
without respelling; as in the ease of ver\' common
English words, and words which are so spelled as

to insure their correct pronunciation if they are
correctly accented. See the article on Pronun-
ciation.
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BES'SUS. A vainglorious and lewd
captain in Beaumont and Fletcher's

A King and No King. When chal-

lenged to a duel_, he declares that
he cannot fight for thirteen weeks,
as he has already 212 duels on hand.

BEST, William Thomas ( 1826-97). An Eng-
lish organist, born at Carlisle. He received his

first appointment at Pembroke Chapel, Liver-

pool, and in 1849 was appointed organist of the
Liverpool Philharmonic Society. Subsequently
he was organist of the Panopticon. London
(18.52). of Lincoln's Inn Chapel (18.54), and of

Saint George's Hall, Liverpool (18.5.5). Begin-
ning his studies at a time when the art of organ-
playing was but imperfectly developed. Best was
practically his own instructor, and in the course
of his long and extremely active career he suc-

ceeded in carriing his art to a point of perfection
unattained by any other man. His repertory is

supposed to have numbered five thousand pieces.

He composed numerous anthems, fugues, sonatas,
prepared very many arrangements for the organ,
and published The Modern HrhooJ for the Organ
(18.53) and The Art of Orgnn-Plaijing (18(59).

BES'TIARIES ( Fr. hesliaires. from Lat. hesti-

arius, pertaining to wild beasts, from bestia. wild
beast). The name given to a class of written
books of great popularity in the Middle Ages,
describing the animals of creation, real or fabled,
and generally illustrated by drawings. They
were most in fashion during the Eleventh,
Twelftli, and Thirteenth centuries. They served
as encyclopa>dias of the zoiilogy of those ages,
but they had also another use. The symbolism
which was then so much in vogue fastened spir-

itual meanings upon the several animals, until
every quality of good or evil in the sou! of man
bad its type in the brute world. It is in this
way to the Bestiaries that we must look for
explanation of the strange grotesque creatures
which are found sculptured on the churches and
other buildings of the Mid<llp Ages. There were
Bestiaries both in prose and in verse, in Latin
and in th(? vernaoilar. A few sentences from
Le heslinire divin de fliiilhrime, rhrr de S'or-

mandie, trouvfre. du Xllle aiicle (Caen. 1852)
may help to give some notion of the class of
works of which it is a fair example. "The uni-

corn," he writes, "has but one horn in the middle
of its forehead. It is the only animal that
ventures to attack the elephant; and so sharp
is the nail of its foot, that with one blow it

rips up the belly of that most terrible of all

beasts. The himters can catch the unicorn only
by placing a young virgin in the forest which it

haunts. No sooner does this marvelous animal
descry the damsel than it runs toward her,

lies down at her feet, and so sulfers itself to

be taken by the hunters. The unicorn represents
our Lord Jesus Christ, who, taking our humanity
upon Him in the Virgin's womb, was betrayed by
the wicked Jews, and delivered into the hands of

Pilate. Its one horn signifies the Gospel truth,

that Christ is one with the Father," etc. The
source of the mediaeval Bestiaries is to be
found in the Greek work Phijsiologus, probably
written about the Second Century a.d., at Alex-
andria. It immediately became very popular,

but in 496 was censured by a synod. It was
translated into Latin, Ethiopic, Armenian. Syri-

ac. Old English. Icelandic, etc., numerous addi-

tions and changes being made. The original

number of s^nnbols is 49. Consult F. Lauchert,
Geschiehte des Physiologus (Strassburg, 1890).

BESTTIZHEFF, be-stoo'zhef, Alexander
Alexaxdrovitch (1797-1837). A Russian novel-

ist and critic. He was captain in a dragoon
regiment, and adjutant to Alexander, Duke of

Wurttemberg. Having been involved with his

friend, Eyieyeff, in the conspiracy of 1825. he
was degraded to the ranks, and exiled to Ya-
kutsk, but after long entreaty he was permitted

to enter the Army of the Caucasus as a private,

in 1829. He fell in a skirmish with the as yet

unconquered mountaineers. Two years before

his exile he, together with Ryleyeff, had pub-

lished the Russian almanac. T/w iSo/nr Star. His
later works, consisting chiefly of novels and
.sketches, written under the name of Cossack
Marlinski, bore the impress of his own life and
adventures in tlie Caucasus. They excel in de-

picting the wilder aspects of nature and the

excitements of a soldier's life, but fail in the
delineation of character, and are often exaggerat-

ed and sometimes absurd. His principal works
are the tale of Mullah .V«r, and the romance of

Ammalat Beg, whicli last' relates the treachery
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of a Circassian chief, and gives interesting pic-

tures of the scenery of the Caucasus. Several

of his novels were translated into German by

Seebach (Leipzig, 1837), and his works appeared

at Saint Petersburg (5 vols., 1835; ed. 3, 12

vols., 1839, and ed. 4, 1847) under the name

of ilarlinski's Tales.

BESTUZHEFF-BYtrMIN, ryoo'nifen, Kon-

STAXTi.N XiKOLAVEViTCU (1829-97). A Russian

historian, born in the Government of Nizhni

Novgorod. He studied law at the University

of Moscow, was assistant editor of the Moscow
Gazette from lfe5G to 1859, and in 1859 an

editor ^>f the Moscow Review. In 1803-64 he

was editor of the Journal of the Geograph-

ical Society, from 18G5 to 1882 occupied the

chair of Russian history at the University

of Saint Petersburg, and from 1878 to 1882

was president of the Slavic Benevolent So-

ciety. He was elected to the Imperial Acad-

emy of Sciences in 1890. He contributed numer-

ous articles to periodicals, was an editor of

Krayefsky's EncycluiJicdic Dictionary, with Tib-

len, translated Buckle's History of Civilization

ill 'England, and also published The Vhristian-

ization of Russia (1804), The Black Days of the

Reign of the Tartars (1804), and other popular

monographs. His most important work is his

Historii of Russia (Vol. 1., 1872; Vol. II., 1885;

unfinished
)

, extending through the reign of Ivan

the Terrible, and distinguished by a scholarly

use of sources. A collection of essays, Biograr

phies and Characteristics, appeared in 1882.

BETANZOS, batiln'thAs (anciently, Brigan-

tium Flavium). A city of Spain, in the Province

of Coruiia, 11 miles east-southeast of the city

of the same name (Map: Spain, A 1). It is

attractively located, and contains remains of a

Moorish castle and ancient granite gateways.

The town has manufactures of linen, leather, and
earthenware, and carries on a trade in wine and
grain. Betflnzos is one of the most ancient towns

of Galicia, and at an early time in its history

was allied with Coruna, which was its port.

Henry IV., in 1405, raised it to the dignity of a
city. " Population, in 1897, 8187.

BETE HUMAINE, bii'tu'min', La (The

Human Beast). A realistic novel by Zola, hav-

ing for its theme the homicidal mania of a loco-

nidtive engineer.

BE'TEL, or BETLE (Sp., Portug., from
Tamil vettilei, betel; literally, a mere leaf), or

Pawn. A narcotic stinuilant, much used in

the East, and particularly by all the tribes of

the Malay race. It consists of a leaf of one or

other of "certain species of pepper, to which tlic

name of betel-pepper is indiscriminately applied,

plucked green, spread over with moistened quick-

lime {chunani), generally procured by calcination

of shells, and wrapped around a few scrapings

of the areca-nut (see AnECA), sometimes called

the betelnut, and also known as pinang. This

is p>it into the mouth and chewed. It causes

giddiness in persons unaccustomed to it, excori-

ates the mouth, and deadens for a time the sense

of taste. It is so burning that Europeans do
not readily become habituated to it, but its

consumption in the Kast Indies is prodigious.

Men and women, young and old. indulge in it

from morning to night. The use of it is so

genernl as to have become a matter of etiquette:

the Malays rarely go out without their betel-

BETHAM-EDWARDS.

boxes, which they present to one another as

Europeans did, at one time, their snuff-bo.\e3.

The chewing of betel is a practice of great

antiquity, and can certainly be traced back to

at least the Fifth Century B.C. It gives a red

color to the saliva, so that the lips and teeth

appear covered with blood ; the lips and teeth

are also blackened by its habitual use, and the

teeth are destroyed, so that men of twenty-five

years of age are often quite toothless. Whether
the use of betel is to be regarded as having any
advantages except the mere pleasure afforded to

those who have acquired the habit of it, to coun-

terbalance its obvious disadvantages, is a ques-

tion upon which difference of opinion exists.

Some have represented it as beneficially pro-

moting the secretion of saliva, strengthening

the digestive powers, and warding off attacks

of fever; while others pronounce against it an
unqualified condemnation. Sir James Emerson
Tennent, in his valuable and interesting work on
Ceylon, expresses the opinion that it is ad-

vantageous to a people of whose ordinary food

flesh forms no part, and that it is at once the

antacid, the tonic, and the carminative which
they require.

The name betel is often given to the species

of pepper of which the leaves are ordinarily

chewed in the manner just described, which are

also called Betel-Pepper or Pawn. Some of

them are very extensively cultivated, particu-

larly Chavica betle, Chavica siraboa, and Charica

malamiri, climbing shrubs with leathery leaves,

which are heart-shaped in the first and second

of these species, and oblong in the third. They
are trained to poles, trellises, or the stems of

palms, and require much heat with moisture and
shade; upon which account, in the north of

India, where the climate would not otherwise

be suitable, they are cultivated with great

attention in low sheds, poles being placed for

their support^ at a few feet apart. The genus
Chavica is one of those into which the old genus

Piper (see Pepper) has been divided. The requi-

site qualities of betel are probably found in

the leaves of numerous species not only of this

but of other genera of the same family. The
leaf of the ava (q.v.) is sometimes used.

BETH, (Heb., house). A word frequently

introduced as an element in the name of places,

as Beth-el. house of God: Beth Aven, house of

iniquity: Beth-seda, house of mercy, etc. The
corresponding word in Arabic, which is similarly

used, is Beit (q.v.).

BETHAB'ARA. See Bethany.

BETH'AM-ED'WABDS, Matilda (1836—),
An English novelist and writer, a first cousin

of Amelia B. Edwards, the novelist. She was
born at VVesterfield, Suffolk. Her mother was
the little Barbara Betham to whom Mary Lamb
"penned as charming letter as was ever ad-

dressed to a child." Miss Edwards was edu-

cated at home and by foreign travel. She be-

gan as a poet, contributing to TIciMsehnld TVords

an exquisite poem called "The Golden Bee." and
receiving from Dickens £5 for it. This was re-

published in a volume of poems in 1855 and
again in 1885. At the age of If) she published

her 'first novel. The White TJnuse Ini the Sea.

(1855), and thenceforth devotrd herself to lit-

erature, contributing to the leading magazines.
.•\niong her popular novels are John and I
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(18G-2): Dr. Jacob (1864): KiHy (1869); and

The Parting of the JVays (1888). Of her miscel-

laneous work niav be cited an edition of Arthur

Young's Travels in France; Six Life Studies of

Famous ^Vomen (1880); and her charming

Reniiiiiscencrs (1808).

BETH'AMTY (Heh. beth, house+ ani, poverty,

misery ) . ( 1 ) A village 15 furlongs from Jeru-

salem", frequentlv referred to in the Gospels

(Map: Palestine", C 4). It was on the south-

eastern slope of the Mount of Olives, on the

road from Jerusalem to Jericho. The village

El--Azari)eh, 'Place of Lazarus,' is its modern

representative. Here was the home of Lazarus

and his sisters (John xi. 1), so welcome to

Jesus. Here, also, was the house of Simon tlie

leper, who entertained Him. Under the ruins

of a convent built in a.d. 1180 is the traditional

grave of Lazarus. (2) According to the best

MSS. (followed in the Revised Version), the

name of the place where John the Baptist was

baptizing at the beginning of his ministry (John

i. 28). It is called in some MSS. and in the

Authorized Version Bethabara. The site is not

certainly known. Some have supposed it to be

the same as Beth-Ximrah, across the Jordan

from .Jericho; others locate it much farther up

the valley.

BETHANY. A city. and the county-seat of

Harrison Comity, JIo., about 60 miles northeast

of Saint Joseph^ on the Chicago, Burlington and

Quincy Railroad (Map: Missouri, B 1). It is

the centre of an agricultural and stock-raising

region, in which also building-stone is quarried,

and contains flouring-mills, carriage and wagon
shops, lumber-mills, broom and canning factories,

brickyards, etc. Population, in 1890, 1105; in

1900," 209.3.

BETHANY. A village in Brooke County,

W. \ a., 16 miles northeast of Wheeling. Here,

in 1841, Bethany College was established by

Alexander Campbell, the founder of the sect

known as 'Disciples of Christ' (q.v.). Popula-

tion, in 1900, 245.

BETH'EL (Heb., house of God, from beth,

house + cl. God) . A town of Palestine, the mod-

ern Betin, situated in the mountains at a height

of 2880 feet above the sea-level. 10 miles north

of .Jerusalem. It is associated with the early

traditions and legends of the Hebrews. Abraham
pitches his tent near Bethel, builds an altar,

and worships .Jehovah there (Gen. xii. 8;

xiii. .3) ; but it is .Jacob who is more particularly

a.ssoeiated with the place, and to whom the giv-

ing of its name is assigned, ilany modern bibli-

cal writers consider that here in fJenesis two di-

vergent stories are found. According to the one

(Gen. xxviii.) . God appears to .Jacob at Bethel on

his flight to Haran: in the other, it is on the re-

turn of Jacob from Padan-.\ram that he encoun-

ters God (Gen. xxxv. ). The former contains

the story of Jacob's vision, in which he sees

angels ascending and descending a 'ladder'—in

reality a structure like a Babylonian ziggunil,

or temple-tower, with a sloping ascent winding

around to the top, and .lehovah stiinds at Jacob's

side and repeats the promise made to Abraham.
The second story lays more emphasis ujion the

change of Jacob's name to Israel than upon the

name Bethel given to the phuo because God
'spoke' With .Jacob there, while according to the

BETHESDA.

former the giving of the name follows Jacob's

exclamation, "This is none other than the house

of God"—i.e. Beth (house) El (God). These

traditions bear witness to the antiquity of the

sanctuary at Bethel, and it is interesting to

compare these accounts with the later view-

represented by the 'Yahweh purists,' who dis-

carded those ancient sanctuaries as idolatrous.

So Jeroboam is rebuked for erecting a sanctuary

at Bethel (I. Kings xii. 29), Hosea going so far

as to call the place Beth-Aven, 'house of in-

iquity' (Hos. iv. 15). Its earlier name is said

to h'ave been Luz (Gen. xxviii. 19; xxxv. 6;

xlviii. 3; Joshua .vviii. 13, etc.) ; once (Joshua

xvi. 2) a distinction is made between Bethel and

Luz. according to the received Hebrew text, but

some for 'Bethel' here read 'Bathavin.'

A king of Bethel is mentioned (Joshua xii.

0, 16), which may be taken as an indication of

the importance oi the place. As a frontier

to^^•n it is sometimes reckoned as belonging to

the tribe of Benjamin (Joshua xviii. 22), some-

times to Ephraim (Judges i. 22). During the

period of the Judges Bethel was, in fact, the

central sanctuary of the northern tribes, where

the ark was stationed (Judges xx. 18), and when
the division of the tribes came. Bethel rose to even

greater significance in the Kingdom of Israel,

having an elaborate organization of priests and

prophets (Amos vii.), to which the masses were

dra\™ bv the feasts and rites, arranged with

great splendor. The worship of .Jehovah at

Bethel proved a serious rival for a long period

to that at .Jerusalem, and hindered the religious

concentration at the latter place until the down-

fall of the northern kingdom.

BETHEL. A town in Oxford County. Me.^

.50 miles west of Augusta, on the Androscoggin

River and on the Grand Trunk Railroad (Map:

Maine, B 7 ) . It is a summer resort visited

principally for its attractive scenery. The town

has manufactures of canned goods, chairs, lum-

lier, spools and bobbins, etc., and contains Gould

Academy and several small libraries. Popula-

tion, in 1890, 2209; in 1900. 1835. Consult

Laphara, History of Bethel 1768-1890 (Augusta,

1891).

BETH'ELL, Richard, Baron Westbuiy ( 1 SOO-

TS I . An English jurist. He was born in Brad-

ford, Wiltshire, graduated at Oxford in 1818,

and was called to the bar in 1823. He was made
Queen's counsel in 1840, became Solicitor-General

on the formation of the Aberdeen Ministry, in

December, 1852, and soon afterwards was
knightetl. In 1856 he became Attorney-General,

and with one interval held that ofiice until ap-

pointed Lord Chancellor in 1861, when he was
also raised to the peerage. He resigned the

Great Seal in 1865. Bethell was conspicuous in

the cau.se of law reform, in improving the .sys-

tem of education for the bar, iind in abolishing

the ecclesiastical courts.

BETHES'DA (Heb., house of mercy, or place

of tlowing water). A pool of water at Jerusa-

lem, near the 'Sheep Gate,' or market, where

Jesus is said to have cured the man who had

waited 38 years to be led into the 'troubled

water.' There was probably a natural cause for

this phenomenon, and its best explanation would
be to identify Ucthesda with the Virgin's Pool,

the only natural spring in .Jerusalem. It is
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situated on the Ophel slope, southeast of the

Temple. A cavern below forms a natural syphon,

so that the water overllows at delinite periods,

when people still bathe in the water, because

they believe it will cure their diseases. The
fact that sheep were watered at this place may
have given rise to the name 'Sheep Hate." Other-

wise this gate was situated north of the Temple.

BETH'-HO'RON ( Heb., place of eaves) . Two
villages of Palestine. !) to 12 miles from .lerusa-

lani, called, respectively, the Uiiper and Lower
Beth-Horon. A late statement, but of no value,

ascribes the founding of the place to Sheerah,

daughter of Ephraim (I. Chron. vii. 24). The
importance of Beth-Honm is due to its position

on one of the most accessible passes leading

from the valley of Ajalon to Jerusalem. The
Lower Beth-Iloron stands on a ridge about 1240

feet above the sea-level ; the ri)per, which is

about an hour's clind) from the Lower, stands

on a mountain spur 1730 feet above the sea.

\^"hen Joshua defeated the five kings of the

Amoritcs at Gibeon. the road of pursuit passed

by Beth-Horon (Joshua x. 11). In later times

the place was often fortified, and Judas Mac-
cabeus here defeated the Svrian Prince Seron
(I. Mace. iii. 13-24; vii. 39-49). The present

villages are still known as "Upper' and 'Lower'

Beit-ur.

BETHI/EHEM (Heb., house or place of

bread). Tlic present Brit Lahm, a town about
5 miles south of .Jerusalem and about three-

fourths of a mile east of the main road to Heb-
ron (Map: Palestine, C 4). The name is sig-

nificant of the fertility of the valleys near by,

which abound in grain-fields, olive and fig or-

chards, and vineyards. Bethlehem, anciently in-

cluded in the district Kphratah, became famous
in olden times as the birthplace and early home
of King David (Ruth i. 2; iv. 11 ; Gen. xxxv.
10, 19; xlviii. 7: I. Sam. xvii. 12). It was not
a place of great importance. -As the birthplace

of Jesus (Matt. ii. 1; Luke ii. 1 ff.), Bethlehem
was venerated by Christians as early as the
Second Century. For this reas(m. probably,
Hadrian laid it waste in 132. Constantine the

Great, in his zeal for Christianity, revived the
place by building there a large, fine basilica

(c.330). Since then Bethlehem has been one of

the great pilgrim shrines of Palestine. Its

present population is about 8000, mostly Chris-

tian, as the Mussulman qmirter was destroyed in

1834. At Bethlehem several monastic and edu-
cational institutions, Catholic and Protestant,
are located.

The centre of interest in Bethlehem is the
famous Church of Saint Mary, one of the oldest
Christian edifices in the world. Constantine
built the church near the supposed site of Jesus'
birth. The Gospel of Luke states that the in-

fant Saviour was laid in a manger. Early in

the Second Century tradition had it that the
manger was in a cave (cf. I'rotcv. James, 18, 19,

21, and Justin M., Oial.. edit. Otto, p. 208),
which is not at all improbable. Justinian (527-

665) enlarged Constantine's church so that the
transept covered the supi)0sed Cave of the Na-
tivity. Other crypts under the building are now
connected with scenes of the Infancy. Here,
also, are the chapel and grave of Jerome, who
wrote the Vulgate in a grotto near by. The
church was highly esteemed by the Crusaders.

k BETHLEHEMITES.

In 1101 Baldwin was crowned in it. In 1170

the Emperor Manuel Comnenus decorated its

walls with mosaics. In 1482 Edward IV. and
Philip of Burgundy contributed the materials

for repairing the roof. At present Greek, Ar-

menian, and Roman Catholic monastic estab-

lishments inclose the church on the two sides

and rear.

BETHLEHEM. A town in Grafton County,
X. H., 75 miles north by west of Concord, on
the Boston and Maine Railroad (Map: New
Hampshire, H 4). It has a fine Iwation over
1450 feet above sea-level, with beautiful views of

the White Mountains and a more distant pros-

pect of the Green Mountains. A cool and bracing
atmosphere also contributes to the town's popu-
laritv as a summer resort. Population, in 1890,
1267"; in 1900, 1201. Consult Bolles. The Early
Biston/ of Bethlehem (Woodsville, N. H., 1883).

BETHLEHEM. A borough in Northampton
County, Pa., 56 miles north of Philadelphia, on
the Lehigh River and Canal, and on the Cen-
tral of New Jersey, the Lehigh Valley, and the
Philadelphia and" Reading railroads (^lap:
Pennsylvania, F 3). Among the more ])romi-

nent features are two bridges, about 700 feet

long, connecting with South Bethlehem (q.v.),

a public library, and Saint Luke's Hospital. The
manufacturing interests comprise extensive iron
and steel works, zinc-works, graphite-works, silk-

7nills, knitting-mills, etc. Bethlehem is governed
under a charter of 1851, which provides for a
mayor, elected every three years, and a borough
council. The water-works are owned and o|)er-

ated by the niunicipalitv. Population, in 1890,
0702; "in 1900, .7293. Bethlehem was founded by
the Moravians (q.v.) in 1742, and soon became
the headquarters in America of that sect, which
here maintains t)ie fine Churcli of the Nativity,
a college and theological seminary, opened in

1807, and a seminary for women. Fnmi Decem-
ber, 1770, to April, 1777, and from September,
1777, to April, 1778, the general hospital of the
Continental Army was located here, and in
West Bethlehem 500 soldiers were buried.
Bethlehem was incorporated in 1845. Consult:
Martin, Ilistorieul Sketch of Bethlehem (Phila-
delphia, 1872), and an article by .lordan, "Beth-
lehem During the Revolution," in I'ciDisylvania

Unqnzine of Ilistori/ and Biography, Vol. XIII.
(Philadelphia, 1890').

BETH'LEHEMITES, or BETHLEHEMITE
BROTH'ERS. The name of two orders of monks,
(1) mentioned by Matthew of Paris as being at
Cambridge, England, in 1257, and as wearing
a red star with five points and a blue disk in

the middle on their breasts, in allusion to the
Star of Bethlehem, l)ut otherwise being in dress

Dominicans. Nothing more is known of them.

(2) An order founded in (iuatemala by Peter of

Bethencourt (1019-07). which grew out of a con-

gregation he collected living under the rule of

the Third Order of Saint Francis, and caring
especially for the sick and educating children.

Its constitution was approved by the Pope in

1672, and the congregation was expanded into

an order in 1087 and put under the rule of the

Augustinians. They dress similarly to Ihe Ca-
pucliins, and carry on their right breast a shield

with a re|)resentation of the manger at Bethle-

hem, and near it Mary and Joseph. They are
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specially bound to exercise hospitality and to

tend the sick, even though they have infectious

diseases. In 166S a female order of the name
was founded in Guatemala, but it never spread.

The male order spread in South America, but in

1820 was secularized, and in 1845 was extinct.

The followers of John Huss were styled Beth-

leheniites. from the Bethlehem Church in Prague,
where their leader preached.

BETHLEHEM, Musical or Bach Festival.
Musically, Bethlehem. Pa., is the most remark-
able towni or settlement in the United States.

To a great degree it is a iloravian town, having
been founded by the Moravians about 1740, and
being still under the influence of the policy then
inaugurated. In 1780 the settlement had an
orchestra, probably the first in America, which
fact, together with the strong musical tendency
of the liturgj- of the Moravian Church, with its

realistically religious hymns, imdoubtedly led up
to the developments of the present day. Early in

its church history flutes, horns, viols, and trom-
bones were permanent factors in the church
music. The modem festival is frequently re-

ferred to as the American musical Oberammer-
gau, or the American Bayreuth. It resembles
the latter in many ways, and particularly in the
emplovment of a quartet of trombones to sum-
mon the people to the performances, as do the
trumpets in the German town. Its resemblance
to Oberammergau is in the essentially religious

character of the festival, the penneating Protest-

ant sentiment of which is admirably expressed in

the music of Bach. The festival of 1901 was re-

markable as being the first time in America in

which the Christmas Oratorio had been given in

its entirety. Besides this great work were given
the Passion according to vSaint Matthew and the
Mass ill B Minor, the latter having been pre-

sented for the first time in America two years
before. J. Frederick Wolle, a pupil of Rhein-
berger, and the organist of the Moravian Church,
has charge of the music. The choir consists of
110 members, with a separate chorus of 100
boys, for the chorals, and an orchestra of 60
instrumentalists. They are all natives of the
place, with the exception of the leading vocal
and instrumental soloists. The festivals are of
a very high character, and it is purposed to con-
tinue their annual performance.

BETH'LEM. See Bedlam.
BETHLEN-GABOR, bet'len ga1)6r, or Ga-

BBiEL Bethlex, or Bethlehem (1580-1629).
Prince of Transylvania. 1613-29. He was a mem-
ber of a prominent Protestant family of Upper
Hungary, which possessed, also, important estates
in Transylvania. In 1613, with the assistance of
the Sultan, and in defiance of the Emperor, he was
made ruler of Transylvania. In 1619 he took
advantage of the Bohemian struggle, and openly
took up arms against Austria. He overran Hun-
gary, took Presburg, and spread devastation
and terror to the gates of Vienna. The enthu-
siastic Hungarians elected him King (1620).
His allies, the Protestants of Germany, having
l-een crushed in the battle of Prague,' Bethlen-
Oiflbor concluded peace with the Emperor Ferdi-
nand II., receiving the town of Kaschau, with
seven Hungarian counties adjoining Transyl-
vania, the principalities of Oppeln and Ratilior
in Silesia, and the dignity of Prince of the
Empire. This treaty, however, waa soon bro-

ken by the Emperor, and Bethlen-Gfibor, rais-
ing an army of 60.000 men, invaded iloravia,
and obtained the solemn renewal of the for-

mer treaty. His marriage with Catharine of
Brandenburg in 1625 involved him once more
in the Thirty Years' War; but he finally retired
from the contest in the following year, and
thenceforth devoted himself exclusively to the
internal affairs of Transylvania. He died in
1629, after a lingering and painful illness. He
was known as one of the 'three great Magvars'
of his age. Bethlen-Giibor was an able adminis-
trator as well as a brilliant general, and his
reign was as beneficial to Transylvania on the
side of internal progress as it was glorious for
its military exploits. He encouraged the sci-

ences and letters and promoted education. His
brother Stephex succeeded him, but was soon
compelled to resign the throne. To the same
family of Bethlen belong .JoHx and Wolfgaxg,
both chancellors of Transylvania, the former of
whom is celebrated for his work, Reruin Tran-
tijlvanicariim Lihri IT. (Hermannstadt, 1683),
which gives the history of the principality from
1629 to 1G63, and the latter of whom wrote a
history in 16 books, the MS. of which, from
long neglect, had been much damaged, but
which was afterwards restored and completed
and published (6 vols.) at Hermannstadt in
1792, under the title of Wolfpangi de Bethlen
Bistoria de Rebus Transi/hunicis. Io.ilj-l(i09.

BETHMANN-HOLLWEG, bat'man liol'vaK,
:Moritz August von ( 1795-1877 ) . A German jur-
ist and statesman, born at Frankfort-on-the-Main.
He studied law at Guttingen and Berlin, and be-
came professor of civil law at Berlin. He
held a similar chair at Bonn from 1829 to 1842,
and in 1845 was appointed a counselor of State.
From 1849 to 1852 he was a member of the
First Chamber of the Prussian Parliament, and
from 1852 to 1855 a member of the Second Cham-
ber. He was Minister of Public Instruction from
1858 to 1862, and was a supporter of the Moder<
ate Constitutional Party. He published Griind-
riss zu Vorlesiingen iiberden gemeinen undpreus-
sischen Civilpro^ess (1832), Vrsprung der lorn-
hardischen Stiidtefreiheit (1846), Ueber Gesetx-
gebung und Rechtsirissenschaft als Aufgabe un-
serer Zeit (1876), and other works.

BETHTIAL GREEN. A metropolitan bor-
ough of Greater London. See LoxDOX.

BETH PE'OR (Heb., house or dwelling of
Peor. i.e. the god of Baal-Peor). A city belong-
ing to Reuben, opposite a ravine, in which Israel
is said to have received the Deuteronomic laws
(Deut. iii. 29), and the locality in which Moses
is supposed to have been buried! The exact place
cannot be' identified, but that it was somewhere
in the Nebo-Pisgah Mountains seems certain.
If it is on the southern si<le of Wady Ayun
Musa, as some geographers hold, the "'ravine'
would be Wady Hesban. .\in el-ilinyeh. on
the northern side of the mountain ridge, "has also
been suggested as a possible location of the city,
which has an extended view over the Plain of
Shittim. The former, however, would be more
accessible from the plain.

BETH'PHAGE
( Heb., house of figs) . A vil-

lage near .Jerusalem, but a short distance from
Bethany (Mark xi. 1: Matt. .x.\i. 1; Luke six.
29). The site is unknown.
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BETHSA'IDA (Syr., Heb., flshinp-place).

The name of one or more places in Galilee, fre-

quently mentioned in tlie Gospels. The Bethsaida

to which .Jesus withdrew after the death of .John

the Baptist (Matt. xiv. 13), and near which He
fed the five thousand (Mark vi. 31 ff . ; Luke ix.

10 fT.), was, douhtlesa, Bethsaida .Julias, on the

north shore of the Sea of Galilee, a little to the

east of w'here the Jordan enters the lake ( Map

:

Palestine, D 2). It was made into a city by

Herod Philip, and named Julias after Julia,

the daughter of Augustus. It is possible,

though not probable, that there was a second

Bethsaida west of the .Jordan and near the

lake, to which JIark vi. 4.'5 might refer. Jesus

frequently visited the place, and at least three

of His disciples had their lionies there (John i.

44; xii. 21).

BETHSHE'MESH (Heb., house of the sun,

or sun town). The name given to several places

in the Old Testament, the most important of

which was a town situated in Judah given to the

Levites (.Joshua xxi. IG), though subsequently

included in the territoi-y of Naphtali (Joshua xix.

38). It corresponds to the modern Ain Shems,

about 15 miles southwest of Jerusalem, finely

situated on the point of a low ridge, command-
ing an extensive view of the country. It is

interesting as the place where the Ark first

rested after the Philistines had sent it back (I.

Sani.vi. !)). One of Solomon's twelve purvej'ors

resided at Bethshemesh (I. Kings iv. 9); and
here was fought the battle between Judah and
Israel, in which Jehoash captured Amaziah (II.

Kings xiv. 11-13; II. Chron. xxv. 21-23). Beth-

shemesh was taken by the Philistines during the

reign of Ahaz (II. Chron. xxviii. 18), and from
tliat time disappears from history. The name
indicates that it was a centre of sun-worship.

In Jeremiah (xliii. 13) there is an interesting

reference to the "pillars of Beth Shemesli, that

is in the land of Kgypt," which, as the Greek
translation shows, rendering "the pillars of Heli-

opolis that are at On," is intended for On in

Lower Egypt. The pillars refer to the obelisks

associated with the worship of Ra, the Egyptian
sun-god.

BETHUNE, bft'tun'. A tovm in the De-

partment of Pas-de-Calais. France, 1)uilt on a
rock overlooking the river Brette, and the canals

of Lawe and Aire, Hi miles north-northwest of

Arras ( Map : France, J 1 ) . It is strongly forti-

fied, the works having been begun by Vauban,
who made it one of the strong places of Artoia.

Its princijjal public buildings are the (Jothic

Church of Saint Vaast, two hospitals, and a com-
munal college. It has manufactures of linen

and cloth, and a considerable trade in the agri-

cultural produce of the surro\inding country.

The first artesian wells are said to have been
bored here. Population, in 1890, 11,027.

BETHUNE, bctlioTTn'. Charles .Tames
Stewart (1838— ). A Canadian clergyman and
entomologist. He was born at West Flamboro,
Ontario, and studied at Trinity College, Toronto.

From 1802 to 1870 lie held several posts. In

1870 ho was apjiointed head.-niaster of Trinity

College School. He was founder of the Ontario
Entomological Society, and the first editor of The
Canadian Jlntomoloiiist, the editorship ot which
he resumed in 1880. He is a Fellow of the

Royal Society of Canada, and of the American

BETROTHAL.

Association for the Advancement of Science, and
was for five years president of the Entomological
Society of Canada.

BETHUNE, George Washington, D.D.
(1805-02). An American clergyman, born in

New York, and educated at Dickinson College and
Princeton Theological Seminary. In 1828 he
became pastor of a Dutch Reformed Church at
Rhinebeck, then at Utica, N. Y., and in 1834 in

Philadelphia. In 1840 he took charge of a new
congregation in Brookl}^l, X. Y'. ; ten years later

visited Italy to imjjrove his health, and in 1861

again went to Italy, where he died suddenly from
apoplexy. He was an eloquent preacher, accom-
plished scholar, fisherman, wit, and poet. He
published Lays of Love and Faith (Philadel-

phia, 1847); Orations and Discourses (1850);
Memoirs of Joanna liethune (1804). He edited
Walton's Complete Angler (London, 1847) and
7'/if British Female Poets (Philadelphia, 1848).
For biography, consult A. R. Van Nest (New
Y'ork, 1807).

"

BETROTH'AL (from troth, a variant of

truth), or BETROTH'MENT. The mutual
plighting, or pledging, of troth. In modern Eng-
lish and American law, an engagement entered
into by a man and woman for tlieir future mar-
riage (q.v.). This may be, and usually is, a
private and informal transaction, constituting a
contract obligatory on both the parties, and
affording the usual remedy of an action for dam-
ages for its breach. See Breach of Promise,
under Breach.
The consideration for the contract is the mu-

tual promises of the parties, and either party may
call upon the other to fulfill the engagement by
marriage at the time agreed upon, or, if no date
be fixed, then within a reasonable time. In the
Middle Ages, however, tlie betrothal was an im-
portant, if not an essential, part of the marriage
transaction. It was usually of a ceremonial
character, and numerous but ineffectual attempts
were made by the Church and the State to com-
pel its celebration with religious ceremonies.
Indeed, at one time in the history of media;val

society no contract or engagement of marriage,
whether present or future, was deemed to be con-

summated without the subsequent physical union

of the contracting parties. Subsequently, how-
ever, a distinction was made between a betrothal

(sponsalia) per rerbn de presenti, which con-

stituted an irregular but valid marriage, though
entered into without the sanction of the Church,
and sponsalia per rerhii de fnturo, whicli became
a marriage, witliout further words or ceremony,
upon its consummation by sexual intercourse.

The former has become tlie so-called common-
law marriage, or, where attended with the sanc-

tion of the secular or religious authorities, the

ceremonial marriage of our own time. The
latter, without the physical consummation
(which has lost its legal effect), is the betrothal,

or marriage engagement, of to-day. It was be-

cause Anne Boleyii's previous betrothal to the

Earl of Northumberland, though never consum-
mated, was per rrrhii de presenti, and therefore

something more than a broken engagement, tliat

Henry VI If. was enabled to secure the cancel-

lation of his own marriage to her. The pres-

ent state of the law on the subject is expressed

in the familiar maxim, f'nnscnsiis, non conciihi-

ttis, facit ntiptias—"It is the agreement and not
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the cohaliitation that makes tlie marriage."

Consult PoUoek and ilaitland, History of Enfilish

Laic (2d ed., London and Boston, 1809) ; and the

authorities referred to under the title ^SLvbbiage.

BETROTHED, betrotht'. The. ( 1 ) A novel

hy Scott (1S25). The scene is laid in the time
of Henry II. Eveline Berenger was betrothed

to her guardian, the Constable of Chester. She
was in love with his young kinsman, Damian
de Lacy. The Constable, after testing the honor
of Damian severely, by putting Eveline in his

charge, releases her from her betrothal, and she

marries her younger lover. ( 2 ) A novel by ^Man-

zoni, published 182.5-27. (3) An opera by Pe-
trella. produced in 1869, at Lecco.

BETSIMISARAKA, bet-se'me-sa-ra'ka. The
mixed Polynesian people of ^Madagascar living

on the eastern side of the island.

BET'SY AND I ARE OUT. A popular
poem by Will Carleton (1872), iirst published
in the Toledo Blade, and followed bv Betsy and
I Hade Up.

BETTELHEIM, bet'fl-him, Axtox (1851—).
An Austrian author, born in Vienna, and educat-

ed in that city, and in Munich. He published
an excellent biographical work on Beaumarchais
(1886), and subsequently devoted himself almost
exclusively to biographical writing, publishing
the collection Fiihrende (leister, to which he con-

tributed the notable biography of Anzengruber.
Berthold Auerbaeh selected him as the publisher
of his posthumous works and as his biographer.
Among his latest collective works are Deutsche
Geisteshelden (1895), and Deutsches Jahrbuch
und Deutsche yekrologie. Vols. I. to IV. (1897-
19001.

BET'TERTON, Thomas (1635-1710). An
English actor. He was bom in Westminster and
apprenticed by his father to a bookseller, by
whose formation of a theatrical troupe Betterton
seems to have been introduced to his profession.

In 1661 he became a member of Sir William Dav-
enant's company at the Lincoln's Inn Fields
Theatre, and quickly became a favorite. The best
contemporary judges, such as Addison, Cibber,
etc., bear admiring witness to the dramatic power
of his impersonations, which overcame the nat-

ural disadvantages of a low voice, small eyes, and
an ungainly figure. The range of his repertory was
wide, including many of Shakespeare's plays and
a great variety of contemporary pieces. His
Hamlet, to which Mrs. Saunderson, his future
wife, played Ophelia, was considered especially
fine. Charles II. thought so highly of him that,

for the acting of Alvaro in Love and Honor, he
is said to have lent him his coronation suit.

Early in his career he was sent, by the King's
wish, to Paris to study the French sUige, with
a view to improvement in the English, a visit

which brought the young dramatist into contact
with the work of Moli&re. His private charac-
ter was highly estimable, cheerful, modest, and
generous. After a retirement of many years,
it became known that his circumstances were
very straitened, and it was determined to give
him a public benefit. On April 7, 1709, the
spirited veteran (then in his 74th year) ap-
peared with immense Mat at the Haymarket
Theatre in the youthful part of Valentine, in
Congreve's Love for Love. His last appearance
wag in a similar benefit three davs before his
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death, as Melantius, in the Maid's Tragedy, of
Beaumont and Fletcher. He was buried in the
cloister of Westminster Abbey; an event which
Steele commemorates in the Tatler (No. 167).
As a writer, Betterton published a number of
comedies adapted from earlier plays. Mrs. Bet-
terton took almost the same rank among con-

temporary actresses that her husband did among
actors. Consult: Howe, Thomas Betterton, Emi-
nent Actor vSeries (London, 1891) ; The Life and
Times of that Excellent and Renowned Actor,
Thomas Betterton, by the Author of the Lives of

ilrs. Abingdon, etc. (London, 1888) ; Doran,
Annals of the English Stage, Vol. I. (London,
1888) ; Downes, Eoscius Anglicanus (London,
1886) ; Genest, Histori/ of the English Htage,
Vol. L (Bath, 1832); 'and Gait, Lives of the
Players (London, 1835).

BETTINELLI, bet'te-nel'U, Savebio (1718-
1808). An Italian critic and writer on aesthetics.

He was born at Mantua, and after journeying
with the Jesuits taught successively at Brescia,
at Venice, at Parma, and at Modena. His prin-

cipal works were II risorgimento d'ltalia negli

studii delle arti e nei costumi dopo il mille ( 1775-

86)
J
on the renaissance of art and literature in

Italy, and Lettere Virgiliane, which aroused
much criticism on account of its attacks on
Dante. Bettinelli's collected works were pub-
lished under the title L'Abbate Bettinelli, Opere
edite e hiedite, 24 vols. (1799-1802). Consult
G. F. Napione, Vita dell' Ahbate S. Bettinelli

(Turin, 1819).

BET'TING {bet, shortened, from abet. OF.
abeter, to incite, instigate, deceive, from a [Lat.

ad'i, to + beter, Icel. beita, to bait, to cause to

bite), or Wagebixg. Agreements to give money
or money's worth upon the determination or
ascertainment of an uncertain event were both
in England and in the United States enforceable
by the common law. They fall into two classes:

those made entirely for sport, and those in which
the uncertain event afl'ects or results from a
business transaction. St-atutory limitations were
early imposed upon contracts by way of gam-
ing or wagering, and in 1848 (8 and 9 Vict. c.

109) all such contracts were declared void in

England. Similar statutes were passed by most
of the L'nited States at aliout the same period.

A majority of them also have constitutional

provisions against legalizing lotteries, while New
York forbids the Legislature to legalize any kind
of gambling. So, in the United States, money
lent with the intention of enabling the borrower
to make a wager cannot be recovered, since wa-
gers are illegal, not merely void. Of the second
class, the most important are stock-exchange
transactions and marine, fiie, and life insurance.

Marine and fire insurance contracts are essen-

tially contracts of indemnity, since contemplat-
ing a specified loss, and all are held valid where
the insurer possesses an insurable interest. In
stock exchange transactions the test is whether
delivery is contemplated. 'Bucket-shop deals,'

or mere wagers on the rise and fall of prices, or
de.alings in 'futures,' are illegal, but contracts for

future delivery are valid whether the seller has
the goods or not, and option contracts, whether
'puts,' 'calls,' or 'straddles,' are not per se gam-
bling contracts. Where the force of the eon-

tract does not show a wager, it will generally
be presumed to be valid. See Gambling.
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BETTS, Samvel Rossitek (1787-1868). An
American jurist. He was born in Xew Haven,
Conn., ami giaihiated at Williams CoUi>{,'c in

1806. After serving in the War of 1812, he
was appointed judge-advocate by Governor
Tompkins, of Xew York, and this position

brought him prominently before the public. In

1815 he was elected a member of Congress, repre-

senting the district comprising Orange and Sulli-

van counties, and afterward served for several

years as district attorney of Orange County. He
was judge of the I'nited (States District Court

from ISl'S to 18G7. In this capacity he codified

the maritime laws of the United States, giving

due consideration to salvage, freighting, wages
of seamen, charters, insurance, general average,

and to every other important branch of the

subject. Scarcely less noteworthy was his influ-

ence on the formulation of the neutrality and
patent laws. Notwithstanding the enormous
volume of business constantly brought to his

attention, his decisions during the first twenty
j-ears of his term of office were uniformly up-

lield. -Viuong the distinguished lawyers who
conducted cases before him were HofTmann, Van
Buren, Webster. Hall, Emmet, and Choate. His
princijjal publication is a treatise on Admiralty
Practice (1828).

BET'TY, William Henry We.st (1791-1874).
An English actor, frequently called 'the Young
Roscius.' In his boyliooil he obtained an ex-

traordinary reputation, but failed completely to

maintain it as he grew up. He was born near
Shrewsliury. but passed most of his childliood in

the north of Ireland, where, at Belfast, he ap-
peared upon the stage as Osman in Znru before
he was twelve years old. A few weeks later he
played in Dublin as Young Xorval. He is

said to have committed to memory the long rOle

of Hamlet in three hours, and popular admi-
ration of his precocious acting was so unbounded
that he was thought an easj- rival of the greatest
tragedians. When he appeared in London, in

December, 1S04, at both Covent Garden and
Drurj- Lane theatres, he drew immense crowds,
and had for some time a salary of £100 a
night. His social success was equally remark-
able. Parliament was once adjourned expressly
to see him act Hamlet at Drury Lane, and
George III. himself presented him to the Queen
and princesses. His vogue gradually subsided,
however, and in 1808 he left the stage to enter
Christ's College, Cambridge. Four years later,

at Bath, he resumed his career, which thereafter
proved to be quite undistinguished, and in Au-
gust, 1824, he retired. The rest of his life was
passed uneventfully with the fortune he had
acquired in his youth. Consult; Hutton, in

Actors and Actresses of Great Britain and the
United States. Vol. II. (New York, 1880) ; Rus-
sell, Representative Actors (London, 1872?) ; Do-
ran, "About Master Betty," In and About Drury
Lane and (Jtltcr I'apers ( London, 1881 )

.

BET'ULA. See Biiicii.

BET'WA. An unnavigable tributary of the
.lumna River, in Central India. It rises in the
Vindhya Mountains, Mows past the towns of

lihilsa and .Ihansi. and after a northeastern
eipur.se of 340 miles, joins the Jumna on the
right, about 30 miles to the east-southeast of

Kalpi.
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BETWEEN' WIND AND WA'TER. That
portion of the side of a ship which is in the
immediate vicinity of the water-line, and is

sometimes above and sometimes below it as the
ship rolls. A shotholc in this locality is dan-
gerous, as it may admit so much water as to

cause the lo.ss of the ship; but the close sub-

division of the hulls of modern shii)s near the
water-line has much minimized the danger.

BETZ, Fba.\z (183.5-1900). A German oper-
atic barytone. He was born at ilainz. and from
1855 to 1859 sang at Hanover and at various
other cities of Germany. From his first appear-
ance in Berlin, in 1859, in the role of Don Car-
los in Verdi's FJrnani. until 1897, he was a mem-
ber of the Royal Ojiera House, where, prior to
Jlay 1, 1870, he had already sung about 850
times. He was selected by Wagner to sing the
part of Wotan at Bayreuth in 1876, and there-

after became prominently identified with Wag-
nerian roles.

BEULAH, bu'la. A land, in Bunyan's Pil-

ririm's Prorp-rxs, wherein nothing offensive is,

and where the wears' sleepers soon awake to hear
the pleasant sounds of bells and trumpets.

BETJLE, be'hV. Charles Ernest (1826-74).
A French archa>ologist and politician, bom at
Saunuir. In 1849 he was sent to Athens as one
of the professors of the school of arclueology es-

tablished there, and discovered the propyltea of
(he Acropolis. After his icturn to Paris he became
professor of archa-ology at the Biblioth&que Xa-
tionale in 1854, and soon won great reputation
by his writings. In 1858-59 he made excava-
tions on the site of Carthage at his own ex-
jiense. His later years were devoted to politics.

In 1871 he was elected to the National Assembly,
where he upheld the Orleanist cause. Under
Macilahon he was for .a short time ^Minister
of the Interior (1873). Among his works
are: L'acropole d'Athines (2 vols.. 1854) ;

Etudes stir Ic Peloponnise (1855); Les mon-
naies d'Athenes (1858) ; Phidias, drame an-
tique (1863) ; and Histoire de I'art grec avant
Pericles (1868).

BEURMANN, boir'nian. Karl Moritz von
(1835-03 1. .\ tJernuin African explorer. He
was born at Potsdam, and studied at the Engi-
neering School, Berlin. In 18(i0 he made a sci-

entific journey to the Nile, the Nubian Desert,
and the Bogos region. He undertook in 1862 an
expedition to the African interior, to obtain in-

formal i<in about Eduard Vogel (q.v.), an ex-

plorer, murdered—as Nachtigal definitely learned
(1873)— in 1856, by order of the Sultan of

Wadai. He endeavored to reach Wadai by way
of Kanem, but was compelled to turn back. He
proceeded to Kuka, capital of Boriui, and thence
southwest to Yakoba, capital of Bautshi. In
December he once more set out for Wadai, but,

robbed and deserted by his servants, had again
to return to Kuka. During the following Janu-
ary he started again: but in February was nun-
dered at Mao, on the border between Wadai and
Kanem. His fltossar dcr Tifircsprache was pub-
lished bv Jlerx in German (Lieipzig, 1868) and
English "(Halle, 1868).

BEURNONVILLE, ber'nON'viM', Pierre Riel,
.Maripiis de (17521821). A French soldier,

born at Champignoles (Burgundy). During the
Revolution he fought in the Republican Army
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under Luckner and Dumouriez. In 1793 he was
appointed Minister of War, and subsequently,

when sent by the Convention as one of the eom-

niissioncrs for the apprehension of Dumouriez,

was himself taken prisoner and delivered to the

Austrians. After his release he was appointed

commander of the Army of the Xorth, in 1798

inspeetor-general of infantry, and in 1S05 he

became Senator. After Xapoleon's abdication he

declared himself for Louis X^^II., whom during

the Hundred Days he had accompanied to Ghent.

In 1816 he was appointed a marshal of France.

BEUST, hoist, Friedrich FEKnixAXD Frei-

HEKR vox (1809-86). A Saxon-Austrian states-

man. He was born January 13. 1809. at Dres-

den, and received his university education it

Giittingen and Leipzig, after which he entered

upon a diplomatic career. After serving at

several German courts and at Paris and Lon-

don, he became, in 1849, Minister of Foreign

Affairs in Saxony, and in 18.53 was made Pre-

mier. He represented the German Confedera-

tion at the London Conference of 1864, and was
the chief exponent of the German national feel-

ing on the question of the incorporation of

Schleswig-Holstein with Denmark. An oppo-

nent of Bismarck and a friend of Austria, he
supported the letter in the crisis of 1866, and
ranged Saxony in opposition to Prussia. After
the termination of the Seven Weeks' War he
was obliged, at the demand of Prussia, to resign

his office. He entered (October, 1866) the Aus-
trian service as Minister of Foreign Affairs', and
in the following year was made Imperial Chan-
cellor. It was in this office that his most impor-
tant work was done, the complete reorganization

of the Empire on a dualistic basis. Besides

bringing about the Auspleich with Hungary, he
carried through important liberal reforms, and
abrogated the concordat with Rome. The diffi-

culties of procuring harmony between the Ger-
mans and Slav.s, and the opposition of the
Ultramontanes to his plans undermined his influ-

ence. In 1871 he was removed and the chancel-

lorship was abolished. He was Ambassador to

England from 1871 to 1878, and to France from
1878 to 1882. when he resigned. He died Octo-

ber 24. 1886. Consult his Memoirs, English
translation (London, 1887). See At".STBiA-Hu>'-

GART.

BEXXTENMTJLLER, boi'tpn-mul'ler. Wil-
liam (1864— ). An American entomologist. He
was born in Hoboken, N. J., and was educated
at a business college in New York City. He be-

came c\irator of the department of entomology
at the American Museuni of Natural History in

1880. and later president of the New York En-
tomological Society.

BETITH, boit, Peter Christian Wilhelm
( 17SI18.53) . A Prussian statesman. He was
born at Cleve and studied at Halle. In 1801 he
entered the Prussian civil service, and in 1810 he
was appointed director of the Board of Inland
Revenue at Berlin, in which post he did much
to improve the condition nf finance and industry.
After serving in the campaign of 1813. he became
a member of the Ministry of Finance. In 1821 he
was appointed member of the Council of State,

and in 1844 acting privy councilor. He estab-

lished the Industrial Institute in Berlin, and
similar institutes in the provinces, introduced
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improved methods in manufacturing, and in
these and other ways did much to contribute to
tlie furtherance of Prussian trade.

BETJTHEN, boi'ten (generally called Ober-
beuthen, to distinguish it from a smaller town
of the same name). A town of Prussian Sile-

sia, the capital of a circle of the same name, 50
miles southeast of Oppeln, near the Russian
frontier (Map: Prussia, H 3), It has manu-
factures of woolens and earthenware, but is

best known as a mining centre, with zinc, cala-

niin, and coal mines, large smelting-works, and
iron-foundries. It has several Protestant and
Roman Catholic churches, a gjTunasium, an ec-

clesiastical seminary, two orphan asylums, and
several hospitals. Beuthen was a Polish town
in the Twelfth Century, but passed to Bohemia,
and in 1742 to Prussia. The language generally
spoken is Polish. Population, in 1890, 36,90.5;

in 1900, 51,409.

BEVEL (Fr. hiveau, of unknown origin).

(1) In architecture or carpentry, the change of

a surface from its normal plane, in order, gen-
erally, to bring it into proper relation to a
neighboring surface. (2) An instrument by
which this beveling is done with mathematical
exactness, consisting of two flat-edged legs and a
clamping screw. See Splat.

BEVELAND, ba've-lant ('land of the open,

or beeves'), North and South. Two islands in

the estuary of the Scheldt, forming a portion of

the Dutch Province of Zealand (q.v. ) (ilap:
Netherlands, B 3). South Beveland is about 22
miles long and 10 miles wide in its widest part.

North Beveland is smaller, being only 10 miles
long by 3 miles wide. Both islands are thickly

inhabited, but have suffered much from inunda-
tions of the sea.

BEVEL GEAR. See Gear Wheel.
BEVERAGE PLANTS. Plants from whose

products the common non-alcoholic beverages are
prepared. The principal beverage plants are the
tea-shrub {Camellia thea) , the coffee-tree (Cof-
fea arabica), and the cacao-tree (Thcobroma
cacao). Another beverage plant of consider-
able importance is the Ilex Paraguensis, whose
dry leaves, known as mate, or Paraguay tea,

are very extensively used in many localities

in South America. The great commercial im-
])ortance of the principal beverage plants has
brought about the introduction of cheap substi-

tutes, some of which are more or less similar in

composition to the true products, while others
have an entirely different composition and con-
sequently different properties. Among the sub-
stitutes for tea may be mentioned on the one
hand. mate, guarana, coffee-leaves, and kola-nut,

all of which contain some caffeine (same as
theine), and on the other hand, the leaves of the
partridge-berry, winch contain no caffeine what-
ever. Other substitutes are enumerated under
Te.'V. The substitutes for coffee include chicory-

root and the so-called Swedish coffee {Astraga-
lus ha'ticiis). In some parts of the East Indies,

the leaves of the coffee-tree are generally used
instead of the seeds. A tree of the genus Gym-
nocladus {fli/mnorladus Canadensis) is known aa
(he 'Kentucky coffee tree,' because its seeds were
formerly roasted and ground as coffee in Ken-
tucky. See Cacao: Chocolate: Coffee: Mat^;
Tea; CiVTFEiNE; Theobromine; Adulteration.
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BEVERIDGE, Awebt J. (18fi2— ). An
Ameiicaii jmlitician and lawyer, born on the

border of Adam and Highland counties. Ohio.

His family removed to Illinois after the Civil

War, and he received a common and hifih school

ediication and graduated at Uc Pauw I'niversity

in 1885. Afterwards he read law and was ad-

mitted to the bar. In 180!) he was elected Unit-

ed States Senator from Indiana, and soon be-

came widely known through his pulilic speeches,

several of which fervidly supported the Admin-
istration's Philippine policy.

BEVERIDGE, Ki'iiXF, (1877— ). An Ameri-
can sculptor, liorn at 8i)ringfield. 111. She stud-

ied under \\ . R. O'Donovan in New York, and
afterwanls iinder Rodin in Paris. Her works
have been exhibited in the I'nited States and at

the Royal Academy in Lon<lon. and she obtained

an honorable mention at the Paris Exposition in

1900.

BEVERLEY (anciently, Beverlac-, AS. Befer-

lic, from befcr, beaver + Fr. lac, lake. The
marshes around were the resort of beavers).

A market town in the East Piiding of Yorkshire,

England, I mile west of the river Hull (with

which it cnmnuinicates by the Beck Canal, o\\-ned

bv the town) and 8 miles north-northwest of the

city of Hull (Map: England, F 3). Beverley

formerly returned two members to Parliament,

but was disfranchised in 1870. The chief archi-

tectural feature in Beverley is the superb Gothic
minster, or the Collegiate Church of Saint John's,

ranking next to Yorkminster among the ec-

clesiastical structures of the country, and ex-

hibiting different styles of Gothic architecture,

the oldest part being of the Thirteenth Century.

The choir contains the celebrated Percy shrine,

of the most exquisite workmanship. The gram-
mar school of Beverley is of great antiquity.

Beverley arose out of a priory founded about
the year 700 by the great northern saint. Saint

John of Beverley, whose shrine there was visited

by multitudes of pilgrims in mediseval times. Its

trade consists in corn, coal, and leather, and
there are several whiting and agricultural im-

plement manufactories. Population, in 1891,

12,500: in 1901, 13.200. Consult: Oliver, His-

tories (Beverley, 1829) ; Poulson, Beverlac; or

Antiquities and History of the Town of Beverley
(London, 1829) ; Stephenson, "Beverley in the

Olden Times," in Archwological Journal, Vol.

LII. (London, 1895).

BEVERLEY. (1) The title character of

a. tragedy by Edward Moore. He is led astray

by Stukelz, and dies a pauper and suicide.

(2) The brother of Clarissa in Murphy's com-
edy All in the Wrong. (3) The name adopt-

ed by Captain Absolute in Sheridan's comedy
The I'irats. It is as Beverley that he makes
love to the romantic Lydia Languish.

BEVERLEY, Constanxe de. A nun in love

with tlic hero of Scott's poem "Marmion."

BEVERLEY, Rodebt (1075-1716). A colo-

nial historian of Virginia. He was of a good
and wealthy family, was educated in England,
and later had charge of the public records of the

colony. In 1705 he published, in London, a His-

tory of the Present State of Virgiiiia. This was
something more than the title implied, for it

gave an account of the colonial government from

the first settlement. It attracted so much atten-

tion that in 1707 a French translation appeared,
and in 1722 an enlarged second English edition.

A modern reprint, with an introduction by
Charles Campbell, was published in Richmond
(1855). No writer gives us more intimate de-

tails of the daily life in Virginia during the first

century of its settlement, and few books pub-
lished during the colonial epoch furnish more
racy, interesting reading. The historian's name
is sometimes spelled Beverly.

BEVERLY. A city in Essex County, Mass.,
18 miles northeast of Boston; on the Boston and
Maine Railroad. It is situated on a narrow
coast inlet, which is spanned by a bridge connect-
ing with the city of Salem ( Map : Massachu-
setts, F 2). It contains the suburban residences
of many citizens of Boston, a public library, Bev-
erly Hospital, and the New England Industrial
School for Deaf Mutes. The city has manufac-
tures of boots and shoes, belting, oiled clothing,

carriages, machinery, etc. First settled in 1030
by Roger Conant, Beverl}' formed part of Salem,
and was known as Bass-River-Side until 16G8,

when it was incorporated as a town under its

present name. Beverly was chartered as a city

in 1894. The government is vested in a mayor
and a bicameral city council, with subordinate
administrative oHicials. Population, in 1890. 10,-

821; in 1900, 13.884. Consult: Stone. History

of Beverly (Boston, 1843) ; and Hurd, History of
Essex County (Philadelphia, 18S8).

BEVERLY'S FORD, BATTLE OF. See
Brandy Station, Battle of.

BEV'IL. (1) A witty gentleman in Shad-
well's comedy Epsom Wells. (2) The name of

a character in The Conscious Lovers, by Steele.

He is commended by Thomson in "Winter" of

The Seasons.

BE'VIS. Lord Marmion's 'red roan charger,'

in the pcx-m ".Marmion," bj' Scott.

BEVIS MARKS. The name of a street in

Saint Alary Axe. near Houndsditch. London.
Here lived Mr. Sampson Brass, Quilp's boon com-
panion, in Dickens's Old Curiosity Shop.

BEVIS OF HAMP'TON, Sir (also known
as Bevis of Sc)uthami)tiin. and in Frcncli as Beu-
ves d'llantone). An English knight whase adven-
tures in Britain, Europe, and Palestine are the
theme of prose and verse by old ICnglish, French,
and Italian writers. The era in which he lived

was variously placed by them in the time of King
Arthur, of Edgar of Britain, and of Charlemagne.
His father. Sir Guy, Earl of llamptoun, was nuir-

dered by Divoun, Emperor of .Mnuiyne, and His

mother gave him to some merchants, who sold

him as a slave to the Paynim. They carried him
to Ermony, where he married .Josian, a daughter
of King Ermyn. Josian gave Bevis his famous
horse, Arundel, which figures in many of the leg-

ends about him, and he also had a wonderful
sword, Morglay. His exploits included the
slaughter of a huge boar, two sea-serpents, and
a dragon, and he also conquered the giant Aseaji-

ard, who became his squire. Another legend de-

scribes his carrying his own death warrant in a
sealed letter to the vassal Bradcmoml. liis escape
after seven years' imprisonment, and his rescue

of his wife, who had been forced to marry King
Mombraunt. His last great adventure was a
fight in the streets of London, in which he slew
00,000 citizens, and forced favorable terms from
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King Edgar. Consult Kolbling, in Ellis's EarTy

EnyUsh Metrical Romances (1885-94).

BEWICK, bulk, Thomas (1753-1828). An
English engraver, the founder of modern wood-

engraving. He was born at Cherryburn House,

near Xewcastle-on-Tyne, August 12, 1753. and

was in 1767 apprenticed to Ralph Beilby at New-

castle. The most important tasks were soon

assigned to the talented lad. His first work of

importance was a series of cuts for children's

books, the best of which appeared in the 1775

edition of Gay's Fables. At the close of his ap-

prenticeship in 1776, he went to London, but

soon returned to Newcastle, where he formed a

partnership with Beilby. His most important

productions of the following years were another

edition of Gay's Fables (1779) and Select

Fables (1784). " In these works his designs were

based on previous prints, upon which, however,

he greatly improved. He obtained a fine oppor-

tunity to follow his own designs in the General

History of Quadrupeds (1790). At this time he

also engraved what is regarded by many as his

masterpiece, a large print entitled "The Chilling-

ham Bull" (1789), His greatest work, however,

is the History of British Birds (2 vols., 1797,

1804), in which he displays a close and admirable

observation of nature, coupled vith intense

humor and pathos. Excellent also are his cuts

for the History of English Fishes, a work which

he did not live to complete; they appeared in the

eighth edition of British Birds' ( 1847 ) . A num-
ber of works were executed by his pupils under

his supervision, but the only one of importance

was an edition of .^sop's Fables (1818) , in which
he was assisted by his son Roljert. His last work,

entitled "Waiting for Death," represents on old

worn-out horse, with great pathos and truth. He
died November 8, 1828, at Newcastle. Bewick's

important place in the history of art is due to

the fact that he, more than any other man, was
instrumental in the modern revival of wood-
engraving, which had sunk into disuse. He was
one of the first to cut into the end of the block

instead of the side, as was the ancient practice,

and, more important than this, he was the in-

ventor of the white line, the essential feature of

modern engraving, in which the design is cut into

the block instead of being left standing (see

WooD-ExGBAVixG ) . Consult his own Memoir
(London, 1846), and especially Thomson, Life

and Works of Bewick (ib., 1882) ; Dobson, Be-

wick and His Pupils (ib., 1884). The British

JIuseum possesses an admirable collection of his

prints, presented by his sister.

BEWLEY, bfi'll, AxTUONY (1804-60). An
American clergyman and abolitionist. He wag
born in Tennessee, began preaching in that State

as a minister of the Methodist Church in 1829,

and in 1843 entered the Missouri Conference.

When the Church divided on the slavery- question,

he adhered to neither side, but preached independ-

ently and earned his living by manual labor. In

1848 the Church was organized in Missouri, and
he came back to its service. In spite of the uni-

versal persecution of 'abolition preachers,' he was
throughout a vigorous assailant of slavery. In
1858 he was sent to Texas, but was soon driven
out by threats of violence. In 1860. however, he
returned to the work, saying to protesting

friends: "Let them hang or burn me if they
choose; a hundred will rise out of my ashes."

Vol. III.—2.
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\\'ithin a few weeks he was again compelled lo

leave Texas. After he had gone a reward of

$1000 was offered for his apprehension, and he

was kidnapped in Missouri, hurried back to

Texas, and hanged at Fort Worth by an infuri-

ated mob.

BEX (Lat. bis, twice, double -f- OF. ax, Lat.

aqua, water; referring to the junction of the

Rhone and Avancon). A picturesque village in

the Canton of Vaud, Switzerland, situated on the

Avangon, a tributary of the Rhone, about 26

miles southeast of Lausanne (Map: Switzer-

land, B 2 ) . It is remarkable for its extensive

salt-mines, salt-works, and sulphur baths. These

baths and the mild climate have given the town
some vogue as a watering-place. Population, in

1900, 4600.

BEXAB, ilfex. Span, ba-ar', Castilian Span.

ba-Har', San Antonio de. See San Antosio.

BEX'HILL. A progressive town and seaside

resort in Sussex, England, on the English Chan-
nel, 5% miles west of Hastings (Map: England,

G 6). It owns the electric lighting plant, and a
cemetery, and maintains a kursaal, or amusement
pavilion of the German type. Population, in

1891, 5200; in 1901, 12,200.

BET, ba, or BEG (Turk, beg, pronounced

ba ) . A title, rather vague in its import, com-

monly given, in Turkey, to superior military

officers, ship-captains, and distinguished foreign-

ers. Jlore strictly, it applies to the governor of

a small district, who bears a horse-tail as a sign

of his rank. The governor of Tunis has this

title. Beglerbeg, or Beylerbeg, 'lord of lords,' is

the title given to the governor of a province,

who bears three horse-tails as his badge of honor

and has authority over several beys, agas, etc.

BEYEB, bi'er, Samuel Walker (1865— ).

An American geologist and mining engineer. He
was born at Clearfield, Pa., and graduated at the

Iowa State College in 1889. Afterwards he be-

came a member of the Iowa Geological Survey,

and in 1897 was sent as a delegate to the Interna-

tional Geological Congress held at Saint Peters-

burg. His publications include: The Sioux
Quartzite and Certain Associated Rocks; Geol-

ogy of Boone, Marshall, Story, and Hardin Coun-
ties, Iowa.

BEYEBEN, bi'er-en, Abraham van. See

Beijeeen, Abraham van.

BEYLE, bal, Marie Henbi. See Stendhal.

BEYLEBBEG SEBAI, ba'ler-beg' sJ-ri'

(Turk, beylerbeg, prince of princes + sarai, At.

seray, saraya. Hind, serai, Pers. serai', palace,

court; see Bet), A magnificent summer palace

in Constantinople, built by Abdul-Aziz on the

Bosporus in 1865, It is a fine example of the

Moorish style of architecture, the staircase and
saloons being especially noteworthy.

BEYOND' THE GATES. A speculative

romance Ijy Elizabeth Stuart Phelps (Ward)
(1883).

BEYBICH, bi'rlK, Heinrich Ebnst (1815-

96). A German paleontologist and geologist,

born in Berlin. He became professor of geology

and paleontology at the university in that city,

and was associate director of the Prussian Geo-

logical Survey. As part of his administrative
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work on the geological survey of Prussia, he di-

rected the preparation of the "Geological Chart
of Prussia and the Thuringian States." The re-

searches in paleontology, with which his name is

most closely associated, resulted in the puhlica-

tion of several important works, among which
are: Beitragc ziir Komtnis der VerstcDicrungen
des rheinische^i Vcbogungxricbirfics (18371 ; Un-
tersuchungeii iihcr die Trilobiteii (1846) ; Leber
einige Cephalopodcn atis dein M uschelkalh der
Alptn (1807). Consult Dames, Gediichtnisrede

auf Ernst Bcyrich (Berlin, IS'Jli).

BEYBOUT. l).-i'root or ba-rfJot'. See Beibut.

BEYSCHLAG, bl'shliio, Wiixibald (1823-
1000). A German Protestant theologian. He
was born at Frankfort-on-thc-Maiu, and studied
theologj' at Bonn and Berlin from 1840 to 1844.
In 1856 he became Court preacher at Karls-
ruhe, and in 1800 was called to the chair of

practical theologj' at Halle. With Wolters he
founded the Deiifschevnngelische Blatter, and in

1886 he was a ])rominent organizer of the so-

called Evangelical Alliance, for the safeguard-
ing of German Protestant interests. His works
include: Christolo<iic da Keuen Testaments
(1861) ) ; Der Altl.'atholizismus (1882); Leben
Jesu (1885) ; Xeule.itamentliehe Theologie (1891-
92) ; Ausmeinem Leben (1896-98) ; MelanclUhon
und sein Anteil an der dcutschcn Reformation
(1897) ; and Christenlehre auf Qrund des klei-

nen luthcranisehen Eatechismus (1900).

BE'ZA (properly de Bf;ZE), TnfioDOEE (1519-
1605). Next to Calvin the most energetic and
influential of the Gencvcse reformers. He was
born of a noble family at VOzelay, in Bur-
gundy, June 24, 1519. He received an admir-
able education in Orleans and Boiirges (1528-
35), from :Melehior Wolmar, a German, who
was especially learned in the Greek language,
and also imbued with the principles of the
Reformation, which he conmninicated to his
pupil. In 1535 he went back to Orleans to
study law, studied hard, and obtained his de-
gree as licentiate of civil law. He then went to
live in Paris, where he appears to have spent
several years in a kind of fashionable dissipa-
tion, though he does not accuse him.self of any
gross proHigacy. Beza possessed a handsome fig-

ure, which, together with his fine talents and
good birth, opened to him the most brilliant
prospects. Although not a priest, he pocketed
the revenues of two benefices, while his income
was largely increased bj' the death of an elder
brother. He abandoned the law and took up
literature, and distinguished himself as a wit, a
scholar, and a poet. In 1548 he published Jii-

renilia, a volume of poems, which gave hira

high rank among the Latin poets of his day. Only
malice and ignorance could twist them into even
occasional indecencies ; but they were, by the ene-

mies of the Reformation, persistently vilified

after their author had become a Protestant
leader. Beza himself, in after-life, regretted
having published frivolous verses, because he had
come to see no value in anything which was not
distinctly religious.

.

It was the desire of his relatives that he
should enter the Church ; but a private marriage
which Beza had contracted in 1544 rendered this

impossible. A severe illness attacked him in

1548, during the lapse of which the folly and
sinfulness of his career vividly presented them-

BEZA.

selves to his conscience; he repented, and on
his recovery, in order to avoid the perils and
perplexities of his position, he went to Geneva,
along with his wife, October, 1548. In 1549 he
was appointed Greek professor at Lau.sanne, an
ollice which lie held for ten years. In 1550 he pub-
lished with success a drama entitled The Hacri-
/icc of Abraham, and delivered lectures on the
Ei)istle to the Romans and the Epistles of Peter
to crowded audiences. Out of these lectures ulti-

mately sprang his translation of the New Testa-
ment into Latin. In 1559 he went to (Jeneva,

where he became Calvin's ablest coadjutor, and
was appointed a theological ])rofessor and ])resi-

dcnt of the college. He had already signalized
himself b_v his work De Hwrcticis a Civili Ma-
gistratii I'liniendis, in which, like many other
good but mistaken men, he approved of the burn-
ing of Servetus. His diplomatic tact was very
pronounced. He induced the King of Navarre to
exert his influence on behalf of the per.secuted

French Protestants, and was persuaded by the
latter to attend the conference of Catholic and
Protestant divines held at Poissy in 1561. Here
his courage, presence of mind, and dexterity
made a very favorable impression on the French
Court. Catharine de' Medici entertained so high
an opinion of his abilities that she desired him
to remain in France. While in Paris, he often
preached before the King of Navarre and Cond6.
On the outbreak of the Civil War (1562), he
accompanied the latter as a kind of military
chaplain, and after his capture attached himself
to Coligny. In 1563 he once more returned to

Geneva. In the following year Calvin died, and
the care of the Genevese Church now fell (irinci-

pally >ipon Beza's shoulders. Hepresided f)ver the
sjTiods of French reformers held at La Roclielle

in 1571 and at Nimes in 1572. In 1574 he was
deputed by Conde to transact important business
at the Court of the Palatinate: and in 1586
measured himself with the Wiirttcmbcrg divines,

especially Jacob Andreil, at the religious confer-
ence held at .Montbeliard. In 15S,S his first wife
died, and, although verging on seventy, he mar-
ried again the next year, a circumstance which
his enemies, the Jesuits, tried to turn against
him, but Beza, who still retained com])lete mas-
tery over his faculties, retorted with his accus-

tomed liveliness and skill. His first w-ife was
Claudine Denosse, a burgher's daughter; his sec-

ond was Catherine del Piano, the widow of a Gen-
evese. He had no children by either wife, but he
adopted the niece of the first, Genevifevc Denosse,
and the granddaughter of the se<'(md. In 1597 his
calumniators spread the report that Beza was
dead, and at the last hour had returned to the
bosom of the Church. The witty patriarch re-

plied in an epigram full of sparkling vigor. He
died October 13. 1605, at the age of eighty-six.

Beza was thoroughly grounded in the princi-

ples of his master, Calvin, in whose spirit he
vigorously ruled the Genevan Church for forty

years, exercising the influence of a patriarch.
To secure its unity, strength, and ]>ermanence,
he spared no pains, sacrificing even his personal
possessions. I5y his abundant learning, his per-

severing zeal, his acute intellect, his great elo-

quence, and his impressive character, he ren-

dered important services to his Church. He was
the born gentleman among the Reformers, and so
was often chosen to represent the French Re-
formed Church in dealing with royalty and
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aristocracy. His numerous theological writings,

however, cannot be said to have proved attractive

to posterity. They have almost ceased to be read.

Tlie works" by which he is best known are liis

translation of the Xew Testament into Latin

(1550) ; his editions of the Greek Xew Testa-

ment (1565), largely based upon that of Eobert

Stephens (1550), and his biography of .John

Calvin, which was the first written. He presented

the University of Cambridge witli the uncial Xew
Testament MS. kno«Ti as ''Codex Bezip." His

collected works bear the title Trtictal tones The-

olofiicw (Geneva, 1582, 2 vols.). He was editor

of Bistoire ecclesiasti(jue dcs cglises reformees
ati rotjaume de France (best ed. Baum and
Cunitz. Paris. 1883-80. .3 vols.). For his biog-

raphy, consult H. M. Baird (Xew York, 1899).

BEZAlflEL, be-za'll-el. A character repre-

senting the Marquis of Worcester, afterwards
Lord Beaufort, in Drydcn and Tate's satire, .16-

salom and AchHophel. He is described as having
so many natural gifts that there is no room in

his make-up for artificial ones.

BE'ZAN CO'DEX. See Bible.

BEZANT'. See Besaxt.

BEZBORODKO. byez'bo-rofkd, Alexander
AxDRETEViTCii, Prince (1747-99). A Russian
statesman. Ke was born in Little Russia. In
the Turkish campaigns he was second to Field-

Marshal RumiantzetT. and in 1780 was appointed
secretary of the council on foreign affairs. He
concluded the Peace of .Jassy with Turkey
(1791), was appointed Imperial Chancellor after

the coronation of Paul (1706), and in 1798 was
commissioned to effect an Anglo-Russian alliance

against France. As an important influence in

the cabinet affairs of his time, he helped to

decide the fate of the Poles. For his biography
consult Grigorovitch (Saint Petersburg, 1879-

81).

BE'ZETH. A place of doubtful situation,
but apparently near .Jerusalem. It is mentioned
in I. Mace. vii. 19, as the place where Bacchides
encamped. Josephus calls it Bethzetho (Ant.
xii. 10. 2).

BEZIEBS, ba'zyi' (from Lat. Beterrm; see

liclow). A citj' of France, formerly the seat of a
bishopric, in the Department of Herault, beauti-
fully situated on the slope of a hill in the midst
of a fertile country, at the junction of the Orb
and the Canal du Midi, about 47 miles southwest
of Montpellier (Map: France, K 8). It contains
some interesting buildings, the principal being
the Cathedral of Saint Xazaire, a noble Gothic
edifice, and the ancient episcopal palace, em-
ployed since the removal of the see for Govern-
ment offices. The city has a communal college,

a society of economics and archieology, a library
and museum. The old citadel lias been destroyed,
but the walls still remain, and are made use of
as a promenade. Beziers has manufactures of
silk stockings, woolens, gloves, parchment, glass,

soap, leather, and famous confectioneries. It has
also extensive brandy-distilleries, and is the
centre of most of the trade of the district. The
town is supplied with water pumped up from the
Orb. Population, in 1896, 48,012. Bf-ziers was
from immemorial times a fortress town, first

Gallic, then Roman. It was during the Roman
occupation named first BelcrriF. then Beterra
Septimanoruni, and was the station of the
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Seventh Legion, and still contains Roman re-

mains. It is historically interesting in connection
with the massacre of tlie Albigenses, when its in-

habitants were indiscriminately put to the sword
to the number of over 20,000 by Simon de Mont-
fort and the Pope's legate, for having afforded
protection to the fugitives in 1209. Beziers suf-

fered also in the religious wars of the Sixteenth
Century.

BEZIQTTE, ba-zek' (Fr. hesique, origin ob-
scure). A game of cards ordinarily pla.yed with
a double pack, from which the twos, threes, fours,

fives, and sixes have been rejected, thus leaving
64 cards. The remaining cards rank aces, tens,

kings, queens, knaves, nines, eights, sevens.

Eight cards are dealt to each player, and the
seventeenth is turned up for trumps. Tricks are
taken as in whist, except when the cards are
equal, such as two tens together, when the leader
wins the trick. After each trick the player
draws one card from the stock, the winner tak-
ing the top card and the loser the next, the
trump card, or the one exchanged for it, being
taken up last. The object of the game is to

promote in the hand various combinations of

cards which, when declared, entitle the holder
to certain scores, to win aces and tens, and to
win the so-called last trick. If a declaration is

made it must be as soon as the trick is taken,
and before drawing from the pack, and this is

done by placing the declared cards face upward
on tlie table ; but they still form part of the
hand, and can be led or played, just as though
they had not been declared. (The rules of the
Portland Club of London, England, are the
accepted standard all over the English-speaking
world.) The game is usually 1000 points, and
the scores vary from 10 for the seven of trumps
played or exchanged, to 500 for double bezique.
If clubs or hearts are trumps the bezique cards
are queen of spades and knave of diamonds, and
vice versa when spades or diamonds are trumps.
The deal goes from one to another alternately
until tlie game is finished. There is a four-pack
game called Rubicon, or Japanese Bezique, and
two varieties of Polish Bezique or Fildinski.

BEZOAB, be'zor (through Span., from Pers.
pad-:alir : literally, against poison). A concre-
tion found in the stomachs of goats or antelopes,
and formerly much valued on account of imag-
inary medicinal virtues, particularly as an anti-
dote to poisons, though really worthless. Con-
cretions of various kinds are found in the stom-
achs of herbivorous quadrupeds, very generally
having for their nucleus some small "indigestible
substance which has been taken into the stomach.
Sometimes they are of a radiating structure;
sometimes formed of concentric layers; some-
times they are principally composed of super-
phosphate of lime; sometimes of phosphate of
ammonia or magnesia. Other concretions found
in the intestines, etc., of various animals are
sometimes also called bezoar. See Calculus
(in medicine)

.

BEZOLD, ba'tsolt, WiLHELsr vox (1837—).
A German meteorologist, boru in .Munich. He
studied at the universities of !Munich and Got-
tingen, in 186G was appointed professor in the
former, and subsequently professor in the Tech-
nical Institute of Munich. In 1885 he accepted
the chair of meteorology at Berlin, and at the
same time became director of the new Meteor-
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olo{;ical Institute. His investigations in thermo-

dynamics are important. His publications in-

ciii(\3 Die Farhenlchre im Dinhlich aiif Kmixl
und Ktinstgenerhe (1874): Die KiilteriirkfaUe

im Mai (1883) ; and Ziiiidcndc BUtze im KUnig-

rcich liniirrn (1884).

BEZO'NIAN (It. hisogno, need, needy fellow,

bejrgar, Fr. hesoin, need. want). An Elizabethan

term, of Continental derivation, applied to either

'needy' or 'needed' persons, but in both cases de-

noting a low and useless member of society,

needed to fill up mercenary ranks, etc.

BEZOUT, bft'zrTTT'. Etie.vne (173083). A
French mathematician. He was born in Ne-

mours, and died in Paris. He was one of the

best-known writers of his day on mathematics.

He made considerable contributions to the theory

of elimination, and was one of the first to recog-

nize the value of determinants. His Thforie

ghifirale den equations algebriques, published

posthumously (Paris, 1799), and his fours com-

jilet de maih('matiques (Paris, 1780) are his

best-known works.

BEZSONOFF, byez-s6'nAf, Peteb Alexete-
vnm (ISiiS-US). a" Kussian student of folk-lore.

He was born in Moscow, and after serving as

librarian at the university of his native city

(1867-79), was professor of Slavic languages

at the University of Kharkov from 1879 till his

death. He published /{o/.(/ars/,-)i/a /'ycs/ii (1855),

the first great collection of Bulgarian folk-.songs;

a collection of Servian folk-songs, under the

title of Lazarica (1857); several collections of

Russian songs (181)1-71) ; and a number of trea-

tises on the Bulgarian, Serb, and Russian lan-

guages and literatures.

BHAGALPUR, b'h-i'gnl-poor', or BOGXI-
POOR' (Hind, hliagal. tiger + Skt. pur, city).

The capital of a district and divisicm of the

same name in Behar, Province of Bengal, Brit-

ish India, latitude 25° 11' N., longitude 87° E.

(Map: India, E 3). It stands on the right bank
of the Ganges, which is here 7 miles wide in

the rainy season, and is 2(J5 miles northwest of

Calcutta by rail. The situation is unhealthy;
malaria is endemic and cholera is epidemic. It

is the headquarters of the troops for keeping in

check the Sonthal tribes, has numerous mosques
and a Government seminary. Coarse silk goods

are manufactured. Pojjulation, in 1891, 08.780;

in inOl, 75,275. In the vicinity of the town two
round towers, about 70 feet in height, of un-

known origin, are objects of interest, as also the

British and the native monuments to Augustus
Cleveland (175.5-84). whoso administration did

much to advance civilization in this district.

Bhagalpur district contains 422C square miles,

and in 1891 had 2.033.000 inhabitants; in 1901,

2.088.500. It lies south of Xepal, in latitude
24° 17' to 20° 20' N., longitude 80° 1.5' to 88° 3'

E. About a fifth is covered by hills, which,

ptretehing to the southwest, connect with the

Vindhya Mountains, the grand dividing ridge be-

tween the Nerbudda and the Ganges. The division

of Bhagalpur, comprising five districts, has an
area of 20,511 square miles. Population, in 1891,

8,582,000: in 1901, S.721.484.

BHAGAVAD-GITA, b'bu'gu-viid-ge'ta (Skt.,

'the Song of the Divine One,' i.e. rhythmically
recited by Krishn.a, an incarnation of the god
Vishnu), or the DmxE SoNG. So.ng Cele.sti.m.,

14, BHAGAVAD-GITA.

Sacred Canticle. The name of a Sanskrit philo-

sophical ])oem of some seven hundred double

verses, which forms an episode in the Mahabha-
rata (q.v.). The title Bhagaiad-gita, feminine,

is best explained by understanding the no\in

vpanisad, the significance being a philosophical

treatise rendered in metre by the Blessed One.
This remarkable production, in the form of a
colloquy between the divine Krishna and the

hero Arjuna, comprises 18 cantos in the sixth

book of the Mahabh.nrata (6.25.1 — 0,42.78 =
11.830— 1532). The situation is a striking one.

The rival armies of the Kurus and Pandus, foe-

men allied by the ties of family and blood alike,

but severed by a fatal feud, are drawn up against
each otlier in battle array. Before the final sig-

nal is given, Arjuna. the valiant leader of the
Pandu hosts, hesitates to fight, foreseeing the
awful slaughter and the bloodshed of kindred
that must ensue. The divine incarnation of

Vishnu, in the form of Krishna, as Arjuna's
charioteer, overcomes his scruples and dispels

his doubts by a long discourse on life and duty,
and tlie part which every one must play in ful-

filling his obligations in the world. Action is

inevitable in the performance of duty; but in

devotion to the Supreme Spirit alone is salvation
to be found. A vision of the Supreme Spirit is

revealed to Arjuna in the transfigured image of
Krishna, as described in Canto xi. 15, seq.

This philosophic discourse, hallowed by its

association with the most momentous battle of
ancient India, which follows at its close, has exer-

cised great iniluence upon the Hindu thought and
mind from the earliest times to the present. The
allegorical interpretation of it as bearing upon
the contending forces of rival passions is a favor-

ite one with modern theosophisls, and the Bhaga-
vad-gita lias been looked upon for ages as a
sacred text-book. The date of the poem, however,
and its precise relation to the Great Epic, is a
subject of much discussion. Scholars who do not
regard this didactic piece as an integral part
of the Mahabharata, nevertheless consider it to

be undoubtedly one of the older poems in the
epic, though not necessarily an old part of

it. The critical tendency at present is to

place the piece in the centuries preceding the
Christian Era rather than following it. Points
of resemblance between Gita and the New Testa-
ment need not claim any necessary consideration.

From the standpoint of philosophy thcBhagavad-
gita is generally regarded as combining the
Sankhya doctrine of matter and spirit with the
Yoga tenets of meditation and Vedanta panthe--

ism, although as a poem it has no really con-

sistent system, and it is regarded by some as
])robahIy composed prior to the formal Vedanta
and the formal Sankhya as actual schools. Con-
sult the articles under these names.

Editions of the Bhagavadgita, criticisms and
discussions of the poem, especially in India, num-
ber scores. The earliest printed edition of the

Sanskrit text is by a Brahman, Baburama (Cal-

cutta, 1808). There are modern versions in

most of the Indian vernaculars. For the earliest

European translation into English, consult C.

Wilkins (London, 1785; revised edition. Bombay,
1887). For later English renderings, consult:

Thomson (Hertford, 1855) : Davies (London,

1882) : Sir Edwin Arnold, The l^ong Celestial,

7Mi-trical (London and Boston, 1885) ; M. N. Dutt
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(Calcutta, 1895) ; and especially Telang, Bha-
gavadjjita. Sacred Books of the East, Vol. VIII.
(Oxford, 1898). For full information as to Ger-

man, French, Italian, and even modern Greek
versions, consult Holtzmann, Das Mahabharata,
Vol. 11. (Kiel, 1888) ; and von Sehriider, Indiens
Litleratiir und Eultiir (Leipzig, 1887).

BHAIRAVA, b'hi'ra-vfl, and BHAIRAVI,
-vd (Skt., terrible, from bh'i, to fear). Names
given to the terrible transformations of the Hin-

du god Shiva and his wife, Devi.

BHAMO, b'ha-mo'. A town of Burma, Brit-

ish India, on the Upper Irrawaddy, 40 miles west
of the Chinese frontier, and ISO miles north-

northeast of Ava (Map: Burma, CI). The for-

mer capital of a Shan principality, it was a large

and flourishing city, but fell into decay. It is,

however, important as the chief mart of the

trade with China, through western Yun-nan, a
British consulate at Manwyne, Yunnan, since

1893, greatly facilitating commercial intercourse.

The imports are woolens, cottons, and silks,

which are brought ehiefl,v by caravans. Bhamo
has also a considerable trade with the tribes of

the neighborhood, who exchange their native
produce for salt, rice, and a sauce made of dried
fish. It is at the head of navigation on the
Irrawaddy, and steamers ply to Rangoon. Its

population is estimated at 7000.

BHANG, bang (Hind., Skr. bhanza, hemp).
The Eastern name for hemp.

BHARAVI, b'ha'rave. A poet of India, be-
longing probably to the Seventh Century a.d.

He is known as the author of the Kiratarjumya,
an artificial epic, based upon an episode of the
national epic of the Mnhahhfirata. The Kira-
tarjumya was first published at Calcutta in
1814, and since then has appeared in several edi-

tions, of which the best is that of Godabole and
Paraba (1889).

BHARTPUR. bhert-poor', or BHXJRTPORE,
-por' (Bhurat, the brother of Eama -}- Skt.
pur, city). The capital of the native State of
the same name in Rajputana, India, in latitude
27° 12' X., and longitude 77° 33' E. (Map: In-
dia, 3). Population, in 1891, 68,000; in 1901,
43,000. It is historicallv important owing to
the sieges of 180-5 and 1827. The strength of the
place lay in a mud wall, which was shot-proof,
and a surrounding ditch, which might at any
time be filled with water from a neighboring
lake. The State of Bhartpur is situated in
latitude 26° 48' to 27° 50' N., and in longitude
76° 54' to 77° 49' E. Its area is 1961 square
miles. Population in 1891, 640,000; in 1901,
626,000. The country suffers from want of
water, but in many parts the soil is rendered
highly productive b.v means of irrigation. The
principal crops of the State are grain, cotton,
and sugar.

BHARTRIHARI, b'har'tre-ha're (Skt. Bhar-
trhari). The name of a Sanskrit author and leg-

endary prince of India, whom tradition associates
especially with Ujjain, the royal city of King
Vikrama (q.v.). Bhartrihari's name is known
to fame through a collection of 300 or more sen-
tentious stanzas, written in highly polished
Sanskrit verse, with considerable rhythmical
variety and comprised under the name of Satakag,
centuries. These Satakas are divided into three
more or less precise hundreds, according to the

manuscripts which contain them. The thema
of the first hundred stanzas is Good Conduct, the
yiti-sataka, in which the ethics of human life,

rules for conduct and moral behavior are pithily
presented in brief metrical proverbs or apt illus-

trations full of wise thought and Oriental pictur-
esqueness. The second century is devoted to
aphorisms on the Passion of Love, the Srngara-
iataka. The Third Century, or Vairagya-sataka,
deals with Renunciation, the abandonment of
worldly desires and pleasures, which are mere
vanity.

The question how far these aphoristic sayings
or proverbial wisdom in verse are directly to be
attributed to Bhartrihari as author, or whether
the collection may not be regarded as a mere
series of apothegms and wise saws drawn from
various sources and attached to his name, is a
point that has been much discussed. In spite of
the fact that a number of the stanzas are found
in works ascribed to other authors, the tendency
nowadays is to favor the native tradition which
upholds Bhartrihari as author of most of these

poetical stanzas, so rich in philosophic judgment
and sound common sense.

The second point, as to Bhartrihari's person-
ality, whether he was a king, and what may have
been his era, has been much debated. According
to tradition he actually was King of Ujjain, and
elder brother of the renowned Vikraraaditya. He
is said to have abdicated the throne in favor of
his brother because his life was ruined owing
to disappointment in love (compare the tradi-
tional interpretation of Xiti-sataka, 2) ; and he
is reported to have withdrawn from the world,
although after long hesitation, to pursue the
existence of an ascetic. The inquiring visitor
at L'jjain will yet be shown the kingly poet's
hermit grave, and still will hear numerous leg-

ends recounted about Bhartrihari's life. A state-
ment of the Chinese traveler I-Tsing, who visited
India in the Seventh Century of our era, would
place the date of Bhartrihari's death at a.d. 651,
although native tradition would claim that he
lived several hundred years earlier. The same
Chinese authorit.v likewise recognizes him as the
composer of a grammatical treatise, the Takya-
padiya, although its authenticity has been doubt-
ed by some Hindu scholars. In such matters it

may be well to suspend judgment until more ma-
terial he gathered, and in all cases due weight
must be given to the native tradition. For the
present we may be safe in accepting Bhartrihari
as a real personality, a philosophic poet of gen-
uine merit, perhaps likewise as a grammarian,
although this has been questioned, and probably
also as one of royal estate, who may have been
related to Vikrama of Ujjain.
From a literary standpoint the collection of

Bhartrihari's Sententious Wisdom has real
merit, and the stanzas have also the special in-

terest that 200 of them were the first piece of
translation from the Sanskrit known to have
been published in any European tongue. This
version appeared in a book by the Dutch mission-
ary, Al)raham Roger, Dat Opcntot Deure hat
Verborgen IJeydendom (Leyden, 1051). Numer-
ous editions, translations, and criticisms of

Bhartrihari have since been issued. Consult:
especially, Purohit Gopi Nath, Bhartrihari, Ed-
ited with Hindi and English Translations (Bom-
bay, 1896) ; Kale and Gurjar, yitiMaka and
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Vairagi/aSataka, Edited uith Notes and an Eng-
lish Translation (Bombay, 1898) ; Trimbak,
Bhartriltari's Xiti- and Wiirapya-iatakas, Bom-
bay Sanskrit Series (1874) ; a complete edition

of the tliree l<atakas, with the native Sanskrit
commentary; Nirnaya-Sagara Press Series (Bom-
bay, 1892) ; Von Bohlen, Bhartrihari's Sententice
(Berlin, 1833) ; and the same writer's German
translation. Die Spriiche dcs Bhartriharis (Ham-
burg, 1835) ; Regnaiid, Lcs stances irotitjues,

morales ct religieuses de Bhartriliari (Paris,

1875) : Tawney, Tiro Centuries of Bhartrihari
(London, 1877) ; Wortham, Translation of the
Satakas of Bhartriliari (London, 1886) ; More,
A Century of Indian Epigrams, Chiefly from the
Sanskrit of Bhartrihari (Boston and New York,
1898) : Takakusu, A Record of the Buddhist Re-
ligion by I-Tsing (Oxford, 1898) ; and an edition
of the Vakya-padiya in the Benares Sanskrit
Series, ed. GrilTith and Tliibaut (1892).

BHASKARA ACHAEYA, b'hiis'ka-rii 4-

char'ya (Bhaskara the Learned; 8kt. acarya,
teacher), born in 1144. One of the best known
of the Hindu mathematicians. He was the sixth
successor of Brahmagupta. at the head of the
college of astronomers of Ujjain. Of his great
work, the l<iddhantaciromani (Crowning of the
System

) , only three chapters have been trans-
lated, the first two, viz. the Lilacati and the
Bija Ganita (treating of arithmetic and algebra )

,

by Colebrook in 1817: the third chapter treats
of the sphere. Following the Hindu custom, he
wrote in verse, but, unlike his predecessors, he
added explanations in prose.

BHATTl, bTiafte. A poet of India, to be as-
signed probably to the Sixth Century a.d., and
sometimes identified with Bhartrihari (q.v.).

He wrote the Bhattikarya, an artificial epic,
very skillfully constructed for the purpose of
illustrating grammatical and rhetorical rules.
The Bhattikarya was first published at Calcutta
in 1828. The best edition is that of Bapata
( 1887 )

.

BHATTIAS, b'hiit't^az, or BHATNIAR. A
name applied to the natives of the Hissar district
and the adjacent country in the Punjab. The
population is composite; the higher classes, who
established themselves in the country about the
Fourth Century of our era, are Rajputs ; the
lower (agriculturists and cattle-breeders) are
Jats, who are said to have some Mongolian blood
in their veins. The latter, although they have
by imitation adopted the Islamic religion of the
Rajputs, retain many primitive features of their
older heathenism, while their language is less
Aryan than the tongue of their supplanters. See
Jats.

BHATTIKAVYA, b'liat'tS-kSv'ya (Skt.
Bhatti + Kaiya, poem). A San.skrit poem,
written by a grammarian, Bhatti. Though it

recites the deeds of Rama, it is disfigured by the
excessive ingenuity of the author, who attempts
to make it a complete exemplification of gram-
mar.

BHAVABHUTI, b'ha'vab'hUiJ'tt. A noted
Sanskril, dramatist, who sliares with Sudraka
Kalidasa and Ilarsha (q.v.) the honors of the
early Hindu stage. He flourished during the
latter part of the Seventh Century a.u. and the
beginning of the Eighth Century, and he en-
joyed the patronage of Vasovarman, King of

BHIMA.

Kanyakubja ( mod. Kanauj ) . It is judged from
his writings that he was a native of south Cen-
tral India ; it is also presumed that part of his

life was spent at the city of Ujjain. Three
dramas, all of recognized merit, preserve Bhava-
bhuti's name to fame. The first is the ilalati-

madhara, sometimes called the Hindu Romeo
and Juliet; the second is entitled J/a/iii-iira-

carita, or the fortunes of the great hero Rama;
the third, Uttara-raiiia-carita, the later fortunes
of Ranui. is a sequel to the second. There Is an
edition of the Malati-madhara by M. R. Telang
(Bombay, 1892) ; a translation by H. H. Wilson,
Theatre'of the Hindus, 3d ed. (London, 1871) ;

and by L. Fritze (Leipzig, 1883; Reclam Series) ;

furthermore, ilaha-rira-carita, edited bv F. H.
Trithon (London, 1848) ; translation by J. Pick-
ford (London, 1871); and Ctara-ramaoarita,
edited bv S. G. Bhanap (2d ed. Bombav. 1893) ;

by V. S.'Patvardhan (Xagpur, 1895) ; by T. R. R.
Aivar and K. P. Parab (Bombav, 1899) : trans-
lated by C. H. Tawney (Calcutta, 1874). Con-
sult Levi, Le theatre indien (Paris, 1890).

BHAWAXPUE, b'ha'wil-poor'. See Baha-
WAI.PIR.

BHEL (bel) FRiriT. See JEaiM.

BHIL, bol, or BHEEL. The name of a Kola-
rian or ilunda people of Central India, in the
Vindhya Hills, and to the south of the river
Xerbudda, toward Bombay. They are the rem-
nant of an autochthonous race that peopled Raj-
putana and ilalwa before the Aryan invasion.
Their language belongs to the Kolarian stock of
Indian tongues. In Sanskrit literature their
name is mentioned with disdain. They are short,
dark-skinned, and have some traces of Aryan and
perhaps also of Dravidian blood. The English,
to whom they remained faithful during the Se-
poy Mutiny, have made some use of them as
soldiers and policemen, and they have latterly
paid a little attention to agriculture. A feature
of their religion is the worship of Mother Amba
Bhavani. Among some of them a harmless relic

of widow-burning sun-ives ; also tree-marriage,
and other quaint customs. An account of the
Bhils, by Kincaid, appeared in the Journal of
the Anthropological Institute (Limdon, 1879).
Consult also: Rowney, Wild Tribes of India
(London. 1882) ; and Reelus, Primitive Folk
(New York. 1891).

BHIL'SA, or BIL'SA ( Skt. Bidi<:a ) . A town
of Bhopal. Central India, on the Betwa, 188 miles
south of (Jwalior. and 32 miles northeast of
Bhopal (Map: India, C 4). It is noted for the
Buddhist topes at Sanchi, in the vicinity, and
for its temples. The tobacco raised on the land
in the neighborhood of Bhilsa is said to be the
finest produced in all India. Its superiority is

entirely owing to careful cultivation. Popula-
tion about 9700. Consult Maiscy, iianchi andits
Remains (London, 1892).

BHIMA, be'ma, BEEMAH, or BIMAH. A
river of India, a branch of the Kistna (q.v.),

rising in tlie table-land of the Poona District,

in the Presidency of Bombay, at an elevation of
3090 feet above the level of the sea (Map: India,

Co). It flows in a southeastward direction, and
falls into the Kistnah, in latitude 16° 24' N.,

longitude 77° 20' E., after a course of more than
400 miles.
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BHIWANA, h'he-wii'na. A town of British

India, in the District of Hissar, Punjab, 55 miles

west of Dellii (Map: India, C 3). It has a con-

siderable trade in metaU. sugar, spices, and salt,

and is the chief trading centre of the district.

Population, 35.500.

BHOPAL, h'ho-pal' (ii/io/, its founder+ Hind.

pill, dam I. The capital of the British political

agency, and of the native State of the same name.

Central India (Map: India, C 4). Population,

in 1891, 70.300. It is surrounded by a dilapidated

stone wall of about two miles in circuit. The
fort, which is the residence of the Xawab. stands

on a huge rock outside the town. Other inter-

esting buildings comprise the Begum's palace,

two mosques, the arsenal, and the mint. The
to^TTi is clean, has fine promenade gardens, is well

lighted, and owns and operates its own water-

works, which utilize two immense tanks in the

immediate neighborhood—one being 2 miles in

length, and the other measuring 4^7^ miles by IVo-

Each sends forth a river, and most probably

both were formed by the embanking and dam-
ming up of their respective streams.

BHOPAL. A territory and British political

agency of Central India", situated within the

basins of the Ganges and the Xerbudda. in lati-

tude 22° 32' to 23= 46' X., and longitude 76° 25'

to 78° 50' E. It comprises 31 native administra-

tions, including the native State, and is under
the immediate superintendence of the Governor-

General. Area, 8200 square miles: population,

in 1801. 2.006.860: in 1901, 1,198,350.

BHRIGtr, b'hre'goo. The name of a Brah-
manical tribe, ahd also of the discoverer of fire,

according to the mythology of the Vedas.

BHUJ, b'hnnj, or BHOOJ (named after its

founder. Bhuj or Bhoj ) . The capital of the

native State of Cutch or Kachh, India, situated

at the foot of a fortified hill of the same name,
in latitude 23° 15' N., and longitude 69° 44' E.,

about 35 miles from the sea (Jlap: India, A 4).

Its mosques and pagodas, interspersed with plan-

tations of dates, give to the town an imposing
appearance from a distance. A temple dedicated

to the cobra de capello is an interesting feature.

Bhuj is celebrated for its manufactures in gold
and silver. Population, about 25,400.

BHURTPORE. See Bu.vktpub.

BHUTAN, b'hoo-tan'. An independent State
of India, situated on the southern slope of the
Himalayas (Map: India. F 3). It is bounded
on the south by Bengal, and on the north and
east by Tibet. Some of the mountains attain an
altitude of over 16.000 feet. The area is esti-

mated at 16,000 square miles, and the popula-
tion at 200,000. Some poitions of the territory
are fertile, and produce millet, wheat, and rice.

The supply, however, is insufficient to meet the
domestic demand. Cattle are reared and consid-

erable niimbers of a peculiar breed of ponies are
exported. The manufactures comprise coarse
cloths, silks, arms, and the production of musk.
The natives are linguistically and physically of

Tibetan stock, with some infiision of Ari-an, and
possibly also of Dravidian blood. Polygamy and
polyandry prevail. The common religion is

Buddhism in its Lamaistic form, with added su-

perstitions of local origin. The administration of
the State consists of a spiritual and secular ad-
mi.\ture, divided between the secular Del R;ija,

who nominally is elected for a term of three years
by the penlops, or magnates, from their midst,
but in reality is the nominee of the predominat-
ing chieftains, and the Dharm Raja, the pre-

sumed reincarnation of Buddha, who is supposed
to interest himself solely with the spiritual

control of the State. The capital is Punakha, or
Dosen, a strong natural fortress, Bhutan for-

merly comprised considerable tracts of territory
now included in Bengal and Assam, which have
been annexed by the British Government in re-

taliation for outrages committed by the na-
tives. After an attack by the natives in 1865,
a punitive expedition was sent by the British
Government, with the result that a treaty was
concluded with the ruler of Bhutan, by the terms
of which he was to receive a subsidy of 50,000
rupees (about .$16,000) as a guarantee against
further aggression.

BIAFRA, be-a'fra. Bight of. An inlet of
the Gulf of Guinea (q.v. ) (Map: Africa, E 4).
The name is usually applied to that portion of
the Gulf of Guinea which extends along the west-
em coast of Africa between Cape Formosa on the
north an(J Cape Lopez on the south, and thus
borders Calabar, the German possession of Kam-
erun, and the northern part of French Congo.
The width of the bight is over 400 miles from
cape to cape. The island of Fernando Po lies

just off the Kamerun coast, and Prince's Island
and the island of Saint Thomas lie in the broad
entrance to the bight.

BIALOWICZA, byil'li-ve'cha, or ByiXOV-
YEZHSK.\Y.\ PlSHTCHA, FOBEST OF. See LlTH-

BIALYSTOK, byal'e-stdk', or BIELOSTOK,
byal'd-stok'. A garrison town in the Government
of Grodno, ^Yestcm Russia, on the Bialy, a trib-

utary of the Narew, 45 miles southwest of Grod-
no (Map: Russia, B 4). It is well built, has a
commodious market, several churches, and a
municipal palace and park, called the "Versailles

of Poland,' the former residence of the C'oimta

of Braniski, Bialystok has manufactures of
woolen goods, leather, hats, soap, etc. Popula-
tion, in 1892, 62.626; in 1897, 63.927.

BIAN'CA, Ital. pron. byiin'ka. (1) In
Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew, the gentle
younger sister of Katharine. She marries Lu-
centio after Katharine's marriage to Petruchio.
(2) In Shakespeare's Othello, a flame of Cassio.
(3) The heroine of Massinger and Fletcher's Fair
Maid of the Inn. (4) In Dean Milman's Fazio,
the wife of Fazio, who from jealousy denounces
her husband. She repents, but, failing to save
him, becomes insane and dies.

BIANCAVILLA, byan-kft-vel'lft (It. hinnca,
white + villa, tovm) . A city in Sicily, on the
southwest slope of Jlount Etna. 20 miles north-
west of Catania (Map: Italy. .110). The streets

are paved with lava, and in the vicinity are tho
basaltic grotto of Scila and the grotto of the
.Archi in the lava of 1607. with a tunnel half a
mile long at the height nf nearly 7000 feet. The
country prodiices wine and gr:un. and the cotton
from all this part of Sicilv bears the name of

Biancavilla. The town was founded as an .-Mba-

nese colonv in 1480. Population, in 1881, 13,319;
in moi. 133.-)S.

BIANCHI, bvan'k* (It., the Whites, plur. of
bianco: cf. Eng. blayil:) . A political party in
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Florence at the beginning of the Fourteenth Cen-
tury. They were originally one of two conflict-

ing branches of a great family in Pistoia. Both
parties, Whites and Blacks, being banished to

Florence, allied themselves with existing factions

there, the Bianchi with the Cerchi family, and
the Neri with the Donati, and gave their names
to the Florentine parties. The Neri triumphed
in 1301 l)y the help of Charles of Valois. and the

chief men of the IJianchi, including Dante, were
banished. The name was also applied to certain

religious fanatics and vagabonds in Italy about
the year 1400; and at the present time it is

popularly given in Rome to the Anti-Clericals or
supjiorters of the Italian monarchy.

BIANCHI, or BIANCA, Bertha Schwabz
(1858— ). A German soprano opera singer. She
was born in Heidelberg, and received her musical
education under \\ ilezek. in Heidelberg, and
Mme. Viardot, in Paris. She subsequently signed

a contract with Bernhard Pollini to sing for ten

years at the Hamburg Opera House, of which he
was manager: but after appearing at London
she broke the contract upon the plea of her mi-
nority (1S76), and sang successively in Mann-
heim, Karlsruhe, Vienna, and Munich. In 1897
she appeared in Hamburg, under Pollini, whom
she married during the same year, but who died
within a few months.

BIANCHI, Francesco (Ii. Frari) (1447-

1510). An Italian painter of the Ferrara school.

He was born in Modena, and is thought to have
been for a time instructor of Correggio. Of his

works, once numerous, but few are e.xtant, among
them a "Madonna with Saints," in the Louvre
gallery.

BIANCHI, Francesco (1752-1811). An Ital-

ian comiioser, born in Cremona. In 1775 he was
appointed maestro al vcmhnlo to the Italian

opera in Paris, under Piccini. Prior to 1800, he
had already written about forty operas, several

of which were quite melodious, but of little orig-

inality. Abovit 1796 he went to London, where he
was long associated with the Ro,val Theatre.

Sir nenr,y R, Bishop was one of his pupils.

BIANCHI, NicoMEDE (1818-8G). An Italian

historian, born at Reggio. He studied medicine,

and during the Revolution of 1848 was a member
of the provisional government of ilodena and
Reggio. He became later professor of history at

Tui^in, and in 1871 was appointed sui)erintend-

ent of the archives of Piedmont. His most im-

portant works are the Sloria documenttitn deUa
dijilomazia eiiropea in Ualia dal ISl.'i al 1861,

8 vols. (1805-72) ; and the Gloria dclla monar-
chia pienwtilese did mS al ISfil, fi vols. (1877

et seq. ) . both written in an interesting style, and
carefully prepared from original sources.

BIANCHI-GIOVINI, byiin'k.'- jiVve'n^. An-
GIOTA commonly called Attremo (1799-18(52).

An Italian historian and publicist, born at Como.
He was at first a journalist in Switzerland. In
1841-47 he wrote a n\imber of historical works
in Milan, and in 1847-52 edited the Opinione, a
TTnionist journal, in Turin. During that time he
was a member of the Chamber of Deputies. In
1853 he established 1,'Vnwne, which he trans-

ferred in ISfil to Milan, and in 1802 to Naples.

His chief works are the VHa di fra Paolo Sarpi

(1834), and an incomplete Storia dei Papi, 10

vols. (1852 et seq.).

BIARD.

BIANCHINI, bf'ftn-ke'n*, Francesco (1602-
1(29). An Italian antiquarian and astronomer.
He was born at Verona. He studied theolog.y,

jurisprudence, languages, the mathematical sci-

ences, and botanv in Padua, and arch;eologi,' in

Rome, and was ai)pointed b.v Clcnu-nt XI. secre-

tary to the commission for reforming the calen-

dar. Later he traveled through France, Holland,
and England. Bianchini is the author of several

memoirs and dissertations on antiquarian and
astronomical subjects, and of Istoria universale
prorata co' moniimcnti. c figurata co' simholi
dcijli antichi (Rome, 1694). An edition of the
work of .\nastasius, De Vili^) Roindiionim I'onti-

ficum, begun by him, was completed by his nephew
Giuseppe Bianchini (4 vols., Rome, 171S-34). A
moniniu'ut was erected to the inemor.v of Fran-
cesco Biuncliini in the cathedral of Verona.

BIANCO, b.vUn'ko. Andrea. An Italian car-

tographer, active at Venice in the earl,v Fifteenth

Century. Among his charts is one dated 1436. in

which he has indicated two islands, called re-

spectively 'Antillia' and 'De laman Satana.xio,'

at the west of the Azores. It has been asserted by
some that he thus reveals a knowledge of North
and South America.
BIARD, byiir. The name of several French

Renaissance artists. Nicolas Biard (1400— ?)

was one of the architects of the Chateau of Am-
boise (1499) : of the Pont Notre Dame (1499) ;

of the Chateau.v of Blois (1500-04) and Gaillon

(150506). and of the tower of the Cathedral of

Bourges ( 1.508) .—Pierre Biard (1.5.59-1009). A
sculptor, architect, painter, and engraver, who
studied in Italy and became a follower of Mich-
elangelo. On his return to Paris, he was made
royal superintendent of buildings, in 1500: in

1600 he executed the magnificent choir-screen of

Saint Etienne du Mont; then decorated the Hotel
de Ville with a bronze statue of Heniy IV.

(1605), and the Louvre with statues of two
slaves and of "Renown."—His son, Pierre Biard,

succeeded him as sculptor to the King (Louis
XIII.).

BIARD, AuousTE Francois (1798-1882). A
French painter. He was born in Lyons, Oct. 8,

1798. He was at first destined for the Church,
but subsequently educated at the school of

art of his native city. He traveled in early
life in Malta, C.vpnis, Syria, and Egvjit, where
he made sketches, and stored his memory with
images which he used in after-years. In 1839 he
visited Greenland and Spitzl)ergen. and of this

j(mrney one of the fruits was his famous picture
of a battle with polar bears. In 1858-59 he trav-

eled in Brazil. More famous than Biard's ethno-
graphic and historical paintings are his genre
pictures, especially those dealing with comic
subjects. The first picture which gained him dis-

tinction was his "Babes in the Wood" (1828) ;

and one of his best is the "Begfrar's Family,"
exhibited in 1830. ITis picture "Strolling Come-
dians" is in the Luxembourg. Many Continental
galleries possess examples of Biard's pictures,

and in England they have alwa.ys been much
sought after. He died near Fontainebleau. .June

24. 1882.

BIARD, Peter (1.50.5-1622). A French mis-
sionary; born in Grenoble. He began to study
theology at the age of years, in Lyons, and
came to America as one of the first two mis-

sionar.v priests sent to New France, arriving at
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Port Royal on the day of Pentecost, 1611. On
June 10,1611, Biard and his associate, Ennemond

• Masse, wrote the first letters ever sent by the

Jesuit Order from the Canadian settlement.

Soon afterwards he began the study of the Indian

language by questioning the natives on the mean-
ing of the words faith, hope, churity, baptism,

sacrament, trinity, eueharist. and incarnation, a
study rendered extremely dirtieult by the un-

willingness or the inability of tlie natives to

reply, and by the ridicule and scurrility which
his questions frequently encountered. In 1012

he ascended the Kennebec River and established

friendly relations with the Indians; and in 1613

he proceeded as far as the Penobscot, and founded

a colony on Mount Desert Island, wliieh lie hoped
to make a permanent settlement. The little ham-
let was, however, shortly afterwards destroyed by
an English force under Samuel Argall, Deputy
Governor of Virginia. One of Biard's followers

was killed, and he himself was taken prisoner and
transported to England. This attack is memora-
ble as resulting in the first actual hostilities be-

tween the French and English settlers in Amer-
ica. At the instance of the French Ambassador,
Biard was subsequently liberated, and returned
to Lyons, where, in 1610, he published his Rela-
tion de la Xouvclle France, et du royage des
peres. Jrsiiites dans cette contree, the first of

that remarkable series of Jesuit Relations, 40
vols. (1632-1072), which constitute one of the
most valuable sources of early American history.

Another important work is the Relatio Expedi-
tionis Anglorum in Canadam sucerjue ab illis

Comprehensioyiis.

BIARRITZ, bya'rets' (Basque iliarritze,

two rocks). A fashionable watering-place in the
Department of Basses-Pyrenees, France, about 5

miles southwest of Bayonne ( ilap : France,
E 8). Napoleon III. and Eugenie, attracted l)y

its picturesque situation, natural advantages,
and salubrity, made it their summer residence.

Since then it has been a favorite place for in-

valids and pleasure-seekers, both in summer and
in winter. It has no industries. Population, in

1896, 11,809.

BIAS, be'as. See Beas.

BI'AS (Gk. B(as). One of the Seven Wise
Men of Greece. He was one of the four—the
others being Thales, Pittacus, and Solon—who
were always classed as such. He was the son
of Teutames, and was born at Priene, where he
became a distinguished advocate and influential

citizen. His date is approximately the middle of

the Sixth Century B.C. Many of the stories at-

tached to the name of Bia-s—such as that he
advised the lonians to settle in Sardinia, and
that he dissuaded Croesus from attacking the
Greek islands—are of doubtful authenticity.
Bias was successful at clothing his wisdom in

short sayings, and we have a number of them
preserved. See Seven Sages.

BIBB, George M. (1772-18,59). An Ameri-
can legislator. He was born in Virginia and
graduated at Princeton in 1792. He was several
times elected Chief .Tustiee of Kentucky and sub-
sequently became Chancellor of that State. He
was elected to succeed Henry Clay as ITnited

States Senator in 1811 and served until 1814, and
again from 1829 to 183.5. From 1844 until the
inauguration of .Tames K. Polk, he served as
Secretary of the Treasury in President Tvlcr's

BIBLE.

Cabinet. He published Reports of Cases at Com-
mon Laic and in Chancery in the Kentucky Court
of Appeals (1808-1811).

BIBBIENA, be-bya'na, Bekxabuo Dovizio
(1470-1520). An Italian ecclesiastic and poet;
born at Bibbiena (Arezzo). He was private sec-

retary of Giovanni de' Medici, whose elevation as
Pope Leo X, he helped to effect, and who ap-
pointed him a cardinal in 1513. He was a friend
of Raphael, and wrote Calandria (1521), gen-
erally accounted the earliest Italian comedy. It

was modeled on the Mcna-chmi of Plautus. For
his biography consult Boudini (Leghorn, 1578).

BIBBIENA, Giuseppe (1690-1757). An Ital-

ian painter, second son of Fernando Galli Bib-
biena. He was the most distinguished represen-
tative of the Bibbiena faxnily. He prepared mag-
nificent decorations for a Court wedding held at
^Munich in 1722, and for the great Court festival

held at Prague in the following year. In addi-
tion to numerous catafalques, stage scenery, etc.,

he built the beautiful theatre at Bayreuth
(1747), and remodeled the opera house at Dres-
den (17-50), Illustrations of several of his

works were published in the Architettura e pros-
pettive (1740).

BIBELOT, be'b'-lO' or bib'16 (Fr.). A name
given by collectors to any small ornament or ar-

ticle of taste that can be used to adorn the

shelves or the cabinet of the owner; such as
bronzes, bits of rare china or porcelain, and
antiques. See C'unio.

BIBERACH, belie- riiG (Ger. Biber, beaver +
Tent, aha, water) . A town of Wiirttemberg, situ-

ated 1750 feet above the sea on the Riss, in a
cliarming valley about 23 miles southwest
of Ulm ( Jlap ; (iiermany, C 4 ) . It has manufac-
tures of machinery, artificial flowers, leather,

and children's toys, and bell foundries. The town
owns its water and gas works and has a high
school, hospital, and theatre. Population in

1890, 8200; in 1900, 8400. Near Biberach, Oc-
tober 2, 1796, Moreau won a great victory over
the Austrian General Latour. and May 9. 1800,

Saint Cyr defeated the Austrian General Kray.

BIBESCO, be-bes'k6, Babbo Demetrius (1801-

09). A Wallachian statesman. He studied in

Paris in 1817-21 : participated in the revolt

of Alexander Ypsilanti ; and was successively

Minister of Justice and Minister of the Interior.

As Hospodar of Wallachia. in 1849-56. he im-
proved education and the finances, and worked
for Rumanian unity.

BIBIRXJ, bebe'roo. See Greenheart.

BI'BLE. I.

—

In General. (1) Meaning of
the Xante. The word 'Bible' is derived from the

Latin Uihlia. which was treated as a singular,

although it represented the transcri])tion of the
Greek neuter plural )3i(3\ia, bihlia. 'little books.'

The Greek /S/fSXot, biblos, from which came
the diminutive, was in turn derived from
lybhis or papyrus, the name of the famous ma-
terial upon which ancient books were written.

The name in its singular form appropriately
emphasizes the unity of the Bible, while in its

original plural sense it called attention to the

fact that the Bible is a collection of many books.

The title was first used about the middle of the

Second Christian Century in the so-called Sec-

ond Epistle of Clement (xiv. 2),
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(2) The Ori<jinal Lanijuapes of the Bibls are

Hebrew, Aramaic, and Hellenistic Greek. Hebrew,
the language used by a majority of the Old
Testament writers, is the Semitic dialect spoken
by the inluibilants of Canaan, and adopted, if not

originally employed by the Israelites, when they

entered that territory. It is characterized by
its simple constructions and by the absence of

the expressive conjunctions and particles which
in the Greek make it possible to indicate delicate

shades of logical or philosophical thought. On
the other hand, its vocabulary and idioms are

exceedingly picturesque, each suggesting a vivid

picture. In the verb the tenses discriminate be-

tween complete and incomplete: and the different

stems, between simple, intensive, causative, re-

flexive, and passive action. Its simplicity, vivid-

ness, directness, and suggestiveness made it the

ideal medium of expression for the story-teller,

the poet, the orator,' and the ethical teacher.

Aramaic (incorrectly called Chaldee or Chaldaic,

from the reference in Dan. ii. 4) was the Semitic

dialect spoken originally by the people to the

north and northeast of Canaan. The reference

in Isa. xxxvi. 11 indicates that as early as

B.C. 700 it was the language of politics in south-

western Asia. From the days of the Babylonian
exile on it was used as the medium of communi-
cation between the .lews and other Semitic peo-

ples, and gradually supplanted Hebrew even in

Palestine, until, about n.c. 200, it became the
eommon language. Aside from a few sporadic

exami)le3 ( cf . Gen. xxxi. 47 ; Jer. x. Ill, it ap-

pears in the Old Testament onlv in Ezra iv. 8

to vi. 18: vii. 12-26: Dan. ii. 4 to vii. 28. The
composite structure of these books explains its

abrupt introduction into Hebrew- contexts. In
Ezra the Aramaic sections represent quotations

by the final editor from earlier Aramaic docu-

ments, dating probably from the last century of

the Persian period. Since his readers were en-

tirely familiar with the Arainaic. he did not
deem it necessary to translate these into the al-

ready classic tongue, which he preferred to em-
ploy. In Daniel, as well as Ezra, it is the

Western or Palestinian Aramaic, rather than
the form of the dialect in use in the East, which
appears, suggesting that the originals were writ-

ten in Palestine. Hellenistic Greek, the language
of the Xcw Testament, is the simplified dialect

of Attic Greek, which was in use among the

Semitic peoples, Ilpllenizcd as a result of the con-

quests of Alexander. By the beginning of the

Christian Era it had become the literary language
of .lews throughout the Roman Empire. As a
consequence of its use by alien peoples, the com-
plex verbal forms and constructions of classical

Greek disappeared. Many characteristic Semitic
idioms were carried over into the Greek, and its

vocabulary enlarged. The result was a simple,

direct, expressive language, combining the pic-

turesqueness and concreteness of the Hebrew
with the larger and more scientific and philoso-

phical vocabulary of the (Jreek. Thus the com-
posite dialect used by the New Testament writers

was marvelously adapted to their purpose, and,

by virtue of its simplicity and force, fitted to

exercise through the medium of translations

the powerful and beneficial influence which it

subsequently exerted upon German and English

language and literature.

(3) The llihte, Yieired as Literature, shares

the general characteristics of the Oriental and
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more specifically of the Semitic group to which
it belongs. The Occidental student, as in the

Koran, feels at once the lack of systematic ar-

rangement. The type of tliought is intuitive

rather than logical. Scientific method and inter-

est are wanting. Instead, the religious motive
is dominant. Not metre or rhythm of sound, but
the rhythm of thought—that is, the repetition of

the same idea or its antithesis—is the essence of

its poetry. Concrete pictures and vivid figures

are prominent in its prose, as well as in its

poetry. Almost every form of literature is repre-

sented in the Bible, from the war song, the

lament, and tlie lyric, to the rhapsody and the
jjhilosophical drama. Parables, fables, enigmas,
proverbs, stories, biographies, epistles. oration.s,

and prayers, are all found in this library, repre-

sentative of the literary activity of the Israel-

itish race. Among the more specific character-

istics of biblical literature may be noted its

naturalness, its realism, the love of external

nature which it reflects, its practical optimism,
which rests upon the recognition of a divine pur-

pose for good realizing itself in all life, and its

exalted moral tone. It is also characterized by a

remarkable combination of realism and idealism

(

starting with the actual, which they never ig-

nore, tiie biblical writers are constantly predict-

ing and striving for the realization of the com-
plete ideal which is ever before their eyes.

Of the two Testaments, the Old undoubtedly
contains more that deserves a place among thie

world's greatest literature. Certain portions of

the Gospels, because of their sim])le directness

and vividness, and certain of Paul's wonderful
appeals and rhapsodies are accounted great,

measured simply by literary canons ; but as a
rule, the Xcw Testament writers gave little heed
to form in their zeal to apply the principles of

Christianity to the needs of human life. While
the New Testament represents the writings of a
religious body, the Old is the literature of a race.

It abounds in passages and books which are

recognized as unsurpassed for their vigor or dra-

matic force, beauty or grandeur. The literary

merit of the different books varies greatly, since

the Old Testament reflects the diffei-ent stages in

the literary histcny of the Israelites. The Song
of Deborah, certain of the prophetic narratives,

the sermons of Isaiah, the messages of inspiration

and comfort in Isaiah xl. to Iv.. certain of the

Psalms, and the Book of Job represent some of

the high-water nuirks of Hebrew literature.

(4) The Authorshii> of the different ])arts of

the Bible is a subject which has received the care-

ful attention of scholars during tlie past two or
three centuries, with the resiilt that the Jewish
traditions, hitherto accepted without question,

have been largely abandoned in the light of the
internal evidence fron\ the books themselves. The
Bible is the work, not merely of a dozen, but of

scores of devoted prophets, priests, sages, psalm-

ists, apostles, and editors. Most of its books are
recognized as composites, containing citations

from earlier and later sources, joined together in

their present form by faithful copyists and edit-

ors wlio thus preserved them. The Book of

Proverbs, for example, probably eml>odies the

crystallized experience of fifty or a hundred wise

men, living at ditVerent periods, and studying life

from many dilTorcnt points of view. The liilile,

therefore, is the expression of the many-sided ex-

periences and revelations vouchsafed to the truth-

i
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seekers and teachers of the Israelitish race. Most

of them were intent only upon proclaiming the

truth revealed to them, content themselves to

sink into oblivion, if their aim were realized:

hence a great majority of the HN-ritings of the

Bible are anon\^nous, except as we are able to

determine from the internal evidence the date,

purpose, and class to which the author belonged.

(5) Periods Represented hi/ the Bible.—Some
of the oldest poems of the Old Testament go back
to the days of the Judges, about B.C. 1200. and
certain of the Psalms and the Book of Daniel are

in all probability later than B.C. 200, so that its

literature represents at least one thousand years.

The oldest epistle of the New cannot be dated
before a.d. 50, and the latest writing is certainly

not later than a.d. 150, and possibly 100, so that

the Xew Testament represents at the most a brief

century of literary activity. Supplemented by
the later apocryphal .Jewish literature, the Bible,

as a whole, reflects thirteen centuries of literary

production.

. (6) The Subjects Treated in the Bible are as
varied as the literary forms. In the implied ex-

planation, in connection with the story of man's
fall, of the reason why serpents crawl in the
dust, instead of being provided with legs, and in

the accounts of creation, there is evident the
questioning attitude toward natural phenomena
which marks the beginning of scientific investi-

gation ; but otherwise more important themes
commanded the attention of the biblical writers.

Aside from the modern department of science,

almost every phase of human life and thought
was treated by them. Nothing that concerned
man was beneath their attention. The prophetic
literature is concerned with political, social,

moral, and spiritual questions. Its aim is to

present the character and will of Jehovah and
the principles which govern his universe, and to
lead humanity intelligently and faithfullv to eon-
form to them. The legal-literature was intended
to provide a norm to regulate the public and
private life of the people, so that in attaining
their best development they might also realize

the divine purpose. The maxims and wise coun-
sels of the sages were calculated to guide the in-

experienced in their daily duties and throw light

upon individual problems. The psalmists gave
expression to the spiritual experiences and atti-

tude of the nation and individual toward God.
The epistles of the Xew, like the prophecies of

the Old, contain warnings, exhortations, and
illuminating teachings intended primarily to
anticipate the needs of those to whom they were
addressed ; while the apocah-pses, though differ-

ing widely from the preceding in form, were in-

tended to convey similar messages of comfort
and encouragement to those passing through
great crises. The Gospels have the one dominant
aim of presenting the life and teaching of the
Founder of Christianity; and the Book of Acts,
the influence of that life and teaching upon the
Jewish and pagan world.

(7) Modern Methods of Biblical f!tudy.—Dur-
ing the Dark Ages the traditions and conjecttires
of .Jewish rabbis and Christian monks recarding
the origin, date, and authority of the different
books of the Bible satisfied the majority of
students, since these were hallowed by age and
the continued indorsement of the Church. With
the new interest in the Bible, inspired by the
Protestant Reformation, came a new spirit of
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investigation. Careful study of the Scriptures
themselves sometimes confirmed, but more often
revealed data at variance with the teaching of
tradition. As critical, scientific methods of his-

torical and literary study were developed and
jiroved trustworthy, they were adopted in deal-
ing with the vital and often exceedingly com-
plex problem presented by the Bible. That they
should lead to conclusions at variance with those
held by an unscliolarly age was inevitable. That
there should also be much sincere but ignorant
opposition to the new results was also assured:
but their final acceptance was equally sure, for
they represent simply the testimony of the Bible
itself, as revealed by the only methods of in-

vestigation which command universal confidence.
Fortunately, the work of overturning unfounded
traditions is now nearly complete, and the im-
portance of the positive results of the critical
study of the Bible is beginning to be popularly
appreciated. With relief it is discovered that
no essential truths contained in the Bible are
lost, while its vital teachings are brought out
into clearer relief. Reconstruction in the fields

of biblical literature, history, and theology- is

going on rapidly, with the practical aim of pro-
viding a firm foundation for a religious faith

which will meet the tests of a critical, scientific

age.

(8) Contributions of Universities and Biblical
Students in General.—The new methods and new
results are the contributions of no one school. In
Germany, a growing body of scholars, associated
with the leading universities, and trained in care-
ful, tireless methods of investigation, have ex-
plored every department of biblical study.
.\mong the leaders in Old Testament criticism
might be mentioned the names of Eichhorn, Graf,
Wellhausen : while at the University of Tiibingen,
under the leadership of Baur. there grew up a
school which performed a ])ermanent service in

calling attention to the critical problems of the
Xew Testament, and in emphasizing the histori-
cal and literary methods of investigation. In
Holland, under the inspiration of Kuenen. a
group of Dutch scholars have made many valua-
ble contributions to biblical study. In England,
Oxford University, represented by Professors
Cheyne and Driver, has proved the leader. Bibli-

cal scholars in all the leading universities, col-

leges, and seminaries of England. Scotland, and
America, have 'joined in the work of critical

analysis and reconstruction. With only a few
exceptions, the agreement in regard to the gen-
eral questions of biblical history, literature, and
religion is unanimous among students in these
countries. To the details and to the interpreta-
tion of the facts, attention is now being chiefly
devoted.

(9) The Positive Results of Modern Biblical
Research can here be presented only in barest
outline. Aided by the discovery of new manu-
scripts, great advances have been made in the
recovery of the original texts. In the field of
literary critici.sm effort has been centred upon as-
certaining the authorship and approximate date
of the individual sections and the structiire of
the different books, with the result that it is now
possible to make an approximate chronological
arrangement of all the literature of the Bible.
A new appreciation of the literary beauty of the
Bible has also been aroused. On the basis of the
oldest sources, supplemented by extra-biblical
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contemporary information, the history of the

Tsraelitish people, the life of .Tesus. and the rec-

ord of the Karly Christian Church have heen re-

studied. On tlie same basis the faith of Israel,

which reached its culmination in Christianity, is

being traced. In every department of investi-

pation the principle of growth and development

from the simple to the higher, and with this the

fact of the unity of all life and thought, find

fullest illustration. Thus the revelation of the

Divine preserved in the Uible is found to be in

perfect harmony with His revelation of Himself

elsewhere. With the demonstration that the

Bible records real facts and is the result of im-

pulses and influences which still stir humanity,

comes the deeper realization that it has a living,

vital, eternal message for mankind. It may be

defined as the record on the one hand of thirteen

centuries of human endeavor to know and do the

will of God. and on the other of His gracious re-

sponse to that effort.

n.—HISTORY OF INTEBPRET.^TION.

(A) Of the Old Testament among the
Jews. The earliest .Jewish commentaries upon

selected passages of the Law are apparently

found in the writings of Philo (c.20 B.C.-50 A.D.),

and in the Mishna. Many of the facts that have

led modern investigators to recognize the compos-

ite aiithorship and legendary character of the

Pentateuch were already clearly perceived by the

Alexandrian philosopher. But by adopting the

allegorical method of interpretation then in

vogue among rhetoricians he was able to avoid

the most obvious inferences, and to read into the

text his o\\Ti philosophy. In this he no doubt

had predecessors: but it was his work that be-

came epoch-making in its influence upon Jewish

haggada. Christian dogma, and Greek philoso-

phy.
On the other hand, the Mishna largely confined

itself to the "Halaka,"or the rules of conduct au-

thoritatively deducted from the Law. Among its

leading interpreters were Hillel and Shammai
(First Century B.C.), the Gamaliels and .lo-

hanan ben Zakkai (First Century A.D.) . In such

Midrash works as Mekilta (to Ex.), Sifra (to

Lev.), and Sifre (to Xuni. and Deut.). likewise

written in Neo-Hebraic. the "Haggada," or homi-

letic exegesis, had a wider field ; "and the same is

true of the .\ramaic parai)hrases, or Targunis.

While the two Aramaic (jcmnra's are primarily

crnuncntaries upon the Mishna, a vast number
of passages from all parts of the Bible are intro-

duced and explained in the discussion. The chief

amoraic authorities of the Palestinian Talmud
are Chiya (died c.230) and Johanan ben Nap-

)iacha (died 279) ; the most eminent exegetes of

the Habvlonian Talmud are Abba Arica. called

Rab (died 247). Chisda (died .SOO). Ashi (died

427) and Rabina (died 4!t'.)) of Sura. Samuel

(died 2.')7) and Amemar (died 422) of Nehardea,

Rabba ben Xachmani (died 3.30) and Abayi (died

C.33!)) of Pumbedita, and Raba (died 3.52) of

Machuza.
An inestimable aid to the understanding of the

Bible was rendered by the scholars who, in the

Eighth Centurv', devised systems of vowel nota-

tion to preserve the traditional reading of the

text. In the same century, the Karaites, under

the influence of Mohammedan thought, rejected

the 'oral law.' codified in the Mishna and the Tal-

muds, and fell back upon the Pentateuch itself.
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Extracts from the works of Anan ben David
(c.760) and Benjamin ben Moses Mahawendi
(c.SOO) render it probable that their lost com-
mentaries were already chanicterized by that

sober exegesis we find in the writings of .Tefet

ben Ali (902-990). .\aron ben .Joseph (c.1300),

and Aaron ben Elijah (died 13C9). The reaction

jiroduced a wholesome effect. Without break-

ing with the historical development, rabbinical

scholars began to vie with the Karaites in

attention to grammar, lexicon, and literal sense.

Eminent among tlu'se were Saadia ben Joseph
al Fayyumi (892-942), gaon. or president, of

the academy at Sura, who wrote in Arabic

translations, commentaries, and grammatical
works; .Tehudah ben Karish (c.920), Menahem
ben Sarak (c.9oO). Jehudah Chayyug of Fez
(c. 1000-501, the grammarian, and his younger
contemporary, Jonah Abulwalid Marwan ibn

.lanah, the lexicographer, who was a bold

and sagacious textual critic. In opposition to

both Karaites and Rabbanitcs. Chiwwi al Balkii

(fl.87.5-900) pursued liis independent criticism of

the Bible itself, known to us partly through Saa-

dia. partly, it would seem, through the Geniza
fragments recently found by Schechter. and jmb-

lished in the Jeirish Quarterly Rcvieir (1901,

page 345 fl'. ). With the doubts and questions

that occupied Chiwwi"s mind. Solomon ben Isaac

('Rashi') of Troyes (1040-1105) had little sym-
pathy. His connnentaries, printed in the Rab-
binic Bibles, are celebrated for their erudition

rather than for any originality. But, according

to Ibn Ezra, a Spanish rabbi. Isaac ben .Tasos,

maintained that Gen. xxxvi. 31 ff. was written

at the time of .Jehoshaphat ; and Abraham ben

Mein ibn Ezra, of Toledo (1088-11G7) himself,

however cleverly he concealed his heresies, not

only revealed his consciousness of the late origin

of the vowel-points, but also his grave doubts as

to the Jlosaic authorship of parts of the Penta-

teuch, ilore deeply fnfluenced by Greek and
Arabic philosophy was Moses ben Maimon. of Cor-

dova (1135-1204). His Arabic work. /)ii?iii«f «<

hairiii, or "Guide of the Erring." lays down her-

meneutical principles akin to those of Al Gha-

zali (died 1111) and Ibn Roshd (Averroes. died

1198), allowing the siippression of the literal

sense in the interest, not of theology, but of a
philosophical system. David Kamchi, of Nar-

bonne (died 1235), wrote commentaries that

were particularly valuable because of his excel-

lence as a grammarian. Tanchum of Jerusalem

(e.12.50) also produced several commentaries.

Levi ben Gerson (died 1370) gave special at-

tention to archipology; his exegesis was nuuh in-

fluenced by his philosophy. An original thinker

was Chasdai Creska (c.l410), who conceived of

prophethood as within the domain of human pow-

er. Joseph Albo (died c.1444) reflected in a pro-

found manner on the element of divination in

prophecy, and its ethico-pa^dagogic value. They
were influenced by Christian thought. Isaac

Abrabanel (died 1508) was perhaps the first

Jewish exegete who could approach the histori-

cal books with the intelligence of a statesman;

his personal expcrieme and the sufferings of his

people account for the intense Messianic hope

nourished by and reflected in his interpretation

of the prophets. The exegesis of Solomon ben

Melek, of Fez (e.l550), was largely philologi-

cal, leaning heavily on D. Kamchi. By his criti-
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cal edition of the Bible and the Masora (1524-

25 ) Jacob ben Chayim rendered a great service to

biblical science. But the two great critics of the

Sixteenth Centui-y were Elijah ha Levi (Elias

Levita. 1472-1549), whose ilasorcth Hammoso-
reth (1538) proved the late origin of the vowel-

points; and Azariah de Rossi, in whose Meor
Enayim (1574) the fact is clearly recognized

that the Greek version fairly represents the He-

brew text current at the time in Palestine.

3Iuch was done for the text by ilenahem Lonzano

(1(518) and Solomon Xorzi (ilinchat Shai) , writ-

ten 1626. printed at Mantua (1742-44), while

Jacob Lumbroso (16.30) explained it grammatic-

ally in a meritorious manner. The impulse to a

deeper literary criticism was given by Barueh
Benedict Spinoza, in his famous Tractat us The-

olofiico-politicus (1670). A searching examina-

tion of the difficulties suggested by Ibn Ezra led

him to reject the Mosaic authorship of the Penta-

teuch : and he made valuable observations on the

manner in which biblical books were edited, and
the political side of the activity of the prophets.

The immediate eft'ect of his work was more
marked in Christian than in Jewish circles. But
it paved the way for the great achievement of

Moses Mendelssohn (1729-86), through whose la-

bors and admirable spirit a rapprochement be-

tween Jewish and Christian exegesis has been

gradually effected that is of utmost value to bib-

lical science. During the Nineteenth Century, S.

D. Liizzato searched for the motives that led to in-

tentional changes of the text by the punctuators

(Oheb Ger, 1830; Mishtaddcl.' 1847); Leopold

Zunz (OottesdienstUche Vortriiije der Juden,

1832) recognized the untrustworthiness of the

superscriptions in the Psalter, the hand of the

chronicler in Ezra, and the late date of the

Chronicles; Z. Frankel (Historiftch- l^rifische

fltiidien zu der Septuaffinta, 1841) discussed

learnedly the Greek version; Abraham Geiger

(L'rschrift und Uehersetzungen- der Bibel, 1857)

offered numerous critical suggestions ; H. Graetz,

in his Geschichte der Jvden (1875-86), his Com-
mentar zu den Psalmen (1882-83), and his

Emendationes (posthumous. 1892-93), greatly

furthered both literary and textual criticism, and
men like Fiirst, Goldziher, Bacher, Montefiore.
Jastrow. Giottheil, Abrahams, Hale\'y, and others
have taken a part in the critical study of the
Bible. Xo great commentary from the stand-
point of modem science has yet been written by
a Jew; but without the impulses received from
eminent .Jewish scholars. Christian exegesis

would not be to-day where it is.

( B ) Of toe Whole Bible Amo:sg Christians.
The history of the interpretation of the Bible

is in reality the history of the principles which
have underlain the study of the Scriptures.

This history is divided into the following
stages: (A)" The Patristic Stage; (B) the
Keformation Stage ; ( C ) the Modern Stage. Be-
tween the Patristic and the Refomiation stages
lies what is usually understood as the Mediieval
Age, which, in its spirit, is so largely a con-

tinuation of Patristic methods as to be in reality

a part of that stage. Between the Reformation
and the Modem stages lies what is generally
known as the Rationalistic Age, which, as a
matter of fact, is simply the bridge that carries
the Reformation methods over into those which
characterize the Modern Stage.
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(A) The Patristic Stage.

(a) The early period, represented by Clement
of Rome, c.lOO: the author of the so-called Epis-

tle of Barnabas. c.l20; Justin Martyr, c.loO;

and Irenteus, c.lSO.

The Bible with which the Fathers began was
the Septuagint, which was accepted as directly

inspiied of God, even when it differed widely
from the Hebrew. On this the writings pre-

served from the Apostolic Age were based, and
as they came gradually to be formed into a gen-

erally accepted group and to be received as them-
selves inspired, they were placed along with the

Septuagint as the comprehensive Bible of the

Church. In the Septuagint were included the

Apocrypha, which were appealed to as scriptural

equally with the other books. Under the ear-

lier conception of the Church as a spiritual flock,

the first use of the Bible was the pastoral and
homiletical, followed later, as the Church idea

hardened under the rise of heresies, by the doc-

trinal use. L'nder both these views, but espe-

cially under the latter, the prevailing method of

interpretation was the allegorical, by which the

literal sense of the passage was held not to be its

only sense, in fact not its more important sense,

but as inferior and subordinate to the hidden,

spiritual sense which, as coming more directly

from the Holy Spirit, was considered the real

object of the interpreter's study.

For this method the early Fathers were not

primarily responsible. Indeed, they were hardly

conscious of it as a method. It was the gener-

ally current habit of their day, to which time it

had been handed down through Palestinian and
Alexandrian Judaism from the Classical Age. It

was. however, a method, and one that was sci-

entifically vicious, as it practically reduced the

meaning of Scripture to whatever the interpret-

er's fancy conceived, or his sense of what was
fitting to God determined.

(b) The Alexandrian School, represented par-

ticularly by Clement of Alexandria, c.200, and
by Origen, c.185-254.

The interpretation characteristic of this school

differed from that of the earlier Fathers simply
in its more careful formation of the principles

w'hich had been sub-consciously in use by them.

It was a process natural and quite inevitable, in

view of the scholarship of those who were the

leaders in the school ; but its only eft'ect was to

give a greater definiteness to the allegorical idea

and impart to it a further-reaching influence.

(c) The Syrian Schools. (1) The Edessa
School, represented by Ephraem Syrus, c.378.

(2) The Antioch School, represented by Theo-
dore of Mopsuestia, c.350-428.

Contemporaneous with the Alexandrian schol-

ars had been a group of writers in North Africa

(e.g. Tertullian, e.20O, and Cyprian, d.258), who,
while allegorizing, made much of the literal

method. Their position, however, was not in

the way of protest against the method at Alex-

andria. Such protest was reserved for these

Syrian schools, which were really the outgrowth
of a rising dissatisfaction with the allegorical

extremes to which the Alexandrian methods were
leading, though their scholarship was inspired

by that of Alexandria itself. Tlieir protest

voiced itself in the principle that the Scriptures

themselves were the basis of knowledge, and not
any esoteric gnosis hidden in them. They set
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themselves, consequentlr, the task of discovering

the actual historical meaning of Scripture.

But while their labors were directed cliieHy

a-rainst the allegorical method, they were not

wholly free from this method themselves, this

was doubtless due to the fact that the doctrines

of the Church remained with them, as w^th those

before them, the object and aim of !^"ipture

study; for, while they held theoretically that

the historical sense of the passage \yas the only

sense to be discoyered, yet, when that sense did

not avail for doctrinal purposes, they were

obliged to discover a secondary spiritual sense

This was particularly true m the case of the Old

Testament prophecies. Consequently,^ as dog-

matics grew in. the Church, and in their growth

came more to depend upon Scripture for proof,

the traditional rule of faith came to be the regu-

lative form of all interpretation, and so to neces-

sitate a continued resort to allegorical methods.

Of these Syrian schools, the school of Antioch

was of further-reaching and more lasting influ-

ence, making itself felt to a greater or less ex-

tent with such Fathers as Chrysostom, Athana-

sius, and Cyril, in the East and Ambrose,

Jerome, and Augustine, in the West. This was

largely due to its leader, Theodore of Mopsues-

tia" who has been termed the exegete of the

ancient Church. Unfortunately, his opposition

to Oricren brought him under the ban of ortho-

doxy which naturally served ultimately to rein-

state Origen's extreme conception and exagger-

ated use of allegory in the interpretative work of

ii,„ r'l „i, where it remained dominant until
the Church,

the Reformation.

(d) The JtedL-eval Period, ^vhlch may be di-

vided into the following sub-periods: (D The

post-Patristic, represented by Bede, d.c.,35;

\lcuin, d.80-1; Rabamis Maurus, d.856: and R.id-

bertus, d.865. (2) The Scholastic, represented l.y

John Seotus Erigena, d.891 (though ma certain

sense he belongs to a much later age of thought) ;

.\nselm.d.ll09: Abelard, d.ll42; Peter Lombard.

dc.n04; Aquinas, d.l274; and Occam, d.l347.

(3) The in-e-Keforniation, represented by Micolas

Lyra, d.l340: Lorenzo Valla, d.c.l465; Reuchlm,

d."l522; and Erasmus, d. 1536.

The first of these sub-periods was the dark age

of the Church, which may be safely said to have

made no contribution to scriptural study. Its

work was nothing more than that of compilation

from the Fathers, either in the way of excerpts

from their writings or glosses on them, and,

under the dominance of the Papal idea of the

Church, came wholly intoservitude to dogma,

to support which in the interests of the Catholic

faith was its one and only object.
^, ^ ,.

The second sub-period differed from the hrst

laroely in its intellectual aggressiveness. The

obiect of Scripture study was still the support

of the Church's faith, but the work was no

longer done by slavish citations of the Fathers,

but bv speculative reasoning. This change was

brought about by the rise of free inquiry, over

against which it became necessary to vindicate

the faith This method naturally resulted, when

applied to the intcrprctati..n of Scripture, in a

renewed discarding nf the literal sense and a fur-

ther extravagance of allegorizing.

But with the revival of learning in the third

period, there came not only a new stimulus

to the spirit of inquiry, but a new power to the

work of interpretation—a power which showed
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itself especially in its opening up to the inter-

preter of the original languages of Scripture,

particularly Hebrew, and thus bringing him face

to face with the scholarly realities of its actual

words. This naturally brought into prominence

the literal sense, emphasizing its importance and

increasing thus its influence upon other possible

senses. The rule of faith was indeed still the

object of Scripture study, but the service which

this study rendered to it came now to be based

more upon this primary meaning which the

original language conveyed: and this in turn led

to a weakening of the authority which the rule

of faith exercised over interpretation itself. It

was, in fact, the beginning of a radical change in

the underlying conception of the Church involved

in the interpretative process.

(JS) The Reformation Htage.

(1) The Protestant period, represented par-

ticularly by Luther, 1483-1546; Melanphthon,

1497-1560; and Calvin, 1509-64.

This change in the conception of the Church,

begun in the previous period, attained its full

issue as men of thought came more vitally to the

consciousness that it was not the Church which

was to decide what Scripture should teach, but

Scripture which was to determine what should

be taught in the Church. The growth of this

consciousness was iielped on the one side by the

deepening conviction of the Church's intellectual

and moral inability to handle Scripture, and on

the other side by the increasing scholarly and

religious respect for the Scriptures themselves.

The characteristic of the Reformation interpreta-

tion was thus its fundamental principle of the

sole authority of Scripture in the things of faith.

Along with this change in the conception of

the Church went a change in tlie conception of

the inspiration of the Scriptures. They were

still held to be inspired, but not in any mechan-

ical or even verbal way. There was a unique

qualification that Scripture w^riters were under-

stood to possess which separated them from all

others, so that even the Apocrypha were no

longer on the same level with the other books;

but this qualification was not any magical power

which rendered their words infallibly true.
^
The

Bible writers were simply illumined by the Spirit

in their knowledge of spiritual things, being iu

the committing of that knowledge to writ;ing-

subject to the ordinary laws of the human mind.

In fact, inspiration as a process was considered

to be always present in the Church.

With such radical alteration of the funda-

mental judgments regarding Scripture and the

Church underlying interpretation there resulted

naturally a complete change in the interpretative

method. Not only was the literal sense held to

be the primary sense to be considered, but the

study of it was held to be perfectly possible with

tlie aid furnished by Scripture itself. In other

words. Scripture was held to be its own inter-

preter, sulhcicnt and conqilcte in all matters ]icr-

taining to salvation. .\s a consequence, the de-

termination of Scripture meaning devolved upon

the individual student of Scripture, so that pri-

vate judgment for the first time in history came

to be not only a fact of criticism, but a riglit of

religion.

At the same time, under the continued infiu-

cnce of scholarshi)), the study of the original lan-

guages and other helps was carried on, serving
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constantly to make the Scriptures clearer to the
understanding, while, under the growth of relig-

ious fervor, the Scriptures themselves were stud-

ied for the .lid they could give religious life,

serving to make them increasingly impressive to
the spiritual sense. The Spirit was recognized

not only as having spoken to the writers of

Scripture, but as then and there -speaking to

those who came to Scripture in studj' or in med-
itation, and so the tendency asserted itself to

refer all Scripture in its meaning to Christ, and
naturally also claim was laid upon the need of

faith in Christ and general spiritual illumination
in order to understand the meaning which Scrip-

ture really conveyed.

This tendency to centre everything on Christ,

however, naturally opened the way to a return
to the old habit of allegory; while the tendency
to interpret Scripture in the light of itself led

to the sole emphasizing of what was called, after

the Pauline phrase (Rom. xii. 5), '"the propor-
tion of faith." This idea of proportion was use-

ful primarily in preventing the distortion of
single passages against their context or against
the statements of Scripture as a whole, but it

shifted its course most easily from the 'faith'

given by Scripture in its own teachings to that
laid down by the teachings of the Church, and
in so doing started the whole process of interpre-

tation toward the baneful exaggerations of the
scholasticism which followed upon this first

period of the Reformation.

(2) The period of the Countei--Reformation,
represented bv Cajetan. 1409-1534: Bellarmin,
1542-1621; Francis of Sales, 1567-1622; and
Jansenius, 1585-1638.

Though the Roman communion did not change
its conception of the Church's authoritative rela-

tion to interpretation, nor alter its idea of the
plenary inspiration of the Scriptures, yet the
humanism which had been so influential in bring-
ing Protestantism to life had had its effect also

within the Mother Church. In both churches it

had emphasized the value of the sources of the-

ology; yet. owing to the fact that with the
Roman Catholic Church the old belief in eccle-

siastical authority and Scripture inspiration
still obtained, it was natural, not only that while
the Reformers went back for their sources to

Augustine and Paul, the Roman Catholic schol-

ars stopped with Aquinas ; but also that such
revival of theological learning as their study of

the sources brought about did not produce with
the latter any vital change in interpretative
methods.

In fact, the merits of the Counter-Reforma-
tion, which are to be freely and fully recognized,
were in the purifying of the Church's organiza-
tion and the spiritualizing of its life, rather than
in the liberalizing of its methods of interpreta-
tive work. What impulses toward this there
might have been were impossible of realization
in view of the reactionary decrees of the Council
of Trent (1545-63), which united cccleiJiastical

tradition to the Scriptures and the Apocrypha as
the authoritative sources of the Church's faith,
and made the Church itself the sole expounder
of the sense they should have.

(3) The Post-Reformation Period. (1) Tlie
sub-period of Protestant Scholasticism, repre-
sented bv Gerhardt, 15821637: J. G. Carpzovius,
1679-1787; and Calovius, d.l686.
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It was natural that, having rejected the infal-
lible authority of the Papacy, the Reformation
Churcli should not only look around for another
objective authority to take its place, which it
found in the Scriptures, but that, having secured
a political right to its peculiar doctrines, and be-
ing thus compelled to maintain them against the
attacks of opposing Protestant theologies, as well
as against the teachings of Rome, it should come
to make the authoritative Scripture an oracle
to serve it in its needs, and so substitute for a.

scholarly interpretation of the Scriptures a dog-
matic distorting of them.

This was the result produced by the Protest-
ant scholasticism, which differed from the Catho-
lic scholasticism of the Middle Ages in being less
ingenuous. It professed to base its system only
on the Scriptures, but in reality based it on the
Scriptures as interpreted by the party creeds in
the Church, so that the Scriptures became an
armory of controversial proof-texts without any
recognized difference between the Old Testament
and the Xew, or any understood idea of progress
or development in revelation.

(2) The sub-period of Rationalism, represent-
ed bv Lessing, 1729-81; Michaelis, 1817-91; and
Eichhorn, 1752-1827.
Such degeneration in the spirit and life of in-

terpretation was not without protest on the part
of those who held equal right to Reformation
principles with those who were responsible for
the degeneration. It was not, however, until the
philosophical movement, which saw its begin-
ning in Descartes and Spinoza, reached its full
vigor in Lessing that this protest effected the
revolution in interpretative method which 13
known as rationalism.
The underlying principle of this revolution

was its insistence upon reason as the test of rev-

elation and the judge of the meaning of Scrip-
ture, which was taken only in its literal sense.

It was anti-supernatural in its bias, however,
and consequently negative in attitude and es-

sentially destructive in results. It brought to
ridicule the confessional dependence upon a me-
chanical inspiration by emphasizing the ditlieul-

ties and discrepancies of Scripture, and held up
to such scorn the speculative squabbles of the
credal parties in the Church that the way was
opened in men's minds to a general skepticism
and an unbelief of the crudest kind. There was
little in the Church to oppose this movement,
since pietism and mysticism had spent their
force, and scholarship was all arrayed on the
critical side.

(C) The Modern Stage, represented bv Semler,
172.5-91; Schleiermaeher, 1768-1834; Baur, 1792-
1860; Meyer, 1800-73; and Ritschl, 1822-89.

It was from scholarship, however, that the
first impulse was to come toward the newer in-

terpretation which characterizes the present
day; since, however difficult it may he to state
the year and day with which the rationalistic
period ceased and the modern stage of interpre-
tation began, it is quite clear that with the
effort of Semler to interpret the Scripture writ-
ers in the light of the circiimstiinces and con-
ditions with which they were surrounded, there
was given to interpretation a historical basis
which has characteristically marked it ever since.

Semler's interprettative work necessarily par-
took of the rationalistic spirit of his day, though
it improved upon the rationalistic method. The
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power of rationalism, however, was broken by

the philosopliy of Kant, Avliose system left rea-

son essentially robbed of its ability to stand in

judgment over ScriijUire. To produce order out

of the destructive wredvajre of this onslaught,

tliere was needed a constructive force, which

was largely supplied by Schleiermacher and his

followers, whose attitude to Scripture was one

which, in proportion as it rejected all idea of

mechanical inspiration, emphasized the practical

character of the divine message to the soul, and

the results of whose Scripture study were seen

not onlv in constructive work in the field of gos-

pel and apostolic history, but also in a profound

quickening of the religious life of the time.

A final effort, however, was made by rational-

ism in the pliilosophy of Hegel, who returned to

the theorv that Scripture must be judged by rea-

son, and "whose philosophy and history furnished

the fundamental basis for that intcrjnetation of

the Xcw Testament which characterized the Tu-

bingen School of biblical criticism, the influence

of which on Scripture interpretation was in its

<lay well-nigh universal. This effort failed, and

its failure was due as largely as anything to the

work of Ritschl, who showed the essential dis-

agreement of this philosophy of history with

the historical facts given in the New Testament

record, and who, especially whose followers, in

Serii)ture interpretation, returned practically to

the spirit of Schleiermacher's position—that the

Scriptures constitute a divine message to the

soul. Involved in this position there was not

only a denial of all mechanical inspiration, but

of all objective autliDrity as attaching to Scrip-

ture, ami a conception of the Church, not as an

ecclesiastical organization whose doctrines were

to be proved by Scripture, but as a spiritual

community whose religious consciousness inter-

prets for "itself the Scripture contents. At the

same time, in spite of these spiritual conceptions

of Scripture and the Church, the Ritschlian

method of interpretation essentially emphasized

the historical sense of Scri])ture to the exclusion

of all hidden senses beliind it.

The extensive influence of Ritschlianism as a

school of theology- has had its effect upon inter-

pretation, especially in its aflirmation of the

purely spiritual authority of the Scriptures and

the spiritual relation to them of the Church. As

a consequence the inspiration of the Scriptures

has come quite widely to be considered as largely

of the same kind as'all religious literature, and

the authoritv of its message as more and more

distinctly of' a purely spiritual sort. Added to

this Ritschlian influence on interpretation have

been the general acceptance of the principles of

evolutionarv philosophy, which have brought to

light the possible presence in the process of

Scripture revelation of the natural laws of de-

velopment, and the general prevalence of the

principles of a newer biblical criticism, which in

the line of these same evolution principles have

shown the large probability of a natiiral docu-

mentarv- development of the historical portions

of the 'Scriptiirc record, particularly in the Old

Testament. These things have all combined to

make Scripture interpretation to-day very large-

ly the interiiretation of religious books belong-

ing to the ancient literature of the .Jewish people

and the Christian Church, inspired essentially as

all religious literature is inspired, and intended

for the'^spiritual edification rather than for the
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dogmatic establishment of the Church. Formally
tlie authority involved in interpretation is ac-

knowledged as resting with the .Scriptures; to a
large degree it is made practically to rest with
the religious sense of tlie interpreter, while the
one general principle which universally controls
tlie jiresent interpretative method, both in the-

ory and in practice, is a principle brought out
by Semler at the beginning of this modern stage
of the science, and increasingly dominant ever
since—that to be interpreted rightly, and, in

fact, to be interpreted at all, the Scripture pas-

sage must be considered not so much in its lit-

eral, grammatical sense as in the light of the
historical surroundings in which it was written.

III.—THE CANON OF THE BIBLE.

(.\) Canon of the Old Testament. The
word canon is a Semitic loan word in Greek,
meaning literally a rod or pole, a carpenter's
rule; figuratively a model or standard; and in

Alexandrian writers sometimes a list of classics.

It was used by the pseudo-Aristeas (c.20 a.d.) to
indicate the character of the Law ; by the Gnos-
tic Ptolemy (c,200 a.d.) to denote the authority
of the sayings of Jesus, and by Athanasuis in

A.D. 367 to designate the collection of sacred
books. In the churches, and probably already in

the sjTiagogues of Alexandria, volumes [lulilicly

read as sacred and inspired were termed "canoni-

cal,' in distinction from esoteric or here.tical

writings withheld from public use. Among the
Palestinian Jews such books were at first sim-

ply said to he 'holy.' But in the First Century
A.D. the Pharisees maintained that holy books
"made the hands unclean," and that consequently
an ablution was necessary after contact with
them. The Sadducees jirotested in vain against
ascribing to them the same kind of sanctity that
attached to heave-olTerings and dead bodies.

This new ritual naturally tended to fix the limits

of the canon. In tlie case of each hook used in

the synagogue, the question must be raised

whether a washing was obligatory. Thus the

freedom of introducing new books was neces-

sarily curtailed, and doubts were suggested as to

the fitness of some works tliat had been used.

As in the ease of the New Testament, the final-

ly established canon of the Hebrew Bible was the

result of a critical process reducing the number
of books approved for public reading. Many
works that maintained their jilace in the Alex-

andrian canon, such as Kcidesiastieus. .Judith,

Tobit, Baruch, and I. Maccabees, lost somewhat
of the prestige they had had when they were first

translated from the Hebrew or Aramaic original.

Books like the .Jubilees, the Psalms of Solomon,

the Apocalypses of Enoch, Noah, Baruch. Ezra,

and others were crowded out of the sjiiagogiie.

A sphere of antilegomena wa.s created: Ezekiel,

Esther, Canticles. Ecclesiastes, and probably also

Daniel, were held by some not to "render the

hands unclean." while others deemed them

worthy of a place with the accepted writings.

This criticism naturally sought likewise to free

the text from all supposed later accretions.

Thus various additions to Daniel. Esther, and

other books were removed. Tlie critical eye was

not keen enough to perceive the numerous inter-

polations in Job. Jeremiah, and elsewhere, and

the best guide, the earliest Greek versiim. was

distrusted. But to this critical movement we

fe
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owe the text, as well as the canon preserved in

our JISS. and editions of the Hebrew Bible.

At the end of the Second Century a.d. the
canon recognized by most synagogues contained
twenty-four books, divided into three parts, viz.:

( 1 ) The Law, or the live books ascribed to
jloses. (2) The Prophets, i.e. Joshua, Judges,
Samuel, Kings, Jeremiali. Ezekiel, Isiiiah, and
The Twelve; and (3) The Writings, comprising
Eulh, Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Kcclesiastes, Can-
ticles. Lamentations. Daniel, Esther, Ezra, and
Chronicles. These were not all placed on the
same level. As the Law had Ijeen the first to
acquire authority, so it remained at all times
the highest authority, and all non-Mosaic books
were looked upon in tlie light of a commentary
on the Law, and classed together as Qabbala, or
'tradition.' Among these books, however, the
collection of "Prophets' had been more sharply
differentiated. In regard to Ezekiel the liberal

policy had prevailed; but Daniel was no longer
regarded as among the prophets. Ruth and
Lamentations were counted as separate books
belonging to the third collection; and Canticles,
Eeclesiastes, and Esther were permitted to re-

main in this series. The three divisions evi-

dently mark different degrees of estimation. Of
this threefold canon we have no evidence earlier
than Baba Infhra, 13b 14a (c.200 a.d.).

Toward the end of Domitian's reign the num-
ber of canonical books seems to have been re-

duced to twenty-two (Josephus, Contra Apioiiem,
i. 8, written c.95 a.d.), or twenty-four (Ap. Ezrae
xiv. 44, 45), if Ruth and Lamentations were
copied separately for convenience in use at the
festivals of Shabuoth and 9th Ab. It was nat-
ural that the tendency seen in the arrangement
of the alphabetic Psalms should also lead to a
similar division of the canon. If the number
had been fixed as twenty-four at the so-called
synod of Yamnia (c.90 a.d.), Josephus is not
likely to have changed it to twenty-two. Since
he counts thirteen books as prophetic and four
as poetic and didactic, it is clear that the at-
tempt had not yet been made to reduce the pro-
phetic collection to the number of eight. Daniel
and Ezra were very popular prophets at that
time. The reaction came later, as a consequence
of Christian apologetics. In II. Mace. ii. 13
(written c.3.5 a.d.), .Judas Maccabaeus is said
to have founded a library consisting of '"books
concerning kings and ])rophets, the poems of
David, and letters of kings concerning gifts.'-

This 'library' is not yet a canon, and the author
is likely to have known as many 'propliets' as Jo-
sephus recognized. Ben Sira's grandson, who
wrote after B.C. 1.32, was familiar with "the
prophets and the other writings," as well as
with -The Law' (Eccles. i. Iff) ; but what l)ook3
he coimted as 'prophets' cannot be determined.
The evidence seems to point to the Second Cen-
tury A.D. as the period during which a prophetic
canon of eight books was definitely fixed, and
with it inevitably the third grouj).
The order of the Prophets and llie Hagiographa

prescribed in the Talmud, represents neither
the original order nor tlie finally prevailing ar-
rangement. In earlier times each book was
copied on a separate roll, and the synagogue
reader had a certain freedom of choice in his
selections. This apparently was still tlie case at
the end of the First Century a.d. (Luke iv. 17;
Baba bathra 13b.). It was when larger volumes

Vol. in —1.
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were produced and a fixed order of the haphtaras,
or sections read in tlie synagogue, had been estab-
lished, tliHt the question as to the proper succes-
sion arose. Chronological and practical con-
siderations ihen naturally led to conilicting re-
sults. It is probable that the Greek version has
preserved the earliest attempts to arrange the
propiietic books clironologically—viz., the Twelve,
Isaiah, Jeremiali, Ezekiel, Daniel. Regard for
the etl'ect of the contexts upon the mind of the
reader may, as Baha bathra 14a. suggests, have
been responsille for the order: .Jeremiah, Ezekiel,
Isaiah, The Twelve. Isaiah, .Jeremiah, Ezekiel,
and the 'Twelve was the order finally adojited.
The order of the haphtaras probably was not
determined until after the prophetic canon had
lieen reduced to its jiresent form, leaving out
Daniel. When Ruth was removed from Judges
and Lamentations from .Teremiah, the former
seems to have been made at first an intro-
diiction to the latter, and the latter was given
its chronological place between the Solomonic
writings and Daniel. Subsequently, both were
united with the antilegomena to form the Five
Rolls (Canticles, Ruth, Lamentations, Eecle-
siastes, Esther) read at certain festivals.
Psalms. Proverbs, .Job, Canticles, Ruth, Lamenta-
tions, Eeclesiastes, Esther, Daniel, Ezra, Nehe-
miah, and Chronicles was the order ultimately
prevailing.

The tlireefold canon of the Second Century a.d.
reveals the gradual growth of the authority of
the Hebrew Scriptures. Tlie Elohistic Covenant
Code (Ex. XX. 24—xxiii. 33) probably pro-
clainied by the priesthood of some great Ephrae-
mitie sanctuary in the name of Moses, naturally
was looke<l upon witli reverence. Still greater
authority, however, did the Deuteronomic Code
enjoy. This law was likewise ascribed to Moses
and enjoined upon Judali in B.C. 620. At the
time even propliets like .Jeremiah declared it to
be a forgery (Jer. viii. 8). But during the
Chaldean and Greek periods, it grew in impor-
tance as the common law of the people. The
earlier codes and narratives, together with the
annals of the kings, were subjected to a redaction
in the spirit of this Deuteronomic law. But as
the theocracy developed, the interest settled on
the cult; and numerous regulations concerning
sacrifices, rites, and taboos, legends, myths, and
genealogical traditions were added." These
priestly additions are regarded by many schol-'
ars as a se)iarate work compiled in Babylonia,

,

brought to Palestine by Ezra and proclaimed at
a great assembly, described in Neb. viii.—x., in

'

B.C. 444. It is possible, however, that they grew
up at the sanctuary in Jerusalem, and that Ezra
wrote in one book all the material recognized as
Mosaic, leaving out Joshua and Kings, to incul-
cate obedience to the law. Additions were made
to the law as late as in the Second Century B.C.

These scribes began to feel a certain reluctance
to write the further developments of the law.
It is no doubt the Maccabean period that gave
to the law that central position in the religious
life of Israel which it has in the Psalms.
This national uprising also lifted the prophetic

writings to new importance. The exile which re-

alized the gloomy forebodings of the earlier
prophets enhanced their reputation as sooth-
sayers. But their words were understood as ex-
hortation to obedience to the law, and conse-
quently couhl not be given the same authority
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with the law itself. Joshua, J\i(lgcs, Samuel, and
Kings were plainly written with a didactic pur-

pose to show the dangers of disobedience to the

law. Hence they were regarded as 'prophetic'

books. The publication of Daniel, in B.C. 165, re-

vived the interest in prophecy, and inspired not

only imitators, but also editors, to whom we owe
the" books of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and The
Twelve, in their present form. Apocalyptic

versions furnished enthusiasm for the ^Messi-

anic movements. Disenchanted, Judaism, to save

its life, fell back upon the Law and the earlier

Prophets.
The Psalter was in the main a product of the

Hasmoniean Age, whatever earlier elements may
have found their way into its different collec-

tions. As it was ascribed to David and numerous
hymns were supposed to refer to his greater Son,

its influence in an era of Messianic hopes was
by no means limited to the temple-service. As-

sociated with it as early as in the middle of the

First Century B.C. were the writings ascribed to

Solomon. The attacks upon Canticles and Ec-

clesiastes, with a view to having tliem relegated

to the limbo of the geiiuzim, as unfit for public

use, were frustrated. We owe the preservation of

the precious love-lyrics to an utterly impossible

allegorical interpretation; and judicious inter-

polations saved from destruction the remnants
of a remarkable philosophy of disenchantment.

The survival of Esther is probably due partly to

the tenacity of the old ancestral cult, partly to

the vindictive spirit prevalent in the people at

the time when its canonicity was discussed.

There is no record of any book having ever

been added by a Jewish assembly to a previously

existing canon. The history of the canon is a his-

tory of the criticism of the canon. Certain books

of "a religious nature were held in high honor.

Tlieir contents suggested a divine origin. An-
cient Hebrew critics inquired whether the char-

acter of some of the.se books justified the tradi-

tional estimate, and in many instances were

forced by their doctrine of inspiration to answer
in the negative. Some of tliem were successfully

impugned as works not possessing a sanctity

rendering a ceremonial washing necessary after

contact with them. Otliers were not eliminated,

though strong efforts were made to withdraw
them from public use. Among those that had

been regarded as sacred, but had been rejected,

some continued in certain circles to be quoted as

Scripture, as Ben Sira in llaba Kama 'J2etaI..or

read in certain synagogues, as Baruch in the

lime of Origen (Euseb. Hist. vi. 2.5), or copied

in the Bible, as Enoch by the Jews of Ethiopia.

Among the llellenistic Jews, a large number of

these works were preserved and quoted as

Scripture.

(B) Canon OF THE Xew Testament. The his-

tory of the New Testament canon is the history

of the New Testament writings viewed as an au-

thoritative and closed collection. It inquires as

to the estimation in wliich these writings were

held by the Early Church; how and wlicn they

came to be collected, and the principles upon
which and the date when the collection was
closed.

( 1 ) The A'cM' Teslamciit Writhigs irt the Apos-
tolic Age.—During this jjcriod the New-Testa-
ment books came into existence. They were, in

the majority of eases, produced independently,

with no special reference to each other, by vari-

ous authors at dificrent times, for the use of

dilTerent communities of individuals. Each book
began its career alone. The answer to the ques-

tion how they came to be collected, united, and
constituted the canon or rule for universal

Christian faith and practice, is to be sought first

in certain characteristics of the Apostolic Age.

( hristianity was not, at first, a book-religion.

The teachings of .Jesus were committed to His
Apostles, to be reproduced and proclaimed and
taught by them, orally, as the (Jospel. The Gos-

pel was authoritative, for it was the Gospel of
God. Therefore, the words of the Apostles, as the
accredited teachers and expounders of the Gospel,

were accorded the greatest weight. What was
true of tlieir spoken words was also true of what
they wrote. Hence, when the Gospel took on a
written form, whether in an epistle or in a nar-

rative of .Jesus's worils and deeds written by an
Apostle or an intimate companion and fellow-

worker with the Apostles, such writing was sure
to be carefully preserved, often read, widely cir-

culated, and highly honored. It was a natural
result, untrammeled by any theories whatsoever.
The evidence for this is abundant throughout the

New Testatment. Upon those two principles the

supreme authority of the Gospel itself, and the
preeminent right of the Apostles and their inti-

mate associates to teach it, the subsequent ca-

reer of the New-Testament books depended.

(2) The Suh-Apostolic Age (to about a.d. 140)
was an intensely practical period. It was a mis-

sionary age. The Christian documents that re-

main from it only incidentally reveal the state

of opinion as to the New-Testament books. They
do, however, aft'ord lis a glimpse into tlie condi-

tion of the Church in nearly all parts of tlie Ro-
man world then covered by Christian activity.

Everywhere tliere was the same high opinion of
the (now dead) Apostles, as the authorized ex-

ponents of the faith. There was general uni-

formity as to the recognition of the supreme au-

thority of our Lord's teachings. These were
naturally placed alongside of the Old TesUiment,
which, nevertheless, continued to be the only gen-

erally recognized 'Scripture.' From the canoni-

zation of our Lord's words contained in the (tOS-

pel narratives, it was but a step to the canoniza-

tion of the Gospels themselves. But this step

was not yet formally taken. Collections, more or
less complete, of the Pauline Epistles were in

the hands of the leading men in the Churches of

Antioch, .\sia Minor; Greece, Kome, and other
places. (Juotations from the NewTcst.ament
writings are numerous, but of a free, informal
character, in but one instance introduced by the

regular formula, "it is written." Tlie .\pocry-

plial Gospels from this period show large depend-
ence on our canonical tiospels.

(3) From a.d. 1'i0-22.> the Church was engaged
in a deadly struggle with foes within and with-
out. Gnosticism threatened to annihilate the
primitive Christian faith, while the Hoiiian Gov-
crninent put Christianity itself under the ban.

The Church was called upon to defend its faith

and its posit imi. Hence, the more im|>(>rtaiit

Chrislian literature of this jieriod is controver-

eial. From i.ie writings of Justin Martyr, in

Rome, about A.i). l.'iO, we learn that the mem-
oirs of the Apostles, also called 'Gospels,' were
in comnum use in the public Sunday services of

the Christians, and that these writings, as hav-

ing been written by the .Apostles and their com-
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panions, were the main souree of the Church's

knowledge of Christ's deeds and teachings. Nev-
ertheless, Justin held no strict theory as to the

canonicity of the four Gospels. The progress of

thought in this respect was such that Irenaeus,

fort}- years later, speaks of the four Gospels as

the "four foundation pillars of the Church, de-

claring that the four creatures in Revelation

iv. 7 s™ibolized the same Gospels. In Irenseus

we also find the conception that the Gospels,

though four in number, were of one Spirit, In

writers between Justin and Irenseus we see the

same general iiigh estimation of the Gospels and
familiarity with their contents. In reference to

the Epistles, especially those of Paul, we find that

not only many collections were in existence,

but that they were coordinated with the Gos-

pels as a second and essential element in the doc-

uments of the Xew Dispensation, which were
now being placed alongside of the Old Testament
as belonging to the Church's authoritative Scrip-

tures. The conllict with heresy simply acceler-

ated and sharpened the thought of the Church in

these respects. At the outset both heretics and
orthodox appealed to the same early documents
and traditions. But when heresy began to ma-
nipulate these Uocuments, or to forge others as of

equal value, or to explain them by fanciful inter-

pretations, such men as Irenaeus, Tertullian, and
Hippolytus protested, insisting that only those

writings which the Church had always used and
received as of Apostolic origin were to be ac-

cepted as standard and authoritative. By a.d,

225, tlie principle of a New Testament alongside
of the Old was pretty firmly established and
generally adopted throughout the Church, The
two great divisions of this New Testament were
designated by the terms, almost universally used,

'the Gospel' and 'the Apostle,' corresponding to

the Law and the Prophets; and each division was
considered inspired. The main elements in 'the

Apostle' part were the Epistles of Paul, I, Peter,

and I. John, These were practically universally
Used. The Acta and the Apocalypse were also

quite generally used. In respect to the other
New-Testament books, though they belonged to

the collection in some localities, their use had
not yet become universal. On the other hand,
in some localities, certain early Christian books,

such as I. Clement. Ep. Barnabas, and the Di-

dache, were accorded canonical rank. In Rome,
the principle of Apostolic origin was rigorously

applied; in Alexandria, the spirit was mor^ lib-

eral.

(4) Period from a.d. 3i5(>9i.—All that now
remained was for the Church to come to some
agreement as to the difleren'-es between the col-

lections in use. As to Alexandria, the writings of

Clement and Origen show that doubts as to II.

Peter and II. and III. .Tohn were freely expressed,
while .lames and .lude were, apparently, not used.

A later Alexandrian bishop, Ilionysius (c.250

A.D.), rejected the Apociilypse. There was much
discussion, also, as to the authorship of He-
brews. Finally, however, Athanasius, the great
Bishop of Alexandria, in a.d. 3f)7, decreed that
the canon consisted of the 27 books now included
in the New Testament. In the West, the question
of the disputed books, which there were Hebrews,
James, Jude, and II. Petert' was finally settled
by the Council of Carthage in a.d. .31)7, which ac-

cepted them as canonical. Usage in Rome and
Alexandria and Carthage thus became uniform.

In the East, dominated by AntiOeh and Constan-
tinople, it was long before the question was set-
tled. Eusebius, about a.d. 325, had pointed out
that seven books were 'Antilegomena,' i.e. spoken
against (by some). Of these, Hebrews and
.Tames were generally used in the East. The
others. II. Peter, II. and III. John, Jude, and
Revelation, were often either unknown or unac-
knowledged. These were also probably wanting in
the earlier Syriac Bibles. Gradually the practice
in the East became conformed to that in the
West, until at the Council of a.d. (i9I, though not
without some inconsistency, the canon of the
West—i.e. our present New-Testament canon

—

was recognized. The controversies of the Refor-
mation times left the New-Testament canon un-
touclied.

IV, THE VEBSIOXS OF THE BIBLE.

(A) Versions in Ancient Languages. L
Greek.— (I) According to Aristobulus, the
jiseudo-HecatEeus, and pseudo-Aristeas, who prob-
ably all flourished at the beginning of the First
Century a.d,, there existed long before Ptolemy
II, Philadelphus (b,c. 285-247), a translation of
the .Jewish Law, with which the great legislators
and philosophers of Greece became acquainted.
While the general character of these writings and
the evident desire to magnify Moses threw doubt
upon the assertion, it may reflect the confused
memory of some translation supplanted by the
officially recognized version. If so, it is lost, ex-
cept as it may have been incorporated in the
latter.

( 2 ) The origin of the most important Greek
version is minutely described in the letter of
Aristeas to his brother, Philacrates. This docu-
ment relates how Ptolemy II. Philadelphus was
persuaded by his librarian, Demetrius of Pha-
leron, to send an embassy to the high-priest, Ele-
azar, with a request for a copy of the Jewish Law
and six men from each tribe to translate it. Sev-
enty-two men were dispatched to Alexandria with
a copy written in golden letters. They were led

to the island of Pharos, where, in 72 days, they
produced a work that greatly delighted Phila-
delphus as well as the Jews,
The spurious character of this epistle was al-

ready recognized by John Louis Vives (1522),
Joseph Scaliger ('10091, and Richard Simon
(1G78), and fully demonstrated by Humphry
Hody (l(iS4). The author professes to be a
Greek, while he manifestly is a Jew. He claims
to be employed at the Court of Ptolemy Phila-
delphus, while his ignorance of the King's reign
and his familinvity with later conditions render
it probable that he lived in the days of Augustus
or of Tiberius. His official documents are forger-
ies: his story is based on mythical and legendary
motives, and while it throws light on the Ptole-
maic dynasty and the beginning of Roman rule,
it can give no aid in determining the origin and
date of the version. The name derived from this
legend (Septuaginta et duo, Septuagint, LXXIL,
LXX.) is most misleading, being generally ap-
plied to the Si.vtine edition, and it i.s, therefore,
avoided by accurate scholars.

The earliest external evidence is probably
found in Eupolenius. This writer seems to have
used a translation of Chronicles. He apparently
wrote his Ilistorif of the Kliif/.i in .lud<rn not
long before Alexander Polyhistor, who died in

B.C. 40. Demetrius, who likewise lived some
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years before Alexander Polyhistor, seems to have
used the Greek Pcntate\ich. Two books give

direct statements as to wlicii and by whom tliey

were transUited. A colophon to Estlior states

that the 'letter of I'hurai.' or Piirim, by
which probably the Book of Esther is meant, was
brought to Egypt in the fourth year of the reign

of Ptolemy iind Cleopatra, by Dosithous and

his son Ptolemy, having been translated in Jeru-

salem by I.ysimachus. Ptolemy's son. The year

meant i's probably eitber B.C. 113, the fourth

year of Ptoleniv X. 8oter II. (Latbyrus). or

B.C. 48. the fou'rth of Ptolemy XIV. and Cleo-

patra VII. But the statement itself is unre-

liable. Of greater value is the preface to Eecle-

siasticus (q.v.), in which the grandson of Jesus

Siracides refers to books that had already been

translated, such as the Law, the Prophets, and

some other works, and mentions that he came

to ECTpt in the thirty-eighth year of Eucrgetes,

who "must be Ptolemy IX. Euergetcs II. (Phy-

Bcon). consequently in B.C. 1.32. He does not

state how many years he had been in Egypt.

The impression is that translations were the

order of the day. Many valuable works had
already been done into Greek: others remained

untranslated. The Law, no doubt, was first trans-

lated. Whether this was done already in the

time of Ptolemy Philadelphus. as many scholars,

influenced by the Aristeas letter, still think, or

in the days of Ptolemy VII. Philometor (b.c.

181-145), "as others maintain, cannot be deter-

mined with certainty. But as yet there is no

evidence of any considerable body of .Jews having

been in Egypt in the time of Ptolemy Philadel-

phus. Papyri from the reign of Ptolemy Eucr-

getes I. (247-221) mention a town called Sama-

ria in the Fayum, as well as some .lewish settlers

in Pseruris, "and this King greatly favored the

Jews in Alexandria. The version is likely to

have grown out of the necessities of synagogue

and temple rather than out of royal curiosity.

It was an oral, and then a written, fargiim, or

interpretation, accompanying the reading of the

text, before it became a substitute for the He-

brew. Such a tarytnn to the Law may well have

develo[)ed in the synagogues of .\lexandria. But

it is more likely that the Psalter was translated

for use in a temple. Prom Isaiah xix. wo know

that 'the language of Canaan' was maintained

for a while by the colonies that went witl\ Onias

lU. into thcHeliopolitan nnnie B.C. 170: but this

cannot have lasted long, and particularly in the

Temple of l.eontopolis (see Onias'.s Te.mple) the

need of a version of the Psalter for liturgical

purposes would be felt. There is nnuh that

points to the reign of Ptolemy Philometor for

the beginning of the process of translation. The

version was i)robably completed by the begin-

ning of our era.

Our knowledge of the version is derived from

printed editions, extant nuinuscrii)ts, transla-

tions made from it, and quotations in early

writers. The edUio priiiceps appeared in the

Complutensian Polyglot (ir>14-17). based chiefly

upon the MSS. numbered 08, 108, and 248 in

Holmes and Parsons's collection; the Aldine,

printed in Venice in l.'ilS. was based on Holmes

and Parsons's 20, fi8, and 121 ; the Sixtine edi-

tion was published in I'ome (l.')a7). and was

based on Codex Vaticanus. but supplied and al-

tered by other MSS.; the Crabian edition, based

on Codex Alexandrinus, appeared at Oxford, in
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1707-20; the magnificent and indispensable edi-

tion of Holmes and Parsons, for which 207 sep-

arate codices were more or less carefully col-

lated, among them 20 uncials, was published at
Oxford, in 1708-1827. Tischendorf was able to

use Codex Sinaiticus for his editions (18.')0fT.) ;

and Nestle Cozza's facsimile of Codex N'aticanus

for the edition of 1SS7 ; Swete's Cambridge edi-

tion (1887-04 and ISOo-OO) was based on the
Vatican MS., but gave the reading of some of

the leading uncials. A larger Cambridge edition

is in course of jjreparation.

The extant manuscripts are in part uncials or
majuscules, and in part cursives or minuscles;
some are ap])ro.\imately complete Bibles ; others
give only portions of the Bilile. .\7n0ng the un-
cials, the most important are Codex .\lexnndrinu3
(A), written in the Fifth Century, ])r()l)ably m
Egj'pt, now in the British Museum. pul)lishcd in

autotype facsimile in 1881-83: Codex Vaticanus
(B), probably written in Eg^'pt after a.d. 3(!7,

published in a facsimile by Cozza ( 1881 ), and in

a more accurate photographic reproduction in

1890; Codex Ephraemi Syri Rescriptus (C),
written in Egypt in tlie Fifth Century, now in

Paris, edited by Tischendorf in 1845; Codex Si-

naiticus (X). written probably in tlie Fifth Cen-

tury, now in Leipzig and Saint Petersburg, pub-

lished by the discoverer. Tischendorf. partly in

Leipzig." 1846, 1855, and 1857; partly in Saint
Petersburg, 18G2 and 1867. Codex Ambrosianus
(F). of the Fifth Century, now in Milan, pub-
lished by Ceriani in his Monumeiita III. (1864) ;

Codex Sarravianus (G) of the Fifth Century,
now in Leyden, Paris, and Saint Petersburg,

published in 1807; and Code.x-Marchalianus (Q),
of the Sixth Century, now in Rome, published in

heliotype, 1800, are of particular value because

of their Hexaplaric notes and signs. Some re-

cently discovered papyri fragments may date

from the Third Century. Of the numerous cur-

sive manuscripts, none is likely to be older than
the Ninth Century, tliough some may have been

made from uncials older than those in our pos-

session. They manifestly belong to difl'erent

families, but the classification is as yet imper-

fect. Of especial interest is Codex Chisianus

(88), now in Rome, possibly written in the

Eleventh Centiiry, containing a different trans-

lation of Daniel from tiiat of the uncials.

No extant manuscript seems to be older than
the three recensions of the text undertaken in the

beginning of the Fourth Century by Lucian in

Antioch. ilesychius in Alexandria, and Euscl)i>is

and Panipliilus in Ca'sarea. But some codices

unqucstional)ly have preserved independent and
earlier textual traditions, while olliers represent

later corrupted forms of these standard texts.

Among the daughter-versions, the Gothic, Arme-
nian, Georgian, and Slavcmic appear to have

been made from a text of the Lucianic recension;

the Buhairic Egyptian .seems to refiect the Hesy-

ehian recension, while the Sahidic, in part at

least, is earlier in origin; the Ethiopic version

has in certain books a marked similarity to

Codex Alexandrinus, while elsewhere it ap))arent-

ly was based on Greek ^ISS. not known li> us;

the Arabic version of the Prophets also shows
kinship to Codex M the Old Latin is earlier

than Origen ; the Syriae version of Paul of Telia

was made either from a copy of Origen's Hexa-
pla or from the column edited I y Eusebius.
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Between 220 and 250, Origen wrote his Hexa-
pla, giving in separate columns the Hebrew, the
Hebrew in Greek letters, the officially received

Greek text, Aquila, Syriimaclms, and Theodo-
tion, and in some parts a fifth, sixth, and seventh
Greek translation. From the critical editors of

Homer he borrowed the signs with which he in-

dicated what was found in the Greek, but not in

the Hebrew (obelus), what was found in tlie He-
brew but not in the Greek, and therefore sup-
plied from some other version (asterisk), and
the end of each such passage ( metobelus ) . The
original work is lost. Part of a copy made in

the Tenth Century was discovered by ilercati in

189(i. As no passage athetized by Origen is

found in the Old Latin, important changes do
not seem to have been made in the version for
some time before Origen. All the more startling
are some of the variations found in Jewish and
Christian writers of the First and Second cen-
turies. They apparently point to the existence
of another version or text-recension already at
the end of the First Century a.d. On the other
hand, there is strong evidence that both Origen's
text and that represented by the Old Latin ex-
hibited many peculiarities and numerous addi-
tions not found in the original translation. As
this translation seems to have been produced by
many men. in different places, from the middle
of the Second Century to the beginning of our
era, the value of its different parts is naturally
not the same, either from a literary point of
view or as a means of discovering the original
Hebrew and Aramaic text. With all its natural
shortcomings, it is on the whole a close and
faithful rendering, and constitutes our earliest
witness to the original. Recent investigation of
the Greek papyri found in Egypt has increased
our knowledge of the Hellenistic dialect in which
it is written.

As the differences between the Greek version
and the current Hebrew text, occasioned largely
by expansions in the latter, were observed in an
age intent upon textual purity, a desire for a
more accurate translation, particularly of some
books, would naturally arise. Thus U. Esdras
appeared in addition to I. Esdras, the expurgat-
ed edition, further revised by Theodotion, beside
the Chigi Daniel, the much longer .Job known
to Theodotion beside the shorter, the longer
Jeremiah .already familiar to New-Testament
writers beside the shorter, and possibly a new
form of Judges. It is quite probable that new
versions of certain books were thus produced not
long before Josejjhus at Aatioch or Jerusalem.

(3) In the reign of Hadrian (117-38), Aqui-
la of Sinope, in I'ontus, a proselyte to Judaism.
made a complete version of the Hebrew Bible,
known through ancient writers, fragrnents of the
He.\apla, and a portion found in 1897 by Burkitt
among material brought from the tJenizah of
Cairo to Cambriilge. This translation was sla-
vishly literal, and removed many inaccuracies of
the current version.

(4) Theodotion of Ephesus, another Jewish
proselyte, probably in the time of Marcus Aure-
li\is (Ifil-HO), ex«uted a less literal, yet faith-
ful translation, preserved in part through an-
cient writers and fragments of the llexa])la,
manifestly on the basis of an earlier text-re-
cension.

(5) Symniachus, an Ebionite of Samaritan
birth, probably in the reign of Commodus ( 180-
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92 ) , produced a more elegant version on the
basis of already existing tr.anslations.

(t!) The most elegant of all versions was
Quinta, found by Origen at Nicopolis, near Ac-
tiuni, of uncertain age, possibly a relic of the
early Christianity of Epirus.

( 7 1 Decidedly of Christian origin is Sexta,
found at Jericho, c.217.

(8) Of Septima little is known.
(9) The Gnecus Venetus, found in a Venice

MS. of the Fourteenth Century, is a version of
the Pentateuch. Ruth. Proverbs, Canticles, Lam-
entations, and Daniel, made by a Jewish transla-
tor, possibly Elissipus, C.13G0. It attempts to
reproduce Attic Greek, but uses the Doric dialect
for the Aramaic portions of Daniel.

II. Latin.— (1) There probably existed be-

fore Jerome a number of Latin versions. Of
these the oldest may date from the end of the
Second Century A.n. As Cyprian is the earliest
writer acquainted with it, and as Northern Africa
was the centre of Latin literature at this time, it

has been supposed that the version originated in
Carthage. The vulgar dialect in which it is

written may, however, have been spoken in other
parts of the Empire ; and it has recently been
suggested that the relations of the version to a
type of Greek text prevailing in Syria points to
Antioch as its birth-place. Still others think
of Northern Italy. It is possible that manu-
scripts and quotations from early Latin writers
represent versions produced independently in dif-

ferent centres or Antiochian and Italian recen-

sions of an original African text. The Old Latin
is the most valuable witness to the Greek text
before Origen. What remains has been published
by P. Sabatier in 1739-49, and the recent addi-
tions by Miinter Kanke, Belsheim, Burkitt, and
others.

(2) Jerome in 382 was requested to revise

this Latin Bible. His first revision was followed
after 392 by another, in which he used the obelus
and asterisk of Origen. But already, in 390, he
had begun his direct translation from the He-
brew, which as a version is a masterpiece, and
was destined to become the Bible of the Occident.

In this Vulgate version, the unrevised books of

Siracides, Sapientia Solonionis, I. and II. Mac-
cabees, and Barucli, as well as the first revision
of the Psalter, represent the Old Latin, while
Tobit and Judith were translated from Hebrew
or Aramaic. Only gradually the new translation
won its way. It was exposed to corruption, and
in spite of the labors of Cassiodorus, Alcuin,
Lanfranc, and others, was found by Roger Bacon
to be "horribly corrupted." The Mazarin Bible
was printed in 14.52 ; Gutenberg's Psalter, 1457.
For the improvement of the Latin text the He-
brew and (ircck were used in the Compluten-
siaii and the Wittenberg Bibles, by Osiander and
Pellicanus. Good manuscripts were used by
Robert Stephanus for his edition (1.528), which
became the foundation of the Vulgate, olficially

recognized as the Bible by the Tridentine Coun-
cil (1546), and printed \vith the approval of Si.x-

tus V. (1590) and Clement VIII. (1.593). A
thoroughly critical edition does not jet exist.

(3) .\mong the later Latin translations, the
following are most noleworlliy : The very literal
version of Sanctus Pagninus (1528), revised by
Servetus (1542), by Stephanus (1557), by Arias
Montanus (1572); that of Sebastian Miiuster
(1534-35); the excellent but incomplete worK
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of Leo .Tud;T> (1541-42) : the elefrant version of

Seba.stian Chateillon (1546-54) ; the faithful ren-

dering of Immanuel Tremellio and F. du Jon
(1571-79) ; the painstaking version of Johannes
Fischer—'Piseator' (1(501-07) ; and those by Coe-

ccius (before 1609), Sebastian Schmidt (1096),
Jean le Clerc (1693), Charles Francois Houbi-
gant (1753) for the first time from a critically

restored original, .J. A. Dathe (1773-94), and
Schott and Winzer (1816).

III. Aramaic.— (1) The Peshitto, or Syriac
Vulgate, is possibly the earliest of the transla-

tions that were made into various Aramaic dia-

lects. It is evidently the work of many men.
Concerning the Jewi.sh origin of Proverbs and
Chronicles there can be no doubt, and there is

no indication of a different origin in the case of

the Pentateuch. But in the Psalms and the
Prophets the Greek version has clearly been
used, either by the original translator or by a
later editor, who probably was a Christian. The
Hebrew text used shows tliat no part of the ver-

sion is likely to be older than the First Century
A.D., and it may not have been completed until

the beginning of the Third. It became the Bible

of the Edessene Church, as the Greek version
passed from the sjTiagogue to the Greek
churches. The text was printed in the Paris
(1645) and London Polvglots "(1657), by Lee
(1824), at Urmia (1852), by Ceriani (Codex
Ambrosianus, 1876-83), and "at Mosul (1887).

(2) A translation into Syriac from the Greek
text of Origen's Hexa]da was made in Alexandria
by Paul of Telia for the Monophysite Church
in 610, published by Ceriani (1874). It is of

great value for the restoration of Origen's text.

( 3 ) Numerous fragments have been foimd of a
translation made in Syria, and in vogue among
Christians, dating from the Fourth Century.

(4) Of the two Targums written in .ludiean

Aramaic, tliougb edited in Babylonia, that are
ascribed to Onkelos and Jonathan, the former is

probably the older. The translation accompany-
ing the reading of the Law was at first given
orally; written renderings to aid the memory
may have been gathered in the age of Onkelos
( =Aquila), but the final edition cannot have
been made before c.400 a.d. The Prophets called

for, and permitted, greater freedom in interpreta-

tion ; written translations may have begun to

appear in the time of .Jonathan (Theodotion?)
but the final edition is likely to have been
made after that of Onkelos. The so-called

Jerusalem Targums 1.. II., and III. were not
edited Ijefore the end of the Seventh Century, as
allusions to the wife and daughter of Mohammed
show, while some of the material may be very
old, as a reference to .John llyrcanus indicates.

The Targums to the Hagiographa belong to the
Seventh Century; to Esther there are two; to

Ezra, Nehemiah, and Daniel there is none. The
Targums are printed in the Ptdyglot and Rab-
binic Bibles, and by Berliner (Onkelos) and La-
garde (Prophets and Hagiographa). Recently
discovered .lemenite MSS. give a more trustwor-
thy supralinear vocalization.

(5) The Samaritan Targuin is based on the
Hebrew text adopt<'d by the Shechemite com-
munity. It has been published in the Polyglots

and by Petermann-Vollers (1872-91). Its age

is uncertain. As the 'Samaritan' quoted in hexa-

plaric scholia seems to be a Greek translation of

this Targum, it probably existed before Origen's
time.

IV. Egyptian.— (1) Tlie Sahidie version, of

which parts have been published by Ciasca, Er-

man, Maspero, and Lagarde, is probably the old-

est of the Egyptian translations, and may go
l)ack to the beginning of the Third Century, as

it seems to have been made from a Greek text
earlier than that of Origen, at least in the case
of Job.

(2) Of the Akhmimic, Fayyumic, and Mem-
phitic recensions of a Jliddle Egvptian version,

somewhat later than the Saliidic, fragments liave

been published by Zoega, Quatrem&re, and Mas-
pero,

(3) The Buhairic version, of which Lagarde
has published the Pentateuch and Psalter, and
Tattam the Prophets, is no doubt the youngest
of the Egyptian versions. It may belong to the
end of the Fourth Century.

V. Ethicrpic.—The Ethiopic version was made
from the Greek. It is proliably the work of dif-

ferent translators in the Fourth and Fifth cen-
turies. In some places it seems to have pre-

served a purer text than that of Origen. In ad-

dition to the books of the Greek Bible, it included
also such works as Enoch, Jubilees, and Fourth
Esdras. The Octateuch was published by Dill-

mann (1853-71) ; Joel, also by him (1879) ; Jo-

nah, by Wright (1857) ;
Obadiah and Malachi

(1892)", Lamentations and Isaiah (1893), by
Bachmann; the Psalter, by Riidiger (1815);
Dillmann published the Apocrypha (1894) and
edited texts of Enoch ( 1851 )," Jubilees (1859),
and A.scensio Isaise (1877) : Charles edited Jubi-
lees and Ascensio Isaiie (1899); and Fleming
published a critical text of Enoch (1902).

VI. (lothic.—A few fragments of Ulfilas's

translation of the Old Testament have been
found and published by Mai and Castiglione

(1817), Gabelentz and Li.ebe (1843), and Mass-
mann, Ulfilas: Die heilii/cii Schriften dcs alten

mid neiien liundis in f/otliischer Spruche (1895-

97). The version was made from a Greek text

of the Lucianic recension, obtained in Constanti-
nople about the year a.d. 350.

VII. Ar7neninn.—According to Moses of Cho-
rene and Lazar of Pharpi, who lived in the Fifth

Centtiry, this version was made between 390 and
430 by ilesrop and Sahak. It, was translated in

|)art from a Greek Ilexaplaric text, whose obeli

and asterisks have survived in some manuscripts,
in part from a te.vt of tlie Lucianic recension.

The oldest manuscript at Etchmiadzin is dated
1151. This version %'as printed in Venice in

1805 and 1800.

VIII. (Jeorgian.—Moses of Chorene affirms

that this version was the work of Mesrop.
Whether this is correct or not, it existed in the

p'ifth Century, and was made from a Greek text.

A MS.' Psalter dates from the Seventh Century,
and a ^IS. of the Bible at Athosis dates from
978. The version has been printed in Saint

Petersburg (1810).

IX. Slaronic.—The translation of Cyril and
Methodius was probably into the Old Slavimic

of the Balkan Peninsvda. made before tliey went
to Moravia, in the middle of tlie Ninth Century.

A MS. Psalter in the glagolitic alphabet belongs

to the Eleventh Century. Esther seems to have
been translated from the Hebrew; Chronicles,

Ezra, Nehemiah, .lercmiah 1-25, 40-51, and some
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of the Apocrypha from the Latin Vulgate, the
bulk of the Bible from a Greek text of the Luci-

anic recen-iion. This Old Slavonic Bible was
printed at Ostrog (1581).

X. Arabic.— (1) There is some evidence that
the Law and the Prophets were kno\\Ti througli

Arabic versions at the end of the Seventh and in

the Eighth Century, but nothing has beefi pre-

served of them.
(2) The first extant version is that of Saadia

ben Joseph al Fayyumi, who was gaon in Sura,
and died a.d. 942. Of this translation, written
in Aral)ic with Hebrew letters, the Pentateuch,
Isaiah, and Proverbs have been published by .Jo-

seph and Hartwig Derenbourg (1803-96). Frag-
ments of other versions also made by .Jews have
been found. Important are the translations of

Japhet ben AH, the Karaite, of which the Psalter
and Daniel have been published.

(3) Abu Said, a .'Samaritan, made a transla-
tion of the Pentateuch c.lOTO a.d.

(4) In many Coptic manuscripts the text is

accompanied with an Arabic translation, and
other Arabic MSS. have manifestly been trans-
lated from the Coptic.

(5) An .\rabic version of the Latin Vulgate
appeared in 1071.

(6) The Arabic text in the Paris and London
polyglots is, in certain books, a translation of

the Syriac Peshita, made in the Thirteenth Cen-
tury, Books translated from the Hexaplar Sy-
riac have been edited by Lagarde and Baudis-
sin,

(7) Certain parts of the Arabic Bible in the
Paris and London polyglots are translated from
a Greek text similar to Codex Alexandrinus.
For versions of the New Testament in ancient

languages, see section '"The Text of the New
Testament."

(B) Veb.sions in Modern Languages. With
the development of the different nationalities
and languages of modern Europe, versions of
the Bible in the vernacular became a necessity.
The history of these different versions, in most
cases, exhibits the same general features. In
each country, one or two out of a' number of
indepenilent translations became most conunonly
used, and, either formally or informally, adopted
by the national Church. Successive revisions of
these national versions liave been made necessary
by the progressive changes in the vernacular and
by the constant improvement in biblical scholar-
ship. Furthermore, in nearly all European lan-
guages, independent versions, "of various gi-ades of
accuracy and popularity, have been frequently
published. The following account does not regis-
ter all the very numerous versions that have been
made. It attempts to indicate merely the main
])oints in eadi national version, with only inci-
dental reference to the most important of the
many indcpemlent private translations.

Enfilinh Versions.—The translation of the
Scriptures into the Anglo-Saxon tongue began
as early as the Eighth Century. Cjedmon put
parts of the Scripture narrative into ver.se.
Bede (d.c.7.1.5) translated the Gospel of John.
Aldhelm and others made metrical versions of
the Psalms. In King Alfred's time, other por-
tions, as the Conmiandments and the Psalter,
were translated. .Elfric (c.lOOO) translated
parts of both Testaments. There was, however,
previous to the Norman Conquest, ^o complete
and generally used Anglo-Saxon Bible, After
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the Conquest (10G6), under the influence of the
Normans, the old Anglo-Saxon became English.
During the Thirteenth Century, a revival of relig-
ious interest in England led" to a number of at-
leiii))ts to translate the Latin Bible into the com-
mon tongue. Orm, an Augustinian monk, wrote
the Ornuilum, a metrical paraphrase of the Gos-
pels and Acts. Others treated Genesis and E.\o-
dus in the same way. Later, by William of
Shoreham (c.I320), Richard Rolle, and others,
prose versions of the Psalter were made. But
these efforts did not produce an English Bible.
Down to 1300, only the Psalter had been trans-
lated. Twenty-five years later, the whole Bible
was circulating in a popular English version that
common people could easily understand. This
great achievement was mainly due to John Wiq-
lif (d.l3S4), With his fellow-workers, Nicholas
of Hereford and John Purvey, Wiclif completed
the entire Bible by 1382. the New-Testament
part was probably Wiclif's own work. In 1388
the whole was revised by Purvey and made pub-
lic. The work was, of course, based on the Vul-
gate. Its avowed purpose was that "pore men'
might be able to read the truth. It was wel-
comed by such, and its effect on the religious life

of England was profound. Vet it did not become
a national version. Its popularity led to at-
tempts to suppress it, and besides the language
vvas changing so rapidly that many words soon
became obsolete. But "the seed had been sown,
and in due time the Reformation was in progress
in England. The adherents of the Reformation
keenly felt the need of a translation, especially
of the New Testament, in the English of the day.
But, though jjrinting was invented in 1450, "it

was not until 1525 that any part of the English
Bible was put into type, and this was done on the
Continent. In this "respect England was far be-
hind Germany and other countries. The printed
English Bible began its history with the New
Testament of ^^"illiam Tyndale. ' His evangelical
views compelled him to flee from England to the
Continent, and during 1524 and 1525 he was at
Wittenberg, Cologne, and Worms. His New
Testament was published at Worms, 1525-26,
after an unsuccessful attempt to bring it out at
Cologne. Copies of the edition at once began
to find their way into England. Their sale was
prohibited by Parliament.^ Tyndale published a
corrected edition in 1534. Before his death, in
1536, fi\-e or more reprints had been issued
by Antwerp publishers, some of which were quite
inaccurate. This large circulation shows how
ineffectual was Parliament's prohibition. In
1530 Tyndale published, probablv at Witten-
berg, a translation of the Pentateuch. He also
translated the historical books from .Joshua to
11. Chronicles, but did not live to publish them.
His translations were made from the Hebrew and
Greek originals. He was very careful in his
choice of English words, and the value of his ver-
sion is mainly due to the fact that its English
was the English of the jieople, not Anglicized
Latin. It was also truthful, impartial, and fear-
less. Because of its intrinsic excellence it became
a standard or model text by which all subsequent
English versions, as well as the English language,
have been most profoundly influenced. This ver-
sion, especially because of its annotations, was
heartily disliked by the King and many of the
clergy. But something had to be done "to meet
the demand for an English Bible. Miles Cover-
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dale (1488-1568), a clergjTiian of character and
ability, at the suggestion of friends in high sta-

tion, undertook a new translation. He began his

task in November, 1534, finislied the translation

in October, 15:)5, and in the same year published

the first com])lete English iiible, including the

Apocrypha. It was dedicated to Henry VIII.

Coverdale evidently borrowed largely from the

labors of others. His Xew Testament was little

more than a superficially revised Tyndale. In
the Old Testament he depended largely on Tyn-
dale and on Luther's tierman translation. The
work was |)rintcd on the Continent, but published

in Kngh^nd. Succeeding editions in 1.537. 153!),

1550. and 1553 showed mucli care in revision. In

153(), through the King's indirect permission, the

way was opened for the wider circulation of

Coverdale's and other versions, Tyndale's alone

being strictly proscribed. In 1537 a large folio

Bible, bearing the name of Thomas JIatthew as

translator, appeared, dedicated to the King. It

was, in reality, but a reprint, slightly changed,

of Tyndale and Coverdale. In this Bible, Tyn-
dale's translation of the Old-Testament books
from Joshua to II. Chronicles appeared in print

for the first time. The whole was, doubtless,

the work of John Rogers, Tyndale's friend and
literary executor. The printers, Grafton and
\Yhiteehurch, cleverly succeeded in obtaining the

royal license, with its exclusive privileges for

their publication. "Matthew's" Bible thus be-

came, practically, the first authorized English
Bible. In 153t) a revision of this Bible was
prepared by Kichard Tavenier and ])ublished, the

first complete Bible ever printed in England.
Meanwhile, Thomas Cromwell was planning the

publication of a Bible that might be formally au-

thorized, and at the same time acceptable to all

the clergy. Coverdale was one of several em-
ployed by him to prosecute the work. The sheets

were first print('<l in Paris. These were, however,
seized and in ])art destroyed by the Inquisition.

The presses, type, and otlicr material were then

removed to Englan<l. where the work was pub-

lished in 1530. Coi)ies of this Bible, which was
called the 'Great' l?ible on account of its size,

were ordered to be placed in the parish churches,

so that any who desired might read. Until 151)8

this Bible held the position of an authorized ver-

sion. The Scripture i)assages of the English
Prayer-hooks of 1540-52 were taken from it. Its

Psaiter is still in use in the English Church.
During the last seven yenrs of Ilenry's reign, his

influence and power were directed against any
further efTorts to popularize the Bible. With the

accession of Edward VI. (1547), the proscribed

editions began to be reprinted and freely circu-

lated. It is estimated that 75.000 copies of the

Scriptures were printed during Edward's reign.

Then came the reaction under Mary (1553-58),

when the Scriptures were agiiin )>roscribed and
the leaders of the liefornuition were persecuted,

martyred, or coniiielled to flee to the Continent.

Many of the refugees settled at Geneva, whore
they published an English XowTestamentin 1557,

and the whole Bible in ]5fiO. These were handy
editions, in plain type, with chapters divided into

verses and a marginal commentary. This Geneva
Bible soon eclipsed all others in popularity. In

1508, under the leadership of .\rchbishop Parker,
the 'Bish<ip's Bible.' the joint labor of eight Eng-
lish bishops, was jiublished. Though it thus be-

came the authorized version, it was too exiiensive

to be popular.

The Douai Version.—The strength of the Ref-
ormation movement in England drove many
English Catholics to France. At Rlicims and
Douai English colleges were established by these

refugees, for the purpose of educating young men
fur the priesthood. In 1582 an English New
Testament, with annotations, was published at
Rheinvs, by .John Eogny. The work was completed
by the publication of the Old Testament in 1000,
at Douai. The English Bible used by Roman
Catholics is thus known as the Douai Bible. It

is ciiaract eristic of this translation that it was
made from the Vulgate and not from the Greek
and Hebrew originals. This was because of the
decree of the Council of Trent making the Vul-
gate the standard Bible of the Foman Church.
The Rhemish Testament of 15S2 contains an
elaborate preface .setting forth the value and
pro'per use of a popular version, and defending
the accuracy of the following translation. In the
light of the preface one's judginent of the version
>h(nild be charitable. It was a serioiis. conscien-

tious attpm])t. hampered, indeed, by a comiuilsory
dependence on the ^'u!gate, but not altogether
blind to the necessity, at times, of falling back on
the Greek. Its English is not so idiomatic as
that of Tyndale's version. The renderings that
have called forth ridicule, such as "the Pasclie

and the Azymes" (Mark xiv. 1), "the justifica-

tions of our Lord" (Luke i. 0), and the like, are
not so numerous as is often implied ; nor were
they the result of carelessness on the part of
the transl.ators. In subsequent editions, such as

those of Dr. Challoncr (London, 1752), and Dr.
MacMahon (Dublin, 1701), and more modern
reprints, these 'inkhorn' expressions are rare.

In fact, the modern editions of the Douai Bibles
show marked improvement over those of 1582
and 1000.

Anthorhed Version.—At the Hampton Court
Conference, 1604, James 1. was petitioned to give
the Genevan Bible preference over the Great
and the Bishops' Bible, or else to authorize
a new translation of the Scriptures. James was
pleased with the latter proposition, and on Jul.v

22 directed the Archbishop ot (Canterbury (Ban-
croft) to begin the undertaking. The work wa.s

done by a conuiiission of fortv-seven members,
following directions suggested l).v the King. In
Kill the translation was completed and pub-
lished, with a fulsome dedication to the King and
a wholesome explanatoiv and hortatory preface
in the reader. According to the preface, the
translators, by a careful comparison of all pre-
ceding versions, sought to make a better one than
anj- of the many good ones then in use. The new
Bible was in good demand at once. Five editions
were issued in three years. It found, however, a
formidable rival in popularity in the (Jenevan
Bible; yet its manifest superiority gave it inside
of fiftv vears the field, and it became the Bil)le

universally used by English-speaking people. Its

intluencp on the English language has been un-
measurable.
The Revised Version.—From 1702 to 1870

m.any schemes for further revision were proposed,
and many private translations of the whole or

parts of the Bible were published. In 1870 the
Convocation of Canterbury entertained a plan
for the revision of the .Authorized Version of

Kill. The work was done by two connnittees,
the one British, the other .\merican, the latter

being advisory only. Each committee was divid-

ed into an Old-Testament and a New-Testament
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company. After long and painstaking labor,

the Revised Xew Testament was published in

1881 and the whole Bible in 1885, by the Uni-
versity Presses of Oxford and Cambridge. Tlie

sale of the Revised Xew Testament was at first

immense. Many unauthorized reprints appeared
in America. It is estimated that in less than
one year after issue 3.000,000 copies were sold

on both sides of the Atlantic. Though the Re-
vised Bible has been subjected to severe criticism,

it has steadily won favor among the more edu-

cated circles in preference to the version of

1011. In 1902 it was announced that it would
be issued by the British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety. This should be the best proof of its

general acceptance, as the Society is restricted

to the issue of Bibles in current use in English.

In 1901 the surviving members of the American
t.'ommittee published an American Ra-ised Ver-
sion (X'ew York), embodying the readings they
had suggested to the British Committee, and
such other improvement* as had occurred to

.

them in the interval.

Celtic Versions.—In the British Isles, there

were no Celtic versions before tlie Reformation,
An Irish Xew Testament was first published in

1595, the Old Testament in 1085. O'Kane's Irish

Testament was issued in 1858. In Gaelic a Xew
Testament appeared in 1690, the whole Bible
in 1783-1801. It has since been revised in 1826,

I860, and 1880. A ilan.x version was made in

1770-72. In CjTiiric a Xew Testament vAas

printed in 1507. the whole Bible in 1588. A
Breton Xew Testament was published in 1827,
another in 1847, the Bible in 1860.

Germitn Versions.—The earliest Germanic ver-

sions did not include the whole Bible, but gen-
erally only the Psalter and the Gospels, The
Monsee Fragments, of the year 738, rescued from
old book-covers, belonged to a bilingual copy of

the Gospels, Latin on the left, old Bavarian Ger-
man on the right. The "German Tatian" is a
harmony of the Xinth Century in the East-
Frankish dialect. Such manuscript versions were
numerous, and continued to be made even after
the invention of printing. Of printed German
versions before Luther's, a register has been made
of 18 editions of the entire Bible. 22 of the
Psalter, and 12 of other portions, all between
1466 and 1521. The earliest was tlie Bible pub-
lished by Mantel. Strassburg, 1466. Xext ap-
peared Eggstein's, Strassburg, 1470, and PHanz-
niann's, Augsburg, 1473. Xone of these early
editions became popular. They were all made
from the Vulgate, and by translators who were
not masters of the German tongue. It was
Luther's translation that made an epoch in the
history of both the German Bible and language.
Luther began translating as early as 1517, but
not until 1521 did he decide to make a new ver-
sion of the entire Bible. The Xew Testament
was completed during his confinement in the
Wartburg 11.521-22). and published at Witten-
berg by -Melchior Lotther, September 21, 1522. A
second edition was issued in December of the
same year. The Old Testament appeared gradu-
ally, the Pentateuch in 1523, other parts later,
until in .\ug\ist. 1534, the first complete edition
of Luther's Bible was published, probably by
Hans Lufft of Uittenberg. The character of this
version was such that its author has been called
the German translator. It was based on inde-
pendent study of the original Hebrew and Greek,

coupled with marvelous exegetical insight and
a remarkable ability to express ideas clearly Id
strong, pure German, It was so popular that
10 editions of the Bible and 16 of the X^ew
Testament were issued in Luther's lifetime,
under his supervision, besides over 50 independ-
ent and unauthorized reprints. Other German
versions made during this period have been
almost forgotten; though the excellent transla-
tion of the Prophets made by Denck and Hiitzer
(1527-29), of which 10 editions in quick suc-
cession were published, deserves to be mentioned.
From Roman Catholic circles versions were is-

sued in opposition to Luther's, notably Speicr's,
1526, Ditenberger's, 1534, and the Cologne Bible
of 1630 and 1632, commonly called the "Catholic
Bible.' Of revisions of Luther's version, the
•Durcligesehene Bibel,' and an oflScial revision of
1892tr., called the 'Probebitel,' are the most re-

cent and important. Of the many independent
German versions since Lutlier the most impor-
tant are Piscator's, 1002, De Wette and Augus-
ti's, 1809-69, E. Reuss's, 1892-94, E. Kautsch's
(Old Testament) 1890-94 (2d ed. 1896), and
C. Weizsiicker's (Xew Testament), 7th ed. 1894,

In Switzerland, Luther's version became known
at once. The delay in the publication of the
fourth and fiftli parts of the Old Testament led
to an independent translation of these portions
at Zurich in 1529. The Zurich Bible, issued in
1530, was largely identical with Luther's. This
has been revised from time to time, most recently
in 1895 (Xew Testament and Psalms only).
Dutch Versions.—During the Fourteenth and

Fifteenth centuries, a Dutch version, made per-
haps as early as 1300, was represented in many
manuscripts, none containing the whole Bible. On
the basis of this version, a portion of the Bible
was printed at Delft in 1477, In 1478 the 'Co-
logne Bible,' the first complete Bible in Low
German, was published. In 1522 a Dutch revi-
sion of Luther's Xew Testament was printed at
Basel and Amsterdam. In 1524 an independent
Dutch translation of Erasmus's Greek Xew
Testament, ''in goede plattc Duytsche," appeared
at Delft. This was followed in 1526 at Antwerp
by a Bible of the Reformation period. On the
Roman Catholic side, a X'ew Testament was
printed in 1527, the whole Bible in 1548, In
Protestant Holland many Bibles were issued by
the various branches of the Reformed Church,
In 1032 the Dutch Bible w'as officially revised by
order of the Stales-General and the S.ynod of
Dort, This was i)ublished in 1036, and became
known as the 'Staaten Bibel,' Of modern edi-

tions, the most noteworthy is the revision under-
taken at the request of the Synod by Kuenen
and his disciples, known in Holland as the
'Synod Bibel' ( Xew Testament, 1866; Old Testa-
ment, 1897-1902),

Scandinarian Versions.—Parts of the Bible
existed in Old Xorwegian and Old Swedish as
early as the Twelfth and Tliirteenth centuries,
somewhat latei in Old Danisli. Under the
auspices of Christian II. a Xew Testament was
issued in Danish in 1524, but it was not well
received. In 1529 a Danish Xew Testament and
Psalms by Christen Pedersen (1480-1554) was
published at Antwerp, in 1531 a new and im-
proved edition, and in the same year a Danish
translation of the Psalms, But it was not till

1550 that the whole Bible was printed in Dan-
ish, the version being based on Luther's Ger-
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man. A revision of this in 1605-07 was not

popular. After the separation of Norway (in

1814), a revision tor Denmark alone was made
in 18ld. In 1872 a second revision was pub-

lished. In Norway revisions ^^ere published in

1830, 1857-69, and 18il0 (not yet complete).

In Icelandic, a New Testament was issued in

1540, the whole Bible in 1584. This was revised

in ltl44, and a number of times since. In Sweden
a translation of the ^'ew Testament, made by
Laurentius Andrese and Olaus Petri on the basis

of Luther's version, was printed in Stockholm in

152(;. Tarts of the Old Testament appeared in

1530, and in 1540-41 the entire Bible, tr.inslated

by Laurentius Petri, Laurentius Andreoe, and
Olaus Petri, was published in Stockholm. The
most important revisions have been those by
Johan Gezelius, fatlier and son (1674-1724),

Odman and Tingstadius (1774-93), and Tor^n,

Lindcren. and Melin (1S53-79). The new ver-

sion of the New Testament, which since 1883 is

officially recognized by the Lutheran Church, is

the work of Sundberg. Toren. and Johnson. Of
independent translations, those by Thomsader
and W'ahlerstrom of the New Testament, and by

FjoUstedt and Melin of the whole Bible, have

enjoyed the greatest popularity. Perhaps the

most elegant and scholarly versions of biblical

books are those by F. O. Myrbeig.

French.—The earliest versions on French soil

were in the Teutonic dialects. Not until the

Twelfth Century was any part of the Bible trans-

lated into French. The first printed French
Testament appeared in 1477 at Lyons. In 1487 a
large edition of the Bible was issued, dedicated to

Charles VIII. This was followed by other sump-
tuous, expensive editions. Of a more popular
character were the translations bv J. Lef&bvre
d'Etaples (New Testament, 1523, Old Testa-

ment, 1.528, lacking the Psalt«r: Bible, 1530),

all based on tlie Vulgate. In 1546 this Bible

was placed on the Index. The Louvain Bible of

1550, though only a slightly altered Lef&bvre

d'Etaples, became the generally tised Roman
Catholic Bible of France. It was revised in 1608,

1621, and 1047. More modern versions, to keep
pace with the devclo])ment of the French lan-

guage, have appeared from time to time, such as

the New Testament of Richard Simon, 1702. and
the Port Royal Bible of 1607-87. Of modern
Roman Catholic versions, Lassere's (lospeh, 1887,

is excellent, though not approved by the Church
authorities. On the Protestant side, Olivetan

(Peter Robert), Calvin's cousin, made a transla-

tion which was issued at 1535 at Serri&res at

the expense of the Waldenses. In subsequent
editions this version was greatly improved. It

was revised in 1588 by tlie (Jeneva pastors. In

1724 and 1744, J. F. Ostervald made a more
modern version, which succeeded Olivetan's as

the Bible of French Protcstantis^n. Ostervald's

version was revised, not verv successfullv, in

1805 (Old Testament) and 1835 (New Testa-

ment). Better modern revisions of the same are

those of St'gond, 1874 and 1880, and the New
Testament of Oltramare, 1872, and that of the

French Bible Society, 1881. Other good modem
translations are those of Perret-CJentil, Neuchft-

tcl, 1847tr. (Old Testament), Eug. Arnaud, 18.58

(New Testament), A. Rilliet, Geneva, 1859 (New
Testament). E. Stapfer, Paris, 1889 (New Tes-

tament), and E. Reuss. Paris, 1874IT. An offi-
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cial sjTiodical revision, undertaken at the sug-

gestion of Bersier, is not yet complete.

Italian.—The first Italian version was made
probably by Waldensian missionaries, in North
Italy in the Thirteenth Century. The first

l)rinted Italian Hible was that of Nicolii de
Malherbi, Venice, 1471. The better translation

of Ant. Bruccioli, Venice. 1530-32. based on the

Hebrew and Greek, was |irohil)ited. Other early

versions were those of Zaccaria, 1532, and Giglio,

1551, both of Venice. From Protestant circles

an Italian New Testament was issued at Lyons
in 1551. and a Bible at Geneva in 1562. In 1607

Giovanni Diodati, of Lucca, issued a Bible at

Geneva. In 1776 the Archbishop of Florence,

Ant. ^Martini, published a Bible at Turin, which,
being favored by the Church, was the version

adopted by the British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety in their Italian editions of the Sacred
Script\ues. A Roman Catholic revision of the

Martini Bible was issued in 1889.

Spanish.—In Catalonia, a version of the New
Testament was made as early as the Fourteenth
Century. A Bible was printed in Valencia in

1478. In Castile, on account of the large num-
ber of Jews, Spanish versions of the Old Testa-

ment were not uncommon in the Fourteenth and
Fifteenth centuries. The first printed Spanish
New Testament was issued at Antwerp. 1543, the

second at Geneva, 1546. In 1553 an Old Testa-

ment was printed at Ferrara, a double edition,

the joint work of Jews and Christians. The
first Spanish" Bible, translated by Cassiodoro
Reyna, was published at Basel, 1569, revised at

Amsterdam in 1602. These books circulated in

the Netherlands and Italy, but were prohibited

in Spain. In 1790 the Roman Catholic Miguel
published a Bible at Valencia which became com-
monly used, and was reprinted in 1828 by the

British and Foreign Bible Society for distribu-

tion in Spain.

In Portuguese, a New Testament was printed

in 1681 at Amsterdam. In 1712-19, the same
translator, >I. F. d'Almeida, published the Penta-

teuch and Historical Books. In 1778, a Bible,

the first printed in Portugal, was published at

Lisbon, the work of A. P. Figueiredo. This ver-

sion has been reprinted by the British and For-

eign Bible Society.

Slavic \'crsion.s.—The beginnings of the Slavic

versions go back to the efl'orts of Cyril and
Jlethodius in the Ninth Centuiy. The first ver-

sion for general use among the Slavs of Rus-

sia was made in the Fifteenth Century. In 1581,

under the auspices of Prince Constantino, a Bible

was published at Ostrog. A revision of this was
l)ublished in 1663 at Moscow. In 1753 a more
thorough revision was made under the auspices

of the Empress Elizabeth. In the early part

of the Nineteenth Century, for linguistic reasons,

the Holy Synf]il authorized another revision.

This wii's jiartially published, 1S18-25, by the

Russian Bililc Society, but o])position to the so-

ciety prevented further progress luitil after the

accession of Alexander 11. In 187(i the revision

was completed and published. The dates of the

first versions in the other Slavic languages are as

follows: Czech (Bohemian), Fourteenth Century
(first printed edition, 1488): Bulgarian. 1828;

Croatian, 1495: Polish, Thirteenth Century (first

jirinted in the Fifteenth Century) ; Servian,

1847; Sloven, 1555; Wend, 1547.
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Hodern Greek.—A modern Greek version of

parts of the Old Testament was made by the
Jews in 154". In IG.3S certain Dutch Protes-

tants had a modern Greek Testament published
at Geneva. Another one was issued in England
in 1703. These were forbidden by the authorities

of the Greek Church. In 1830 "the British and
Foreign Bible Society republished and circulated

this translation. In IS.'JS-SS a new and better

version of the Xew Testament was published, and
the Old Testament was also gradually rendered
into modem Greek. Later editions appeared
in 18G1 and 1872. The attempt to circulate

a new revision in 1901. in the army, led to

student riots in Athens, because it was supposed
to emanate from Russia, and to be the entering
wedge for such a version into the Church.

In Magyar or Hungariaii. a New Testament
was first printed in 1541. The whole Bible was
published in 1590. A modern revision is par-

tially completed. The Lithuanian and Lettish
version began with the Xew Testament and
Psalms in 1662. A Finnish Xew Testament was
published in 1548. the Bible in 1642. A new
translation was made in 1850. The Lapps re-

ceived the Bible in their own tongue in 1838-40.

Of modern missionary versions, only brief

mention can be made. The whole or parts of

the Bible have been translated into about 400
languages ; many of these, of course, being dia-

lects of one main stock. As to particulars, it

may be specified that the Sacred Scriptures have
been rendered into upward of 40 Indian dia-

lects of the Western Hemisphere, into 60 dialects

and languages of Africa, into many of the
tongues of the Pacific Isles, into .Japanese,

Chinese, the various dialects of India, into

Arabic. Persian, Turkish, modern Armenian,
Kurdish. Georgian, and modern Syriac. The up-
lifting and civilizing influence of such transla-

tions is beyond all estimation.

V.—THE TEXTUAL CRITICISM OF THE BIBLE.

(A) Text of the Old Testament. Our
knowledge of the Massoretic text is derived from
the printed editions and the extant manuscripts.
The Psalter was printed in 1477. probably at
Bologna ; the Pentateuch in 1482. at Bologna ; the
Five Megilloth, possibly also in 1482, at Bologna;
the Prophets in 1486. at Soncino : the Hagio-
grapha in 1486-87, at Naples. Of the whole Bible,

the editio princeps appeared at Soncino in 1488.

A second edition was probably printed at Naples,
1491-93. The third edition, used by Luther, ap-
peared at Brescia in 1493. and a fourth at Pesaro
in 1511-17. For the Complutensian Polyglot,
printed at Alcal.'i. 151417. Cardinal Ximenes
employed Alfonso de Zamora. who had at his
disposal seven valuable manuscripts. The first

Rabbinic Bible was edited by the Christian .Jew,

Felix of Prato. and published by Daniel Bomberg
at Venice, in 1516-17. Of this, quarto editions
appeared in 1518, 1.521, and 1525-28. The editio

princeps of Jacob ben Chayim's Rabbinic ]!ible,

.
with the Masora, was published by Bomberg
at Venice in 1524-25. Of all the earlier editions,

this is the most accurate. These editions were,
'in part, based on maniiscripts not known at the
present time. A mixture of the Complutensian
and the Bomberg texts is found in the .Antwerp
(1.569-72), Paris (1629-45), and London (1654-
57) Polyglots, and in Mutter's edition (1587).
More criticjfl value, because of the collation of
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new manuscripts, must be accorded to the edi-
tions of Joseph .\thias (1661 and 1667); Jab-
lonski (1699): Van der Hooght (1705); Opitz
(1709) ; and J. H. ilichaelis (1720). But par-
ticularly valuable is the edition of Raphael
Chayim Italia, printed at Mantua in 1742-44,
because of the subjoined commentary of .Jedidja
Salomo Norzi (written 1626). Kennicott's Bi-
ble (1776-80) was the result of a collation of
over six hundred manuscripts. An indispen-
sable supplement to this work was published by
De Rossi (1781. 1788, 1798). Together. Kenni-
cott and De Rossi possessed some knowledge
of 1346 manuscripts and over 300 editions. The
books have been carefully edited bv Baer and
Delitzsch (1869-95. 14 parts, including all ex-
cept Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteron-
omy). A Massoretic, critical edition, based on
Jacob ben Chayim's text, was published in 1894
by Ginsburg. with a very valuable apjiaratus.
The manuscripts are either unpointed parch-

ments or leather rolls of the Pentateuch and the
Megilloth for public use, or pointed codices in
book form of parchment or paper for private
use. By direct statement or by handwriting,
they are sho\\-n to have been made in Spain,
Italy, Germany, France, Egypt, .Arabia, or Syria.
The oldest dated manuscript is the Saint Peters-
burg Codex of the Latter Prophets, written in
1228 of the Seleucid Era, or a.d. 916. It is

possible that a manuscript of the Law in the
British Museum (Or. 4445) belongs to the Xinth
Century. But it is difficult to determine the age
of a Hebrew manuscript on paleographical
grounds, and the dates given are not always
reliable. The work of classifying these manu-
scripts into families, according to age and coun-
try, and of comparing their minute difi'erences,

has been retarded by the discovery that they all

represent substantially the same recension of
the text. This fact has been explained by many
scholars as due to the adoption of one model
codex and the destruction or retirement of its

rivals. It is more likely, however, that the uni-
formity results from the labors of scribes and
Massorites. Among the Massoretic marginal an-
notations there are frequent references to stand-
ard codices now lost, such as Codices Mugah. Hil-
leli. Zanbuki,.Jericho, Sinai, ifachzor rabba, Ezra,
and B.abli. Of these, the oldest seems to date
from C.600. There is no reason to suppose that
any of them differed essentially from those now
known, though they may have contained many
minor differences, not wholly without importance.
For the IVIassorites. who from the Sixth to the
Eleventh Century supplied the text with annota-
tions, vowel-points, and accents, were, as the
name implies (Massorah— tradition'), chiefly re-

corders of a tradition that had already taken
form. It was above all to preser\e the tradition-
al reading of the Scripture that they entered
their marginal notes on textual peculiarities,
introduced their systems of vowel-notation, and
indicated the accents as aids in <'antillation. The
latest of these activities was the accentuation.
Possibly as early as a.d. 700. the punctuation-
marks and neumes used infJreek Icctionarics and
psalters began to be adopted as an assistance
to the eye in the musical declamation of certain
books. This chanting itself had grown out of

a particularly solemn reading. The written
signs probably took the place of manual signs

without changing the customary intonation.
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^Yhile the same system was applied to all books

in Batjylonia, a special system was developed in

Palestine for Psalms, Proverbs, and Job. Many
differences still existed in the Kleventh Century
between the Babylonian school of Jacob ben

Xaplitali and the Palestinian school of Aaron ben

Asher. During tlie Seventh Century, the vowel-

signs seem to have been introiluced. The infra-

linear system, derived from the Xestorians, is

likely to" have been earlier than the supra-linear

system exhibited—e.g. by the Saint Petersburg

Codex of A.D. 916, wrongly supposed to have been

Babylonian. That the vowel-points are not

earlier than A.n. 500 is evident from the Talnuid,

which docs not know any such signs. In regard

to the vocalization, minor difTerences have been

lecorded between the Babylonian schools at

Xehardca. Sura, and Puniliedita, and between

these and the Palestinian school of Tiberias. It

was probably during the Sixth Century that the

!Massorah. in its narrower sense, was inserted

by the side of the text ( Massora parva ). or at

the bottom and the top of the page {Massora
magna), or at the end and beginning of the

book (Massora final is). This is a body of an-

notations, partly indicating how in doubtful

cases the text should be read (qerc' = 'it is read,'

sebhir = 'it is thought'), partly giving sum-
maries, eoncordantial matter, and the like. This
material was gathered during the Talmudic
period (c. 180.500 a.d.).

Quotations in Misbnah, the Palestinian Tal-

mud, JUdrashim, and Babylonian Talmud, the

Aranuiic Targuras, and Jerome, and less directly

the later (Jreek versions, reveal tlie consonantal

text that enjoyed canonical authority from the

Second to tlie Sixth Century. It is probable that

a standard text was gradually obtained, and that

divergent types were naturally eliminated as a
result of the critical process by which the canon
was established, and of the demand that holy

scriptures should be written exclusively in the

Syrian ('Assyrian') characters to facilitate cor-

rect reading and to distinguish approved codices.

Certain ditiVrenees between the earliest Cireek

version and tlie Massoretic text suggest that, in

the case of .?oine of the Prophets and the

Iliigiographa, the codices used by the Alexan-

drian translators were written in the -Egv'pto-

Aramaie alphabet, possibly already in the mid-

dle of the Second Century B.C. As the Book of

Esther (last tliird of the Second Century ii.c.)

still associates the Hebrew language and its pe-

culiar script (viii. !)), the change probably began

somewhat later in Palestine. The lingering jnef-

ercnce for the older letters yielded only to the

practical considerations of the scribes in the

course of the First Century A.D. All rolls were

not transcribed from the old Semitic alphabet at

the same time: but as new copies were made, the

request to write them in the characters then in

vogue in Syria (resembling, no doubt, the

Palniyrene or Xabatipan) was more and more
followed. While many copyists' errors undoubt-

edly were committed, the text is not likely to

have suflVred very greatly in this jjrocess of

transcription. For the motive of the change was
a deeper reverence for the text that was deemed
canonical and a desire for greater accuracy. Tliis

regard for the codices copied and the traditional

reading is evidenced by the curious arrest of the

tendency to indicate by vowel-letters the pro-

nunciation, and by the introduction of spaces

between words. Since, in the Talmudic period,

only copies written in the later Syrian charac-

ters would be used as models, the disappearance
of older manuscripts is naturally accounted for.

Concerning the state of the text from the

Third Century u.c. to the Second Century a.d.,

we possess a certain amount of knowledge
through the Samaritan Pentateuch and its Tar-
gum, the earliest Greek version, and the trans-

lations made from it, the Book of Jubilees, the
earliest Syriae version, and some writers of the

period. For the Pentateuch, the testimony is

most direct, as the Samaritan copy is written in

Hebrew and in the old cliaracters, slightly modi-
tied. Our earliest manuscript, liowever, is of tlie

Thirteenth Century, and the age of this recension

is very uncertain. There is no evidence that the

present text is identical with tlie one recognized
by Manasseh at the time of Alexander, when the
temple on Gerizim was built. But the fact that
many of its 0000 deviations from the Jlassoretic

text agree with the Greek version suggests that
it gained a definite form at an earlier date than
the Judican law. It is printed in tlie Paris and
London polyglots. The difference between tlie

ilassoretic text and that from wliich the oldest

Cireek version was made is very great. The
latter manifestly had no division of words, used
vowel-letters very sparingly, was in some pas-

sages longer, and in many more instances shorter,

than the JIassoretic text, and fre(|uently pre-

sented different consonants. It is evident, from
the Book of Jubilees, that the text had not yet
assumed its present form in Palestine at the
beginning of our era. Whether the codices that
were tirst rendered into Syriae presented a tj'pe

akin to those used by the Alexandrian trans-

lators, or corrections were made after tlie Second
Century A.n. to bring the Syriae version into

harmony with the Greek, cannot easily be de-

termined.
The earlier condition of the Hebrew text can

cnly be surmised, and the original itself ap-

proximately restored, by a critical sifting of all

this comparatively late material, by observation

of parallelism, metre, and logical connection, and
by scientific conjecture. In tlie attempt to re-

construct the earliest form of the text, literary

and historical criticism must come to the aid
of the investigator, removing later glosses, inter-

polations, annotations, editorial remarks, and
mistaken inscrijitions, and thus revealing the
growth and com])osition of the bililical books.

Houbigant first undertook to publish a transla-

tion based upon a critically restored text ( IV.iS).

Since then the necessity <if such work has been
in increasing measure felt by scholars. The
greatest enterprise in this direction has been

the publication of the Polychroiiie Bible, under
the editorship of Paul Haupt, of which fourteen

out of twentv parts have appeared (New York,
1898 sqq,).

The earliest division of the several books was
occasioned by the practice of reading certain

sections of the Law and the Prophets on the

Sabbath. In Palestine the Law was read in

about three years, in Babylonia in one year.

Hence the 1.54 Palestinian srilarim of the Law
and the corresponding hnphtaroth of the Projih-

ets and the .54 Babylonian parashioth. There
were also 379 shorter paragraphs called 'closed,'

because the next section began on the same line,

and 290 'open' paragraphs. These' Jewish sec-
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tions were frequently arranged with a view to
the effect of the opening and closing sentences,

rather than to the logical connection, and are
not superior to the Christian chapters, imperfect
as tliev are, that Stephen Langthon introduced
in iL'TO.

(B) Text OF THE Xew Testamekt. (1) The
History of the Xcir-Testament Text. The Auto-
graphs and First Copies.—In all probability, the
New-Testament autograplis were written on tlie

perishable papyrus paper. They circulated at
first separately and independently of each other.

Copies began to be made at once. With the first

of such copies the hi^story of the Xew-Testa-
ment text .began. Early Cliristianity was free,

informal, and not distinguished for literary cul-

ture. Therefore, the first copies of tlie Xew-
Testament books were not always carefully exe-
cuted, especially if made for private use only.
Yet such copies must have been used as exem-
plars from which other copies were made.
The External Form.—This was, except in the

case of the smaller epistles, that of the roll.

After a time it was customary to write several
books on one large roll. The roll form was,
however, inconvenient. Probably the whole New
Testament was never written on one large roll.

It is evident that the text of a MS. or roll com-
prising several books would depend for its ac-
curacy on the quality of the text of each of the
separate copies used as exemplars rather than
on the skill of the scribe who executed it.

The Origin of Variant Readinr/s and Various
Types of Text.—It was during the first two
centuries that the most of the more important
errors, or variant readings, crept into the New-
Testament text. Then the churches were most
independent of each other; intercourse between
leaders of Christian thought in different parts
of the world was more rare and scholarship less
accurate than was the case later. The absence
of a standard text and the lack of competent
supen'ision made the production of errors al-

most inevitable. The same conditions permitted
the rise of several distinct types of text. In any
given localitv—Rome, for example—the Chris-
tian teachers would seek to establish a uniform
text. They would try to eliminate the diti'er-

enccs between their copies of the New-Testament
books. Thus tliere came into being and com-
mon use a Roman type of text. Sucli measures
could not, of course, produce absolute unifonnity
even in Rome. Essentially the same process
went on in other centres of Christian influence

—

as, for example, Alexandria.

Improvement in the Third and Fourth Cen-
turies.—During the Third Century the Church
improved its scholarship. Parchment was being
used in preference to pajjyrus. The roll form
was giving way to the codex. The older copies
of tlie New-Testament writings were being used
as standards of comparison. The scholars of
Rome, Alexandria. Carthage, Antioch, and other
centres of Christian learning were coining to
know each other's work. Comparison of texts
was possible. Such conditions brought aliout a
more conservative spirit. Scholars sought to
correct, eliminate, or prevent errors in MSS.
The result was, on tlie whole, beneficial. The
labors of Origen (a.d. c.18.5-254), Paniphilus
(died 300), Hesychius (date uncertain), Lucian
of Antioch (a.d. 250-315), and Jerome (a.d.
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c.340-420) were all inspired by the desire to as-
certain and preserve the true text. These efforts
did not produce a uniform text, but they tended
to check the production and propagation of er-
rors. By the end of the Fourth Century several
main types of text were dominant. One" of these
was the so-called Western text, represented in
the writings of Ircn.Tus ; in the early Latin
fathers, Tertullian and Cyprian of Carthage: in
the Old Latin Version; in the earliest forms of
tlie Syriac Version, and, in part, in the Egyptian
Version. Another type of text is found "in the
writings of the Alexandrian Fathers. In the
East—that is, in Antioch, and afterwards Con-
stantinople— a third type, sometimes called
the Syrian, made its appearance. The Syrian
text is a later and less original type than the
Western, or Alexandrian. There were, of course,
many IISS. whose text was so confused as not
to be representative of any particular type.
From about a.d. 450 the history of the Greek

text (of manuscripts) contains nothing needing
special mention.

The Printed Greek Text.—The first printed
Greek Testaments were those of Erasmus, pulj-
lished at Basel, by Froben, in 151G-35. five
editions in all, and' that included in the Com-
plutensian Polyglot, printed 1514-1517 but not
published until 1521, at Alcala, Spain. These
were fallowed by the beautiful Regius editions
of Robert Stephens (Etienne), of Paris (1546-
51, four editions), of which the third, that of
1550, is the mast famous; and of Theodore
Beza, of Geneva ( 15651611, ten editions) . The
text of all these earliest editions was practically
the same, not based on early or good MSS., or
constructed on true critical principles. In 1624
a Greek Testament was issued from the Elzevir
Press, of Leyden, based on the editions just men-
tioned, which informed the reader that he had
therein the ''textum nunc ab omnibus reeeptum."
This edition gained great currency, and its

'textus receptus' became commonly used through-
out Protestant circles.

The continuous discovery of Greek !MSS., and
tlie more careful study 'of the versions and
fathers, showed only too plainly that the received
te.xt was far from identical "with that of the
more ancient witnesses. It now became tlie task
of scholarship to seek to ascertain, if possible,
the correct text. Soon the so-called critical edi-
tions began to make their appearance. Tlie
first great work of this kind was the New
Testament of John Mill (O.xford, 1707), a large
folio volume with prolegomena containing a
mine of information. This was followed bv the
editions of J. A. Bengel (Tubingen, 1734"), of
J. J. Wetstein (Amsterdam, 1751-52), and of C.
F. Matthaei (1782-88), and others of less im-
portance. The next step in advance was taken
by J. J. Griesbach, in his two-volume edition of
1786 and 1806, and his t^ijmholw Critiece (1785
and 1793). In his printed text the readings of
the received text were often supplanted by those
which seemed more strongly supported. Gries-
bach, like Bengel, followed "clearly defined crit-

ical principles. In 1840-50 the philologist, Carl
Lachman. published a New Testament in which
the received text was altogether discarded. In
its place was a text constructed by the critic on
the basis of evidence. This method has been
followed in all subsequent critical editions.
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The work of all these men was used and more
than supplemented by tlie {jigantic labors of

Tischendort in his great eighth edition, pub-

lished in I8().i-7'2, containing a critical text and
an apparatus exhibiting all the more important
variants then known. Similar in character, and
also the monument of the labor of a lifetime, was
the Greek Testament of S. P. Tregelles, which
appeared in 1857-72. In 1881, after twenty-five

years' joint study, the edition of Westcott and
Hort was published at Cambridge and London

—

the text in one volume, an introduction and ap-

pendix in another, written by Dr. Hort. The
veteran German exegete, Bernhard Weiss, has
also crownied his lifelong study of the Xew
Testament by an edition of its text (1900). Of
these four great critical editions, those of

Tischendorf and of Westcott and Hort are in

inost common use.

(2) The Textual Criticism of the New Testa-

ment.—Since the autographs of the Xew Testa-

ment have long since perished, tlie existing wit-

nesses to the text must be carefully studied,

their variations noted, and a decision reached,

if possible, as to which variants are to be pre-

ferred as more nearly representing the readings

of the autograph. This is textual criticism.

(a) The witnesses to the text of the Xew
Testament are: (1) Greek JISS. : (2) Ancient
versions; (3) Kew-Testament citations found

in the writings of ecclesiastical writers, espe-

cially of the first five centuries. ( 1 ) Greek
MSS. are of two kinds

—

uncial and cursive. The
uncials are those written in capitals or senii-

cai)itals. the letters Ijeing unconnected with
each other. Some of the uncial MSS. contain

the whole or large portions of the Xew Testa-

ment, while others are only fragments, stray

leaves of lost codices. They are all earlier than
the Tenth Century. In the Xinth Century the

cursive or running style of handwriting came
into use. MSS. written in this are called cur-

sives. Xo cursives are earlier than the Xinth
Century, but many of them preserve ancient and
valuabie texts. While there are less than a
hundred uncials, the known cursives number
over 1400 for the Gospels alone, .\mong all

these MSS. five uncials deserve special men-
tion: (1) The Codex Sinaiticus, now in Saint

Petersburg, containing the whole Xew Testa-

ment, with the Epistle of Harnabas and a part

of Hennas, was discovered by Tischendorf in the

Monastery of Saint Catharine at Mount Sinai,

in February, 185!). It was written in the Fourth
or Fifth Century. Its leaves are of fine parch-

ment, or vellum, 13^4 inches wide by 14% inches

high. The text is in four columns of 48 lines

each. The codex once contained the whole Bible.

(2) The Codex Alexandrinus, one of the treas-

ures of the British Museum, was written in the

Fifth Century. It is also a MS. of the entire

Bible. To the Kew Testament were added I.

and II. Clement. The whole MS. contains 773

leaves, of which GV.) belong to the Old Testa-

ment. The pages measure lO'/i by 12% inches,

with two columns on each. The text is divided

into sections, or paragraphs, instead of being

without a break (except at the end of a book),

as in the Sinaitieus and V'aticanus. (3) The
Codex Vaticanus, in the Vatican Library at

Rome, is probably the best Xew-Testament MS.
in existence. It is of about the same age as the

Sinaitieus, and, like it, is a MS. of the whole

Bible. Its pages measure 10 by 10*^ inches.

Its vellum is of the finest quality: 142 of its

759 leaves belong to the New Testament. The
last part of the volume is missing. The Xew-
Testament text is written in three colunms on
a page. (4) The Codex Ephracmi Rescriptus.
This is a palimpsest—i.e. a MS. whose original
writing has been erased in order to use the
parchment for another work. In this case a
part of a Greek Bible was uswi on which to write
some of the works of the Syrian father Ephraim.
By means of chemicals, the original writing has
been partially restored. The MS. has but one
broad column on a page. It was written in the
Fifth Century. At present it contains only
about two-thirds of the Xew Testament, many
parts having been lost. The Codex is in the Xa-
tional Library in Paris. (5) The Codex He:w
is a MS. of the Gospels and Acts, written in the
Sixth Century. It is a bilingual codex, the
Greek text being on the left, the Latin on the
right, page of the open book. There is but one
column on a page. This MS. was presented to
the Universitv of Cambridge, bj' Theodore Beza,
in 1581.

For convenience of reference JISS. are desig-
nated by symbols, either letters of an alphalx-t
or numbers. Thus the five uncials just described
are designated by the letters Ji^ (or S), A, B,.

C, D, respectively.

In addition to Xew-Testament MSS., the ser-

vice-books of the Greek Church, containing les-

sons for daily reading, are useful witnesses to

the Xew-Testament text. Over 1000 such books,

ranging in date from tlie I'ourth to the Four-
teenth Century, are known.

(2) The VccsioH.s.—For textual criticism, the
three most important versions are the Syriac,
the Latin, and the Egyptian.

The origin of tlie Syriac Version is hidden in

obscurity. It is altogether likely, judging from
the parallel history of the Latin Version, that

the first translations were of a private char-

acter, the work of diflerent Christian teachers in

the early days of Syrian Christianity. Tatian
(about jv.D. 150-175), a companion of Justin
Martyr after his quarrel with the Konian
Church, returned to his native Syria, and there
published his Diatvssaron, a compilation of the

four canonical Gospels into a continuous narra-

tive. Some have thought that this was the be-

ginning of the Syriac Xew Testament. However
that may be, it is a remarkable fact that the

earliest forms of the Syriac \'ersion were made
from a Greek text similar to that prevalent in

Rome in the latter half of the Second Century.
Such, in general, is the text found in the frag-

ments discovered by William Cureton in 1842
(published in 1858). and in the Syriac palimp-
sest discovered in 1892 at Mount Sinai by Mrs.
Lewis and her sister, Mrs. Gibson. After a
while the.se earlier forms of text become more
conformed to the type of Greek text regnant in

the East. This text is represented in the Pcsliit-

to, or common Syriac Version, which was cur-

rent as early as the Fourth Century. The
Philoxenian, or Harkleian, Version, a slavishly

literal translation, begun in A.n. 508. was revised

and completed in a.d. 016. The .Jerusalem, or

Palestinian, Version was made about the same
time, for the use of the Syrian churches of

Palestine.
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The Latin Version.—Not until about the end
of the Second Century did the need arise for a
Latin New Testament. The early Roman Chris-

tians used Greek. It was in country districts,

probably, especially in Northwest Africa, that the

first Latin translations were made. These were
private translations lor local use. The text

was of the Western type, current in Rome and
Northern Africa. A little later the same thing
took place in Italy. The effect of so many inde-

pendent versions was tliat iu the time of Augus-
tine (3'>4-430) and Jerome (c.340-420) the Latin
text was greatl_v confused. At the solicita-

tion of Dainasus, Bishop of Rome, Jerome un-
dertook to revise it. Though he used the best
Greek JISS. at his disposal, yet his work was but
a revision, not a new translation. It was pub-
lished about A.D. 384. It slowly but steadily won
its way to supremacy, and so became known as
the Vulgata, or commonly used version. Through
careless copying and mixture with older types
of text the Vulgate became corrupted. It was
revised by Alcuin in 801, by Lanfranc in 1009-

89, and by others in succeeding centuries. In
obedience to a decree of the Council of Trent
(1546), a revised Vulgate was published in 1589-

90 with the sanction of Pope Sixtus V. (the
Sixtine Vulgate). This was found so faulty
that in 1592, under the auspices of Pope Clem-
ent VIll., the Clementine Vulgate, the stand-
ard Bible of the Roman Catholic Church, was
issued. A critical revision of the Vulgate is now
in process of publication in England (Words-
worth and White's). The Codex Amiatinus, the
most important MS. of the \ uigate. is one of

the most magnificent books in the world.

The Egyptian or Coptic Version.—The early
history of this is exceedingly obscure. Several
dialects were spoken by the native Egj-ptian dur-
ing the early Christian centuries. These dia-
lects are all represented in the Coptic MSS. of
the New Testament. The beginnings of this
version seem to have been made as early as a.d.

250. It was designed in the first place to meet
the needs of the uncultivated populations of the
rural districts. For some unknown reason, the
text of the Egyptian Version is more Western
than Alexandrian.

The other ancient versions are of minor im-
portance. The Armenian seems to have been
made in the Fifth Century, the Georgian a little
later. The Gothic, the work of Ulifilas, second
bishop of the Goths in Moesia, dates from the
latter half of the Fourth Century. The Ethiopic,
used in the churches of Abyssinia, was made in
the Fifth Century. The Persian and the Arabic
are several centuries later. The earliest Slavic
version dates from the Ninth Century. The
Franlcish of the Ninth and the .Anglo-Saxon of
the Tenth Centurj- were made from the Latin.

_
A third class of witnesses to the text of the

New Testament consists of tlie patristic citations.
Among the Fathers, Iren;rus. Tertullian, and Cy-
prian are the main representatives ofthe West-
ern text, Clement of Alexandria and Origen of
the .\Iexandrian, while the post-Nicene fathers,
especially of the East, generally represent the
Syrian text.

(b) The Principles of Textual Criticism.—
The first printed Greek Testaments were uncriti-
cal and based on few and late MSS. With the ap-
pearance of Mill's New Testament in a.d. 1707
it was seen that the number of witnesses to be
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consulted was very large, and that the variant
readings were to be counted by the thousands.
The first attempts to decide between readings
were based, naturally, either on mere individual
)irefercnce or on the comparative number and age
of the opposing authorities. It was soon found,
liowever, that such simple rules were not suffi-

cient. For verj- often the reading that commends
itself on grounds of intrinsic worth and proba-
bility is absent from tlie majority of MSS., in-
cluding some of the oldest. It is well known that
difficult readings in an autograph are quite likely
to be changed in the cour.se of transcription to
easier or smoother ones. The reverse is not the
case. Hence we have the celebrated canon of
Bengel, "proclivae scriptioni prtestat ardua," i.e.

the more difficult reading is to be preferred to the
easier. Other principles or canons are, "that
reading is to be preferred which seems to have
been likely to have been the source of the others,"
and, "the shorter reading is to be preferred."
Such canons are tlie result of close observation
and are necessary to prevent the too free use of
mere conjecture. But a textual critic deals not
merely with readings alone. Readings are con-
tained in documents, and the quality and inter-
relationship of the documents must be considered.
If nine out of ten manuscripts are all copies of
one and the same manuscript, their united testi-
mony anioimts only to the testimony of the one
manuscript from which they are derived. If that
one was a poor manuscript, the text of the nine
copies can be no better. Therefore, the testimony
of one manuscript may be of more weight than
that of a number of opponents. That a majority
of witnesses favor a reading is not a necessary
indication of its correctness. The witness of a
manuscript which is carefully executed or seems
to have been exceptionally fortunate in its ances-
try should be allowed great weight. The general
value of a manuscript is ascertained by a care-
ful examination of each of its various "readings.
Hence the canon adopted by Westcott and Hort,
"knowledge of documents should precede judg-
ment on readings." Another canon, formulated
by the same critics, is drawn from the fact that
the relation between the difl'erent manuscripts of
a work is like that of the several branches of a
genealogical tree. With any new copy or set of
copies serious changes may be introduced. Such
copies may become, in their turn, parents of large
numbers of others, all of which will exhibit the
same characteristic changes. These readings will
be ab.sent from manuscripts belonging to another
line of descent. So we have the canon, "all
trustworthy restoration of corrupted texts is
founded upon a study of their histoi-y—that is, of
the relations of descent or affinity which connect
the several documents." The most consistent
example of the applicition of such principles is
Westcott and Horfs Greek Xew Testament, of
1881. Other critical editors, while recognizing
the value of these principles, have allowed their
individual preferences fuller play.

VI. BrRLioGR.ipiiY. The following carefully
selected and purposely brief list of books, for the
most part in English, is made up of those sug-
gested by the authors of the preceding article,
with a few additions, and is arranged under the
same heads as the article itself. Only the latest
edition is mentioned

:

I. Tn Grncral.—W. R. Smith. The Old Testa-
ment in the Jewish Church (New York, 1901) ;
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W. H. Bennett and W. F. Adeney, Biblical Intro-

duction (Xcw York, 1900) ; S. R. Driver. Intro-

duction to the Lilcraltire of the Old Tr.ilamcnt

(London, 1897); J. Kobertson, The Old Testa-

ment and its Contents (London, 1803); A. F.

Kirkpatrick, The Divine Library of the Old Tes-

tament (London. 1801) ; W. II. ShwoK. The Lan-

guage of the ^'cw Testament (London, 1889) ;

R. G. ^foulton. The lAleranj Htudii of the Bible

(New York, 1809) ; R. F. Horton. kerelution and
the Bible (London, 1802) : the bibliof;raphies

given by JL K. \incent, fitudcnt's Xetc Testament
Uandbhok (New York. ISO;!): find by C. W.
Votaw and C V. BradU'V. Books for Xeir Testa-

vient Stndij (Chicago, I'JOO) ; the article "Bible"

in Ilastinys"s Dictionary of the Bible, and in the

Encyclopeed ia Bril a n n ica.

II. Interpretation.—L. Diestel, (leschiehte des

Alten Testaments in der christUclien Kirche

(Jena, 1800) ; J. C. K. Hofniann, Biblische Her-

mencutilc (Niirdlingen, 1880); C. A. Briggs,

General Introduction to the f^tiuly of lloly Scrip-

ture (New York, 1800) ; F. \V. Farrar, The His-

tory of Interpretation (London. 188()1 ; A. Ininier,

Uermeneulics of the Xcic Testament (English

translation. Andover. 1800) : P. Schafl/Theoloyical

Propcvdeutic Cticw York, 1803, chap, cxxvii.-cxl.).

III. The Canon.—A. The Old Testament

Canon. G. Wildeboer, The Origin of the Canon

of the Old Testament (English translation, Lon-

don, 189.5) ; F. Buhl, Canon and Te.ct of the Old

Testament (English translation, Edinburgh,

1892) ; H. E. Ryle. The Canon of the Old Testa-

ment (London, 'l892) ; and the article Canon"
in the Encyclopcedia Biblica, and in tlic Jeaish

Encycloptedia.

III. B. The New Testament Canon.—Th.
Zahn, Geschichte des neutestanientlichen Kanons

(3 vols., Leipzig, 1892) ; A. Harnaok, Das .Veue

Testament urn das dahr MO (Freiburg im Breis-

gau, 1889) ; B. F. Westcott, History of the .\ew

Testament Canon. (London, 1889) ; A. H. Char-

teris, Canonicity (London, 1880) ; and the ar-

ticle "Canon" in the Encyclopedia Biblica, and

in Hastings's Dictionary of the Bible.

IV. Version.—English. P. SchatI, A Com-

panion to the Creek Testament and the English

Version (New York, 1889) ; B. F. Westcott. .1

General View of the History of the English

Bible (I^ndon, 1872) : .1. Eadie, The English

Bible (2 vols., London, 1870) ; H. \V. Iloare. The

Evolution of the Ihiglish Bible (London, 1902) ;

The English Hexapla (London, Bagster, 1841);

Forshall and iMadden's edition of Wiclif's trans-

lation of the Bible (4 vols. Oxford, 1850); F.

Frey's edition of Tvndale's translation of the

New Testament (London. 1862) : and J. I. Mom-
bert's edition of Tyndale's Pentateuch (New
York. 1884). For n<)nEnglish versions consult

77ie Bible of Every Land ( London, Bagster, 1861 ) ;

A. Ostcrtag, Die Bibel und ihrc (leschiehte

(Basel, ed. R. Preiswerk, 1802) ; A. Loisy, His-

toire du tcxtc ct des rcr.^ions de la Bible (2 vols.,

Paris, 180.5) ; F. 0. Kenyon, Our Bible and the

Ancient Manuscripts, being a History of the Text

and its Translation (London, 1806); H. B.

Swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament

in. Greek (Cambridge, 1900). For iwW bibliog-

raphies consult the article "Bibeliibersotzungen"

in the third edition of Hcrzog (Vol. IL 1176),

and for a list of the Bfldc translations pre-

pared by missionaries, consult the list of .7. S.

Dennis in his Centennial Survey of Foreign Mis-
sions (New York, 1902, pp. 123-172).

V. Textual Criticism.—A. Old Testament
Text. C. D. Ginsburg, Introduction to the Mas-
soretico-Crilical Edition of the Hebreuy Bible
(London, 1807) ; F. Buhl, Ca(!0» and Text of the

Old Testament (English translation, Edinburgh,
1802). B. New Testament Text. The Prole-

gomena to Tischendorf's 8th edition of his Greek
New Testament, by C. R. Gregory and the late

Ezra Al)bot (Leii)zig, 1884) ; F. H. A. Scrivener,

.4 Plain Introduction to the Criticism of the Sew
Testament (ed. by E. Miller, London. 1894) ; C.

R. Gresjory, />ie Textkritik des Xeucn Testaments
(Leipz\',"l900) ; B. B. Warfield, An Introduction
to the Textual Criticism of the Acir Testament
(New York, 1887) ; M. R. Vincent, The History

of the Textual Criticism of the Xew Testament
(New York, 1001) ; C;. E. Hammond, Outlines of
Textual Criticism to the Xeiv Testament (Lon-
don, 1002) ; Edwin Hatch, Essays in Biblical
Greek (London, 1889).
BIBLE, 1 1 Rior.s Editions of. Besides those

issues of the book which have historical impor-
tance are those notable for curious errors, or for

incidents of publication. The followang is a list

of the more familiar of these, with their peculiar
designations:

The Glitenbero Bible. The earliest book
known printed from moviible metal types is the
Latin Bible issued by Gutenberg at JIainz. A.n.

1452-56; also known as the Mazarin Bible, be-

cause the copy which first attracted the notice

of bibliographers was discovered by Ddiurc in

1760 among the books of Cardinal ;\!az:uin

(d. 1661).
TuK BiiJLE OF TiiiRTT-six LiNES. A folio edi-

tion of the Biblia Latina, of the time of Guten-
berg, the pages of which contain two ccjlunms

of thirty-six lines.

The Bug Bible. So called from its rendering

of Psalm xci. 5: "Afraid of bugs by night."

Our present version roads: "Terror by night."

A.D. 1551.

The Breeches Biblex The Geneva version is

sometimes called the Breeches Bible, from its

rendering of Genesis iii. 7: "Making themselves
breeches out of fig-leaves." This translation of

the Scriptures—the result of the labors of the

English exiles at Geneva—was the English Fam-
ily Bible during the reign of tjueen Elizabeth,

.

and till supplanted by the present authorized

version of King .lames T. The Xew Testament
appeared in 1577; the whole Bible 1501.

The Pl.vce-.maker's Bible. From a remark-
able typographical error which occurs in Matt.

V. 9: "Blessed are the place-makers," instead of

peacemakers. 1562.

The TREAri.E Bible. From its rendering of

Jeremiah, viii. 22: "Is there no treacle [instead

of balm] in Gilead?" 1568.

The Uosin Bibie. From the same text, but
translated 'rosin' in the Douai version. 1609.

The He and She Bibles. From the respect-

ive renderings of Ruth iii. 1.5—one reading that

"She went into the citv"; the other has it that

"He went." 1611.

The Wicked Bible. From the fact that the

negative has been left out of the Seventh Com-
mandment (Ex. XX. 14), for which the printer

was fined £300. 1631.

The Thi'MB Bible. One inch square and half

an inch thick, was published at Aberdeen. 1670.
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The Vinegar Bible. So named from the

head-line of the twentietli chapter of Luke, which
reads as "The parable of the vinegar," instead

of the "vineyard.' 1717.

The Printer's Bible. We aie told by Cotton
Mather that in a Bible printed prior to 1702. a
blundering typographer made King David ex-

claim that "Printers [instead of 'princes'] per-

secuted him without a cause." See Psalm
cxix. IGl.

The ^Iurderer's Bible. So called from an
error in the sixteenth verse of the Epistle of

Jude. the word 'murderers' being used instead

of murraurers.' 1801.

The Staxdi.ng Fishes' Bible. "And it shall

come to pass that the fishes will stand upon it,"

etc. Ezek. xlvii 10. Printed in ISOG.

The Discharge Bible. "I discharge thee be-

fore God." L Tim. v. 21. Printed in 1806.

The \\ife-Hater Bible. "If any man come to

me, and hate not his father . . . yea, and
his own wife also," etc. Luke xiv. 26. Printed
in 1810.

The Eabs-to-Ear Bible. "Wlio hath ears to

ear, let him hear." Matt. xiii. 43. Printed in

1810.

Rebekah's - Camels Bible. "And Rebekah
arose, and her camels." Gtenesis xxiv. 61.

Printed in 1823.

To-Rem.«n Bible. "Persecuted him that was
born after the spirit to remain, even so it is

now." Gal. iv. 2!t. This typographical error,

which was perpetuated in the first 8vo Bible

printed for the Bible Society, takes its chief im-
portance from the curious circumstances under
which it arose. A r2mo Bible was being printed
at Cambridge in 1805, and the proof-reader, be-

ing in doubt as to whether or not he should
remove a comma, applied to his superior, and
the reply, penciled on the margin, "to remain,"
was transferred to the body of the text and re-

peated in the Bible Society's 8vo edition of 1805-

06, and also in another 12mo edition of 1819.

The C'axton jMemorial Bible. Wholly print-

ed and bound in twelve hours, but only 100
copies struck off. 1877.

BIBLE, Illistratioxs of. As soon as the
earliest symbolic stage of Christian art had
passed, which is represented by the Catacombs
iq.v.l, and their frescoes of the Second, Third,
and early Fourth centuries, the historic stage
began, when the emblems, allegories, and sym-
bols, such as vine, anchor, dove, fish, good shep-

herd, are replaced by scenes from the Old and
New Testament. These scenes were at first used
in more than their purely historical sense. In
the same way as in contemporary writings,
many scenes uf the Old Testament were used as
symbols of events in the new dispensation; thus,

Noah in the Ark, the Sacrifice of Abraham,
Elijah Caught up to Heaven, Jonah Cast up by
the Whale, Moses Striking the Rock, are all

used, not only as prefigurements of Christ, but
also as images of the salvation of the Elect. The
Three Children in the P'iery Furnace, and re-

fusing to adore the statue of Nclnuliadnezzar, as
well as Daniel in the lion's den, are symbols of

Christian martyrdom. Tliese and many other
subjects always had, for the Christian masses,
even in the Fourth and Fifth centuries, a mean-
ing far transcending the historic. (See Symbol-
ism.) But before 400 the construction of a
number of great churches (see Basilica) had
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put before the artists an immense expanse of

wall to be covered with Christian subjects, and
at the same time the freedom to teach Christian
doctrine had made it possilile to nuiltiply manu-
scripts of the Bible and to illustrate them artis-

tically, in order by images to bring the truth
home to the masses that could not read. The
authorities of the Church seized art as a means
of propagating and strengthening the faith.

Bible history was the principal form of this

teaching: in monumental forms on church-walls,
in miniature form on the pages of Bible manu-
scripts. We cannot say which served as a model
to tlie other, for both sprang up simultaneously.
The Rossano Gospels, the Vienna and the Loudon
(ienesis, the original of the roll of Joshua (see

.M.'vxuscRiPTS, Illuminatioxs of), all of the
Fifth Century, are as early as the mosaic pic-

tures of Santa Maria Maggiore at Rome (see

ilosAics) and Sant' Apollinare Nuovo at Ra-
venna. In these works we see Bible history with-
out symbolic intention, for the first time. In
place of a few subjects, selected for their sug-

gestiveness from Bible pages, every event that
forms a picturable episode is treated by the
artist. One can imagine eager Christians, unable
to read the Bible, crowding about the presbj^ter

or bishop as he passes down the nave of the
church, labeling and explaining each picture,

and so giving them a Bible synopsis. It became
the custom to give up the whole of one side of

the nave-walls to the Old Testament, the oppo-
site side to the Xew Testament, and then to

represent on the triumphal arch and apse the

more spiritual subjects of Christ Triumphant and
the Heavenly Jerusalem. Very soon it was found
necessary to sj'stematize the new exuberance

;

to exercise a process of selection : to reduce the

number of subjects; so that everything essential

from Genesis to Revelations could be crowded
into one cliurch or one manuscript. It became
the rOle of the foremost erudite churchmen to

select the subjects for the artists. About a.d.

400 Prudentius (q.v. ) made a selection of 49
subjects, 24 each from the Old and Xew Testa-

ments, the 49th being for the apse and rep-

resenting the Heavenly Jerusalem, each with
a descriptive inscription in verse. Often these

subjects were selected so as to form parallel re-

lated series, in which each subject of the Old
Testament bore a remarkable similarity to one
opposite it from the New Testament.
Meanwhile the illumination of Bible codices

in the same fashion was steadily progressing, and
having begun in the East, with Greek manu-
scripts, passed to the West, where the work was
carried forward by the Benedictine monks. The
church frescoes and mosaics were mainly for the

teaching of the masses, but these codex illus-

trations were intended for the instruction of the

teachers themselves. Certainly series like the

mosaic pictures from the Old Testament in the

nave of Santa Maria Maggiore seem co])ics from
some illustrated Bible rather than creations of

the mosaicists. The letters of Paulinus of Nola
(c.400) show how he would suggest themes to

his friends who were building and decorating

churches; and a passage in Gregory of Tours
shows us the wife of a Frankish bishop in the

Fifth Century seated with an illuminated Bible

in her lap, telling the artist what to paint. With
the constant spread oi Christianity and the rapid

building of churches, the mass of the clergj', un-
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familiar with tlie detailed system of Christian

art, were glad to use for their guidance these

illustrated texts executed at a few artistic

centres under the instructions of the foremost
thinkers. Hence the imiformity of treatment,

hence the formation of a tradition: for these

miniatures gave not only subject, but treatment,

composition, colors, attitudes. There are even
manuscripts where the places in the church that

certain subjects should occupy are noted. Where
symbolism descended to the colors of garments,

to the emblems held, to the form of the nimbus,

no detail could be neglected. So it came to be

that the painter was merely the hand, and the

churcluuan the brain behind it. After a while

these traditions, it is true, became the property

of the painters themselves, so that they required

no promjjting. The period of lay artists was
followed by that of monastic artists (Seventh

to Eleventh Century), when the tliought and
the hand were one. Then such works as the

Byzantine Guide to Painting came into exist-

ence, which became the painter's vade mccutn,
where every subject of Christian art was mi-
nutely described as it should be painted. And
the form of this guide, even now in use among
Greek painters of Mount Athos and Thessaly,
goes back as far as the Eleventh Century.

Bible illustrations, besides continuously in-

structing the people already converted, were
used as instruments in missionary work. In

order to convert the Anglo-Saxons, for instance,

Benedict Biscop. who built tlie two greatest early

monasteries in England, brought from Rome a
series of small pictures illustrating the Old and
New Testaments and liad them reproduced on the

church walls. For the conversion of the Saxons,
Charlemagne's Capitularies insist, no new church
was complete until it had its tale of instructive

pictures. In the conversion of the Bulgarians,
Methodius, the Apostle to the Slavs, is said to

have brought about the cliange of heart of the

King and his people mainly through the eft'eet

of a painting of tlie Last Judgment. This
period—roughly, tlie Carlovingian Era—was one
of great activity in Bible illustrations, both in

codices and in church walls. The element of

fear began to be more emphasized than tliat of

love and peace. The torments of hell were soon
to replace the visions of the Heavenly Jerusalem,
in the same way as in the Fifth Century the

Heavenly Jerusalem had replaced the Garden of

Paradise of the Catacombs ; but this transforma-
tion progressed slowly, between tlie Eiglith and
Thirteenth centuries, culminating in the Torcello

mosaics and in poetry in Dante's Inferno.

Hitherto no distinction has been drawn be-

tween the Bible illustrations in the East and
these in the West, because in this part of Chris-

tian art there was less chance for divergences
than in other branches; still, even here. Eastern
art showed far more poetry and imagination.

The age of the iconoclasts there was a crucial

epoch in Eastern Bible illustration, and in many
ways revived antique traditions, wliicli were kept
much fresher in tlie East. Tlie dull level of

mediocrity which then ruled tlie West was not
really broken until the approach of the Gothic
Age, in the Twelfth Century. Tlien scholasti-

cism came to the rescue of art. The eneyclo-

picdic passion was vivified by religious fervor;

the mysticism of a Saint Hernard, a Saint Vic-

tor, and a Saint Bonaventura gave to the pic-
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torial image of the world's essence and history
which was then attempted a value far transcend-
ing the historic, liiblc ilhistration, as pure his-

tory, was still faitlifiilly carried on, but it no
longer occupied the old-time prominent place.
There was a return to symbolism, but on a far
higher, more imaginative, as well as more in-

tellectual |)lane than that of the early Christian
period. Tlie ''Wi.se and Foolish Virgins," the
"Tree of Jesse," were Bible illustrations, but not
in the historic sense. There was a new life in

the teaching of religion. But, while the purely
historic series no longer were so prominent on
church walls, the work of Bible illustration ccm-
tinucd in codices unabated. In fact, there were
—perhaps there had been before—.series of such
illustrations bound together with descriptive in-

scriptions and text; but without the Bible texts

themselves. Such manuals continued in use un-
til very late. When printing and block-engrav-

ing were invented in the Fifteenth Century they
could be multiplied in cheap form and circulated

among the people. (See Biblia Paupervm.)
From these sprang the really artistic series of

prints by such artists as Albiecht Diirer, from
whom our more modern Bible illustrators de-

scend. But after the masses learned to read and
write, and after the text of the Bible itself be-

came accessible to the majority, such illustra-

tions no longer played the really important role

in the development' of Christianity which tliey

had held for over twelve hunilred years.

BIBLE, Restrictions upon the Reading of,

I!Y the Laitv. The Roman Catholic ami Prot-

estant churches differ on this point, in that the
former prints authorized translations and re-

quests the faithful to restrict their reading to

them, and makes all their translations from the

Latin Vulgate text; whereas, the latter as such
authorizes no version, adopts no standard text,

but encourages every one to read translations

which are made directly from the Hebrew and
Greek originals. In the earliest times we find no
evidence of any prohibition of Bible-reading by
the laity. On the contrary, as the foundation
im wliich tlie Cliuicli was built, and the sole

source of religious knowledge, the reading of

the Bible formed an essential part of the in-

struction communicated by pastors to their con-

gregations; and the greatest orators of the

(Jhurcli—especially Chrysostom and Augustine

—

continually reminded their hearers that private

reading and study of the Scriptures should fol-

low attendance on publii' services. This great

fact is by no means contradicted by the warn-
ings found here and there in the Fathers against

the abuse or mistake of tlie meaning of Scrip-

ture; these warnings rather imply that Scrip-

ture-reading was common among the laity. The
gradual widening of the distinction, or ralher

the separation, between the ilcig\' and the laity,

was the work of the Middle Ages; and, among
other means of preserving traditions inviolate

and maintaining the exclusive character and
sacred aulliorlty of the hi<>rarcliy, the Bible

was held in the background, even while there

was no direct prohibition of its common use. In

1080 (iregory VII. ordained that Latin should

be the universal language of Catholic worship,

and consequently excluded all vernacular read-

ings of Scripture in public assemblies. Again,

with regard to the Waldenses, Innocent 111., in

1199, prohibited the private possession and read-
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ing of Scripture (excepting the portions con-

tained in the Breviary and the Psalter) without

priestly permission and supervision. Similar

prohibitions were repeated at the S^-nod of Tou-

louse (1229), in its fourteenth canon, and with

regard to Wiclif, at the Synod of Oxford (1382).

Ultimately, the recognized Latin version, or Vul-

gate, was more and more decidedly made the sole

authorized Church version. Indeed, as early as

1233, the Synod of Tarragona in its second

canon ordered that no one, either priest or

layman, should retain in his possession a copy of

the Romanic translation of the Bible. As, how-

ever, it soon appeared that little could be effected

by such prohibitions, milder measures were em-

ployed. The Council of Trent (1545-63) at its

fourth session (April 8, 1546) passed a decree

concerning the canonical Scriptures, which gave

a list of the books which were received, made
the vulgate Latin version the sole authoritative

source of quotation, and threatened with punish-

ment those who presumed to interpret the Scrip-

tures contrary to the sense given them by the

Fathers. But notliing was determined with
regard to Bible-reading among the laity. This

was first done in the publication of the first

Index Libroriim Proltibitorum (Rome, 1564),

which enjoined the necessity of obtaining written

permission of the bishop before a lay person

could read the Bible in the vernacular. After-

wards, the rules of the Church, placing the use

of the Scriptures under the supervision of the

bishops, were more and more strictly defined.

The publication of the New Testament with piac-

tical annotations by Paschasius Quesnel (1687)
gave occasion to the Roman Catholic Church to

speak more definitely on the reading of the Bible

by the laity in the bull Unigenitus Dei Filius

(1713). Xew ordinances were issued by Pope
Pius VII. in his brief to the Archbishops of

Onesen and Mohilev (1816) against translations

formerly authorized: again, by Leo XII., in his

condemnation of Bible societies (1824), bv Pius

VIII. ( 1829 )
, Gregory XVI. ( 1844 ) , and by Pius

IX., who, in his famous tii/llabus of Errors

(1864, sec. iv.), classes Bible societies among the

pests of modern times! Leo XIII. . as a profound
Bible student, advocates the reading of the Scrip-

tures in his Encj-clical of Xovember 18, 1893,

upon "The Study of the Bible." The various

ordinances of the Roman Catholic Church imply
that it is dangerous to give the Bible freely to

the laity, and that therefore no vernacular ver-

sions ought to be used without interpretations

taken from the Fathers, and an especial Papal
sanction.

The position of the Greek Church is somewhat
difTerent. It has passed no. plain prohibition of

Bible translations to the laity, without Church
guidance, as the Latin Church has. But in three

of the questions appended to the Eit/hteen De-
crees of the fiynod of Jerusalem, otherwise called

The Confession of Dositheiis (1672), which re-

late to the Scriptures, it answers in the nega-
tive the quesljon whether it is permitted to all

Christians to read the Bible, ^t then goes on to

explain that only those who had given it special

study were able rightly to interpret it. .\gree-

ably to the spirit of this prohibition. Czar Nicho-
las I. in 1820 suppressed the society for the
circulation of the- Russian vernacular transla-
tion of the Bible, allowed bv Czar Alexander I.

in 1813.

BIBLE SOCIETY.

BIBLE ANTIQ'UITIES, .n BIB'LICAL
AECH.a;OL'OGY. A study which has for its

object enlightenment as to the religious, social,

and political conditions, the arts and sciences,

manners and customs, geography, topography,
etc.. of the Jews and other peoples mentioned in

the Bible. It falls into t\\o main sections—the

Old and the Xew Testa^nent. The Old-Testament
field, from its historic extent and variety, fur-

nishes far the greater amount of material. Al-

though the antiquities of the Hebrews themselves
form the centre of these studies, the trend of

investigation and discovery during the past cen-

tury has given an ever-increasing importance to

their relations with other nations, and the light

thrown upon the Bible from these sources has
been xmexpectedly full. Egypt, Babylonia, As-
syria ; the Hittites, Phoenicians. Syrians, Per-

sians—all have furnished a large quota of ma-
terial. The cosmogony of Cienesis and the

account of the Deluge are being compared with
the corresponding legends of the early Baby-
lonians ; the sojourn of the Israelites in Egypt
has been tested by excavations and Egyptian
documents ; the official historic annals of the

.Assyrian kings, where they record operations in

• Tudaea and Samaria, can now be used to compare
with the texts of Kings and Chronicles, and even

the capture of Xineveh. the times of Daniel, and
the last days of Babylon. The Hittites, casually

mentioned in the Old Testament, are found to

have been a powerful confederacy; excavations

have disclosed the antiquities of these and other

tribes among whom the Hebrews came to settle.

Plwenician studies have helped to show the prim-
itive form of the Hebrew alphabet and language.

In short, the old supplements to the Bible text,

such as the writings of Josephus and Philo, the

Targums. and the Talmud, no longer retain their

exclusive importance. Palestine itself has been

thorovighly explored and surveyed, and many
old sites identified. The English Palestine Ex-
ploration Fund and the German Palastina-Ver-

ein have done the most systematic collective

work, and have published maps, surveys, and
periodical reports and new contributions. The
American association for the same purpose was
at work only a few years, but such Americans as

Selah Jlerrill and Frederick Bliss have done dis-

tinguished service. There has been organized a
school of Oriental studies in Palestine, to study

biblical archa?ologj' and to work in exploration

and excavation. A corpus of Semitic inscrip-

tions is published by the French Academy of

Inscriptions, and will furnish all such original

material. JIuch attention is of course paid to

archaeology in the Bible dictionaries, especially

in the larger ones of William Smith, T. K.
Che^^-ne ( Encyclopwdin Bihlico ) , and James Hast-
ings. See articles Assykia; Babylon; Baby-
lonia; P.\LESTIXE ; the cross references under
Arch.*:oi.ogy. and the biblical geographical ar-

ticles generally.

BIBLE CHRIS'TIANS. See Methodi.sm.

BIBLE OF THE POOR. S<-e Biblia Pau-
peris.

BIBLE SOCI'ETY. A religious society, hav-
ing exclusively for its object the translation and
difTusion of the Sacred Scriptures. Such asso-

ciations must be regarded as a natural form of
expression of Christian benevolence, acting ac-

cording to the principles of Protestantism, and
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seeking to take advantasie of tlie facilities

afforded by the art of printing: but a Ion;; period

elapsed after the Reformation before a Bible soci-

ety was foriiiccl—durinfj wliioh. liowever. an ex-

tensive ditVusion of the Scriptures took pU\fc, and
partly by the agency of associations which in-

cluded it among other means for the advancement
of Christianity. Itneccssaiyly became, along with
the translation of the Scriptures, one of the ob-

jects to which missionary societies directed their

energy. But perhaps the first association ever

formed for the sole and specific purpose of pro-

viding copies of the Scriptures for tho.se who
were destitute of them was that founded by
Baron Hildebrand von Canstein, an intimate
friend of Spcner. in conjunction with Francke
at Ilallc. which, down to 18.S4, when other

Bible societies were beginning to make their ap-

pearance iu Germany, had distributed 2,754,350

copies of the Bible and about 2,000.000 copies of

the New Testament. The imjnilse, however, to

the formation of the Bible societies now exist-

ing in all parts of Protestant Christendom pro-

ceeded from England, wliere in 1780 an asso-

ciation was formed for the distribution of Bibles

among soldiers and sailors. It was at first

simply called 'The Bible Society'; it exists at

the present day. and is now known as the Naval
and Military Bible Society, and, confining itself

to its original specific object, has accomplished
much good. It is not an iminteresting circum-

stance that the first ship in which Bibles were
distributed by this society was the ill-fated

Roi/al (leorfie. In the beginning of 1792 a

similar association was formed in London, un-

der the name of the French Bible Society, with

a similar limited and specified object of dis-

tributing Bibles in the French tongue. It was
])robal)ly the attitude assumed by infidelity in

France whicli gave occasion to the formation of

this society, but the greater part of its funds,

having been remitted to Paris for the printing of

the Bible there, was lost, and everything belong-

ing to the Society destroved in tlie tumult of the

llevolution. It was not" till 1802 that the first

steps were taken toward the formation of the

British A^•I) Foreign Bible Society, the parent
of a multitude of similar institutions, and the

establishment of which must be regarded as a
great epoch in the historj- of this branch of

Christian bpnelicencc: nor was the Society fully

organized and established till March 7. 1S04.

Its fornuition took (ilace in consequence of the

deep impression made upon the mind of the Rev.
Thomas Charles, of Bala, in Wales, by the desti-

tution of the Sacred Scriptures which he found to

exi.st in the sjihere of his labors, and particularly

by a circumstance strikingly illustrative of that
destitution. Meeting a little girl. Mary .Tones

—

a name had in loving remembrance by the friends

of Bible Societies—he in(|uired if she could re-

peat the text irom which he had preached on the

preceding Sunday. Instead of giving a prompt
reply, as she had been accustomed to do. she re-

mained silent, and then, weeping, told liim that

the weather had been so bad she could not get to

read the Bible. She had been accustomed to travel

everi' week seven miles over the hills to a place

where she could obtain access to the Welsh Bible.

Mr. Charles, on his next visit to London, brought
the subject of the want of Bibles in Wales to the

notice of the Committee of the Religious Tract
Society (q.v.). when it was suggested Ijy Mr.
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Hughes, a member of the committee, that a
society might be formed for the purpose of sup-
])lying Bil)les. not only in Wales, Init wherever
destitution existed throughout the world. The
Society was constituted on the widest possible
liasis. Churchmen and Dissenters Ix-ing alike in-

cluded in it; and soon attained a greatness cor-

lespcmding witli that of tlu' other two religious
societies, the London Missionary Society (see
Missions), and the Religious "Tract Society,
which had been formed on similar principles

a few years before. It was indeed able to ex-

pend only about £G19 in the first year of its

existence, but its annual income gradually in-

creased to an average of £70.000, and in 1873-76
it amounted to £11(J.S02, derived from tlie dona-
tions, legacies, collections, etc., and ajiplicable to

the general purposes of the Society, besides £108
for a special object (the 'Roxburghe fund'), and
£105,410 derived from sales of Bibles and Testa-
ments, abstiacts. monthly rejiorts. etc., show-
ing the net receipts for the year to be £222.320.
Auxiliary and branch societies and dc|)endent as-

sociations rapidly sprang up in all parts of Great
Britain and in tlie Colonies, the number of which
at present amounts to between 5000 and GOOO.
Large sums have, of course, been sjient by the
British and Foreign Bible Society for the diffu-

sion of the Authorized Knglish Version of the
Bible. The fundamental law of the Society has,

up to the present time, restricted it to the publi-
cation of this version only in English ; but a
change in its constitution has now liecn made, by
which the Revised Version can hereafter be pub-
lished. It has also spent large sums in printing
and circulating the Scriptures in the ditTcrent

Celtic languages spoken in Great Britain and lie-

land. It has developed an efl'ective system of

agencies for thoroughly meeting the needs of

Great Britain. The foreign department of this

work has gradually become, with the progress of

modern uiissi(nis, one of its chief functions. It

stands ready to print the translations of the
Bible prepared by missionaries and offered for
publication, and in many cases has been forward
to initiate the undertaking of such translations.

The translation, printing, or distribution of the
whole or part of the Bible has been pnmioted by
the Society directly in 2!lti languages or dialects,

and indirectly in 07; a total of 3ti.3. Its list now
contains the Bible in 100 langiuiges, complete
New Testaments in 100 more, and some ))ortion

of the Scriptures in iiKue than 150 others. To
print these, over 50 dilVercnt styles of diarac-
teis are required. The payments made by the
Society for the services of translators, rcvi.sers,

and proof-readers amounted iu this last fiscal

year to about £4,000. The extent of its opera-
tions can be measured in some degree by its is-

sues. Tiiese, during the last two years, were:

1900-1901 Compared with 1S99-1900.

Bibles Mo.aot Bibles S43.990
•• 1.308.176 •• 1.20.i,!lilO

•• 2.760.686 •• 2.',07.S12

Total 4,914.369 Total., 5,(147.792

The total issues for the Society for the 07 years
since its foundation in 1804 amount to nearly
170.000.000 copies. Its income for the same year
reached an aggregate of £221,535. shillings, and

pence. These stupendous tiorures become still

more impressive by a closer survey of its work in

various foreign mission-fields of the world, where
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the Society maintains agents to direct its opera-

tions. These operations are now conducted on a
scale practically coextensive with the advancing
tide of modern missionary conquest, so that wher-

ever the missionary goes, and sometimes before

he goes, the colporteur is found at his task of

Scripture distribution.

In the principal countries of Europe, including

Russia, where it has generally the cordial sup-

port of the Russian Church ; in Central Asia, Si-

beria, Persia, Turkey, Greece, Egjpt, Algeria,

Morocco, South Africa, Madagascar, the Indian

Empire, China. .Tapan, Australia. South and Cen-

tral America, British North America—in tine,

throughout the whole world its labors are abun-

dant and successful.

A controversy concerning the circulation of

the books of the Apocrypha along with the ca-

nonical Scriptures by the British and Foreign
Bible Society (see Apoceypiia) led to a resolu-

tion in 1826 that its funds should be devoted, ac-

cording to its original design, to the diffusion of

the canonical books alone. The Edinburgh Bible

Society existed from that time forward as an en-

tirely separate society till 1861. when all the
Scotch societies amalgamated to form the
Nationai, Bible Society of Scotland.
Of the numerous Bible societies of Germany, the

most important and extensively ramified is the
Prussian Central Bible Society {Hauptbibelge-
sellschaft) in Berlin. It was founded in 1814,

has branches in all parts of the Prussian domin-
ions, and distributes annually about 120,000
Bibles and 50,000 Xew Testaments. There are
besides numerous independent Bible societies in

other parts of the German Empire, as in

Wiirttomberg, Saxony, Bavaria, and Mecklen-
burg; but they are of less importance. All these
societies unite in supplying the German Army
with Bibles and Testaments. They also now
circulate the revised Lutheran version. A large
number of Bibles are still, however, annually
supplied to the people of Germany by the
agents of the British and Foreign Bible So-
ciety. Bible societies were prohibited by the
Austrian Government in 1817, and some which
had already been established in Hungary were
dissolved. The Rr.ssiAX Bible Society, founded
at Saint Petersburg in 1813, through the exer-

tions of Dr. Paterson, and under the patronage
of the Emperor Alexander I., entered upon a
career of great activity and usefulness, cooperat-
ing with the British and Foreign Bible Society
for the printing of the Scriptures in the numer-
ous languages spoken within the Russian domin-
ions: but its operations were suspended in 1826
on the accession of the Emperor Nicholas, its

stock of Bibles, and the whole concern, being
transferred to the Holy Synod, under the claim
that the sacred work of supplying the peo-
ple with the Holy Scriptures belonged to the
Church, and not to a secular society. The Bibles
and Testaments in stock were indeed sold, and
very large editions were thus disposed of, but
the activity of a society which had no equal in
Continental Europe was at an end. A Protestant
Bible society was then formed for the purpose of
providing editions of the Scriptures, and circu-
lating them among the Protestants of all parts
of the Empire, which now reckons about .300

auxiliary societies. But the action of this society
"does not touch the members of the Greek
Church, or, if at all, only slightly and inci-
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dentally, and it makes no provision of the Scrip-

tures in the language spoken by the great mass of

the people. It is merely designed to meet the
wants of colonists and others, who do not use the
Russian language." Of the translations of the

Scriptures published by the original Russian
Bible Society, the greater number have never
been reprinted since its suppression.

The principal Bible Society in the United
States is The American Bible Society.

The organization of the American Bible So-

ciety was preceded by a period of awakening in-

terest in the translation and circulation of the
Scriptures. This showed itself in a variety of

ways. The first portion of Scripture printed in

America was the Xew Testament, translated into

the Indian language by John Eliot, and printed
at Cambridge, Mass.. in 1661: a translation of

the whole Bible followed in 1663. A German
Bible was printed at Geimantown, Pa., in 1743.

In 1777 the English Xew Testament, and in 1782
the entire Bible, was printed at Philadelphia.

This was the first English Bible with an Amer-
ican imprint, and it was recommended by Con-
gress, after an examination by the chaplains. A
petition was presented to the National Congress,

asking that'an appropriation of public funds be
made for the printing of Bibles during the Revo-
lutionary War, and in response thereto Congress
directed that 20,000 copies be imported at the
public expense. The first Bible Society in the
United States was instituted at Philadelphia in

1808; the second, at Hartford; the third, at
Boston; the fourth, at Xew York; the fifth, at
Princeton, X. .J.—all in 1809. In a few years
there were about GO. Delegates from 35 of these

societies met in Xew York, May, 181 G, and or-

ganized the American Bible Society, to which the
local organizations generally became auxiliary.

The number of auxiliaries increased rapidly, and
at present amounts to about 1500. In 1841 an
act of incorporation for the American Bible So-

ciety was obtained with privileges which have
since been enlarged. The first place of business

was a room 7 feet by 9 ; the next was 20 feet

square; the third was in a building erected in

Nassau Street on a lot 50 feet by 100, and after-

wards enlarged. In 1852 the present Bible

House was built, occupying the whole of the
groimd bounded by Third and Fourth avenues.
Astor Place, and Ninth Street, having a peri-

phery of more than 700 feet, an open square
in the centre, and being six stories high. The
structure is of brick, with stone copings, and
commands attention by its magnitude, admir-
able proportions, and appropriate finish. The
working force consists of the executive and manu-
facturing departments, the former containing
the corresponding secretaries and treasurer; the

latter includes printing, electrotyping, proof- rea<i-

ing. and other branches of the work. The print-

ing is now done on the best modern jiresses. In
the bindery, also, the best modern improvements
have been introduced. The Society owns 120 sets

of stereotype and electrotype plates, from which
are printed 20 sizes of English Bibles, and 10

sizes of the Xew Testament; each size i^i boimd
in from four to six styles, as there is a demand
for Bibles of all sizes in fine bindings, but by far

the greater proportion of all issues are in plain

styles, and are circulated among the poor. The
whole Bible has been stereotyped at great ex-

pense in the Boston raised letter for the use of
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the blind, and in the New York point print.

About 2.1,000 volumes of the former and 4000

of the latter have l>een circulated, in large

measure gratuitously. Bv the charter and the

constitution of the Societ\' it is restricted, as the

British and Foreign Ij!il)lc Society lias lieen hith-

erto, to the circulation of the Holy Scri|)tures

without note or comment. Tlie government of tlie

Boeiety. according to the constitution, is intrusted

to a board of managers, consisting of thirty-six

laymen, one-fourth of whom go out of office each

year, but are reeligible. Laymen who were con-

stituted directors for life before June 1, 1877 (by

the payment of .'fil.'jO) , and ministers who are life-

members (by the payment of $.'10 ) are authorized

to attend tlie meetings of the hoard, with power
to speak and vote. This brings into connection

with the lay managers a certain number of or-

dained ministers, and laymen and ministers

serve on its various committees to whom are in-

trusted the departments and branches of its

work. The Committee on Versions is composed
of eminent ministers representing various differ-

ent Christian denominations, and all new transla-

tions offered for publication must first receive

the approval of the Committee on Versions.

The constant aim of the American Bible

Society, as of its elder sister, the British and
Foreign, with which it has ever labored in the

closest official friendship, has been to secure the

adequate translation of the Holy Scriptures into

all the languages of the earth, and to distribute

these translations as widely as possible, and espe-

cially to reach the destitute of all classes and
conditions. For this purpose it has often ini-

tiated and supi)orted new translations or revi-

sions of existing translations, and its books

arc by fixed rule sold at cost prices as a maxi-

nuini," and at much less than cost, in many
cases, and often giVen away to the very poor.

At first its energy was naturally directed to a

thorough supplying of the needs of the United

States. Four times it has undertaken to can-

vass the whole country for this purpo.se. These

canvasses were begun in 1829, in 1850, in 1866,

and in 1882, and they occupied altogether many
years. During the whole period of its existence

it has made similar attempts on a less extensive

scale. During the fourth resupply, beginning

in 1882, more than 6,300,000 families were

visited by its colporteurs, and 47;i,80(i families

were supplied with the Scriptures, and in addi-

tion, nearly rlOO.OOO individuals, in 27 languages,

including Welsh, German, Dutch, Norwegian and
Danish. Swedish, Italian. Finnish. Hungarian,
Bohemian, and Chinese. The immigrant popula-

tions, the negroes of the South, and other jiarts

of the nation peculiarly needy, it has sought to

help.

With the development of the country, during

the progress of the century, the foreign work of

the Society has come into greater relative promi-

nence, though its work at home has still been

maintained. From the very beginning, indeed,

it has recognized the necessities of foreign coun-

tries. During the last twenty-five years its for-

eign circulation has steadily increased, rising

from 270,892 copies in 1876 to 973,615 copies in

the year 1900. It has by large grants, both of

money and hooks, aided missionary labors of the

various Christian churches having missions in

foreign lands to prosecute Bible translation and
distribution, entering fully into the Foreign Mis-
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sion enterprise, and sharing its enthusiasm. It

has now twelve regular agencies under its own
direction, each under the direction of an or-

dained minister of the Gos])el—tlie La Plata

Agency (including Argentina. Uruguay, Para-

guay, Bolivia, Chile, Peru, and Kcuador) ; Bra-

zil ; Venezuela and Colombia; Central America;
.Mexico; Cuba; Porto Kico; China; Siam and
Laos; Japan (including Korea), and the Philip

pines. Besides these agencies imder its own di

rection, it aids in Bible circulation by means of

missionary and other correspondents, in Norway,
Sweden, France. Germany, Switzerland, S])ain,

Italy, Austria, Africa, Arabia, Persia, India,

Hawaii, Micronesia, and other countries. The
scope and magnitude of its operations are ex-

hibited bv the following table:

Bible Society Issued
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world." It has done much in foreign lands; and,

with the assistance of scholars both in Europe

and America, was eufrajjcd in revising the Author-

ized Version. In 1SS3 the Bible convention hchl

bv the Baptists at Saratoga, X. Y.. decided that

the American Baptist Publication Society should

henceforth do the work of publication and circu-

lation for the American and Foreign Bible So-

ciety and the American Bible Union, which still

maintain their legal existence on account of

certain legacies and other funds. The most of

the money goes for the distribution of the Scrip-

tures. The Bible Union revised the entire New
Testament and portions of the Old—the Penta-

teuch, Job. Psalms, and portions of other books.

The original revision was itself revised, and the

Old Testament parts again revised, and tho.se

not previously revised are undergoing revision.

BIBTJIA PAU'PERTJM: (Lat., Bible of the

poor). A sort of picture-book of the Middle

Ages, giving, on from forty to fifty leaves, the

leading events of human salvation through

Christ, each picture being accompanied by an
illustrative text or sentence in Latin. A similar

and contemporaneous work on a more extended

scale, and with the legend or text in rhyme, was
called Speculum Humanw Salnifioiiix. i.e. the

"Mirror of Human Salvation." The redemption

by Christ is the central idea of this collection, so

that the Old Testament subjects are chosen for

their typical signilicance. Before the Reforma-

tion these two books were very popular among
both the clergy and the laity. Owing to

this general popularity the printed copies were

soon worn out. and are now very rare. Many
manuscripts of it and of the Mirror of Salvation,

several as old as the Thirteenth Century, are

preserved in different languages. The pictures

of this series were copied in sculptures, in wall

and glass painting, altar-pieces, etc., and thus

became of importance in the art of the Middle

Ages. In the Fifteenth Centuri', the Biblic Pau-

perum was perhaps the first book that was print-

ed in the Netherlands and Germany, first with

blocks, and then with types. The chief proof for

the discovery of printing in Haarlem rests on
the first impressions of the Speculum Humanw
Salralionis. The Biblia Pauperum has been sev-

eral times reprinted in facsimile, e.g. London,

1884 (by Unwin, with preface by Dean Stanley).

See Coster.

BIBXICAI, CRITICISM. Under this term
are incluiied two distinct departments of biblical

investigation, commonly termed Lower or Tex-

tual Criticism and Higher Criticism, each of

which is defined according to the object in view.

( 1 ) Textual CRiTicis.\t has for its object the

determination of the true text of the biblical

writings, i.e. the text as it stood in the auto-

graphs. Since these are no longer extant, the

textual critic must carefully examine the various

existing witnesses to the text, such as manu-
scripts in the language of the autof.'raphs. manu-
scripts of versions, especially of the more ancient
ones, and quotations found in the writings of an-
cient authors. On the basis of such an examina-
tion, conducted in accordance with certain well-

defined principles, the critic .seeks to reconstruct
the text of the autographs. The principles gov-
erning textual critici.sm are the same for all an-
cient writings, biblical or secular. The differ-

ence between the textual criticism of the Old
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and New Testaments is due mainly to the dif-

ferent character and quantity of the evidence
for the respective texts. For the New Testa-

ment the jMSS. are more numerous, and in many
inst-'inces nearer the autographs than is the case

for the Old Testament. But the principles are

essentially the same in both cases. For the prin-

ciples of textual criticism, as applied to tlie

New Testament, see Bible, New-Testament Text.

(2) Higher Criticisji, also called Historical

or Literary Criticism, has for its object the de-

termination of questions concerning the dates,

authorship, genuineness, composition, and char-

acter of the biblical writings. If it seems to

find that some of the books of the Bible are of

composite origin, it seeks to ascertain the facts

as to the sources from which they were derived,

i.e. their age, original form, and general char-

acter and worth. These and similar questions

ai'e important, and, as biblical .science stands

to-day, imperatively demand answers. It is

true that tradition fuinishes answers to such
questions; but modem biblical study is not con-

tent to take the dicta of tradition, unsupported
by other evidence. The evidence which it is the

object of higher criticism to obtain is almost
entirely internal, furnished by the writings un-

der investigation. It may be difficult to procure;

but, once obtained, it is final. It is almost need-

less to say that higher criticism is not confined

to biblical study, being recognized as indispensa-

ble to the proper investigation of all ancient lit-

erary productions.

Conclusions reached by different critics in re-

gard to the same biblical writings are often quite

diverse. This is because the critic not only

makes use of certain methods by which main
facts, elemental facts, are brought to light, but
also seeks to interpret these facts, and thus reach

Ids conclusions. It is in the interpretation of the

facts that the bias of the critic is manifested.
Theoretically, there should be no sucli bias

;
prac-

tically, it is unavoidable. It is admitted on all

sides that criticism must be free and untram-
meled. It should have no hostility to or par-

tiality for traditional opinion, philosophical

theories, or dogmatic systems. Since critics are

but human, this ideal is never reached in actual

practice. A distinction should therefore be

made between the principles underlying the

methods of Higher Criticism, by the use of which
facts are ascertained, and the presuppositions

according to which the bearing of such facts is

determined. Strictly speaking, the term 'Higher
Criticism' should be indicative mainly of the

methods; for these are common to all critics.

The most convenient classification of the
methods of the Higher Criticism is the threefold

one into literary, historical, and theological (cf.

A. C. Zenos, The Elements of the Hifiher Criti-

cism ) . That is. in order to form a judgment as

to the date, authorship, and general character of

a writing, the critic is careful to observe all the

phenomena of a literary, historical, and theo-

logical character that the writing presents.

In using the literary' method, all peculiarities
of style, such as vocabulary, idioms, and literary
forms, are noted. It is sometimes found that
different sections in the same book differ in

marked degree from each other in these respects,

and the question at once arises whether these dif-

ferences point to different authorship of such
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ecotions. If so, it would imply that tlip book

umler invest ipat ion is of composite authorship.

The whole question of the sources of certain bih-

lieal books thus becomes a matter of serious

inquiry. The use of the literarv- method also

enables the critic to form a tentative jud{,mient

as to the style peculiar to a given author, fur-

nishing a stanilard of comparison to be applied

to sections or books of uncertain authorship

to determine whether they may be assigned to a

writer whose style is known.
The historical method is based on the obser-

vation that literary productions generally con-

lain some indications of the age and surround-

ings in which they originate. The critic seeks

to°detect all such explicit or implicit historical

allusions, and to pass judgment on their signifi-

cance. Where the indications are clear and posi-

tive, a conclusion is easily reached. Where
there is only silence—i.e. no such indications—it

is only with great caution that the silence may
be used as indicating that the writing did not

originate in a given age. The argument e silentio

is always precarious.

By the theological method is meant the ob-

servation of the content of thought, of the circle

of ideas belonging to a document, or author, or

age. From the undoubted productions of a given

author or age, conclusions may be reached as to

the ruling theological or other conceptions be-

longing to such an author or period. The con-

elusions so reached may then be used as tests to

be applied to writings of uncertain age and au-

thorship. The application of this test is a

matter of delicacy, and conclusions based upon

it are apt to be somewhat insecure.

These three methods arc not independent; they

mutually correct and support each other.

The liislory of the Higher Criticism extends

back only into the Eighteenth Century. Keen-

eyed biblical students luive always, it is true,

exercised the critical judgment: but not until

modern times has Higiicr Criticism been a rec-

ognized method of biblical study, formally lay-

ing aside traditional opinions with a determina-

tion to make the biblical books themselves

answer the questions as to their origin and

character.

The Old Testament was first subjected to

criticism. After other.s had made confused and

unregulated attempts to solve the problem of

the authorship of the Pentateuch, in 1753 Jean

Astruc, a Trench physician, called attention to

the use of two names for the Deity in Genesis,

explaining the phenomenon by the supposition

that Mnses had before him ditfcrent documents,

in which different names for God were used.

Thirty years later .T. G. Eichhorn further de-

velo])cd the same theory, and gave the name
'Higher Criticism' to tlie method of investiga-

tion. From Eichhom's day the progress and de-

velopment of Higher Criticism has been steady.

At first confined mainly to Genesis, it has been

gradually applied to all parts of the Bible. So

fxtensive has it become that it includes a num-
ber nf special fields of study, each with its own
problems and voluminous literature, e.g. the

ilexatcuch criticism, the Isaiah question, the

Synoptic iirohjem, the sources of the Book of

Acts, the criticism of the Pauline Epistles, of the

.Toliannine literature. In fact, each book of the

llible presents its own problems, which it is the

duty of criticism to attempt to solve.

BiBLiOGR.\PiiY. The various Iittroductiotui to the
whole or parts of the Old and N'ew Testaments
contain accounts of the biblical critiiism. In

addition, see such special treatises as the follow-

ing: .J. Wellhauscn. Prnlcqomcna zur Ocschirhte
Israels (5th ed., Berlin, "l890) : W. R. Smith,
The Old Testament in the Jeaixh Church (2d
ed., Edinburgh, 1892) ; T. K. Cheyne, Founders
of Old Testament Criticism (London, 1892) :

A. C. Zenos, The Elements of the Higher Criti-

cism (New York, 1895) : M. W. Jacobus, .1

Problem i)i Sew Testament Criticism (New
York, 1900) ; H. S. Xash, The History of the
Hiqher Criticism of the New Testament (New
York. 1900).

BIB'LIOG'BAPHY. A term which was first

used, according to its original meaning, to de-

note the transcription of books. After the pub-
lication of the first volume of De Bure's Bib-
lioiiraphie Instructive in 1703, it was used to
signify the proper description of books, and con-

cerned itself with authorship, printing place, and
date of publication, editions, rarity, history, and
external beauties of books. With the spread of
popular education, the multiplication of books,

and especially with the modern development of

libraries and the book-trade, tlie term bibliogra-

phy has come to be u.sed in a still more practical

sense, as concerning itself with the contents of

books. The most useful modern bibliographies

are those of special countries, those concerning
any one considerable branch of knowledge, and
bibliographies of individual authors. Allied to

them are bibliographies of anonymous and
liseudonymous works. Subject-indexes to period-

icals or society transactions may also be re-

garded as bibliographic.

A favorite dream of bibliographers has always
been the production of a catalogue which would
cover the whole realm of printed books. The
most notable, though not the earliest, attempt of

this sort was that of Conrad Gesner, who pub-

lished at Zurich his Bibliothcca Universalis, in

4 volumes, 1545-55. In one alphaliet he recorded,

under the names of the authors, all the books in

the Hebrew, Greek, and Latin languages about
which he could olitain information. Since Ges-

ner's time there have been many others who have
attempted to make a universal catalogue, among
them Dr. Robert Watt, of Edinburgh, who pre-

pared the liihliotheca Uritannica (4 vols., 1824).

But the latter's work, in respect to foreign books,

is selective and not universal. Its greatest use

is in connection with British works. The other

general bibliographies of greatest utility are the

following: Brunet, Manuel du Ubrnire et de
Vamateur dc lirres (oth ed., 9 vols., Paris,

1800-80: supplement, 3 vols., 1878-80): Griisse,

Tr^sor de lirres rares ct precieux (7 vols., Dres-

den, 1859-69) : and Ebert, Alltiemeines bibliogra-

phisches Lexikon (2 vols., Leipzig, 1821-30).

An English translation was published under the

title (lencral liibliofiraphical Dictionary (4 vols.,

Oxford, 1837). Bibliographical lit<'rature has

increased to such proportions that a large num-
ber of extensive works have been published, sim-

ply to enumcnite them. The most famous of

these is Pctzholdt's liibliotheca Bibliogrnphieii

(Leipzig, 1880). Henri Stein's Manuel de bib-

li<iiiniphie fifnfrale (Paris, 1897) uses the ma-
terial of Petzholdt, revising it and bringing it up
to date. Of even greater value to the general

reader is the published List of Bibliographical

I
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TTorts in the Reading Room of the British

Museum (18S9). Finally, these works have

increased to such a number that the Biblio-

graphical Society of Chicago printed as its lirst

publication in IHOI A. G. S. Josephson's Biblio-

ijraphy of Bibliographies Chronologicallg Ar-
ranged.
For the general purposes of the ordinary stu-

dent, bookseller, and librarian, the book-trade

bibliographies of the various countries are of

most service. In the ease of American books, the

series of the American Catalogue and its supple-

ments will be sufficiept for most cases. Beginning
with the books in print in 1S7G. 12 volumes
cover the held to 1002. Annual volumes have
been published since 1SS6, and the Publisher's

Weekly keeps the record up to date. The Pub-
lisher's Trade List Annual is indispensable, and
the Monthly Cumulatirc Book Index, published
since 1898, is excellent. American Book Prices

Current, a record of books, manuscripts, and
autographs sold at auction since 1894, is pub-
lished annually, and is exceedingly valuable

as giving the tiuctuating prices of out-of-print

books. Both English and American books are

included in Alliboue, Critical Dictionary of Eng-
lish Literature (3 vols., 1859-72), Vith supple-

ment (2 vols., Philadelphia, 1897).
For books printed in England there is the

English Catalogue, published in London since

178{): since 1837 an annual catalogue has been
issued. The Reference Catalogue of Current Lit-

erature (well indexed) is published every four

years. For the earlier period of British publi-

cations. Watt's Bibliotheca Britannica (4 vols.,

1824) and LowTides's Bibliographer's Manual of

English Literature (new ed. 11 vols., 18.57-64)

are the chief authorities. For the prices of books
sold at auction in England Book Prices Current,
published annually since 1886, may be consulted.

The principal trade catalogue of France is that
of Lorenz, entitled Catalogue general de la librai-

rie franiaise (13 vols.. Paris, 18G7-9G). It cov-

ers a period from 1840 to 1890. Since 1893 a
Catalogue annuel has been published, edited by
D. .lordell. The earlier literature of France is

best traced in Brunefs Manuel and Qui'rard's La
France littcrairc (12 vols., 1827-64) and its sup-
plements (6 vols., 1840-57).

There are two very extended series of Ger-
man trade bibliographies, that of Heinsius, All-

gemcines Biicher-Lexicon (Leipzig, 1812-94), cov-

ering the period 1770-1892 in 19 volumes, while
that of Kayser, Tollstandiges Biicher-Lexikon
(Leipzig. 1834-1900), covers the period 1750-

1898, in 32 volumes. For many years Hinrichs
has published at Leipzig catalogues covering five-

year and half-year periods.

The best means of tracing Italian publica-

tions is in the Catalogo collcltivo delta lihreria

italinna (4 vols., Jli'lan, 1878-91) and in the
Bollettino delle pubblica-ioni itnliane, published
by the National Central Library of Florence
sinoe 1888.

To look up Spanish publications one needs
Hidalgo's Diceionario general de hibliografia es-

panoln (7 vols.. Madrid. 1862-81) and the
monthly Boletin de la lihreria. whicli has been
published since 1873. The authority for Portu-
guese books is Silva's Diceionario bibliogrofico

portuguez (10 vols., Lisbon, 1858-93) ; this also

covers Brazilian works.
Among numerous works published in Belgium,

mention need only be made of the Bibliographie
nationale (4 vols., Brussels, 1886-98). In Hol-
land the name of Brinkman stands for the series

of catalogues \\hich he has published at Amster-
dam, including yaamlijst ran boekeu sedert 1790
tet IS'iU (.Amsterdam, 1835-58) and Catalogue
van boekeu IS.JO-ill (Amsterdam, 1883-93).

For the literature of Denmark the chief au-

thorities are Bruun's Bibliotheca Danica, IJfSi

til 1S30 (3 vols., Copenhagen, 1872-96) and the

series Dansk Bogfortcgnelse, IS'iI-il.i (4 vols.,

Copenhagen, 1861-94). In Sweden the series of

Broberg's Srensk Bok-Katalog and its supple-

ments have been published since 1878.

In addition to these national bibliographies,

there is scarcely a science which does not pos-

sess a bibliography of its own. Reference may
be made here to some of the more important
ones, princijjally published in Germany. For
astronomy, Houzeau and Lancaster, Bibliogra-

phie de I'a.^ronomie (Brussels, 1882-87); for

botany, Pritzel, Thesaurus Literaturaf Botanicw
(Leipzig, 1872) ; for arehteology, Hiibner, Bib-
liographic dcr 1,'lassischcn Alfcrtunisu-issenschaft

(Berlin, 1889) ; for Greek and Roman literature,

Preuss, Bibliotheca Seriptoruin (^lassicorum

(Leipzig, 1880-82) ; for American history, Lar-
ned. The Literature of American History (Bos-
ton, 1902) ; for French history, Monod, Biblio-

graphie de Vhistoire de France (Paris, 1888);
for German history, Dahlmann-Waitz, Quellen-

kunde der deutsclien Ueschichte (Gottingen,

1894) ; for jurisprudence, Aiiihlbrecht, UebersichC

dcr qesamtcn staals- und rcehtsicissenschaftliehen

I.ilt'eratur (Berlin, 1869) ; for medicine, Pauly,

Bibliographie des sciences medieales (Paris.

1S74) ; for mathematics, Eogg, Bibliotheca

Mathematica (Tubingen, 1830, continued by
Sohncke, Leipzig, 1854) ; for music, Hofmeis-

ter, Handbuch der musikalischen Litteratur

(Leipzig, 1844-93) : for theology, Danz, Uni-

versal-W'Srterbuch der theologisehen, kircheti-

vnd religionsgeschiehtlichen Litteratur (Leipzig,

1843), and Hurter, Xomenelator Literariu-s: Re-

eentioris Theologice Catholioce (Innsbruck, 1871-

86).
Numerous bibliographies of anonymous and

pseudonymous works have appeared, from Geis-

ler (1671) and Placcius (1674) down to the

present day. ( See Axoxtmous.) Poole's /ndco;

to Periodical Literature covers, for the Nine-

teenth Centun*. a vast number of articles which
have never apiicared in book-form.

BIB'LIOMAN'CY (Gk. ^t/3Xia, biblia, the

Bible -h imvrda, manteia, divination). A mode
of divination much practiced during many ages,

by opening the Bible and observing the first pas-

sage which the eye lighted on, or by entering a
church and taking notice of the first words of

the Bible heard after entering. The Fathers

of the Church were used in the same manner,
and this use w-as equally condemned. The apjili-

cation was often very fanciful, and depended
rather upon the mere sound of the words than
upon their proper si)Knification or the scope of

the passage. Prayer and fasting were sometimes
used as a preparation for a mode of consulting

the divine oracles, than which nothing could be

more contrary to their purpo.se and spirit, and
which was in harmony only with the notions and
practices of heathenism. Bibliomancy was pro-

hiliited, under pain of exconuuunication, if the
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person was a clergyman, hy the sixteenth canon
of the Synod of Vannes, in Brittany, a.d. 465,

and by the synods of Agde, in South Gaul (506),
in the forty-second canon, and Orleans (511), in

the thirtieth canon. It continued, however, to

prevail for many centuries thereafter, and is

said to have been introduced into England at

the Xomian Conquest. It was essentially the

same as the l^nrtrs Vrrriiliance, the only difference

being tlie lioiik employed.

BIBXIOMA'NIA (Uk. /3i/3X/oy, hiblion, book

+ fujLvla, mania, madness, frenzy, mania). A
word fomied from the Greek to express the pas-

sion for rare and curious books, which has mani-
fested itself to such an extent during the last

century. While the ordinary collector is satis-

fied with the possession of works which are valu-

able either on account of their established repu-

tation or as assisting him in his literary or

professional pursuits, the bibliomaniac is actu-

ated by other motives. With him utility is of

secondary importance, rarity being the first and
great I'equisite. The history of the auction-room
reads like a romance. In 1812 occurred the
famous sale of the library of the Duke of Rox-
burghe. Among the treasures which that library

contained was the only perfect copj' known to

exist of the first, or at least the first dated, edi-

tion of Boccaccio's Decameron (Venice. Christ.

Valdarfer, 1471). After a spirited competition
with Lord Spencer, this volume was purchased
by the Marquis of Blandford for the sum of

f22G0—probably the highest price ever paid up
to that time for a single book. One of the re-

sults of the sale was the establishment of the

Roxburghe Club (1812), the object of which
was to reprint, for the use of the members only,

works hitherto unedited, or of extreme rarity.

The example thus set was speedily followed by the

Bannatj-ne and ilaitland clubs in Scotland, and
by many more in other parts of Great Britain.

In 1884 the Grolier Club was established in New
York City. Books of the first printers, especially

from the press of Gutenberg and Fust (second

half of the Fifteenth Century), bring enormous
prices. A Mazarin Bible (so styled from the

first discovery of a copy in Cardinal JIazarin's

library), printed by them on paper, brought, in

1873, 'f2600 : and eleven years later a splendid

copy on vellum was sold for i.'JOOO (resold in

1898 for £29.50). This latter book is assigned

to the year 1450, and is believed to be one of the

very oldest of all printed books in existence. At
the" same sale a beautiful Psalter, Fsalmoriim
Codex, printed by Fust and Schoeffer (1459),

brought £4950. Caxtons also run high, the

Enei/dos going in 1885 at £2350. Some of the

Aldines and the genuine Elzevirs are also much
prized by collecU)rs. In 1S!)9 the Pickering

edition with inserted plates of Walton and Cot-

ton's Complete .Inyler sold at .$2870; The
Troublesome liaigiw of John, Kinij of England
1591, at £510; and the Ashburnham manu-
scripts at £8500. The beautiful books from the

Kelmscott Press of the late William Morris, re-

producti<ms of the style oF the old masters, are

in great demand; a Chaucer in ordinary binding

sold in 1900 for $000, a copy in pure white pig-

skin for $9.50, and in 1902 a copy on vellum for

£520.

Though the old books are maintaining values,

many collectors are satisfied with the first edi-

tions of ^Yavvrley, Pickwick, \'anily Fair, and

the books of other recent writers. The first ob-

scure publications of authors afterwards famous
are also much sought after. In 1895 I'oemx by
Two liroihrrs, bv Alfred and Charles Tennyson
(Louth. 1827), sold for .$170; and in 1892 the
original autograph manuscript of the poems
brought £480. In 1899 Stevenson's Father
Dainicn (Sydney, 1890) brought £41, and Kip-
ling's Schoolboy I^yrirs, in the original light-

brown paper wrappers (Lahore, 188i), brought
£135. in 1900 Poe's Tamerlane and Other Poems
(Boston, 1827), of which only three copies are
known to exist, sold for $2050.
The word "bibliomaniac,' too suggestive of mad-

ness, is being displaced by bibliophile (lover of
books). Consult: Book-Prices Current (Lon-
don, 1887— ) ; Livingston, American Book-Prices
Current (New Vork, 1895— ) ; Dibdm. JiUiuu-

mania (London. 181 1); Fitzgerald. 'The Hook
Fancier (London, 1886) ; A. Lang, The Library
(London. 1881); Burton. The Book-Uuntcr
(New York, 1882) ; E. Field, The Love Affairs
of a Bibliomaniac (New York, 1896) : F. S.

Merrywoather, Bibliomania of the Middle Ages
(London. 1849); reprint with introduction bv
C. Orr (New York. 1900).

BIBLIOTHEQUE DE SAINTE GENE-
VrfiVE, be'bU-6'tek' de saxt zha'n'vyev' (Fr.,li-

braiy uf Saint Genevifeve). A Paris library in

the Place du Pantlieon. Us contents once made up
the Sainte Genevi&ve Library, which was founded
in 1624 by La Rochefoucauld, became national
property in 1790. and was transferred to the
present edifice, built by Labrouste, in 1850. It

contains 35,000 manuscripts, over 5000 engi'av-

ings, and 125,000 volumes. Its most remarkable
possession is its nearly complete collection of
Aldines.

BIBLIOTHEQUE MAZARIN, ma'za'raN'
(Fr., ilazarin library). A library in Paris, in

the first court of the Institut de France, founded
by Cardinal Mazarin. It contains over 140.000
volumes and 3000 manuscripts, besides many in-

teresting editions for the curious. See Libr.^ky.

BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE, n4'sy6'-

nal'. The Frciu-li National Library, in Paris,

the greatest in France. In its four sections it

contains over 2.500,000 printed volumes and
maps, about 100,000 manuscripts, 150,000 coins

and cameos, and more than 250,000 engravings.

The two chief sources of its origin were the

Bibliotlif'qm> du Koi. arranged in 1307 by Charles

V. in the Louvre, and the library of the Orleans
family at Blois. These libraries were united by
Francis I. at Fontainebleau, whence Charles IX.

transferred them to Paris and placed them in the

Collfge de Clermont. The library is now in the

Rue Richelieu. It has been called at various
times the Biblioth^que Royale, Impfriale, and
Nationale. The wealth of printed volumes is

due to the legal requirement decreed in 153(i that

one copy of every work printed in Frame shall

be deposited in the National Library.

BIB'LIS. The sister of Caunus, with whom
she fell violently in love. After long and fruit-

less pursuit, she gave up in des])air, and was, ac-

cording t" Ovid, ciumgi'd into a fuuntain.

BIB POUT, or WHITING POUT, hwit'ing

(so called from a biblike membrane about its

head). A small codfish (fladus luscus) . rather

common on the British and Scandinavian coasts.

^
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Tt is seldom over a foot in length, with an unusu-
ally deep body for a cod. and is in the best condi-
tion in Novoniber and December. In Scotland it

is called a 'brassy.'

BIBEA, be'hra. Ebnst. Baron von (1806-78).
A ficriuan naturalist and author. After complet-
ing the study of law at the University of Wiirz-
burg, he devoted himself to natural science and
chemistry, traveled in South America, and on his

return to Germany settled in Xuremberj;. He
published a number of works on chemistry, in-

cluding: Chentische Uiitcrsiicliidijien iihcr die
Kiiochen und Ziihne der Menschcn und der Wir-
belliere (Schweinfurt, 1844); Chemische Fiat/-

mente iiher die Leber und die Grille (Brunswick,
184!)) ; and Die Brnnzeii und KupferJeijieningen
der alien und (iltcsten VolKer (Erlangen. 1869).
He also wrote numerous works of travel and fic-

tion, among which deserve mention his Reisen
nach SUdamerika (2 vols., Mannheim, 1854) ;

Erinnerunyen aus SUdamerika (3 vols., Leip-
zig. 18(!1); Reisexkizzen ynd Xovellen (4 vols.,

Jena, 1864) ; and In SUdamerika und in Europa
(2 vols.. .Jena. 1874).

BICE, bis, 01- BISE (OF. his, fem. hise. brown,
dark; origin doubtful). A name given to two
colors used in painting, tones of blue and green.
Blue bice is known as jH»un(atH blue, ongaro, etc.,

and green bice as Hungarian green, verde de
Spagna. etc. Both colors are native carbonates
of copper, but as inferior kinds are artificially
prepared, and as other pigments often pass under
the same name, the word 'bice' is of very doubtful
value, and has become, indeed, almost an obso-
lete term.

BI'CEPS (Lat., double-headed, from bis, twice
+ caput, head). The muscle which gives a
rounded appearance to the front of the arm.
Above, it consists of two portions or heads, the
short head being attached to the coraeoid process
of the scapula, the long head to the margin of the

BICHIB.

BICEPS OF AK.M.

depression on that bone which lodges the head of
the humerus. They unite to form a fleshy belly,
which terminates in a rounded tendon, and this
tendon is inserted into the tubercle of the radius.

(See Arm.) Before passing to this insertion, it

gives off an expansion, which separates the
median basilic vein from the lirachial artery in
the situation generally selected for venesection.
The action of the biceps is rapidly to flex the
forearm on the arm, and also to 'supinate the
hand.
The term is also given to a thigli-muscle whose

tendon forms the outer 'hamstring.' See Thigh.
BIC|;TRE, be'sa'tr' (corrupted from Winches-

ter; John, the Bishop of Winchester, was at
the head of the hospital here) . Originally, the
name given an ancient castle, situated on an
eminence in the southeastern neighborhood of
Paris, and commanding one of the finest views
of the citv, the Seine, and tlie environs (JSIai):
Paris and vicinity). After having served in
succession as a hiding-place for thieves, as a
place of detention for criminals sentenced to
death or to the galleys, and as a hospital for
old people, it has been converted into an insane
asylum. A notable feature of the building is a
well sunk in the rock to the depth of 18;5 feet.
On the eminence is also situated the modern
Fort de Bicetre. The village of Bicetre sur-
rounds it.

BICHAT, be'sha', ]\1arie Francois Xavieb
(1771-1802). A French anatomist and physiolo-
gist. He studied in Paris under Desault, who
quickly recognized his genius and befriended him.
In 1797. Bichat became lecturer on anatomy, e.K-

perimental physiology, and surgery, and in 1800
he was appointed physician in the Hotel-Dieu,
but he soon broke down under the strain of in-

tense and unremitting labor. Bichat is justly
considered as the founder of general anatoni}-; he
was the first to show that the different organs
liave tissues and membranes in eonnnon, a fact
which permitted him greatly to simplify and to
.systematize both anatomy and physiology. His
principal work is Anatomic gcncrale, appliquie
a la physiologic et a la mHecine (1801). In his
Recherches physiologiqnes sur la vie et la mart
(1800) he differentiates between what he terms
organic life and animal life. The passions, as
well as the various transformations constantly
taking place in the living organism, constitute
organic life, while animal life comprises the
manifestations of pure intelligence. Schopen-
hauer forbade his disciples to talk about physi-
ology or psychology before they had familiari'zed
themselves with this book.

BICHIR, be-sher' (native name). A small
fish {Poli/pterus hichir) of the Upper Nile, and
other African rivers, which is regarded as the
best food-fish of those waters. Three related
species are known in other Central African riv-
ers, dwelling in deep pools and apparently bury-
ing themselves in the ooze, where they feed on
fishes and other a(iuatic animals. (See Reed-
fish.) These fishes are of particular interest as
the few remaining representatives oi the onco
very e.xtensive Ganoid order Crossopterygii. (See
Ga.noioei.) All the form.s, fossil aiid recent,
according to Kingsley, agice in having a diphy-
cercal tail, the dorsal fin ilividcd into two or
more divisions, pectorals an, I vontrals with a
scaly axis and fiilcra absent from all. The throat
is protected by two large plates. The scales are
thin and cycloid or else thick and rhomboid—the
latter in the living s|)ccies. In the young bichir
external gills are present.
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BICK^ELL, GrsTAv Wii.helm Higo (1S3S

— ). A German philologist and tlieolojiian : born

at Cassel. lie studied in ISoT-lii at ;Marlnirg

and Halle. In 18(i7 he was consecrated a priest

of the Roman Catholic Chun;h. and appointed

a professor in the college at Miinstcr. He be-

came professor of Christian archioology and
Semitic languages at the I'nivcrsity of linisbruck

in 1S74. and in 1891 professor of Semitic jihilol-

ogy at the l"niversity of Vienna. In addition to

j; translation of the poems of Kpliracni Syrns.

and an edition of the works of Isaac of Antioch,

his publications include (Irundriss der hebriiisch-

en (Irammatik, English trans, by Curtiss (1869-

70) ; Coiispectiis Kci Syronim Litiernriw (1871),
and .Ifesse und Pascha (1872).

BICK'EESTAFF, Is.\AO. Astrologer. A
pseudciiiyiii ailopted by Dean Swift in the pam-
phlet (i7(l!l) in which he dearly jiroved that

the luckless almanac-maker. Partridge, was
dead, despite the protestations of that worthy as

to his own sotind health. The name was later

adopted by Steele in the Tutlcr (1709-11),
which has for its sub-title "The Lucubrations of

Isaac BickerstafT, Esquire, Astrologer."

BICK'ERSTAFFE, Is.vac (173.5-1812). An
Irish dramatist, author of numerous comedies
and light musical pieces which were produced
under (iarrick's management, and had great suc-

cess. In 1740 he became page to Lord Chester-

field, then lord lieutenant of Ireland. Afterwards
he was an olliccr of marines, but was dismissed
for some discreditable otVense, and in 1772 Hed to

the Continent. Nothing is certainly known regard-

ing his after-life. His best known pieces are: The
M\iid of the Mill (1765) ; The Padlock (1768) ;

He Would if Be Could (1771) ; Love in a Vil-

laqe (1763): The Hypocrite (1768); and The
C(ij,tirr (1769),

BICK'ERSTETH, Edwaku Hkxry (1825—).
An English bishop and poet. He was bom at Is-

lington in 1825, son of Edward Bickersteth, was
educated at Cambridge, and was ordained in

1848. He was in charge of parishes in various

places until 1885, when he became the Dean of

Cilonceste.-, and in the same year was conse-

crated Bishop of Exeter. He is an author of

some distinction in ])ro.se and poetry. His
eschatological poem. Yesterday, To-day, and For-

ever (London, 1866, 16th ed. 1889) has been re-

printed and widely read.

BICK'MORE, Ai.nERT Smith (1839—). An
American naturalist; born at Saint George,

!Maine. He graduated at Dartmouth in I860, stud-

ied at Lawrence Scientific School under Agassiz,

and was an assistant in the Museum of Compara-
tive Zoology. From 1865 to 1869 he traveled in

the Malay Archipelago and eastern Asia, and upon
his return was for a short time professor of nat-

ural history at Madison (now Colgate) I'niver-

sity. He founded the Musciun of Natural His-

tory in New York (see Miseums), and became
lecturer in charge of the department of public

instruction there in 1885. He has published

Trareln i» the East Indian Archipelago (1809),
and other works.

BICOL. b.'-kr.l'. See VicoL.

BI'CORNED, Lord. A term applied to Alex-

ander the (Jreat, stiggestcd by the two horns with

which, on certain ancient coins, his head is dec-

orateil.

BI'CYCLE (Lat. his. twice + Gk, xwXot.
kyklos, circle, wheel). A name given to the spe-
cial form of man-inot<n' macliine which was intro-
duced into England about 1H73 and the United
States in lS77,and was the innnediate forerunner
of the modern bicycle. This early and now obso-
lete bicycle was a skeleton vcliicle consisting pri-

marily of two tandem wheels, the forward one
and 'driver' being very much larger than the
other; hence arose the familiar name, "the wheel,'

which is also applied, though less a])propriately,

to the machine of to-day, which was first known
as a 'safety bicycle,' in which the two wheels
are of the same diameter. Within ten years the
bicycle leaped into public favor by enormous
bounds, and for a while its >isc became well-nigh
luiiversal in the I'nited States, and as a natural
con.sequence its manufacture developed into a
vast industry. Its poinilarity, however, has re-

cently greatly declined.

The history of cycling, as a popular pastime
at least, might justifiably be assumed to begin
with the advent of the English high-wheel bicycle

in 1873; but, 'u\ order to trace the evolution of

the machine from its conception, we have to go
back to a period more than half a century ear-

lier. About the year 181IJ Baron von Drais de-

vised a vehicle to assist him in tlie performance
of his daily duties as chief forester to the Grand
Duke of Baden. This machine, which was named
'draisine,' after the inventor, and was exhibited
and patented in France shortly aftei-wards, is

claimed to have been a rudimentary bicycle. It

DBAIStNE OB CELERIPEDE, 1816.

was eomi)osed of two tandem wheels of equal size,

connected by a perch, on which the rider partly
sat, propelling it by thrusting with his feet upon
the ground, and guiding it by a bar connected
with the front wheel, and i>rovided with a rest
for the arms. In 1891 a liandsome monument
was erected in memory of the 'Father of the
Bicycle' over his grave at Karlsruhe, the ex-
penses of which were borne exclusively by bicy-
clists. An improved fi>rm of draisine a|ipeared
in England in 1S18. and was patented by Denis
.lohnsiin, tinder the name of '.Tohns(m's Pedes-
trian Curricule.' This machine was very popular
for a short time, but as soon as it acquired the
suggestive titles of 'hobby horse' and "dandy
horse,' it rapidly fell into disuse. In .Tune, 1819,
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the curricle was patented in the United States,

l)y Win. K. Ohirkson. but failed to arouse more
tiuin a languid interest. The ne.xt jnogressive

step in the improvement of this novel vehicle was
made by Louis Gompertz in England in 1821.

The rider was still obliged to thrust with his

legs as before, but there was placed in front of

the body-rest a lever connected with a segment
rack, gearing in a pinion on the front wheel,

which could thus be driven by the hands. This

machine, however, did little to retard the waning
popularity of the 'hobby horse,' and the con-

trivance was practically allowed to sink into

oblivion for nearly a quarter of a century. Until

very recently it was supposed that nothing of the

character of a bicycle was produced until the

appearance of the velocipede in 1866, but in 1892

the fact was revealed that a Scotchman named
Kirkpatrick McMillan applied driving levers to

a machine of the draisine type about 1840, and
four or five years later another Scotchman, one

Gavin Dalzell, actually produced a rear-driving

'.safety,' on which he was able to travel ten or

twelve miles an hour. This remarkable vehicle

is thus described by an eye-witness who wrote to

the Bicycling ycics in 1892: "The rear wheel

—

the driver—is of wood, shod with iron, about 40

inches in diameter, and has twelve spokes. The
front wheel is of similar construction, but only

of about 30 inches in diameter. . . . The

VELOaPEDE. 1867.

main frame resembles the 'dip' pattern, the de-

sign of which is now applied in an extended form
to ladies' safeties. . . . The action obtained
is not rotary, being a downward and forward
thrust with return, the feet describing a small
segment of a circle. That the gearing, which
constitutes the chief wonder to the critical and
historical reader, was actually on the machine
while ridden by Dalzell, is proved by the re-

ceipted accounts of the blacksmith, John Leslie,

who made all the ironwork used in its construc-
tion." TTere then was tlie modern safety bicycle.

which seems to have realized the perfection of

human ingenuity in one direction, clearly fore-

shadowed a half-century ago in the inventions of
two canny Scots, who may never have seen each
other's respective vehicles. And yet, strangely
enouglL, these two cleverly designed machines
were destined to share a worse fate than that of

their predecessors, for they were resurrected too
late to be credited with liaving contributed in the
slightest degree toward the evolution of the wheel
from the draisine to the safety.

During the next ten years we hear more or
less of the French velocipede, and finally, in

BICYCLE.

1855, one M. Michaux, a carriage-repairer in
Paris, brought out a machine not unlike the
draisine, but having cranks and pedals fitted to

the front wheels. A monument was erected to

OHDINAHY OR HIGH WHEEL, 1874.

^Michaux in France in 1894. Another inventor,
Pierre Lallement, said to have been in the em-
I'loy of M. Michaux, shares with the latter

the credit of having laid the foundation stone
of modern cycling. At all events, Lallement
secured, in 1865, a patent on a two-wheeled
velocipede, propelled directly by cranks and loose

pedals, and surmounted by a wooden perch.
The inventor then came to the United States,

where lie patented a second velocipede Xovember
20, 1860. Lallement's machine, which was
dubbed "boneshaker' in England, was vastly im-
proved in France shortly afterwards, and is said
to have made cycling a fashionable pastime in

Paris during the .winters of 1806 and 1867.
Schools were established for teaching the art of

riding, and everybodj' who claimed to be anybody
possessed a velocipede. So universal was the
practice, in fact, that at the Grand Opera House
straps were fixed to the walls of the vestibule for

holding the machines of fashionable velocipedists.

These vehicles were handsomely finished, and cost
from 025 to 750 francs each. Meanwhile, cycling
interest was revived in England. In 1866 Ed-
ward Gilman patented a velocipede which was to

be propelled by a treadle, connected with cranks
on the axle of the rear wheel. An endless chain
and a 'two-speed gear' had already been suggested

COLTJilBI.V CHAIX WHEEL.

the same year. The cycling mania soon spread to

the United States, and by 1869 manufacturers had
all they could do to supply the demand for veloci-

pedes. Inventive ingenuity continued to make
surprising progress in England until, in 1873,

James Starley, of Coventry, the second 'Father
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of the Bicycle,' produced the first machine em-

hodving most of the features wliich are found

in the ordinary or high wheel. The driver was

about three times the size of the rear wlieel. and

both were provided with rubber tires and cross-

tension spokes. Succeeding changes increased tlie

size of the front wheel until it was 00 inches in

diameter, and that of the rear wheel was corre-

spondingly reduced until it fell to 10 inches. In

1875 the average roadster weighed 05 pounds.

The modifications and improvements of the ten

years, during which the bicycle enjoyed a hal-

cyon career on both sides of the Atlantic, in-

cluded plain, roller, and adjustable ball bearings,

direct and tangent spokes, and cushion tires,

!Most important of these improvements was the

ball bearing, which soon was applied to all the

moving parts of the wheel, with the result that

its propulsion was accomplished with far less

BALL BEABIKO.

effort and the rider was ablfe to make greater

speed and ride longer distances. The ball bearing

illustrated in section consists of a series of .steel

balls, arranged in a circle, on which the axle

moves, its bearing surface being a cone so turned

that it is tangent to the steel ball at c. The
balls in turn bear against two other tangent sur-

faces at a and h. Consequently friction is re-

duced to a minimum, as the points of contact

are theoretically a number of points instead of

friirfaces.

Meanwhile the idea of a safety machine was
slowly but surely beginning to assume a tangible

shape. An Englishman named H. T. Lawson in-

vented a rear-driving safety in 1870. This ma-
chine was followed by the Bieyclctte in 1880, the

Kangaroo in 188:), and linally by the Marvel and
the original Kover in 1884. The last-mentioned,

brought out by the veteran .James Starley, was

COAIS ASD SPROCKET.

really the prototype of the modern bicycle. For
a long time the word Rover was a|)plied to all

safeties of the new pattern—those with wheels

of nearly e<|ual size, the front wheel steer

BICYCLE.

ing, and the rear one driving by means of a
single chain. But the name gradually lost its

meaning as the designation of a type, and was

CHA1NLES8 TYPE OP 1898 (BETEL OEAB).

replaced by the more comiirehensive term of

Safety. At present the words bicycle and safety

are virtually synonymous, for since 18il0 the high

wheel is scarcely to be found outside of junk or
curiosity shops. Previous to 1878 Knglish bicy-

cles were imported to supply the demand in the

United States, but in that year the Pope Manu-
facturing Company started the manufacture of

bicycles in Boston. The safety model was uni-

versally adopted by maniifacturers in this coun-

try in 1888. A year later the most important of

all modern improvements on the bicycle was
made by the application of the pneumatic tire.

This was not originally designed for the bicycle,

but was patented by R. W. Thompson in England
in 184.3 and in the United States in 1847. Its

application to the bicycle was patented in 1889

by Dunlop. Since the general adoption of the

pneumatic tire the development of the bicycle

has consisted in improving its various parts to

secure greater strength and lightness and more
graceful form ; in the invention and improvement
of special parts, such as the coaster brake, sad-

dles, adjustable handle-bars, and other familiar

fittings : the a])plication of bevel gears and a
driving shaft in place of the sprocket wheel and

&1ECBANI8M OP COLC.MBIA CHAINLEBP.

chain: the invention of the drop frame for ladies'

bicycles, and the development of the machine for

two, four, six, and even eight persons. S<mie

notion of the number of inventions developed in

connection with the bicycle is conveyed by
the fact that over 5000 i)atents have been granted

on velocipedes and bicycles. At the end of

1!)00 there were some 150 manufacturers of

bicycles in the United States, with an output of

about 1,000.000 wheels annually.

A descriiUion of the modern bicycle is some-

what superfluous, so familiar has the construc-

tion of the machine become during the last dec-

ade. Generally speaking, the bicycle of 1002

weighs from 23 to 27 ',i poimds comi)lete. The
frame consists of cold-drawn, hidlow steel tubing,

with all joints brazed, and all bearings of the
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ball type. Suspension wheels with steel wire

spokes, wooden rim?, and pneumatic tires are

uni\ersally employed. Popular favor approves

the sprocket wheel and chain driver, but a larse

number of machines are built with shaft and
bevel-gear driver. Consult: H. A. Oarratt. The

Modern Safety Bicycle (New York, 1890), which

contains a careful discussion of bicycle design

and construction. See Ctclixg.

BIDA, bO'da. .\ town of Nigeria, Africa, capi-

ta! of the State of Xupe, situated a short distance

north of the Niger (ilap: Africa, E 4). It is

well fortified, and its population is estimated at

from 50,000 to i)0,000.

BIDA, brda', Aij:xaxdbe (1813-95). A
French painter and liiustrator, pupil of Delacroix.

In 1844-46, and repeatedly afterwards, he visited

the East, and his travels there furnished him
with the subjects of most of his paintings and
drawings. He won several first-class medals,
and in 1870 became an officer of the Legion of

Honor. Among his most notewortliy works are:

'"The Slave Market." "Return from Mecca."
".lews Praying at the Wall of Solomon," "The
Field of Boaz at Bethlehem." "The Massacre of

the Mamelukes." He is best known, however,
for his illustrations for the Bible, comprising the
Book of Ruth and the Four Evangelists (1870),

BIDAB, be'dar. The capital of a district of

the same name in tlie Nizam's dominion.s, India,

75 miles northwest of Hyderabad ( Map : India,

C 5). It stands near the right bank of the Man-
jara, a tributary of the Godavari, and occupies a
tableland 2400 feet above the sea, and 100 feet

above the adjacent country. Formerly a place

of grandeur and importance, to which, among
other buildings, the mosque and the madrissa,
i.e. college, attest, it is now noted chiefly for it-s

manufactures in an alloy of tin, zinc, lead, and
copper, known as Bidri ware. Population, 13.000.

BIDASSOA, be'das-so'a (Basque, pure river).

A river whicli forms part of the boundary be-

tween Spain and France and falls into the Bay
of Biscay at Fuenterrabia. The Treaty of the
Pyrenees was concluded on an island in its

mouth in 1659. Bidassoa was the scene of sev-

eral conflicts during the Napoleonic Wars. In
1793 the Spanish broke into France, across the
Bidassoa, but were driven back with loss in

1794, and their intrenched camps taken. Augtist
1. 1813. the French under Soult were defeated
at San Marcial. on the Bidassoa, by the Allies;
and in October of the same year Wellington sur-
prised and drove the French from their strongly
fortified position on its northern s^'n.

BIDTJEFOBD, A city in York County, Maine,
15 miles soutlnvcst of Portland: on the Saco
River, and on the Boston and Maine Railroad
(Map: Maine, B 9). The river furnishes ex-
cellent water-power, and the city has exten-
sive manufactures of cotton goods, machinery,
\.ooden bo.\es, and lumber. It also ships a su-
perior quality of granite. The city has some
reputation as a summer resort. Biddeford was
settled in 1630. was part of Saco until incorpo-
rated as a separate town under its present name
in 1718, and was chartered as a city in 1855, the
charter of that date now being in force. It pro-
vides for an annually elected mayor and a bi-

cameral city council. The mayor appoints a few
subordinate oflicers, but the heads of the several

7 BIDDLE.

administrative departments are elected by the
two houses of the council in joint session. Pop-
ulation, in 1890, 14,443; in 1900, 16,145. Con-
sult: Folsom, History of Saco and Biddeford
(Saco, 1830), and Clarton, History of York
County (Philadelphia, 1880).

BID'DING PRAY'ER ('a prayer which bids
or directs wiiat is to be prayed for'). A form of
exhortation, always concluding with the Lord's
prayer, enjoined by the fifty-fifth canon of the
Anglican Church, in 1003, to be used before all
sermons and homilies, E.xcept in cathedrals and
the university churches, it is now but seldom
used. The form is of extreme antiquity, and we
have a similar one in the apostolic constitu-

tions (q..v.), probably that used in the Church of
->-,ntioch. It was anciently used for the com-
municants or believers after the dismissal of the
catecluimens, and was pronotmced by the deacon,
eacn petition beginning with the words, '"I-,et us
pray for ," and the people responding at the
end of each with "Kyrie EleLson," or some such
words. There is another very ancient example
in the Ambrosian liturgy; and Saint Chrysos-
tom alludes to such a form in one of his ser-

mons. It must have been, and even now in its

abridged shape still is, very impressive, allowing
each individual to supply from his own thoughts
special cases of necessity under the different
beads. There is some resemblance between the
bidding prayers and the Litany, and Prayer
for the Church Militant, now used in the Angli-
can Church. Consult Wheatley, Bidding of
Prayers Before Sermon No Mark of Disaffection
to the Present Government: Or an Historical
Vindication of the LVth Canon [of the English
Prayer Book] (London, 1718; new ed., 1845).

BID'DLE, Clement (1740-1814). An Ameri-
can soldier of the Revolution ; born in Philadel-
phia, and known as the "Quaker Soldier.' He
raised a corps for the protection of friendly
Indians against the outlaws known as "Paxton
Boys.' In the beginning of the Revolution he
was an officer in the Qiuiker Volunteers, and was
made deputj' quartermaster-general. After the
battle of Trenton, he was delegated by Washing-
ton to receive the swords of the Hessian officers.

He was also at Princeton, Brandywine, and Ger-
niantown, and rendered valuable service in the
terrible winter of 1777-78 at Valley Forge. He
left the military service in 1780, and was ap-
pointed by Washington United States marshal
of Pennsylvania in 1787, As quartermaster-
general of the State, he accompanied, in 1794,
tne expedition sent to suppress the Whisky In-
surrection.

BIDDLE, James (1783-1848). An American
naval officer. He was born in Philadelphia, en-
tered the navy in 1800, and served as midship-
man in the war with Tripoli, where he was made
prisoner and kept imtil the peace. He was lieu-

tenant on tlie Ha.s/). which captured the British
Frolic early in the War of 1812, and was put in
command of the prize, but both vessels were cap-
tured by the Poictiers and taken to Bermuda.
Exdianged in 1813, he served on the Hornet, in
command of which he sailed for the East Indies,
captured the I'enyuin. and was wounded in
action. Congress gave him a gold medal and the
rank of captain. In 1817 he was sent to take
possession of Oregon for the United States; in
1845 he negotiated the first treaty between the
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United States and China : and during the Mexi-

can War served on the Pacific Coast.

BIBBLE, John (1015-62). The founder of

English Unitarianisni. He was born at Wotton-
underEdge, in Gloucestershire, baptized January

14, 101.5, and in 1031 entered Magdalen, O.xford,

where he took his degree of B.A. 1038 and M.A.
1041. In 1041 he was elected master of the free

school in the town of Gloucester, the duties of

which office he discharged with such zeal that

the character of the institution was greatly ini-

]>roved : but having embraced certain opinions

—

which lie put in writing for private circulation

—

in regard to the personality of the Holy Spirit,

at variance with those held by the majority of

Christians, he was thrown into jail. December 2,

1045. but bailed out. Being in January. 1647,

summoned before the Parliament at W'estmin-

'ster, on accoinit of his heresy, he was imprisoned

and then published the manuscript Tirclrr Qtics-

tions or Aryiimoits Draint Out of Scripture,

Wherein the Commonly Reccired Opinion Touch-

inp the Deitxj of the Holy Hpirit Is Clearly and
Fully Refuted (London, 1647). He was for-

mally tried, and condemned to imprisonment.

The "famous Westminster assembly of divines

undertook to 'settle' Biddle's case, but unfortu-

nately their arguments—as is usual in disputa-

tion—had only the effect of strengthening his

previous convictions. In 1048, while still in

prison, he published a Confession of Faith Con-

cer)iing the Holy Trinity, etc., which was fol-

lowed by another tract containing the opinions

of the Church Fathers on the same question. In

consequence of this attempt to combat the ortho-

dox doctrine, the Westminster divines called

upon the Parliament to pass an act declaring

the denial of the Trinity a crime punishable by

death. The army, however, strange to say,

proved on this occasion less cruel than the

Cliurcli, for it manifested such strong opposition

that the act remained a dead letter. He was
again bailed out and preached in Staffordshire;

again cast into prison at Newgate, London; and

on February 10, 1052, by order of Oliver Crom-

well, Parliament passed a general act of oblivion,

and so Biddle was released.

He now commenced to gather a congregation

of those whom he had converted to his opinions

—namely, that there was but one person, as

there was but one nature, in the Godhead. The
members were first called Bidellians, then So-

cinians, and finally assumed for themselves the

name of Unitarian's. In December, 1654, he was
again imjjrisoned, for faith's sake, released on

May 28, 1655, only again to be imprisoned after

a month, and Cromwell was, on October 5,1655,

in order to save his life, compelled to banish liim

to one of the Scilly Isles. Three years of im-

prisonment having elapsed, he was iieriuitted to

return, and continued to preach in London till

the death of Cromwell (September 3. 16.58), and

also after the Restoration, until June, 1602,

when he was again apprehended and fined £100.

Being unable to pay, he was committed to jail,

where he died September 22. 1002. Ilis personal

cliaraeter was highly esteemed by those who knew
him. For biograpliv, consult Joshua Toulmin
(London, 1780; new ed., 1805).

BIBBIiE, Nicholas (1750-78). .\n Ameri-

can naval ollioer. He was born in Philadelphia,

went to sea at the age of 13, and in 1770 entered

BIBPAI.

the English navy as midshipman, but deserted
and joined Captain Phipps's Arctic expedition as

a seaman. On tlie outbreak of the Revolution he
joined the Americans and was made a captain.
He captured two British transports with valu-

able cargoes and a battalion of Highlanders in

1776, and as commander of the Randolph took
four prizes, and received command of a fleet to

cruise in the West Indies. He was killed in an
engagement with the Yarmouth near Charleston,
8. C.

BIBBLE, NlCHor..\s (1786-1844). An Ameri-
can financier. He was born in Philadelphia and
graduated at Princeton College in 1801. He was
secretary to President ilonriie, then United
States jlinister to England, returned from that
country in 1807, and settled down to the practice
of law. In 1810 he became a member of the Leg-
islature of Pennsylvania. He was appointed a
director in 1810, and president in 1823, of the
United States Bank, and for the most part con-

ducted its afi'airs with great skill, integrity, and
prudence. On the expiration of the old charter

in 1836 he became president of the new United
States Bank, chartered by the I^iCgislatui'e of

Pennsjdvania, Init resigned in 1830, and the bank
became insolvent in 1841. Biddle had consider-

able literary taste, and from 1812 to 1823 edited

and contributed to the Philndclphia Portfolio.

By request of the President of the United States,

lie compiled from the original papers a History

of Lcn-is and Clark's Expedition to the Pacific

Ocean, which, however, bears the name of Paul
Allen on the title-page, Allen having completed
the work after Biddle's election to the Legisla-

ture in 1810. Biddle also published The Com-
mercial Diffcst. a volume issued under the au-
thority of Congress. He was president of the
board of trustees appointed to administer the
fund left by Stephen Girard for the founding of

a school for orphans.

BIBEFORB, bid'e-ferd (from 'by the ford').

A market and seaport town of Devonshire, Eng-
land, on the Torridge, near its confiuence with
the estuary of the Taw, 30 miles northwest of

E.veter (>iap: England, B 5). A bridge of 24
ai'ches and 077 feet long, built in the Fourteenth
Century, unites the two divisions of Bideford.
"The little wliite town of liidcford," as it has
been called by Charles Kingsley, dates from be-

fore the Norman conquest. lncor|)oiatcd in

1383, it was in the Seventeenth Century a seri-

ous rival of London and Exeter as a centre of

irade. It has manufactures of ropes, sails, earth-

enware, and leather. In addition to its own
manufactures, it exports mineral paint and black

clav from a mine in the vicinity. Population, in

1891, 7800; in 1001, 8800. Vessels of 500 tons

can get u)) to the quay in the centre of the town.
Bideford was the birthplace of Sir K. Grenville.

one of the founders of Virgini;i. whose exploit in

attacking a Spanish fiei't with his single ship, the

Revenge, has been celebrated by Tennyson. Con-

sult Watkins, Jlistonj of Bideford (Exeter,

1792).

BIBPAI, bid'pi, or PILPAI. The reputed
author of a collection of tallies which have be-

come famous all over Europe and Asia under his

name. The earliest version of this collection

which we now possess is the .\rabic. (See be-

low.) But this was not the original form of the

fables. The researches of Colebrookc, Wilson,
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de Sacy, Loiseleur Deslongchamps, and Benfey
have shown the origin of the Uiles, their growth,

and subsequent modifications. The ultimate
source was the unwritten collection of Sanskrit
fables, which has, unfortunately, not come down
to us. From this Sanskrit was made the oldest
Tecension which we possess, the Pancatantra
(q.v. ). An abridgment of this work was later

made in Sanskrit, called the Hitopadesa (q.v.).

This work has always been very popular through-
out India. It was the first Sanskrit book ever
printed in the Devanagari script (ed. Carey,
Serampore, ISC'!). Two translations into Eng-
lish had previously appeared, one by Wilkins
(Bath, 1787). and the other by Sir W. Jones
< London, 1799).

In early times the fame of the Sanskrit original

from which both the Pancatantra and the Hito-
padesa are descended reached Persia, and so in-

terested the reigning King, Khosru Anushli-van
(a.d, 531-579), known as 'The Just.' that he sent

his court physician, Earzoi, to India to learn
more about the matter. Barzoi translated the

-collection into Pahlavi, the literary language of

Persia at that time, with the title of Kalilah
and Dimnah, from the two jackals, Karataka
and Damanaka, who appear prominently in the
Sanskrit. From the Pahlavi two important trans-

lations were made. The first was the old Syriac
(e.570) of Bod, and the Arabic of Abdullah-
ibn-al-Mokafl'a, who lived in the reign of the
Caliph Almansur (754-775). In the introduc-

tion to this Arabic translation, the author of

the original is called Bidpai, the chief of Indian
philosophers. Bidpai is the Sanskrit word fid-

yupati ("master of knowledge!), so it was prob-
ably used as a title of honor rather than as a
jjroper name. Great interest centres in the
translation of ilokaflfa, for its influence upon lit-

erature has been very great. There are three
elements which can be distinctlj' traced in its

chapters—the Persian in three chapters, the
Arabic in six, and the Indian in twelve. Of
these twelve, three may be traced to the ilalia-

hharata; five to the Pancatantra; two to the
first book of the Pancatantra, and of two the
originals seem to be irrecoverably lost. Bud-
dhism was the inspiration for most of the stories,

and comparisons with the Jatakas or 'Birth-
Stories' of the Buddha reveal the origin of nearly,
if not quite all of the parables. These Jatakas
have been widely scattered in the course of Bud-
dhist propaganda, and they can be found in more
or less changed forms in Greek. Persian, Arabic,
Syriac, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Mongolian,
Finnish, and Samoyed literature, as well ts
throughout Europe. In the fables of Bidpai, ani-
mals appear and act as if endowed with human
powers. The stories themselves are usually
rather simple, but are interspersed with maxims
and sayings of shrewd practical wisdom.
On the Arabic version of Mokaffa five dlfTer-

€nt translations were based, which, in turn, were
the bases of many others. These five were: the
later Syriac (Tenth or Eleventh Century)

;

Greek, by Symeon Seth (c.1080) ; Hebrew (Thir-
teenth Century) ; Persian of NasruUah (c.l 120) ;

and f)ld Spanish (1251), from the text of which
Raimund made his Latin version (1313). A
more important Hebrew translation was that
of Rabbi Joel, from which was made the Latin
Dircctorium Hunuinw \ itw (c.1270) of John of
Capua, who was a converted Jew. This is the
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most important translation of the fables, for
from it flowed most of the translations into the
modern European tongues. Some of these were:
lu'rman of Graf Eberhard (c,1480), from which
came the Danish (1018) and Dutch (1623) ; the
Spanish Bxcmplario (1493), on which was based
the first Italian version, Fircnzuola's Discorsi

_dcgU- anitnali (1548); and another Itali.an trans-
lation bj' Doni, the Moral Philosophy (1552),
from \\hicli was made the English version of

Xoith (1570). From the Persian translation of
Xasrullah was made the later Persian collection,

the Aniari Suhaili (end of Fifteenth Century),
which was in turn the parent of the Turkish
IJumuyiin-namah (Sixteenth Century), and the
versions in the modern vernaculars of India.
Through the Turkish came the Spanish, and the
French of Galland (1724-78), the basis of the
Greek (1783), Hungarian (1783), and Dutch
translations.

The text of the Arabic collection was edited
by de Sacy (Paris, 1810), It was translated'
into German by Wolff' (Stuttgart, 1839), and
into English by KnatchbuU (Oxford, 1819).
For the best account of the literary history of
the fables, consult: I. G. N. Keith-Falconer,
Translation of Wriijht's Edition of the Later
Si/riac Version of Bidpai's Fables, with an admir-
able introduction (Cambridge. 1885). For fur-
ther information on the fables : Rhys Davids,
Buddhist Birth Stories (London, 1880) ; Jlax
Miiller, "On the Migration of Fables": Chips
from a German Workshop. Vol. III. (London,
1880); Xorth, Morall Philosophic of Doni, ed.

Jacob (London, 1888) ; and Deslongchamps,
h'ssai sur Its fables indiennes (Paris, 1838).

BIEBBICH, be'brlK. A town in the Prussian
Province of Hesse-Nassau, on the right bank of

the Rliine, about 3 miles south of Wiesbaden.
Its most noteworthy building is the summer pal-

ace of the Dukes of Xassau, which dates from
the Seventeenth Century. Tlie industrial estab-
lishments of Biebrich include iron foundries, and
manufactures of cement, soap, asphalt, varnish,
and various acids. Population, in 1895, 12,292.

BIEDERMANN, be'der-man, Friedrich
K.VRL (1812-1901). A German puldicist and his-

torian, born in Leipzig. He studied at tlie uni-
versities of Leipzig and Heidelberg, and was
appointed professor of philosophy at Leipzig in
1838. He was a prominent member of the Frank-
fort Vorporlament of 1848, and was elected to
the National Assembly, of which he was for a
time fiist vice-president. In 1854, as editor of
the Deutsche Annalen, he was sentenced to one
month's imprisonment, and was removed from
his professorship. He was restored to this posi-

tion in 1805. From 1803 to 1879 he edited the
Deutsche Allgcmeine Zeitung, and in 1871-74
was a member of the Reichstag. His many publi-

cations include Die deutsehe Philosophic ron
Kant bis auf iinscre Tage ( 1842-43) : Erinncrung-
cn aus der Paulskirche (1849), Friedrich der
tlrosse und sein Verhalttiis zur Fntuickelung des
deuischen Geisteslebens (1859). and Fiinfzig
Jahre im Dienste des nationalen Gedankens
(1892).

BIEDERMANN, Gustav Woldemar, Baron
von 11817-1903). A (xernian literary historian,
born at Marienberg. lie made numerous valuable
contril)utions to Goethe literature. In addition
to editions of the letters of (Joethe to EichstUdt
(Berlin, 1872), and to Rochlitz (Leipzig, 1887),
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he published Goethe und Leipzig (1865) ; Goethe-
Foiscliungen (1S79, 1880, 1899); and Gocihes
Gcspriiche ( 18S9-97 )

.

BIEFVE, byef, EnorAnn de ( 1 809-82 ) . A Bel-

gian painttr, the pupil of I'aelinck in Brussels,

and of the sculptor David d'Angers in Paris.

He excelled in portraits and historical com-
positions. His most famous work is the '"Com-

promise of the Brussels Nobles of Februarj' 10,

15()0," produced by order of the Government and
now in the Brussels Museum, which was greatly

praised at the Paris Exhibition of 1855. It was
also exhibited throughout Europe, and made,
especially in Germany, a deeji im])rej^sion in mod-
ern painting as regards coloristic treatment.

Some of his other works are "The Last iloments
of Anne Boleyn," "The Introduction of Rubens to

Charles I. of England," "JIasaniello," "Ugolino,"
'Raphael and La Fornarina," and "The Knights
of the Teutonic Order Recognizing the Elector of

Brandenburg as tlieir Grand Commander," paint-

ed for the King of Prussia.

BIEL, bel. See Bienne.

BIEL, Gabriel (? -1495). A German scho-

lastic pliilo.sopher. He was born at Speyer. stud-

ied at the universities of Heidelberg and Erfurt,

became preacher of the Cathedral of Saint Mar-
tin, Mainz, and subsequently provost of Urach,
Wiirttemlierg. In 1484 he was appointed pro-

fessor of theology' and philosophy in the newly
founded University of Tiibingen. He %\as among
the last representatives of the Nominalism (q.v.)

of Occam (q.v.). His works include Epitome ct

Colleciorium ex Occamo super IV. Libros Senten-
iiarum (1495): Ea^positio Caiioiiis Missw
(1510) ; and l^ermoncs Dominicales de Tempore
et i<itnctix per Totum Annum (1519).

BIELA, be'la, WiLHELM VON- (1782-1856). An
Austrian astronomer. He was born at Rossla,

Prussia, became a captain in the Austrian Army,
and died in Venice. He is celebrated as the dis-

•overer of a comet named after him. See Biela's
Comet.

BIELA'S COIWET. One of the comets of

short period, named from its discoverer, Wilhelm
von Bicla (q.v.). Its periodic time is 0092
years. Observations are on recmd for the ap-

pearances that took place in 1772. 1805, 1820,

1832, 1840, and 1852. On its return in 1840 it

w-as in two parts, separated by about 100,000

miles, unequal in size, each having a distinct

nucleus and tail. -At the return in 1852 the

parts were 1,500.000 miles asunder. Since then

it has not been seen. It has been suggested with
nmch probability that it has been broken up and
dispersed, forming material for shooting stars.

BIELATT, be'lou. See Lakgenbielau.

BIELAYA, byel'a-yi (Russ. hi/elaya, white,

i.e. riifkii. river). A river in the government.s

of I'fa and Orenburg, Russia, emptying into

the Kama after a course of about 501) miles

(Map: Russia, .14). From its source among
the marshes on the Ural ridge in latitude 53° N.,

it flows northwesterly through a moiuitainous

mining region until it reaches the city of Ufa,

where it is spanned by a railway bridge. The
Bielaya is navigable from this city to its junc-

tion with the Kama, 200 miles below. Regular
passenger and freiglit lrans])orlation of timber,

mineral jiroducts, and salt is carried on during

the navigable season, April to November. Nine

BIELO-OZERO.

other Russian rivers bear the name, the most
important of which are the river in the (Govern-

ment of Ekaterinoslav, 150 miles long, with coal

deposits on its banks, and the affluent of the

Angara in the Government of Irkutsk. Siberia.

BIELAYA TSERKOV, byel'a-ya tsyer'k6f
(Russ., white church). A town in the Govern-
ment of Kiev, Russia, the property of the Counts
Branitsky (ilap: Russia. D 5). It carries ott

an important trade in grain and cattle, and haa
machine-works. Population, 20,700.

BIELEFELD, be'le-felt (JllKi. hil, simple,
plain, level + Ger. feld, field: cf. Engl. Plain-

field). A busy town of Westphalia, in Prussia,
picturesquely situated on the Lutter near the
Teutoburg forest, Brunswick-Hamm. 385 feet

above the sea (Map: Prussia. C 3). Tlie castle

of Sparenburg, erected in 1177 on the site of an
old Guelphic fortress for some time employed as a
prison, and recently restored by tlie town and
fitted up as a museum, is in the immediate neigh-

borhood. The city aft'airs are administered by a
municipal council of thirty-six members who elect

a burgomaster and an executive board of eight.

The town has a gv'mnasiuni, two hospitals, and
clinics. It is one of the principal industrial

towns of the province, and is the centre of tlie

linen trade. The productions of the Ravcnsberg
factory and tlie Vorwiirts together amount yearly
to about 9,000,000 marks. In addition to the

linen trade there are manufactures of silk and
plush materials, sewing machines, and bicycles.

The population, in 1900. was 03,044.

BIELGOROD, byel'go-rot. See Belgokod.

BIELINSKY, bye-len'ske, VissARiox. See
BvELlNtSKI.

BIELITZ, be'lits (Polish Bielsko, from the
river Hinhi, white). A town of the Austrian
Crownland of Silesia, on the left bank of the

river Biala, about 40 miles west-southwest of

Cracow (Map: .\ustria, F 2) . A bridge over the

river connects it with the town of Biala, in

Galicia. It is one of the chief seats of the Aus-
trian woolen industry, and exports large quanti-

ties of cloth, jiartii-ularly to the Orient. There
are also manufactures of machinery, tacks, and
paper. Population, in 1890. 15.000, mostly Ger-

mans: in 1900, 10,900. Bielitz was founded in

the Thirteenth Century, and was made a princi-

pality in 1752.

BIELLA, byel'la. A city of northern Italy,

on the Cervo and the Aurena, 55 miles northeast

of Turin (Map: Italy, C 2). It has a cathedral

with paintings by Wronese, a gymnasium, a
seminary, and technical schools. The manu-
factures are cloth and linen, and the ))rincipal

trade is in silk, chestnuts, and wine. Popula-

tion (commune), in 1881, 15,000; in 1901,

19,514.

BIELO-OZERO, byel'6 A'zft-ro (Slav., Russ.

hi/clji, white; ozero, lake. Once called Ves). A
lake in the northeastern part of the Uussian Gov-

ernment of Novgorod (Map: Russia, E 2).

It is elliptical in shape, 27 miles long, 20 miles

wide, and occupies an area of over 430 square

miles. Its bottom is composed of white clay,

which, during stormy weather, gives to the

water a milky apjiearance. Bielo-Ozero is deep

and fish exist in abundance. It receives the

Kovsha and Kelma, and is drained by the Shek-

sna, a tributary of the Volga. It is connected by

I
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canals with Lake Onega and the Dvina. and
forms a part of the extensive canal system which
connects the Baltic with the Caspian Sea through
the Volga.

BIELOPOL, byelo'pol (Russ. byeli/. white
+ Gk. iriXis, polis. city). A town of Russia, in

the Government of Kliarkov, lOG miles from the
city of that name (ilap; Russia, D 4). It has a
considerable trade in grain and cattle. Popula-
tion, in ISnr. 15.200.

BIELOSTOK. See Bi.\ltstok.

BIELOWSKI, byelov'ske, Augustus (1806-
76). A Polish poet and historian. He was
bom in Galicia. and in 1SG9 became director of

the Ossolinski Institute at Lemberg. His chief
work was the publication of the llonumenta
PolonicE Vetustissitiia (1864-72), containing all

the chronicles relating to Poland up to the time
of Duigosz. This work was continued after his

death by the Academy of Sciences at Cracow.
Of his other works, mention should be made
of his poem, "Lied von Heinridi dem Frommen,"
and translations from Schiller; his Kritische
Ehileitung ;:ur Geschichte Polens (1850), con-
taining many hypotheses, which were afterwards
proved untenable by Lelewel and Szajnocha ; and
his Pompeii Trogi Fraymentu (1853), frag-

ments of Pompeius. found at the Ossolinski Li-
brary, and not previously edited.

BIELSKI, byel'ske, Maecin (c.1405-1575) . A
Polish historian. He was born at Biala, near
Sieradz, Poland. His chief works were his

KroniUa suiata (1550 and 1561), a universal
history from the earliest period do«Ti to his own
time: and his Kioiiila polskn, a history of Po-
land, afterwards brought downi by Bielski's son,

Joachim, to the year 1597 (185G). They were
the first important historical works published in

the Polish language, but on account of alleged
heterodox statements, were interdicted by the
Bishop of Cracow in 1617.

BIENAIME, byn'nAma', Luigi (I795-I878).
An Italian sculptor. He was born in Carrara and
after studying under Thorwaldsen in Rome, spent
nmch of his time in Florence. His most impor-
tant works, which were distinguished by their
grace and technical skill, are "Diana at the
Bath." "Venus at the Bath." and "Innocence."
In 1844 he was made a member of the Academy
of San Luca.

BIENER, be'ner, Christi.\x Gottlob (1748-
1828). A German jurist. He Mas born at Ziir-

big. and became professor of law in Leipzig in

1790. His Commentarii de Origine et Proyressu
Legum )urium<jue flermaniw (1787-95) is one of
the first notable works on jurisprudence published
in German}'. Important, also, arc the works
entitled respectively, Sgntema Processus Judici-
arii et Communis et f<axonici, 4th edition, by
Siebdrat and Krug (1834.35): Questiones; and
Interprelritioiies et Kesponsa (1830).

BIENEWITZ, be'nc-vits, Peter. See Api-
Axrs. I'etrus.

BIEN-HOA, beVn-ho'a. A town of lower
Cochin China. French Indo-China. on the Donnia
River, 20 miles northeast of Saigon, with which
it is connected by canal and telegraph. It is the
eapital of an arrondissement and is fortified.

Population, 20,000.

BIENNE, byfn (Ger. name, Biel) . A town
of Switzerland, in the Canton of Bern, 17 miles

northwest of the city of Bern, beautifully situ-
ated at the foot of the vine-clad .Jura and 1400
feet above sea-level, at the mouth of the valley
of the Suze, and at the northern extremity of the
lake of Bienne (llap: Switzerland, B 1)". It is

surrounded by old walls, and approached by
shady avenues. Bienne has several interesting
buildings, notably the city church and the new
Catholic church, the former castle, now the town
hall, and the Schwab Museum, which contains an
interesting collection of Roman and Celtic
weapons, and remains of the ancient lake-
dwellers. Chief among the educational institu-
tions are the West Swiss Technical Institute,
which includes a school for railroad employes
and a watchmakers' school, ilanufactures are
in a nourishing condition, consisting mainly of
watchmaking, cotton-spinning, tanning, dyeing,
bookbinding, machine-building, and the manu-
facture of jewelry, cigars, and paper. There is a
street railroad to Xidau and to Boujean to the
north, while cable roads ascend the surrounding
mountains. Bienne is on the line of railroads
running to Basel and Bern. Bienne is a place of
great antiquity. It belonged to the Bishop of
Basel; but as early as 1352, it entered into an
alliance with Bern for the protection of its
liberties. The Reformation so weakened the
power of the clerical governors of Bienne that in
the beginning of the Seventeenth Century it had
become merely nominal; and Bienne was essen-
tially a free city until 1797, when it was annexed
to France. In 1815 it was united to Bern.
Population, 1900, 22,100.

BIENNE, Lake of. Extends from the town
of Bienne along the foot of the .Jura Moun-
tains in a southwest direction, until within 3
miles of Lake Xeuch.^tel, its length being about
10 miles, and its greatest breadth 3 miles. It is

situated at an elevation of 1419 feet above the
level of the sea, eight feet lower than Lake Xeu-
ehatel, whose surplus waters it receives at its

southern extremity by the Thiele. by which river
it again discharges its own. Its greatest depth
is 280 feet. Toward its southern extremity is

situated the island of .Saint Pierre, crowned with
a grove of fine old oaks, to which Rousseau
retired for two months after his proscription at
Paris in 1765.

BIEN'NIALS (Lat. his, twice + annus,
year), or Dicyci.tc Plants. Plants whose life

cycle is completed within two vegetation periods,
separated by a jieriod of rest, ilany biennials
are rosette plants during the first season, and
have erect leafy stems the second season. See
Dlr.\tiox; also Stems.

BIENTEVEO, byan'tu-vaV. (for derivation
sec below). A tyrant flycatcher of southern
South America, familiar atxnit the houses and
gardens of Buenos Ayres and neigliboring vil-

lages. It is noted for its loud, cheerful cry. 'in

which," says \V. II. Hudson, "people famy there
is a resemblance to the Spanish words hlrn-te-
veo, 'I see you well,' while its big head and beak
and strongly contrasted colors, especially the
black and white head-stripes, seem to give it

a wonderfullj- knowing look." In exception to
the cu.stom of its family, it erects a very elab-
orate domed nest which it sometimes takes
weeks to construct. It feeds upon insects, and
also fishes in pools for small fry and tadpoles,
and haunts places where raw meat is obtainable.
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The adult has a black liead, with a large yellow
crest and white eye-stripe; the upper parts are
brown and the lower surface sulphur-yellow.

BIENVILLE, byax'vcl'. Jean Baptiste Le
iloYNK, Sicur de ( IGSO-ITOS) . One of the four
brothers who were conspicuous in the exploration

and settlement of the French Province of Louisi-

ana. The others were Iberville, Sauvolle, and
Chateaugay, all sons of Charles Le Moyne. In
1090 Iberville, accompanied by Bienville and
Sauvolle, arrived from France and founded Biloxi

and a ])Ost on the Mississippi River, some 50
miles from its mouth. In 1701 Bienville suc-

ceeded Sauvolle as Governor of Louisiana. He
founded Jlobile, whither he transferred the seat

of government. Chateaugay joined him in 1704
with seventeen settlers from Canada, and twenty
women arrived from France to be married to the

colonists. Bienville was dismissed in 1707, but
his successor died at sea and left him still in

authority. The colonists suffered exceedingly

from the cumbrous system of French colonial

administration, failed to prosper, and made no
return to tlie King for his large outlays. In

1712, therefore, Louis XIV. farmed out the

colony to a ricli merchant, Antoine Crozat. grant-

ing liim an al'solute mono])oly in trade and the

right to import negroes from Africa. In 1713

t'adilhic was made governor of the province, with
Bienville as his deputy. They quarreled, and
Cadillac was replaced by Epinay. Crozat soon
threw up the colony as a losing venture. In

1718 Bienville was made governor, and with the

aid of men sent out by Law's Mississippi Com-
pany, founded the city of New Orleans, which

became the seat of government in 172.3. Ke-

called the next year, he went to France to

answer certain charges, leaving in the colony a

code regulating slavery, prohil)iting all religions

except the Roman Catholic, and banishing Jews.

In 172() he was removed, Init was reappointed in

1733, and made lieutenant-general. Throughout
the whole of his active career in Louisiana,

Bienville was intent upon the welfare of the

colony. That the colony did not prosjicr more
rapidly must be ascribed to the Frcncli colonial

policy rather tlian to the faults of Hienville. In

1743 he was Uually superseded, and he passed

the remainder of his life in France.

BIEKBATTM, ber'boiim. Otto Jui.ius (1865

— ). A Cernian author, born at Griinberg,

Lower Silesia. He successively took up the

studies of philosophy. Romanic philology, his-

tory of art, and Oriental languages, visiting the

universities of Zurich, Lei])zig, Munich, and

Berlin. After a course in Persian and Chinese

at the Oriental Seminary of Berlin, as a prei)ara-

tion for the German consular service in China,

he was compelled by pecuniary difficulties to

turn to literature. In lSi»2 he became editor of

the Frcie liiihne in Berlin (later the A>i/c

Oeufschc RiindsrUau) , the publication of which
he .abandoned to found the art journal Pan,

which, in collaboration with Julius Meyer-Graef'e,

he conducted in 1895. His publications include:

Erlebte Oedichle (1892); Studentenhcichtcn

(1897); Die Freier.tfnhrfen vnd Freiersmcimin-

gen des weiberfeiiidlichen IJerrn Pankrazius
Crnunzer (1897) : Der buttte Vonel von 7S.')7 und
i.S.O.O; Ein Kalendetbuch (1896 and 1898).

BIERCE, AMnROSE (1842—). An American

journalist and humorist, born in Ohio in 1842.

BIERSTADTj

He ser^'ed with distinction in the Civil War, was
brevetted major, went to California in 1806, and
in 1872 to London, where for a few years he
engaged in journalism. Returning to California,

he contributed to the Oirrlaiid Montlihi and es-

pecially to the San Francisco Examiner, and also

did editorial work. His more noteworthy volumes
are t'obin-bs from an Empty Skull (1874); In
the ilidnt of Life (1894) ; Can Such Things Bet
(1898! ; lihtck lieetlca in Amber (1892) ; Fantas-
tic Fables (1899). Some of his short stories dis-

play much strength.

BIERMANN, ber'niiin, Karl Eduard (1803-

92). A German artist, born in Berlin, lie was
at first a decorative painter, but afterwards stud-

ied landscape in Swit/erland, the Tyrol, and
Italy, and was one of the founders and most
prominent members of the Berlin school of

landscape painting. He was for some time a
l>rofessor in the Berlin Academy. One of his

best works is "Evening in the High Alps" ( 1842)

.

Others are "View of Florence" "(1834), "Tasso's
Oak" (1830), "Isle of Phil:!?," "Temple of Edfu,"
and sixteen water-colors on motives drawn from
Dalmatia (1853). His style is in general force-

ful and harmonious, large in outline, and some-
what decorative in detail.

BIEE.NATZKI, be-er-nats'ks, Joiiann Chbis-
TOPii ( 1795-] 840) , A German author. He
was born at Elmshorn, in Holstein, and, from
1825 to 1840, served as a Lutheran pastor at

Friedrichsstadt in the Province of Schleswig.

His most important publication is Hie Hallig,

oder die Schiffbriichigen aiif dent Eiland in der
yordsce ("The Hallig. or Shipwrecks on an Is-

land of the North Sea"), with introduction by
Diintzer (1881), wliieh is still valued for its ac-

curate description of the pastor's personal ex-

periences during the floods which frequently deso-

lated Schleswig. His complete works, including

tales, poems, and didactic treatises, were pub-
lished after his death, 8 vols. (Leipzig, 1852).

Consult his biograjjhy (Leipzig, 1852), by his

son Karl Hernhard Biernatzki.

BIERSTADT, ber'stat, Albert (1830-1902).

An American landscape-painter. He was born at

Dusseldorf, Germany, received a common-school
education at New Bedford, Mass., in 1853-57

studied at the Diisseldorf ,\eademy under Les-

sing. and at Rome, and in 18.58 made a sketch-

ing tour in the Rocky Mcmntains, largely in con-

junction with the expedition of General F, W.
Lander to survey an overland wagon-route.

From this tour and subsequent visits to the

Western United States, he collected materials

for his most important works. In 1867, 1878,

and 1883 he visited Europe. He was elected

a National Academician in 1860. and received

numerous foreign decorations and medals in

.\ustria. Belgium, and Germany. His studio was
at Trvinsrton-on-Hudson. N. V.. until 1882. and

subsequentlv in New York City. Trained in the

Diisseldorf school of landscape, he was skillful

as a draughtsman, although as a eolorist some-

what hard and diy. The Diisseldorf method he

applied to the interpretation of the vast scenery

of the Rockies and the Sierras, and with F. E.

Church and Thimuis Moran introduced a spa-

cious, paniuamic manner into American national

art. His study of nature was direct and patient;

his rendering of it, despite certain crudities, was

never inelTeetive, Tuekerman declared that no
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more genuine and grand American work has been
produced in landscape art than Bierstadt's

'Rocky Mountains" (lS(i3). Other noteworthy
pictures are "North Fork of the Platte" (18G4)',

••El Capitan. Jlerced River" (18()6), '-Storm in

the Rm'ky Mountains"' (1860), ••Valley of the
Vosemite" (1806: collection of the Lenox Li-

brary, Xew York City), "'Valley of Kern's River"
(1875), "Mount Corcoran, Sierra Nevada"
'1878; Corcoran Gallery, \Vashington, D. C),
and two historical paintings. '•The Discovery of

the Hudson River" and ••The Settlement of

California" (both in the Capitol at Washington)

.

Consult Tuckerman, Book of the Artists (New
York, 1S67I.

BIESBOSCH, bestos (Dutch, the reedy
thicket ) . A marshy sheet of water lying just
southeast of Dort. Xetherlands, and partly
separating the provinces of Nortli Brabant and
South Holland. It was formed in November,
1421, by an inundation which destroyed 72 vil-

lages and 100,000 people and cohered an area
of 80 square miles. Since the Eighteenth Cen-
tury a considerable portion of the submerged
area has been reclaimed, thus forming a number
of large islands (Map: Netherlands. C 3). The
Biesbosch forms the eastern end of the estuary
known as the Hollandisch-Diep, into which Hows
the Maas (Meuse) River.

BIESTER, be'ster, .ToAO Erxesto (1820-80).
A Portuguese dramatist. He was born in Lisbon.
and when only nineteen years old produced his
first drama. Raphael, on the stage in his native
city. Though utterly lacking in local and national
coloring, his works, which were numerous, were
for many years the most popular dramas on the
Portuguese stage. Among the best known are

:

ilocidude de D. Joao T.. a drama in five acts
(with Rebello da Silva, 1858) ; Os homens se-

ries, a comedy (18.58): Primnrcra eterrm. a
comedy (I860)": Abner/aiao (1861) ; and Os difa-
madores, a comedy (1866). He was also the
founder and first editor of the journal Revista
Contemporanea de Portugal e Brazil (1859). In
1862 he was mad* a member of the Royal
Academy.

BIFROST, be'frest, or BIFRAUST ; Old
Norse, the tremulous way. from hifa, to tremble
-{- rost, way). The rainbow, which in Norse
mythology was deemed to be a bridge between
heaven (Asgard) and the earth (ilidgard), or
hell (Hela). It was used only by the gods, and
was guarded by Heimdal (q.v. ). In the lattef

time the warriors of Muspelheim (land of fire)

were to ride over the bridge to give battle to
Odin and his associate gods: the bridge was to
break dow-n : the wolf Fcnrir. the Midgard ser-

pent Loki, all the followers of Hel, and the frost
giants were to unite in the war. Tliere was
notliing in heaven or earth that should be exempt
from fear in that terrible hour. -Ml the gods,
led by Odin, were to come forth to war. The evil

powers were to triumph, and the whole universe
was to be consumed with fire. See ScAN'oi^fA-
VIAX AXD TEfTOXIC MvTIIOIX>OY : BCTSI.

BI'GA. or BI'G.a:, which is the usual form
before the Second Century a.d. (Lat., from his,
twice + iugum, yoke). "A term for a vehicle
dra\vn by two animals, and commonly applied to
the Roman chariot used in processions or in
the circus. In shape it resembled the Greek war-
chariot—a short body on two wheels, low and
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open behind, where the charioteer entered, but
higher and closed in front. A good example is

the marble biga in the Vatican Mu.scum.

BIG'AMY (OF. bigamie, from Lat. bis, twice

+ Gk. ydfios, (/a »! OS, marriage) . In ecclesiasti-

cal law. marrying a second time, whether the
first husband or wife is living or dead. Although,
void by the canon law, ecclesiastical courts will

recognize it so far as to entertain jiroceedings
for the formal nullificatiou of tlie second mar-
riage. In criminal law, bigamy (more properly
called polj'gamy) is a statutory offense. The
earliest English statute on this subject, that of
I. Jas. I., c. 11 (1603), declared it a felony with
the benefit of clergy. Blackstone says •'the

legislature thought it just to make it a felony
by reason of its being so great a violation of the
public economy and decency of a well-ordered
State." The latest English statute (2-1 and 25
A'ict., c. 100, §57) treats it as a wrong against
the chastity of the second spouse. As the statute
of James was enacted prior to the settlement
of the English colonies in America, it might
have been accepted as a part of the common law
of the States; and it was so accepted in ilary-
land. Most of the States, however, and the
Federal legislature have enacted statutes mod-
eled after the statute of James. L'nder these,
the crime consists in going through the ceremony
of marriage with another person while having a
liusband or wife living. A non-ceremonial or com-
mon-law marriage, so called, will not in general
support an indictment for bigamy. The crime
is cognizable only by the courts of the State
where the second marriage occurs. The present
statute in England continues this rule so far as
aliens are concerned, but makes punishable in
England the bigamous marriage of a British sub-
ject, wherever it is contracted. It is provided
by statutes on this subject, generally, that they
do not extend to any person by reason of a former
marriage whose husband or wife shall have been
absent for a specified period (in England seven
years, in the L'nited States often five years), and
is not known to such person to be living, but is

believed l)y such person to be dead : nor to a per-
son whose former marriage shall have l)een dis-

solved or pronounced void by a valid decree of a
competent court. In 1882 Congress amended
Section 5352 of the United States Revised Stat-
utes, so as to bring the polygamous practices of
Mormons within the definition of criminal big-

amy. In some States a person who knowingly
enters into a marriage with a bigamist is de-
clared to be guilty of a criminal offense. Con-
.sult: Stephen, Digest of the Criminal Law (5th
ed., London, 1894) ; Phillimore, Ecclesiastical
Laic of the Church of England (2d ed.. London,
1895) : Encrslev, hate of the Domestic Relations
(2d ed., London, 1896).

BIG BEG'GAR MAN. A nickname of Dan-
iel O'Connell, the Irish agitator and orator
(177.5-1847).

BIG BEN. The name of the bell in the Par-
liament clock-tower, London. It was east in

1858, and is of immense size.

BIG BETH'EL. A small village on the
peninsula between the York and .Tames rivers,

\'a., ten miles northeast of Fortress Monroe. It

was an outpost of Magrudcr's encampment at
Yorktown early in 1861, 1800 Confederates being
stationed here, and on June 10th was unsuccess-
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fully attacked by Gen. E. \V. Pierce, at the

head of about 2500 Federals, acting; under the

directions of Gen. B. F. Butler (q.v. ). The
fight was characterized by a series of blunders

on the Federal side, and General Pierce was
soon forced to retire with a loss of 70 (including

JIajor Theodore Winthro]) ) , the Confederates
liaving lost only 14. Consult Official Records
(Vol. II., Washington, 1S81-1!)01), and Johnson
and Buel (ed.). Briitlrs ami Leaders of the Civil

War. Vol. II. (Xew York, 1887).

BIG BLACK RIVER. ( 1 ) An affluent of

the Jtississijjpi, rising in Choctaw County, Jliss.,

and after a southwest course of 200 miles flowing

into the greater river 20 miles south of Vicks-

burg (Map: ^lississijjpi. E 5). It is navigable

for nearly .50 miles to Bovina. (2) A tributary

of the Porcupine River, Alaska, into which it

flows a few miles above the latter's junction with
the Yukon River at Fort Yukon. (3) One of

the eastern feeders of Lake Winnipeg, Canada,
which it enters in latitude 52° 20' N.

BIG BONAN'ZA. A popular play adapted
bv Bartlev Campbell from a German source
("1875).

BIG'ELOW, Krastus Brigiiam (1814-79).

An American inventor, born in West Boylston,

Mass. He invented looms for weaving suspender

webbing, piping cord, knotted counterpanes, car-

pets, coacii laces, etc., founded Clinton. Mass.,

the headquarters of the Bigelow Carpet Co.. and
was one of the original incorporators of the

^lassachusetts Institute of Technology. He pub-
lished The Tariff Questions Considered in Regard
to the Policy of Eni/land and the Interest of

the United States (18C3).

BIGELOW, Frank Hagar (1851— ). An
American meteorologist, born at Concord, Mass.
He graduated at Harvard College in 1873, and
the IDpiscopal Theological School in Cambridge
(Mass.) in 1880, and took orders. For some
time he was assistant astronomer at the national

observatory in Cordoba, Argentina, and after-

wards was successively professor in Racine Col-

lege (Wis.) and assistant in the Nautical Al-

manac oflice, Washington, D. C. In 1891 he

was aijpointed a professor of meteorologv' in the

I'nited States Weather Bureau, and in 1894 pro-

fessor of solar physics at the Columbian Uni-

versity. He also became, in 1890, assistant rec-

tor of Saint John's Cluirch. Washington, and,

in 1898, president of the Washington Philosophi-

cal Society. He is best known as the invoitor

of an instriiment for obtaining photographic

records of stellar transits, and for researches

demonstrating the connection between terrestrial

magnetism, the aurora, and the solar corona.

His most important publication is a monograph
on the Kolar Corona (1889).

BIGELOW, .Jacob (1787-1870). An Ameri-
can physician and botanist. He was born in

Sudbury. .Mass.. graduated at Harvard in 1S06,

and began the practice of medicine in Boston
in 1810. He was for more than forty years phy-

sician to the Massachusetts General Hospital,

and for a long time professor of materia mediea
and clinical medicine in Harvard. In 1820 he

was one of the committee of five who formed the

American Pharnuicopa>ia, and assisted in estab-

lishing tlie nomenclature wliich substituted a

single for a doulile word when possible. He was
also the originator of Mount Aul)urn Cenieterj".

BIGELOW.

His works include Suture in Disease (1854) ; a
Jiricf Exi)osition of Rational Medicine (Philadel-

phia, 1858) ; Jlislory of Mount Auburn (IStiO),

and many pa|)ers on medicine and liotauy, chief

among the latter l>eing his Florula Bostonicnsis
(1814). For many years he was president of

the ilassacliusetts Medical Society.

BIGELOW, .ToHX (1817—). An American
journalist, diplomat, and miscellaneous writer.

A graduate ol Union College, 1835, he was later

admitted to the bar, practiced law for some years,
but grad\ially exchanged this profession for that
of journalism. From 1845 to 1848 he was in-

s)iector of the prison at Sing Sing; in 1849 he
became joint owner of the Evening Post with
William C\illen Bryant, and was its managing
editor until 1801, when he becauu> consul at
Paris, and, from 1804 to 1807. I'nited States
Minister to France. Returning to America, he
was Secretary of State f(U- Xew York ( 1S75-77),
and after August, 1880, a trustee of the Tilden
Fund for a New York public library. His more
important publications are: .S'omc Recollections

cf A. P. Bern/er (1809): MoUnos the Quietist
(1882) ; Williatn Cullen Bryant (1880) : Life of
tiamuel J. Tilden (1880, 2 vols.); and France
and the Confederate yaiy (1888). He edited
The Autohiographti of Franllin from a manu-
script tlial lip had discovered in France ( 1,S08,

3 vols.) ; also the Comjiletc ll'co-A'.s of Franklin
(1887-88. 10 vols.) and the Speeches of S. /.

Tilden (1880). He also contributed frcquentlv
to magazines. In 1895 he was elected president
of the Board of Trustees of the Xew York Pulilic

Liluary.

BIGELOW, Melville JIadison ( 1840—) . An
American lawyer and author. He was born at
Eaton Rapids, Mich., and was educated at the
University of Michigan and at Harvard. In

addition to his American edition of Jannan on
'Wills, he has ])ublished numerous treatises on
estoppel, fraud, and torts, among whicli the fol-

lowing are especiallv noteworthv: The Lair of
Estoppel (1872-90)1 The Law 'of Torts (1878-

1901); History of English Procedure (1880);
The Law of Mills, Sotes, and Cheques (1895-

1900) ; The Law of Bills (1898).

BIGELOW, Poii.TNEV (185.5—). An Ameri-
can journalist, son of John Bigelow (q.v.). After
a cosmopolitan training in the United States,

France, and Germany (where he was a fellow-

pupil of the present German Emperor), he was
graduated at Yale in 1879, and from the Cohnn-
bia Law School in 1882. Admitted to the bar,

he abandoned the law, after a few years, for

journalism and travel in the East. Africa. Eu-
rope, and tlie West Indies. He traveled widely
by ship and canoe in Asia, Africa, Europe, and
the islands of the Pacific. He was editor of

Outing (18S5-87), and has since been London
correspondent of Harper's Weekly, and corre-

spondent of tlie London Times during the Span-
ish-American War. He has published The tier-

man Emperor (1889), The German Emperor
and His Xeighbors (1892), Paddles and Poli-

tics Down the Danuhe (1892), The Border Land
of Czar and Kaiser (1894), gatlu'ring the mate-
rials for whieli cost liim sunuuary expulsion from
the Russian Empire, .4 History of the (Icrman
Struggle for Liberty (1890), and White Man's
.Africa (1898).



BIG-ENDIANS. BIGLOW PAPERS.

BIG-ENDIANS, The. The name of the sect

in (jiillucr's Traucls under which Swift satii'ized

the Catholics, so called because the Big-endians
dogmatically asserted that au egg must be broken
at the larger end. They were opposed to the
l.ittle-endians, the Piotcstants, who were equally
.stout in their contention that eggs must be
broken only at the smaller end.

BIGGLES WADE. A parish and market
town of Bedfordshire. England, on the river Ivel,

about 10 miles southeast of Bedford (Map:
England. F 4 ) . It has manufactures of straw,

wire, and late. Population, about 5000.

BIG HATCHIE, hachl. A small river of

the United States, rising in northeast Mississip-

pi, one head branch in Prentiss County, but the
larger one in Union County (ilap: Mississippi.

HI). It flows through a fertile cotton region
north into Tennessee, and then northwest, join-

ing the Mississippi River 5 miles above Ran-
dolph, and nearly 40 miles above Memphis. It is

nearly 200 miles long, drains an area estimated
at 4000 square miles, and is navigable for small
steamboats for about 100 miles to Bolivar. Tenn.

BIG'HEAD' ( OsTEOPORO.sis ) . A bone disease

in which the bones become more massive and less

compact by reason of an increase in the cancel-

late tissue. The disease aft'ects horses and mules
of all breeds and ages. Tlie enlargement of the
liead is the most conspicuous symptom ; hence
the name. A peculiar lameness precedes or ac-

companies other symptoms. The animal takes
short steps. The ribs undergo certain changes
so that a round-barreled horse becomes flat-sided.

Recovery from the disease is rare.

BIG HORN. A river of the Rocky Mountain
region of the United States, rising in the Wind
River range in Fremont County. Wyoming, near
the central part of that .State (Map: Wyoming,
E 3). It flows northward into Montana, and
following thence a northeasterly course it emp-
ties into the Yellowstone River, of which it is

the chief tributary. Its principal headstream is

the Wind River, which rises in the Shoshone
Mountains in Wyoming, southeast of the Yellow-
stone National Park. Its source is between 8000
and 9000 feet above sea-level. The principal tribu-

taries of the Big Horn are the Grey Bull and
Stinking Water rivers in Wyoming and the Little

Big Horn River in Montana. Its total length is

about 4.50 miles and it is navigable up to its

juncture with the Little Big Horn at Fort Cus-
ter. The famous Custer massacre took place in

the valley of the latter in 187(5. The Big Horn
drains an area estimated at over 20.000 square
miles. The scenery along the river's course is

magnificent.

BIG'HORN'. The popular name in the
X'nited States of the Rocky Mountain sheep, on
account of their immense, semi-spiral, argali-like
horns. These sheep, in one or other of their
species, were formerly to be found throughout
the whole Rocky Mountain system from Xew
Mexico to the Arctic Circle: and they are still

numerous from Montana northward and only
less so southward, in the higher ranges. They
are gregarious, fond of the highest pastures.
wary, and nmch hunted not merely for sport, but
because the flesh is excellent and the horns make
handsome trophies.

"To many American sportsmen and natural-
ists," remarks William T. Hornaday {Fifth An-

nual Report A'eio York Zoological Society),
"there is no other wild animal on this continent
which challenges admiration equal to that be-

stowed upon the mountain sheep. Unfortunately,
it is only those who have made the acquain-
tance of this animal in life, and upon its own
ground, who have a fair conception of . . . tlie

true character of this hardy mountaineer, in
whose anatomy strength is combined with agility
to an extent which is nothing short of marvelous.
Its home is the loftiest rim-rock of tlie high
mountain plateaus, or the most rugged and for-

bidding Badlands of the middle altitudes. In
summer its favorite pastures are the treeless
slopes above timber-line, and in winter it paws
tluough the snow of the motmtain meadows to
reach the tallest spears of grass. . . . All the
year round this animal is both well-fed and well-
dad, and its savory flesh invites constant pur-
suit and attack from the mountain lion and
hunters both white and red. Unlike its dull-

witted neighbor, the mountain goat, the moun-
tain sheep is wide-eyed and wary, and difficult

to approach."
The best known species is the common bighorn

(Oris ccrviiia), which is very stoutly built,

stands about 40 inches high at the shoulder, is

grayish-brown, with the face ashy, a dark line

along the spine, and the imder parts and eon-
sincuous 'caudal disk' on the buttocks whitish.
The horns of the ram are massive, thick and
keeled on the outer edge, springing backward
and then downward in a majestic sweep, and
measuring 42 inches in largest specimens around
the curve : those of the ewe are short and rilibed.

It dwells in bands sometimes containing fifty or
more of all ages throughout all the high moun-
tains from the Dakota Badlands to Arizona,
California, and northern British Columbia. A
smaller and paler variety, inhabiting the central
basin, is called Xelson's bighorn. A second
species is .Stone's bighorn, lately found in north-
ern British Columbia, which is larger, and has
comparatively slender, pale-brown outward-ctirv-
ing horns ; its general color is a blackish-brown
grizzle, with the spinal stripe, throat, chest,

sides, buttocks, and tail and hoofs almost black.

Another species belongs to the mountains of

Central -Maska. north of 60°, named Oris Dalli,

which is altogether white, in winter perfectly
free from the few brownish hairs that may ap-
pear in its summer coat. The horns are of mod-
erate size, and of a clear amber color. .\ fourth
species, also Alaskan, has been described as Ovis
Faiinini. and resembles Dall's sheep, except that
the body is brownish-gray, leaving the head, neck,
breast, belly, and rump white. See Plate of Wild
.'^IIF.EP, ETC.
Consult : Mayer (editor) .S'port icithGnn andHod

(Xew York, 1883) : Roosevelt, Uuntinri Trips of a
Ratwhman (ib., 1883) ; Baillie-Grohman, Vamps
ill thr Koclciex (London, 1882) ; Fifteen Years^
iSport and Life in Western America (ib., 1900).

BIG JAW. See Actinomycosis.

BIG LATJ'REL. See ilAG.voLlA.

BIGT.OW, HosE.\. See Lowell, James
RlSSKI.I .

BIGLOW PAPERS, TnE. The title of a
series oi satiriial poems in the Yankee dialect
by .Tames Russell Lowell. They appeared in two
parts. Part I., Aoicing the New England opjio-

sition to the Mexican War, was brought out in
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1848, and Part II., concerned with the Civil

War, in 1867. All is under the fictitious editor-

ship of the Rev. lionier Wilbur. Lowell's wit

and humor are here unstinted. Written rapidly

and with great personal delight, the work was
warnilv received, and parts of it are still popuhir.

BIGNON, be'nyo.N', Loms Pierre EnouASD
(17T1-1S41). A French diplomat and historian,

born at Guerbavillc, in the Department of Seine-

Inferieurc. During the Revolution he entered

the army as a volunteer, hut transferred, after

some years, to the diplomatic service, and in

1801 was made secretary of legation at Berlin,

becoming in the following year charge d'aflfaires.

He subsequentlv was Minister Plenipotentiary

to Cassel (180406) and, after the battle of

Jena, was administrator of finances and public

domains in the Prussian provinces occupied by

the French. After acting as French Ambassador
at the Court of Baden and as administrator-gen-

eral in Austria ( 1809) he was sent in the follow-

ing year on a secret mission to Warsaw where he

remained for three years. His encouragement

and advice enntributed to arouse the Poles to an
energetic resistance against Russia and Austria.

After the fall of Xapoleon he lived in retirement,

but during the Hundred Days became Under-Secre-

tary of State for Foreign Affairs, and subsequent-

ly iiead of that department. From 1817 to 1837

he was a member of the Chamber of Deputies,

and from July to Xovember, 1830, held the port-

folio of foreign affairs. He was raised to the

peerage in 1837. Designated by Xapoleon. in his

will, to write the diplomatic history of France

after the establishment of the Consulate, Bignon

performed his task in the Bixtoire de France
dcpuis Ic ]S hnintaire jusqu'a hi paix de Tilsit

(7 vols., 182!)-30) and Jlisfoire de France depuia

la paix de Tilsit jusqu'cn 1SI2 (4 vols., 1838).

He also wrote Expose comparatif de l'{tat

financier, politique et v\oral de la France ct d-es

princiinitra puissances, de I'Europe (1815).

BIGNO'NIA (named after the Abb^ Bignon).

A genus of Bignoniacea- embracing about 100

species of twining shrubs. Host of the species

are South American, although one. liir/nonia

capreohita, occurs in the southern I'nited States.

Jlany of the species are cultivated in gi'een-

houses for their striking habit of growth. They
climb by twining and by tendrils. The flowers

of many are very handsome. The long flexuous

stems are fre(iuently used as cordage substi-

tutes, and the natives of French Guiana are said

to weave the split stems into mats, baskets, etc.

BIGOD, big'od, Hugh (?-U76). First Earl

of Norfolk. He was a son of Robert Bigod, who
had come to England with William the Con-

queror. The origin of the family name has been

traced to the oath 'bt got.' frequently used among
the Normans. Bigod is said to have secured the

throne to Stephan by swearing to Archbishop

William Corbois immediately after the death of

Henry T. that the latter on his deathbed had
quarreled with his daughter ^Matilda, and had
disinherited her in favor of Stephan of Blois,

whose arrival in England shortly afterwards

seemed to substantiate this statement. In recog-

nition of his services, Bigod subsequently re-

ceived the earldom of Norfolk.

BIGORDI, W'-gor'dc". The real name of a

family of Florentine painters, better known as

Ghirlandajo (q.v.).
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BIGORBE, bS'gor' (from the Gallic people
Bitjerri, or liigerriones) . A mountainous dis-

trict in the southwestern part of France, former-
ly constitviting a part of Aquitainc and subse-

quently of Gascony. It is now included in the
Department of Ilautes-PyrfnCes. In mediipval

times it was ruled by counts of the houses of

Foix and Albret, and was united to France on
the accession of Henri IV. Tarbes (q.v.) has
been the chief town since the days of the Romans.
Consult Troidour, Mcmoire du pays, et des €tat»

de Bi(iorrc (Paris, 1892).

BIGORRE, L'.XnuE. The pseudonym signed
to Voltaire's Historii of the Parlement of Paris,

published in Amsterdam, in 1769.

BIGOT, be'gO'. Cn.4Rr.Es Juujs (1840-93). A
French writer and critic, born in Paris. Ho re-

ceived his education at the Ecole Normalc and at

the Art School at Athens, and. devoting himself

to journalism, became one of the leading critics

and reviewers of his day. He wrote for the

XIX. Siecle and to the Revue Bleu contributed

the popular Annales politiques et liticraires.

Among his books are: Les classes dirifleantes

(1876): Le cler;/^ frant:ais devant la loi fraiv-

Caise (1877): Le petit Fraii^ais (1882); Ra-
phael et la Farncsine (1884): Grece, Turquie,

le Danube (1886) ; De Paris au Magara (1887).

His wife, Mary Healey Bigot, of American
parentage, was the author of a number of success-

ful novels dealing with contemporary life, of

which ilarca (1882) was crowned by the Acad-

crav. Other titles are: Vne folic (1886): La
tache du petit Pierre (1887) ; Artiste (1890).

BIG BAP'IDS. A city and the county-seat

of ilecosta County, Mich.. 'io miles north of

Grand Rapids: on the Muskegon River, here

crossed by two bridges, and on the Grand Rajiids

and Indiana and the P^re Marquette railroads

(ilap: Michigan, II 5). It has a public library,

and a fine courthouse and jail, and is the seat of

the Ferris Institute. Good water-power is sup-

plied by the river, and the city has an extensive

lumber trade and manufactures of furnit\ire,

veneer, doors, sash, blinds, bed-spring frames,

stoves, and cast-iron pijies. Settled in 18.59. Big

Rapids was incorporated ten years later. It is

governed by a charter of 1887, revised 1S9.').

which provides for a mayor, elected annually,

and a city council. The waterworks are owned
and operated bv the city. Population, in 1890,

.5.303; in 1900. 4686.

BIG SANDT. A navigable affluent of the-

Ohio River, formed by the junction of two
main forks on the border between Kentucky and

West Virginia and flowing north to the Ohio,

separating these two States (Map: West \'ir-

ginia, B 3). The east fork, called Tug Fork or

Tattarawka River, rises in West Virginia near

the Virginia line, and flowing n<uthwest. forms

with the Big Sandy the southern boundary be-

tween West Virginia and Kentucky. The west

fork, called the Levisa Fork, rises in southwest

Virginia, and flows northwest into Kentucky

and then northeast to its junction with Tug
Fork. Both branches pass through a heavily

wooded coimtry. but the best timber has been

removed. The river drains an area of over 4000

square miles and lies in the Ohio coal-producing

area. It empties into the Ohio River near Cat-

lettsburg. Ky., and is navigable for small boats

for 100 miles.



BIGNONIA, ETC.

1. BIRCH 'Betula albal. 4. BIGNONIA CHERERE.
2. BLADDERNUT iStaphylea Irifolial; «' , fruit. 5. MOONWORT ILunarla arnua^.
3. BLADDERWORT lUtncularia vulgarisJ; J, an utricle 6. BOX iBuxus sempervlrensl.

of Bladderwort, entire and opened to show valve. 7. BOX ELDER (Negundo aceroldes*, a flowering sprav
8. BOX ELDER, a mature leaf-





BIG SPRING. BXLBAO.

BIG SPBING. The county-seat oi Howard
County. Tex., 270 miles west of Fort Worth:
on the Texas and Pacific Railroad (Map: Teias,
D 3 1 . It is an important railroad town, with
division shops, offices, etc.. of the Texas and
Pacific, and has a considerable trade in the prod-
ucts of the surrounding region, principally live

stock, hides, fruit, and agricultural produce.
Extensive deposits of salt underlie the town, and
near it is a large spring frrfm which it is named.
Population, about 20OO.

BIG TKEES. See Sequoia.

BIG WAE'EIOK. See Black Wabkiob.

BIHAC. ^r BIHATCH, beTioch. A fortified

town of Bosnia, capital of a district of the same
name (Map: Austria-Hungary, D 4t. It is

situated on an island in the Una, near the fron-

tier of Dalmatia. It has been the scene of frequent

contests during the Turkish wars. In September,
1S78. the town was successfully defended by the
Bosnian insurgents against the Austrian army of
occupation, whose assaults were repelled with
great loss. Subsequently, however, it was evacu-

ated by the native troops. Population, in 1S95,
4330. chiefly Mohammedans.

Bl M K. be^a. A portion of the Portuguese
West African colony of Angola (q.v.).

BIJAPTJB, beja-poor' (Skt. ri/aya, Tictory
— pur, city). A decayed city in the Presidency
of Bombay. British India, on an affluent of the
Kistna, 245 miles southeast of Bombay (Map:
India. C 5) . Bijapur was for centuries the
flourishing capital of a powerful kingdom, fall-

ing therewith tmder various dynasties in suc-

cession, Hindu and Mussulman, till, in 16S6, it

was c-aptured by Aurangzeb. Early in the Eigh-
teenth Century it passed into the hands of the
Mahrattas. On the overthrow of the Peshwa,
in ISIS, it was assigned by the British to
the dependent Kajah of Satara. Bijapur pre-

sents a contrast perhaps unequaled in the world.
Lofty walls, of hewn stone, still entire, inclose

the ruins of a city which is said to have con-
tained 1600 mosques and 100.000 dwellings.
With the exception of an ancient temple, the
sole relic of aboriginal domination, the ruins are
Mohammedan, and consist of beautiful mosques,
colossal tombs, and a fort of more than C miles
in circuit, with an inner citadel. . An additional
wonder of the place is the largest piece of brass
ordnance in existence, cast at Ahmednagar.
Population, about 17,000. Consult: FergUiSon..ln-
ci'^nf Architecture in Hindostan (London. 1S47) ;

id., .^tudy of Indian Architecture (ib., 1867).

BUlIS,bm5. AxTfA (c.I494-157.5t. A Flemish
poet. She was bom at Antwerp, and was the first

writer of the Sixteenth Century in the native
language. Her best-known verses are collected
in her Schoone Refereunen ^chruftiieren ende
Leerintirn teghen Tnlle Kettereyen (1.528: with
commentaries by Van Helten and .Jonckbloet,
1876). which were frequently republished and
won for the author the name of '.Sappho of Bra-
bant.' Most of these refrains are energetic epi-
grams asainst Luther and his adherents, but all
are written in a languase of singular purity for
that period. Those which are free from religious
intolerance show much more poetic fire than is
found in the works of her contemporaries. A
collection of ninetv-fmir of her other poems was
published by Van Helten (1886).

BTKAKIR, beka-ner'. The capital of the
native State of the same name in Rajputana,
India, situated in a desolate tract. 2.50 miles
west-southwest of Delhi in latitude 28" X. and
lonsitude 73' 22' E. (Map: India. B 3i. Popu-
lation, in 1S91, 56.300: in 1901, 53,100. It is

surrounded by a battlemented wall S"--; miles
in circuit, and from a distance presents a mag-
nificent appearance with its carved Jain monas-
teries, palace, and buildings, but inside, the
streets are narrow, and, like the inhabitants,
dirty. Immediately to the northeast is a de-

tached citadel., of which the Rajah's residence
occupies the greater part. The State of Bikanir
is in latitude 27' 30' to 29° 55' X. and longitude
72' 30' to 75° 40' E., measuring, in its ex-
tremes. 160 miles by 200 miles. It contains 23.-

340 square miles. iPopulation. in 1S91. 832.000;
in 1901, 5S4.700. The Rajputs are the predomi-
nant race: but the -Tats form the great body of
the inhabitants. Though the people find their
principal resource in pasturage, yet water is re-
markably scarc-e. In the whole territory there is

not one perennial stream: while wells, as pre-
carious and scanty as they are brackish and
tmwholesome, average 2.50 feet in depth. In
186S-69 nearly half of the population were
destroyed by famine. The temperature varies
greatly. In the beginning of February ice is
formed on the ponds: and in the beginning of
May the thermometer stands at 123" F. -in the
shade. In the begitming of November each
period of twenty-four hours, as the sun is above
or below the horizon, presents such extremes of
heat and cold as often to be fatal to life.

BIKHI.AS. b^kalas. DniriKios (1S35— ).

A modem Greek poet and historian. He early
attracted national attention by his patriotic
hymns, and has rendered into modem Greek
several plays of Shakespeare. His chief histori-
cal works have appeared under the titles: The
Greeks of the lliddle Ages ( 187S) : T^e Role and
the Aspirations of Greece in the Eastern Ques-
tion (1S85): and Greece, Byzantine and Hod-
em (1893).

BrLAlTE. be-la'na. A tribe of southern Min-
danao. Philippine Islands (q.v.).

BrLASPTTB, be-las-poor'. A town of the
Central Provinces, British India, capital of the
district of the same name. It is situated on the
river -Arpa and on the Bengal-Xagpur Railway,
and has a population of about 11.100. mostly
Hindus. The district of Bilaspur comprises 8340
square miles, with a poptilation of 1.163.000. of
which more than 90 per cent, is Hindu. Rice is

the principal agricultural product, and famines
are frequent.

BILBAO, bel-ba'6 (Basque Pyii:ale1. "under
the hill'). A seaport town of Spain, capital of
the Province of Vizcaya. sittiated in a mountain
gorge on the XerviOn. about 8 miles from its

mouth at Porttigalete ( Map : Spain. D 1 ) . Bil-
bao is well built, the principal streets are
straight, and the houses substantial. Five
bridges, one a stone bridge of the Fourteenth
Century, cross the river which divides the old
town from the new. There are several fine pub-
lic walks, numerous fountains, but no public
buildinsrs of any note. The city is purely com-
mercial. It has many extensive rope-works,
and manufactures of hardware, leather, hats,
tobacco, and earthenware. There are also docks
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for building merchant vessels, and in the vicin-

ity are iron and copper mines. The Nervion
has been dee[)en('d so as to be navigable by
vessels dra\vin<; twenty-two feet, and at pres-

ent Bilbao is one of the most important trading
ports of Spain. The imports consist chiefly of

cotton and woolen manufactures, colonial pro-

duce, fish, jute, spirits, hardware, machinerj-.

railway materials, etc. : and the exports consist

of wool, iron, fruits, oil. Hour and grains, wines,

madder, minerals, liqiuuice, etc. The women
here do almost all the heavy porterage. Bilbao
owes its present prosperity to the iron-mines
which stand on the left bank of the Xervion.
Their valuable deposits were known to exist

from the earliest times, but the mines have only
been worked within the last decades of the

Nineteenth Century. Bilbao was founded in the

year 1300 by Diego Lopez de Haro, under the

name of Behao, i.e. 'the fine fort,' and, being well

situated and little disturbed by the civil wars
of Spain, it soon attained great prosperity. In
the Fifteenth Century it was the seat of the

most authoritative commercial tribunal in Spain.
It suffered severely in the wars with France, first

in 1795, and again in 1808, when 1200 of its

inhabitants were slaughtered in cold blood.

Population, in 1897, 74.100.

BIL'BERRY. See Hicklebebbt.

BIL'BILIS. An old Ccltiberian city of Spain,
about two miles east of the modern town of

Calatayud, in the Province of Saragossa. It is

chiefly celebrated as the birthplace of the poet
Martial, but is also famed for its highly tem-
pered steel blades. Under the Romans Bilbilis

was a municipal to\vu with the surname of

Augusta.

BIL'BOES. See Iboxs.

BILDERDIJK, bll'drr dik. Willem (1755-

1831). A Dutch poet, philologist, and philoso-

pher. He was born in Amsterdam, September
7, 1755, studied law in Leyden, and then prac-

ticed it at The Hague. In 1795 he was exiled

as an anti-Revolutionist, and went to London
and Brunswick, after a discreditable love affair

with Kathcrina Schweikhardt, redeemed later

(1802) by marriage. Kathcrina was herself

author of a narrative |)oem liodrigo the Goth,
and of graceful I'ocms for Chitdren. On Bilder-

dijk's return to Holland (1800) King Louis
made him librarian and patronized him in vari-

ous ways, but he was rather overweening and
ungrateful, and at last, refusing to live in Am-
sterdam, went to Leyden (1817), where he lec-

tured on history till 1827. Bilderdijk's industry
was indefatigable. While in Germany he trans-

lated Os^iait and wrote Country Life and Patri-
otic Lore for Orange. After his return he wrote
The Disease of Genius, Lcyden's Battle, several

dramas, and his poetic masterpiece, The Destrue-
iion of the First World. His entire production
approaches 100 volumes. His poetry had no deep
sentiment, and never caught the romantic in-

spiration. In politics he stood, in later years,

almost alone as an ultra-conservative. His
greatness lies in a mastery of language that no
Dutch ])oet since Huygens had approached. Bil-

derdijk's IVorfcs are collected in 15 vols. (1856-

59). Consult Gorter, Bilderdijk (Amsterdam,
1871).

BILE (Lat. hilis, bile, anger). A fluid se-

wetcd by the liver. It is golden-red in man,
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green in herbivorous, brownish-yellow in car-

niAorous animals. The primary cells of the liver

(the hepatic cells) separate the bile from the
blood of the jiortal vein, and discharge it into

small diuts, which unite to form larger ones,

and eventually the right and left hepatic ducts.
The latter unite to form the common hepatic
duct, which is soon joined by that of the gall-

bladder (the cystic duet). This junction forms
the common bile-duct, which pierces the second
part of the duodenvnn, and, running obliquely in

its walls for a short distance, opens on its

mucous surface. Between twenty and fifty

ounces of bile are secreted daily, principally
within an hour after eating, and to some extent
during the intervals of digestion. Some bile

remains stored in the gall-bladder, where it be-

comes viscid and of darker color. If it becomes
solidified, gall-stones are the result, causing great
pain as they pass through the gall-duct. Bile

passes into the intestine and assists in the diges-

tion of fats, stimulates the peristaltic motion of

the intestine, and disinfects the contents of the

large intestine. If the escape of the bile into

the intestine be prevented by swelling of the

part by the duodenum where the common bile-

duct empties, the bile is carried by the blood into

various parts of the body, causing jaundice (q.v.).

Bile is composed of water, fat, resinoid acids

(glycocholic and taurocholic) , mucus, various
salts, and soda. Its specific gravity is 1.020. It

has a bitter taste and a peculiar strong odor.

The bile of salt-water fish contains potash, while

that of land and fresh-water animals contains
soda. See Calcuhs; Digestion; Jaundice;
and Liver.

BILFINGEB, bil'fing-er, or BTJLFINGER,
bvil'fing-er, Georg Bebnhard (1G93-1750). A
German mathenuitician and philosophei of the
Leibniz-Wolflian school. He was a son of a
Lutheran minister of Kannstatt, Wiirttemberg,
and, like several others of his family, was born
with twelve fingers and twelve toes. He studied

at Halle under Wolff, became professor of phi-

losophy in 1721, and of mathematics also in

1724. In 1725. on WoHT's recommendation, he
obtained a professorsliip in Saint Petersburg,

whence he was recalled in 1731. He gained the

prize (1000 crowns) offered by the Academy
of Science of Paris for a solution of the prob-

lem of the cause of gravity. Later in life

he was a privy councilor at Stuttgart, and
greatly advan<'ed the interests of public in-

struction and agriculture. Among his numer-
ous works, the most important is Dilucidntiones

philosoiihirw de Deo. in which he expounded
minutely and defended against its opponents
Wolff's division of metaphysics into four
branches.

BILGE (akin to bulge, a rounded protuber-

ance, Lat. bulga, a leathern bag). That portion

of the bottom of a ship which is nearer horizon-

tal than vertical. The bend in the frames which
joins the bilge to the side is called the turn of

the bilge. If the turn of the bilge is sharp, the

vessel is said to have a hard bilge; if rounding,
to have an rasg bilge. If the bilge frames amid-
ships run nearly horizontal, the ship is said to
have ven- little dead rise: if they incline upward
at quite an angle as they leave the keel, she has
considerable ilrad rise. When a vessel .strikes

the ground with such force as to cause seriou.s
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injury in the bilge, she is said to be bilged. The
upper side of the floor-tinil)ers in a wooden ship,
and of the inner bottum in a modern vessel,
form, near the midship line, natural drainways
for any water wliioh may leak into or be formed
in the ship, and are called bilges. The largest
circumference of a cask is called the bilge.

Bilge Blocks. A series of blocks on which
the bilges of a ship rest when she is in a dry-
dock.

Bilge Iveel. A \'-shaped keel riveted to a
ship's bottom near the turn of the bilge for the
purpose of checking her rolling. These keels are
very efl'ective, and few large ships are now built
without them. A comparison of the behavior of
two 15,000-ton British battle-ships, one fitted

with bilge keels and one without them, showed
that the gain in a rough sea was very great; at
one time the ship without bilge keels was rolling
28 degrees each way, while lier sister ship with
keels 30 inches deep only rolled 11 degrees.
Bilge Keelson. .\n internal longitudinal

stiffening plate or timber inside the bilges.

Bilge-Water. The water which collects in
the bilges. It has a peculiar fetid odor which
is very strong if the bilges are not kept as clean
as possible. In the ships of the na\y bilges are
pumped out at least once a day and carefully
cleaned once a week. In wooden ships it is very
difficult to keep the bilges clean, and sickness on
board has often been ascribed to their foulness.

BiLGEWAys. A series of timbers on the
launching ways. The cradle, which supports
the body of the ship in launching, rests on the
bilgeways.

BILGUER, bil'gwer, Paul Rudolf ton
(1815-40). A German chess-player, born at
Ludwigslust. He was at an early age one of

the most accomplished players of his day. He
frequently gave exhibitions of memory feats, such
as playing two games simultaneously, without
watching the board. His Handbuch des Scharh-
spiels (completed by Von Heydebrand and Von
der Lasa. 1891) is regarded bj- many as the au-
thority on the subject.

BILHANA, bel-ha'na. An Indian poet of
the Eleventh Century. He was born in Kash-
mir and is supposed to ha\e died in the Deccan.
His most celebrated work is the Caunsurata-
pa)icu(;ik(i, a lyric poem of about fifty strophes,
of which several versions have been preserved.
Consult Hijfer's metrical translation in the In-
dische (lediclife (Leipzig, 1844).

BILIMrBI. See Carambola.

BILIN, b4-len' (Bohem. Bilina, from the river
Bielo, wliite). A town of the Austrian Crown-
land of Bohemia, beautifully situated in the val-

ley of the Biela. about ti miles southwest of Tep-
litz. It has important agricultural industries
and is famous for its alkali springs. Over one
million bottles of the water are exported annual-
ly. Population, in 1890, 6000; in 1900, 7800.
In the vicinity rises the remarkable isolated
clinkstone rock, called the Borschen, or Biliner
Stein.

BILIN. The language of the Bogos (q.v.).

BILIO'SO. A character in The Malcontent,
a tragi-coniicly by Marston (1004).

BILL, or BEAK. Sec Bird.

BILL (l.l,at. billii. for Lat. bulla, anything
rounded; sealjStamp; edict, bull). In legislation.

BILLET.

the common name for a proposed legislative act.
It was found a more convenient form of enacting
laws than the old Parliamentary method of
petition to tlie sovereign. Bills are" of two kinds,
public and private, according as they by their
terms atlect the particular interest of any per-
son or persons, whether private individuals or
corporations, or the interests of the people at
large. In the United States Congress bills for
raising revenue must originate in the Lower
House, but the Senate may propose and make
amendments. See Legislation; Congress;
Bill of Attainder, etc.

In the Law of PLEAniNO. A general term
descriptive of various forms of pleading by which
actions are instituted, both at common law and
in equity. In criminal law, the written accusa-
tion or presentment of a grand jury is known as
a bill. See Indictment; Grand Jury: Bill in
Equitv, etc.

BILLAUD-VARENNES, bs'v6' va'ren', Jean
Nicolas (1756-1819). A French revolution-
ist. He was a member of the Xational Con-
vention in 1792, voted for the execution of Louis
XVI. within twenty-four hours and for the death
of the other members of the royal family, and
favored in every way the most violent measures.
He was subsequently president of the Convention
and a member of the Committee of Public .Safetv.
Though he assisted in the overthrow of Robes-
pierre, he ultimately shared the fall of the Ter-
rorists and was transported to Cayenne in 1795.
He visited New York in 1S16. but was coldly
received and v.ent to Haiti, where he died, 1819.

BILLBOARD. See Anchor.

BILLET (Fr. billet, a ticket, dimin. of biUe.
bill, note). A naval term denoting the station or
employment of an individual. A sleeping billet
is the numbered space assigned to a member of
the crew in which he is required to swing his
hammock. A station billet is a memorandum of
his station and duties furnished to each member
of the crew; one is given to him when he first

comes on board, and if he be afterwards changed
to another division or part of the ship, his
station billet is changed accordingly.

Billet-Head. A scroll-head of a 'ship at the
end of the timbers underneath the bowsprit. It
replaced the old figurehead in vessels of the-
middle and latter part of the Nineteenth Cen-
tury.

Billet. In architecture, an ornament con-
sisting of a series of short cylinders spaced along
a straight line and formed by cutting a molding—generally a round molding—into notches, so
that the parts left resemble billets of wood.
When used in several rows, the billets and empty
spaces are placed interchangeably. It is fre-

quent in Norman buildings.

BILLET. See Heraldry.

BILLET, b^'ya'. FfiLix (1808-82). A French
physicist, born at Fismes (Marne). He became
professor of physics at the University of Dijon
in 1845, and dean of the faculty in 1873. His
name has become associated with the apparatus
known as the "Bilentilles de Billet." His numer-
ous important works include the following: Sur
les ehangcmcnts de roliime dex eorps par le pas-
sage de Vital solide d I'ftat liquide (1845);
Condensations ilectriques de deuxivme et de troi-

sihne eapice (1851) ; Traiti d'optique physique
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(1858) ; Mfmoire sur Ics demi-leittilles d'interfi-

renccs (18(121.

BILLETING (Fr. hillct, ticket, dimin. of

OF. bille, bill), or Qi-artering. A system of

provisioning and lodging soldiers, when not in

camp or barracks. Before the era of permanent
barracks in England, soldiers were billeted or

quartered on the citizens, wlio were compelled

to support them. The abuses and hardships

endured by citizens generally because of this ar-

rangement brought about the erection of perma-
nent barracks. (See B.iRRACKS.) One of the

grievances which led to the American Revolu-

tion was the quartering of British troops upon
the people without their permission. At the

present time "quartering' is restricted in the

United States by the third amendment to the
Constitution. In England it is confined to troops

on the march and individual soldiers traveling

on special duties. The keepers of inns or public

houses, or citizens—failing the former—on whom
troops may be billeted are paid according to a
Scale fixed by the Government.

BILLFISH. A fish having the snout much
drawn out in the form of a bill, as: (1) A gar.

(See article Gab. ) (2) Spear-fish (q.v.) , or some
similar form.

BILL-HOOK. An intrenching tool, used for

cutting underbrush in clearing passages through
jungle-growths, etc., and clearing camping-
grounds or bivouacs. It is also used for securing

materials for gabions, fascines, and other defen-

sive supports. The regimental pioneers of Euro-
pean infantry carry a bill-hook as part of their

equipn\ent. The bolo of the Filipinos and the

macliete of the Cubans clo.sely resemble it. both

in practice and general use. See EiVGiNEERiNG,

Military.

BILLIARDS (Fr. hillard, originally the cue,

from hillc. a log of wood, cf. Eng. billet). A
game of skill, whose development as a scientific

indoor game is wholly modern. Its origin is

obscure. Some assert that it was brouglit from
the East by the Crusaders. Cotton, in liis Corn-

pleat Gamester (1074). wavera between Spanish
and an Italian origin ; but there is better reason

to believe that de Vigiie, an artist of the Court
of Charles IX. of France (e.l57I), designed

tables and drew up a code of rules. In any case,

it was known in England so<m after this time.

Spenser, in bis Motlirr Iliihhard's Tale (1591),
speaks slightingly of those who jday

—

With dlcp. with oarrtn. with lml.var<iH Jar unfit,

Witli shuttlecocrk, nii86eeuiiii(^ uianl.v wit

It was originally an outdoor sport, played on
the ground, at firsfwith round stones, later with
two balls, an ivory post, an n|)riglit cone called

a king, and two sticks called masts (maees),

made of heavy wood and tipped with ivory. It

was then played in a similar form indoors upon
a table, still with two balls, an iron arch being

used through which the ball was driven; beyond
this was the king, and pin l)ool is a survival of

this primitive form. In the Eighteenth Century
holes, called 'hazards,' and suggested jjrobably

by the iron arch, were cat in the bed of the

table— first in the centre, then at the corners

and sides—into which l,he balls were driven.

Then the French added the third, or red ball,

introducing the caranibole or carom game, which
involves striking both tlie other balls with the

cue-ball.

The next period of development is marked by
improvements in the materials of the game.
Where the end of the cue had been simply made
rough with a file so that chalk might adhere to
it and prevent slipping oil' the ball, the French
player ilangin introduced leather tijjs (first

used in the L'nited States in 1823), and a little

later marble and slate came to be employed in-

stead of wood fur the bed, and india-rubber for
the cushions. In 1854 a new cushion, possessing
great durability and elasticity, was invented by
-Michael Phelan, the father of billiards in -Vmeri-
ca. and the game in the ne?;t half-centurj' at-

tained a wonderfully scientific precision.

The English game is played with three balls,

two being white and one red. which generally
measures 2 1-10 inches in diameter. One of the
white balls has a spot upon it, the purpose of
which is that one ball may be distinguished from
the other. The red ball is placed upon a spot at
what is called the top of the table and about 1$
inches from the top cushion, but exactly in the
centre width of the table; at the other, or lower
end of the table, and at a distance of 2 feet 414
inches from the lower-end cushion, and exactly

in the centre width of the talile. is placed a spot,

and from this sjxit is drawn a semicircle, with a
radius of 21 inches to 23 inches, of which the
spot is the center base; the space within the
semicircle is called 'balk.' The object of the
player is, by striking his own ball against the
red ball or his adversary's, to drive either it or
them into the pockets, or else ell'ect a 'cannon'

—

i.e. to strike both balls with the player's ball.

The general limit of each game is '50 tip,' as it is

called, although any number of points may be
agreed upon.

The method of play is as follows: for the lead

and choice of balls, the players 'string'—i.e.,

placing their white balls within the .semicircle,

they cause them to strike the furthermost cush-

ion ami to rebound; the striker whose liall stops

nearest the bottom cushion may take which ball

he likes and play or direct his opponent to play;
the red ball must, at the opening of the game,
be placed upon the top spot and replaced after

being pocketed or forced otT the table, or when-
ever the balls are broken—i.e. when the balls

are played as in the o])ening stroke; the game
is adjudged in favor of whoever first scores the

number of points agreed upon. Two points are

scored for a cannon or carom; two for a white
hazard (pocketing the opponent's ball); three

for a red hazard (pocketing the red ball). The
following strokes count against the |)layer; a

simple miss, one point; a losing hazard (pocket-

ing your own ball), two; and doing both at once,

three.

Billiard-tables vary in size. The English table

is fi feet wide and 12 feet long and has six

pockets, one at each corner and one at each

side at the c-entre; the standard size in .\nierica

is a table 5 feet wide and in fei4 long, although

in public rooms, clubs, and ])rivate houses tlit

size generally used is 4 feet (> inches in width
and 9 feet iii length. In the Cnited Slates tlie

game of billiards is now played almost exclu-

sively on carom-tables, pocket-tables being re-

served for the game of pool. The bed of the

table is made of slate and is covered with fine

green broadcloth, while rubber cushions are used

at the sides and ends of the table, against

which the balls strike and rebound. Three and
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iour balls are used in playing the game, the

balls being propelled with cues, which are gen-

•erally made of ash or maple, and in length vary
from" 4 feet 6 inches to 5 feet. A billiard-cue is

about IV. inches thick at the butt end, while
the tip runs to a point, in size from % to 14

incli. In weight most cues vary from 14 to 22
ounces. Ivor\' balls are generally used, and in

America and France the standard ball measures
2% inches in diameter, in England 2 1-16 inches.

The original American four-ball game of car-

oms and ])0ckets was played upon a 6 X 12 table,

with six pockets. Two white and two red balls

(light and dark in color) 2% inches in diameter
were used, but it is so .seldom played now that

it needs no further notice, its place having been
taken by the four-ball carom game, which in

turn is giving place to the more popular three-

ball carom game. This is played in America
and France with two white balls and one red.

In professional contests a 5 X 10 carom table is

used—i.e. a table without pockets, although it

can be played on a talile with pockets, counting
only the caroms. A semicircle is drawn at the
head of the table, with a radius of 6 inches, the
base of which is an imaginary line drawn through
the centre of the white-ball spot. The billiard-

table has three spots in a line, dividing the
table lengthwise, running from the centre of the
head cushion to the centre of the foot cushion;
one of these spots, cutting the line in two equal
parts, is called the centre spot, and the other
two are situated half way between the centre
spot and the head and foot cushions. The spot

at the head of the table is called the white spot,

and the one at the foot the red spot. The
centre spot is used only when a ball, forced off

the table, finds both white and red spots occu-

pied. Should the white ba'.l forced otl" the table

find its spot occupied, it would be placed on the

red spot, and vice versa. In beginning the game,
the red ball and one white are placed on their

respective spots; the other white remains in

hand and is placed near the white spot previous
to the opening stroke in the game. The player
can take any position within six inches of the

white spot, but he must strike the red ball first

before a count can be effected. The cushion-

carom game, in which the cue-ball is required to

.strike one cushion after having hit the first ob-

ject-ball, is now very general, while the two-
cushion and even three-cushion contests are not
infrequently played by amateurs as well as pro-

fessionals.

W'h.it has come to be generally kno«Ti as the
'balk-line game' is a development made neces-
sary by the wonderful skill acquired bj' the pro-
fessional players of first rank in 'cushion nurs-
ing"; that is, the making of an almost indefinite
number of shots by getting the lialls against
<jne of the cushions. \Vith the balls in this posi-
tion such skillful players as Frank Ives, .Jacob
.'^cliaefer, George Slosson, and others are able to
make runs of several hundred, such is their adept-
ness and delicacy of touch. To guard against tliis,

lines were drawn running parallel to and, at first,

eight inches from the cushions and conii)h'te!y
.rooming the table both ways. The rules of this
game provide that the players shall be permit-
ted to make only one or a given number of shots
when one or both of the object-balls are be-
tween the line and the cushion. The player
•18 permitted to make as many carom shots as he
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can when the balls are entirely outside the balk-
lines, and although this space is, of course, rela-

tively small, the more expert players frequently
make runs of from 20 to 30 by extremely deli-

cate carom playing with occasional forcing of

one of the object-balls to the cushion with such
accuracy as to make it return to a position from
which the carom playing may be contiiuied. But
with the further develoi)ment of skill among pro-

fessional players, this free space was decreased
by increasing the distance of the balk-line from
the cushions first fourteen and then eighteen
inches, while games occasionally provide for a
22-inch balk-line. Again, the restrictions of play
within these lines are made more exacting as the
skill of the player increases; that is to say, in

many of the tournaments between professional
players no shot may be counted when the balls

are within the balk-lines, unless one is forced
over the line.

The only play upon balls against the cushion
in most tournaments between professionals is

one which provides that both object-balls shall

be within what is known as the 'anchor space.'

These anchor spaces are rectangles about six
inches long and three inches broad, drawn at the
cushion line so that the balk-line will divide each
into two squares. If the player is skillful enough
or fortunate enough to get the two object-balls

within this anchor space, he may make one shot,

but he must at the same time drive one of the
balls outside the space. If his skill is sufficient

to make the ball or balls return to this anchor
space he may continue his play; but this, as
may be supposed, is an exceedingly difficult feat.

Tournaments between professional players are
generally arranged with the utmost exactness as
to the smallest details of play. In many cases
this uiceness extends even to a definite require-

ment as to the temperature of the room in which
the contest is to take place. This, because mois-
ture or low temperatures affect the elasticity

of the ivory of which the balls are made; there-
fore the articles of agreement often require that
the room shall be kept at a temperature of not
less than 80°.

The following are some of the remarkable
scores made in recent times, under the modem
highly scientific developments: Straight rail

—

highest run for match play (3 balls, on regula-
tion 5 X 10 table) 1531 points, JIaurice Vignaux,
Paris, 1880. Highest average for match play,
333

i-i, by Jacob Sehaefer, Chicago, 1879. Cush-
ion caroms—highest run for tournament play,
85 points, Frank C. Ivcs, Boston, 1890. Highest
average for tournament play, 10 (in 200 points),
.Jacob Sehaefer, Chicago, 1887. Fourteeninch
balk-line—highest run (with 'anchor luirse' bar-
red), 359 points, Frank C. Ives, Chicago, 1894.

Highest average (with 'anchor nurse' allowed),
100, Jacob Sehaefer, New York, 1893, and Frank
C. Ives, Chicago, 1894. Highest average (with
'anchor nurse' barred), 63 2-10, Frank C. Ives,

New York, 1894. 18-inch balk-line— highest
run for t&urnament play, 290 points (with
5 shots allowed in 'anchor' spaces), Frank C.

Ives, New Y'ork, 1896; 140 (with the 'anchor
nurse' barred), Frank C. Ives, Xew Y'ork, 1897.

Highest average for tournament play, 50 (with
5 shots allowed in 'anchor' spaces), Frank C.

Ives, New Y'ork, 1896; 40 (with 'anchor nurse'
barred), Jacob Sehaefer, Chicago, 1898.
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Pool is plaved with billiard-tables with fifteen

numbered balls and one white unnxiuibered ball.

This is the cue-ball. The balls are placed on

the centre of the table in the form of a truing e,

the ai>ex pointed toward the head of the table.

The plaver-s object is to pocket as n.any num-

bered balls as he can. the number on each ball

he pockets being scored to his credit. Pyramid,

is also played with fifteen red balls and one white

one the (^le-ball. The balls are placed on the

centre of the table in the form of a triangle, and

the first pUiv.r must strike them with the cue-

ball with su'llicient force to cause two or more

obiect-balls to strike a cushion, or one at least to

CO into a pocket. The following player must

distinctly call the number of the ball he intends

to pocket, but he need not designate the par-

ticular pocket he intends to put it in. In Uu-

ca"o pool, the fifteen balls are placed at mter-

yals around the cushions. Other pool games,

either obsolete or of less importance, are pin

pool, two-pin pool, little corporal, red, white and

blue, bouchon pool, Parisian pool, higl number

pool, and pool for 31 points. For the American

game, consult: Modem Billiards, published by

the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company (New

York isni) ; Cady, BiUiards (Xew York, 1890) ;

Thatcher, Chaminouship BiUiards. Old and .Veio

(Chicago, 1808); for the English game, Broad-

foot, Billiards (London. 1896) :
Roberts. The

Game of Billiards (London 189^ ^ .
f°»;^the

French game, Vignaux, Le hiUard (Pans, 1889),

BILL IN EQUITY. The original process

instituting an action or proceeding in a court

of chancery, corresponding to a declaration m an

action at law, a libel in admiralty courts, or (in

England) an allcqation in a spiritual court. It

is a complaint in writing addressed to the chan-

cellor, giying the names of the parties to tlie

suit, a statement of the matters on which the

complainant relies, the allegations which he

makes an assertion that the matters complained

of are' contrary to equity, and a prayer for re-

lief The former practice in the English t ourt

of Chancery was to address the petition to the

lord chancellor, lord keeper, or lord commis-

sioners for the custody of the great seal, unless

the seal ^vas in the Kings hands, or the chan-

eellor was the petitioner, when it was addressca

to the King himself—for. according to U^ei\\e-

orv of chanccm-, the jdea was made to the King's

conscience. Where the Crown was the suitor,

complaint was by information (q.v.). ""t •>>'

the Supreme Court .Judicature Act of 1874 all

suits now begin by writ. Formerly the seyeral

iurisdictions of the United States followed the

old chancery pleadings, but in Xew \ ork and

other States which haye adopted codes of ciyil

procedure the same pleadings are now estab-

lisjied for equity as for common-law actions.

Instead of the elaborate bill, the first iileading

is now a complaint or petition stating the facts

"constituting the cause of action," with demand

for iudgment. In the non-code States the old

bill is retained, though generally with statutory

modifications. . . .

\ bill niav be either original, as when it ini-

tiates an action, or not original, as w'hen it sup-

plements an original hill or is brought by a third

party inteiwening in the suit. Hills are char-

acterized according to the nature of the remedy

sought, as "bill of iieace," "bill of interpleader,"

72 BILLINGS.

"T)ill of discoyery," etc. See Chanceby; Equityj

PBOCEOrRE.

BIL'LINGS. A city and county-seat oi

Yellowstone County, ilont., 240 miles east by

south of Helena: on the Yellowstone Rner, and

on the Northern Pacific and the Burlington and

.Missouri Riyer railroads (Map: ilontana, E 3).

It is the commercial centre "for a yast stock-rais-

ing district, the exports of which consist prin-

cipally of liye stock and wool, the city being

one of the largest inland wo(d markets of the

United States. The wool shipments in 1901 ag-

gregated about 14,000,000 pounds, and liye stock,

1700 cars. In the yicinity are deposits of coal,

marble, and limestone, the city has a public

library, an opera house, a new city hall, and a

fine courthouse. Population, in 1890, 836; in

1900, 3221.

BILLINGS, Fr.vxk (18.54—). An American
physician, born at Highland, Iowa County, \Vis.

lie" studied at the Northwestern Uniyersity

Medical School (ISSl) and took post-graduate

work in Vienna and Paris in 188.5 and 1886. He
was appointed professor of medicine at the

Northwestern Uniyersity Medical School in 1890.

and professor of medicine at the Rush Medical

College. Chicago, and dean of the faculty of that

instit\ition in 1898. lie has published the Year

Book of Medicine (1901), and yarious niono-

giaphs on medical subjects in .\inerican journals.

BILLINGS, .Toiix Sir.\w (1837—). An
.\merican surgeon and librarian. He was born in

Indiana, graduated at Jliami Uniyersity in 18.57.

and at the Medical College of Ohio three years

later. He then enlcicil the surgeon-generars de-

partment of the United States Army, and during

tlie Ciyil War seryed in the field and in hospitals

until 1864, when he was transferred^ to the

surgeon-general's office in Washington. There he

became curator of the Army Medical -Museum

and Library and succeeded in making the latter

the third hirtrc^t and proliably the most yaluable

medical library in tlie world. The Index-Cata-

logue of this library in 16 quarto yolumes, which

he prepared, is a work of the highest order, Dr,

Billings was also for a number of years professor

of hygiene in the I'niyersity of Pennsyhania.

On the consolidation, in 1896. of the Astor and

Lenox libraries with the Tildcn foundation into

the New York Public Lilnary. he was aiipointcd

chief librarian of the system. He is an active

or an honorarv member of scientific and learned

societies in ail parts of the world, notably the

National Academy of Sciences and the Koyal

Medical and Chiriirgical Society of Loiuhm. He

received the degiee of LL.D. from Edinburgh in

1884. and that of D.C.L. from Oxford in 1889.

Xinon" his numerous publications arc: Principles

of Ventilation and Heatinfl (1884); Mortaliti/

and Vital ftlatisties of the United Stales (188o) :

^intional Medical Dictionary (1889) ;
Description

of the Johns Hophins Hospital (1890); and

.<ioeial Statistics of Cities (6 yols. for the

Eleventh Census). lie has also con ributed

mucli to medical and general periodicals.

BILLINGS, Josh. See Shaw, Henby W.

BILLINGS, RoiiERT WiLi.i.vM (1813-74). An

En.'lish anthiuarian and artist, born in London.

He^acqiiircd during a seven years' apprenticeship

with .loliii liritton. to|>ographical draught,sman,

a taste for and facility in the preparation ot
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illustrations of historic buildings. Between
1S38 and 1849 he produced illustrations of sev-

eral churches and cathedrals, as well as his

Architectural Antiquities of the County of Dur-
ham. His cliief work was entitled Baronial and
Ecclesiastical Antiquities of ficotland (4 vols.,

1845-52), with 240 illustrations. fnder his

direction the Chapel of Edinburgh Castle and the
Douglas Room in Stirling Castle were restored.

BILLINGS, William (1740-1800). The first

American composer of whom any record is

known. He was born in Boston, and set up as a
tanner, but subsequently became a singing-mas-
ter and composer of psalm-tunes. It is probable
that he is correctly regarded as the founder of

American church music. Despite a meagre
musical training, he evinced some talent for

melody, and his collections for church choirs

were widely used throughout New England. His
patriotic airs, also, were popular among Xew
England troops during tlie Revolutionary War.
Best known of his six compilations were The
•^inriiny-Master's Assistant (177S), styled "Bil-

linas's Best,' and The Psalm-Singer's Amusement
(1781).

BIL'LINGSGATE (Hilling, presimiably a
former proprietor of the land). A gate, wharf,

and fish-market, a little below London Bridge.

It was opened in 1.558 as a landing-place for

provisions, and in 1699 was made "a free and
open market for all sorts of fish." The unpol-

ished phraseology', native, though not peculiar,

to this quarter of London, has given rise to the

use of the name Billingsgate as a synonym for

coarse or abusive language, such as is jJioverb-

ially asi ribed to fishwives.

BILTilNGTON, Elizabeth, nee Weichsel
(171:18-1818). A celebrated English singer, born
in London. She was the daughter of a German
musician. At an early age she came forward
as a performer on the piano and as a composer;
and after marrying her music-master, Thomas
Billington, appeared witli brilliant success on
the operatic stage in Dublin in 1786. Having
returned to London, she was engaged at Covent
Garden at tlie then unheard-of salary of flOOO
for the season. She perfected her musical edu-
cation under Sacchini in Paris, who wrote for

her his opera lnr~ di Castro, while she was sing-

ing in Xaplps, 1704. She appeared subsequently
in Venice and Rome with the gi'eatest success.

After her first husband died, in 1799, she mar-
ried a Frencliman of the name of Felissent, and
returned to London, 1801. wliere she received
£4000 for six months, playing alternatel3- at Co-
vent Garden and Drur>- Lane. She retired from
the stage in 1811. and died at her villa near
Venice. Her private life was very stormy, and
she was even accused of poisoning her first hus-
band. To a voice of wonderful compass (of
tliree octaves), trained in all the art of the
Italian school, she added a fascinating personal
beantv and grace. Consult G. F. Ferris, Great
fUngrrs, Vol. I. (Xew York, 1892).

BILLXTON. br-lP'ton', or BLITONG, ble-
tong'. One of the Dutch East India Islands, sit-

uated between the islands of Banca (ofT the
southeast coast of Sumatra) and Borneo. Tt is

compact in form and covers an area of 1840
square miles, with a rougli surface rising to 3000
feet, and has rich deposits of tin and otlier min-

BILL OF ATTAINDEB.

erals. It forms an administrative dependency of
Banca, and has a population of (1896) 41,395, of
whom many are Cliinese, but only about 100 are
Europeans (ilap: East India Islands, Co). The
chief town, Janjong-Pandang, is on the northwest
coast.

BILL OF ATTAIN'DER (for derivation,
see AttaixdkrK and BILL OF PAINS AND
PENALTIES. Bills by wliioli attainder or pain.-i

and penalties are infiicted by legislative enact-
ment.

The Constitution of the United States ex-
pressly declares (Art. I., Sec. 9) that "no bill of
attainder or ex-post-facto law shall be passed."
( See Att.\ixder. )

In England such bills were formerly generally
resorted to when, either from tlie jieculiar na-
ture of the ofl'ense, or in consequence of diffi-

culties in the application of the ordinary laws,
it was deemed necessary or expedient to inflict

such punishment otherwise than through the
courts of justice, as in times of public disturb-
ance or \\hen the offense to be punished was not
a crime under existing laws. During the reign
of Henry VIII., persons of the higliest rank were
frequently brought to the scaffold by liills of

attainder, as the Earl of Surrey, the Enrl of
Essex, and others, who suffered for denying the
King's sujiremacy. During other reigns, botli be-
fore and after that of Henry VIIL, these bills

were more or less in evidence and used, until
in 1870, by 33 and 34 Vict. Chapter 23, attainder
was practically abolished. There were greater
facilities for conviction by this penal legislation
than by the ordinary judicial procedure at law;
because while in the latter tlie strict rules of
legal evidence must 1)e observed, tlie injury
under a bill of attainder, or of pains and penal-
ties, was entirely in the hands of Parliament,
which might dispense at its pleasure with
sucli rules and forms of law as appeared incon-
\enient or unsuitable to the purpose in liand.

Accordingly, in most of the cases to which we
have referred, the bills were passed upon evidence
which could ne\er have been received as sullieient

or even admissible -in a court of law: and there
are even instances where parties were attainted
and punished without tliere being any evidence
against them at all, and even without their being
heard in their defense. I'nder the Stuarts the
extraoi'dinary mode of proceeding in Parliament
was seldom resorted to, and it has been still more
.seldom used since the accession of the House
of Hanover. In Scotland the Jacobite move-
ment after the union with England was pro-
ductive of several instances of parliamentary
attainder, which, however, resulted merely in
the forfeiture of the estates of the attainted
pai-tips, and these attainders were likewise un-
attended with the harsli, and in too many in-

stances capital penalties, which were formerly
the inevitable results of treason so discovered.
The last instance of liill of attainder for treason
was that of Lord Edward Fitzirerald, one of the
leaders of the Irish Uclicllion of 1798. In resard
to bills of pains and iienallics, perhaps the two
most remarkable instances arc those of Bi.shop
\tterl)iiry, in 1722, and of (Jueen Caroline, wife
of George IV.. in 1820.

The proceedings of Parliament in passing bills

of attainder and of jiains and penalties do not
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yary from those adopted in regard to other bills.

But the parties affected have generally been ad-

mitted to defend themselves by counsel and wit-

nesses before both houses. In impeachments, the

Conunons are accusers and prosecutors, and the

House of Lords alone are judges, of the crime.

In passing bills of attainder, llic t'oninums arc

judges of equal jurisdiction and with the same
responsibilities as the Lords: and the accused

•can be condemned only by the joint assent of the

Crown, the Loids. and the Commons. In pass-

ing bills of attainder, the bishops, contrary to

the practice in capital impeachments, take part

in the proceedings and vote. In parliamentary

attainders, the bill sets out, by way of preain-

ble, the facts and evidences on which it is

founded, and eonchides, by way of enactment,

that the accused "is hereby convicted and at-

tainted of high treason, and shall suffer the

pains of death, and incur all forfeitures as a

person attainted of high treason." See article

Treason.

BILL OF COSTS. In England, the itemized

•statement of account for services rendered by a

solicitor (q.v.) or attorney (q^v.) to his client.

It is customary to render the items of this ac-

count in great detail, and it thereupon becomes

the basis of the claim which the law gives the

solicitor upon his client. Barristers (q.v.) have

no legal claim for compensation, and hence are

not privileged to render bills of costs.

In the United States, a bill of costs is an

itemized statement of the statutory or other

fixed costs of a suit, filed by the successful party,

-with the judgment. The bill is usually 'taxed,'

i.e. verified and allowed, by the clerk of the

<ourt in which the judgment was rendered, and

its amount thereupon becomes a part of the

judgment. See Costs.

BILL OF CREDIT. In mercantile law, a

letter of credit (q.v.) ; in the constitutional law

of the United States, paper money. The issue of

such bills of credit by the several States is ex-

pressly prohibited by" the Federal Constitution.

BILL OF EXCEPTIONS. .\ formal state-

ment, for the purpose of a writ of error or appeal

to a court having the proper jurisdiction by way
of review, of the exceptions taken, or objections

raised, to the rulings or decision of the trial

court upon points of law. The object of a bill

of exceptions is to bring the points complained

of before the proper court for review and possi-

ble reversal of the decision.

BILL OF EXCHANGE. An unconditional

order in writing, adihc-scd by one person to

another, signed by the person giving it, requiring

the person' to wiiom it is addressed to pay on

demand, or at a fixed or determinable future

time, a .sum certain in money to. or to the order

of, a specified person, or to bearer. Such is now

the statutory di'lmition inCJreat Britain, in more

than forty <>f her colonies, and in about twenty

jurisdictions of the I'nited States. An inland

or domestic bill is one which purports to be

drawn and payable within a particular State. A
foreign bill is one drawn in one State upon a

person in another. For this purpose, our

States and Territories are deemed foreign to each

other. While no set form of words is required

to constitute a bill of exchange, an inland bill

is ordinarily in the following form

:

$500
Nkw Youk. starch 4. 1901.

Sixty days afterdate pay John Smith, or order. Fiv«
Hundred Dollars, value received, with interest, and eharK9
to account of JouN Jonk8.
To

James Lamb, Albany, N. Y.
Accepted, James Lamb.

Foreign bills are often drawn in a set of three,
numbered respectively, first, second, and third.

The following is a eonuuon form of the first of

such a set:

£100.
New York, March 4. 1901.

.it eight of this first of Exchange (second nud tliird un.
paid) pay John Smith, or order. One Hundred Pounds,
value received, with Interest, and charge to account of

John Jones.
To

James Lamb, London.
Accepted, ,/ames Lamb.

Bills of exchange are of comparatively modern
origin, having been used by the Florentines in

the Twelfth, by the Venetians in the Thirteenth,
and introduced into England during the latter

part of the Fourteenth Century. They were used
in England but little until the Seventeenth Cen-
tury, the first reported case in the courts of that
countr3' occurring in IW3. Originally, a bill of

exchange was employed to avoid sending money
from one country to another. If a London mer-
chant, A, owed a debt in Amsterdam, he w<nt to

B in I.,ondon, to whom money was owing from C
iu .\msterdam, paid to B the amount of the debt
and received from him a bill of exchange on C
directing him to pay that amount to A's creditor
in Amsterdam, D, and charge the .same to the
drawer's account. Thus the London merchant,
A, would pay his Amsterdam creditor, D, with-
out sending any money out of the country. It

will be noticed that a bill of exchange repre-

sented a trade transaction, was drawn by a
creditor on his debtor, and for money paid to

the drawer by the payee or by the payee's debtor.

Such is still the character of a bill in France,
where the nature of the value for which it is

given must be expressed, and a false statement
on this point avoids the instrument in the hands
of any holder with notice. Tn Great Britain :ind

the Ignited States, on the other hand, a bill of

exchange need not represent a trade transaction,

and is frequently issued as a mere instrument of

credit. The acceptor, the drawer, or an indorser
may put his name on the bill, not because he has
received the value named therein, but simply for

the accommodation of some other party; that is,

for tlie purpose of lending his credit to such
accommodated party. In other words, bills of

exchange ha\e come to perform the functions of

a paper currency.
The lial)ility of the various parties to a bill

may be staled hrielly as follows: Tlic drawee is

under no obligation on a bill until he accepts

it ; that is, until he formally assents to the order

of the drawer. An oral acceptance was held valid

at eonmion law. and this nilc obtains in some of

our States; but in others, and in Great Britain,

under the statutes, it must be in writing and
signed by the drawee. This statutory require-

ment is satisfied by the drawee's signal on' iccros.'j

the face of the l)ill. The holder of a bill is en-

titled to insist that the acceptance shall be an
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unqualified assent to the drawer's order. If it

is qualified in any respect, as if the assent is

subject to some condition, or is to the payment
of a part only of the amount of the bill, the
holder may refuse to take it and treat the bill as
dishonored. If he does take such a qualified ac-

ceptance, he discliarges the drawer and indorsers
from liability on the bill, unless they assent
thereto. By accepting the bill, the drawee
(thereafter called the acceptor) engages abso-
lutely to pay it : and no demand need l>e made
on him as a condition of suing him thereon.
Nor will the fact that he received no considera-
tion for accepting the bill be a defense for him
against a holder for value, for the latter has
been induced to give value for the bill by the
accejitor's engagement to pay. It is a good de-

fense, however, as against any one but a holder
for value, or one claiming through such holder;
the rule lx?ing that every negotiable instrument
is presumed to have been issued, and every con-
tract thereon, whether of acceptor, drawer, or
indorser. made for a valuable consideration

;

but that this presumption may be rebutted in an
action brought by any one who has not paid value
for the bill, or has not obtained title through a
holder for value. The acceptance of a bill oper-
ates as a conclusive admission by the acc-eptor

of the genuineness of the drawer's signature, of

his capacity and authority to draw the bill, of

the existence of the payee, and of his then capac-
ity to Indorse it ; but it is not an admission that
the body of the bill is genuine, nor that the in-

dorsement of the payee is genuine.
The liability of the drawer and of indorsers is

conditional, not absolute. The drawer admits
the existence and capacity of the payee, and en-

gages that the bill shall be accepted and paid by
the drawee upon due presentment, and if it is

dishonored and proceedings thereon are taken,
he will pay it to the holder or to any indorser
who may be compelled to take it up. Every in-

dorser engages: that the instrument is a genuine,
valid, and subsisting bill, to whicli he lias a good
title: that all prior parties were capable of con-

tracting; that if accepted it shall be paid, or if

not accepted, that it shall be accepted and paid
upon due presentment, and if it is dishonored
and due proceedings thereon are taken, that he
will pay it to the holder, or to any indor.ser sub-

sequent to himself who may be comi)elled to take
it up.

UTiether a bill must be presented for accept-

ance depends upon its form. If such present-

ment is necessary to fix the maturity of the bill,

as when it is payable after sight, or if the bill

stipulates that such presentment shall be made,
or when the bill is made payable elsewhere than
at the residence or place of business of the
drawee, it must be presented for acceptance. If

so presented, and acceptance is refused by the
drawee, the holder, upon taking due proceedings
of dishonor, has an immediate right of recourse
against the drawer and indorsers, and need not
present the bill thereafter for pajmient. If the
bill is accepted, then due presentment for pay-
ment must be made, in order to fix the liability
of drawer and indorsers. It is impossible, within
the limits of this article, to state the various
rules governing the time and manner of present-
ment of bills, and the proceedings of dishonor to
be taken by the bidder in order to secure his right
of recourse against the drawer and indorsers.

Vol. hi.—c.

For these, the reader is referred to law treatises
on the subject, or to the Negotiable Instrument
Law which has been enacted in a number of our
States. (This stat\ite is Chap. tjl2 of the Laws
of New York, 1897; Chap. 74, Laws of Connecti-
cut, 1897.) The negotiability of a bill of ex-

change will be dealt with in the article on Nego-
tiable IxsTRUjrEXTS. See Negoti.\ble Instbu-
MEXTS. and the autliorities there referred to.

BILL OF HEALTH. A statement by the
captain and surgeon of a ship with regard to the
health of the crew and passengers, which is

presented to the health officer at the port of de-

barkation, who, after examination, decides
whether or not the vessel shall be permitted to

pass quarantine (q.v. ). A false return is se-

verely punished. A clean bill is one that reports

no case of infectious disorder; a foul bill is one
that makes it dangerous for the public health

to permit the passengers to land without fur-

ther precautions. A suspected bill (also known
as a touched bill) is one that reports the ru-

mored prevalence of infectious disease at the
port of embarkation. A bill of health is some-
times attested by the consul at the place of

sailing.

BILL OF INDEMNITY. In England, an
act passed by Parliament every session for the
relief of those wlio have unwittingly or una-
voidably neglected to take the necessary oath
required for the purpose of qualifying them-
selves to hold their respective offices. In the

United States, this term is used of an act of

Congress passed to legalize the action of any
official who, under the stress of necessity, has
exceeded his statutory authority. At the time of

the yellow-fever epidemic at the South in 1853
the Secretary of War ordered the distribution

of tents and rations to the sufferers, though
under the law he had no power to do so; but as

soon as Congress reassembled it passed an act

legalizing the order. The name is also applied to

a vote of money to reimburse one who has at

his own risk incurred expenses on behalf of the

Government or the nation.

BILL OF LADING. A written instrument
issiied by a con)m(JU carrier, reciting that he has
received certain goods, whicli he agrees to trans-

port from one place to another and to deliver to a
designated person or assigns, for such compensar
tion and upon such conditions as are stated

tlierein. Originally, bills of lading were issued

only by ship-owners or carriers by water. Now,
they are employed by every class of carriers.

As a receipt, the instrument may be modified
and even contradicted by oral evidence, so far as
the immediate jiarties are concerned. If, how-
ever, a third ))arly has bought and paid for the
goods referred to in the bill of lading, relying
upon the truth of its statements, the carrier is

estopped (see E.stoitel) from showing that
those statements are incorrect. Whetber he is

so estopped when the bill of lading is issued by
his agent without the receipt of any goods is a
question upon which the courts are divided. It

is held in England and in the United States Fed-
eral courts, as well as in some of the States,

that he is not estopped. These tribunals declare
that the master of a vessel, or the similar agent
of a land carrier, has no authority to sign a bill

of lading on his principal's behalf for goods not
actually received by him, and, therefore, a flcti-
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tious bill of lading does not bind his principal;

that it is absolutely void. On the other hand,
many American courts liold that the carrier is

estopped, on the ground tliat wlien a "'principal

has clotlied his agent with power to do an act

upon the existence of some extrinsic fact, nec-

essarily and peculiarly within the knowledge of

the agent, and of the existence of which the act

of executing the power is itself a representation,

a third person dealing with such agent in entire

good faith, pursuant to the apparent power, may
rely upon the re])resentation, and the principal

is estopped from denying its truth to his preju-

dice."

If the bill of lading is intended to contain

in itself all of the agreed terms of the contract

of carriage, oral evidence cannot be given to vary
or contradict the written instrument ; but if it

does not jnirport to be the whole contract, the

imincluded terms may be shown by oral evidence.

When tlie bill of lading does contain the whole
contract, tlie proper party to sue the carrier upon
it, at commcm law, is tlie shipper or consignor,

whether he is the owner of the goods or not ; nor
could the assignee of a bill of lading, in his own
name, sue the carrier on the contract.

While the contract was not assignable at com-
mon law, the indorsement of the bill of lading

could operate to transfer the title to the goods
represented. This symbolical character of a bill

of lading originated in the fact that while a
cargo is at sea it is incapable of physical de-

livery. Persons could sell and deliver goods
during their transit only by treating bills of

lading as symbols of the goods themselves.
Hence tlie law merchant recognizes the delivery of

a bill of lading as the legal equivalent of the

delivery of the goods; and this rule of the law
merchant was adopted by the common law.

But bills of lading are not negotiable for all

purposes. A shipper can give no title to the

goods represented by a bill of lading by indors-

ing or transferring it, unless he is their owner, or
has apparent authority' from their owner. Xor
can a (inder or a thief of a bill of lading indorsed

in blank ecmfer even ujion a honn-fide purchaser
a better title than he has. In other words, the

negotiability of a bill of lading is substantially

that of a bill of exchange (.see Bill of Ex-
CHAXCK) which is overdue; the indorser tjikes

it subject to equities. In two respects, how-
ever, the hona-fide indorsee of a bill of lading

has greater rights over the goods than his in-

dorser had: he can hold them free from an un-

paid vendor's right of stopjiage in traiisilu (see

Sroi»p.\('.E IX 'I'h.vn.siti ) , and free also from a

defrauded vendor's right to rescind the contract

of sale and retake the goods. This .semi -negotia-

bility of a bill of lading continues until a com-
plete delivery of possession of the goods has been
made to some person having a right to claim
them under it.

Bills of lading are made, as a rule, in two
or more ))arts; a practice which enables dis-

honest shippers to u.se them as instruments of

fraud, by selling the various parts to dif-

ferent purchasers for value. In such a case, the

purchaser, to whom the transfer of one part

is first made, becomes the owner of the property.

Still, the carrier may safely deliver the property

to the one who first presents a ])art of the bill

of lading if he has no notice or knowledge of a

claim by the holder of another part; although

the one so receiving delivery may be compelled to
surrender the goods to other holders. In some
States, bills of lading have been declared by stat-

ute to be negotiable, like bills of exchange. But
such legislation has not transformed and cannot
transform documents of title to goods into fully

negotiable instruments. Consult Scrutton, Coii-

iract of Affreightment as Expressed in Charter
Parties and Bills of Lading (4th ed., London,
1899), and tlie authorities referred to under the

title CARRIEU. t'(IM.\H)N.

BILL OF MORTALITY. A list, issued

weekly, of births ami deatlis (K-cnrring within the

limits of London, tlie piililicalion of whicli began
in 1592. Such bills are now superseded by the

weekly bills prepared at the Register General's

office.

BILL OF PAINS AND PENALTIES. An
act of the Legislature, declaring a certain act to

be a crime, and imposing punishment or a disabil-

ity upon such as have previously committed the
act. It differs from other penal legislation in that

it is retroactive in its operation, making that

to be an offense against the State which was not
so at the time of its commission, or imposing a

penalty which the offense did not involve when
committed. Strictly speaking, it comprehends
the bill of attainder; but, as commonly emidoyed,
it is limited to cases in which any penalty less

than death is imposed by the statute, whereas the

bill of attainder always creates a capital offense.

(See Attainder.) Bills of pains and penalties

are in general prohibited hy the clause of the

Constitution of the United States forbidding Con-
gress and the several States from passing liills of

attainder or ex post facto laws ( .Vrt. I., Se<-. 9).

But where the crime of treason, as defined in the
Constitution, has been committed, Congress may,
by a bill of pains and penalties, declare its pun-
ishment, so long as the attainder declared by the
bill does not involve corruption of blood or for-

feiture of estate beyond the life of the traitor

(Art. III., Sec. 3). See Bill of Attainder;
Treason.

BILL OF PARTICULARS. A written
statement of the items of the demand upon which
the jilaintitr founds his action or the defendant
his set-olf or counterclaim. In some jurisdic-

tions it must be filed with the jileading of the

party; in others, only on request of the opposite
party, or in response to an order of the court.

11 is generally conclusive on the party furnish-

ing it. Consult the authorities referred to under
the title Practke.

BILL OF PEACE. .A bill of complaint in

equity to restrain nqieated attempts to litigate

the same cause of action. The objects of the pro-

ceeding are to suppress useless and oppressive
litigation, and to prevent a multiplieity of suits,

and this procedure may accordingly be resorted

to: (a) where a numerous class of persons insist

upon the same legal right arising out of the same
transaction; and (b) where the same individual

persists in renewing repeatedly an unsuccessful
action. The remedy is by injunction forbidding
the prosecution of the vexatious suits. See Bill;
Chancery; Kquity; Quia Tuiet.

BILL OF RIGHTS. An act of Parliament
passed in 10S9. iimiiediately after the accession

of William and .Mary, and embodying the funda-
menlal principle of political lilierty as under-
stood in Kiiglaiid. It condemns Jis unconstitu-
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tional certain abuses of the royal power that had
characterized the reign of t!ie preceding sover-

eign. James 11.—the suspension of acts of Par-
liament by royal prerogative, the levying of

taxes without consent of Parliament, the main-
tenance of a standing army in time of peace,

interference with the administration of justice

and free elections, the infliction of unusual pun-
ishments, the exaction of excessive bail, and the

denial of the right of petition. It then affirms

the freedom of debate in Parliament, the freedom
of elections, and the freedom of petition. In
France, bills of rights were frequently enacted
after the Revolution of 1780. The name is com-
monly given to the first ten amendments to the
Constitution of the United States, proposed in

the first Congi'ess that met after the adoption of

the Constitution itself and ratified by the nec-

essary number of States in December, 1791. They
appear to have been added in order to satisfy the
objection made by many that the Constitution
itself was not sufficiently specific in defining the
rights of the citizen. See Rights, Declakation
AND Bill of.

BILL OF SALE. A formal written convey-
ance, generally, but not necessarily, under seal,

of a right to or interest in ])ersonal property. It

should contain a description of the parties and
property sufficient for identification : and in de-

livery it effects transfer of title from vendor to

vendee. A bill of sale is the instrument used
commonly in the sale of household furniture, the
stock, fixtures, and good will of a business, and
especially in the transfer of ownership of ships,

which, if the ships be registered, must, under both
the English and United States laws, be made by
bill of sale (English Merchant Shipping Act,
1854, Sec. 55: U. S. Rev. Stats., Sec. 4170). If

the property is delivered when sold or a part of

the purchase-money is paid, a bill of sale is un-
necessary to make a valid transfer, but is a con-
venient evidence of title. The instrument alone
is insufficient without delivery of the property
to protect the purchaser against the creditors of

the seller, though under the registration laws of

the United States this protection may generally
be secured without transfer of possession by
filing or recording the bill of sale. Bills of sale

may be absolute or conditional. The latter oper-
ate as security and are generally considered
chattel mortgages (<\.\.) in American law. See
Sale.

BILL OF SIGHT. A document signed by
or on behalf of an imiiorter of goods in England,
who does not possess a sufficiently accurate
knowledge of their quantity or quality to enable
him to make a perfect entry of them. In this
document, the importer gives the best descrip-
tion of the goods that is practicable. It is then
presented to the collector of customs, who is

authorized, upon its receipt, to have the goods
landed and examined by the importer in the
presence of customs officers: after which the im-
porter must make a perfect entry within a
limited period, or the goods are sold to pay
duties and charges. Somewhat analogous pro-
visions for expediting the delivery of parcels
and packages are contained in Sees. 2853-2858,
20!I0 2907, and Chap. .{71 of Laws of 1806 (29
United States Statutes at Large, 263).

BILLON, be'voN' (Fr.. copper coin, base coin,
OK. hillnn, nuiss ; cf. bullion). .\n alloy of sil-

ver with copper, in which the copper pre-

dominates. Billon was formerly much used in
(Jermany and in Austria for coins of smaller
denominations, in order to avoid the bulkiness of
copper.

BILLOT, bf'yd', Jean Baptiste ( 1828—) . A
French general, born at Chaumeil (Corr&ze).
He was admitted to the military academy at
Saint Cyr in 1847, was advanced to the raiik of
lieutenant in 1852, captain in 1854. lieutenant-
colonel in 1869, and colonel in 1870. After a
jieriod of service in Jlexieo and Algeria he was
appointed to the command of a division of the
Second Army Corps (I'Armee du Rhin) upon
the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War. and
participated in the battle of Spichern, and in
the defense of "Met/. Afterwards he became com-
mander of the Eighteenth Army Corps, and ren-
dered distinguished services at Baune la Rolande
and Villersexel, where the French army gained
one of the few victories of the war. " He was
^Minister of War in the Cabinets of Frevcinet
(1882-83) and Meline (1890-98).

BILLROTH, bil'rot, Theodor (1829-94). A
German surgeon. He was born at Bergen, on
the island of Rugen, and studied medicine at the
universities of Greifswald, Giittingen, Berlin,
and Vienna. He was the assistant of Langenbeck
at Berlin, and was appointed professor of sur-
gery at the universities of Ziirich (1859) and
Vienna ( 1867 ) . Billroth was one of the greatest
operators of modei-n times, and one of the fore-
most promoters of histologii-, pathology, and
military- surgery. Ilis publications "include
the following valuable contributions to medical
literature: Die allgemeine chirurgische Pa-
tholof/ie uiid Therapie (translated into nearly all
the principal languages of Europe, as also "into
the .Japanese, 1863, loth ed., 1893) ; Chirurgische
Briefe aus den Kricgslazaretten in M'eissenburg
und Mannheim (1870-72): TJeber den Transport
der im Felde Vcrwundeten und Kranken (1874) ;

Die Krankcnpflege im Haus und im Hospital
(1900).

BILNEY, bil'ni, or BYLNEY. Thomas
(1495M531). An English martyr. He was
bom probably at Norwich ; studied at Trinity
Hall, Cambridge, and in 1519 was ordained
priest. After a study of Erasmus's Latin Xcw
Testament (1516), he denounced the scholastic
doctrine of 'good \\orks,' as well as saint and
relic worship, and pilgrimages to Walsingham
and Canterbury. He was arraigned before Car-
dinal Wolsey in 1527. and, having recanted, was
absolved, but confined in the Tower until 1529.
In 1531 he began field preaching in Norfolk, but
was soon arraigned, condemned as a heretic, and
burned at Norwich.

BILOXI, bi-loks'i. .\ city in Harrison Coun-
ty, Jliss., (iO miles southwest of Mobile, Ala.: on
Biloxi Bay. extending from the Gulf of Mexico,
and on the I-ouisville and Nashville Railroad
(Map: :Mississippi. H 10). A popular resort.
it has a beach six miles long, fine shell-paved
streets, and beautiful surroundings. A Federal
building, to cost .$150,000, and improvements on
the channel to secure a deep-wat.er harbor, are
projected for the immediate future. Biloxi is
the centre of an extensive canning industry, in-
cluding oysters, shrimp, crabs, fruits, and 'vege-
tables; and has shipyards, ice factories, and
manufactures of lumber in various products. In
1699 Iberville (q.v.) established a settlement at
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a point across the bay from the present city and

named it Biloxi. from the Biloxi Indians. He
also built near by a fort ( Fort Maurepas) , which

was the first French fortification in this part of

the country. In 1701 the settlement (now

known as Old Biloxi 1 was abandoned because of

a destructive fire, and about 1712 a permanent

settlement, the first within the present limits of

Mississippi, was made on the present site. For

several years in the early part of the Eighteenth

Century, Biloxi was the capital of the French

territory in this part of North America. It was

incorporated as a town in 1872 and as a city in

1890. the date of the charter now in force, which

provides for a mayor, elected every two years,

and a city council.
" Population, in ISnO. .3234: in

1900, 5467, For the history of Old Biloxi ( 1699-

1701), consult French, Historical Collections of

Louisiana.

BILOXI. A small tribe of Indians, originally

residing about Biloxi Bay, on the Gulf coast of

ilississippi. whence they removed to Louisiana,

probably early in the Eighteenth Century. From
their geographic position and alliances it was

long assumed that they were related to the Choc-

taws, but in 1880 Gatschet discovered a few fam-

ilies in Louisiana still speaking their language,

and demonstrated that it is a detached dialect of

the great Siouan stock.

BILSE, bil'sc, Benjamin (1816-1902). A Ger-

man musical conductor, born at Liegnitz. He
became conductor of the orchestra in his native

citv and brought it to such a degree of perfec-

tion that in 1867 he could undertake to give

orchestral ijerformances in Paris during the ex-

hibition. From 1864 to 1884 he was established

at the Conccrthaus, Berlin, where his popular

concerts attracted large audiences. With his

orchestra of seventy members he undertook sev-

eral tours through Germany, Belgium, northern

France, and Poland, and also visited Saint Pe-

tersburg. His repertory was very extensive.

BILSTON, bil'ston. A town of Staffordshire,

England, situated on rising groimd, about 2

miles southeast of Wolverhampton (Map: Eng-

land, D 4). It forms a part of the parliamen-

tary borough of \\'olverhanipton. It has exten-

sive iron and coal mines, iron-smelting works,

iron foundries for making machinery, besides

•works for manufacturing tin-plate goods, ja-

panned and enameled wares, nails, wire, screws,

and coarse pottery. Fine sand, adajjted for

nietal-castins, is found here. The municipality

owns and o|)erates its water-works and maintains
" '

Population, in 1891,

1,000.

BIMA, l.r.'mi. See BinM.\.

BIMBASHI. See Bashi.

BIM'BISA'KA. A king of Magadha, the

modern Bili:ir. one of the earliest friends and

protectors of the Bnddlia. whom he presented

with the famous pleasure-park. Veuvana. Bini-

bisara reigned in the Sixth Century n.c. for fifty-

two years, and he was nnirdcred by his son,

Aiata.<atru. According to other accounts, how-

ever, Bimbisara reigned only twenty-eight years.

BI'MELER, -T. AI. See Battmeleb. .Joseph

MiCIIAKI .

BIMETALLISM (Lat. lis, twice + metal-

2uin. metal). The name given to a monetary

system in which both gold and silver stand upon

public baths and parks,

about 23,500; in 1901, 24,0
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precisely the same footing as regards mintage
and legal tender. The practical difficulties which
in times past have confronted the maintenanc-e
of a concurrent circulation of the two metals
have led one nation after another to abandon the
eft'ort, and to adopt a system of monometallism,
with gold as its basis. The historical develop-
ment of coinage in modern nations has been from
silver monometallism through a more or less un-
satisfactory ex])erience with bimetallism to the
single gold standard.
The English monetary notation with the

jiound as the unit recalls the origin of English
money, with ii poimd of silver as its basis. By
successive debasements the coinage of the mone-
tary pound parted company with the pound
weight, until, in the time of Elizabeth, the pound
weight of sih'er was coined into 62s. instead of

20s. Gold coinage had been introduced by Ed-
ward III., but a long course of experimentation,
often of a most arbitrary nature, both with the
silver coinage and the gold coinage, had failed

to accomplish any satisfactory adjustment of

their mutual relations. During this whole period
silver was in theory tlie standard coin of the

realm, and was so considered when William III.,

in 1699, completed the recoinage of the silver

coin. His Government fixed the value of the
guinea at 21s. 6d., but as this overrated gold,

the silver coinage, in excellent condition from
its recent passage through the mint, was rapidly
exported, and the loss of the small change caused
great inconvenience among the people. On the

advice of Sir Isaac Newton, then master of the
mint, the guinea was in 1717 declared to be

equal in value to 21s. This mitigated the evil,

but did not remove it. Silver could be freely

minted, as before, but since its market value was
higher than its legal vahic, it was not carried to

the mint. For all larger pa>-ments gold became
the exclusive medium of exchange, for there was
scarcely enough silver to meet the needs of retail

trade. During the course of the century the

stock of silver coin was not replenished, and the
money in circulation became e.xtremeh' abraded.
This depreciation of the coin led. in 1774. to

the law that in sums of £25 and upward silver

should be legal tender by weight only, and not
by tale. By the coinage law of 1810 silver was
reduced to the place of a token coinage. By that

law, 60s. were to be coined from the pound
weight of silver, though the mint i)rice paid to

individuals renuxined, as before. 02s. for the

pound. This threw the coinage of silver in fact

ujinn the (ioverument. and by the coinage act of

1870 the right of individuals to take silver to

the mint for coinage was abolished. By these

successive steps England legalized the single gold

standard, which had in fact been in oi)eration

since 1699 at least.

Other nations were slow to follow this exam-
ple. By the monetary law of 1801 France con-

templated the 5-franc silver piece as the stand-

ard money, but in fact established a bimetallic

syst<'m. In the first half of the century silver

remained the usual currency of the country: but

after the discovery of gold in California and
Australia and the fall of the price of gold rela-

tively to silver, the Frencli law favored the coin-

age of gold. Silver disajipeared from circ\ilation,

and the lack of small cliange led in 1800 to the

reduction of the smaller silver coins to tokens

by increasing the percentage of alloy. Similar
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but not uniform action by contiguous countries
whicli used the same coin, and were accustomed
to regard all francs as identical, irrespective of
the heads upon the coins, led to much inconven-
ience, and finally, in 1805, to the Latin Monetary
Union for a common basis of coinage among na-
tions using the franc system. The 5-franc piece,

then little coined, was not disturbed, but the sub-
sefjuent fall in the price of silver led to such ex-
cessive and unequal coinage by the several States
composing the Union, that agreements were en-
tered into restricting, and finally abolishing, in
1877. the further coinage of the .5-franc piece.
By this action, France. Belgium, Switzerland,
Italy, and Greece were added to the ranks of the
gold-standard nations. Germany, which had
been exclusively upon a silver basis until 1871, in
that 'year adopted the gold standard as one of
the elements of the unification of the coinage
following the establishment of the Empire. In-
deed, her action in throwing her stock of silver
in the following years upon a market which was
already falling, is deemed to have been an im-
portant factor in lending the Latin L^nion States
to al)andon silver. The Scandinavian countries
and Holland followed the example of their neigh-
bors in the seventies, while Russia and Austria,
then in the toils of a paper currency, were un-
able to take such action until the close of the
century.
The United States imtil the outbreak of the

Civil ^\ar had been legally upon a bimetallic
basis. As in France, the outflow of silver fol-

lowing the gold discoveries of the middle of the
century had led to laws making the silver frac-
tional coins tokens of limited legal tender. In
the revision of the coinage laws in 1873. when
we were yet upon a paper basis, the silver dollar
was dropped from the laws, and gold became the
nominal standard. With the return to a metal-
lic currency, a reaction in favor of silver set in.

Various unsuccessful attempts were made to
reestablish the free coinage of the silver dollar.
The strength of the silver advocates was suffi-

cient to bring about a series of compromise meas-
ures which, Avithout removing all restrictions
upon the coinage of silver, materially increased
the volume of silver in the circulation of the
country, and at times threatened the mainte-
nance of the gold standard. The law of 1878 pro-
vided for the purchase of not less than two mil-
lion dollars' worth of silver monthly nor more
than four million dollars' worth, and the coinage
of the bullion thus purchased into silver dollars
of A\2\:_. grains standard silver nine-tenths fine.

Under this law nothing more than the minimum
amount was purchased and coined. In some re-

spects the law of 1890 went further in providing
that the Secretary of the Treasury should pur-
chase monthly 4.500,000 ounces of silver bullion
and issue Treasury notes for the purchase price
of the .same. Both the silver dollars and the
Treasury notes of 1890 enjoyed the full legal-

tender ([uality. The policy of purchasing silver
was aban<lone'd in 189.3. In 1890 the Presidential
election hinged upon the declaration of the Dem-
ocratic platf(irm in favor of the free coinage of
silver by the United States in the ratio of 1(! to
1. The defeat of the Democratic candidate and
suh>e<iuent adoption of the currency law in 1900
still further strengthened the gold standard leg-

islation of the nation. These, with the cessation
of silver coinage in India, and the adoption of

BIMETALLISM.

the gold standard by Japan, are in brief the
salient features of the history of the standards
among modern nations. For a more detailed ac-
count of the historical aspects of the case, the
reader should consult the articles Latin Union;
Monetary Coiijiissions; Monetajry Confer-
ence; and Money.
The arguments advanced by the advocates of

the opposing systems may now be passed in re-
view. In the first place, it should be stated that
in its modern form the question of bimetallism is
one of standards and not of circulation. If in
earlier days the problem was to secure the
concurrent circulation of gold and silver coin
to meet the needs of wholesale and of retail
trade, this aspect of the question is no longer
important, for means have been found to insure
this result without a resort to bimetallism. Al-
most equally irrelevant is the objection often
heard to the use of silver as standard money be-
cause of its bulk and weight. This is an objec-
tion perfectly well founded, to be sure, against
the circulation of silver coin, but not against sil-

ver as standard money. For silver money may and
does circulate through its paper representatives,
as the notes of the Bank of France or the silver
certificates of the United States amply testify.
In the same line of argument, the contention
that bimetallism exists everywhere in fact, be-
cause wherever gold is used, silver must also be
used in the monetary circulation, has no bearing
upon the controversj'. Only the most inexperi-
enced in monetary affairs would attach the name
bimetallism to the circulation of the two metals
side by side, irrespective of the laws which gov-
ern their coinage. For it is the essence of bi-

metallism, as appears in our definition, not sim-
ply that both metals should be coined, but that
both should be coined on precisely the same legal
footing, and possess the same legal-tender quali-
ties. They may circulate together, yet stand
upon a wholly difl'erent basis. Thus, in the United
States, the subsidiary silver coins are limited
both in amount and in legal tender, while the
silver dollars, though unlimited in legal tender,
are limited in amount. Both stand obviously
upon a wholly different footing from gold, whieli
not only possesses unlimited legal tender, but
which can bo coined at the instance of individ-
)ials without restriction of amount. It is that
element in the metallic currency which is freely
expansible by law wOiich gives the standard.
The advocates of bimetallism have laid stress

upon two results which they sa}- would follow the
adoption of their system: (IjTlie regulation of
exchanges bctwe<m the various nations; (2) the
attainment of a nuire stable standard of value.
They point out that the use by some nations of
gold and others of silver as the monetary st.and-

ard produces a fluctuating par of exchange be-

tween gold and silver nations which impedes
commerce and causes great uncertainty in their
mutual relations. To the extent that uncertain-
ty prevails as to the return when tlic prices at-

tained in one country are translated into the
standard of the country which has sold the
goods, to that extent is trade rendered diflicult.

The liability to loss through exchange enhances
the prices of goods sold. It is further pointed out
that the varying tendencies of prices under one
standard, as compared with another, acts as an
unnatural impediment or stinuilus to trade. If

gold prices and the gold price of silver fall alike.
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silver-using nations may export to gold countries
without any loss, while sold countries find prices
falling. Thus, if wheat falls in price in England,
exporters in India sutler nothing, while export-
ers in the United States nuist he content with
lower prices. A fall in the gold price of silver
accompanies a fall in the prices of other com-
modities in gold countries, hut the relation of
silver to commodities remains the same, and no
enhancement of general prices ensues in silver-
using countries.

A more important tenet of the bimetallic creed
is that such a system produces a more stable
standard of value. The evils of instability in the
monetary standard are thoroughlv conceded by
all parties. As illustrated in the t'luctuating for-
tunes of paper money, they are patent to all.
Vnder a metallic system, changes in the value of
the standard are more gradual and less revolu-
tionary in their effects. Yet they exist, none the
less, and reveal themselves in the ups and downs
of general juice movements. It is only after
some study that persons understand that prices
and the value of the standard are reciprocals;
that low prices mean a high value of money and
high prices a low value of money. The economic
effects of changes in the value o'f monev must be
studied in the effects of price-changes. r)o\™ward
movements representing an enhanced purchasing
power of money redound to the benefit of credi-
tors and bear heavily uj)on debtors, who require
a larger produce to fulfill their obligations. Up-
ward movements lighten the burden of the debt-
or, while they shrink the purchasing ]jower of
what the creditor receives, and thus work to his
injury. Such changes are not without ju-ofound
effects upon the general conditions of trade and
industry. Bimetallism proposes to eliminate in
a large measure these evils, furnishing a more
stable standard. Instability of the standard
rests upon the fluctuations in the production of
the metals. It is argued that by uniting in the
monetary standard two metals 'instead of one,
the fluctuation in the production will be dimin-
ished. The aggregate i)roduct is less likely to
vary than is the product of each, the changes in
the production of the one being offset bv changes
in the production of the other.

In reply to these claims and assertions, the
gold monometallists have taken several positions.
In the first place, some have contended that the
evils which blmetallists seek to redress are of
no great consequence. In the second place,
others have contended that as a plan of relief
bimetallism is out of the question because it will
not work in practice. And finally, granting the
possibility of bimetallism, it is elaimed that we
have no gmirantee that it would actually relieve
the situation.

It is an extreme view that the changes in
prices, which constitute the chief .stay of the bi-

metallic argument, have no relation to the money
supply. If this, however, be true, a .system
which, like bimetallism, aims at working" upon
prices through the money supply is useless. If
this extreme view has not been adopted by all

monometallists, it is yet represented. Another
and somewhat more moderate view of the same
proposition is the claim that such changes in

prices have worked far less disturbance than the
bimetallists have claimed, and that if they in-

»'olve some disadvantages, they have some com-

pensations which the binietallist in his ardor has
overlooked.
More important, and occupying a larger place

in the bimetallic controversy, is the standpoint
that bimetallism will not work; that no legal
enactment can so fix the relative values of silver
and gold as to insure tlicir concurrent circula-
tion. In this view bimetallism is not a double
standard, but an alternating standard. Diver-
gencies between the legal ratio and the market
ratio being bound to occur, Gresham's Law imme-
diately enters into operation. The more valuable
metal is no longer brought to the mint, and the
existing stock in the circulation is exported.
Monometallists claim this to be inevitable. They
tell us that law cannot fix values: that the rela-
tive value of gold and silver in the market will
be fixed by commercial considerations, esi)eoially
by the cost of production. Any attempt on the
part of governments to interfere with the oj)era-
tion of these laws must be fruitless. To these
considerations the binietallist replies by calling
attention to the predominating influence of de-
mand as a factor afl'ecting the value of the pre-
cious metals. He points out that as the existing
stock is much gieater than the annual accre-
tions, the cost of producing these cannot be the
sole criterion of the value of the mass. He
points out further that the denumd for the use
of the metals as money far outstrips any other
demand. He therefore concludes that law can
and does affect the value of the metals and is

com[)etent to fix the rates between them: that if

the monetary demand thus created he strong
enough, the commercial ratio must adjust itself

to the legal ratio. Both sides of the contro-
versy appeal to the facts of history as bearing
out their contentions. On the one hand, the
monometallist points to the fact that the French
law of ISOl which established the legal ratio of

15^,^ to 1 between gold and silver did not control
the market ratio, but there was always a diver-
gence between them, leading now to a preference
for gold and now to a preference for silver in the
French coinage. The l)inietallists coni-ede tliat

such divergence might have prevented both silver

and gold being carried to the mint at the same
time; that they might have determined which of

the metals would be preferred for export ; but
they strenuously deny that they caused the ex-

port of one metal or the other. If the French
law gave but an imperfect picture of the work-
ings of the bimetallic system, it is only a proof
to the advocates of tlie latter that the area
within which it worked was too restricted. En-
large the .scope of the law by :in international
agreement embracing the leading commercial na-
tions, and it would, they claim, be proof against
fluctuations of ratio. Hence the agitation for a
bimetallic standard has been for an international
bimetallic system.

Finally, the monometallists are frequently
willing, for argument's sake, to concede the prac-

ticability of bimetallism, that they nuiy put the

further question. What would be gained? The
evil to he remedied is an unstable standard.
What guarantee have we that two metals would
be better than one? The bimetallists claim a
compensatory action ; that irregularities in the

supply of one metal will outbalance tho.se of the
other. They assert that a greater stability would
follow the introduction of their system from the

fact that by distributing the variation over a
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*ider area, the full supply of both metals offer-

ing a much more extensive surface, the effect

Mould be far less perceptililc. "Imagine," says
Professor Jevons. "two reservoirs of water, each
subject to independent variations of supply and
demand. In the absence of any connecting pipe,

the level of the water in eacli reservoir will be
subject to its own fluctuations only. But if we
open a connection, the water in both will as-

sume a certain mean level, and the effects of any
excessive supply will be distributed over the
whole area of both reservoirs." They point to the
experiences following the discovery of gold in

the middle of the century as proof. In 1840 gold
was produced to the extent of $30,000,000 and
silver to that of $32,500,000. In 1852 the figures

were, for gold $150,000,000, and for silver $42,-

500.000. In other words, g(dd was advanced five-

fold, but the combined product of gold and silver

only threefold. This moderated the effect of the

gold discoveries upon prices. The monometal-
lists contest this theory and deny that it rests on
a sudicient basis of historical fact. They hold
that there are no inherent reasons why the com-
bined production of gold and silver should not
under a bimetallic system fluctuate quite as
much as the production of gold alone.

We have endeavored to state the ease between
the two parties as one of pure theory. In so

doing we fail to give any adequate idea of the

heat of the controversy and tlie passions which
it has aroused. To understand properly the

ardor of the struggle, a brief reference to the

historical setting of the discussion is perhaps de-

sirable. The gi'eat bulk of the theoretical and
controversial literature upon the subject ap-

peared in the period between 1873 and 1898.

This was a period of steadily falling prices—

a

period, upon the whole, of commercial depression.

Trade languished, and the burden of debt grew
heavier. The gold jiroduct was growing less

each year, yet the genera! adoption of the gold
standard with increased population, and an ex-

tension of the use of a money economy made a
constantly increasing pressure upon the gold
supply. Bimetallism seemed to promise a relief

from the deadening effects of falling prices, and
the industrial world lent a ready ear to its plans.

It was not so much a conviction that bimetallism
was right as a deep-seated feeling that the gold
standard was wrong which gave sucli wide ac-

ceptance to its propositions. For the moment the

pressure of immediate necessity has been re-

moved. The new output of gold in the world,

which brings the annual production higher than
in the i>almiest days of California and Australia,
has induced a rpginie of rising prices wliich has
cured the evils of which men complained without
any radical monetary legislation such as bi-

metallism contemjilated.

The literature of bimetallism is extensive, and
no statement of references can be complete. An
exhaustive bibliography on the money question
was issued in 1878 as an appendix to the Ameri-
can Report of the hitrnintioniil Monetiiry <_'on-

ference. (Consult Ilorton, 'I'hr Monettiry fiituu-

tion, Cincinnati, 1878.) Since tliat time the out-

put has l)een enormous. The bimetallic theory
claims the authority of Wolowski and Cernusi^hi

in Krance; Malou and de Laveleye in Belgium;
Mees. Vrolik, Van den Berg, and Boissevain in

Holland; Seyd, Nicholson, and FoxwcU in F.ng-

huid ; Arcndt in Germany ; Ilaupt in Austria

;
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Horton, F. A, Walker, and Andrews in the
United States. On the side of the single stand-
ard are many of the older Englisli economists

—

Locke, Petty, Harris; later Lord Liverpool,
Tooke, Ricardo, and J. S, ilill, and, more re-

cently, Giffen—and among American writers,
Wells and Laughlin. For a clear notion of the
controversy, consult: Walker, International Bi-
metallism (New York, 1806) ; and Giffen, Case
Aitainst Bimetallism (London, 1896). Other
works to be commended are: Nicholson, Honey
and Monetary Problems (London, 1897); Hor-
ton, The Sili-^r Pound (London, 1887) ; Walker,
Money (New- York, 1878) and Money, Trade
and Industry (New York, 1879) ; Andrews, An
Honest Dollar (Hartford, 1894) ; Report of the
Monetary Commission of the Indianapolis Con-
vention (Chicago, 1898) ; Helm, The Joint
Standard (London, 1894) ; Taussig, The Silver
Situation in the United States (New Y'ork,

1893) ; White, Money and Banking (Boston,
1896) ; Laughlin, History of Bimetallism in the
United States (New Y'ork, 1897); and Price,
Monei/ and Its Relations to Prices (London and
New York, 1896).

In oflicial literature, the Report of the United
States Monetary Commission (1876); the Re-
ports of the Monetary Conferences (1878, 1881,
and 1892) ; the Reports of the Royal Commis-
sion on the Depression of Trade (1883) and on
the Relation of Gold and Silver (1886); the
Report of the Indian Cvrrency Commission
(1893); and of the Berlin Silver Commission
(1894) are important.

BINALONAN, be'na-lo'nan. A town of
IjUzou, Pliilip]iines, in the Province of Pan-
gasinfm, 27 miles east of Lingayen (Map: Luzon,
I) 2 ) . It is situated in a densely wooded terri-

tory, at the junction of several high roads to the
adjacent towns. Population, in 1898, 10,295.

BINAN, be'nyan. A town of Luzon, Philip-
pines, in the Province of Laguna, 41 miles west
of Santa Cruz (Jlap: Luzon, F 9). It is situated
in a great plain, near the Bay Luzon, and is con-
nected b}' high roads with Cavite and Manila, as
well as with towns of the vicinity. Population,
in 1898, 19,780.

BI'NAEY SYSTEM. See Double Stars.

BIN - BIB - KILISSEH, ben'bSr - ke'le - s:i'

(Turk, bin, thousand; bir. one; kilisseh, church,
from Gk. eKKXijoia, ekkUsia) . The name of

extensive ruins in Karamania, .-Vsia Minor, 20
miles north-northwest of the town of Karaman.
The ruins consist chiefly of the remains of early
Byz:intine cluirches, of which four or five are
in fair preservation and over thirty are in ruins.
Bin-Bir-Kilisseh is supposed to he the ancient
Derbc. tliongb Hamilton identifies it with Lystra.

BINCHE, bfiNsh. A town of Hainaut, Bel-
gium, on the llaine, 10 miles east-southea.st of

Jlons (Map: Belgium, C 4), It is well built and
walled, has mamifactures of leather, cutlery, pot-
tery, glass, etc., and a considerable trade in lace,

paper, marble, and coal. Population, in 1890,
10.100; in 1900, ll,.-)00.

BINDING, bm'ding, Karl (1841—). A
German criminologist and jurist, horn in Frank-
fort-on-the-Main. lie studied at the universities
of Gcittingen and Heidelberg, and in 1873 became
])rofessor of criminal law in Leipzig. Of his
works on jurisprudence, Die Normeii und Hire
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Vehertretung (1872-77), in which he attempted
a thorough revision of accepted theories respect-

ing criminal law, is especially important. But
one volume (1808) appeared of his Das Burgun-
dixch-Homanische Konigreich. In 188.5 he estab-

lished the Systematisches Handbnch dcr deut-
sclieii Hechtsicissenschaft. Among liis other
publications may be mentioned Die rechtliche
Stellung des Kaisers in heutigen deutschen
Heiche (1898), and Grundriss des deutschen
Sirafiiro-rssi-erhfs { 1899).

BINDRABAN, biuilr-i-bvin' (Skr. Vrtidavana,
a grove consecrated to Krishna or Vishnu), or
Brixd.^bax. a town on the Jumna, in the Dis-
trict of iluttra. Northwest Provinces, British
India, situated 92 miles south of Delhi (Map;
India, C 3). Population, 31,000. It is one of

the sacred Hindu cities, and crowds of pilgrims
come from all parts chielly to do honor to

Krishna. It has several superb temples and
shrines, and, through the munificence of wealthy
devotees, these are becoming more numerous and
costly. Here, as at Benares, the immediate mar-
gin of the river is occupied by flights of steps, or
ghats, extending for about a mile along the
bank.

BINDWEED, See Convolvulus,
BINET, be'mV, Alfred (1807—). A French

psj-ehologist, director of the laboratory of physi-
ological psycholog}- at the Sorbonne, Paris.
He was born in Xiee, July 8, 1857. He went
to Paris in 1871, and, having studied law and
medicine, turned hi.s attention in 1880 to ex-

perimental and pathological psychology. He
has contributed many articles to the Revue
J'hilosoiihiiiur, the Rcvuc Scientifique. and Mind.
His first book was La psychologic du raisonne-
mcnt ; Ifecherchcs cxperimentaUs par I'hypno-
tismc (1880), in which he undertook to apply
the method of hypnotism to psychological ques-
tions, hi a similar vein was Aniuial .Mag-
netism (Eng. trans., 1888), which he pub-
lished in conj\uiction with Charles FfT^. His
other works are Perception interietire (1887);
Etudes de psychologic expirimcntalc (1888),
comprising a section upon sexual psychology
(fetiehism in love), one upon the psychic life

of micro-oi'ganisms (translated separately,

1889), and a third upon mental inuigery; /.c-;

alterations de In personality (1892); Introduc-
tion a lu psychologic experimcntale, in connec-
tion with Philippe, Courtier, and V. Henri
(1894); La fatigue intellect uellc, with the col-

laboration of Henri (1898). Since 189.5 Binet
has also, together with H. Beaunis and Th,
Ribot, edited LWnnic psychologiquc, a yearly
volume comprising original articles, a review of

the progiess of psycliology, and an index of all

publications which bear upon that science,

BINET, SATANfi, A pen-name used by Fran-
ci>i|U(' Sarcey.

BING'EN (anciently, Bingium or ^'incum,
capital of a Gallic tribe), A town in the Grand
Duchy of Hesse, Germany, 17 miles west of

Mainz, and nearly opiiosite Riidesheim (Map:
Grrniany, B 4). II is situated in a charming
country on the left bank of the Rhine, at the

mouth of the Xahe, here crossed by a med-
ieval bridge built on the foundation of the

Roman bridge of Dnisus, a name the bridge still

bears. Its (lothic parish church, dating from the

Fifteenth Century, contains a fine crypt of nuich

BINGHAM.

older date. Bingen possesses a Realschule, and 9
number of other educational instituticms. In the
vicinity of the town is the Rochusberg, with a
chapel, to which annual pilgrimages are made.
On tlu> other side of the Xahe is the Rupertsberg,
with the ruins of a monastery, in which Saint
Hildegard resided in the Twelfth Century. Below
the town is the celebrat^'d Binger Loch, formerly
a dangerous i)oint in the navigation of the
Rhine, but since 1834 rendered safe through
the deepening of the channel. In the middle of
the river stands the Mouse Tower, in which, ac-
cording to the legend. Archbishop Hatto was
devoured by mice in the year 909, Bingen's prin-
cipal industries include the manufacture of
starch and tobacco, and there is a large trade in
wine. Population, in 1895, 8187; in 1900, ',»070.

Bingen was a town of the ancient Belga\ Drusus
built a castle there and threw a bridge across
the Rhine, in li.c. 13. In 1281 it came under the
rule of the Archbishop of Mainz, During the
Thirty Y.ears' War, it was taken in turn by the
French, the Swedes, and the Imperialists! In
1089 the French burned the town and blew up the
castle. From 1797 to 1814 the town belonged to
France. In 1815 it became a part of Hesse.

BINGEK, baN'zhi', Louis Gustave (1850—),
A French African explorer, born at Strassburg.

In IS87 he started from Bamaku, explored

Sikaso, and then turned to Kong, which he was
the first European to explore, .\fter disproving

the hitherto accepted theory that there were
mountains in that region, he visited Baronio
aud Wagadugu (IStJS), and in 1889 reached

Grand Bassam, By treaties, he succeeded in

placing Tieba, Kong, and Bontuku under a

French protectorate, and thus laid the founda-

tion of a French Sudanese empire. He returned

to West Africa in 1892, as French commissioner
for the settlement of the .Vshanti boumhirica

with England, aiul after serving as governor of

the Erench territory on the Ivory Coast (1890),

became director of the French colonial depart-

ment in IS98. His chief publications are Du
Mger au golfe de Guinee, par Ic pays dc Kong
et dc .Vo.^si (1891), and Esclavage, Islamismc,

et Vhri.itianisnie (1895).

BINGHAM, bing'am, John Arende (1815-

1900 1. .\n American jurist and legislator. He
was born at iMereer, Pa,, and was educated at

Franklin College, Ohio, From 1855 to 1803 he

served as a Re))reseiktative in Congress from
Ohio, and was chairman of the House board of

managers in the impeachment trial of West W,
Humphreys, United States district judge of Ten-

nessee, who, in an address delivered at X'ashville

December 29, 1800, had advocated secession, and
was consequently accused of high treason, ilr.

Bingham subsequently i)repared and introduced

the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution

of the United Stales, He conducted the prosecu-

tion of .Mrs. Surratt and others charged with

complicity in the plot to assassinate President

Lincoln and his Cabinet, and was chairman of

the board of impeachment of .-Vndrew Johnson
in 18()8, After serving four additional terms in

Congress (1804-72), he was, in 1873, appointed

United States Jlinister to Japan, which position

he held until 1885.

BINGHAM, .To.sEPii (1008-1723), .\n Eng-

lish clergyman. He was educated at Oxford, was
a tutor iliere in 1091, and somewhat later was a
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rector near Winchester. Here he \vrot(> his

valuable Antiquities of the Christian Churth
(1708-1722). which has often been reprinted and
translated into various languages. He was sub-

sequently rector at Havant.

BINGHAMTON, bing'am-ton. A city and
the county-se^it of Broome County, N. Y., on
the New York, Lake Erie and Western, the main
line and branches of the Lackawanna, and the
Delaware and Hudson railroads (ilap: New
York, E 3 1 . It occu])ies an area of 10 square
miles at an elevation of about 850 feet, and has a
picturesque location. The Susquehanna and
Chenango rivers unite within the cit}', and are
crossed by several bridges. Among the more
prominent buildings may be mentioned the Stone
Opera House, courthouse, city hall, post-office,

St^te Hospital for the Insane, city hospital. State
armory. Central High School, and Susquehanna
Valley and Saint Mary's homes for orphan chil-

dren. Other features of interest are Ross Park, of

about 100 acres, Bennett Park, the driving park,
and exposition grounds. The city contains a law
library of the Supreme Court and a city and school
library of over 13,000 volumes. Binghamton has
extensive manufacturing industries, which include
cigars, spices, carriages and carriage-trimmings,
wagons, sleighs, leather, boots, shoes, clothing,

hats, felt, scales, time-recording clocks, motors,
dynamos, electrical apparatus, steam and gas en-

gines, furniture, glass, bottles, hoes, proprietary
medicines, wood-alcohol, and envelopes. First
settled in 17S7, Binghamton was called Chenango
Point until, in 1800, its situation was slightly

changed and its present name adopted in honor
of William Bingham, the proprietor of the land
in the vicinity. It was incorporated as a village

in 1S34, and in 1867 as a city. Its charter pro-
vides for a mayor, elected biennially, who ap-
points the boards of fire, police, street, civil

service, and school commissioners, and a city
council which controls the appointments of other
important officials excepting the city judge, asses-

sors, and board of water commissioners, chosen
by popular vote. The annual expenditures of the
city amount to about $.520,000, the principal
items of expense being .$30,000 each for the de-

partments of fire and police, and $1.30.000 for
schools. The waterworks, built liy the city in

1867, are under municipal operation. Popula-
tion, in 1890. 3.5.00.5 in 1900. 39.647. Consult:
Wilkinson, The Annals of Binfihamton (Bing-
hamton, 1840) ; and Lawyer. Binyhamton. Its

i^cttlement, (Iroicih, and Development (Bingham-
ton, 1900).

BINGKLEY. A town in the West Riding of
Yorkshire, England, on the Aire, and the Leeds-
Liverpool Canal, 15 miles west-northwest of
Lei><ls (Map: England, E 3). It has consider-
able worsted, cotton, and paper uianufactures.
The town owns its water and gas works and
maintains a free public librarv and baths. Popu-
latir.n. in 1S91, 17,400; in 1902, 18,500.

BINMALEY, ben'nia-lfi'f. A town of Luzon,
Philippines, in the Province of Pangasinan, .3

miles east of Lingayen (Map: Luzon, C 2). It

is situated in a level region, on the Gulf of
Lingayen. Population, in 1898, 13,787.

BINTJACLE (earlier hittiiclc, Portug. 5i7a-
c&(«, corrupted from l.at. Iiabitactilum, dwelling-
place, from hfibitarc, to dwell). A stand for con-

BINNACLE.

taining and supporting a ship's compass and it3

correctors. It is made of brass or wood. The
binnacle-cover is dome-
shaped and fits down
over the top of the
binnacle, prote c t i n g
the compass; it con-
tains lamps for light-

ing up the compass-
card at night, and has
a glass plate let into
the rear side through
which the helmsman
can see the compass
and thtis ascertain the
direction of the ship's
head.

BINNENHOF,
bin'nrn - h G f . .See
H.\GrE.

BIN'NEY, A II o s
(1803-47). An Ameri-
can physician. He was
born in Boston. Mass.,
October 18, 1803, and
died in Rome, Febru-
ary 18, 1847. He
was a man of wealth, a patron of artists
and scientists, and an early president of the
Boston Society of Natural History. He
wrote Terrestrial and Air-Brenthing Molliisks of
the United States (Boston, lS47-iS51; Gotild's
edition. 1851-59).

—

Bixney, W. G. (bom 1833),
son of Amos Binney, is a conchologist of note
who resides at Burlington, N. J. Besides editing
his father's works in a new edition publislied in
the Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative
Zoology (Vol. IV., 1878), the latter has written
Land and Fresh-Water Shells of North America
(Smithsonian Instittition, Washington, 1869),
and many special papers on this subject. The
collection of land and fresh - water shells of
North Anteriea, and preparations of their anat-
omy, made by the two Binneys, are in the
Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard
University.

BINNEY, HoR.\CE (17801875). An Ameri-
can lawyer. He \\as born in Philadelphia, gradu-
ated at Har\ard in 1797, studied law in the
offices of -Jared IngersoU, was admitted to the
bar in 1800, and gradually acquired an ex-
tensive practice. Between 1807 and 1814 he
published Binney's lirports, in six volumes, of
the decisions of the Sujireme Court of Pennsyl-
vania. Thougli averse to public life, he .served

in the Twcnty-tliird Congress and took a dis-

tinguished [)ait. as an opponent to the .Adminis-
tration, in the debates over the removal of pub-
lic deposits from the United States Bank. He
then withdrew from active i)ractice in the courts,

and until 1850. when he retired altogether from
the bar, confined his legal practice to the prepa-
ration of written opinions. Perhaps his most
famous case was that of Bidal vs. Girard's E.kcc-

ntors, which he argued before the United States
Supreme Court in 1844. His argument in this
case is cor.sidcred to have greatly modified the
oUl conception of the law of charities. Hinney
was frequently called upon to speak before pub-
lic meetings, and he published addresses on the

Life and Character of Chief Justice Tilghman
(1827) and the lAfe and Character of Chief Jus-
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tice Marshall (1835). He also published A
Sketch of the Life and Character of Justice

Bushrod llVis/iiHi/ZoH (1858); Leaders of the

Old Bar of Fhiladclphin (1858); An Inquirii

Into the Formation of ^\'ash^nl|ton's Farewell

Address (1858); and three paniphlets (1862-63)

on The Privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus

Under the Constitution, in which he strongly

sui)|)orted President Lincoln.

BINNEY, Thomas (1798-1874). An Eng-
lish Nonconformist divine, born at Newcastle-

on-Tvne. He studied at the theological seminary

at VVymondeley, Hertfordshire, and in 1824 be-

came ]>astor of Saint James's Street Congre-

gational Chapel, Newport. Isle of Wight. From
1S2',) to 1809 he was jiastor of King's Weigh-

llouse Chapel, London, and from 1869 was
professor of homiletic and pastoral theology at

New College, London. For forty years he was
famous as a pulpit orator. He was known also

as a keen controversialist, and published numer-
ous pamphlets in discussion with representatives

of the Kstablishment. He exerted an important

influence in the enrichment of the musical serv-

ices of Dissenters..and wrote considerable devo-

tional verse, of which the hymn "Eternal Light!

Eternal Light!" is most familiar. His publica-

tions include: Is It Possible to Make the Host

of Both Worlds? (1853); Micah, the Priest-

Maker (1867); and other works. Consult J.

Stoughton, Memorial of the Late Thomas Bin-

ney (London. 1874).

BINOC'TJLAR MI'CROSCOPE. See MiCRO-

sropf;.

BINOCULAR TELESCOPE. A telescope

witli twi> tubes and two separate systems of

lenses. See (.)pera-Gl.\ss and Telescope.

BINO'MIAL (Lat. bis, twice + «ompn, name,

thing, item). In algebra, an expression consist-

ing of two terms connected by the sign + or
—

; e.g. a + b, (rt -f h) — c. Each term of

the binomial may be a polynomial (q.v.).

BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS. The coeffi-

cients of tlie various terms in the expansion of

a binomial, as of (a + h)ti. Tlie general form

for the /,;th coefficient after the first, which is 1

(when » and k are integral), is the same as the

combination of n things taken /,• at a time; i.e.

-1) (n—k+1)C„.k=£i^ symbolized as ( jj J1.2.3 k
There are certain interesting relations between

these coefficients, e.g. (L') = (n-k ),(")= l,(k)+

(i;+0 = (UO,'-(") + a)-00 + +

BINOMIAL THEOREM. A general for-

nnila for raising a binomial, as a + 6, to any
power, tlie meaning of llie word 'power' being

include exponents which are not

foiniula is:

n(n

«.xtended to

positive integers. The

(a+ b)n= an -f na" -ib + -
-1)

+
n(n-l)(n-2)

1.2
a°- !b2 -f

n(n-l).
1.2.3
,.(n-n+2)

an - 3 b3 4-

, an — n-l-lb° — 1 + bo
1.2 (n-1)

where n may be any rational, irrational, imagi-

narj', or complex number. In case jv is not a
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positive integer the expansion is an infinite

series, which, unless convergent, is not equiva-

lent to the given function to be expanded.
The truth of the binomial theorem for positive

integral exponents has long been known to math-
ematicians, but Newton first extended its appli-

cation ;uid emphasized its general usefulness.

BINON'DO. A suburb of Manila (q.v.),

situated on the right bank of the Pasig River.

BINTUEONG, bin'tu-rong (native name) . A
large arbore;il civet (Arctitis binturony) , allied

to the jiaradoxures. but representing a sc])arate

genus of the Vivcrridse. It inhabits the Malay
Peninsula and islands, and is 2',^ feet long in

body, with a bushy tail nearly 3 feet in length
and prehensile, assisting it in climbing. It

passes its day asleep in a tree, and at night
hunts in a slow, cautious way for animals, birds'

nests, etc., and also seems to eat vegetable sub-

stances. The adult is black, but younger speci-

mens are grizzled or yellowish. Its fur is long

and harsh, and it has long, bristly brown hairs

about the mouth, ears, and eyes, giving it a very
strange appearance. Its nature is fierce, but it

is frequently kept in captivity.

BINZ, bints, Karl (1832— ). A German
physician and pharmacologist, born at liern-

kastel. He studied at Wiirzburg, Bonn, and Ber-
lin, and in 1868 became ])rofessor at Bonn. In
1869 he founded the ])liarmacologieal institute

there. His more important investigations have
to do with experimental pharmacology and path-

ology. The action of qiiiiii;i was first defined liy

him. His publications include: Experinientelle

Untersuehunpen iibcr das Wesen der Chinimiyir-

kung (1868); Das Chinin nach den neuern
pharmakologischen Arbeiten (1875); Uebcr den
Traum (1878); Vorlesungen iiber Pharmakolo-
gie (1891); and Aether gegen den Schmerz
(1896).

BINZER, bints'er, August Daniel \on
(1793-1808). A German author. He was born
at Kiel and studied law at the universities of

Kiel and Jena, where he became closely identified

with the Burschenschaft, or students' .society,

whicli was dissolved in 1819. Afterwards he
taught and edited papers in various parts of Cer-
many. He is the author of two famous songs:

"Wir batten gebauet ein stattliclies Haus," writ-

ten on the dissolution of the Burschenseliaft, and
"Stosset an," which still retain their popularity.

Among the worlcs jiufifislied f>_v liim are Venedig
im Jahre Ifi'i'i (1845) ; Erziihlungen und Novel-

len, written in collaboration with his wife and
publislicd under the ))seudonym of A. T. Beer

(1850). He also translated Benjamin Frank-
lin's Autobiography and Writings (1829) and
the Mght Thoughts, by Edward Young.

BIO-BIO, be'A-be'6. An eastern province of

Chile, Ixiuiided by Argentina on the east, the

Chilean Province of Malleco on the south, :ind

Conceiicion on the west and north (Map: Chile,

C 11). Area, 4158 .square miles. Tlie surface is

generally mountainous and well wooded. In the

lower parts the soil is mostly sandy. Tlie chief

river is the BiivBio. There is a large trade in

tinifier, and the western part of the province is

crossed liy tlie railway line leading from Concep-

cion to Angol. Poimlation, in 1895, 88,749. The
capital, Los Angeles, is situated near the rail-

way line, and had a population in 1895 of 7868.
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BIO-BIO. The largest river of Chile. It rises

in tlie C'uiililleras, and after a northwesterly
course of about 220 miles, with its lower reaches
alonn; the fri'eat valley between the Andes and the
Coast ranjje. empties into the Pacific Ocean just
below Conccpcion. It has a number of tributa-

ries, has a width of 2 miles at its mouth, and
becomes navigable at Xaciniiento.

BI'OGEN'ESIS (Gk. /SIoj, hios. life + y^yeau,
gciK'xi.s. oriirin. source). The doctrine that the
series of forms which an animal passes through
in developing from the egg to the adult is

an epitome of the stages in the evolution of

the species. This is stated briefly in the expres-

sion: Ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny. The
truth of this doctrine seems to have been recog-

nized long ago, according to Meckel (ISll). by
Aristotle, Halley, Harvey. Kielemeyer, Auten-
reith. and many other early authors. The law
is often called Von Baer's, because in his great
work on the development of animals (1828-37)
he demonstrated its truth in detail. Louis Agas-
siz also laid stress on this law, although he did
not accept evolution. The law is based upon ob-

served parallelisms between ontogenetic changes
and assumed evolutionary ones. Thus, at an em-
bryonic stage, man possesses gill-slits and a two-
chambered heart, like a lish ; later the gill-slits

close and the heart becomes reptilian. A tail

like that of lower apes is present at a later stage.

At birth the child grasps things with its feet, as
the higher apes do. and not until several months
after birth are the essentially animal instincts

replaced by the human. To render the termi-
nology of the stages of ontogeny and phylogeny
more precise, and at the same time comparable,
the following terms have been introduced by
Alpheus Hyatt:

O.NTOOEXV OB DEVELOPMENT P-^'-Sf^VpH^.^M
""^

Dynamical
Stages Stages Stages Terms

Embryonic Embryo or fetal Phylembryonic
Nepionic Baby Phylonepionic Epacme
Xeanic Adolescent Phyloneanic
Epbebic Adult Phylophebic .\cme
<jeroDtic Senile Fhylogerontic Paracme

The recapitulation law remains unexplained;
it does not hold in detail, but only in a rough
and general way. "The embryonic record," says
Balfour, '"as it is usually presented to us, is both
imperfect and misleading. It may be compared
to an ancient manuscript with many of the
sheets lost, others displaced, and with spurious
passages interpolated by a later hand." See
Emrryologt; and Ga.str.ea Thkoky.

Ahiogenesis, though apparently merely the ne-
gation of 'biogenesis,' has a somewhat different
meaning, the terra signifying reproduction by
spontaneous generation—not now accepted as a
fact in any case.

BI'OGEOL'OGY. See Paleoxtolooy; Paleo-
botany: and <;eoi.oGY.

BIOG'RAPHY (Gk. plos. hiof>. life + ypa<inv,
griijihiiit. to write). .\ term applied to that de-
partment of literature which treats of the lives
of individuals. The mode of treatment, especially
in modern times, is far from uniform. In some
cases biography approaches the sphere of phi-
losophy; in others, that of history: while in the
majority it assumes, to a large extent, the char-
acter of analytic or descriptive criticism. To
none of these modes, theoretically considered, can

BIOGRAPHY.
there be any valid objection; everything de-
pends on the judiciousness of the biographer. The
great points which he must keep perpetually in
view are the personality and characteristics of
his subject. If these are buried under a load of
digressive dissertations, his book, however valu-
able or interesting, ceases to be a biogiaphy ex-
cept in name. Such a book, for example, is ilas-
son's Life of Milton. Anciently, biography was
more of a mere curriculum vilw than it is" now;
that is to say, the leading incidents of a man's
life were narrated in their historical sequence,
without any elaborate attempt to analyze the
character from which thej- emanated. Like an-
cient history, it was possessed of a simple great-
ness, a stately dignity of narrative, colored here
and there, but sparingly, with grave eulogy or
censure, ilodern biogiaphy, on the other hand,
like modern history, is full" of elucidations, criti-

cisms, and disquisitions; and, if wanting in the
severe grace of its classic predecessors, it is

much more lively, acute, and expansive.
Biographical literature has existed from an

early period. The oldest historical books of the
Jews abound with beautiful examples of it,

such as the lives of the Patriarchs and the storv'

of Ruth. Indeed, the mythologies of all ancient
nations are but the lives of heroes and gods. Of
purely biographical works, the most valuable
that has come down to us from the Greeks is the
Piirallel Lives by Plutarch, written about the close
of the First Century after Christ. Roman litera-

ture also possessed an admirable specimen in the
Life of Agricola by his son-in-law, Tacitus. Be-
sides these may be mentioned the Lives of the
Twelve Ccesars (in Latin), by Suetonius, and
Apolloiiius of Tyana (in Greek), by Philostra-
tus, Lives of the Sophists (in Greek), by Philo-
stratus, and a Life of Plato (in Greek), by Olyra-
piodorus of Alexandria. Coming dovm to a
later period we meet Saint Jerome's Lives of the
Fathers: while biographies, more or less com-
plete, of saints, martyrs, bishops, etc., are scat-

tered profusely through private ecclesiastical lit-

erature. The monks of the Jliddle Ages employed
their leisure in weaving legends that abound in

superstition and absurdities. Modern biograplii-
cal literature really dates from the Sixteenth and
Seventeenth centuries. Among the valuable
works that then appeared may be mentioned
Vasari's Lives of the Painters (Florence. 1.5.iO) ;

the Acta Slancioruni (q.v.) ; Tillemont's .1/e-

moires pour servir a I'histoire erclesiastique des

,

six premieres siecJes de I'rglise. 10 vols. (Paris,
len.'?) ; Thomas Stanley's History of Philosophy,
containing the lives, opinions, actions, and dis-
courses of philosophers of every sect (first edi-
tion. London. ltl:).5-02: 4th edition, with Life,
London. 174.'?) : Bnyle's Diclinnnaire historique
et critique ( Rotterdam. 1(197).

In England and elsewhere, the biography of
the man of letters is a late development. The
men who visited the Globe Theatre never
thought of writing the life of Shakespeare. To
them the career of the dramatist seemed un-
eventful, for it was in no wise connected with
the great affairs of Church ;ind State. The signs
of a new era appeared with the publication of
Walton's charming Lives (lfi70). comprising
Donne. Wotton. Hooker, and Herlwrt. This list,

however, contains the name of no one who de-
voted himself wholly to letters. Walton's vol-
ume was followed by Wood's Athenw Oxonienses
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(1690-92), the lives of Oxford writers and

bishops, and by Aubrev's Minutes of Lives (not

published till 1813), containing sketches of

Bucon, Milton, Hobbes, and others, 'these two

writers, who depended lartrely upon anecdotes,

were the forerunners of Boswell, whose Life of

Br. Johnson (1791) is the most famous of Eng-

lisli biographies. Since the appearance of this

work, biograpliical literature has increased enor-

niou^lv. There is no escape now for the man of

letters Among noteworthy biographies, since

Boswell, are Lockhart's *Ton (1836-38); Fors-

ter's Dickens (187-2-74); Trevelyans Macaulay

(1876); Cross's fipo(Y/c AViof (1884); Tenny-

son, bv his son (1897) ; and Life and Letters of

Hiixle'if, bv his son (1901). Cross adopted the

novel phin of letting George Eliot speak through

lier letters, chronologically arranged, and ehici-

dated bv brief remarks. This method, which

docs awav with tlie fulsome praises of the biog-

rapher, is veiv attractive, and has, perhaps, led

to a taste for the correspondence of literary

men Among notable volumes of letters of re-

cent date are Matthew Arnold's (1895) and

Stevenson's (1900). Beginning with Dr. John-

son's Lives of the Poets (1779-81), there is a

lonf line of works in which biography is com-

bined with criticism. To this class belong

Macaulav's Lives of Milton, Addison, etc. ;
Car-

lyle's Lives of Burns, Sterliny, etc.; Grimms

Michael Angela, and many series of which tlie

typa is represented bv t)ie Enylish Men of Let-

ters, the .American Men of Letters, and Les

grands ecrivains fran^ais. Biographical diction-

aries date from the Klticidarius Carmtnum et

Historiarum (Holhuid. 1498). But the Nine-

teenth Ccnturv was their Hounsliing period.

Among the "best general dictionaries are the

Bionraphic universelle, ancicnne ct moderne,new

ed 4.T vols. (Paris, 1843-65) ; and the youvrllc

biographic ginerale, 46 vols. (Pari.s, 18.r2-,().

The best wojk of the kind publislied in the

United States is Lippincott's Pronouncing Iho-

graphical Dictionary, by Dr. Josepli Thomas.

Alost nations have biographical dictionaries con-

fined to their own celebrities. For Germany,

there is the Allqemeine dciitsche Jiioyraphie. Ba-

varian Acadcmv of Sciences (Leipzig, 18' o-

1000) • for \ustria, the Bioyraphischcs Lexikon

dcs Eaiserthums Oesterreich, ed. by Wurzbach

(Vienna. lS.-)fi-S9) : for Holland, the Bwgraph-

i<.rh Wonrdenhoek der yederhindrn. ed. ^'^n dor

Aa (Haarlem, 1852-78); for Mgium. the Rio-

qraphle nationale de Belyique (Brussels, 1866-

95) • for Sweden. Binqraphicnl Unndbook. e<l.

Hofber" (Stockholm. 1870: for Bussia and

Spain, "there are also good biosrraphieal diction-

aries Kn^land has the maimificent Dirlionnru

Of yationnl liionraphy. 63 vols., ed Stephen

(london 1885-1900), to which were added three

sunplcmcntarv volumes in 1901: and the T'nit-

ed States. Applcton's C/clopTdin of American

Bioornphv, fi vols. (New York. 1887-89) a sev-

enth volume appearing in 1900 as a supplement,

and T-amb's Bioaraphicnl Dictionary of tlie

Vnited fftntcs. For contemporary biography, we

have Vapereau's DIctionnnire Universcl des('>n-

1emporain.'<. Men and Women of the Tune. Who s

Who (London): and Who's Who in Amrnca

(Chicago), revised annually. They contain only

the names of persons still living.

Belon.'in" to this department of literature

iB the autobiography, i.e. the life of a person
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written by himself. We may cite, for tlieir charm,

the Autobiography of the first Lord Herbert ol

Cherbury; Benvenuto Cellini's Vita da luii

medesimo scrilta; Rousseau's Confessions;

Goethe's Dichtung und Wuhrheit ; Gibbon's Me-

moirs; Franklin's .lii/o6io(/ra;jAi/; Scott's </our-

nul; Newman's Apologia; and Buskin's Free-

terila. This form of biography often runs into

fiction, as in Borrow's Lavengro. The interest-

ing development of biography, of which outlines

are here presented, has never been adequately

treated. See Excyclopjedia.

BIOL'OGY (Fr. biologic, from Gk. j3<os, hios,

life-f XA70S, logos, discourse). Biology is the

youngest, and the most comprehensive, and the

"most dillicult of all the sciences, and it is not

strange that its spokesmen are not yet in accord

as to its relation to the system of human knowl-

edge as a whole; nor can he who reflects that

human knowledge is itself a biological fact, and

a constituent part of the subject-matter of bio-

logical science, be surprised that this is the case.

Opinions as to the objects and aims of bio-

logical science may be roughly divided into two

classes. On the one hand, we are tuld that biol-

ogj- is resolved, in the long run, into the physics

and chemistry of living inatter; while we are

told, on the other hand, that the problems of life,

among which those of mind must be included, are

so foreign to the present scope and resources of

chemistry and physics that tliey are best treated

as constituting an independent realm of science,

and a distinct intellectual discipline.

CoxTRASTEU Views as to the Meaning of

Biology. Future discovery may show to us a

solid basis for the ojiinion that all the facts of

biology, including those of consciousness and

reason and volition and moral obligation, are, in

ultimate analysis, movements of matter in ac-

cordance wilh" the meclianical principles wliicli

hold good throughout the inorganic universe; and

every thoughtful biologist will keep this con-

simimation in mind as eminently W(utby of his best

and most earnest and persistent labors. But the

opinion that it has already been attained, or must

in time be attained, is. at the present day, a ciccd,

or article of faith, rather than a demonstrated

fact; for no one has, as yet, manufactured a

livin" being in a laboratory, nor can the writing

of alioem. or the discovery of a la\y of nature,

or the performance of a deed of heroic self-sacri-

fice be formulated, as vet. in terms of matter and

motion. Faith is not science; nor is anything

more antagonistic to the inspiraticm of sciciitilic

discovery than the desire to discount its future

progress by the declaration that what we hope

soiire dav'to prove is now to be accepted as

truth On the other hand, no one who reflects

upon the past progress of science should, know-

in"lv stand committed to any opinion that

would not still be tenable, even if all the mam
festations of life, including those of intellect

and volition and duty, should some day be re

duced to mechanics, and should prove to be new

illustrations of the law and order which pervade

the universe, as striellv defined as the move-

ments of the planets in their orbits, rather than

exceptions to law. and interruptions to the order

of nature.

He who. in the fear that duty may prove to be

no .lutv, right and wrong neither right not

wrong, "and freedom and moral responsibility
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mere illusions : he who, in fear of these evil
consequences, dreads the reduction of human
conduct to mechanics—may seek refuge in some
corner of tlie realm of biologj' in hope that, since
it has not yet been invaded by the inquisitive
man of science, perhajis it never may be; but
nothing could be less judicious, in view of the
present condition and prospects of biology, than
thus to take refuge under the shelter of ig-

norance. He who believes that evil consequences
will follow the prevalence in biology of mechani-
cal conceptions, is not the only advocate of
opinions that the progress of biological science
may, in time, render untenable. It hapijens, odd-
ly enough, that certain highly esteemed thinkers,
who are among the most enthusiastic advocates
of a mechanical interpretation of all the facts of
biology', and who chiim to sjjcak with authority
upon the philosophical meaning of physical sci-

ence, are also the advocates and defendaats of a
system of philosophy that no one could, in
consistency, accept, or even consider with favor,

if all the facts of biology were to be fonnulated
in terms of matter and motion ; because this

system of philosophy connnits its disciples to
the belief that there is a 'chasm' which is 'intel-

lectually impassable' between the facts of physics
4ind the facts of consciou.sness. Herbert Spencer,
for example, is inevitably led, by the premises
of his system of philosophy, to believe and to
teach that mind "is something without any kin-

ship with other things; and from the sciences

which discover, by introspection, the laws of this

something there is no passar/e by transitional
steps to the sciences which discover the laws of

these other things." As we are also informed by
this philosopher that, while the volume of the
synthetic philosophy which is to deal with the
evolution of living beings from inorganic matter
is not yet written, he has handled the subject of
later volumes as if the reader had this missing
volume in his mind; the cautious biologist, who
wishes to hold no opinion that he could not still

maintain even if all the facts of biology were
reducc<l to mechanics, may be somewhat puzzled,
in lack of this missing volume, as to the frame of

mind ill which he is to approach the works of the
author of the Principles of Biology.
Turning now, for the present, from the opinion

that hiologj' is the physics and chemistrs' of liv-

ing matter, let us consider the opinion that its

objects and aims and methods are so foreign to
the physics and chemistry of our day that we
must regard it as an indeiiendent realm of sci-

ence: for there is nuich to l)e said in support of
the o|)inion that, even if all t)iological facts were
to be reduced to mechanics and formulated in

terms of matter and motion, biology would still

remain an independent science, as distinct from
physics and chemistry as, for example, the shoe-
ing of a horse is from the i)ainting of a picture.
While both these handicrafts consist in the move-
ment of matter according to the laws of mechan-
ics, this fact, assuredly, affords no satisfactory
account of either of them ; nor would the reduc-
tion to mechanics of the desires and motives and
voluntary acts and rational and emotional pro-
cesses which find expression in tlie horseshoe and
the picture show that, because blacksmithing
and art are both to be reduced to physics and
chemi.stry, they are fundamentally identical.
Even if the day were to come when all this had
been accomplished, physics would still remain
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physics, and blacksmithing and art would still

be what tliey are.

If, like I'aley, I kick a stone, I may change its
position, raise its temperature, and bring about
other ciianges which might have been predicted
from a few simple data. What happens if, in-
stead of a stone, it is a dog that I kick'/ In
addition to certain changes that are obviously
mechanical, like those in the stone, I start a
new set of changes that could never be predicted
from the study of the kick alone. But note this
remarkable fact: Show me the dog, and I may
be able to tell you what he will do. If he have
short hair, a pink skin, a big occipital erest,great
cheek-muscles, a long mandibular bone, a sliort
nose with little pigment, small red eyes, and
short, crooked legs, he will not act like" a curly-
haired dog with long silky ears, large dark eyes,
a long, black, pointed nose, a bushy tail, and
long legs with large feet.

What has the color of the dog's nose or the size
of his feet to do with the efteet of the kick?
Obviously, nothing at all; but the changes in the
dog which follow the kick are not its mechanical
equivalent, for they might follow an unsuccessful
attempt to kick just as they follow an actual
blow. The color of his eyes, etc., are racial char-
acteristics which show what his ancestry has been;
how his parents and other ancestors have behaved
under similar assaults. With this scientific

knowledge of dogs we may conjecture, with some
confidence, how this one will bi'have : but in
order to compute his conduct with anything like
accuracy, we must have still more information.
If his master habitually beats and bullies him, he
will not act like a dog brought up with moi-e
discretion. If he is young, and has not learned
independence, and self-reliance, and distrust of
strangers, he will not act like an older and wiser
dog; and if eyes and limbs and teeth are failing,

his conduct will be still different. If the kick
awakes him from sleep, he will not act like a dog
disturbed while eating; nor will a lost dog, op-
pressed by a sense of friendlessness, act like one
whose master is near; nor one assaulted at
home, like one on forbidden ground : nor one
attacked while in the discharge of duty, like one
detected in theft or in forbidden pleasure. The
attitude of the assailant, or even such little

things as the size of the pupil of his eye. or the
contraction of one or another facial muscle, may
tell the dog what emotions accompany the kick;
and if I myself be accompanied by a dog. this

third party may modify the result without any
share in the assault.

What a difference lietween a kick against a
dog and one against a stone! In one case tho
conditions niay be stated in few words, and the
result may be computed; while in the other, a
book would not sudice for the statement of all the
facts, and the best science of our day is powerless
to formulate the result in terms of mechanics.

It may b(; that all the conditions which modify
the result are embodied in the structure of tho
dog, for we have no reason to seek them anywhere
else. I see no reason to doubt that, if the do'f's

body could he preserved without change, it

might, .some day in the remote future, he studied
by some naturalist who would he able to tell
what conduct would have followed the kick with
all the certainty with which one may foresee
the ell'cct of an oi)encd valve in a steam-engine;
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but we have not yet noted the most essential

characteristics of "the dog's actions. They are

significant. They have a meaning. They stand

in judicious adjustment to the canine world.

Whether he shuts his eyes, throws back liis cars,

and, straightening his tail, plants his teeth in my
leg, or crouches at my feet with his muscles re-

laxed, his ears pendant, and his tail trailing, or,

putting his tail between his legs, runs away howl-

ing, the reason for his conduct is not the me-
chanical impact of the blow, nor the pain which

it causes, but the unportance of escape from the

further injury which may follow. The means he

adopts arc those which have been favorable to

this result in the past history of dogs.

It is clear that the meaning of the dog's actions

can never be learned by studying his body; for if

the meaning which we apprehend is embodied in

any structure it must be in our own rather than

that of the dog. The dog no doubt knows, just as

we do, that in the natural course of events the

attack is a sign of a disposition to do him further

harm, and that he may arrest or avert this by
doing something on his own part to meet it and
prepare for it: but we know, in the case of most
organisms, only the response and not the con-

sciousness of it. The imi)ortant point, however,

is this: The kick is a sign of something that

may follow, and the responsive actions are not

the mechanical equivalent of the kick; for they

are directed or adjusted, either with or without
consciousness and reason, to an event of which it

is only the forerunner or sign. The changes in

the stone are the efl'ect of the blow, while the

changes in the dog are, in some way, the result of

the past history of the dog and of his ancestors;

for, all through this history, violent assaults

have been associated with danger of further vio-

lence. This difl'erenee is as wide as the difference

between life and its absence; and the independ-

ence of biologj- as a science is due to its existence.

It is what Herbert Spencer means by tlie dictum
that life consists in the continm)Us adjustment
between internal relations and external relations;

and it is what .\ristotle means by teaching that

the essence of a living being is not what it is

made of nor what it d(K's, but why it does it.

A living being is a being that responds to the

changes which go on in the world around it, for

life consists in the maintenance of adjustment be-

tween the changes that go on in the external

order of nature and those that take place in the

living body. Life is response to the established

order of external nature; for the responsive

actions of living beings are such that our own
reason approves them as judicious and rcas(mable

and likely to prove beneficial. This truth has

often found expression in the statement that

living things use the properties of the world
around them for their own good, or that of their

species. The same thought may be expressed by
the statement that life is the use of the natural

language of signs, for each stimulus to a vital

act is, in course of nature, a sign with a signif-

icance ; and the act is itself a response to the

significance of which, in course of nature, the

stimulus is the sign.

Physical analysis resolves living beings into

organs and tissues and cells and physiological

units and organic compounds and molecules and
atoms; and it may some day enable us to con-

struct a living organism by the combination of

the proper elements. Physiology resolves vital
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activity into 'functions,' and it may some day
express these functions in terms of motion ; as
may also the psychologj' which investigates the
elementary constituents of mental "faculty.' A
living being is, no doubt, an organic compound,
but, to the biologist, it is also something more.
It is a coiirdinated whole ; a member of a species ;

a part of the sum of life ; and a constituent of
the universe, which would cease to lie what it is

if nature were different. The biologist finds in

it no self-sustaining power and no reality that
would endure if it were abstracted from the natu-
ral world of which it is a part. Surely, this is

good sense and good science. No physiologist
who studies the waste and repair of living bodies,
no naturalist who knows living beings in their
homes, no embryologist who studies the intluence
of external conditions upon development, can for
an instant admit that living beings are self-

sutlicient or self-sustaining, or that their being
is in themselves. For the line we draw, for lietter

study, between living beings and the external
world, is not one that we find in nature, but one
that we make for ourselves by abstraction and
generalization.

The external world of a living thing is as
much a part of it as its histological structure.
If the environment of its body or of any cell or
molecule within its body were diflcrent, neither
cell nor body would be what it is; and if they
had no environment they would not be at all, for
neither cells nor eggs nor seeds nor desiccated
rotifers exist abstractedly, A sclf-sunicieiit and
self-contained living being is as fabulo\is as a
griffm or a centaur, but no naturalist thinks fnr

an instant that this tr\itli casts any doubt upon
the real existence of living beings. It is not the
real existence, but the abstract existence of
living things, that the cautious biologist must
dispute.

Jlay not the truth that biology is the physics
and chemistry of living beings be true only when
it is joined with the converse truth that physics
and chemistry are part of biology? It is only
as living beings that we care to know. If the
modest biologist were to assert that the biologi-

cal aspects of the physical sciences are the only
basis for rational interest in these sciences, liis

good friends in physical and chemical labora-
tories would no doubt charge him with arro-
gance, although the.v must admit that the prin-

ciples of science, as distinguished from the con-
crete sciences, are i)art of biology.

We cannot investigate response to the order of

nature without asking what the order of nature
is. What are the properties of things and of

thought that c<mvince us of its existence? What
is this C(mviction worth? What are the methods
by which knowledge of this order is acquired and
perfected and extended? How far are these

methods and instruments trustworthy? .Are any
limits to their application known, and. if so. how
known? To all these questions the biologist has
n peculiar right to ask answers, in addition to

the right wliich he shares with other stiulents of

science. The inquiry into the origin of those use-

ful properties in the employment of which lifr

consists is the most fascinating .and instructive

intellectual occupation within the whole range
of human inquiry, for to it knowledge itself

owes its significance.

SlONIFICANCE OF 'FiTNESS' THE FotlNDATION OP
HlOl.OdV. The distinctive problem of biology, the
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problem of fitness or adaptation, the problem to

which biology owes its independence among the
sciences, has been a familiar one for ages, but it

was only through the demonstration, by Wallace
and Darwin, that the adjustive machinery of liv-

ing organisms has come about gradually, through
e.vtermination and sun'ival, in accordance with
the mechanical principle of natural selection,

that the possibility of a mechanical explanation
of fitness was made clear.

The discovery and demonstration of the sig-

nificance of the survival of the fittest seems, to

the writer, to be the foundation of scientific

biology, and the greatest intellectual triimiph of

the human mind. It has taught us that response,

or the use of one event as a means of preparing
for or predicting others— that distinctive at-

tribute of living beings which, in its higher mani-
festations, we know as human knowledge or sci-

ence—admits of treatment by methods which do
not differ in any essential or fundamental way
from those that are employed in geologj' and
astronomy and physics. It is only when we re-

view, in the light of natural selection, the long
history of Plato's question: \Miat is science?

What is it to know a thing? that we begin to

comprehend the transcendent genius of Charles
Darwin, and to grasp the significance of his con-

tribution to human knowledge, and to attain to

the beginnings of an adequate conception of its

supreme intellectual value.

This high estimation of the value of Damin's
contribution to science does not meet the un-
qualified approval of all biologists; many be-

lieving that natural selection is only a minor
factor in the evolution of living beings, or, at

least, that we must search elsewhere for the
origin of the raw material which it picks out and
pre.serses.

We are told that since it is a merely negative
process of sifting or weeding out, which does not
produce, but only preserves, the fitness which
exists, it does not show why there should be any
fit to survive, but only how the unfit are ex-

terminated. Without knowing why one horse is

more fleet than another, or even why horses
exist, breeders have increased the speed of horses
by breeding from the most fleet ; just as a pack
of wolves may increase it in nature, by destroying,
generation after generation, all the horses they
can run down. If, at every stage in the ancestry
of horses, there has been need for greater speed,
natural selection accounts for the whole history
of this characteristic of horses, and even for the
first vague beginnings of locomotion in .sedentary
or floating animals, which may have found shel-

ter from their enemies, or more abundant food,
by those slight changes of place which may at
first have been the incidental result of changes
of shape.

While it is obvious that a useful quality must
exist before it can be useful, and before it can
survive, and while no Darwinian holds natural
selection to be an ultimate explanation of any-
thing, in the metaphysic.il sense of the word
ultimate, all admit that horses do differ among
themselves in speed, and that each may reason-
ably be expected to Iw more like its parents in
speed than a horse selected at random. As no
one disputes the existence of these prerequisites
to improvement by selection, the declaration that
nothing could come about through selection is

childish.

A living being is a being that responds to
the stimulus of one event in such a way as to
adjust its actions to other events of wliich, in
course of nature, the stinmlus is the sign; and if

all that have not thus responded have been ex-
terminated in the struggle for existence, the ad-
justments of the survivors is nothing more thaa
might have been expected. Xo natural law is an
agent. So far as human knowledge reaches, the
laws of nature are nothing more than sunnuaries.
of observed facts, joined to that confidence in the
continuity of nature which leads us to expect
that what has come about will continue to come
about under like conditions. The rational basis
for confidence in the continuity of nature seems
to the writer to be found in the truth that we
have survived and are in existence. Our con-
fidence in the validity of science, and in the real
existence of order in nature, is equal to, and
identical with, our confidence in our own exist-
ence. Natural selection seems to the writer to be
a strictly scientific explanation of the fitness of
living things, and they who assert that it is in-
adequate because it fails to show why beneficial
response should ever follow a stimulus, and thus
furnish fitness to be selected, must remember
that all science is inadequate in exactly the same
degree. In no case does science tell us why natu-
ral phenomena do occur in order, although it

does tell us what order of events we may reason-
ably expect. They who challenge the sufliciency
of natural selection because it does not tell us
why there should be any fitness to select, must
find all science equally inadequate, although
the common verdict of mankind is that scientific

knowledge is very adequate and sufticient for all

the needs of living things in that natural uni-
\erse in which we find ourselves, and of which
we are constituent parts, even if it does fail to
show us in nature any efficient cause for any-
thing.

The cuckoo that lays her eggs in strange nests
gets the hard and exhausting and dangerous
work of incubating done for her, whether it is

imconsciously, or carelessly, or with forethought
that she does so. The advantage is the same,
no matter who or what it is that puts the eggs
into the strange nest. After the foster-brothers
of the nestling cuckoo are destroyed, it profits by
the exclusive attention of its two nurses, and so
long as the conduct of cuckoos conduces to the
welfare of the race, cuckoos will increase and
multiply to continue in the same course. We
find worldly wisdom in the habits of cuckoos, and
the immorality of their conduct is shocking to
our refined sense of right : but. so long as the
eggs are laid in suitable nests and are hatched,
the result may be expected to come about, even if

the birds have no more share in the worldly wis-
dom than they have in the immorality.

The biologist is sometimes told that since he
does not know the individual history of any
organism in the past, and is even less .ible to
foresee that of any that may e.xist in the future,
he only infers the fitness of living things for
their environment from their survival, and can-
not logically hold the descendants accounted for
by the fitness of their ancestors: but it is our
confidence in the continuity of nature, and not
ability to say what it was that led to the
survival of any individuiil organism in the past,
which convinces us that the fittest have survived
in the past, and that they will survive in the
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future, as they do now. While it is true that

natural seloction does not make anything,, it does

take awav all sijniificanee from the reasons some

thinkers once thought they had for believino; that

a living being is anything else than a natural

body with a natural' history. No two objects,

living or dead, ever are exactly alike; and if we

admit the endless diversity of nature, and the

struggle for existence, natural selection is a fact.

WhiTe we find it hard to discover any difference

between individual house-llics. or ants, or bees,

they no doubt differ among themselves in many
ways: some excelling in the duration and rapid-

ity" of their ffight. while others fall below the

average in size of wings, or strength of muscles,

or in general coordination for flight. The in-

sects that inhabit wind-swept islands are in con-

stant danger of destruction at sea. and those that

flv most are most in danger, while those that,

for anv reason, fly little or not at all are safest,

and live longest," and have most descendants.

Kerguelen Island is said to be one of the stormi-

est places on the globe. There are no trees or

bushes to afford shelter on the island, which is

swept by almost perpetual gales. It is inhabited

by several flies, by numerous beetles, and by a

moth, but all are' incapable of flight, and most

are entirely without wings. It is often said that

they have" lost their wings in order to escape

daiiser. but this is only a figure of speech. \Ae

need not know who or what has made them de-

ficient in order to understand the facts. All that

did fly have been exterminated, and there would

not be any survivors if some had not been de-

ficient in ability or in inclination to fly.

The Ttieory of ExPERiENrE. !Most of the

modem critics of natural selection contend that

the raw material of which it is said to stand in

need is supplied by that influence of the condi-

tions of life which we are accustomed to sum

up imder the general word 'experience.' They

attribute to individiial or to ancestral experi-

ence the origin of the adajitive actions which

natural selection picks out and preserves. Our

own times, like the two preceding centuries,

are not.able for the prevalence of experience phi-

losophv": vet there has been little reflective or

philosophical study of experience in the light

of modern biolog>'." although it is clear that the

biologist who a.sserts that experience furnishes

the raw material which natural selection picks

out and preserves must be preimred to give an

account of experience which does not attribute

it to natural selection.

Recent experiments show that when an animal

is placed in such circumstances that it c.-in, by

some simple action which is well within the com-

mand of its organization, obtain some object

that it likes, the way in which it acquires facil-

ity in accomplishing the desired action is very

noteworthy, and strikingly the same in all the

animals that have been studied. A monkey,

for example, before which is placed a box

ihat contains, in full view but out of reach,

some attractive article of food, which can

be obtained only by some simple but defi-

nite action, such as pulling a string, or lifting

a latch, or pulling out a peg. shows no capa-

city for learning to perform this action through

seeing it done, or by being shown how to do it.

If, however, any oiie among the indefinite and

uncoordinated and aimless movemnits which it

makes in trying to reach the object happens to
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be the proper one and to succeed, and if the
time which has been consumed in irrelevant
movements be noted, it is found that the adap-
tive movement comes a little sooner al the sec-

ond trial, and that, as the experiment is repeat-

ed day after day. the interval between the be-

ginning of effort and success grows shorter and
shorter, until at last, in course of time. Ilie

monkey 'acquires' the art of lifting the latch

or of pulling the string witliout any preceding
misdirected movements. He has "learned by
experience' to perform the responsive action un-
der the stimulus of its sensible perception, and
thus to gain the desired end: but his experience
has come aboiit through the gradual extinction

of the aimless and misdirected movements, and
the survival of those that are definite and exact.

Experiments with fishes and tiu'tles and other
animals give the same result. They learn by
experience, but their experience consists in the
survival of the fittest activities and the inhibi-

tion of those that are unsuccessful.

The eyes of the human infant move independ-
ently and aimlessly, and it is only after it has
spent weeks in ex[)crimenting that it suppresses
tile vague and indefinite movements, and thus
gradually and slowly acquires the useful art of

coordinating compensating nniscles in sucli a way
as to move both eyes together so as to see ob-

jects single and solid. Instead of flat and tremu-
lous.

Herbert Spencer has pointed out the way in

which opinion as to the limits and scope of the

powers of governments over the governed has
undergone slow modification with the progress
of civilization until most of the extraneous and
irrelevant notions of earlier and more primitive
peoples have been stripped ofi'. leaving only that
\\hich is essential to survive and come down to

modern times.

"All science," says Huxley, "starts with hy-

potheses—in other words, with assumptions that

are unprovedf A\hile they may be, and often are,

erroneous: but wliich are better than nothing
to the seeker after order in the maze of phe-

nomena. And the historical progress of every

science depends up(m the criticism of hypotheses
7—on the gradual stripping ofl', that is, of tlieir

untrue or superficial parts—until there remains
only that exact verbal expression of as much as

we know of the fact, and no more, which con- ,'

stitutes a perfect scientific theory."

It surely requires only a comprehensive view

of these examples of 'experience.' drawn from

the most widely separated types of vital activity,

to see that they all consist in the extinction of

the aberrant and the misdirected and the unco-

ordinated, until only that which is exact and

definite survives. There is, therefore, much to

urge in defense of Berkeley's contention that

"the work of experience is to unravel our preju-

dices and mistakes, untwisting the closest con-

nections, distinguishing things that are different,

instc;id of corTfused and perplexed, giving U9

distinct views, gradually correcting our judg-

ment and reducing it to a philosophical exact-

ness." But the correction of vital activities,

and their reduction to exactness by the extinc-

tion of those that are confused and pcrpk'xed,

and the survival of those that are definite .and

distinct, is what we mean by natural selection.
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If ierkeley is right, if our own experience is

but conscious recognition of the universal prev-
alence and unceasing continuity of the selective

process, what becomes of the notion that experi-
ence is an activity precedent to selection, and
the source of the fitness which it picks out and
presenes? In a word, what becomes of the "phi-

losophy of experience' which meets with so
much approval from many modern men of

science ?

Depexdexce ox Coxditioxs. The discovery
of natural selection has destroyed all ground
for the belief that wc. or any living beings, ever
do anrthing that exhaustive knowledge of their
material structure and its history may not some
day lead us to expect. This is often held to be
proof that all things in nature are fixed and in-

evitable and predetermined, and that our own
belief that we control or direct our own conduct,
or anything else, is a mere illusion. If we have
no reason to believe that wc ever do anything
that exhaustive knowledge of our bodily frame
and its history would not have led us to expect,

we are told that our ancestry is our fate. Every-
thing that we feel or think or do is contingent
upon our structure: and if this were indeed in-

evitable and predetermined, we might with good
reason declare that we are in the hands of fate,

and can never hope to make or mar. to help or
hinder. But what reason is there for thinking
that proof that a thing is no more than we
might have expected would show that it is fixed

or fated? The writer is not so vain as to think
that his opinion upon this difficult subject will

have any weight. He knows well that he will

be told that he has failed to grasp the real diffi-

culty, or to understand what it is that has so
long perplexed the thoughtful : tor he fails to

find any antagonism between mechanical inter-

pretations of biological facts and freedom and
responsibility. He cannot see. for example, how-
proof that he does nothing which might not
have been expected from him can show that he
has no true liberty. Should not he who tries

to be a reasonable creature, and to do all that
can be expected from him in reason, be utterly
unable to see how his siiccess can show that he has
failed? How can proof that living beings never
do anything that exhaustive knowledge of their

structure would not give us good reason to ex-

pect show that their actions are predestined or
inevitable? Proof that we are part and parcel
of the cosmic process cannot tell us who or
what has made us so, or that we are helpless,

for there is no power, causality, or agency in a
process. Processes—evolutionary or otherwise

—

are matters of fact. There is nothing of agency
included in them. If there is agency anywhere,
it is not in the selective process, nor in the evo-
lutionary process, nor in the cosmic process, but
behind them, and, logically, at least, antecedent
to them and independent of them. Is it not
clear that if we never discover any agency in

processes, neither can we find in them any neces-

sity or any antagonism between them and lib-

erty?

While the progress of biology leaves no logical

standing-place for him who believes a living be-

ing ever docs anything that exhaustive knowl-
edge of its machinery would not lead us to

expect under given conditions, it also tells us
we should not have reason to expect anything
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to be as it is if these conditions had not been
as they were. It is by finding o\it, through sci-

entific discovery, what these conditions are that

we learn how to direct and modify the course

of nature.
.They who fear that the extension of mechan-

ical conceptions of biology may some time de-

stroy their conviction that they are reasonable

and rational beings, able to act wisely and fool-

ishly, and to do right and wrong, should ask
themselves, in all seriousness, whether anything
could afford clearer proof tluit there is no dis-

coverable limit to our ability to influence and
modify the co.smic process than the artificial pro-

duction of a living being would aft'ord. If this

were to be accomplished, would it not be tangi-

ble proof that they who complain that their in-

herited organization is their fate, mistake the

bonds of ignorance for the bonds of fate? In-

stead of showing that our knowledge and our
conduct are the necessary and inevitable effects

of our structure, would it not rather show that

we may hope to control and modify our struc-

ture through knowledge, when we only know
enough about nature ? For the blindness of ig-

norance science gives us a remedy; for the
blindness of fate there could be none.

See AxistAL: Brooks, W. K. ; Classifica-

Tiox OF Animals; Darwin; Embryology ; Evo-

LCTiox ; Heredity ; Distribvtiox of Aximals ;

LAM.uiCK; Natltkal Selection, and other titles

in the domains of botany, paleontologj', and
zoology, under which will be found references to

the literature of the various phases of biology.

Consult, also. Brooks, Foundations of Zoology

(New York, 1900).

BIOLOGY. This term has often been used
of plants, especially in Germany, instead of

ecology (q.v.), though biologj- in this sense

usually includes the more sensational topics of

ecology, such as pollination, carnivorousness,

etc., rather than the broad field which is now
known as ecology. The term in this sense should

be discarded. See Ecology.

BI'ON (Gk. Bluv) OF Smyrna. A Greek
bucolic poet of the Third Century B.C., a younger
contemporary and imitator of Theocritus (q.v.).

Of his works there are extant seventeen short

poems and his longer "Lament for Adonis" ('E?rt-

T(£0tos 'ASiiwSos ) , a hymn of great beauty and
tenderness, which shows many reminiscences of

Theocritus's first idyl. It became itself the model
for Shelley's Adonais. The poems are edited with
Theocritus and iSIosehus, bv Ahrens (18,")5);

Meineke (18.56): Ziegler (18C8) : the 'ETriTd^tos

Avith translation and explanatory introduction by
Wilamowitz-Muellendorfl', Adoiiis (1900). See

also Smvth, Greek Melie Poets (New York,

1 noo )

.

BIONDO, byon'dA, Flavio. See Flavio
BlOXDO.

BI'ONOM'ICS (Gk. pios, bios, life -|- ydtws,

nomos. law), or Ecology. The science which
deals witli the relations of animals or plants to

their surroundings ; also called ecology, a term
especially used by botanists. The science is a

new one and has as yet too few adherents.

Charles Darwin, Fritz Miiller, and Karl Sem-
per are the best examples of workers in this

field. Some of the topics with which bionom-

ics deal are: The relation of animals to their

inorganic environment: the relation of aquatic
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organisms to the chemical nature of the water,

to its density, to its volume, to its tempera-

ture and currents, to light, and to gravity;

tlie relations of land animals to the humid-
ity and temperature of the air, to the other

chemical and physical properties of the me-
dium, to light, to' gravity, and to air-currents;

the relation of organisms to alternate submer-

gence and desiccation; their relation to shel-

ter and homes: the relation of animals to

their organic environment; their relation to food,

to mates, to the nutrition and care of young, or

to enemies; animal comnumities ; and the inter-

dependence of organic species, as in parasitism

and commensalisni or symbiosis. Most of these

topics are separately treated elsewhere. Consult
\\ aether, Einhitung in rfic f/co?o,f;i>. Parts I.II.;

liionomie der ileercsthiere and Lebensweise der

Mccresthiere. See Ecology.

BION'OMY. See Paleontology; Ecology;
DiSTRiuiTio.N OF Animals; and of Plants.

BIOT, be'6' or by6, Edouahd Constantin
(1803-50). A French writer on China. He
was born in Paris. .July 2, 1803, and was a son of

the astronomer J. B.Biot. After a short ser-

vice in railway enterprises, he devoted himself

to the study of Chinese and contributed many
valuable papers to the Journal Asiutique. He
jireparcd a Dictinnnairc dcs villcs et arrondisse-

mciits dc Veminre chinois (1842) ; and he wrote

De I'abolition dc I'csclavagc ancien en Occident

(1840), for which he received a gold medal from
the Institute. He became a member of tlie Acad-
emy in 1847, and died March 12, 1850, his love

of work having shortened his days.

BIOT, Jean Baptiste (1774-1862). A dis-

tinguislied French physicist and astronomer. He
was born in Paris and early entered the artil-

lery, but forsoolv the army for science. He was
appointed a professor of mathematics at the

Ecole Centrale of the Department of the Oise

and in 1800 became professor of physics in the

College de France. He was made a member of

the Institute in 1803; and in 1804, at a meeting

of that body called to vote in favor of establish-

ing an enqiire, Biot refused to vote. With Arago
he was made a member of tlie bureau of longi-

tude, and (1800) sent to Spain to supervise the

trianguhition involved in the measuring of an arc

of meridian, preparatory to the introduction of

the metric system of weights and nicasiires. He
was active in geodetic work, visiting England in

1817 to make observations on an are of meridian
then being measured. Together with Arago he

also made an exact determination of the force of

gravity in Paris, and they were associated in a
number of scientific investigations. Biot wa.s able

to demonstrate by direct experiment that the ve-

locity of sound in solids was greater than in air,

and was the founder of saecharimetry l)y the use

of the polariscopc. He made many discoveries in

optics and electricity, and was a constant con-

trib\itor to the scientific journals. In comi)any
with (iay I.ussac. he made the iirst balloon ascent

for the purpose of making scientific observations.

His most valuable contributions to science deal

with the polarization of light; and his researches

connected with ancient astronomy are also very
valuable. Of his numerous writings may be

mentioned Trail 6 clfmentnire d'uxtronomic ph;/-

f:i(iuc, 3 vols. (Paris, 1805) ; 3d cd., considerably

augmented (18.50), 6 vols., witli vol. of plates

—
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translated into English; Traits de physique, 4
vols. (1816) ; Precis de physique, an abridgment
of the former in 2 vols. (1818), often repub-
lished; Uccueil d'obsvrrutions (jfodesiques, etc.

(1821). Biot also contributed many excellent
biographies of scientific men to the liiographie
Universelle. Among the most important of his
later works arc Ifcchcrches sur piusicurs points
de rastronomie egyptirnne ; liccherches sur
I'ancienne astronomic chinoise (1840) ; Mimoire
Siir la constitution dc rafmosphcrc Icrrcstre,

in the Connaissiincc dcs temps (1841) ; .Melanges

seicntifiqucs ct littiraircs (1858); and ICtudes

sur I'astronomie ind.enne et sur I'astronomie
chinoise (1862).

BIPEN'NIS (Lat. bis, twice -f penna, wing,
edge). A double-headed axe, a form of weapon
found even in stone, known in Homer, and later

usually attributed in use to barbarians, and espe-

cially to the Amazons.

BI'PONT EDITIONS (Bipontium is Latin
translation of Ger. Zweibriicken ; from bis,

twice + pons, bridge ) . A name given to a
classical series of fifty volumes, begun at Zwei-
brlicken (1770) and finished at Strassburg.

BIQUADRATIC EQUATIONS (from Lat.

bis, twice -|- quadrntus, squared). Equations-

of the 4th degree in one unknown quantity. A
function of the 4th degree is often called a quar-

tic. If all positive integral powers lower than
the 4th are also present, the equation is called

a complete biquadratic. See Algebra; Equa-
tion.

BIR. See Bikejik.

BIRAGO, be-rii'gA, Karl, Baron von (1792-

1845). An Austrian military engineer, born at

Cascina d'Olmo, near Milan. In 1825 lie invented

tlie military bridge named after him, con-

sisting of detachable blocks and pontoons—an in-

vention adopted by the Austrian Army in 1828.

He erected the military bridge across the Po, at

Brescello (1839), which was followed, a few
years later, by a similar bridge across the Dan-
ube. His system of constructing military

bridges was adopted by nearly all the armies of

Europe. He wrote: Untersuchungen iiber die

curopiiisehcn ililitarbriickentrains, etc. (1839);
and Anleitung zur Ausfiihrnng der im Felde am
meisten rorkommendcn Pionicrarbeiten.

BIRCH. Bctula, a genus of plants of the

natural order lietulacece. The order contains

two important genera, birch and alder, the plants

of which are ail trees or shrubs, natives of tem-

perate and cold regions.

The genus Betula is distinguished by ton to

twelve stamens, and winged achenia. The com-

mon birch (lictula alba) has small, triangu-

lar, d(mbly serrated leaves. It is a very beauti-

ful forest tree, abounding in the north of Europe
and of Asia, often forming large groves by itself.

In the south of Eiinii)e it is fcmnd only upon

mountains of considerable elevation. It is a tree

of rapid growth. In favorable situations it at-

tains the height of 60 or even 70 feet, with a

diameter of P.; or 2 feet. In the northern, or ut-

most alpine limits of vegetation, it only appears

as a stunted bush. The bark is smooth and sil-

very white, and its outermost layers are thrown
off as the tree advances in age. The smaller

branches are very slender and llexible, and in a
particularly graceful variety called the weeping
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birch (Betula pendula of some botanists) they leaves. It is a native of the northern regions

are still more slender, elongated, and pendulous, of the globe, and is found in some parts of the

The bark and leaves of the birch arc, in some highlands of Scotland. It is interesting because

northern countries, used medicinally in cases of of its uses to the Laplanders and other jnhabl-

fever and eruptions. The bark is also used for tants of very northern regions, to whom it sup-

yellow dye. It is in some countries made into

shoes, hats, drinking-cups, etc. In many parts of

the north of Europe it is used instead of slates or

shingles by the peasantry; and in Russia—the

outer or white layers being subjected to distilla-

tion—there is obtained a reddish empyreumatic
oil called birch oil; it yields also the birch tar,

or degutt, which is employed in the preparation
of Russia leather. The wood is in universal use

in northern countries for a great variety of pur-

poses. It is white, firm, and tough, and is em-
ployed by wheelwrights, coopers, turners, etc. It

is much employe! for smoking hams, herrings,

etc., because of the flavor which it imparts.
Much of it is made into charcoal for forges. In
the highlands of Scotland, and in many other

countries, the sap is used, either in a fresh or in

a fermented state, as a beverage. The white
birch of North America (Betula popuUfoUa)
very nearly resembles the common birch, but is

of much less value. It is found as far south as

Pennsylvania. The wood is scarcely used. The
black birch, or river birch, of North America
(Betula nigra), also sometimes called red birch,

is very similar to the common birch, and pro-

duces very hard and valuable timber. It attains

the height of 70 feet. The bark is of a dark
color, the epidermis in the younger trees red-

dish. The name black birch is also given to a
species that is found in the more northern parts

of North America and is sometimes called the

sweet birch, or cherry birch (Betula leiita) :

this also is a tree 70 feet or more in height, of

which the timber is fine-grained, and valuable

for making furniture and for other purposes.

The bark of this species yields an essential oil

identical with oil of wintergreen. Its leaves,

when bruised, diffuse a sweet odor, and, when
carefully dried, make an agreeable tea. The
yellow birch of North America (Betula lutea)

is a tree 70 to 80 feet high, destitute of branches
for 30 to 40 feet, and remarkable for its large

leaves, which are 3 to 5 inches long, as well as

for the brilliant golden yellow color of the epi-

dermis. It is found in Nova Scotia, New Bruns-
wick, Elaine, etc. Its timber is used in ship-

building. The young saplings of all these Ameri-
can species are much employed for making hoops
for casks. The paper birch {Betula pa jnjrifera)

is found in the northern parts of North America.
It attains the height of 70 feet. The bark of the

young trees is of a brilliant whiteness, and capa-

lile of division into very thin sheets, which have
been used as a substitute for paper. It is used
by the Indians for canoes, boxes, buckets, baskets,

etc. The wood is used for the same purposes as
that of the common birch. The mountainous
districts of India produce several species of

Betula. Thin, delicate strips of the bark of

the Betula utilix are used for lining the tubes
of hookahs. They were fonnerly used as writing-

paper. Betula alnoides, a native of the moun-
tains of Nepal, is a tree .50 to 60 feet high, cov-

ered with branches from the base, and of an
oval form. Its wood is strong and durable.

The dwarf birch (Betula nana) is a mere bushy
shrub, seldom more than 2 or 3 feet high, and
generally much less. It has orbicular crenate

plies their chief fuel and the material with
which they stuff their beds. Its seeds are food

for the ptarmigan, which is useful to the Lap-
landers. For illus. see plate Br.\ke .\.vd Birch.

Fossil forms of birch are found in the Creta-

ceous rocks of Greenland and in the Tertiaries

of Europe and North America.

BIBCH, H-\BVEY. A fine, resourceful char-

acter in T)ic Spu, a novel of the American Revo-

lution hv Cooper.

BIRCH, Sami-el (1813-85). An English
antiquarian, Keeper of the Oriental Antiquities

in the British iluseum. He was born in London,
November 3, 1813. the grandson of Samuel Birch,

Lord JIayor of London in 1814, and the son of

the Rev. Samuel Birch, rector of Saint Mari,''s,

Woolnoth. London. He received his education

at the Merchant Tailors' School, and in 1832

entered the service of the Commissioners of Pub-
lic Records. In 1836 he accepted an appoint-

ment as an assistant at the British Museum, and
in 1844 became Assistant Keeper of Antiqui-

ties in that institution. In 1861 he was ad-

vanced to the position of Keeper of Oriental,

British, and Medieval Antiquities. When, in

1866, these departments were divided. Birch was
made Keeper of the Oriental Department. He
died December 27, 1885.

Birch was a man of varied attainments. Dur-
ing his connection with the British Museum, he

devoted much attention to classical and British

antiquities, and to nimiismatics. Among his works
on these subjects are his Catalogue of Greek and
Etruscan Vases in the British Museum, pub-
lished in 1851 with the collaboration of Mr.
Newton, and his History of Ancient Pottery

(2 vols.), published in 1858. He also wrote a

number of papers for the Xumismatic Chronicle

and for Arclmologia. In early life he was a
zealous student of Chinese, and in later years

he wrote some translations from that language.

.\mong these, his Chinese Widow, published in

1862, is well known. He was also proficient in

other Oriental languages, but it is upon his work
as an Egyptologist that Birch's reputation chiefly

rests. As early as 1838 he published his Expla-
nation of the Uierogli/phics on the Coffin of Myce-
rinus. and some of the most important Egypto-
logical publications of the Britisn Museum were
issued under his editorial supervision. Among
these are: Select Papyri in the Hieratic Charac-
ter (1841-60): Inscri/tlions in the Hirralic and
Demotic Character (1868); The llhind Papyri
(1866) ; and Facsimile of an Egyptian Hieratic
Papyrus (1876). In 1867 Birch enriched Bun-
sen's work. Egypt's Place in I'nircrsal History,
by the addition of a valuable volume (Vol. V.)
containing the first Egyptian dictionary since

that of ChamiioUion. and the first transhititm of
the Book of the Dead: and in 1878 he edited the
revised edition of Wilkinson's Manners and Cus-
toms of the Ancient Egyptians. Birch was a
most prolific writer, especially upon Egyptologi-
cal subjects, and his articles in the Proceedings of
the Society of Literature, Herue archeologiquc,
Zeitsrhrift fiir ugyptischc Sprache, and other
lieriodicals, are very numerous. He was one of

the founders of Records of the Past (1873 IT.),
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and many of his translations of Egyptian texts

appeared in this series. He was also one of the

founders of the Society of Biblical Archseology,

and was a frequent contributor to tlie Traitsnc-

iions and to the Proceed itifia of the Society. For
his untiring industry, and his l)o!dness in ex-

ploring untried fields of research, Birch's reputa-

tion as an Eg.i'ptologist stands deservedly high.

The best sketch of his life and work is to be

found in Transactions of the Society of Biblical

Archaeology. Vol. IX. (London, 1893).

BIRCH, Tnoin.s (1705-66). An English
historian, born at Clerkenwell. He took orders

in tlio Church of England in 1731, was in Essex
in 1732, and in 1734 became chaplain to the Earl
of Kilmarnock, who was beheaded in 1746. He
was then (1746) appointed rector of Saint Mar-
garet Pattens, London, and in 1752 was one of

the secretaries of the Royal Society, a history of

which he published (4 vols., 1756-57). His first

literary undertaking was The General Diction-

ary, Historical and Critical (10 vols., 1734-41),

founded on Bayle's celebrated work. He next
edited the State papers of Thurloe, secretary to

Oliver Cromwell (7 vols., 1742). Among his

other works are Life of the Hon. Robert Boyle,

(1744); Inquiry into the Share which King
Charles I. Hud in the Transactions of the Earl of
Glamorgan (1747) ; Historical View of the Nego-
tiation Betieecn the Courts of England, France,
and BriLssels, 1302 to 1617 (1749) ; JAfe of Til-

lotson (1752) : Memoirs of the Reign of Queen
Elizabeth (2 vols., 1754), and he edited the

works of Sir Walter Raleigh, Bacon, and others.

BIRCH, TnoM.\s (1779-1851). An American
artist. He was born in London, England, but
removed to the United States in 1793, and about
1800 began painting portraits in Philadelphia.

In 1807 he visited tlie Cape of Delaware, and
thereafter turned his attention to marine paint-

ing, in which lie showed much skill. During the

War of 1812 he painted a series of pictures of

naval battles. His paintings of the engagements
between the United States and the Macedonian
and between the Constitution and Oucrrierc are

in the Jo.scph Harrison collection of Philadel-

phia. Tliree of his marine views are in the Clag-

horn collection.

BIRCH-PFEIFFER, bcrK'pfTf'er,Cii.\RLOTTE

(1800-68). A German actress ami playwright,

born in Stuttgart. She made her debut in

Munich at tlic age of 13, and played witli great

success in Berlin, Vienna, llaml>urg, Saint

Petersburg, Pesth, Amsterdam, and other places.

In 1825 she married Dr. Cluistian Bircli of

Copenhagen. Slic managed the theatre in Zuricli

from 18.57 to 1843, and then, after visiting pro-

fessionally most of tlie cities in (Jermany, made
an engagement with tlie Royal Theatre in Berlin,

whicli continued until her deatli. Her l>lays, al-

though of no high artistic merit, showed true

dramatic talent, and a thorough knowledge of

stage etfccts, and met with popular success

throughout (iermany. Most of lier i)biys were

dramatizations of popular novels. Tlie following

were especially successful: Pfrffcrriisel ; Hinko;
Die Giinstlingc, probably her best; Der GWckner
von Notre Dame, after Victor Hugo; Die Erau
in Weiss, after W. Collins, and Die H'msc von

Loicood, after Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre.

A complete edition of lier writings wa8 pub-

lished in 1862.

BIRD.

BIRD (origin obscure). Birds are warm-
blooded vertebrate animals clothed with feathers,
and normally capable of tliglit. They comprise
the class .tics. They have existed since early
Mesozoic times, exhibit an interesting evolution
within very compact and well-defined limits,

dwell in everj- part of the globe, are exceedingly
diverse in size, form, ability, and appearance,
adapted to every sort of climate and food, show
mental qualities of a high order, are of great
importance in their economic relations with man,
and in most cases are beautiful in outline and
color and possessed of melodious voices.

The Biro's Place in Nature. Birds are
classified between the reptiles, regarded as in-

ferior to them, and the mammals, regarded as
superior in general organization. Birds differ
from mammals, broadly, in being clothed with
feathers instead of hairs, and in the absence of

milk-glands, and by sundry differences in anat-
omy and methods of existence, such as the hatch-
ing externally of eggs, and the devotion of the
fore limbs to flight. They differ from reptiles

in having a covering of feathers instead of

scales; a complete double circulation of warm
blood; no more than three digits in the manus,
long legs, etc.

Affinity with Reptiles.—The differences last

noted are, however, of much less importance than
those which separate them from mammals, and
the structural resemblance is so close that some
anatomists, notably Huxley, have included rep-

tiles and birds in .a single group, the Sauropsida,
comparable to Fishes or Mammals, and com-
pleting, with them, the three divisions of the

Vertebrata. This grouping was founded upon
the fact that birds and reptiles were alike in

being oviparous or ovoviviparous; in having a

cloaca ; in the incompleteness of the diaphragm,
and of a corpus callosum in the brain ; in having
only one occipital condyle; in the presence of

a movable quadrate bone and other peculiarities

of the skull : and in the fact that the ankle-joint

is between two sets of tarsal bones. The close

relationship thus implied has been confirmed by
the disclosures of paleontology, which show that
birds have a reptilian ancestry, and are an off-

shoot of the same stock as modern reptiles.

Deielopmcnt of the Class.—For details of the

geological evidence of the origin and evolution

of birds, the reader is referred to the articles

Bird, Fo.s.sil; and Evolution. It will suffice

here to sum up the matter as Prof. A. Newton,
following Fiirbringer, docs in his Dictionary of

Birds (London, 1893-96). Birds, since they
spring from reptiles, must have begun with
toothed forms of small or moderate size, with
long tails and four lizard-like feet, having well-

formed claws, while their bodies were clothed

with a very primitive sort of down. To them
succeeded forms wherein down developed into

feathers, and the fore and hind limbs differed in

build—the former becoming organs of pre-

hension (as is still the case in some young
birds), and the latter the chief instruments of

progression. Tlien followed a dinosaur-like

transformation of the pelvis and legs, and a grad-

ual coalescence of the ankle-bones, enabling birds

more and more to walk erect. These early rep-

tilian birds were flightless and terrestrial, or at

most climbed trees. "Among those which pos-

sessed this habit, the befeathering (which as yet

had, like the hair of mammals, served only f<ir

f
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waiMitli) presuinalily entered upon a higher step,

the feathers becoininj; larf;er nn certain parts of

the body, particularly on the fore limbs and tail,

so as to begin to act as a parachute and allow
of a safe gliding descent from a height. By suc-

cessive increase in the stiirness and size of the
feathers, and corresponding modilication and
strengthening of the skeleton and muscles, the
possibility of incipient but real flight was
atTorded." Thus far this explanation of primi-
tive bird-formation is theoretical; but at this
point conies confirmatory evidence in the fossil

remains of Archieopteryx (q.v. )—an actual bird
with real feathers and apparently considerable
power of flight, that lived at the beginning of

Secondary or Mesozoic time. "The faculty of

flight, thus acquired, went on improving. The
remiges grew stronger and stronger . . . and
in proportion as the fore limbs specialized into
highly developed wings . . . the tail short-
ened and was consolidated, the posterior verte-

brie becoming united as a pygostyle. Thus orig-

inated . . .. the higher or l)etter 'Birds of
Flight.' This type was established in the Cre-
taceous Ichthyornis, and includes the vast major-
ity of existing birds commonly grouped as
Carinats {i.e. with a keeled breastbone— not
Ratitae) ; but these only in later times developed
their various higher modifications, which were
rendered possible by the saving of material and
weight." It is important, however, to bear in

mind that all birds did not reach the highest
degree of faculty in flight, "ilany stopped, as
it were, half way," to continue Xewton's sum-
mary of Fiirbringer's conclusions, "when a re-

trogression of the power already attained took
place: or, if the power were reached, it could
not be maintained—an easy life and absence
of rivalry inducing an increased bulk of the body,
until the utmost exertion of muscular strength
could no longer sustain it in the air. Thus
when this retrograde movement began, occasion
was afforded for the dwindling away of the vo-

lant power, and hence arose the different types .

which are commonly grouped as Eatitse (os-

triches, etc.)."

External Features. Though a strictly scien-

tific arrangement might call for the more basal
internal structure to be first considered, it suits

present purposes better to give first an account
of the exterior—the plumage and epidermal ap-

pendages so characteristic of birds.

Plumage.—Feathers are homy products of the

epidermal cells of the skin, but very different

from mammalian hairs or reptilian scales.

Scales, in the herpetological sense, are pieces of

the skin itself, originating as folds of the cuti-

cle; and hairs arise fnjm involuted pockets in

the skin : whereas feathers are produced from
pnpillre of the cuticle. They grow so as to form
a coat over the whole body, called plumage.
( For the structure and characteristics of a
feather considered alone, see Feather; for the
peculiarities of their growth in "tracts," see

Pteryi-OSIS; and for the periodical loss and
lenewal of plumage, see Moi.Tlxo.) The origin

of plumage can only he surmised. It may well

have been that chance variation which marked
the earliest divergence from a reptilian stock
toward the bird type. It has been conjectured
that the primitive plumage was in the form of
down, and the probability of this is shown in the
fact that at present infant birds are first clothed

with down alone. In a large class of birdi,
mostly of low organization, this down is assumed
before the embryo leaves the egg; such are called
Dasypa?des, and as most of them are sufficiently

advanced to begin at once to run about and
pick up a living without parental help, they are
said to be ;jre-cocial, and their i)arents classed
as Priecoces. Among the higher birds, as a rule,
however, the yoimg are quite naked wheo
hatched, and are termed Gymnop.-edes (or Psilo-
psedes), and these birds are spoken of as al-

trieial (Altrices), because they must feed and
care for the young.

Origin and Hervice of Plumage.—^The first and
essential service of the feathers is as a coat, pro-
tecting the body against cold and atmospheric
changes. In the view of Prof. O. C. Marsh, who
did more than any one else to collect and reason
upon the facts of the origin and development
of birds, the acquirement and gradual increase of

the feather coat was accompanied by a steadily
augmented warmth of blood, and a proportional
increase in its activity. The greater activity
would result in a more perfect circulation, and
this in a steady improvement of general bodily
ability and power. If this view be correct, to

the acquirement of plumage may Ije attributed
the high degree of development attained in mo<l-

eru birds as a class. The second great service

of plumage is it§ development, on wings and tail,

into an instrument of fiight. (For the phe-
nomena of flying, see Flight.)

Vi'ings and Their Functions.—\Ying3. ex-

ternally viewed, are formed of large quill or
flight feathers (remiges), which grow from the
posterior margin of the arms and hands in a
plane (when outstretched) horizontal with the
long axis of the body; they overlie one another
at the outer edge so as to slide much beneath one
another when the wing is closed, form an aero-

plane when distended and quiet, and a series of

oars when the bird moves. It is believed that in

the development of the wings (Gadow, Proceed-
ings Zoological Society of London, 1888, page
065) and powers of flight in birds, those feathers

nearest the body were the first to become service-

able; but now the most important remiges are

those near the outer margin of the wing. These
form a set (usually ten, but in some groups nine,

and in a few cases eleven), which spring from
the bones of the hand and are called primaries

;

they are long and comparatively narrow, and
the shaft is near to the anterior margin. In-

side these, springing from the ulna, is a set of

lesser and more equally proportioned quills called

secondaries, or better, cubitals; these are vari-

able in numlx'r, the humming-bird having only

six, while the albatross has forty. The fleshy

parts of the wing are covered with rows of

feathers called coverts, which gradually diminish
into the general 'scapular' plumage upon and
overlying the shoulder. Wing-feathers vary in

length, strength, and shape, according to the

mode of life and power of flight in different

birds; and there is consequently great variety

among birds in respect to the relative size, shape,

and power of the wings themselves. The extreme
of length, both absolutely and relatively, is found
among the oceanic birds, whose lives may be

said to be spent upon the wing. The albatross

and the condor have wings two and one-half

times the total length of the body, reaching an
alar expanse of between 1 1 and 12 feet in large
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specimens, and nearly the same proportions liold

for other pelagic wanderers, as the tropic-birds;
while in such birds as swifts and Immnicrs the
wing may largely exceed the body-length. Such
wings belong to birds which range over vast
spaces of ocean, or remain poised for long periods
in the upper air, as do the vultures and diurnal
hawks, or that feed upon flying insects, and so
have need of extraordinary sustaining power, en-
durance, and ability for occasional extreme
speed and agility. Such wings are always
slender, and sabre-like in outline, when extended,
the primaries being usually much longer than
the secondaries, narrow and curved, but very
strong and far overlapped; those of the diurnal
birds of prey are peculiarly narrowed, or 'whit-

tled awaj'' on the inner vane toward the tip.

From this extreme, wings grade down in sliajie

to the 'round' or 'short' type characterizing the
terrestrial and arboreal birds generally, or those
which seek their food in limited areas of quiet
water. Here the wing may be considerably
shorter than the body, and its feathers broad,
the primaries little, if at all, exceeding the sec-

ondaries in length—all broadly and evenly vaned,
so that the breadth of the wing approaches its

length. Such are adapted to quick starting and
short, agile 'flitting' flights, rather than to pro-

longed sustention or swift darting; yet they do
not lack power, for many short-winged birds
make journeys of hundreds of miles without rest-

ing (see Migration), and others are capable of

extremely swift motion ; but none of them can
soar, as do sea-birds and birds of prey, nor equal
these in volant grace. All these, moreover, trust

for safety rather to hiding than to fleeing from
danger.

Degeneration of Wings and Flight-Power.—
There is, then, a close relation between the form
of wings and the habits of their owner, so far
as these involve flight. Hence it might be ex-

pected that birds which, for any reason, dimin-
ished or were prevented the use of their wings
would find these gradually reduced in utility.

This, as a matter of fact, has happened. As has
already been intimated, there is every probabil-

ity that the ratite birds (ostriches, cassowaries,

and various forms recently extinct) began to be
affected in this feature early in the history of

the class, and that their present flightless and al-

most wingless condition, now most extreme in

the apteryx (see Kiwi), is due to degeneration
of these organs, following the acquirement of

cursorial habits in treeless regions. The same
result came about diirerently in another direc-

tion, where the penguins, developing by untoward
circumstances of com|)etition in the Antarctic
region, and forced to get their food wholly from
the sea, have had their wings utterly meta-
morphosed from flight-organs into swimming-
organs. The related auks of the Arctic regions

have continued to find use for their wings, and
have retained them in fair condition; but these

include an example of how this kind of degenera-
tion of an organ may conie about in a species

whose home is .so restricted and peculiar (jierhaps

in freedom from natural enemies) that little or

no call is made for exercise of the wings—such
circumstances as might surround a bird or breed
of birds on any of many small and nearly bar-

ren islands. The great auk or gare-fowl (I'lautus

impetmis) , although somewhat more free than

in the case .supposed, .seems to have degenerated

to its wingless condition in such a way; and
another, more pertinent example is the weka
(q.v.) of Tristan d'Acunha. which, otherwise
little dillerent from a gallinule. is entirely lliglit-

less. Several other instances might l>c adduced;
and the fact that the dodo, dinornis. and otiicr

extinct flightless birds were inhabitants of is-

lands, strengthens the thesis. See Flightless
Birds.

Secondary Uses of Wings.—Wings have other
uses than for flight. They seem to have been
organs for climbing before they were organs for

flying, and immature birds of several sorts (see

Ho.\CTZiN) still use them in scrambling about
branches or through the reeds or over rough
ground. They enable many water-birds to dive

and swim, by motions under water analogous to

flying. They form hiding-i^laces and shelters (or

the young. "As a hen gathereth her chickens
under her wings," was an expression chosen in

Holy Writ to enforce the idea of supreme pro-

tection. Spread above the nest, they shed rain
and hot sunshine from the eggs or tender fledg-

lings. They serve as weapons also, for many
birds strike with them very effectively, as our
barnyard turkeys show; and in certain forms,
as the jacana, chahi (see Sckeamek), and the
spur-winged goose, the outer edge of the wing
is furnished with one or more spurs which are
highly etrective as weapons. As a means of ex-

pression of the emotions, especially in the nup-
tial season, wings are utilized in many ways by
these highly emotional animals. They are curi-

ously developed, and are fluttered, elevated or
spread, or beaten against the body or ujion the

air, or clapped together over the hack, to make
drunuiiing or crackling sounds indicative of

excitement, and serving as signals or challenges.

In some cases certain parts of the wings are
modified, as is the case in the snipe (q.v.) , where
some of the uttermost primaries are shaped so

as to make a distinctively audil)le noise in

flight (when desired) known as bleating; and
.still more strangely in the case of certain mana-
kins. In color, wings are likely to lie plain—at
least so far as the quill-feathers are concerned.
The proudly displayed wing-colors of the sun-
bittern (see Plate of Bu.stards) is one of a
few exceptions. Ordinarily there are bars of

white, and in the case of the ducks a brilliant

metallic 'speculum,' and the linings of wings are

often more beautiful than the outside. Fre-

quently, however, there arc present other sexual

characters, more or less transitory, in the form
of elongated plumes, as in the argus |)heasant,

the standard-wing (see Plate of Niohtjahs),
and some of the birds of paradise (q.v.). These
belong to the male alone, and may or may not be

])ermanent. Their explanation and history comes
luider the domain of 'sexual selection' (see Xat-
IRAL Selection). Lastly, wings seem to olfer

the privacy and darkness grateful to tired na-

ture, for a bird desiring to sleep usually 'tucks

its head under its wing.'

The Tail.—The tail, like the wings, presents
great variety as to form and serves sundry jiur-

poses. It may be invisible, as in the ajjleryx. a
downy tuft, as in the dodo, very short, broad
and stifl", or very long, flexible and narrow, ])lain

and simple or highly ornate. Like the wings, it

is compo.sed of large quill-feathers called rec-

trices, the insertion of which is concealed by
under and upper coverts, either of which may
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sometimes be transformed into highly ornamen-
tal plumes. The tail-feathers grow in pairs, the

reason for whicli arrangement is shown by Ar-
•chseopteryx, where each vertebra of the lizard-

like tail supported one on each side. Tlie re-

duction of this long caudal skeleton to a pygo-

style, and the consequent crowding of the

feathers upon a short base, ssems to have pro-

duced the modern fan-shaped tail. "The normal
number of reetrices is 6 pairs, but a few birds

possess 10 or 11: several 9, 8, or 7; many only

S, and Crotophaga (anis) only 4—the diminution
being brought about by the suppression of the
outer pair or pairs." Tlie main purpose of the

tail, which is capable of much movement, is

to assist the bird to balance, check, and guide
itself. There seems, however, to be no relation

between the size and shape of the tail and the

character of the wings, though its shape is pretty
constant witliin each order. Thus most of the
sea-birds, water-fowl, waders, and game-birds
have short, compact, inconspicuous tails, until

"we come to the pheasants, where they are likely

io be exceedingly long and showy. The pigeons
and their allies have broad tails, and those of

the birds of prey are stout and square. The
picarian families are mostly possessed of tails,

-which are long, or strikingly colored, as notably
in the trogons and some cuckoos, or marked with
peculiarities of form as in the motmots, or are
"the subject of special ornamentation as among
the humming-birds. In the great tribe of Pas-
seres the utmost variety exists, the magnificent
lyre-bird (see Plate of Lyre-bird, etc.) coming
next to the bob-tailed pittas; and here, among
lhe short-tailed finches, warblers, and thrushes,
are found birds capable of such caudal displays
as those of the paradise-birds, sunbirds, some
jays, etc. This shows that the essential service

-of the tail in flight may be performed by an
appendage of almost any shape, and that the
•conspicuous, llexible. and somewhat imimportant
nature of the organ has caused it to be influenced
by natural (and especially by sexual) selection
in an unusual degree as a means of displaying
sexual ornamentation and emotion. This is the
-explanation of tlie possession by male pheasants
-of their magnificent trains, of the gorgeous array
spread by the peacock (though here it is really
the tail-corcrfs) , which he rattles nervously, as
if to call attention to the show ; of the symmetri-
cal beauty of the lyre-bird's tail ; and of the
amazing caudal nmament-s of birds of paradise.
(See Phites of Peacock.s ; Li-re-eirds : Birds of
Pabadise.) "The motmot," remarks F. M.
Chapman (see Motmot, for interesting details),

"gesticulates with its tail in a remarkable man-
ner, swinging it from side to side, so that it

suggests the pendulum of a clock, or sweeping
it about in circles with a movement which re-

minds one of a band-master flourishing liis baton.
We shall find in other species, also, that the tail,

more than any other organ, is used to express
emotion. Recall its twitching and wagging: how
it is nervously spread or 'jetted,' showing the
white outer feathers, as in the meadow-lark. The
tail may be also expressive of disposition. Com-
pare the drooped tail of a pensive fly-cat<:her
with the uplifted member of an inquisitive
wren."

Crests, f.'omhs. etc.—Crests in very great va-
riety, usually able to be elevated or depressed at
the will of the bird, and ornamental plumes or
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tufts of feathers, such as the aigrets (see

Aioret) of herons, and the 'tassels' hanging from
the turkey's breast, are developments of the plu-

mage that might properly be discussed here; but
the limitations of space compel a reference in-

stead to the biographies of the various birds that
exhibit them. The beak and heail-appendages,

such as combs, wattles, carunculated ceres, 'hel-

mets,' etc., are, however, dermal growths, which
require mention; as also will the coverings of

the feet.

The Beak.—The beak, bill, or neb of a bird

is formed of two homy sheaths, overlying bony
supports, and forming the mouth and food-get-

ting organ of a bird. It consists of two mandi-
bles, an upper and a lower, into which the fore-

most bones of the skull are produced, all appear-
ance of lips being lost. It is not furnished with
proper teeth, although rudiments of them have
been observed in the embryos of some parrots;

and the marginal laminae with which the bills

of many water-fowl are furnished partake of

the same character, being secreted by distinct

pulps. The resemblance of these marginal lami-

n!e to teeth is particularly marked in the mer-
ganser (q.v.). The bills of birds differ much,
according to their ditt'erent habits, and particu-

larly according to the kind of food on which
they are destined to live, and the manner in

which they are to seek it. In birds of prey, the

beak is strong; the upper mandible arched or
hooked, and very sharp ; the edges sharp, often

notched, and the whole beak adapted for seizing

animals, and tearing and cutting to pieces their

flesh. A powerful, short, hooked beak, sharp-
edged and notched, indicates the greatest courage
and adaptation to preying on living animals.
The beak of the ^^llture is longer and weaker
than that of the eagle or falcon. In birds which
feed on insects and vegetable substances, tlic

hooked form of the beak is less common, though
well marked in parrots: those birds which
catch insects on the wing, such as the niglit-

jars, swifts, etc., are remarkable for the deep
division of the beak, and their consequently wide
gape, and an analogous provision to facilitate

the taking of prey is to be observed in herons,
kingfishers, and other fishing birds; but the ob-

ject is attained in their case by the elongation
of the beak, whereas birds which catch insects

on the wing have the beak -very short. Birds
which feed chiefly on seeds have the beak short
and strong, for bruising them : while the l)eak

of insectivorous birds is comparatively slender.
Many aquatic birds have broad, comparative-

ly soft and sensitive bills, with lamina> on the
inner margin for straining the mud from which
nnich of their food is to be extracted ; other
birds, as snipes, avocets, etc., seeking their food
also in mud. have slender bills of remarkable
sensibility. .\s the varieties of form roughly
distinguished the larger and more obvious of the
groups of l)irds. the bill was made the stand-
ard for the early classifications, giving such
group-names as Dentiroslres, Conirostres,etc., no
longer of scientific value. The modifications of

form are very numerous, and the peculiarities

of the bills of toucans, hornbills, spoonbills,

crossbills, parrots, humming-birds, etc, are very
interesting, and intimately connected with habits.

Some of the modifications, however, are sexual

and transitory, such as the knob on the beak of

the pelican, and the deciduous parts of that of
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the puflin. At the base of the upper mandible,

a portion of the beak is covered with a mem-
brane, called the cere (Lat. ccra. wax, from the

waxy appearance which it presents in some fal-

cons, etc.), which in many birds is naked, in

others is feathered, and frequently is covered with

hairs or bristles. The nostrils are situated in

the upper mandible, usually in the cere, but in

some birds they are comparatively far forward,

and in some, as puffins, they are very small and
placed so near the edge of the mandible as not

to be easily detected. 'I'hey are more or less open,

or covered with membrane, or protected by hairs

or feathers. Besides their principal use for

seizing and dividing or triturating food, the

bills of birds are employed in a variety of func-

tions, as dressing or preening the feathers, con-

structing nests, etc. They are also the principal

instruments used by birds in their combats.

The Feet.—The feet of birds vary considerably,

according to their mode of life. In some the

claws are strong and hooked, in others short,

straight, and weak; in some the toes are all sepa-

rate, in others more or less connected ; in birds

especially adapted for swimming they are gen-

erally a-ebhcd or united by a membrane; in other

swijuming birds, however, a membrane extends

only along the sides of each toe, A large group

of birds, including woodpeckers, parrots, etc.,

have two toes before, opposed by two behind, the

foot being thus particularly adapted to grasping

irregular surfaces and facilitating climbing.

These distinctions were seized upon by the early

ornithologists as a means of classification, which
gave us such obsolete group-names as Scan-

sores, Kasores, etc., which only partly coincide

with the more scientific groupings now accept-

ed. In most birds the tibia is feathered to

the heel-joint : in some, however, and particulai'ly

in unders, the lower ])art of it is bare : the

shank and toes are generally destitute of feath-

ers, and are covered with scaly skin, and the

arrangement of these scales has been much stud-

ied. "The most primitive form of the horny
covering of the feet." according to Stejneger,

"seems to be its division into uniform hexago-

nal scales, and is called reticulate: the next

.stage is when some of these scales fuse together,

forming what are termed scuta, or scutella ; . . .

still further s]iecialization is indicated by the

tarsal scuta fusing into a continuous covering,

which, iu its extreme development, embraces both

the front and the back of the tarsus, as in some
of the higher groups of passerine birds; such a

tarsus is said to be 'booted.' " Feet, like beaks,

have certain accessory or changeable parts; thus

in the grouse family there is a seasonal molting
ot the sheaths of the claws. The most important
appendage, however, is the spur or series of

spurs, which arm the 'heels' of .certain gallina-

ceous cock birds, and form serviceable weapons
among this da.ss, whose beaks are ill adapted to

use as weapons, so that they strike with feet

and wings in their combats. The extraordinary
development of the legs and feet in ratite birds

will be fonnd described under MoA, Ostrich, and
similar titles.

Oihdlaiid.—The skin of birds has no sudorifer-

ovis nor sebaceous glands, but on the rump at

the base of the tail (on the 'pope's nose') is a

bilobed gland containing oily matter, which is

present in all birds except the RatiUe, bustards.

and a few others. This secretion seems useful
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only for cleaning the plumage, and the bird
squeezes a little out upon its beak before preen-

ing its feathers. In the oil-bird tlie .secretion is

excessive, and that of the hoopoe has a very disa-

greeable odor.

IxTERN'.\i. Structure. Skeleton.—The theory
and facts of ancestry related above are enforced
by comparative anatomy, which finds in the
structure of birds a close resemblance to the

internal structure of reptiles. Birds, neverthe-
less. ))Ossess distinctive anatomical features fully

entitling them to rank as a sejiaratc class. In
general form the body is spindle-shaped, tajiering

forward from the shoulders to the head, with
the feathers sloping backward, and again dimin-
ishing toward the tail; this is adajitive to prog-

ress through the thin media of air and water
inhabited by birds; and the weight is thrown
forward, securing proper balance for the nor-

mally horizontal position. In order to secure
this there is a concentration of muscles and
other organs in the region below the point of
suspension of the wings. Not only are the fleshy

portions of the legs mainly confined to the upper
portions of these limbs, but the muscles which
elevate the wings are actually placed on the
under instead of the upper surface of the body.

Though the neck is sometimes much |)rolonged,

the body is very compact and rigid. The back-
bone consists of vertebra- having (typically) sad-
dle-shaped, articular facets, and many processes

and ligaments which lock them firmly together;

moreover, the vertebne of the liack generally be-

come ankylosed or firmly united together by ce-

menting bone, the solidity thus acijuired being
for the support of the ribs, and these also are
proportionately stronger than is usual in mam-
mals; each of them is provided in the middle with
a flattened bony process, directed obliquely back-

ward to the next rib, so that tliey su])port one
another, and they often Reconie ossified with the
sternum, giving unusual rigidity and strength

to the thoracic framework. The hinder part of

the spine is consolidated with the pelvis, and
the tail, primitively long, has become shoi-tened

into a few small movable vertebra- terminating
in a short and generally much elevated Ixme,

consisting of ankylosed vertebne, called the pygo-
style, or ])lowsharc bone.

In contrast to the general stiffness of the ver-

tebral cohinm in the trunk, it is remarkable
for great fiexibility in the neck, enabling a bird
to make ready use of its bill, or to bring its

head into such positions as suit the adjustment
of the centre of gravity in flying, standing, etc.;

there are also certain peculiar ligamentous
bands, by which birds can retain the neck in the
customary S-curve without muscular exertion.

The first (atlas) and second (axis) vertebra- are

modified to form an articulation with the head,

which is completed by a single globular condyle

(as in reptiles), forming a sort of pivot, and
enabling the head to be turned around with a
freedom and to an extent im])ossible to the mam-
malia; and the fact that it is formed almost
wholly by the basioccipital bone constitutes a fun-

damental distinction between birds and the rep-

tiles on one side and the nuunmals im the other.

The Sl.tiH.—The skull is formed of bones cor-

responding with those of man: but they can be

distinguished only when the bird is very young,

soon becoming cons(didated together. The brain-

case "is more arched and spacious, and is larger.

i

1
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in proportion to the face, than in any reptilia"

except pterodactyls. The jaws are much elongat-

ed, so as to form the hill, the outward shape
of which, however, formed by the horny sheath,

may be very different from that of its bony
supports, in adaptation to habits of use. The
upper mandible is formed anteriorly and mainly
of the pnemaxilhe, and posteriorly by the paired
niaxillaries and other bones, varying greatly in

relative position and importance, and in many
Idrds movable, so that the upper jaw is capable
of a certain amount of up and down motion as
on a hinge. These and other elements form
a palate, the varying bony arrangement of

which has been used with disputed success as a
basis for general classification in ornithology.
The lower jaw is formed of several elements now
fused solidly together; and it is connected with
the skull by the quadrates and other lesser bones
and by a series of elastic cartilages permitting
e.^treme movability and large expansion of the

gape.

rr f: OS ' ,
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rests the head of the femur. When one con-
siders hoAV far beliind the centre of gravity of a
bird's body the hip-joint is placed, and how it

must sustain the whole weight of the body under

BOXES or THE SKri.L OF A FOWI,.

1. Side View. 2. Lower Surface aud Palate (the lower
jaw having bt^n removed): 3. Rear, or occipital, aspect.

.So, Kupra-occipital ; Sii, K(]uaTnotiaI: Oc, occipital cond.vle:

/", parietal: P/; posttrontal; F, frontal: O.S'. orblto-sphenoid;

/. inter-orbital septum; Kth. ethmoid; /..lacrimal: .V. na-
eal; I', Vom, vomer; mx. maxilla; Pm-v. preinaxilla; O/l optic

foramen; Q, q, quadrate; Pg, ptg. pteryiroid; Pa, pal.

palatine; /(, rostrum; J. ju*r. juRal; (^j, ((j'.quadrato-jugal;

Eo, es-occipital (lateral occipital); 7')', t.vmpanic cavity;

BO, ba«i-<i<-cij*ital; P.m.p.. poHt*?rior mandibular proccHs;

J.w.fj., internal articular process; Alt, articular; A,
aniiular; .S.4. supra-auKular; U. dentary; C, choana (one
of {he pilr of inner narial openings); BT, basi-temporal;
fb. foramina for cerebral nerves.

Legs.—The limbs of birds conform to the ver-

tebrate type, with certain modifications, which
are least in the hinder pair. They are attached
to the 'pelvic arch,' which in birds consists of

some solidified sacral and coccygeal vertebrie and
the paired pelvic bones (ilium, ischium, and os

pubis), which latter meet to form a cup in which

TARSAL E.N'TELQPES.

1. Booted. 2. Scutellate. 3. Reticulate.
4. Reticulate-scutellate.

unfavorable circumstances, as well as provide
for the leverage of the muscles of the thigh, the
necessity for this consolidation, breadth, and mas-
siveness will be perceived. The thigh is short, and
concealed within the body; the next division, often
mistaken for the thigh, is the leg. strictly so

called, or tibia and fibula, which ends at what
is really the ankle-joint, although popularly re-

gardeu as the knee: and beneath this is the
shank, commonly called the fa r.sws, which in some
birds is very long, serving as a part not of the
foot, but of the leg, and formed by a compound
bone, composed of the united metatarsal bones,
with the upper end of which four tarsal bones
are fused. Thus the ankle-joint is not between
the tarsus and metatarsus, but between two
series of tarsal bones. The tibia is therefore
jiroperly a tibiotarsus. and the so-called tarsus
is really a tarsometatarsus. The feet are di-

vided into toes, which are four in number, three
before and one behind, difl'ering from each other
in length and in the number of jointsorphalanges
of which they are composed, the hallux, which
is directed backward, being in general compara-
tively short, and consisting of two joints only.
Xo tifth toe is kno«Ti, and the hallux (first

toe) is absent in the Struthiones. which have lost

also the second, while the fourth is diminished,
throwing the work almost alone ujion the third,
or middle toe.

Wings and Shoulder-Girdle.—The anterior
limbs or wings of a bird are the fore limbs of
other vertebrates modified for the purposes of
flight. They are attached to the shoulder-girdle
or pectoral arch of the skeleton, which in this,

class is of extraordinary strength and impor-
tance. It consists of the thoracic case formed
by the dorsal vertebra", the true ribs and the
breast-bones (sternum), which are connected by
ligaments and ossifications. All the bones of
birds are dense and hard. The sternum is re-

markably large and strong, serving for the at-

tachment of the muscles which depress the wings.
It generally exhibits a projecting ridge, or keel,
along the middle, which is proportionately
largest in birds of most powerful tlight or swim-
ming ability, and is wanting only in the liightless-

birds (see above). This plate ossifies only as-

the bird niatuies, being in early life a cartilage,
the flexibility of whicli may easily be felt in
young fowls, affording housekeepers a test for
alleged'spring'cliickens. The variations in form
of the sternuiii are of considerable taxonomic
significance. Outside and attached to this case
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on each side, at a point as high and forward
of the eontre of ^r-i^ity as feasible; is the frame-

work of the sliouUler-joint, braced against the

treraenjous leverage of the winjjs: it consists of

the scapula, or shoulder-blade, a coracoid and a
clavicle, the junction of which forms a cup in

which rests the head of the humerus. The
scapula is a more or less sabre-shaped bone
placed above the ribs, and lying parallel to the

spine, imbedded in muscles and lirmly attached

(sometimes fused) at the forward extremity to

the head of the coracoid. The coracoid is a pil-

lar-like bone which serves as the main support
of the shoulder, "for while at one extremity it

.sustains the wing, at the opposite end it is firmly

united to the front of the sternum. A third

brace is afforded by the combined clavicles, which
curve do^vnward and backward from the shoul-

der-joint, imbedded in muscles, and unite under
the neck, and just in advance of the sternum, to

form the fnrculum (fork), which we know as

the 'wish-bone", and the English call 'merry-

thought.' " See Folk-lobe.

The wing-bones are homologous with those

of the arm in other vertebrates, but have be-

come modified in both form and relative position

to adapt them to the requirements of flight.

"The fore limb of a bird, when in a state of

rest," says Huxley, "exhibits a great change of

position if it be compared with that of an
ordinary reptile; and the change is of a charac-

ter similar to, but in some respects greater than,

that which tlie arm of a man presents, when
compared with the fore limb of a quadrujied
mammal. The humerus lies parallel with the

axis of the body, its proper ventral surface look-

ing outward. The forearm is in a position mid-
way Ix'tween jironation and supinati<m, and the

manus is bent back upon the ulnar side of the

forearm, in <a position not of flexion, but of ad-

duction."

The humerus is usually short as compared with

the radius and ulna (the latter is more curved
and stouter tlian the former) which together form
the forearm and main stretch of the visible

wing; these remain separate, and at their outer

extremities articulate with the two small bones

of the wrist (carpus) which alone remain free.

The other, distal, carpal bones "fuse in the

embryo with the jn'oximal end of the three first

metacarpals, and iiU trace of their originally

separate existence disappears." The metacarpvis

consists of three bones (I., II., HI.), which are

more or less flattened and fused. The first bears

the pollex or 'thumb' (whence springs, in some
hirds, the bastard wing or alula), and the second

the index finger, which is long, straight, and
has two, or sometimes three, ])halanges. These
hones complete the wing, except that a few
species have a rudimentary third finger. Archa--

optery.x, however, had three well-developed fin-

gers, all armed with claws; and in embryo os-

triches a claw sometimes ap])cars on the third

finger. Such is the bony framework of the wings,

operated by muscles of immen.se power (the

pectoral muscles are said to make about one-

fourteenth of the weight of the whole body in

birds of prey, and one-eleventh in a wild goo.se)
;

but their usefulness depends upon the e.xternal

furnituri' of feathers, heretofore <leseribe(l, which
forms llu> expanse necessary for buoyancy and
flight (see following paragraph).

T*IuscuLAR System. The muscles of birds con-

form, in general, with the vertebrate type,
though the homologies, especially about the fore

limbs, are sometimes obscure. For these homol-
ogies, Newton's review in Bronn's Thier-licich

(Vbgel, pp. 9-32.5) is complete, and is epito-
mized in the former's Dictionary of Birds,

pp. 002-620. Specified arrangements of muscles
and tendons, especially the plantar tendons, have
been much experimented with as a basis of classi-
fication, but the results have not proved of great
value when taken alone. Only a few general
considerations need be presented here. The mus-
cular system of birds is characterized b_v an
extraordinary strengtli in those parts concerned
with activity and endurance, and has certain
interesting automatic functions. Thus the vast
pectoral muscles attached by a broad fleshy base
to the sternum and narrowing to a complicated
tendinous attachment to the wing-bones, are
mainly two, forming the thick whitish 'breast' of
edible fowls; they depress the wing—the eil'ec-

tive movement, in flight. An elastic band in front
of the wing passes from the head of the humerus
to the carpal joint ; when the wing is extended
it is sti'etched about three times its ordinary
length, and its natural contraction enables the
bird to keep the wing closed without ert'ort. As
it lies just beneath tlie skin, it is easily cut, and
as such a severance prevents the wing from
being firmly extended, it ofl'ers the best method
of rendering captive birds incapable of flight; to

disable one wing is quite enough. See Sluscu-
L.\R SY.STEM, EVOLT TION OF.

"In the hind limb of most birds there is a
singular e.xtensor muscle, which arises from the
pubis, ends in a tendon which passes to the

outer side of the knee-joint, and terminates in

the leg by uniting with the flexor digitorum
perforatus. The result of this arrangement is,

that the toes are flexed whenever the leg is bent
upon the thigh, and, con.sequently, the roosting
bird is held fast upon his perch by the weight of

his own body." (Huxley. Anatomy of Yerte-

brated Animals, New Y(nk, 1878.)

Vlsceral vSy.stem. The digestive apparatus of

birds resembles that of mammals; exliibiting,

however, various modifications, according to the

dill'crent kinds of food—some birds feeding on
flesh, others on fish, others exclusively on in-

sects, others on seeds, others more indiscrimi-

nately on a variety of animal and vegetable sub-

stances. Few birds masticate their food in any
degree; upon being swallowed, it enters tlu> crop
or crair, an enlargement of the a?soi)hagus situ-

ated just before the l)reast-bone. where it is

moistened by saliva and partly digested, so that
its contents, easily regurgitated, form a suitable

food for nestlings in some families, as, notably,

the pigeons. The crop is wanting in the ostrich,

and also generally in birds that feed on fish, and
is of greatest size in those of which the food
consists of seeds or grain. It is generally single,

and on one side of the gullet; sometimes, as in

pigeons, it is double. A second dilatation of the

(esophagus, called the proroitriciilus, is gen-

erally largest in those birds in which the crop
is wanting or small; and in this the food is

further softened and chemically treated. The
third and i)rineipal stonu.cli is the gizzard (q.v. ),

which in liirds of prey, fish-eating birds, etc., is

a mere mend)ranous sac, but in birds which
feed on grain or seeds is very thick and muscular.
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so that it act* as a sort of mill, and with ex-

traordinary power. In these birds, also, the

grinding down of the contents of the gizzard is

assisted by the small rough pebbles or grains
of sand constantly swallowed, as is well exem-
plified in domestic fowls. The liver and pancreas
are usually large, as also are the kidneys; but
there is no urinary bladder, and the urine, which
cnntains very little water, is at once poured into

llie cloaca, an enlargeiuent of the terminal por-

tion of the intestine. The intestine varies greatly

in capacity and length, being 'short' in all purely
frugivorous and insectivorous birds, and 'long' in

those which live upon fishes, carrion, grain, and
grass; its walls difl'er in structure from the

mammalian and agree with the reptilian type.

The diaphrapm is incomplete and differently

arranged from that of mammals. See Alimen-
T.\RT System, Evolution of.

Food.—The amount of food required to sustain

the high temperature and great bodily activity of

birds is excessive, when compared with that re-

quired by other animals of proportionate size;

and young, growing birds tax the food-getting

abilities of their parents to the utmost. JIany
facts might be quoted in support of this, such as

that of Aughoy's confined plovers, which ate an
average of '200 locusts and similar large insects

each day; fiedglings habitually consume more
than their own weight of food between sunrise

and sunset—sometimes twice as much. Adult
birds eat almost continuously, and digestion is

extremely rapid, the process being completed in

from one to two hours in small birds. This

ability for enormous consumption makes the

birds of vast value to man in the reduction of

insect pests; it also limits the time birds may
fast, so that unless they can fly with very great

rapidity, long journeys cannot be undertaken,

and the fact that most birds are able to make
great speed is probably an achievement of natu-

ral selection related to this very characteristic.

On the other hand, birds show considerable abil-

ity to adopt a new diet, and adapt themselves

to" it healthfully. The writings of Dr. F. E. L.

Beal. Prof. S. A. Forbes, and others, published

in the documents of the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture, and by the governments of

Illinois and other States, contain much informa-

tion on this subject.

Respiration in Birdu is rapid and copious, and
the pulmonary system includes not only a pair

of rather large lungs, but a system of 'air-sacs,'

by which air is distributed throughout the

body. These air-sacs are of two kinds. One
consists of membranous expansions of the lungs,

which lie among the tissues in the form of in-

flatable hags controlled by muscles, so that they

can be emptied and filled at the will of the

bird; they occur in all parts of the body and
penetrate beneath the skin and inside many
bones, but in varying amount. It is popularly
believed that all bird-bones are hollow, but this

is far from true. "Generally, the skeleton is

most pneumatic in large birds that fly well, like

vultures, storks, swans, and pelicans; less so in

small birds, and least in heavy or little-flying

water-birds. However, there are many excep-

tions. While, for instance, most of the bones
of many Passeres. of swifts, divers, rails, the

kiwi, and of terns, are solid, and air-cells are

restricted chiefly to the cranium, many parts of

the skeleton of the large Ratitse are very pneu-

matic. The greatest development of pneumatic
cells exists in the screamers and hornbills, in
which even the fingers and toes, in fact, any
part of the skeleton, are hollow. ... It is

well known that a bird which has its humerus
shattered by shot can for some time breathe, al-

though its beak and nostrils be tightly closed,
and thus be submitted to unnecessary, excruci-
ating pain. Compression of the thorax and
abdomen suffocates a wounded bird better than
strangulation." See Respib.\tory System, Evo-
I-VTION OF; AkIMAL He.\T.

The functions of these ai)'-sacs are not very
evident. They serve to ventilate the rather in-

contractable lungs, and from them issues the
air which inflates the 'drums' in the neck of the
prairie chicken, the gular pouches of the ad-
jutant stork, the 'horn' of the bell-bird (q.v.).

and that extraordinary swelling of the throat
which marks excitement in the pectoral sand-
]>iper (see Colored Plate of Shore-Birds). These
inflations are characteristics of male birds only,
and appear onh- in the spring. The air-sacs
also assist in furnishing a continuous current
of air enabling some singing birds to maintain
a long strain of melody, such as the nightingales.

Arterial Circulation.—Conformably with this
copious aeration, and the habits of activitj', the
circulation of the blood in birds is ra])id, the
heart beating 120 times a minute at rest, and
nearly doubling this rate at the first stroke of
the wings; and its temperature (from 100° to
112° F.) is considerably higher than in mammals.
The heart resembles that of the mammalia in its

form and structure; but the right ventricle, in-

stead of a mere membranous valve, is furnished
with a strong muscle to impel the blood with
greater force into the lungs; and the carotid ar-

teries are peculiar. During incubation there is

a congestion of blood in the enormously dilated
vessels of the abdominal wall, forming the
'brood-organ.' The red corpuscles are, on the
average, twice as large as those of man, and
elongated, as in reptiles, rather th.in round, as
in most mammals. See Circulatory System,
EVOLITTION OF.

Heproductive System.—Birds are distinctly

male and female, cock and hen. The females
possess a pair of ovaries (of which only the left

one is functional as a rule) situated in the 'small

of the back' at the front end of the kidney. The
ovary consists of a grape-like cluster of germinal
eggs, which during the breeding season exhibit
all stages of size and ripeness, but in winter are
reabsorbed, so that the determination of sex by
dissection at that season is difficult. The ripe
egg passes down tubular jiassages (oviducts) in

which it receives, in certain 'uterine' expansions,
its coverings of albumen and .shell, to the right

side of the rectum, and thence is voided in a
more or loss advanced state of development,
which is completed by incubation or its equiva-
lent. The testes of the male are a pair of

glands, situated as are the ovaries, from which
the spermatic ducts lead to the cloaca. (See
Ef;G and Emrryology.) All birds lay eggs, some
only one, others as many as twenty, the number
seeming to depend upon the average chances of

reaching sexual maturity possessed by each
species. With rare exceptions, these eggs are
cared for by the parents, and all birds of higher
organization prepare receptacles (nests) for

them, and furnish by brooding the continuous
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warmth necessary to their hatching—a process
which requires from two to six weeks according
to size and other factors. This necessity has
developed a body of instincts, habits, and mental
and structural characteristics, which include the

most striking, significant, and interesting facts

of bird life and history. See Xidification.
Nervous System. The nervous system of

birds is highly developed, but presents few sali-

ent difl'erences from the vertebrate type. There
is a perceptible improvement of the brain over
that of reptiles, more especially in the increased

proportional development of the cerebral hemi-
spheres; but the surface-convolutions and other

features that play so important a part in the

Chs.^^
Cbl.Tru

Olji ' "^**'^ir*s-»^ '^'^

BBAIN OF A PIGEON.

1. Dorsal Aspect: 2. Lateral Aspect: 0\. n, Olfactor.v
nerves; O}. I. Olfactory love: C. hs. Cerebral hemiHphere;
Cbltji. Cerebellum : P. g. Pineal gland ; Op. I. Optic lolie : \ttl.

Ob. Medulla oblongata ; Sp. c. Spinal cord ; P. b. Pituitary
body.

brains of the higher mammals are absent or

merely indicated. In this, and in the way the
cerebral nerves originate, the brain remains near-

ly reptilian. The sympathetic system is highly
developed, as would be expected in creatures of

such activity and sensitiveness. See Nervous
System, Evolution of.

The t^enses of Birds, as a whole, equal those of

most mammals, and in some directions are supe-

rior to those of other animals. Taste is, perhaps,
feeblest, the horny nature of the jaws and the
character of the food not favoring the develop-

ment of this sense in birds; yet a certain amount
of discrimination is undoubtedly exercised by
them, apart from the guidance of touch and smell.
Odors affect birds also, but to a less degree
probably than is frequent among even reptiles,
not to say mammals; and it is probable that even
the carrion-eating species depend little upon
their sense of smell in guiding them even to
odoriferous food. Birds owe less to the sense
of touch than many other creatures, for they
have few tactile organs, the bristles about their
beaks having other purposes, mainly. The bills

of some mud-hunting species, however, are spe-
cialized in this direction (see Duck and Snipe).
In respect to hearing, birds are well endowed,
having the internal apparatus of the ear (see
Eak) highly perfected, and exposed to the vi-

brations of the air through a cartilaginous
meatus with a fairly wide opening. One fiuiction
of the ears of birds, as well as of other creatures,
seems to be to inform the animal as to its re-

lations with space, balance, direction, etc.

Whether or not this is to be regarded as a sense,
is undecided. There is no external ear, the near-
est approach being in the nocturnal owls (where
the organ presents other peculiarities—see Owl),
though the so-called 'ears' of some of those birds
are merely tufts of feathers which have nothing
to do with audition. Moreover, this faculty in

birds extends beyond mere quick perception of
sounds to 'the power of distinguishing or under-
standing' pitch, notes and melodies, or music; and
it has been an important factor in the develop-
ment of bird-singing.

The vocal performances of birds are one of
their foremost and most pleasing characteristics;

yet of onl}' a few, in the most highly organized
classes, can it be said that they sing. Even in

the order called 'singers' (Oscines), many make
little melody, though, like the crow-, they may
utter a long list of significant notes—a real lan-

guage, which is developed among birds generally
to a degree realized bv few. The vocal mecha-

anatomy
1.—Limbs as related to the general skeleton : .Sea, scap-

ula; liu. humerus: cor. coracoid: r. radius: ca. carpus;
di, d/. digits: r.in.t.c.p. carpometacarpus; sf, sternum; kl.

keel of sternum: ui, ulna: p.y. pygostyle: fe. femur; ff.

fibula; /. tibiotarsus ; f.m.f.s. tarsonu'tatarsus.
2.— Vertebra- of the tail and plowshare bone (pygost.vle).
3.—Shoulder-girdle and carinate sternum : Fu (cl). fnr-

culum or 'wishbone' (clavicles): g. glenoid cavity for hu-
merus: Sea. scapula; r, vert^-bral ijortion of rib; s. steriml
portion of rib: vn.p.. uncinate process. Cor. coracoid; f.

articulation of c()racoid with sternum ; st. sternum ; kl,

keel (carina) of steriuim.
4.—Non-carinat^' Sternum (of a ratite bird) : Cg. eg. cora-

coid grooves: alp. alp. lateral processes of anterior end:
pe. posterior end : kl. position of keel.

5.—Side view of tile right side of the Pelvis of an adult
Fowl: 11. Ilium: Is. ischium; /*6, pubis; f^A dorso-lumbar
vertebne: Cd, caudal vertebne; Aw. acetabulum, with its

perforated floor; P. pygost.vle.
6.—Wing of a Fowl, embryo (x) and adult (y) : li, radius;

U, ulna : r. radial carpal ; u, ulnar carpal ; rd i. ', *
, distal

carpals : M ', = ,^,*. metacarpals; Pti, phalanges. This
exhibits coales<-ence of bones with age.
7.—Viscera (of a Duck): T. trachea, ending below in

syrinx (see Fig. 14) ; H, heart; v, portion of anterior wall
of the botl.y cavity; ^.'o. /;//,?, coraco-furcular ligament : P.
axilinry sac (lying between the coracoid, scapula and the
anterior ribs, and communicating with the sub-bronchial
air-sacs) ; .S. sub-clavius muscle ; /.>ir. lung: Cor, coracoid;
Pa, pectoral artery ; Pv, pectoral vein: /*H/.a, pulmonar.y
artery ;• point of entrance of bronchi intr» lungs; S. S.

partition walls between the anterior intermediate air-sacs:

SI, SI. partition walls between anterior and posterior in-

tormedlate air-sacs; f, anterior intermediate* air-sacs; +t,

posterior intermediate alr-sncs: F.oft.. fibrous oblique
septum : P. pectoralls ma|or ;

/', furcula ; .S./;^., suspensory

OF BIRDS.
falciform ligament; r.cL.. right coronary ligament of the
liver; l.cL.. left coronary ligament of tlie liver: r.Abd.tt.,
right abdominal posterior air-sac; l.Abd.6.. left ditto; Oe,
cpsopbagus; Aa. innominate arter.v ; and Ta. innominate
vein, with their branches.
8.—-Convoluted windpipe (of an ibis) : 11'. windpipe

(trachea) , Fw, furculum ; Cor. coracoid; r. 6.. right bron-
chus; l.b., left bronchus; .S7. sternum.

y.—Alimentar.v canal (of a Fowl):a'. oesophagus; In,
crop; pr. proventriculus; gi. gizzard; d. duodenum; am,
lower part of small intestine; ic. intestinal ca'ca ; r. rec-
tum; cl. cloaca; J. liver; gb. gall-bladder; p. pancreas;
u u. ureters; or, left oviduct (the right oviduct is rudi-
inentar.v).

10.—Muscles of the wing (of a (ioose): Bi, biceps; Elast.
Sec. vinculum elnsticum ; ICxp, srr. expansor secumiiorum ;

Lig. ligament: Mpt. nn-lupjitagiuni : Pect, pectoral muscle
('breast'): 1'rvpt, propatagium ; I't. Ig. and Pt. hr, long
and short propatagials; Tri. triceps.

11—Musclesofthe Leg : ^/uf. 2, gluteus maximus; Olat.
4. gluteus luedins; Glut. 4, gluteus minimus; (ihit. ant,
gluteus anterior; Vasts, vastus exteriius and vastus In-

ternus; Obt. intent, obturator iuternus; Cnireus, cru-
rens : Semitead, semltendinosus ; Feintt-Cntidl, femero-
caudal; /?;Ve;*s.bireps femoris; .\ttibienB. anibiens; Longs,
hall, longus hallucis.

1'2—Structure of the inner Ear: Q. quadrate bone : Pter,
right pterygoid; F. .1/.. foramen magnum; Cd, occipital
condyle; /., lageiia ; f'o. columella auris : II. horizontal
eemictrcular canal ; .S. sagittal semicircular canal.

13—Section across the Nasal Channel of a liird's Beak.
14—Typical form ofabronchial Syrinx In I'asserlne Birds:

a, front view; i^, side view, showing position of external
tympanic membranes ; tr. tracheo-claviciilar muscles.
15— Plantar Tendons (Passerine type) ; ffi. flexor perfo-

rans, dividing to 2d, 3d, and 4th toes; fh, flexor hallucis.

.i
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uism of this class is not in the larynx, but at the

lower or pectoral end of the windpipe, in an
organ called the syrinx, which consists of several

stretched and vibratory membranes, tracheal

rings and controlling muscles. This complicated

organ, peculiar to birds, presents almost un-

limited modifications, and is quite unlike the
arrangement of laryngeal vocal cords in mam-
mals, for the tongue has nothing to do with a
bird's speech or nuisic. (See Phite, Figs. 7. 8,

14.) Further consideration of the singing of

birds leads into the domain of their evolution.

The Ei/€S of Birds are large, clear, highly per-

fected in structure, and, in many species, en-

dowed with a power of vision which' is beyond
anything known elsewhere. The way in which
vultures descend upon carrion from a height
where they are invisible to us, or sea-birds swoop
down upon fishes, or fly-catchers dart long dis-

tances upon insects so small we can barely per-

ceive them at close range, are examples of their

sharp-sightedness, with which is combined re-

markable ability in rapidly changing the focus,

as must be necessary to a bird darting swiftly

upon prey it must keep constantly in view.

There are no movable eyelids, but in place of

them a nictitating membrane is frequently drawn
over the eyeball to clean and lubricate it, or

shield it from a glare. The owls and other noc-

turnal birds have great power of contractility

not only in the pupil, but in the whole case of

the eve'. See Eye.

STBCCTUHE OF THE EYE.

Horizontal Section: A.cb, Anterior chamber ; P.ch, Pos-
terior chamber; C, Cornea; Cb, Choroid; Co, Conjunc-
tiva; Cm, Crampton's muscle; i. Iris; L, Lens; P, Pecten;
y.o. Optic nerve; R, Retina; Sc, Sclerotic coat, with im-
bedded osseous ring.

A 'Sense' of Direction.—The so-called 'sixth

sense' of orientation or direction, that is, the
power of instinctively knowing and maintaining
a course of flight through the air independent of

TOPOOBAPBY OF A BIBD.

A.—General Plumage: 1, forehead (trons); 2, lore; 3. crest;
4, crown (vertex); 5, eye; C. hindheatl (occiput); 7. nape
(nucha); 8. hladneck (cervix); 9. Int«r8capular region ; 10.
back proper (dorsum), iucluding 11; 11, rump (uropy-
glum) ; 12, lesser tail-coverts ; 13, tall ; 14, under tall-coverts
(crisaum); 1.5. leg (see C) ; 16. abdomen; 17, side of body;
18. breast (pectus); 19, primaries; 20, secondaries or cubl-
tals; 21, tertiaries or greater coverts; 22, coverts; 23.
alula, or bastard wing; 24. throat, the lower halt of
which is called 'jugulum'; 25. ear-coverts (auriculars) ; 2*!,

cheek or malar region; 27, chin (mentum) ; 28, beak (see B);
29. nostril.

B.—Parts of the Beak and Face: 1, culnien (ridge of
upper mandible); 2. apex, tip. or hook; 3, tooth on
cutting ed)^ of upper mandible; 4, Junction (gonys) of
rami of lower mandible; 5, cere; 6, nostril; 7, left lore; 8.

corner of mouth (commissure); 9. chin (mentum).
C— Part« of the Leg: 1. Thigh (tlblotarsus; 2, tarsus

(metatarsus); 3. first or hind toe (hallux); 4, second or
Inner toe ; 5, third or middle toe; 6, fourth or outer toe.
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guidance of landmarks, is manifested by birds

in a most surprising way; for no other explana-

tion (little as we understand it) seems to ac-

count for their ability to cross vast spaces of

ocean straight toward small islands or restricted

areas of coasts, as some birds habitually do in

tiieir migrations. See Migration of Animals.
General Considerations. Many aspects of

bird-life properly belonging to a treatise more
extended than this need only be indicated here,

because tliey are elsewhere discussed with rea-

sonable fullness. Thus their classification is out-

lined under Ornithology. The distribution of

birds <in the globe, where, in spite of their powers

of flight, most groups and species are strictly

bounded in their range, is sketched under Dis-

tribution OF Animals. The seasonal movements
that characterize most birds outside the tropics,

leading them to make more or less extended

journeys, along tlie customai-y routes, nortlnvard

in the" spring and southward again in tlie fall,

will be found explained under JIigration of
Animals. The singing of birds, which forms so

conspicu(ms and enjoyable a feature of their life,

is treated elsewhere in this article, and their

nest arcliitecture, eggs, care of young, and do-

mestic traits, are treated under Nidification;

Egg; etc.; while their peculiar colors, orna-

ments, weapons, economic value, and habits in

general, are portrayed in the biographies to be

looked for under the names of various species

and groups, and in such articles as Agricul-
Tl'RE: Evolution; Falconry; Fowl; and the

like. Birds liave also taken a part in the history

of mankind's mental and religious development,

as appears in the articles Aiglries and Aus-
pices; and Folklore. Finally, many species

have been exterminated, directly or indirectly,

since mankind came upon the earth, an account

of which will be found under Extinct Animals,
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Fritseh, Naturgeschichte der Vogel Europas (Ber-

lin, 1871) ; Dresser, Birds of Europe (London,

1879), 8 vols, quarto, "unquestionably the most
complete work of its kind, both for fuHness of in-

formation and beauty of illustration." For Brit-

ish birds in elaborately illustrated works, see

Yarrell, History of British Birds (last edition,

edited by Saunders, London, 1885) ; Mc-Gillivray,

History' of British Birds (London, 1837-40) ;

Bree, History of Birds of Europe (London. 1875-

76) ; Morris, History of British Birds (London,

1858) ; Seebohm, History of British Birds und
Their Eggs (London, 1883-85) ; for a more con-

densed history, see Montagu, Ornithological Dic-

tionary, Newman's edition (London, 1883),
Asia. Jajian, and Oceania.—Pallas, Zoiigraphi-

ca Rus.io-.isiatiea (Saint Petersburg, 1811);
Gould, Birds of Asia, completed by Sharpe (Lon-

don, 1883) ; David and Oustalet. f,es nlseauaf

de la Chine (Paris, 1877) ; Taczanowsky, "Fautie

Ornithologique de la Sib^rie Orientale," in .Me-

moirs .lead, of Sciences (Saint Petersburg, 1891 ) ;

Blanford, Zoiilogy of Persia (London, 1876);
Seebohm, Biri/s o/ .Ism (London, 1901) : .Icrdon,

Birds of India (Calcutta. 1862) ; Blanford,

Fauna of Briti.'ih India: Birds (London, 1893) ;

Blythe, .Mammals und Hirds of Burma (London,

18^5) ; Oates, Birds of Briti.'ih Burmah (London,

1883) ; Legge, Birds of Ceylon (London, 1880) ;

Hume, Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds (Oates's

edition, London, 1890) ; Blakiston and Preyer,

Birds of Japan (London, 1882) ; Seebolim,

Birds of the Japanese Empire (London, 18901
;

(Um\d, Birds of Australia (London, 1848. supple-

ments, 1869)—magnificent foliosof colored ])lates;

Ciouhl, Handbook to the llirds of .iustralid (Lon-

don, 1865) —reprint, witli additions, of the text

of the foregoing; BuHer, Birds of Neto Zealand
(London, 1888); Wallace, Malay Archipekigo

(New York, 1869) ; Gould, Birds of Neio (luinea,

completed by Sharpe (London, 1881) ; Hartlaub
and Finsch,/i(>i(rflj/ zur Fauna Ccntralpolynesiens

(Halle, 1867) ; Salvador!, Oruitologia delta Pa-

paasia c dellc Molluechc (Turin, 1882; enlarged,

1891); Wilson and Evans, Birds of the Sand-

wich Islands (London, 1884).

For the Philippines, see Von Martens, Journal

filr Ornithologie (Leipzig, 1866) ; Lord Walden,

I
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Trans. Zoiil. Soc. of London (London, 1844) ;

Proc. Zool. iS'oc London (London, 1878 and 1879,
many articles) ; Wardlaw-Kauisay, Ibis (London,
1884 and 188G) ; Blasius, Trans. Linncean Soc.

of London, and Ibis (London, 1884-88) ; and
I'roc. Zool. Soc. (London, 1888, and subse-

quently).

Africa.—^Layard, Birds of South Africa, 2d ed.

(London, 18S4) : Andersson, Xotes on the Birds

of Damara-land (London, 1872) ; Heuglin. Orni-
thologie Xordostafrikas (Cassel, 1875) ; Finsch
and Hartlaub, Vogel Ostafrikas (Leipzig, 1870) ;

Hartlaub, System der Ornitholopie West Af-
ricas (Bremen, 1857); Shelley, Handbook to

the Birds of Egypt (London, 1872) : Tristram,
Fauna and Flora of Palestine (London, 1884) ;

Milne-Edwards and Grandidier, IJist. nai. des
oiseaux de Madagascar (Paris, 1884).

South and Central Ainerica.—Azara, Hi^t.

tiat. de los pdjaros del Paraguay y Rio de la Plata
(Madrid, 1805) ; Belt, .4. yaturalist in yicaragua
(London, 1888): Bates, The Xaturalist on the

.Amazon (London, 1863) ; Sclater and Salvin,
Biologia Ccntrali Americana, Birds (London,
( 1880) ; Cory, Birds of the West Indies (Boston,
1889) ; Darwin, A Xaturalist's Voyage (London,
1860) ; Sclater and Hudson, Argentine Ornithol-

ogy (London, 1889). See also Proceedings of the
United Slates yational Muscutn, and those of the
Zoological Society of London, since 1870.

BIRD, Fossil. Fossil remains that could be
referred to birds were among the later ac-

quisitions of paleontologists. The first were mis-
takenly so considered, and consisted of the
famous 'bird-tracks' discovered in the 'brown-
stone' rocks of the Connecticut River by Hitch-
cock, about lS.'i5. and extensively studied by him.
These footprints may possibly, in a few instances,
be traces of primitive animals properly called
birds, but so far as known all are impressions
made upon mud by dinosaurs and similar am-
phibians or reptiles of the Triassic Age. (See
DixosAURiA; Stegocei'uajja, etc.) More re-

cently true birds have been found fossil from the
Jurassic Age onward, but their remains are ev-

er>-vvhere comparatively scarce, due mainly to
the easy destructibility of their bodies. The
earliest to be identified proved to be also the
earliest in time, and consisted of the remains in
the .Jurassic slates of Bavaria of Arch^opteryx,
whose characteristics are fully described under
Abch.iopteryx. This seems to have been a true
feather-clothed bird, with well-formed wings, but
a long lizard-like tail, beset on each side with a
row of horizontal quill-feathers, and a heron-like
beak studded with teeth. These characteristics
are so radically difl'erent from those of all other
birds that the archa'opteryx is classified in a
subclass of itself termed Arch.xornithes; all

other birds, fossil and recent, forming another
subclass, Xeornithes or Euornithes. A long gap
in geological time separates the period of the
archa>opter>-x from the next earliest fossil birds
known, which belong to the upper, or more
recent, part of the Cretaceous Age. These fonna-
lions in Europe and India, but especially in the
western United States, have yielilcd varied re-

mains of large birds, which, because all have
teeth in the beak, have been called Odontornithes
or Odontolcae. -Ml are still of a low type of

organization, showing many points of genetic
affinity with reptiles, but far advanced beyond
Archaeoptcryx : and all were aquatic and fish-

eating. They approximate, indeed, so closely to
the ordinary carinate birds of the present time
that they are included with them in a single sub-
class, as above noted, of which, say Parker and
Haswell, "they will constitute a separate series
characterized by the possession of teeth and
. . . that the two halves of the lower jaw
remain completely separate in front, instead of
having a solid bony union. Of these toothed
birds the one type is known as Ichthyornis, and
comprises somewhat gull-like birds characterized
by having a numerous series of teeth implanted
in distinct sockets, and also by the vertebrae or
joints of the back articulating with one another
by means of cup-like surfaces (instead of sad-
dle-shaped). ... It is quite within the
bounds of possibility that these birds may be
ancestral types of the modern gulls. With
Uesperornis (q.v.) we are confronted with a
totally different type, in which the teeth were im-
])lanted in an open groove, while the wings were
rudimentary and the keel of the breast-bone was
wanting, although the vertebrae resembled those
of existing birds. In general organization, Hes-
perornis, indeed, approximated very closely to the
modern divers. . . . That it was thoroughly
aquatic in its habits is self-evident; while it may
. . . be regarded as a specialized and flight-

less offshoot from the ancestral stock of the
modern divers." The discovery and elucidation
of these Cretaceous toothed birds was made
chiefly by Prof. 0. C. Marsh, of Yale L'niversity,
between 1870 and 1880, and his novelties in-

cluded a large number of skeletons or fragments
which have been referred to various genera and
are preserved in the Yale iluseum at N'ew Haven.
"They afford a most valuable contribution in

favor of the doctrine of evolution, approximating
more and more, as we descend in the geological
scale, to reptiles, from which it may be confi-

dently stated the avian class has originated."

With the closing of the Cretaceous Period,
toothed birds seem to have disappeared, for
bird-fossils from the early formation of Tertiary
age lack them, and in general approach closely to
modern types. Few of these fossils have been
found in Xorth America, but Europe and South
America have supplied many genera and species
of various groups, increasing in numbers as we
rise in the geologic scale. Among the oldest
(Eocene) were certain gigantic forms, character-
ized by long, powerful legs and small and appar-
ently useless wings, but especially by "the enor-
mous and ponderous structure of tlie skull, which
is quite unlike that of any recent bird, and seems
out of all proportion to the limbs, gigantic as are
some of the leg-bones." These have been com-
bined into a group (Stereornithes) including
many species, chiefly of the genera Brontornis
and Phororhacos, from the Miocene of Patagonia.
"Brontornis, for example." according to Lucas,
'"had leg-bones larger than those of an ox:
. . . while the great Phororhacos, one of
his contemporaries, was not only nearly as large,
but qiiite uni(|ne in build. Imagine a bird seven
or eight feet in height, from tlip sole of his big,
sharp-clawed feet to the top of his huge head,
poise this head on a neck as thick as that of a
horse, arm it with a beak as sharp as an ice-

pick and almost as formidable, and you have a
fair idea of this feathered giant of the ancient
pampas." The skull e(|ualed in size that of ii

large horse, but whether this great equipment
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-was used for carnivorous purposes can only be

conjectured. The general affinity of these huge

birds seems to be with the herons ; and with them

have been classed Gastornis and certain other

large forms of contemporary time in Europe and

North America, whose habits are supposed to be

those of cursorial birds of prey. Other birds

of the early Tertiary Age represented the Stega-

nopodes (q.V.), or were similar to gulls, penguins,

cranes, kin^lisbers, game-birds, and many other

modern tyjies. The rocks and caves of the Paris

Basin, and of central France, and the Eocene

beds of Wvoming. have been particularly fruit-

ful in orn'itholites. The ilioeene and Pliocene

eras furnish still more fossil forms, among which

a large number of genera still exist, showing

how early birds arrived at the perfection of their

form and adaptation. Lydckker tells us that by

far the greater portion of the remains of birds

irom the still higher Pleistocene rocks seem to be

generioally if not specifically identical with those

now inhabiting the district in which they occur,

though their range at that time may have been

different from its present extent. To this

period, immediately precedent to that in which

we live, belong sucli recently existing races as the

moa, epiornis, dinornis, etc., but they are

treated elsewhere.

Consult: Newton, Dictionartj of Birds (Lon-

don, 18!13-9ti) ; Oiseaiix fossih's dr la France

(Paris, 1807-71) ; Marsh. Oclontoniithcs, a Mono-

graph of the Extinct Toothed Birds of 'North

America (Washington, 1880) ; Lucas, Animals of

the Past (New York, 1901) ; Case, '"The Devel-

opment and Zoological Relations of the Ver-

tebrates Aves-Mammalia," in The Journal of

Geology (Chicago, 1898). See also, for further

references and paiticulars, BiKUS ; Extinct Ani-

mals; Akch.eoptervx ; Hespekounis ; iloA, etc.

BIRD, Arthur ( 1830— ) . An American
musician, born in Cambridge, Mass. After

studying in Berlin, he went to Canada, but in

1886 he became a resident of Berlin. His com-

positions comprise a Symphony: three suites for

orchestra ; a serenade for wind instruments

:

Puppentfinze. and various other compositions

for the piano: the comic opera Daphne (New
York, 1897) ; and the ballet Riihesahl.

BIBD, Edward (17721819). An English

artist. He was born at Wolverhampton, and was
first apprenticed to a maker of japanware. At the

expiration of his term he refused all offers to con-

tinue in the decoration of tea-trays and began to

paint pictures. He aided himself by becoming a

drawing-master in Bristol. His "Good News."

sent to the Koyal Academy in 1809, made him at

once popular. Afterwards he received infiuontial

patronage, and in 1814 was appointed painter

to Princess Charlotte. In 1815 he was elected

a Royal Academician. His genre pictures are

deemed the best of his work, though "The Field

of Chevy Chase the Day After the Battle" is

looked upon by some as a masterpiece. The "Sur-

render of Calais" is also a picture of importance.

His style resembled that of Wilkie. He is best

remembered by "The Blacksmith Shop," "The

Village Politicians," "The Country Aucti<m,"

and "The Young Recruit." He left uncom])leled

. "The Embarkation of Louis XVIII. for France."

He was buried with great houora in Bristol

•Cathedral.

BIBD, Frederic Mayer ( 1838— ) . An Ameri-
can clergyman, educator, and hymnologist, born
in Philadelphia, Pa. He graduated at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in 1857 and the Union
Theological Seminary in 1860, and from 1860 to

1867 was a Lutheran minister. In 1868 he took

orders in the Protestant Episcopal Church, and
from 1870 to 1874 was rector at Spottswood,

N. J. From 1881 to 1886 he was professor of

psychology, Christian evidences, and rhetoric at

Lehigh University, and from 1893 to 1898 was
editor of Lippincoit's Magazine. He edited

Chai-les 'Wesley iSeoi in Bis Finer and Less

Familiar Poems (1867): The Lutheran Minis-

lerium (rev. ed., 1808: with Dr. B. M. Smucker) ;

and Songs of the Spirit (1871: with Bishop
Odenheinier ) , and has written much on hymnol-
ogy, in which he is considered one of the fore-

most American authorities. He also published

I'he Story of Our Christianity (1893).

BIRD, Isabella. See Bishop, Isabella Bird.

BIRD, Ror.ERT Montgomery (1803-54). An
American novelist. He was educated as a phy-
sician, but practiced little. Turning his at-

tention to literature, he composed three trage-

dies. The Gladiator, Oraloosa, and The Broker of
Bogota. The first suited the dramatic talent of

Edwin Forrest and was one of his favorite im-

personations. It still yields declamations for

schoolbovs. Bird's first novel, Calavar, appeared
in 1834, "and was followed by The Infidel (1835).
Both of these were historical romances with
Mexico as their scene and the Spanish Conquest
as their background. Then followed The Hauks
of flnick Hollow: Sheppard Lee; and Nick of

the ^Voods (1837). Tlic last is his most popular
and important work, the scene being laid in Ken-
tucky near the close of the Revolutionary War,
and its motive being the fear and Iiatred inspired

in the backwoodsman by the red man. In other
words. Bird sought to counteract the effects of

Cooper's idealization of Indian character. Less
important books

—

Peter Pilgrim (1838) and
I'ohiji Day (1839)—followed; then Bird practi-

cally retired from literary work, although he did
some editing shortly before his death. His liter-

ary life was passed mainly in Philadelphia. He
was a careful writer, and attained considerable
popularity in liis day.

BIRD-CAGE WALK. The name of a walk
in Saint James's Park, London. There were, in

the reign of the Stuarts, aviaries in that section,

whence tlie name.

BIRD-CATCHING. See Trapping.

BIBD-CHEBBY. A term applied in Great
Britain and Europe to Prunus padtis, a tree

bearing its fruits in racemes, and in other re-

spects being a close counterpart of the American
choke-cherry {Prunus Virginiana) . In America
the term bird-cherry is reserved for /'ruin/s 7'en)i-

sylvanica. the wild red chern,'. also known as
pigeon or pin-cherry. Prunus Pennsylvanica is

of little economic importance, being sparingly
cultivated for ornamental purposes: it is occa-

sionally used .IS a stock for the orchard cherry,

and its fruit is used in making cough mixtures.

BIBDE, herd, or BYED, William (1540-

1623). An English ecclesiastical composer. He
was educated at Edward VI. 's Chapel, was ap-

pointed organist in Lincoln Cathedral in 1563,

and twelve years afterwards organist to Queen
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Elizabeth. He published mimerous compositions

exhibiting great musical learning, and contrib-

uted many pieces to Queen Elizabeth's Virginal

Book: but his fame rests on the canon Xon
iiohis Domine. which amid all changes in musical

taste has retained its popularity. His other

works include Psalmes, Sonets, and Songs of

Sttdnes and Pietie (1588); Songs of Sundrin

Xaturcs, etc. (2d ed., I6I6) ; The Nadiialia

(1607), and three masses.

BIRD IN A CAGE, The. The title of a

play by Shirley, licensed as The Beattties. The

bird is" the luckless Prynne, author of the His-

triomastix, and tlie cage is the Tower of London.

BIRD ISLAND. One of the smaller of the

Hawaiian Islaiuls.

BIRD-LICE, AND Other Bied-Pabasites.

See Flea: Louse: Mite: Tick, etc.

BIRD-LIME. See Trappixg.

BIRD OF PARADISE. A member of an
Australasian family of passerine birds, remark-

able for ornamental plumes, and so called in free

translation of their native name in the Moluccas,

meaning "birds of the gods.' which Buffon trans-

formed into manncode. They first became knowTi

to Europe by specimens brought by the returning

ship of Magellan's expedition in 1.522; but their

skins had previously circulated in trade in In-

dia, Persia, and among the Arabs, being worn
in the headdresses of the Janizaries early in the
SLxteenth Century; and they soon began to lie

imported into Spain and Portugal. In preparing
for market the skins (mainly or altogether those
of the great bird of paradise) the islanders cut
oft' the legs and sometimes the wings, leaving in

place of the latter simply the tufts of orange
plumes that spring from beneath them. Thus,
although Antonio Pigafetta. in his account of

the Magellan voyages, had described them pretty
accurately as livjng birds of ordinary' structure,
many fables were woven around these mutilated
skins, and burdened literature for many years, as
may be seen by a reference to Aldrovandus and
his followers ; and a monument remains in the
present specific n.imo of the most prominent
form, Paradisca apoda—the 'footless.' It is a
<'urious circumstance that although first, and
for a long time, only known from the Moluccas
(where the species sent by the ruler as a present
to the King of Portugal was not rediscovered
until lately), the paradise birds are most nu-
merous and varied elsewhere, especially in Xew
Guinea and the neighboring islands (particularly
Aru) and along the northern margin of Austra-
lia ; many, however, are confined to limited areas,
as a single small island. There are about fifty

species forming a part of a family (Paradiseidse)

,

which is closely related to the crows, and which
also contains the Australian rifle-birds and
fcowcr-birds (q.v. ).

Birds of paradise vary in size from that of
a crow to that of a sparrow, and spend their
lives and make tlieir nests—which, as a rule, are
of very simple crinstr\ictinn—in the forest tree-
tops. All of them are lively and active, running
and hanging about the branches with the cling-
ing agility of woodpeckers, as well as in graceful
perching attitudes, and all are more or less gre-
srarious and migratorv. moving around, or pass-
ing back and forth between certain islands, with
changing seasons in search of food. Their food
consists largely of various fruits; but insects,

Vol. III.—«.

snails, and other things are eaten, this group
sharing the omuivorous appetites of the erowi
and jays. Females and voung form little flocks

which act together, but the males are less often

seen, fliough betraying their presence b.v loud,

harsh cries. The plumage of all is remarkably
soft and velvety, and pleasing tints everywhere
prevail; but there is a constant and great dis-

similarit.v between the sexes, the females and
young being dressed in quiet colors, and having

none of the eccentric and gorgeous plumage which
renders the males so conspicuous, and which, if

worn by the hens, would betray their presence

on the nest and lead to the extermination of the

species b.v its natural enemies, such as monkeys,
arboreal birds, and beasts of pre,v. The mar-
velous ornamentation of the males seems to have

been developed wholly by rivalry in attracting

the admiration of the females; and in the court-

ing season assemblages of these magnificent beaus

take place upon certain trees, where thev dis-

play their beauties in a sort of matrimonial mart
which the Papuans call dancing parties. "A
dozen or twenty full-plumaged male birds," says

Wallace, '•assemble together, raise up their wings,

stretch out their necks, and elevate their ex-

quisite plumes, keeping them in a continual

vibration. Between whiles thev fl,v across from
branch to branch in a state of great excitement,

so that the whole tree is filled with waving
phmies in every variety of attitude and motion."

This family.' therefore, naturally plays a very

important part in the evidence adduced by Dar-

win, Wallace, and other evolutionists, in support

of the theory of sexual selection as a means of

developing certain specific and group character-

istics. It is at the time of these assemblages

at dawn, when the birds are too much engrossed

with their 'dancing' to be cautious, that the

natives secrete themselves in the tree-tops and
silently shoot them down with blunt-headed ar-

rows; and this and other means have been prac-

ticed so assiduously to supply the demand for

the plumes by milliners that several species are

now nearly exterminated. The skins are roiigh-

Ij- prepared and cured by smoke, so that they

lose a good deal of their brilliancy and delicacy

of texture. Few species have been caught alive,

or, at any rate, have lived to be carried to

Europe, and none probably have ever reached

America. Some endure confinement well enough

in the tropics, and exhibit in their cages an
amusing solicitude to keep their trailing finery

in perfect order.

It is impossible, in a brief article, to describe

the bewildering variety and splendor of these

astonishing birds, three of which are shown in

the accompanying colored plate. The plumage
of the males is characterized not only bv great

brightness, but by a glossy, velvety appearance,

a metallic lustre, and a singularly beautiful play
of colors. Tufts of feathers generall.v grow from
tlip shoulders, and these, in some of the kinds,

are prolonged so as to cover the wings; in

the great emerald bird of paradise (Pnradisea

apoda), the prolongation of these shouldor-tufts

is so great that thev extend far beyond the bod.y,

and even far be,vond the tail. The.v constitute
the magnificent part of the well-known bird-of-

paradise plumes, manv of which, however, are
derived fr.)m other related species, as Paradisea
m inor, illustrated in the plate ; the.vcan be erected

so as to seem to fall in a shower over the whole
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bird. A peculiarity of many species is the pres-

ence of very long feathers, which consist almost
wholly of the central shaft, with little or no
vanes, and which curl and glisten like pliant

wires. The twelve-wired ficleucides nigricuns

of New Guinea is a remarkable example of this;

here they si)ring from the flanks, but they may
be produced from the tail, wings, or head. The
figure of the six-shafted bird of paradise {Paro-
iia fnfilata) in the plate is another example.
Its phimos may bo raised and lowered as the Iiird

wills, and D"Albert is gives a long account of how
one magniticently burnished male of this kind
displayed all liis glittering armature, one day,

in a forest glade, for tlie delectation of admiring
companions. Among the smallest of all is the

third species illustrated, the king bird of para-

dise (Cinciiinurus reyius). It measures only
about six and one-half inches in length, and the

prevailing colors are velvety red, with the erec-

tile, fan-like plumes on the sides purplish, tipped

with green, and the under parts white, separated
from the red throat l)y a green gorget. Those
who wish to acquaint themselves further with
these splendid birds, of which Thoreau said: "Na-
ture made them jiure feathers to show what she

could do in that line," should examine the
colored life-size plates in Elliott's Monograph
of the family, and in Lesson's earlier monograph,
entitled Histoire naturclle dcs Oiseatix de Paradis
ct dcs Kpimnijurs (Paris, 1835) ; also the ])lates

of the Voyage of the Marchcsa, and the writings

of A. R. Wallace, es])ecially his Mnlnii Archi-
pelago (New York, 18fi!l), of Dr. Guillemard,
D'Albertis, Salvadori, Hunstein, and other Euro-
pean explorers of the Papuan Archipelago. A
somewhat extended popular account will be found
in Royal Natural History, Vol. III., pp. 329-40.

BIRD OF PASSAGE. See Miokatio.\ of
-Amm.ms.

BIRD OF PREY. Any of the predaceous,
flesh-eating l)irds, called in the older classifica-

tions Rapaces, Kaptores, Accii)tres, etc., consid-

ered as a gioup from the point of view of habits

rather than of structure. They have been re-

garded usually as an order divisible into two
uncertain groups—Nocturnal and Diurnal—the
former including the owls, and the latter the
eagles, falcons, buzzard -hawks, vultures, etc.

Ornithologically they are held by most modern
systcmists to include the three orders tstriges

(owls I, Pandiones (ospreys), and -Vccipitres, the
last embracing all the diurnal falconine and vul-

turine families, together with the aberrant form
Gypogeranus. See Secrkiahy-Bird.

Characteristics.—.-Agreeing in subsisting by
the chase and seizure of living animals, or upon
dead flesh which must be torn apart, all of this

large group ]ireseiit an organization which com-
bines great power with siH'cial tools adapted to

their habits. !Most of them are masters of the

power of flight, the great vultures soaring out
of human siglit, and the falcons having astonish-

ing dash and cpiickness. Their wits are alert,

and their senses are keen, their eyesight being
the most highly developed, perhaps, in the whole
animal kingdom. In size they vary from the

condor, one of the greatest of all birds, to the

finch-falcon or i)igmy owl, scarcely larger than a
sparrow. They are widespread, but far more
numerous in warm climates than in cold, few
dwelling near the Arctic zone; and while many

are migratory, the most of them are permanent
residents of the districts they inhabit. Their
plumage, as a rule, is plain, black, white, reddish
browns, and yellowish tints predominating; nor
are crests or ornamental feathers connuon among
them. The female is usually somewhat larger
than the male—a fact due, no doubt, to the cir-

cumstance that she labors more continuously
than her partner in providing food for her
young and in defending her home. All the birds
of prey are monogamous, and tlie larger ones are
believed to pair for life. Certain nesting-sites,

are resorted to for many generations in succes-

sion by eagles, vultures, lish-hawks. etc., the
nest being annually refitted for occupancy. The
nesting-sites are very various, ranging from the
ledge of a lofty crag, or a tall tree-top, to
bushes, the ground, or even holes in the ground.
The eggs of the owls are always white, but those
of other families are usually blotched with color,

and they are commonly few in number. "The
period of incubation is longer than in most other
aerial birds, and the young at hrst are covered
with down, are quite helpless, and for an un-
usually long time are entirely de])endent on the
parents." In all s]X'cies the many indigestible

substances, as hair, scales, bones, etc.. swallowed,
are later ejected from the stemaeh in pellet*

called 'castings.'

Predaccovs Equipment.—The birds of prey
have acquired an equipment of beak and claws-

entirely suitable for their work. The beak is

large, strong, terminates in a shar]) hook, and
the edges of the mandible are sharp and more
or less serrated, forming an excellent piercing,

tearing, and cutting instrument. The base of the
upper mandible is sheathed in a membrane, bare
of feathers, and often bright yellow in color,

through which the nostrils open, and which is

called the cere; no other birds have a similar
beak except the parrots, which otherwise are
very different from this group. In the vultures,

not only the base of the beak, but the whole head
is naked, in adaptation to their earri(jn-eating

habits, involving the constant smearing of the
head with tilth prejudicial to feather-growth.
(See Vl'LTI'KE.) Instruments for seizing their
prey (which includes fish), holding it or carry-

ing it away, are provided in the feet, wnich are
flexible, very strong, and armed with long, sharp-
ly jiointed and powerful claws, giving a lacer-

ating, catlike grasp, which ordinarily no force

available to the victim is able to break. In car-

rion-feeders, however, the feet exhibit little of
this power, and the talons are comi>aratively
short and blunt, for they are not called ujion to

seize and hold a struggling victim. Most of tlicse

birds live many years. They are nowhere very

numerous in any one district.

BinuoGKAPllY. Consult: books mentioned un-

der Birds; Fisher. Hanks and On-ls of the I'nilcd

t<taU's (Department of .Vgrieulture, Washington.
1803). See HrzZARO; Eaui.E: Fai.cox ; Hawk;
Owl.; Vll.TlRE; with the accompanying plates;

and the names of particular birds of prey.

BIRDS, The. The title of a comedy by
Aristophanes ( q.v. )

.

BIRD'SALL, William W. (18.54—). An
-Vmcrican educator, born at Richmond, Ind. He
graduated at Earlhani College (Richmond. Ind.),

in 1S73, and from 18S.-> to 1893 was instructor

in mathematics at the Friends' Central School,
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Philadelphia, Pa. In 1898 he was appointed
president of Swarthmore College (Swarlhmors,
Pa.).

BIKDS'EYE LIME'STONE. A limestone at

the base of tlie Trenton serie-. in Xew York
State, so called from the white 'eyes.' cross-

sections of crystallize'', corals of the genus Tetra-
diiim. that appear on the surface of the stone.

The rock is usually dove-colored, finegrained
limestone, which has in some cases, where free

from the 'eyes,' been used for a secondary grade
of lithographic stone. The maximum thickness
of the formation is thirty feet, and it is exposed
on the tlanks of the Adirondack Mountains of

New York, and has been doubtfully recognized in

Kentucky. Its characteristic fossil in New York
is Bathyurus extans, a trilobite. The name
'Birdseye Limestone' has. been replaced by the
geographic term 'Lo^wille Limestone,' which
refers to the to\\-n of Lo\r\-ille. X. Y.. in the

vicinity of which the formation is well developed.
See ORnoviciAN.

BIRD"S-FOOT (Ornifhopus). A genus of

plants of the natural order Leguniinosse.suborder
Papilionacea?. deriving both its popular and its

botanical name from the resemblance of the
curved pods to birds' claws. The leaves are pin-

nate, with a terminal leaflet. One species,

Ornithopus perpusHhis, is a native of Great Brit-

ain, growing on dry, sandy, or gravelly soils—

a

small plant of little importance, the flowers of

which are white, striated with red. Ornilhopus
saliiiis is an important forage plant. See Seb-
RADELLA.

BIRDS-FOOT CLOVER. See Lores.

BIRDS' NESTS. See Xidificatiox.

BIRDS' NESTS, Edible. See Swift.

BIRDS OF AMERICA, The. A monumental
work by John .James Audubon (1827-30), pub-
lished at a cost of -SIOO.OOO and sold at $1000 a

copy.

BIRDS OF PASSAGE. Five collections of

poems, or 'Flights,' by H. W. Longfellow (1863-
1878).

BIRD-SPIDER, or Bird-Catchixg Spidee.
A name given to some of the largest spiders, be-

longing to the family Theraphosidte. Jlost of
them are natives of tropical and subtropical
America. The best known is Mi/riale or .Iricu-

larin aiiculuria of Brazil, known there as Aran-
ha caranjuejira, or 'crab-spider.' It is nearly
two inches long, very hairj-, and almost entirely
black : its feet, when stretched out, occupy a
surface of nearly a foot in diameter. The hooks
of its mandibles are strong, conical, and very
black. This great spider forms a tube-shai)ed
burrow in sandy soil, widening toward the
mouth, sometimes 18 inches deep, and lined with
a fine white semi-transparent silken tissue, like

muslin, at the bottom of which the silken nidus
of eggs is loosely placed. Here the females sit

peering out of the trumpet-shaped entrance most
of the time, day and night. They are timid, gen-
tle in disposition, and do not bite their captors.
So debris is ever found about their burrows to
indicate their food. In fact, their prey is not
known, nor their manner of taking it, which ap-
parently is never by searching for it or chasing.
"We must confess," says the eminent specialist,
the Rev. F. O. P. Cambridge (J'roc. Xoiil. .Soc. of
London, 1890, p. 717), "that we do not know the

otaple diet. . . . Though I was out night
after night, and though I watched, on several
occasions, the whole night through, the tunnels
of twenty and upward of the sand-burrowing
'mygale,' yet not once could I detect a spider in
the act of seizing her prey or even venturing be-
yond tile entrance of her burrow."

BIRD-TICK. See Forest-Fly.

BIRD'WOOD. Sir George Chrlstopheb
MoLKswoRTll (1832— ). An English physician
and botanist, born in Belgaum, Bombay. He
studied at the L^niversity of Edinburgh, and was
in 1854 appointed to the medical staff of the
Bombay Establishment of the East India Com-
pany. From 1857 to 1869 he was connected with
the Grant Medical College of Bombav' as profes-
sor successively of anatomy and physiology, and
botany and materia medica. He was also chiefly
instrumental in establishing in Bombay the Vic-
toria and Albert Museum and the Victoria Gar-
dens. In 1871-99 he was special assistant in the
revenue, statistics, and commerce department of
the India Office. He was a learned student of
Indian botany. He published in 1862 a Cata-
logue of the Economic Vegetahle Products of the
Bombay Presidency (1868), and identified the
frankincense-tree (Transactions of the Linnwan
Society, Vol. XXVII.). His other works in-
clude: The Industrial Arts of India (1888);
The Aryan Flora and Fauna (in Max Muller's
Biography of Words, 1888) : Report on the Cul-
tivation of Spanish Chestnuts (1892) ; and The
First Letter-Book of the (English) East India
Company (1895).

BIREJIK, be'ra-jek', or BIR, ber (anciently,
Birtha. fcirtress, stronghold). A town of
Asiatic Turkey, in the Vilayet of Aleppo, on the
east bank of the Euphrates, at the head of navi-
gation (Map: Turkey in Asia, H 4). The town
is surrounded by a strong wall flanked with
towers; its streets are narrow but clean; it

has several mosques with tall minarets, a cara-
vansary, a bazar, and a ruined citadel and cas-
tle. Travelers -and caravans from Aleppo to
Diarbekr, Bagdad, Persia, etc., cross the Eu-
phrates at this point. Population (estimated),
8000. Bir. which signifies 'well.' is a prefix to
the names of several smaller towns in Arabia.

BIRET'TA. See Costlme, Ecclesiastical.

BIRGE, birj, Edward AsAHEL (1851— ). An
American naturalist. He was born in Troy.
X. Y.. and was educated at Williams College aiid
at Harvard University. He was appointed pro-
fessor of natural history and zoiilogy at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin in 1879; dean of the Col-
lege of Letters and Sciences in 1801, and was act-
ing president of the universitv from 1900 to
1901. In 1894 he became director of tlie Geologi-
cal and Xatural History Survey of Wisconsin.
He has written numerous papers on zoology, and
has edited the revision of Prof. James Orion's
Comparative Zoiilogy (1882).

BIRGE, Henry Warner (1825-88). An
American soldier, born in Hartford. Conn. At
the opening of the Civil War he organized the
first State regiment of three-vcars troops—the
Fourth Connecticut Volunteers— in which he
was appointed major. After ser^•ice in Maryland
and Virginia, he was connnissioned colonel of the
Thirteenth Connecticut infantry regiment in
1861, and in 1862 was placed in command of the
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defenses of Xew Orleans. In December of the

latter year he was appointed to the command
of a brijiaile, wliidi he retained tliroujili the first

Eed River campaign and at tlio siege of Port
Hndson. He was raised to the rank of brigadier-

general in September, ISfi.'J. sen'ed in the second

Red Ri\er cx])edition. and snbsequently com-
manded at Baton Rouge. In ISO-l he was ns-

sigiied to the command of the second division

of the Xinetccnlh Corps. He participated in

the battles of General 81ieridan's campaign in

the Slienandoah Valley, and in February and
March. !8(i.5, was apjiointod to the command of

the defenses of Savannah. In the same year he
resigned, with rank of brevet major-general of

volunteers.

BIRGER DE BIELBO, ber'ger da byel'bd

(?-l-2l)()). Regent of Sweden (1250-G6), during
the minority of his son. Waldemar. the succes-

sor of Eric XI. During his regency he passed
many beneficent laws ; l)ronght over to Christian-

ity the inhabitants of Tavastehus. Finland,
whose incursions had frequently desolated Swe-
den : increased the Swedish possessions in Fin-

land ; founded the city of Stockholm ; and es-

tablished important commercial relations with
Liibeck and Hamburg.

BIR'GIT, BIRGIT'TA. See Bridget.

BIRGIT'TINES. See Brigittixes.

BIRKBECK, bPrkljek, George (1776-1841).
An English pinsician and educational reformer,

bom at Settle, Yorkshire. He studied medicine
at the universities of Edinburgh and London.
At the age of 23 he was appointed professor of

philosopliy at the Andersonian University, Glas-

gow, where in 1800 he introduced a course of

lectures to workingmen. This 'mechanics' class'

evolved, in 182.'5, into the Glasgow ^Mechanics'

Institution, which is believed to have been the

first institution of its kind. This was followed

in 1824 by the London Mechanics' Institution,

also organized by Dr. Birkbcck, and subsequently

named in his honor. The success of these edu-

cational establishments paved the way for the

present system of popular scientific education

in England.

BIRKDALE, berk'dal. A manufacturing
town and railway junction in Lancashire. Eng-
land, 1V'> miles southwest of Soutliport. Popula-
tion, in 1891, 12,400; in 1901, 14,200.

BIRKENFELD, ber'krn-fflt (Ger. Bhlce,
birch + /VW, field; referring to its rich forests)

.

A German principality belonging politically to

the Duchy of Oldenburg, but forming an enclave
in the Prussian Rheinland adjoining the districts

of Coblenz and Treves (Map: Germany, B 4). Its

area is about 192 square miles. The principality
belongs to the region of the Ilochwald and Idar

Wald, and its surface is hilly and covered for a
large jiart with forests. The area devoted to

agriculture is very limited, and the domestic
supply of agricultural products generally falls

short of the demand. The chief industry is the
polishing of agates, which gives work to about
8000 men. The administration of the principal-

ity is vested in a board. CDiisisting of a president
and two assistants, responsible to the ministry of

01denl)urg, and a council of fifteen members. The
population was 42,248 in 189;') ami 4.'?.320 in

1900. .\bout 80 per cent, of the population is

Protestant. The capital, Birkenfeld, had a popu-
lation of 2229 in 1900.

BIRKENHEAD, berk'en-hed. A seaport
town and Parliamentary borough in Cheshire,
England: situated opposite Liverjiool, on the
left bank of the Mersey (Map: ICngland, C .3).

It includes the townships of Claughton, Oxton,
Traumerc, and part of Higher Bebington. The
growtli of the town has been very rapid since the
opening of its first great dock in 1847 : its floating

and dry docks now cover an area of over lli.5 acres.

Tliey are, with those of Liverpool, under the man-
agement of the Jlersey Docks and Harbor Board,
(See LivEia-ooL. ) The streets of the town are
regularly laid out. and the buildings, as a rule,

arc sul)stantial. Among the niital>le buildings

are the handsome town-hall, the merchants' hall.

and the market-hall. The educational in^stitu-

tions include Saint Aidan's Theological College,

a school of science and art, and a public library.

Birkenhead has for some years been celebrated

for its extensive ship-l)uilding yards, some of

the largest iron ships afloat having been built

there. The notorious Confederate cruiser Ahi-

bama was built by the .Messrs. Laird, to whose
enterprise, more than to that of any other firm,

the town owes its present importance. In the

ncighl)orhood of the docks are the Canada
Works for the construction of gigantic biidges;

the Britannia machinery-works, and others.

Birkenhead has a number of street railway lines,

which are owned by tlie corporation, but leased

to private companies. Birkenliead is connected
witli Tjiverpool by a feiry once owned by the

Priory of Birkenhead, now by tlie town, and liv

the Jlersey Tunnel, opened in 1880. Birkenhead
was ineorp(U'ated in 1877 and sends one member
to Parliament. The town's affairs are adminis-
tered by a mayor, a municipal council of forty-

two and a board of aldermen of tliirteen meni-
l)ers. (See Great Britain, paragi'aph on LdchI
(loi^rnimcnt.) The town owns its water-works,
which net an annual profit of about ,$2(i.000. It

also owns its gas-works and an electric-light plant,

the former netting ann\ially abcmt $73,000, the

latter involving a sliglit deficit. Refuse is for the

most part liurned in destruetors; the sewage is

discharged into the sea. Tlie town maintains pub-

lic baths, markets, a slaughter-house, and a ceiii-

eterv. There are three fine municipal parks.

Popiilation. in 1891, 99,857: in 1901, 110,920.

BIRMAH. ber'mft. See Buema.

BIRMINGHAM, ber'miug-«ni (either AS.
BcniKiriiiii. I!(iin)iiii(i. a pnqier name -f- hum,
home; or 'home on the hill by the heath,' from
AS. hrom. broom -I- ic.i/r/i, descent -\- hiim, home).
The chief seat of the British for metallic manu-
factures, and the leading hardware centre of the
world (Map: England, E 4), It stands near
the centre of En;;land, in the nort Invest of War-
wickshire, with suburlis extending into Stafford-
shire and Worcestershire, 112 miles northwest of

London. It has the status of a city, a civic

county, and a Parliamcntjiry and munieipal bor- I

ough. It is built on the eastj'ni slopes of three
'

hills at the eonlliience of the Hea and the Tame.
with a gravelly foundation overlying clay and
new red sandstone, and is one of the best-drained
towns in lOngland. Tlie older part of the city ia

|

crowded with workshops and warehouses; but
the modern jiorlion is well built, and possessed

of ardiitectural beauty. Among the liner build-
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iii,<;s are the post-office, the corporation buildings,
tlie town-lmll, the exchange, the rooms of the
Koyal Society of Artists, the borough jail, and
the splendid Central Raihvay Station, covering
r2?4 a^res. The chief ecclesiastical edifices are

the Anglican churches of Saint Martin and
Saint Philip, the Roman Catholic Cathedral of

Saint Chad, and the liaptist Wyclif Chapel of

Fourteenth-Century Gothic. The central part of
Birmingham, the worst overcrowded section be-

fore 1876,has been vastly improved since then, and
has become the best ])art of the city. This was
accomplished by the nuinicipality condemning the
district and purchasing it for some $8,000,000.

A considerable income is derived from the leases,

and in 19.51 the city will come into possession of

all the buildings erected on its land. Besides
nine parks, of which the chief are Aston Park on
the northeast, Cannon Hill Park on the south,
and the Botanical Gardens, seven gardens and
recreation-grounds are distributed over the city.

Birmingham has been at the head of the large
progressive cities of England in the work of
modernizing its institutions. In 1875 it reorgan-
ized its health department, which set itself to
work eradicating insanitary conditions. One of

the first tasks was the providing of a pure water-
supply. Some 3000 polluted wells were closed, to
prevent the sjjreading of zymotic diseases. That,
combined with the condemnation of insanitary
houses, the increase of disinfecting facilities, and
a rigorous inspection of food-supplies, helped to
reduce the average death-rate from 26 per 1000
to less than 20. In the insanitary districts the
reduction was from 00 and more per 1000 to 2a.
With the same purpose in view the city im-

proved its sewage system by providing a mod-
em svstem of sewage and garbage collection
combined with a sewage-farm: it erected baths
and wash-houses, hospitals, asylums, special arti-

sans' dwellings, etc. Jlost of Birmingham's mu-
nicipal undertakings date back to 1874-75, when
Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, as mayor of the town,
inaugurated the new era. At that time. also.

I'irmingham bought out the water company at
a cost of more than .$0,000,000. Since then great
extensions and improvements have been carried
out. and a new supply obtained from Mid-Wales,
SO miles frftm the cit.v, for which more than
.$30,000,000 was appropriated. The gas-works
were acquired by the city in 1875 for $10,000,000.
The price of gas was reduced about .33 per cent.,

which did not prevent the citv from getting a net

income of more than .$1.50.000. after allowing for

interest charges and sinking-fund payments. In
1899 the .supply of electricity was also munici-
palized. Free libraries in Birmingham date
back to 1860. They consist of a Reference Li-
brary, Central Circulating Librarv, and nine
branch libraries. The cit.v owns the markets and
slaughter-houses, which yield a considerable net
income, in addition to facilitating the inspection
of the food-supply of the citv. It also owns its

street railways, which are operated by private
companies, paying a high rental to the cit.v.

-is an industrial centre, especial l.v one in which
production on a small scale is carried on to a
considerable extent. Birmingham is taking great
pains to provide all the facilities for technical
(diieation that can be obtained. In 1896 a
numicipal technical school was erected at a
cost of nearly $500,000. The school is attended
by nearly 3000 pupils, who are charged a small

fee for tuition. In addition to that, the Midland
Institute and Mason College provide similar
facilities. The well-known Queen's College is

connected with the London University. The city
maintains also a school of art, with branches in
several of the board schools. The art gallery
and museum, also maintained by the munici-
pality, form an integi-al part of the art school.
The elementarv schools are under the control of
the school board. The cliaritaljle institutions,
maintained by endowments, legacies, and dona-
tions, comprise the General, Queen's, and Chil-
dren's hospitals, general dispensary, as.vlums for
lunatics, for the blind, deaf and dumb, sanato-
rium, and almshouses.
Biimingham is the largest manufacturing

town in England after ^Manchester. It became
very early the seat of iron manufactures on
account of its proximity to a forest and exten-
sive iron-mines. Its principal industry at pres-
ent is the manufacture of iron and steel prod-
nets. Its manufactures comprise steam and gas
engines, electric motors, hydraulic presses, rail-

way cars, guns, and machinery. In addition
there are glass-works, chemical-works, breweries,

etc. Female workers are generally employed in

the lighter trades.

Birmingham returns seven members to Par-
liament. (For the local government of cities of
this class, see Great Britain.) It is the seat
of an American consulate, and the see of a
Roman Catholic bishop. Like most of the gi-eat

industrial cities. Birmingham increased rapidly
in population during the Nineteenth Centurv.
In ISOI it had 60,000 inhabitants: in 1901,
522,200: an increase of 770 per cent, in a cen-

turv, and of 21.5 per cent, in the last decade
(1891, 430.000).
History. Birmingham was an old town of

the Anglo-Saxons (Beormings Ham). After the
Conquest it was ruled by the De Birmingham
family till 1527. In mediteval times it was a
thriving commercial and industrial place. Dur-
ing the Civil War it was stanchl.v Puritan, and
supplied the armies of Parliament with arms.
Prince Rupert burned it in lu43. Its great com-
mercial importance dates from the Seventeenth
Centur.v, when the restoration of Charles II.

brought from France a fashionable rage for metal
ornaments, and Birmingham supplied the de-

mand with unexampled vigor. In the latter part
of the Seventeenth Century the Birmingham
smiths began to manufacture swords and guns.
Its hardware manufactories as earlv as 1727 are
said to have supported 50,000 ])ers(ms. The
earliest attempts at cotton-spinning by rollers

were made in 1730. The opening of the coal and
iron fields of Lancashire added greatly to its

prosperit.v, so that in 1745 it was one of the
principal inland towns of England. By 1761 its

manufactures were known throughout the world.
Toward the end of the Eighteenth Century it

was a centre of Lil)eral agitation, being the home
of Dr. Priestlev. The Reform and Chartist move-
ments had powerful support in the town.

BlBLiOGKAi'iiy. Bunce, Uislori/ of the Corpora-
lion of Birmingham, icith a Hicclch of the Ear-
lier Government of the Toun (Birmingham,
1885) ; Foster, Uoir We Die in Larr/e Townn;
a lecture on the comjjarative mortality of Bir-
mingham and other large towns (London, 1875) ;

Griflith, History of the Free (School.1, Colleges,

Hospitals, and Asylums of liirminghum (London,
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1861) ; Timmins, The Resources, Products, and
Industrial History of Birmingham and the Mid-
land Tlardaure District (London, 1800) ; Shaw,
Mioiicipal Ooiernment in Great Britain (New
York, 1895).

BIRMINGHAM. A city and the county-seat

of .Tetl'orson County, Ala., and an important
manufacturinf; centre, '.I7 miles northwest of

Montgomery : on the Ceniral Hailroad of Georgia,

the Louisville and Nashville, the Southern, the

Alabama Great Southern, and the Kansas City,

Memphis and Birmingham railroads (Map:
Alabama, C 2). Birmingham was laid out in

June, 1871, by the Klyton Land Company, and in

the following Decemljer, with a population of less

than 1000, it was chartered as a city. It did not

progress rapidly luitil the end of 1880, when the

great natural resources of the vicinity began to

be developed, and, owing to its situation in a
region rich in iron, coal, and limestone, it has
become one of the most important and prosperous
cities in the South. Tlie chief industry is the

manufacture of iron and steel in various fonns.

Besides pig-iron furnaces, foundries, engine and
boiler works, maeliine - shops, and car - wheel
works, it has cotton-factories, packing-houses,

cottonseed-oil mills, and extensive iron and coal

mining and lumber interests. Birmingham has
three parks of great beauty—Capitol, East Lake,
and I^akeview parks—an opera-house, and sev-

eral fine buildings, prominent among which are

the Jefferson Theatre, the Jefferson County court-

house, the L^nion passongei'-station. 000 feet long
and 200 feet wide, and Saint Vincent Hospital,

completed in inOO, at a cost of .$250,000. About
five miles northeast of the city, at East Lake, is

Howard College (Baptist), organized in 1841.

Birmingham is governed under a charter of

18n8-!)n, wliicli provides for a mayor, elected bi-

ennially, and a city council, which confirms the

mayor's nominations to the board of education.

The police commission, of seven members, is elect-

ed on the general ticket with other officials. The
city expends about .$300,000 yearly, the main
items being: Police department, .$.35.000 : tire

department, .$45,000; and schools, $30,000, exclu-

sive of $20,000 devoted bv the State and countv.

Population, in 1S80. 308G ; in 1890, 26,178; in

1900, 3S,415.

BIRMINGHAM FESTIVAL, The. A peri-

odical musical festival begun in Birmingham,
England, in 1708. and given every three years.

At one time the programme was made up largely

from Handel, and at all times tlie character of

the nuisic lias lieen of the liigliest order. The
custom is in a measure a commemoration of the

founding of Dr. Ash's hospital in the town in

1700, and the proceeds are given to the perpetua-

tion of this institution.

BIRNAM, ber'nnm. A hill 1324 feet high, in

the east of Perthshire, Scotland, near Dunkeld,
12 miles northwest of Perth, coninumding a line

view of the valley of the Tay (Map: Scotland,

E 3). It was formerly covered by part of an
ancient roy;il forest, which Shakespeare has im-

mortalized in his trage<ly of Mncbrth.

BIRNBATTMER 'WALD, bem'bou-mer villt

(Ger. Birnbdiim. pear-tree + Wald, wood, forest;

a translati(m of the Latin ad pirum, at the jiear-

tree.) A highland of Carniola, near the river

Frigidus, northeast of Triest. Theodosius won

a vietorv over Arbogast and Eugenius there in

394.

BIRNEY, ber'ni, Da\td Bell (1825-C4). An
American soldier, the son of James G. Bimey.
He was born in Iliintsville, Ala., graduated at
Andover, studied law in Cincinnati, and prac-

ticed for several years in Philadelphia. He en-

tered the Federal Army as lieutenant-colonel

in the Twenty-third Pennsylvania Infantry, in

April, 1801 ; was raised to the rank of brigadier-
general of volunteers in February, 1802: served
witli great gallantry in the Peninsular campaign,
distinguishing liimself particularly at Yorktown
and Williamsburg, and afterwards took a con-

spicuous part in the second battle of Bull Kun,
and in tlie battles of Fredericksburg and (han-
cellorsville. In May, 1803, he became a major-
general of volunteers, and during |>art of the
battle of Gettysburg commanded the Third Army
Corps. From May to June, 1804, lie commanded
a division under Hancock, and rendered efficient

services in tlie battles of the Wilderness and
Spottsylvania ; and after July of this year he
was in command of the Tenth Corps of the
.\rmy of the James. He died on October 18, 1864,
in Philadelphia, of a fever contracted during this

last campaign. Consult Vol. XV. of the United
Service Magazine (New York, 1865).

BIRNEY, James Gillespie ( 1792-1857). An
.\mericaii leformer, leader of the conservative
Abolitionists during the anti-slavery struggle.

He was born in Danville, Ky., studied at Tran-
sylvania University, and graduated at Princeton
in 1810. He then studied law under Alexander
J. Dallas in Philadelpliia, began practice in Dan-
ville in 1814, and was elected to the State Legis-
lature two years later. In 1818 he removed to a
plantation in the vicinity of Huntsville. Ala.,

and in the following year served in the .\labama
Legislature. He resumed his law practice in

Huntsville in 1823, was elected prosecuting at-

torney there, and soon became the most success-

ful practitioner in nortlierii Ahibama, but turned
liis attention more and more to the .study of the

slavery question, and in 1832-33 acted as agent
of tlie Colonization Society (q.v.) for the dis-

trict emliracing Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi,

L(misiana, and -\rkansas. In November, 1833,

lie returned to Danville, Ky., where he freed his

own slaves, and devoted himself with zeal and
energy to the cause of gradual emaiicijiation.

though he soon became a convert to imniediat-
ism. He organized the Kentucky Anti-Slavery
Society in 1835, and in the .same year planned an
anti-slavery |)aper; but, as he was unalile to find

a publisher in Kentucky, lie removed to Cincin-

nati, Ohio, where, on .January 1, 1836, he issued

the first number of The philanthropist . During
the next few years his press was several times
destroyed by mobs, and he liimself was repeated-

ly tlireatened with persoii;il violence and death;
but in spite of opposition his jiapcr rapidly at-

tained a wide circulation and exerted a |)ower-

ful inlluence among those who, like himself, be-
;

lieved in abolition, but opposed the radicalism
!

of (Jarrison and his followers. (See Garrison,
William Li.ovn.) Both as an editor and as a

,

speaker, though firm and unflinching in his ad-

vocacy of what he believed to be right, he up-
held the Constitution, opposed all violence and
fanaticism, and was uniformly courteous, toler-

ant, and fair. He spent much of his time m
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making speeches throughout the North, espe-
cially before the legislatures of the various
States, ami in 1837 was elected secretary of the
American Anti-Slavery Society. In this capacity
he conducted the correspondence of the Society,
employed its lecturers, and prepared its reports

;

and, in addition, he continued to make frequent
addresses before legislatures and large ])ublic

assemblies. He soon came to be regarded every-
where as the leader of the •Constitutional' Aboli-
tionists; that is, of the Abolitionists who op-

posed all revolutionary measures, fought against
secession, and endeavored to eflfect their desired
reforms through the ordinary machinery of gov-
ernment; and both in 1840 and in 1844 he was
the unanimous candidate of the Liberty Party
(q.v. ) for the Presidency, receiving 70(i9 votes

in the first election and 62.2C3 in the second.

He was disabled by a fall from his horse in 1845,
and passed the last twelve years of his life in

retirement as an invalid, first in Bay City, Mich.,
and afterwards in Eagleswood, X. J. Besides nu-
merous brief articles for the press, his chief writ-

ings were his Letter on Colonisation (1834);
American Churches the Bulwarks of American
Slavery (1840); Speeches in England (1840);
and Examination of the Decision of the United
States Supreme Court in the Case of Strader et

al. vs. Graham (18.50). Consult the excellent

biography bv his son, William Birnev, James G.
Birnerj and'ufs Times (New York, 1890).

BIRNEY, WiLi.i.AM (1819—). An American
soldier and lawyer, the son of James G. Bimey.
He was born near Hunt.sville, Ala.; was edu-
cated at Yale College and in Europe ; took an
active part in the Revolution of 1848 in France,
and for two years was professor of English liter-

ature in the college at Bourges. He entered the
Federal Army at the outbreak of the Civil War,
was elected captain ; attained the rank of briga-

dier-general of volunteers in May, 1863, and
from then until the close of the war was in com-
mand of a division. In 18t)3-64 he served as one
of the three superintendents charged with the
enlistment of colored troops, and in this capacity
organized seven regiments. He served \\ith con-
spicuous gallantry in the battles of Second Bull
Run. Chantilly, Fredericksburg, and Chancellors-
ville; received the brevet rank of major-general
of volunteers in March, 1865. "for gallant and
meritorious services during thewar,"and resigned
in August of the same year. After the war he
lived for a time in Florida, but in 1874 removed
to Washington and became a practicing attorney.
Among his publications are the excellent Life
and Times of James G. liirncy (1890) and A
Plea for Intellectual and Spiritual Libert;/.

BIRON, /v. 7>ron. be'rOx'. (1) A light-head-
od, light-tongued lord in the suite of the King
of Navarre, in Shakespeare's Love's Labor's
Lost. (2) A character in the tragedy The Fatal
Marriage, by Southerne; the husband of Isa-
bella, and much-wronged brother of Carlos. The
rflle was among the earliest of the younger Mac-
ready.

BIRON, CoNSPiRArr asd Tragedy op
CiiARLKs, Dike of. The name of two tragedies,
really two parts of a single theme, founded on
the career of the French conspirator of the title.

Performed in London in 1605 and 1608, they
were prohibited at the instance of the French
Ambassador, and three actors were arrested.

BIRON, be'roN', Abmand de GoNTAtTLT (1524-
92 ) . A French soldier. He became grand mas-
ter of artillery in 1569, and was in command at
the siege of Rochelle and in (iuicnne. After the
assassination of Henry III., who had appointed
him marshal in 1577. "he was among tne first to
declare for Henry IV. He brought a part of
Normandy under subjection, and dissuaded Henry
from going into England; distinguished himself
in the battles of Arques and Ivry against the
League, and was killed by a cannon-shot at the
siege of Epernay,

BIRON, CnABr.ES de Goxtailt, Duke de
(1562-1602). A French soldier, son of Armand,
under whose connnand he served with distinc-
tion in the campaigns against the League, acquir-
ing renown and the surname of 'Fulmen Gallia','
or 'Thunderbolt of France,' He was made ad-
miral of France by Henry IV. in 1592, and
marshal in 1594; became governor of Burgundy
in 1595, and was created duke and peer o'f

France in 1598. He was a nian of great in-
trepidity, but was fickle and treacherous. He
was sent to England in 1601 to announce the
marriage of Henry with Maria de' Medici, but
about the same time he was condemned by the
Parliament for treasonable negotiations 'with
Spain and Savoy, aiming at the overthrow of the
Bourbon d.^Tiasty, the dismemberment of the
kingdom into provincial States, and his owii ele-

vation to the sovereignty of Burgundy. Induced
to come to Paris, he was apprehended and be-
lieaded in the Bastille.

BIRON, l)e'r.'.n, Erxest .John, Duke of Cour-
land (1690-1772). A Russian statesman. He
was the son of a landed proprietor of the name
of Biihren. Through BestuzhefT-Ryumin, who be-
friended him, he obtained the favor of Anna Iva-
novna, who was called to the Russian throne in
1730. The Council of the Empire attempted to
secure from her an aristocratic constitution, but
she crushed remorselessly the powerful nobility,
notably the Dolgorukis and the Galitsins, aiid
made her lover, Biron, who had adopted this
French name in place of that of Biihren, her
chamberlain and practical ruler of the Empire.
Rambaud describes him "as a large, handsome
man, uneducated, loving only his hor.ses; a su-
perb lackey, morally as evil and vindictive as his
mistress." His enemies and rivals were swept
out of the way. while the poor Tctjple were ground
down by taxation. The Russians have described
this reign as th? Bironorachinn and the 'Gemmii
yoke.' He is said to have caused over a thousand
executions, while the number of persons exiled by
him to Siberia is estimated at from twenty to
forty thousand. His revpngef\il severity is said
to have exceeded that of his unscrupulous mis-
tress. As an administrator, however, he showed
considerable ability, and maintained order in the
Empire. The Duchy of Courlnnd. in wliich Biron
was born, was then in dispuli' between Poland
and Russia. Anna conferred the duchy upon
Biron, and Russian armies were employed to
place on the Polish throne Augustus HI., Elector
of Saxony, who had promised the investi-
ture of Courland for Biron. The Emperor
Charles VI., suliordinating everything to his
Pragmatic Sanction, readily countenanced these
violent acts, and the King of Prussia was bought
by certain territorial concessions. In 1737.
therefore, the nobles of Courland were obliged to
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confirm Anna's appointment, and in 1739 the

investiture took place at Warsaw by authority

of the Polisli Kinfx and Senate. Tlie Eni])ress

died in October, 1740, and Biron, under her will,

assumed the regency in the name of the infant

Emperor Ivan VI. Field-Marshal Munnich, who
during the past reign had supported Biron, but

vho saw that he was to receive slight recognition

now, set on foot a conspiracy, the result of which

•was the exile of Biron to Pelim, in Siberia. A
second palace revolution occurred soon after,

and the new Empress. Elizabeth Petrovna. ban-

ished iliinnich and permitted Biron to take up
his residence at Yaroslav. After Elizabeth's

death, his duchy was restored to him by Cath-

arine II. He died September 28, 1772.

Consult: Euehl, Geschichte E. J. von Birons

(1764) ; Kambaud, Russia, Vol. II.; Lavisse et

Eambaud, Histoire gcnerale (Paris, 1893-1901) ;

"Lettres d'Anna Ivanovna," in UArchirc Russe,

Vols. II. and III. (Moscow, 1873-77) and Les

aniiquitcs riisscs (Moscow. 1884); Halera, Le-

beiisbeschfcihiniff (les russischen Geyjeral-Feld-

marschalls Mihiiiich (Oldenburg, 1803).

BIRR, Iier. See Paksoxstown.

BIR'RELL, ArcrsTiXE (1850—). An Eng-

lish chancery barrister, best known as an essay-

ist, born at Wavertree (near Liverpool). He
graduated in 1872 at Trinity Hall, Cambridge,

and in 187.5 was admitted to the bar of the Inner

Temple. In 1889. 1892, and 1895 he was re-

turned to Parliament as a Liberal for West Fife,

and in 1896 was appointed professor of law in

University College. London. By his first volume.

Obiter Dicta (1884), he achieved forthwith a

unique place among modern English essayists.

His power of analysis, his wit—often epigram-

matic—his positive opinions, and his urbanity,

combine to fonn a style whose easy art has

evoked the word birrelling.' He is also known
as an interesting occasional lecturer on literary

subjects. His publications include, further:

Obiter Dicta. Second Series (1887); a Life of

Charlotte lirontc (1887 in Great Writers Se-

ries); Men, Women, and Books (1894); Lec-

tures on the Duties and Liabilities of Trustees

(1890); an edition (1897) of Boswell's Life of

Johnson: Sir Frank Loekirood (1898); and

i<eren I,ectures on the Law and Uistory of Copy-

rifjht in Books (1899), and Collected Essays

(i900).

BIRT, bOrt, TiiEOuoR (1852—). A German
classical philologist. He was born in Hamburg,
Alarch 22. 18,52, became professor at Marburg,

and is author of numerous monogra])hs of a phi-

lological and historical character, among which

is lias antike Buehu-csen in seinen Vc'rhaltnissen

zur Litteratur (1882).

BIRTH (-^S. heorf. gcbyrd, from beran. to

I)ear: cf. Gcr. dehnrt. birth)'. At law birtli dws
not take ])lace until the comjilete separation of the

child from its mother and the setting up of its

independent system of circulaticm. The old no-

tion that the child nuist be heard to cry in order

to g:Mn the status of a living person was never a

part of the common law. Even before hirth a

child is for many purposes regarded as a living

person, and may", accordingly, inherit real prop-

erty or acquire a rested interest under a will or

grant of lands. The latter result has been se-

cured by statute in England, and generally in

the United States. (See Posthumous Child.)

At common law the killing of an unborn child
was not nuirder, but it has been made so, gener-
ally of the grade of manslaughter, by modem
statutes. See Adortion.

In England and many of our States there are
elaborate provisions by statute for the compul-
sory ])ublie registration of births. These pro-
visions apply to all children born alive, whether
legitimate or illegitimate, b\it not to such as are
stillborn.

Concealment of BiiiTii is a statut(ny otlense,

created in England by 21 Jac. 1. c. 27' (1024).
That .statute provided tliat if any woman who was
delivered of a child wliich would be a liastard

if born alive endeavored to conceal the birth by
burying, drowning, or the like, she -should suffer

death, unless she could prove by at least one
witness that the child was born dead. Even
Blackstone was forced to admit that this law
"savored pretty strongly of severity," and it has
been modilied from time to time. At present the
Knglish statute provides that any ])erson who
endeavors to conceal the birth of a eliild by any
secret disposition of its dead body, whether it

died before, at, or after its birth, is guilty of a
misdemeanor. While the statutes of our States
on this subject differ in some respects, most of

them are characterized by the milder spirit of
the modern English acts. Consult the authori-
ties referred to under Medical Jurisprudence;
Criminal L-\w.

BIRTHMARK. See N.evus.

BIRTHMARK, The. A story in Haw-

thurnc's Mosses from an Old Manse.

BIRTHRIGHT. A preference in inheritance

accoKlcd by law to an heir according to the or-

der of his" birth. Such pieference may be ex-

clusive, as in the English rule of primogeniture

(q.v.). which gives the entire real estate to the

eldest male heir, and in the singular custom of

borough English (q.v.), under which it goes to

the youngest son; or it may be i)roi)ortional.

only giving the eldest son, or the youngest, as

the case may be. a larger share in the estate

than is apjiropriated to the other heirs. It is

in this latter sense that we mvist understand

the term as employed in early Hebrew history;

and this ha.s, perhaps, been its usual form. The

riglit, in one or another of these forms, pre-

va'iled in all stages of primitive society, though

with advancing civilization it has gradually

given place to the more eq\iitablc princijilc of an

equal division of the property among all the

heirs of a given class. Its survival in lOngland is

jirobablv d\ie (|uite as much to the conservative

temi)er"of the English people as to the existence

of social conditions which tend to peri)etuale it.

Almost everywhere else, on the Continent of

Europe as well as in the Cnitcd States and the

colonies of Great Britain, it has compWtely dis-

apiii'.ucd. Se(» IlEllt; iNllElilTANCE.

BIRTHS, Reoistuation of. The first nation

to provide for the public registration of births

was England. Church registers had long been

kept, but in 1837 a registrar-general's ollice was

established. The registration, however, was vol-

untary until 1870. The Continental countries

.sdiin adopted the system and made it complete

and effective. In England the still-births are not

included in the rct\irns, but are recorded sepa-

rately. On the Continent they are included. As
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tlioy form 2 or 3 per cent, of the total, this

should be remembered in comparing returns.

It is a matter of gieat regiet that no eom-
prchensive phin is adopted in the L'niled States.

Massachusetts was the first State to undertake
registration, and many other States have fol-

lowed. The returns are far from complete.

The birth-rate is expressed by the ratio of

births to 1000 of population. Rtissia is stipposed

to have a rate of 49 per 1000. Hungary, with
44, is the highest for countries having registra-

tion, tiermany has 38: England and Wales, 34;
France, about 24. The census of 1890 estimated
that in the United States the rate among im-
migiants \\as 38.29; native parents, 20.35: ne-

groes, 29.07 : the total average being 20.08. In
all civilized lands about 1050 boys are born to

1000 girls.

The birth-rate is influenced by social and eco-

nomic conditions, war, famine, abundance, etc.

In all countries the rate decreases among the
well-to-do. The city makes its influence felt in

a decreasing rate. (See Illegitimacy.) The
physiological and social laws governing the
birth-rate are as yet but little understood.

Consult: Richard Mayo-Smith. l<tatistics and
Sociologti (New York. 1895) : for England, the

reports of the Registrar-General : for Germany,
Jahrbiich der dcutschen Stiidtc: for France, Le-
vasseur, La population frattcaise, 3 vols. (Paris,

1889-92) ; for Austria-Hungary, ['iir/oriscJies sta-

listisches Jahrbiich and Osterrcichisches statis-

tischi ft nntidhiich ; for Italy, Annuario staiislico.

BIRTHWORT. See Aristolochia.
BIS (Lat., twice). In music, a term which

denotes that the passage over which it is placed
is to be played twice, or repeated. Such passages
generally have a slur or bow over them, and the
word 1)1*' written below it, thus: gr^

BISAYA, be-za'ya. See Visata.
BISCACHA, bis-ka'cha. See Vizcacha.
BIS'CAY ( Sp. Biscaya, Vizcaya, a Spanish

province named after the Basques), Bay of (the
Roman Sinus Aquitanicus or Gallicus Oceanus,
and the French (lolfe de Gascogne) . A portion
o! the Atlantic Ocean .sweeping in along the
northern shores of the Spanish Peninsula in an
almost straight line from Cape Ortegal to Saint
.lean de Luz, at the western foot of the Pyrenees,
and thence curving along the west shores of
France north\iar(l to the western extremity of

Brittany and northwestward to the island of
Ouessant. Its extreme width and length are
about 400 miles each. The whole of the south
coast is bold and rocky, in some places rising to

a height of several hundred feet, and broken by
inlets, some of which form safe and commodious
harbors. From the mouth of the Adour to the
Gironde, the shore presents a totally different

aspect, being low and sandy, with numerous la-

goons, the embouchures of these two rivers form-
ing the only harbors. For 200 miles north of the
Gironde the coast is still low, but marshy instead
of .sandy, and from the peninsula of (^uiberon
westward it is moderately elevated and rocky in

some places. The rivers falling into the bay
on the Spanish shores are unimportant. On
the coast of France it receives, through the riv-

ers Loire, Charente, Garonne (the estuary of

which is called the Gironde), and Adour, the
waters of about one-half the surface of the whole
countr)'. Its chief ports are GijOn, Santander,

Bilbao, San Sebastian, and Pasajes in Spain; and
Bayonne, Bordeau.x, Rochefort, La Rochelle, Nan-
tes, and Lorient in France. Its chief islands

—

which are all situated north of the Gironde—are
Belle-He, Re. Xoirmoutier, and OK'ron. Naviga-
tion is rendered difficult and dangerous by the
prevalence of northwest winds, and by the exist-

ence of the violent Rennet's current. The depth
of the bay ranges from 100 feet or less along
the shore to more than 10,000 feet in the central
part. The height to which the tides rise is

Iiardly exceeded anywhere.

BISCEGLIE, be-shil'lya (anciently, Lat. Vi-
giiiw). A city in south Italy, tm the Adriatic,
21 miles northwest of Bari. The harbor admits
vessels of small burden only. The principal build-
ings are the cathedral, two churches, dating from
the Twelfth Century, a dilapidated Norman cas-

tle, and the palaces of the old families. In the
country, which produces excellent wine and cur-
rants, there are many magnificent villas. During
the Crusades Bisceglie was famous for the hos-
pital founded by Bohemond for pilgrims, of
which some ruins still exist (Map: Italv, L 6).
Population, in 1881, 24,000; in 1901, 30,385.

BISCHOF, bish'of (Ger., bishop), Karl-Gus-
TAV CiiRisrupn (1792-1870). A German chem-
ist and geologist. He was born in Nuremberg,
and in 1822 became professor of chemistry and
mineralogy at Bonn. He obtained the prize of

the Scientific Society of Holland for his treatise

on internal terrestrial heat, and published in

England, in connection with it, Researcties on the
Internal Heat of the Globe (London, 1841),
which was followed by a number of papers on
connected geological subjects. The results of his
researches (1837-40) on inflammable gases in
coal-mines, and on safety-lamps, appeared in the
Edinburgh ycic Philosophical Journal and other
periodicals. His chief work, Lehrbuch der chcm-
ischcn und physil;alischcn Geologic (3d ed.,

Bonn. 1863-66), is an important contribution to
tlie study of the physical and chemical problems
of geology,

BISCHOF, ]Marie. See Braxdt, Mabian^-e.

BISCHOFF, .JcsEPir Edvahd Koxbad; pen-
naiiic, Koiinul von Bolanden (1828— ). A Ger-
man novelist. He was horn at Niedergailliach

and after studying at the Catholic Theological

Seminary at Munich was ordained a priest at
Speyer in 1852. Afterwards he retired from
the ministry to devote his entire attention to

literary work. His publications consist of his-

torical novels and romances attacking the Ref-

ormation, the political and literary movements
of the Eighteenth Century, and the i)rogress of

contemporary science. His best-known works
are: Franz con Hickingcn (1859): Historieche
?iovellc>i iiber Friedrich II. von Prcusscn und
seine Zeit (1872) ; .4n<;e/a (1872) ; Oustai- Adolf
(1867-70) ; Die Bartholonuiusnacht (1879) ; Die
Hocialdcmokraten und ihre Viiter (1894);
Deutsche Kulturbildcr (1803-94); and Otto der
Grossc (1898). Consult article by Keiter. "Kon-
rad von Bolanden," in Unsere Zeit, Vol. 1. (Leip-

zig, 1876).

BISCHOFF, TiiEODou Lidwig Wilhelm
(1807-S2). A German anatomist and i)hysiolo-

gist. lie was born in Hanover, and l)ccame pro-

fessor of anatomy at Ueidi^llicrg in 1836. From
Heidelberg he removed, in 1844, to the University
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of Giesson, and in 1855 to that of Munich. He
•devoted himself especially to embryology, to

which he made many contributions. His Fnt-

wickehiiiyKycscliichte dcs Kaniiicheueies (1843)

received the prize from the Berlin Academy. Of

his numerous writings in Mailer's Archiv, and

published separately, may be singled out the

Beioeis der voii d'cr Begattung iinabhiiiigiyen

periodischen Rcifung iind LosWsuiig der Eier der

Saugctitre ii/irf drs Mcnscheii (Giessen, 1844),

in whicli he establishes the important doctrine of

the periodic ripening and detachment of the ova

in mannnalia and man. independently of genera-

tion. Bein« called upon in 1850, together with

Liebig, to give his opinion in the famous Giirlitz

trial (q.v.). which involved the question of the

possibility of spontaneous combustion, he took

occasion to publish a dissei-tation on the subject.

Ueber die Svlbstrerbrennung (demonstrating the

impossibility of spontaneous combustion), which

appeared in Henke's Zeitschrift fiir die Staats-

<irz)trH:ii:idc (1850).

BISCUIT (for older E. lisket ; Fr. biscuit,

twice-baked, from bis, twice + cuire, to bake;

cf. Ger. Zirieback). A kind of hard, dry bread

baked in small, thin cakes. In the United States

this kind of bread is usually called crackers, the

name biscuits being applied to small, round, soft

cakes made from dough, raised witli yeast or

soda, sometimes shortened with lard, etc. Bis-

cuits or crackers are usually made of flour, water

or milk, and salt, to which are added, for special

varieties of biscuits, sugar, spices, butter, eggs,

dried fruits, prepared meats, etc. The varieties

of biscuits now made are very numerous, but

practically tlie same mode of procedure is

adopted in making them all. The ingiedients are

first mixed by machine to form a dough, and this

dough is mechanically kneaded, rolled out thin,

and cut into squares or disks, which arc carried

through the ovens on traveling frames or belts,

and baked in about fifteen minutes. The baked

biscuits are next dried for several days, and
finally packed in one of a variety of forms for

shipment. (See Bke.\d.)

BISCUIT. A term applied in pottery to

porcelain and other earthenware after the first

firing, and before it has received the glaze and
-emljellishments. (See Porcelain and Potteuv.)

In this condition the ware is very porous, and
allows water very slowly to percolate through

its pores.

BISCUIT ROOT. .V Inilbous plant belong-

ing to the natural order Liliaceae. See Quamash.

BISERTA, b*-zer'ta. A medieval term for

the classical Utica, in Africa, used by Ariosto in

his Orliindo Furioso for the capital of ICing

Agramant.

BISHARIN, be'sha-ren' (Ar. plur. of Bish-

ari). The designation of a group of tribes liv-

ing between the Kcd Sea, the Nile, and Abyssinia.

Properly they form the northern division of the

Beja, while the southern members of the group

are called lladendoa. The Bisharin are nomadic

herdsmen, and are nominally Mohammedans.
Those living near the borders of Egypt have the

reputation of being sturdy beggars. They pre-

sent physically a line Caucasian type, and they

speak a highly developed Hamitic language, of

which there are grammars by Almkvist (Upsala,

1881-85) and Rcinisch (Vienna, 1893). For an

account of the Bisharin, consult Munzinger, Ost-

ofrikatiische Htudien (SchatThausen, 18()4).

BISHOP. The title of the highest order of

clergy in the Christian Church. The name is in

the Saxon biscop, and comes from the Greek
etriaKOTrog, episkopos, an overseer, from £ffi, epi,

upon + dKoirelv, skopein, to watch. The Athe-
nians used to send officers called e-inKO~oi, epi-

skopoi, to their subject States. The word was
adopted by the Romans, and Cicero speaks of

himself as an cpiscopiis in Campania; it was also

applied by them to the officers who inspected the

provision-markets. There are two theories as to

the functions of a bishop in the primitive Church,

which may be described as the Episcopalian and
the Presbyterian theories. The question between
them is whether the episcopate is necessary to the

very existence of a churcli or only to its orderly

regulation; in other words, to its esse or to its

bene esse.

According to the former, the first bishops in

the Church of Christ Avere His apostles: "for the

office whereunto Matthias was chosen is termed
(Acts i. 20) episcopc—i.e. an episcopal office,

which being spoken expressly of one, agreeth no

less unto them all : and therefore Saint Cyprian,

speaking generally of them all, calls them bish-

ops." The form of" government at first established

by the Apostles was that the laity or |)eople

should be subject to a college of ecclesiastical

persons appointed fiu" that purpose in every city.

These, in their writings, they term sometimes
presbyters,' sometimes 'bishops.' Thus Saint

Paul to the elders at Ephesus says: "Take heed

to the flock over which the Holy Ghost hath made
you overseers"—i.e. bishops. This explains the

Presbyterian view of the oflice. But as the A])os-

tles could not themselves be present in all

churches, and as in a short time strifes and con-

tentiims arose, they appointed, after the order lie-

gan at .Jerusalem, some one president or governor

over the rest, who had his authority established

a long time before that settled difference of name
took jilace whereby such alone were called

bishops : and therefore, in the Book of Revela-

tion, we find that they are entitled 'angels.' Saint

Irena'us, martyred about the beginning of the

Third Centuiy, says: "We are unable to numl)er

uj) them who by the .-Apostles were made bishops.
'

In Kome, he tells us. they ajipointed Linus; and
in Smvina, Polycarp. Saint Ignatius witnesses

that they made Evodius Bishop of Antioch.

Saint .lerome says: "All bishops are the

.\poslles' successors"; and Saint Cyprian terms
bishops "prcrpositos qui apnstolis vicaria or-

dinatione snccediint'' (presidents who succeed

to the .\postles by vicarious ordination). Hooker
says, in his usual judicious manner: "Such as

deny a[)oslles to have any successors at all in

the oflice of their apostleship, may hold that

opinion withciut lontradicticin to this of ours,

if they will explain them.selves in declaring what
truly and properly apostleship is. In some
things, every presbyter, in some things only bish-

ops, in some things neither the one nor the other,

are the Apostles' successors." And he adds, what
fairly states the Episcopal theory on this sub-

ject:" "The Apostles have now their trui' succes-

sors, if not in the largeness, surely in the kind

of that episco])al function wherel)y they had

power to sit as spiritual ordinary judges, both

over laity and over clergy, where churches Chris-

tian were established." We find, also, that
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throughout those cities where the Apostles did
plant Christianity, history has noted a succession

of pastors in the seat of one. not of many: and
the first one in every rank we find to liave been,

if not some apostle, yet some apostle's disciple.

By Epiphanius, the bishops of Jerusalem are
reckoned down from Saint James to his owTi

time; and Tcrtullian, writing in the Second Cen-
tury, has the following: ""Let them show the begin-

nings of their churches, let them recite their bish-

ops one by one. each in such sort succeeding other

that the first bishop of them have had for his

author and predecessor some apostle, or at least

some apostolical person who persevered with the

Apostles; for so apostolical churches are wont to

bring forth the evidence of their estates." The
judgment of the Church of England, as to the
primitive existence of bishops, is to be found in

the preface to the ordination service, drawn u]) in

tiie reign of Edward VI.. where it is said: "It is

evident unto all men diligently reading the Holy
Scripture and ancient authors, that from the

Apostles' time there have been these orders of

ministers in Christ's Church—bishops, priests,

and deacons." Saint Thomas Aquinas, however,
distinguishes technically by saying that "the

episcopate is not an order, but a dignity within
an order." Accordingly, in the.Roman Catholic

Church, while ordination has always Ijeen per-

formed bv bishops, some other functions usually

considered episcopal are at times delegated to

priests; thus confirmation is occasionally admin-
istered by priests—with oil, however, blessed by
a bishop.

According to the other, or Presbyterian theory

of bishops, the origin and general history of the

institution are thus sketched. In the earliest

churches no traces of a hierarchy, it is affirmed.

are to be found. The superintendents or directors

appointed over the first churches by the Apos-

tles or chosen by the members of the congrega-

tions, were imquestionably styled indiflferently

presbyters or bishops—the former title being bor-

rowed from the Jewish synagogue, the superin-

tendent or director of which was called the elder

(Gr. presbi/tero.1) ; the latter (episcopos) being

familiar to the heathen converts as the title of

a civil office corresponding in function to that of

a Christian pastor. But this original equality

did not last long. As new churches multiplied,

those formed roimd the original church, though
each having its own bishop or presbyter, re-

mained in confederacy; and in the meetings of

the pastors to regulate the common affairs one
must of necessity preside, most likely determined
by age, superior piety, or other qualification.

From this simple circumstance, as is indicated

by Clemens .\lexandrinus in the beginning of the

Third Century, sprang the habit of looking upon
one of the bishops as superior to the others: and
this superiority, at first personal and accidental,

soon came naturally to be regarded as attached

to the bishop of a particular congregation. In
his case the word bishop came to signify an over-

seer of pastors rather than an overseer of peo-

ple. The monarchical form of State government
favored this tendency, and converted the presi-

dent of a presbytery into the privileged superin-

tendent of his brother pastors. The assumption
was resisted by the presbyters at first, but from
the middle of the Fifth Century episcopacy, or
the domination of bishops, continued to gain the

upper hand over presbyterianism, or equality of
all pastors.

In the Third Century bishops appear still de-
pendent on the advice of their presbyt«?rs and
the consent of the people, and shared with the
former the office of teaching and the cure of
souls. As yet their exclusive privileges or func-
tions were limited to confirmation, ordination of
ministers, consecration of sacred things, settle-

ment of secular difTerenees among Christians, and
management of the revenues of the Church. I'.ut

the tendency to subordination and unity did not
rest liere. Among the bishops, at first all equal,
those of the larger and more important cities

began gradually to acquire a superiority over
those of inferior cities. When Christ ianitj' was
made the religion of the Roman Empire, the bish-
ops became more and more monarchical, and put
themselves on the footing of ecclesiastical
princes. The chief cities of the larger civil prov-
inces rose to be seats of extensive dioceses, the
bishops of these assuming the distinctive titles

of patriarch, metropolitan, papa—titles of cour-
tesy that had long been applied to all bishops;
while the less important provinces, with their
capitals and bishops, became subordinate. Among
these provincial bishops, again, three, from
obvious causes, acquired a prominence that cast
all the rest into the background—namely, .Alex-

andria, Constantinople, and Rome. The begin-
nings of the ascendency of the Roman Pontiff,
whatever may be thought of its claim to divine
institution, are indisputablj- discernible as early
as the end of the Second Centurj-.

In the Roman Catholic Church the episcopal
office is the foundation of the whole system.
Christ's Apostles are held to have transferred
their functions to the episcopacy as a body. Ev-
ery bishop, therefore, exercises within his own
diocese, first, the jus mapisterii—i.e. the right
of maintaining and propagating the orthodox
faith; and second, the jus oi'dinis, or regulation
of the sacred and mysterious rites of the priestly
office, some of which are transferred to the in-

ferior clergy, as jura comtyiunia, while others re-

main the privileges of the bishop {jura propria).
-Among episcopal prerogatives, in addition to
those already mentioned as assigned to them in

the Third and Fourth centuries, are anointing
of kings, consecration of abbots, etc. They have
al.so the management of the Church property in
their respective dioceses, and the oversight of all

ecclesiastical institutions. They are appointed
by the Pope. In the United States, the clergy of
the diocese who are entitled to share this func-
tion send to Rome a list of three names in order
of preference, designating them as dignissinius,
dignior, and dif/iius : a similar list is submitted
by the other bishops of the province. The Pope
may be guided by these recommcndetions and
nominate one of these men. or he may set the
lists aside altogether and make his own selec-

tion. In some European and South American
countries, as a result of past compromises or
concordats, the head of the State is allowed to
nominate, subject, of course, to Papal confirma-
tion. The consecration takes place normally at
the hands of three bishops, this number having
been required from post-.Vpo.stolic times, thougli
a single consecrator would sulHce for validity.
.\fter the elaborate ceremonies of consecration,
(he new bishop takes his place upon his throne,
and gives his blessing to the people committed to
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his oversight. ( For the duties of the special vest-

ments worn by Roman Catholic bishops, see

Costume, Kcclesiastkal.) In case of the in-

capacity tlirougli age or infirmity of a diocesan

prelate, an assistant or coadjutor bisho]) is ap-

pointed, who bears the title of some extinct see

in partibiis inlidelium, it being contrary to an-

cient usage to consecrate a bishop with a roving

commission. See TiTrL.\R Bisiioi'S.

In the Greek Church the otlice of bishop is

essentially the same, though the powers of the

incinnbent are somewhat more restricted. Greek
bishops are practically always chosen from the

monastic orders, and generally from the archi-

mandrites or abbots of those orders.

The episcopal office in its essentials has prac-

tically disapi)eared from the Protestant com-

munities of the Continent of Europe, although

the title has been retained in Sweden, Norway,
and Denmark. The bishops of the two former
countries, while they are. from the ecclesiastical

standpoint, no more than the superintendents of

other Lutheran churches, have retained some of

their ancient prerogatives, such as scats in Par-

liament, and still use the mitre, pallium, and
crosier. In Germany the title has occasionally

appeared in modern times among the Protestant

churches, having been conferred, for exauijile, by
Frederick I. and Frederick William III.

In no other Protestant country have the pre-

rogatives and revenues and functions of bish-

ops remained so little impaired as in England,
where the Reformation was guided by the King's

ovATi hands, and, being propagated from above

downward, was effected in a very conservative

spirit. Episcopacy was abolished by law under
the Commonwealth; but at the Restoi-ation the

bishops were also restored, being connected

closely in the thought of the time Avith monarchy,
on .James I.'s principle of "no bishop, no king."

and have since retained their position in Church
and State. The mode of election and confirma-

tion is the same in the cases of bishops and arch-

bishops, for each archbishop is also a diocesan

prelate. They are elected by the chapter of each

cathedral church by virtue of a license from the

Crown; this is the theory, but actually the bish-

ops of the Church of England are appointed by
the Crown on the advice of the Prime Minister,

since no chapter ventures to disregard the

nomination which accompanies the ronqf dV-lire.

In early Christendom the laity used to take

part in the election: but from the tumults
that arose, the different sovereigns of Europe
took the appointment, in some degree, into their

own hands by reserving to themselves the right

of confirming these elections, and of granting in-

vestiture to the temporalities which now began
to be annexed to these dignities. This right was
acknowledged as belonging to Charlemagne by
Pope Adrian I., A. I). 77:!. and the Council of the

Lateran. The right of appointing to bishoju'lcs

is said to have been in the Crown of England
even in Saxon times. But when, by length of

time, the custom of electing by the dcrgj' only

was fully established, the Popes l)egan to object

to the usual method of granting these investi-

tures, which was per anmihim rt bacuhtm—i.e. by
the prince delivering to the prelate a ring and
pastoral staff or crosier. In the Eleventh Cen-

tury Pope Oregon- VTT. published a bull of ex-

communication against all princes who should

dare to confer investitures. There were long and

eager contests occasioned by this Papal claim, but
at length the matter was compromised, the Empe-
ror Henry V. agreeing to confer investitures for

the future per sceptniin, w'hile the kings of France
and England consented to receive only the hom-
age for the temporalities, instead of investing
them by the ring and crosier, the Pope keeping
in his hands the power of confirmation and con-

secration. This concession was obtained from
Henry 1. of England ; but King John, to obtain the
Pope's protection against his barons, gave up, by
a charter to all monasteries and cathedrals, the
free right of electing their prelates. This grant
was confirmed in Magna Charta. and was again
confirmed by Statute 2.5 Edward 111. But by
Statute 25 Henry VIII. the ancient right of nomi-
nation was in effect restored to the Crown. The
sovereign, on the vacancy being notified, sends to
the dean and chajiter a letter missive, or cohj/c

d'elire, containing the name of the i)erson to i)c

elected: and if they do not elect in the manner
appointed liy the act, or if the archbishop or
bishop appointed for the purpose refiisc to con-
lirm, invest, and consecrate the bishop-elect, the
recusants incur the ))enalty of a pr<vm}(riireii\.\.).

A bishop cannot be deposerl, as it is supposed that
the order itself cannot absolutely be taken from
him ; he may, howe\-er, be deprived, as was <lone

to the Bishop of Cloglier in 1822; he may also
resign his see; and he ma_y be removed from one
see to another, which is called trauslalioii : but
this practice is now less frequent than it used to
be. The Dean and Cha]iter of Canterbury claim
it as an ancient right of that church that every
bishop of the province is to be consecrated in

it, or the archbishop to receive from them a
license to consecrate elsewhere: and it is said
that a long succession of licenses to that purpose
are regularly entered in the registry of that
church. Bishops, upon their election, become
jieers of the realm, and are summoned to Par-
liament as well a.s the other nobles: but the
right under which they sit there, whether in

respect of their baronies, or by usage and custom,
is a matter of uncertainty, it appears, however,
that the bishops sat in the Witenagemote. un-
der the Saxon moiiarchs, as spiritual jiersons;

for they were not barons until William the Con-
queror turned their possessions into baronies,
and subjccti'd tln'm to tlu' tenure of knights' ser-

vice. The bisluips created by Henry VII 1.—viz.,

Bristol, Gloucester, Chester, Oxford, and Peter-
borough, as also some lat<>ly created bishojis

—

sit in Parliament, though they do not hold tlieir

lands by baronial tenure. The bishops withdraw
from the House (under protest, however) when
any capital charge is to be decided. The bishops
sit in Parliaioent next to the Archbishop of

York: first, London; second, Durham; tliird,

Winchester; an<l th<'n the rest in the order of the
foinulation of their sees. In respect of their per-

sons, bishops arc not peers with the nobilil_y; and
in case of alleged crimes they are tried l)y a
jury in the same manner as commoners, as was
the case with Cranmer and Fisher. When a see

is vacant, the arclibishop of the province is guar-

dian of the spiritualities; but he cannot as such
consecrate or ordain or present to vacant bene-

fices. The sovcreigni has custody of the lay

revenues during a vacancy. Queen I'^lizabcth kept

the See of Ely vacant nineteen years.

Including the two metrojxjlitans, there are

thirty-five diocesan bishops in England, most of
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them bearing the titles of pre-Reformation sees.

They are Canterhury, York, London, Durham,
Wincliester, Bangor, Rochester, Exeter, Peterbor-
ough, Saint David's, Worcester, Chichester,
Liclitiekl, JCly. Oxford. Saint Asaph, ilanchester,
Hereford, Chester, Llandaff, Lincoln, Salisbury,
Hath and Wells, Carlisle, Gloucester, Bristol
Ripon, Xorwicli. Sodor and Man, Truro, Saint
Albans, Liverpool. Newcastle, Southwell, and
Wakefield. There is also a constantly increasing
nun\ber of suffragan or assistant bishops—at
present twenty-four—who bear territorial titles,

but have no independent jurisdiction and no seats
in Parliament. The Episcopal Church of .Scot-

land has seven bishops, and that of Ireland two
archbishops and eleven bishops. The first colo-

nial bishopric of the Anglican communion was
that of Nova Scotia, founded in 1787; but the
Xineteenth Century saw a prodigious increase in

their numbers. There are now 23 in British
North America, 8 in the West Indies, 10 in India
and Ceylon, Hi in Australia, 7 in Xew Zealand,
and 24 under the direct jurisdiction of the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, mostly in non-Christian
lands. There are now 229 bishops in the Angli-
can communion.

In the Protestant Episcopal Church of the
L'nited States, the functions of the bishops, in

religious matters, are similar to those of English
prelates. In political affairs they have, of cour.se,

no official power. They are chosen to office by
the convention of clerical and lay deputies of the
diocese over which they are to preside, except in

the case of missionary bishops, who are nomi-
nated by the House of Bishops and elected by
the House of Clerical and Lay Deputies. There
\re at present eighty-nine in the House of
I'lishops.

In England, under the Archbishop of Westmin-
ster as primate, there are fifteen Roman Catholic
bishops. The hierarchy here was restored in

18.50, and in 1878 in Scotland, where there are
two archbishops and four bishops. The assump-
tion of territorial titles by Roman Catholic
bishops in England and Scotland was made
illegal by the Ecclesiastical Titles Act of 1851

;

but the law, passed in a moment of great jiopular
excitement, has always been a dead letter. In
Ireland there are four Catholic archbishops and
twenty-six bishops. In the l'nited States the
Church has fourteen archbishops, with the Arch-
bishop of Baltimore as primate, and seventy
other diocesan bishops, besides three vicars
apo-stolic.

In the Methodist Episcopal Church, the bish-
ops are elected by the General Conference. Their
duties are those included in a general superin-
tendence of the whole Church. .Authority is

vested in them all, and its administration dis-
tributed among them by mutual agreement. They
preside over meetings of the annual confeicnces,
ordain njinisters, and appoint them to their
fields of labor. There are 18 in the Xorthern
branch and 10 in the Soutliern Church. They have
no dioceses and are all itinerant. Tlie Keformcd
Episcopal Church has 8 bishops, and the .\frican
-Methodist Episcopal Church 7. Other Protes-
tant bodies in the United States have adopted
the episcopal form of government, among them
the L'nited Brethren in Christ and the Evangel-
ical .Association. See Abchbishop; Apostolic
Succession.

For tlie discussion of the theory, consult;
Lightfoot, Saint Paul's Epistle to the Philippians
(London, 1808) ; Baur, Das Vltristenthum viid

die christliche Kirche tier ersten drei Jahrhun-
derte (Tubingen, 1853) ; Hatch, Organization of
the Early Christian Churches (London, 1881);
Wordsworth. Thcophihis Anr/lieanus (London,
1843); DoUinger, The First Age of the Church
( Eng. tr. O.xenham, London, 18GG) ; Moberly,
Ministerial Priesthood (London, 1898); Reville,
Les origines de I'episcopat (Paris, 1894).

BISHOP. A beverage best known in England,
composed of red wine (claret, Burgimdy, etc.)

poured warm or cold upon ripe bitter oranges,
sugared and spiced to taste, and drunk either hot
or cold. The oranges should be carefully select-

ed, and the white part between the peel and pulp
thrown away. If white wine Ix; used, the bever-
age is called cardinal: and with Tokay it be-
comes pope. 'Bishop' was known under other
names in Germany during the Middle Ages, hav-
ing been imported into that country from France
and Italy; its present name seems to have been
bestowed during the Seventeenth Century.

BISHOP, A.VNA RmiRE (1814-84). An Eng-
lish operatic singer, born in London. She was
the wife of the composer Sir Henry Rowley
Bishop. Her first appearance was in 1837, and
she soon became widely known in Europe and
-America. In 1839 she sang in the principal
cities of the Continent. She returned to England
in 1840, and in the following year came to
-America and became an exceedingly popular
singer in the United States, Canada, and ilexico.
She married Martin Schultz, a Xew York mer-
chant, in 1858. In 1806 she sang in Manila and
China. She lost her voice in 1868 and retired
from the stage.

BISHOP, Sir Henby Rowley (1786-1855).
-An eminent English composer of music. He was
born in London. His principal musical instruc-
tor was Signor Francesco Bianchi, an opera com-
poser settled in London. In 1800 Bishop was
appointed compo.ser of ballet music at the opera.
The opera (I'ircassian Bride (1809) won a tri-

umph at Covent Garden, and a long list of works
for the .stage followed. His most popular oper-
atic compositions were Guy Mannering; The
Hlave ; The Miller and His Men; Maid Marian;
Satire Land; The Virgin of the Hun—all re-

markable for their flowing melodies, animated
style, and true musical power. From 1810 to
1824 he was director of the nmsic at Covent Gar-
den Theatre. One of the first directors of the
Philharmonic Society, he for many years eon-
ducted the concerts of ancient mu.'dc. He ar-
ranged several volumes of the National Melodies,
and succeeded Sir John Stevenson as arranger of
the airs selected by Moore for his Melodies.
Bishop composed the familiar music to John
Howard Payne's Home, Street Home. In 1839
be received the degree of bachelor of music from
the University of Oxford, and in 1841 was elect-

ed Reid professor of music in tlie University of
Edinl)urgh. In 1842 he was knighted. He" re-

signed his Edinburgh chair in 1843, and in 1848
was elected professor of music in the University
of lixfonl.

BISHOP, Isabella BrHD( 18.32- 1904). An Eng-
lish traveler and author. She was born in York-
shire, England, October 15, 1832, the daughter
of Rev. Edward Bird. She began traveling in
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North America at an early age, and later spent
tliirteon years in Asia, showing skill, courage,

and tact. Married to John Bishop. 11. D., in

1881, and widowed in ISSC, she continued her

travels, lectures, and writing. In 18!t2 slie was
elected a Fellow of the Royal Geographical So-

ciety. Her nine volumes of travel (many of which
first appeared under her maiden name, Bird)

on Xortli America, Hawaii, Japan, the Malay
Peninsula, Persia, Kurdistan, Tibet. Korea, Si-

beria. Cliina, and Morocco, show great ability.

In UtOl she went on a pliilanthropic mission to

India. Among the best-known of her books are

Korea and Her Xeiffhbors ( 18!t8) and The Yaytg-

tse Vallrii and Beyond (1900).

BISHOP, Setii Scott (1852—). An Ameri-
can physician, born at Fond du Lac, Wis. He
graduated in 1876 at Xorthwestern University
(Kvanston. 111.), and subsequently was ap-

pointed professor of otology at the Chicago Post-

Graduate Medical School and Hospital and pro-

fessor of diseases of the nose, throat, and ear
at the Illinois Medical College. He became an
editor of The Larynr/oseopc, and published a

work on Diseases of the Ear, y'ose, and Throat,
and Their Accessory Cavities.

BISHOP, William Hexrt (1847—). An
American novelist and graduate of Yale Uni-
versity, 18G7. The best-known of his novels and
sketches are: Del mold (1879) ; The House of a

Merchant Prince (1882) ; Choy Susan a)id Other
Stories (1884) : Fish and Men in the Maine Is-

lands (1885); The (Soldcn Justice (1887); The
liroicnstonc Boy and Other Queer People (1888) ;

.4 House Hunter in Europe (1893) ; Writing to

h'osina (1894). Old Mcj-ico and Her Lost Prov-
inces (188,S) is a book of travel.

BISH'OP-AUCKXAND. A town in the
county of Durliam. England. 9 miles southwest of

the city of Durliam. on an eminence near the
confluence of tlie Wear and Gaunless ( Map

:

F.ngland. E 2). There is a tine town hall, dating
from 180.3. The chief building of interest, how-
ever, is the palace of the Bishop of Durham, a
large pile covering some five acres in tlie midst of

a park. The principal industries of the town are
cotton manufactures, and in tlie neighborhood
are several collieries. Population, in 1891,

10,.500: in 1901. 12.000.

BISHOP BLOU'GRAM'S APOLOGY. A
fine draiii:itic nionnhigup by l\obert Brdwning, in

which, among other significant jioints made, it is

held that the vitality of faith is conditioned on
healthy doubt.

BISHOPS' BOOK. A primer of doctrine and
instruction, compiled by a commission of bishops
and ministers of the English Church, in 1537,

and known also as The Institution of a Cliristian

Man. It contains an exposition of the Apostles'

Creed, the Seven Sacraments, the Ten Command-
ments, the Lord's Prayer, and the doctrines of

justification and purgatory. It is contained in

Formularies of Faith Put forth hi/ .luthority

durinfi the Rciyn of Henry VIII. (O.xford, 1823).
Consult llardwick. Reformation (London, 1856).

BISH'OPSGATE'. A quaint London street,

so called from a gate of that name, which once
stood in the north wall of the citj', and which
was destroyed in 1812.

BISKRA, or BISKARA, bes'ki-rii (named
after the tribe Bislcri). A town and commune

in the Department of Constantine, Algeria, oi>

the south side of the Aures Mountains, 117 miles
southwest of Constantine by rail. It is the most
important military post of the district, and for-

merlv had a hirge caravan trade between the Sa-
hara" and the Tell (Map: Africa. E 1). Biskra
is situated in the midst of a highly fertile oasis,

rich in date-palms and olives. Tlie climate is the
warmest in Algeria, the summer temperature ris-

ing often above 120° F. ; in winter, however, the
freezing-point is not infrequently reached. The
town has broad streets, with substantial houses,
a fort, barracks, caravanserai, and hospital.

Burnous and carjiets are manufactured, and iron,

limestone, and saltpeter are mined in the neigh-
borhood. The Zaba of the Koiiians, it was an
important town under the Moors, but declined
after the plague of 1803, by which 71,000 inhabit-

ants perished. In 1844 it was taken by the
French, with whom it has become a favorite
health resort. Population (commune), in 1891,
7 Hit): in 1890. 8417.

BISMARCK, biz'miirk. The capital of North
Dakota, and county-seat of Burleigh County, on
the Missouri River, and on the Northern Pacific
Railroad (Map: North Dakota, E 3). It has
an attractive situation on the east bank of the
river, which is here crossed by a magnificent
bridge of steel and iron, 50 feet above high water,
and contains a fine court-house, several Federal
institutions, the State penitentiary, the State
Library, and Saint Alexius's Hospital. The eapi-
tol, completed in 1894 at a cost of half a million
dollars, is the most prominent building. The
city controls a very extensive river trade, the
principal articles of commerce being coal, with
which the surrounding region is underlaid, grain,
hides, etc. The industrial establishments in-

clude gi'ain-elevators. a large llouring-mill, etc.

Lewis and Clark spent tlie winter of 1804-

05 on or near the site of Bismarck, which was
jiermanently settled in 1873 and incorporated
shortly afterwards. In 1883 it was made the

capital of Dakota Territory, and in 1889 was
chosen as the State capital of North Dakota.
The government, under a general State law of

1900, is vested in a mayor, elected every two
years, who has important apiiointive powers in

municipal olfices, and a citv council. Population,
in 1S90, 218t): in 1900, 3319.

BISMARCK, biz'miirk, Gcr. pron. bes'mark,
Fkiedkich Wiliielm, Count (17831860). A
German soldier and military author. He was
born at Windlieim. W'estiihalia, and was a mem-
ber of the Rhenish branch of the Schiinhausen
line of the Bismarck family. He served with
Hanoverian, and afterwards with Nassau regi-

ments, and in 1804 l)ecame a member of the
English German Corps. Comiielled to resign

from the English service because of a duel, he
entered the cavalry service of Wiirttemberg. at

that time in alliance with Fr:ince. He greatly

distinguished himself in the camjiaigns against
Austria (1809) and Russia (1812). After the

battle of l^'ipzig he was employed in various

diplomatic missions in the service of Wiirttem-

berg. He was a prolific writer. es])eeially on cav-

alry tjictics, and a great admirer of Napoleon,

whose later cami>aigns he describes in the work
entitled .iufzciehnungen (1840). .'\niong hie

other publications are the following: \'orlesungcii

liter die Taktik der lieiterei (1820) ; Reiterhib-
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Uothck. 6 vols. (1825-31) : Tdeentaktik der Rei-
terci I

1S2IM.

BISMARCK ARCHIPELAGO, arlcl-pgl'A-ga

(so renamed in honor ot" Bismarck). A group
of islands in the Pacific Ocean, situated ahout
56 miles east of New Guinea, and extending from
latitude 2° to t!° 30' S., and longitude 148° to
155° E. (Map: Australasia, G 3). Its area is

estimated at 20,000 square miles, and it com-
prises the islands of New Pomerania (New
iiritaini, Xew Mecklenburg I Xew Ireland), Xew
Laurenhurg (Duke of York Islands), Xew
hanover, Admiralty, Anchorite, Commerson,
Hermit, and a few others. The chief articles

of export are copper and trepang. The an-
nual inipgrts and exports are valued at about
a quarter of a million dollars each. The popula-
tion is estimated at 188,000, and consists chiefly

of Papuans. The group ^vas declared a German
protectorate in 18S4 and placed under the con-

trol of the German X'ew Guinea Company. Con-
sult: Verbeck, "Die Entdeckung des Bismarck-
archipels,"' in Beitriipe zur KolonialpoUtik mid
Koloniahcirtschnft (Berlin, 1899-1900) ; Thi-
lenius, "Geologische Xotizen aus dem Bismarck-
archipel." in Vol. LXXVIII., Globus (Bruns-
wick, 1900).

BISMARCK - BOHLEN, bes'milrk - bo^en,
Frie[)RU 11 .\i.i;xAMif;n. Count (1818-94). A
Prussian soldier. He was born on the family es-

tate at Karlsburg. From 1846 to 1848 he" was
the official military attache and companion of

Prince Frederick Charles at the University of

Bonn. In 18G4 he was raised to the rank of

n.ajor-general, in which capacity he served in

the Austro-Prussian War. tfpon the conclusion

of that campaign he was appointed Governor of

Hanover (1866). He was commandant of Ber-

lin in 1808, and Governor-General of Alsace-Lor-
raine during the Franco-Prussian War, upon
the conclusion of which he was appointed adju-
tant-general to Emperor William.

BISMARCK BROWN. See Coal-Tah Col-
ors.

BISMARCK - SCHONHAUSEN, bes'miirk
s)ifn'liou-Z' n. Hkrbert Xikolavs von. Prince
(1849-1904). A Ckruian statesman, eldest son of

Prince Otto von Bismarck. He was born in Ber-
lin, and studied at the universities of Bonn and
Berlin. He fought in the Franco-Prussian War,
«as wounded at JIars-la-Tour, and was appointed
an officer September 2, 1870. In 1873 he entered
the Foreign Office, and served at Bern and Vi-
enna, acting sub.sequently as private seeretarj- to
his father from 1877 to" 1881. In 1882 he "was
appointed counselor of legation at London, and
in 1884 he was sent in a similar capacity to

Saint Petersburg, whence he was in tlie same
year transferred as Ambassador to The Hague.
He became Under Secretary of State in 1885, and
Sccretan,' of State in 1880. After the resignation
of his father (March 20, 1890) he retired from
the diplomatic service and withdrew to his estate
at Schi'mhausen. He was elected to the Reichstag
in 1893 and 1898 as a member of the Conserva-
tive party, of which bodv he had also been a
member "from 1881 to 1886. The treaty of

1885 between Germany and England, relative to
the colonial boundary question, was negotiated
by him. He also presided at the Samoan Con-
ference held in Berlin in 1889. By his marriage
with the Countess Marguerite Hoyos (.June 21,

1892), he had two sons and two daiigliters. His
political speeches have been published bv Penzler
under the title Politische Rcdcii (1899).

BISMARCK-SCHONHAUSEN, Kakl Otto
EiHARD Leopold vo.n. Prince (1S15-98). First-

Chancellor of the German Empire. He was bom
.\pril 1, 1815, at the family manor of Schon-
hauscn, in the District of Magdeburg, Prussia,
He was one of the six children of Karl Wilhelm
Ferdinand von Bismarck, a captain in the Royal
Body Guard of Prussia. His mother was the
daughter of Herr ilenken, a high official in the-

Prussian civil service. The family traced its-

lineage back directly for five centuries, and many
of its members had held high positions in the'

military service of Brandenburg and Prussia
and at court. In 1832-33 Bismarck studied ju-

risprudence and political science at Giittingen,

where he made the acquaintance of John Lothrop-
Motley, the American historian. an acquaintance-
ship which ripened into the strong friendship of
later years. He studied for three semesters iu
Berlin, was admitted to the bar in 1835. and was.
referendary in Aix-la-Chapelle and Potsdam in

1836-37. In the latter city and in Greifswald
he served his term in the army as lieutenant in:

the Life Guards. In Greifswald, too. he famil-

iarized himself with the science of agriculture.

On July 28, 1847, he married .Johanna von Put-
kanier. and in the same year entered the first

General Diet of Prussia, where he became known
as an able and aggi-essive champion of ultra-

conservative measures. In 1849 he was elected

to the Second Chamber of the Prussian Diet,

called into existence by the revolutionary out-

break of 1848, and as a nieniher of that body and
of the Erfurt Parliament (1850) he advocated
an increase in the powers of the monarchy and
the consolidation of the (ierman people through
the joint action of Prussia and Austria. At the
same time he combated the Erfurt and Frank-
fort plans of union. In this early part of his

career Bismarck gave little indication, except
in his strenuous advocacy of Prussia's leader-

ship, of the aims toward which his later activity
was to be directed.

After holding the position of Prussian sec-

tary of legation at Frankfort-on-the-Main, Bis-

marck was appointed, in 1851. Prussian Ambas-
sador to the Germanic Diet at Frankfort. He
had now apparently become convinced of the
need of constitutional concessions in order to-

unite the German people, and of the injierent an-
tagonism between the interests of Austria and
the cause of German unity: for he adopted a
more liberal programme and assumed that atti-

tude of hostility to -Xustrian i)retensions which he
maintained so consistently and successfully. He
was so outspoken in his opjjosition to -Austria
that it was deemed prudent, in 1859, on the eve
of the Franco-Italian War against .\ustria, to
transfer him to Saint Petersburg. There he
labored elfectively to strengthen the friendly re-

lations between Russia and Prussia, and gained
the highest esteem of Alexander II. When, on
the death of Frederick William IV., January 2,
1801, William I. succeeded to the Prussian
throne. Bismarck was transferred from Saint
Petersburg to Paris, and in September. 1802,
was c:illed to the post of head of the Prussian
Cabinet and Minister of Foreign Affairs. The
King was then faced by a Diet which was in
stubborn opposition to an army bill, but he
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found in Bismarck a minister daring enouf:;!! to

govern without a budget and witliout Parlia-

mentary majority. In this manner hegan tlie

lifelong alliance between King William and his

great minister. 15isn]arck now entered upon his

life-work, the uniliealion of Germany under
Prussian leadership, and the placing of the new
Cermany in the forefront of European nations.

In pursuance of this object he develo])ed a thor-

oughly consistent and often ruthless ])olicy, and
carried it out without hesitation. Speaking to

the Budget Commission of the Prussian Diet,

September 30, 18(12, he said:

"Our blood is too hot; we are fond of bearing
an armor too large for our small body. Germany
does not look to Prussia for liberalism, but for

power. Let Bavaria, Wiirttemberg, Baden, in-

dulge in liberal ideas; no one will assign them
the role destined for Prussia. Prussia must con-

solidate its might and nurse it for the favorable

moment. Prussia's boundaries as determined by
the Congress of Vienna are not conducive to its

welfare as a sovereign .State. Not by speeches
and resolutions of majorities are the mighty
problems of the age to l)e solved—that was the

mistake of 1848 and 1849—but by blood and
iron."

This much misimderstood statement, so char-
acteristic of Bismarck, concisely summarizes the
subsequent development of German history. Its

full significance is elucidated by Bismarck in his

Autohio;iru]ihy. Bismarck disliked war, but he
saw no way of bringing the jealous German
States together except through war. He re-

garded it as indispensable to drive .Austria, as

an essentially non-German and anti-national

State, out of the Confederation, and he utilized

the Schleswig-Holstein afi'air (see Schleswig-
Holstein) to antagonize Austria and finally to

force an issue between that power and Prussia.

At the same time he made Prussia the champion
of the demand for a national German Parliament
baaed on popular suffrage. This seemed so at

variance with his earlier political course that

Germany found it diflicult tr> believe in his sin-

cerity. Nevertheless, it was entirely consistent

with the development of his character and opin-

ions. He gained .\ustria over to his views in

the Schleswig-Holstein matter, and with her co-

operation entered upon the war against Den-
mark (181)4). He won the confidence of Italy,

formed an alliance between that State and Prus-

sia, and when the Schleswig-Holstein contro-

versy came to a crisis in the (Jennanie Diet,

Prussia was ready for action. On .Tune 1, 1800,

Austria referred the scftlement of the (piestion to

the Diet, and on Jime 10 Bismarck addressed to

the German courts a letter setting forth Prussia's

national policy. The following day Austria moved
in the Diet for federal executi(m against Prus-

sia, and the tie vote was decided in the affirma-

tive, whereupon the rei)resentative of Prussia

presented his Government's plan for a new na-

tional organization, declared the Confederation
dissolved l)y its own action, and withdrew. Prus-

sia at once invaded the (Jerman States that ad-

hered to Austria, wliile the main Prussian

army was pushed into Austrian territory. The
brief and brilliant cani])aign (see Gehmany and
Se\t,n Wekks' War) secured the first object in

Bismarck's programme. The Peace of Prague

exchuled .Austria from the German Confedera-

tion, which was reorganized under a i)ermanent

Prussian presidency as the North German Con-
federation. It was still necessary to bring the
South German States into the I'nion, to jirick

the bubble of Napoleon lll.'s self-assumed leader-
ship in European nlfairs. and to establish a more
satisfactory western boundary for Germany by
making tlie Eliine a truly (ierman river.

'
Bi.s-

inarck fenced an issue with Erance with the same
relcntlessness and the .same certainty of result
that had characterized the contest with Austria.
The mistakes of the French dii)lomacy (see
Beneoetti) were utilized to the full, and France
was goaded into a war to which she was wholly
luiequal. ( See Fraxco-German \\".\B.) Through-
out the war Bismarck was at the side of his
sovereign, evincing in the course of the peace
negotiations extraordinarj' determin.alion and
executive capacity. When on the 18th of .Janu-

ary, 1871, King William of Prussia at \'ersailles

accepted the title of Emperor of the new (ierman
Empire, Bismarck's policy had been vindicated.
Before this his triumph had been won by con-

stant contention against the centrifugal teniien-

cies of the old Germany and in s|)ite of the stead-

fast hostility of a large section of the (ierman
people. Now' he became a popvilar idol. On
April 10 the te.\t of the Imperial Constitution
was promulgated, and Bismarck, now created a
prince, became the first chancellor of the new
Empire. His next task was that of organizing
the internal affairs of Germany upim the new
basis, and of developing an Imperial i)olicy

worthy of a power of the first rank.
There is no ministerial responsibility under

the Inijierial Constitution of (iermany, nor is the
parliamentary opposition organized as it is in

the Unite<l States and ICngland. I'.l.-niarck never
came to believe in the wisdom of ])opular nuijori-

ties or control by a iiartisan Parliament. He
saw the necessity of a jxipular basis for a strong
government, but he believed above all in a strong
executive. And the neeessily of German unity
was always uppermost in his mind. The pronuil-

gation of the doctrine of Papal infallibility by
the Vatican Council of 1870 was oilious to him
as tending to weaken the loyalty of the (ierman
Catholics. In no sense intolerant of religions as

such, he was opposed to any political religious

organizations within the State, and he main-
tained this position both as Prussian Minister

and as Imperial Chancellor. In .Tanuary, 1873,

he ca\ised the introduction into the Prussian

Diet of certain la\\s to regulate the relations

of Church and State. Thus was brought on

the six-years' struggle with the Clericals, known
as the liulturh-iiiiipl (q.v.), in which Bismarck
made the great mistake of his career, carrying

his measures so far that in the inevitable reac-

tion he was forced to acknowledge a virtual

defeat. Bisnnirck's position seems to have been

simply that of defending the authority of the

State against outside interfcrenee. In 1874. re-

plying to a Catholic attack in the Prussian Diet,

Bismarck staled his princijjlcs cli>arly, acknowl-

edging his duty to ri'spe<-t the dognuis of the

Catholic Church merely as dogmas, and add-

ing: "If the doctrine of infalliliility be so in-

leri)retcd as to lead to the establishment of an

ecclesiastical imperium in imperio; if it lend

to the nullification of the laws of this coun-

try because unapproveil by the Vatican, I am
naturally driven to assert the legitimate su-

premacy of the State. We Protestants are under
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the conviction that the kingdom of Prussia
ought not to be ruled by the Pope, and we de-

mand that j'ou, the L Itranionlane section of

the Roman Catholics, respect oui- convictions as

we do vours." The controversy led to an attempt
upon Bismarck's life by a mechanic named Kull-

luann, in 1874. Finally, however. Ultramontane
resistance drove Bismarck into an attitude of

intolerance which proved untenable. Personally

he had passed through four stages in his reli-

gious views, having arrived through rationalism,

skepticism, and conventional Christianity at a
profound religious conviction, with a firm faith

in God and immortality. He was tolerant be-

cause he cared little for creeds and outward
forms.
An equally difficult problem confronted Bis-

marck in the growing power of the Socialists.

Two attempts on the life of the Emperor in

1878, by avowed Socialists, enabled the Chancel-

lor to overcome the scruples of the Liberals in the

Eeichstag. and to secure the passage of special

laws for the suppression of socialistic agitation.

The Kultiirkantjjf had brought Bismarck into al-

liance vvitli the National Liberals; his conserva-
tive tendencies broke this alliance, and he came
to .an understanding with the Conservatives and
Catholics. Now that he had suppressed the po-

litical activity of the Socialists for the time
being, Bismarck very characteristically gave his

attention to checking the movement by making
many features of the Socialist programme his

own, and he initiated a policy of paternalism,
whii'h was con.sidered not far removed from State

Socialism in some of its aspects. The most nota-

ble of the law's passed to placate the working
classes were the sickness, accident, and old-age

insurance acts of 1883-1889.

With the industrial and cgmmercial develop-

ment of the Empire, the time .seemed ripe for

expansion beyond the seas, and in 1884 Bismarck
entered upon his colonial policy, at first half-

heartedly. In a speech before the Reichstag,

June 26, 1884, he declared his opposition to

forced colonization, and his willingness to sup-

port only such a colonial policy as grew out of

the need of protecting German subjects in for-

eign lands. He favored leaving the management
of affairs largely to chartered trading compa-
nies, and added: "It is not our intention to found
provinces, but to foster commercial enterprise."

To stimulate industry and thereby to check the

continuous emigration from Germany, Bismarck
advocated a protective tariff. To settle the Afri-

can question, as raised by the work of the Inter-

national African Association, he arranged a con-

ference at Berlin in 1884-85, which secured the

recognition of the Congo Free State and laid

down the lines upon which the partition of Africa

has been effected. Bi.-niarck was the author of

the policy of subsidizing steamship lines from
Germany to Asia, Africa, and Australasia. He
never changed the conservative views on coloniza-

tion that he had expressed in 1884, although cir-

cumstances forced him into action hardly con-

sistent with those views. As early as 18(i.5 he
had advocated the Baltic and North Sea Canal,
which was constructed after his retirement.

The genius of Bismarck was always most con-

Bpicnoiis in international affairs. He deliber-

ately brought on three wars—with Denmark,
Austria, and France—in order to further the

(treat consummation of German unity. The
Vol. III.—9.

German Em])ire once established, the great Chan-
cellor's policy became one of peace. He avoided
entangling Germany in the Eastern t^uestion;

but when the rivals of Russia were aroused by
the Treaty of San Stefano, in 1878, he asserted
(Jermany's leadership in Europe by inviting an
international congress to meet at Berlin. (See
Beulin, Coxgkess of.) He formed the Triple

Alliance to secure Germany against both France
and Russia, but at the same time maintained
the most friendly relations with Russia. France
he did not regard as a serious competitor of

Germany after 1871. His matured convictions in

regard to Germany's position are set forth in

his autobiographj-. In that work, after some
observations on Russia's relations to the Eastern
Question, he observed that if Russia failed to

receive assurance of German neutrality, the old

coalition of the Seven Years' War—the alliance,

that is, of Austria, Russia, and France against
Prussia—might be revived. "If Germany pos-

sesses the advantage," he said, "of having no
direct interests at stake in the East, she labors

on the other hand under the disadvantage of an
exposed position in the heart of Europe, with an
extended frontier, which has to be defended on
every side, and surrounded by enemies ready to
enter into alliance against her. At the same time,

Germany is, perhaps, the only great Power in Eu-
rope which is not tempted by objects unattain-
able except through war. It is our interest to

maintain peace, while our Continental neighbors,

without exception, foster ambitions, either secret

or officially avowed, which can be realized only

by war. We must direct our policy in accord-

ance with these facts—that is, we must do our
best to prevent war, or at least to restrict it."

Bismarck's largeness of view and freedom from
petty enmity is shown by his efforts, as soon
as Austria had been beaten at Sadowa, to estab-

lish friendly relations between that Power and
Germany. A man of strong passions, he allowed
no prejudice to blind him to the requirements of

sound national policy.

His attachment to Emperor William I. was in

every way creditable to him. After the death of

the Emperor in 1888, Bismarck remained in office

during the brief reign of his successor, the Em-
peror Frederick.

William II. had learned his statecraft in the
school of Bismarck, but it was inevitable that
the autocratic young Emperor should come into
collision with the strong-willed minister who had
been so long accustomed to the personal direction
of Prussian and German affairs. Numenms quar-
rels finally led to the resignation of Uisnuirck,
which occurred on March 20, 18!)0. He retired
to Friedrichsruh. On leaving office the title of
Duke of Lauenburg was bestowed upon him by
the Emperor, together with one of the highest
military ranks (Generaloberst of cavalrj'). The
open estrangement between the two continued
until after Bismarck's severe illness in 1893,
when the Emperor made advances toward a
reconciliation, which took place in form at least.

Bismarck's eightieth birthday (April 1, 1895)
was made the occasion of a great demonstration
throughout Germany, He was visited by the
Emperor and by thotisands of militarj' and po-
litical associates, and a Bismarck Mu.seum was
founded in Berlin.

So positive a force in the life of his day neces-

sarily aroused both intense admiration and bitter
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hostility. He was, beyond question, the greatest of ordn.^nce. He was attached to the Imperial

EuropeL statesman of the century, and one of Chancellery from 18,8 to the fall of 18,9, «hen
European statesman of the century

the greatest statesmen of all time. His jzenius

was of the rare constructive type, and he is justly

included in the trio of creators of modern (Jer-

manv, togetlier with the Great Elector Frederick

Wiiriam and Frederick the Great. He had set

himself a great end. the realization of a united

•Germany and the fullest development of the Ger-

man nation ; l.e pursued it relentlessly, and he

he was transferred to Alsace-Lorraine as assist-

ant to the Governor. He again served in the

Imperial Chancellery from 1881 to 1884, and was

later successively appointed President of the

Province of Hanover (1889) and Governor of

East Prussia.

BISMUTH, biz'mfilh (Fr. bismuth. t>r. His-

mutli. Wisiiiiilli. of unknown origin). A metallic

achieved it bv methods at least as uninipugnable ^,!enu'nt, prohablv known to the ancients, but

as those applied to any similar task in history

Against his critics he could set up the worldly

but weighty defense of success. He found Ger-

manv a group of jealous kingdoms and princi-

palities, the shuttlecock of Austria and France.

He left it a united nation, one of the world's

great Powers, and the dominant force on the

Continent of Europe. In his (ledanken nnd Erin-

nrningeii^ the work of his years of retirement,

coramonlv though somewhat inaccurately called,

in its English translation, "Bismarck's Auto-

biography," he has left a valuable epitome of

his views on many points of European policy.

In this and in his collected speeches, letters, and

papers must be sought his Apologia. In private

life Bismarck was a kind husband and father, a

genial friend, and a considerate landlord. Phys-

ieallv and mentally, he was a man of surpass

first described in 1450. In the native state it

is found widely distributed in small quantities,

generally with ores of copper, lead. etc. It is

further found in combination with oxygen as

bismite, with sulphur as bi.imtithinite, with car-

bonic acid as bismutitc, and as an alloy with

tellurium, called tetraiU/mitc. These various

minerals are widely distributed; but the princi-

pal commercial source is the metallic bismuth

which is found in association with other ores,

in the mines of Saxony and Bohemia, and at

ilonroe. Conn., in the United States. The com-

mercial metal is obtained chiefly from the reduc-

tion-works in Saxony, although a small quantity

is smelted in England. The process by which

the metal is obtained consists in first carefully

hand-picking the ore, after which the selected

pieces are roasted and the metal run off from

ing power and endurance, and his capacity for ti,e gangue into pots. By renielting at as

work, creative or absorptive, was tremendous, a temperature as possible, with one-tenth of its

Though not a scholar in the strict sense of the weight of nitre, a solid slag is formed by the

word, he was a man of wide information, always njtre „„ the surface, witli practically pure metal

accessible to bis ready memory. While not a beneath. Bismuth (symbol. Bi : atomic weight,

finished orator, the pungency of his speech and 208.5) is a brittle, grayish - white, crj-stalline

the aptness of his quotations from history and metal of a distinctly red tinge, with a specific

literature alwavs held his audience in the Reichs- gravity of 9.8. It melts at 268.3° C, and boils

tag. He died July 30, 1898. For his own epi- between 1090° and 1450° C. It is a poor con-

taph he wrote simply, after his name and the juctor of heat and electricity. The metal itself

dates of his birth and" death, "a faithful (Jerman j^ ugpd chiefly as a constituent of alloys and

servant of the Emperm- V\'illiam I." He had amalgams. With lead, tin, and cadmium it

three children —Countess JIarie, born August 28,

1848: Prince Herbert, bom December 28, 1849;

and Count Wilbelm. born August 1, 1852, and

died in 1901.

BiBi.iotiRAPiiY. Bi.imarck, the Man and the

Statesman; being the reflections and reminis-

cences of Otto, Prince von Bismarck, written and

dictated by himself after his retirement from

office, 2 vols., translated by Butler, popularly

known as Bismarck's Autobiography ( New York,

1899) ; Busch, Bismarck: tiome i<eeret Pages

of His History, 2 vcls. (New York, 1899);

Bismarck, Gcsiimmelte Werke, 5 vols. (Berlin,

1892) ; and id. Poiitische Reden, ed. von Kohl,

9 vols. (Stuttgart, 1892-94) ; Blum, Uas deutsche

Reich zur Zeit Bismarcks (l-cijizig and Vienna,

1893) ; Sybel, The Founding of the dcrman Em-

pire, 7 vols, trans. (New York. 1898); Tuttle,

Brief Biographies: German PoJitical Leaders

(New York, 187(i) ; Lowe, Prince Bismarck

(London, 1885); Dawson, Bismarck and fitate

Socialism (London, 1890); :Muiiroe-Smitb. Bis-

mnrck and German Unity (New York, 1898) ;

Kbiczko. 7'/ie Two Chancellors—Gortchakoff and

Bismarck (London. 18701 : Onckcn. Das Zeital-

tcr Willubns I. ( B.-rlin. H'.IO I

.

BISMABCK - SCHONHAUSEN, Wiliielm

Albrecht Otto, Count von (1852-1901). A
German statesman, second son of Prince Otto

von Bismarck, born at Frankfortont he-Main.

He was educated at the University of Bonn, and

eerved in the Franco-Prussian War as an officer

forms a fusible metal, which melts at from lti° C.

to 34.5° C, according to the proportion of its

constituents. These alloys, besides having a re-

markably low melting-point, expand in the act of

solidification, thus giving a perfect cast. Sniall

quantities have been used in the manufacture

of bell-metal. Bismuth combines with radicals

to form diad, triad, and pentad salts, of which

the trivalent compounds are the most stable. Its

)irincipal compound with oxygen is the trioxide,

which is found native as the mineral bismite, and

may be prepared artificially by igniting the bis-

muth subnitrate until red" fumes cease to come

o(T. It is a pale-yellow amorphous compound,

used for glass and jiorcelain staining, as an

addition to certain fluxes to prevent the produc-

tion of color, and in gilding porcelain. Its most

important compound is the nitrate, which may
be made by dissolving metallic bismutli. or its

oxide, or carbonate, in nitric acid, yielding a

pearly-white powder consisting of minute scales,

which is used as a flux for certain enamels, owing

to the fact that it increases their fusibility, as a

colorless iridescent glaze on porcelain, and as

a cosmetic for softening the skin, under the

names of blnnc dr fard and blanc d'Espagne. It

is an officinal medicine, and was formerly termed

majcstery of bismuth, being largely used in

chronic diarrhoea and cholera. Bismuth oxy-

chloride, lucpared by treating a solution of the

normal nitrate witli a dilute solution of common

salt, yields a precipitate which is a white pearly
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powder that is used as a cosmetic under the

name of pearl-tchitc. and also as a pigment. Bis-

muth citrate, bisnuitli carbonate, and bismuth
and aniinoniiim citrate are otlicinal medicines,

and are used cliiefly as astringents.

BIS'MTJTHINITE. A bismuth trisulphide

that crystallizes in the orthorhombic system.

It is of a lead-gray color, and usually occurs

massive with a foliated or fibrous structure, al-

though sometimes it is found crystalline. The
principal localities where this mineral occurs are

various places in Cumberland, England; at Mey-
mac. France; in Sweden: in Bolivia, South

America; also in Beaver Count.v, Utah, and in

Fresno and Mono counties, Cal. It has some
value as an ore of bismuth.

BISON (Lat., Gk. /3i<ru^, hisOn, wild ox; cf.

OHG. ^yisullt, Wisaiit, Ger. Wiseni. bison, AS.
Wesend, wild ox). A kind of wild cattle, char-

acterized by massive and shaggj- fore quarters.

The name ' was applied by Pliny and subse-

quent Latin writers to a wild ox of Europe
otherwise called bonasus, and probably the

aurochs. More recentl,y the term has been prop-

erl,v extended to the American "buffaloes,' and
erroneousl}- to the East Indian gaurs. Zoologi-

cally, the word is the name of a bovine genus,

including the aurochs {Bison bonasus), the

American bison (liison Americanus) , and several

extinct species of both continents.

Bisons differ from other oxen in the excessive

development of their fore quarters, where the line

of the back arches over the withers in a hump
formed by the long dorsal spines that give at-

tachment to the very thick and strong muscles

needed to support the massive head ; also in their

more slender limb-bones and ribs (which number
14 instead of 13), in the breadth and convexity

of the front of the skull, where the horns spring

from below the top line of the forehead, and
in their six, instead of four, nasal bones. "Ex-

ternally, they differ in having the head heavily

clothed with' long, bushy hair; they ahso possess

a hea%->- barb, and the fore legs are heavily

fringed with coarse, long hair. The clothing-

hair of the body also differs from that of repre-

sentatives of the restricted genus Bos and most
of its allies in consisting mainl.v of short, curled,

crisp wool in place of straight hairs. . . .

Their nearest ally is probably the .vak." (Allen.)

The females are smaller, less massive and shaggy

in the fore quarters than the bulls, and with

lighter horns. The two existing species will be

treated of below. Three fossil species are recog-

nized by .J. A. Allen in his classic monograph,
The American Bisons (Cambridge, 1876). One
is Bison prisons, a very large, long-horned spe-

cies, widel,v distributed in the Pleisto<'ene forma-

tions of Europe. Another, named Bison antiquus,

is found fossil in northern America, and is so

closely similar that .Mien thinks the two might
have been local races of a then circmnpolar spe-

cies. Both of these are regarded by some natural-

ists as direct ancestors of the modern forms.

The third is Bison latifrons, a more ancient type

(yet belonging to the era preceding the present),

which was of gigantic size, with horns that must
have spread ten or twelve feet—three to four

times that of an.v other species.

The Aukociis. bonasus, or zubr, has the gen-

eral form of this type, and an old male stands

about six feet high'. The color is brown, much

darker in the long hair of the fore parts than in

the short wool of the sides and flanks. The
horns arc alxmt 18 inches long, tapering, spread-
ing, and a little curved inward at the point, and
the tail is long and heavily tufted. Once widely
distrilmted over Continental Europe and Trans-
Caucasia (avoiding the Russian steppes), it

would long ago have become extinct were it not
that guarded bands, numbering in 1898 about
700 individuals, have been protected in the Im-
jierial forest preserves of Bialowicza in Lith-
uania, while a few hundred more roam semi-wild
in the fastnesses of the Caucasus. It has never
been reallv domesticated, though several experi-

mental crossings have been made between it and
tame cattle, the results of which have not been
important. It is said to exhibit aversion to

association with other cattle, and to retain its

ancestral wildness and shyness with great te-

nacity. It moves about in small bands, which are
easily provoked to anger, and become dangerous
by the swiftness of their movements and the
overpowering force of their weight in a charge.
Its food consists of grass and brushwood, and the
leaves and bark of young trees. Its cry is pe-

culiar, "resembling a groan or grunt more than
the lowing of an ox." It does not attain its full

stature till after its sixth year, and lives for

about thirty or forty years.

TjiE American Bisox, more familiarly known
as the "buffalo,' is a slightly smaller, less mas-
sive animal than the aurochs, with more slender
hind quarters, a shorter tail, and somewhat
shorter and more robust horns, but with .a

higher hump and greater shagginess about the
head and shoulders. The females are greatly
inferior to the males in bulk, Audubon giving the
weight of an old bull as nearly 2000 pounds,
while full-grown, fat females will weigh only
1"200 pounds. In habits it differs broadly from
the aurochs in being highly gregarious, the
nature of the country permitting it to gather
into enormous herds, and in being almost ex-

clusively a grazer.

"The habitat of the bison," according to Allen,

"formerly extended from the Great Slave Lake
on the north, in latitude about fi2°, to the north-
eastern provinces of ile.xico, as far south as lati-

tude 25°. Its range in British North America
extended from the Rocky Mountains on the west
to the wooded highlands about 600 miles west
of Hudson's Bay. or about to a line running
southeastward from Great Slave Lake to tlie

Lake of the Woods. Its range in the United
States formerlv embraced a considerable area
west of the Rocky Mountains, its recent remains
having been found in Oregon as far west as the

Blue Mountains, and farther south it occupied

the Great Salt Lake basin, extending westward
even to the Sierra Nevada Jlountains, while less

than fift.v .vears ago (i.e. until about 1830) it

existed over the headwaters of the Green and
Grand rivers, and other sources of the Colorado.

East of the Rocky Mountains its range extended
southward far beyond the Rio (Irande, and east-

ward throughout the region drained by the Ohio
River and its tributaries. Its northern limit,

east of the Mississippi, was the Great Lakes,

along which it extended eastward to near the

eastern end of Lake Erie. It appears not to

have occurred south of the Tennessee River, and
only to a limited extent east of the Alleghanics,
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chiefly in tlic upper districts of \orth and South
Carolina."

Restriction of range and decrease in numbers
quiclcly followed tlie settlement of the interior.

By isbo it had disappeared east of the Missis-

sippi: by 1850 it liad been eoutined to the region

of the dry plains; by 1875 it had been swept
away from the central plains and limited to the

region of northwestern Texas and western Kan-
sas in the south, and in the north to Montana
and northward, where isolated herds survived,

with rapid diminution, until 1888. when the last

remnant of the southern herd was nearly ex-

tinguished in the 'Panhandle' of Texas, by the

capture of the last specimens by C. J. Jones

(consult Inman, liiiffalo Jones: Forty Years of

Adventure, Topeka, 1899). Small scattered

bands remained a few years longer in isolated

retreats, but the end of the ccnturv saw uone

in freedom south of the North Saskatchewan.

There, the extensive and lonely forests south of

Great Slave Lake are still tenanted, sparingly,

by the forest-ranging, larger and darker variety

known as the Wood-Buffalo (subspecies Atha-

basca;), which is steadily being reduced by the

Indians in spite of the efforts of Canadian offi-

cials. A few hundred also survive imder legal

protection in the Yellowstone National Park, on

the Flathead Reservation in western Montana,
and in various parks and zoological gardens in

the United States and Europe—probably not

more than 500 in all. This is the result of a

century of unexampled waste of one of the most
numerous, interesting, and valuable animals in

the world, and it is an irretrievable national dis-

grace. For full particulars, consult Allen's

Monograph, heretofore cited, and W. T. Horna-

day's "Extermination of the American Bison,"

in "the Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion for 1SS7.

The American bison was preeminently gregari-

ous, and on the Western prairies and plains as-

sembled in herds of thou.sands and even millions

of individuals. So numerous were they that the

early travelers on the plains might travel for

days witliout losing sight of them ; wagon-trains,

anil e\en the first railroad trains, were sometimes

compelled to stop and wait for their passage;

and the present writer has seen steamboats

halted by herds swimming the Upper Missouri.

These vast herds were made up of coherent

bands, which had the habit of marching in files,

and the paths thus made, called 'bufl'alo-trails,'

are still traceable on the arid plains; also the

circular 'wallows' where they rolled and si)un in

taking a dust-bath. Each band was accompanied

by bulls which, when alarmed, formed a de-

fen.sive circle, with lowered heads, about the cows

and calves, to protect them from the attacks of

the bands of wolves that followed the herds,

preying upon the weaklings, or from onslaughts

by a. puma or a bear; the grizzly alone was able

sometimes to vanqui.sh a bulfalo in single com-

bat. During the midsunniier rutting season

the bulls were constantly fighting with one an-

other also. The .sexes ronuiincd togetluT through-

out the year, with the exception of an occasional

solitary and morose bull. A single calf was the

rule, born in spring, after a gestation of about

nine months. The molting of the winter's woolly

undercoat occurred early in summer, the hair

coming ofT in great flakes; and the hide was in

good condition for robes from October till May.

Tlie buffaloes were nomadic, wandering in
searcli of pasturage, and certain annual migra-
tory movements took place under the intluence of
regional or seasonal changes in forage or weather.
In such movements they s\\am large rivers fear-

lessly, and climbed mountains or made their way
over rough ground with amazing agility. As a
rule, however, they chose the easiest routes, and
tlieir trails were excellent guides to both travelers

and engineers. One great defect in their char-

acter was their liability to panic, when the whole
herd would rush headlong into a bog or over a
precipice, taking no heed of the fate of those

in front.

The Indians of the open interior region sub-

sisted mainly upon the butl'alo, and were able to

retain their independence as long as it was
numerous. The flesh was excellent beef, and
was sun-dried in vast quantities for transporta-
tion ; and the hides served as material for lodges,

winter clothing, harness, boats (in the form of

coracles on the Jlissouri), shields, etc. Various
uses «cre found for the sinews, bones, and horns,

while the dung or 'chi])s' formed the fuel of the

jdains. Tlie Indians hunted it in companies,
usually mounted, but sometimes on foot, or on
snow-shoes, when various stratagems were em-
ployed to aid them. The simple chase on horse-

back was most exciting and perilous. When
large amounts of meat were desired for winter
stores, or for making pemmican, pounds were
constructed, with guiding fences. At the en-

trance to the trap or inclosure a sudden pitch,

natural or dug, would compel the animals to

leaj) down, whence they could not return and
could easily be slaughtered. This was feasible

only in a somewhat wooded region. Another
method was for a party of men to ride round
and round a herd until they were crowded into

a bewildered, stationary mass, and then kill them
at leisure. White men at first hunted the bulfalo

for food, and thousands were recklessly killed for

the sake of a single slice from the hump or a
tongue. Their hides early became an article of

commerce, and the Indians were encouraged to

procure them for the traders. To this there was
added, from about 1800 onward, an army of

white hide-hunters, who made a business of fol-

lowing and ruthlessly slaughtering the animals,

•and succeeded so well that careful estimates show
that on the average 2,000,000 hides a year were
sent to market between the years 1805 and 1875.

For these they rec^eivcd on the average no mora
than $1, out of which sundry expenses nuist be

paid. Subsequently, as the product diminished,

[irices rose, but never very greatly, and robes

continued to sell up to 18ii0, in Eastern cities,

for from $15 to $40, and the few remaining are

not greatly advanced in i)rice.

A great nimiber of jioor hides were tanned for

leather, but it was porous and of no great value.

The coarse fleece has been spun, and small quan-

tities of it have been made into a soft cloth used

for gloves, etc.—a service certain Indians found

for it prehistorically. The early seUIcrs in the

Mississippi Valley looked u])on the biill'alo as

likely to prove domesticable and of great service;

but although easily subjugated when taken

young, it has not proved docile and of practical

use, nor have the hybrids frequently produced
between it and domestic cattle shown such quali-

ties as make them desirable. See article on

Blfkalo.
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BISPHAM, bis'pom. David (1S57— ). An
Anicii<MU singer, horn in Phihulcliiliia, Pa., iind

educated at Haverfonl t'olk'<;i'. ile stiulicil in

p'loreiicc unilcr \'anniiccini. and in London un-

der Williaui Shakespeare, and in 18!)1 made his

professional debut at the Koyal Englisli Opera,

London, as the Due de Ijongueville in La lia-

soche. Since 1892 he has sunt; in Italian, Ger-

man, and EnglLsh, as the principal barytone of

the Royal Opera, Covent Garden, London. At
the Metropolitan Opera-House, in Xew York
City, he has appeared as the chief Wagnerian
barytone. He has also sung much and most suc-

cessfully in concerts.

BISSAGOS, bis-sa'gfiz, or BIJXJ'GA IS-

LANDS I from a negro tribe Bujago, or Bijuga,

inhabiting several of the islands). A group of

small volcanic islands, off the west coast of

Africa, in latitude 11° X. and longitude 16° W.,

opposite the mouth of the Rio Grande. About
half of the islands are inhabited by negroes imder

the immediate dominion of native chiefs. The
climate is unhealthy, but the vegetation is rich.

Orange is the largest island. The chief to«Ti,

Bulama, is situated on the island of the same
name, and has a population of over 3700. The
group forms a dependencv of Portuguese Guinea

(Map: Africa, C 3).

BISSAO, bes-sii'fl, or BISSEO, -sa'6. The
chief port of Portuguese Guinea (q.v.).

BISSCHOP, bis'Kop, Christoffel (1828— ).

A Dutch painter, born at Leeuwarden (Fries-

land). He was a pupil of Schmidt in Delft, and
of Gleyre and Comte in Paris. His works derive

their material chiefly from Friesland, and are

particularly successful in the treatment of in-

terior light effects. His method is not unlike

that of Rembrandt and other Seventeenth-Cen-

tury Dutch masters. Among his paintings are:

'•The Dealer in Curiosities," "Winter in Fries-

land," and "The Morning Sun." He was elected

to the .Academy of The Hague.

BIS'SELL," Edwin Cone (1832-94). An
.\merican biblical scholar. He was born at

Schoharie, N. Y., March 2, 1832, and graduated

at Amherst College (1855), and at Union Theo-

logical Seminary (1859). He served as a Con-

gregational pastor at Westhampton, Mass., San
Francisco, Cal., Winchester, Mass., and was a

foreign missionary of the American Board of

Commissioners for Foreign ^lissions at Inns-

bnick, Austria (1874-79).' In 1S81 be became
professor of Hebrew in the Hartford Congrega-

tional Theological Seminary, whence he passed in

the same capacity to the MeCormick Presbyterian

Theological Seminary in 1892. He died in

Chicago, April 9, 1894. He was captain of

Company H. Fiftv-second Massachusetts Volun-

teer Regiment (1862-63), while still pastor of

Westhampton, and stated supply at Honolulu,

Oahu, 1869-70. He was a conservative biblical

scholar, but not reactionary, and produced sev-

eral still valuable works: The Historic Origin of

the Bible (1873); The Pentateuch: Its Origin

and structure: An Examination of Iteeent Theo-

ries (1885); Biblieal Antiquities (1888, 2d ed.,

1892) ; A Practical Introductory Hebrew Oram-
mar ( 1891) ; Genesis, Printed in Colors, Showing
the Original Sources from which it is Supposed
to have been Compiled, with an Introduction

{ 1892) . But his best and most original work was
his volume on The Apocnipha of the Old Testa-

ment, with HiKlorirdl Iiilroductions; A Retisrd

Translation, and Xotes Critical and Explana-

tory (1880), which Dr. Schaff incorporated in

his edition and translation of Lange's Commen-
tary.

BISSELL, Wilson Shannon (1847-1903). An
.\iiu rican lawyer. He was born in Xew London,

Oneida County, X'. Y., graduated at Yale, stud-

ied law in Buffalo, and in 1872 began prac-

tice with a law firm tc which, in the year follow-

ing, Grover Cleveland was admitted. On the

election of Cleveland as Governor of Xew York,

Bissell became the senior partner of a newly
organized lirm, and gradually confined his legal

practice to the special line of coimsel for cor-

porations. From 1893 to 1895, during Cleve-

land's second administration as President, Bis-

sell was Postmaster-General of the United States.

BIS'SEN, Herm.\nn WiLHELM (1798-1868). A
Danish sculptor. He was born in Schleswig, Oc-

tober 13, 1798, and studied first in Copenhagen,

where in later years (1850) he was made director

of the .Academy "of Arts. In 1823 he took the great

gold medal and was sent to Rome to work under

Thorwaldsen. with whom he studied ten years.

.After returning to Denmark he executed a num-
ber of excellent works, among them a bust of

Oersted, "Atalanta Hunting," etc. In 1841 he

returned to Rome to complete for the Govern-

ment eighteen statues. He has left numerous
examples of his work. Among his masterpieces

are the "Valkyrie," "Cupid Sharpening His Ar-

rows," and "Moses." A frieze, 134 feet long,

was burned in Copenhagen in 1884. By the will

of Thorwaldsen he was commissioned to complete

that master's work. Bissen died in Copenhagen

March 10. 1868.

BISSEX'TILE (Lat. bissextili.i) . The old

name of leap-year. In the .Julian computation

a day was added to February every fourth year;

but instead of making it, as now, the 29th, the

24th day of the month was counted twice {bis),

and as that day was the sixth (sextus) before

the calends of March, it w^as called bis-sexlilis.

See Cai.end.vr.

BISTINEATJ, bis'te-no'. A lake in the north-

western part of Louisiana, about25niiles southeast

of Shreveport ; it is about 25 miles long and has an

average width of about two miles. It receives a

number of streams, mainly from the north, and

discharges its water through the Red River, with

which it is connected by a short river. It is

navigalile for river steamboats.

BIS'TORT (Lat. bis, twice + tortus, twisted;

leferring to its root)

—

Polygonum bistorta. A
perennial plant, 1 to IV; feet high, with a sim-

ple stem, ovate subcordate and wavy leaves, the

radical leaves tapering into a long petiole, and

one dense terminal cylindrical spiked raceme

of flesh-colored flowers. The root is about the

thickness of the little finger, blackish-brown ex-

ternally, reddish within, and tortuous (whence

the nii'me bistort). The whole plant is astrin-

gent, containing much tannin. Bistort is a native

of E\irope and -Asia. It is found in Great

Britain, but is by no means common.

BISTRE, bis'ter (Fr. bistre, dark brown). A
blacki.-.h-brown color, often made of moistened

soot mixed with a little gum. Chinese ink, or

India ink, has largely replaced bistre in water-

colors.
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BIS'TRITZ (Slav, hyfilru, swift). A river

rising in the Carpathian Mountains in eastern

Hungary, tlowing southeast through Bukowina
and Moliiavia. and joining the Sercth just Ijelow

Bakau. after a course of about 185 miles. It is

called the Golden Bistritz. on account of the au-

riferous character of its sands.

BISTRITZ (Hung. I}es::terc::e) . A roval free

town of Transylvania, Kingdom of Hungary,
beautifully situated on the Bistritz River (an

allhient of the 8zamos), in a fine valley about

74 miles northeast of Klausenburg (Jlap: Aus-

tria, J 3). It was formerly strongly fortified,

and remains of its ancient walls and gales are

still standing. Near the town are the ruins of a

castle once the residence of the famous John
Hunyady. Population, in 1890, 9109, mostly

Germans. In 1848-49 Bistritz was the scene of

fierce fighting between the Austrians and the

Hungarians.

BITHOOR'. See Bithub.

BITHTJR, be-thoor'. A town of India, in the

C'awnpore District, Northwest Provinces, on the

right bank of the Ganges. 12 miles northwest of

C'awnpore. It is particularly devoted to the wor-

ship of Brahma, has numerous pagodas and
elaborate ghats, and is a favorite pilgrim resort

for purposes of ablution. During the Mutiny of

1857, Bithur was the stronghold of Nana Saliib.

Here Havelock more than once exacted retribu-

tion, defeating the Nana in the field, and burn-

ing his fort. Population, about GOOO.

BITHYNIA, bI-thin'i-4 ( Gk. Bieuda). An an-

cient division of Asia Minor, separated from
Europe l)y the Propontis (Sea of Marmora) and
the Thracian Bosporus (Strait of Constantino-

ple). It was bounded north by the Euxine,

south by Galatia, Phrygia, and Mysia, and east

by Paphlagonia. It contained the famous Greek
colonies of Cbalccdon and Heraelea; at a later

period, Nicomedia, NiciPa, and Prusa were the

chief cities. The inhabitants of Bithynia were

supposed to be of Thracian origin. The country

was subdued by Crcrsus of Lydia, ami later

fell under the Persian dominion, though the

native i)rinccs seem to have been left in ])ower.

In the confusion which followed the death of

Alexander, the native dynasty secured an inde-

pendent position, and in n.c. 297 Zipoites seems
to have assumed the title of king. His son

Xieomedes I. founded in n.c. 2G4 the city of

Nicomedia, which became the ca])ital. Prusa was
founded about n.c. 185 by King Prusias I., and
was for a time the chief city. The last king,

Nicomedes 111., made the Romans his heirs, and
with a large addition from the Pontic kingdom,
Bithynia became a jirovinee of the Republic

(B.C. 74). Under Trajan, Bithynia was gov-

erned by Pliny the Younger, whose letters to

the Emperor on the administration and condi-

tion of the province contain the well-known
passage respecting the Christians. The Emiieror
Diocletian made Nicomedia his hal>ilual resi-

dence. In 1208 Osman the Turk broke into the

country, and in l.'!2S Prusa or Rnisa, then the

chief town of Bithynia, became the capital of

the kingdom of the Osmanli, and in its mo.sque

are the tombs of the earliest Sultans. Consult
Ramsav, Historical Geography of Asia Minor
(London, 1890).

BITING LICE, or BIRD-LICE. A group
(Mallophaga) of wingless lice, which infest birds

and mammals, each of the thousand or more
species, as a rule, belonging to only one kind

of host, and having mandibulate mouth-parts
adapted to cutting and biting, instead of suc-

torial organs.

BITLIS, bit-les'. A town of Asiatic Turkey,
capital of the vilayet and sanjak of the same
name. It is situated at an elevation of 5156
feet above the level of the sea, in a deep ravine

traversed by the river Bitlis, near Lake Van
(Map: Turkey in Asia, K 3), Bitlis is a

scattered and irregularly built place, with a
large number of mosques, convents, several well-

stocked bazars, a palace, and ruins of an old

fortress. The chief ])roducts are cotton fabrics,

arms, and silver and gold articles. It exports
some raw wool and tobacco, and imports cotton
for its manufacttires, ehiefl}' from Persia, It

has also a very extensive trade. The import of

British goods is small. The population is about
39,000, inchiding a considerable number of Ar-
menians. The Persians defeated Solynian the
ilagniticcnt near Bitlis in 1554.

BITONTO, be-ton'to (anciently, Lat. liutun-

tiim ) . A city in south Italy, 5 miles from the

Adriatic, and 10 miles west of Bari (ilap: Italy,

L G). It has a Romanesque cathedral, a theologi-

cal seminary, an orphan asylum, and a castle.

The chief trade is in salad-oil and in a wine
called Zagarello. In its vicinity the Spaniards,
under Count de ]Montemar, gained a victory
over the Austrians in 1734, which gave Naples to

Don Carlos. Population, in 1881, 23,812; in

1901 (commune), .(0.017.

BITSCH, Fr. BITCHE (anciently Bytis cas-

tnimc). A German town of Alsace-Lorraine, oi.

the Horn, in a wild and wooded pass of the Vos-
ges, 30 miles north-northeast of Strassburg. Its

citadel, l)uilt on a precipitous and isolated rock,

in the midiUe of the town, is well supplied with
water, defended by 80 cannon, has acconnnoda-
tions for a garrison af 1000 men, and is considered
all but impregnable. The Prussians under the
Duke of Brunswick attempted to surprise it in

1793, but failed. It was also unsuccessfully be-

sieged by the Germans in 1870. The town has
manufactures of matches, watch-glasses, and
porcelain. Population, in 1900, 3000 (Map:
Gernumy, B 4 I

.

BITTENFELD, bit'ten-fCdt, Herwarth von.
See Hekwaktii vo.\ Bittenfelu,

BIT'TER, Karl Hermann (1813-85). A
Prussian statesman and writer on nuisic. He
was born at Schwedt, Province of Brandenburg,
and studied law and cameralislics at Berlin
and Bonn. He served as the plenipotentiary of

Prussia on the Danube Connnission from 1850
to 18G0, was prefect of the Department of Vosges
during the ]'"ranco-Pr.ussian War, and subse-

quently became minister of finance (1879)—an
oflicc in which he displayed exceptional ability.

He increased the indirect duties derived from
the so-called tobacco mono])oly and the tax on
spirits and malt, introduced the Biirsensteuer'

(tax on the bourse), and concluded the com-
mercial treaty witli the city of lhiml)urg by
which that city entered the German Customs
I'nion. He reestablished the stalulity of the

Prussian finances, and took a promini'ut part

in bringing the railroads of Germany un<ler (iov-

ernment control. He resigned in 1882, in con-

sequence of differences with Bismarck. His lit-
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erary activity was fonlined almost exclusively to

works (111 music.

BITTER ASH. Sec Quassia.

BITTERFELD, bit'tcr-felt. A town in the

Prussian Province of Saxony, about 20 miles

north of Leipzig, on the Mulde (.Map: Prus-

sia, E 3). It has foundries and breweries, and
anionj; its various manufactures may be men-
tioned ornan-pipes and volatile oils. Bitterfeld

was founded in the Twelfth Century bv the Fleni-

inirs. Population, in 1S!)0, 9047; in 1000, 11,8-10.

BITTERN (OE. bifourc, bitter, from Fr.

hiitor: origin uncertain). Any heron of the

genus Botaurus and related genera, forming the

separate sub-family Uotaurinie. Bitterns are

chiefly distinguished from herons by the long,

loose plumage of the sides of the neck, which
they have the power of erecting at pleasure,

along with the rest of their clothing feathers,

so as greatly to increase their apparent size.

Bitterns also differ from herons in the greater

length of their toes, the middle toe being as long

as the shank; in the presence of only two pairs

of powder-tracts, and in having only ten tail-

feathers. They are almost all solitary birds,

inhabiting reedy and marshy places, where they

remain during the day. and will almost allow

themselves to be trodden upon before taking

wing; they feed during the night on frogs, and
partly, also, on fish, lizards, water-insects, etc.,

and even small birds and quadrupeds. The claw

of the middle toe is serrated on the inner edge,

probably to aid in securing slippery prey. The
common bittern of .America {liotniiriis lentigi-

nosus) is a bird very widely diffused over the

whole continent of Xorth America. In size it

varies greatly, from 2 to 3 feet in length,

and with an expanse of wing up to nearly 4

feet; the bill is about 3 inches long. The
feathers on the crown of the head are dull-

brown, and the plumage in general of a dull

tawnr color, beautifully and irregularly marked
and mottled with black and white. The bit-

tern makes a rude ne.st of sticks, reeds, etc.,

in its marshy haunts, and lays four or five eggs

(illustrated in the Plate of Eggs of Water and
Hame Bieos). It has a peculiar bellowing cry,

which has obtained for it such names as stake-

driver, bull of the bog, etc., and many of its

appellations in other languages, perhaps even

its name bittern tbitnitr. botur, botaurus).

Some naturalists used to assert that the boom-
ing cry of the bittern was produced by the bird

inserting its bill into a reed or into the mud,
but that notion has long since been exploded.

This bird's spring notes are, however, very

reniarkalile, making a booming which has been

aptly compared to the noise made by an old

wooden pump-handle. Said Thoreau (Journals,

.hine 20, 18.52) : "The stake-driver is at it in

his favorite meadow. I followed the sound, and
. . . heard some lower sounds at the beginning,

like striking on a stump or stake, a dry, hard
Bound, and then followed the gurgling, pumping
notes fit to come from a meadow. ... It .sounds

more like wooil-chopping or pumping because

you seem to hear the echo of the stroke or the

reverse motion of the pump-handle. After the

warm weather has come both morning and even-

ing you hear the bittom pumping in the fens."

Wattcrs (Birds of Irclnnd) says of the British

bittern: "Remarked, during the breeding season,

for its peculiar spiral flight in the air, it is

to this it is indebted for the beautiful poetic

name bestowed upon it by the Latins, 'Cheron of

the Stars' or 'star-mounter,' an idea as quaint

in its beauty as is the German 'Earth-spurner'

for the skylark." When assailed, it fights des-

perately with bill and claws; and it is dangerous

to a])proach it incautiously when wounded, as

it strikes with its long, sharp bill, if jiossible, at

the eye. The bittern of Europe ( lioliiurus stt'l-

laris) is very similar to that of America, but
dirt'crs in having the crown black and in some
other details of color; the eggs also are different,

being greenish-brown. It is a common bird

throughout Europe, Asia, and Africa. The Aus-
tralian species (Hotaurus austroVs) is generally

diffused throughout Australia, wherever marshes
or sedgy rivers occur. In habits it closely resem-

bles the bittern of Europe. The head and upper
parts generally are purplish-brown, except the

wings, which are buff", conspicuously freckled

with brown ; the throat, breast, and belly mot-
tled brown and buff.

Least Bittern.—Nearly allied to the bitterns

are birds of the genus Ardetta, eommonlj' known
as 'least bitterns.' So similar are they to Botau-
rus that they are included in that genus by
many of the best ornithologists. They are much
more highly colored and are only about a foot

in length. They are found in North America and
Europe, but are rarely seen because of their

retiring habits, and the fact that they live in

reedy swamps, where they are easily hidden. The
most common North American species is Ardetta
exilis.

BITTERN, Bitter Liquid, or Salt Oil. An
oily liquid, obtained in salt manufactni'e. left

when the mother-liquor of the evaporating-pans
ceases to deposit crystals of common salt. It

consists principally of a strong solution of com-
mon salt, along with the chlorides of magnesium
and calcium, and bromide of potassium. The
bittern obtained from the salt-works of Epsom
was at one time the source of the sulphate of

magnesium (hence called Epsom salts). Bit-

tern is also a valuable source of the element
bromine, the extraction of which is usually

effected by electrolytic methods. See Salt;
Bkomixe.

BITTERNXJT. See Hickory.

BITTERS. .V term applied in popular speech

to beverages containing alcohol and either aloes

for a cathartic effect, or Angostura bark, gen-

tian, calisaya, etc., for stimulating the appetite

and digestion. Medically, bitters are mild tonic

or pungent aromatic stimulants, to be ii.sed in

improving digestive conditions. The "simple bit-

ters' include quassia, gentian, calumba, eupato-

rium (boneset), etc.; the 'aromatic bitters' in-

clude chamomile, cascarilla, angostura, and cimi-

cifuga (snakeroot) ; the 'peculiar hitters' include

wild cherry, cinchona, and picric acid.

BITTER SPAR (Ger. liittcrspat) . A name
given by the Germans to the mineral dolomite,

owing to the magnesia which it contains, salts of

magni'si;! Iiaving a bitter taste,

BITTERSWEET, Dulcamara, or Woody
Nightshade (Holanum dulcamara). A plant

found in hedges and thickets in most parts of

Europe and in Asia, and introduced in the United
States. The root is perennial: the stem climbing

and shrubby, many feet in length: the leaves

ovate-heart-sliapcd, the upper ones spear-shaped;
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the flo-i\crs, purple or blue, in drooping eymes,

much resenihlinfr those of its congener the potato,

but much smaller, followed by ovate red berries

of tempting appearance, are not unfrequently the

cause of serious accident, particularly to chil-

dren. The twigs are collected in autumn after

the leaves are fallen. The lluid extract pre-

pared from the twigs possesses the jxnver of

blunting to some extent sensibility to pain, and

of considerably increasing the secretions of the

skin, the kidneys, etc. The extract is employed

in medicine chiefly as a remedy for scaly erup-

tions on the skin. Its principal chemical con-

stituents are resin, gum, the alkaloid solantine,

and the glucoside dulcamarin. Celastrus scan-

dens, a woodv vine, is also called bittersweet in

the United States. See Sol.'^num.

BITTEB-SWEET. A poem of New England

by J. G. Holland (1858).

BITTER VETCH. See Orobus.

BITTERWOOD. A name given to certain

species of the genus Xylopia, trees and shrubs

remarkable for the bitterness of their wood, par-

ticularlv the West Indian Xylopia glabra. Furni-

ture made of this wood is safe from the attacks

of insects. The genus Xylopia belongs to the

natural order Anonacea". The fruit of some of

the species, particularly Xi/lojjia sericca. ishighly

aromatic and pungent like pepper. Xyloi)ia seri-

cea is a large tree, a native of Brazil; its bark is

used for making excellent cordage.

Bitterwood is also the name of Qufifisia ex-

celsa or Shnaruba excelsa, a tree of the natural

order SimaruhaeeiP, a native of Jamaica, the

wood of which is used in medicine. Botanically,

it is very nearly allied to the true quassia, and

possesses very similar pr(>])erties, containing the

crvstallizable" bitter principle called quassin.

The wood, which is intensely bitter, is a very

useful stomachic and tonic; if introduced by the

rectum, it acts in certain eases as an excellent

anthelmintic. An infusion of bitterwood is,

further, a well-known and useful fly-poison; and

it appears to act as a powerful narcotic on many
quadrupeds.

BITU'MEN (Lat., a kind of mineral i)itch).

A name applied to a number of inflammable min-

eral substances varying in chemical composition

and ranging in consistency from solid to gaseous.

The bitumens consist mainly of carbon and hy-

drogen, but usually they contain also small

amounts of sulphur! oxygen, and nitrogen. The

most important substances included under the

name are natural gas, naphtha, petroleum, mal-

tha, mineral tar. asphalt, elaterite,wurtzilitc, al-

bertite, grahamite, gilsonite, ozocerite, and coal.

Natural gjxs is composed mostly of marsh-gas,

with small quantities of other hydrocarbons and

of carbon oxide. Petroleum and naphtha and

the solid bitumens are essentially hydro<'arbon

compounds, containing also subordinate amounts

of sulphur, oxygen, and nitrogen, and other ele-

ments which may be regarded as imi)\irities. The
bitumens are widely distributed over the earth's

surface, and occur in all the geological formations

from the Silurian to the present. Their origin

in most eases can be traced to the decomposi-

tion of vegetable matter, but various theories

have been advanced to account for the deposits

of petroleum. The several bitumens are de-

sicribed in special articles. Sec Antiihacite;

ASPHALTIC C0.\L; BlTDMlNOrS COAL ; LiGNITE

;

Coal; Gas (N.vruRAL) ; Naputiia; PETROLErM;
Asphalt; Bituminoi's Limestone; Bitiminous
Sh.vle: Et.aterite; Albertite; and Grahamite.

BITU'MINOXJS COAL (I.at. bitumi)wsus,

from hiluincii. a kind of mineral j)itch, bitumen).
A term applied to the varieties of coal which
contain a large percentage of volatile matter.

They yield, by destructive distillation, a con-

siderable quantity of gas, easily ])urifled. and
with good illuminating qualities, and are conse-

quently largely used fin- tliat purpose. Some
varieties also cake when heated out of contact

with the air, and yield a hard, porous product
known as coke. See Coal; Coke.

BITUMINOUS LIMESTONE. A limestone

impregnated ami sometimes deeply colored with

bituminous matter derived from the decompo-

sition of animal and plant remains entombed
within the mass or in its vicinity. The amount
of bituminous matter or asphalt in the pores

of the rock is sometimes suflicient to permit the

material being used for asphalt pavements after

simply powdering and heating it. Still better

results are obtained by mixing it with bitu-

minous sandstone. In the United States, bitu-

minous limestone occurs in Indian Territory,

Texas, and Utah. Much bituminous limeslime

is also mined in Germany, Switzerland, and
France, whence large quantities of it are brought

to the United States. See Asphalt; Pavement;
AspiiALTic Coal.

BITUMINOUS SANDSTONE. A sedimen-

tar\- rock of silicrous eluiracter. I'ontaining more
or less asphalt or bit\imen. When rich in bitu-

men it is a valuable economic product; some-

times it is used directly as a paving material,

but more often it is previously subjected to a
process of refining. In the United States it ia

rained in California, Kentucky, and Indian Ter-

ritory. The outinit in 1900" was 34.277 short

tons," valued at .$138,802. Consult the volume*

of The Mineral Industry, especially Vol. VIII.

(New York, llino). See BiTUMEX ; AsPHALT.

BITUMINOUS SHALES. Beds of shale oc-

curring chielly in the coal-measures, and con-

taining such an amount of carbon and volatile

matter that they are capable of being burned

when mixeil with but a little coal. They are

indeed impure coal, with a large percentage of

ash or earthy matter, which after burning re-

tains the original form. See Coal.

BITZIUS, bet'sf-olis, Albert (175)7-18.54). A
Swiss author, known also by his jiscudonj-m,

Jeremius Ootlhclf. He was bom at Murten
(Freiburg), studied at Gdttingen, and was pas-

tor at Liitzelfliih (Bern) from 1832 until his

death. His works deal with the Canton of Bern,

and are written in the popular dialect. They

have become classic in Switzxuland, and have

found a wider circulation throiigh translations

into High tierman. A fine edition of his coin-

])lete writings appeared at Chaux-de-Fondcs in

18n4-nfi (4 vols.). Selections are accessible

under the title AtisfirH-iihlte Erziihlungen (1888)

in P.ei-biiii's i'iiii\rs(ilhibliothck.

BIVOUAC, blv'wak (Fr., probably from Gcr.

Bciirache, Heiwarht, from bci, by -f Wache,

watch, gimrd), Mimtauy. An encampment of

soldiers in the open air; generally of a tem-

porary nature. In active service, and in nn

enemy's country, great care must be exercised in
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the choice of grouiul for a bivouac. It must be.

as far as possible, tree from beinj; eommauded
hv artillery fire, capable of hasty defense, ofler

few (if any) advantages to an enemy, and be

rear water facilities for men and animals. See En-
campment; Camp, Military; and Cantonment.

BIWA, be'wa. A beautiful lake in the south-

ern part of the island of Nippon, Japan (Map:
Japan. EG). It is about 3G miles long, 12 miles

in width, and lies at an altitude of about 400

feet. The western shore is mountainous and the

eastern is low. There are several small islets in

the lake, and fish are found in abundance. Biwa
is connected by several canals with the inlet of

Osaka, and supplies water-power to the mills

and factories in Kyoto.

BIX'BY, .James Thompson (1843—). An
American Unitarian minister. He was born at

Barre. Mass., July 30, 1843; graduated at Har-

vard College and at Harvard Divinity School

;

entered the ministry, and has .served in various

places; since 1885, at Yonkers, N. Y. He was
professor of the philosophy of religion in the

Meadville Theological School from 1879 to 1883,

when he went abroad for study and travel, and
in 1S85 received the degree of Ph.D. at the Uni-

versity of Leipzig. He is the author of Similari-

ties of Physical and Religious Knotiledge ( 1876;

2d ed. under the title. Religion and Science

as Allies, 1889) ; The Crisis in Morals; Exami-
nation of Rational Ethics in the Light of Mod-
ern Science (1891; 2d ed. under the title. The
Ethics of Evolution, 1900) ; The yew World
and the Xew Thought (1902).

BIXIN. See Abnotto.

BIXIO, bek'se-6, Gikolamo (called yino)
(1821-73). An Italian patriot. He was bom
in Genoa, and was the brother of Jacques-Alex-

andre Bixio. He participated in the unsuc-

cessful struggle of the Venetians against Austria,

and after joining Garibaldi in Rome (1848), com-

manded the Roman troops that repulsed the

first attack of the French General Oudinot

(1849). He commanded one of Garibaldi's ves-

sels during the celebrated expedition to Sicily in

1800. and after capturing Reggie and fighting in

the battle of Volturno (1S(;0) was made lieuten-

ant-general. He served in the War of 186(5, and in

1870 forced the capitulation of Civita Ve<-chia.

In ISGC he was elected a member of the Chamber
of Deputies, and in 1870 he was called to the Sen-

ate. He died while on an expedition in the East
Indies. Consult: Guerzoni, La vita de yino
Bixio (Florence, 187.5); Delvecehio, Cenni bio-

grafici di .Vino Bixio (Genoa, 1887), and C. ]Mar-

tinengo. Patrioti italiani (Milan, 1890).

BIXIO, Jacques-Alexandre (1808-65). A
French publicist and politician, born at Chiavari,

then in the Department of the Apennines. He
was concerned in the Revolution of 1830, and in

1848 was influential as a leader of the opposition.

Under Ixiuis Napoleon he received various polit-

ical honors. His political career ended with the

coup dV-tat of 1851. In 1831 Bixio, with Buloz,

founded the Revue des Deux Mondes.

BIYSK, besk. A district town in the Govern-
ment of Tomsk, Siberia, situated on the river

Biy, 340 miles south of Tomsk, and 2.500 miles

cast of Moscow (Map: Asia. H 3). It is a thriv-

ing to^\Ti, carrying on a brisk trade with the Chi-

nese and the Altai Kalmucks, exchanging hajd-

ware, printed cloth, leather, soap, tobacco, etc.,

for cattle and hides: the hides are then dressed

in the tanneries of Biysk and resold to the Mon-
gols as leather. Population, in 1897, 17.200.

BIZERTA, bi-zer'ti, or BENZERTA, ben-

zer'tii (Lat. Hipiio Diarrhytus or Xarytus, Gk.
'Ittxojv ZippvToi, Hippon Zarrhytos, from Phceni-

cian hippo, a walled town + Gk. SidppvToi, diar-

ihytos, intersected by streams). A fortified sea-

port of Tunis, 38 miles northwest of the capital,

Tunis, at the mouth of a lagoon communicating
with a deep gulf or bay of the Mediterranean
(Map: Africa, near Farina, E 1). Formerly
one of the best Mediterranean ports, the harbor

was allowed to silt, and for centuries was useless,

until the dredging and completion of brealcwaters

in 1894 reopened it as an important naval station

for the French, who have occupied the city since

1881. It has important fisheries. The adjacent

country is remarkably fertile, but its cultivation

is neglected. The town is surrounded by walls,

and defended by two castles, which, however,

commanded by the neighboring heights, are use-

less against a land attack. Hippo Diarrhytus,

or Zarytus, was founded by the Tyrians. Aga-
thocles, between the years B.C. 310 and 307, forti-

fied the place and provided it with a new har-

bor: and under the Romans it was a free city.

Population. 8000.

BIZERTA, or BENZERTA, Lakes of, the

ancient Hipponitis Palus and Sisarce Palus. Two
small lakes of Tunis, lying south of the to«Ti of

Bizerta, whence they derive their name. They
abound in fish, especially mullets, from the

roes of which, botargo, an important article of

Levantine trade, is manufactured.

BIZET, be'ziV (Alexandre Cf;sAR Leopold)
Georges (1838-75). A French operatic composer.

He was the son of a singing-master in Paris, and
was generally regarded as a child prodigy. At
nine he entered the Conservatoire, where his

masters were JIarmontel in piano, Ziramermann
in harmony, Benoist in organ, and his future

father-in-law, Halevy, in composition. For a

decade he carried off nearly all the Conservatoire

prizes, and in 1857 his comic opera, Le docteur

miracle, was awarded the palm over sixty other

compositions in a competition established by

Ofi'enbach. Several months later he won the

Prix de Rome, and the dream of his life was
realized. He plunged into the study of the great

Italian masters of Church music, at the same
time broadening and deepening his mental and
artistic equipment by voracious reading and con-

stant visits to the museums and galleries in

Rome. His letters of this period mirror faith-

fully the striking growth of the artist, and, more
unusual still, the modest consciousness of this

growth. While in Italy he composed the opera

Don Procopio, discovered in 1895 among the

papers of Auger; two movements of a symphony,

and a comic opera. La guzla de I'Eniir. He re-

turned to Paris a finished composer, yet his

opera Lcs perheurs de perles, a tale of Hindu
love, was produced at the ThC-atre Lyrique

(1863) with no particular success. La jolie

fille de Perth, based on Scott's novel, was more
favorably received by the critics. Bizet now ac-

cepted Wagner's contentions for dramatic verity

in opera without accepting his methods of at-

taining it. These were the years of exoticism

in music, which was inaugurated by Ffdicien

David (q.v.), and at which Bizet had already
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tiiod liis liand. Djamihli (1872".. a one-act trag-

edy of uiiieiiuited love in the Orient, was brushed
away by the public as too \\'a<rnerian and un-

theatrical, but the author was "absolutely sure

that he had found his way; he knew what he

wa;; doing." Technical mastery, Gallic deftness

and delicacy of touch, emotional depth and sin-

cerity, were all concentrated in this tale of sup-

pressed passion amid the languorous surround-

ings of a Cairo hareui. Unlike David, with
uhom Orientalism was the aim and essence of the

composition. Bizet employed it onl_v as a back-

ground, an atmosphere for universal and eternal

emotions. This little masterpiece was followed

in the same year by the incidental music to

Daudet's drama L'Arlcsienne. The spirit of

'fair Provence' was transmuted into tones with
wonderful power. The public paid no attention

to the entr'-acte music, performed amid the chat-

tering usual between the acts, and yet at present

the music and the drama have grown to be con-

sidered as inseparable as is Mendelssohn's music
from Shakespeare's Midsiiiniiirr yif/ht's Dream. or
Beethoven's music from Goethe's Egmoiit. The
discouraged composer tempted fortune for the last

time with Carmen (1875), based on Merimee's
novel. Another failure, and in a few months
the master died at Bougival (of consumption,
probably), carrying to his grave the conviction
that he had created a chef-d'teuvre—an opinion

in which musicians of all schools and tastes

concur at present, when Carmen is one of the

half-dozen most popular operas of the lyric

stage. "Dramatic and picturesque," Carmen
delineates in masterly style the psychology of

the wayward heroine from the whimsical co-

quetry of the first scene to the fatalistic

bravado of the tragic denouement. The develop-

ment of the choler in the weakling Don Jos?,

driven by Carmen's heartlessness to despair and
inurder: the purity and devotion of the lachry-

mose ilicaela : the pleasure-loving bull-fighter

—

all these once seen and lieard are never forgot-

ten. Even to the minor ])ersonages, each speaks
an individual musical language.

Besides two overtures, Bizet wrote piano music
and a number of songs, highly valued by con-

noisseurs.

Bizet was a remarkable reader of orchestral

scores at sight, an erudite nuisician, a man of

wide culture and strong artistic convictions.

With all his admiration for the nmsic-drama,
he did not overburden his Carmen with colossal

orchestration, nor did he discard the time-
lionored set numbers and ensembles or make
use of the leit-motif, except 'remini.scentially.'

The choice, too, of sul)jects for his last two
works was in the direction of everyday realism,

contrary to the theory that myth is the only
sul)ject for a music-drama. France luidoubtcdly
lost in Bizet one of her greatest musicians be-

fore he had achieved what was easily within his

power to achieve. Consult C. Bellaigne, "Georges
Bizet." Rcrue des Deux ilondes (October 15,

188!)).

BJABME, iiyiir'mr, BRVN.Tor.F. A pen-name
once used liy llenrik Ibsen (q.v.).

BJOBCK, hyerk, GuSTAV O.SKAB (I860—). A
Swedish painter, born in St<wkholm, He at-

tended the academy in that city, and studied in

Munich, Venice, Rome, and Paris. He was made
ft member of tlie Stockholm Academy in 1889.

Although cliiefly distinguished as a portrait

painter, he has worked much in other fields.

BJOENEBORG, byOr'ue-bOrg, or BIOBNE-
BORG ( Kinnisli I'ori). A seaport and capital

of a district in the Government of Abo Bjiirne-

borg, Finland, on the eastern coast of the Gulf
of Bothnia, at the mouth of Kurao, 70 miles

north-northwest of Abo (ilap: Russia, B 2),
and 150 miles from Helsingfors. It carries

on a considerable trade, exporting principally

timber (especially to England) and importing
rye-flour, salt, and iron. Some shi|)-buiUling is

done here. The larger vessels cannot approach
the citv, and must anchor off Refso. Population,

in 1888, 10,100; in 1897, 11,600.

BJORNSON, byern'son, B.torxst.ierne ( 18.32— ). A Norwegian jHiet. dranu>list, and novelist.

He was born at Kvikne, December S. 1832, the son
of a I.ullieran pastor. His childhood was passed
in Kvikne. Romsdal, and Molde. in noble scenery
rich in legendary association. He left the Uni-
versity of Christiania for journalism, having al-

ready, as a student, written sketches and reviews
of plays, and in 1858 published his first drama.
Between the Battles, and his first novel, Synnore
l^olhakh-cn, translated by JIary Howitt as Trust
and Trial (1858). He was made director of the
theatre in Bergen, and from 1800 to 1803 trav-

eled on a Government stipend, chietly in Italy.

He has since resided in Norway, with frequent
visits to Paris, Rome, and llunich. In the win-
ter of 1880-81 he lectured in the United States.
Bjornson is the greatest distinctively Norwegian
writer, so intensely national that the Danish
critic Brandes says that "the mention of his

name in a gathering of his countrymen is like

running up the national flag." He is the chief

novelist, probably the chief poet, and, with Ibsen,

the chief dramatist of his country's history.

For more than twenty years he has been a leader
of the Republican Party in Norway, and has en-

gaged actively in social and religious contro-
versies. The change in the flag of Norway on
January I, 1901, with all that it symbolizes for

independent national entity, is due to Bjornson
more than to any other man. The poet and the
seer has proved himself also a practical politician.

As was natural, tliis lias changed the character of

his literary work, which was at first purely artis-

tic, but in the stress of controversy has tended to
become didactic. The first period is distinctive-

ly lyric. His plays of this time are sagas; his

narrative epics idyllic, and imbedded in them
are gems of song, many widely popular and one
'national.' These were collected in I'urms and
,Songs (1870). and in that year appeared his

only epic, .\rnljol dclline, founded on an epi-

sode in the Ilrimsh-rinrila. Since then Bjiirnson

has written little verse. He had already dis-

tinguished himself in peasant novels and tales,

e.g. Arnc (18,58), A Happy Boy (1800), and
The Fisher Maiden (1808), primitive pastorals,

genuine yet mmlern. The dramas of these years
are based on the native sagas, the best of them,
•Sigurd SIcmbv and Sigurd Jorsalfar (1872). on
the lleiniskringla. Mary Stuart in Scotland
(1804) is an isolated exce|)tion. as is the prob-

lem play The Sewly M'edded Pair (1866).
This latter style is characteristic of the whole
drama of the second period beginning with The
Editor (1874), and counting .4 Bankruptcy
(1875), The King (1877), Leonardo (1879),
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The Xeir .s'ly.sV.m (IST'.t). .1 <;t,jrc (1883). H,-
iiond Our Shcnrith (1883), and (teorirapht/ and
Lore (1885). Of these. Tlie Kiiu/ is tlieTiiost nuli-

cal. and tluni^dit by its author the must impor-
tant. The novels show the same evolution from
The Bridal March (1873) through Magnhild
(1877), Captain Manxana (187!)). and Duxl
(1882), to the true prol)lem novels The Heritage
of the Kiirts [Det Fhiiicr) (1884) and hi God's
Wail (1880), the former dealing witli redemption
from heredity througli education, tlie latter with
higolry and literal tlumght. This lirought on
Bjdrnson the imprecations of the orthodox,
though its aim was to exalt and purify religion.

It is Bjiimson's latest notable work. Tliere are
translations of Bjiimson's novels by Anderson,
and of Sigurd Slembe by PaiiTie (Boston). Con-
sult: Brandes, Modenic fleister (Frankfort,
1897): Anderson. "Biographical iSketeh." in
Si/nniire Solbakken. translated by Anderson
I Boston. 1882) ; Gosse. '"An Essay on the Writ-
ings of Bjornson," in Bjbrnson, Xorels (London,
1895) : Bovesen. Essai/s on Scandinarian Litera-
ture (New York. 1895).

BJORNSTJEBNA, byern'sher'na, Magnus
Fredrik. Count (1779-1847). A Swedish sol-

dier, statesman, and author. He was born in

Dresden, where his father resided as secretary
to the Swedish Legation. He received liis edu-
cation in Germany, and joined the Swedish Army
in 1793. He distinguished himself in the Fin-
nish War. and in 1813 was appointed colonel
in the army that went to aid the Allies in Ger-
many: took part in the conflicts at Grossbeeren
and Dennewitz; was present at Leipzig, and con-
cluded the formalities of capitulation with the
French at Liibeck and Maestricht. Subsequently,
he fought in Holstein. and iti Xorway. where he
signed the treaty which united that country
with Sweden. In 1828 he was appointed Ambas-
sador to the Court of Great Britain, which
office he held till 184(j. when he returned to
Stockholm, where he died. In addition to some
political writings, he published The Theogony,
Philosophy, and Cosmogony of the Hindus
(Sto<-kholm, 1843).

BLAAS, bias, Eugex von (1843—). An Ital-

ian painter. He was born in AUiano, Italy, and
received hi.s education from his father, Karl von
Blaas. and afterwards at the Vienna Academy.
He settled in Venice, the life of which, past and
present, he lias depicted in his ])ictures. The
following are among his best works: "Conversion
of the Rha-tians by Saint \"alentine," "Faust and
ilarguerite in the Garden." "Cimaliue and
Giotto,'' "Scene from Decameron." "Dogaressa
Going to Church," "Venetian Balcony Scene."
"Bridal Procession in San Marco," "Venetian
Masquerade."

BLAAS, JiLRS von (1846— ). A painter,
brotliir of Eugen von Blaas (q.v.). He was
horn in Albano, Italy, and after studying with
his father. «ent to Rome, where he painted genre
scenes from the Campagna. His "Race of In-

toxicated Slavonic Peasants," which he painted
in 1800, is in the Vienna Imperial Museum. He
preferably depicts equestrian scenes. Other pic-

tures by him are the following: "Fox-Hunt in

the Campagna" (1877) ; "Market in Upper Hun-
gary" (1885); "Horse-Fair in Bischofshofen"
(1888).

BLAAS, Kari. von (1SI5-04). An Austrian
painter, biirn at Nauders in tlic Tyrol. He stud-
ied in Innsbruck. Venice. Florence, and Rome,
and was appointed juofessor at the .\cadeniy
of \'ieima in 1850. He painted thirtytliree fres-
coes for the Altlerchenfeld Church of that .city.
In 1855 he received a prize at the Paris' Ex-
position for tlie picture entitled "Charlemagne
\'isiting a Boys' School" (Venice Museum),
and in the same j-ear he accepted a professorship
at the Venice Academy. He returned to Vienna
in ISOC). Among his most celebrated productions
are the following: "TuUia Driving Over Her
Father's Body" (1832): three frescoes in the
church at Foth, near Budapest: "Rape of Vene-
tian Brides in Sixth Century" (1858; Innsbruck
Museum) ; forty-two scenes in fresco (Vienna
Arsenal)

; portraits of Francis Joseph and of
the Queen of Spain; "Ekkehard Carrying the
Duchess of Suabia Across the Threshold of the
ilonastery."

BLACK. In art, Idack is the name of the
darkest color—that which, according to physical
scientists, is produced by the absence or by the
complete absorption of the rays of light.' See
Color.

BLACK, Ad.\m (1784-1839). An English
publisher. With his nephew. Charles Black, he
established a publishing house in Edinburgh,
which began issuing the IJdinhurgh Review in
1826, and secured the copyrights of the Encyclo-
pcrdia Britannica in 1829 and of the Warerley
Xoiels in 1851. Besides managing this immense
business, he was Lord Provost of Edinburgh from
1843 to 1848, and was a member of Parliament,
as the successor of JIacaulay, from 1856 to 1805.
Consult Nicolson, Memoirs of Adam Black (Lon-
don. 1885).

BLACK, Hugh (18G8— ). A Scotch clergy-
man and author, born at Rothesay. He studied
at the Glasgow LTniversity. and was ordained to
the Presbyterian ministry in 1801. From 1801
to 1890 he was pastor at Paisley, and in the
latter year was called to Saint George's Free
Cliurch. Edinburgh. His publications comprise
Friendship (1898). and Culture and Restraint
(1901).

BLACK, Ivory. The pen-name of Thomas A.
Janvier.

BLACK, .Tame.s (1823—). An American
temperance agitator. He was born at Lewis-
burg, Pa., was educated at the academy there,
and in 1840 was admitted to the bar. In'l852 he
took an active part in the movement to have a
law enacted for the iiroliibition of liquor in Penn-
sylvania. His eft'orts in tliis direction were con-
stant, and led to the formation of a Prohibition
Party at Cliicago in 1809. In 1872 he was the
first nominee of the party feu- President, and
received 5008 votes. He was chairman of a com-
mittee appointed in 1870 to organize the Na-
tional Prohibition Reform Party, and started a
temperance imblieation society. Among his writ-
ings are: Is There a \ecessity for a Prohibition
Parlyf (1870); A History of the Prohibition
Party (1880); and The Prohibition Partu
(1885).

BLACK, Jeremiah Sullivan (1810-83). An
-American jurist and statesman. He was born in
Somerset County, Pa. ; received a common-school
education, studied law, was admitted to the bar
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in 1831, and soon acquired a considerable prac-

tice. He served for some time as deimty atlor-

nev-general for Somerset County, and from 1842

to" r851 was president judge of the Sixteenth

Judicial District of Pennsylvania. He was one

of the Supreme Court Justices of Pennsylvania

from 1851 until 1857, when he became Attorney-

General of the United States in President Bu-

chanan's Cabinet. In this capacity he protected

the Government against the frauds involved in

many of the famous 'California land-claims,'

which grew out of alleged ilexiean grants cov-

ering 19,148 square miles, issued before the ces-

sion of California to the United States: and on

the approach of the Civil War contended vig-

orously against any interpretation of the Con-

stitution which would justify secession or would

prohibit the President from suppressing insur-

rection or protecting Federal property against

the attacks of State forces. Black replaced Cass

as Secretary of State in December. 18U0, and

soon afterwards rendered an important service

to the country by inducing Buchanan to take a

firm attitude "in his negotiations with the South

Carolina commissioners with regard to the with-

drawal of the United States troops from Fort

Sumter. At the close of Buchanan's. administra-

tion, Black served for a time as United States

Supreme Court reporter, but resigned to devote

himself to his private practice, and subsequently

took part in many celebrated cases. He was

counsel for Preside"nt Johnson in the famous im-

peachment trial of 1868, but withdrew from the

case after the President's answer had been filed.

In 1877 he was conspicuous as one of Tilden's

counsel before the Electoral Commission (q.y.),

and afterwards wrote an able argument against

the decision of the Commission in favor of

Haves. Besides winning a foremost place at

the" bar, Judge Black was known as a thor-

ou''h classical scholar and a brilliant conversa-

tionalist. Soon after his death the Bar of the

Supreme Court of the United States spoke of hini

as having been "a lawyer profoundly versed in

the science of the law and worthy to be ranked

with the greatest and ablest of our age and

country." Consult C. F. Black, Essays and

Speeches of Jeremiah S. Blacl-, irith a Bio-

graphical Sketch (New York. 1885).

BLACK, .lonN (1783-18.55). A Scottish

journalist. He was born near Dunse. where he

pursued his studies, and was subsequently

articled to a writer. He afterwards obtained em-

ployment as an accountant in Edinburgh, attend-

ing" classes at the University, and doing some

literary work. He became a reporter for the

London Morning Chronicle in 1810, and editor

in 1817 John Stuart Mill says that Black

"played a really imi)ortant part in the progress

of English opinion for a number of years which

was not properly recognized." and th.-it he wa.s

the "first journalist who carried criticism .ind

the spirit of reform into the details of English

institutions." The institutions especially af-

fected by this criticism were the courts and the

Church," with the result that the press enjoyed

a much larger measure of freedom in dealing

with them. Black was a friend of .Tames Mill,

and Lords Palmerston, Melbourne, and Brough-

am, and was a patron of Charles Dickens whose

connection with the Chronicle began m 183.5. He

published translations of Humboldt's I'oUiical

Essay on New Spain (1811-1-2) ;
von Buch s

Travels in yorway and Lapland (1813); Ber-

zelius's System of Mineralogy (1814); and
Sehlegel's Lectures on Dramatic Literature

(1814).

BLACK, Joseph (1728-99). A Scottish chem-

ist. He was born in Bordeaux, France, where his

father was engaged in the wine-trade. Both his

parents were of Scotch descent, but natives of

Belfast, whither their son Avas sent for his edu-

cation in 1740. In 1746 he entered the Uni-

versity of Glasgow; in 1751 he went to Edin-

burgh to complete his medical course, and in

1754 took his degree. His thesis on the nature

of the mild and caustic alkalies and alkaline

earths contained his first contribution to chem-

ical science. In those days the transformation

by heat of a mild alkali fa metallic carbonate)

into the corresponding caustic alkali (an oxide,

or hydroxide) was interpreted on the hypothesis

that the mild alkali combines with the fiery

principle called phlogiston, and thus the caustic

alkali is produced. Black showed, however, that

the transformation was accompanied by a loss of

weight, and that during the transformation an

aeriform substance escaped from the mild alkali.

This aeriform substance he found to be different

from atmospheric air, and gave it the name of

fixed air. Thus the existence, both in the free state

and in combination, of a gas different from air

—namely, carbonic acid—was first clearly estab-

lished by Black. Black succeeded Cullin as pro-

fessor of anatomy (which branch he afterwards

exchanged for medicine) and lecturer on chem-

istry in Glasgow. Between 1759 and 1703 he

evolved that theory of 'latent heat' on which his

scientific fame chiefly rests, and which formed

the immediate preliminary to the next great

stride in discovery by his pupil and assistant,

James Watt. In 1760 CuUen was apjiointed to

the chair of theoretical medicine in Edinburgh,

and Black succeeded him in the chair of chem-

istry. Thenceforth he devoted himself chiefly

to the elaboration of his lectures, in which he

aimeil at the utmost degree of perspicuity, and

with perfect success. Black published: Experi-

ments on Magnesia, Quicklime, and Other Alka-

line Substances ; Observations on the More Heady

Freezing of Water that Has Been Boiled: and

Analysis of the \faters of Some Boiling Springs

in Iceland. His Lectures on the Elements of

Chemistry was published after his deatli. by

Robinson (2 vols., London, 1803). Consult

Brougham, Lives of Philosophers of the Time of

Oeorge III. (London and Glasgow, 1855).

BLACK, Wii.l.iAM (1841-98). A British nov-

elist. He was born in Glasgow, November 9,

1841. He studied art for a time in the Govern-

ment school there, with the intention of becom-

ing an architect: but he soon abandoned art for

journalism. After some experience on the (lias-

gow Weekly Cifi'icn, he went to London, where

at first he" wrote for the magazines. In 1805

he joined the staff of the Morning Star, becimi-

ing the next year its special war correspondent

duriiur the PrussoAustrian War. Subsequently

he was for a short jieriod assistant editor of

the Daily News. He died December 10, 1898.

He produced thirtv-odd novels, among which

are: .i Daughter of Helh (1871), which gained

him his reputation; Strange Adventures of a

Phaeton (1872): A Princess of Thulc (1873);

Madcap Violet (1870) ; .Vacleod of Dare (1878) ;
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Three Feathers (ISSl) ; Shandon Bells (1883) ;

Judith Shakci^peare (1884): In Far Lochaber

(1888): and ^\ild Keliii (1898). As may be

observed from these titles, Bbiek laid his scenes

mostly in northern Scotland, wliich he knew and

loved well. It was, however, his frequent prac-

tice to contrast the simple manners of his coun-

try-folk with the London Bohemia. His novels,

some of which were extremely popular, show
more than average workmanship. None of them
quite reach the high art of the great novelists,

though .1 Daughter of Beth reveals talent which

almost approaches genius. Consult Sir Wemyss
Reid. ^\'Hliam Black, Xovelist : A Biography

(Xew York, 1902).

BLACKACRE, Jeret. A coarse bumpkin in

Wycherley's Plain Dealer, trained to the law by

a litigious mother, but cognizant only of its

phrases.

BLACKACRE, Widow. The mother of the

above. She is always involved in a lawsuit. The
character is borrowed from the Countess in Ra-
cine's Lcs Plaide'irs.

BLACK ACTS. Scottish Parliamentary acts

dating from 1424 to 1504 ; so called because they

were all printed in the black, or Saxon, char-

acters. The expression "Black Act' is also ap-

plied to an act of George I., directed against

poachers who, with their faces blackened or

otherwise disguised, and associated, as we are

told in the preamble of the act, under the name
of Blacks, appeared in Epping Forest, near

Waltham. in Essex, destroyed the deer there, and
committed other enormities. This act was, along

with numerous other statutes, repealed in 1827,

by 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 27.

BLACK APPLE. A name applied in Queens-

land and Xew South Wales to Achras australis,

a tree of the natural order Sapotaeese. The tree

produces an edible fruit about the size of a plum.
The timber of this and several other Australian

species is close-grained, hard, and easily worked,

and is valuable for cabinet-work and for carving,

for which it is especially suitable.

BLACK ASSIZE. A popular name com-
memorative of an extraordinary epidemic of jail

fever which broke out at Oxford at the close

of the assizes, July 6, 1577. Contemporary ac-

counts describe it as having originated in the

court-house immediately after a sentence to lose

his cars was pa.ssed on Richard Jencks, a book-

binder accused of sedition. It was popularly

interpreted as a divine judgment on the cruelty

of the sentence; but the phenomenon is satisfac-

torily explained by the pestilential atmosphere
of the adjoining jail, then, as it was until long

after, a seat of misery, filth, and disease. From
the 6th of .July to the 12th of August. 510 per-

sons are said to have died in Oxford and the

neighborhood of this terrible malady, among
whom were the chief officials who sat at the
assize, most of the jury, and many members of
the university. Women, poor people, physicians,

visitors, and children are said to have escaped
the infection. A similar event is recorded as

having taken place at Cambridge at the Lent
Assizes in 1.521. Consult: Holinshcd, Chronicles

(London, 1577: reprint, fi vols., London, 1807-

08) ; Stow, Annates (first edition, London. 1580;

ed. Howe, London, 1031); Wood, Athenw Ox-

onienses ( first edition, London, 1691-92 ; 4th edi-

tion, ed. Bliss. Oxford. 184S1.

BLACKBAND IRONSTONE. An ore of

iron, found commonly in rocks of the Car-

boniferous system, and to a lesser extent in the

Jura-Trias system, of several countries. It oc-

curs in bands or rounded masses, and is often

associated with coal, and sometimes with lime-

stone. It is mainly a carbonate of iron, accom-

panied by some coaly matter and clay impuri-

ties. In the United States, blackband ores are

obtained in Pennsylvania. Ohio, and Kentucky.
In Europe, Scotland yields some. This ore is low
in iron, as shown by the percentage composition

of an Ohio ore from Tuscarawas: Silica, 26.22;

phosphorus, 0.27: iron carbonate, 34.69; iron

sesquioxide, 10.42; alumina. 0.70; manganese,
1.70; lime carbonate. 2.00: suli)hur, 1.84. Be-

fore melting in the blast-furnace, blackband iron-

stone has to be roasted. It is seldom used alone.

See Iron, section on Iron Ores.

BLACK BASS, DUCK, etc. See the sub-

stantives.

BLACK BATE'MAN OF THE NORTH.
See Dekker, TuoM-\s.

BLACK BEETLE. A common name in Eng-
land for the Oriental cockroach (see CoCK-
Ko.^^cn) ; also, rarely, for beetles of the genus
Blaps.

BLACKBERRY (Riibns rillosus) . A term
applied in .\merica to both upright and decum-
bent thorny bushes bearing a fruit consisting of

an aggregation of small drupes or berries, ar-

ranged about the receptacle to which they adhere,

and which, when ripe, separates from the plant

with the drupes and forms a part of the so-called

fruit. In America, the blackberry and dewberry,

or running blackberry {Riibus Canadensis) , are

indiscriminatcl.v spoken of as blackberries, while

the English bramble {Rubus fruticosits) is also

called a blackberry. In America, these fruits,

with the exception of Rubus fruticosus, have
attained a commercial status, and each year

widens their range of cultivation. Although
existing in a hi.sh state of development as wild

plants.they attracted little attention as garden

fruits until as late as 1850. Now, however, they

are extensively cultivated over a wide area.

The blackberry is propagated almost exclu-

sively from root-sprouts, suckers, and root-cut-

tings. Xew varieties are secured by planting

the seed, but most of the named varieties now
on the market arc chance seedlings from wild or

cultivated plants. The habit of growth of the

blackberry renders it necessary to set the plants

not closer than 3 by 8 feet for the smaller grow-

ing sorts, while 4 by 10 is not too wide for the

larger kinds. The fruit is extensively used for

canning, both in a commercial and domestic way

;

but it finds its chief market as a fresh fruit for

dessert purposes. The bark of the root has tonic

properties which are much prized by the country

folk. A (luid extract made from blacklwrry-

root is sometimes prescribed in cases of diarrha'a.

For a discussion of the genus, see RuBUS; also

see Dewbkhky.

BLACKBERRY DISEASES. See Rasp-

ItEltliV DiSE.VSES.

BLACK BESS. The name of the English

highwavnian Turpin's mare. She is mentioned

bv Sam' WoUer. in The Pickuick Papers, just be-
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fore he voluntarily went into Fleet Prison, in

a song beginning;

••Bold Turpin vunce, on Hounelow Heath.
His bold mare Bess bestrode-er.

"

BLACKBIRD. Any of several different
birds prevailingly blaek in plumage; in America,
a member of the family loteridae. About a
dozen species dwell in the United States. They
agree in the possession of a rather long and
slender beak, with cutting edges, and have only
nine primaries in the wing; but arc distinguished
from each other by size and color. The males,
when in full plumage, are always more strikingly

colored than the females, and generally the con-

trast is very great. In most of the species the
female is not black at all, and the young re-

semble her. The largest of the American black-

birds are those known as crow-blackbirds—or,

HEAD AND FOOT OF A TYPICAL BLACKBIRD.

more properly, grakles (q.v.)—one species of

which reaches a length of 18 inches, but is not
so heavy as a crow. The other blackbirds are
much smaller—less than a foot in length—and
are distinguished from each other chiefly by
color. In the eastern United States we have
only the cowbird (q.v.) and the red-winged
blackbird {Agelaius phwiticeus) . the former uni-

form lustrous black, with a brown head, and the

latter jet-black, with a scarlet patch on each
'shoulder.' (See Redwing.) In the middle
West, besides the Eastern species, there occurs
the handsome yellow-headed blackbird iXantho-
cejihalus xanthorrplwlus) . in which the whole
head and throat is yellow, or even orange. The
Pacific Coast has also the red and white shoiil-

ilered blackbird (Agelaius tficolor), which is

bluish-black, with a dark blood-red jjatch on the

wing, bordered with ])ure white. -All of these

species, except the cowbirds, frequent marshy
grounds or swamps to breed, and often gather in

large flocks, the more especially during the mi-
grations. They feed on almost everything in

the insect or vegetable line ; but though they
sometimes damage corn-fields, they are beyond
question beneficial. The nests are built on or
near the ground in the swamps, among reeds or

small bushes, and are composed chiefly of dried

grass and reeds. The eggs are pale-blue or gray-

ish-green, scrawled or spotted with brown.
In the Western States the lark-liunting iCii-

lamospiza melanocorys) is sometimes called the

white-winged blackbird, while in the Kast the

bobolink is frequently called the skunk blackbird,

on account of its peculiar markings ; and in

Florida and the West Indies the ani is commonly
termed savanna blackbird.

In Europe the name blackbird is given to an
entirely different bird, the merle, a thrush
iMcruUi meriila). It occurs throughout Europe,
in North Africa, and in the Azores. The male
is deep black, while the female and young are

rusty brown. Like the other thrushes, the

merle is chiefly insectivorous, though it often
eats fruit, and is a fine singer, although the
notes are somewhat too loud to make it an ac-

ceptable cage-bird. See Plates of Blackbibds
and of Eggs of Soxg-Birds.

BLACK BOOK. The designation of various
historical and other works, so called from the
character of their type or their binding or con-

tents. Among the more popularly known are;
A university register, in which students' mis-
demeanors are recorded; any volume treating
of necromancy or the 'black art'; and, in tircat

Britain, the list of liabitual criminals published
since 1877. The most important historical black
books are: The volume formerly attributed to
(iervaise of Tilbury, but now known to be the

compilation of Nigel, Bishop of Ely (died 1160).
giving a detailed description of the Court of

Exchequer, its otticers, their duties and privi-

leges, etc.. also of the revenues of the Crown : a
book of admiralty statutes and ordinances of the
reign of Edward III., first edited by Sir Travers
Twiss (4 vols.. London, 1871-7(>) ; and a series

of reports compiled by order of the visitors to

the English monasteries in the reign of Henry
VIII. Their presentation to Parliament in 1530
was followed by the suppression of those insti-

tutions. These reports probably never formed
a bound volume, although one is fabled to have
been burned by order of Queen JIarv. The reports
still in existence are considered by recent his-

torians to be extravagant and malicious in their

statements. Consult Gairdner, editor, Letters

and Papers of the Reign of Henry VIIJ. (Lon-
don, 1880-861.

BLACKBREAST. Either of two American
bay-birds. (1) The black-bellie<l plover {('liiira-

drius s(iuatarola) . (2) The dunlin (Tringa al-

pina) ; also called blackheart.

BLACK BRXJNSWICKERS, or The Deatii's-

Hkai) Coiil'.s. A troop cif liussiirs. organized in

(icrniany by Frederick William, Duke of Bruns-
wick, in May, 1809, during the Napoleonic wars.

Their uniform was jet-black, and ornamented
with lace in imitation of the ribs of a skeleton.

Their helmets were adorned with silver skulls and
crossbones, and with black horsehair tresses in-

stead of plumes.

BLACKBUCK (so named from its blackish-

brown color; AS. bticca, he-goat, buc, a male deer,

OHG. boch. Ger. BocJc, he-goat). The common
antelope of India (.tH^i7o/)c ccrricapra) . which
ranges over the whole of the jjeninsula and As-

sam, wherever there are open plains. A male
blackbuck stands about .32 inches high at the

shoulders, and will weigh, alive, about 85 pounds.

The horns usually run from 16 to 20 inches in

length, but may reach 28 inches. They arise

close together, and are cylindrical and ringed,

with an elegant spiral twist of from three to

four turns. Tlie does are hornless, as ;i rule.

Old males are among the handsomest of all

antelopes, the contrast of the full blackish-brown

of the greater part of the head, body, and outer

sides of the limbs with the white of the under
parts and the ring around the eye being most
striking. Young bucks, and the does of all ages,

are rich yellowish-brown, rendering them less

cons])icuous to their enemies. These pretty little

antelopes are always found either in open ground,

wild, grassy plains, or cultivated tracts, and

go in herds, sometimes reaching hundreds,



BLACKBIRDS

1. BOBOLINK ^Oolichonyx oryzivorous' ; male In sum-
mer plumage.

2. BOBOLINK ; female.
3. YELLOW-HEADED BLACKBIRD f Xanthocephalus xan-

thocephalus '.

4. COW-BIRD fMolothrus aterl.
5. PURPLE GRAKLE iQuisculus quiBCula I.

e. RED-WINGED BLACKBIRD I Agellus phcenlceus)
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or even thousands, in number. Onlinarily, how-
ever, bands containing only from ten to forty
individuals are met with, led by one shining,

bhick-foated old buck. See Plate of G.\zeixes.
Sport.—They are a favorite object of sport,

but in many parts of India are so protected by
the prejudice of the natives as to suffer little

from the gun. The literature of sport with the
gun in India abounds in descriptions of black-

buck hunting. The usual method is by chasing
them with greyhounds. Where the plains are
very sandy, this coursing is usually successful,

and it affords the sportsmen who follow the
dogs on horseback the exhilaration of a fine burst
of speed before seeing the prey pulled down ; but
elsewhere, on open, hard deserts, or where plains
of tough turf give the fleet little animals a good
foothold and fair start, it is rare that the best
of dogs can catch them. They are also chased
with the cheeta and with falcons. The name is

sometimes applied to the .\frican sable antelope.

BLACK BULLY, Ballv-tree Wood, or
SapoI)II.i,a Pl.fM {Arhras aofiota). A tree pe-
culiar to South America and the West Indies,

having a durable wood that is used for ship-

building, and a milky juice which is thickened
by evaporation and imported as gutta-percha.
The tree is extensively cultivated throughout the
tropics, on account of its excellent fruit. The
bark is febrifugal, and the seeds have diuretic
and aperient properties,

BLACK'BURN ( named after the river Black-
bum, from AS. bin-na, brook, stream, Ger,
Brnnnen, well, Engl, burn, rivulet, brook), A
manufacturing town in Lancashire, England, on
the Blackburn, and the Leeds and Liverpool
Canal, 21 miles north -northwest of Manchester
(Map: England, D 3). Among its notable pub-
lie buildings are a handsome town-hall, a fine

Gothic exchange, and a newly erected Drapers'
Hall. There are two large parks—Corporation
Park and Queen's Park, opened in 1887. Black-
burn was incorporated in 1851, and since that
date has rapidly advanced to the front rank of
flourishing manufacturing towns. It has owned
its water-supply since 1875. The acquisition of
the gas-works followed in 1877. and in 1805 the
corporation began the supplying of electricity.
The street railways and suburban lines were taken
over in 1899. 'The town also maintains public
baths, markets, slaughter-houses, and cemeteries.
Among its educational institutions are an an-
cient grammar school, founded by Queen Eliza-
beth in 1567; a technical school, maintained by
the corporation; a public library, with which is

connected a museum; and an art gallery. The
town also maintains two hospitals. It has a
modern and profitable sev.age .system, including
extensive irrigatiimworks, precipitation jjlaiit,

and two sewage farms. The great business of the
town is the manufacture of cotton stuffs. There
are also woolen-factories, and large establish-

ments for the manufacture of weaving-machinery.
Here .Tames Hargreaves (q.v.), a native of the
town, invented the spinning-jenny in 1767. He
was driven out of the town by a mob of working-
men, who feared that niacliiiicrT would deprive
them of Iheir livclibood. Population, in 1891,
120.064; in MIOl, 127,527.

BLACKBURN, William Maxwell (1828-
lllOO). An .\merican clergynuin and author. He
was born in Carlisle, Ind., graduated in 1850 at

Hanover College, and in 1854 at the Princeton
Theological Seminary; and held pastorates in
Erie, Pa., and Trenton, N. .1. In 1808 he was ap-
|)ointed professor of biblical and ecclesiastical
liistoryin the Presbyterian Theological Seminary
in Chicago, 111. He was appointed president of the
Territorial University of Xorth Dakota in 1884,
and in 1886 of Pierre University (now Huron
College), He contributed to the I'riuceton J{e-

ricw and other periodicals, and published: Exiles

of Madeira (1802); The Rebel Prinee (1864);
The CoUeqe Days of Calvin (1800); Ulrich
Ziiiniili. the Pdiriolic Reformer (1868); and
The Theban Legion (1871).

BLACK'BURNE, Fkancis (1782-1867). An
Irish Lord Chancellor. He was born at Great
Footstown, County Meath, November 11, 1728,
He entered Trinity College, Dublin, in 1798,
where he brilliantly distinguished himself. He
studied law in Dublin and London, and was ad-
n.icted tc the English bar in 1805 and to the
Irish bar in 1822. In 18.30 he was Attorne,v-Gen-
eral for Ireland, under Earl Grey's Government.
When a renewal of the Insurrection Act was
necessitated l>y the disturbed state of Ireland,
Blackburne devoted himself to the vigorous ap-
plication of that measure in Limerick, and at
the end of two years succeeded in restoring order.
His activity against the riotous opponents of the
collection of tithes, and a legal victory gained
over O'Connell, antagonized that politician and
his followers, and their bitter attacks led to his
resignation. In the critical period of 1847-48 he
presided with conspicuous ability in the prosecu-
tion of Smith O'Brien and others who were con-
victed of treason. In 1852 he was made Lord
Chancellor, but resigned soon afterwards. In the
same year he was appointed a commissioner of
education, and in 1856 became Lord Justice of
Appeals. He accepted the office of Chancellor for
the second time in 1806; but his appointment be-
ing loudly condemned, he was induced to resign.
He was for some years vice-chancellor of Dublin
University, and in 1867 declined Lord Derby's
offer of a baronetcy. See O'Conkell. Daniel,
and consult K. Blackburne, Life of Lord Chaneel-
lor Friiiicif HUirkhitriie (London, 1874),

BLACKBURNE, Jame.s Harry (1842—).
An English chess-player. He was born in Man-
chester, and first became known as a chess-player
in 1861. There have been few tournaments with-
in the past thirty years in which Blackburne has
not been successful, and he has won more prizes
than any other player of his day. Although less

fortunate in single-handed competitive contests,
his a<'hievements as a blindfolded pbiyer may be
ranked with those of Paulsen and Zuckertort,

BLACKCAP, A name in England and Amer-
ica of various small birds which have the top
of the head black. In .\merica it is properly
ai)plied to one of the fly-catching warblers (Si/l-

vania pti.silla), a small olive and yellow bird, the
male of which has the top of the head rich, lus-

trous black. It frequents swamps and low wood-
lands, where it is very active in search of its

insect prey, and builds its nest near the ground.
The black-capped titmouse, or chickadee, also
frequently receives this name in the United
States, See Titmoise.

In Europe the name is given to one of the
warblers (Curruea nlrieapilln) . closely allied to
the nightingale, and one of the sweetest song-
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birds of Great Britain. It is sinallor than the

niarhtinjrale. and plain f;ray and ashy-brown. The
male has the top of the head jet-black, but in

the female it is a dull rust-color. This blackcap

is very popular as a cage-bird.

BLACKCAT. A Canadian fur-bearer. See
Fisher.

BLACK CHALK. A variety of clay contain-

ing a large amount of carbon. It is found in

t'arnarvonsliire and on the island of Islay. It

is used for drawing, and, when ground, as a

black pigment.

BLACKCOCK (fern, (hreylicn) . A dark-

colored grouse (Tetrao tetrix), with outward-

curling tail-feathers, prevalent on moorlands
throughout Europe. It is known in Great Brit-

ain as black grouse, or black game, and as heath-

cock and heath-hen, while the young are called

poults. See Grouse, and Plate of Grouse.

BLACK CODE. See Black Law.

BLACK CO'HOSH. See Cimicituga.

BLACK CROM. An ancient idol of the Irish,

from whose worship the present term 'Cromduff

Sunday' has come down.

BLACK DEATH (Lat. pestis, pestis buio-

nica, pestis iiiguiiidlis, bubonic plague). One of

the names given to an Oriental plague. An acute

infectious disease caused by the presence of a

specific microbe, and marked by suppuration and
tumors, which in the Fourteenth Century deso-

lated the world. It took this name from the

black spots which appeared in the skin, caused

by subcutaneous hemorrhages. The symptoms
were: swelling of glands and formation of bu-

boes; headache, vertigo with tottering gait,

pains, deafness, convulsions, cough, and expec-

toration of bloody mucus in some cases, enlarge-

ment of liver and spleen, etc. On the first ap-

pearance of the plague in Europe, fever, the

evacuation of blood, and affection of the lungs

brought death before the other symjitoms could

be developed; afterwards boils and buboes char-

acterized its fatal course in Europe, as in the

East. In almost all cases its victims perished

in two or three days after being attacked. Rufus
of Ephesus wrote of its appearance in Libya,

Egjpt, and Syria during the Third Century B.C.

Tile plague wliich broke out in the reign of

Justinian originated in Egypt about .542, and
passed through Constantinople, Gaul, Spain,

Marseilles, and thence over all Europe, lasting

60 years and resulting in enormous mortality.

Theprec'se dale of the appearance of the plague

in China is miknown, but from 13.3.3 till 1348

that great country siifTered a terrible mortality

from droughts, famines, floods, earthquakes which

swallowed movmtains. and swarms of innumer-

able locusts; and in the last few years of that

period, from the plague. It appears that the

pestilence had, in a milder form, appeared in

Europe in 1342. The invasion of 1348 may be

tracked from China in its advance by the various

caravan routes toward the west. The northern

coast of the Black Sea sent the plague by con-

tagion to Constantinople. By contagion it reach-

ed the seaports of Italy, and thence, as from so

many foci of contagion, it soon established itself

overEurope. lis advance may be traced through

Germany and France to England, from which it

was transmitted to Sweden. It was three years

from its appearance at Constantinople before

it crept, by a great circle, to the Russian ter-

ritories.

There are no proper materials for estimating
the mortality which this plague produced, for

it occurred before the value of statistics was
appreciated. But in China 13.000,000 are said

to have died, and in the rest of the East nearly
24,000,000. Coming to Europe, the horror is

increased by the greater exactness of the details.

London alone lost over 100,000 souls; lii Euro-
pean cities lost among them about 300,000 ; Ger-
many is calculated to have lost 1,244,000; Italy,

one-half its population. On a moderate calcula-

tion, it may be assumed that in Europe 25,-

000.000 human beings perished. Africa suf-

fered with the rest of the known world. All

animal life was threatened. Rivers were conse-

crated to receive corpses, for which none dared
to perform the rites of burial, and which in

other places were cast in thousands into huge
pits made for their reception. Death was on
the sea, too, as well as on the land, and the
imagination is quickened to the realization of

the terrible mortality by accounts of ships with-
out crews—the crews dead and putrefying on
the decks of the aimless hulks—drifting through
the Mediterranean, the Black, and the North
seas, and cursing with contagion the shores on
which winds or the tide chanced to cast them.
Many died of fear, which among the living dis-

solved the ties of kindred; mothers forsook their

plague-stricken children ; the worldly became
quickened to a maddening sense of sin ; the reli-

gious fixed their eyes more steadily on futurity;

all rushed to sacrifice their means to the Church,
while the ecclesiastics drew back from the gold

showered over their walls, as being tainted with
death. In other cases people abandoned them-
selves to crime and deba\ichcry. Superstition
finally banded multitudes together by common
means to work out the common safety. In Hun-
gary,and afterwards in Germany, rose the brother-

hood of the Flagellants (q.v.). who undertook
to expiate the sins of the people, and avert the

pestilence by self-imposed sufferings. Originally

of the lower classes, they gathered to their order,

as it extended, crowds of the highest, both men
and women, and marched fiom city to city, robed

in sombre garments, with red crosses on the

breast, back, and cap, ;ind with their heads cot-

ered as far as the eyes ; they went chanting in

solcnjn processions with banners, with down-
turned faces, and bearing triple scourges with
points of iron, with which, at stated times, they
lacerated their bodies. They at last pervaded
nearly all ICurope; Germany, Hungary, Poland,

liohumia, Silesia, and Flanders did lliom homage.
The order was not suppressed till the Pope, at

the instigation of several crowned heads, pro-

hibited throughout Christendom their ]>ilgrim-

ages, on pain of exconun\inication. While the

wanderings of the Flagellants threw society into

confusion, and helped to spread the ])lague, the

horrors of the time were further heightened by
the fearful persecutions to which the Jews were

subjected, from a popular belief that the pesti-

lence was owing to their poisoning the public

wells. The people rose to exterminate the He-

brew race, of whom in Mainz alone 12,000 were

cruelly murdered. They were kilk><l by fire and

by torture wherever Ihey could be found, and

to the terrors of the plague for them were added

those of a populace everywhere infuriated against
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them. In some places, the .Jewish people im-
molated themselves in masses : in others, not a
soul of them survived the assaults of their ene-

mies. Xo adequate notion ean be conveyed of

these horrors. To aggravate the pestilence, the
poison-panic made the people shut up tlieir wells.

\Vith terror of poison and of plague in a state

of society rude at the best, but now disorgan-
ized, what means were available to mitigate or
]>revent tlie siill'erings of the people were rendered
altogether nugatory. The enormous decrease in

the p(i|)ulation of Europe occasioned by the Black
Death necessarily brought about gicat and last-

ing changes in social conditions. Perhaps on no
class of society were the etTects of the jilague so

marked as on the laboring population, among
whom the rate of mortality had been especially

great. Immediately after the cessation of the
pestilence, what would be called at present a very
serious stringency in the labor market ensued.
In England, where probably one-half of the pop-
ulation had been swept away (according to some
chroniclers the survivors numbered only one-
tenth), the agricultural laborers banded together
for the purpose of securing higher wages. This
led to a struggle between the laborers and the
landlords, which took the form of violence on one
side, and on the other of legislation fixing the
scale of wages and prohibiting the migration of

laborers from place to place, culminating in the
peasant revolt of 1381 (see Tyleb, Wat), and
resulting in the gradual abolition of villeinage

anil the reorganization of land-holding relations
on the basis of rent, as between owner and ten-

ant, and «ages, as between farmer and laborer.

BiRLlOGRAPUY. The following authors refer
to or describe the Great Plague : Chaucer

;

Langland: Boccaccio in the Decameron; Bul-
wer. in Rienzi (Boston, 189G) ; Hecker, Epidem-
ics of the Middle Ages (London, 1849) : (Treigh-

ton, History of Epidemics in Britain (XewYork,
1892) : Hecker, The Black Death (London,
1890) : F. A. Gasquet. The Great Pestilence
(London. 1894). See PLAGfE.

BLACK DICK. A name applied to AdmiraJ
Richard Howe.
BLACK DOMINO, The. An English comic

opera, adajitcd in 1841 from the French of
Scribe's l.c domino noir (Paris, 1837).

BLACK DOSE, or DRAUGHT. See Senna.
BLACK DOUGLAS, diVliis, The. An ap-

pellation of several of the Douglas family of

Scotland, notably of William, Lord of Nithsdale,
who died in 1390, and of the Earl Archibald, who
plays a prominent part in Scott's novel The
Fair Mil id of I'rrth.

BLACK DUCK, BEAR, SQUIRREL,
TERN, etc. S<-e the substantives.

BLACK DWARF, The. The title of a novel
by Scott (ISltj). Its scene is laid in the time
of .\nne, and it is foimded on a Scottish legend
concerning a. malignant creature who is thought
to l)c the cau.se of all mischances to cattle and
sheep. In the story, the 'black dwarf is Sir Ed-
ward Mauley, a deformed recluse. He forbids the
forced marriage of Isabella Vere to Sir Frederick
I-angley. and secures her hand for sturdy Patrick
Eamsclifr.

BLACK EAGLE. See Eagle, Black.

BLACK-EYED SUSAN. A sea-song, writ-
ten by .lohn Gay in 1720 and set to music by
Levcridge.

Vol.. III.—10

BLACK -EYED SUSAN, or All I.n tub
DowN.s. The name of a popular comedy of 1829,

by Douglas Jerrold, founded on Gay's ballad.

BLACKFIN, or Bluefin. A large whitefish
(Argyrusomus nigripinnis) of the deep waters
of Lake Michigan, distinguished by its blue-black
fins. See Plate of Whitefish, etc.

BLACKFISH. Any one of a variety of dark-
colorcil tislies. Tn the United States the name
refers mostly to the tautog (see Tautog and Col-

ored Plate with Ftsh as Food. Others are a sea-

bass (Crnfropristis striatiis) of the East Coast,
and a minnow (Orthodon microlcpidotus) of the
Pacific Coast.

In Alaska the local Tjlackfish' is a small fresh-

water fish {Dallia pecioralis) , set apart as the

sole representative of the family Dalliida- and
the order Xenomi, which is only 8 inches long.

It inhabits the streams and ponds of northern
Alaska and Siberia, and abounds in countless
numbers in all the ponds and pieces of shallow
water, forming the chief food of the natives.

"The species feeds on plants and worms. Its

vitality is extraordinary. Blackfishes will re-

main frozen in baskets for weeks, and when
thawed out are as lively as ever." Its body is

oblong, color nearly black, and its structure im-
])lies an ancient type. See Plate of Killifishes,
etc.

In England the name is given to one of the
ruffs, a scombroid {Centrolophus niger) , about
two feet long, having somewhat the shape of a
perch, with a single long, rather low dorsal fin.

It is good to eat, and occurs rather abundantly
in the deeper waters off the south coast of
Europe.

BLACKFISH. A black killer-whale of the
genus Globicephalus. Several species inhabit
northern seas. One of these is the bottU?-head,

ca'ing, or pilot whale (Globicephalus 7nclas) of

British waters. The common blackfish of the

Atlantic is Globicephalus brachypicrus, and that
of the Xorth Pacific Globicephalus Scummoni.
They roam about in herds, like grampuses, and
often enter harbors in pursuit of fishes. They
are killed for the sake of a small yield of oil

resembling sperm-oil, but inferior; the flesh is

edible. (See Killeb.) The name is also given
by sailors to various other small cetaceans. Con-
sult: Bullen, Voyage of the Cachalot (New York,
1898) ; Scammon, Marine Mammals of North-
irestern North America (San Francisco, 1874) ;

Goode, Fishery Industries, Sec. I. (Washingt<m,
1884) ; True, "Review of the DelphinidiP," in

Bulletin V. 8. Nat. Mus., No. S6 (Washington,
1889).

BLACK FLUX (Lat. fluxus, a flowing, flow,

from jluerc, to How). A mixture of potassium
carbonate and charcoal, used as a reducing agent
in assaying. It is prepared by mixing one part
of potassium nitrate (nitre) with from two to

three parts of potassium bitartrate (cream of

tartar) and deflagrating by stirring with a red-

hot iron until action ceases. The product is pow-
dered and kept in a clo.sely covered jar in order
to prevent it from absorbing moisture from the
atmosphere. An excellent .sjibstitute for ordinary
black tlux may be obtained by mixing three parts
of flour with ten parts of sodium bicarbonate.

BLACK FLY. A gnat of the forest regions
of north temperate latitudes, especially torment-
ing to man and beast, and representing the fam-
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ily Siiiuilii(l;p. All the insects of this fiiniily are

short, small, and thick-bodied, having no simple
eyes and no transverse suture in the thorax ; they

rarely e.xceed one-fourth inch in length. The
larva; of these (lies are aquatic, unlike mosqui-
toes, living in swift-running streams. Their eggs

are deposited in closely ])aoked layers on rocks

near or below the surface of the water, into

which the larva- drop when freed from the egg
and become attached to jjlants, stones, etc., by a
silken thread, or sometimes to each other, form-
ing long floating strings: they soon pupate within
silken cocoons, open at the ends so as to admit
water. There may be several broods, the last

producing young that hibernate in the larval

stage. Hence the first emergence of imagoes ( (lies)

is early in the spring. As summer advances the in-

sects become excessively numerous in such fa-

vorable regions for them as the well-watered for-

ests of northern New York, Maine, and Canada,
where in hot weather they abound in such swarms
as to put a stop to work in the woods, and even
to cause the death of poultry and other animals
which cannot escape them. In Labrador, life

is practically impossible away from the seashore
while the flies are in force. They suck the blood
like mosquitoes, b>it, unlike them, are worse in

sunshine, becoming dormant on cloudy days.

Three or more species are known, that of the
Saint Lawrence Valley (Simulium invetinstum)
being difTerent from that of Lake Superior. To
protect themselves, people build smudges and
smear their faces and hands with ointments, of

which the best is oil of tar, habitually used by
the employes of the Hudson Bay Company.
Consult, for a monograph of the group, BuUetin
A'o. 10, Ent. Division, U. S. Dept. Agric. (Wash-
ington, 1S9S). See Buffalo-Gnat.

BLACKFOOT (for origin of name, see be-

low). An Algonkiau trilie of the Plains, formerly
roaming over the country aljout the head of the

Missouri, from the Yellowstone northward to the

North Saskatchewan and westward to the Rocky
Mountains. They are now confined to reserva-

tions in Montana and the adjoining territory of

British America. The name Blackfoot is said

to have been given to them from the fact that
when they first appeared in the Upper Mis-
souri country their leggins were black, as a
result of their traveling over the recently burned
prairie. They call themselves 'plains men' or
'people of one language.' They are divided into

three great subtribes: The Siksika or Blackfoot
proper, Kaina or Blood, and Pikuni or Piegan,

each in turn being subdivided into bands. They
have also a well-developed military organization,

with promotion and degrees of rank. Associated
with them are the weaker tribes, Arajiaho,
tiros Ventres, and Sarsee (q.v. ). Less than a cen-

tury ago they were one of the strongest and most
warlike tribes of the Plains, being estinutted as

high even as 40,000 souls. They still number
over 5000, of whom about 2100 are on the Black-

foot Reserve in Montana, the others being in

British America. Orinnell (lildclcfoot Lotlr/e

Talen, 1802) has made an interesting study of

their mythology.

BLACK FOREST (Ger. Munirzirolil; so

called fr<mi the dark foliage of its lir and pine

trees). A wooded mountain region in the south-

western part of (4ermany, occupying the south-

ern part of Baden and the western ])art of

WUrttemberg (Map: Germany, C 4). It runs

in a direction from south to north; its natu-
ral boundaries on the east are formed by the
Nagold and the Xeckar, while on the soutli and
west it is bounded by the Rhine. Its length
is about 100 miles, its width varies from about
38 miles in the south to about 14 miles in the
north, while its entire area is estinuited at about
1900 S(iuare miles. The western slope of the
region falls olV abruptly toward the valley of

the Rhine, in contrast to the eastern slope, whose
incline is very gradual. The southern, or upper
part, which is the widest part of thi^ region, con-
tains also its greatest elevations, as the Feldberg,
48G0 feet, which is the highest peak of the entire
region, and sends oft' numerous oft'shoots. ranging
in altitude from .'iDOO to 4200 feet : the Herzogen-
horn, 4010 feet, the Belcher, 4000 feet, and a
number of inferior elevations. Near Altbreisnch,
in the District of Freiburg, is situated the isolated

volcanic nuxss of the Kaiserstuhl. The northern
or lower part of the region is inferior in elevation
to the southern, and is less mountainous in gen-
eral appearance. Its highest peak is the Hornis-
grinde, 3700 feet, and there are a number of

other elevations of a little over 3000 feet. The
region of the Black Forest gives rise to a mnn-
ber of rivers, including the Danube and Nei-kar,

and contains a number of lakes on its eastern

slope. Geologically the region is composed
of Archaean granites and gneiss, which form
its core: porphyry, found mostly on the sides;

and sandstone, which occurs mostly in the more
elevated parts and also at the base. The mineral
resources of the region are of little importance,
and its deposits of silver, cobalt, and coi)i)er are
practically exhausted. Mineral springs, however,
are al)undant and include siu'li well known
health resorts as Baden-Baden and \\'ildbad. The
climate is on the whole healthful, altliough some-
what raw in the more elevated parts. In the
plains agriculture and cattle-raising are junsued
with more or less success, and there are some
vineyards on the western slope. The region is

very well wooded, and the chief occu])ation of the
inhabitants is the production of wooden clocks,

nuisical instruments, and other manufactures of

wood, as well as watches. The lUack Forest is

much frequented and has a number of roads and
passes, among which the Hiillenthal Pass, near
Neustadt, is the best known. It is crossed by a
number of railway lines. Two of the passes of

the Black Forest, the Kniebis and tlie HiiUe, ac-

quired consideraldc celebrity during the wars
of the French Revolution. 'I'hc first, situated on
Ihi! borders between Baden and W'iirttemberg. at

the source of the Murg, was taken by the French
in 17!U) and in 1707; the lliille is known in con-

nection with Moreau's retreat in 1700.

The Black Forest has been made the scene of

many weird and curious stories, and it is asso-

ciated with a vast number of legends, folk-tales,

and iiopular s\iperstitions.

BLACK FRIARS. See Dominicans.
BLACKFRIARS THEATRE. The first reg-

ular playhouse in the ilistrirt of IthieUfriars. Lon-
don. II w;is erected in l.-)llli by .James Burbage,
who got its site and part of its .structure as a gift

from Sir Thomas I'awarden's executor. Shake-

speare jilayed here in 1.">!IS in Ben .lonson's Every
Man in Ilis Ifunioiti: Burbage's company, which
occupied the place, was known first as the Lord
Chamberlain's Company, and then as the King's

Servants. The theatre was torn down in 1055.
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BLACK FRIDAY. The n.ime applied to

two disastrous days iu the financial historv of

the United States. On Friday. September 24,

180'.', a panic was caused in Wall Street by the
effort of Fisk and tiould to corner the gold
market, gold rising to lli.'i 1-3, and on Friday,
September 10, 1S73, occurred in the Xew York
Stock Exchange the great financial crash which
»as followed by the widespread "panic of 1873.'

For "Black Friday' of IStill, consult an article in

The YaJe Review', Vol. 111. (Xew Haven, 1896).
In England the name Black Friday is given to

December (3, 1745, the day on which news reached
London that the Pretender had arrived at Derby;
again. Jlay 11, 1866, when the failure of Overend
i- Gurney (on the previous day) brought on a

most disastrous financial panic. See .Julgar's

Short History of Panirs (Xew York, 1893). Good
Friday is also known as Black Friday in the

Western Church, because on that day clerical

vestments and altar draperies are black.

BLACK GAME, or Heath Game. See Black-
cock.

BLACK GUARDS. A name originally ap-

plied to the scullions and lower servants of the

English Court, who were clothed in black gar-

ments. Gibbon says '"those who carried coals to

the kitchen, rode with the pots and pans, and
were in derision called the Black Guards." The
title is recognized in an official proclamation of

1683, which begins, ""Whereas, a sort of vicious,

idle, and niasterless bores and rogues, commonly
called the Black Ciuard, with divers other lewd
and loose fellows," etc.

BLACK GUM, or SouB Guil. The popu-
lar name of the \yssa multiflora, the Hornpipe
of Xew England, and Pepperidge and Tupelo of

our Middle and Southern States. It grows in

thick forests, has crooked branches, and is densely
covered with bright-green leaves in tufts at the

ends of the branches : bears flowers of greenish

hue, ovoid fruits, becoming blue-black as they
ripen ; wood close-grained and very tough, but
not durable. The timber is used for hubs of

wheels and in other places where splitting is to

be avoided. It is an ornamental tree in England.

BLACK HAWK (1767-1838). A celebrated

chief of the Sac Indians. In 1788 he succeeded

his father as head chief of the Sacs. In 1804 the

Sacs and Foxes agreed, for an annuity of $1000,
to give up to the United States their lands east

of the ilississippi; but Black Hawk promptly
repudiated this arrangement, and in the War of

1812 took part against the Americans. The ces-

sion of the disputed territory was again provided
for by treaties in 181.5 and 1810, the latter being
signed by Black Hawk; and in 1823 the majority
of the Sacs and Foxes, under Keokuk (q.v. ),

moved across the Mississippi, a new treaty being
signed at Prairie du C'hien, on .July 15, 1830.

When the whites began to occupy the vacated
lands. Black Hawk threatened retaliation, and
by crossing the ilississippi with a small force

in .June, 1831, precipitated the Black Hawk War.
The Indians were defeated by General Dodge,
near the Wisconsin River, on .July 21, 18.32, and
by General .\tkinson, at the Bad .\xe River,

August 1-2, and Black Hawk surrendered on Au-
gust 27. He and nine other warriors were held

for a time as hostages, and after being taken
to several Eastern cities, were confined in Fortress

Monroe until -June 8, 1833. The Sacs and Foxes

under Keokuk soon moved to a reservation near
Fort Des iloines. where Black Hawk died. Oc-
tober 18, 1838. Consult: Patterson, Life (Bos-
ton, 1834); Drake. Life (Cincinnati, 1846).
Also consult an article, '"Story of the Black
Hawk War," by Thwailes, in Vol. XII. of the
Colleetions of the Wisconsin Historical Society
(Madison. 1885—).

BLACK HAWK WAR. See Black Hawk.
BLACKHEAD. (1) A scaup-duck. See

Sc.\l p. (2) A minnow {Pimephalcs iiromelas)

.

(3) A minute blemish in the skin, making a
dark spot : a comedo.

BLACKHEAD (so named becau.se the dis-

ease aft'ects the color of the head), or Extero-
iiEPATiTis. A malignant, contagious disease
of turkeys, due to the attack of a protozoan
parasite (Amoeba melear/ridis) . Birds attacked
by the disease show loss of appetite, weakness,
and emaciation. Dian"h(Ea is a pronounced and
eon.stant symptom. Discolorations of the head
frequently occur in the acute stages. Y'oung
birds seem to be most susceptible to the disease.

Little success has attended remedial treatment of
blackhead. Reliance must be placed for the most
part on prevention, for which purpose roosting-

places and feeding-grounds should be thoroughly
disinfected by means of carbolic acid or other
chemicals. Blackhead appears chiefly in July
and August, and at the approach of winter.
Turkeys apparently resist the disease better in

warm, di-y weatlicr than in wet weather.

BLACKHEATH. An elevated, open com-
mon, and a favorite holiday resort for London-
ers, in Kent, England, 5 miles southeast of Lon-
don, bordering on Cireenwich Park. It co\"ers 267
acres, commands a fine view" of gi"eat extent, and
being a healthful tract, many villas have been
built on its margin. The Roman road to Dover
crosses it. Blackheath was formerly the scene

of several insurrections, including those of Wat
Tyler (1381) and .Jack Cade (1450), and was
also a noted place for highwa^^nen. Consult
Drake, History of Blackheath (London, 1886).

BLACK HILLS. A name applied at various

times to dili'ereut sections of country lying be-

tween the Missouri River and the Rocky Jloun-

tains. but now used only to indicate a moun-
tainous region partly in northeastern Wyoming,
but principally in South Dakota (Map; South
Dakota, Bo). They cover a total area of about
0000 square miles, 1893 square miles of which
have been set apart by the United States (Gov-

ernment as a forest reserve. (See Forest Ee-
.SEKVES.) They are drained and nearly sur-

rounded by the two main forks of the Cheyenne
River (q.v.). Their altitude ranges from be-

tween 2500 and 3000 feet at their base, to the

summit of Harney Peak, 7210 feet in height. The
mount;iins were formed by a local ui)lift, which
raised the Archa'an and later formations into a

concentric fold. The Black Hills district was
first partly explored in 1874 by an expedition

\inder General Custer, when gold was discovere<I.

In 1876, after some hostilities, a treaty made
with the Sioux Indians opened the country to

settlement, and Deadwood. Central City, Lead
City, and other towns grew up very rapidly. The
Black Hills constitute one of the richest gold-

mining districts in the United States. Silver.cop-

per, tin, and iron ores also occur within their
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limits, l)€sides coal, salt, petroleum, mica, gyp-
sum, and building-stone. About one-third of tlie

»rca is covered with dense dark forests of pine,

whence tlie name, wliile deciduous trees are

abimdant. The climate is salubrious the soil

fertile, and the hills are well adapted to grazing

purposes. See South D.\kota.

BLACK HOLE. An appellation familiarly

given to a dungeon or dark c<dl in a prison, 'riie

name is generally associated with the horrible

confinement of a party of Engli-sh in an apart-

ment called the 'Black Hole of Calcutta,' on the

night of June 20, 175G. The garrison of the fort

connected with the English factory at Calcutta

was captured by the Nawab Siraj-ud-Davda, who
caused all of the prisoners taken, 14ti in num-
ber, to lie confined in an apartment 20 feet

square. This cell had only two snu\ll windows,

obstructed by a veranda. The crush was dread-

ful : and after a night of excruciating agony
from pressure, heat, thirst, and want of air,

there were in the morning only 23 survivors.

One of them, Mr. John Z. Holwell. published a

narrative of their sufferings in 1758. See Hin-
dustan; also Maeaulay's essay on Clive.

BLACK HORSE (a fish). The Missouri or

gourd-seed sucker (Oi/clriitus eloiigaliis) , usu-

ally about two feet long, "a ])eculiar species with

small head, elongate body, and jet-black colora-

tion, which comes up the smaller rivers tribu-

tary to the Mississippi and Ohio in large nvini-

bers in the spring." See Plate of Suckers.

BLACK'IE, John Stuart (1809-95), A
Scottish ])hilologist. He was born in Glasgow
in ISO!), but received his early education in Aber-

deen, where his father was agent for a bank.

After going through the usiuil course of a Scotch

university education—partly at Marischal Col-

lege, Aberdeen, partly at Edinburgh—with a
view to the Church, he went in 1829 to Germany,
and studied for some time at both Gottingen and
Berlin. He thus acquired a mastery of (ierman,

and an acquaintance more extensive than ordi-

nary with the literature of that language. On
his return, having abandoned the thought of en-

tering the Church, he liegan the study of law,

and passed as advocate at the Edinb\irgh bar

in 1834, But he soon found the practice of the

profession uncongenial, and devoted himself

thenceforth to literary pursuits. Among his ear-

liest productions was his translation, into lOng-

lish verse, of Goethe's J'dusi (1834). He w^rote

also about this period numerous articles in the

Foreign Quarterly Review, the VtextminKler,

Blackwood, and Tail, chiefly on German subjects.

In 1841 he was appointed by the Crown to the

chair of humanities in Marischal College, which
he held imtil. in 1852, he was elected to the

Greek chair in the University of Edinburgh.

From the beginning of his professorial career

he had been incessant in advocating educational

reform in Scotland, and took an active part in

the movement that led, in 1859, to the remodel-

ing of the Scottish universities. During 1874-7(5

he advocated throughout the country, with great

enthusiasm, the foundation of a Celtic chair in

Edinburgh University, and was successful in

raising upw'ard of £14,000 for its endowment. Of
works of a professional and philological kind

may be mentioned the lectures On the fitJtd;/in!J

and T^nchint] of hanguancs; On the Rhythmieal
Declamation of the Ancients; Tlie Pronunciation

of Greek; Accent and Quantity (1852). Among
the most matured and scl|olarly of his produc-
tions is his metrical translation, with notes, of
the dramas of .Eschylus (1850). In 1853 he
spent above three months in Athens acquiring a
knowledge of the modem language ; and as fruits
of the visit there appeared articles on the sub-
ject in the North liritish and Westminster re-
views. In 18G6 he i)ul)lished The Iliad of
Homer, translated into English verse, with com-
mentary and introductory dissertations, in which
he endeavored to present Homer to the English
reader as a po])ular singer. He resigned his
professorship in 1SS2 and died March 2. 1S95.

Besides his works on philological and educa-
ti(mal subjects, Blackie nuide excursions into
other fields. In 1858 he published a treatise on
Beauty, in refutatitm of Lord .Jeflfrey's associa-
tion theory. Others of his works are Lays and
Legends of Ancient flrecce. xeith other Poems
(1857) ; Lyrical Poems (1860) : Miisa Burschi-
cosa (1869); War Songs of the Oermans, a
translation (1870); Four Phases of Morals
(1871); .S'oHjrs of the Highlands and L<ilands

(1872); Self-Culture (1873): Horw Hellcnicm
(1874); Songs of Religion and Life (1870);
'Natural History of Atheism (1877) ; Lay Ser-
mons (1881); The Wisdom of Goethe (1883);
lAfe of Burns (1887); Essays on Subjects of
Moral and Social Interest (1890).

BLACKING. A prejiaration employed for

producing a black, glazed, shining surface on
leather. There are numerous recipes for nuiking
blacking, but they all involve the use of a
pigment, which is usually ivory-black, bone-black,
or lampblack, mi.xed with a vehicle which is

usually some combination of oil, vinegar, beer,

molasses, water, and hydrochloric or sulphuric
acids. Blacking intended for harness usually
has glue, gelatin, gum arabie, or some resinous
comjxiund added to the vehicle. The fact that
the addition of sulphuric acid to ivory-black and
sugar produces sul|>hate of lime and solulde acid
phosphate of lime, which makes a tenacious
paste, is the foundation of many of the com-
positions used as blacking. The famo\is English
bhu'king known as Day & Martin's consists of

bone-black, sperm-oil, molasses, vinegar, and sul-

phuric acid. These ingredients, when mixed to-

gether in the order named, produce a thick, tena-
cious paste, which is liquefied by the addition of

vinegar, and put into stoneware bottles. A
familiar recipe for a liquid blacking is as fol-

lows: Five ounces of ivory-black: 4 ounces of

treacle: 'V'l ounce of sweet oil: triturate until

the oil is thoroughly mi.xed in. then add one pint

each of vinegar and beer-lees. A |)aste blacking

which may be easily made consists of ivory-black,

4 pounds ; molasses, 3 ])ounds ; hot sperm-oil,

9 ounces; gum arable, 1 ounce, and vinegar, 12

ounces. These ingredients are mixed together

and allowed to stand for about a week, with an
occasional stirring, when the blacking is ready
for use. By adding more vinegar the compound
may be liquefied. A well-known rccijie for har-

ness-blacking is as follows: Beeswax, 1 pound;
ivory-black. Vt pound: I'nissian blue, 1 ounce;

grouml in 2 ounces of linseed oil; oil of turpen-

tine, 3 ounces; copal varnish, 1 ounce; mix well

together and form into cakes w-liile warm. In

founding (see Foundinc) the name 'blacking* is

given to various washes of powdered charcoal,

sea-coal, or graphite with which the surfaces of
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models are coated to give the casting a smooth
surface and to prevetft the molten metal from
penetrating the same.

BLACK-JACK. The name given by miners
to zinc blende, which is of black color. It

was also tlie name applied in former times to a
kind of drinking-fiagon. For Black-jack as the

name of a tree, see Oak.

BLACK JACK. A nickname given, chiefly by
his political opponents, to Gen. John A. Logan.

BLACK KNIGHT, The. ( 1 ) The name of a
character in the early romances, son of Oriana
and Amadis of Gaul. (2) Richard Coeur de
Lion was known in Scott's novel Ivanhoe as The
Black Knight or The Black Sluggard, on account
of the suit of black armor and the black shield

he bore during his wanderings in England.

BLACK KNIGHT, Complaint of The. A
poem written by Lydgate, but erroneously in-

cluded in some of the early editions of Chaucer.

BLACK LAW. In American history, a name
applied to any one of a series of laws, passed in

various border and Northern States before the

Civil War, sharply discriminating against free

negroes who wished to emigrate to such States

and become citizens thereof. Thus, in some
States, certificates of freedom were to be filed,

negroes ' were to be rigidh- excluded from the
militia and from the public schools, and no
negro was to testify in cases in which any white
man was directly interested. More or less strin-

gent laws were passed in Virginia, Maryland,
Delaware, Mississippi, Indiana, Illinois. Iowa,
Oregon, and New Mexico. Consult Wilson, Rise
and Fall of the Slave Power in America (Boston,
1872-75).

BLACK LEAD. See Graphite.

BLACKLEG (so named because the tumors
alTect the legs oftener than other parts of the

body), Black Quabteb, or Svmptomatic An-
thkax. An infectious disease due to the action

of Bacterium chanvoli. It is confined almost en-

tirely to cattle, but cases have occurred also in

sheep, goats, camels, pigs, and horses. Man is

immune to it. The disease is characterized

clinically by the development of tumors in the

muscles of various parts of the bod}', producing,

when stroked, a crackling sound, which serves to

distinguish this disease from anthrax. After
death the tumors become infiltrated with blood

and serum containing gas-bubbles; and this

again distinguishes blackleg from anthrax, as the

tumors of the latter are not found to contain any
gas. Further, in blackleg the spleen is not af-

fected and the blood coagulates quickly, while in

anthrax the spleen is much enlarged and the

blood clots more slowly. Blackleg has long been
known as a disease of cattle, but has, until

within recent years, been generally confused with
anthrax. The blackleg bacterium docs not de-

velop in the presence of free oxygen. In llie blood
it is slightly motile. The symptoms of black-

leg are loss of appetite, debility, and great eleva-

tion of temperature. The disease runs its course
very rapidly, and is fatal in nearly all cases. Cat-
tle between the ages of six and eighteen months
are most susceptible, young calves and old ani-

mals being more resistant. Fat cattle seem to

be especially liable to infection. The symptoms
appear suddenly within from one to three days
after infection. The tumors may develop at

once or may be preceded by tlu' symptoms of

fever and trembling. A lameness of the legs is

usually observed, and is due to the muscular
tumors which almost always accompany the dis-

ease. The animal manifests considerable pain,

and falls to tlie ground soon after the develop-

ment of the first symptoms. The part which is

most affected becomes swollen and assumes a
black or blue color, which is due to the infiltra-

tion and coagulation of blood within it. The
dried spores of the blackleg bacterium may be
carried in hay or other drj- feed, and it is quite

possible that animals may be infected by eating
such material. Recent investigations, however,
indicate that infection most frequently takes
place through wounds of the skin, mouth, or
tongue, such as would be produced by various
spines and the awns of grasses.

Blackleg is found in nearly all countries of the
globe. In the mountains of France it is known
as mal de montaijnc, in Denmark as rashsi/ge,

and in Gernuuiy as Rauschhrand. In the I'nited

States it is most prevalent in Texas, Kansas,
Nebraska, South Dakota, and Colorado.

Medical treatment of blackleg has been uni-

formly unsuccessful and is not to be recom-
mended. On the other hand, preventive vaccina-
tion has given very satisfactory results. Out of

000.000 cattle vaccinated in Europe, only one-

half of one per cent, subsequently died df black-

leg. Equally striking results have been obtained
by the Bureau of Animal Industry of the United
States Department of Agriculture. This bureau
has perfected a method of producing immunity
against blackleg by one vaccination, requiring
less time than the old method, in which two
inoculations were made, with an attenuated and
strong vaccine, respectively. Stockmen may now
buy the vaccine and inoculate their own cattle.

For further study of blackleg, consult: A. .T.Mur-
ray and others, "Special Report on Diseases of

Cattle," Report of United States Department of
Agriculture ( \\'ashington, 1892) ; Bureau of Ani-
mal Industry, 15th Annual Report, p. 27;
^locard and Leclainche. Les maladies microbi-
cnncs dfs aniinnux (Paris. 1811S).

BLACK LETTER (Hark Cpttrr). A name
commonly given in England and America to the
printing-types wliich on the Continent me most
generally known as Gothic. The first printed
books imitated every peculiaritj' of the con-

temporary manuscripts; and as printing was
first practiced in Germany and the Netherlands,
tlie first types were copies of the letters in use
in those countries in the middle of the Fifteenth
Century. Two sorts of letters have been em-
|)loyed in the writings of Western Christendom.
Tlie Gothic style dates from about the middle of

the Twelfth Century; the type which imitated it,

first used c. 144.3, s])read with the art of printing
into most European countries, until the classical

taste reverted to tlie more graceful letter known
as Roman, which is a revival of what is known
in pala'ography as the Caroline minuscule, of the
kind used in the Eleventh and Twelfth cen-

turies. -Aldus attempted in 1501 to supersede
the Roman letters by what have been called

-Vldine or Venetian, but are best known as Italic

characters. The.sc can scarcely be said to have
come into much more than temporary or ex-

ceptional use; but the Roman letters in no long
time spread from Venice all over the west of

Europe. Although thus supplanted in general
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use, the Gothic or Black Letter was long re-

tained for special purposes, such as the printing

of Bibles, prayer-books, proclamations, antl acts

of Parliament*. Characters similar to the Black

Letter still continue to be used in ti«rmany. but

of late there has been a movement (based largely

upon the damage to eyesight from reading the

old character) in favor of a general adoption of

the Roman letter. For specimens of all the types

used in England in the Fifteenth Century, con-

sult Dufl', Eaili) Eiujlish Printing (London,

ISOG).

BLACK LILY. See Fbitii.l.\ry.

BLACK LIST. A list of persons either (1)

against \\hom the compiler voiild warn others,

or (2) with whom he refuses to have business

transactions, or (3) with whom he seeks to in-

duce others net to have business relations. \a.

example of the first class in Kngland is the of-

ficial list of defaulters on the Stock Exchange;

in the United States, the list of those against

whom unsatisfied judgments are standing, or who

have given chattel mortgages on stock in trade,

or whose credit is poor. These and similar lists

are published by mercantile agencies and others,

and are considered not only valuable to the busi-

ness community, but perfectly fair and lawful.

And yet printing a ]ierson's name in such a list

may subject the publisher to an action for libel.

In order to defend successfully such an action,

the publisher must prove tliat the statement

made in the list about the plaiiitilV was true, or

else that it was a correct transcrijjt of a pub-

lic record, or a fair and accurate report of

a judicial proceeding, or that it was made

upon a privileged occasion. Such a state-

ment is privileged when it is made in answer to

questions bv persons having a legitimate reason

for asking them : as when A, to whom B has ap-

plied for credit, inquires about B's financial con-

dition. An example of the second class of black

lists is one kept by a railroad company of per-

sons dismissed from its employment for incom-

petency, discourtesy to patrons, or other cause,

in order that its agents may not reenga,-e them.

The third class is illustrated by lists, kept by

manufacturers or dealers forming an association

or combination for the control of a particular

line of business, of those who refuse to come into

the association; or by lists kept by labor unions

of non-union workmen or of those employing such

workmen, with a view of terrorizing the work-

men or of boycotting the ("m])loyers. In some

States the last-mentioned form of bhuklisting

constitutes a statutory crime. Consult the au-

thorities referred to under the titles Libel and

Conspihacy; and Eddy, Law of Combinations

(Chicago, mni).

BLACKMAIL ( black + mail, a small piece

of money, rent, tribute, Fr. maillc. OF. maaille,

LLat. mcdalia. medal). .\ term which has three

distinct siu-nifications in English law: (1) It

was applied to rents received in work, grain, or

baser money, as distiiiguislied from rents re-

ceived in silver or white money ( nuiillcs hianchefi)

.

See Rent. (2) It was applied to the tribute

levied by freebooters, in the four northern coun-

ties of Northumberland. Westmoreland, Cumber-

land, and Durham. By 4:i Kliz.. di. 13, sec. I

(1001), it was made a felony without benefit of

clergy to pay or receive this tribute, or black-

mail," and similar legislation was enacted in Scot-

land. The practice does not a|>pcar to have

ceased until after the legislative union of Scot-

land and England. (3) At present it is applied

both in England and the United States to the of-

fense of attempting to extort money or property

by threats of various kinds. These threats are

usually to accuse a person of a crime, or to in-

jure his ])crs<)n or property, or to defame him, or

to impute to him some deformity or disgrace. As

a rule, it is no defense that the person threat-

ened with the accusation is guilty, nor that the

attempt at extortion fails. The criminality of

the oflense consists in its tendency to induce a

breach of the peace, and in some cases its tend-

ency to pervert justice. By some statutes, only

written threats made for the purposes of black-

mail are punishable criminally. Consult the

authorities referred to under Criminal Law.

BLACK MAN, The. A name popularly used

for the devil: more commonly. The Man in Black.

BLACK'MAR, Frank Wilson (18.54— ). -Vn

American cciinomist and eihicator; born at West

Springtield. Pa. He was educated at the Univer-

sity of the Pacific (College Park, San Jose, Cal.),

and at, Johns Hopkins, where he was an in-

structor in history in 1887-88, and fellow in his-

tory and politics" 1888-89. From 1889 to 1899

he "was professor of history and sociologj' at

the University of Kansas, and was appointed

to the chair of sociology' and economics there in

the latter year. In 1897 he organized the gradu-

ate school "of the university, and was elected its

dean. He was at one time prominent in the pro-

motion throughout the West of the university

extension movement, and has spoken and written

extensively on topics of history, economics, and

sociologj'. His publications include Simnish

CoIonixatioH (1890) : l^panish Institutions in the

h<outlurest (1891): History of Higher Educa-

tion in Kansas (1900); and Charles Robinson,

the Free-State Coiernor of Kansas (1900).

BLACK MONDAT. A name applied to any

Monday marked by a memorable disaster. Two
such days occurred" within a sluirt period of Eng-

lish history, and both, by a curious coincidence,

were Easter Mondays. In 1351 there was a tre-

mendous hailstorm", and many peojile perished

from cold. Nine years later, when the army of

Edward III. was" lying before Paris, another

severe storm cost the lives of a large number of

men and horses. The imiiression of these ca-

lamities was so lasting that Shakespeare used the

expression coUmiuially (Merchant of Venice,

Act II., Scene .'')).

BLACK MONKS. See Augustiniak.s.

BLACK'MORE, Sir Richard (c.10!50-1729).

One of tlic court physicians in the reigns of Wil-

liam 111. ami .\iiiic. lie is renuMubcred as the

most heavy and voluminous poetaster of his

time. Besides numerous essays, Blackniore wrote

at least six long epic poems: Prince Arthur,

Eliza, Alfred, The llcdcemcr, Nature of Man. and

The Creation. The last-named was pronounced

by Addison to be "one of the most useful and

noble productions in our English verse." It

was also praised bv .Johnson. 15ut few modern

readers are likely t!) agree with tliese judgments.

Blackmore. who" ajipcais to have been a good

and well-meaning num. was ridiculed without

mercy by Pope and other wits of the time. His

poems aVe really worthless. Consult: Johnson,

•Blackmore," iii Litcs of the Poets (London,
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1779-1781): the Spcclator. Xo. 330; and the
Dii'iriml. Hk. II.. •259-2(i8 (Loiulon, 1729).

BLACKMORE, Rkii.vkd Dodukidge (1825-

1900). All English novelist. He was born at
LongAvorth, Berkshire, June 7, 1825; the son of

Rev. John Hlackiuore. Graduating from Exeter
College. Oxford, in 1847. he was called to the bar
five years later, and practiced as a conveyancer
till his healtli failed. He then took up fruit-

growing at Teddington, a little way up the
Tliaines from London. He died at Teddington,
January 20, 1900. He began his literary career
as a poet, publishing Poems by Melanter ( 1853) ;

Epullia (1854): The liugle of the Black Sea
(1855): The Fate of Franklin (1800); and a
translation of Vergil's Oeorcjics (complete in

1871). His first novel, Clara Vaughn, appeared
in 1864. It was followed by Cradock S'owell

(1866); Lorna Doone (1869); The Maid of
Sker (1872) ; Alice Lorraine (1875) ; Cripps the

Carrier (1S76); Erema: or. My Father's Sin
(1877); Mary Ancrley (1880); Christowell
(1882) ; Remarkable History of Tommy Up-
more (1884); Springhai^en (1887); Kit and
Kitty (1889); Perlycross (1894): Frinqilla

(1895); Tales from the Telling-House (1896);
and Dariel (1897). Though Blackniore thought
some of his other books better and more interest-

ing than Lorna Doone. his reputation as a novel-

ist rests almost wholly upon this romance of the
Seventeenth Century. It abounds in beautiful
descriptions, is elevated in tone, and is written
in a rhythmic prose which is rare in our lit-

erature. It has made famous Exmoor and the
neighboring district, tlie home of the Doones.

BLACK MOUNTAINS. A mountain group
in Buncombe and Yancey counties, Xorth Caro-
lina, forming a spur of the Blue Ridge and a
part of the Appalachian system (itap: Xort^
Carolina, B 4). They lie between the French
Broad River and its main tributary, the Noli-

ducky, and have a northwest and southeast
trend transverse to the main line of the Blue
Ridge elevations. The Black ilountains are

the culminating points of the Appalachian sys-

tem. Mount Mitchell, the highest peak, is

6710 feet, and Guvot's Peak, Sandoz Knob, Hairy
Bear, Cat-Tail Peak, Gibbe's Peak, and Mitchell's

Peak are more than 6500 feet above the sea.

They form the divide between the Tennessee and
Catawba river basins. Their slopes are forested

with evergreens, while their valleys in places con-

tain rich soil that is well adapted for agricul-

tural purposes. See Appalachians and Blue
EinfiE.

BLACK OAK. See Oak.

BLACK'POOL' (so named from a pool now
drained: Irisli and Gael, poll, hole, pit, bog, AS.
pel, Ger. J'fuhl, pool, puddle). A flourishing

town and popular watering-place of Lancasliire,

Kngland, on the Irish Sea, about 18 miles west-

northwest of Preston. It is sometimes called the

'Brighton of the North' (ilaj): England, 3).

It has an excellent bathing and promenade beach,

a fine esphinade, three piers, a winter garden and
pavilion, an aquarium, several theatres and mu-
sic-halls. The principal streets and piers are

lighted by electricity. Blackpool was incorpo-

rated in 1876. Its water-supply is obtained from
the Fylde water-works, manageil by a board com-
posed of representatives from Blackpool and
three other towns. The town o\vn3 its gas-works.

electric light plant, markets, slaughter-houses,
and cemeteries. It also owns and operates its

street railways by the overhead trolley system,
and has a line connecting Blackpool with
Lytham, another favorite bathing-place, and
Saint Anne's-oii-the-Sea. There is a technical
school, and a so-called continuation school, three
public libraries, and a hospital. A branch rail-

way connecting Blackpool with the Preston and
Wyre Railway aft'oids easy access from Preston,
Liverpool, Manchester, and all parts of the king-
dom. Blackpool is annually visited by over
100.000 tourists. Population, in 1891, 23,846;
in 1901, 47,340.

BLACKPOOL, Stephen. A weaver in Charles
Dickens's Hard Times. He was wrongly suspected
of Tom Gradgiind's crime of robbing Bounder-
by's bank in Coketown of £150. His love for Ra-
chel, a 'hand' in Bounderby's mill, is one of the
most touching elements in the story.

BLACK PRINCE. The name usually given
in liistory. on account of the color of his armor,
to Edward, Prince of Wales, son of Edward III.

(q.v. ), the victor at the battle of Poitiers. He
died in 1376. His son ascended the throne in
1377, as r.ichard II.

BLACK-QUARTER. See Blackleg.
BLACK RAIN. Showers of black rain have

been recorded on many occasions in Ireland, and
less frequently in other portions of Europe. The
blackness comes from various sources, such as the
soot from city fires and especially forest fires,

which is washed down by rain ; black fungi or
fungus-spores — such as produce smut, mildew,
and rust—carried up by gusts of wind and sub-
sequently falling with the rain. In a few special
cases the spores of fungi, after being wetted by
the rain, grow rapidly on the ground and produce
a black coating, which has not necessarily fallen
with the rain, but is often spoken of as black
rain. See Dust, Atmosphebic.

BLACK RIVER. A river in northern New
York, rising in the southwestern part of the Adi-
rondack region and flowing southwest, tlien north-
west, 130 miles through Herkimer, Oneida, Lewis,
and Jefferson counties to Black River Bay, at the
extreme eastern end of Lake Ontario (Map: Xew
York, E 2). Xunierous falls and rapids, with
great possibilities for development, furnisli abun-
dant water-power to half a dozen villages and
the city of Watertown. From Lyons Falls to tlie

mouth of the river, a distance of 72 miles, the
fall is about 500 feet. Boats pass from this

river just above Lyons Falls to the Sirie Canal
at Rome, X. Y., through the Black River Canal.

BLACK RIVER, or Big Black. An afflu-

ent of White River, whicli, rising in Reynolds
County, JIo., and flowing through Missouri,
bends toward the southwest, enters Arkansas,
and joins the Wliitc River a few miles above
Xewport, Jackson County (Map: Missouri, F5).
It is about 170 miles long, and iiavigal)Ie for

about 100 miles, except in the dry season. Val-
uable timber is fomid along its banks, and the
lo.ver regions i>rodu<i' good crops of cotton.

BLACK RIVER FALLS. .\ city and the
county-seat of Jackson County, Wis., 171 miles
northwest of Milwaukee; on Black River, and on
the Chicaco, Saint Paul, .Minneapolis and Omaha
Railroad (Map; Wisconsin, C 4). It contains a
public library. Falls on the Black River afford
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extensive watcr-jjowcr, and in tlie vicinity are

iron-mines and deposits of kaolin, which are

utilized in the manufacture of firebrick. The
city has also Hour and lumber mills, plow and

wagon and jiatent medicine fac-tories, brewery,

foundry and machine-shops, and nurseries; and

is the commercial centre for a large agricultural

district. Population, in 1800, -^261
; in 1900,

1038.

BLACK ROCK, Conn. See Bridgeport.

BLACK ROD, Usher of the (so called

from the staff he carries). An officer of the

House of Lords. He is chief gentleman usher to

the sovereign, and belongs to the Order of the

Garter. His principal duty is to summon the

House of Commons to the Lords when the royal

assent is given to bills, or when royal speeches

are read ; and to take into custody any peer

guilty of breach of privilege. The office also

exists in the self-governing British common-
wealths of Canada, Australia, and Cape Colony.

BLACK ROOD OF SCOTLAND {Rood, a

representation of Christ crucified, AS. rod. cross,

akin to OS. roda, Dutch roede. rod 1 . A famous
relic brought to Scotland in 1070 by Margaret,

wife of King Malcolm. It consisted of a piece of

the true Cross, set in an ivory image of the Sav-

iour, and was held in the highest veneration by
the Scotch kings. It fell into the hands of the

English during the invasion of that country by
David II. in 134li.

BLACK ROT. See Grape.

BLACK SALSIFY. See Scorzonera.

BLACK SATURDAY. A name given to

August 4, lOiil, in Scotland, because of Parlia-

ment's favorable legislation regarding Episco-

pacy. A fearful storm is said to have been in

progress during the session. The name has also

been given to September 10, 1547, the day of the

battle of Pinkie.

BLACK SEA (Lat. Pontus Euxinus, Gk.
nii-Tos Ei/^etras, I'ontos E-uxeinos, hospitable sea,

originally d^eiras, axeinos, inhospitable; Turk
Icura den ;/i,r, black sea). An inland sea lying

between eastern Europe and Asia Minor, and
connected with the Mediterranean by the Bos-

porus, the Sea of Marmora, and the Darda-
nelles (Map: Europe, 4). It is bounded on
the north by European Russia ; on the east by
Caucasia; on the south by Asia Minor; on the

west by European Turkey, Bulgaria, Rumania,
and Russia. It has a length from cast to west
of about 7r)0 miles, a greatest width of 380
miles, and covers an area (not including the Sea
of Azov) of about 10.5,000 square miles. The
Crimean Penins\ila projects into the Black Sea
from the north, forming the Sea of Azov and
the Oult of Perekop. The former is almost en-

tirely cut od' from the Black Sea, and is very
shallow. The Black Sea is very deep; the floor of

a great l)art of the central basin lies more than
fiOOO feet below the surface, and the greatest

depths consideralily exceed 7000 feet. The Black
Sea receives tlie drainage of a large ])art of Cen-

tral Europe through the Dnieper, Dniester, Bug,
and Danube; of a considerable section of ea.stern

Russia through the Don (which flows into the

Sea of Azov) ; of the western Caucasus region

through the Kuban and a niunber of smaller

rivers; aM<l of northern .\sia Minor through the

Tchoruk, tlie Vcsliil Irmak, the Kizil Irraak, and

the Sakaria. Tidal action is scarcely percepti-
ble, but the sea-level rises and falls with the in-

crease and decrease in volume of the tributary
waters. There is a strong surface current set-

ting toward the Bosporus, and an undercurrent
flowing in an opposite direction from tlie .Kgean
Sea. The latter current is heavy and saline, and
to its agency is due the phenomenon that the
waters of the Black Sea contain nearly 2 per
cent, of salt, although constantly fed by large
rivers. The Black .Sea is visited by severe storms
of both local and general character. On the
north shore the .southerlv winds are most dread-
ed, while near the Bosporus the so-called borals

from the northeast arc particularly violent.

The climate, notwithstanding its southern posi-

tion, is marked by considerable severity. In win-
ter heavy fogs form, which obscure the sunlight
and lend a dark aspect to the waters, thus par-
tially justifying its name. The Black Sea is of
great economic importance to the Russian Em-
pire, as it furnishes an outlet for the extensive
agricultural region of the south. Communica-
tion is maintained with the Caspian Sea by a
railway from Baku to Batum, between which
points there is also a pipe-line for the transport
of petroleimi. The principal ports on the Black
Sea are Odessa, Poti, and Batum, in Russian
territory, and Trebizond. in Turkey. There are
no islands worthy of mention.

BLACK SILVER. A name given, on ac-

count of its color, to the mineral stephanite.
which is a silver sulphantimonite found in Sax-
ony, Mexico, Nevada, and elsewhere, and valued
as an ore of silver.

BLACKSJSTAKE, or Blue R.\cer. A common
colubrine serpent (Zamenis [formerly liasca-

Ilium] constrictor)
,
prevalent over all parts of

the I'nited States and the adjacent borders of
Canada. It is slender in form, but rarely if

ever exceeds G feet in length. The color of

Eastern adults is uniform, lustrous pitch-black
above and slate-color beneath, sometimes tinged
with greenish white; lower jaw, chin, and some-
times edges of the u])pcr-lip plates, white;
tongue, black. Siiecimens from the \Vest and
Southwest exliibit a more or less bright olive-

green, with the whole under surface greenish-
white to bright yellow; hence the Western
names 'blue racer' and 'green racer.' The .voung
under about l.S inclies long arc variegated witli

dark blotches upon dusky olive, with light mar-
gins on the scales, especially along the sides.

This is one of the most ubiquitous, numerous,
and vigorous of American snakes. It is at home
on the ground, where it runs with amazing swift-

ness; but it is also an exjiert climber, scaling

large trees and searching their topmost branches,

perhaps 100 feet above the ground, with as great
ease as it explores bushes and rocks; it will

leap more than its own length from tree to tree

when in haste. It is also a swift and powerful

swimmer, and seeks much of its food in swamps
and along streams. Its food consists mainly of

frogs, toads, other snakes, small mammals, birds

and their young, and eggs, together with some
insects. These are captured by a stealthy ap-

proach and swift stroke or chase, and more often

by night tlian by day. It is very useful to the

farmer in destroying great numbers of moles

and mice, but also is the most indefatigable

and successful searcher for birds' nests.
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Objects of s])ecial animosity are tlie copper-

head and rattlesnake, wliose trail it follows by
scenting, like a doj;; and having overtaken one of

these sluggish re[)tiles it leaps upon it, avoiding

the stroke by its swiftness, catches it by the

back of the neck, and wrap])ing itself about

it, crushes, bites, and shakes the life out of it,

after which it swallows it whole. "The con-

stricting power of the blacksnake," according to

Cope (Report United States Xational iluseum,

1898, p. 795), "is not sufficient to cause incon-

venience to a man, but might seriously oppress

a child. The pressure e.xercised by a strong indi-

vidual wound around the arm is sufficient to

cause the muscles to ache, but it is easy

to unwind the snake with the free hand and
arm. The blacksnake is harmless, and its bite,

which it rarely inflicts, only amounts to a seri-

ous scratch. . . . It is courageous, and will

sometimes attack, moving forward with the head
raised one to two feet above the ground. It,

however, quickly turns about and runs if the

enemy preserves a bold front." Large ones are

easily killed by quite small dogs, and among its

enemies are all the camivora, especially, per-

haps, the skunk and badger. It is inclined to

frequent a limited area continuously.

THE BLACKSNAKE.

a, top of head: b, under side; c, profile; d, face; e, ar-
raDgement of body-scales.

These serpents hide away in hollow stumps
and underground dens at the approach of cold

weather, where often several will entangle them-
selves into a ball for mutual comfort and remain
torpid imtil spring. They breed during the sum-
mer, the female—which is larger and darker than
the male—laying 15 or 20 eggs in a hollow in a
sunny bank, or amid the dry dust of a decaying

stump, or perhaps within an old dungheap, and
remaining near until the young hatch, when she

takes charge of them and defends them until

they have reached a considerable size. This
snake is tamable, but individuals difl'er in tem-

perament and docility, some showing much in-

telligence and kindliness, while others are irasci-

ble. Several other species of the genus belong

to the .Southwestern United States, Mexico, and
the West Indies, and the Texan whipsnake (q.v.)

is a near relation. The chain-snake is sometimes
called 'mountain blacksnake.' Other blackish

serpents known as blacksnakes include a colu-

brine of .Jamaica {Uci/ophis atcr), the death-

adders (q.v.) of .\ustralia and Tasmania, and
some others, notable for dark hues.

BLACK SNAKEROOT. See Cohosh.

BLACK'STONE'. A town in Worcester
County, Mass., 2 miles northwest of Woonsoeket,

R. I.;" on the Black.stone River and on the New
York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad (Map:
Massachusetts, D 3). It has a public library

•nd extensive manufactures of cotton, woolen.

rubber, and felt goods. The government is ad-

ministered by town-meetings held three times

a year to pass on matters relating to appro-

priations, bridges, highways, etc. Settled about
1700, Blackstone was separated from Mendon in

1845, and named in honor of William Blackstone,

the first settler on the site of Boston. Popula-

tion, in 1890, G138; in 1900, 5721. Consult

History of Worcester County (2 vols., Boston,

1879).

BLACKSTONE, William ( ? -1C75). An
early colonist in New England. He was the

first white man to settle on the site of Boston,

Mass. (1G23), but sold his land in 1034 and be-

came the first white settler within the limits of

the present Rhode Island. Consult Winsor,
Memorial History, Vol. I. (Boston, 1880).

BLACKSTONE, Sir William (1723-80). A
celebrated conuiientator on English law. He was
the son of a silk mercer in London, and was born

there .July 10, 1723. At the age of 15, having
obtained a scholarship from the Charterhouse
School, where he was educated, he was sent to

Pembroke Hall, Oxford. There he was fortunate

enough to obtain a second scholarship, and re-

mained till, in 1744. he was admitted a fellow of

All Souls' College. During this period he divided

his time between Oxford and London, attending

the courts of law with the view of qualifying

himself for his future profession. In 1746. at
the age of 23, he was called to the bar, but failed

to attract either notice or practice. In 1749 he
was appointed recorder of Wallingford, in Berk-

shire; but in 1753 he went to Oxford, where he
delivered a course of academic lectures upon the

law of England. A few years later, a Mr. Viner,

himself a legal author, having left a sum of

mone.v to endow a chair of English law in the

University of Oxford, Blackstone was in 1758

appointed first Vinerian professor. The follow-

ing year Blackstone retui-ned to Westminster;
and as the doctrines which he had taught as a
lecturer had been such as to commend him to

the notice of the Tory Government of that day,

he obtained its patronage, and in 1761 was made
a King's Counsel. Shortly after he was appointed

principal of New Inn Hall, Oxford. Other hon-

ors followed fast, and he became successively

member of Parliament, bencher of the Middle
Temple, and Solicitor-General to the Queen. In

1765 Blackstone published the first volume of his

lectures, and the remaining three volumes be-

tween that date and 1769. These lectures form
his celebrated Commentaries on the Laics of

England. His practice continuing to increase,

he resigned, in 1706, his Oxford appointments.

Four years later he was offered the solicitor-gen-

eralship, and after declining it was knighted and
made a justice of the Court of Common Pleas.

The remaining years of his life were spent in the

discharge of his duties as a judge. He died

February 14, 1780, at the age of .57.

The fame of Blackstone rests entirely upon

his Commentaries. His other literary works

were inconsiderable, and his merits as a pleader

or judge were not such as, of themselves, to have

made his reputation outlive hira. As a com-

mentator he had many excellences. His style

was in general clear and gracefully ornate, and
his illustrations pleasing and felicitous. So

long as he confined himself to exposition—to the

accurate statement in scholarlike English of
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what had heretofore lain buried in the cumbrous
language of lawyers like Littleton—Blackstone
was unsurpassed, and rendered an important
service to the country. But he was ambitious of

combining with this exposition tlie liigher task
of explaining the reasons for the law, as well as
its merits and defects. For this survey of the
law, from the legislator's point of view, he had
not the requisite qualifications. His knowledge
of English history was, as llallam tells us, super-
ficial, and his study of the pliilosophy of law had
been imperfect. With the works, indeed, of

Montesquieu and Beccaria he was acquainted;
but the mode in which he quotes them shows
that he had imbibed nothing of their spirit.

The method followed in the C'oinmeittaries was
as unscientific as could be imagined, and had not
even the merit of originality. It was taken, with
little alteration and no improvement, from Sir

Matthew Hale's Analysis of the English Laic.

Possibly the haste with which the Commentaries
must have been composed, being originally in the

form of lectures, may have led to some of their

imperfections. Notwithstanding its defects, the

positive merits of the work—its s.ystematic char-

acter, its comprehensiveness, the accuracy of its

exposition, and the dignity and charm of its

style—have made it the best - known, and in

many respects the most influential treatise in

English law. All subsequent commentaries, in-

cluding that of Kent, have been nuxlelcd upon it,

and it continued to be for a hundreil years tlie

foundation of all legal education in America.

Numberless editions of the Connnnitaries have

been printed, including those of Chitty. Chris-

tian, Cooley, Sharswood, and, last and best of

them all, the admirable edition of Lewis pub-
lished in 1898. As more than a century has

elapsed since the Commentaries were composed,

so many alterations are requisite to adapt tliem

to the existing state of the law, that it may be

said that their purpose has been served, and that

they are now valuable cliiefiy as materials for

history. In addition to the Commentaries,
Blackstone wrote several essays and treatises on
legal topics.

Consult: His Life, by Clitherow, prefixed to

Blackstone's Jfeports of Cases, etc. (London,

1781) ; also his Life, in The Law Magazine, Vol.

XV, (London, 18:3(5) ; and his Life in The Dic-

tionary of National liioyraithy. Vol. V. (Lon-

don, 1886).

BLACK STONE OF MECCA. A sacred

stone in the Kaaba at Mecca, of which legend

tells that it was given by an angel to Abraham,
and tliat it was originally white, but became
blackened by the sins of mankind. The stone is

probably ii iiu'h'urite,

BLACKSTONE RIVEB, A river of :Massa-

chusetts, rising near Worcester, flowing south-

east through Rhode Island, and emptying
into the Providence River, near Providence. In
the upper part of its course the river thiws
through a series of small lakes and ponds. Be-
low Pawtucket it is known as the Seekonk.
It is the most important river of eastern New
England south of the Merrimae, and is noted
for the amount of power it furnishes, there be-

ing along its banks a succession of mills. It is

about .'50 miles long, and drains above Pawtucket
an area of 458 square miles. It falls over 400
feet from Worcester to the sea.

BLACKTAIL, An American deer, notable for
its lilack tail: (1) The mule-deer (q.v.). (2) The
Columbian deer (Odoeoileus Columbianus) of the
coa.st region, from central California to Alaska,
It is one-third smaller than tlie nuiledeer, but
has similar antlers. In summer it is reddish, but
in winter brownish-gray, mottled with black,
darkest along the spine. "Top of head chestnut
and black ; black stripe over the eyes, meeting on
forehead; chin white, behind is a black patch;
face gray; upper throat, jiosterior portion of un-
der parts, and base of tail, white: rest of under
parts mottled similarly to the back: chest sooty;
legs dark cinnamon, inner side white: tail above
black, . . . beneath, white" (Elliot), Alas-
kan specimens are paler. This deer exists only
between the mountains and the coast, and fre-

quents the forested foothills and valleys covered
with chaparral, where it is tolerably abundant.
Its habits are similar to those of the mule-deer.
Consult: Earrell, in Shields's Hig Came of North
America (Chicago, 1890) ; Van Dyke, in The
Deer Family (New York, 1902) ; and bibliog-

raphy under Deer. For illustration, see Plate of

Deeb of North America.

BLACK TIN. A name applied to tin ore
ready for smelting. See Tin.

BLACK-VARNISH TREE. See jMelanoe-
RliaCA.

BLACK VOMIT. The dark matter vomited
in yellow fever, usually a sign of fatal termina-
tion of the disease. It is in part coivgulated
blood. The fever itself is sometimes called the
'black vomit.' See Yellow Fever.

BLACK WAD. Native black pyrolusite or
lead, so called by miners in Great Britain,

BLACK'WALL, Part of Greater London.
For Blackwall Tunnel, see London.

BLACK WALNUT. See Walnut.
BLACK WARRIOR (from the Choctaw

name Tuscaloosee) . (Map: Alabama, B 2). A
river of Alabama, formed by the jungtion of sev-

eral large streams in Walker County: Sipsey
fork, coming in from the northwest; and Mul-
berry and Locust forks, from the northeast. It

flows southwest, joining the Tombigbee River
near Demopolis in the west central part of the

State, It is navigable to Tuscaloosa, above
which city it has a considerable fall and fur-

nishes extensive water power.

BLACK WARRIOR, The. An American
merchant vessel, which, touching at Havana in

February, 1854, on its way from Mobile to New
York, was seized by the Cuban officials for violat-

ing the customs regulations of that port. Her
cargo was confiscated, and her cai)tain heavily
fined, in spite of the protests of the American
consul. The afl'air caused great excitement in

the United States, especially in the South, and
was the subject of a spirited corres])()ndcnce be-

twwn the American and Spanish governments.
Had it not been for the strong feeling aroused
throughout the North at that time by the de-

bates over the Kansas-Nebraska Bill (q.v.), it is

possible that the slave power, desirous of obtain-
ing Cuba, would luive succeeded in forcing the
Administration to use this as a pretext for a
war of conquest against Spain, Spain finally

restored the confiscated cargo and remitted the
captain's fine. For a gnod account of the nego-
tiations over the Black ^YarTior incident, con-
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suit Rhodes, Histori/ of the United States from
the Coniproinise of ISoO, Vol. II. (New York,
181I3). -\lso. for iiuK'li material on tlie iiioident.

ooiisult House Document No. 8(i, Case of the

Ulack Warrior and Other Tiolations of the

J{i(jhts of American Citizens hy Spanish Au-
thoritii<; (Washington, 1854).

BLACK WATCH. A famous Highland regi-

ment in the British Army. In 1688 the Earl of

Athole was commissioned to oi-ganize a guard for

the niainlenance of peace in the Highlands. They
were known as the Freiceadun Dubh. and wore a
dark-colored tartan, which distinguished them
from the SaiijhJcan Dearg. or 'red soldiers,' as
the regular troops were called. The difl'erent

companies were engaged in the military ])olice

work, for which they were fomied, until 1739, in

which year they were regularly organized into

the 42d Regiment of the Line. Their war his-

tory begins at Fontenoy. and few regiments in

the British ser\ice excel them in the number and
character of their battle honors. JSee High-
lAXDERS.

BLACK WATER. See Tex.a.s Fever.

BLACKWATER. Tlie name of several rivers

and streams in Great Britain and Ireland. The
most important are: (1) The Blackwater of

Cork County, which rises in the west of Kerrsr

County, flows past Alillstreet, JIallow, Fennoy,
Lismore, and Cappoquin, and enters the sea at

Youghal Harbor (Map: Ireland, C 4). It has a
course of 100 miles; is the .seventh in size of the

Irish rivers : abounds in salmon, and is navigable

for barges for the last 15 miles of its course.

(2) The Blackwater of Ulster. 50 miles long,

which rises on the confines of Tyrone and Fer-

managh counties, runs past Caledon and Charle-
niont, and falls into the southwest corner of

Lough Xeagh. (.3) The Blackwater of Essex,Eng-
land. 40 miles long, which ri.ses in the northwest
of the county, flows past Coggeshall to Maldon,
where it becomes an estuary opening into the
North Sea.

BLACK-WATER STATE (Nebraska). See
St.VTES. PoI>1 I.Ali X.\MES OF.

BLACK'WELL, Antoinette Louisa
Browne (1S25— ). An American minister and
author, born at Henrietta, N. Y., and educated
at Oberlin College. Ohio. In 1853 she was or-

dained pastor of the Congregational church at

South Butler, N. Y'., and discharged her parish-

ional duties for two years, when ill health com-
pelled her to resign. Afterwards she devoted her-

self to the exposition of philosophical views in

literary form. Her principal works are: Studies
in General Science (1809): The Sexes Through-
out \ature (1875) : Tlie Physical Basis of Im-
mortality (187G); and The Philosophy of In-
divifhial'ilii fl893).

BLACKWELL, Elizabeth (1821—). The
first wom;in who ever obtained a medical di-

ploma in the United States. She was born in

Bristol. England. Circumstances induced the
family to emigriite to New York, and they after-

wards went to Cincinnati. Miss Blackwcll in

1838, with two elder sisters, opened a boarding-
school, which soon had a large attendance. She,

however, chafed at the limitations which society

had imposed on women. At length, in 1844, the

school was given up. Miss Blaokwell determining
to become the medical apostle of her sex. After
three years' further work as a teacher, during

which time she devoted the whole of her leisure
to the study of medical and anatomical l)ooks,she

went to lMiil:idcl])hia, where she applied in vain
for admission into the medical schools. Failing
this, she entered on a course of private anatom-
ical study and dissection and of midwifery, with
Professor Allen and Dr. Warrington of I'liiladel-

phia. After strenuous efl'orts. she at last obtained
admission to Geneva iledical College, Geneva, N.
Y., in 1847. From this college she graduated
with the highest honor in 1849. During the two
years of her study, she conducted herself with a
propriety and discretion that gained for her the
esteem and respect of all her fellow-students. Her
brilliant example,' as the president called it, had
stinuilated them to greater efl'ort. and their gen-
eral conduct and attainments were better than
usual. Shortly after her graduation, she visited
Europe, in order to prosecute further her medical
studies. In Paris she was told that it would be
impossible for her to gain entrance to the schools
or hospitals there, unless she adopted male at-

tire: a suggestion repugnant to her taste, and
to the great object she had in view—that is, the
recognition of female physicians. After much
perseverance, she was at length admitted into the
JIaternite, and was permitted to visit other hos-
pitals. After studying at Saint Bartholomew's
Hospital, and the Woman'.s Hospital, London, she
returned to New Y'ork in 1851, and there estab-
lished herself in practice. At first difficulties

were thrown in her way by the refusal of physi-
cians to meet her in consultation ; but these were
overcome, and she was soon established in

excellent practice. In 1852 she delivered a series
of lectures to women, on health and physical de-
velopment, and published a work entitled The
Laws of Life, Considered with Reference to the
Physical Education of Girls; and in 1853 estab-
lished the New York Infirmary for \\"omen and
Children, which proved so successful that she was
induced, in cooperation with her sister Emily, to
found, in 18G8, The Woman's Medical College of
the New York Infirmary. In 1868 she settled in
London, and became connected with the Women's
Medical College there. Her published works in-

clude: Gounsels of Parents on the Moral Edu-
cation of their Children in Relation to Sex
(1879) ; Corruptions of Neo-Malthnsianism : the
Influence of Women in the Medical Profession
(1890) : and Pioneer Work in Opening the Medi-
cal Profession to Women (1895).

BLACKWELL, Thoma.s (1701-57). A
scholar of some eminence, born in Aberdeen, Au-
gust 4, 1701 ; studied Greek and philosophy in
Marisehal (^(dlege, and took the degree of M.A. in
1718. In Deeend^er, 1723. he was appointed pro-
fessor of Greek in Marisehal College, and in

1737 published anonymously at London an In-
quiry into the Life and Writings of Homer
(2d ed. 1746). and shortly afterwards. Proofs of
the Inquiry into Homer's Life and Writings.
In 1748 he published, also anonymously. Let-
ters Concerning Mythology. The "same year he
was made principal of Marisehal College; and
at the eommenceinent of the session 1752. on his
recommendation, a new order in teaching the
sciences was introduced into the college. In 1753
he published the first volume of his Memoirs of
the Court of .Augustus. The second volume
appeared in 1755, and the third, left unfinished
by him, was completed by .lohn Jlills in 1764.
lie died March 8, 1757.
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BLACKWELL'S ISLAND. A narrow, rocky

island in the East River, t'orminfr part of Xcw
York City, between Jlanhattan Island and Long
Island, about l^i miles long; by one-eiphth of a

mile wide (Map: Xew York City, (J S). It is

used exclusively for the penal institutions and
hospitals under" charge of the city of New York.

See Xew York City.

BLACKWOOD. See Acacia; Kixgwood.

BLACK'WOOD, Fredebick Temple Hamil-
tonTemple (lS-^'J-1902). See Dufferin and
AvA, ^Iarquis of.

BLACKWOOD, \Villi.\m (1776-1834). A
distinguished Edinburgh publisher, the origina-

tor of Blackirood's Magazine. He was bom in

Edinburgh, Xovember 20, 1776. After serving

his apprenticeship to the bookselling business in

liis native city, and prosecuting his calling in

Glasgow and London, he settled in Edinburgh as

a bookseller—principally of old books—in 1804.

On April 1, 1817, at which time he had become a

publisher on his own account, he issued tlie lirst

number of Rlarkirood's Magazine. The literary

abilitv displayed in this periodical was so much
in advance of" the monthly magazines then exist-

ing that, after a little disappointment at first, it

soon became a great success. Its renuirkable

popularity was sustained by the papers of John

AVilson, J. G. Lockhart, James Hogg, and other

writers, whom Blackwood had the liberality and

tact to attract to his standard. Overwlielming

its political and literaiy opponents, now with

the most farcical humor, and now with the bit-

terest sarcasm—sometimes with reckless injus-

tiee—the magazine secured for itself a prodigious

reputation, more particularly among the Tories,

of whose political creed it has always been a

resolute adherent. \Yilliam Blackwood him-

self, who added literary tastes and acquirements

to his profession of bookseller, was the chief

manager of his magazine, and conducted the

whole of the correspondence connected with it

until his death, which took place September 16,

18.S4. The publishing business has been greatly

extended 1)\- the descendants of the founder. Con-

sult (lliphant, William Blackivood and His Sons

(Edinburgh. 1807-98).

BLACKWOOD RIVER. A river in West

Australia, which enters Flinders Bay, just east

of Cape Leeuwin. in latitude 34° 14' S. and longi-

tude 115° 12' E. (Map: Australia, B .t). It

Jlows through the counties of Durham and Nel-

son, first to the west, and then to the south,

traversing a district of wood and pasture. It is

navigable for boats to a distance of 25 miles

from the s<"a.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE. A famous

magazine founded by the Edinburgh publisher,

William Blackwood, in 1817, subsequently con-

ducted bv his son, John Blackwood, and still

one of tlie important English periodicals in lit-

erature, )))iiU)s()phy, and politics.

BLADDER, Urinary (probably akin to the

verb to hloic). A bag which receives the urine

in man and animals after it is secreted by the

kidneys. The bladder-wall consists of three

coats—a lining mucous membrane, a middle mus-

cular coat, and an outer coat which is serous,

where the organ is covered over by peritoneum

and fibrous throughout the rest of its extent.

The mucous membrane of the bladder is lined

with stratified squamous epithelium (see Epi-

thelium), and contains small racemose glands
(see Gl.vxd) and Iymi>hnodules. The muscle of

the middle coat is of the involuntary type, and
consists of inner and outer layers which are lon-

gitudinal, and a middle circular layer. The
serous coat consists of a connective-tissue layer

covered by a layer of flat endothelial cells.

Where the serous coat is wanting, a fibrous layer

covers the muscular coat and blends with the

surrounding connective tissue.

The average capacit.y of the bladder is one

pint. The shape of the bladder is somewhat
conical, the apex being upward, and the anterior

part of the base constricted at the commencement
of the urethra, forming the neck of the bladder.

On each side, rather below its middle, open the

two ducts from the kidneys (the ureters); an
imaginary line drawn between them, and from
each end of this line others drawn to the neck

of the bladder, form an equilateral triangle.

In this space, which is called the triffoniim, the

mucous membrane is not thrown into folds, but

is smooth and very sensitive: the slightest pres-

sure ujjon it gives rise to a desire for micturi-

tion. Children's habits of emptying their blad-

ders when sleeping on their backs are supposed

to be due to the urine accumulating in this part,

as is also the distressing pain of stone. "The

bladder is situated in the pelvis, in adults, behind

tile pubcs, in front of the rectum in the male and

the uterus in the female, but much higher in

the young. It is kept in position by four true

or membranous ligaments, and false ligaments

formed of folds of the peritoneum. In the male

in front of the neck of the bladder lies the pros-

tate gland, surrounding the first part of the ure-

thra (q.v.). Like all cavities lined by mucous
membrane, the bladder is subject to catarrhal

inflammation, accompanied by an increased se-

cretion of mucus, with fermentation, render-

ing the urine turbid, causing a frequent and

painful desire to micturate, and constitutional

disturbances. The symptoms may be relieved by

hot applications, along with opiates, antacids,

and diuretics. If there is unich mucus or blood

or decomposed urine in the bladder, it may be

washed out with a solution of boric acid, or of

creolin. or a weak mineral acid, in some cases.

If there is any known cause for this inflamma-

tion, as a stone, it must be removed.

Some persons are freeiuently troubled with a

desire to pass water: and many in this condition

never efl'ectually emiity their irritable bladders,

alwavs leaving' a portion which keeps up the

irritation. This condition frequently arises from

the habit of retaining the urine so long as to

over-distend and weaken the muscular walls of

the bladder; but it may be induced by general

debilitv. the irritation of worms, cold, or an irri-

tating "state of the urine itself, or by nervousness,

as in candidates for examination, etc. The best

treatment is tonics, and soothing tlic irritability

with sedatives. When this irritability is noc-

turnal, it mav be from the patient lying on the

back, as explained above; it generally occurs in

delicate children, and is more a habit than a

disease.

Paralysis of the bladder may be the result ot

accident", or disease of the nervous centres, or

over-distention. In this condition the urine ac-

cumulates and dribbles away, and must be drawn

off' by the catheter (q.v.). This dribbling, or in-
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continence, must be distiiifruislied from irritable

bladder, as it is in nearly every case the sigii of

a distended bladder. Retention of the urine may
be caused by mechanical obstacles to its exit, by
paralysis, or by an absence of volitional power
over the muscles. This last is termed hysterical
retention, and is common in young girls, in per-

sons suffering from seasickness, from nostalgia,

from operation or from accident, such as a
broken leg, etc. The power generally soon re-

turns. Any long-continued difficulty in passing
water is generally followed by a thickening of the
walls of the bladder itself, or hypertrophy. The
mucous membrane may form pouches in these
thickened walls—a condition which is called sac-

enlated bladder; cancerous diseases and tubercle
may also attack this organ.
The bladder is liable to be ruptured by acci-

dent from without ; as. for instance, by a blow.
As this accident is usually fatal, prompt surgical
aid must be secured.

BLADDER CAMPION. See Silexe.

BLADDERNTJT (for deiivation see below),
tttaphylea. A genus of plants, the type of a
small natural order, Staphyleaceae. Only about
seven species are known, which are found in very
different climates, and scattered over the world.
They are mostly small trees of rather elegant
appearance. The seeds contain a considerable
quantity of a fixed oil, which is slightly purga-
tive. The common bladdernut (fltaphylea pinna-
ta) is a native of the east of Europe, and of tem-
perate parts of Asia, which has been admitted
into the British flora, but has in all probability
been introduced as an ornamental tree. It is

frequently planted in shrubberies, as is also
Utaphylea trifolia, a North American species
^vitll ternate leaves. The wood of both is firm
and white, well suited for the purposes of the
turner. The seeds may be eaten, but act as a
mild aperient. The flower-buds are pickled as
capers. The name bladdernut has reference to
the curious inflated membranous capsule, and the
hard, bony "testa' of the seed. The name Sta-

phylea is from the Gk. araov/.i), staphyle, a
bunch of grapes, and has reference to the ra-

cemed flowers. See Plate of BiGXOXiA, etc.

BLADDEKWORM. An encysted larval tape-
worm. See Hyoatid and T.\pewobm.

BLADDERWORT (so named from the vesi-

cles by means of which the flowers float above
the water), Utricutaria. A genus of plants of
the natural order Lentibulariacea;, containing a
large number of species, the bright blossoms of
which, along with those of water-lilies, etc.,

adorn the surface of lakes, ditches, and marshes
in almost all parts of the world. They are
particularly abundant within the tropics, and
many are natives of -\ustralia. In the United
States are found a dozen or more species with
yellow, violet, or purple flowers. Great Hritain
has only three species, all of which have \-ellow
flowers. These plants are very interesting from
the provision made for the expansion of their
flowers above water, although the whole jjlant
is ordinarily submerged. The stems and leaves
are furnished with numerous little bladders or
vesicles, which are filled with water till it is

necessary that the plant should rise for the ex-
pansion of the flowers, when they become filled

with air; and this, again, gives place to water
after flowering is over, so that the seeds are

ripened at the bottom. The bladders, at lea.st

of Utricutaria rulgnris, have an orifice closed by
a very thin ela.stie valve oi)ening inward. Aquatic
insects sometimes enter them, are imprisoned,
and the plant utilizes the products arising from
their decay. See Plate of Bignonia, etc.

ELA'DENSBURG. A town in Prince George
County, JId., (1 miles northeast of Washington
(.Map: Maryland, K 5). Here, on August 24,

1S14, a British force of 5U00 men, under General
Uoss and Admiral Cockbuni, with a loss of about
oOO. defeated 7000 untrained Americans imder
General binder, who, at the first attack, with a
loss of only 76, fled in wild disorder, leaving
Washington open to capture. It was formerh' a
noted dueling-ground; and here, in 1820, Com-
modore Decatur was mortally woimded by Com-
modore Barron. Population, in 1890, 50.3; in

inOO, 4(5,3. Consult ari;iclcs on the battle and on
the Bladensburg dueling-gi-ounds in the Ma-ga-
nine of American History, Vols. XV. and XXV.
(Xew York. 1877-03).

BLAENAVON, bla-na'von (Cymr., Celt,

hiacnc. source -f- aron, river), A coal-mining
town and railway junction in ilonmouthshire,
England, on the Avon, 4 'a miles southwest of
Abergavennv (Jlap: England, C .5) . Population,
in 1891. 11.400: in 1900. 10.900.

ELAEU, blou. BLAETIW, or BLAUW. A
family of learned Dutch publisliers. Tlie founder
of the firm was Willem Janszoon Blaeu (1571-
1C.3,S), a mathematician, born at Alkmaar, Hol-
land. He was a pupil in astronomy of Tycho
Bralie, and secured a considerable reputation by
publishing terrestrial and celestial globes, excel-

ling in beauty and accuracy everything that had
preceded them. The Voii/s Atlas (6 vols., 1634-

02) is his principal work. His sons Cornelius
(died 1650) and .Joan (died 1673) carried on
his business together until the death of Cor-
nelius. Their Atlas Major (11 vols., 1662) is a
splendid work, and the maps are valuable from
the light they throw on local history. Two of
Joan's sons carried on their father's business
until about 1700. Some of their classical publi-

cations, especially Cicero's Orations (1699), are
still highly prized. Consult Baudet, Leven en
irerA-CH ran ^\'i^cm J. Blaeu (Utrecht, 1871).

BLAGOVIESHTCHENSK, blii'g.-i - vygsh'-

chensk ( Kuss., 'City of the Annunciation'; so
named from the Church of the Annunciation).
The capital of the Siberian region and Governor-
Generalship of the Amur, situated on the left

bank of the .\nuir, at its junction with the Seya,
on the Manchurian frontier, and about 5000
miles east of Moscow (Map: Asia, M 3), It is

one of the most ])rosperous and busy towns in

East Siberia, and owes its pros))erity chiefly to

the gold-mines in the vicinity. Only a military
outpost in 185(i, it became in 1858 the capital

of the Amur region, and is at present of consider-

able commercial as well as strategical impor-
tance. It was attacked by the Chinese in July,

1900. In 1808 it had but 3344 inhabitants; in

1889. 20,212, and at the census of 1897, 32,600
inhabitants.

BLAIKIE, bla'kl, William Gabden (1820-

00). A Scottish divine and author. He was
born at .\l)crdeen. a son of .fames Blaikie. an
advocate, and provost of .\berdeen from 1833 to

1836. Educated at the universities of Aberdeen
and Edinburgh, he was ordained minister of the
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Presbyterian congregation of Druniblade in 1S42,

but tlie next year he seceded and joined tlie Free
Church of Scotland. From 1844 to 1SU8 he was
minister at Pilrig in Leith Walk, Edinburgh,
where he took a leading part in founding and
managing model dwellings for tlie poor. From
18G8 to 1897 he was professor of pastoral theol-

ogy in New College. Edinburgh. In 1892 he

was chosen moderator of the General Assembly
of the Free Church. He was also one of the

promoters and for several years the president

of the Pan-Prcsb\-terian Alliance, which holds

councils in Oreat Britain and America. From
the University of Edinburgh he received the

degree of D.D. (1864). and from the Universitv
of Aberdeen that of LL.D. (1872). He died at
North Berwick. Blaikie edited The Free Church
ilagazine (1849-53) : The yorfh British Keciew
(1860-63); The Sunday Magazine (1873-74);
and The Catholic Pre.ibijterian (1879-83). His
»S'i(r Lectures to the ^yorking Classes (1849) and
Better Days for the Working People (1863),
were widely popular. His best work is The Per-
sonal Life of Darid Livingstone (1880). Among
his numerous other books are: Bible History
(18.59); Outlines of Bible Geography (1861);
Heads and Hands in the World of Labor (1865) ;

The Work of the Ministry (1873); Leaders in

Modern Philanthropy (1884) ; Heroes of Israel

(1894) ; Thomas Chalmers (1896) ; and Memoir
of Darid Broirn (1898).

BLAINE, James Gillespie (1830-93). An
eminent American statesman and political leader.

His great - grandfather was Ephraim Blaine
(1741-1804), an officer on the Patriot side in the
American Revolution, who served from 1778 to

1782 as Commissary-General of the Xorthern De-
partment. James was born, of Scotch-Irish pa-

rentage, at Brownsville, Pa., on January 31,

1830, and was educated in the common schools

and at Washington College, Pa., where he gradu-
ated in 1847. -Vfter spending several years as a

teacher, first in the Western Military Institute,

at Blue Lick Springs, Ky., and subsequently in

the Pennsylvania Institution for the Blind in

Philadelphia, he became in 1854 one of tlie edi-

tors of the Kennebec (Maine) Journal: and three

years later, althotigh retaining his home at Au-
gusta, undertook the editorship of the Portland
Advertiser, an influential daily. In 1858 he was
elected to the Legislature by the Republicans,

and remained in that body f<nir years, during
two of which he served as Speaker. In 1859

he became Chairman of the Republican State

Committee—a position of leadership in local

politics which he retained nntil 1881. His
rapid rise to influence and prominence in

the State made natural his election, in 1862. to

Congress, where he served for seven successive

terms, during three of which he was Speaker of

the House of Representatives. He was a pro-

nounced Republican and a vigorous supporter
of the Administrati<m during the war. He
nevertheless opposed the issue of greenbacks, and
successfully urged an important modification to

Hie Stevens plan of reconstruction. (See Recon-
struction.) As Speaker he attained unusual
success, and his conduct was uniformly marked
by great readiness and ability. His course in

this position, however, jirnvoked acute controver-

sies, the ell'<'ct of which was icen when the Demo-
crats secured control of the House in 1875. and
when Blaine's impassioned opposition to the in-

clusion of JefTerson Davis (q.v.) in a general
amnesty, on the ground of the lattcr's alleged
complicity in the "gigantic murders and crimes of
Andersonville," was followed by a vigorous effort

of the Democrats to connect him with the Pacific
Railroad frauds. This culminated in the highly
dramatic incident of June 5, 1876. when the ac-
cused produced in the House of Representatives
the JIull!g;iii Letters' (q.v.), and offered what
was considered an ample vindication of his
course. The incident continued for a decade to
be a cause of disturbance within the Republican
Party, but its immediate effect was the enhance-
ment of Blaine's prestige, and his strong and
almost successful candidacy for the Presidential
nomination. Upon the seventh ballot he rec-eived

351 votes, when a combination of all his oppo-
nents upon Hayes effected his defeat. The
Electoral Commission (q.v.), which was created
by the two Houses to decide the contested elec-

tion, was vigorously opposed by Blaine on the
ground that the powers conferred upon it ex-

ceeded those of Congress itself. Having been
elected to the Senate in 1876, he worked against
the Bland Silver Bill, opposed the unrestricted
immigration of the Chinese, and favored strongly
the policy of subsidizing various industries. He
continued to occupy such a position of leadership

that in 1880 he was again a candidate for the
Republican nomination, and became in the con-

vention the most formidable opponent of Grant,
who had already served two terms as President.

The defeat of the third-term candidate appear-
ing to a majority of the delegates to be the

most important matter, and the nomination of

Blaine seeming impossible without causing seri-

ous discord, the adherents of Blaine and .John

Sherman united on the thirty-sixth ballot in

throwing the nomination to (Jarfield. who de-

feated General Hancock in the ensuing election.

Upon Garfield's inauguration. Blaine became
Secretary of State: but the death of the Presi-

dent being followed by a reorganization of the

Cabinet, he resigned the position in December of

the same year, .\fter his sudden retirement
from the public service he devoted his time large-

ly to the preparation of his Tu-cniy Years of

Congress, the first volume of which aii])eared in

1884, attracted widespread attention, and for

the most part met with a favorable reception.

Again, in 1884, he was a candidate for the

Presidential nomination, and this time was suc-

cessful, although the bitterness of opposition

within the party was such that in some States,

notably in New York, Connecticut, and Massa-
chusetts, large numbers of independent Repub-
licans voted in the ensuing election for the Demo-
cratic nominee, <; rover Cleveland, whose record

as Governor of New York made it possible for

him, by a small plurality, to carry that pivotal

State and so secure the election, after a cam-
paign remarkable for personal abuse and bit-

terness. It has been claimed that the State of

New Y'ork, and consequently the national elec-

tion, was lost to Blaine chiefly as the result of

a persistent misrepresentation of his attitude

toward Roman Catholics, consequent upon an
unfortunate phrase. 'Rum. Romanism, and Re-

bellion,' used liy a Rejiublican clergyman, the

Rev. Samuel D. Bunhard (q.v.), in speaking of

the Democratic Parly ; but the effect of the phrase

has doubtless been considerably exaggerated. The
leisure enforced upon Blaine by his defeat made
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possible the preparation of the second volume
of his Tircnli/ Years of Congress (188(>), and of

a voliinie of Political Discussions (1887).
His name was again before the Republican

convention of 1888, but was early withdrawn,
and vipon Harrison's accession to the Presidency,
Bhiine was again placed in charge of the State
Department and was enabled to develop a line

of policy proposed in ISSl. but at that time re-

versed by his successor. Not only did he adopt
a vigorous course with reference to the scal-

tisheries, but his esj^ecia! energj' was devoted to

)>Ians for establishing close commercial relations

witli the South American States and for securing
;. rrangements of reciprocity in trade with other
foreign nations. He resigned in June, 1892, on
the approach of the nominating convention, be-

fore which it was expected that both Blaine
and Harrison might i>e candidates. Blaine's
name was presented, but with no success. After
a protracted illness, he died. January 27. 1893.

Consult Gail Hamilton. Biography of James G.
Blniiic (Norwich. 1895).

BLAINVIIiLE, blax'vel', Henri ilAuiE Dt

-

CKOTAT I)E. See DUCROTAT DE BLAIXVILtE.

BLAIB. A city and county-seat of Washing-
ton County. Xeb., 25 miles north by west of

Omaha, on the Chicago and Northwestern, and
the Chicago, Saint Paul, ilinneapolis and
Omaha railroads (Jlap: Nebraska, H 2). It

contains a Danish college. The city is the
market for the agricultural products and live

stock of the vicinitv. Population, in 1890. 2069;
in 1900. 2970.

BLAIR, Andrew Alex.\nder (1S4G— ). An
.\nicrican chemist, born in Woodford County,
Ky. He studied at the United States Naval
.\cademy. and was made an ensign in the navy,
but afterwards devoted himself to analytical

chemistry-, especially analysis of iron and its

ores. From 1875 to 1878 he was employed in

testing iron and steel for the United States
(iovcrnment at the \A"atertown Arsenal, and from
1879 to 1881 acted as chief chemist to the United
States Geological Sur\ey and the Tenth Census.
At the termination of this engagement he de-

voted himself to the practice and improvement
of the methods of technical analysis. Besides a
number of original pa])ers and reports on various
special subjects of metjillurgy, he wrote The
Chrmir'il Analysis of Iron.

BLAIR, Francis Preston (1791-1876). An
-Vmerican journalist and politician, born in

-\bingdon, Va. He graduated at Transylvania
University, Ky.. in 1811, and soon afterwards
l>ecame prominent in State politics. He strongly

supported Henry Clay for the Presidency in 1824,

but in 1828 became an enthusiastic adherent of

Andrew .Jackson. In 1830 he went to Washing-
ton, on .Jackson's invitation, to asstmie the

editorship of the (llohe. which was the official

iTgan of the Democratic Party until 1845, when
President Polk forced Blair's resignation. Blair
supported Van Buren in 1848 and Pierce in 1852.

but afterwards joined the newly organized Re-
publican Party, and in 1856 presided over tlic

Pittsburg Convention. In 1860 he was an active

supporter of Abraham Lincoln. In Decendier.

1864, he made an unotTicial visit to Richmond,
and proposed to .Jefferson Davis and others who
were influential in the Confederate tiovernment

the arrangement of a peace on the basis of a

joint campaign by the Northern and Southern
armies against llaximilian in Mexico. This pro-
posal, though wholly unoHicial. led to the famous
peace conference of February 3, 1865. at Hamp-
ton Roads, between President Lincoln and the
Confederate repiesentativcs, Stephens, Hunter,
and Campbell.

BLAIR, Francis Preston, .Jb. (1821-75).
.An American lawyer, politicnn, and soldier, born
in Lexington, Ky. He graduated at Princeton in

1S41. was admitted to the l)ar in 1843, and re-

moved to Saint Louis to practice law. In the
Jlexicau War he served in the United Stales
Array as a private. Afterwards he was editor

for a time of the Missouri Democrat, became
prominent in State politics, was a member of the
ilissouri Legislature from 1852 to 1856, and
.after 1856 served for several years in Congress
as a Republican. At the outbreak of the Civil

War he was the leader of the Union Party in

Missouri, and by his energj-. tact, and political

sagacity was largely instrumental in preventing
that State from joining the Confederacy. In
April. 1861. he entered the Federal Army as a
colonel, and before the close of the following year
had risen successively to the rank of brigadier-
general (August, 1862) and of major-general
(November 29, 1862). He led a division under
Sherman at Vicksburg in 1862-63, commanding
the assault upon Chickasaw Bluffs (December
29, 1862), and in 1864 took a prominent part,

as division commander and temporarily as com-
mander of the Seventeenth C'orps, in the famous
march to the sea. He was nominated as Col-

lector at Saint Louis and as Jlinister to Austria
by President Johnson in 1866. but, owing to his

views on reconstruction, the Senate refused to
confinu either appointment. Afterwards he
joined the Democratic Party, was its candidate
for Vice-President in 1868, and from 1870 to
1873 was a memlier of the United States Senate.
He published The Life and Puhlic Services of
lien. William 0. Butler (1848).

BLAIR, Henbt William (1834— ). An
-American politician and lawyer, born in Camp-
ton. N. H. He received an academic education,
was admitted to the bar in 1859, and was prose-

cuting attorney for Grafton Coimty in 1860.

During the war he was lieutenant-colonel of the
Fifteenth New Hampshire Volunteers. He was a
member of the New Hampshire House of Repre-
sentatives in 1866 : of the State Senate, from
1867 to 1868; and Republican Representative in

the Forty-fourth and Forty-lifth Congresses.
From 1879 to 1891 he was United States Senator.

He was appointed Minister to China in 1891. but
that Government de<'lined to receive him because
of a bill which he had intnxluced for the jjurpose

of restricting Chinese inuuigiation. A bill to
prohibit the sale and manufacture of liquors

placed him in the van of the temperance ranks.

The Blair Common-School Bill, appropriating
.S77.O0O.OO0 to the States in proportion to their

illiteracy, was another of his mea.sures.

BLAIR, Hugh (1718-1800). A Scottish di-

vine and man of letters. He was born in Edin-
l>urgh, .\pril 7, 1718. He was educated at the
uni\ersity of his native city, where he attracted
the attention of his instructors by an Essay
on the Beautiful. In October, 1741, he was
licensed to preach by the presbytery of Edin-
burgh ; and after occupying the churches of

I
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Colessie in Fifeshire, Canongate Church in Edin-

l)nrgh. and Lady Tester's, l>e wa-s promoted in

17.58 to the highest position attainable by a

Scotch cler>rvniaii—one of the diarges of tlie

High t'hurch". Edinl)urgh. His discourses, which

display little power or originality of thought,

ncre yet greatly admired on accoiuit of their pol-

ished style. Ill 17r>9 Blair commenced a series

of lectures on composition at the university; and
three years afterwards, a new chair of rhetoric

and belles-lettres, with a salary of £70 a year,

being created by the Crown, Blair was made pro-

fessor. He held this appointment Tintil 178.3,

when he resigned : and in the same year published

his Lectures, which obtained a reputation far

beyond their merits, and one that time has by

no' means sanctioned. His first volume of ser-

mons, which appeared in 1777, proved a great

success. George IIL showed his a])preciation of

them by bestowing on Blair, in 1780, a pension of

£200 a year. Opinion about their merits has

much changed since the date of their publication;

they are now considered as moral essays rather

than sermons. Blair's critical acumen was not

great : he strenuously defended the authenticity

of Ossian's poems. He died December 27, 1800.

For his life, consult Finlayson (London, 1801),

and Hill (Edinburgh, 1807).

BLAIR, James (1656-17-13). A Colonial

clergvnian and educator, the founder and first

president of William and jNIary College in

Virginia. He was born in Scotland, graduated

at the University of Edinburgh in 1G73, re-

moved to England in 1682, and in 1085 was sent

to Virginia as a missionary of the Church of

England. He was minister successively at Hen-

rico City, Jamestown, and Williamsburg, and

after 1689 was Commissary of Virginia, "a very

weighty and creditable post." the highest eccle-

siastical position, at that time, in the colony.

In this capacity he did much to raise the char-

acter of the provincial clergv- and to rectify many
clerical abuses. In 1690, at a time when there

was only ''one privately endowed school and a

few old field schools" in the colony, he took up

the work of fo\mding a college in 'S'irginia. and

in the same year began soliciting subscriptions

for an institution which was to provide for "the

Education of our Youth, a const^int supply of our

Ministry, and perhaps a foundation for ye Con-

version of our neighboring Heathen to the

Christian Faith." In 1691 he went to England,

and there, in 1693. secured a charter for the

College of William and Mary. On his return he

worked indefatigably to secure the immediate

erection of buildings, and until his death was
president of the college. After 1693 Blair was

also a member of the Council of Virginia, of

which he was for some time president. In this

capacity he had rancorous disputes with Gov-

eniors Edmund Andros, Fr.ineis Nicholson, and
Alexander Spotswood, and by his representations

to the home Government was instnimental in se-

curing the removal of each in turn. It has been

said of Blair that he did more than any other

one man for the intellectual advancement of

Virginia during the Colonial period. He collabo-

rated with Henry Hartwell and Edward Chilton

in the preparation of a valuable work, entitled

The Present State of Virginia and the College

(London, 1727), probably the best extant ac-

count of Virginia in the latter part of the

Seventeenth Century, and published an elaborate

series of sermons on Our Saviour's Divine Ser-

vioiis on the Mount (1740), which have been
much commended by theologians. Consult D. E.

Motley. "Life of Commissary James Blair,

Founder of William and Mary College," in Series

19, Xo. 10, of Johns Hopkins University Studies

(Baltimore, 1901).

BLAIR, Jou.N- iNSUEY (1802-99). An Ameri-
can capitalist and philanthropist. He was born
in Warren County. X. J., and from 1811 to 1819

worked in a small store in Hope, N. .1. Later
he removed to Blairstown, became interested in

the Oxford Iron Furnace in Warren County, and
in 1S4G was associated with the Scranton
Brothers in the first attempt to manufacture
iron with anthracite coal. To facilitate the

transportation of the company's output, he and
his associates constructed the road which sub-

sequently became known as the Delaware. Lacka-
wanna and Western. In later life he was con-

nected, either as builder or director, with twenty
railroads, and at one time was said to own more
miles of railroad than anv other man in the

world. He gave Blair Hall'and about .$70,000 to

Princeton College, where he established a pro-

fessorship; helped to rebuild Grinnell College,

Iowa
;
gave nearly .$90,000 to Lafayette College,

and about .$600,000 to the Presbyterian Academy
at Blairstown, and contributed toward building

over one hundred churches in the towns laid out

along the lines of his railroads.

BLAIR, Montgomery (1813-83). An Ameri-
can lawyer and politician, the son of Francis P.

Blair, Sr. He was born in Franklin County.

Ivy., graduated at West Point in 1835, and
served for several months in the first Seminole
War. He then resigned from the service, studied

law, was admitted to the bar in 1839, and began

to practice in Saint Louis. He was for a time

United .States district attorney for Missouri, was
mayor of Saint Louis in 1842-43, and from 1843

to 1849 was judge of the Court of Common
Pleas. In 1852 he removed to Maryland, where
he devoted his attention as a lawyer chiefly to

important cases before the Lnited States Su-

preme Court, and quickly became prominent as a
Democrat in State politics. From 1855 to 1858

he was United States solicitor in the Court of

Claims, and in 1857 was the counsel for the de-

fendant in the celebrated Dred Scott Case (q.v.)

and made an able argument in support of his

side. Strongly disapproving of the attitude of

the Democratic Party toward the repeal of the

Missouri Compromise in 1854, he joined the

newly organized Rejjublican Party in 1S56, and
in 1800 was Chairman of the State Kc|iuldican

Convention. In 1861 he became a member of Lin-

coln's Cabinet as Postmaster-General, aiul in this

cajiacity served with great ability until Septem-

ber, 18t)4, when he resigned. His term is notable

in the history of the department from the fact

that during it money-orders first came into use,

and such improvements as free delivery in cities

and the sorting of the mails on ])ostal cars were

introduced. After the war, Blair returned to the

Democratic Party, and in 1876-77 was conspicu-

ous as a supi)orter of Tilden in the famous

Tilden-Hayes controversy.

BLAIR, RoiiKRT (1699-1746). A Scottish

clergyman and writer. He was bom in Edin-

burgh, was educated at the university there and in

Holland, was licensed to preach in 1729, and from
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1731 until his death was settled at Athelstane-
ford in East Lothian. Besides an elegiac poem
and several paraphrases of Scripture which have
been totally forgotten, he wrote the forcible but
strikingly lugubrious poem of "67 lines, entitled
The Grave, which, first published in 174;i, en-
joyed considerable popularity and was frequently
reprinted.

BLAKE, Edw.vkd (1833—). A Canadian
state-man. He was born in Ontario, Canada,
grsuluaied at the University of Toronto, was
called to the bar in 1S5G, and soon rose to the
first rank among chancery practitioners. In 1867
lie was elected to both the Ontario and Dominion
Parliaments, and in the former House became the
leader of the Liberal Opposition. In 1871 he
became Premier of Ontario, but soon resigned.

He was Privy Councilor m 1874, and Minister of
Justice in 1875. After the return of the Con-
servatives to power, he became the leader of the
Liberal Party in 1880: was elected to the British
Parliament from South Longford. Ireland, in

1802, and was aiipointed to the judiciary com-
mittee of the Pri\'y Council in 1896.

BLAKE. Eli Whitxet (1795-1886). An
American inventor. He was born in Xew Ha-
ven, Conn., and graduated at Yale in 1816.

Blake assisted his uncle, Eli Whitney (q.v. ), in

the management of the gun-factory at \Yhitney-
ville, and on his uncle's death assumed full

charge. In conjunction with his brother, he
afterwards established a hardware factory at
Westville. Blake is best known for his inven-
tion of a stone-breaking machine. He wrote sev-

eral scientific papers, the most noteworthy being
Original f^oliitions of Several Problems in Aero-
dynamics (1882). His son. Eli Whitxey (1836-

1895 ),giadua ted at Yale in 1857, and later stud-
ied in Germany. He served as professor of physics
in the universities of Vermont, Cornell, Colum-
bia, and Brown, and was connected with several
scientific societies, including the Apierican Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science.

BLAKE, Fe.\xcis (18.50— ). An American
inventor, bom at Xcedham, Mass. In 1866-79 he
was connected with the United States Coast
Survey, and in 1S78 invented the transmitter for
telephone instruments, which, known under his
name, has become the most extensively used
throughout the world.

BLAKE, James Hopwood (1843-1901). An
English geologist and surveyor, bom in London.
He was educated there at King's College, and
apprenticed to the civil engineer Brereton, under
whose direction he was for several years engaged
in railway engineering and construction in Corn-
wall and" South Wales. In 1868 Blake joined
the Geological Survey of Great Britain, and was
commissioned to prepare large scale mai)s of
certain portions of southern England. He siu--

veyed parts of Somerset, Suffolk, and Norfolk,
and studied the phenomena of the drift deposits
of those regions. Several C(mtril)utions, embrac-
ing the results of his obsenations on the drift
and the ^lesozoic formations, have been pub-
lished in the Memoirs of the Geological Survey
of the United Kingdom and in the Geological
Magazine.

BLAKE, LiLLTE De\t,realx (1835— ). An
American woman suriragist and reformer. She
was born in Raleigh, X. C, and was educated
in New Haven, Conn. She married, in 1855.

Vol. III.—11.

Frank G. Q. Unisted, a Philadelphia lawjer, who
died in 1859, leaving her with two children to
support. She turned her attention to literary
work, her first story, J^ Lonely House, appearing
in the Atlantic Monthly. In the next few years
she comi)l(.-ted two successful novels, Southwold
(1859) and lioekford (1862). In 1S66 she mar-
ried Grinfill Blake, a wealthy New York mer-
chant. She was one of the active jiromoters of
the movement that resulted in the founding of
Barnard College, and was prominent as a speaker
on educational topics. She also identified her-

self V ith the ^\oman's suli'rage nio\ement, and
has delivered many addresses on the subject
througiiout the country. She was president of
the New York State \^'ouian's Suffrage Associa-
tion from 1879 to 1890, and of the New York
City \"\ Oman's, Sulfrage League from 1886 to
1900. She was largely instrumental in securing
the passage in 1880 by the New York Legislature
of the law permitting woman's sutl'rage in school
elections, aud was the author of the law provid-
ing for matrons in the police stations, passed in

1891, and of that requiring storekeepers to pro-

vide seats for saleswomen. In addition to the
books mentioned, her writings include: Fettered
for Life (1874), a novel dealing with the wo-
man's suffrage question; 11 Oman's Place To-day
(1883), lectures delivered in reply to a series of
Lenten sermons on "Woman," by Rev. Morgan
Dix: and A Daring Ejtperiment (1894).

BLAKE, RocERT (1599-1657). An English
soldier and admiral of the Commonwealth. The
eldest of twelve sons of a merchant, he was born
at Bridgewater, Somerset, in August, 1599. He
studied at Oxford from 1615-25, taking his de-

gree of M.A. in 1623 at Wadsworth College.

When the Civil War broke out. he raised a troop
in Somersetshire, and narrowly escaped hanging
for prolonging the defense of Bristol, when the
Governor had capitulated. Parliament subse-

quently appointed him lieutenant-colonel, and by
his obstinate defense of Lyme witli five hundred
men against Prince Maurice's five thousand, he
seriously damaged the reputation of that warrior,

who retired in disgust. In 1644 he surprised
Taunton, of which place he was made governor,
and gave proof of no mean military skill by de-

fending the place against an overwhelming force,

until the town was little better than a heap of

ruins, when the siege was raised. In 164!), in

conjunction with two other ofiicers of equal rank,

he was appointed general of the sea, the two
services, military and naval, at that time not
being distinct. This was Blake's true sphere.

After an exciting hide-and-seek chase of several

months, in 1651 he destroyed the squadron of

Prince Rupert, which had sought safety in the

Tagus, and forced the Royalists to surrender
Guernsey, Jersey, and the Scilly Isles. In March,
1652. he was made sole admiral of the fieet for

nine months, and during tliis year fought four

engagements with Dutch ficcts luider Tromp. De
Ruyter, and De WMtt. In the first, on May 19,

the Dutch retreated under cover of darkness,

with the loss of one man-of-war captured, and
another sunk. In the next engagement, a squad-

ron of 12 ships, sent to protect the herring-ves-

sels from the attacks of Blake, were captured;

and in the third, on September 28, 3 Dutch ves-

sels were destroyed, and the rear-admiral taken.

On November 29 a fleet of 80 vessels, under the

eonnnand of Tromp, encountered Blake witli only
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40 off the Goodwin Sands. The result of the

action was the loss of 6 English ships—2 cap-

tured and 4 destroyed; the rest, in a shattered

condition, sought safety in the Thames. There
is a story, now discredited, that Tromp tied a

broom to the masthead of his vessel, and sailed

through the Channel, intimating that he had
swept Englisli vessels clean out of it. If he

did, his pride was short-lived, for by February,

1653, Bhike was at sea again with 80 ships,

and falling in with Tromp with about an equal

force, was at once attacked, but after a three

days' running fight, the Dutchman was forced

to 'seek shelter in the shallow waters of Calais,

witn a loss of 11 men-of-war, and 30 of a fleet

of merchantmen he had in convoy. The English

lost only one ship, but Blake was severely

wounded! On the 3d and 4th of June his co-

adjutors, Deane and Monk, won another victory

over Trojnp, and his wound alone prevented

Blake from taking part in the engagement of

July 31, which finally shattered the naval su-

premacy of Holland. In 1C54 Blake was ap-

pointed by Cromwell to command an English

fleet in the Mediterranean, where he soon made
the British flag respected by Dutch, Spanish,

and French. The Dey of Tunis refused to pay
homage to it. Blake attacked his capital, burned
the Turkish fleet of nine ships which lay before

it, accomplished a landing, and with a body of

1000 men annihilated an army of 3000 Turks.

He next sailed to Algiers and Tripoli, landed,

and set free all the English who were detained as

slaves. He concluded alliances favorable to

England with Venice and Tuscany. In 1057 he

defeated the Spaniards at Santa Cruz. This

was, perhaps, one of the most daring actions in

Blake's career. With a wind blowing right into

the bay—which was very strongly defended

—

Blake "dashed in, attacked and destroyed the

Spanish galleons and shipping in the harbor,

and, the wind fortunately changing, sailed out

again with a loss of only one ship and 200 men.

The Spanish loss in men and property was im-

mense, and the terror the action inspired insured

increased respect to the English flag. His health

now failed ; he returned to England, and died,

as his sliip entered the harbor of Plymouth,

August 7, 1057. Cromwell honored his memory
by a solemn funeral procession, and caused him
to be interred in Westminster Abbey, whence

his body, with those of other Revolutionary celeb-

rities, was removed by royal command at the

Restoration. Consult:" Gardiner, History of the

Commomrenlth and Protectorate (Xew York,

1894-litOl), decidedly the best account of the

naval war, with fulfcitatioir of the original au-

thorities; Samuel Johnson, Life of lilake (Lon-

don, 1792) ; and Dixon, Robert lllakc (London,

1852). The principal original materials may be

found in Calendars of State Papers, Domestic

(London, 1649-57); and Thurloe, State Papers

(London, 1742).

BLAKE, WiLiJAM (1757-1827). An English

engraver and poet. He was born in London No-

vember 28, 1757. In 1789 he published Songs

of Innocence, followed in 1794 by Songs of Expe-

rience, showing the two contrary states of the

human soul, with about 00 ctchiiigs, remarkabli'

for (heir peculiar and original manner. The

poems were equally singular, but many of them
exhibited true pathos. Some marginal designs for

Young's Night Thoughts, executed by Blake, were

greatly admired by Flaxman. Blake lived in the
full belief that he held converse with the spirits

of the departed great—with iloses. Homer, Ver-
gil, Dante, and Milton. He published numerous
etchings, chiefly of religious and cognate sub-

jects, among tlie best of which are his Inven-
tions to the Book of Job, and the illustrations of

Blair's Grave. He died (August 12, 1827) in

poverty and obscurity, with the conviction that

he was a martyr to poetic art. The influence of

Michelangelo is traceable in his art; but the

imagination which produced his bold and often

curious designs was peculiarly Blake's own,
while in his diction, though at times almost ir-

rational, he was, according to Swinburne, "the

single Englishman of supreme and simple poetic

genius of his time," and Charles Lamb regarded

him as one of the most extraordinary persons of

the age. The facts of Blake's early life are re-

corded in a book, now rare, written by Dr. Mal-

kin, A Father's Memoirs of his Child (1800).

Consult: Gilchrist, Life and Works of William.

Blake (2d ed. London, 1880); Swinburne, lVi7-

liam Blake: A Critical Essay (London, 1808) ;

Poetical Works of William Blake, ed. W. M.
Rossetti (London, 1874) ; and Works, edited

with lithographs of the illustrated "Prophetic

Books," and memoir and interpretation, Ellis

and Yeats (London, 1893).

BLAKE, William Phipps (1826—). An
American scientist. He was born in New York,
graduated at the Sheffield Scientific School in

1852, was mineralogist and geologist of the

Pacific Railroad Exploring Expedition of 1853,

and author of several of the reports. He edited

the Mining Magazine (1859-00), and was mining
engineer for the Japanese Government from 1861

to 1863, when he was appointed professor of

mineralogy in the College of California, and
geologist to the State board of agriculture. He
was commissioner for California at the Paris

Exposition of 1867; was executive commissioner
for Connecticut in the Cehtennial Exposition,

and was special agent to Vienna in 1873. He
also cooperated in the Paris Expositions of 1878

and 1889, and in the Chicago Exposition of 1893.

He has published Silver Ores and Silver Mines

(1860); Report on the Production of Precious

Metals (1807); and Ceramic Art and Class

(1878).

BLAKE'LOCK, Ralph Albert (1847— ). An
American landscape and figure painter. He was
born and educated in New York City, where he
graduated from the City (\)llege in 1869. His
art is self-acquired, the result of many experi-

ments. Altho\igh he has painted a large number
of Indian figures, it is as a painter of landscapes

with evening and moonliglit effects that he is

chiefly known, being, perhaps, the foremost
American painter of this particular genre. His
principal works include "Indian Girl, Uinta
Tribe," "Shooting the .\rrow" (1S80). "Bannock
Wigwam in Peaceful Vale" (18S3), "Autumn"
(Mrs. Kurtz, New York), two moonlight scenes

exhibited at the recent Comparative Exhibition

of Native and Foreign Art in New York, and
"Sunset, Nevarra Range" (W. T. Evans, New
York )

.

BLAKELY, bhik'li, ,Toh.\ston (1781-1814).

An American naval officer, born near Seaford,

Ireland. He emigrated with his parents to the
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I'nited States, graduated at the University of
North Carolina in 1800, and in the same year
entered the United States Xa\y. In 1813 he be-
came commander of tlie IVnsp, a new sloop of
war. and in his first cruise captured the English
sloop Reindeer. On another cruise he captured
several prizes, and defeated the Avon and the
Atalanta. Late in 1814 the Wasp left on a
cruise, but never returned to port, and was pre-
sumably wrecked.

BLANC, LE, le blax ( Fr., the white ; see be-

low I . A town in the Department of Indre,
France, beautifully situsted on the Creuse, which
divides the town into two parts, about 32 miles
west-southwest of Chriteauroux (Map: France,
Ho). It is known principally- for the beautiful
Lake Blanc (3450 feet above sea-level), near
which it is situated, so called from the reflection

of the quartz lining its bottom. Le Blanc has
cloth and linen yam mills, potteries, tanneries,
vinegar-works, forges, etc., and utilizes the -sur-

plus waters of the lake to furnish power f'rr its

machinery. It is very ancient, and was frequent-

ed by the Romans. Population, in 1896, 6764.

BLANC, iloxT. See MoxT Blanc.

BLANC, AuGUSTE Alexandre Phujcppe
Ch.\ri.es (1813-82). A French art-critic, bom
at C'astres. He was head of the Department of

Fine Arts in the Ministry of the Interior from
1848 to 1852, and again from 1871 to 1873. He
became a member of the French Academy in 1876
and professor of iesthetics at the Collfege de
France in 1878. He is chiefly kno^vn as the edi-

tor of and contributor to the Histoire des pein-

ires de toutes les ecoles, 14 vols. (1849-75), for

which he wrote biographies of the artists of the
Dutch and French schools. This work was also

published in English. He also wrote L'CEuire
complet de Rembrandt (1873); Grammaire des
arts du dessin (1876), his most important work,
and Grammaire des arts dccoratifs (1881), its

sequel ; besides other works, and was editor of

the Gnzette des Beaux-Arts.

BLANC, Jean Joseph Louis (1811-82). A
French socialist and historian, born in Madrid,
October 29, 1811. In 1820 he was placed in the

college at Rhodez; in 1830 he went to Paris
and became a clerk in an attorney's office for a
short time, and in 1832 became private tutor at
Arras. Here he resided for two years, contribut-

ing largely, on literarj- and political subjects, to

the Progris du Pas-de-Calais. He afterwards
went to Paris, where he, contributed to various
political papers, and where in 1839 he founded
the Revue du Proqres, in which he first laid do«-n

some of his socialistic theories. In this journal,

too, he brought out his famous treatise on social-

ism, the Organisation du travail, which in 1840
appeared in a reprint. The book obtained for

its author general recognition as one of the ablest

of Socialist writers, as well as wide popularity
among the French ouvriers, who were captivated
by the brilliancy of the writing, the apparent
simplicity of the scheme, and the freshness of

the views advocated. The book denounces the

doctrine of individualism—i.e. individual and
competitive efl"orts in labor—and advocates the
absorption of the individual in a vast 'solidar-

ity',' where "each would receive according to his

needs, and contribute according to his abili-

ties." Blanc next published (in 1841-44) a his-

torical work, entitled Histoire de dix ana, 1830-

1)0, aimed with deadly effect against the Orleans
djiiasty. Louis Philippe afterwards declared that
"it acted like a battering-ram against the bul-

warks of loyalty in France." It owed its suc-

cess partly to the exposure it gave of the scan-
dalous jobbery and immorality of the Cro\Mi
and its advisers, partly to that passionate ardor
which changed the tranquillity of history- into

the vehemence of a pampiilet, and its academic
pomp of style. This was followed by the first

volume of a Histoire de la revolution francaise,

in which the author's aim was to describe, from
his own point of view, not only the incidents

Mi the first Revolution, but the social history of

the Eighteenth Century. In the February revo-

lution of 1848 Blanc played an important part.

His popularity with the working classes led to
his being appointed a member of the Provisional
Government. He was placed by the Government
at the head of the great commission for discuss-

ing the problem of labor. At the same time,

Marie, Minister of Public Works, began—but
without Blanc's cooperation—to establish the so-

called national workshops (ateliers nationaux)

,

which were to bring about the realization of the
socialistic principle, but which only proved the

hazardous and impracticable character of Blanc's

doctrines. The national workshops led to an at-

tempt on the part of the Socialists to dissolve

the Xational Assembly by force and to institute

a provisional government at the Hotel de Ville,

May 15, 1848. Blanc's name was, in the minds
of many, connected with this movement. A pro-

posal was made to prosecute him, but it was
negatived by the National Assembly. After the

June insurrection, he was again accused and
prosecuted for conspiracy, but he contrived to es-

cape to London, where he resided until the fall

of the Empire. During his exile he devoted
himself to political and historical literature. In
1849 appeared his Appcl aux honnetes gens, and
Catechisme des socialistes; in 1850, Pages d'his-

toire de la revolution de fevrier, and in 1851,

Plus de Girondins ; la repuhUque une et indivisi-

ble. He acted also as correspondent for several

Parisian journals, and a collection of his letters

from London was published under the title Dix
annees de I'histoire d'Angletcrre (10 vols., Paris,
1879-81). The work which has secured him the

most enduring reputation is his History of the
French Revolution, in 12 volumes, written during
his residence in England. It is characterized by
extensive and original research, which has fre-

quently enabled the author to reverse the com-
mon verdicts on historical personages, and to
e.xplode many of the extravagant stories of the
stormy period of which it treats. On the fall of

the Empire in 1870. Blanc returned to France,
and in 1871 he was elected to the National
Assembly, in which he pursued a policy of con-
sistent radicalism without returning to his for-

mer Socialistic theories. He died at Cannes,
December 6, 1882. Consult Fiaux, "Louis Blanc,"
in Portraits politiques contemporains, Vol. II.

(Paris. 1883).

BLANC, blink, Lrnwio Gottfried (1781-
].S(i(i). A Gcnnan philologist and Dante scholar.

He was born in Berlin, and after studying at the
French Theological Seminary of his native city,

was called to a pastorate at Halle, in 180C. In
1811 he was suspected of having taken part
in a conspiracy against King Jerome of West-
phalia, and was imprisoned until 1813, when he
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was released by a Russian flying corps. He was

professor of Romanee languages at the Univer-

sity of Halle in 1822, and from 1838 to 1800 was

one of the preachers at the cathedral of that

city. Professor Blanc is known chietly for his

numerous and scholarly treatises on Dante. His

most important works are his Gramnuitik dcr

italienischcn Sprac/ic (1844), the first attempt

to trace the history of the development of the

forms and laws of that language; Vocaholario

Dantexco, in French (1852); and his transla-

tion of the D!vi?ie Comedy, with commentary

(1SG4). His Handbuch des Wissensiciirdignten

aus dr.r Xotur und Oeschichte del- Erde und.

Hirer Bcwuhner (18G7-U9) also enjoyed a wide

popularity.

BLANC, blaN, ]\Iarie THi:R£sE. See Bent-

zox, Tn.

BLANC, Paul Joseph (1846-1904). A French

painter. He was born in Paris, and studied with

Bin and Cabanel, obtaining in 1807 the second

prize in the competition contest for the prix de

Rome. Among his principal works are the fol-

lowing: "Murder of Laius by CEdipus" (1867) ;

"Perseus" (Luxembourg, 1870) ;
"The Invasion"

(1873); "The Vow of Clovis in the Battle of

Tolbiac" (1870) ; "Brigand's Wife" (1878) ;

"The Triumph of Clovis" (1881) ; "The Tiber"

<18S5).

BLANCHARD, blilN'shar', Augu.ste Thomas
TMarie (18iy— ). A French engraver, born in

Paris He was the pupil of his father, Augusts

Jean B. M. Blanchard (1792-1849). He devoted

himself to engraving modern jiiitures. and ex-

hibited with success at the Universal Exposi-

tions of 1855. 1807. and 1878. He received many

medals, and in 1801 the decoration of the Legion

of Honor. In 1888 he was made a member of

the Academic des Beaux-Arts. He is considered

one of the first engravers of France.

BLANCHARD, blan'ehard, Edward Litt La-

man (1820-89). An English journalist and dra-

matist. He was born in London, and in 1831

accompanied his father, the well-known comedian,

William Blanchard. to New York, where he ap-

peared upon the stage. Returning to England,

he was engaged during the rest of his life as a

dramatic critic for various papers and a writer

of numerous plays, farces, and pantomimes. Of

the latter he composed over a hundred, which for

beauty and fancy of conception have never been

equaled, furnishing the Drury Lane pantomime

for thirty-seven consecutive years. He was also

a prolific writer of short stories, and was a staff

writer at different times on the Hunday Times,

the Wrekly Dixpdlrh. the Ohscrver, the London

Figaro, and the Daily Telryraph, his connection

with the latter p:i]H'r extending from 1803 until

his death He edited Thomas Dugdale's i?)i<;-

larnl and AVales Delineated (1800) and Willough-

by's Shakespeare; and was tlie author of two

novels. Temple Bar and Man Without a Destiny,

and of several guide-books. Consult Scott and

Howard (editors). Life of E. L. L. Blanchard

(London. 1S91).

BLANCHARD, blilN'shar', Emile (1820-

1900). A French naturalist, born in Paris. .\s

assistant naturalist to the museum, he was sev-

eral times appointed to represent Milne-Edwards

in the entomologv course. He was apjiointcd a

member of the Academy of Sciences in 1802. and

president of that institution in 1881. The follow-

in^ are his principal works: Ilisloire naturelle

des insectes orthoptcres, neuropt(rcs,etc. (1841) ;

Histoire des insectes, traitant de leurs maurs et

de leurs metu}nori>hoscs en general (1845); La
soologie ayricole (1854 et seq.) ; L'Organisation

du rcgiic animal (1851-04).

BLANCHARD, Francois (1738-1809). A
French aeronaut. In 1784 he attempted to build

a balloon with wings or sails and a rudder, and
in 1785 he crossedthe English Channel by bal-

loon. In the .same year he used, for the first

time, a parachute according to Montgolfier"s

ideas, and laid claim to the invention. He came
to the United States in 1790, and gave many
balloon exliibitions. In 1798, at Rouen, he took

up sixteen persons in a single balloon and landed

them safely fifteen miles away. He lost his life

in 1809 during a balloon ascent. See Aeronau-
tics.

BLANCHARD, blfln'chord, Samuel Laman
(1804-45). An English journalist and author,

born at Great Yarmouth. He studied at Saint

Olave's School, and became clerk to a proctor

of Doctors' Commons. He subsequently wrote

for a journal called The Drama, and was a trav-

eling player and a proof-reader. In 1827 he was
appointed secretary to the ZoJilogical Society,

and in 1828 published Lyric Offerings, a vol-

ume of verse dedicated to Charles Lamb. He
was appointed acting editor of the Monthly Mag-

azine in 1831, and in 1832 of the True Sun,

a Liberal newspaper. He also edited the Court

Journal in 1887, the Courier in 1837-39, George

Cruikshanlc's Omnibus in 1842, and was a mem-
ber of the Examiner staff from 1841 until his

death. He numbered among his friends Douglas

.leiTold, Dickens, Ijcigh Hunt, B. W. Procter,

Browning. Cruikshniik, and Bulwer - Lyttim.

Some of his essays were collected by Bulwer as

Sketches of Life (1840), and his poems by Blan-

chard .Jerrold (1876). Another collection of

essays appeared in 1855 as Corporation Char-

acters.

BLANCHARD, Thomas (1788-1864). An
American mecliaiiic and inventor. Among his

inventions were : a machine for making tacks,

one for turning gun-barrels, a lathe for turning

gun-stocks and otlier irregular shapes; a steam-

wagon, before locomotives were used ; contrivan-

ces to aid steamboats in ascending rapids, and
a machine for bemling large timber. He received

more than 25 patents for important inventions.

BLANCHE, bliiNsh, August Theodor (1811-

08). A Swedish poet. He was born in Stock-

holm, and studied law at the University of Up-
sala. In literature he displayed remarkable
productivity anil versatility. The works by
which he established his reputation were the

comedies respectively entitled Uittebarnet

(1847); Rika Morbror (1845); and En tragcdi

i Wimmerby (1848)—which are still considered

among the ornaments of Swedish dramatic lit-

erature. His complete works, with a biographi-

cal sketch by Hedin, were published at Stockholm
in 1891.

BLANCHEELETJR, bliiNsh'fler'. See Flore
ET IJLAXCIlKFI.Efl!.

BLANCHE-LYON, bl.'inch'll'iin (from the

figure of a white lion). The title of one of the

Englisli ]iursuivaiits-at-arms. See I'i'rsuivant.

BLANCHE OF CASTILE, kas-tel' ( 1187-

1252). The daughter of Alfonso IX. of Castile
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and Eleanor, daughter of Henry II. of England.

She was married ilay 23, liOO, according to

treaty, to Louis, heir apjiarent to the Crown of

France. After the death of her husband in

1226, she was regent during the minority of her

son, Louis IX. (q.v.), and as such she had to

struggle against almost continuous revolts, and
succeeded in suppressing a formidable conspiracy

of the nobles. She acquired Toulouse by treaty,

and compelled the submission of the Duke of

Brittany. Possessed of remarkable executive

talent, she supervised personally all the depart-

ments of government, not excepting the army.

She married her son to Margaret of Provence in

12.34, and when she resigned her office two years

later, she left France in a most flourishing condi-

tion. From 1248 to 1252 Blanche again acted as

regent while Louis was gone on a crusade. The

common people of France rebelled against the

heavy taxation necessitated by the large outlays

of the King on his crusading expeditions; but she

put them down with a strong hand ; and in spite

of all these embarrassments successfully con-

ducted the government of the realm. France lias

seldom had so able a ruler, or one whose death

was more universally lamented. She died in

November, 1252. Consult: Petit-Dutaillis. Ktiide

sur Ja vie et le regne de Louis VIII. (Paris,

1894) ; Berger, Eistoire de Blanche de Castille

(Paris, 1895).

BLANCHE OF DEVAN. A character in

Scott's poem. "The Lady of the Lake."

BLANCHET, blax'sha'. Joseph Goderick
(lg-2y— I. A Canadian statesman. He was born

at Saint Pierre, studied at the Quebec Seminary,

and graduated at the College of Saint Anne as a

physician. During the Saint Albans and Fenian

raids of 1864 and 1866-70. he commanded a

battalion of volunteer infantry. He was speaker

of the Provincial Legislature for seven years, and
mayor of the town of Levis. On account of the

law" on dual representation, he resigned his seat

in the Canadian Assembly, to which he had been

elected in 1861. but retained his seat in the

Quebec Assembly imtil his defeat in 1875. In

politics he is a "Liberal Conservative.

BLANCH FEE, or BLANCH HOLDING
(Fr. blanc, white; referring to the payment in

white metal, that is, silver). One of the ancient

feudal tenures in the land law of Scotland, the

duty payable to the superior, or lord, being in

general a trifling sum expressed in silver instead

of gold, or merely illusory, as a peppercorn, "if

asked only," although it may happen that the

duty is of gi-eater value. Anciently, many es-

tates in Scotland were held, both of the Crown
and ether superiors, by this tenure, but it now
seldom appears in the grant of an original right

of property. See FErD.\LISM; TENURE.

BLANCHING (Fr. blnnchir, to make white,

from (//aiic, white; ci. Y.ti'^. hlaiik) . A process by
which gardeners arrest the formation of chloro-

phyll and certain secretions in plants by the
exclusion of light, thus dojiriving the leaves of

much of their color and bitterness and making
them more palatable. Celery and sea-kale are
familiar examples. Blanching is generally ef-

fected by heaping earth or litter about the parts
to be blanched, tying heavy paper about the

plant, covering with bo.xes or pots perforated

at the top, etc. See Culokophyll.

BLANCO, bliin'ko. Cape. See Cape Blanco.

159 BLAND.

BLANCO. GuzmAn. See Guzman Blanco.

BLANCO, Jost Felix (1782-1872). A
Venezuelan patriot, born at Car.leas. lie was
ordained as a priest in 1801, but nevertheless

took an active part in the movement for Vene-

zuelan independence, and became chaplain in

the Revolutionary Army. In 1818 his favorable

report upon the possibilities of the campaign
induced Bolivar to invade Xew Granada, in

1830 Blanco was made brigadier, and after the

separation of Venezuela from Colombia, became,

succe.ssively. Governor of ilaracaibo, Jlinister

of War (1837), and Minister of Finance (1854).

The fall of ilonagas forced him to retire, and
lie returned to the Church. The best years of

his life were spent in preparation of his work,

in 16 volumes, Documentos para la historia de
la vida publica del Libertador de Colombia, Peru,

y Bolivia, published posthumously in CarScas

in 1877.

BLAND, Edith Nesbit (1858— ). An Eng-
lish poet. She was born in London, August 15,

1858. and educated in London and on the Con-

tinent. She married Hubert Bland in 1879. She
has published a large body of beautiful verse

and several delightful children's books and
stories. Her poem on the Queen (1901) was
by far the best occasioned by the death of

Victoria. Among her publications are Lays and
Legends (1st series, 1886; 2d series, 1892);
Leares of Life (1888); A Pomander of Verse

(1895); In Homespun (1890); Songs of Love
and Empire (1897); Giim Tales (1893); The
Story of the Treasure-Seekers (1899); Pussy
aiid'Doygy Tales (1899) ; The Book of Dragons
(1900)."

BLAND, RiCH.vRD P.AEKS (1835-99). An
American legislator, bom near Hartford. Ky.
He emigrated to ilissouri, thence to California,

and from California to Utah Territory, where in

1860 he was admitted to the bar. Having re-

turned to Missouri, he there continued the prac-

tice of law, and in 1872 was elected as a Demo-
crat to the National House of Representatives,

in which he served until 1895, and from 1897

until his death. As a Congressman he is best

known for his connection with the free-silver

movement. In the Forty-third Congress he

stoutly opposed the bill for the demonetization of

silver," afterwards styled by him 'the crime of

'73.' He voted in "l874 for the bill, vetoed

by President Cirant, for the increase of green-

back circulation, and in 1878 introduced a bill

which, as amended by the Senate and passed

over the veto of President Hayes, provided for

the coinage of not less than $2,"000.000 nor more
than $4,000,000 worth of silver bullion a month,

and continued in force until repealed by the

passage of the Sherman Law in 1890. In 1893

he was chairman of the House committee on

coinage, weights, and measures, and in 1896 was
indorsed by the State of Missouri as Democratic

candidate "for the Presidency, a'nd received 291

votes in the National Convention at Chicago.

Consult \V. V. Byars, .-In American Commoner:
The Life and Times of It. Parks Bland (Colum-

bia, Mo., 1900). See Bimetallism.

BLAND, TiiEODOKic (1742-90). An Ameri-
can patriot and author. He was bom in Prince

George County, Va., was educated in medicine in

Edinburgh, and practiced in Virginia. On the ap-

proach of the Revolution he took an active part
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in the controversies with Lord Dunmpre (q.v.),

and attracted especial attention by a series of

papers written under the [jen-nanie 'Cassius.'

He served through the Revolutionary War as a
lieutenant-colonel of Virginia cavalry, and was
an intimate friend and confidant of Washington.

He was a member of Congress from 178U to

1790. The Ulaiid Papers, which contain valuable

historical material covering the period of the

Revolution, were collected and edited by Charles

Campbell ( Parkersburg, 1840).

BLAND'AMOUR', Sir (evidently bland, Lat.

bldiidiis, smooth-tongued, fawning + amour, Fr.

atitour, love). A bombastic knight in Spenser's

Faerie Qucoie. His adventures are dealt with in

the beginning of the fourth book of the poem.
He is intended for the Earl of Northumberland,
one of the leaders in the revolt of 1569.

BLAN'DIMAN. A character in the romance
of 'i'akntiiir and Orson, a Fifteenth-Century
story of the Charlemagne cycle.

BLANDRATA, blftn-drii'ta, properly BIAN-
DRATA, byan-dra'ta, Giorgio (c.1515-c.90).

an Italian physician. He was born at Saluzzo,
Piedmont. He practiced at Pavia, but, sus-

pected of heresy, was compelled to escape to

Geneva. Here his anti-Trinitarian views, which
persisted despite the I{(Sj>o)isuin ad Quwstioties
G. Blandratos (1559) of Calvin, involved him in

violent controversy with the latter. From Geneva
he went to Poland, and subsequently to Transjl-
vania, where he became physician-in-ordinary to

Prince John Sigismund, whom he numbered
among liis converts. In both countries he was
the first to introduce the doctrines of Unitarian-
ism. In 15(56 he defended his doctrines against
Reformed theologians in public disputation.

Hi.? most important work, the Confessio An-
iilrinitarin, was edited by Henka (1794). Con-
sult ilalcarne, Commentario della Opere di

Giorriio liiaiidrata (Padua, 1814).

BLANGINI, blan-je'nf, Giuseppe Maria
Felice (1781-1841). An Italian composer. He
was born in Turin, and went to Paris in 1799,
where he composed romanzas, canzonettas,
nocturnes, and also several operas, the most
celebrated of which was entitled Xeftali. In
1809 he was called to Cassel as kapellmeister to

King .lerome of Westphalia, and it was here
that the work to which he owes his fame. La
Fee Vrgele, was written. He composed, in all,

about eighteen operas and more than two hun-
dred smaller compositions.

BLANKENBERGHE, blanTvcn-bgrK'. A fa-

vorite seaside rocirt in the Province of West
Flanders, Belgium, on the North Sea, 9 miles
north of Bruges, and 12 miles northeast of

Ostend. It has a fine beach, a paved promenade
along the sand-dunes 22 yards wide and over a
mile in length, handsome residences, and a ca-

sino with a concert-room to accommodate 4000
persons. Its popularity dates from 1840, and it

is now visited annually by over 25,000 tourists.

Permanent ])opulation, in 1899, 4297.

BLANKET ( Fr. blanchet ; originally, a kind
of whit*- woolen stuff, dimin. of blanc, white;

cf. Eng. blank). A sheet of heavy woolen or

partly woolen cloth, which is used for beds, for

horse-coverings, and to wrap around the person.

In the early years of the last century, especially

from 1812 to 1815, the manufacture of blankets

in the United States was confined to the produc-

tion of coarse qualities, chiefly for the military

and naval forces. The War of 1812 gave a great
impetus to woolen manufactures, and factories

sprang up everywhere; but with the restoration

of peace these enterprises met with disaster be-

cause of the superior goods that were imported
at much lower prices. In 1831 a large mill for

the manufacture of cotton-warp blankets for the
use of slaves was erected near Pendleton, S. C.

It is said that in the same year a factor}' was
built near Buflalo, N. Y., for the manufacture
of Mackinaw or Indian blankets. In 1860 the
census reports stated that the manufacture of
blankets was carried on in nineteen different
States, and that the total output was 616,400
blankets, which were produced chiefly in Maine,
ilassachusetts. New Hampshire, Pennsylvania,
and California. The manufacture of blankets
increased largely during the Civil War and in

the years immediately following, and the im-
portations decreased proportionally. Since that
time the values of the finer grades of white bed-
blankets have become much reduced, and the pro-
duction of the poorer qualities discontinued. In
the last twenty years great advances have been
made in the manufacture of blankets, and those
of lighter weight, but more fleecy finish, are pre-
ferred to the heavy grades of former years. The
finest grades are manufactured in California and
Oregon, the best blankets costing over $20 per
pair, or more than $2 per pound. All-wool
blankets can be obtained from $7.50 upward,
while cheap blankets can be bought as low as $2
a pair.

The best blankets are made wholly of wool, but
those of medium or inferior qualities are formed
of cotton warp and woolen filling threads, the
aim of the manufacturer being to raise the fibres

of the woolen yarn into a loose, soft nuit on the
face of the blanket so as to hide the threads be-

low. E.xtraordinarily fine woolen blankets are
made in Mysore in India, some of which, it is

said, are so delicate that, though 18 feet long,

they can be rolled inside a hollow bamboo. Such
fancy blankets cost about $150. The blankets
made by the Navaho (q.v.) Indians of northern
Arizona and New Mexico are much sought after
where durability and warmth are desired. The
Navahos occupy a reservation of 8,000,000 acres

in northern Arizona and New Mexico; they are
the most civilized of the Indian tribes, and num-
ber about 10,000. They pos.sess about 1,000,000
sheep, which they raise for their wool to make
into blankets. The wool which comes from
their flocks is rudely carded and spun on a
spindle resembling a boy's top. The loom con-

sists of two horizontal beams, one hung above
the other and the warp stretched between. The
shuttle is a stick. The colors most used are
black, red, blue, and yellow; the patterns are
geometricifl designs. The value of a Navaho
blanket depends upon its weight. The average
weight is twenty ])ounds, and the value in 1900
was from $1 to $2 per pound. They were much
sought after by emigrants to the Klondike.
Blankets are also made by other Indian tribes

of the Southwest, and specimens are shown in

the accomiiaiiying colored plate.

BLANK VERSE ( refers to absence of rhyme

;

probably from blank, lacking a part necessary

for completeness, as e.g. in 'blank' cartridges,

containing powder but no ball). Verse without
rhyme. The typical line contains five feet, or
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measures, each measure having two syllables.

A stress of the voice, varj-ing in degree, comes
regularly on the second syllable in each measure,
though this stress is frequently throwTi back
upon the first syllable. Still greater ease of

movement is attained by an extra syllable at the

end of a line or before the c.psura. Any measure
may also contain three syllables, and measures
occur in which there is only one syllable. This
structure may be illustrated by Macbeth:

This e&s | tie h4th | a pl^as
|
ant seat ; 1

the afr
NImblj

I
and swi^tj ly r€ |

commands
|
itsfU

t'lito our g«n
|
tlessns | es. |

This gu^st
|
oJsflm

|
mer, etc.

Again

:

The mfil |
titti

|
dinous sfas |

incftr
|
nadfne.

The classical productions of the Greek and
Homan poets—at least such of them as have come
down to us—are composed without rhyme ; and,

accordingly, when the passion for imitating clas-

sical models set in, rhyme came to be looked

upon as an invention of Gothic barbarism, and
attempts were made in several countries to

shake it off. The first specimen of blank verse

in English is a translation of the second and
fourth books of Vergil's jEneid, by the Earl of

Surrey, who was executed in 1.547 ; but it had
been used by Italian and Spanish writers as

«arly as about the beginning of that century.

Surrey derived it from Italy. First employed
in the drama by Sackville in Gorboduc (15til),

it was perfected by Marlowe and Shakespeare.

It has since continued dominant in our poetic

drama, if we except the elfort made by Dryden
and others, after the Restoration, to return to

rhymed plays. But in other kinds of poetry,

it was not till the appearance of Paradise Lost

(16G7) that it could be said to have taken root;

and even then the want of rhymes was felt, as

the poet expected it would be. Many poets have

since followed ililton's example; and English

narrative, didactic, and descriptive poetry is

partly in blank verse, partly in rhymed couplets.

Of recent poets, Tennyson and Browning have

written the best blank verse. In Italian and
Spanish it never became popular, and still less

in French. But under the influence of the Eng-

lish example, it was introduced into Germany
by Lcssing and others. Consult: Major, Chap-

ters on Enf/lish Metre (London, 1886, revised ed.,

1901 ) ; anil J. Schipper, Eiiglische Metrik, Part

II. (Bonn. 1888). See Rhyme.

BLANQiri, bliiN'ke', J£h6me Adolphe (1798-

1854). A French economist. He was born in

Nice, November 28. 1798. After 1814 he pur-

sued his studies in Paris, where, under the influ-

ence of J. B. Say, he turned to political economy.
Upon Say's recommendation, he was appointed
in 1825 professor of history and of industrial

economy in the Commercial Sehof)l in Paris. On
the death of Say he was appointed professor of

industrial economy in the Conservatoire des Arts
et Metiers, and was one of the editors of the Dic-

tionnaire dc I'induf^trie manufacturiere, commer-
ciale et agricole. .At the instance of the Academy
•of Moral and Political Sciences he prepared studies

of economic conditions in Corsica, Algeria, and
in England. He died in Paris on .January 28,

18.54. His principal works are: Resunii de
I'histoire du commerce et de I'industrie (Paris,

1826) ; PrMs ^Umcntaire d'eeonomie politique,

prfcMi d'une introduction hi.tlorique. rt suivi

d'une bioqrriphie des i^rononiistes, etc. (1826);

and, most important of all, the Histoire de

I'cconomic politique en Europe, depuis les an-

cicns jusqu'a nos jours suivie d'une bibliographie

raisonnee des principaux ouvruges d'iconomie
politique (4th ed., 1860).

BLANQTJI, Louis Auguste (1805-81). A
French revolutionist and a member of the Paris
Conmiime. He was a brother of .JiirOme Adolphe
Blanqui (q.v.), and was born at Puget-Theniers,
in the Department of Alpes-ifaritimes, February
7, 1805. \Yhile studying law and medicine in

Paris, he became closely identified with the
Revolutionarj- movement, and took an active part
in the disturbances which led to the overthrow
of Charles X. He became one of the most promi-
nent leaders of the Parisian proletariat and an
irreconcilable enemy of the bourgeoise govern-
ment of Louis Philippe. With Barb&s (q.v.) he
was the instigator of the insurrection of May 12,

1839, and as a result was condemned to death,
the sentence- being commuted, however, to im-
prisonment for life. The February Revolution
set him free. He was one of the leaders of the
mob which, on May 15, 1848, attempted to storm
the hall of the National Assembly, and was
condemned to ten years' imprisonment. Liber-

ated in 1859, he lived in London for some time,

and returning to Paris in 1801, speedily suc-

ceeded in incurring a sentence of four years' im-
prisonment as an instigator to riot. In 1871
he took part in the insurrection which led to the
establishment of the Paris C«mmtme, and became
svibsequently a memljer of the Communal Gov-
ernment. After the taking of Paris by the troops
from Versailles, Blanqui was sentenced to trans-

portation to New Caledonia ; but in consideration
of his infirmities, the aged man was sent to

prison instead. He was pardoned in 1879, and died

January 1, 1881. With Armand Barbfes, whose
coadjutor he was in the events of 1839 and 1848,

Blanqui stands out as the type of the fanatic

reformer engendered by the French Revolution
and the democratic movement of the Nineteenth
Century. Idealist and fighter in one, with no
recognition for the limitations of actuality, he
was but a lineal descendant of the men of 1793,

who attempted to regenerate the world through
terror. The sincerity of his beliefs was attested

by nearly half a lifetime spent in prison. Blan-

qui was the author of a scientific work entitled

L'eternite dans les astres (1872). His writings

on economic subjects were published in 1885,

under the title of Critique sociale. The name
Blanquistes is now borne bj' the radical wing of

the Socialist Party in France.

BLANQUILLO, blan-kel'yfi (Sp., whitish,

dimin. of bianco, white). A fish of the family
LatilidiE (see TiLE-Flsn), which inhabit warm
seas. A common species in southern California

is the yellow-tail (q.v.), but the name is most
specifically applied to the reddish Caulolatilua
chrysops of the Gulf of Mexico.

BLANTYRE'. The chief to«-n of the British
Central Africa Protectorate (q.v.).

BLAR'NEY (Irish hlairne, a little field, from
Gael, hliiir. hUir. a plain). \ village in Ireland,
four miles from Cork, having a castle built in

1449. by Cormac McCarthy. Near the castle are
the "Groves of Blarney.' and on the .summit of
the castle-tower is the Blarney Stone, the kissing
of which is said to endow one with the gift of
coaxing, wheedling, and flattering. The true
stone, however, is one set into a wall, where it
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can be kissed only by a person held over the

parapet. The name has given a noun, a verb, and

a participle to the English language.

BLASER, ble'zer, GuST.w (1813-74). A Ger-

man sculptor. He was born in Diisseldorf, and
in ISS.'i entered the studio of Ranch, with whom
lie remained for eleven years. In 1845 he went
to Rome, whence lie was called to Berlin to de-

sign one of the eight marble groups adorning

the ^chlossiriicl-c, a task in which he was emi-

nently sujcessful. Tlie grnu]) executed by him,

and entitled "Minerva L<'a<liiig. a Youthful War-
rior into Battle," is considered the best of the

series. His subsequent works include: '"Saint

Matthew, the Apostle," a statue of colossal pro-

portions (church at Helsingfors) ; "The Prophet

Daniel" (Royal Castle, Berlin) ; "Borussia"

(Mew Museum, Berlin) : the equestrian statue of

Frederick William IV. (Rhine Bridge, Cologne) ;

"Hospitality" (National Gallery, Berlin) : and
busts of Emperor William I., the Empress of

Russia, von Alvenslcben, von der Heydt, Alex-

ander von Humboldt, Ranch, .Vbrahara Lincoln

(^^'ashington), and many others.

BLASHTIELD, Edwin Howi-and (1848— ).

An American mural painter. He was born in

New York City, and studied in Paris under

Bonnat. For twenty years he resided abroad,

and worked in France, "Italy, Greece, and Egypt.

He has been president of the Society of American

Artists, and is a inember of the National Acad-

emy. Among his figure pieces "Christmas Bells"

and the "Angel with the Flaming Sword" are

best known; but he is chiefly noted for decorative

work on a large scale. Such decorations are the

dome of the Manufactures Building at the

Chicago Exposition, a large panel in the Appel-

late (^ourt. New York, tlie great central dome of

the Congressional Library at Washington, and

the Waldorf-Astoria ballroom ceiling. New York.

In conjunction with his wife, he is widelv known
as an author on art subjects, among their joint

works being Italian Cities (1000) and an ad-

mirable English edition of Vasari's Lives of the

Painters (4 vols., 1897).

BLA'SIXJS, or BLAISE. A saint and martyr

of the Panuan Callmlic Cluirch. He was Bisliop

of Sebaste, in Cappad(icia. when Licinius began a

Moodv ])crsecution of the Cbristians. Blasius left

the town, and concealed himself in an unknown
chasm in the rocks, but his abode was discovered

by the prefect, Agricola, while out hunting. The

saint was conveyed to Sebaste, and as he stead-

fastly refused to deny Christ and worship the

heathen gods, he was first scored with iron

combs and then beheaded (.'Slfi). At one period

his worship must have been widely diffused, judg-

ing from the extent of territory over which his

relies were scattered. Tlie wool-combers claim

him as their patron, for the singiilar reason tliat

he was tortured, among other instruments, with

a wool-comb. Tlie practice of invoking Saint

Blasi\is in cases of sore throat is said to have

originated in the circumstance tliat, when young,

he saved the only son of a rich widow from being

choked by a fish-bone. Saint Blasius's day is the

"d of February.

BLASIXJR, bla'z6-i,is', Le Doctettr. One of

the many ])seudi)nyms of Paschal Grousset.

BLASNAVAC, or BLASNAVATZ, blii.s'nft-

vats. ]\Iii.iv<)YK Pfthovitcii (18-2ti-73). A Ser-

vian soldier and statesman. He was bom at Blas-

nava (District of Kraguyevatz) , and studied in

Berlin in 1848. Upon the outbreak of the Hun-
garian Revolution (1848), he joined the volun-
teer corps of General Knitchanin against the
Hungarians, and commanded the Servian artillery

until the close of the war. .\fter the accession of

Prince Michael Obrenovitch to the throne of Ser-

via. Blasnavae was appointed colonel (1802) and
Minister of War (1S(!5), in which capacity he
created a naticmal militia of 80,000 men. .After

the assassination of Prince Michael (June 10,

1868), he ])roclaimed Milan as Prince of Servia,

and maintained the public order. He was a
member of the Regency during the minority of

Prince Milan, and upon the accession of the lat-

ter to the throne (August 22, 1872) was ap-
pointed president of the Jlinistry.

BLASPHEMY (Gk. p\a(r<p-rip.la, Uasphcmia,
'speech or word of evil omen'). As a criminal
offense at common law, blasphemy consists in

maliciously reviling God or the Christian relig-

ion. As a sin, it was punishable b.v the ecclesias-

tical courts of Eiigland : and even in the United
States, where such courts are not a part of the
machinery of government, it still may subject
the blasphemer to expulsion from a church or
religious society.

Two reasons are assigned by the courts for
treating blasphemy as a crime: (1) It tends
to produce a breach of the peace by leading to
violent altercations between the blasphemer and
those who are shocked and outraged by his lan-

guage. (2) Christianity is a part of the com-
mon law, and thei'cfore blasphemy tends to
subvert the law and to destroy the very founda-
tion of civil society. Because of its offensiveness
to the majority of virtuous people, and because
it is considered injurious to the tender morals
of the young, it is often spoken of by judges as
a public nuisance, and when it is written or
printed, it is deemed a libel (q.v.).

Formerly, any attack upon Christianity or
any argument against its fundamental doctrines,
as those were understood by the Establislied
Church, amounted to the crime of blasphemy: but
a diflcrent view now prevails both in England and
in the United States. It is tlie manner rather
than the matter of the publication that renders
it blasphemous. Lord Chief Justice Coleridge
declared in 1883, in one of the few modern cases
on tliis subject, that "if the decencies of con-
trover.sy are observed, even the fundamentals of

religion may be attacked without a person being
/"uilty of blasphemous libel." Similar views
had been expressed still earlier by Chancellor
Kent in New York and Chief .Justice Shaw in

Massachusetts. The latter had defined the eritne

as "a willful and malicious attempt to lessen

men's reverence of God," and the former had
defined it as consisting "in maliciously reviling
God and religion." In line with these opinions
is the following statement from a decision of the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania: "No author
or printer, who fairly and conscientiously pro-

mulgates opinions with whose truths he is im-
pressed, for the benefit of others, is answerable
as a criminal. Audacious and mischievous in-

tention is, in such a ease, the bro:id boundary
between right and wrong: it is to be collected

from the otTcnsive le\*itv, scurrilims and oppro-
brious language, and other eircumstances,
whether the iict was malicious." .-V so!)er. seri-

ous, and reverent statement of one's honest opin-
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ions, however heretical, is not at present

criminally blasphemous. Undoubtedly, the pro-

visions in the Federal and State Constitutions,
guaranteeing religious freedom and securing the
liberty of speech and the press, have helped to

modify the judicial conception of this crime.

While blasphemy is still a crime in Enfiland
and in most of the United States, prosecutions

lor the offense have become very rare. Though
always punishable, it is seldom punished. In
some of the United States it has ceased to be a
crime. Such seems to be the ease in New York.

See Stephen, Uistory of the Criminal Law of

England (London, 188.3) : also the Encyclopedia
of the Lairs of England, Vol, II,, page 172 (Lon-
don) : Bishop, yew Commentaries on the Crimi-
nal Law (Chicago, 1892) : and the Xew York
Penal Code. Chapter 676, Laws of 1882, § 2.

BLASS, bias. Fbiedbich Wilhelm (1843—).
A German classical philologist, born at Osna-
briick, Hanover. He was professor in the Uni-
versity of Kiel from 1881 to 1892, and joined
the faculty of the University of Halle in 1892.
His works include: Die aitische Beredsamkeit
(3 vols., 2d ed., 1887-98) ; Die Aiiss/irache des
Gricchischen (3d ed., 1888) ; Plutarch, Tiberius,
und Gaius Gracchus (1875); Grammatik der
neutestamentlichen Sprache (1896) ; Philology of
the Gospels (1898). He also edited the orations
of ^Eschines, Andoeides, Antiphon, Demosthenes,
Dinarchus, Hyperides, Isocrates, and Lycurgus;
Paccht/lidis Carmina (1898) ; Ada Apostolorum
(lS94-9fit; Erangelium Lucre (1897); Aristo-
tle's 'AOrivatuv XloXirefo (2d cd., 1895) ; revised
Kiihner's (Irammatik der griechischen Sprache
(I. I, 2, 1890-92) ; and is a frequent contributor
to philological journals.

BLAST-FURNACE. See Ibox a>-d Steel.

BLASTING (.\S. blwst, OHG. Must, a blow-
ing: cf. OHG. blusan, breathe, snort, Ger. blasen,
to blow, Engl, blaze, to spread a report, just like
the slang blow). The process of breaking up
rock, ores, and other fracturable material by
means of e.Kplosives. It is extensively employed
in engineering works generally, and in quarry-
ing and mining operations particularly. Previ-
ous to 1613 the means of loosening and breaking
up rock in these operations were the hammer,
chisel, and wedge, and the process of fire-setting,

which consisted in heating the rock surface by
building wood fires against it and then quickly
cooling it with water, the sudden contraction
thus produced causing the material to spall off

and crack open to a limited depth. The first

attempt to blast rock by the use of an explosive
is commonly credited to Martin Weigel, a mine
boss at Freiberg, Saxony, and is said to have oc-

curred in the year 1613, Whether this date is ac-

curate or not, it is quite certain that any previ-

ous attempts at blasting were so exceptional that
they did not come to the notice of the several

writers on mining of that early date. Whatever
may have been the date of the first attempt at
blasting, however, it is certain that by 1034 to

1644 the use of gunpowder in mining operations
was quite generally known in Germany, From that
country the process was taken by German miners
to England in 1670, and to Sweden in 1724,

Until 1685 the drill-holes were stopped with
wooden plugs, but in that year clay-tamping
was employed in Saxony. In 1791 sand-tamping
was first used. Hand-drilling with cone and

cro^Ti drills was used until 1759, when the mod-
ern chisel-edge drill was introduced. In 1829
Moses .Shaw, of New York, first fired blasts by
electricity, and in 1831 Bickford, an Englishman,
invented the match or fuze now known by hi»
name. (See Fuze.) In 1849 Mr. J. J. Couch, of

Philadelphia, Pa., invented the first power ])er-

cussion drills. (See Drii.l.s.) In 1863 nitro-

glycerin, and in 1867 dynamite, were first used
as explosives in blasting operations. See Ex-
plosives.
Modern blasting operations may he di\nded

into three classes: (1) small-shot blasting, in
which comparatively small volumes of rock are
moved at a single blast ; (2) blasting by mines, in

which large masses of rock are broken up by a
single heavy blast: and (3) surface-blasting, in

which the explosive is placed on or against, or
simply near to. the rock to be broken up, and
which is possible only with very high explosives.

Small-shot blasting is employed in the great
majority of quariying, mining, and engineering
operations. It consists in piercing the rock with
a comparatively small number of drill-holes from
11/4 inches to 3 inches in diameter and from
18 inches to several feet in depth; charging
these holes with explosives, generally blasting-

powder or dynamite, with the proper fuse or
electric-wire connections : tamping the space
above the explosive with earth, sand, clay, or
water, and finally firing these charges by means
of a time-fuse or wires from an electric battery
or magneto-machine. The relative location of

the drill-holes, their size and depth, and the
amount of explosive used vary according to

the object which it is sought to accomplish by
the blast. Where the purpose is merely to break
up the rock in the most efficient manner for its

removal, as in excavating a foundation, the holes
will be placed quite close together and heavily
charged, so as to shatter the rock thoroughly. In
quariying. where the object is to loosen the rock
in large and regularly shaped masses, the holes
are arranged in ro«s and lightly charged, so
that the explosion will split the rock along ap-
proximately definite lines without shattering it.

In tunnel-work, the object is to take out a
cylindrical mass of rock the size of the tunnel
cross-section. This is usually accomplished by
drilling and firing a small number of converging
holes so as to take out a cone-shaped or wedge-
shaped centre core, and then to enlarge this
opening by drilling and blasting successive rings
of holes surrounding this centre opening. In
excavating a canal through rock, a row of holes

is usually drilled transversely across the canal
so as to throw down and break up a slice or sec-

tion of rock extending from one side of the

channel to the other. See Tunnels; Quabry,
Quarrying; and Canals.

Blasting by mines is employed when great
ledges of rock have to be removed at one opera-

tion, or where a large qtiantity of broken stone

is required. Mining is usually accomplished by
sinking vertical shafts into the top of a cliff, or
by driving similar shafts horizontally into its

face, or by a combination of the two methods.
The methods of blasting by mines will be better

explained by describing a number of typical

blasts of this sort than by a general discussion

of processes. In the work of removing the rock-

oh^truction of the Danube River known as the
'Iron Gates' a verticai cliff, Greben Point, was
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removed by a succession of notable mine-blasts.

The largest of these blasts was made in May,
1894. A tunnel 3X4 feet in cross-section and
80 feet long was driven into the face of the cliff

and enlarged at its inner end into a 6 X 6 XG-
foot chamber. This chamber was filled with 12

tons of second-grade dynamite, the tunnel packed
with loose rock, and closed with a brick masonry
wall. The firing of the blast removed about
78,000 cubic yards of rock. To break down the

face of a quarry at South Bethlehem, X. Y., in

1889, 50 vertical holes 30 feet deep and 7 feet

apart were driven near the edge of the cliff, and
charged with 40 pounds of draamite each. This
blast displaced between 20,000 and 25,000 tons

of rock. In a similar blast at Crarae Quarry in

Arg>ilshire, Scotland, in 1880, a blast of U'OOO
pounds of powder dislodged 60,000 tons of gran-

ite rock. To secure a large quantity of rock for

building a dam near Teller, Colo., a granite

mound kno%\Ti as Vesuvius Butte was blown up
on December 18, 1899. A horizontal tunnel, with
several angles to prevent the blowing out of the

blast, was driven into the side of the butte near
its bottom until the inner end was about at the

centre of the butte. From the end of this tun-

nel a horizontal tunnel 70 feet long was driven
to the right and to the left, so that the whole
excavation formed a T-shaped tunnel. The ends
of the cross-arm of the T were packed with some
32,000 pounds of black powder and the remaining
space filled with rock and earth. The main tun-

nel was also packed with earth, with green tim-

ber bulkheads placed at each angle. This blast

was fired by electricity, and its explosion opened
up a crater 72 feet deep and 150 feet in diameter,

and broke up 110,000 cubic yards of rock. By
far the largest blast ever made was fired in con-

nection with the removal of Hell Gate Rock in

the East River at New York in 1876. This rock

had an area of about 9 acres, and to remove it 24
longitudinal and 40 transverse galleries or tun-

nels, with their faces pierced with 12,501 holes

3 inches in diameter and 9 feet deep, were exca-

vated in its interior. Into each drill-hole was
inserted a rack-a-rock cartridge, and then a dy-

namite cartridge, in all 240,399 pounds of rack-

a-rock and 42,331 pounds of dynamite, and then

water was admitted to the mine. The blast was
fired by electricity, and removed 270.717 cubic

yards of rock, while about 80,000 cubic yards of

rock had been taken out in excavating the gal-

leries.

Surface blasting is possible only with high
explosives, s\ich as nitroglycerin, dynamite, or

gimcotton, which explode by detonation so sud-

denly that the shock is transmitted with shatter-

ing effect to the rock with which it is in contact.

Gunpowder, when fired in an unconfined space,

explodes so slowly that its force is expended
through the air without producing any effective

local shock. Surface blasting has been exten-

sively used in removing reefs and similar obstruc-

tions to navigation in Long Island Sound. Small-

shot submarine blasting is frequently used for

similar work, and the method is well illustrated

by the following typical example. In remov-
ing a submarine ledge in Oswego (X. Y. ) Har-
bor in 1893, a drill-scow 82 X 26 X 6Vo feet was
employed, along one side of which was a track

carrying two movable drill-frames. Each drill-

frame carried a percussion drill operated by

steam, the drill-rod of which descended down tlie

side of the scow. The holes were drilled 5 feet

apart in rows of 14 holes to a depth of from 4
feet to 7 feet, and charged with 2 X 18-inch
dynamite cartridges, weighing 2% poiuids, and
containing 75 per cent, dynamite. The entire 14
holes were fired by electricity in one blast.

In charging the drill-holes with explosives for

blasting, the method now in use is to employ the
explosive in the form of cylindrical cartridges.

Formerly, and more particularly in case gun-
powder was used, the explosive was j)laced in the
hole in powdered form. All high explosives are
now fired by electricity, several holes being fired

simultaneously. As each hole is charged, a de-

tonator or cap with two wires attached is in-

serted in the top of the cartridge. The first wire
of the first hole runs to the battery, as does the
last wire, the other wire being used to connect
several holes with each other. When the first

and last wires are secured to the poles of the fir-

ing-battery- or frictional electric machine and the
current passed through them, the detonators or
caps in the cartridges are exploded by the cur-

rent, and in turn cause the explosion of the cart-

ridge. \Vhere a time-fuse is used, the end of this

fuse is inserted into the detonator, which is itself

inserted into the top of the cartridge; the outer
end of the fuse is then lighted and the fire fol-

lows the fuse until the detonator is reached and
exploded, thus causing the explosion of the cart-

ridge. For a comprehensive discussion of blast-

ing operations, consult: Drinker, Tunneling,
Ijxplosive Compounds and Rock Drills (Xew
York, 1874) : for a more concise description, in

Prelini, Tunneling (Xew York, 1901). See Ex-
plosives.

BLASTOIDEA. See Pentbemites.

BLA'TANT BEAST, The (archaic blate, to
l)abble, prate; cf. Engl, bleat, the cry of sheep).

Spenser's personification of slander, in the Faerie

Queene. It is temporarily muzzled by Artegal,

and Calidore afterwards seeks its death.

BLATCH'FORD, Samuel (1820-03). An
American jurist. He was born in Xew York
City, graduated at Columbia in 1837, and was
admitted to the bar in 1842. In 1845 he went
to Auburn and joined William H. Seward and
Christopher Jlorgan as a law i)artner, but re-

turned to Xew York in 1854, and was appointed

district judge of the United States Court for the

Southern District of Xew York in 18G7, and cir-

cuit judge for the Second Circuit in 1878. In

1882 President Arthur appointed him an asso-

ciate judge of the United States Supreme Court.

BLATCH'LEY, Willis Stanley (1859—).
An American naturalist and geologist, born at

X'orth Madison, Conn. He graduated at Indiana
State University in 1887; was a member of Sco-

ville's scientific expedition to Mexico (1891), of

the .Arkansas Geological Suri'ey (1889-90), and
of the United States Fish Commission (1893).
In 1894 he became State Geologist of Indiana.

The following are some of his publications:

Gleanings from Xature (1899); "How Plant?

and Animals Spend the Winter," in Popular .S'ci-

cnce Monthly (Xew York, 1897) ; "Some Indiana

Acrididae," in Canadian Entomologg (London,

1891) ; "Locustidie and Blattidff of Indiana," in

Proceedings of the Indiana Academy of Science
(Brookvifle, Ind., 1892); and numerous con-

tributions as editor of Vols. XX.-XXV. of the

Annual lieports, Department of Geology and
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Xaiural Resources of Indiana (Indianapolis,

1895-1900).

BLATH'WAYT, WiLUAM (c.1649-1717) . An
English statesman. He was born at Saint ilar-

tins-in-tlie-Fields. He accompanied James II.

and his army to Salisbury in the capacity of

Secretary of \\'ar, in Novemlier. 1688. and seems
to have conducted nearly all the affairs of the

army. Owing to his linguistic attainments he
became a favorite with William III., whom he
accompanied on his campaign in Flanders. He
was a member of Parliament almost uninterrupt-
edly from lOSo to 1710.

BLAT'TID^ (Lat. blatta, cockroach, moth).
A family of cursorial Orthoptera, including the

ordinary cockroach. The Blattidae are the oldest

known insects, being found as fossils in the Mid-
dle Silurian of France. See Cockro.vch.

BLATJBOK, blou'bok, or Bluebuck (Dutch
2)lauubok, blue buck). A large hippotragine
antelope {Hippotragtis leucophwus) of South
Africa, distinguished by its glaucous hue. its

long, stout horns sweep back from its forehead
in a sabre-like curve, and are effective weapons.
Closely related are the magnitieent, jet-black

sable antelope {nippotragus niger) , the equine
antelope (Hippoirngus equinus) , and Baker's
antelope (q.v.) (Eippotragus Bakcri). All have
been growing rare, and it is feared that since

1900 the blaubok has been extinct.

BLAITRER, blou'rer, or BLARER, Ambro-
sivs ( 14',)'i-1504) . A German religious reformer.

He was born at Constance, and studied at the

University of Tubingen. In 1515 he entered the

Benedictine monastery at Alpirsbach, where he
afterwards became prior. In consequence of his

advocacy of the doctrines of Luther, however, he
was deposed in 1521. He then became a Pro-

testant preacher at Constance, and was sent to

regulate the ecclesiastical affairs at Memraingen
(1528) and Ulra (1531). In 15.34 Duke Ulrich
summoned him to Wiirtteniberg, where, during
a period of four years, he introduced the prin-

ciples of the Reformation into the Church, his

sphere of activity embracing 62 towns and 450
villages. In consequence of his leaning toward
Zwingli, however, he was, at the instigation of

the extreme Lutherans, dismissed from his office.

Afterwards he ex])ounded the new doctrine in

Isny, Lindau, and Augsburg. In addition to nu-
merous letters, which are valuable as historical

documents, he left a number of writings bearing
upon the Reformation. For his biographv, con-

sult: Keim (Stuttgart, 18G0) ; Pressel (Elber-

feld, ISOn.

BLAUVELT, blou'velt, Liluan (c.1870— ).

An American singer, born in Brooklyn, X. Y.
She early appeared as a violinist. sul)sequentlT

studied vocal nuisie with Bouhy in Paris, and
appeared at the ThcAtre de la Monnaie, Brus-
sels, in Faust and other operas. Afterwards she
sang in concert and oratorio, and has continued
solely in those fields. Her df'but in England was
made in 1898 at the Queen's Hall symphony con-

certs. She has sung throughout Europe, in the
United States, and in Canada.
BLAVATSKY, blaviits'kf, Helena Petbovna

Haii.n-Haii.n fl8,'il-»l|. A Russian traveler
and theosophist, born in Ekaterinoslav, South-
ern Russia. She traveled widely, penetrated to

Tibet, and originally dealt much in spiritism
and the occult. In 1873 she came to the United

States, where, with IT. S. Olcott, she in 1875
founded the Theosophical Society. In 1879, under
her direction, a branch of the society was organ-
ized at Bombay, India, and the official journal,
The Thcosophisf, was established. She met nu-
merous 'adepts' in India and elsewhere, and did
somewhat to popularize the content of Buddhist
philosophy alike among foreigners and native
Indians; but the imposture of her miraculous
pretensions has been adequately demonstrated
by V. S. Solovyoft" in his work, .1 Modern Priest-
ess of Isis (trans, by W. Leaf, London, 1895),
and by the investigations of the Society for

Psychical Research in 1884. Although but
slightly acquainted with Sanskrit, she wrote
voluminously on the ancient esoteric doctrines of
India. The accredited text-book of her disciples
IS her Isis Unveiled (1876), which displays the
subtitle, "A Master Key to the Jlysteries of An-
cient and Modern Science and Theology." Con-
sult Olcott, Old Diary Leaves (New York, 1895).
See Theosopiit.

BLAY'DON. A coal-mining town in Dur-
ham, England, on the right bank of the Tyne,
41,4 miles west of Newcastle (Map: Engl.and,
K 2). Its municipal life is active; it owns its

water-supply, maintains a technical school, and
has fine modern public buildings. Population, in
1S91. 13,200; in 1901. 19.600.

BLAZE DE BURY, bLiz' de bi.i'ry, AxGE
He.n-ri (1813-88). A French author. He was
born in Avignon, and was a son of the author
Castil Blaze. In 1839 he published his first com-
edy in verse, Le Souper chcz le eommandeur,
the first of a series of contributions to the
Revue des Deux Mondes, with which publication
he was associated for forty years. Under the
influence of the Romanticists he devoted himself
to the study of German literature, and in 1840
published his translation of Goethe's Faust
(14th ed. 1880), a work which obtained a wide
circulation. His other works on the German
poets include Ecrivains et poetes de VAllemagne
(1846); Les poesies de Goethe (1862); Les
ecrivains modernes de rAllemagne (1808). His
wife, Madame PAri.iXE Rose Stewart Blaze de
BtTiY, was well known as a writer under the
pseudonyms 'Arthur Dudley' and 'Maurice Flas-
san.' She also published, under her own name,
Xoyaqe en Autriche. en Hongrie et en, Allemagne
(1851).

BLA'ZONRY. See Heraldry.

BLEACHING (AS. bleecan, to grow pale,
Ger. bleiehen. to whiten; cf. E. bleak, Ger. bleieh,
pale, AS., blue, blwc, pale, shining) . The art of
removing coloring matters from animal and veg-
etable substances, leaving the material uninjured
but of a light or white color, so that, as in the
case of fabrics, they may be readily dyed to some
desired shade. The origin of blcacliing is un-
known, but the art is believed to have been prac-
ticed before the Christian Era, and the 'line linen'
mentioned in the Bible is suppo.sed to have been
bleached. It is thought to have been practiced by
the ancient Babylonians, Egyptians, and other
Eastern peoples, and was for the most part ap-
plied to vegetable fabrics, such as fla.x, hemp, and
cotton, or the cloths made from them, although
the bleaching of silk has long been known in
C'hin.a. Originally, the atmosphere and the sun's
rays alone were used for bleaching, and the plan
followed was to spread the cloth on a grass-field
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called a hleaching-grccn. The fabric was sprin-

kled vith water several times a day, and after

several months of exposure it became wliite. Xo
improvements of importance occxirred until the

Eigliteenth Century, when Holland became the

principal seat of the industry, and there the ma-
terial was steeped in a solution of potash lye for

several days and then in buttermilk for about a

week, after which it was washed and bleached on
the ground. The satisfactory result:, thus ob-

tained led to the name 'Hollands' beinj; given to

the excellent fabrics bleached in that way, while

a quality of linen, nuich in demand, which was
spread oil grass fields, was called 'lawn.' The next

improvement was the use of dilute sulphuric acid

in place of buttermilk, by which the dur.ation of

the ijroccss, formerly about eight months, was re-

duced to one-half that time. In 1785 the remark-

able bleaching properties of chlorine were dis-

covered by Berthollet. and its application to the

bleaching of cloth soon followed. At first the

chlorine was used in its gaseous state, and it was
found that it destroyed" color by uniting chem-

ically with the coloring principle, thus decom-

posing the color; but as the chlorine also united

with the hydrogen of the fibre it destroyed the

fabric. Subsequently javelle-water. obtained by

dissolving chlorine in dilute potassium hydrox-

ide, was employed: but in 1790 the dry chloride

of lime, or bleaching-powder, came into use. and

is still largely employed, although for some pur-

poses hydrogen peroxide is now preferred.

CoTTON-ELEACHI^•G. Wlien yarn and thread are

bleached, the process consists in boiling the ma-
terial in a dilute solution of caustic alkali and
washing; then steeping in a solution of bleaching-

powder and washing, after which it is steeped

in sulphuric acid and again washed, then heated

in a soap solution with the additicm of a small

quantity of bluing, after which it is passed

through a dumping-machine consisting of wooden
rollers, containing a solution of indigo, then

washed and dried again. In the case of cotton

cloth or calico the process is somewhat more
complicated, but consists essentially in the treat-

ment of the material in baths of lime. lye. bleach-

ing-powder, and sulphuric acid, with thorough

washing after each step. The most recent im-

provement in this process has been the substitu-

tion of caustic alkali .and resin soap for the lime-

boil as the initial step. It should be mentioned

that an electric bleaching process has been intro-

duced, the principal feature of which is that the

bleaching liquid, as hjiwchlorite, is obtained by

passing an electric current through solutions of

calcii'jn or magnesium chloride. %

LiNE.N'-BLE.\rinSG. The process employed for

removing colors from linen is similar to that

employed for cotton, although the natural im-

purities are greater in the flax-fibre than in the

cotton. These are rendered soluble by alkaline

boilings, after which the coloring matters that

still remain are oxidized and destroyed by baths

of hypochlorites, or bleaching-powder. It is

sometimes found desirable, especially when linen

cloth is bleached, to introduce a step called

grassinfi, which consists in ex))osing the material

in a field to the action of air. light, and moistiire

for several days. It is believed that by this

method the full strength of the fibre is more

completely retained. In linen-bleaching the

treatment of the yarn varies slightly from the

treatment of the cloth, the latter being somewhat
more extended.

Wool-Ble.\.ching. The special feature in which
this difl'ers from the preceding methods is in the
preliminary jjrocess, which is called scouring.
Wool-fibre usually contains from 15 to 70 per
cent, of foreign matter, consisting of dirt, and
especially of fatty matters secreted by the ani-

mal, called yolk. This is divided into two parts:

(1) 'Wool perspiration,' which is soluble in

water, and consists essentially of potassiinu com-
pounds of oleic and stearic acids, thus constitut-

ing an im])ortant source of potash; and (2) a
compound insoluble in water and composed of
cholestcrin in combination with fatty acids. The
scouring process consists in dipping the loose

wool on a frame into dilute alkaline solutions

which form enuilsions with the yolk, or in treat-

ing the wool to the successive action of fat sol-

vents, such as carbon disulphide. and washing.
When the wool-yarn is scoured the process is

similar, although the machinery is sonu'what dif-

ferent. \\ool cloth is scoured by passing the
material as an endless band through the scouring

liquid, and then through a pair of squeezing roll-

ers. Even after scouring, wool cloth retains a.

faint yellow tint, which is then removed by-

bleaching. This is accomplished by the action

of sulphurous acid, which is formed by burning
sulphur in a closed chamber while the scoured

and washed m;ilcrial, still wet, is suspended on
poles, or the woolen material nuiy be immersed
and moved about in a solution of sulphurous

acid. After bleaching the materials are well

washed, and any persistent yellow tint is neu-

tralized by the addition of a preparation of

bluing.

Silk-Bleaching. Raw silk contains a gelati-

nous substance called sericin. or silk glue, which,

with other Calcareous and mineral matter, is re-

moved by rinsing the silk in a warm bath of di-

lute hydrochloric acid, and then washing. This

process, called strii>]iiiig, is repeated until only a.

small portion of the gmumy substance remains.

The crude silk is then 'boiled olf for several

hours in open boilers, after which the silk is well

rinsed in a tepid solution of sodium carbonate,

and finally in cold water. The crude material

frequently loses as much as 30 per cent, by these

operations. The bleaching process is similar to

that described under Wool-Iileitrhing. and con-

sists in exposing the wet scoured silk to the

action of gaseous sulphurous acid. The use of

hydrogen i)eroxide for bleaching silk is becoming

rnore and more extensive. The method consists

in stceiiing the silk in a dilute solution of hydro-

gen peroxide, made slightly alkaline with am-
monia, imtil it is sutUciently bleached. The
bleaching of paper-stock, as cotton and linen

rags or i)apcr. and the lileaching of straw, as

well as the bleaching of animal proilucts, as bees-

wax, feathers, hair, ivory, oils, and sponges, will

be foiuid described in special articles under the

names of these products. Consult: J. Gardner,

Blriirhing. Dyeinii. and Calico-l'rinti)i;i (London,

18S4) : ;ind Modern lileaching and Fiiiishing, by

a practical working bleacher (London, 1897).

Works on dyeing usually contain special chap-

ters (Ui bleaching.

BLEACHING-POWDER, or Chloride of

Lime. An important bleaching agent and disin-

fectant. The exiict chemical nature of bleaching-
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powder has never been definitely established, but
it is generally accepted to be a mixture of calcium
chloride with calcium hypochlorite. The process
tor its manufacture patented by Charles Macin-
tosh, of Glasgow, in 1790, is still largely em-
ployed, and consists essentially in the absorjition

of chlorine by dry lime. Tlie chlorine-gas was
for this purpose originally made by heating a
mi.xture of salt (sodium cliloride), manganese
dioxide, and sulphuric acid in a glass or wooden
apparatus. Subsequently, liowever, the process

was simplified by heating hydrochloric acid, a
by-product of the manufacture of soda, with man-
ganese dioxide. Tlie lime used is ordinary lime-

stone calcined in any convenient kiln, and then
slacked witli water. It is spread on the floor

of a stone or leaden ehamljcr, into which the
chlorine-gas is introduced. The absorption is

considered complete when a sample of the prod-
uct is found to contain about .37 per cent, of^

chlorine. As tlius obtained, chloride of lime is a
white or grayish-brown powder with a strong,

pungent odor of chlorine, which is, however, de-

stroyed in time, the substance gradually under-

going decomposition. Besides its use as a bleach-

ing agent, as for the removal of metallic and
other colors in calico-printing, chloride of lime

is considered a valuable disinfectant.

BLEAK, or Blick (from the pallid color of

the scales). A minnow (Albunuis aliurnu.s) of

the family Cyprinida?. It is about 6 inches long,

and slender, resembling the dace, but darker on
the back, with, silvery sides and white fins. It

inhabits in active shoals the streams of England
and the Continent, spawning in May, and is

nuich esteemed as food by anglers, and as a pet

in tlie aquarium. The silvery substance beneath
the scales is used for the manufacture of artifi-

cial pearls, as in several related fishes.

BLEAK HOUSE. The title of a novel by
Charles Uickens (18.52-53). It exposes the in-

terminable delays in chancery. The name is that

of Mr. Jarndyce's residence, which is said to

have Been drawn from a dreary house at Broad-
stairs, Kent, occupied by Dickens in summer.
See SuiiMEBSox, Esther.

BLEB (allied to Engl, hloh, 5Z»6). A circum-

scribed elevation of the superficial layers of the

skin which contains fluid, usually serous in char-

acter. Blebs are really large vesicles or pustules,

and occur in certain skin-diseases, as erysipelas,

pemphigus, or erythema multiforma.

BLECHEN, bleK'en, Karl Eduabd (1798-

1840 ) . A German landscape painter. He was
born at Kottbus. and studied at the Berlin Acad-

<>my. After a residence of several years in Italy,

he "established himself in Berlin in 1830, where
he was appoi!\ted professor at the Academy of

Fine Arts in 1835. Blechcn was the earliest rep-

resentative of the Berlin land.scape school. His
works include: "Villa Este:" "View near
Narni:" "Villa Borghese;" "View of Naples,"

and ""View at Tivoli."

BLEDOW, bla'dA, LlDWio (179.5-1846). A
German cliessplayer, born in Berlin. He founded
the Berlin chess-school, which nourished from
1837 to 1842, and where Ileydebrand, Mayet, von
der Lasa, Bilguer, and Hanstein contributed

greatly to the development of the game. He
established the first chess paper published in Ger-

many (1846). His arrangement of the 100

games of the Syrian master Starama was pub-

lished by von Oppen (Leipzig, 1865). The ex-

tensive collection of chess literature which he
had accunuilated during his lifetime was bought
by the Royal Library in Berlin.

BLEDSOE, Ided'so, Alkekt Taylor (1809-

77). An .Vuicrican metaphysician and educa-

tional author. He was born in Frankfort, Ky.

:

graduated at West i'oint in 1830, and l)ccanic a

lieutenant of infantry, but resigned in 1832, and
was professor ot matlicmatics successively in Ken-

yon College, in Miami University, and in the uni-

versities of Virginia and ilississii)pi. During the

Civil \\ar he was Assistant Secretary of War in

the Soutliern Confederacy. He was a frequent con-

tributor to ])eriodical reviews, and at the time of

his death was editor of the l^outhent Review
(Methodist). His published works include: An
Exawinalion of Edirards on the Will (1845) ;

Theodiey: or, Vindication of the Divine Glory
(1S53) ; Is Davis a Traitor* or Was Secession a

Constitutional Right previous to the War of

ISalf and Philosophy of Mathematics (1806).

BLEEDING (heinorrhaf/e) . One of the most
serious accidents that can happen to an ani-

mal, and one which constitutes an anxious com-

plication in surgical operations. As there is but

a limited quantity of blood in the body (about

one-tenth of the body's weight), and as the sud-

den escape of a large portion of it is sufficient to

cause death, every one should be instructed as ta

the measures which experience has shown to be

the most eflicient for preventing a dangerous loss

of blood. Bleeding may be either from a wounded
artery or vein, or it may be in the form of a gen-

eral oozing from a raw surface or a mucous mem-
brane, or tlie blood may escajie into the surround-

ing tissues or into a cavity like the pleura, and
remain concealed.

Arterial Bleedlsg. This is recognized by the

florid redness of the blood, and by its issuing

from the cut vessel in jets. There are excep-

tions to this, however. When an artery has been

tied, and bleeding occurs from below the ligature,

the flow of blood is continuous and of a dark
color. It is also dark during profound anaes-

thesia. If a large artery be wounded, the first

gush of blood may prove fatal, but generally

there are rapid and feeble pulse, frequent and
irregular breathiag, intense pallor; cold, moist
skin, possibly nausea and vomiting, and prostra-

tion merging into unconsciousness, and the pa-

tient faints; the artery draws up within its

sheath (see ^\rtery) ; the blood, no longer im-

pelled vigorously by the heart, clots between the

cut end and the cellular tissue surrounding it;

the inner and middle coats not only retract, but
contract, and another clot forms within the

arterial tube. These dots'—which, with the faint-

ness and the contraction and retraction of the

artery, are termed natural hirmostalics—are suf-

ficient in many cases to prevent a recurrence of

the bleeding; but we must be prepared to adopt
some of the many surgical or artificial means for

restraining the How of blood till adhesion (qv.)

can occur between the cut surfiice of the coats of

the artery. The principal surgical means are:

Immediate pressure, which ma3- be applied by
pressing the finger-tip on the place whence the

blood is seen to flow, and may be kept up by pads
secured with a bandage to the part; pressure
on the artery above, or as it comes to the cut
jiart, which requires some knowledge of anatomy,
but not more than any intelligent person may
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easily acquire. Tlius, pressing on the inside of

the arm, about midway between its front and
back, will press the brachial artery (q.v.) against

the bone, and arrest any bleeding from wounds
of the forearm and hand. Pressure on the middle
of the groin with a thumb placed crosswise will

control the stream of blood in the femoral artery,

so that none can escape from any wound in thigh

or leg below where the pressure is made. Pres-

. sure on the course of the vessel may be very
efficiently effected temporarily by tying a hand-
kercliief round the limb above where it is in-

jured, and tlien inserting a stick and twisting it

suliiciently tight. This is the principle of the

1 original tourniquet, which was invented by Jlorel,

a French surgeon, at the siege of Besangon, in

1G74. (See Tourniquet. ) The objections to pres-

sure as a means of arresting hemorrhage are,

that it is very painful, that it includes the vein,

and thereby engorges the limb with blood, and
m.iv ca\ise mortification if continued for any
length of time. Actual cautery, or hot iron, is

occasionally useful in bleeding from a bone, or at
some points where pressure or ligatures cannot
be efficiently applied. It is the oldest method of

stopping bleeding, and until the Eighteenth Cen-
tury was much in use. If used, the iron should
ba at a white heat, the wound pressed for an in-

stant, and then the iron should be held in con-

tact with the bleeding vessel. It causes an
eschar or slough, with shriveling of the artery;
and if the latter be small, it effectually stops the
bleeding until the eschar drops off, when the ves-

sel may be found still pervious at the wounded
part, and the danger of bleeding be as great as
at first. Ligature, or tying the artery, is a very
old method of arresting hemorrhage, and cer-

tainly the best. A ligature snould be applied to

each extremity of the cut artery. ( See Liga-
ture.) Acupressure (q.v.) was introduced by
the late Sir James Y. Simpson of Edinburgh, and
Mas extensively used. It is useful in a few in-

stances where the arteries are too brittle to per-

mit ligation.

Venous Bleeding. This is recognized by the

dark color of the blood, and its continuous flow.

Pressure is generally found sufficient to arrest

it, and it should be applied directly over the

woimded part. Ligatures are used somewhat as

in the case of arterial hemorrhage. Acupressure
is rarely used. In the case of large venous
trunks, or sinuses, the vessel is packed with a
gauze plug.

CAPILLARY BtEEniNG. Tliis is distinguished by
oozing, with a tendency to spontaneous arrest. It

is rarely dangerous, except in hemorrhage from
the mucous membrane of the stomach. Water
at a temperature of llfi" F. will arrest it,

or cold, or the actual cautery. The old

styptics (as alum, tannin, cobwebs, etc.) are not
used by surgeons, as they cause unclean clots,

which invite sepsis and secondary hemorrhage.
P.\KEN('HYMATOi'S Bleeoing. This occurs in

organs wherein small arteries empty directly into

veins without intervening cajiillaries, as the

spleen. Hot water, or cold, or dilute acetic acid

may arrest it. Transfusion of blood irom another
person, or introduction of salt solution into the
venous system of the patient, is very fre-

quently a resort in severe hemorrhage. Some
persons have a congenital tendency to bleed (the
hemorrhagic diathesis) ; if such a one have a
trifling cut, or have a tooth pulled, he bleeds per-

haps 10 death. A prudent surgeon will not per-

form cutting operations on one of a hemorrhagic
family. See Blood.

Bleeding, or Bloodletting. Blood may be
drawn from a vein (phlebotomy—venesection),
or from an artery (arteriotomy ) . The veins most
commonly opened for this purpose are the me-
dian basilic (see Arm), but those of the lower
limbs are occasionally selected. The patient
should be placed sitting up in bed, as he may
lose a dangerous amount of blood without show-
ing the usual premonitory symptoms if his head
he kept low. The venous return should now be
obstructed by a bandage, and when the veins
swell, one should be selected, steadied with the
left thumb, and slit obliquely with a lancet; the
blood allowed to flow till the desired quantity
has escaped. The surgeon's thumb should now be
placed on the cut in the vein, and kept there till

the bandage is removed, when a small pad of
lint and figure-of-8 bandage will sufficiently pre-

vent the bleeding, and the wound will speedily
heal. Phlebotomy was at one time habitually re-

sorted to in inflammatory diseases, and even
when there was no positive disease it was often
applied periodically at particular seasons, as
spring and autumn, as a hygienic precaution. It

is now rarely used. Local bloodletting by means
ot cupping or leeches is used in certain con-
ditions, such as pleurisy, sciatica, inflammation
resulting from injury to a joint, etc.

BLEEDING HEART YARD (once belong-
ing to the Ilattons). The name of a part of Lon-
don where very poor houses predominate. Why
so called is not known, but there is a tradition
that here the devil cast the heart of one of the
Ladies Hatton after he had torn it from her
body. The place is mentioned bv Dickens in Lit-

lle Dorrit.

BLEEK, blfik, Friedhicii (1793-1859). A
German biblical scholar. He was born at Ahrcns-
bijk, Holstein, July 4, 1793; educated at the
University of Kiel (181214), and in Berlin,

under de Wette, Xeander, and .Schleiermacher
(1814-17). In 1818 he became tutor in theology
in the University of Berlin. Soon afterwards he
published essays on the Origin and Composition
of the Sibylline Oracles, and on the Authorship
and Design of the Book of Danict, in which he at-

tracted attention by solid learning, thorough
investigation, and candor of judgment. In 1823
he became professor extraordinary; and in 1829
he accepted the chair of theology in the Univer-
sity of Bonn, where for thirty years he labored
with constantly increasing success, due to the
thoroughness of his investigations, the impartial-
ity of his judgments, and the clearness of his

methods of presentation. He died suddenly of

apoplexy, Sunday, February 27, 18.59, having
given his regular lecture on the previous day.

His defense of the genuineness of the Gospel
of Saint John is regarded as one of the strong-

est that have yet appeared, and his critical

labors on the Xew Testament are among the most
important contributions to the maintenance of

the evangelical faith tliat our time has j)roduced.

Translated are his Introduction to the Old Testa-

ment (London, 1809, 2 vols., reprinted 1875, 1

vol.), and his Introduction to the New Testa-

ment (Edinburgh, 1809, 2 vols.), and Lectures on
the Apocalypse (London, 1875) . His great work
on the Epistle to the Hebrews ( 1 828-40, 3 vols.

)

is untranslated. The Introductions just men-
tioned were jjublished by his son from his notes
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(Berlin. 18C0 and 1862. respectively) : later so

edited by \Vellhausen {last ed. ISlli?) and Man-
gold (latest ed. 1886) as to make him the chan-

nel of views he certainly did not stand for while

he lived.

BLEEK, WiLHELM Heinrich Immanuei,
(1827-1875). A German philologist, son of the

preceding. He was born in Berlin, was educated

in Bonn and Berlin, and in 1855 wont with

Bishop Colenso to Xatal. The next year he set-

tled in Cape Town as curator of the important
library of the Governor, Sir GJeorge Grey. He
was distinguished for researches in the languages

of Africa. His works, written chiefly in English,

include The Languages of Mozamhique (1S5G)
;

the uncompleted Comparative Grammar of South
African Languages (1862-69) ; and Reynard the

Fox in South Africa (1804).

BLEFUS'Ctr. The name of an island repre-

senting France in Swift's satire, Gulliver's

Travels.

BLEIBTBEU, bllp'troi, Geokg (1828-92). A
German painter. He was born at Xanten, and
studied at the Diisseldorf Academy, and under
Theodor Hildebrandt. He first became kno-nii

through the picture entitled "Destruction of the

Kiel Turner-Corps at Flensburg" (1852), which
was followed by paintings descriptive of episodes

of the War of Liberation, the battles of Frederick

the Gre.at, and, later, of the Prussian-Austrian

campaign and the Franco-German War. In
1858 he settled in Berlin, and in 1860 accom-
panied the Prussian Army in the suite of Prince

Frederick Charles. During the campaign of 1870

he was attached to the suite of the Crown Prince.

His works have fine detail and broad conception.

The following are a few of his best productions:

"Battle of Grossbeeren" (1857) ; "Episode from
Battle of Waterloo" (1858) ; "Battle of Kimig-

griitz" (National Gallery, Berlin) ; "Surrender
of Napoleon After Sedan"; "Attack of Saxon
Corps at Saint Privat" (1880).

BLEIBTREU, Karl (1859—). A well-known
German poet and critic, born in Berlin. He stud-

ied at the University of Berlin and in London,
and was editor, between 188-i and 1890, of va-

rious periodicals, including the ilaga::in fiir die

Litteratur des In- und Auslandes. In 1890 he

assisted in founding the Deutsche Biihne at Ber-

lin. He is prominent in the literary move-

ment known as 'Youngest Germany.' In addi-

tion to several collections of verse, such as the

Lyrisches Tagehuch (2d ed. 1885), Lieder aus
Tirol (1885), and Kosmische Lieder (1890), he
has written some indifferent dramas, a number of

works on fiction, and a Geschichle der englisvhen

Litteratur (2 vols., 1887), in which he exalts his

hero, Byron, at the expense of other names prom-
inent in English letters.

BLEICHRODER'S, bllK're-dorz. The bank-
ing house in Berlin established by Samuel Bleich-

riider (died in 18551 in 1803, and continued by
his son, Gerson Bleichroder (1822-93). under
whose management it has become one of the most
important private banking institutions in Europe.
The house of Bleichriiderdates its larger influence

from its numerous transactions carried on with
the Rothschilds and the patronage of Bismarck.
Its financial relations with the Prussian Govern-
ment bejan with the large subscriiitions by Ger-

son Bleichriider to the building of the Prussian
railroads. Financial advice and assistance were

also sought from Bleichriider by the King of Prus-
sia in 1866, and again in 1871. when the treaty of

jieace concluding the Franco-Prussian War was
negotiated at the head<|uarters of the German
Army at Versailles. In recognition of his ser-

vices. Gerson Bleichroder was elevated to the

hereditary nobility in 1872. The banking busi-

ness was subsequently conducted by his sons,

Hans and Georg Bleichroder.

BLEMYES, blgra'i-ez, or Blemmyes (Gk.

BX^/iDfs, BX^/ifives). An ancient African people

living in and around the Libyan Desert. In the

Second Century, while Egypt was under Roman
rule, they made predatory incursions into that

province, and Diocletian made important conces-

sions to them. They were powerful and trouble-

some as late as the Seventh Century, and old
authors tell strange stories of their savage ap-

pearance and habits. It is supposed that the
Ababdeh, the Bisharin, and other tribes are their

descendants.

BLENCK, bleuk, Emil (1832—). A German
statistician. He was born in JIagdeburg, and
studied law and cameralistics in Berlin. In.

1869 he became a member of the Royal Bureau
of Statistics, and in 1883 director of that insti-

tution. The course reorganized by him, and de-

signed for the education of the higher Govern-
ment officials employed in the departments of
statistics, has produced excellent results. Since
1882 Blenck has been the editor of all publica-

tions issued by the Prussian Department of Sta-

tistics. His independent writings include the
following: Das ku7iigliche statistische Bureau
in Berlin beim Eintritte in sein neuntes Jahr-

zehnt (1885); and Das konigliche statistische

Bureau wiihrend der Jahre 1SH5-96 (1898).

BLENDE (Ger., from hlenden, to blind, de-

lude ; see below ) . or Sph.'^.i.erite. A zinc sul-

phide that crystallizes in the isometric .system,

and is usually found containing sulphide of
iron, which gives it a dark color, in consequence
of which it is familiarly known among the Cor-
nish miners as 'black-jack.' It occurs both mas-
sive and crystallized, and in color is black or
|)rown, and sometimes red, yellow, or green. It

is found in the Harz ilountains, in Sa.xonj', ia
Cornwall, England, and with lead ores in various
localities in Missouri, Wisconsin, Iowa, and
Illinois, in the United States. It is a valuable
ore of zinc, and when pure contains 67 per cent,

of that metal. The sulphur which it contjiins has
been used for the manufacture of sulphuric acid.

The name was given to it by German miners be-

cause, while it resembled the mineral galena, it

yielded no lead.

BLENEAtr, bla'nA' (Blanoilus, Blanellus, of
tlie Middle Ages). A village of France, situated

in the Department of Yonne, about 29 miles west-

southwest of Auxerre. It is celebrated as the
scene of a two-davs' battle between the Prince de
Condi' and Turen'ne (April 6-7. 1652). The first

day Conde gained an advantage over Turenne's
army in the latter's ab.sence. but during the night
Turenno arrived, and the next day he over-

whelmed the Spanish tro()])s of Conde.

BLENHEIM, bl?n1m (Or. Blindheim) . A
village of Havaria, 23 miles north-northwest of

Augsburg (Map: Bavaria, D 4). It is memorable
in connection with the great victory won by Marl-
borough and Prince Eugene over the French and
Bavarians under Tallard. Marsin,and the Elector
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of Bavaria, Au^rust 13, 1704. The battle, how-

ever, did not actually take place here, but at a

villaue in the vicinity called Hochstiidt. about

a mile nortl\ of the Danube, and is knowni to

the Germans by that name. Tlie French had
massed their forces on their rin;ht and left

wings, thinkinjr the centre sufficiently protected

by a iiarniw stream in front. Jlarlborough per-

<-eived the weak point in their line, and ordering

an assault on the enemy's wings, to hide his real

7)urpose, he with the mass of his army forded

the stream, broke the French centre, took them
in tlank. and utterly destroyed the hostile army.
Of .50.000 French and Bavarians, 14.000 were

taken prisoners and 25.000 perished by the sword
or in the Danube. The loss of the victors

amounted to about 5000 killed and SOOO wounded.

Xear Blenheim the French defeated the Aus-
trians, .June 19. 1800.

BLENHEIM DOG, or JIahlborough Dog.

See Spa.mei..

BLENHEIM HOUSE. The seat of the Duke
of jMarlliorough. erected near Oxford at the pub-

lic expense in the reign of (,iueen Anne as a testi-

mony of gratitude to the victor of Blenheim
(q.v.). For this purpose £500,000 was voted, but
that sum did not sutlice for the completion of the

work. The royal estate of Woodstock, in which
it stands, was granted at the same time. The
building was designed by Sir John Van Brugh,
and is a grand monument, picturesque in a heavy
way. Tlie length of the j)rincipa! front from
wing to wing is 348 feet, with advancing
wings and a projecting perron brought to-

gether with insweeping curved lines toward
the centre. The interior is proportionately mag-
nificent, and the collection of paintings is one
ot the most valuable in Great Britain. In the

grounds are a triumplial arch, and a column 130
feet high, surmounted by a statue of Marlbor-
ough. An inscription on the pedestal, written by
Bolingbroke. recites the public services of the
hero. The ilanor of Blenheim Park embraces a
circuit of about 12 miles.

BLENKER, blenk'er, Louis (1812-03). A
German-American soldier, born in Worms, Ger-
many. He was one of the leaders of the German
Revolutionary party of 1848, and as commander
of the Freischaren (Free Corps), took Budwigs-
hafen (Jlay 10. 1840), occupied the city of

Worms, and made an unsuccessful attack on Lan-
dau. When the Prussian troops entered the Pal-

atinate, he fought in several of the engagements
in Baden, but after the suppression of the revolu-

tion was compelled to flee to Switzerland, whence
he emigrated to the United States. Ujion the out-

break of the Civil War he organized the Eighth
Regiment, New York \'olunteers, of which he
became <'olonel. For his gallantry in the first

battle of Bull Run he was raised to the rank of

brigadier-general of volunteers-. In 1802 he com-
manded a division in Western Virginia, and took

an active y)art in the battle of Cedar Keys: but
soon afterwards was sujierseded by General Sigel.

He was mustered out of service March 31, 1803,

and died in October of injuries sustained while
with his command at Warrenton, Va.

BLENTIERHAS'SETT, H.vRMAX (1764-

1831). .\ wealthy British emigrant to America,
accidentally conspicuous through his connection

with the ispiracy of Aaron Burr (q.v.) He
was born in Hampshire, England ; was educated

for the law at Trinity College, Dublin; married

liis niece, x\deline Agnew. then only 18 years

of age, in 1700; and, in consequence of the social

ostracism he thus brought upon himself, broke

the entail upon the extensive Blennerhassett es-

tates and emigrated to America in 1797. In the

following year he bought the island later knowni

by his name, in the Ohio, a few miles below
Parker^burg, W. Va., where he built a large nuui-

sion, and amid luxurious surroundings dispensed

a generous hospitality. A man of scholarly

tastes, he spent much of his time in sttidy and in

the making of original experiments in the natural

.sciences. . He was visited bj" Burr in 1803, and
was by him involved in the ambitious schemes

which, v.ithin the next two years, brought

about their ruin. For his conii)licity in these

schemes he was twice arrested, but was free from
criminal prosecution after Burr's acquittal at

Richmond. A large part of his extensive prop-

erty, however, passed to his creditors. He was
thereafter engaged as a cotton-planter, with lit-

tle success, near Port Gibson, Miss. ; removed to

Montreal in 1819: practiced law there until

1822, when he returned to Ireland; and, after a

few uneventful and unsuccessful years, died on
the island of Guernsey. February 1. 1831. His
wife was a woman of considerable literary t;ilent,

and pu'.lish.cd The Deserted Isle (
1822), 'and The

Widow of the Rock, and Other Poems (1824).

She returned to America in 1842 and presented a
claim to Congress for a reimbursement of her

htishand's losses at Blennerhassett Island, butshe
died in New York before final action could be
taken. Consult: Sall'ord. Jjife of narmnii lilen-

nerhassett (Cincinnati. 1853), and also Safford

(editor). The Blennerhassett Papers, Emhodijing
the Prirate Journal of Harman lilennerh^ssett

(New York. 1S04). An article, "The True Story
ot Harman Blennerhassett," by Therese Blenner-
hassett-Adams, in Vol. IjXII. of the Century
Magazine (New York, 1001), gives for the first

time, on the authority of family papers, the real

cause of Blennerhassett's emigration to America,
together with some details concerning the Blen-
nerhassett family.

BLEN'NOE.RHCE'A (Gk. /SX^yra, blenna,

thick mucous discharge -f- poia, rhoia, a flow,

(lux). A t<'rm applied to an unusually copious

discharge from any mucous membrane. The
term is now but seldom used. In discharges

called blennorrhceal, a mixture of epithelial

scales is shed in large quantities from the

nuicous membrane ( mucous cells ) , and occasion-

ally pus-cells. In blennorrhea of the lachrymal
sac. or what is called 'watery eye,' if the inner

corner of the eye be ))r<'ssed by the fingers, an
opaque, milky fluid will appear between the lids,

instead of the transparent tears which are pres-

ent when the lachrymal apparatus is in health.

After intlammation of the genito-urinary mucous
membrane, a gleety discharge frequently occurs,

and continues for a long iieriod. The treatment
consists in establishing a robust state of health

by tonies, fresh air, and careful regimen, with
•istringent lotions applied directly to the mucous
membrane, to lessen the secretion, and occasional

caustic stimuhinls, as the nitrate of silver, to

alter the condition of the secreting membrane.
See GoNORRiiacA.

BLENNY (Lat. hiennius, hicndius, Gk. p\^y-

voi, blouKis, from pXivva, ft/cd"';. slime, mucus)

.

A representative of a genua (Blennius) of spiny-
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rayed fishes, remarkable for the abundance of

slimy matter with which their skin is covered,
^lany are scaleless. The body is generally of an
elongated form. They have only one dorsal fin,

whicli. however, in many is deeply divided. They
are distributed in the seas of all parts of the
world. The true blennies are small fishes living

in small shoals, frequenting rocky coasts, and
often found in pools left dry by the tide," or even
among the wet seaweeds, where they are capable
of subsisting for a much longer time than that of

the absence of* the tide. They possess the power
of using their ventral fins to aid them in moving
about among rocks and seaweeds. They are
hardly edible, but are much in request for the
aquarium on account of their tenacity of life

and their activity. They feed chiefly on small
<'riistaceans. ilany of the Blennida> family re-

tain their eggs M'ithin the oviduct until they are
hatched, so that the young are produced alive
and capable of seeking their own food. Com-
pare article GoBT.

BLEPH'AEI'TIS (from Gk. pxi^apcv, hle-

phuron, eyelid). A chronic inflammation of the
margins of the eyelids. It is very common, par-
ticularly in children, and occurs in persons who
are debilitated, with poor hygienic surroimdings
or uncleanly habits. It is also a result of insuf-

ficient sleep, or may follow measles, chronic con-

junctivitis, or exposure to dust, smoke, or wind.
Very frequently it shows the presence of errors

of refraction, requiring correction by eyeglasses.

The superficial form is characterized by redness,

itching, soreness, and swelling of the margins of

the lids, with a formation of white scales between
the lashes, which are loose. There is sensitive-

ness to light. If ulceration occurs, the lashes are
glued together by yellowish crusts, which cover
the ulcers. As in the other form, the lashes fall

out, but in eases with ulceration they are not
replaced. Ectropion (q.v. ) or trichiasis (q.v.

)

may follow. The aflfection is chronic and very
obstinate, but will usually yield to treatment.

BLEPH'AROPLAST' (Gk. ^i4>apov, hlepha-

roil, eyelid— 7rXa(7T6s. filnstos, formed, molded;
referring to the cilia; see below). In plants,

a name given by Webber to certain bodies oc-

curring in connection with the formation of

the male cells of one of the Cycads (Zamia).
Homologous structures have been found in other

Cycads {Cycas, etc.), in the Maiden-hair Tree

(Ginkffo), and in various fern-plants. In the

(S'cads two blepharoplasts appear at opposite

poles of the nucleus of the cell that is to pro-

duce the two male cells, and when it divides, each

male cell receives a single blepharoplast. In all

cases the function of the blepharoplast is the

formation of cilia, by means of which the male
cells may swim. Originally spherical in form,

it becomes drawn out into a narrow band, which
disposes itself in a. spiral against the inner sur-

face of the w^U of the male cc]i, and from which
cilia are developed which pierce the wall. The
radiations which surround the blepharoplasts,

and their position at opposite poles of the nu-

tleus, have suggested that they are concerned in

the formation of the spindle which precedes cell-

division, but more evidence is needed before this

view can be accepted. Many believe that the
blepharoplast, while only a transient structure,

is a genuine Centrosome (q.v.), while others con-

tend that it is a unique organ of the cell. Ho-
VoL. Ill —12.

mologous bodies have been described under the
names "Hoekor,' "Komchen,' 'Nebenkern,' 'attrac-

tion sphere,' 'directive sphere,' and 'centrosome-
like body.'

BLERE', blA'ra'. A tomi in the Department
of [ndre-et-Loire, France, situated on the left

bank of the Cher, about 15 miles east-south-
east of Tours (Map: France, G 4). Blere is the
entrepot for most of the trallie on the Cher, and
is noted for a handsome Sixteenth-Century
chapel. Population, in 180G, 3'2G!). The famous
castle of Chenonceaux (q.v.) is 4 miles distant.

BLES, bles, Hexri (c.USO-looO). A notable
Flemish painter, about whose life and works very
little is known. He is supposed to have been
born near Dinant, and to have traveled in Italy.

The "Adoration of the Magi," in Dresden, is his
only signed picture; but paintings are accredited
to him in nearly all the galleries of Europe. His
brush was prolific, and there is great variety in
his subjects. \Mth .Joachim Patinet he is by
some considered a founder of the Dutch school
of landscape.

BLESBOK, bles'bok. A hartbeest (Alcepha-
lux alliifroiis) , "of a beautiful violet color." See
H.\RTnr:KST.

BLESSING OF JACOB, The. A painting
liy Rembrandt (ICotJ) in the Museum at Cassel,

Germany. It is a fine conception, and a masterly
delineation of the biblical account of the blessing
bestowed by .Tacob on E]>hraim and Manasseh.

BliES'SINGTON, Marguerite, Countess of

(1789-184!)). An English leader of society and
autlior. She was born September 1, 1780, at
Knockbrit, near Clonmel. Tipperary, Ireland,

where her father, Edmund Power, was settled.

At the age of 15 she was married to Captain
Farmer, and shortly after his death to Charles
John Gardiner, Earl of Blessington. With him
she took several extensive journeys on the Conti-
nent, where, as well as in London, she gathered
around her all the most distinguished men of the
time. In Genoa slie formed an intellectual

friendship with Lord Byron, and afterwards re-

sided in Paris iintil the death of her husband, in

1829, He left her a good fortune, which enabled
her to gratify her literary tastes. She held a lit-

tle court of her own at her family mansion. Gore
House, Kensington, a suburb in the West End of

London. Her celebrated soirees were frequented

by main' of her distinguished contemporaries.
Her subsequent connection with Count d'Orsay
placed her in an equivocal position as regards
society, and consequently, on the accession to

power of Louis Xapoleon, with whom both were
intimate, they left England for France. She died

in Paris, June 4, 184'J. Besides editing The
Keeptsalce for ten years and doing other mi.scel-

laneous literary work, she wrote several novels

and sketches of life and .scenes in France and in

Italy. Her most valuable production is the Coti-

rersations with Lord Byrun (1834), which
helped to place the poet in a more favorable

light before his countrvnien. Consult Madden,
Life of the Countess of Blessington (3 vols., Lon-
don, 1855),

BLES'SON, JoiiANN LtDwio Urban (1790-
1S(!1), A Prussian military writer, born in Ber-

lin. He entered the Pioneer Corps in 1813, served
in tlie War of Liberation as an olTiccr of engi-

neers, was for some time a teacher in the mili-
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tary school in Berlin, and retired in 1829 with

the rank of major. He wrote a number of im-

portant military works, including Beitrag zur
Geschichie des Festungskrirges in Frankreich

1S15 (Berlin, 1818); Veieisicht der Belager-

iiiigskuiist (1827); and Vebcrsicht der Befest i-

guiignkunst (Berlin, 2 parts, 1827-34).

BLICHER, bliK'er, Steen Steensen (1782-

1848). A, Danish lyric poet and novelist, born

at Vium, October 11, 1782. He translated Os-

siVoi, and followed this with poems and novels of

little importance till he began to cultivate the

field of .Jutland peasant stories and legends

(1S2G), in which he excelled among Danish
writers, and ranks very high in the world's lit-

erature. He was a close and sensitive observer

of the comedy and tragedy of the commonplace
sphere in which his pastor's life was passed, and
rendered his observations with sympathetic art

and rare love of nature. He died at Spentrup,

March 2G, 1848. "The Snow Bells" and "Birds

of Passage" are his best later poems. The Knit-

ting-Room, a collection of poems and stories

largely in Jutland dialect, is characteristic of

his simple naive humor. His collected tales

(Jydske l\oman::er, Xationalnoi^eller, etc.) ap-

peared 1833-36 and 1882. The collection Gamle
og nye Noveller (Copenhagen, 1801-62) contains

a humorous autobiography. Blicher's Poems ap-

peared in two volumes (1835-36), supplemented
by two others (1870). Consult Kristensen and
Lund, Blicher's Liv og Gjerning (Copenhagen,

1882).

BLIDA, ble-dii'. A town of Algeria, 30 miles

southwest of Algiers (Map: Africa, E 1). It is

beautifully situated on the borders of the fine

plain of Metidja, at the base of the Atlas Moun-
tains. The town is fortified with ramparts and

- towers. These fortifications command tlie passes

of the Atlas, and serve as a starting-point and
base of supplies for all expeditions going south.

The streets are of modern appearance, and there

are numerous mosques, churches, arcades, bar-

racks, a military hospital, and a railway depot.

The Oued-el-Keljir, tlirough an aqueduct, yields

an abundant water-supply. The exports consist

of oranges, grain, cotton, tobacco, raisins, etc.

Cedar and cork trees abound in the vicinity, and
cop])er and lead mines are worked. In 1825 and
in 1867 Blida was almost destroyed by eartli-

quakes. Population, in 1891, 11,404; in 1896,

13,026.

BLI'FIL, Captain John. The name of a

character in Fielding's Tom Jones, probably the

original of Sheridan's Joseph Surface.

BLIGH, bli, William (1754-1817). An Eng-

lish admiral, celebrated in connection with the

mutiny of the Bounty. He was born, according

to his" statement, at Tyntan, Saint Tudy, Corn-

wall, 1753. It is probable, however, that he was
the son of John Bligh, of Tretawne, and born at

Plymouth, September 9, 1754. He entered the

navy, and as sailing-master accompanied Captain

Cook on his second voyage around the world. At
Otaheite the bread-fruit tree was discovered, and
on December 23, 1787, 'Bread-Fruit Bligh,' as he

had been nicknamed, was appointed commander
of the Bounty, with orders to sail to Otaheite or

Tahiti, collect bread-fruit tree-plants, and trans-

port them for introduction to the West India

Colonies, On the way from Tahiti to Jamaica, a

part of the crew mutinied, and forced the cap-

tain and eighteen men into the ship's launch,

which they cast adrift, turning their own course

back to Tahiti. The captain and his companions,
who had very little provisions, and no sextant or
map, arrived, after three months of severe hard-
ship, at the island of Timor, a distance of 3000
nautical miles from the point where they were
abandoned. To Bligh's skill and courage is due
the fact that not a single life was lost. On
Bligh's arrival in England, a man-of-war, under
Captain Edwards, was sent, at his instance, to

capture the mutineers. Some of them were
seized; the rest had escaped to Pitcairn Island

(q.v.), with Fletcher Christian, the leader of the

mutiny, accompanied by a number of Tahitian
men and women. Their place of refuge, liowever,

was not discovered until 1808, when an American
ship accidentally touched at the island. At that

time drunkenness and unbridled passion had left

only one of the mutineers, .John Adams, remain-
ing, who had succeeded in instilling morals and
religion in the little comnuuiity there. Their
fortunes form the subject of a poem by Byron,
entitled The Island of Christian and His Com-
rades. Bligh was again sent out to collect bread-

fruit trees and convey them to the West Indies,

in which he was successful. In 1794, during the
French Revolutionary War, Bligli commanded a
ship of the line; but again exciting the disafTec-

tion of his men by his liarshness, they mutinied
and ran the ship into a French harbor. In 1797

he commanded the Director at Camperdown,
when Admiral Duncan defeated the Dutch Ad-
miral De Winter; the .same year he distin-

guished himself by his fearlessness at the mutiny
at the Nore. In 1801, as commander of the (llat-

ton at Copenhagen, he was personally thanke'd

by Nelson. In 1808 Bligh was ajipoin'tcd Gover-

nor of New South Wales; but in liis ])roliibition

of the unlimited importation of ardent spirits

his conduct was so tyrannical that the military

officer of the colony sununarily arrested and kept

him imprisoned for over two years. Tlie officer.

Major Johnson, was subsequently cashiered.

Bligh, on returning to England, was made rear-

admiral in 181 1, and vice-admiral in 1814. He
died December 7, 1817. For narrative, consult

Bligh, The Mutiny of the BoMn<«/, (Philadelphia,

1790).

BLIGHIA, blI1-a. See Akee.

BLIGHT, bllt (perhaps akin to hleak, pale,

wan). A name applied to diseases of a number
of plants, and to the parasites which cause them.

Tlie term has been very vaguely and variously

used, having in fact been applied to almost every

disease of plants caused by the condition of the

atmosphere, or of the soil, the attacks of insects,

parasitic fungi, etc. As now used by botanists,

the term 'blight' is limited to attacks of parasitic

fungi and bacteria: Among the numerous plants

.sul)ject to blight are the apple, pear, strawberry,

tomato, potato, and grape (qq.v.).

BLIGHT, American. See Ame'rican Blight.

BLIGHTBIBD. A small insect-eating bird

IZoslcro/is eirrulcsceiis) of New Zealand, so

called because it frees fruit-trees of blighting in-

sects. See White-eye.

BLIM'BEB,, Cornelia. A character in Dick-

ens's novel Dombey and Son, assistant in Dr.

Blimher's (her fatlier's) school, and afterwards

the wife of Mr. Feeder, B.A., the usher.
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BLIMBEB, Doctor. The master of a private

school at Urij;liton. to which Paul Dombey vas
sent, in Dickens's Dombey and Son. "A portly
gentleman in a suit of black, with strings at his
knees and stockings below them. He had a bald
head, highly polished; a deep voice, and a chin
so very double that it was a wonder how he man-
aged to shave into the creases."

BLINB, Education of the. In every genera-
tion of children, a certain proportion, varying
according to social conditions and climatic in-

Uucnces, are born blind, or with such defective
organs of sight as to become blind. With the
improvements in cleanliness and in sanitary
appliances at orphan asylums and houses of
refuge, blindness has decreased in the United
States in recent years. Most of the blind are
born of the poor, and even the few who are not
so born tend to sink into the dependent class.

Hence, in all civilized countries, blindness and
pauperism have been synonymous terms, al-

though many of its victims are endowed with
keen sensibilities, and suflfer more from their
low social position than from their physical in-

firmity. The Xineteentli Century saw a won-
derful revolution in the condition of the blind.
They have emerged from a state of utter ig-

norance, dependence, and general wretchedness;
and while nuiny have become well-educated, inde-
pendent, self-supporting citizens, the condition
of all has been greatly improved. For this radi-
cal change, much credit is due to the blind
themselves, for the eagerness with which they
have taken advantage of the opportunities of-

fered them, and for the brave and successful
struggle to overcome the obstacles in their path.
Since their infirmity cuts them off less than the
deaf from social intercourse with the world at
large, they are, as a rule, more cheerful and
happj' than the latter, while a tendency to con-
ceit is doubtless attributable to the conscious-
ness that they have had to contend with very
great difficulties.

HiSTOBY OF Institctioxs. The first book call-

ing attention to the condition of the blind was
published in Italy in 1646, and we find, from
this time onward, an increasing interest in the
subject of blindness and its effect on the human
mind. Locke, Leibnitz, Condillac, Reid, and
Diderot wrote upon it, and Rousseau endeavored
to bring the question out of the region of ab-
stract speculation into that of practical every-
day life. Raised print had been long, though
dimly, foreshadowed, and a number of blind per-
sons had received assistance in their studies from
tangible apparatus, such as raised letters and
ciphering-tablets, before Valentine Haiiy began
his work. To him, however, belongs the honor
of iftventing embossed books for the blind, as
well as of founding in Paris, in 178.5, the first

school for their instruction. The Royal Academy
made a report on his work in that year, and
while pointing out the features which his sys-
tem had in common with the agencies previously
emphn-ed by individual blind persons, declared
that to him alone were due their perfection, ex-
tension, and systcmatization. The school for the
blind aroused great interest in Paris, and Louis
XVI. took Haiiy into favor, bestowing several
ofRces upon him. In the dark days of the Revo-
lution, Haiiy and his school suffered much: but
he continued his work, under great difficulties

and privations, educating some pupils who be-

came famous. Hauy's long, faithful, arduous,
and fruitful labors in behalf of the sightless'
earned him the title of 'Father and Apostle of
the Blind.' He published an essay on their edu-
cation, and continued his work "in Russia and
Prussia, after he had been obliged to give it up
in Paris.

England followed the lead of France by estab-
lishing in 1791 the School for the Indigent Blind
in Liverpool, the object of which was to teach
poor blind children to work at trades, to sing
in church, and to play the organ. In 1793 llr.
David IMiller, a blind" man, and Rev. Dr. David
Johnston founded the Royal Blind Asylum and
School in Edinburgh, the main purpose" of which
was to train the blind to habits of manual labor,
thougli in later years the directors have devoted
increased attention to the intellectual develop-
ment of the pupils. The Bristol Asylum for the
Blind was opened in 1793, its object being to
teach sightless cliildren such handicrafts as
would enable them to earn their own living.
They also receive instruction in music and the
English branches. The School for the Indigent
Blind in London was established in 1799. Its
chief object was instruction in manual labor,
but a more liberal scheme of education was
adopted after a time. Similar establishments
were founded in Norwich. Glasgow, York, Man-
chester, and elsewhere. The organized efforts
made in Great Britain for the relief of the blind
were founded upon the idea that as a class the
blind must necessarily remain at the foot of the
social scale, forever dependent upon the more
fortunate classes. Hence most of the British
schools have never taken a high stand in their
literary or musical training. The Royal Normal
College and Academy of ilusic for the Blind was
established in London. 1872, by an American,
Mr. F. J. Campbell, a blind man. who had been
educated and had taught at institutions for the
blind in the United States, and who brought
American teachers and methods to England.
There are also in Great Britain societies for
teaching the adult blind to read, and circulating
libraries of books in raised type have been estab-
lished in London, Brighton, and many provincial
towns. The Association for Promoting the Gen-
eral Welfare of the Blind, which has been in
operation for fifty years, supplies regular work
to many at their own homes, and finds employ-
ment for others in its workshops.

In most of the European institutions the pre-
vailing idea is that what is done for the blind
is in the spirit of favor and charity, rather than
of right and obligation. A large number of the
so-called schools, especially those in Great
Britain, are mere asylums, chiefly supported by
annual contributions, which are" made and re-
ceived in the nature of alms. Even in those
establishments which are endowed and supported
by the governments the pupils are brought up
under such influences as favor the segregation of
the blind into a class by themselves, and do not
inspire the desire for usefulness and self-main-
tenance.

At the beginning of the Nineteenth Century
institutions for the blind, mainly fashioned after
the model set l)y Haiiy, were established in
various parts of E'urope. " The Vienna Institution
was founded in 1804, Dr. Klein, a blind man,
being its director for about fifty years. That of
Berlin was established under the superintendence
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of Herr Zeune in 1806, Haiiy having paved the

waj- for it on his way to Russia. In 1808 three

institutions were established— one in Amster-
dam by an association of Freemasons, one in

Prague by a charitable society, and one in Dres-

den. In 1809 Haiiy put the school in Saint
Petcrsburf; in operation, and Dr. Hirzel organized

that of Zurich. In 1811 the Society of the

Chain, an organization similar to the Free-

masons, started an institution in Copenhagen,
and many others were founded soon afterwards.

All tlie principal countries of Europe have spe-

cial institutions for the instruction of the blind

in t!ie rudiments of learning, in music, and in

mechanical arts. There are more than 150 of

these on the Continent, many being under Gov-
ernment supervision or control.

In the United States of America the education

of the blind rests on a diflerent basis. As soon

as their claims to a sliare of the benefit of com-
mon-scl\ool learning were urged, it was conceded

not as a matter of charity, but as a matter of

right. The most valuable distinctive feature of

vhe American institutions is that they consti-

tute an integral ])art of tlie educational system
of the country. Tlie right of the blind to partici-

pate in all the educational benefits provided for

every child in the Conimonwealtli is acknowledged
by the State in its sovereign capacity, and since

they cannot be taught in the common seliools,

an express provision is made for their instruc-

tion. This policy has acted very favorably upon
the l>lind. and has inspired them with self-respect

and a worthy ambition to be independent.

The general system adopted in the American
schools is as follows : ( 1 ) to give to all pupils

the same sort of instruction, and to the same
degree, as is given in the best public conunon
schools; (2) to teach them the elements of

vocal and instrumental music: (3) to train

them in some sort of simple handicraft by which
to earn a livelihood. Owing, however, to the

prevailing desire of the young in America to

strike out in new directions, to the general

preference for brain-work rather than hand-

work, and to the disadvantage at which the blind

do mechanical work, comparatively few, hardly

two-tenths, it is said, practice for a living the

handicrafts which they have learned at the sev-

eral institutions. Most of the graduates resort

to various branches of the musical profession,

teacliing the elements of vocal and instrumental

music, playing upon organs, tuning pianos, or

trading in musical instruments. Some graduates

take petty agencies, and with a guide go about

the country peddling on their own account.

Others, favored by friends, find employment in

some of the establisliments where hand-work com-
bined with a certain amount of liead-work is re-

quired. A few work diligently at their trades,

and earn an lionest and comfortable liveliliood.

The general condition of the graduates is allected

by tlie prevailing feeling of compassion, which,

it must be said, is often abused by the blind.

Upon the whole, however, the general effort made
to lift the blind out of the pauper class has had
very satisfactory results. There is doubtless ,a

greater proportion of really self-supporting blind

persons in the United States than in any other

country. This is owing mainly to tlie public

instil utions for their education and training,

especially to the pioneer school, the Perkins In-

stitution, on which the others are modeled to a

great extent, and to . its director for forty- five
years. Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe. Dr. Howe, the
Haiiy of .America, possessed not only the human-
ity and inventive genius cliaracteristic of the
famous Frenchman, but also great executive
ability.

The first school for the blind in the New
Woi-ld was founded in Boston, Mass., ehielly
through the efforts of Dr. John D. Fisher, a
young physician, who had visited the French
school. It was incorporated by Act of Legisla-
ture March 2, 1820, as the New England Asylum
for the Blind. The SUite granted its aid from
the beginning, this being proportioned at first

to the number of beneficiaries received and edu-
cated, and active work was commenced in 1831,
when Howe was engaged as director. Exhibitions
of the pupils were given before the Legislature
at an early date, and much interest and en-
thusiasm were aroused. Col. Thomas H. Per-
kins gave liis mansion in Pearl Street to the in-

stitution, which was renamed in his honor, as the
Perkins Institution and ilassachu-setts Asylum
(now School) for the Blind. Tlie other New
England States promjitl.y took measures to se-

cure for their blind cliildren the advantages of
instruction; but instead of erecting institutions
at home, they sent their beneficiaries to the
Massachusetts school.

Instruction in the literary department included
not only the simpli; branches of a common-school
education, but also some higher matliematics,
astronomy, and natural philosophy. The study
of languages, too. was introduced at an early
date; but, of course, the main emphasis was laid
on a solid English education. In addition to
vocal music and instruction upon the piano and
organ, the foundation for an orchestra was im-
mediately commenced. The tuning of piano-
fortes, taught as a jiractical employment, has
proved to be a lucrative one. The pianos of the
public schools of Boston have been tuned and
kept in repair by the blind for the past twenty-
five years. Physical training, both in the gym-
nasium and out of doors, has always been in-

sisted upon, and the pupils are gently stimu-
lated to run about and play like other children.
Tlie Perkins Institution soon surjiassed the Euro-
l)ean institutions, anil has long been the best
school of its kind in the world. A printing-press
was started at an early date, and many im-
provements in the apparatus for the education
of the blind were made. A detachment of pupils
visited various parts of the country, and they
were exhibited before tlie legislatures and people
of twelve different States for the purpose of
inducing them to make provision for similarly
afllicted persons within their own limits. These
exhibitions were so elTective that "provision for
the education of the blind was made in those
States before the representatives of the people
had time to wijie the tears from their eyes."

In 1837 Dr. Howe began the education of
Laura Dewey Bridgman, a child seven years old,

who had become blind, deaf, and dumb from
scarlet fever at the age of two. It had been
supposed up to that time that a person in

Laura's condition could not lie taught the use of
language; and Dr. Howe's success elicited great
interest, his reports detailing the progress of his

pupil being translated into several European
languages. His mctlioils. which remain the
standard ones, may be thus briefly stated : Upon
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articles in common use, such as spoons, forks,

and keys, labels were pasted, containing their

names printed in raised letters. Laura felt of

these carefully, and soon distinj.'uished the dilfcr-

ence between the crooked lines—s p o o n and
key. Then small detached labels containing
the same names were <:iven to her, and the child,

observing their similarity, laid these on the arti-

cles thus designated. The same process was re-

peated with all the articles she could handle.

After a time the labels were cut up into their

component letters and these were arranged side

by side. They were then mixed in a heap, and a
sign was made to her to arrange them herself.

The meaning of these exercises now dawned upon
her mind, and the important step was taken.

Laura's education was continued imtil she was
twenty. She learned to converse fluently in the

manual alphabet, to read easily, and to write
well and correctly. She studied arithmetic,

algebra, geography, history, and elementary
physiology. She was an expert needlewoman,
could sew on the sewing-machine, and knit fine

lace. With Oliver Caswell and other blind deaf-

mutes, Dr. Howe began first with the manual
alphabet, instead of with printed labels. The
Perkins institution has maintained as a specialty

the teaching of blind deaf-mutes, Helen Keller
having begun her education under the direction

of this school.

The separation of the sexes was early insisted

upon by Dr. Howe, on the ground that while

marriage between defectives is always unfortu-
nate, it is especially so in the case of a class

so helpless as the blind. In 1868-09 the cottage

or family system was introduced, the State of

Massachusetts appropriating nearly $100,000 for

cottages for the girls.

Tiie Kindergarten for the Blind, an offshoot

of the parent institution, was founded in 1887
by Michael Anagnos. the son-in-law and suc-

cessor of Dr. Howe, who has continued the policy

of the latter, and has greatly enlarged the work
of the institution. An opportunity is thus af-

forded for a continuous education from the earli-

est stage to the gates of the college, where it is

thought more desirable to have the blind mingle
with the seeing than to remain segregated as a
class apart.

The work of educating the adult blind in their

o«Ti homes was begun in ^Massachusetts in IIJOO,

the Legislature appropriating a sum of money to

be expended by the Perkins Institution in this

way. Several teachers were employed, and the

enterprise proved so successful tliat the State
increased its appropriation the following year.

Instruction is given in reading and in several

branches of handicraft, suited to the .sex and
the physical condition of each person. The in-

stitution places at the disposal of these out-

door pupils, free of all charge, its large library

of books in embossed tj-pc of four different kinds.

In this maimer an attempt is made to solve the

problem of educating, clieering, and rendering in

a measure self-supporting and independent those

who become blind after the period of childliood

and youth has passed.

The first thought and purpose of building up
special institutions for the instruction of the

blind seem to have occurred to benevolent per-

sons in Xew England, New York, and Pennsyl-

vania almost simultaneously, but without con-

cert. The New York Institution for the Blind

was incorporated April 22, 1831, througn the
eflorts of Dr. Samuel Akerlv and !Mr. Samuel
Wood. On March 1.5, 1832, "Dr. John D. Kuss
began the education of three pupils, and although
he resigned his position in 1830, he continued to
manifest much interest in the improvement of
educational appliances for the blind.

The progress of the school was for some years
retarded by the want of an efficient head to direct

its affairs. In 1845 Mr. James F. Chamberlain
was elected superintendent, and the institution

entered upon an era of prosperity and advance-
ment which has continued to this day. The ex-

cellent Pennsylvania Institution, which has
grown to be among the foremost of the world,
was founded in Philadelphia by the Society of
Friends in 1833. RolK'rt Vaux had for some
years urged the necessity of making such a pro-

vision for the education of the blind. Julius R.
Friedlander, the first principal, had had experi-

ence in European institutions for the blind, and
came to Philadelphia in the hope of establishing

a school for their benefit. He organized the
school with great care and deliberation, gave ex-

hibitions of the attainments of his pupils before

the legislatures of Pennsylvania, Delaware, and
Xew Jersey, and obtained appropriations for the
support of beneficiaries from each of these States,

and later from Maryland. The Ohio School for

the Blind was established at Columbus in 1837.

The Virginia school opened at Richmond in 1838,

and that of Kentucky at Louisville in 1842. In
inOO there were 37 institutions in the United
States, with 393 instructors and 3665 pupils, of

whom 417 were in kindergartens, 1738 received

instruction in vocal music, 1797 in instrumental
music, and 1924 were in the industrial depart-

ments. The libraries contained 100,000 volumes.
The value of buildings and grounds was $6,500,-

000, and the annual expenditure was over
$1,000,000.

In Europe, 5Ir. Anthony Buckle, superintend-

ent of the Yorkshire school, who died in 1900, did
much for the elevation of the blind in the indus-

trial and moral .scale, as well as for their intel-

lectual and spiritual enliglitenment. The Ecole

Brnille, situated at Saint Mande. one of the

suburbs of Paris, is administered with vigor and
efficiency by Monsieur A. Pephau. It is under
the control of the municipal authorities and
entirely supported by the city. The Institution

7<atioiiale of Paris, the school founded by Haiiy,

is liberally supported by the State, and its

pupils, selected from a large number of appli-

cants residing in all the districts of France, are,

as a rule, superior in intelligence to those of other
European ami of American schools. The institu-

tions for the blind of tiermany do not differ from
those of France in any of the fundamental prin-

ciples upon which the work is conducted. They
employ a class of instructors superior to those

of any other coimtry. Few of the teachers are

blind," and most of them are graduates of the

German universities. The Imperial institution

for the blind in Vienna now occupies a fine build-

ing, situated near the Prater, and well calculated

to meet all demands for the physical, mental,
moral, and spiritual development of its inmates,
in addition to a commodious and well-equipped
gyninasitnn, excellent .school and music rooms,
and a printing-olTicc with the necessary tools and
machinery, it contains a museum, which is the
best of its kind in Europe, in arrangement, classi-
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fication, and proper display of its contents. It

is not so rich in collections of specimens of appa-

ratus as that of Paris. The director, Prof. Alex-

ander Mell, is the author of the Encykloiiadisches

Eandbuch des BUndenweseiis—an important work
on the blind and the methods and apidiances

employed in their instruction and training.

An international congress for the amelioration

of the condition of the blind was held in Paris

in connection with the Universal Exposition of

1900. Germany, England, Denmark, Sweden,

Holland, Kussia, Hungary, Switzerland, Italy,

Portugal, the United States, Belgium, and France
were represented, the two countries last named
having the largest number of delegates and the

controlling inlhience. There is an American
Association of Instructors of the Blind, which
meets biennially.

Books. In all the branches of instruction for

the blind, while oral teaching is of no small ini-

portance, aid is derived from the use of book's

and apparatus adapted to the sense of touch.

The process of printing embossed books consists

of pressing the type strongly on heavy paper, in

such a way as to produce letters in relief.

The first characters adopted by Haiiy in 1785

were those of the Illyrian or Slavonic alphabet,

doubtless on account of their square form. Large
editions of a few works were printed at great

expense in his system, which gave 3G5 letters on
50 square inches of surface. About forty years

later James Gall, a printer and publisher of

Edinburgh, took up the work, being deejily im-

pressed with the importance of jjutting the Bible

into the hands of the blind. He printed his first

book in 1827, and in 1834 published the Gospel of

Saint John, the tirst book of the Scriptures ever

printed for the blind. In 18.')S he printed for the

British and Foreign Bible Society the Gospel of

Luke and the Acts of the Apostles. His labors

extended over a period of twelve years. While at

first he was obliged to contend with apathy and
incredulity, much interest was eventually ex-

cited in his work in Great Britain and elsewhere.

He used a modified Roman letter, choosing the

lower-case alphabet in preference to capitals,

whose uniformity renders them difficult to dis-

tinguish by the touch. His system gave 52G let-

ters on 50 square inches. IMeantinu' Dr. Howe,
when beginning tlie work of educating tlie blind

at the Perkins Institution, found himself seri-

ously hamijcred by the fact that at that time

(1832) only three embossed books in English

were in existence. By dint of various improve-

ments, such as stereotyping, using thin paper
expressly prepared, and reducing the size of the

letters, he succeeded in cutting down the bulk of

the books one-half, and the expense of ])rinting

to one-quarter of what it -luid been. Thus the

Boston melliod gave 702 letters to 50 square

inches, 21 editions of books l)eing printed in a

short time. A further inqjrovement gave 1067

letters to the same space. Dr. Howe was ex-

tremely desirous of giving the Bible to the blind,

and in 1836 the entire New Testament was print-

ed at the Perkins Institution. Numerous text-

books were also issued.

The first printing in Philadelphia (in 1833-34)

gave only 200 letters to 50 s<iuare inches, and
was abandoned. In 1836-37 work was resumed
with an improved method giving 826 letters.

John Alston was the inventor of the Glasgow sys-

tem, which gave 891 letters, using capital letters.

however, as did the Philadelphia type. He print-

ed the Gospel of Saint Mark in 1837, the New
Testament in 1838, and the whole Bible in 1840,

Dr. Howe finishing his task of issuing the Bible

in 1843. Alston's type was too small to be legi-

ble, and his system did not stand the test of time.

Mr. Lucas, of the Bristol Institution, invented a
system of stenographic printing, with arbitrary

characters and many contractions, by which he
secured largeness of type and diminished the size

of the book. In 1830 a society was formed to

aid Lucas in printing the Bible and teaching the

blind to read on his system. As this system was
phonetic, it did not teach correct spelling, which
is in any event difficult for the blind to master.

Mr. Frere, of London, also invented a phonetic

system about 1838, as well as return lines. His
books are read from left to right and from right

to left alternately, the letters being reversed in

alternate lines.

Nearly all of the supposed improvements for

facility in reading were made upon the idea that,

as the majority of the blind are adults, all

methods must be directed for their benefit—

a

theory \\hich does not recommend itself to Ameri-
cans, wlio consider the education of the young as

of the first inii)ortance. Of these new methods
only two have any prominence at the present

time: Dr. Moon's complex line type and the

arbitrary point character. The former uses a
combination of Roman letters with arbitrary

cliaraeters, reversing the lines like Frere, but not
the letters. His system is read with facility

owing chiefly to its large type, measuring one-

fourth of an inch. It was meant for elderly blind

persons and for those whose hands are rough-

ened by manual labor. It is well adapted for

these two classes, but is too unwieldy for general

xise. The 64 volumes of the Moon Bilile can be

printed in eight volumes in Roman type. It also

has the disadvantage of being illegible to seeing

persons. Dr. Moon has printed many books in

English and in foreign languages. A society has

been formed to extend his system, and the blind

are taught by it in their own homes. It requires,

however, special teachers.

The arbitrary point character was invented by
Charles Baibier, a Frenchman, and arranged in

its present form by Louis Braille, one of the

blind profess(n's at the Institution Nationale of

Paris. It consists of six dots. One or more of

these are placed in various positions, making 62

varieties of form. One great advantage of this

cliaracter is that it can be used by the blind for

writing to others in their condition. Another is

that it afVords an excellent method for writing

and printing music. It is extensively used, and
is a valuable invention. IMr. William B. Wait,

the superintendent of the New York Institution

for the Blind, arranged a modification of the

point system, the dots of his method being placed

horizontally. The friends of the point system

would be glad to abolish the Roman letter alto-

gether, whereas the advocates of the latter are

glad to avail tliemselves of both methods, which

are taught side by side in some institutions.

They point out that seeing persons use three dis-

tinct methods for their educational purposes:

Ronuin letter for reading, scrii)t letter for writ-

ing, and an arbitrary arrangement of characters

for music. There would therefore .seem to be no

reason why the blind should not employ two:
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Roman letter for reading and the point for writ-

ing and nuisie.

Since the time of Haiiy thoughtful educators
have dwelt on the importance of using seeing
methods as far as possible for the instruction of

the blind. The point is to rescue the sightless

from segregation as a class apart, and to give
tliem as many interests as possible in common
with the rest of the world. Thus, owing to the

intluenee of Mr. Gall, the modified Roman letter

was adopted by the Royal Society of Arts. In
1S51 the Royal Commissioners of the Exhibition
of the Works of Industry of All Xations, held in

London, recommended the universal adoption of

Dr. Howe's books (the Boston type). In 1S72
the .\merican Association of Instructors of the
Blind passed a series of resolutions in favor of

the adoption as far as practicable of seeing meth-
ods. In 1876 the London School Board, after a
patient and careful examination of the argu-
ments advanced by some of the ablest educators
of the blind in England, decided to adopt the
methods used by seeing children in ordinary
schools. In the reports of the Perkins Institu-

tion, Dr. Howe urged constantly the minimizing
in every possible way the ditTerence between the

blind and the seeing. Dr. Frank Rainey, of the

Texas Institution, read before the World's Con-
gress of the Educators of the Blind, held in Chi-

cago in 1893, an able paper on this subject. He
said, among other things: "If we use the ordi-

nary methods, the cliild will think and talk like

seeing persons, whereas if we use odd or extra-

ordinary methods, it will not have the same con-

ceptions of concrete things as we do."

A great advantage of the Roman letter over
the point is that blind children can get their

early training from teachers in the public school,

or from their parents, under the former system,

and they themselves can in turn, after they have
grown up, teach seeing children, making fairly

good governesses for families. The punctuation
of the point system is complicated, and the omis-

sion or abrasion of one single point alters the

entire letter. "Any system where frequent sub-

stitution of its characters is necessary for its

perfection is essentially weak in all its parts,

and is fearfully defective in that its structure

depends upon position, reversion, and substitu-

tion."

The principal printing establishments in the

United States are : ( 1 ) The American Printing

House for the Blind at Louisville, Ky. Congress
has since 1879 appropriated .$10,000 a year in

support of this enterprise, the publications being

distributed pro rata among the institutions of

this country. ( 2 ) The Howe Memorial Press at

the Perkins Institution, Boston, which has an
endowment fund of nearly .$1.50,000, raised by
private subscription.

The first circulating library for the blind in

the L'nited States was established at the Perkins
Institution in 1882, althougli books had been lent

to the blind free of charge before this time.

Philadelphia and New York also liave libraries

of this sort, and departments for the blind have

been instituted in the State Library of Xew York
at Albany, and in several of the principal cities

of Xew England.
Apparatus. Among the early appliances for

writing may be mentioned the "string alphabet'

invented by Messrs. Milne and Bain, of the

Edinburgh Asylum. It consisted of knots tied

upon cord. Gall's writing-stamps, which date
from 1838. were much used. Saint Clair and
Gall invented processes for guiding the pencil in
an ingenious but slow and tedious way. Giild-
berg, of Copenhagen, also invented a method of
pencil-writing. The modem methods employed
in the best American institutions are (1) "the

ordinary typewriter and (2) tablets for point-
writing, according to the Braille and kindred
systems. This has the great advantage of being
legible by the blind themselves, but is a slow
process. It is gradually replaced in advanced
work by the Ilall-Braille writer—an adaptation
of the principles of the typewriter to the print-
ing of point characters, made by ilr. Frank H.
Hall, of the Illinois Institution for tlie Blind.
The followers of the Xew York point system use
a similar macliine called the kaleidograph, the
invention of ilr. Wait, of the Xew Y'ork Institu-
tion. A third process consi.sts in writing with a
pencil on a grooved sheet of cardboard or alumin-
ium, thus forming a square handwriting. This
method has the advantage of extreme simplicity
and cheapness, and has been much used by the
blind for many years.

For aritlimciic, W. H. Taylor, of Y^ork, Eng-
land, invented an octagonal ciphering-board, with
cells into which type may be placed in different
positions to represent the digits. A modification
of this board was made at the Perkins Institu-
tion and manufactured by one of its graduates.

For the study of natural history, relief repre-
sentations of animals are employed, also stuffed
specimens of birds and animals. Papier-niachg
models, life-size, assist the blind in the study of
anatomy, while for botany these are greatly
enlarged.

The early maps for the blind were made in
Europe, on hoards and by hand, the process being
tedious and expensive. " Dr. Howe, in 1836, in-

vented an atlas which is thought io have been
the first book of maps for the blind ever made.
At the present time the blind are aided in their
study of geography by wooden wall-maps in
relief: dissected maps, also of wood, made at the
American Printing House for the Blind, Louis-
ville, Ky., and at the Perkins Institution in Bos-
ton; and embossed maps printed on paper by the
British and Foreign Blind Association, London,
and by Mr. Kunz, Illzaeh, Alsace.

All the l-i)idcrgarte>i occupations, except draw-
ing and painting or color work, are used with the
blind children. In the kindergarten at Jamaica
Plain, Mass., the following changes have been
made in the ordinary appliances, to fit them for
the use of the blind: The tables are nnrkcd out
in inch squares by grooves instead of bv lines.
For the use of the gift representing surface, line,
and point, frames 2 inches high and the length
and breadth of the kindergarten tables have been
prepared. These frames are stuffed with horse-
hair, and covered with cloth stitched in inch
squares with coarse silk. The cushions thus
formed are placed on the tables, and the tablet
rings and half rings (having been previously
drilled, two holes in each) are pinned en to the
cushions. Sticks large enough to have holes
drilled in them are used in place of the regular
kindergarten sticks, and beads one-quarter inch
in diameter are used to represent the point. By
pinning the forms they make to these cualiions,
the children are able to examine their work with
their fingers without displacing it, and can thus
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'see' what they have accomplished. In the use

of the parquetry, the circles, squares, etc., are

not pasted on plain paper, as is usual in the

kindergarten, but square and oblong cards of

different sizes with raised lines, forminj; inch

squares, printed on them have been substituted.
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BLIND, blint, lv.\RL (1826—). A Gennan

a"itator and writer. He was born at Mannheim,

and while a student at Heidelberg was impris-

oned for his revolutionary activity. In 1848 he

i)arlieipated in the uprising in Baden, and had to

llee, wounded. The next year he joined the band

of liberals headed by Svruve which invaded south-

ern Germany. He' was taken prisoner and sen-

tenced to eight years' confinement. He was, how-

ever, set free bv the populace and went to Karls-

ruhe', whence he was sent by the Provisional

Government as an envoy to Paris. Expelled from

France, he went to Brussels, and then (1852) to

London, where he found rest. There, for many
years, he kept up his' political agitation through

articles in many journals, and in intercourse

with Garibaldi, Mazzini, Louis Blane, and other

democratic leaders; but after 1806 his writings

became less revolutionary in tone, in consequence,

jicrliaps, of the death of'his stepson, wlio in May
of that year attempted to assassinate Bismarck,

and conunitted suicide in prison. Blind published

a great number of political essays and l)rief arti-

cles on historv, mythology, and German litera-

ture. Among bis works are: Fire-Burial Among
Our flerman Forefathers: A Record of the Poetry

and History of Teutonic Cremations; Ygdrasd:

or. The Teutonic Tree of Existence; and biogra-

Ijh'ies of Freiligrath, Ledru-Rollin, and Francis

Deak. In 1807 he contributed an autobiograph-

ical sketch to the C'ornhill Magazine, London.

BLINDAGE (from hlind, in the sense of in-

visilile, making invisible, as in 'blind story'). -V

screen to shelter troops from an enemy's fire, it

may be- constructed of lumber and earth, or of

trees inclined against walls, or toward each

other; much will depen<l on the available mate-

rials and ingenuity of construction. The effect-

ive defense of Ladvsmith, Kimberley, and Mafe-

king. in the Boer War of lSnil-1902. was rendered

largely possible by the clever construction and

use of improvised bombproofs and shelters. See

FOHTU'ICATION.

BLIND BEGGAB OE ALEXAN'DRIA,
Ttik. See CmAI'MAX. Gkohce.

BLIND BEGGAB'S DAUGHTER OF
BETHNAL GREEN. An English ballad in

two ]iarts. of t)ie time of Queen Elizabeth. The

blind beggar has a fair daughter, Bessie, whom a

knight falls in love with, and marries. At the

wedding-feast the blind beggar turns out to be

Henry, son of Sir Simon de Montfort. Day. in

IGo!)," and Ivnowles, in 1834, produced dramas
entitled The Blind Beggar of Bethnal Green,

founded on this poem.

BLIND FISHES (of Caves) . See Cave-Ani-
iI.\LS.

BLINDNESS. Want of sight may arise from
any cau>e witliin the eye intercepting the rays

of light on their way to the optic nerve, or

from disease, defect, or injury of the optic nerve
or optic tracts, or of the visual centres in the
brain. Blindness may exist from birth, or be
acquired. It may be present during the day or
the night, and may be permanent or transient,

complete or partial. Congenital Blindness is due
to deficient development of the nervous appa-
ratus or to defect in the globe; to cataract (q.v. ) ;

to defect or disease of the cornea, choroid coat,

optic nerve, or retina; or to tumors. Acquired
Blindness may be due to injury of the eye or
^vounds of the head, or operations, or sympa-
thetic irritation; to ophthalmia neonatorum,
trachoma, diseases of the cornea, iris, choroid, or
retina; to glaucoma or tumors; or to Bright's

disease of the kidneys, heart disease, syphilis,

disease of the brain or its meninges, or of the-

spinal cord; certain fevers; poisoning by lead,

alcohol, or tobacco, etc. See Amaurosis; Am-
blyopia; Asthenopia; Hemeralopia; Nycta-
lopia; Eye, Diseases of the; and Colob-
Bt.IXDNESS.

BLIND PREACHER, The. The Rev. Wil-
liam Henry Milburn, for many years the Chap-
lain of the United States Senate.

BLIND SHELL. See Projectile.

BLIND SPOT. A roundish oval spot in each

retina, which is blind. It corresponds to the

place of entry of the optic nerve. The spot is.

some 1.8 millimeters in width, i.e. sul)tends an
angle of some 6° (the limits given bv Helmholtz
are 18° 55' and W 25'). That i't is totally

blind, whether to brightness or color, was first

proved by the French physicist Mariotte in 1008,

and is easily demonstrable. Its form differs

somewhat in different eyes. With careful obser-

vation, it can be shown to possess certain irregu-

lar prolongations, which represent the course of

the large blood-vessels that enter the eye along

with the nerve.

A striking experiment may be performed as

follows: Close or liandage the right eye. and
witli the left gaze steadily at a point upon a

a

Blind Spot ok Lkft Eye (plane-projection). Reiluowl

from a lur^ts diagram, in which the distance from tlie inner

edite of the point of n.^ation a. to tlie Inner edtre of the

blind spot was 54.6 cm. Tlie distance <it the point of tt.Ta-

tion from the eye in the experiment wa» 2.2 m.

wall or screen some 7 feet distant. Let another

person seat himself directly before the wall, on

your left-hand side, in such a position that his

forehead is on a level with the point of gaze, and
his nearer cheek some 50 centimeters distant.
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from it. If your gaze remains constant, his face
will entirely disappear, and the wall will seem to
extend continuously away from you on the left.

By spreading a sheet of paper ou tho wall, and
noting the points at wliich a colored pencil,

moved to and fro hy an experimenter, disappears
and reappears, you can make an accurate map
of the lilind sjiot. including the vascular pro-
longations mentioned above.

This experiment raises a difficulty. You fail

to see the face, and yet jou see something, i.e.

the unbrol^en color of the wall. The blind spot
is thus filled out with color sensation. Now in

binocular vision this result might have been ex-

pected. For the optic nerve enters the eyes on
the nasal side of each retina : so that when we
are using the two eyes together for purposes of

visual perception, superposing (as it were) the
one upon the other, and laying temporal half over
nasal and nasal over temporal, the area that is

blind in the one eye will correspond to an area
in the other that is endowed with normal vision

;

the two eyes supplement each other. Further,
the result would not be sur])rising. if it were
gained in monocular vision, but xmder the ordi-

nary conditions of seeing: for the eye is intrin-

sically a moving organ, and we instinctively turn
the spot of clearest vision (see Eye) upon any
object in the visual field that we wish to observe.

But what of the result, in monocular vision,

when we have taken especial pains to restrain

the eyeball from movement?

b a

FBOJECTION OF BLI.VD SPOT OF BIOBT EYE.

Cc, optic axis ; ba, arpa of optic nerve ; A B, area of blind
spot an projected on the screen CAB.

Let us look at the experimental data: (1)
There seems to he no doubt that tlie spatial value
of the blind spot, in visual [)prcpption, is entirely
normal ; points seen on the inner and outer edges
of the spot do not approximate or run together,

as they would if the spot were wholly indifTerent
for purposes of space-perception. Paste nine
large letters, in three vertical columns of three
letters each, upon a sheet of paper. Hold the
paper at such a distance and in such a position
before the eye that the central letter of the
square falls within the blind spot, while the sur-
rounding eight letters are still visible. You will
find that t!ie surrounding letters still form a
square for perception: whereas, if the blind spot
had no spatial function, the two letters to right
and left of the central would approach each
other, and the whole figure would take on an
hour-glass form. (2) If the surface at which
we are looking is uniformly colored, the blind
spot is filled out by this color. This law was
demonstrated by our first experiment. It may
also be proved as follows: Paste on a sheet of
jinper a colored ring, large enougli to contain the
blind spot within it. Let the ring be so wide
that the spot slightly overlaps its inner edge.
You see a solid disk, of the color of the ring.

(3) If the surface is checkered or variously col-

ored, there is (for practiced observers) no filling

of the spot. Paste upon a sheet of paper a rec-

tangular cross, the two vertical arms of red and
the two horizontal of blue, with the four arms
mitred at the centre. Hold the paper in such a
way that the centre, with its two red and two-

blue triangles, falls at the centre of the blind
spot. At first you will think that j-ou see the
two red or the two blue arms as a continuous
band of red or blue ; with practice, you will be
able to convince yourself that at the central
point of the figure you really see nothing.
The last of these three facts is intelligible

enough: if the spoi is blind, it stands to reason
that one does not see with it. The first two
facts, however, require explanation. We may
( 1 ) attempt a peripheral theory of the phenom-
ena : that is to say, we may assume that the
retinal sensations set up in the near neighbor-
hood of the blind spot somehow 'irradiate' over
the spot itself. The 'irradiation can hardly be
thought of as physical, an irradiation of the
stinuilus. We must rather suppose that the
local signs attaching to retinal ppints along the
edge of the spot are e.\tensil)le signs, carrying
with them the sense-values and space-values of
the whole blind area. When one is required to
localize a pressure upon the skin of the back,
one may make a mistake of as much as 5 centi-

meters in any direction; the local sign is extend-
ed so far in all directions. The local signs of the
particular ring of retinal tissue under considera-
tion would be similarly extended, only that the
direction of their extension (toward the centre
of the spot) is limited by the structure and
functi(m of the rest of the retina. If this ex-
planation appear farfetched, we may have re-

course (i) to a central tlieory; that is to say,

we may assume that the blind spot is filled out
by 'association' or 'imagination,' by centrally
aroused sensations (see Sensation), while the
periphery is and remains blind. There is no in-

herent difliculty in this view, and it accords well
with the fact that the unpracticed observer sec3

the spot as filled, while tlie more practiced ob-

server is aware that lie does not see with it at
all. We must then suppose that the local signs
of the rim of the spot have taken shape under
the same general laws that have conditioned vis-

ual local signs at large; and we may, perhaps.
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suspect that their development has been influ-

enced, in each eye, by the normal space-values of

the corresponding area of the other eye.

Bibliography. H. von llelmholtz, Physiolo-

gische Optik (Hamburg, 1890) ; Titehener, Ex-
perimental Psychology (New York, 1901);
Wundt, Physiologische Psychologic (Leipzig,

1893).

BLINDSTORY. A story or other architec-

tural horizipntul division in a building, either out-

side or inside, which is without windows or other

openings of importance. On the outside, it may
consist of a blank wall or of a series of blind

arcades. On the inside of churches the term is

applied especially to the middle story of the nave
above the side-aisles and below the clearstory

(q.v. ). or windowed story, of which it is the

opposite in architectural terminology. It is then
intercliangeable with triforiiim (q.v.) ; and is in

the form of a wide, open gallery in Byzantine,
Lombard, Norman, and other Romanesque schools.

In Gothic this gallery is gradually reduced until

it becomes a series of false arcades.

BLIND TOM (c. 18.50—) . A musical prodigy,
a blind and almost idiotic negro, born of slave
parents near Columbus, Ga., and called Thomas
Bethune after his master. His musical genius
attnicted wide attention, and from 1861 he was
frequently exhibited in New York. He was able,

after a single hearing, to reiuler even complicated
music on the piano, frequently playing two melo-
dies simultaneously. After plaj-ing, he often
sprang up and applauded himself vociferously,
lie was dilUcult to manage, and his growing men-
tal infirmity caused his final withdrawal, since
whicli he is said to have lived in obscurity in

New Y'ork.

BLINDWOEM (Dan. blindorm; so called on
account of the small size of the eyes), or Blind
Snake. A name given to certain worm-sluiped,
burrowing reptiles and amphibians. It applies
especially to those of three groups, none of wliich
is really blind

:

( 1 ) The serpent-like lizards of the family An-
guidie, of which tlie common blindworm, orvet,

or slow-worm (Anguis fragilis) of Europe and
western Asia is a type. Both the body and tail

are elongated and serpent-like, and rarely more
than one foot long; it possesses no external traces
of appendages, but has internally a rudimentary
shoulder-girdle, sternum, and pelvis, placing it

intermediate between the lizards, wliich have four
legs, and the snakes, in which all traces of limbs
are lost; indeed, it has been proposed to put
several snake like lizards, with more or less de-

generate legs, together with some of their allies,

into one group and call them serpent-lizards
(Sauropliida) . The eyes are bright, l)ut snuill,

giving rise to the belief that the animal is lilind.

It feeds on slugs and insects, and is perfectly

harmless. It is so very timid that when startled
its muscles contract violently, and the body is

rendered so stiff and brittle that it is easily bro-
ken. Blindworms l)ring fortli their young alive,

and winter together in numbers under br\ish and
leaves, or in loose, dry soil. Several genera of

the same family, and presenting similar charac-
teristics, inhabit the warmer parts of .\merica,

some of which have i)art or all of tlicir limbs
externally developed; the beautiful giecn, brown-
banded, many-keeled lizard (Girrhonotus inulti-

carinatus) of California is an example.

Best known, however, is the 'glass-snake,' fre-

quently found in the loose soil of dry fields from
Illinois to Florida, and westward into Mexico.
It has no feet, but by serpentine movements is

able to move with considerable swiftness; and
when overtaken can luirdly be captured without
injury, for its tail is so loosely articulated and
so free of muscles that it breaks off like a bit of
glass, to be quickly renewed by a new growth if

the animal is not further harmed. It is yellow-
ish-green above, with black lines. "The snout is

long and pointed, the ear-pits large, tlie eyelids

well developed, and each flank is provided with

*'GLA88-8NAKE" lizard.

a, top of Iiead : b, side of tiead.

what is ordinarily a deep groove, but which, on
the animal's swallowing some large object, ap-
pears as a tract of elastic skin, the rigid skin of
the body generally being incapable of expan-
sion." It is perfectly harmless. Its technical
name is Ophisauriis vcntrulis. Consult Cope,
(rocodilians, Lizards, and i^nakes (Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, 1900).

(2) A family of true serpents (Typhlopidte)

,

called 'blind snakes,' because their eyes in all

cases are minute and weak, and in some are
almost invisible under overlapping plates. They
rank lowest among serpents, are only a few
inches in length, and have rigid bodies suitable
for burrowing, shaped much like tliose of earth-
worms, and with curved tails. Tliey occur in

all the warmer parts of the world, boring their

way through the loose top-soil and feeding on
worms, grubs, and insects; and in India some-
times appear in large numbers above ground
after showers, inspiring the natives with foolish

dread, for they are ([uite harmless. Xumeroug
genera and species inluibit the warmer parts of

America. Consult Gosse, A Xuturalist's Sojourn
in Jamaica (London, 1851).

(3) The Ca'ciliida'. a family of degenerate uro-
delous ampliibians for a Umg time classed among
reptiles. The body is vermiform and without
limbs, all traces even of the pelvic and pectoral

girdles having been lost. The ribs are too short

to encircle the body, and the vertcbrie are articu-

lated as in fishes and lower amphibia, and not as
in snakes. There are small scales in the skin, the
eyes are very snuUl, and in some species are cov-

ered entirely by the skin. There is neither tym-
panic membrane nor tympanic cavity. Tlie small
mouth lies on the ventral side of the conieal liead,

and there is no tail, for the vent opens at the

posterior end of the bod}'. All these dejiartures

from the typical amphibian type are adaptive,

fitting the ciecilians for their subterranean bur-

rowing life. The young are hatched with exter-

nal gills, and gill-slits, and for a time lead an
acjuatic life. The c;reili;>ns inhabit warm coun-

tries and feed on c.irllnvcirms and inscctlarvie;

they are most abundant in South America, and
Mexico and Ceylon possess several species. Some-
times they are called blindworms, but these am-
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phibia should not be confused with the lizards

and snakes above mentioned.

BLISS, CoRNELirs Xewto.x (1833— ). An
American merchant and politician, born in Fall

River, Mass. He was a clerk in Xew Orleans,

and subsequently in Boston, and in 1866 was ad-

mitted a partner in the commission business of

J. S. & E. Wright & Co., of the latter city. In

1881 his firm was merged into that of Bliss, Fab-

yan & Co., of Xew York. He was chairman of the

Republican State committees of Xew York of

1887 and 1888. and treasurer of the Republican
Xational committees of 1892, 1896, and 1900. In

1897-98 he was Secretary of the Interior in

President JIcKinley's Cabinet.

BLISS, Enwix JlrxsELT. (1848—). An Amer-
ican Presbyterian theologian, born in Erze-

rum, Turkey, a son of Isaac G. Bliss, formerly

agent of the American Bible Society for the Le-

vant. He was educated at Robert College, Con-
stantinople (1862), and afterwards at Amherst
and Yale. Tlis extensive travels through Persia

and Turkey, and his close association with for-

eign missions, have given him an intimate
acquaintance with Eastern conditions, of which
he writes in his books. Encyclopedia of Missions

(1891) ; The Turk in Armenia, Crete, and Greece

(1896) : and Concise History of Missions (1897).

BLISS, Frederick Jones (1859— ). An
American areha-ologist, born at Mount Lebanon,
Syria. He graduated at Amherst College ( 1880)

,

and at the L'nion Theological Seminary, Xew
Y'ork (1887), but was not ordained to the min-
istry. After independently conducting researches

in Syria, he was in 1890 associated as explorer

with the Palestine Exploration Fund. He held

this office until 1900, during which time he su-

perintended the excavations at Tell-el-Hesy, on
the site of Lachish (1891-93), and at Jerusalem
(189-1-97). During the course of these excava-

tions he discovered the site of a city. His exca-

vations at four places in Palestine, between 1890

and 1900, revealed much concerning pre-Christian

pottery. His published works include A Mound
of Many Cities and Excavations at Jerusalem
(1894-97).

BLISS, Phiiip Pabx (1838-76). An Ameri-
can singer and composer. He was born at Clear-

field, Pa., and studied at the Geneseo Xormal
A<;ademy of Music, Geneseo, X. Y. In 1874 he

became an evangelistic speaker and singer. In

1864-76 he composed a number of hj-mns, for

which he generally wrote the words, and which

had a verv great popularitv. These include:

"Hallelujah! 'Tis Done!" "Pull for the Shore,"

and -'Hold the Fort." He perished in the Ash-

tabula (O.) railway disaster.

BLISS, Porter Cobxet.its (1838-85). An
-Vmerican journalist. He was bom in Erie

County, X. Y., and was the son of the Rev.
.\sher Bliss, a missionary to the Indians. He
investigated the condition of the Indian tribes

in Maine, Xew Brunswick, and Xova Scotia,

in 1860-01. and in 1861 went to Brazil as pri-

vate seeretarj' to Gen. J. W. Webb. In 1863
he exj)lored the tract called the Gran Chaco for

the .\rgentine Government, and in 1860 became
seeretarj' to Hon. C. A. Washbumc. United States

Minister to Paraguay, whom he assisted in col-

lecting material for a History of Paraguay, 2

vols. (1871). At the outbreak of the war be-

tween Paraguay and Brazil, he was arrested by

President Lopez as a Brazilian spy. He was re-

leased in 1868, however, on the demand of the
United States Government, and afterwards was
a translator in the War Department, Washing-
ton; edited the Washington Chronicle (1869-70)

;

and was secretary of legation in Mexico (1870-

74). In 1879 he was the Xew York Herald's
correspondent in South America.

BLISS, William Dwight Porteb (18.56— ).

An American Episcopalian clergynum. He was
born in Constantinople, Turkey, and was educated
at Robert College, Constantinople, Phillips Acad-
emy, Andover, Mass.; Amherst College (1878),
and Hartford Theological Seminary ( 1882 ) . He
oiganized the first Christian Socialist Society in

the United States, in 1889, and he is president
of the Xational Social Reform Union. He has
been editor of The Daun ( 1889-96) , of the Ameri-
can Fabian (1805-96), and of the Encyclopedia
of tiocial Reform (1898), and in 1901 was editor

of the publications entitled The Social Unity
and The Ci'/ic Councilor.

BLISS, William Jl-li.\x Albert (1867— ).

An American phvsicist. born in Washington,
D. 0. He graduated at Har\-ard in 1888 (A.B.),
and received a "proficient in electrical engineer-
ing" at Johns Hopkins in 1891. He was assistant

in physics at .Johns Hopkins from 1895 to 1898,

and associate in physics there from 1898 to

1901, when he became collegiate professor of the

same subject. His publications include a Manual
of Experiments in Physics, in collaboration with
Joseph S. Ames ( 1898 )

.

BLISTER. A character in Fielding's Old
Man Tautiht Wisdom: or. The Virgin Unmaslccd.
He is in love with Lucy, and attempts to make
himself agreeable by discussing his trade.

BLISTER-BEETLE. A dark-colored, elon-

gated beetle of the family ileloida?. so naip^ be-

cause the dried and pulverized bodies of caWain
of them are used to make blister-plastei-s. They
are al.so called oil-beetles (q.v. ), because some
species, as of Meloe, e.xude a disagreeable yellow

lluid from the knee-joints when disturbed. In

the adult stage these beetles occur on foliage

and llowers, especially the goldenrod, and sev-

eral kinds are destructive to the potato-plant.

The food habits of the young are very difi'erent

from those of the parent. These beetles illustrate

a method of insect development termed h\-per-

metamorphosis. (See Metamorphosis.) The
best-known one is the cantharis. or Spanish-fiy

{Lytta vesicatoria) , of southern Europe, which
is bright green, and about an inch long. It is

gathered from its food-plants—lilae, privet, etc.

—at night, when at rest, by beating the bushes

and catching the insects in a cloth, by persons

who guard their faces against the acrid volatile

discharges of the beetles with veils and gloves.

They are killed usually by immersion in hot

vinegar and water, and then dried and put into

air-tight bottles. Several other species of blister-

beetles are similarly used in other parts of the

world.

The active principle of the blistering-flies is

cantharidine, C,„H,.0,, which possesses such pow-

erful properties that one-hundredth of a grain

placed on the lip rapidly causes the rise of small

blisters. .Vdministered internally, blistering-flies

cause heat in the throat, stomach, intestines,

respirator)- organs, etc. ; and if in large doses,

they give rise to inflammation of a serious na-
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ture, and sufficient to cause death. Externally,

thev are employed as a blistering anient. There

are' various medicinal preparations of blistering-

flies, such as ceraie of cnnthariJcs. which con-

tains 320 parts of cantharides to ISO parts yel-

low wax, ISO parts of resin, 220 parts of lard,

and 150 parts of oil of turpentine; tincture of

cuittharidcs, procured by digesting blistering-

fiies in proof-spirit, etc.; but that most com-

monly emploved is plaster of cantharides, or hhs-

teriny-ylaster, obtained by heating and strain-

ing SO parts of cerate of cantharides, and melting

1000 parts of Burgundy pitch with the strained

liquid. See Blisters; Meloid.is (for bibliog-

rapliy) ; and illustration on Colored Plate of

Beetles.

BLISTERS (akin to 0. Dutch Uuyster, blis-

ter- cf Must, blow). Medicinal agents which,

wlien applied to the skin, raise the cuticle into

small vesicles filled with serous fluid. They are

applied either in the form of plasters or m a

fluid state, as suits the convenience of the per-

son or part, and have for their object the estab-

lishing of a counter-irritation or diversion of

morbific action from a part in which it cannot be

reached bv remedies, or from some organ where

it may do permanent mischief, to some more

superficial part of the body. The most com-

mon blister in use is made of cantharides (see

Blister-Beetle) mixed with a convenient pro-

portion of lard and wax to form tlie blistering

ointment of ordinary use. If applied too long it

produces distressing afl'ection of the urinary blad-

der, and may produce sores whicli are diflicult to

heal Four "hours are generally requisite to pro-

duce the desired effect. Mustard (^inupis nigra)

is frequently used, but seldom left on sufficiently

lonf to produce blistering. Its effect may be

limited bv applying white of egg to the blistered

suvfacfe. C'roton-oil. strong liquor amnionuT. tar-

tar-«ftetic ointment, and many others, are used

in practice. If the occasion for the blister passes

off, the vesicles should be opened freely, and tlielr

fluid contents allowed to escape, the vesicated

surface being then dressed with some cold cream

or lard. But if it should appear desirable to

promote a discharge from the skin, the raised

cuticles may be snipped oti, and the blister either

applied again at intervals, or some stimulating

ointment, as savine ointment, should be used.

Blisters are especially useful in inflammations

of serous membranes." as pleurisy, in glandular

tumors, in ind(dent ulcers, and for the relief of

muscular pain, as well as for ohl joint alloctnms.

The term blisters is also commonly applied to

elevations of the cuticle filled with serum or

blood.

BLISTEB-STEEL. Sec Iron and Steel.

BLITHE'DALE BOMANCE, The. Haw-

thorne's novel on Uie Brook Farm experiment,

wOiich is rciiarded by :\lr. Uowells as in some re-

spects the finest of "the author's w^orks.

BLIZZABD. A severe, blinding storm of fine

dry snow, with a freezing wind. This word is

popularly said to have originated in the United

States, and is in fact on record there as early as

1830 or 1S40; but more recent investigations

have shown that it is used in analogous senses in

the local dialect of Lancashire, England, where

it can be traced back for several centuries and is

usually spelled hJeasard. It came to be widely

employed in 1880-81 in connection with the

severe storms in the Western States, and has been-

in almost universal use since tiie great storm of

March, 1888, when snow fell to tne depth oi three

feet over the Atlantic States and New England,

and was drifted bv gales of wind for several days

into drifts of five, ten, and twenty feet deep,

causing a general suspension of tratTic. A simi-

lar storm occurred in eastern Virginia and Jlary-

land in Feliruary, 1898. and one is also recorded

for tlie neighborhood of Norfolk, Va., in the early

part of tlie last century. The most destructive-

blizzards, because of the intense cold, occur in the

region between D.ikota and JSlissouri and Ohio.

Similar storms of snow and wind are also fre-

(]uent in (ireat Britain. These storms correspond

very nearly to the purf/a of Siberia and the hiiraii

of Russia."^ Tliey are due essentially to the rapid

southward flow "of a mass of cold air pushing out-

ward from a large region of high barometric

pressure. They have a well-defined front edge,

which advances with great regularity, the rate of

progress being by no means so rapid as that of

the wind itself, "whence we infer that the wind

at the front must be rising upward and flowing-

over. The general rate of progress is therefore

due, not to the wind as such, but to the differ-

ences of density and pressure prevailing in the

atmosphere on either side of the front. On this

account it has become possible for the officials

of the United States Weather Bureau to forecast

the advance of a blizzard with considerable accu-

racy, and very few cases occur in which the citi-

zens are not abundantly forewarned.

BLIZZABD STATE, South Dakota. See

States, Popular Names of.

BLOAT (Icel. hlotna, to become soft, UautTy

soft, wet). HovEN, or Tympanites, A con-

dition in cattle or sheep, in which, owing to-

the formation of gas in the rumen, or first stom-

ach, this organ becomes painfully distended. The
trouble frequently occurs from eating too much
green alfalfa, clover, or other legumes. Eating

undue quantities of grain sometimes produces

the same efi'ect. Cases of bloat are most fre-

quent among animals that are unaccustomed to

grazing on green legumes. Relief may usuall.v be

attained in niild eases by administering liberal

doses of cathartics. One pint of linseed-oil or a

pound of Epsom salts w-ou!d be a suitable dose

for a cow ami about one-fifth that amount for a

sheep, if simple remedies fail, the breathing be-

comes distressed, and the animal stupid, the gas

may with safety be allowed to escape by air ex-

ternal opening made with a canula and trochar,

or with a large pocket or tabic knife, at a ])oint

intermediate between the last rib. the lumbar

vertebra-, and the prominence of tlic haunch.

BLOCH, bloG, Jean de ( 1830-1902) . A Polish

financier, economist, and writer on military

affairs. He was horn at Raduiii. of .lewish par-

ents. He was administrator, under (iovernment

appdintment. of the entire railway svsteni con-

necting the Black Sea and the Baltic, and holder

of the concessions for numerous lines. He was
active in promoting an industrial movement in

Poland. This he furthered by his large interests

in the lumber and sugar trades, of which he be-

came the actual head. He was constantly en-

gaged in scienlilic and philanthropic enterprises

among the poorer i-lasses. He first Ijecame known
til the world at large, however, as a ])ropagandist

of universal peace, partly by hia articles in
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French, German, and English periodicals and his
war - and - peace nniseiini at Lucerne, but more
particularly through his great work published
at Saint Petersburg in 1S9S (7 vols.), and in
abridged form translated into English by R. C.
Long as The Future of War in Its Teehnical, Eco-
nomic, and Political Relations (1S!)9: in England
as. Is ^\'ar Xow Impossiblef). In this book the
author argues that under modern conditions a
war would necessaril}- be of such length as to re-

sult in the starvation of the contending powers,
consequent revolution, and the destruction of the
State; and hence that it is unlikely to be entered
upon in the future.

BLOCH, Kari. Heixrich (1834-90). A Dan-
ish painter. He was bom in Copenhagen, and
studied at the Copenhagen Academy. From 1852
to ISli.T he was in Italy, and in 1883 he was ap-
pointed a professor at the Copenhagen Academy.
He first achieved a reputation for nature-studies,
in particular those drawn from Jutland and
Zealand, and for humorous pictures. His most
important paintings, however, are historical.

The list of his works includes: "Peasant's Cot-
tage" (18:">81; ••Roman Street Barber^' (1864);
"Christian II. in Prison at Sonderburg"' (1871) ;

"James of Scotland Visiting Tycho Brahe," and
two large historical frescoes at the University of

Coi>enhagen.

BLOCH, M\RCUS Ellesek (1723-99). A
German ichthyologist, born of poor Jewish
parents in Anspach. He was permitted to
^row up in ignorance, and at nineteen he had
read nothing except a few useless rabbinical
treatises. He then became an assistant to a
Jewish surgeon in Hamburg, and learned German
and Latin. He decided to study medicine, went
to Berlin, and devoted himself with indefatigable

zeal to anatomy and other branches of natural
history. His great work is the Allfiemeine Satur-
geschichte der Fisclie (12 vols., Berlin, 1872-95,

with 432 colored plates), long the most com-
prehensive work on ichthyology, and still valu-

able, especially for its pictures. His collection

of fishes went to the Berlin Zoological ^Museum.

BLOCH, IIORITZ. A Hungarian philologist

and theological writer. See Ball-vgi, Moritz.

BLOCHMANN, bldc'man, Karl Justus
( 1780-1855 I . A German educator, born in Reich-

stadt ( Saxony ) . He studied at the University

of Leipzig, and from 1809 to 1816 was an in-

structor in Peslalozzi's school in Yverdon,
Switzerland. In 1824 he opened in Dresden the

Blochmann Institute, which in 1829 was united

with the \'izthum Gymnasium, and long enjoyed

a very considerable fame. His method was in

general similar to that of Pestalozzi, except that

it placed a greater emphasis upon the orthodoxy

of the time. He wrote what is perhaps the best

German biography of Pestalozzi: Heinrich Pes-

talozzi, Zii'ie aus dem liilde seines Lebens und
Wirkens (1897).

BLOCK. An instrument used in practical

meclKuiics. and especially on board ship, for

ciianging the direction in which a rope leads, or

for gaining power at the expense of speed. It

consists of a framework, or shell ; one or more pul-

leys, or sheaves ; a hook, shackle, or other means
of attachment to other objects; a pin or pivot-

bolt for the sheaves to revolve upon; and. gen-

erally a strap of rof)e or iron to which the hook
or shackle is attached. Blocks are classed in sev-

eral ways according to the number of sheaves,
as single, double, treble, fourfold, etc.; according
to their design, as snatch blocks, fiddle blocks,

gin blocks, secret blocks, sister blocks, check
blocks, c?«mp blocks, etc.; and according to their

use as cat blocks, quarter blocks, clew-line

blocks, topsail halliard blocks, etc. The appa-
ratus called a tackle or j^urehase consists of two
blocks and the rope (called the fo/?) which reeves

(i.e. passes) through them. One end of the fall.

BLOCKS.

a—Double block, b—Trebly block, c—Long-tackle block,
d—Clew-Uae block, e—tSnatcti block.

called the standing end, is made fast to the
breech (the part opposite the hook) of one of
the blocks; from this the fall leads through the
other block and then back through the first one;
if the blocks are double, treble, fourfold, etc.,

the fall leads back and forth through the blocks
until all the sheaves are filled. See Tackle.

BLOCK, blok, MoRiTZ. A French writer on
statistics and political economy. He was born
in Berlin, but was naturalized in France, where
he served in the ilinistry of Agriculture from
1844 to 1852, and then in the Bureau of Statis-
tics till 1862, devoting himself henceforth ex-
clusively to authorship. Among his numerous
works on agriculture in various countries of
Europe, on French statistics and finances, and on
socialism in Germany, the most important are:
Des charges de I'agriculture dans les divers
pays de VEurope (1850) ; Dictionnaire de I'ad-

ministration francaise (1892), which won for
him his great reputation; Statistique de la
France (187.')) ; L'Europe politique et sociale

(1893); Petit manucl d'economie pratique
(1890), which was tr.an.slated into eleven lan-

guages; and Les progrcs de la science economique
depuis Adam Smith (1890). From 1856 he
edited L'Annuaire de I'cconomie politique et de
la statistique, and he also published several
statistical works in German.

BLOCKADE (Fr. bloquer, to obstruct, block;

bloc, block). The investment of an enemy's city,

port, or seacoast. It may be military, in which
case the object of the operation is to reduce the
invested place, or commercial, for the purpose
of shutting out neutral commerce from access to
the blockaded port or coast.

The right to establish a blockade rests in the
general right which ever}- belligerent power pos-

sesses of distressing its enemy and weakening the
jMiwer of resistance. (See Belligerent.) As
such it imposes the obligatiim of observance upon
a neutral, even though incidentally the neutral
be injured by tlie cutting ofl" of conmiercial rela-

tions. But the neutral need not employ preven-
tive measures; nor is the breach of a blockade
a municipal offense which the blockading power
may recjuire the neutral to punish. The respon-
sibilitv of its maintenance belongs to the block-
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ading belligerent. As a sovereign act, also, the

proclamation and establishment of a blockade
rests with the highest authority of a State. At
the commencement of a blockade a delay is

usually granted by comity to permit neutral

vessels in port to sail, which during the American
Civil War was fixed at fifteen days. Neutral men-
of-war on diplomatic errands and ships in dis-

tress are generally allowed entry. -V neutral may
insist that due notice of the blockade shall be

given, and that the declaration be substantiated

by a suitable force at the point affected.

The rules relating to blockades are a develop-

ment of the past hundred years. In 1804 Prus-
sia, in alliance with Napoleon, had seized Han-
over and declared her ports closed to England.
The latter retaliated by proclaiming the coast

from the Elbe to Brest under blockade. Napo-
leon in 1806 issued the Berlin Decree, laying the

whole British coast under blockade. England
followed with the Orders in Council putting

a blockade on the coast from the Elbe to Italy.

These were mere 'paper blockades.' as neither

power could actually cover the coasts with block-

ading squadrons; but tliey served to render any
neutral lial)le to seizure who went from an Eng-
lish to a Continental port, or rice versa. The
subsequent development of commerce and the

recognition of neutral rights finally led to the
Declaration of Paris in 1856, which requires that
a "blockade, to be binding, must be effective."

The United States was not a party to this con-

vention, but during tlie Civil \Var was the first

one practically to enforce its rules. The Crimean
War, the American Civil War, and the war be-

tween the United States and Spain for the libera-

tion of Cul)a, furnish the best examples of mod-
ern blockades.

Three requirements are necessary to constitute

valid capture for breach of blockade : ( 1 ) Due
'Notification : (2) Ati Effective Blockade; (3)
Breach of Blockade. (!) Notice may be given
in two ways: by diplomatic announcement to
neutral powers and by a warning at the block-

aded port usually inscribed upon the register

of the ship seeking to enter. The French rule

requires both. But the diplomatic notice, after

a reasonable length of time, under modern condi-

tions of conunimication, implies presumptive
knowledge of the blockade on the part of all ship-

owners. In the Civil War, on April 19, 1861,
the ports from South Carolina to Texas were
proclaimed in a state of blockade, and a week
later this was extended to Virginia. Since at
first an effective force actually invested but a
small portion of the coast, it was customary to

give notice at the harbor-mouth as the ports
were really closed. Thus it was little more than a
paper blockade for some time. If the blockade
is raised temporarily, as by the approach of an
enemj-'s fleet or for any other cause, excepting
storms, a new diplomatic notice is necessary. (2)

The rule for an effective blockade was adopted to

prevent the widespread inconveniences resulting

from the so-called 'paper' or 'cabinet' blockade.

The Declaration of Paris defines it as "main-
tained by a force sufiicient really to prevent ac-

cess to the coast of an enemy." It requires that
the evasion be made a dangerous act. ("S)

Sreach of Blockade.—To render a capture valid

an actual attempt to break an effective blockade
must appear. This may be evidenced by the

ship's papers, her course, or the owner's instruc-

tions. The penalty for breach is confiscation

of the ship and, unless proved innocent, the
cargo also. But no punishment can be inflicted

upon the crew. The doctrine of "continuous
voyages' requires that tliougli a ship may touch
at a neutral port, if her eventual destination
is a blockaded one, she is liable. This rule is

applied with caution.

When from jieace or other causes the invest-

ment ceases, the blockade must be declared
raised. See Snow, Manual of International Law
(2d ed., Washington, 1898).

The maintenance of an effective naval block-

ade depends primarily upon the possession of

great naval superiority by the blockading force.

From the standpoint of grand strategy, the
blockade of an enemy's coast is desirable if

the enemy depends upon foreign countries for

his munitions of war, or the materials of which
they are made ; or if the sea affords assistance

to his land operations; or for the protection
of the commerce of the nation establishing the
blockade. A blockade may be desirable for the
purpose of cutting off food-supplies and general
imports; but its importance, based on those
grounds, is frequently overestimated. For it

must be understood that those countries which
import a large part of their food do so because
they can purchase it cheaper than they can pro-

duce it—not because the production is beyond
their capacity. A Idockade which would interrupt
foreign supplies would stimulate domestic pro-

duction and divert labor from the remunerative
employments to that of agriculture. A country
which depends upon tlie sea for its food likewise

depends upon it as an outlet for its manufactures,
and the financial disturbance caused by closing

the foreign market to its exports is quite as
likely to cause suffering and bring the nation
to seek terms of peace as the threatened scarcity

of food which an' interval of a few months is

likely to cure. The importance of maintaining
a blockade depends largely upon the amount of
trade interrupted. If a country has a land
frontier, it is manifest that this must be con-

trolled or the blockade will be annoying only
and not vitally important. The seaport towns
would suffer, but the country might continue
to be but little afl'ected.

The dilficulty of maintaining a blockade is at
present less than it has been at any time in the
history of maritime war, notwithstanding the
torpedo-boat — surface and sul)marine. The ac-

tual blockading force need be composed of light
vessels only, in part of the large torpedo craft
commonly called torpedo-boat destroyers. The
heavier ships, especially at night, should Ue
farther out, beyond the easy range of torpedo-
boat attack, but in supporting distance of the
inner fleet should the enemy attempt a sortie in

force. The maintenance of this condition de-

pends upon the position of a base in the enemy's
territory where coal and supplies may be taken
on board, or where at least there may be found a
safe anchorage and refuge for tlie smaller ships
in case of very heavy weather. During the con-

tinuance of such weather the heavy ships can
move farther in, replacing the lighter ones which
have been com[>elled to leave station, so that
the blockade is not broken.

Tlie most perfect blockade of a long coast
was that maintained by the United States Navy
during the Civil War. The conditions were as
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favorable as ever can be expected. The South
possessed a long land frontier, but except along
the Mexican border it was dominated by the

United States forces. The navy held several

bases in the enemy's territory, and could have
had others had it been deemed necessary. As the
South had almost no seagoing naval force, many
of the blockading ships were lightly armed mer-
chantmen commissioned as auxiliaries. Block-

ading fleets will always be largely composed of

such craft if the extent of blockaded coast is

great, because no nation has a sufticient number
of regularly built war-ships available for such
duty, and for stopping merchant vessels they
are quite as good as more powerfully armed and
better protected ships. If the enemy still pos-

sesses seagoing fighting ships, they must be kept
in port by an adequate force of tighting ships, or
they may escape and raise tlie blockade of ports

where the enveloping fleet is weak. One of the
closest blockades ever maintained was that of

Santiago by the fleet under Admiral Sampson
during the Spanish War. Seven of the heaviest

ships in the navy lay in a semicircle about the

entrance to the harbor, about two thousand
yards apart, and from four to six thousand
from the entrance. In addition to these were
several cruisers, auxiliary yachts, and torpedo-

boats. At night, auxiliary cruisers and steam-

launches patrolled the entrance, which was light-

ed up by search-lights of one of the battle-ships.

Not even a skiff could have left the harbor un-

observed.
The establishment of a blockade of the enemy's

coast protects a country's commerce because it

prevents, or tends to prevent, the fitting out

of cruisers to prey upon it. But the war against

commerce—what the French call the guerre dc

course— is becoming of less and less importance.

The capture of merchant vessels has never

afi'ected the result of war, and the operations of

'commerce-destroyers' are likely to be attended

with difficulties." It is no longer possible for

them to keep the sea for long periods, as their

radius of action is limited by their coal-supply.

Furthermore, merchant vessels of belligerents are

likely to be transferred to neutral flags if the

insurance rates rise unduly through greatly in-

creased danger of capture. And. lastly, the ten-

dency of modern warfare is toward increased

exemption of private property from capture.

A military blockade is designed to shut off an
enemy from" his source or base of supplies, make
him inellective, and eventually force him to sur-

render through lack of food, water, ammuni-
tion, or other supplies. It is not a regular siege,

in the sense that organized efforts are made to

take the ba.se by assault; neither is it necessarily

accompanied by a regular l)ombardment, though
it may be subject to such intermittently. The
military blockade, from tlie point of interna-

tional law, does fiot occupy so important a place

as the navul operation.

BLOCK BOOKS. See Printing.
BLOCK COAL. A name given to certain

non-coking liiluminous coals of Ohio and In-

diana, on account of the cube-like forms into

which they break.

BLOCKHOUSE. A temporary military for-

tiflcatiiiM, u--ually made of logs banked with

earth and surrounded by a stockade. Its con-

struction will depend largely on the service it

is intended for, the country in which it is used.

the troops occupying it, and the material avail-
able. Blockhouses were extensively used in the
American Civil War of 18G1-G5; for instance, to
protect the long line of communications of Sher-
man's army in the Atlanta campaign. The
Spaniards, during the closing years of their occu-
pation of Cuba, adopted them extensively, nota-
bly along the line of the 'Trocha.' The vastness
of the theatre of operations in the British-Boer
War of 18!)i)-l!l02, and the extreme mobility of
the Boers, compelled the British to secure all

cleared country by an extensive system of block-
houses, built at intervals of from (iOO to 1000
yards, and connected when possible by wire en-

tanglements. Such defenses can be made more
or less strong and defensible, depending on time
and conditions. See Fortification.

BLOCK ISLAND. An island in the Atlan-
tic, 10 miles south of the Rhode Island shore,

and northeast of Long Island (Map: Rhode Is-

land, Bo). It is about S miles long and from
2 to 4 miles wide, forming the town of New
Shoreham, Xew2)ort County, R. I., well known as
a popular summer resort. There are lighthouses
on the northern and southeastern extremities.

The island was named by Adriaen Block, who vis-

ited it in 1014; was first settled in 1602, and was
captured by French privateers in 1089. In 1720
a ship bearing emigrants from the Palatinate was
wrecked here; and this, together with the occa-

sional appearance of an irinis fat u us ofl'-shore,

gave rise to the legend which forms the subject

of \Miittier's "The Palatine" and of Dana's "The
Buccaneers." Population, in 1800. 1320; in 1000,

1.396. Consult Livermore. A Ilistori/ of Block
Island from IfW, to 1S76 (Hartford. isTT).

BLOCK PRINTING. See Printing.

BLOCKSBERG, bloks'berK (corrupted, in

German popular speech, from Brocksherg : the

Brocken Mountain). A name given to various

mountains and hills in Germany, but preemi-

nently to the Brocken, 3745 feet, the highest

point of the Harz Mountains, and, indeed, of the

north of Germany (Jlap: Germany, D 3). In

old legend it is the favorite haunt of the witches,

where theyeelebrate the night of the first of May,
Walpnriji'snacht (see Walpurga), with wild or-

gies. Almost all mountains thus haunted have
been famous as places of sacrifice in the ages of

paganism. See Brocken.

BLOCK-SIGNAL SYSTEM. A method in

use on railways to insure increased safety by
keeping trains a certain distance ajiart, by divid-

ing the line into blocks or sections, tlie entrances

to which are guarded by ap])ro])riate signals for

the government of the train. The blocks may be
of any reasonable length, depending upon the
physical characteristics of the line and the fre-

quency with which the trains are run. On lines

of heavy traffic the blocks are often only several

hundred yards long, while on lines with a light

traffic they may be several Tuiles in length. The
block systems used in modern railway practice

are: (I) The manual; (2) the controlled man-
ual: (3) the auto-manual; (4) the automatic,
<ind (.5) the train staff or machine. In manual
blocking the signals at the entrance to each
block are ojjerated and controlled by the signal-

man at that station. In controlled manual-l)look

systems the signals at the entrance of each block

are controlled either electrically or mechanically
by the signalmsn in the next station ahead, but
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are operated by the signalman at

the entrance to the block. In the

auto-manual the signals are oper-

ated as in the manual or con-

trolled manual systems, but are

placed in the danger position au-

tomatically by tlie train after the

rear car passes them. In the

automatic system the operation

of the signals is entirety auto-

matic, generally through the

agency of electricity or a com-
bination of electricity and com-
pressed air. and no signalmen are

required. In train-stati' blocking

a special machine is located at

the entrance to each block which
contains a number of train staffs.

The engine-driver receives one of

these stall's upon apjiroaching the

block, and until this statT is car-

ried to the next block and insert-

ed in the machine there, no more
stafl's can be taken from tlie first

machine. The control between

the two machines is maintained

by electricity. With any of these

systems either absolute blocking

or permissive blocking may be

practiced. In absolute blocking,

two trains are never allowed to

be in the same block at the same
time. In permissive blocking, a

second train may be allowed after

a. certain time has ela])sed to en-

ter a block before the first train

has left it, the second train being

compelled to run at decreased

speed and observe caution.

The accomjianying diagram
shows a double-track railway ar-

ranged with block-signals. The
blocks are the sjjaees between
A— B, B— C, and C— D. At A,

B, and G there are sign.al-sta-

tions, with three signals for each

track. These signals are an ad-

vance signal, a distant signal,

and a home signal. Should all

these signals be at safety, the

train passes the station into the

next block, but should the home
signal l)e at danger tlie train

stops. The advance and distant

signals are simply to show the

engine-driver the condition of the

home signal sulliciently in ad-

vance to permit him to slow up
his train ready for a stop should

it be at danger. The form of

signal most commonly used is a

semaphore arm i)iv()ted to an iip-

right post. When this arm is

horizontal the signal is at dan-

ger, and when it liangs down in

an inclined direction the signal

is at safety. For distant signals

the end of tlie semapliore arm is

notched. Often disk signals are

used instead of the semaphore

arm. At night inclosed lights take

the place of the semaphore arm.

Formerly, a white light meant

safety, a red light danger, and a green light cau-
tion : but of late years green lias been adopted
for safety and red for danger, witli yellow or a
comliinations of colors for caution. In ail but the
automatic systems the signals are thrown to
safety (they are so arranged that they always
stand at danger until pulled to the safety posi-

tion) by pulling the levers resembling the re-

versing lever of a locomotive. These levers are
located in the signalman's tower, and are con-

nected to the signals by means of wires or rods.

In the automatic system these signals are o])er-

ated by tlie train itself; the wheels pass over
track instruments or levers and set in motion
certain mechanical or electrical operations, as
a result of wliich the signals are removed.

In manual blocking, which is extensively used
in England, each signalman controls the signals at
his station. The code signaling between the block
stations is generally done by means of electric

bells. British lines also use in manual blocking an
indicator giving a visual indication of the condi-

tion of the block. The block station has. for each
block, an indicator connected by an electric cir-

cuit with a similar instrument at the other end
of the block. On the dial of the indicator appear
the words, 'line clear,' 'train on line,' and 'line

closed.' By placing the hand of the indicator

over any of these phrases, the instrument at the

other end gives a like indication. The method
of operation of the system as follows: Atten-
tion is first called on the bell, and then station A
will give to station B wliat is called the 'be

ready' signal, consisting of a certain number of

strokes on the bell, varying so as to indicate the

nature of the train. The man at station B, if the
previous train has passed his station and he
knows that the block between A and B is clear,

repeats this signal. The train is then dis-

patched from A, the man at A gives the signal

'train on line,' the man at B acknowledges tliis

by moving his own indicator, and, through the

connection, the one at A to 'train on line,' and
at once gives the 'be ready' signal to station V,.

As soon as the train lias passed B the man at B
moves his indicator, and therefore the indicator

at A, to 'line clear'; and upon this being ac-

knowledged by A the indicator is left vertical,

signifying 'line closed,' and the operation has
been completed so far as that particular train

and particular bhiek are concerned.

In controlled manual blocking, the manipula-
tion of the signals at the entrance to the block

is controlled electrically by the signalman at the

block station in advance. In what is termed the

auto-manual system there is at each block sta-

tion a track circuit of at least two or three rail-

lengths, which is used for automatically replacing

the home signal to danger when the rear end of

a train passes that signal. The locking instru-

ments are generally placed in front of the signal-

man and over the levers with which they operate.

Kach block station has (me of these instruments

for each block, the two instruments at the oppo-

site ends of a block being connected by an elec-

tric circuit. The code signaling between the

stations is accomplished by bell, as in manual
blocking. The mode of operation is as follows:

Prior to starting a train from A, the signalman

there asks B to unlock the signal at A; and
when B does so A throws his signal to safety,

allowing the train to proceed toward B. As the

rear of the train passes the home signal at A,
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that signal is thrown to danger by the local track
circuit. As soon as his home signal goes to dan-
ger, A throws his lever to its normal position of

danger, thereby locking it so that the signal can-

not be thrown to safety again without permis-

sion from B. A drop-slide indicator or annun-
ciator fomis a part of the electric mechanism,
displaying through a slotted opening on the

front of the instrument-ease the words "free.'

'locked.' and "train in block.' By a system of

electric locking working in connection with the

indicators, and operated in part by the train

through track circuits, B is unable to clear A
while there is a train in the block.

Automatic block-signals are usually operated

through the agency of electricity alone or a
combination of electricity and compressed air by
the passage of trains into and out of the block.

A track circuit is generally used for conveying

the electric current to the signals. In arranging

a track circuit, a batteiy is placed at the advance

end of the block. A relay and a signal are placed

at the other end. Each line of rails is connected

with a pole of the battery. The current passes

along the rails of one side of the track, through
the relay, thence along the rails of the other side

of the track, thus forming a circuit. The relay

controls a local circuit, which works an electro-

magnet, which in the simple electric system
actuates the signal, and in the electro-pneumatic

system permits compressed air to operate it.

Automatic block-signals are operated on two
plans: (1) The 'normal safety' plan, in which
the signals always show safety unless the block

is obstructed; (2) the "normal danger' plan, in

which the signals always show danger at all

times, except when cleared by an approaching
train, which can be done only when the block is

clear of trains and other obstructions. When
the head end of a train enters an automatic elec-

tric block the current short-circuits, that is,

takes the shortest path back to the battery,

through the axles of the locomotive or car, and
is thereby cut off from the relay, which then

breaks the local circuit operating the signal.

When the signal is passed by the rear end of the

train it goes to danger. In the 'normal safety'

plan, when the train passes out of the farther

end of the block, the signal again goes to safety.

In the 'normal danger' plan the currents are so

arranged that the signal is set at danger until it

is again cleared by an approaching train.

A train-staff machine consists of an iron pillar

with a vertical slot through nearly its entire

length, in which is a supply of staffs. The head
of the machine, called the 'locking-case.' contains

the electrical apparatus for manipulating the

machine. Only one staff can be withdrawn at a

time from the two machines governing a block:

and this only with the consent of the signalman

at the receiving station, who alone controls the

staffs at the sending station. Another staff can-

not be removed from either machine until the one

already out is restored at one or the other end

of the" block. The following is the method of

operation: Before starting a train from A
toward B, the situation in the block is ascer-

tained by means of the bell code. If the block is

clear of trains and obstructions, B, when asked,

unlocks A's machine. This allows A to withdraw
one staff, which is given to the engineman, who,

on arrival of the train at B, hands it over to the

signalman there to place in his machine. As
Vol. III.—13.

neither of tlie machines governing the block can

be unlocked while the engineman has his staff, it

is of course impossible to furnish a staff for an-

other train until the first staff has been returned.

The train-staff system is essentially a single-

track system.

The preceding paragraphs describe the typical

methods of block-signaling, without describing

the apparatus employed. This varies consider-

ably, and in so many details that it canbetreated

clearly only in a special treatise. The actual

operation of the block system dates from Decem-

ber, 18.39, when the Great Western Railway of

England began telegraphing the arrival of its

trains from station to station for short distances

near London. The block system was introduced

into the United States by the Pennsylvania Rail-

road in 1876. Block-signaling is now universal

in England, but it has been adopted in full or in

part on only a few American railways.

BLOCK TIN. An inferior variety of tin in

the form of blocks. When the metal is reduced

from its ores it is first poured into molds, and
the ingots thus procured are heated to incipient

fusion in a reverberatory furnace, when the pure

tin fuses and is withdrawn ; and the less pure

tin which is left behind is melted at a higher

temperature, poured into molds, and called block

tin. See Tix.

BLODG'ET, LoEix (1823-1901). An Ameri-

can physicist and statistician. He was bom in

Chautauqua County, X. Y. In 1851 he became
assistant at the Smithsonian Institution in

charge of matters relating to climate and atmos-

phere. In 1857 he issued Climatology of the

United States and of the Temperate Latitudes

of the Sorth American Continent, a work highly

praised by Humboldt. He was for several years

editor ofthe Sorth American and secretary of

the Board of Trade in Philadelphia, and had
charge of the statistical work in the United

States Treasury. His contributions on finance,

industrial progress, and kindred subjects com-

prise many volumes.

BLOEMAERT, bloo'mart, Abbaham (1564-

1G51). A Dutch painter and engraver, born in

Gorkum. He studied under Joost dc Beer in

Utrecht, and Hieronymus Franeken in Heren-

thals, and was dean of the Guild of Painters in

Utrecht from 1611 to 1628. He painted biblical

and mrthological scenes, flower - pieces, land-

scapes, "and portraits. His works include ; "Hip-

pomenes Crowned in the Arena" (1626); "Old

Man's Head" (1635) ; "Joseph's Second Dream;"
and "Saint John Preaching in the Desert."

BLOEMEN, blijo'men, Pieter van (called

Standaert) (1657-1720). A Flemish painter,

born in Antwerp. He studied under Simon van

Douw; spent some time in Italy, and in 1699

was appointed dean of the Guild of Saint Luke
in Antwerp. His works incluu^ "'Ruin with Cat-

tle" (1710) ; "Halt before an Inn' (1718), and
many other pictures, chiefly of military life, or
landscape-.

BLOEMFONTEIN, bloom'fon-tm. The capi-

tal of the former Orange Free State, now the

Orange River Colony, Soutli Africa, near the

Modder River, 95 miles east bv soutli of Kim-
berley (>Iap: Orange River Colony, K 5). It is

situated at an altitude of over 4450 feet, and
is well built and lighted by electricity. There arc

a number of fine public edifices, among which the
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chief are tlie President's house, the town-hall,

and the museum. Bloemfontein contains also

several educational institutions, includinf; col-

leges and a theological school. Its favorable cli-

mate has made tlie town of importance as a

health resort. A considerable trade, particularly

in wool, is carried on. Population, in 1899,

about 12,000. During the war between Great

Britain and the South African Republics, Bloem-

fontein attained considerable importance as one

of the chief centres of the Boer strength. After

the forces of the Transvaal and the Orange Free

State had been twice defeated in the neighbor-

hood of the town, it surrendered to Lord Roberts

on March 13, 1900.

BLOIS, blwil (Med. Lat. Blesum, Blesis,

Blezu ) . The capital of the Department of Loir-

et-Cher, France, finely situated on the slopes of

a hill, on the right bank of the Loire, 35 miles

southwest of Orleans (Map: France, H 4). The
main street traverses a hollow, flanked by eleva-

tions, dominated respectively by the castle and the

cathedral. The streets in the upper part of the

town are narrow and tortuous, and the houses

mean and ill built. Besides the Cathedral of

Saint Louis, a structure in bastard Gothic, the

most notable ecclesiastical edifice is the abbey

Church of Saint Nicolas, built in 1138-1210.

Blois's educational establishments comprise a col-

lege, teachers' school, two seminaries, a museum,
and library. It has manufactures of wearing ap-

parel, porcelain, and chocolate. A fine aqueduct

of F.oman origin, cut in the solid rock, supplies

the city with water. A bridge across the Loire

connects Blois with the suburb of Vienne. The
most interesting edifice of the city is the old cas-

tle, situated on the highest ground. The earliest

part dates from the Thirteenth Century, while

the finest portion, the Francis I. wing, with its

admirable staircase, ascending within a project-

ing pentagonal tower, adorned with exquisite

carvings both outside and inside, was built in the

Sixteenth Century, and is a masterpiece of the
early French Renaissance. The outer as well as

the inner facades are richly decorated. The cas-

tle has been the scene of many interesting his-

torical events. Louis XII. was born in it, and
under its roof Charles, Due d'Alen^on, and
Margaret of Anjou were married. The courts of

Francis I., Henry II., Charles IX., and Henry
III. were held here occasionally, and in the cas-

tle the Duke of Guise and his brother were
murdered, by order of Henry IIL. on December
23, 1588. Isabella, queen of Charles VI., here

found a retreat; it served as a prison for Maria
de' Medici ; Catharine dc' Medici died within its

walls; and Maria Louisa held her Court here in

1814, after Paris had capitulated. Population,

in 1896, 23.542. Consult Le Nail, Le Chateau
de Blois (Paris. 1874).

BLOK, blAk, Petrus Johannes (1855— ). A
Dutch historian, born at Holder. He studied at

Leyden, and in 1884 was made professor of his-

tory at Croningen. He later oc(U))ied the same
position at the University of Leyden. and dur-

ing Queen Wilhelmina's historical studies acted

as her instructor. Blok's researches have been

in connection with the social-political history of

the Netherlands, especially during the Middle
Ages. Among his works are: licnc JloUandschc

stad in dc middelreuwcn (Hague, 1883) ; Ecnc
Hollandsche stad onder de BourrjnndisrhOosten-

rijksche heerschappij (Hague, 1884) ; Geschiede-

nis con het yederlandsche Volk (Ci'oningcn,

1892), translated by Miss Ruth Putnam, as the

History of the People of the Netherlands (New
York, 1898-1902).

BLOMFIELD, blum'feld, Charles James
(1780-1857). Bishop of London; a learned and
influential' prelate of the Church of Knglaiid. He
was born May 29, 178(i, at Bury Saint Edmunds,
in Sufl'olk, CO miles northeast of London, where
his father was schoolmaster. Being well ground-
ed by his father in the classics. Blomfield went to
Cambridge, where he took high honors, B.A.,

1808, and became fellow of Trinit3' College. After
he had filled several curacies, the Bishop of Lon-
don appointed him his chaplain, in recognition
of his acknowledged philological and theological
acquirements. Shortly after, he was called to
the living of Saint IJotolph ; in 1824 he was
made Bishop of Chester, and in 1828 he was
promoted to the See of London, on the transla-
tion of Bishop Howley to Canterbury. Bloni-
field's reputation for classical scholarship rests

chiefly on his editions of Callimachiis (London,
1815), and of several of the dramas of .T^sclii/lus.

In connection with Rennel, he published the .l/»-

s(S Cantabrigienses, and with Monk (1812),
Posthumous Tracts of Porson, and in 1814 the
Adversarin Porsoni. He also published lectures
on the Gospel of John and on the Acts ( 1823-

28, 3d ed. 1838). Blomfield was exceedingly
active in the superintendence of his diocese, and
was a prime mover in the agitation for the erec-

tion of new churches. Under his presidency
more churches were erected in London than un-
der any other bishop since the Reformation. He
died in London. August 5, 1857. For his biog-

raphy, consult Blomfield (London, 1803, 2 vols.,

2d ed. 1804).

BLOMMAEET, blom'miirt, Piiiupp (1809-
71). A Flemish historian and philologist. His
most noted work is Histor;/ of the Belgians
(Aloude geschiedcnis der Belgen, Ghent, 1849),
urging a German policy as opposed to the
French. He jjublished also mediocre poems
(1834), a Flemish translation of the Xibcliingcn-
lied (q.v. ), and learned editions of old Flemish
poems of the period from the Twelfth to the
Fourteenth Century, Oudvhiemselie gedichten
(Ghent, 1838-51), and Theophilus (ib. 1858).

BLOMMAERT, Samuel (1590-1670). A
Colonial patroon. He bought from the Indians
a large trad of land, extending from Cape Hen-
lopen to the mouth of the Delaware Kivei"

—

a,

tract almost the size of the ])rc.scnt State of Dela-

ware. The purchase was ratified by Peter Minuit
and his Council at Fort Amsterdam in 1030, and
is the oldest deed for land in Delaware. The
other owner of th(! land, Sanmel Godyn, with
Kiliaen Van Rensselaer, De Laet, and De Vries
(q.v.), formed a company to settle this tract,

and a colony of thirty was started at Lewes
Creek under the governorship of (iillis Hosset.
In the same year twelve square miles were added
to the company's land by a purchase recorded
at Fort Amsterdam. The colony, which had been
named Swaanendale, was after a few years de-

stroyed by the Indians in revenge for an act of
Hosset's.

BLOMSTBAND. bldm'strflnd. Cjiristian
WiLHELM (1826-97). A Swedish chemist, born
at We.xiti. He studied at the University of

Lund, and from 1802 to 1895 was professor of
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chemistry and iniiii'ialogy there. In 1861 he though in the human eiiibiyo they contain nuclei,

undertook a scientific expedition to Spitzhcigen, This round, discoid, non-nucleated red blood-cell

and in the same year was elected a member of the is characteristic of mammals with the exception
Stockholm Academy of Sciences. lie discovered of the camel family, in which the red hlood-celU

nuinganosite, vallerite, and other minerals, wrote are non-nucleated, but oval. In birds, reptiles,

several valuable textbooks on organic chcmistri', am|iliibians, and fishes (with the exception of

and also published Die Chcmic dri- Jct::tzeit Cyclostomata, which have nucleated, btit round
vom Standpunkte der elektrotechnischcn Attffas- cells) the red blood-cells arc oval in shape and
suii<i nu.i I!cr::rlitts's Lehre cntwickcH (1869), contain nuclei. As regards size, the largest cor-

and other treatises. puscles are found in the ampliibia; tliose (if the

BLON'DEL, /'r. pron. bloN'del'. A noted Amphiuma being as much as 75 mieromillimeters

French minstrel of the Twelfth Century, called a i" diameter, so that they may be distinguished

native of Xesle. a place difficult to identify. Ac- ''.Y the unaided eye. The following table shows

cording to tradition. Blondel was the favorite of the size of the red blood-cells in some of the more

Richard the Lion-hearted. King of England, common mammals:
whom he accompanied to Palestine. While re- Elephant 0092 millimet*r

turning to England Richard was imprisoned bv Man 0079

Leopold. Duke of Austria, and Blondel, deter- ^i^iCZZZZZZZZZZZ^ZZZZ '.mm
'•'•

mined to find his master, wandered through Ger- Mouse...!.!!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!!!!.. .0067 •

many in disguise tmtil he came to the Castle of Horse 0059

DUrrenstein. which he heard contained an illus- in normal human blood there are about
trious captive. Feeling assured that Richard .5.000,000 red blood-cells per cubic millimeter of
was in the castle, he tried to see him, but fail- blood. As a general rule woman's blood has
ing, began to sing a song which he and Richard somewhat fewer than man's. In different ani-
had composed. The first stanza was hardly sung mals the number of red cells varies greatly, and
before the well-known voice took up the second, the number of cells per cubic millimeter is" much
The minstrel was overjoyed, and returning with reduced in the lower animals, which have very
all speed to England, was the means of securing large corpuscles. The redness characteristic of
Richard's ransom. Blondel's poems were pub- blood is not evident in a single corpuscle, which
lished at Rheims, in 1862, by Prosper Tarb§, un- appears of a light straw-color. When, however,
der the title Les (Euvres de Blondel de Neelle a large number of the cells are seen together, the
(Rheims, 1862). mass appears bright-red. The red blood-corpns-

BLONBEL, bloN'del'. The name of two cles are embryologically of mesoblastic origin, be-

French architects. (1) Francois Blondel ginning their life-history as nucleated cells and
(1617-86). A diplomat, litterateur, military en- as such possessing ama?boid movement and re-

gineer, and mathematician. He was noted for productive powers. At birth all nuclei have been

the triumphal arch of the Porte Saint Denis, in lost as well as the powers of movement and of

Paris (1674), as well as the Porte Saint Antoine, reproduction. After birth the production of new
and became director of the new Academie de red corpuscles is believed to occur mainly in the

I'Architecture in 1672. He published Conrs d'ar- marrow of bones. The question as to the possi-

rhitecture enseirjiie dans I'acadi^mie royale {1675) .
ijility of determining by microscopical examiiia-

(2) .UCQIES Fraxcols Blondel (1705-74). An tion whether a specimen of blood, particularly a

architect and engraver. He founded one of the blood-stain, is human or animal, often ]uesents

earliest French private schools of architecture itself in trials for murder. By reference to the

( 1743) , and became roval architect. He designed table given, it will be seen that the red corpuscles

buildings at :Metz, Strassburg, and elsewhere. in a considerable number of animals so closely

_., „..TT.T-»T ti- .J- / 1-. T^ /-I apT)roximate in size those of man that a positiveBLONDIN bloN'daN'. Charles Emile Gra-
^^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^ i^^ i^ ^j^^^ impossible. Then

VELET (ls24-n, ). A French acrobat bom at
j,^^ ^^.^.. ^^ /,^^ corpuscles in a clot, which has

Saint-Omer. He became an exceedingly expert
^^ i,^ goftenel with salt solution before examina-

t.ghtrope walker, and attracted much attention ^.^^ ^,,„ ^^ ,,^^^j^ introduces an uncertainty as

rl ""^^il?
the cataract of Xiagara on a rope in

^^ ^,.],^theT such corpuscles presei-ve their nor-
180D. 1859, and 1860. Subsequently he g.ave ex-

,,^,,, .liniensions. On the other hand, it will be
hibit.ons in Europe and at the Crystal Palace,

^^^^^j ^j^^^ ^ differentiation between human blood
and that of lower animals whose red corpuscles

BLOOD (probably akin to the verb to blow, to are oval and nucleated—for example, birds and
be in bloom). From the standi)oint of histology, fishes—is comparatively easy,
blood is usually classed as a tissue. It is de- The White Blood-("eli..s. Tliese are much
veloped from the middle layer, or mesoderm, of fewer in number than the red cells, the average
the erabrj-o, and differs from the other tissues of being about one white cell to every fcmr or five

the body in that its intercellular substance, the hundred of the red. The proportion, however,
/t'ljMor saHpuiHi.s, or blood-plasma, is fluid instead varies. They are slightly larger than the red
of solid. When a drop of human blood is exam- cells, averaging about 8 to 10 mieromillimeters
ined under the microscope, there are .^een floating in diameter. Their shape varies, largely from
in the plasma certain formed elements. We dis- their anuBboid movement. They are nucleated,
tingnisfi three main forms: the red blood-cell, or and the protoplasm of the cell-body is more or
corpuscle; the white blood-cell, or corpuscle; and less granular. Several varieties of the white
the blood-plaques, or platelets. blood-cell are recognized, which may be classi-

The Red Blood-Cells. These are minute bi- fied as follows: (1) Lijmphorylcs. large and
concave disks, averaging 7 to 8 mieromillimeters, small, having a round nucleus surrounded by a
or about 1-3200 of an inch in their long diameter, small rim of cell-body: and (2) Lcucoctittit.

and about one-fourth that in thickness. In adult which may be further subdivided into large
human blood these cells are not nucleated, al- mononuclear leucocytes, in which there is a round
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or oval nucleus with considerable cell-body

;

transitional forms, in wliich the nuclei are ir-

regular in shape; polynuclear leucocytes, in

which there are several nuclei, and eosinophile

leucocytes, which have in their cell-bodies large

granules ^\hieh stain bright red with eosin. The
amoeboid movement of the white cells enables

them to change their shape and to accomplish

some locomotion. In this way they pass through

the walls of the capillaries into the tissues, where

tlicv are known as wandering cells. (See Con-
nective TissiiE.) Tlie blood-platelets are small,

non-nucleated, round or oval bodies, about one-

third the diameter of a red blood-corpuscle. They
are found usually in groups and are prone to dis-

integration. Tlieir function is unknown, but

there is reason for believing that they are con-

cerned in the process of coagulation when it oc-

curs. Embryologically the white blood-cells are

derived, like the red cells, from the mesoblast.

In the adult, new white cells are derived by re-

production. This reproduction seems to occur

largely in the lymphatic organs, especially the

spleen.

The Pl.\sma. The fluid portion of the blood,

called the plasma, consists of water containing

calcium salts, the chlorides of sodium and
potassium, phosphates, albumen, and other pro-

teid substances, as well as fatty and extractive

substances. If blood escapes from the body,

coagulation or clotting occurs; after standing a

while, the blood separates into a contracting

semi-solid mass, the clot, and a thin red fluid, the

serum. The clot is composed of the red blood-

corpuscles matted together with fibrin (q.v.).

The process of clotting is accelerated by cold. In

the body, clotting of the blood may occur in the

blood-vessels, in case of an obstruction to tlie

blood-stream or infection by bacteria ; or it may
occur in the neighboring tissues where a blood-

vessel is ruptured. After death the blood re-

mains fluid in the capillaries, but clots in the

veins. Clots are sometimes found in the cavities

of the heart. Certain diseases cause alterations

in the blood. In a condition called hcetnophilia

the blood clots with difficulty, if at all (see

Bleeding) ; and persons possessing this pecu-

liarity are liable to bleed to death from a small

wound, as that left by drawing a tooth. This

peculiarity is called the hemorrhagic diathesis,

and it is found oftenest among Germans.
The color of the blood is due to the haemoglo-

bin (q.v.) of the red blood-corpuscles, which is

the carrier of oxygen from the lungs to the dif-

ferent tissues. (See Respib.^tion. ) Consult

Cabot, Clinical Examination of the Blood (4th

ed., New York, 1901).

BLOOD, CoBKUPTioN OF. See Attainder;
FORFKITUEE.

BLOOD, Eating of. As among other peoples

of antiquity, so among the Hebrews the blood of

animals was regarded as the seat and source of

life, and hence the blood was forbidden as food.

All animal food being originally of a sacrificial

character, the prohibition against the eating of

the blood, carried back by tradition to the days

of Noah (Gen. ix. 4). is thus sho^vn to be con-

nected with sacrificial observances. See Sacri-

fice.

BLOOD, Thomas (1618-80). A bold and suc-

cessful adventurer, commonly known as 'Colonel

Blood.' He was the son of a prosperous black-

smith, and was probably born in Ireland, but the
place of his birth is uncertain. In the great
Irish rebellion he served with the Parliamentary
Army. He visited England, married a Lanca-
shire lady, was made a justice of the peace by
Henry Cromwell, and received large assignments
of land in Ireland. He was deprived of these at
the Restoration, and in a spirit of reprisal asso-
ciated himself with several disbanded Cromwell-
ians who were ripe for mischief. He put himself
at the head of an insurrectionary plot, wliich
was to begin witli the seizure of Dublin Castle,
and of Ormond, the Lord Lieutenant. On its dis-

covery he escaped, while his cliief accomplices
were seized and executed, although he made a
bold attempt to rescue them. He remained in
hiding, but eventually lied to Holland, where he
was received with high consideration. He soon
found his way back to England, to try what
miseliief might be brewed among the Fifth-Mon-
archy men. Finding no prospects of success,

he repaired to .Scotland, invited by the turbu-
lent state of afl^airs, and was present at the
fight of Pentland, November 27, 1666. On the
night of December 6, 1670, the Duke of Orraond
was seized in his coach in Saint .James's Street
by a gang of bravoes. tied on Iiorsebaek be-

hind one of them, and hurried away toward
Tyburn. The timely approach of his attendants
at the moment when lie had succeeded in strug-

gling with liis riding companion to tlic ground
probably saved him from hanging. The leader

in this daring villainy was Blood, and so well

had he contrived it that he did not even incur
suspicion. His next enterprise was still more
wild and dangerous. On May 9, 1671, disguised
as a clergyman, and accompanied by liis former
accomplices, he entered the Tower with the de-

termination to carry off the regalia of England.
After almost murdering the keeper of tlie jew-

els, he succeeded in carrying off the crown im-
dcr his cloak, while one of his associates bore

away the orb. They were immediately pursued,
however, seized, and committed to the Tower jail.

But a singular turn of fortune awaited Blood. At
the suggestion of Buckingham, who was accused
of having hired Blood to att.ick the Duke of Or-

mond. King Charles visited tlie dauntless mis-
creant in prison, and. dreading the threat that

thei-e were liundreds of Blood's associates banded
together by oath to avenge the death of any of

tlie fraternity, pardoned him, took him to Court,

restored to him his Irish estates, valued at £500
a year, and raised him so high in favor that for

several years Colonel Blood was an intiuential

medium of royal patronage. After the fall of

the 'Cabal' ministry. Blood became hostile to

Buckingham, and, accused of originating a scan-

dalous charge against him, was committed to

prison. He was bailed out and died in his own
house in 1680. Scott introduces Blood in Pev-

eril of the Peak. Consult Seecombe, Lives of

Twelve Bad Men (New York, 1896).

BLOODBIRD. The name in southern Aus-
tralia of several wax-billed finches and other

small liirds marked with bright red, especially

the 'soldier-bird' (Myzomela sangtiinolenta) , a
beautiful species of honey-eater, black, with the

head, neck, breast, and back of the male rich

scarlet.

BLOOD-CLAM. See Abk-Shell.
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BLOOD FEUD (AS. fcchf, from fah, inimical;

OHU. fcliide, injury, emiiity, Ger. Fchde, feud).

In primitive society, the legalized right of private

vengeance for crimes of violence. The institution

of the feud and its regulation by law. involving.

as it does, a restriction on the primarv' impulse
of revenge, marks a great advance in the direc-

tion of a settled social order. The primitive
theory of the responsibility of the family, clan,

and tribe for the acts of its members tended to

convert an act of private vengeance into a state

of war. The developing sense of law and order

restricted the right of vengeance to the immedi-
ate family, or next of kin, called the 'avenger of

blood' (see Avexgek of Blood) of the injured
person, and limited the punishment to the person
committing the crime or to those who protected
him from the vengeance incurred. The right was
further restricted by the doctrine of sanctuary
(q.v. ) and the institution of places of refuge for

the manslayer fleeing from the avenger of blood

(see AsrLUM: Citt of Refuge), and, at a later

period, by the institution of the wergild (q.v.),

with which the hunted criminal might purchase
exemption from the vengeance due him. Ulti-

mately the acceptance of this blood-money (q.v.)

became compulsory, and the codes of early law
which have come down to us are full of minute
regulations fixing the amount to be paid for

various crimes of violenc-e according to the state

or dignity of the victim of the crime, and speci-

fying the persons entitled to share in the pay-
ment.

The stage of society marked by the blood feud
has prevailed among most of the primitive peoples

with whom we are acquainted, and it forms a
part of nearly all systems of primitive law. We
find marked traces of it in the Mosaic legisla-

tion, and it constitutes an important part of the

law of the Teutonic communities which planted
themselves on the ruins of the Roman Empire.
Anglo-Saxon law is largely concerned with it,

and in England it survived, nominally, at least,

in the form of the wager of battle, until abol-

ished by act of Parliament in 181!). ( See B.\ttle,

Tbial bt; Feud.) Consult: .Jenks. Lair and
Politics in the Middle Ages: Maine, Ancient Law
(11th Eng. ed., London, 1887), and Lectures on
the Early History of Lnstiiuiions (6th ed., Lon-
don, 1893) ; Pollock and :Maitland, History of

English Laic (2d ed., London and Boston, 1899) ;

and Stephen, History of the Criminal Law of

England (London. 1S83).

BLOODFLOWEB (Hwmanthus) . A genus
of bulbous-rooted plants, of the natural order

Amaryllidea?, embracing about 60 species, mostly
natives of (South Africa, some of which are

among the prized ornaments of our grcenhou.ses.

They take their name from the usual color of

their flowers, which form a fine head or duster,

arising from a rosette of root-leaves. The fruit

is a berry, usually with three seeds. The leaves

of the different species exhibit considerable di-

versity of form, in some almost linear, in others

almost round : in some, also, they are erect, in

others appressed to the ground. The bulbs of

some of the finest species of bloodflower being

very slow to produce offshoots, a curious method
of propagating them is resorted to by gardeners,

which is occasionally practiced also with other

bulbous- rooted plants, by cutting them across

above the middle,-upon which a numl)er of young

bulbs form around the outer edge. Bcemanlhiis

multiflorus, Htrmanthus liiideni, and Hccman-
thus puniccus are among the most handsome in

hothouse cultivation. B(rmanthus alhiftos has

white flowers, and some of the others are grown
as oddities. The inspissated juice of Hwmanthus
toxicarius. now known as Buphane distich^i, is

used by the natives of South Africa for poisoning

their arrows.

BLOODHOUND, or Sleuth-Hound, A va-

riety of hound often used in tracking criminals.

Sec Hound.
BLOODLETTING. See Bleeding.

BLOOD-MONEY. In early law, the compen-
sation paid by a manslayer to the next of kin

of the man slain, securing the ofl'ender and his

relatives against subsequent retaliation. It was
common in .Scandinavian and Teutonic countries

until after the introduction of Christianity. • The
amount of the payment was fixed by law, as

well as the persons who were entitled to exact

and share it. (See A\-exger of Blood.) The
principle was not limited to cases of manslaugh-
ter, but was ultimately extended to all crimes of

violence. Certain crimes, however, by reason of

their enormity or their sacrilegious character

—

as slaying a person in church or when sleeping

—

or because they involved a breach of the King's

peace, were "bootless,' i.e. incapable of commuta-
tion for money. The perpetrator of such an
offense came under the King's ban, was outlawed,

and abandoned to his enemies. (See B.\xisH-

mext; Outlawry.) Even in such a case, how-
ever, it is provided in one of the barbaric codes

of the Middle Ages that the offender "may re-

deem himself from the wilderness with 40 marks
when the injured party has interceded for him."

See Blood Feud: Webgild, and the authori-

ties there referred to.

BLOOD OF OUR SAVIOUR, also called Or-
der OF Our Redfxiier and the Pbecious Blood
of Jesus Chbist. An order of knighthood in

Mantua, instituted by Duke Vineenzo Ganzaga in

1608, on the occasion of the marriage of his son

with a daughter of the Duke of Savoy. It con-

sisted of twenty knights, the ^Mantuan dukes
being sovereigns. The collar was embroidered with

scrolls containing ingots of gold in crucibles over

a fire, with the words Domine probasti me. To
the collar was pendant an oval medallion with

two angels kneeling before an altar, on which

were three drops of blood, with the words \ihil

isto triste recepto. The name originated in the

belief that in Saint Andrew's Church, in Mantua,
certain drops of our Saviour's blood are pre-

served. Consult : Laurence-Ascher, Orders of

Chivalry (London, 1887) : Wahlen, Ordres de

Cheralerie (Brussels, 1844).

BLOOD OF SAINT JANUARIUS, jan'u-.V-

ri US. Sec .Tanuarius. Saint.

BLOOD-PHEASANT, fez'ont (from the red

color about tlie Uiroat and breast). One of the

small and beautiful Himalayan quail-like pheas-

ants, of the genus Ithaginis. See Pheasant.

BLOOD-POISONING. See Py.emia.

BLOOD-RAIN. A shower leaving red stains,

due essentially to microscopic organisms con-

taining red oxide of iron. The organisms consist

of fungi, numerous specimens of which are carried

down from the atmosphere by rain and snow.
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Such organisms are often capable of impart ing

to snow a pink, red, or bluish tint, and some-
times exhibit the phenomenon of phosphores-
cence. Similarly, black rain may be caused by
the presence of a black fungus. The above-
mentioned low forms of plants grow, especially

in torrid zones, in ponds that hold water during
a sliort season of each year, being dried up dur-

ing seasons of drought which last for several

months. From these desiccated basins the fine

dust and minute fungi are raised into the at-

mosphere by wind and carried for hundreds of

miles. Decrease of temperature causes rainfall

or snowfall, during which the dust-particles are

carried to the earth. The gray dust, consisting

principally of diatoms, being rather denser, may
descend without rain. Such dust-showers have
been observed to fall upon vessels in the Atlantic

Ocean as far as a thousand miles west of the

coast of Africa. Sliowers of blood-rain and dust
are observed principally over the area lying east,

west, and north of the Sahara, but they are not
restricted to this region. See ^Kolian Accumu-
lations.

BLOODROOT. See Sanguinaria.

BLOOD-STAINS. In some criminal trials it

is a matter of extreme importance to determine
vhetlicr certain stains found upon various weap-
ons, upon clothing, or upon carpets, walls, furni-

ture, etc., have been made by blood or by some
otlior substance. Further, there comes np the

question as to whether a blood-stain has been
made by human blood or by the blood of one of

the lower animals. The appearance of blood-

stains varies, depending la'rgely on the character
of the substance stained, age of the stain, etc.

As a rule the more permeable the substance, the

brighter is the stain. Thus, on cloth the serum
is quickly absorbed, leaving a rather bright stain

from the colored elements of the blood; while
stains on hard surfaces, such as metal and pol-

ished wood, are usually of a dark color. The
question as to whether a given stain is blood is in

most cases comparatively easy to answer. The
determination may be made by chemical means,
by the use of the microscope, or that of the
spectroscope. The guaiacum test is as follows:

If a drop of blood, or a drop of water with which
a blood-stain has been moistened, be placed upon
a blotting-paper and a drop of tincture of

guaiacum added, the further addition of a drop
of hydrogen peroxide will result in the produc-
tion of a sapphire-blue color. The fact that cer-

tain substances other than blood may give this

or a similar reaction tends to vitiate the value
of this test. Another test, known as the lioiiin

test, is as follows: To a little of the powder
scraped from a blood-stain is added a dro)) of

glacial acetic acid with a trace of sodium chlo-

ride. After standing for some time tlie mixture is

gently heated. .\s evaporation takes place the
specimen should be examined under the micro-
scope, wh.'n numerous rhomboidal crystals will

be seen of a rcddisli, brown, or yellow color.

These are i)rodu<'ed fiom the coloring matter of

the blond, and are known as hemin crystals. A
positive result from this test is extremely relia-

ble. On the other hand, a failure to obtain crys-

tals cannot be considered ])ositivc proof tliat

the stain is not blood. Very accurate results

may be obtained by spectroscopic examination of
blood-stains. The fact that hemoglobin (from a
fresh stain) and hematin (from an old stain)

exist each in two states of oxidation, and that
each state has its own characteristic absorption
bands in the spectrum, increases the accuracy of

this t^st. The microscope alone is often of value

in determining the nature of blood-stains. Thus,
if a stain be moistened with a little normal .saline

solution (sodium chloride per cent, in water),
and some of the fluid be examined under the
microscope, it is often possible, even in the case
of verj' old .stains, to recognize the blood-cor-

puscles.

The dilTerentiation of the blood of a man from
that of a woman or child, or of the blood of one
person from that of another, is apparently im-
possible. The differentiation of a human blotid-

stain from a stain made by blood from one of the
lower animals is mentioned in the article Blood
(q.v.).

BLOODSTONE. See Heliotrope.

BLOOD-TRANSFUSION. See Transfusion
OF HlOOI).

BLOOD-VESSELS. Tubes of various sizes

which serve as channels for the passage of the
blood to the different organs and tissues of the
body. While all are connected with one another
and with the heart, three main forms of vessels

may be differentiated, depending on size, func-
tion, and structure. These are capillaries, arte-
ries, and veins.

Capillaries. These are the smallest of the
blood-vessels. They form extensive networks in

almost all tissues and organs, and sen'e as con-
nection betw'cen the arteries on the one hand
and the veins on the other. Their average size

is from 7 to 12 micromiljimeters. It is thus seen
that they are little larger than the corpuscles
which pass through them. The wall of a capil-

lary consists of a single layer of endothelial cells.

These cells are large and flat, with bulging nuclei,
and are united to one another by cement sub-
stance. This single layer of endothelium serves
as the lining of the entire vascular system, ex-
tending uninterruptedly throughout capillaries,

arteries, veins, and heart.

Arteries. Passing from a capillary toward
the artery, the first change noted is the addition
of a little connective tis.sue outside of the endo-
thelium. This is the beginning of the outer coat
of the artery, and is known as the tunica ailrcn-

tilia, or the ailpcntitia. A few muscle-cells next
appear between the connective tissue and the
endothelium; and this small vessel with three
coats, an outer connective tissue coat {adren-
titiu), a middle coat consisting of a single layer
of smooth nniscle-cells {tutiica media or media),
and the lining endothelium (tunica intima or in-

lima), is called an arteriole. In a larger artery
these same coats are present, hut more complex.
Thus the intima, instead of being a single layer

of endotlielium, consists of three layers—an in-

nei' eiulcitliclial, a middle layer of connective tis-

sue, and a limiting elastic membrane". The nw-
dill or musfular coat consists of a thick layer of

smooth inusele-cells, ])laced circularly, while the
udrcniitia layer is also of considerable thickness.

The aorta differs from other arteries in having
a much larger amount of elastic tissue in its

walls. This elastic tissue is distributed through-
out the muscular coat, almost equaling the nnis-

cle-lissue itself in quantity. There is usually no
definite elastic membrane limiting the intima.

Veins. These have the same coats as do the

arteries. Their walls are, however, thinner and
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present certain points of dilTeience. The en-

dothelial and middle layer* of the inlimn are
essentially the same as in arteries, but there is

no limiting elastic membrane. The result is that
there is no sharp line of demarcation between
iiitima and media. The media, instead of being
made up almost entirely of muscle, as in the
arteries, has intermingled with its muscle-fihres

a large amount of fibroelastic tissue. The
adventitia is usually thicker than in an artery
of corresponding size. Many veins have valves
for controlling the flow of blood. These consist

of folds of the iiitima with some strengthening
bands of elastic tissue and sometimes a few mus-
cle-fibres. See Aorta: Br.\chial Artery: Ab-
TERV: Vkix. eti-.

BLOODWORM. The name of various red
worms aiui annelids. That commonly known to
British anglers as the bloodworm, used for bait,

is the wormlilce aquatic larva of a midge
{('hiroiwmiDt pliimosus) , which swarms about
stagn.int (lools.

BLOODY ASSIZ'ES. The name given t« a
series of trials for trea.son conducted by Lord
Chief Justice Jeffreys in the western counties of

England after the suppression of Monmouth's
rebellion in liiS.5. See .Jeffrey.s, George.

BLOODY BROTHER, The, or Rollo, Duke
OF XoRMANDY. The title of a tragedy by
Fletcher, and probably Rowley and Massinger
(1639). Rollo, the covetous son of the deceased
Duke of Xormandy. murders his brother, clasped
in their mother's arms, and is himself slain by
the captain of the guard. Some authorities

ascribe the play mainly to Beaumont.

BLOODY MARY. The popular designation
of the daughter of Henry VIII., Queen of Eng-
land in 1553-58, because of the persecution of

Protestants which took place during her reign.

BLOODY TOWER. The name given to one
of the towers of the Tower of London, in which
Richard III. is said to have procured the murder
of the yoimg sons of Edward IV.

BLOOM. The white, waxy or glaucous cover-

ing of various fruits and leaves, especially com-
mon on the leaves of drought plants. See
Xeropiiytes.

BLOOM. An appearance on paintings resem-
bling in some pleasure the bloom on certain kinds
of fruit, such as peaches, plums, etc. (hence the

name), produced, in all probability-, by the pres-

tnee of moisture in the varnish, or on the surface

of the painting when the varnish is laid on. The
bloom destroys the transparency, and is conse-

•quently very injurious to the general effect of a
picture. It is best prevented by carefully dry-

ing the picture and heating the varnish before
applying it, after which a soft brush should
be employed to smooth the surface of the picture,

which should be finally placed in the sunshine
to dry.

BLOOMER, Amelia Jenks (1818-94). An
American reformer. She was born in Homer,
N. Y., and for several years lectured and wrote
on the tem]X'rance (|uestion. She was a promi-
nent advocate of woman's suffrage, but is re-

membered chiefly for her enthusiastic adoption of

the so-called 'bloomer' costume, originally de-

vised and introduced by Mrs. Elizabeth Smith
Miller.

BLOOM'ERISM. gee Dbess Refobu.

BLOOM'EBY, BLOOM'ARY, or BLO-
MARY. IdfTom'a-ri (Kngl. hloom. AS. Ijloma, a
mass or lump, in isenes hlOma, a lump or bloom
of iron). A fuiTiace for transforming pig iron
into wrought or malleable iron, or for making
such iron directlj' from ore. See Iron and Steel.

BLOOM'FIELD. A to\™ and the county-seat
of Greene County, Ind., 80 miles southwest of
Indianapolis; on the White River, and on the
Evansville and Indianapolis and the Louisville,

New Albanv an<l Chicago railroads. It has flour

and lumber mills, and manufactures of novelties

of steel, iron, wood, and clay; and carries on con-

siderable trade in coal, agricultural produce,
lumber, grain, and live stock. Population, in

1890. 1-22!): in 1000, 1588.

BLOOMFIELD, A city and the county-seat
of Davis County, Iowa, 70 miles northwest of

Keokuk; on the Burlington and the Wabash rail-

roads (Jlap: Iowa, E 4). It has a public library,

a fine high-school building, and the Southern
Iowa Normal School. There is some manufactur-
ing, but the more important interests are com-
mercial, a large trade being carried on in the
products of the adjacent agricultural region.

The citv outis and operates its water-works and
electric-light plant. Population, in 1890, 1913;
in moo, 2105.

BLOOMFIELD. A town in Essex County,
X. J., adjoining X'cwark, and 11 miles from Xew
\ork City; on the Erie and the Lackawanna
railroads, and on the Morris Canal (Map: New
Jersey, D 2). It is the seat of the German Theo-
logical Seminary of Newark (Presbyterian),
opened in 1869, and contains, among the more
prominent features of interest, the Bank Build-
ing, .Jarvie Memorial Library, and Westminster
and First Presbyterian ehurdics, the latter built
in 1796. The town has a number of suburban
residences, and, as one of its chief attractions, a
j.ark developed from the 'Common' used during
the Revolution as training-grounds. There are
important manufactures, including woolen cloth,

silk, electric elevators, hats, rubber goods, paper,
pins, and railroad brake-shoes. Under a charter of
1900 the government is vested in a town council,
of which one member, elected at large, usually
seiTcs as chairman. Population, in 1890, 7708; in

1900, 9668. Settled as early as 1675, Bloomfield
was a part of Newark until incorporated as a
separate township in 1812. Its present name was
chosen in 1796 in honor of General .Toseph Bloom-
field, a Revolutionary officer, afterwards Governor
of New Jersey. Consult Shaw, History of Essea
and Hudxon f'onnfies, Xeic Jersey (Philadelphia,
1884).

BLOOMFIELD, .Toseph ( ? -1823). An
American soldier, born in Woodbri<lge. X. J. He
attained the rank of major in the Revolutionary
War, and from 1801 to 1812 was (;overnor of
New Jersey. He served as brigadier-general in
the American Army during the War of 1812, and
from 1817 to 1821 was a member of Congress.

BLOOMFIELD, Mairicf, (18.5.")— ). An
.Vmcrican philologist and Sanskrit scholar. He
was bom in Bielitz, Austrian Silesia, February
23. 1855. He came to the United States in 1867";

studied at the old University of Chicago and at
Furman University, (irccnville, S. C, and was a
graduate p\i|)il of William Dwight Whitney's
at Vale, 1877-78. He was a fellow of .Johns Hop-
kins University, 1878-79; and then studied in
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Berlin and Leipzig, 1879-81. On his return to

America in ISSl he received an associate profes-

sorship in Johns Hopkins, and afterwards the

full professorial chair of Sanskrit and compara-

tive philologj-. which he holds in that university.

In 189G Princeton bestowed the LL.D.degreeupon
him. He is an e.vtensive contributor to the Ori-

ental journals and philological periodicals: and
his researches in connection with the Atharva-

\'cda are especially important. Mention may be

made of his edition of the Kaiifika-Sutra, Xew
Haven, 1890 (American Oriental Society's Jour-

nal, Vol. Xr\'.) : Hymns of the Atharva-Veda
Translated, Oxford, 1897 (Sacred Books of the

East, Vol. XLII.) ; The Athana-Veda, Strass-

burg, 1899 (Biihler's Grundriss der indo-arischen

J'hilologie) ; The Kasmirian Atharra-Veda, re-

production of the ntanuscript by rhromolithog-

raphy (Baltimore, 1901); and he is publishing

a Vedic Concordance (to appear in the Harvard
Oriental Series).

BLOOMFIELD, Robert (1766-1823). An
English pastoral poet. He was bom at Uoning-

ton, Suffolk, December 3, 17C0, and was the

son of a poor tailor, who died, leaving Rob-

ert an infant. His mother with difficulty sub-

sisted by teaching a school, where Bloomfield

learned to read. At the age of 11 he was hired

to a farmer, but ultimately became a shoemaker

in London, where in a poor garret he wrote his

Farmer's Boy. It was published in 1800, had
extraordinary popularity, and was translated

into a number of languages. He subsequently

published Rural Talcs, Wild Flowers, and other

pieces. Though elTorts were made for him by

persons of rank, his health broke down, and he

died, nearlv insane, at ShefTord, in Bedfordshire,

August 19," 1823. Consult Weston, TTorAs (Lon-

don, 1824) ; Hart. Selections from Correspond-

ence (London, 18701.

BLOOMFIELD-ZEISLER, bloom'feld-tsis'ler,

r.\XNy (1866— ). An American pianist, born in

Bielitz, Austrian Silesia, July 10, 1866. In 1SC8

her parents came to America, settling in Chicago.

At the age of si.\, before receiving any musical

instruction, she began picking out tunes on the

piano. In 1877 Mme. Essipofl, then on tour in

the United States, heard her play, and advised

that she become a pupil of Leschetizky, which

she did the following year, remaining with him

until 1883. After successful appeariances abroad

she returned to America, where she has played

with the principal orchestras. She also has given

many recitals and has made several brilliantly

successful foreign tours, playing in the summer

of 1896 at Cologne at the Lower Rhme Music

Festival. She is one of the foremost livmg

pianist-s.

BLOOM'INGTON. A city and the county-

seat of McLean County. 111., 126 miles south-

west of Chicago; on the Illinois Central, the

Chica"o and Alton, the Lake Erie and Western,

and the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and Samt

Louis railroads (Map: Illinois. D 3). It con-

tains the construction and repair shops of the

Chicago and Alton Railroad, and has extensive

coal-mining, pork-packing, fruit-canning, and

etove-manufacturing interests, besides flour-miUs,

foundries, furnaces, and brickyards. The city is

the seat of the Illinois Wesleyan University

(Methodist Episcopal), founded in 1852; and at

Normal, two miles north, is the Illinois State

Normal University. Bloomington has several

parks, a marble court-house, a fine city hall, and
a public library of over 22,000 volumes. There
is also a soldiers' orphans' home at Normal.
Settled in 1831, Bloomington was chartered as a
city in 18.50 and in 1900 celebrated, with appro-
priate ceremonies, the semicentennial ot its in-

corporation. Under the charter of 1897, now in

effect, the city is governed by a mayor elected for
two years, and a city council. .\11 heads of de-
partments, excepting that of the school board,
are selected by the mayor with the concurrence
of the council. Town meetings are convened an-
nually to levy road, bridge, and town taxes. The
city owns and operates its waterworks and elec-

tric-light plant. Population, in 1890. 20484; in
1900, 23,286.

BLOOMINGTON. A city and the county-
seat of Monroe County, Ind., 50 miles southwest
of Indianapolis: on the Chicago, Indianapolis
and Louisville Railroad (Map: Indiana. C 3). It

is the seat of the Indiana State University
(q.v. ). The city has vast quarrying interests,

principally of limestone, and manufactures of

furniture, hubs and spokes, leather, etc. It was
settled about 1818. The government, under a
general State law, is administered by a mayor,
elected everv four vears. and a municipal council.

Population," in 189*0, 4018; in 1900, 6400.

BLOOMS'BTJRG. A town and county-seat
of Columbia Cnunly, Pa., 40 miles southwest of

Wilkesbarre; on the Susquehanna River, the

Pennsylvania Canal, and the Lackawanna, the

Philadelphia and Reading, and the Bloomsburg
and Sullivan railroads (Map: Pennsylvania,

E 2). It is the seat of a State normal school,

and has fine county and town buildings. The
city is in a region which produces iron, and con-

tains, among its industrial establishments, iron

furnaces and foundries ; car works : flour, wool-

en, silk, and lumber mills: carriage, furniture,

desk, and carpet factories, brass-works, etc. Pop-

uialiou. in ISOO, 463.'): in IHOO, 6170.

BLOT IN THE 'SCUTCHEON, A. The
title of a tragedy by Robert Browning (1843),

played by Lawrence Barrett in America. It is

based upon the fatal consequences of a childish

passion, uselessly concealed.

BLOUET, bloo'ft'. Pact.. See O'Reli., Max.

BLOUNT, blunt, SiK Frederick. A lisping

character in Bulwer's play. Money. He pays non-

chalant addresses to Georgiana Vesey and her

£10,000.

BLOUNT, Harby ('Unnurtured Blount').

The \niisv in Scott's poem .\larmion.

BLOUNT, Wii.i.iAM (1744-1800), An Ameri-

can politician, born in Bertie County, N. C. He
was a member of the North Carolina Legislature

for several terms after 1780. of the Continental

Congress in 1783-84, and again in 1786-87. and

of tlie Constitutional Convention of 1787. In

1790 he was appointed by Washington to Ik> (Jov-

ernor of "The Territory of the United States

South of the Ohio" (including the present Ten-

nessee), and soon afterwards founded the city of

Knoxville, When Tennessee was admitted to the

L^nion, in 1796, Blount was elected to the United

States Senate from that State; but in July,

1797. he was detected in a conspiracy to wrest

New' Orleans and the Floridas from the Span-

iards on behalf of Great Britain, and was sum-

marily expelled on a charge of "high misde-
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mcanor entirely inconsistent with his public
trust and duty." The pro-British scheme caused
much excitement at the time, both in and out of

Congress, and lias since l)een knowTi as •Hlounf.s
Conspiracy.' His formal trial was postponed
until 1798, and early in 1700 the Senate decided
to dismiss the imjjeachment on account of a lack
of jurisdiction. Blount not then being a mem-
ber. The whole incident increased considerably
Blount's popularity in Tennessee, and soon after
his expulsion he was elected to the State Senate,
over which he presided for some time. Consult
an article by Jlrs. JI. J. Lamb, in Magazine of
Jhicrican u'lstor;/. Vol. XIII. (New York, 1884).

BLOUSE, blouz (of uncertain origin). A
name borrowed from the French for the loose,

sack-like over-garment which, as worn in Eng-
land by wagoners and farm laborers, is called a
smock-frock. The English smock-frock is made
of coarse and unbleached linen, sometimes plaited
and embroidered. In Germany it is frequently
tightened to the body by a belt, and is sometimes
made of coarse woolen. France is preeminently
the country of blouses. There they are worn
universally by the laboring classes in tow^ls. and
so characteristic is this garment that the French
populace are often called the 'Blouses.' The
ichite blouse is a Sunday dress with the working
classes in France, and has often ser\ed as a coun-
tersign among the leaders of sections in secret
societies.

BLOW, bio, John (1648-1708). An English
composer and musician; bom (probably) at
North Collingham (Xottinghamshire) . He was
trained in nmsic as one of the children of the
Chapel Royal under Capt. Henry Cooke. In
1669 he was appointed organist of Westminster
Abbey, and in 1085 composer-in-ordinary to
James II. From 1687 to 1603 he was master of
the choristers at Saint Paul's Cathedral, and in

,1699 became composer of the Chapel Royal. He
published Lessons for the HarpsicJtord (1698)
and a collection of songs entitled Amphion Angli-
cus (1700). His other works, mostly unprinted,
comprise fourteen services, about a hundred an-
thems, sacred songs, and many odes, including
the setting for Drvden's ode on the death of Pur-
cell (160.5).

BLOWFLY. See Fle.sh-Fi.y.

BLOWGUN. A weapon used both for war
and hunting by the tribes formerly inhabiting
the Gulf region of the United States, by the na-
tives of equatorial South America, and by the
Malays of the East Indies. It consists of a
straight tul)e from eight to twelve feet in length,

from which a light arrow is forcibly expelled by
the breath. The tube is made of a hollow reed
or cane, the joints of which have been boied or
burned through, or from two pieces of wood hol-

lowed out and fitted together in llute fashion. In
South America the arrow is usually tipped with
poison, so that a slight scratch will produce
death or paralysis, .-\mong the Cherokees tiie

arrow is feathered with thistle-dowTi, put on so
as to fill the bore of the tube.

BLOWING-MACHINES. Mechanical con-
trivaiiics for ]>rii(lu(ing an artificial current of
air, often of considerable intensity. For the pur-
pose of description, blowing-machines may be
divided into the following classes or tj-pes: (1)
bellows; (2) piston blowers; (.3| fan blowers;

(4) rotary blowers; (5) jet blowers.

Bellows. Some form of bellows was probably
the earliest form of blowing-machine. A very
primitive form of bellows is still in u.se in some
Eastern countries, consisting simply of the skin
of some animal sewed into a rude bag, with
a valve and nozzle. The older forms of domes-
tic bellows are all constructed on the same prin-
ciple—viz. a chamber formed of two boards with
llexible leather sides, having at one end a nozzle
with a narrow mouth; and in the lower board a
valve of considerably larger area for the admis-
sion of air. When the Iwllows are distended by
drawing the boards apart, air is sucked in by
tile valve, to replace the vacuum which would
otherwise be formed, and then, when the boards
are being closed, the valve, which only opens
inward, is shut by the compressed air; and the
latter, having no other escape, is forced out at
the nozzle. The great fault of the common bel-

lows is that it gives a succession of puffs and
not a continuous blast. A former remedy for
this was to use two bellows, so that one w'as
blowing while the other was filling; but it was
afterwards found that the double bellows secured
a still more uniform blast. This machine is

merely the common bellows, with a third board
of the same .shape as the other two placed be-

tween them, so as to form two chambers instead
of one. The middle board is fixed, and both it

and the lower one have valves placed in them
opening inward. A weight on the lower board
keeps the under chamber filled with air; and
when this board is raised by a lever or other-
wise, the air which it contains is forced into the
upper chamber. The exit-pipe is attached to the
latter, and a weight is placed on the upper board
sufficiently heavy to press the air out in a con-
tinuous stream, the continuity being maintained
by the large quantity of air always present in

the upper chamber, and the uniform pressure of

the weight. Sometimes a spring is used instead
of a weight to press out the air. This is the
usual construction of the ordinary blacksmith's
bellows. Even with the double bellows, however,
the constant refilling of the upper portion from
the lower prevents the blast from being quite
regular, and its use is therefore limited to such
simple requirements as are furnished by black-
smiths' forges and domestic fireplaces.

Piston Blowers. The Chinese bellows is one
of the earliest and simplest forms of piston
blowers. It consists of a square chamber of

wood, with a close-litting piston, which, when
drawn back, sucks air in through a flap valve
like the ordinary bellows-valve, and when pushed
forward compresses this air and forces it out
through a nozzle. The modern form of piston
blower is virtually an air-pump or compressor
for producing low pressures. ( See Air-Compres-
SORS. ) Its most extensive use is for supplying
the air-blast to blast-furnaces, Bessemer con-

verters, etc. Steam is the power most com-
Monly used; but gas-engines have recently been
introduced, and any other power, such as a fall

of water, may be employed. .\ blowing-engine of

nodern construction usually consists of a steam-
cylinder and an air-eylindir set tandem, either
vertically, one above the other, or horizontally,

one ahead of the other, with a common piston-

roa and a heavy ily-wheel to regulate the opera-
tion. Tlip air-cylinder is usually jilaccd upper-
n'Ost in :i vertical engine ami fiucmost in a hori-

zontal engine, and the air is usually compressed
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on both the forward and the return stroke of the

piston. Often the steam-cylinders are compound-
ed. The air from the air-cylinJor passes some-
times into a receiver, but more often directly into

the blast-pipes, \vhioh are made hu;;e enoujih to

act as a receiver or reservoir for maintaining a
steady supply of air to the furnaces.

The foUowino; are brief descriptions of a num-
ber of representative modern hlowing-engines

:

A blowing-engine built for the Hernadthaler
Iron-Works at Krompach. Hungary, in 1898, is a
horizontal cross-compound engine, with a high-

pressure steam-cjiinder 35 inches in diameter, a
low-pressure cylinder .54 inches in diameter, and
an air-cylinder 7(i inches in diameter, all with a
stroke of 55 inches. The contract with the build-

ers required that this engine should have a ca-

pacity of 28,250 cubic feet of air at 10 pounds
pressure, with a steam-pressure of 112 pounds,
and making 52i^ revolutions per minute. Among
the more important vertical blowing-engines are

those for the Dominion Iron and Steel Company
of Sydney, Cape Breton, Canada, to supply the
blast for the five blast-furnaces built in lilOO.

These engines have high-pressure steam-cylinders

SO inches in diameter, low-pressure steam-cylin-

ders 06 inches in diameter, air-cylinders 96 inches

in diameter, and a piston-stroke of 60 inches.

The largest gas-engine blower ever built is that
conslructed by the John Coekcrill Company, of

Seraing, Belgium, and exhibited at the Paris
Exposition of 1900. Tliis engine is of 600 horse-

power: the gas-cylinder is 51.2 inches in diame-
ter, with a piston-stroke of 55.1 inches; the
air-cylinder is 66.9 inches in diameter, with a

piston-stroke of 55.1 inches, and the engine is

horizontal, with the air-cylinder ahead of the
power-cylinder.

Disk Blowers. Disk blowers consist of an
axle carrying several blades arranged something
like the blades of a screw propeller and re-

volving concentric with and inside of a cylin-

drical casing open at both ends. This form
of blower is used chiefly for ventilating purposes,

Fig. 1. DISK BLOWER.

and in such cases is set in the wall of a b\iildiiig

with one end of the cylindrical casing opening
into the building and the other end opening to

the outside air. In this position the axle and
blades are rotated by means of an electric motor
or belt, and by means of this rotation suck or

force the vitiated air from the room into the
outer atmosphere. By .setting the l)lower so that
it faces into the buihling. ficsli air from the out-

side may l)c forced into the room instead of the
foul air being drawn out. The familiar "electric

fan' is a form of disk blower. Disk blowers are
built of varying sizes, from 1 foot to 8 feet in

diameter, and have a capacity of from 1500
cubic feet to 00,000 cubic feet of air per minute,
depending upon their size and the s])eed at which
they are run.

Fans. Fans are a form of rotary blower,
something like a disk blower, except that the axle
carries radial arms or spokes, to the ends oi

FlO. 2. POSITIVE BLOWEB.

which are fastened fiat blades parallel to the
a.xle. These blades revolve inside a chest or
casing so arranged that the air is sucked in
through circular oritices at the sides and is

expelled through an outlet in the periphery.
Several modern forms of rotary fan blowers
have curved blades instead of flat paddles, as
described al)ovc.

Positive Bi.oweks. A recent form of rotary
blower much used is the positive blower, of which
the Uoot bhiwer, sliown in Fig. 2, is the most
familiar form. This blower consists of two en-
cased 'revolvers,' shaped something like a figure

8 and carried l>y two liorizontal shafts, which
are connected by gear-wheels outside of the
casing, so that their relative motion is invariable.
Tliese 'revolvers' lit the casing closely, an<l also
mesh closely with each other when revolving.
As is clearly shown by the engraving, the air is

taken in at tile bottom of the casing and forced
out at its top. These blowers are capable
of dcvelo])ing considerably greater pressure than
fans or disk blowers.

•Jet Bi.oweks. A jet of steam or of water
forced through a pipe of small diameter inserted
in an air-pipe of larger diameter, ojien at both
ends, creates a current of air through the air-
pipe in the direction of the escaping jet, which is

often use<l for blowing purposes, 'riie most fa-
miliar forms of sleam-jet, blowers arc the exhaust
nozzles u.scd in the smokestacks of locomotives
and fire-engines. In these instances the exhaust
steam from the engine-cylinders is employed to
furni.sh the steam-jet. A water-jet blower, called
a Iroinpc. was frecpiently used in the early days
of metallurgy' to furnish the blast for iron-fur-
naces. In this device a stream or jet of water
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fell downward through a vortical pipo havinj»

openings for tlie admission of air at its top, and
terminating at its bottom in an air-tight reser-

voir. The air sucked in at the top of the pii)e

by the falling water rises to the top of this reser-

voir from which it is piped off for use. while the
water remains at the bottom and is drawn off b,\-

suitable valves or openings. There arc various
other forms of l>lowing-machines: but they are of

such limited ap]ilication. or have become so near-

ly obsoU'tc. that they need not be described liere.

The modern blow ers of greatest importance in me-
chanical operations are the bellows, the blowing-

engine, and rotary blowers of the fan. disk, and
positive types. See Heating ATiD Vextil.^tiox.

BLOWITZ, bl.yvitz. Henri Georges Ste-
PHAXE Adolpii Offer de ( 18,32-100.3) . A French
journalist. He was born at Blowitz. Pilsen, Bo-
liemia. but early removed to France, where he
was for many years a teacher of languages at
Tours. Limoges, and JIarseilles. During this time
he became known as a writer on European poli-

tics, contributing to the Gazette du Midi and
other journals. He was naturalized as a French
citizen in 1870 and became a warm supporter of

Thiers, and for his sen'ices in aiding in the sup-
pression of the Commune at Marseilles in 1871

was decorated with the cross of the Legion of

Honor. In July, 1871, lie began his long career

as Paris correspondent of the London Times. His
services on the Times have been noteworthy, in

particular his revelation, in 1875, of the plans of

the German military party for the second inva-

sion of France, and his pul)lication of the entire

text of the Treaty of Berlin before it was signed.

He was one of the first

newspaper men to see the
value of the "interview."

Besides having contrib-

uted over 4000 columns
to the London Times, he

published FeuiUes vo-

lantes (1858) ; Midi d
qudtoize he u res. a com-
edv: I'AUemagne et la

Provence (1869); Le
mnriage roi/al d'Espagne
(1878) : Ine course a

Constantinoide (1884).

BLOWPIPE. A con-

ical tube of metal ter-

minating in a small

oi)ening. and used in the

arts for soldering metals,

and in mineralogy and
analytical chemistry for

determining the nature
of .substances. According
to Berzelius, Anton von
Swab, a Swedish counsel-

or of mines, first used
the blow[)ipe in 1738 to

test minerals and ores.

Its use extended from
Sweden to Germany, and
thence throughout the

Continent of Europe and
to England. Cronstedt, Bergman. Gahn. and
Berzelius have successively introduced valuable
improvements in the form of the blowpipe. The
present form, however, is due to Plattner and
ills successors in the Royal Saxon Mining Acade-
my in Freiberg.

iiLowpieEa.

The blowpipe most commonly used in doing
analytical work consists of a conical brass tube
about 8 inches long, terminating at the wider
end in a convenient mouthpiece made of horn
or rubber, while at the lower end a small tube
with a finely perforated nozzle and a platinum
tip is inserted at right angles to the larger tube
slightly above its end, the space below being in-

tended as a chamber for the moisture from the
breath.
When the nozzle of the blowpipe is placed

within an ordinary flame and a somewhat strong
current of air is blown through it. the flame is

projected in a lateral direction as a long, point-

ed cone: the air thus supplied being sufficient

for complete combustion, the flame is colored
blue and is very hot. K the point of this flame
is directed against metals, the latter are rapidly
transformed into their oxides, and hence the
flame is called an oxidizing flame. On the other
hand, when the nozzle of tlie blowpipe is placed
near but outside a flame, and a gentle current
of air is blown through it, the flame retains
its luminosity, and, owing to the presence in it

of incandescent carbon, is capable of reducing
oxides to the metallic state; whence the name,
reducing flame. See also Fl.\me.

In certain tests the substance is heated before
the blowpipe on a piece of charcoal, the forma-
tion of colored coatings often indicating the
nature of the compound ; thus, lead deiiosits on
the charcoal a yellow coating of its o.xide. In
other tests the substance examined is mixed with
reagents, usually borax, sodium carbonate, mi-
croeosmic salt, and cobalt nitrate. The first

four of these form, with metallic oxides, colored
glass-like beads which serve to determine the
composition of the substance. With borax, a
bottle-green glass bead is obtained when iron
salts are present : an amethyst-colored bead in-

dicates manganese, and a blue-colored bead, co-

balt. Sodium carbonate and microcosmic salt

also yield characteristic colored beads that serve
to indicate the presence of certain ingredients.
The solution of cobalt nitrate, when applied to

a powder on a piece of charcoal, yields charac-
teristic colors for certain compounds that are
distinctive, notably the blue coloration for alu-
minivnn salts.

Blowpipe analysis is generally used for quali-
tative determinations, and finds its greatest ap-
])lieation in fleld-work as an easy means for
determining the composition of minerals. In
certain cases, it is possible to make also a quan-
titative estimation of ores, especially those of
silver and lead, by the iLse of the blowpipe. But
the insignificant quantity of the lUiiterial that is

employed renders the result scarcely precise

enough even for the purposes of technical analy-

sis.

The blowpipe is the common instrument used
by goldsmiths and jewelers for soldering metals.
It is also used by "lass-blowers in their work,
but in their manipulations the form of the blow-
pipe is usually tlie Bunsen blast-lamp, in which
the heat of the gas-flame is increased by a cur-
rent of air that is supplied from a bellows.

Consult: H. B. Cornwall, Manual of Blow-
jiipe Anali/sis. Qualitative and Quantitative,
nnth a Complete Si/slcm of Determinative Min-
eralogii (New York, 1891): V. F. Plattner,
Manual of Qualitative and Quantitative Analgsis
uyith the Blowpipe, trans. Cornwall (New York,
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1892) : W. A. Ross, The Blowpipe in Chemistry,
Mineralogy, and Geology (London, 1889) ; and
Moses and Parsons, Elements of Mineralogy,
Crystallography, and Blowpipe Analysis from a
Practical Standpoint (New York, 1895). See
Analysis, Chemical.
BLtfCHEB, bUiK'er. Gebhabd Leberecht ton.

Prince of Wahlstadt (1742-1819). A Prussian
field-marshal. He was bom at Rostock, in Meek-
lenburg-Schwerin. December 16, 1742. At the
beginning of the Seven Years' War he joined a
regiment of Swedish hussars, and in liis first

action was taken prisoner by the Prussian hus-

sars, whose colonel persuaded him to enter the
Prussian service and gave him a lieutenancy.

Another lieutenant having been promoted over
Bliichcr's head, the latter immediately wrote to

Frederick the Great as follows : "Von Jiigersfeld,

who has no merit except that of being the son of

the JIargrave of Sehwedt, has been put over my
head. I beg to request mj' discharge." Bliicher

was put imder arrest and after repeated applica-

tions for discharge, he received from Frederick the

curt intimation: "Captain Bliicher is at liberty

to go to the devil;" Bliicher betook himself to

his estate at Gross-Raddow, in Pomerania, and
devoted himself to farming, but soon tired of

bucolic life, and in 1787 rejoined the army. He
fought as colonel of hussars against the Freneli

on the Rhine, evincing great ability as a leader of

cavalry. In the campaign of 1806 he took part
as lieutenant-general in the battle of Auerstiidt.

Bliicher, with the greater part of the cavalry, cov-

ered the retreat of the Prince von Hohenlohe
through Pomerania. He was accused of not giv-

ing the Prince due support, and thus causing the

capitulation at Prenzlau. Bliicher marched into

tlie territory of the free town of Liibeek, and
hastily fortified the city; but the French took It

by storm, and he was forced to surrender on the

plain of Ratkow. near Liibeek, whither he had
escaped with a few troops. A fortnight later he

was exchanged for the French General Victor, and
immediately on his arrival in Konigsberg was
sent at the head of a corps to assist in the de-

.fense of Stralsund. After the Peace of Tilsit

he was employed in the War Depai-tment in

Konigsberg and Berlin, and subsequently be-

came commandant of Pomerania. At a later

period he was placed on the retired list, together

with several other men of note, at the instance,

it was said, of Napoleon. He was one of the few
to combat the general belief in the invincibility of

Napoleon, which had grown into a sort of fatal-

ism in high places. In common with Stein and
Hardenberg, he labored to remove all weak and
unpatriotic coun.selors from almut the King.

When all the leaders of the army lost courage,

his constancy revived confidence and made him
the centre of all hope for the future. When his

countrymen at last rose against the French in

1813, Bliicher was ap))ointed to the chief com-

mand of the Prussians, reinfcuccd by General

Winzingcrode's Russian corps. .\t the battles of

Liitzen, Bautzen, and Haynau, lie (lisi)layed lieroie

ecurage. -\t the Katzhadi he defeated Marshal
Macdonald and cleared Silesia of the enemy. In

vain did Napoleon himself attempt to stop the

"old captain of hussars," as he called him, in his

victorious career. In the battle of Leipzig he won
a great advantage over ^Tarshal ^larmcmt, at

Miiekern, October 16, ISl."!, and on the same day

pressed on to the suburbs of the city. On the

18th, in conjunction with the Cro^vn Prince of
Sweden, lie had a large share in the defeat of
the Frendi, and on the 19th his troops were the
first to enter Leipzig. Opposing the policy of
Austria, Bliicher insisted thattlie taking of
Paris was the end to be sought. On the first

day of January, 1814, he crossed the Rhine, gar-
risoiied Nancy on the 17th of the same month,
and after winning the battle of La Rothifere,
pressed forward toward Paris. But his scat-
tered corps were routed by Napoleon, and he
fought his way back to Chalons with great loss.

On March 9, however, he defeated Napoleon at
Laon; and at the end of the month, after being
joined by Schwarzenberg and his corps, he again
advanced toward Paris. The day of Mont-
martre cro-mied the brilliant deeds of tliis cam-
paign, and on March 31 the Allies entered the
French capital. Bliicher iiimself, who was suf-
fering from a malady of the eyes, abstained from
entering the city on that day. Frederick William
III. created him Prince of Wahlstadt, in remem-
brance of the victory at tlie Katzbach. and gave
him an estate in Silesia. In England, whither
he followed the allied sovereigns, be was received
with an enthusiasm never before excited by a
German. The LIniversity of Oxford conferred on
him the degree of doctor of laws. After Na-
poleon's return from Elba, in 1815, Bliicher once
more assumed the general conniiand, and prompt-
ly led an army into the Netlierlands. On June
16, 1815, he lost the battle of Ligny, and nar-
rowly escaped being killed by his horse falling
on him. The victory of the Allies in the battle of
Waterloo was decided by Bliichcr's timely appear-
ance on the field. He ordered his Prussians to

pursue the fiying enemy, wliich they did the
wliole night. Declining tlie offered truce. Bliicher

marched against Paris, and on the second tak-

ing of that city manifested a strong desire to
retaliate on Paris the spoliation that other
capitals had suffered at the hands of the French

;

but he was held in clieck l)y the Duke of Wel-
lington. In order to reward Bliieher's services

to Prussia and the common cause, Frederick
William III. created the Order of the Iron Cross,

the badge of which consisted of an iron cross

surrounded by golden rays. On August 26, 1819,

a colossal bronze statue was erected in his honor
in his native town. Bliicher died Septeuilwr 12,

1819, after a short illness, at liis estate of

Kricblowitz, in Silesia. Consult: Scherr, /J/iVc/ier,

seine Zeit und sein Leben (Leipzig, 1887);
Varnhagen von Ense, "Fiirst Bliicher von Wahl-
stadt," Vol. Ill, of the Biographische Dcnkmale
(Leipzig, 1872) ; von Colonib, Bliicher in Briefen

aus den I'ehlzUgcn, lSlS-15 (Stuttgart, 1876). .

BLXTDOFF, bloo'dfif, Dimitri Nikolayevitcii
Count (1785-1864), A Russian statesman, born

in tlie (iovernment of Vladimir. He studied in

Moscow, entered the diplomatic service, was ap-

pointed Secretary of Slate under Nicholas I., and
in 1832 became Secretary of the Interior. He
uorked unceasingly for the welfare of the peas-

ants. As Minister of Justice he obtained two
ukases (1842, 1847) for the amelioration of the

condition of the .serfs, and as president of the

Imperial Council and of the Council of Ministers

he set his signature to the act abolishing serf-

dom. For his biography, consult Kovalevski

(Saint Petersburg, 1866)".
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I

BLUE (from Fr. bleu, in itself borrowed from
the Germanic nations ; OHG. blao, AS. blOic,

Ger. blau). A primary color of the same shade

as the clear sky and the turquoise, and located

in the solar spectrum after the green and be-

fore the violet. This color has been conspicu-

ously used as a badge to designate military

bodies. It was the favorite color of the Scottish

fovenanters in the Seventeenth Century, when it

was called 'true bine' and is the color commonly
worn by the soldiers of the United States

Army. The sailors of most navies are dressed

in imifornis of a darker color, called navy
blue. Among blue minerals, the sapphire and
the turquoise are highly valued as gems; the

lapis-lazuli has been extensively used for orna-

mental purposes. The coloring matter of blue

flowers is due to a pigment called anthociiaitin.

Among the more import-ant blue pigments are

the following: Antwerp blue, a mixture of Prus-

sian blue and alumina : axiire blue, a cobalt

oxide fused with glass and ground to powder;
Berlin blue, another name for both Antwerp
blue and Prussian blue; bice blue, originally

native azurite powdered and washed, more com-
monly, however, a preparation of smalt; Bremen
blue, chalk or whiting mixed with a solution of

copper in nitric acid; China blue, crude cobalt

oxide ground with potash and mixed with feld-

spar, fused, and powdered ; cobalt blue, 10 parts

of aluminum mixed with 1 part of a cobalt salt.

slowly dried, and heated to a dull redness and
ground to powder; king's blue, a cobalt car-

bonate; mountain blue, native copper carbonate

or azurite; mineral blue, a synonym for Ant-

werp blue; Paris blue, a synonym for both cobalt

blue and Prussian blue: Prussian blue is iron

ferrocj-anide made by adding potassium ferro-

eyanide to a solution of ferrous sulphate, and the

resulting precipitate washed and dried : queen

blue, a synonym for lump blue used in laun-

dries (bluing) ; Saunders blue, ultramarine

ashes obtained from the resinous mass in making
ultramarine; Saxon {i/) blue, Prussian bluo and
aluminum hydrate; smalt, a cobalt ore heated

with Hint and potash, and gi'ound to a pow-

der; Thenard blue, a synonym for cobalt blue;

ultramarine, originally prepared from lapis-

lazuli. but now made synthetically by heating

together kaolin, sodium sulphate, sodium car-

bonale. sulphur, and charcoal, then pulverizing,

washing, and drying. Among the dyestufl's

that yield a blue color are tlie following, the

oriirin of many of which is indicated by their

names: Alizarin blue: aniline blue: anthracene

blue; ehcmie blue, a solution of indigo; Coup-

ler's blue, derived from induline; dahlia blue,

derived from rosaniline; ethylene blue, derived

from diethylaniliuc; indigo blue, originally de-

rived froni the indigo plant and now made
synthetically; loguocd blue, an extract of log-

wood; niell'inlenc blue, derived from methylani-

line; night blue, derived from rosaniline; resor-

cine blue, derived from phenol ; soluble blue, de-

rived from rrtsaniline; and Victoria blue, derived

from rosaniline.

Blue Stone, or Blue Vitriol, is the commercial

name for copper sul])hate.

BLUE, Victor (ISO.'i— ). An American naval

othcer, born in North Carolina. He graduated at

the United States Naval Academy at Annapolis

in 1887, served on the Suwanee in the Spanish-

American War, and attracted general attention

in .June, 1898, by penetrating seventy-two miles

within the Spanish lines in the vicinity of San-

tiago, Cuba, and definitely determining for the

first time the presence of the Spanish fleet in

Santiago Harbor. After the battle of Santiago
he was placed in command of the Alvarado, a
gunboat captured from the Spanish, and on
August 12, 1898, participated in the attack upon
the Spanish batteries at JIanzanillo. In I'JOO

he sen'ed as ilag-lieutenant on the staff of Rear-

Admiral Kempff during the Boxer disturbances

in China, and subsequently was assigned to duty
in the Philippines.

BLUE AND THE GBAY, The. A well-

known [loem by Judge Francis Miles Finch

(1807), published in the Atlantic Monthly, and
based on the decoration of the graves of Federal

and Confederate soldiers in a Southern cemetery.

BLUEBACK. The name of various fishes

having bluish backs; specifically, the Fraser

River salmon [Oncorhynchus nerka) , of the

northwest coast of America. See Salmon.

BLUEBEARD. A fictitious hero of the fa-

miliar tale which in the Eighteenth Centui-y

found its way into English from the French of

Charles Perrault (c.l697). In this story, the

Chevalier Raoul, whose surname is due to the

color of his beard, had married seven wives. Six

of these had mysteriously disappeared, and the

seventh is represented as subjected to a singu-

lar test of obedience. Having occasion to go
away, Raoul commits to Fatima the keys of his

castle, and enjoins her that, though she may
otherwise have free course, she must not open a
certain chamber. Her curiosity is enhanced by
her loneliness, and proves too strong for her.

Opening the door, she beholds the charnel-house,

where lie the bones of her predecessors. Her
lord returns, discovers her disobedience by the

blood upon the key, and tells her that in five

minutes she must die. From the top of the

castle, however, her sister Anne observes horse-

men approaching in the distance, who are the

brothers of the ill-fated wife, and they arrive

just in time to rescue their sister by slaying

Bluebeard. Though Bluebeard is imaginary,

there is thought to be a historic prototype in

Gilles de Laval, Baron de Retz (1396-1440).

He fought like the brave man he was against

the English in their invasion of his country;

but his intrepidity pales before his diabolical

cruelties, and it is by these that he is remem-
bered. Because of some disloyalty to the Duke
of Brittany, he was burned alive near Nantea
in 1440. That Laval is the original of Bluebeard

is conjecture at best, and from the fact that the

story is found with more or less variety of de-

tail in the folklore of dill'erent peoples, this doubt

is enhanced.
Besides the French version of Perrault, there

are tales of a similar kind in Straparola's Piace-

loli nolti (lolj'.l). and in the Pentamerone of

Gian Alesio Abbatutis. There is at Morbihan
an interesting pictorial representation in some
frescoes of the Thirteenth Century, mentioned

by Violeau in his Pilerinages de Brctaync. And
it has been pointed out that the resemblance is

very close to the Arabian Nights' tale of the

Third Calender. In his Phantasus Tieck has

wrought the matter into a clever drama; Gretry

has, in his Raoul Barbe-Bleur (1789), given it

the setting of comic opera; Offenbach produced
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his opera bouffe, Barie-Bleue, in 1866; and the

younger Coleman brought out Bluebeard: or. Fe-

male Curiosity (1798). Consult: Wilson, Hluc-

heard: A Coiitrihution to Histort/ and Folklore

(Xew York. 18!)<J) ; Hartland. "The Forbidden
( liair.ber," in Folklore Journal (London, 1885) ;

Abbe Bossard, Gilles de Jiais dit Barbe-Bleue
(Paris, 1886); Perrault, Contcs de ma mere
VOi/c. tr. by Somber, ed. Lef^vre (Paris, 1875).

BLUE BEECH. See Hobxbeam.

BLUEBELL. A name given to Campanula
rotundifolia. a plant indigenous to Europe, Si-

beria, and North America, on account of its bell-

shaped flowers of blue color. The specific name,
'rotundifolia' seems inappropriate to this species,

unless the root-leaves are seen, the stem-leaves

being linear or lanceolate. These flowers are

often found among snow and ice, and are be-

lieved to generate enough heat by their growth
to melt their way through their cold surround-

ings. The names Hairbell and Harebell are also

given this species. For illustration, see Camel-
lia.

BLUEBILL. A scaup duck. See Scaup.

BLUEBIRD. A small, widely distributed

and familiar North American thrush {fiialia

sialis), which is much the same sort of favorite

in tlie United States tliat the redbreast is in

England ; it is, indeed, locally known as 'blue

robin.' Except in the Southern States, it is

chiefly known as a summer bird of passage, ap-

pearing very early in spring, and visiting again
"the box in the garden, or the hole in the old

apple-tree, the cradle of some generations of an-

cestors." In size the bluebird is much smaller

than most of the other tlirushes, being about
seven inches long. The upper parts are rich

sky-blue, tlie throat and breast reddish chest-

nut, and the belly white. The female is duller

in color than the male. Tlie bluebird lays

five or six pale-blue eggs, and often has two
broods in the season. Its song is 'a soft, agree-

able warble.' The male is remarkalily attentive

to his mate, and both exhibit extraordinary

courage in driving away intruders from the vi-

cinity of their nest; yet it is greatly disturbed,

and in some places has been nearly expelled

from villages, by the English sparrows. See

Plate of SoNG-BlRDS accompanying Thbusu.
In the Eocky ^Mountains and westward its

place is taken by very simihir species, differing

chiefly in the absence of chestnut on the bi-east.

Several other birds prevailingly blue receive

the name in other lands, such as the Oriental

'fairy bluebirds' of the genus Irena, especially

Jrena puelUi, one of the East Indian bulbuls.

BLUEBIRD, The. A translation of one of

Mme. d'Aulnoy's fairy-tales. Prince Charming
is changed into a bhu'bird, because he will not

nuirry the uglier of two sisters. The good

offices of a more powerful enchantress restore

him to his former api)earance and to the arms
of the beautiful sister. The French story was
written about 1700, and was probably suggested

by one of Stra])arola's tales.

BLUE BOOK. A term broadly applied to

published reports on special topics issued by
the legislature of a country, or more commonly
by the various executive dei)artments of a gov-

ernment. Specifically, the name is given to

publications of this character printed by the

British Government for the information of Par-
liament. They are commonly bound in blue

covers. In the same manner. France luis its

Yellow Books, Italj' its tireen Books, and Spain
its Red Books. In the United States, the name
Blue Book is given to the published lists of Gov-
ernment employes and to the uumual of regula-

tions for the navy, while the foreign diplomatic
correspondence is usually jiublishcd in Red
Books.

BLUEBOTTLE. A plant. See Centaurea.

BLUEBOTTLE. Any large flesh-fly, pre-
vailingly blue; as, especially, Lucilia ea-sar of

the northern United States. For habits, see

Flesh- Flv.

BLUE BOY, The. A famous painting by
Gainsborougli, now in Grosvenor House, London.
Its date is 1770, and it represents a lad, clad in
blue satin, in the fashion of the Sixteenth Cen-
tui-j-, with a landscape for the background.

BLUEBUCK. The pigmy antelope
( Cepha-

lolopliux pugmaus) , of Natal, one of tlie smallest
of the duikerboks. "These tiny creatures," says
Lydekker. "which swarm in the Natal jungles,
and stand only 13 inches at the shoulder, are
smaller and lighter in build than a hare, and are
of a blue mouse-color, with the tiny straight
horns scarcely showing above the tuft of hair."
They feed mostly on berries and leaves, and
are extremely active and agile, even climbing
trees of a favorable character. For an extensive
account of the habits of these and related spe-
cies, consult Proeeedint/s of the Zoological So-
ciety of London (1899," p. 830). See DllKER.

BLUE CARDINAL. See Lobelia.

BLUE-COAT SCHOOL. A nickname for
Clirist's Hospital, London, suggested by the long
blue cotton coat worn by its students. Originally
it was of russet, but after the first year ( 1552)
it was changed to its present color. See Chrlst's
Hospital.

BLUE-EYE (the bird is blue-faced) . A beau-
tiful species of lioney-eater {Entomyza eyanotis),
abundant in New .Soutli Wales. It is a bold,
spirited, and graceful bird, with the habits and
food of the honey-eaters, and frequenting euca-
lyiitus-trees. It prefers, whenever it can, to de-
posit its eggs on the big, deserted, dome-shaped
nest of a related starling-like bird (I'omatoxto-
mus temporalis) ; never icithin the dome, but in

a neat round depicssiou on top. Cons\ilt Gould,
Birds of Auslnilid (London, 1842-50).

BLUE'FIELDS', or BLEWFIELDS. A
river of the Mosquito Reservation. Nicaragua,
Central .Vmcrica. It rises on the cnstem slope
of the mountains in the Dejiartment of Clion-
tales. flows generally eastward, and empties into
the Bluefields Lagoon, an arm of the t'aribbean
Sea. It is navigable for large steamers a dis-
tance <if about 05 miles from its mouth.

BLUEFIELDS. A seaport town of Nicara-
gua, on the Mosquito Coast, near the mouth of
the Bluefields Kiver, in the Bluefields Lagoon.
It is the seat of a United States consular
agency and of a Moravian mission (Map: Cen-
tral America, F 4). The land-lockeil harbor af-

fonled by the lagoon is connected by regular
steamship lines with ports of the United States,
anil is of considerable commercial importance,
having a trade in bananas and other tropical
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fniits. Population, over 2000. Blupfiolds has
been tlie scene of disputes between England and
><'ic;>ra^'\ia.

BLTJEFIN. See Bl.\ckfix.

BLtTEFISH (so called from its bluish or
greenish color). A well-known food and game
lish {I'omatomiiK saltatrix) of wide distribution,

conunon in summer along the eastern coast of

the United States. It is the sole representative

of the family Poniatomidie, and closely allied

to the mackerels. It occurs in nearly all wann
seas, including the ilediterranean (south shore),

but is absent from British waters and from the
vicinity of Bermuda and the western islands.

Along the southern United States coast it is

called 'skipjack,' or 'skip-mackerel,' and the
young are called 'snappers.'

Bluefish may be found more or less all the

year off the eastern coast of the United States,

but become abundant in May, when they pursue
the schools of fishes seeking inshore spawning-
grounds. As to their own reproduction little is

known; it is regarded as certain that they do not
spawn in inshore United States waters, nnless,

as some believe, they do so in the Gulf of Jlexico.

The young fish that first appear in northerly

waters in August are about 5 inches long, but
they grow with great rapidity, becoming 1'2 or

15 inches long by the next year. They increase

after that even more rapidly. It is on record

that one of "25 pounds has been taken in Buz-
zard's Bay, ilass. ; but examples of 10 pounds are

heavy, and the ordinary catch is from 2 to 5

pounds. A 3-pound fish is about 21 inches long;

one of S pounds, nearly 30 inches. The color is

bluish or greenish above and silvery below, with
a black blotch at the base of the pectoral fin.

( For the form, see Colored Plate of Food-
Fishes.)
The bluefish is a voracious feeder upon fish

—

the most destructive and remorseless bandit of

the northern seas. "Going in large schools, in

pursuit of fish not much inferior to themselves
in size," writes Prof. S. F. Baird, "they move
along like a pack of hungiy wolves, destroying
everjthing before them. Their trail is marked
by fragments of fish and by the stain of blood in

the sea: as where the fish is too large to be
swallowed entire. ... It kills manj- more
than it requires for its own use." This exces-

bive voracity, which characterizes the young as

well as the old, is a very serious factor in the

mortality of the sea, and undoubtedly diminishes

in an extensive and persistent way the numbers
of many other gregarious fishes, and particularly

of the menhaden. They are also very fond of

squid: also of certain kinds of marine annelids;

and as these animals are the favorite food of sev-

eral other fishes, their diminution is another

indirect effect of the general destruction of fish-

life to be charged to the bluefish. They some-
times ascend the larger rivers; going up the

Hudson, for instance, as far as the tide sets.

The bluefish is regarded in the Northern
States as one of the very l)est table-fish, but is

not liked south of Cape May: yet the taste is

growing there. The wholesale dealers of Xew
York alone handle from 4.000,000 to 5,000,000

pounds annually, worth $250,000 to .$300,000.

Large quantities of these market-fish are taken
in weirs or pounds from the eastern end of

Long Island to Cape Cod, and still greater

qantities by gill-nets, while line-fishing yielJ.'j

a fair proportion. See Fisheries.
The sport of bltirfishiiig is perhaps the fore-

most in American marine angling. One mode of

capture is by trolling: but as in that method
the boat is moving and the fish hooks itself, it

gives little sport. If excitement in capture is

desired, it is easily obtained by 'chumming,'
wherein the boat is anchored, and the fish are
attracted to it by throwing overboard small
pieces of menhaden, with which the hook is only
baited. The bluefish is then handled on a rod,

and the fisherman will have plenty of sport, for

his prey is an animal of great intelligence and
lesource, as well as a frantic fighter. Another
common method is by heaving from the shore.

"Xo rod [or only a short one] is used; but the
angler, standing on the beach or in the break-
ers, whirls his heavy jig about his head and
casts it far into the sea ; and having hooked his
fish, he puts his shoulder to the line and walks
up the beach, dragging his prize after him to
the shore. This is practiced even^vhere on the
exposed sandy beaches, such as border Xew Jer-
sey, Long Island, and many shores eastward.
Other anglers prefer to use a light rod and an
artificial minnow from a stationary skiff, or to
fish with shrimp bait from the wharves in quiet
bays, whei'e yoiuig bluefish resort,

BLUE FLAG. See Ibis.

BLtTEGILL, A local name of the blue sunfish
of the ^Mississippi \'alley. See Suxfish,

BLUEGOWNS. A name commonly given
to the bedesmen or beadsmen of the Scottish
kings. In ancient times, a beadsman was a per-

son employed to pray for another. ( See Be.\d. )

From this practice sprang up a custom in

Scotland of appointing beadsmen with a small
royal bounty, who ultimately degenerated into a
class of authorized mendicants. On his Maj-
esty's birthday each beadsman received a gown
of blue cloth ( hence the name ) , a loaf of bread,
a bottle of ale, and a leathern purse containing
a penny for every year of the King's life. Every
birthday, another beadsman was added to the
number. The most important part of the privi-

lege was a large pewter badge, attached to the
breast of the gown, which, besides the name of
the bearer, had the inscription. Pass and repass.
This implied the privilege of begging and be-
spoke the kindly consideration of all to whom
the beadsman appealed for an alms or a night's

lodging. The character of Edie Ochiltree, in

Sir Walter Scott's Aiitiquary, is a fair sample
of this ancient and picturesque fraternity. The
practice of appointing beadsmen was discon-

tinued in 1833, at which time there were sixty
on the roll. All of them have now died out.

May, 1863, is the date of the last allowanee
drawn by a beadsman from the Exchequer in
Edinburgh.

BLUE GRASS, Ke.\tucky Blc^ Grass,
.Tine Gr.vss, SrE.ui-GRAss, or Meadow-Grass,
I'oa pratensis. A species common in the cooler
parts of the United States, Europe, and Asia.
It grows well upon almost any soil not too sandy,
but attains its best development upon clay soils

overlying limestone. In the United States it

grows in great perfection in the limestone regions
of Kentucky and Tennessee, the famous Blue
Grass Region of the former being named for that
fact. Blue grass, while furnishing hay of excel-
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lent quality upon good soils, does not yield a
large quantity, and an this account it is less valu-

able for hay than as a pasture and lawn grass.

For these purpcscs it is not surpassed by any
other grass in regions adapted to its growth. It

is a perennial, attaining a height of from a few

inches to two feet, with an abundance of long,

narrow, soft root-leaves. It spreads with rapid-

ity by means of its rootstocks, soon forming a

dense' sod. On this account it stands pasturing

well, the ordinary tramping of stock not injuring

it to any extent". Blue grass should enter into

everv mixture for permanent pastures in the

eastern and middle United States. The seed, as

marketed, usually contains much chaff and is of

low vitality; hence it should be sown rather

thickly. To make a good firm sod, about three

years "are required, after which little attention

is necessary. Pastures more than sixty years

old are still in good condition. This grass does

not do well in the warmer parts of the Southern

States. In the South, the Texas blue grass, Pou
arachnifera, replaces it. This species is closely

related to the Kentucky blue grass, differing

from it principally in its more vigorous gro\vth

and having its 'seed' more or less covered with

wool. This grass is propagated by seed or by

setting out portions of sods, the woolly seed

making sowing difficult. It spreads rapidly, and

promises to become one of the best grasses for

the regions to which it is adapted. Texas blue

grass withstands drought better than the former

species. There are a number of other species of

Pou that resemble these blue grasses, and some

of them may prove especially adapted to re-

gions where the others are not suited. Kentucky

blue grass has the following percentage composi-

tion: Water, 65.1; proteid matter, 4.1: fat, 1.3;

nitrogen - free extract, 17.0: crude fibre, 9.1;

mineral matter, 2.8. Its feeding value, like that

of other grasses, depends chiefly on its nitrogen-

free extract, crude fibre, and protein content.

It is a wholesome and nutritious feed, relished

by all kinds of stock. Hay made from this

g'rass, cut when the seed is in the milk stage,

contains, on an average per cent, water, 24.3;

proteid mattei-, 6.3: fat, 3.C; nitrogen-free ex-

tract, 34.3: crude fibre. 24.5; and mineral mat-

ter, 7.0. Hay made from grass cut when the

seed is ripe "contains, on an average, a little

less nutritive material. As regards composition,

it compares favorably with hay and other

grasses.

BLtTE-GRASS REGION. A beautiful sec-

tion of the State uf Kentucky, famed for its

trotting horses and blooded stock. The soil is

specially adapted to the cultivation of hemp and

tobacco.

BLUE-GRASS STATE. Kentuekj'. See

States, Populak Names of.

BLUE-GREEN ALG.ffi. See CYANOPHycE.a:.

BLUE-HEN STATE. Delaware. See States,

Popii.AR Xa.mks in--.

BLUE fSLAND. A city in Cook County,

111.. 211: miles south of the city limits of Chicago,

on the Calumet River and on the Illinois Central,

the Chicago, Kock Island and Pacific, the Chicago

and Crand Trunk, and the Chicago and Calumet

Terminal railroads (Map: Illinois, E, 2). It is

a popular suburb of Chicago, is an important

railroad and commercial centre, and has brick-

yards, stone-quarries, breweries, oil-works, smelt-

ing-works, etc. Settled in 1833, Blue Island
was incorporated as a village in 1872. It was
the storm-centre in the early phase of the great
railway strikes of 1894, which tied up the traf-
fic of half the country and led to the sending
of United States troops to Chicago and else-
where. The government is administered under
a charter of 1901, which provides for a mayor,
biennially elected, and a city council. The
water-works and electric-light "plant are owned
and operated by the municipality. Population,
in 1890, 3329; in 1900, 6114.

BLUE JAT, SHARK, TIT, etc. See the
substantives.

BLUE KNIGHT, The. Sir Persaunt of In-
dia, the fourth of the brothers, the Black, Red,
Creen, and Blue Knights. Sir Beaumains, or
Gareth, conquers him in chapter 131 of Malory's
Morte d'Arthiir. He is spoken of as 'The Blue
Knight' in chapter 133.

BLUE LAWS. A name given to certain en-
actments supposed to have been made by the
New Haven Colony, in Connecticut, in the early
days of the settlement. The supposition is based
upon the fact that, as usual, in the Puritan days
the personal conduct of citizens was often sub-
ject to judicial supervision and animadversion,
and Sabbath-breaking was especially odious to
the magistracy. A Tory minister, the Rev. Sam-
uel A. Peters, who had charge of the English
churches in Hartford and Hebron, but who was
compelled by the Revolution to flee to England,
published there, in 1781, what purports to be
a General History of Connecticut, a work whose
exaggeration and spite make it almost a curi-
osity. Many years ago a small book containing
these supposed laws, which were really extracts
from Peters's history, was published, and is even
now referred to as authority by the unsuspicious.
These laws were formerly supposed to have been
invented out of hand by Peters, and to have had
no existence in fact ; but recent investigations

have shown that, although many of them are not
to be found in the Xew Haven statute-books, all

except two or three out of the forty-five are to be
found either in the works of an earlier writer
(Neal) or, with slight modifications, in the stat-

ute-books of the various New England colonies.

Consult: an article "An Examination of Peters's

Blue Laws," by VV. F. Prince, in the Annual Re-

port of the American Historical Association for

1898; and J. H. Trumbull, True Blue Laics of

Connecticut and Xew Haven; and the False Blue
Laws Invented hy liev. Samuel Peters (Hart-

ford, 1876).

Bn-E Laws or Hawaii, a compilation of

Hawaiian statutes, largely of a paternal char-

acter, promulgated in 1840 by Kaniehameha III.

These laws were due to missionary influence,

and were obnoxious to the native population of

the islands because of their interference with the

ancient customs and habits of the people. They
were republished in 1894 under the title of

Hawaii's Blue Laws.

BLUE LIGHT, Bengal Light, or Bengal
FiKE. A brilliiuit signal-light used at sea to

attract attention, give warning, etc., and in or-

dinary pyrotcchny for illuminating a district

of country. It is" prepared from nitre, sulphur,

and the tersulphuret of antimony. The mate-

rials are reduced to fine powder, thoroughly
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dried, and intimately mixed in the following
proportions by weight : nitre, 6 ; sulphur, 2 ; ter-

sulphuret of antimony, 1. The mixture consti-

tutes the blue light, and when kindled by a red-

hot coal, red-hot iron, or Uame, immediately
bursts into rapid and vivid combustion, evolving
a brilliant, penetrating, but mellow light, which,
during the darkness of night, readily overcomes
the gloom for a considerable space. As the

fumes evolved during the combustion of the blue

light contain an oxide of antimony, and are

poisonous, the light cannot be used with safety

in rooms or inclosed spaces.

BLUE LIGHT. In American political his-

tory, a name applied to a member of that faction
of the Federalist Party (q.v. ) which opposed
the War of 1812. It was derived from the fact,

or alleged fact, that when Decatur, with two
frigates, was blockaded by a superior English
fleet in the harbor of New London, Conn., in

1813-14, certain Federalists warned the English
commander by burning blue lights at the en-

trance of the harbor each time the Americans at-

tempted to get to sea under cover of darkness.

BLUE MANTLE (so named from the color

of his robe). The title of an English pursui-
vant-at-arms. See Pursuivant.

BLUE MONDAY. A name originally re-

ferring to a custom in parts of Europe, espe-
cially in Bavaria, in the Sixteenth Centur\\ of
decorating churches in blue colors on the ilonday
preceding Lent, when the people celebrated the
carnival festivities; but the excesses committed
led to the legal abolition of the custom. In the
Lnited States it is a custom of some women of
the poorer class to call every Monday by this

name, as it is the general day for doing the hard
laimdrj'-work of the week.

BLUE MOUNTAINS. The name of several

mountain chains in Xew South Wales, Australia,
Jamaica, \Vest Indies, and Xew .Jersey and Penn-
sylvania. (1) The Blue Mountains of Xew
South Wales run nearly parallel with the coast,

and form a part of the complex Cordillera of

Australia, which extends from Cape York on the
north to Wilson's Promontory on the south.

They are composed of horizontal sandstone strata

broken by caiions and deep gullies, and present
a precipitous front toward the east. The highest

point of the Blue Mountains, !Mount Beemarang,
is about 4100 feet high. They are crossed by a
railway which affords communication between
Sydney and the rich pasturage and mining re-

gions of the interior (Map: Xew South Wales,
E 4). (2) The Blue Mountains of .Jamaica
traverse a considerable part of the length of the

island, and attaJn an extreme altitude of 7400
feet. (.3) The Kittatinny and the Shawangunk
mountains forming the second ridge of the Ap-
palachian Mountains in X'ew York, Pennsylvania,
and X'ew Jersey are also called the Blue Moun-
tains. These are to be distinguished from the
Blue Ridgp.

BLUE NILE. See Nn.E.

BLUE NOSE. A nickname for the Nova Sco-

tians, from the effect of the climate, or from a
kind of potato called 'Blue Xose' raised in that
region.

BLUE PETEB (blue + 'peter, for repeater).

A rectangular blue flag with a white centre of

similar shape, but of about one-fourth of the

dimensions. It is the letter 'P' of the inter-

Viil,. III.—u.

national marine code (see Signals, Marine) ;

when hoisted alone at the fore (i.e. at the fore-

truck, or top of the foremast) it signifies that
the vessel will shortly sail, or is ready to sail.

In the United States Navy a flag called the
cornet takes the place of the blue peter as a
sailing signal.

BLUE PILL (Pilula hydrargtjri) . The most
simple form in which mercury can be admin-
istered internally. It consists merely of two
parts of mercury rubbed up with three parts of
conserve of roses, till globules of mercury can
no longer be detected ; to this is added powdered
licorice-root, so that a pill of five grains contains
one grain of mercury.

In cases of torpid condition of the liver or in-

flammation of that organ, blue pill is much
used as a purgative, either alone or combined
with some other drug, such as rhubarb. As a
saline purgative, the common dose of blue pill

is one or two pills of five grains each, followed
by a purgative draught, such as a Seidlitz powder.
There is always danger of salivation, with the
accompanying deterioration of gums and teeth,

and the medicine should be taken only when
ordered by a physician. It is recorded that a
blue pill taken on each of three successive nights
caused fatal salivation. Many proprietary pur-
gative pills contain metallic mercury-.

BLUE-RIBBON ARMY. Tlie name adopt-
ed in England by a society of total abstainers,
from the blue badge worn by the members. Since
1883 the society has been kno\\Ti as the 'Gospel
Temperance Union.' The organization originated
in America in 1878, where it was known from its

founder as the Murphy Movement. See Tem-
rER.\XCE.

BLUE RIDGE. The name of the most east-

erly range of tlic Appalachians in the United
States (Map: United States, eastern part, K 3).

It forms an almost continuous chain from West
Point in New York (the Highlands) do^vn to

the north of Alabama, through Xew Jersey
(Schooley's Slountain), Pennsylvania (South
Mountain), Virginia, the Carolinas, and Georgia.
In New Jersey and Pennsylvania the name of
Blue Ridge is sometimes, but inaccurately, ap-
plied to the 'second' range, properly the Blue
(or Kittatinny) Mountains, which runs parallel
with this, and is separated from it by a part of

the Great Valley. The Blue Ridge proper refers

especially to that part of the range below Penn-
sylvania, which separates the Great Valley from
the Piedmont Region. In south Virginia the
range widens into a broad jjlateau. which reaches
its widest extent in X'orth Carolina, where it is

intersected by numerous groups known as the
Black, Cowee, X'antahala, and South mountains.
The.se groups run transverse to tlic main axis of

the Blue Ridge, and their valleys are occujiied by
numerous streams with a general northwesterly
course. The Black Mountains include the high-
est summits of the range as well as of the Appa-
lachians. Mount Mitchell, or Black Dome, the
loftiest point, is 6710 feet, while Guyot's Peak,
Sandoz Knob, Gibbe's Peak, and several others
are over (iOOO feet. Toward the north the Bhie
Ridge falls off in elevation; in Virginia the sum-
mits are about 4000 feet, and in Pennsylvania
and Xew Jersey they are much less. The range
is crossed by several large rivers (lowing through
narrow defiles or gaps, as the Hudson in its

traverse of the Highlands, and the Potomac at
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Harper's Ferry. See Appalachians; Black

Mountains. Consult Whitney, United States

(Boston, 18S9).

BLUE BIVEB, or BIG BLUE BIVER. A
river rising in \^ashington Counly. Intl., flowing

southwest and emptying into the Ohio River a

few miles above Leavenworth. It has a course ot

less than 100 miles, but it atVords some water-

power. Tl\is name is also applied to the east

fork of the White River. See White R^-er.

BLUE SEA. See Aeal Lake.

BLUE SICKNESS. See Hog-Cholera.

BLUE-STEM GRASSES. See Andropogon.

BLUESTOCKING CLUB. A social gath-

ering, probably an Anglieization of the Hotel

de Rambouillct movement of Seventeenth-Century

France, which extended to England in the Eigh-

teenth Centurv. The meetings, held at the houses

of Mrs. Montague, Mrs. Vesey, and other lit-

erary women, were characterized by plainness

of dress. One of the members, :Mr. Benjamin

Stillingfleet. is said to have habitually worn blue

hose, and the wits were not long in dubbing the

coterie 'The Bluestocking Club.' The name

'bluestocking' {bns bleu) has been applied since

then to any woman who makes a pretense to

learning. An interesting account of these meet-

ings may be found in the Memoirs of Elizabeth

Carter (London, 1816).

BLUE STRING, Robin. A name applied

to Sir Robert Walpole, because of the blue rib-

bon of his decoration as a Knight of the Garter.

BLUE THISTLE, See Viper's Bugloss.

BLUETHROAT. A remarkable little Euro-

pean bird, allied to the robin (and hence some-

times called 'bluebreast' in England, where it is

an infrequent visitor), assigned to the genus

Cyanecula: and characterized by a bright-blue

throat, separated from the white below it by

crescentic bands of black and rust-red. Two
species are known, one having a white spot in the

centre of the blue (Cyanecula Icucocycnea) ,
and

ranging from Barbary to Holland and Germany;

and the other (Cyanecula suecica) with a brick-

red fan-shaped patch in the midst of the blue.

(See Plate of Song-Birds with Thrush.) This

latter species is liighly niigi-atory, spending its

winters in tropical Africa and India, and going

each summer to breeding-haunts in Scandinavia,

northern Russia, Siberia, and western Alaska.

One feature of this migration renders it extra-

ordinary—namely, that the bird has almost never

been seen in the countries intermediate between

its .summer and winter homes, so that apparently

it makes the whole journey of not less than 1500

miles in a single flight, either at night or at an

invisible altitude. ( See Migration of Animals. )

The Alaskan visitors also cross Bering Strait

twice annually, never migiating southward.

The bluethroat is known tliroughout northern

Europe as the Swedish nightingale on account of

its fine singing; and the Laplanders style it 'the

bird of the liundied voices,' because of its re-

markable powers of miniicry. Seebohm and Brown

(Ibis, VI., 125, 1876) were gieatly impressed

by this power in Siberia, where it is exceedingly

abundant in thickets and along stream-courses

as far north as 71°, making its nest in bushes

and weeds. They mention its imitating the

trillin" of the sandpiper, the rich song of tlie

redwing, and various oilier birds. '•Sometimes

he runs these together in such a way as to form

a perfect niedlev of bird-musie." Consult the

books on the ornithology of Europe, Siberia, and

Alaska, mentioned under Birds.

BLUE VITRIOL. See Copper.

BLUEWING. A duck. See Teal.

BLUFF, Colonel. The name of a character

in The Intriguing Chambermaid (1734), by

Fielding.

BLUFF'TON. A city, the county-seat of

Wells Countv, Ind., 25
' miles south of Fort

\\'a;iaie, on the \\abash River, and on the Lake

Erie and Western and the Toledo, Saint Louis

and Kansas City railroads (Map: Indiana, D 2).

It has a considerable grain and lumber trade,

foundry and machine shops, wind-pump factory,

and manufactures of barrels, hoops, staves and

headings, buck-handles, clay pottery, mittens,

etc. Settled in 1837, Bluffton was incorporated

in 1840. The government is administered by a

mayor, elected every two years, and a municipal

council. The city "owns and operates its water-

works and electric-light plant. Population, in

1890, .3580: in 1900, 4479.

BLUHME, bloo'me, Christian Albrecht
(1794-1866). A Danish statesman, born in Copen-

hagen. He studied jurisprudence from 1811 to

1816. was appointed director of the general cus-

tom-house in 1843, and in 1848 Minister of

Commerce. In 1851 he became Minister of For-

eign Aflfairs. He took measures for the mainte-

nance of Danish neutrality during the Crimean

War. and having resigned in 1854, was brought

to trial with the remainder of the ministry on

the ground that the expenditures for national

defense had been made without appeal to the

Rigsdag. He was acquitted in 1856, and again

in 1864-65 took charge of the portfolio of Foreign

AtTairs, and at the same time acted as president

of the Council of the Ministry.

BLUHME, Frieurich (1797-1874). A Ger-

man jurist and judge. He was born in Hamburg,

and educated in Gtittingen, Berlin, and Jena. In

1833 he was appointed'judge of the High Court

of Appeal at Liibeck. and was professor suc-

cessively at Halle ( 1823) . Giittingen ( 1831) ,
and

Bonn (1843). His works include many valuable

studies in Roman and German law, among them

Orundri.is des Pandcktenrechts (1844), and En-

cyklopiidie der in Dculschlnnd geltenden Rechte

(
1847-58) . The treatise "Die Ordnung der Frag-

niente in den Pandektentiteln" (Zcitschrift filr

geschichtliche liechtswissenschnft. Vol. IV.,

1820) explained the method followed in ar-

ranging the excerpts in Justinian's Pandects.

BLUING. A blue, soluble compound used

in huindrv-work to neutralize tlie yellow tinge

of white 'clothes. Formerly a preparation of

indigo, sucli as indigo and starch, was chiefly

usecL but more recently soluble Prussian blue or

other soluble blue pigments, frequently made

up into balls, have come into use.

BLUING OF METALS. See Temperino

Steel.

BLUM, Fr. pron. bleN, Ernest (1836—). A
French dramatist, born in Paris. He made his

debut as a writer at the age of sixteen

with Vne fcmme qui mord. As a jour-

nalist he lias been associated with Chartvari,

Rappcl, Oaulois, and other publications. Many
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of his dramatip works were written in collabora-
tion with Clairville, Flan, Monnier, Brisharrc.
Labiche. and others. Among the vaudevilles,
librettos, and dramas of this versatiU' writer,
the following are especially noteworthy: Lex
noces de diahle (1802) : Rocamhole (18G4) ; La
jolie patiumeusc (1874); Hose Michel (1875);
Espion du rot (1876) ; Le petit chaperon rouge
(1885) ; Les femmes iwrveuses (1888) ; Larieiise
(1804) ; Le carillon (1897).

BLUM, bloom. H.\NS (1841—). A German
publicist and author, son of Robert Blum, born
in Leipzig, and educated at the universities of

Leipzig and Bern. He was a member of the
North German Reichstag from 1867 to 1870 and
from 18G9 to 18i)7 a barrister in Leipzig. During
the Franco-Prussian War he was in the field as

correspondent for Daheim, and in 1871-70 edited
the Gremboten. His extensive and varied publi-

cations include works on contemporary politics,

such as Die Liigen unserer Socialdemokratie
(1891), contributions to historj' in Fiirst Bis-
marck tmd seine Zeit (1894-95) : Das erste Tier-

teljnhrhundert des deutsehen Reichs (1896), and
other volumes, some fiction, two dramas, and
Personliche Erinncrungen an den Fiirsten Bis-

marck (1900).

BLtTM, Robert (1807-48). A German pa-
triot. He was bom in very humble circumstances
in Cologne, November 10, 1807, and after a brief

military service in 1830, became scene-shifter,

and afterwards secretary of a theatre in Cologne,
and subsequently in Leipzig. In this situation

he remained, devoting his leisure time to litera-

ture and politics until 1847, when he established

himself as a bookseller and publisher. In 1840
he founded in Leipzig the i^rhillerrerein. which
celebrated the poet's anniversary, as a festival

in honor of political liberty. In 1845 he ac-

quired great reputation as a popular orator in

connection with the Ciemian Catholic movement,
and particularly through his action at a turbu-
lent meeting of armed citizens and students of

Leipzig, whom he dissuaded from storming the
barracks. He became the champion of the Lib-

eral Party of Saxony on the outbreak of the
Revolution of February. 1848. and was elected

vice-president of the Preliminary Parliament at
Frankfort. In the Xational Assembly he became
leader of the Left ; and was one of the bearers of

a congratulatory address from the Left to the

people of Vienna when they rose in October. In
Vienna he joined the Students' Corps, was ar-

rested, and shot on Xovember 9. Blum was a

man of strong intelligenee and great oratorical

power. Consult Hans Blum, Robert Blum
(I^ipzig, 1878).

BLUM, blum. Robert Frederick (1S.")7- 190.3).

An American painter, born in Cincinnati, Ohio.
He studied at the Academy of Fine Arts, Phila-

delphia, Pa., and exhibited in New York City
in 1879. Among his works are "Going and Com-
ing" (1881); "Briffht Day at Venice" (1882),
and some fine mural decorations, including those

for ilendelssohn Hall, New York City.

BLUMAUER, bloo'-mou-er. Alots (1755-98).

A <jerman poet, born in Steyer. His works,
which are chiefly coarse Katires on the clergy and
on the Jesuit Order (of which he himself had
become a member a year before its dissolution in

177.3), enjoyed a wide popularity. He is remem-
bered, however, chiefly for his Abenteuer des

frommen Tlelden .Eneas (1784-88; published with
introduction and commentary by E. Griesbach,
1872), a coarse travesty on Vergil's /Eneid, which
is still widely read in Germany. His complete
works, Siimmtliche Wrrkc. appeared after his
death in 4 vols. (1801-03: republished 4 vols.,

1884). Consult Hofmann-W'illenhof, Aloys Blu-
mauer (Vienna, 1885).

BLUMENBACH, bloo ' nun - bac, .Johann
Friedrich (1752-1840). A German naturalist,
physiologist, and anthropologist, born in Gotha.
He studied in Jena and in Giittingen, where he
graduated with the degree of M.D. in 1776. He
began to teach in Giittingen in 1776, became a
professor in 1778, and exercised the greatest in-

fluence as a teacher for more than fifty years.
He founded the science of anthropology. His
CoUectio Craniorum Diversarum Gentium (1790-
1828) gave the results of observations upon the
skulls of different races. He advocated the the-
ory of the unity of the human race, and divided
it into five tj'pes—Caucasian, Mongolian, Malay,
American, and Ethiopian. His Handbuch d'er

Xaturgeschichte (1780) has gone through many
editions. He was the first to place comparative
anatomy on a thoroughly scientific basis, and in
1805 published his Handbuch der vergleichenden
Anatomic. He speculated on the power of gen-
eration and regeneration, and imagined that a
iiisus fortnatirus, or formative tendency, was
possessed by all living things. Consult his
Ueber den Bildungstrieb und das Zeugungsge-
schaff (Gottingen,'l791).

BLUMENTHAL, blurj'mfn-tal, .L\coB vox
( 1829— ) . A German pianist and composer, born
in Hamburg. He studied under Grund, Bocklet,
Sechter, Halevy, and Herz, and in 1849 went to
London. There he was appointed pianist to
Queen Victoria, taught music, and composed
many brilliant pieces for the pianoforte and
popular songs, of which "ily Queen," 'The Bend
in the River," "The Broken Flower," and "The
Venetian Boat-Song" are the best known.

BLUMENTHAL, Leoxhabd, Count von
(1810-1000). A Prussian field-mar.shal. He was
born July 30, 1810, at Schwedt-on-the-Oder. He
received a military education in the Prussian
Cadet Corps, and in 1827 Ix^came an officer in the
Reserve Guard. From 1830 to 1833 he studied
at the Berlin Military Academy, and later
sei'v-ed in all branches of the army, in order to
acquire a full military training. In 1848 he
became a member of tlie Prussian General Staff.

He was chief of staff of the Schleswig-Holstein
Army in 1849; became aide-de-camp to Prince
Frederick Charles (1858); colonel of the Sev-
enty-first Infantry (1860) : and chief of staff of
the .\ustro- Prussian Army in tlie war against
Denmark (1864). In the same year he was
made a major-general, and in the campaign of
1866 against Austria acted as chief of staff to
the Crown Prince Frederick William, and dis-

tinguished himself at KiiniggrUtz. After the war
Blumenthal became a lieutenant-general. Dur-
ing the Franco-Prussian War he again acted as
chief of staff to the Crown Prince, and partici-

pated in the events leading up to Sedan and the
capitulation of Paris. He was afterwards in-

trusted with the command of the Fourth Army
Corps, with headquarters at Magdeburg, and
given the rank of general of infantry in 1873.

In 1888 he was created field-marshal, and given
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important duties as inspector-general of the

Fourtli Division. He died December 22, 1900.

BLUMENTHAX, Oskar (1852—). A Gfer-

mau ihanuitist and satirist, born in Berlin. He
founded there the I.essing Theatre ( 1888) , which

he managed from 1888-97, and devoted chiefly to

the production of contemporary comedies. Among
his own works first produced at the Lessing

Theatre, the most popular are the comedies,

Der Probepfeil (1882); Die grosse Olocke; Im
ueissen Jiiissel, with G. Kadelburg ( 1898 ) ; Mat-
thias GoUinger, with M. Bernstein (1898) ; Die
itrengcn Herren. with G. Kadelburg (1900):

Der schwarze Schlcier (1887); and Heute und
Gestern, with G. Kadelburg ( 1892) . He has also

published satirical articles and epigrams. Con-

sult Wald (1885), and Wolff (Berlin, 1887).

BLUM'ER, Geobge Aldek (1851—). An
Anglo-American physician, born in Sunderland,

England. He studied at the University of Edin-

burgh, graduated in 1879 at the medical depart-

ment of the University of Pennsylvania, and in

1879-80 was resident 'phvsician at the German
Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa. From 1880 to 1886

he was assistant physician at the Utica State

Hospital, of which he was superintendent in

1886-89. In 1889 he was appointed superin-

tendent of the Butler Hospital for the Insane,

Providence, R. I. He also became an associate

editor of the American Journal of Insanity.

BLTJMER, bloti'mer, Johaxn Jakob (1819-

75). A Swiss statesman and historian, bom in

Glarus. He studied in Zurich, Bonn, and Berlin.

In 1843 he was elected to the Landrat, and in

1861 became president of the Court of Appeals.

Between 1861 and 1874 he completed his revision

of the civil and criminal law of Switzerland,

and subsequently he was chosen president of the

Permanent Court of the Swiss Federation. His
books include Staats- und Rcchtspcschichten der

schucizerischen Demokraticn (1850-59), and
Handbuch des schweizerischcn Bundesstaati-

rechts (1877-87).

BLUMNER, bli.im'ner, Hugo (1844— ). A
German classical archieologist, born in Berlin,

August 9, 1844. He taught in tlie universities

of Breslau and Konigsberg, and has been since

1877 professor in the University of Zurich. He
is author and editor of 'many philological and
archa-ological works, of wliicli the most impor-

tant are: Die geuerbliche Tliiitigkeit der Volker

des klassisehcii Altrrtums (1869): Technologic

und Terminologie der (lewerbe und Kiitiste bei

G-riechen und Uomern (4 vols., 1874-88) ; Leben
itnd Sitten der Oriechen (1887) ; Maximaltarif
des Diokletian, with Theodor Jlomnisen (1893) ;

Pausanixe Grwcice Descriptio (1890) ; reviser of

Hermann, Griechische Privataltertiimer (1881),

etc.

BLUNOJELL'S SCHOOL. One of the best of

the smaller English public schools, especially

noted in the west of England. It was founded in

1604 by Peter Blundell, in Tiverton, Devonshire.

Beginning life as a poor boy, he amassed a con-

siderable fortune, most of which was left to

charities, the greatest of which was this school.

There were founded in connection with it five

scholarships at Balliol College, Oxford, for

scholars of this school, which have brought many
men from there to Balliol. .Among the distin-

guished men who came from BlundeU's are
Bishops Bull, Hayter, and Conybeare, Abraham

Hayward, the essayist, and R. D. Blackmore,
the novelist. .John Ridd, the hero oiLorna
Doone, \\as also a member of the school.

BLUNDERBUSS (either corruption of
Dutcli donderbus, thunder-box, i.e. musket, or
from bltiiidcr -(- Dutch bux, Ger. Biichse, box,
barrel of a gun). An old-fashioned short musket
with a wide, smooth bore sullicient to take in

several shots or bullets at one charge. A number
of the English and German troopers in the
Seventeenth Century were armed with this

weapon, which had a limited range, and was
more particularly effective at close quarters or
in the defense of narrow passages. It has long

been obsolete. See Small Arms.
BLUNT, J.\MES G. (1826-81). An American

soldier. He was born in Trenton, Maine, and in

1849 graduated at the Starling Medical College,

Columbus, Ohio. In 1856 he settled in Kansas,
where he strenuously ojiposed the introduction
of slavery, and was a member of the convention
that framed the State Constitution. He entered
tlie Federal Army as lieutenant-colonel at the

outbreak of the Civil War, and in 1862 was made
brigadier-general, and placed in command of the

Department of Kansas. On December 7, at

Prairie Grove, lie defeated a force under Gen-
eral Hindman, and thus cheeked the advance of

the Confederates into Missouri. He was raised

to the rank of major-general in November, 1862,

but in 1863 was relieved of the command of the

department, and assigned to the Army of the

Frontier.

BLUNT, John Henry (1823-84). An Eng-
lish High-Church theologian and writer on ec-

clesiastical history. He was born in Chelsea,

studied at Universit}' College, Durham, and was
ordained a priest of the Established Church in

1853. He was appointed a Vicar of Kennington
in 1868, and in 1873 rector of Beverston. He
contributed much to reviews and periodicals, and
his publications include The Atonement (1855) ;

an Annotaled Book of Common Prayer (1884) ;

and an important flistory of the Reformation of

ihe Church of England (1802-82), written from
the High-Church standpoint.

BLUNT, .John .Tames (1794-1855). An Eng-
lish clergjnnan and author, born in Newcastle-

under-Lyme, Staffordshire. He graduated in

1816 at Saint John's College, Cambridge, was
curate at Hodnet, Shropshire, to Reginald Heber,

whom he succeeded; and subsequently was curatq
also at Chetwynd. In 1834 he became rector

of Great Oakley. Essex, and in 1839 professor

of divinity at Cambridge. He wrote a consid-

erable number of works on ecclesiastical history

and biblical criticism, besides several volumes
of sermons. The best-known of his publications

is Undesigned Coincidences in the Writings both

of the Old and Nov Testament, an Argument of
their Veracity (1847). Consult Selwyn, "Me-
moir," in Blunt's Two Introductory Lectures
(1856).

BLUNT, Wilfrid Scawen (1840—). An
Englisli traveler and poet. He was born near
Crawley, England, August 17, 1840. His mother
being a Catholic convert, he was educated at
Stonyhurst and at Saint Mary's, Oscott. He
served for some years as attache to various
British embassies in Europe, and in 1869 married
Anne, daughter of the Earl of Lovelace, and
granddaughter of Lord Byron, with whom ho
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traveled through Spain, Algeria, Egypt, and the

Syrian Desert. In 1S82 he championed the

cause of Arabi Pasha (q.v.), and later took

up the Xationalist cause in Ireland. In 1887-88

he vas imprisoned for two months for taking
part in a prohibited meeting at Woodford, in

County Galway. Blunt won attention by the

Lore Sonnets of Proteus (1880), containing a
fine sonnet on Gibraltar. This volume has been
followed by Esther (1892) ; Griseldii (1893) ; the

Quatrains'of Youth (1898) : Satan Absolved: A
Mi/stery (1899) ; and many other poems. Blunt's

poems are intensely human and realistic. Con-
sult Henlev and Wvndham, edd., The Poetry of
TT. Blunt "(London' 1898).

BLUNTHEAD. A curious eolubrine innoc-

uous snake (Ambtyccphalus boa) of .Java and
the East Indies, the type of the family Ambly-
cephalidtp. and allied to the night tree-snakes

(Dipsadidit) . It is slender, about 3 feet long,

and purplish in color, densely marbled and mot-

tled with brown, with rosy spots and checks, and
lips carnation-red. Its large head is shaped like

that of a mastiff, "which animal it further re-

sembles by snapping at whatever disturbs it."

Having a preiiensile tail, it climbs with great
ease, and at night creeps about the thatch of

houses in Java and Borneo, in search of insects,

the natives welcoming it as a vermin-destroyer.

BLUNTSCHLI, blunt'shle, Johaxx Kaspak
(1808-811. A German jurist, bom in Switzer-

land, 1808; graduated at Bonn in 1829. He was
professor of law in the University of Ziirich, a
member of the grand council of the local govern-

ment, and strongly opposed the civil war of

1847-48. In 1848 he became professor of Ger-
man and international law at Munich, and in

1861 professor of political science and jurispru-

dence at Heidelberg. In 18(J4, with Baumgarten
and others, he founded the Protestant Union, and
subsequently presided over several Protestant
conventions, and over the General Synod at Ba-
den in 1867. He also presided, in 1861, over the
International Congress of Jurists in Dresden.
Bluntschli was one of the founders and ( 1875-

77) president of the Institute of International
Law at Ghent, and was generally considered one
of the highest European authorities on interna-

tional law and the laws of war. He was a Lib-

eral in politics, and in 1867 was elected to the
ZoUparlament (customs parliament). He died
in 1881. His valuable library is now owned by
the Johns Hopkins University of Baltimore. His
legal writings include Geschichte des allgemeinen
Kechts (1864); Das moderne Kriegesrecht
(1866): Das moderne Volkerrecht (1868); and
Die Lehrc lom Slant (1875).

BLUSHING (AS. biyscan, to glow, biysa, a
torch ) . A sudden reddening of the face, neck,

and breast, owing to some mental shock, most
commonly of the character of sli\Tiess, shame, or
modesty. It is produced by an increased flow of

blood into the capillary vessels over the parts
where the blush extends, resulting from a tem-
porary vasomotor paralysis. Besides redden-
ing the complexion, it creates a sensible augmen-
tation of heat in tho.se parts. The feeling that
accompanies a blush is one of distress—of heat
and general discomfort. Children rarely blush.

Darwin is authority for the statement that peo-

ple of races that habitually are nearly naked
blush down to the waist. There is a nerve fila-

ment, from the sympathetic system, lying within
the sheath of and parallel with each artery and
capillary, controlling the e-xpansion and contrac-

tion of the muscular coat of the vessel. This is

called a vasomotor nerve. During the mental
stress that accompanies blushing, the action of

the vasomotor nerve is suspended and the arteries

and capillaries dilate, producing the phenomenon,
the heart's action being unaffected. Mental stress

of a nature to moderate or control the heart's

action is more likely to cause pallor of the sur-

face, owing to the decreased amount of blood
passing through tlie arteries and the correspond-

ingly greater contraction of their coats. Consult
Darwin. Expression of Emotions in Man and
Animals (London, 1872).

BLtJTHGEN, blut'gen, Victor (1844—). A
Geniiaii author. He was bom in Ziirbig, near
Halle; studied theology at the University of the

latter city; assisted in the preparation of a
theological dictionary, and was employed for a
short time as a journalist. His best-known
works are his Gedichte (1881); a number of

books for the young, including his text to Flin-

zer's Schehnenspiegel (1876) ; Froschmiiusekrieg

(1878) ; llesperiden (1879), a volume of tales,

which was translated into Danish ; the novelettes

Bunte yovellen (2 vols., 1880), Der Friedens-

storer (1883), Poiret-house (1884), and Die
Stiefschicester (1887); and the novels Aus gd-

rendrr Zeit (2 vols., 1884), and Frau Grafin (2
vols., 1892).

B'NAI B'RITH, b'nl b'reth. Independent
Order of. An organization of Israelites of Ger-

Uian extraction, founded in America in 1843. and
since extended through Germany and in the East.

It somewhat resembles the Masonic organization,

without its secrecy and ceremonial. Its object

is the moral elevation of its members, who now
number some 28,000 in more than 400 lodges.

BOA, bo'a (Lat. boa, bora, a large serpent;

perhaps akin to bos, ox, owing to its size). Any
of the large non-venomous snakes of tropical

America of the family Boidse. These are closely

related to the pythons: and popularly the name
is applied to any large snake that entwines its

prey, crushes it, and swallows it whole—a 'boa-

constrictor.' These great serpents feed upon liv-

ing animals of all sorts, for which they lie in

wait, often hanging for hours together from
trees. The weight of the body is borne under
such conditions partly by the prehensile tail and
partly by two opposing hooks on each side of

the vent' These hooks are held by muscles at-

tached to several bones, all below tlie skin, which
are the rudiments of the hind limbs of the higher

vertebrates. The boa seizes its prey with a
swift dart of the head and forward part of the

body, and the numerous long backward-leaning

teeth hold the struggling animal until the snake

throws one or more folds about it and com-

presses it to death. It may also seize an animal
by knotting a fold of its tail or some part of its

body around it; and thus boas have been seen to

capture, crush, and hold two or three victims at

once. The swallowing is a slow and laborious

process, aided by a copious flow of saliva, which
serves both to lubricate and to digest the mass
of food. Boas are able to swallow creatures con-

siderably larger than their own heads, because

the loose and elastic articulation of the jaws (see

Snake) enables the mouth to be opened both
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vertically and horizontally. While the process
of digestion is going on, for which weeks may be
necessary, the boa remains in a state of torpid-

ity, and then is easily killed. The boas are
afflicted with many and at times fatal intestinal

worms, received from (lie bodies of their victims.

Excepting such adversaries, the larger of these
powerful serpents have almost nothing to fear.

The name Boa-const rictar properly belongs to
one of the smaller of the boas, 12 feet long,

which is most abundant in Guiana and Brazil.

It is an exceedingly handsome serpent, brownish,
with a series of complicated and connected
blotchings. (See accompanying plate.) The em-
peror {Boa impcrator) of Central America and
Mexico resembles it, but has the markings sepa-

rated by light lines along the sides. A third
allied species is the lauianda, to which a sort of

worship was paid by the ancient Central Ameri-
cans, named Boa diviniloqiiax, of which the Mexi-
can boa (var. Mexicana) is a northerly form.
A fourth, and probably the best-known, species, is

the ringed boa {Epicrutes cenchria), which is

found all over Brazil, but nowhere numerously,
and northward to Costa Rica; it is about 5

feet long, and is marked with circular or 8-

shaped spots, having a dark border. This is one
of the species called aboma and jibova—Brazilian
terms which, like 'boiguacu' and some others
that have found currency in books, are very in-

definite. The genus Epierates embraces the
'tree-boas,' most of which are slender snakes of

moderate length, having distinct necks and some-
what triangular heads, which obtain their food
in trees and bushes, or by hanging from branches
and striking passing prey; they have the singu-

lar faculty of clinging firmly to the upper sur-

face of a leafy brancli without curling any part

of the body aroimd it. and no amount of wind-
waving or other agitation will loosen the hold

of their looped length short of complete over-

turning. The swiftness of their stroke is too

great to follow with the eyes. Another genus
is often represented in menageries by the dog-

headed boa (Xiphosoma caniniim) of the Amazon
region. It often exceeds ;> feet in length .and is

green above and bright yellowbeneath. ornamented
with clustered white spots edged with purplish

black. The sand-snakes (f.'n/ji) , the Californian

lichanuras, and various other generic forms also

belong to the Boa family.

The greatest of all the boas is the water-boa
{Euiiecfcs muriniis) , best known as the anacon-

da. Although the I'.ome of this huge serpent is

wholly within the valleys of the Amazon and Ori-

noco, the name was borrowed from tlic Portuguese

name of a Ceyhmese p>-thon, and fixed by Cuvier
in 181"; its most widespread Brazilian name is

'sucuriuba,' or sim])ly 'sueuria.' It is far more
aquatic in its habits than any other big Ameri-
can snake, sp<'nding a large part of the time in

the water, to which its structvire is adapted, the

nostrils being very small, placed vertically in

the top of the heavily scaled nose, and closable

by valves. Thus it can swim safely under water,

and need only push the merest point of its head
above the surface in order to take breath. Its

eyes, also, are elevated, prominent, and so placed

that it can see both ahead and downward (into

the water) , which most snakes cannot do. Al-

though, like the others, it hangs from trees or lies

coiled on the bank waiting to seize anything man-
ageable that may eonie in its way, it also sinks

its body in the water and waits at chosen places
near the bank until some animal comes down to
drink, when it seizes it by the nose with a grip
from which beasts rarely escajie before they are
dragged down, enfolded, and drowned in its

crushing embrace. One of the Brazilian names
is 'deer-swallower,' and stories are UAd of its

killing and eating cattle, horses, and jaguars;
but these must be regarded as fanciful tales, in-

spired by the same imagination which says it
reaches a" length of from 50 to 80 feet. The largest
specimen actually measured is that (a stuffed
akin) in the British Museum, which is 29 feet
long; it is not probable that this is often much
exceeded, while the average length is, no doubt,
nearer 20 than 30 feet. A snake of the largest
size could certainly kill, and might swallow, one
of the small Brazilian deer, at any rate a horn-
less doe or fawn; but the more ordinary food
consists of rodents, from the capybara down,
peccaries, birds and their eggs, and fishes and
reptiles, including their own kind. This serpent
is rich green in color and marked with round
blackish blotches, which often run together, as
shown in the accompanying illustration.
Not much is known as to the reproduction of

boas, most of which seem to produce their young
alive, while some are known to lay eggs. The
rather contradictory experience on this point,
derived from observation of captive specimens,
is given in Miss Ilopley's Snakes. All the boas
are hardy and long-lived, and those mentioned
above are to be seen in various zoological gar-
dens, where they usually thrive well if pro-
tected from cold and intelligently treated, and
often come to know their keepers and be very
friendly with them. Certain species are con-
stantly tamed and kept as pets among the vil-

lagers of Brazil and Central America; and occa-
sionally completely tamed specimens have been
known in other parts of the world, not only
among performers in animal shows, but in pri-

\ate, of which the most famous recent example is

the boa "Cleo,' kept by Mr. and Mrs. Mann in

London, and described by Frank Buckland in

Land and Water and elsewhere about 1877. For
special information, consult: Moles and Ulrich,
"Serpents of Trinidad," in Proc. Zool. Soc. of
London. 1804, page 499 et seq. ; Hopley, .Sji/iAes

(London, 1882) ; and Gosse, A Naturalist's So-
journ in Jamaica (London, 1851).

BOAB'DELIN, Mahomet. A character in
Drydcn's The Conquest of Granada.

BOABDIL, bo'ab-del' (corrupted from Abu-
Abdallah). The last Moorish King of (Jranada,
surnamed El Clrico, 'The Little." He dethroned
bis father, Abu-'l-llassan. in 14SL and two years
later was defeated by the Castilians near Lucena,
and taken prisoner, but on agreeing to pay
tribute was set free and returned to CJranada
to struggle for the tlirone against his father and
his uncle, Al)dallalicl-Zaghal. 'I'he power of the
Moors was greatly shaken by tliis civil conflict,

and the dispute was finally settled by Ferdinand
of Aragon. who in 1402 captured Granada, in

spite of the reckless courage of the Moors and
of Boabdil. The story goes that Boabdil. hav-
ing handed over to Ferdinand the keys of the
city, was riding on toward the mountains, when
he turned, at Padul, on a spur of the .Alpujarras,
to take a last look at the towers of Granada.
"Allhu ,4kbar!" (God is great), he exclaimed.



BOAS, SHOWING SPECIFIC MARKINGS

^C* t

1. COMMON BOA (Boa constrictor).

2. DOG-HEADED BOA (Xiphosoma canlnum).
3. ABOMA OR RINGED BOA (Epicrates cenchria)

4. ANACONDA (Eunectes murlnus).
5. MEXICAN BOA (Boa divlnllociuax, var. Mexicans).
6. IMPERIAL BOA (Boa Imperator).
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bursting into tears. His mother standing be-
side him exclaimed, "You miiy well weep like a
woman for what you could not defend like a
man." The spot still bears the name of £•/ L'lli-

mo Sospiro (h'l Mora, 'the last sigh of the Moor.'
Boabdil soon crossed to Africa and lost his life

in battle. See Granada.

BOAC, bo-iik'. A town of Mindoro, Philip-
pines, situated about 48 miles from Cala])an, the
capital (Map: Philippine Islands, F G). Popu-
lation. 14,7:2.>.

BO ADICE'A ( ? -A.D. 62). Queen of the
Iceni, a tribe inhabiting the eastern coast of Brit-
ain, Prasutagus, her husband, who died about
A.D. 60, left his wealth jointly to the Roman
Emperor and to his two daughters, hoping that
by this artifice his kingdom would be protected
from oppression; but the Roman soldiery, taking
advantage of the defenseless condition of the
country, began to plunder unscrupulously. Bo-
adicea herself was scourged, her daughters were
violated, and the noblest among the Iceni were
treated as slaves. These outrages drove them
into a revolt, in which they were joined by the
Trinobantes. Boadicea gathered round her a
large army, attacked and captured the Roman
colony of Caniulodunum (Colchester) : took
Londinium and Verulamium, and destroyed, ac-
cording to Tacitus, 70,000 Romans, Suetonius,
the Roman Governor of Britain, now advanced at
the head of about 10,000 legionaries against Bo-
adicea, who, it is said, had under her command
over 200,000 men. A dreadful battle ensued
(A.D. 62), in which 80.000 Britons were said to
have perished, and only 400 Romans. These fig-

ures, of course, cannot be trusted ; but the victory
must have been decisive, as it established the au-
thority of the Romans in Britain. Boadicea,
overwhelmed with despair, committed suicide.

Consult: Tacitus, .4 iiHa/e.s, Book XIV. (London,
1872) ; Elton, Origins of English History (Lon-
don, 1882) ; Rhys, Cellic Britain (London,
1882).

BOAR (AS. har, OHG. 6cr, Ger. Biir, brood-
brar; cf. Russ. hororH, boar). Wild. The com-
mon and most typical species (S«.s scrofa) of wild
swine, which exceeds the largest domestic swine
in size, and is far superior to them in strength
and swiftness. It is grayish-black in color, cov-

ered with short, woolly hair, thickly interspersed
with stiff, coarse bristles, which assume the form
of a mane along the spine. The ears are always
black. Its great tusks are formidable weapons,
but when old the tusks curve over the snout and
are no longer serviceable for goring; then, how-
ever, the teeth of the upper jaw protrude and
curve outward, serving the same purpose as the
tusks had done. The animal is native in Europe,
.\sia Minor, and North Africa, inhabiting the

deep recesses of marshy forest groimds. Boars
were common in England tintil the time of

Henry II., and then not found luitil, in the
reign of Charles I., an unsuccessful attempt was
made to raise them in the New Forest. In the
time of the Conqueror any one killing a wild
boar was liable to have his eyes put out. Con-
sult Harting, British Animals Extinct Within
Historic Times (London, 1880).

it was for centuries a favorite beast of chase
with the nobles of Europe, and was hunted chief-

ly on foot with the spear, aided by a breed of

great dogs now nearly extinct, its strength and

ferocity rendering the sport alike exhilarating
and dangerous. There is little of boar-hunting
now, except upon certain great estates in
eastern Europe, where the animals are bred for
the purpose of sport. In India, however, the
wild boars of that country are pursued and
speared by mounted men, who regard 'pig-stick-
ing' as the most exciting sport the Orient af-
fords. The courage and tenacity of life ex-
hibited by pursued and wounded animals are
surprising. The animal seeks its food at night,
and feeds chiefly on roots and grain, though it
will eat smaller animals, birds' eggs, etc. The
bristles of the boar are much used for brushes.
Besides this one, several other species of boar
have been described, of which three at least seem
to be valid

—

Stis vittatus of Asia and Africa,
8us venucosus from Java and Celebes, and Sua
harbatus from Borneo. No species of the genus
Sus are natives of America or Australia. See
Peccary; Swine.
BOARD (AS. hord, Ger. Bord and Brett). In

nautical language, a terili which has numerous
significations. The terms plank and board were
formerly used without much discrimination;
hence the application of the word board to ex-
press in a figurative manner the deck or side
of a vessel. From this use are derived the ex-
pressions aboard, on board, boarding (i.e. the
act of going on board for a friendly or inimical
purpose), inboard (inside the rail or bulwarks),
outboard, etc. Before the days of keels, and for
small boats until comparatively recent times, a
broad board called a Iccboard w'as secured to the
side and projected into the water in a manner to
prevent leeway (q.v. ) when under sail. From
this resulted the expressions a good board, which
meant to lose nothing to leeward on a single
stretch while tacking (q.v.), a half board, stern
board, etc. The operation of boarding a vessel
of the enemy meant a forcible entry for the pur-
pose of capturing it; in the days of sailing
vessels, slow steamers, and slow-firing guns it

was an operation of importance, but it would
not now be attempted except in unusual circum-
stances.

BOARD (from the board, or table, at which
the ofliccrs sit). The general name applied to
persons who in their collective capacity have the
management of some public oflice or department,
bank, railway, charitv, or, indeed, of any other
trust.

BOARDING-HOUSE (from board or table
for food). The legal liability of a boarding-
house keeper differs from that of an innkeeper
(q.v.) in three important respects. The first

difference is due to the fact that he does not
hold himself out as engaged in a common public
employment. Consequently, he is at liberty to
reject any person who may apply for accommo-
dations, whether his house is full or not. No
person has a right to insist upon boarding with
him until a special agreement has been made
between them. In the second place, a boarding-
house keeper is not subject to the extraordinary
liability for his patrons' property which rests
upon an innkeeper for the chattels of his guests.
He is bound to exercise only su<'h care of it as
an ordinarily prudent man would take of his
own property in similar circumstances. But that
degree of care the boarding-house keeper is le-

gally bound to exercise, at least over his board-
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ers' goods which are fairly within his custody. In

the third place, the keeper of a boardinjrhouse

has no lien on his boarders' proix'rty for bills

owing by them, at common law. although by

statute in some jurisdictions a lien has been ac-

conlcd. It is held, generally, that a boarding-

bouse keeper impliedly undertakes that his prem-

ises are reasonably fit for occupation. It is not

necessary that he" make that stJitement in ex-

press terms. His offer of the premises to board-

ers is a representation that they are tit for such

use. See the authorities referred to under Inn,

Innkeeper.

BOABDIIAN, George Dana (1801-31). An
American missionary. He was born in Liver-

more, Me., graduated at Waterville College (now

Colby University) in 1822, and studied at An-

dover Theological Seminary. He was ordained

as a Baptist minister in 1825, and in the same

year sailed for Calcutta as a missionary. In

1827 he established a mission at Burma, and

was especially zealous in his work among the

Karen villages. Ilis widow married the Rev.

Adoniram Judson (q.v.). Consult A. King,

Memoir of George Dana Boardman (Boston,

1,"56).

BOARDMAN, George Dana (1828-1903). An
American Baptist clergyman. He was born at

Tavoy, Burma, and was educated at Brown
University (1852), and at the Xewton Theo-

logical Institution. He was pastor of the First

Church. Philadelphia, from 1864 to 1894. In

June, 1899, he established at the University of

Pennsylvania the permanent lectureship known as

the 'Boardman Foundation in Christian Ethics.'

He was president of the Christian Arbitration

and Peace Society, and of the American Bap-

tist Missionary Union. His most important

production is a monograph. Titles of Wednesday
Eieniiip Leetures. It embraces 981 of his lec-

tures, delivered between 186.5 and 1880, and com-

prises a complete exegesis of the Bible. His

other writings include The Epiphanies of the

Risen Lord (New York, 1879) ; The Problem of

Jesus; Disarmament of Xations (1880); The
Coronation of Love: The Two Bibles; The King-

dom (1899); The Church (1901); The Golden
Kulr (1901).

BOARD OF TRADE. See Trade, Board of.

BOARFISH. A southern European fish

{Capros aper) of the family Caproida'. having a

much protracted hog like snout. The body is

oval, compressed, and carmine in color, with

seven transverse orange bands on the back. The
flesh is little esteemed.

BOAR OF ARDENNES, Wild. See Arden-
NE.s. The \\ ii.i) Boau of.

BOAR'S HEAD, The. The haunt of Sluike-

speare's FalslalV and his crew. It was a tavern

in Kastchcap, London, it fell in the great fire of

1660. It was rebuilt, but liad to give way for

an approach to l^ondon Bridge. Tlie site is now
occupied by a statue of William IV.

BOAS, br/as, Eduard (181.5-53). A German
author, born at Landsberg. He is remembered
chiefly for his works on Goethe and Scliiller,

including yachtrage zu Hchillcrs sdmmtlichen

M'erken (Stuttgart, 1838-40); Xachtriige zu

Ooethcs siirnmtlichcn Werlccn (Leipzig, 1841);

and .Sehillcr iind Goethe im Xcnienkampf (1831).

Hia Schillcrs Jugendjahre (1856) and Hchillcrs

nnd Goethes Xenienmanuskript (1856) were pub-

lished posthumously by W. von Maltzahn. His
other works include In tikaiidinaricn. yordlich-

ter (1844) ; the liumorous novel Dcs Krirgskom-
missiirs Pipitz Beise nach Italicn (1841) : and
the idyllic poem Pepita (1844). He published

selections from his prose and poetical works in

his Sehriften, 5 vols. (1846-49).

BOAS, Fbanz (1858—). A German-Ameri-
can anthropologist. He was born at Minden,
Westphalia, studied at Heidelberg. Bonn, and
Kiel, and in 1883-84 made a scientific journey
through the Baflin's Land region. lie was assist-

ant in the Koyal Etlinograpliical Museum in

Berlin from 18S5 to ISSfi. and an inslnictor in

geography at the University. From 1886 to 1888
he was an associate editor of Scienee; from 1888
to 1892 instructor in antliropology at Clark
L'niversity, and in 1899 wa,s appointed professor

of anthropology at Columbi.a University. He
is a member of the Xational Academy of Science,

in 1900 was president of the American Folk-Lore
Society, and in 1901 became curator of ethnology

in the American Museum of Natural History.

His publications include Baffin's Land (1885),
and "The Central Eskimo," Sixth Annual Re-
port^ Z'nited States Bureau of Ethnology (1S88).

BOAST (origin uncertain). A term used in

sculpture to define the first contour of a roughly
hewn block before the working out of ornament
and details. Portions of buildings that were
designed for ornamentation, if in obscure places,

are often left in this rude state.

BOAT (AS. bat, Ger. Boot: cf. Fr. bateau,

boat, from Low Lat. balelhis. dimin. of battus,

hatus, boat). A small vessel propelled by oars,

sail, or steam. The name is also ap))lied to

large vessels built to navigate rivers and interior

waters, and sometimes to large sea-going vessels;

but in such cases it is ordinarily used as part
of a compound word or expression, e.g. steam-
boat, ferryboat, canal-boat, packet-boat, etc.

Boats are of numerous types and forms, repre-

senting the various developments of the raft and
dugout, principles, which may be said to meet in

tile framed open boat, as it embodies the IioUow
form of the dugout and the framing of the raft.

The simplest form of boat is called a punt or

bateau, and it is much used in shallow interior

waters, where it is often propelled by pushing
with a pole instead of using oars : it has a flat

bottom and sides made of single boards. The
dory is a variety of punt, but, being intended for

use in rough water, it is deeper and more shape-

ly. Dories are used in great numbers by fisliing-

vessels. Small, shallow, framed boats are called

wherries or \Miitehall boats. In the United
States Naw boats are of three types

—

cutter,

irhaleboat, and steamer. The cutter type in-

cludes the dingeys and launches, the former tieing

smaller than the cutter, an<l the latter being

larger; all are squarestemed. The whaleboat
is sharp at both ends. Steamers resemble cut-

ters in build, but are heavier and have rounded
stems ; the smaller steamers are frequently

called steam-cutters. Gigs and barges are com-
monly of cutter build, but are larger, narrower,

and of less depth ; some gigs are of whaleboat
form. Dingeys usually have four oars; cutters

and whaleboats from six to fourteen : gigs five

or six ; barges twelve to fourteen ; and launches

twelve to sixteen. All are supplied with masta
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and sails to be used -n-hen desired. Tn niodcin
mon-of-war boats arc stowed on skid-frames
amidships in order to keep tlioni out of tlic way of

the guns; a certain number of davits are tilted,

liowever, as a matter of convenience during or-

dinary service. The boats of merchant ships
are of various tjTJes, and their number depends
upon the size of the vessel and the character of

the service; dories are much used in the United
States eoasting-vessels, but large boats are usu-
ally carried; deep-sea sailing ships usually have
one large boat, called the launch or longboat,
in addition to smaller ones.

Boats are usually built of wood; they are lia-

ble to receive many minor injuries, and the re-

pair of an iron hull is a much more difficult

matter than that of a wooden one; moreover,
an iron boat is much more likely to pimch a
hole in her bottom or side in striking a sharp
object than is a wooden one. There are three
dilferent methods of building wooden boats:
The carvel, with fore-and-aft planks, the edges
meeting, but not overlapping; the clinker, also

with fore-and-aft planks, but with the edges over-

lapping each other like shingles ; and the diag-

onal, the planking of which runs diagonally, the
inside planks running in a contrary direction to

the outside ones, and their edges meeting. On
some steamers the number of passengers carried

is so great that sufficient room cannot be found for

boats of the ordinary type, and these vessels

often carry a nimiber of collapsible boats with
wooden frames and covered with canvas. Boats
are single or double banked, as they have one
or two oars to a thwart. The seats for the crew
of a boat are called the thicarts, the strip on
which the thwarts rest is called the rising, the
space abaft the after thwart the stern sheets,

that forward of the foremost thwart the fore-
sheets, the spaces for the oars the rowlocks, and
where the coxswain of a man-of-war boat sits,

the coxsuain's box,

Boat-Davit. \Vhen 'not resting inboard on
chocks or skid-frames, boats are carried at the
davits. These are secured to the ship's side, the
end resting in sockets or saucers (if the davits
revolve), with a collar around the davit higher
up and near the ship's rail. Davits are some-
times straight, but are usually eur\ed somewhat
in the shape of an inverted letter J (thus £ ).

The upper blocks of the boat-falls (see Block;
also Tackle) are secured to the curved arms of

the davits, and the lower blocks hook into rings

in the boat. Boat-davits are usually made of

round iron bars, but stronger and liglitcr davits
are made of Trail iron or of box-girders.

Bo.\t-Haxdling Apparati'.s. The size and
weight of many boats now carried by ships pre-

clude their being hoisted by davits, and all

boats carried inboard on men-of-war require

special apparatus. Tn the United States Navy
boats stowed on skid-beams are usually handled
by a boat-crane, which is shai)ed like a boat-

davit, but is many times larger. The power to

operate it is either steam or electric. The boats,

when about to be hoisted, have wire-rope con-

trivances called slings fitted to them, and the

tackle of the boat-crane hooks in the'ring of the

slings. In the British Navy large boats and
those on the skid-beams are handled wilii boat-

derricks, consisting of strong booms hinged at

the heel ia heavy sockets on the mast. Life-

HEAD OP A BOATBILL.

boats are carried at davits of the usual pattern,
but they have special apparatus for lowering
them and for detaching tlicni after they arc low-
ered. There are many types of such devices in

\ise; the general feature which is common to all

is an arrangement whereby the boat is instan-
taneously released from the hoisting-gear, and it

is customary to detach the boat two or three feet
above the water and let it fall the rest of the
distance. Tn a rough sea it is very difficult to
unhook the ordinary falls, and a failure to do so
promptly might cause the boat to swamp or be
crushed against the ship's side.

BOATBILL. A South American night-heron
(Cancrumii eochlcuria) , differing from the true
herons mainly in the form of the bill, which is

comparativeh- short and very broad, as shown
in the accompanying illustration. Tt is about
the size of a domestic fowl, has shorter limbs
than most of the herons, but resembles them in
plumage, and is abun-
dantly provided with
elongated feathers on
the back of the head
and neck, which it

erects when irritated.

The skin beneath the
lower jaw is bare and
distensible in a large

gular pouch. Tts gen-
eral color is rusty
red, the forehead and
breast whitish, Tt

inhabits Guiana, Bra-
zil, etc., sits perched
upon trees which hang over streams, and darts
down upon fish, which seem to be its principal
food. Another species (Cancroma zelendoni)
inhabits Central America. These form a sub-
family, characterized by having four powder-
down tracts. See Herox.

BOAT-FLY, See \Vater-Bug.

BOATSWAIN (boat + swain, servant).
An officer of the navy of warrant rank. On
board ship he has, under the executive officer,

charge of the rigging, anchors, cables, cordage,
etc. He summons the crew at all general evolu-
tions, and acts as assistant to the executive in
carrying on the business of the ship; on old-type
ships his station was on the forecastle. A boat-
swain's call or whistle, which he uses in summon-
ing the crew or to call attention as a preliminary
to passing orders, etc., is his badge of office.

In 1902 there were 73 boatswains on the active
list of the United States Navy. When a boat-
swain has served ten years in that grade, he is

advanced to the grade of chief boatswain and
((ininiissioiied with the rank of ensign. It is the
custom at present to fill vacancies in the boat-

swain's list by advancing competent petty officers

who were formerly naval apprentices. The com-
pensation when at sea is $1200 for the first three
years' .service, and is increased $200 for every
additional three years until the maximum of

$1800 is reached. Chief boatswains receive the
same pay as cnsijins.

BOA'fsWAIN, or BOATSWAIN-BIRD. A
sailor's name for two sorts of sea-wandering
birds: (1) A skua-gull or jaeger, especially l?ich-

ardson's (Htcrcorarius parasiticus)
; (2) a tropic

bird (q.v.). The reference in each case seems to

be to the long, pointed feathers in the tail, which
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suggest a marlinspike, the boatswain's badge of

office; in fact, skuas are also known locally in

New England as 'marlinspikcs.'

BO'AZ. See Jacuix.

BOBAC, bo'bac (Pol. bobak. Russ. habakH)

.

A gregarious marmot or woodcliuck (Arctomys
bobac) of Eastern Europe and Central Asia,

which resembles the American prairie-dog in ap-

pearance and habits.

BOB'ADIIi, Captain. A blustering, cowardly
braggart, whose personality, lines, and fate form
the most entertaining element in Ben Jonson's
Every Man in His Humour. He lodges with Cob
and Tib and is given to the use of 'dainty oaths.'

His name has been thought to have been adopted
from that of Bobadilla, Governor of Cuba, who
sent Columbus back to Spain as a prisoner.

BOBADILLA, bu'ua-De'lj-a, Fkaxcisco ( ? -

1502). A Spanish commander of the Order of

Calatrava, appointed in 1499 to supersede Co-

lumbus as Viceroy of the Indies. He was fully

empowered to conduct an investigation of the

affairs of the colony of Hispaniola, and set sail

with two caravels from Cadiz in June, 1500. He
was both insolent and inetBcient, and he had no
sooner landed in the island than he proceeded to

high-handed and stupid demonstrations of au-
thority. By his orders Columbus was seized,

placed in chains, and sent back to Spain. The
Admiral was. however, received with great con-

sideration by the nation and Court. In 1502 Co-

lumbus set out on his fourth and final voyage,
and arrived at Hispaniola on .June 29. On the

first of July, Bobadilla, who, after his utter mis-

management, had been recalled under arrest, left

San Domingo in one of the vessels of a large fleet

commanded by Torres, and was dro\nied in a
hurricane.

BOBBIN (Fr. bohinc. of uncertain origin).

A snuiU wooden or metal roller, flanged at one or
both ends, on which thread or yarn is wound for

sewing, weaving, etc. Bobbins for weaving are

commonly made with a flange at one end only,

but most other forms of bobbins are flanged at

both ends. The ordinary 'spool' on which sew-
ing-thread is wound is a familiar example of a
wooden bobbin, and the metal implement for

holding the thiead in a sewing-machine shuttle

is a good example of a metal bobbin. The manu-
facture of bobbins, which are used in enormous
numbers, is usually carried on by means of auto-

matic machinery. In the manufacture of bob-

bins or spools for sewing-tliroad the wooden
blocks, cut to the proper length, are thro%\ii into

the hopper of the macliine, whence tliey are taken
automatically, turned, flanged, bored, and dis-

charged complete and ready for use. See article

Loom.
BOBBIN-BOY, The. A boy's book, founded

on the life of Ccn. Nathaniel P. Banks, who was
popularly lalled by this name, because, when a
youth, he had spent several years working in a
cotton-factor^'.

BOB'BINET' {bobbin + net). A machine
imitation of pillow lace. (See Lace.) A fabric
conipo.sed of hexagonal meshes, formed by a
series of threads crossing and partially twisting
around each other.

BOBBIO, bob'bf-o. An episcopal city in north
Italy, near the confluence of the Bobbio and the
Trebbia, 37 miles northeast of Genoa (Map:

HEAD AND FOOT OF BOBOLINK.

Male in summer plumage.

Italy, D .3). In 612 Saint Columbanus founded
an abbey here, whose famous library, consisting
of 700 manuscrij)ts, made known to the world by
Niebuhr and others, is now partly in the Vatican,
partly in the Ambrosian Library at Milan. Pop-
ulation, in 1881 (commune)," 4500; in 1901,
4848.

BOBOLI (bo'bAle) GABDENS. Magnificent
public gardens near the Pitti Palace, in Florence,
planned in 1550. under the patronage of Eleanora
of Toledo and the direction of the sculptor Tri-
bolo.

BOBOLINK (earlier bohUncohi, Bob o' Lin-
coln, bob-o-lincon : in imitation of the sounds
produced by the bird). One of the most con-
spicuous and interesting song-birds of North
America, found wherever plains, prairie mead-
ows, or cultivated fields offer it a suitable home.
It is a member of the Icterida\ but stands apart
from the orioles and blackbirds liy reason of its

pointed tail-feathers and long middle toe. as
Dolichonyx oryzivorus. The length is about 7
inches, of which 2% inches go to the tail; the
spring or breed-
ing plumage of ^^KJ^''^^^
the adult male is

"^ ^^^fn, -j^

black, with the
h i n d h e a d and
nape, scapulars,
rump, and upper
tail-coverts buff,

inclining to oeh-
raceous on the
neck and ashy to-

ward the tail; in
this plumage a popular local name is skunk-
blackbird. The female is protectively denied this
gay suit, and is clothed in neutral yellowish
brown, much streaked ; and the young of both
sexes wear a similar dress until the iuales mature.
(See Plate of Blackbirds.) Over tr.e region of
the dry Western plains and mountains, as far as
the Salt Lake Valley, a paler form prevails, dis-

tinguished as variety ulhinuvha. Such is the
early summer gayety of plumage, when the males
are rollicking above the fields where they are
breeding in the Northern States and southern
Canada, few stopping for that purpose south of
latitude 40°. For their nests they choose open
grassy spaces or fields of cultivated grass and
grain ; and as the spreading cultivation of the
country has multiplied these conditions they
have dispersed much more widely, especially in
the East, than they originally extended, and for
a long time vastly increased in numbers. Arriv-
ing from the South in May, a pair take posses-
sion of a field. The female constructs on the
ground a nest of grasses skillfully entwined and
often ingeniously hidden anumg tlie stems of the
growing plants, in which are laid four or five

eggs (for description of birds' eggs, see Ecg),
dull white, flecked and marbled with Vandyke
brown, upon which she sits very closely for
about a fortnight.

During this nuptial season—from their first

arrival until mid-.july—the male is driving from
the vicinity every intruder he can frighten away,
especially rivals of his own kind, and making
himself delightfully consinciious by his gay ac-

tivity upon the wing, and his loud, sprightly, and
unceasing song, which has a peculiar ringing or
chinking quality adapted to a rattling melody,
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seemingly uttered in an ecstasy too vivid to per-

mit of any tune or modulation. It is to this the

bird owes its name, which the poets have turned

to Bob-o"-Lineoln, and played upon in many
verses. As summer advances the black of tho

plumage of the male, which in reality is formed
only by the tips of feathers, begins to wear off

(see Molting), leaving the males in a rusty

garb, which later becomes scarcely distinguish-

able from that of the females and young. Their
brilliant song dwindles to the call-note, Chink!
and in August the males gather upon marshy
meadows in vast flocks, where they are gradually

joined and followed by their families, and the

southward migration begins. By the end of Sep-

tember all the bobolinks have left the northerly

parts of the country, and are gathered upon
southerly seaeoasts or inland marshes. At this

time they are fat, and along Chesapeake Bay and
the Southern 'sounds' are shot in immense num-
bers under the name recd-birds as an autumn
delicacy. Such as escape move on southward,

where enormous flocks fall upon the ripening rioe-

fields of Carolina and the Gulf coast, where they

are called rice-birds. Here they do very serious

damage by eating the rice-grains, and more by
shaking down a vast quantity, and armies of boys
are set to shoot or drive them off—a process in

which a great number of other quite innocent

birds are also destroyed. So systematic and se-

vere has been this persecution of late years that

the species has been seriously diminished, and
bobolinks are becoming rare in many parts of the

northeastern United States and Ontario, to the

sorrow of the people, who everywhere rejoice in

the presence of this merry-andrew of the mead-
ows.

BOBRINETS, b6-bre'nets. A thriving town
in the Government of Kherson, South Russia, 120

miles north of the city of Kherson, on the high,

rocky banks of a small river (Map: Russia,

Do). Flour-milling and retail trading are its

principal industries. In the neighborhood of

Bobrinets are interesting mounds. Population,

in 1890, 10,0.50; in 1897, 14,.350.

BOBRUISK, b6-broo'esk. A fortress of the

first class and the capital of a district in the

Government of Minsk, Ru.ssia, 108 miles south-

east of the city of Minsk (Map: Russia, C 4). It

is situated on the high right bank of the Bere-

sina, at the mouth of its tributary, the Bobruisk,

and is a station for the steam-packets navigating

the Dnieper and Beresina. Its manufactures are

less important than its commerce, which consists

principally in exports of grain and timber. Dur-

ing the reign of Alexander I. it was fortified, and
in 1812 it was ineffectually besieged by the

French. Czar Xicholas I. converted it into a

fortress of the first class. In 1902 it was almost

totallv destroved bv a conflagration. Population,

in Ist'lT, -24,760: in 1897, 25,100.

BOBRZYNSKI, b.'.h-zhln'sk*, Michael (1849

— ). A Polish historian, bom at Cracow, in

Galicia. In 1877 he was made professor of law

in the University of Cracow. From 1885 to 1891

he was a memt)er of the Reichsrat. His most
important publications are his Geschichte Poleiis

( 1879), which aroused much criticism on account

of its bitter attacks on Poland's past, and his

contributions to Lencl's Polnische Rechtsdenkniii-

lem (1874-82).

BOBS. .\ nickname given by his soldiers and
by tltc Knglisli people to General T^ord Roberts.

BOBSTAY. See Plate with Sinp, Armored.

BOB-WHITE. An American quail. See Quail.

BO'CA (Sp. boca, mouth, from Lat. bucca,
cheek). A term applied to the entrance of va-
rious straits and rivers, chiefly in South and
Central America. ( 1 ) Boca Chica, the channel
28 miles in length which leads to Cartagena,
in Colombia. (2) Boca de Xavios, the largest
and most southerly outlet of the Orinoco. (3)
Boca Grande, a bay of the Caribbean Sea, at the
mouth of the Zucar, in Costa Rica. (4) Boca
del Toro, in the Caribbean Sea. in Costa Rica,
in latitude 9° 20' N. and longitude 82° W. (5)
Boca Grande and Boca Chica are the two chan-
nels connecting Darien Harbor with San iliguel

Bay, Panama. The bays of Almirante and Chiri-

qui, in Panama, are connected with the Atlantic
by the bocas del Drago, del Toro, and del Tigre.

BOCAGE, bO'kazh', Henri (1835—). A
French dramatist, younger brother of Paul Bo-
cage, who wrote comedies as well as fiction.

Henri Bocage, though by profession an engineer,

is the author, alone or with collaboration, of sev-

eral pieces which were successful on the Paris
stage. Among them may be mentioned the come-
dies L'architecte de ces dames (1869) ; La canne
de Damocles (1871); Vne fille d'Eve (1875);
Les Irois bougies (1880) ; En partie fine ( 1884) ;

and La vie a deux (1890) ; and the comic operas
La girouette (1880), with music by Coed&s, and
Les poupees de Vinfante (1881), with music by
Grisar.

BOCAGE. Pierre ^M.^btixieu Jousez ( 1797-

1863). A well-known French actor of the ro-

mantic period. He was born in Rouen, and had
a hard struggle with poverty and obscurity be-

fore, in 1826, he secured an engagement at the
Odeon. There he had some success, but later at
the Gaite and Porte Saint JNIartin theatres he
found a more congenial opportunity in plays of a
more melodramatic character, such as Alice, ou
les fossoycurs ecossais and Newgate, ou les

voleurs de Londres. In Antony and the Tour de
Jfesle he added so much to his reputation that
he was engaged at the Theatre Francais. Among
his greatest successes were those in Angete and
other pieces by Alexandre Dumas. From 1845

to 1848 he was director of the Od6on, and later

(1860), for a time, of the Theatre Saint Marcel.
His final achievement was in the production, at
the Ambigu, of Les beaux messieurs de Bois-Dori
(1862).

BO'CA TI'GBIS (Portug. translation of Chi-

nese Hu-Mun, the tiger's mouth or gate), or The
Bogue. a passage in the Canton River, China,
between the island of Tycoektow on the west and
the islands of An-ung-hoi and Chuen-pi on the
cast. It is about 2Vi miles wide, and below it

the Canton River expands into a broad estuary.
The Boca Tigris contains a number of small
islands, with remnants of old forts, which were
repeatedly taken by the British. At present the
entrance is guarded by modern fortifications.

BOCAUE, hokou'a. A town of Luzon, Philip-

pines, in the Province of Bulacan. It is situated

about AM; miles northeast of Bulacan, a short

distance from the railway line (Map: Luzon,
K 7). Population. 10.400."
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BOCCACCINO, bok'i-clie'nu. Boccaccio ( 1460-

C.1518). An Italian painter. He was born

in Cremona, and was either a pupil or co-disciple

of Domenico Panetti. Few facts of his life are

known. Influenced by -Mantcgiia, lie painted a

series of frescoes in Sant' Agostino, Cremona
(1497), and afterwards kept a school in his

native city, where Benvenuto Garofalo was one

of his pupils. His most celebrated work is the

frieze in the Cathedral of Cremona, representing

the "Birth of the Virgin" and some subjects from
her life. His remaining works, which include

the "^Marriage of Saint Catharine" (Venice

Aeademv), the "Virgin and Child with Four
Saints"" (Venice, San Giuliano), the "Virgin

and Two Saints" (Cremona, San Quirilo), and
the "Holy Family" (Paris, Louvre), are consid-

ered by Lanzi remarkable for richness of drapery,

variety of color, spirit and grace of attitude, and
harmony of landscape. Several works formerly

attributed to Perugino, Pinturicchio, and Van-
nucci are now ascribed to Boccaceino.

BOCCACCIO, bok-ka'cha, Giovanni (1313-

75). The third great figure in Itjilian litera-

ture, who, lacking the inspiration of Dante and

the perfect form of Petrarch, is remembered in

the history of culture as the creator of a classic

Italian prose, and, through the Decnmeroii. as

the father of the modern novel. In spite of re-

cent critical studies, many det^vils of his life are

still obscure. It seems, however, generally con-

ceded that he was the natural son of a Floren-

tine merchant, Boccaccio di Chellino, and that he

was born about 1313, in Paris, where his father

was temporarily residing. Of his French mother
little is known beyond tlie bare name, Giannina,

which still survives in that of her son. His

earlv boyhood was passed in Florence, but at

fifteen he was already living in Naples, placed

there, some say, with a mercantile firm by his

father, who meant to make a merchant of him,

like himself. But the gay life and natural

beauty of the city only strengthened the lad's

distaste for commerce, which he finally abandoned
for the study of canon law at the Neapolitan

University: but this proved scarcely more con-

genial, ileanwhile he wa.s unconsciously laying

the foundations of that knowledge of life and
human nature which was to inspire his future

\\ork. Naples, under King Robert., had already

become a centre of culture and learning, and
Boccaccio, who seems to have had abundant
pecuniary means at this time, soon formed valu-

able frieudsliips with Niecolo Aceia.juoli, who
was later Grand Seneschal of the kingdom ; with

Paolo Perugino, the King's librarian, who taught

him a.stronomy, and with many others, ilany

women also influenced his life in these early, im-

pressionable years. Galla, Panipinea. Abrocomia,

are some of the names which found a lasting

record in his writings. But his one serious pas-

sion was that inspired by Maria, daughter of

King Robert and wife of a gentleman of the

Court circle, but celebrated by B<ic<accio under

the name of 'Fiammetta.' Unlike the loves of

Dante and Petrarch, this passion was not des-

tined to be an abiding influence in Boccaccio's

life. Fiammettii (juickly proved to be of a far

less obdurate nature than Beatrice or Laura,

and seems as quickly to have wearied of him
and to have transferred her favors elsewhere.

Vet she certainly influenced his literary career.

Ilia earliest work, the Filocopo, was written for

her amusement: Ameto and Fiammetta both
celebrate her charms: while some critics find

much significance in the fact that the close of
his activity as an imaginative writer coincides
with the supposed date of her death. In 1340
he was recalled to Florence by liis father, after
which the scanty records give fugitive glimpses
of him, first in one place and tlieu another.
In 1340 he is in Ravenna; in 1348 in Forli: then
possibly back again in Naples : but at all events
not in Florence during the terrible year of the
I)lague, of v.hich he has painted such a gi'im

picture from hearsay. The loss of his father
the following year devolved upon him the care
of a yoimger brother, and the death of Fiam-
metta, which conjecturally soon followed, effec-

tually closed the period of youthful indiscretion.

A strong infhicnce for good, which at this time
came into his life, was the friendship of Pe-
trarch, whom it fell to his lot to entertain when
the poet visited Florence in 1350: and the first

of a series of public missions intrusted to Boc-
caccio by the city had for its object to petition
Petrarch to make Florence his home. During
this period he was deeply interested in human-
istic studies. He busied himself with making
copies of manuscripts of Terence and Apuleius,
and resumed the study of Greek under Leonzio
Pilato, for whom he secured a professorship at
the University of Florence, At this time the
revenues of the small estate left by Boccaccio's
father failed to meet his necessities, and he went
once more to Naples, dra\vn thither by the rose-

ate promises of NiccolO Acciajuoli, now Grand
Seneschal; but the promises were not fulfilled,

and, giving ear to the exhortations of a dying
priest, he returned to Florence, fully intent upon
taking religious orders and retiring from the
world, but was effectually dissuaded by Petrarch.
In 1373 he received the last and most fitting

lionor that Florence was destined to confer \ipon

him in the form of a charge to expound the Com-
media in a series of public readings, for which
lie was to receive the yearly sura of 100 golden
florins. It was practically the establislmicnt of
tlie first chair at any university for the study of

Dante, and could not have been bestowed nuu'e

worthily. The course was begun in October, but
was soon interrupted, owing to failing health.

Boccaccio retired to his small estate at Certaldo,
where he died December 21, 1375.

Aside from the Decameron, Boccaccio's writ-
ings include: (1) The Filocopo (1338), his first

and longest work of fiction, which may perhaps
have fulfilled its purpose of anuising the Prin-
cess !Maria. but which modern taste finds sadly
tedious. Vet its curious and naive conglomera-
tion of pagan and chivalric legends, of classic

mythology and mediaeval Christianity, is at
least amusing. It is also interesting as forming
the transition from the metrical romance to the
l)rose novel. (2) Tlie Filostrato (about 1338)
and (3) the Tcscidc (about 1341), two poems
in the octave stanza, interesting to English read-
ers as having formed the basis of Chaucer's
Kiiifiht'x Tale and Troilus. (4) .4nie/o (1341-
42), tlic earliest modern example of the pasto-
ral romance, in whicli a number of shepherd-
esses, Fiammetta among them, successively relate

their adventures. (5) Fiammetta (about 1343),
which is partially autobiographic, and really

contains the first genu of tlie mo<Iern psycho-
logical novel. HiK'caccio, however, has reversed
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their relative positions, representing Fiammetta
as the one who is abandoned, so that the story
becomes simply a personal record of her grief
and sufferings. (6) Xiiifale Fiesohiiio; (7)
Aniorosa Visione : and (8) Corbaccio— three
minor works of uncertain date. (9) Vita di
Dante (1364); and (10) numerous Latin poems
and prose writings. The work, however, upon
which his fame rests is the Decameron, a col-

lection of 100 stories, supposed to have been told
during ten successive days by a party of ten peo-

ple who, to escape the plague, have retired to
a charming retreat a short distance outside of
Florence. The stories themselves are few of
them original with Boccaccio. They are drawn
from the French fabliaux, from classical or Ori-
entiil sources, from current folk-lore, and are
pruned and polished and worked over in order
to suit the spirit of the time and place and the
supposed characters of the narrators. He went
for his material and his inspiration mainly to
the simple and homely humor of the people; he
turned it, with an alchemist's touch, into liter-

ary gems, which in his own time won the plau-
dits of the most fastidious. Tlie licentiousness of

these stories has been, from his time to the pres-

ent, a standing reproach against Boccaccio
;
yet

allowance must be made for his age and his
environment. He gave only what he found, and
the chief interest which the Decameron possesses
to-day is due to the fidelity with which it mir-
rors for us the life of his time and country, while
in the delicate art of the short story—of clear,

vivid, swift narration—he set a standard which
has seldom been attained by those who have come
since.

The Decameron has been translated into al-

most all modern languages, and has proved a
useful mine for many a later author—Shake-
speare, lloli^re, and La Fontaine among them.
Of Italian editions, the earliest of all, the so-

called "Deo gratias" edition, is without date;
the second is dated Venice. 1471. Both are folios

and both verj' rare. For biographies of Boccac-
cio, consult: Baldelli, Vita di Giovanni Boccac-
cio (Florence, ISOti) ; Landau, Boccaccio, seiii

Leben und seine Werke (Stuttgart, 1877) ; trans-

lated by Antona-Traversi, much amplified (Na-
ples, 1881); and Cochin, Boccaccio, etudes ita-

liennes (Paris, 1800).

BOCCAGE, JI.\.NOEL M.\Ri.\ Babbosa du ( 1765-

180o). A popular Portuguese poet, born at
Setubal. His admission to the army at the

age of 14 ; his five years' service in the East
Indies, with the rank of lieutenant; his re-

turn to Lisbon in 1790, where he soon became
the most distinguished member of the circle

of young poets known as the Nova Arcadia;
his eager advocacj' of the cause of the French
Revolution, his arrest in 1797. and imprison-
ment for the revolutionary and atheistic tone

of certain poems, notably his "Verdades Duras,"
and his death in 1805, complete the chronicle of

his short and troubled life. The quality of

Boccage's poems is extremely uneven. He bad
an unusual gift for improvisation, and wasted
himself to a large extent upon verse of that sort,

often upon the most frivolous subjects. Yet
among his poems there are some of high order

—

sonnets that are little masterpieces of polished

verse and amply justify the admiration of his

contemporaries; while the popular and national

spirit that animates them is the new note which

he introduced into Portuguese literature, and
which later foimd further expression in the
younger national .school led by Almeida-Garreit
and Castillio. An excellent biography of Boc-
cage, by Braga. forms the introduction to the
latest edition of his poems (Oporto, 1876).

BOCCAGE, Mabie Anne Fiquet du (Lepage)
(1710-180-2). A French poetess, remarkable
chiefly for the praises she inspired as '"Venus
in form, Minerva in art." She was a member
of the academies of Rome, Bologna, Padua, Ly-
ons, and Rouen. She imitated Milton in An
Earthly Paradise (Paradis terrestre) (1748),
and wrote also miscellaneous Poems (1746), and
La Colombiade (1756)'. Her letters to her sister

while traveling in England, Holland, and Italy
have still an interest quite absent from her
verses.

BOCCALINI, bok'ka-le'ne, Tr.a.jaxo (1556-
1(!13). .-Vn Italian satirist, born at Loreto.
Under favor of Gregory XIII. he held several
offices, the most important being that of Gov-
ernor of Benevento. His principal work is his

Ragguagli di Parnaso ("News from Parnas-
sus"), in which he professes to give informa-
tion regarding events in the Kingdom of Apollo.
The work, which is full of cutting satire, enjoyed
great popularity in its day, and was extensively
translated. It probably exerted considerable in-

fluence upon Swift and Addison. Other works
by Boecalini are the Pictre del paragone politico,

and his Commentaries Upon Tacitus, which
earned him, from Bentivoglio, the title of

'grande anatomista di Tacito.'.

BOCCHE DI CATTARO, bo'ka de kiit'ta-rO.

See C-\TTAr.o, Gulf of.

BOCCHEBINI, bo'ka-re'ne, LuiGI (1743-

1805). An Italian composer and violoncello vir-

tuoso. He was born in Lucca, February 19, 1743.

He was the son of a contrabassist, who instructed

him on the violoncello. Afterwards he studied
in Rome, and traveled through Italy and Ger-

many, playing in concerts with success. He
went to Paris (1768) and to Madrid (1769),
and became composer and violoncellist in the
Chapel of the Infante Don Luiz, which post he
held until 1785. Owing to impaired health, he
fell into ])overty, and was aided by friends.

Boceherini occupies a place in Italian music
somewhat similar to that of Haydn and ^Mozart
in German. His style is antiquated, but the

simple melodies are still fresh in their naivete
and grace. His adagios and minuets are noted
for their quaint beauty. Boccherini's quintets
are famous. They are written for two violins,

viola, and two violoncellos—an arrangement that
has seldom been imitated; and they arc noted
for the difficulties of the first violoncello part,

evidently written to display his ability as a
virtuoso". He died in Madrid, May 28, 1805.

BOCCHUS, bokTcus (Gk. BA/cxos, Bokchos).
King (if Maurctania and father-in-law of .lugur-

llia. Witb .Jugurtha he made war against the
Romans, but afterwards (B.C. 106) delivered
him up to Sulla, the quaestor of Marius (Sallust,
Jug. 80-120; Plutarch, .l/or. 8-32

) ,
— Bocciius

( ?—33 B.C. ) . A son of the preceding. In the
early part of his career he reigned over Maurc-
tania with his brother, Bogudes, and after assist-

ing Caesar in his war against the Pompeians in

Africa was rewarded with a part of the king-
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dom of Masinissa. After the murder of Csesar

Bocelnis sided with Octavianus and Bogudes with

.Antony; and during his brother's absence in

Spain Boechus usurped the sole government of

Mauretania, in which he was confirmed by

Octavianus. After his death his kingdom he-

came a Roman province.

BOCHART, bS'shiir', Samitel (1599-1667).

A noted French Orientalist and Protestant di-

vine. He was born in Rouen: studied in Paris,

Sedan, Saumur, Oxford, and Leyden, and then

became pastor of the Protestant church in Caen,

wliere he remained for forty-two j-ears. In 1629

he gained great reputation by his victory, in a
public discussion of several days' duration, over

the famous Jesuit P6re Veron. In 1046 ap-

peared his Oeographia Sacra, and in 1663 his

Bierozoicon, or Scripture zoology, to which he

devoted many years of his life. In 1652 he was
invited to Stockholm by Queen Christina, and
went thither, accompanied by his friend Huet.

Court life, however, did not suit him, and his

visit was short.

BOCHNIA, boK'ni-ft. A town of Galicia,

Austria-Hungary, situated about 24 miles by rail

from Cracow (Map: Austria, G 2). It has in

its vicinity extensive salt and gj'psum mines, and
is the seat of thriving industries and trade. Pop-

ulation, in 1890, 8849; in 1900, 10,049, including

2200 Jews.

BOCHOLT, bo'K61t. A town in the Prussian

Province oi Ucstphalia, on the Aa, 35 miles west

by south of MUnster (Map: Prussia, B 3). It

is known for its spinning and weaving of cotton,

and manufactures hearths, leather, iron, and
trinnned lumber. Population, in 1890, 13,000;

in 1900, 21,200.

BOCHXTM, bO'Ki.im. A town in the Prussian

Province of Westphalia, about 9 miles east of

Essen (Map: Prussia, B 3). It is a centre of

the iron, steel, and coal industry of Westphalia,

which gives employment to thousands of men.

Bochum possesses five or six churches, a gym-
nasium and several other schools, and a theatre.

The town owns its water-supply, a modern sew-

age system, and a slaughter-ho\isc. The city is

governed by a municipal council of 24 members,
electing an executive board of 7. (See Prussia,

paragiaph on Local Government.) Population,

in 1890, 47,601; in 1900, 65,600.

BOCK, Kari. Er.nst (1809-74). A German
anatomist and medical writer. He was born in

Leipzig, studied at the University of Leipzig,

and was appointed professor there in 1839. He
wrote, in popular style, a number of successful

and frequently translated works—such as Hand-
buck dcr Anatoynic dcs Menschcn (1838) ; Lehr-

huch dcr patJioIogisckcn Anatomic iind Diag-

nostik (1848), and liau, Lebcn und Pflege des

menacltlichrn Kiirpcrs (1900).

BOCK BEEB. See Beer.

BOOKING, be'king, Edlaru (1802-70). A
Cierman jurist of note. He was born in Trar-

bach, studied in Heidelberg, Bonn, Berlin, and
Giittingen, and in 1829 was appointed professor

of law in Bonn. He was dce]dy learned in his-

torical jurisprudence, and prej)ared a nimibcr of

valuable critical editions of legal classics. These
include Corpus Lcyum aire BrdcJii/lofiiis (1829),
(with Kleuze) the In.stiliilioni -t of (Jaius and
Justinian (1829), and Ts'otitia Dignitatum Utri-

usque Imperii (1839-50). His other works in-

clude Kiimisches Privatrccht. Institutioncn dcs ,

romischeii Vivilrechts (1862), and editions of

tile works of Ulrich von Hutten and A. W. von
Schlegel.

BOCKLIN, bek'lln, Abnold (1827-1901). A
Swiss landscape painter. He was born in Basel,

and studied in Diisseldorf (under Schirmer), in

Brussels, Paris, and Rome. He returned to Ger-

many in 1850, and lived in Hanover, and then
in Munich, where Count Schack, afterwards his

chief patron, was first attracted by his talent.

In 1860 he was appointed professor at the newly
founded art school in Weimar, but resigned in

1862 to revisit Italy, whence in 1860 he returned
to his native Basel. In 1871-74 he was again in

Munich, then made Florence his home until 1885,

and returned there in 1892, having in the mean-
while resided in Zurich. Although an artist of

the highest rank, he was understood by only a
few, was often ridiculed even by his fellow art-

ists, and never became i)opular. Endowed with
wonderful creative power and a grandly pictur-

esque imagination, he painted only what poetic-

ally interested and inspired him, caring little

for the public, and while fantastic and sensa-

tional in the choice of his subjects, was always
original in his design and fascinating in his

manner of painting. Notable for his glorious

color-tones and poetic apprehension, he was an
exceptionally fine delineator of southern na-

ture, but in his figures only too often seemed
to be impelled by the wish to represent the

eternal contrast between beauty and ugliness.

Hence the most perfect and enjoyable of his

creations are those in whicli the landscape por-

tion preponderates and his landscapes pure
and simple. Some of his most noteworthy pic-

tures are: "Castle by the Sea Surprised by
Corsairs," "Chase of Diana," both in Basel Mu-
seum; "Venus Reposing," "Pan in the Rushes"
(Munich Gallery): "Villa by the Sea," "Cen-
taur Struggle," "Panic Terror," "Anacreontic
Shepherd Boy," "The Isle of the Blessed" (Ber-

lin Museum). Most of his finest paintings are

in private collections in Germany and Switzer-

land, the largest number of them in the Schack
(Jallery in JIunich, among which is the "Sea
Idyl," one of his most original compositions,

and a great masterpiece from the coloristic

point of view. Consult: Lehrs, Arnold liiick-

Un, ein Lcitfaden zum Verstandni/i seiner Kunst
(Munich, 1897) ; Heinrieh Brockhaus, Arnold
Bocklin (Leipzig, 1901).

BOC'LAND (AS. bOcland, bookland. charter-

land, from hoc, book, charter), or BooKi.Axn. In
Anglo-Saxon law, land held in free tenure by
grant (i.e. deed or charter) from the Crown. It

is contrasted with fohland (q.v.), or land held,

without written title, by customary law. The
term docs not describe a particular fonn of ten-

ure, feudal or non-feudal, nor was bocland
necessarily allodial in the sense of being held
absolutely and independently of any .superior.

It seems that the distinguishing characteristic
of sucli a title was that it derived all its quali-

ties and incidents from the deed or charter cre-

ating it. Folcland, being governed by tlie cus-

tomary or conunon law, must have presented uni-

form qmilities, as of heritability. alienability, etc.

But every tenure of bnclaiid miglit lie dillerent

from every other. It might be inheritable or not.
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or inlieritable only by a certain class of heirs. It

might W alienable or not, or alienable only to a
limited class of persons. It mifjlit be allodial,

in the later meaning of that term, as free from
the claims of any superior lord, or it might be
held by a feudal tenure of the most restricted

and burdensome sort. See Anglo-Saxon Law.
Consult: Digby, IntrQdtiction to the History of
the Laic of h'cal Property (4th ed., Oxford,
1892) ; Pollock and Maitland, History of Eng-
lish Lair (2d ed.. Boston. 1800) : Lee, Historical
Jurisprudence (New York, 1900).

BOCQUILLON-WILHELM. bd'ke'ySN' v^'-

laN'. Grii.i.AiME Louis (1781-1842). A French
musician. He was born in Paris, studied at the
Paris Conservatory, was instructor in music at
the College of Saint Cyr, and from 1810 profes-

sor of vocal music at the Lycf'e Napoleon (after-

wards the College of Henrj' IV.). In 1835 he
was appointed superintendent of vocal music in

the public schools: in 1838 in the universities.

The classes he thus organized, combined with the
workingmen's evening classes later established,

formed the basis of the Orpheon, whence was de-

veloped the French .system of choral societies.

He set to music Beranger's songs, and published
a Manuel Musical (1846).

BOCSKAY, boch'ko-e, Stephen (1556-1606).
A Hungarian national leader. He was brought
up at the Court of the BSthoris, and in 1604
headed the Hungarians in their revolt against
Rudolph II. of Austria, who was aiming at the
overthrow of Protestantism. After defeating the
Imperial troops in several battles, he was pro-

claimed Prince of Transylvania (1605), was rec-

ognized a.s such by .Sultan Ahmed I., and was
also invested with the supreme power by the
estates of Upper Hungary. In 1606 he concluded
the peace of Vienna with Rudolph II., and there-

by secured religious freedom to the Protestants
of Hungaiy. Bocskay died soon after becoming
Prince of Transylvania. Consult SzilSgyi, Monu-
rnenta Comitialia Regni Transylvaniic (Buda-
pest, 1879).

BODE, bo'de, JoHANN Elebt (1747-1826). A
German astronomer. When a boy he made astro-

nomical observations from the garret of his

father's house, with a telescope constructed by
himself, and at the age of IS calculated an eclipse

of the sun. The ne.\t year he wrote on the solar

eclipse of August 5, and an elementary treatise

on astronomy which was especially successful.

In 1776 he commenced the Astronomisches Jahr-

huch, which is still continued. But his fame
rests chieflv on the Uranor/raphia, published in

1801, in which he included 17,240 stars, or 12,000

more than can l>e found in any previous charts.

Bode reproduced the statement of the relations

of the planetary distances, previously made
known by Titus of Wittenberg, but afterwards
called 'Bode's Law' (q.v.).

BODE, JOIIANN .TOACJIIM ClIRI.STOPH (1730-

93). A German musician and translator, born
in Brunswick. He was at various times an
oboist, instructor in music and languages, com-
poser, editor, printer, and translator. His
translations, including Burney's Present l^tate of
Music in Oermany. Tristram Hhanrly (1774);
the Vicar of Wakefield (1776). and the Hssais

of Montaigne (1793-07), had decided intlnence on
German literature. Consult Biittiger, Bodes lit-

terarisches Leben (Berlin, 1796).

BODE, WiLiiELM (1845—). A German art
critic. He was born in the Duchy of Brunswick,
and began his career as a lawyer." In 1869, how-
ever, he began the study of art and archa>ology in
Berlin, and was made director of the Department
of Christian Plastic Art at the JIuseum of Ber-
lin in 1880, and finallv director of the Picture
Gallery (1890). His works, which deal chiefly
with the Dutch masters and with Italian and
German plastic art since the Middle Ages, are
distinguished by their originality and jud'icious
criticism. They include: Sludicn cwr Ge-
schichte der holldndischcn Malerei (1883); Ge-
schichte der deutschen Plastik (Vol. II. of the
Oeschichte der deutschen Kunst, 1885) : Italien-
ische Bildhauer der Renaissance (1887); Die
Geiniildegalerie der Koniglichen Museen zu Ber-
lin, with J. Meyer and H. von Tschudi (1888) ;

Rudolf Henneberg (1895) ; Rembrandt, Beschrei-
bendes Verzeichnis seiner Gemaldc, Gesehichte
seines Lebens und seiner Kunst, with Hofstede de
Groot (1897-1900); and Kunst und Kunstge-
u-crbe am Ende des 19. Jnhrhunderts (1901).
He also edited the Denkmiiler der Renaissance-
skulptur Toscanas. published bv Bruekmann
(:Munich, 1892, et seq.).

BODEN-SEE, bo'den-za'. See Constance,
Lake of.

BO'DENSTEDT, Feieorich ]\Ubtin von
(1819-92). A Carman poet and journalist. He
was born in Peine, April 22, 1819, and educated
for commerce; but forced his way to the uni-
versity, studying in Gottingen, Munich, and Ber-
lin, after which he lived three years as tutor
in Moscow, making excellent translations of
poems by Pushkin, Kazloff, and Lermontoff
(1843). In 1843 he became instructor in the
gymnasium in TiHis, and in 1845 published a
translation of Russian folk-songs under the title

of Poetisehe Ukraine. In Tillis he prosecuted
Oriental studies under a Tartar teacher (Mirza
Sehaffy), and began the translations and echoes
of Persian thought which, under the name 'ilirza

Sehaffy,' suggest FitzGerald's Omar Khayyam.
Later he traveled widely in the Caucasus and
the East, and as a result wrote Die Volker des
Caucasus und ihre Freiheitskiimpfe gegen die
Russen (1848) and Tausend U7id ein Tag im
Orient (1850). Poems from this book, with
others, were collected as Lieder des .Mirza f^chaffy
(1856). Their warm imagery, their .sensuous
joyousness, and their melodious charm claimed
general applause. The book has passed through
a hundred and fifty editions, and has been trans-
lated into nearly all PJuropean languages. A
continuation, Aus dem Nachlass des .Mirza
i^chaffg (1874). was more serious and less siic-

ccssful. Bodenstedt was for a time a very effi-

cient director of the noted theatre in Meiningen.
In 1881 he lectured in the United States. Vont
Atlanlischen zum Stillen Ocean (1882) is an
account of this journey. His part in the trans-
lation of Shakespeare's works, undertaken by
the German Shakespeare Society, is also note-
worthy, as are his autobiographical Erinnerun-
gen aus nieinem Leben. He wrote many tales

and some dramas, but his talent showed to great-

est advantage in his translations and adapta-
tions. He made himself a permanent place in

German literature as the poet of Mirza SchafTy.

Consult Stem. Studien zur Litteratur der Oegen-
icart (Dresden, 1895).
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BODENSTEIN, iKydrn-stln. See Carlstadt.

BODE'S (bo'ikz) LAW. An arithmetical rela-

tion whioli is supposed to establish a connection

between the distances of the planets from the

sun. It may be thus stated: Write, in the first

instance, a row of fours, and under these place

a geometrical series beginning with 3, and in-

creasing by the ratio 2, putting the 3 under the

second 4 ; and by addition we liave the series 4,

7, 10, etc., which gives nearly the relative dis-

tances of the planets from the sun.

4
12

i
24

i
48

4
96

4
192

4
384

4 7 10 16 28 62 100 196 388

Thus, if 10 be taken as the distance of the

earth from the sun, 4 will give that of Jlereury,

7 that of Venus, and so forth. The actual rela-

tive distances are as follows, making 10 the dis-

tance of the earth :

Asteroids
26.5

Mercury
3.9

Venus
7.2

Earth
10

Mars
15.2

Jupiter
62.0

Saturn
95.4

Uranus
191.8

Neptune
300.5

Close as is the correspondence between the law

and the actual distances, except in case of Nep-

tune, no phvsical reason has been given to ac-

count for it,' and there is little probability that

such exists. Bode's law, therefore, in the pres-

ent state of science, is purely empirical. Kep-

ler was the first to perceive the law, and Bode

argued from it that a planet might be found be-

tween Mars and Jupiter, to fill up the gap that

existed at the time in the series. The discovery

of the asteroids has proved the correctness of this

prediction. Similar relations, though expressed

in different numbers, are found to subsist in the

distances of the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn

from their primaries: but these also are doubt-

less mere coincidences.

BODHISATTVA, bo'd'hS-sat'va. In Bud-

dhist theology, a person who is approaching the

state of perfect knowledge.

BOD'IE, or BOD'YS ISLAND. A sand strip

in Dare County, N. *'.. bctwieii Albemarle and

Roanoke sound's and the Atlantic Ocean (Map:

North Carolina. G 2). The sand is shifting in

character, inlets from the ocean appearing and

disappearing from time to time. Naghead, a

popular seaside resort, is buill upon the site of

a former inlet of that name. There is a first

order light in latitude 35° 49' N., and longitude

75° 33' W., at a height of 150 feet above sea-

level.

BODIERON, bo'dl-e'ron (origin obscure).

The green rock-trout (Erx(i(iramrmts laqocepha-

his) of Puget Sound and northward, known to

the Cape Flattery Indians as tsebarqua. It re-

sembles other rock-trout, e.specially the boregat,

but its flesh is greenish. See Rock-Trout.

BODIN, b(Vd,-iN', .Tean (l.-SSO-OO). A French

writer on politics, born in .Angers. He was a

lecturer on law in Toulouse, and subsequently

practiced as an advocate of the Parlenient of

Paris, before he devoted himself to the study of

political theory. His excteptional talents, and

the positive attitude he assumed in support of

the doctrine of absolute monarchy, gained him

the good will and protection of Henry III., and

of his brother, the Due d'Alencon. With all

his leanings toward conformity in politics and

religion, Bodin was an enemy of persecution,

and his antagonism to the course adopted by the

ultra-Catholics cost him the favor of bis rovai

patrons. At the States-General of Blois in 1576,

Bodin, as a representative of the Third Estate

from Vermandois, succeeded in securing an in-

terim of peace and toleration for the adherents of

the Reformed religion. After the assassination

of the Duke of Guise in J588, Bodin joined the

League, but was expelled not long after for his

lukewarm Catholicity, and spent the rest of his

life in retirement, lie died in Laon in 15IHi. In

his Methodus ad Fucilcm HiKtoridnnii Cufinitio-

»,<*», ]niblished in 15(i0. Bodin already gave evi-

dence of a philosophical spirit and a deep store

of learning; the appearance, ten years later, of

his nix livres de la reptibliijue a.ssured him al-

most from the first the leading place among the

political writers of the Renaissance, not even

excepting Machiavelli. By his vast erudition and
bold grasp on the principles underlying historical

fact, Bodin, in the estimation of modern authori-

ties, deserves a place with Aristotle and Montes-

quieu as one of the three greatest iiolitical phi-

losophers in history. His most valuable contri-

bution to the science of society and statecraft is

the conception of sovereignty which he was the

first clearly to formulate and to develop. Start-

ing with tiie family as the unit of society, Bodin

defines the State as a collection of families united

by common interests and common possessions

living under the right authority of a sovereign.

This sovereign is described as power 'supreme

and perpetual, absolute, and subject to no law.'

The kinds of government are three: democracy,

aristocracy, and monarchy or despotism, accord-

ing as the sovereign power reposes in the mass
of the people, in a few, or in one ; mixed govern-

ments there can be none, since in the nature of

things the sovereign is one j<nd indivisible. Of

the three forms of government Bodin much pre-

fers monarchy, and inasmuch as he endows his

ruler with all the gifts of Plato's philosopher-

king, he finds it easy to bestow on him the iiill

attributes of sovereignty. Custom, law, the will

of the people as expressed through their parlia-

ments and magistrates, are undoubtedly of great

importance; but in the last instance, the King is

subject to no restraint save that of his own con-

science. Equally celebrated with his theoiy of

sovereignty is Bodin's analysis of the effect of

climate on society and government. In general

he finds that the iiations of the north are charac-

terized by the predominance of physical strength,

those of the south by mental power, those of the

temperate zones by a hapjiy mixture of the two.

Ill the north, the dominant force is brute will;

in the south, superstition: in the central regions,

reason. The ideal commoiiwealtli would embrace

the entire world, in which tlie nortliern peoidea

should supply the workers iind figliters, the

soutliern peoples the jiriests, poets, and artists,

and tlie inhabitants of milder climates the leg-

islators, magistrates, and judges. The ro//o-

quiinn Heptnidnmcn'S, published only in 1847, is

a plea for toleration. Seven men—a Roman
Clatholic. a Lutheran, a Zwinglian, a ,Tcw, a Mo-
hammedan, an Epicurean, and a Theist—debate

on the subject of what is the true religion, and
arrive at the conclusion that it is best for each

man to live in aceordiince with his own belief,

provided his creed be not ojiposed to puldic mo-

ralilv and tlie welfare of the State. Far aliead

of his times in !iis liberality of view with regard
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to so many sides of life, Bodin belonged to the
Aliddle Agos in his superstition. He devotes an
entire book of the liipuhlic to an erudite discus-

sion of the inlhieuoes of the planets on llie affairs

of men. and in his Dt'inonomanie (15S0) advo-
cates the burning of wizards and witches. Con-
sult: Baudrillart. Jtan Bodin et son temps
(Paris, lSo3) : Barthelemv, Etude sur Jean
Bvdin (Taris, 1870).

BODIO, bo'dyo, Luici (1840—). An Italian
political economist and statistician. He was
born in Milan and studied in Pavia and Pisa.
In ISO 4 he was appointed professor of political
economy at the Technical Institute. Leghorn

j

in 1807 professor in Jlilan, and in 1SU8 professor
of statistics and eoniniercial geography at the
Venice Commercial School. In 1872 he became
director of the National Statistical Bureau. He
has published a considerable number of impor-
tant statistical works, among which is ,Siii docu-
inenli statistici del regno d'ltalia (1867).

BODKIN (origin obscure). An instrument
used by women of antiquity to fasten up the hair
at the back of the head. It was the method com-
monly adopted by the priests of Cybele, as well
as by the female cliaracters in Greek tragedy,
the bodkin being highly ornamented. Silver bod-
kins are still worn in a similar way by the peas-
ant girls of Naples. The term 'bodkin' is also
applied to a sharp-pointed instrument for pierc-

ing holes in cloth, as Avell as to a blunt instru-
ment, having an eye, and u.sed for drawing tape
or ribbon through loops, and it was at one time
a very common name for a dagger.

BODliE, or BOD'DLE. An ancient copper
coin in Scotland, in value the sixth of a peimy
sterling. The bodle is said to have been so called
from a mint-master of the name of Botliwell.

BODLEIAN (bod'le-an) LIBBARY. The
great library of the University of Oxford, Eng-
land. The first library, the foundation of Hum-
phrey. Duke of Gloucester, was destroyed by the
fanaticism of Edward VI. 's Commissioners for
the Reform of the University. Sir Thomas Bod-
ley's was a restoration (1602), and his active
quest of valuable publications was equaled by his
munificence. Formally opened with great cere-
mony, November 8. 1G03, it was the ne.xt year
granted letters patent by James I., who himself
gave it the name of its founder. One of Bodley's
first acts was the presentation of a large collec-

tion of valuable books, purchased on the Conti-
nent at an expense of £10.000. Through his
inlluence and noble example, the library was
speedily enriched by numerous other important
contributions. Among the earliest subsequent
benefactors were the Earl of Pembroke, who
presented it with 250 volumes of valuable Greek
manu.scripts; Sir Thomas Roe; Sir Kenclm
Digby ; and Archbishop Laud, who made a mag-
nificent donation of l.'SOO manuscripts in more
than twenty diflerent languages. About 8000
volumes of the library of the famous John Sel-

den also went to the Bodleian Library. General
Fairfax presented it with many manuscripts,
among which was Roger Dodsworth's collection
of 160 volumes on English history. The first

catalogue of printed books was published by the
first librarian. Dr. James (1605). Among some
of the important bequests of the Nineteenth Cen-
tury were the collections of Richard (lough, on
British topogiaphy and Saxon and Northern lit-

Voi,. III.—15.

erature; of Edmund llalone, the editor of
Shakespeare; and of Francis Douce; also, the
sum of £40,000, by the Rev. Robert Mason, the
interest to be expended on books. Bj' purchase,
the library acquired some fine collections of Ori-
ental, Greek, Latin, and Hebrew books and manu-
scripts. The Bodleian Library is particularly
rich in biblical codices, rabbinical literature, and
materials for British history. Along with the
British Museum, it enjoys the right of receiving
a copy of every book appearing in England.
There are more than half a millicm bound vol-

umes. 30,000 volumes of manuscripts, besides
valuable pictures and relics. Tlie buildings con-
tain also many art treasures, as the Pomfret
and Arundel marbles, and the Hope collection of
portraits. One of its most interesting paintings
is that of Sir Thomas Bodley, full lengtli. There
is also a marble bust of him. Members of the
university who have taken a degree are admitted
to the use of the library, a small addition to the
matriculation fees and an annual payment being
charged for the privilege. Literary men, prop-
erly reeonmiended, are allowed to make extracts
from the works in the library, which is usually
open from 9 o'clock in the morning to 5 in the
afternoon. Connected with the main library is

now a circular structure called the Camera Bod-
leiana, the gift of Dr. Radcliffe, which is kept
open from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. It contains the
more common books, and is used as a reading-
room. The tercentenary of the foundation was
celebrated with gi-eat splendor in the fall of 1902.

Consult Macray, Annals of the Bodleian Library
(Oxford, 18US).

BOD'LEY, Sir Thomas (1545-1612). An
English scholar and diplomatist, now best kno^vn
through the Bodleian Librarj' (q.v.). During
the reign of Mary his parents were for a time
in Geneva, where Thomas studied Greek. Hebrew,
and divinity, the last with Calvin. The family
returned on the accession of Elizabeth, and the
son, entering Magdalen College, Oxford, was duly
graduated B.A. in 15(13, and was made a proba-
tioner fellow of Merton College. The following
year he was made actual fellow, and in 1500 re-

ceived M.A. For a while he delivered a Greek
lecture, was in 1569 elected proctor, and on one
occasion was public orator. Employed by the
Queen in diplomatic missions, he was sent to the
courts of Denmark. France, and Holland. He
was proficient in the Continental tongues, and
his diplomatic career was so distinguished that
he was solicited to become Secretary of .State, but
the scholarly quiet of the Oxford life appealed
to him more strongly, and he returned thither in

1596. Now relieved of public cares, he consid-

ered how he might "do the true part of a profit-

able member of the State," and the restoration

of the library seemed to him a rare opportunity.
He was fortunate in securing the hearty eoiipera-

tion of his countrjTnen. Himself indefatigable,

he had an agent go to the Continent and buy
largely. He also permanently endowed the

library, and in his will he made the imiversity

his chief beneficiary. Knighted by James I., he
desired that he might be buried in keeping with
his knightly rank, and accordingly directed that
£660 13s. 4d. be expended for great ceremony.
His remains were laid in the Chapel of Merton
College. There, too, a nmnument was erected in

1615. Bodley's autobiography up to 1609, with
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his letters, was published under the title of

Reliquiw Hodleian<B (London, 1703). See Bod-

leian Library.

BOD'MER, Charles (1809-0.5). A Swiss en-

graver, burn in Zurich. His works include draw-
ings, etchings, engravings, and paintings for

books and magazines. His favorite subjects are

the environs of Fontainebleau, wlicre he lived.

He received a medal at the Expositions of 1851,

1855, and 1863, and the Cross of the Legion of

Honor in 1876.

BODMER, Georg (178G-1864). A noted Swiss
mechanic, born in Zurich. He was apprenticed

to a mechanic in Hauptweil, and made valuable

improvements in wool-spinning machinerj' in

1805. In 1808 he invented a cannon for firing

bombs which exploded upon striking. He con-

tinued to manufacture and improve industrial

machinery and firearms, and in 1824 established

large works in Manchester. England. Subse-

quently he turned his attention to railway con-

struction in Austria.

BODMER, JoHANN Jakob (1698-1783). A
German-Swiss poet and critic. He was born in

Greifensee, became professor in Ziivich. and was
chief mover in the emancipation of German lit-

erature from French classic tradition. He pub-

lished, with Breitinger, a critical periodical Dis-

kiu-se der Maler (1721-23), which attacked the

then popular poets of the Silesian School. His
seethetic writings, especially Tom ^yunderbaren

in dcr Poesie, precipitated a literary war between
him and the powerful Leipzig critic Gottsched

(q.v.). While he at first hailed Klopstock as

a worthy successor to Jlilton. he later on became
involved in a personal quarrel with him, and he

totally failed to appreciate the new development
in German literature due to Lessing and Wie-
land. Schiller's Riiuher he criticised unmerci-

fully. He revealed, however, to Germany the

beauties of the Minnesingers and of the Nibelun-

gen, translated Milton's Paradise Lost and Ho-
mer, and did much to awaken in Germany an
interest in English literature. Consult: Breit-

maier, Geschichte der poetischen Theorie und
Kritik von den Diskursen dcr Maler bis auf Les-

sing (2 vols., Frauonfeld, 1888-80) ; and Bach-

told, Geschichte der deutschen Litteratur in der

Schweiz (Frauenfeld, 1802).

BODTttlN (from Cynir., Celt, hod, dwelling

+

min, high rock; or possibly bod-iiianach. dwelling

of monks). The county town of Cornwall, Eng-
land, 26 miles west-northwest of Plymouth
(Map: England, B 6). It consists principally

of one street a mile long. Its ancient church is

one of the largest in Cornwall, but has been
much injured through frequent restoration. It

has an ancient grammar school, founded by
Queen Elizabeth, a hospital, and the county
lunatic asylum. Its chief trade is in cattle,

horses, and sheep. Population, in 1891, 5100;

in 1901, 5400. Bodmin arose in the Tenth Cen-

tury, and was long an important place, having
a priory, a cathedral, and thirteen churches.

Consult Guide to Itodmin and Neighborhood
(Truro, 1872).

BODONI, bi*j-dO'ni\ Giambattista (1740-

I81.'i). An Italian type-cutter and printer. The
son of a printer, he was born in Saluzzo, Pied-

mont, and was successively a compositor in Rome
and the superintendent of the Duke of Parma's

private press. He was distinguished rather for

liis elegance than for his accuracy, and is best

known by his editions of the Iliad, Vergil, and
Ihe Lord's Prayer, the last in 155 languages.

Worthy of mention, too, is his ilanuale tipo-

gra/ico (1818). He died in Padua. For his life,

consult Bemardi (Saluzzo, 1873).

BODY, Charles William Edmund (1851— ).

An English theologian. He was born at Clap-
ham, England, and was educated at Saint .John's

College, Cambridge. He was provost and vice-

chancellor of Trinity University, Toronto, Can-
ada, from 1881 to 1894. His principal publica-

tion is The Permanent Yaliie of Genesis (one of
the Paddock Lectures for 1884).

BODY, Dead. Sec Corpse.

BODY AND MIND. The question of the rela-

tion of body to mind, together with the deeper
question wliether we have a right to .separate

these two terms and to speak at all of a 'relation'

between them, is subject-matter for metapliysical
inquiry. We refer to the articles Dualism;
Epistemologt ; Materialism; JIoxism; Spirit-

ualism. Here we are concerned simply to dis-

cuss the views which have been adopted by
psychologists as working hypotheses upon the
scientific level, without regard to their ultimate
metaphysical validity. Just as physics may pos-

tulate, for its own purposes, the existence of a
matter which certain philosophical systems repu-

diate, so may psychologj- accept a theory of the
relation of mind to body which some or all sys-

tems of philosophy would pronounce erroneous or
inadequate. Every science must assume its data
as realities, and has a riglit to its working hypo-
theses. And some sort of theory of the relation

of mind to body has become a necessity for psy-

chology, since Fechner (q.v.) has shown that
the presupposition of an exact science of mind
is the uniformity of mental response to physical

stimulus.
Psychologists are, at the present day, sharply

divided into two groups, the one holding a theory
of the interaction of mind and body, the other
a theory of psycho-physical paraUelism. The
former theory, wliich has all the weight of com-
mon opinion on its side, avers that mental proc-

esses are able to act causally upon bodily; that
an idea may 'make' us act—i.e. condition bodily
movements—just as truly as a blow may make
us feel pain. The chain of events is nuide up of
two kinds of links—material processes and men-
tal processes; and the links are interchangeable
and equally effective. The latter theory main-
tains that the two series, the material and the
mental, arc dis])arutc; that tliey never pass
into or interfere with each other. The mental
series is conditioned upon the material, runs
parallel with it, term for term ; but there neither
is nor can be any transition from tlie one to the
other. It should be said, emphatically, that
there is no necessary connection between the
theory of interaction and a metapliysical monism
or idealism, and none between jiarallclism and
a metaphysical dualism or materialism. Either
theory, held as a scientific working hypothesis,

is eonqiatible with any one of these ultimate
metaphysical beliefs.

The main arguments for interaction are as
follows: (1) "The particulars of the distribu-

tion of consciousness point to its being efliea-

cious" (James). Consciousness can apparently
'load the dice' of the brain — i.e. can bring
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"pressure to bear in favor of those of its ])or-

fornianips which make for the most permanent
interests of the brain's owner." "Consciousness
is only intense wlien nerve-processes are hesitant.

Where indecision is great consciousness

is agonizingly intense." This argument squares
with the doctrine of liiological evolution, in that
it gives to mind, which is a highly complex de-

velopment, a survival value in the organism's
struggle for existence. (2) A damaged brain
may recover and work normally ; the parts re-

maining take on the duties of the parts lost, by
the principle of 'vicarious function.' The res-

toration is intelligible if consciousness direct it;

unintelligible, if the brain machine be subject to

no such direction. (3) Pleasures are associated
with beneficial stimulation, pains with detri-

ment to the organism. This correlation seems
to imply that pleasures and pains exert a direct

influence upon the bodily processes. (4) The
assimiption of the interaction of mind and body
assures the universality of the causal conneetion
and the uniformity of natural law throughout
the known univer.se.

To the iirst argument there is the reply that

it offers no proof of the actual interference of

consciousness in the struggle for existence.

Mind may be a mere concomitant of brain; a con-

comitant that varies in complexity as its physi-

cal substrate varies, and that is thus an index
or s.\anptom of brain-efficacy; but that is not
itself a factor in suri'ival. An animal may sur-

pass its fellows, not because it has a better mind,
but because (as its better mind shows) it has
a better brain. The presence of an intense con-

sciousness during deliberation and doubt offers

no difficulty. ( See Action ; Anim.\l Psychol-
ogy.) As for vicarious function, the developed

brain is, by hypothesis, an exceedingly complex
and plastic structure, not a machine definitely

shaped for a few particular ends. Hence there

is no need for the intervention of consciousness.

The correlation of pleasure with stimuli that
further life, and of pain with stimuli that thwart
it, is readily explicable as a coincidence due to

the continued operation of natural selection

(Spencer). An animal that 'liked' to be hurt
would not exercise any considerable influence

upon the further development of its species.

Finally, the demand for a universal causality

is rather a metaphvsical than a scientific postu-

late.

The argimients in favor of parallelism may be

summed up as follows: (1) The hypothesis is a
necessity for scientific psychology. If our psy-

chological experiments, in which we submit tlie

mind to various forms of physical stimulation,

and observe the results, were liable to interrup-

tion by the reaction of mind itself upon the
stimuli employed, there could be no liope of

erecting 'laws' of mind, of discovering mental
'uniformities.' Our most laborious and careful

researches might be upset at any moment by the
interjection of some mental influence. The fact

that laws and uniformities have been established

indicates that the mental is conditioned, un-
equivocally, by the physical, and that there is

no reciprocal conditioning. (2) The categories

of mind and body are the most diverse of all that
are recognized by science. They are entirely

heterogeneous. But it is a rule of logic that
one may not argue from category to category;

reasoning is valid only within the limits of a
single 'kind' or 'genus.' Hence we may not in-

terpolate mental links in the chain of physical
causation, and vice versa. (3) Reflex and sec-

ondary' rclle.K movements show that the organism
can act 'teleologically,' i.e. as if with set pur-
pose and with a view to a determinate end,
without the aid of consciousness. (4) The law
of the conservation of energj' require.s that mo-
tion produce and be produced by motion ; it

forbids any arbitrary increase of the energy of

the organism, such as must follow from the
direct action of mind upon brain-cell.

The first of these arguments is difficult to
meet. It rests uj)()n a basis of positive fact;
whatever our theoretical belief, we can but grant
the utility of the parallelistic principle in the
practice of experimental psychology. We might,
however, urge tliat the heuristic value of a work-
ing hypothesis is no evidence that the hypothesis
will endure. A proposition that appears self-

evident at one stage of the history of a science
ma}' be utterly overthrown by later discovery.
It may be, then, that as our experimental meth-
ods grow in refinement, and we attack the higher
and more complex processes of mind, we shall
gain evidence of the very mental action which
now seems to be precluded by the results of ex-
periment. The second argiunent is less strong.
No formal considerations can limit the province
of cause and effect ; experience must decide in

each case, irrespective of homogeneity or hetero-
geneity of the terms. The purposiveness of the
reflex movements "proves only that the same
effect can proceed from difl'erent combinations
of conditions" (Stunipf). Moreover, it is prob-
able that these movements are, one and all, de-

generate impulsive actions (see Action) ; so
that their teleology may, after all, be conscious-
ly conditioned. Lastly, there is no good reason
why we should not rank 'mental energy' along-
side of chemical, thennal, electrical, etc., energy,
and assume that it, like these, has its precise
mechanical equivalent.

We shall incline to the one side or the other,
then, as our interests and experience prompt.
The descriptive psychologist, keenly alive to the
manifestations of mental life about him, and
influenced by the traditions of psj'chological

thought, will tend toward an acceptance of in-

teraction ; the experimental psychologist, revo-
lutionary in temperament, and dominated by the
methods of the laboratory, will tend toward a
parallelistic theory. The impossibility of pres-
ent decision may mean that we have not as yet
sufficient facts at our disposal for a solution of
the problem ; or it may mean that the problem
is wrongfully formulated, and will be transcend-
ed by a true philosophy. In either case, we must
put our trust in time and further work. And,
in the meanwhile, we shall do well to push to its

logical extreme the hypothesis which makes the
stronger appeal to us, for the clash of honest
opinion is of the very greatest import for scien-
tific progress.

BiBLionR.tPHY. James, Psychology (XewYork,
l.SOO) ; Stumpf, President's Address, Bcricht III.
Intcrniitional Confiress of Psychology (1897) ;

Ebbinghaus, Psycholoyie (Leipzig, 1897) ; Kuel-
pe. Outlines of Psycholoyy (London, 1895);
Titchener, Outlines of Psychology (New York,
1899) ; Wundt, Human and Animal Psychology
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(Enp. trans., London, 180G) : \Yundt. Outlines of

Psychology (Enj;. trans.. 189S); T. H. Hnxley,

Science and Culture (New York, 1882).

BODY CASTLE. See Aljia.

BODY-COLOR. That material whieli contri-

butes snbslance to pigments, more partifularly

the solid white known as Chinese ^Yhite, used in

•vvater-colors. which by renderinfi them opaque

distinguishes them from the transparent and

fluid washes which mark the water-color method

pure and simple.

BODY-SNATCHING. The common-law mis-

demeanor (<i.v.) of unlawfully taking and ear-

lying away a dead human body, \\hen the

body is taken from a grave the offense is com-

nionlv called body-liftiny. The taking is ordinar-

ily for the purpose of dissecting the body or sell-

ing it for dissection. By statute in many of the

United .States a person has the right to direct

the manner in which his body shall be disposed

of after his death, unless he is a convicted felon.

In the latter case his body may be turned over

to medical authorities for dissection. Statutes

frequently provide also for the exhumation and

dissection of buried bodies, under the direction

of proper ofhcers, for the purpose of discovering

the cause of death. But the removal of a dead

luunan body after burial, or while awaiting

burial, if made without authority of law, with

intent to sell or use it for dissection, is in nearly

every jurisdiction a statutory or a common-law

offense, punishable bv imprisonment or a line,

or bv both. While the law does not recognize a

right of property in a human corpse, it does

secure to the near relatives the right of control-

ling and of burying it, except in cases where

public officials have the power to intervene. As

a human corpse is not property, and as its

prompt and decent burial is a legal as well as

a moral dutv, it cannot be attached, levied upon,

or detained "for debt. See Corp.se. and the au-

thorities referred to under Criminal Law.

BOECE, bois, or BOE'THIUS, Hector ( 1465-

153C). A distinguished Scottish historian. He
was born in Dundee, and belonged to the family of

Bois or Boyis, modern Boice or Boyce. He was

educated in Dundee, and studied at the Univer-

sity of Paris, where he took the degree of B.D. He
was appointed professor of philosophy at the

Coll&ge Jlontaigu, and acquired there the friend-

ship of Erasmus, who has praised him in his

writings. He left Paris reluctantly to preside

over the new University of Aberdeen, the pros-

perity of which he greatly promoted. He also

becan\e canon of Aberdeen and rector of Tyrie.

In \ryli he pidilished his lives of the bishops of

Mortlach and Aberdeen. His fame rests chiefly

on his Histoni of Scotland, published 1.527, for

\\h\<-\\ he received the degree of D.D. from the

vniversity and a roval pension. This work con-

tains a large amount of fiction, but is worthy of

the commendation it has received on the score of

stvle. It is supposed that Boece died in 1.">:«). lor

on November 22 of that year the King |)rescnted

the rectorv of Tyrie. vacant by tlie death of Mr.

Hector Boiss. to .Tohn Garden. COnsuH : Irving,

Lives of l^cotlish M-rilcrs (Edinburgh. 183!)) ;

and Burton, History of Scotland (Edinburgh,

1873).

BOECKH, bek, August (178.5-isr,7). A Ger-

man classical scholar. He was born in Karls-

ruhe, November 24, 1785, and was enrolled as
student in the University of Halle in 1803, where
the lectures of F. A. Wolf (q.v.) induced him
to devote himself exclusively to philology. la
1807 he became professor at Heidelberg, and in

1811 was called to the newly established Univer-
sity of Berlin, which owed much of its early fame
to him, in company with Hegel and Schleier-

macher. Boeckh lectured in Berlin with great

success for over fifty j-ears to a total of many
thousand students. The range of his studies was
\ery wide, and he was the first to develop phi-

lology on a philosophic basis. He conceived of

that science as an organically constructed whole,

which aims at nothing short of a complete intel-

lectual repi-oduetion of antiquity. His lectures

therefore included both formal and historical

grammar, exegesis, arehoeology, history of ancient

literature, philosophy, politics, religion, and so-

ciety. Boeckh's concept of philology e.xcited

much opposition at first, but gradually -won ad-

herents, and unquestionably gave a great stimu-

lus to classical scholarship; at the present time,

after many of the subjects which Boeckh re-

garded as subdivisions of philology have been
exalted to the position of independent sciences,

there are significant signs of a return to his gen-

eral view of the unity of philology. His earliest

publication, dedicated to Wolf, was Commentatio
in Pkitonis qui vulgo fertur Minoem (180fi):

in his Oreecce Tragoediw Principum .lEsehyli,

Sophoclis, Euripidis, Xum Ea Quce Supcrsunt

Genuina Sint, etc., published in ISOS, he dis-

cussed the possible revisions due to repeated pro-

ductions and the interpolations of actors in the

extant tragedies. He also produced some mono-

graphs on Plato while professor at Heidelberg.

His great works are the following: An edi-

tion of Pindar in 4 vols. (1811-22), the comple-

tion of which he intrusted to his friend 6. L.

Dissen (q.v.), professor in GiJttingen. This

marked an epoch in Pindaric studies by its criti-

cism of the text and scholia, and especially by

Boeckh's investigations on the metre. The intro-

ductory essay on the criticism of Pindar is still

of great value. His work KiV Staatshaushultunfj

der Athener (2 vols., 1817; 3d ed., edited by

Frankel. 188fi) applied the methods of his mas-

ter. Wolf, and of his older contenii)orary, Nie-

buhr. to questions of the commercial and State

economy of the Athenians in a masterly manner;

by it Boeckh established the science of public

antiquities, in which he was followed by K. F.

Hermann, G. F. Schoemann, and M. H. E. Meier

(q.v.) ; and the work remains a permanent monu-

ment of thorough research, analysis, and vast

learning. In his investigations Boeckh had been

led to a careful study of .\ttic inscriptions. He
now planned a comprehensive collection of Greek

inscriptions, the cost of which was undertaken by

the J'.crlin Academy, ^^itll Boeckh were asso-

ciated Ph. Buttmann, Schleiermacher. Immanuel

Bekker (q.v.), and later many others; the result

of their work was the Corpus Insrriptionum drte-

canim (4 vols., 1825-02). Among his other im-

Iiortant works are Pliilohins' d<s Pyllmtiorevrs

Lehre (ISIO); Mctroloriisrlw I'ntei-suchunfien

iiber Ociriehte, Miinzfiisse iind Masse des Alter-

tums (1838) : Vrkundcn iiber d'ls Seewesen des

attischen Staates (1840); Sophokles Antigone

(2d ed., 1884) : Encyklopadic iind Methodologie

der philologischen Wi.isetischaflen. never pub-

lished bv himself, but edited from hi.s lectures on
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the subject by Bratuscheck (1877; 2d ed., KIuss-
iiinnn, 1880). This is still the most important
work in its fieUi. His Opusciila till 7 vols.,

( ISr)8-74). He died in Berlin, August 3, 1SG7.

BOEDRO'MIOS (Ilelp-giver). An epithet of

Apollo, the orii;in of which is assigned to vari-

ous events of tireek history. Fi'ora this epithet

was derived the name of the third Attic month,
Boedromion, eorres])onding to portions of Sep-
tember and October, on the 7th day of which
the festival Boedroniia was celebrated in honor
of Apollo.

BOEHLEB, be'ler, Peter (1712-75). A Mo-
ravian bishop. He was born at Franlcfort-on-
the-Main, Germany: studied at Jena, and in

1737 was ordained as a iloravian minister by
Count Zinzendorf (q.v. ). On his way to Amer-
ica, where he had been sent as a missionary to

Carolina and Georgia, he stopped in England,
and there became acquainted with John and
Charles \\'esley, over whom he had a powerful
influence. He worked among the negroes in

Georgia, and among the Germans in South Caro-
lina, some of whom he ultimately transferred to

Bethlehem, Pa. For a year Boehler labored as
missionary to the Indians. He then went to

Europe, and returned with a large number of

Moravian colonists. This addition to the grow-
ing community at Bethlehem caiised the found-
ing of Xazareth, near the original towni. In

1742 Boehler was appointed bisliop of the Mora-
vian churches in America, England, Ireland, and
Wales. While on a parochial visit to his new
charge he died in London. Consult T. P. Lock-

wood, The Memorials of the Life of Peter Boeh-
ler (London, 1868).

BOEHM, bem, He.n-rt (1775-1875). An
Auicrican Methodist minister. He was born in

Lancaster County, Pa., and became a preacher

in 1800. He was an intimate friend and asso-

ciate of Bishop Asbury. and gieatly contributed

to the extension of Jlethodisra. particularly

among the German-speaking people of Pennsyl-

vania.

BOEHM, Sir Joseph Edg.\r (18.34-00). An
English sculptor. He was bom in Vienna, but
was educated in England, and lived there from
1862. He made careful study of the Elgin mar-
bles and of copies of old masters in the galleries

of the British JIuseum. In 1S50 he won the first

imperial prize in Vienna, and be gained a de-

servedly nigh reputation in England. In 1881
he was elected a memlier of the Koyal Academy.
Among his works are the colossal statue of Queen
Victoria at Windsor, and statues of .John Bun-
yan at Bedford, of Lord John Russell in West-
minster Hall. London, of the Duke of Wellington
at Hyde Park Corner, and of Thomas Carlyle on
the Thames Embankment. Of the Carljle, Eus-
kin, in his Notes for 1875. said: "Here is a
piece of vital and essential sculpture; the re-

sult of sincere skill, spent carefully on a subject
worthv of care."

BOEHM-BAWERK, bem' bii'verk. See
BoKUM \ON B.^WKliK.

BCEHME'RIA (after the German naturalist
Biihnier). A genus of plant-s of the natural or-

der Urticacesp. The fibres of a number of spe-

cies are used for making ropes, twine, nets, sew-
ing-thread, and cloth, and some of them appear
likely to acquire much economical and commer-
cial importance. The commercially important

species now known are Boehmeria nivea and
Boekmeiia tcnacissima, the latter being often
considered as merely a variety of the former.
Jl'rhiiieriu nirea grows in temperate and sub-
tropical regions, while the variety flourishes in

sub-tropical and tropical covmtries. It yields
a great part of the fibre employed in China in the
manufacture of the beautiful fabric known as
China-grass cloth (q.v.). It is a perennial her-

baceous plant, with broad ovate leaves, which
are wliite and downy beneath, and is of the
general habit though destitute of the stinging
powers of the nettles. It is carefully cultivated
l)y the Chinese, by whom it is called fehoit ma.
It is proj)agated either by seeds or by parting the
roots. It loves shade and moisture. Three
crops are obtained in the season, new shoots
springing up after it has been cut. Great atten-
liim is bestowed upon the preparation of the
fibre. This is extracted by hand stripping, by
boiling the stalks in water or some chemical
solution, or by machinery. Machine methods
have so far not met with unqualified success. On
the ot'.ier hand, the first-named two ways of
extracting the fibre are more or less intricate
and involve a large amount of hand-labor. As
a consequence, the bulk of the fibre is produced
in China and India, where cheap labor is plenti-
ful. To Beehmeria nivea properly belongs the
name China gi-ass; ramie or rhea should be
retained for the plant which Dr. Roxburgh
strongly reconmiended to attention about the
beginning of the Nineteenth Century under the
name of Urtica tenaeissima (see Ramie). An al-

lied species, ^iIlebrUllnra ititeijrifolia, is common
in Xepal, Sikkim, and other parts of the Hima-
laya, to an elevation of ."iOOO feet above the
sea. It is not cultivated, but often overruns
abandoned fields. It grows to a height of 6
or S feet, and varies from tJie thickness of a
quill to that of the thumb. The plant is cut
down for use when tlie seed is formed, the
bark is then peeled oft', dried in the sun for a
few days, boiled with wood-ashes for four or five

hours, and beaten with a mallet to separate
the fibres, which are called pooah or pocc. and
also klenki or jienki. When properly prepared,
the fibre is quite equal to the best Euro])ean
flax. The fibres of a number of coarser species
are employed in difTeient parts of the East Indies
for making ropes. The cultivation of Bwhmeria
nivra has been introdiiced into the southern
part of the L'nited States, and with the invention
of satisfactory methods of decortication and de-
gumming it will doubtless prove an important
industry. Bwhmeria cijlindriea is indigenous in
the United States, occurring as an annual in
waste places from Canada to Florida and west-
ward. See Royle, Fibrous Plants of India (Lon-
don. 1805) ; Dodge, Descriptive Catalogue of Use-
ful Fibre Plants (Washington, 1897).

BOEHM VON BAWERK, bem fin bii'vCrk,

EuGi:\ (1851— ). An .\ustrian political econo-
mist. He was born in Briinn, Moravia, February
12, 1851, was educated at the University of Vi-
enna, and from 1872 to 1870 continued his study
of political economy in Heidelberg, Leipzig, and
Jena, under Knies, Roscher, and llildebrand. lie

held for a short time a place in the Austrian
Jlinistry of Finance, lectured in 1880 at the Uni-
versity of Vienna, but was called thence to the
University of Innsbruck, where he renuiined till

1880. He then entered once more the Govern-
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ment service, in the department of finance, and
was Minister of Finance from June 18 to October

2, 1895. He was then appointed professor in

the University of Vienna and liecame president

of one of the superior courts of administration.

In 1897-98 he was again Minister of Finance; in

1899 he was called to tlie House of Peers, and
since January, 1900, he has again been in charge

of the Ministry of Finance. Boehm von Bawerk
is one of the leading economists of the so-called

Austrian school. With Karl Menger and others,

he has contributed to the development of a the-

ory of value wliich has received wide acceptance,

and has been the cause of still wider discussion,

in the economic world. This theory, as ehiborat-

ed by Boehni von Bawerk, is based largely upon
psychological principles. Its chief feature con-

sists in a searching analysis of 'subjective

value.' Jnhis Kapitalnnd Kapitahins (1884-89),
translated by Smart in 1890 under the title of

Capital and Interest, the author makes a bril-

liant and original study of these two subjects.

He does not accept the connuon classification of

land, labor, and capital as the three sources of

production, but regards tlie two former only as

real sources, while capital is only a means of

production. 'Interest' is employed as a general

term for interest in the common sense, and for

profits, and its cause and justification are found
in the gi-eat principle of the difference in value
between present 'goods' and future 'goods.' The
term 'positive theory of capital' has been applied

to the teachings of which Boehni von Bawerk on
the Continent is the chief exponent, and which
were discussed at gieat length in contributions

to the Quarterly Journal of Economics from 1890
to 1895. Valuable articles on the subject are

those by Bonar in the same publication on the
"Austrian Economists" and on the "Positive

Theory of Capital," Vol. III. (1889). Boehm von
Bawerk also wrote Jlinige strittige Fragen der
Kapitnlstluorie (Vienna, 1900).

BCEO'TIA {Gk.BoiuTla,Boi6iia). In ancient

geography, next to Attica, the most important
political division of Central Greece, bounded on
the north by Locris and the Eubiiean Gulf, on the

east by the narrow strait of the Euripus, on the

south by Attica, Megaris, and the Corinthian
Gulf, and on the west by Phocis. Bceotia had a
surface estimated at 1000 square miles. The
plains inclosed on the .south by Mounts Cithae-

rcn and Parnes, on the west by ilount Helicon,

on the north by the slopes of Mount Parnassus
and the Opuntian Mountains, fall naturally into

two divisions—the basin of Lake Coi)ais, now
called Tojiolias, and that of the Asopus, together

with the coast district on the Corinthian Gulf,

The principal stream was anciently called the

Ccphissus, It entered the countrj- from Phocis

at Cha-ronea ; and in the spring, when it was
swollen by innumerable torrents, converted the
Copaic plain into a shallow lake. There were un-
derground channels for the outlet of the waters
that congregated in this plain, but only four were
active at the time the French engineers began
work. To recover tliis valuable region to agiicul-

ture and remove the malarial marshes, extensive

drainage operations were begim by a French com-
pany in 1883 and carried to a successful comple-
tion. The draining of the bed showed that
similar works had been carried out by the
Minyae of Orchonienus in the Mycenaean period;

a large dike ran along the north shore, collecting

the waters of the Cephissus and Melas, and
emptying them through a great natural subter-

ranean passage. Another dike kept back the

waters from the south shore, and brought them
to the same outlet. A dike near the centre

seems to have been connected with a system of

irrigation. Forts secured the outlets against
hostile attack. With the fall of the Mycena-an
kingdom at Orchonienus, the works seem to have
been neglected, and a change in the sea-level

seems to have rendered the outlets useless, so
that the region became again flooded. An at-

tempt to clear out the old passages and open
new ones was made during the reign of Alex-
ander the Great, and there are traces of similar

attempts later, but none with success. Bieotia

in ancient times was a productive region, abound-
ing in corn and fruits : marble, potters' clay, and
iron were obtained, and it was also celebrated for

fiute-reeds. The inhabitants in the legendary age
were the ilinya; of Orchonienus and the Cad-
means of Thebes, both Greek races and hostile to

one another. Later, the country was occupied
by the Bceotians, an .Eolian people, who were
driven from Thessaly. The Boeotians excelled as
cultivators of the soil, and were gallant soldiers,

both on foot and on horseback, but they were
rude and unsociable, and took little part in the

gradual refinement of manners and intellectual

development of the rest of Greece, so that the

name became proverbial for illiterate dullness.

This was usually ascribed to their thick damp
atmosphere. Yet there were not wanting among
them eminent generals, as Epaminondas andPelo-
pidas; and poets and historians, as Hesiod, Pin-

dar, Corinna, and Plutarch. The greater cities,

of which tlie number was about fourteen, Thebes,
Ilaliartus, Thespia-, etc., with their territories,

formed the Ba?otian League. At the head of this

were seven Ba'otarchs. who held office for one
year, commanded the army of the league and con-

ducted its diplomacy, though the final decision in

matters of policy seems to have rested with the
four councils, concerning whose composition we
are not informed. The internal history of Bd'otia

is largely concerned with the efforts of Thebes to

maintain her leadership through this league
against the efforts of Thespiie, Orchonienus, and
other cities for autonomy. The power of Thebes
and the league was at its height in the years suc-

ceeding the battle of Leuetra (B.C. 371), when
Epaminondas (q.v.

) placed Thebes at the head
of Greece. After the battle of Cha-ronea, in which
Philip establislied the Macedonian throne (m the
ruins of Grecian liberty, the political importance
of the country declined so ra])i(lly that about
li.c. 30 only two cities, Tanagra and Thespia;,
had any prominence. Bteotia now forms one
of the nonies of the Kingdom of Greece. The
capital is Livadia. Area, about 1550 square
miles. Population, in 189G, 57,091. Consult:
W. Rhys Roberts, The Ancient Hivotians (Cam-
bridge, 1895) ; for (he works in Lake Copai's. E,
Curtius, Die Dciehbanten der Minyer (Berlin,

1892) ; and for tojiography, Ulrichs, Reisen und
Forschungen in (Jriechenland (Bremen, 1840).

BOEB, boor (Dutch hner. farmer, Ger. Bauer,
peasant, Eng. 6oor, husbandman, rustic). The
name given to the Dutch inhabitants of South
Africa who are descended from the original set-

tlers of Cape Colony. Separated for centuries
from the rest of the world, these people, in tlieir

rude pioneer life, preserved their belief in the
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stern tenets of early Calvinism, a belief wliieh
coloreil their whole life. When, in 1S14, Capa
Colony was ceded by Holland to England, the
Knglish administrators failed entirely to under-
stand the people with whom they bad to deal, and
they increased the hostility which the Dutch natu-
rally felt for the English by their drastic legis-

lation against practices which were a part of the
religion as well as the life of these simple
people, possessing many of the faults as well
as many of the virtues of a primitive state of

society. As a result there was a series of treks

or emigrations, by which the more determined
Boers sought to free themselves from British
control. The first considerable movement of this

kind was the 'great trek' of 1836. The Boers at
first attempted to establish themselves in Natal,
but they came into collision with the native Kaf-
firs, who were under British protection, and when
Natal became an English colony they removed be-

yond the Drakenberg Mountains, taking posses-

sion of an extensive region on both sides of the
Vaal, the principal affluent of the Orange River.

Here they founded two states, the Transvaal or
South African Republic, in the north, and the
Orange Free State in the soiith. The Boers be-

lieved in their right to enslave the natives, and
the abolition of slavery under English rule was
one of the grievances that led to the trek. This
attitude of the Boers won them the hatred of the
native peoples. The Sand River Convention of

1852 between commissioners for the Cape Gov-
ernment and for the Boers gave autonomy to

the Transvaal, with a reservation against the
practice of slavery. The convention of Bloem-
fontein two years later brought the Orange Free
State into being. The Boers have continued to

be, for the most part, farmers clinging with the

utmost conservatism to their antiquated re-

ligious ideas and their primitive mode of life.

Their tenacity of purpose and stubborn inde-

T^endence in opposition to the British power in

South Africa have won respect for the rugged
virtues of their character, although the rudeness
of the mass of this people seems to separate them
from modem currents of life. The original

roughness of the Boer character, however, has
been greatl.y modified in the towns and among
those Afrikanders who remained in the more
cosmopolitan Cape Colony. For the later and
more detailed history of the Boers, see Cape
Colony ; Or.vxge Ri\t:e Colony ; Socth Africa ;

and Tbansv.val.

Consult also: Theal, Histort/ of the Boers in

South Africa (London, 1888) : David Livingstone,

The Transvaal Boers (Edinburgh, 1881) ; F. W.
Chesson, The Dutch Boers and Slavery in the

Transvaal (London, 18C9).

BOEBHAAVE, biior'hii've, Hermann (1GG8-

1738). A Dutch physician. He was bom atVoor-
hout. near Leyden. In 1082 he went to Leyden
to become a clergyman, and studied Greek, Lat-

in, Hebrew, Chaldee, ecclesiastical and secu-

lar history, and mathematics. In 1689 he was
made doctor of philosophy, and in 1600 began
the study of medicine. Though mainly self-edu-

cated in medicine—as in chemistry and botany

—

he gained his doctor's degree at Harderwyck,
1693, and returned to Leyden, where, in 1701,

he was appointed lect\irer on the theory of medi-
cine. In his inaugural lecture he recommended to

the students the ancient method of Hippocrates

in medicine: but in 1703 his views had become
greatly enlarged, and he elaborated various
mechanical and chemical hypotheses to explain
the diseases of the body, especially in the case
of the fluids. In 1709 he was elected professor
of medicine and botany in the place of Hotton.
.^bout this time he published the two works on
which his great fame chielly rests: Institutiones
iledic(F in Vsus Annuce I'xercitationis Domesti-
cos (1708), and Aphorismi de Cognoscendis et

Cnrandis ^forJJis, in Usum Doctrinw Mediew
(1709), both of which went through numerous
editions, and were translated into various Euro-
pean languages, and also into .\rabic. In the
first work—a model of comjjrehensive and
methodical learning—he gives a complete outline
of his system, including a history of the art of
medicine, an account of the preliminary knowl-
edge necessary to a physician, and a description
of the parts and functions of the body, the signs
of health and disease, etc. : in the second, he
gives a classification of diseases, with their

causes, modes of treatment, etc. Boerhaave also

rendered important services to botany. Of his

best lectures are those delivered on his resigna-

tion of the office of rector of the university, De
Comparando C'erto in Physicis (Leyd., 1714), and
De Honore Medici, Servitute (1736). To com-
bine practice with theory, he caused a hospital
to be opened, where he gave clinical instruction

to his pupils. Though so industrious in his own
profession, he undertook, in 1718, after Lemort's
death, the professorship of chemistry, and pub-
lished in 1724 his Elementa Chemiw, a work
which did much to render this .science clear and
intelligible, and one that will always occupy a
high place in the history of chemistry. His fame
had meanwhile rapidly increased. Patients from
all parts of Europe came to consult him. Peter
the Great of Russia visited him : and it is even
said that a Chinese mandarin sent him a letter,

addressed 'Boerhaave. celebrated physician. Eu-
rope.' Consult: Burton. Account of the Life
and Writiriijs of Boerhaave (London, 1743) ;

Johnson, Life of Boerhaave (London, 1834).

BOESWILLWALD, bPs'vIl-valt. Emile (1815-

96). A French architect, born in Strassburg.
He felt very early the reaction in favor of a re-

turn to the old French architecture, and joined
Viollet-le-Duc and Lassus in their endeavor to

restore the ancient models. So strong was the
prejudice against anything Gothic that his

drawings were refused at the Salon of 1840, but
his talent was too evident to be long ignored.

Three years afterwards he became one of the
commission for the care of historic monu-
ments, and as inspector-general of the commis-
sion was in charge of the excavations in Algeria
and Tunis. His principal works are the restora-

tion of the Cathedral of Liu.on. and, with Danban
and Lassus, the restoration of the Sainte Chapelle.
He was, in company with Viollet-leDuc and
Lassus, one of the inspectors of Xotre Dame.
Amcmg his designs are tho.se for a number of
churches and public buildings in France and
Spain. He was a memlier of the Institutes of
London and Vienna. He received the cross of
the legion of Honor in 18C5 and was made com-
mander of the Order in 1880.

BOETHITTS, b.Ve'thl-tis, or BOETIUS, bfi-e'-

ehi-us. See Boece.
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BOETHIUS, or BOETIUS, Anicius JIax-
LirS TORQI-ATUS 8EVERINTS (480-524). A
Roman statesman and pliilosophor. The family
to wliicli lie helonjjeil liad been distinfiuislied

for botli its wealth and dij,'nlty for two <'cnturies.

His father, who held the olliec of consul, died

when Anicins was still a boy. and consequently

the latter was brought up under the care of

Symmachus, whose daughter. Itusticiana, became
his wife. It is known that he studied philosophy,

mathematics, and jioetry. translated and eluci-

dated with laborious care the writings of Aris-

totle, and of the old niathenuiticians, Euclid,

Archimedes. Ptolemy, and others; but the

story of his eighteen years' stay in Athens is

entirely unhistorieal. Boethius soon attracted

notice; he became a patrician before the usual

age, a consul in 510, and also princeps aeiiatux.

Having, moreover, gained the esteem and confi-

dence of Theodoric, King of the Ostrogoths, who
had fixed the seat of his government at Rome in

the year 500, he was ajipointed by that monarch
magister officiorum in his Court. His inlluence

was invariably exercised for the good of Italy,

and his countrymen owed it to him that the

Gothic rule was so little oppressive. His good
fortune culminated in the prosperity of his two
sons, who were made consuls in 522. But his

bold uprightness of conduct, springing from what
seemed to have been the essential characteristics

of the man—viz., a strong faith in the truth of

his philosophic ethics, and a courage to regulate

his ollicial conduct by them—at last brought
down upon his head the unscrupulous vengeance
of those who7n he had checked in their oppres-

sions and provoked by his virtues. He was ac-

cused of treasonable designs against Theodoric;

and the King, having become despondent and dis-

trustful in his old age, was induced to listen to

the charges. Boethius was stripped of his dig-

nities, his property Avas confiscated, and after

imprisonment at Pavia, he was executed about
524, according to one accoimt, under circum-
stances of horrible cruelty. During his imprison-

ment Boethius wrote his famous T)c Consolafione
PhilofiojihicF, divided into five books, and com-
posed in the form of a dialogue, in which Boe-

thius himself holds a conversation with Philoso-

phy, who shows him the mutability of all earthly

fortune, and the insecurity of everything save vir-

tue. The work is composed in a style which hap-
pily imitates the best models of the Augustan
Age. and tlie frequent fragments of poetry' which
are interspersed throughout the dialogaie are dis-

tinguished by their truthfulness of feeling and
metrical accuracy. The ('iinf<idii1io is piously the-

istic in its language, but affords no indication

that Boethius was a Christian; and if the

doctrinal treatises ascribed to him are. as the
aeutest criticism maintains, not genuine, we
must class him in religion rather with Marcus
Aurelius than with his alleged friend Saint
Benedict. He was the last Roman writer of any
mark who understood the (Jreek language and
literature. During tlie Middle Ages he was re-

garded with profound reverence, as th<! Augustine
of [ihilosophy. but on the introduction of the
Aristotelian metaphysics in the Thirteenth Cen-
tury his reputation gradually sank. The fir.st

edition of Boethius's entire works appeared at

Venice, 1491-92; standard edition of the entire

works in ^ligne, Palroloqin Lnlina, Vols. LXIIl.-
LXIV. (I'aris, 1800). The oldest edition of the

Consohilio is that published at Nuremberg, 1473,
but many manuscript translations into various
languages had appeared long before the invention
of printing. Among these may be mentioned
that by King .\lfred into .\nglo-Saxon. and by
Cliaucer an<l (^ueen Elizabeth into English. Best
edition by Peiper, Lcii)zig (Teubner). 1875; a
new translation by James (London, 18!)7). Con-
sult also Stewart, Boi'thiiits: An Essai/ (Edin-
burgh. 1891). The most interesting qtiestion in
connection with Boethius's niatliematical works
relates to his knowledge of Hindu numerals, char-
acters evidently derived from them appearing
on the apices or small cones used on the abacus.
A discussion of this question may be found in

Cantor's llcfif-hichte dcr Malhrmatik. Consult
also A. Hildebrand, lioctius tiiid seine Stelhing
zum ('hristenthum (Regensburg, 1885).

BOETTI, bC.-et'tA, Giovanni Battista (174.'?-

98). An Italian adventurer whose place of birth

is unknown. After a scries of remarkalilc ad-
ventures Boetti, under the title of an emissary of
Jlohamnied, put himself at the head of a small
army, and within a year subdued Kurdistan. He
afterwards engaged in war witli the Russians,
by whom he was finally taken prisoner. He died
in captivity on the island of Solovetsk, in the
White Sea.

BOETTICHER, be'tiK-er, P. A. de Lagarde.
Sec Jj.VGARDE.

B(EUF BAYOXJ, bef bi'oo. An overflow
stream in Arkansas and Louisiana, fed in time
of inundation by the Jlississippi. It unites with
the Washita River, and at high water atl'ords

100 miles of steamboat navigation.

BOF'FIN, NicoDEMfS. A character in (hir

Muluul Friend, by Dickens. He is residuary
legatee of his employer, but gives up the £100,-

000 when Harmon marries Bella Wilier.

BOFFIN'S BOWER. The name given by
Mrs. Botlin. in Dickens's Our Mutual Friend, to
the place she made her home, as being more cheer-

ful than its original of Harmon's Jail.

BOG (Gael, horian, quagmire. Ir. and Gael. hori.

soft, moist). Wet land covered with moss, and
often underlain l)v it to a variable depth. Owing
to the spongy character of the material, bogs
are often saturated with water and converted

into a kind of quagmire. The term 'peat-bog*

is especially applied to those swamps or bogs
which are underlain by an acciunulation of peat,

a vegetable gathering caused largely by the

growth and decay of s))hagnum. or bog-moss.

Peat bogs are especially abundant in the north
temperate regions, nuich of Ireland and por-

tions of England, as well as iiortheni Germany,
Nova Scotia, and Canada being covered by them.
Tradition reports that at the battle of Solway,
in 1542. a fugitive troop of horse plunged into

the moss, which instantly closed in upon them:
and in the end of the Eighteenth Century this

tradition was confinned by the discovery, made
during peat-digging, of a man and horse in com-
plete arnuir.

Bogs often originate by a process of lake-fill-

ing, ))onds or even estuaries being partly filled

by the inwash of sediment and partly by the

spread of bog-mosses from the shore into the

ever-shallowing water. As soon as one layer

of bog-nioss decays another growtli springs up.

A distinction is sometimes made between red
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bogs and black bogs, the former being filled by
vegetable matter in a more advanced stage of

decomposition. It is said that the red bogs of

Ireland cover l.SOO.OOO acres. The term 'climb-

ing bogs" is applied to those formed on hill-

sides, the supply of moisture being kept up by
mountain springs. In many regions the peat is

dug and utilized for fuel. \Vhcn properly treat-

ed, bogs also yield arable land of much value.

The reclamation of bogs for farming purposes
involves the proper drainage of the area, and
the plowing up of the soil in order to aerate it

and bring about the necessary oxidation proc-

esses. In some cases clay is plowed in, although
this requires time and expense. Oats are usu-

ally the best first crops. In Devon many bogs
are cultivated as grass-meadows. In many lo-

calities in threat Britain the people have used
pattens'—boards fastened upon the soles of the

feet—for \\alking over bogs.

The bog-oak is a tree favoring peat-bogs ; the
wood of the tree is black and dense, and is used
for carvings. The word bog is of Irish origin,

being from a Gaelic root that signifies a bob-

bing, quaking motion. See Bent Grass; Waste
L.\XDS : Peat ; Sphagjcum.

BO'GAARD, Martin van den. See Desjab-
DiNS. Martin van den Bogaakd.

BOGAEKS, bo'gars, ADBIA.AN (1795-lSTO). A
Dutch poet, born at The Hague. He studied lin-

guistics, and there were published two posthu-
mous volumes of his, entitled respectively, Taal-

kundige opstellcn (Philological Papers, 1872) and
JVoordenhock op de dichtucrken van Bildcrdijk

(Lexicon of Bilderdijk's Poetical Works, 1878),
Better known, howe\cr, are his poems Dc Toyt
van fleemskerk naar Gibraltar (Tlie Voyage of

Heemskerk to Gibraltar, 1842) and Jochebed
flSfil). His collected poems have been edited
by X. Beets (Haarlem, 1871).

BO'GAN. or New-Ye.\b En-EB. The Allan
Water of Oxiey, an interior stream of east Aus-
tralia, joins the Darling after a generally north-

westerly course of more than 300 miles, about
latitude 30° S. and longitude 14(i° E. Its

source is in the Har\ev range, about latitude
33° S. and longitude 148° 30' E.

BOGAR'DUS, .\n.neke. See Jans, Anneke.

BOGARDUS, E\-ER.4.RDrs ( ? -1647). A
minister of the early Dutch Reformed Church
in New .\nisterdam, the second minister in the
colony. In 1038 he married Anneke Jans, a
widow, who owned 60 acres of land in what is

now an important business part of New York.
The farm subsequently came into possession of

Trinity Church and up to 1847 was the occasion

of many lawsuits for recovery by the descend-

ants of one of the heirs of Anneke Jans and
Bogardus. In 1647 Bogardus sailed for Hol-

land to answer certain charges made by his ec-

clesiastical superiors, but lost his life by ship-

wreck in Bristol Channel.' See Jans, Anneke.

BOGARDUS, James (1800-74). An Ameri-
can inventor. He was bom in New York, and
became a watchmaker and engraver. His in-

ventions include the eight-daj-, three-wheeled

chronometer clock, and other improvements in

timepieces; the ring-fiver for spinning cotton;

the eccentric mill, in which both stones run the

same way, but with different speed; an engrav-

ing-machine; a transfer machine for producing

banknote plates from separate dies; the first

dry gas-meter; the first pencil-ease without a

slot; a medallion engraving-machine; a machine
for engine-turning; an improved method for

making postage-stamps, etc, ; a nuu'hine for

pressing glass; several machines for cutting

and working india-rubber; a new pyrometer; a
dynamometer; and other contrivances of less

importance. In 1847 he erected in New York
for his factory a cast-iron building, the first one
of that material ever erected. Soon afterwards
he introduced wrought-iron beams.

BOG-ASPHODEL. See AsPironEL.

BOG-BUMPER, BOG-JUMPER, or BOG-
PUMPER. Names for the bittern,

BOG-BUTTER, An organic compound which
has been found in the bogs of Ireland, and is

known mineralogically as Buti/rellite. Its prop-

erties and chemical composition led to the sup-

position that it was of vegetable origin, and had
been formed by the decomposition of the peat in

which it was found, especially so in consequence
of its general resemblance to mineral resins,

such as asphalt and bitumen. However, a thor-

ough examination by McAdam in 188.5 seemed
to demonstrate its animal origin, as all of the

samples analyzed showed the presence of hairs

that were microscopically identical with those
of a cow. It is probably safe to say that it is

a variety of adipocere—i.e. that it was formed
by the decomposition of animal matter out of

contact with the air. It resembles butter in

color and consistency, and becomes liquid at
51° C. (1-23.8° F.).

BOGDANOVTTCH, bog'da-no'veeh, Ippolit
rEouoBoviTCii (1744-1803). A Russian poet,

born at Perevolotchna, Little Russia. His fame
rests entirely upon his poem Dushenka, pub-
lished in 1773. The story of Psyche forms the

groundwork of the poem, which is character-

ized by ,a refined and graceful style and vivacious

playfulness of language. Its publication made
him famous, as well as obtained for him the
high favor of the Court ; but there can be no
doubt that the popularity of the work was as
much owing to the adventitious circumstances in

which it was produced—nothing of the kind hav-

ing been previously attempted in Russia—as to

its intrinsic merits. Though he wrote much af-

terwards, he never equaled his first performance.

BO'GERMAN, .Tan (1.576-1637). A Dutch
theologian, born at Oplewcrt, East Friesland.

He actively participated in the Arminian con-

troversy, was in 1618 president of the Synod of

Dort, and in 1633 became professor of divinity

at the University of Franeker. In addition to

his translation of the De la punition den hi-rv-

tiqiics of Beza as Van lut kctter straffcn (1601),

he published the polemical Atinotulioiiis contra

H. Urotium. He prepared, in collaboration with

four others, a vernacular translation of the

Bible. This rendering, of which the Old Testa-

ment was for the most part by him, continues

to be the common Dutch version.

BO'GERT, George H. (1864— ). An Ameri-
can artist, bom in New York City. He was a
pupil at the National Academy of Design, and
afterwards went to Paris, where he studied

under Puvis de Chavannes, .\ime Morot, and
E, Boudin, He obtained the Webb prize for

landscape in 1898, the fir.st Uallgarten prize in
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1899, and a bronze medal at the Paris Exposi-

tion of 1900. Mr. Bogert has confined his brush
entirely to landscape.

BOGGS, Cii.\nLES Sti-art (1811-88). An
Amorioun naval officer, born in Xew Brunswick,
N. J. He entered tlie United States Navy as a
midshipman in 1826, became a lieutenant in

1837, served in Commodore Conner's squadron
during the Mexican War; distinguished himself

under Farragut at Xew Orleans, in April, 18G2,

and the same year was raised to the rank of cap-

tain. In 1870 he became a rear-admiral, and
three years later was retired.

BOGGS, Frank M. (1855— ). An American
artist, born in Springfield, Ohio. He studied
at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris, and after-

wards under Gt^rOme. In 1885 he was awarded
a prize of $2500 at a competition in New York
City for his "Kough Day at Ilonfleur," bought
by the Boston ilusemn of Fine Arts. He was
awarded a silver medal at the Paris E.xposition

of 1900. Mr. Boggs is represented at the Luxem-
bourg Museum by a fine painting, "La Place de
la Bastille," which was bought by the French
Government in 1882.

BOGH, beg, Erik (1822-99). A Danish
•writer. He was born in Copenhagen, and first

won a considerable reputation with his dramas,
exceeding one iiundred in number, and published
collectively as Dramntiske Arheidcr, 7 vols.

(1858-71). He also published a volume of

Dirjte (1855), and several prose works, includ-

ing B uldrebakken (1852) : Knlifen paa Eventyr
(1857): Hundrcde Viser (1862); and M ester

Olcs Praediken (1877). His style is in general

characterized by finish rather than originality.

BOGHAZ - KIEUL, bi'gaz kye'e, or KOI,
ke'e. A village of Asia Minor in the Vilayet

of Angora, about 17 miles from the towTi of

Yozgad, in latitude 40° 1' X. and longitude 34°

S5' E. The modem village is insignificant, but
the heiglits near by contain many ancient ruins

and a number of remarkable sculptures. The
place was an important seat of Hittite civiliza-

tion, and fragiuents of pottery seem to show
intercourse with the ilycena>an lands. For a de-

scription of the remains and drawings of the

sculptures, consult Van Lennep, Travels in Asia

Minor (London, 1870) ; and for the recent ex-

cavations. E. Chantre, Mission- en Cappadoce
(Paris, 1898), whose statements as to a Baby-

lonian colony must be received with caution;

consult also Hall, Oldest Civilization of Greece

(London and Xew York, 1901). The common
identification with the ancient Pterium has re-

cently been rendered doubtful by the explora-

tions of Dr. Belck.

BOGHEAD COAL. A bituminous coal of

Scotl:in(t. more valuable for making gas than
for fuel. The coal is named from the chief

place of deposit. Boghead, Linlithgowshire. See
TORIIANITE.

BOG-IRON ORE. A name applied to depos-

its of limonite (liydrous ferric oxide) that are

often found in alluvial soils, bogs, meadows,
lakes, etc. It is abundant in some of tlie north-

cm and western islands of Scotland and in the

northern countries of Europe generally; also

in North America. Sometimes the ore accumu-
lates with great rapidity; thus, in some Swedish
lakes a laver half a meter thick accumulates

every fifteen to thirty years. Its constituent iron
is dissolved out from the rocks by spring-water,
from wliieh it is precipitated in an insoluble

form when exposed to the air. The amount
of iron oxide in the ore commonly ranges from
40 to 50 per cent. : phosphoric acid is usually
present in quantities varying from 2 to 11 per
cent. ; silica, alumina, oxide of manganese, and
other substances make up the rest. The color

of the ore is brown—either yellowish brown or
blackish brown. Some varieties are earthy and
friable and are formed of dull, dusty particles;

others are in masses with an earthy fracture,

often vesicular; still others are more compact
and have a conchoidal fracture. The ore is

often mi.xed with so much clay and sand that
these have to be separated by washing before
the ore can be used. Owing to the low per-

centage of iron, the commercial value of bog-
iron ore is rarel_v very high, although the
quality of the iron yielded is good. Bog-iron
ore, which contains much clay and has a uni-
form color, is sometimes used as a paint. See
Irox and Limoxite.

BOGI§IC, bo'ge-shich, Balthasar (1840—).
A Slavic jurist. He was born in Ragusavecehia
(Dalmatia), and studied in Vienna, Berlin, and
Paris. In 1809 he was appointed professor of tiie

history of Slavic law at Odessa, and was then
charged with the task of elaborating a code of

civil laws for Jlontenegro. In 1893-99 he was
ilinister of Justice in Montenegro. He has pub-
lished several important studies, such as Com-
pilation of I.cijal i'sagcs among the Southern
Stars (1874), and Apcrgu des travaux sur le

droit coutiimier en Hussie (1879).

BOG-MOSS. See Sphagnum.
BOGNOR, bog'ner. A popular seaside resort

in Sussex, England, on the English Channel,
oti miles southeast of Chichester (Map: Eng-
land. F 6). It has a fine pier and esplajiade.

Population, in 1891, 4600; in 1901, 6200.

BOGNOR BEDS. See London Clay.

BO'GO. A seaport town of Cebii. Philippines,

situated 69 miles north of Cebii. It has a good
harbor and a population of 16,400.

BOGODUKHOV, bOVfl dijo'Kif, or BOHO-
DTJKHOV. A fortified town of Russia, cajjital

of a district in the Government of Khar-
kov, 40 miles northwest of the city of that
name ( Maj) : Russia, E 4 ) . A town of some com-
mercial significance until 1820, it has now lost

all of its importance owing to new railways
wliich have transferred its tra<le to other towns.
Tanneries and fiour-mills are the onlv industrial

cstablisliments. Population, in 1897," 12,000.

BOGOLYUBOFF, bo'gd-lyoo'bAf, Alexei
(1824-96). A Russian painter. He was born at
Pomerano (Novgorod), studied at the Imperial
Academy of Design in Saint Petersburg, and
under Aehenbach in Diisseklorf, and in 1861 was
appointed a professor at tlic Saint Petersburg
Academy. He is best known for his marine
views and sea-battles, including "Battle of Si-

nope" (1853) ; "Peter the (ireat with his Gal-

leys"; and "lloadstead of Cronstadt" (1878).

BOG'OMILES. A religious sect which came
into notice in the Twelfth C^entury, whose chief

seat was in Thrace. They resembled the Pauli-

cians and Catliari. Their name, if derived

from the Slav. Bog, 'God,' and miluy, 'have
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inercy,' may perhaps refer to the frequency of

their prayers; but more likely it comes from
Bogomil, the name of their founder. The basis

of their creed was as follows: Out of the

eternal divine essence or being sprang two prin-

ciples—Satanael and Logos ; the former, at first

good, afterwards rebelled, and created in oppo-

sition to the original spiritual universe a world
of matter and human beings. These human be-

ings, however, received from the Supreme Father
a life-spirit; but this was kept in slavery by
Satanael until the Logos or Christ came down
from heaven, and, assuming a phantom body,
broke the power of the evil spirit, who was hence-

forth called only Satan. The Bogomiles, like

all similar sects, practiced a severe asceticism,

despised images, and rejected the sacraments.
Instead of baptism, they placed their hands and
an apocryphal Gospel of Saint John on the head
of the neophyte, singing at the same time the
Lord's Prayer, which they repeated seven times
during the day and five times during the night.
They accepted the whole of the Xew Testament,
but of the Old Testament only the Psalms and
Prophets, which they interpreted allegorieally.

In 1118 that vehement hater of heretics, Alexius
Comnenus, burned their leader Basilius. Per-
secution, however, did not put an end to the
Bogomiles, and at the time of the llohammedan
conquest of Bosnia (Fifteenth Century), we find

that the greatest number of the renegade Chris-
tians who embraced the religion of the conquer-
ors belonged to this sect. There are some Bogo-
miles even at the present day. Consult Heard,
The Russian Church and Russian Dissent (New
York. 1SS7).

BOGORODSK, bo'gS-rfitsk'. The chief town
of a district in the Government of Moscow,
Russia, 52 miles east-northeast of the city of

Moscow, on the Klyazma, and on a branch of

the Moscow and Nizhni-Xovgorod Railway (Map:
Russia, E 3). It carries on a prosperous trade
in silk and cotton fabrics, produced in the mills

of the district, and in woolens, brandies, and
liquors manufactured in the to^vn. Population,
in 1888, 2470; in 1897, 11,200.

BOGOS, bo'goz. An Abyssinian tribe inhab-
iting the highlands north of Abyssinia, about
Keren. They speak a Hamitic language called

Bilin, which is akin to the Agau, though Tigre
is very generally understood among them. Their
name, Bogos, means 'robber.' They are slightly

above the medium stature, rather robust, and in

color reddish-brown, betraying an admixture
of negro and other blood. Primarily they be-

long to the Hamitic group. They are largely

nomadic and pastoral. Xominally the Bogos
are Christians, but the Christian religion has
no very strong hold upon them. Their territory
was for a long time an object of dispute between
Egypt and the Abyssinian kings. It now forms a
part of the Italian colony of Eritrea. For an
account of the Bogos, consult: Munzinger, Ost-

afrikanische Htudien (SchafThausen, 1804) ; Brin-
ton, Races and Peoples (New York, 1890).

BOGOSLOV, bo'gfi-slAf. A volcanic islet off

the northwest coast of Unalaska in the Aleutian
Islands, Alaska, U. S. It was formed by a
volcanic upheaval in the year 1796. It is a
haunt of sea-liona.

BOGOTA, bo'gd-ta' (under Spanish rule Santa
F6 de Bogota). The capital of Colombia and

an archiepiscopal city situated on a plateau,
8700 tcet above sea-level, at the western base
of the Guadalupe and Monserrate mountains, in

tlie eastern Cordillera of the Andes (Map: Co-
lombia, C 3). The plateau is surrounded by high
mountains on all sides, except to the southwest,
where the river Bogoti or Funcha cuts a nar-

row channel through a rocky precipice, on its

way to the Magdalena, and 14 miles from the city

leaps from a height of over 475 feet, forming
what is called the fall of Tequendama. The
climate of Bogota is moist and moderate, the

temperature varying between 57° and 61° F.,

with two rainy seasons each year. The citj' is

regularly laid out, is rhoniboidal in. shape, and
occupies an area of 6 square miles, measuring
3'^ miles from north to south, and half that
length from east to west. The city is divided
into four parts by the San Francisco and San
Augustin rivers, which are crossed by twenty
bridges. The streets cross at right angles, are
broad, well paved, and well shaded. Around the
principal square, la Plaza de la Constitucion, or
de Bolivar, are the Government buildings and
the cathedral, a magnificent edifice in the
Corinthian style. In the middle is the bronze
statue of Bolivar by Pedro Tenerani. The city

possesses two theatres, a museum of natural his-

tory and antiquities, a national university, a
public library of more than 50,000 volumes, a
mint, and an obser\-atory. The n'useum and
library are situated in a former Jesuit monas-
tery. The museum contains many interesting
specimens of Inca civilization, and thelibrary has
a rich collection of plants and national litera-

ture. There are many churches and convents,
and in the former may be found paintings by
Murillo, Spagnoletto, and Vasques. The city is

governed by a municipal council that elects the
mayor and also the police inspectors of the

wards (barrios), while one of the President's

secretaries is the governor of the department.

Besides the national university there are col-

leges and schools giving instruction to more
than 10,000 children of both se.xes. There are
about forty periodicals of all sorts, and the city

ranks among the foremost in South America for
culture and education. BogotS suflfers much
from its lack of communication, but this is

being remedied by governmental iniprovement of

the roads and rivers throughout the country.
A railway from Girardot on the Magdalena to Bo-
gota is under course of construction. There is rail

connection with Facatativft (25 miles) , Zii)aquira

(37 miles), and Soacho (7 miles). The city com-
municates with Honda and La Dorada on the Mag-
dalena by mule paths, and a projected railway is

to connect it with the Orinoco Basin. The indus-
tries of the city are not numerous, but include the
manufacture of cloth, carpets, matches, glass, cor-

dage, and porcelain. A large part of the import
trade for points farther in the interior passes
through Bogot:'i. The exports of the interior also

find tlieir point of distribution here. The district

north and east of Bogota is rich in coal, iron, lime-

stone, sand, manganese, and fireclay. .\t Zipaqui-
ra, nortli of Bogota, are large salt mines, worked
by the Government, which .supply nearly all of Co-
lombia with salt and are a gieat source of reventie.

Bogota was settled in 1538 by the Spaniards
under Gonzalo .Jimenez de Quesada, on the site

of Tensaquillo. but then called Santa Ff", after
the founder's birthplace. In 1598 it became the
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capital of the Vieeroyalty of New Granada, and
it was the mecting-phioe in 1811 of the Congress

that followed Venezuela in declaring for a repub-

lic (November 12). The Spaniards seized it

in 181(), but it was reca])lured. and on the

proclamation of the independence of the vice-

royalty {-Inly 20, 181!>) it became the capital

of the Republic of Colombia, which split up into

three States— Venezuela, Ecuador, and New
Granada—in 18.31, since which time it has been

the seat of the Governnient of New Granada,
later Colombia. Population, about 100,000.

BOG-SPAVIN. See Spavin, Boo.

BOG-TROTTER. An appellation sometimes
contemptuously given to the lower class of the

Irish |)casantry. It owes its point to the ability

acquired by many of thera of traversing the ex-

ten.sive bogs of their native country, wlicre a

stranger would find no secure footing, and in

the fiequent use which they have made of this

means of escape from soldiers, officers of police,

or other pursuers.

BOGUE, bog, David (1750-1825). A Scot-

tish preacher, and the organizer of the London
Missionary Society. He was educated at Edin-

burgh University," and in 1771 went to London,

where he was for some time employed as a

teacher. He afterwards accepted the charge of

an Independent church at Gosport, where he

established a seminary for the education of stu-

dents who (jurposed to become Independent min-

isters, and in 1795 he and others organized the

London Missionary Society. He also took an

active part in the establishment of the British

and Foreign Bible Society and of the Religious

Tract Society. He was the author of An ICssay

on the Dioine Auiluirity of the New Testament

(1801), which has had a wide circulation; Dis-

courses on the Millennium (1813-1816) : and, in

cnniu'ction with Dr. James Bennet, a History of

Dissenters, from KISS to ISOS (1812). Consult

Morison, Fathers and Founders of the London
Missionary Hoeiety (London, 1840).

BOGUE FORTS. Forts of granite masonry,
creeled liy the Chinese on the rocky islands in the

channel of the Boca Tigris (q.v.), to defend the

api)roaeh to the city of Canton. One remarkable

island mass of rounded granite with precipitous

sides, rising to a height of about 400 feet, seemed

to the Chinese as a tiger's head, though Euro-

peans imagine that of an elephant. Tlie waters

of the channel formed the tiger's mouth, or, as

the Portugiiese translated it, 'boca tigris.'

These forts were attacked and captured by the

British in 1841 and again in 1850, and are now
demolished.
BOGUSLAV, bd'goo-slaf. A town of the

Government of Kiev, Russia, situated on the

river Rossa, about 100 miles from the city of

Kiev. It has a trade in woolens, leather, and
sheepskins, and a population of 0000, 07 per

cent, of which is Jewish. The town was annexed

to Russia in 1703.

BOGTJSLAWSKI, bo'goo-slav'skf, Adalhert
(175!ilS2'J) . A Polish actor and playwright,

born in Glinno. In 1700 he was appointed di-

rector of the Royal Theatre in Warsaw, where

he establi.shed a school of dramatic instruction.

He is to be regarded as the real founder of a

Polish natiomU dranui, to whose repertory he

contril)ntc(l a large numl)er of translations and

original works. He also introduced opera into

Poland. A complete edition of his dramas, in
nine volumes, a|>])eared in Warsaw in ISJd J.",.

BOHADDIN, bo'hA-den', or BEHA-EDDIN
(AliUL-JlolIASSEN YuSfF-IBX-SlfEDDAU) (1145-
1234). An Arabian historian and statesman.
He was born in Mosul, and after concluding his
studies there settled lirst as a tutor in Bagdad,
but in 1173 he returned to his native place, in
1187 he went on a pilgrimage to Alecca and
Medina, and later to Jerusalem and Dannisevis.
By a work on the Lau-s and Diseipline of Sacred-
War, he attracted the attenti(m of Saladin, and
until the death of that prince he was in his em-
ploy as cadi of .Jerusalem and of the army. After
the death of Saladin he remained in the service
of Saladin's successor as cadi of Ale[)])o, where^
with his own means he established a school.
His most important work was a Life of Saladin,
which was published, with a Latin tran.slatiou

by Schultcus (T.eyden, 1732). He died in 1234.

BOHE'MIA (Med. Lat., from Lat. Boiohw-
mum, from lioii, a Celtic tribe + OH(i. heim, Old
Sax. hem, liouie; called by its Slavic inhabitants,
the Czechs, Cechy) . A former kingdom of Eu-
rope, and now a crownland of the Cisleithan
(Austrian) half of the Au.stro-Hungarian mon-
ardiy (ilap: Austria, D 2). It occupies the
northwestern end of Austria, and is bounded by
Saxony on the northwest, Prussian Silesia on
tile northeast, Moravia and Lower Austriii on
the southeast. Upper Austria on the south, and
Bavaria on the southwest. Extending from lati-

tude 48° 34' to 51° 3' N., and from longitude-

Pi" 7' to 1G° 50' E., it comprises an area of 20,-

000 square miles.

Bohemia is separated from Germany by moun-
tain barriers, which cover all the three sides on
which it touches that empire. The Bohemian
Forest forms the boundary line on the southwest,
the Erzgebirge, or t)re .\biuntains, on the north-
west, and the Riesengebirge. or Giant Mountains,
on the northeast. These mountain ranges, to-

gether with the Bohemian-Moravian highlands,
in the southeast, form a great basin, in the shape
of a lozenge. In the interior tliere are some
minor elevations. The rivers of Bolieinia, with
a few exceptions. How from south to north.

The Elbe, whicli rises on the northeastern fron-

tier, with its nnnicroiis tril)utaries, drains the

larger ]iart of the area, .\fter the Elbe, (he chief

rivers of Bohemia are the Moldau and the Eger,
botli tril)utaries of the Ellie. In the nortliwest-

ern part of the country are famous mineral
springs, including those of Karlsbad, Marienbad,
Franzenshad, and Tejilitz.

The climate of Bohemia is continental in its.

character. The average annual temperature of

Prague, in the centre of the region, is 48.0°. The
maximum reached at Prague, for a period of

30 years, is 97.5° F., and the minimum is 10.24°

F. The climate is healthy thnuighout, mild in

the valleys and cold in the mountains, the higher

peaks being covered with snow during a cousid-

eralile part of the year.

Bohemia is still an agricultural country, al-

though some of its manufactures have attained a

veiy high degree of development. The soil is

generally fertile, especially in the districts along

the upper Elbe, in the vicinity of Kiiniggriitz, in

the valley of the Eger. in the lands calh'd the

'I'aradise.' near Teplitz, and in a tract in the

midland mountains. The chief agricultural prod-
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uets are cereals, to which about 64 per cent, of

tlie arable land is devoted. Potatoes, sugar-

beets, hops, flax, and fruits are grown. The
grain of lioheniia is of excellent quality, while
its hops arc famous throughout Europe.

It is estimated that of the total area of about
12.8-10.000 acres. W per cent, is ])roduetive. Of
this, about 50.50 per cent, is arable land, 29
per cent, forest land, covered mainly with conif-

«rie, 10 per cent, meadows, and 5 per cent, pas-

ture-land. A great part of the land is divided
into small holdings. In 00 per cent, of it there

are about (iOO.OOO holdings, half of which em-
brace less than 1.5 acres each. The remainder,
about 5.000.000 acres, is divided into about ISOO
holdings. Caltle-raising forms a very important
adjunct to agriculture. Horned cattle, sheep,

goats, and swine are reared extensively in some
districts, and in the south geese form an impor-
tant item in the resoui-ces of the country. Silk-

o\ilturo and bee-keeping receive considerable at-

tention.

The forests of Bohemia, in which various

kinds of game are found, are very extensive, and
the lumber industr.v gives occupation to a con-

siderable part of the population. Xext to agri-

eulture. njining occupies the first rank. In re-

gard to its mineral deposits, Bohemia stands

first among the crownlands of Austria-Hungary,
the annual value of its mineral products exceed-

ing $20,000,000. About nine-tenths of this sum
represents the value of the lignite and coal

mined. The bulk of the remainder represents the

product of silver, iron, and lead. Among other

metals obtained in considerable quantities are

gold and tin. Copper, nickel, cobalt, antimony,
arsenic, uranium, and tungsten are also found.

Other mineral products are alum, kaolin, and
garnets. Bohemia is famous for its manufac-
tures of glass, and its textile industries are on
a vast scale. The manufacturing of beet-sugar

is also verv important, as well as the distilling

of spirits. There are large iron and steel works,

and the manufacture of chemicals is extensively

carried on. Among other important industries

are the manufacture of agricultural implements,
paper-making, and milling. The beer of Pilsen

•and the china of Karlsbad are celebrated. The
tobacco-factories employ about 10,000 hands,

mainly women. In general, Bohemia is not only

the most important manufacturing province of

-Vustria-Hungary. but also one of the most ad-

vanced among the manufacturing countries of

Europe, ^lost of the manufacturing is carried

on on a large scale, and the tendency toward con-

centration is very pronounced. There are still,

however, a number of industries carried on al-

most exclusively in the houses of the workmen,
such as lace-knitting, the manufacture of musi-
cal instruments, toys, etc.

The commerce of Bohemia is naturally very
extensive, and is greatl.v facilitated by the nu-
merous financial institutions, as well as by the

excellent transportation facilities. In 1S08 Bo-
hemia had a total railway mileage of about
3400. or about IT miles of railroad per 100
square miles of territory. Tlie mileage is about
.30 per cent, of the total for all Austria. The
chief navigable river is the Elbe, and there is

also a considerable mileage of artificial water-
ways.
The Diet of Bohemia consists of 242 members,

including the Archbishop of Prague, the heads of

tlie three sees of Leitmcritz, Kiiniggrjitz, and
Budweis, two rectors of universities, 70 repre-

sentatives of tlie large landholders, 87 repre-

sentatives of towns and chambers of commerce
and industries, and 71) representatives of the
niral communities. The representatives of the
landed aristocracv, as well as those of the towns
and industrial centres, are elected directly on a
property qualification, while the delegates from
the rural conununities are elected by a board of

electors returned by voters pa,ving .a certain
amount of taxes. Bohemia is represented in the
Lower House of the monarchy by 110 members,
of whom 23 represent the landed nobility, 32 the
towns, 7 the chambers of commerce, 30 the rural
communities, while 18 are elected by all quali-

fied voters.

Public education in Bohemia is well advanced,
the line of demarcation between the two elements
of the population, Czech and German, being very
sharpl.v drawn. There are a German and a
Czech university at Prague, the former of which
was founded in 13 J8, several technological insti-

tutes, over 40 gymnasia, besides a considerable
number of real gymnasia (i.e. gj'mnasia with a
scientific instead of a classical course), prepara-
tory schools, and trade and commercial schools.

There are uearl.v 5500 elementary schools, of

which 2315 are (Jerman. The schools are at-

tended by about 1,040,000 pupils, or 98 per cent,

of the school population.
The population of Bohemia in 1900 was 6,318,-

697, or nearly 315 per square mile, making Bo-
hemia one of the best-populated crownlands of

Austria-Hungary. The increase for the last de-

cade was 8.10 jier cent., against 5.16 per cent,

for the period of 1880-00. Jn regard to nation-

ality, the population is 63 per cent. Czech (see

division on history) and 37 German. The
Catholic religion is professed by 90 per cent, of

the poptilation, while somewhat more than 2 per
cent, belong to the different Protestant denomi-
nations and 1.0 per cent, profess the Jewish
religion. The capital, Prague, had a population
of 204,478 in 1900.

History. In the First Century B.C., the Celtic

people, called Boii, who had settled in Bohemia
and who gave it its name, were compelled by the
advance of the Germans to emigrate from the
country. Bohemia was then occupied by the
warlike tribe of the ilarcomanni. At the time
of the great migi-ation of nations the Jlar-

comanni moved westward, and in the Sixth
Century we find the region peopled b,y Slavic

immigrants, who soon ap[)ear under the conunon
name of Cze<rhs, B.v the close of the Ninth Cen-
tury the petty chiefs who ruled the Czechs had
been converted to Christianit.v, which in the

main was introduced by the Germans, while the
conversion of the adjoining Moravians was un-
dertaken by the great missionaries of the East-

ern Church. For a brief period Bohemia formed
part of the great ^Moravian realm of Svatopluk,
which fell before the onslaught of the Mag.yars
at the beginning of the Tenth Century. From
about this time Bohemia was united under the
sway of a line of dukes of the House of Pfem,vsl,

Avho acknowledged the overlordship of the kings
of Germany. In the latter part of the Tenth
Century the bishopric of Prague was constituted.
The princes of the House of Pfemvsl sought to
elevate them.selves to the rank of kings, and
from the close of the Twelfth Century they were
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permanently recognized as such by the German
sovereigns, their State forming part of the Holy
Roman Empire of tlie Ciermans. Under Ottokar
II. (125.3-78) Bohemia was for a brief period

one of the most powerful realms in Europe. His
sway extended from the region of the Ell)e to the

shores of the Adriatic. Ottokar succumbed to

the arms of the Emperor Rudolph of Ilapsburg,

and his realm was dismembered. His son, Wen-
ceslas II. ( 12781305), who succeeded him in

Bohemia and iloravia, was also King of Poland.

Ottokar II. and Wenceslas II. did much for the

civilization and economic development of Bohe-
mia by encouraging the immigration of German
artisans and colonists. With the death of Wen-
ceslas III., in 1306, the djTiasty of Premysl be-

came extinct. From 1310 to 1437 Bohemia was
ruled bv a line of kings of the House of Luxem-
burg—John (1310-46), Charles (1346-78), Wen-
ceslas (1378-1410), Sigismund (1419-37). The
last three were emperors of Germany. Charles
of Luxemburg, who was German Emperor as

Charles IV., e.xerted himself in every way to pro-

mote the welfare and greatness of Bohemia. In
1348 he founded the University of Prague, the
first established within the bounds of the old

German Empire. The good work of Charles was
to a great extent undone by the incompetence of

his son, Wenceslas. His reign witnessed the

great religious movement inaugurated by John
Huss and Jerome of Prague. This was one of

the most significant anticipations of the Refor-

mation of the Sixteenth Century. The Hussite
Wars broke out in the year in which Wenceslas
died and lasted at most to the end of the

reign of his successor, Sigismund, who, in ad-

dition to being German Emperor, was King of

Hungary. The Bohemians heroically repulsed
the crusading forces of the Catholic Church, and
then engaged in a bloody internecine religious

strife.

The Hussite movement quickened the spirit of

nationality among the Czechs, and arrested the

process of Germanization which had made such
progress under Charles of Luxemburg. Endless
internal dissensions and the extraordinary com-
plexity of the political fabric, with its maze of

jurisdiction, stood, however, in the way of the

erection of a pemianent Slavic' monarchy. From
1458 to 1471 the throne of Bohemia was occu-

pied by the shrewd and able George Podiebrad.
His successor, Ladislas II., of the Polish House
of Jazellon (1471-1516), was chosen to succeed

Matthias Corvinus on the throne of Hungary.
Louis, the son and successor of Ladislas II., was
likewise King of Hungary. He lost his life in

1526 on the field of MohScs, where Sultan Soly-

nian the Magnificent overwhelmed the Hungari-
ans. The Estates of Bohemia now bestowed the

crown upon Louis's brother-in-law, Ferdinand of

Ilapsburg. the brother of the Emperor Cluirles V.

Ferdinand ruled over the old hereditary domin-
ions of the House of Austria, and sinuiltaneously

with his election in Bohemia was chosen King
by a portion of the Hungarians. Thus were laid

tiie foundations of the Slav-German-Magyar State

of Austria-Hungary. Tlie Bohemian realm, or

the lands belonging to the crown of .Saint Wen-
ceslas, at this time included Bohemia, Moravia,
Silesia, and Lusatia. The crown of Bohemia
soon became virtually hereditary in the House
of Ilapsburg. The Hussite movement had j)aved

the way for the introduction of the Reformation

into Bohemia. The Hapsburgs directed their
energies toward the suppression of Protestant-
ism, and in the struggle that ensued Bohemia
lost alike her political freedom and her religious

liberties. Ferdinand I. was imable to stem the
progress of the Reformation, which continued to
spread rapidly under his successors. Bohemia
had arrived at a high state of culture at this
time. The University of Prague was one of the
greatest seats of learning in Europe. The na-
tional literature of the Czechs witnessed its

Golden Age in the First Century after the Refor-
mation. In 1618 the Protestiints of Bohemia
rose against the Hapsburgs and precipitated the
struggle of the Thirty Years' War. In 161!) the
Bohemian estates placed the crown upon the head
of the Elector Palatine, Frederick V. (son-in-

law of James I. of England), who had to take
up the struggle against the Catholic League of

Germany, in arms for the newly elected Emperor
of Germany, the bigoted Ferdinand II. of Aus-
tria. The Catholic forces triumphed at Prague
(battle of the White Mountains) in November,
1620. Bohemia lay prostrate at the feet of Ferdi-

nand, who wreaked his vengeance in a merciless
way, crushed out Protestantism, and turned the
country over to the Jesuits.

Bohemia was a bloody battle-ground in the
Thirty Years' War, which ended where it had
begim, at Prague. It is estimated that the popu-
lation of about 2,000.000 was reduced to 700,000,
and the civilization of the country suilered a
blow from whicli it never recovered. The people
bore meekly the rule of the Hapsburgs, no con-

siderable portion of the population being any
longer estranged from them by differences of
religion. In the latter part of the Eighteenth
Century, however, there was a vigorous reawak-
ening of the national feeling among the Czechs,
which, under the stimulus of patriotic w-riters,

gradually developed into an active yearning for
national independence. An emphatic utterance
was given to this sentiment in 1848, when a
Pan-Slavic Congress was convened in Prague.
At this time the capital was the scene of an
insurrection, which was suppressed by the guns
of Windischgriitz. Since then the efforts of the
Czechs to regain their autonomj' hiw?. played an
important part in the history of the Empire.
The reorganization of Austria-Hungary on the
present dualistic basis only intensified the an-
tagonism between the Germans and the Slavs of
Bohemia. The Czechs refused to enter the Vi-
enna Reichsrat of 1867; their leaders, Palacky
and Rieger, ostentatiou.sly attended the Pan-
Slavic Congress at Moscow in 1868, and the
demands for natioiuil autonomy grew more em-
phatic with each concession, made by the Taaffe
and Badeni ministries, as to the establishment of

a Czech university at Prague and the status of

the Czech language in the courts and the admin-
istration. United as the Czechs arc as against
the Germans on national issues, they arc sharply
divided within themselves on other points, the
Old Czechs representing the feudal and clerical

party, and the Young Czechs the radical and
irreconcilable element. It is the latter that has
within recent years placed itself into such vio-

lent antagonism to. German pretensions in the
Vienna Reichsrat. The apparent impossibility of

reconciling the Czechs to the existing order of

things in Austria-Hungary constitutes the chief

danger that threatens the stability of the Empire.
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Consult: Bourlier, Les Tchecques et la Ho-

Jk^me cotitcmporaine (Paris, 1897): Count Liit-

zow, Bohemia: An Historical Sketch (London,
1896) ; Maurice, Bohemia from the Earliest
Times to 16:>(), a. popular account in tlie Stories
of the Nations Series (New York, 1896) ; Ginde-
Ij", History of the Thirty Years' War, 2 vols.,

English translation by Ten Brook (New York,
1884), for the Bohemian insurrection and its

results.

BOHE'MIAN BRETHREN. See Brethren,
BOIIEMI.VN.

BOHEMIAN FOREST, or Bohmerwald. A
mountainous region of Central Europe, separat-
ing the Austrian crownland of Bohemia from
Bavaria, and extending from the Fichtelgebirge

on the northwest to the Danube, below Passau,
on the southeast. It forms part of the water-
shed between the basins of the Elbe and the Dan-
ube (Map: Germany, E 4). The region is about
125 miles long and from 20 to 40 miles wide, and
covers an area of about 4400 square miles, of

which a considerable portion belongs to Bavaria
and forms what is known as the Bavarian For-
est, or Bayrischcr Wald. The region is thickly

covered with forests, which grow to an altitude

of 4000 feet, and abounds in picturesque scenery.

The highest summits, which are found in the
Bavarian section, in the group of the Arber
(Great Arber, Rachel), exceed 4700 feet. The
rock formation is chiefly granite, schist, and
gneiss. The rainfall is very hea\y, and there is

an abundance of pasture. The chief products are

grain. The inhabitants of the region are chiefly

Germans and Czechs.

BOHEMIAN GIRL, The. The title of a
popular opera by Balfe (184.3), the book being
by Bunn. ''Then You'll Remember Me" is a
very f;imiliar song from it.

BOHEMIAN LANGUAGE AND LITER-
ATURE. See under Czech.

BO'HEMUND I. (J.at. Bohemundus) (c.l055-

1111). The eldest son of Robert Guiscard, the

Norman Duke of Apulia and Calabria, born
some time between 1052 and lOfiO. He distin-

guished himself in the war carried on by his

father against Alexius Comnenus (1081-84). Rob-
ert Gui.scard died in 1085, leaving his property
to his younger son, Roger, but Bohemund fought
with tlie latter until 1089, when a peace was
made by which Bohemund received a part of

Apulia. When the First Crusade was preached
Bohemund saw in it aji opportunity for extend-
ing his possessions. He was the ablest of all

the Crusaders, and as long as he remained with
them was really their leader, although not ofli-

cially recognized as such. In .June, 1098, when
Antioch was captured, he received it as a prin-

cipality and remained there, taking no further
part in the expedition against .Tcrusalem. In
August, 1100, he was captured by the Mussul-
mans, and held a prisoner until May, 1103.

During his absence his cousin, Tancred, ruled
over Antioch. In 1104, after suffering a great
defeat, he returned to the west to seek aid, and
while in France married Constance, the daugh-
ter of Philip I. In 1107 he ffxind himself at
the head of a large army of a<lventurer8, who
had been attracted by his renown. Seized
with the restless Norman desire of adventure,
he led his forces against the Greek Empire, with

which he had been at enmity since 1098. He
failed, and after a year's fighting a peace was
made by which Bohemund became the vassal of
the Emperor for his princijjality of Antioch.
He never returned to Syria, going instead to
Apulia, where he died in'llll. Consult Hagen-
meyer's arsta tnnieorum (Heidelberg, 1890),
which, in the notes, gives full reference to all
facts.—BoHEMiND 11., son of P.ohemund 1., was
a minor at tlie death of his father, iind became
Prince of Antioch only in 1120. In 1127 he mar-
ried Alice, daughter "of Baldwin II. of .lerusa-
lem. He was killed in battle in 1130. The
later rulers of this name are of little impor-
tance. Their dates are: Bohemund III. (1162-
1201); Bohemund IV. (1201-33): Bohemund
V. (123.3-51): Bohemund VI. (1251-68), the
last Prince of Antioch. Consult Ryhricht,
Gesehwhte des Eonigrcichs Jerusalem (Inns-
bruck. 1898).

BOHL VON FABER, bel-fAn-fa'ber, Cecilia.
See C'abalij;ko, Feknan.
BOHLEN, bo'len, Peteb VON (1796-1840). A

Cxerman Oriental scholar. He was born at \Vup-
pels in Oldenburg, studied at Halle and Bonn,
and after 1826 was professor of Oriental lan-
guages at Konigsberg. Among his publications
are: Das alte Indien (1830-31); Die Genesis
historiseh-l-ritisch erUiiitert (1835) ; and editions
of the Sentcntiw of Bhartrihari and the Ritu-
sanhara of Kalidasa. Consult his Autobiogra-
phic, edited by Voigt (Kimigsberg, 1841).

BOHM, hem, Richard (1854-1884). An Af-
rican explorer. He was born in Berlin, studied
zoology, and in 1880 went with Paul Richard to
Zanzibar. In the following year he made an ex-
pedition to the interior of the continent and vis-
ited Lake Tanganyika. He died of fever in the
Urna district. He published numerous zoological,
especially ornithological, observations.

BOHM, bfm, Theobald (1794-1881). A Ba-
varian llute-player and manufacturer of wind-
instruments. He is chiefly remembered for his
improvements in the construction of the flute.

He wrote Leber den Flritenbau und die neuesten
Verbesseningen desselben (1847), and Die Flote
und das Flotenspicl, and also had some reputa-
tion .as a composer.

BOHME, be'me, or BOHM, bem, .Takob
(1575-1024). A German theosophist and mys-
tic. He was bom of poor parents at Altseiden-
berg, near G'">rlitz, in Upper Lusatia, and spent
his boyhood in tending cattle. He received no
instruction till he was ten years of age; but
e\en then the contemplation of eartli and sky
had .so excited his naturally pious imagination
that he conceived him.self inspired. He learned
the trade of a shoemaker, but continued to de-
vote much of his time to meditation on divine
things. About 1612 he composed his first book,
called Aurora, oder die Morgenrote im Aufgang.
The manuscript fell into the hands of the au-
thorities, got him into trouble, and was con-
demned as heretical. It was not published till

1634. Bohme's fundamental doctrine is that
everything exists and is intelligible only through
its opposite. Thus, in the very nature of good-
ness evil is necessary as an element in its per-
fection. Without evil the will would rest con-
tent with its present state, and progress would
be impossible. God himself contains conflicting
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elements in His nature, the wliole sensible uni-

verse beinj; a constituent iu His divine holi-

ness. Bilhnie stated liis doctrine in technical

thcosophic language which makes it quite un-

intcUisihle to the uninitiated. Numerous at-

tacks from theologians disturl)ed Buhme's last

years, but he bore them all with great meek-

ness. They were probably occasioned by a tract

on repentance, Der Wep zu Chrixto, wliich his

friends had i)rinted without liis knowledge. In

addition to the two -works already mentioned,

perhaps his Miixtcrium Magnum should be noted

as a characteristic production. The lir.st col-

lection of his writings was published by Beets

(Amsterdam, IGOO) ; the most complete in 1730,

at the same place; and the latest (1831-47), by

Schiebler, at Leipzig. Xe.\t to Germany, Hol-

land and England are tlie countries in which
B'ihme's works have been received with mpst
favor. In England, where Buhme was generally

called Behmen, a translation was published

by William Law in 17li4. In 1G97 Jane Lead, a
fanatical disciple of Bohme, founded a sect

called tlie Philadelphians, for the exposition of

his writings. In more recent times, and in con-

nection with speculative philosophy in Germany,
his views, ^\!ueh had come to be regarded as

empty mysticism, have acquired fresh interest

and importance. This arises from the kindred

character of his fundamental principle with the

spirit pervading the systems of Spinoza, Schel-

liug, and Ilegcl. The intellectual contemplation

of the al)solute, out of which the contradictions

in the world of phenomena proceed, and into

which they return, is common to these systems

and to Bfihme; Kegel, indeed, expressly repre-

sents Bohme's negativity, the active jjrinciple of

development, as an obscure foreshadowing of

his own intuitions, and on that account places

him at the head of modem i)hilosophy. Con-

sult: Hamberger, Die Lchre des deulschcn Phi-

losophen Jacob Biihine (ilunich, 1S44) ; Fech-

ner, Jacob liitkme, nciii Lebcii uiid seine Schrif-

len (Giirlitz, 1857) ; Pcip, Jacob BUhme, der

deiitsche I'hilosoiJh (I>eipzig, 1800) ; and Hart-

mann. Life and Doctrines of Biihrne (London,

1803).

BOHMEB, be'mer, .Ton.\NN Friedkioii (1795-

18(i3). A (ierman historian. He was born in

Frankfort-on-the-Main, studied in Heidelberg and

Gottingen, and from 1830 to 18U2 was librarian

of Frankfort. In various libraries and archives

of the Continent he made valuable researches

for the sources of German history during the

Middle Ages. His books include Vrkundenbuvh

der Reiehsladt Frankfort, Vol. I. (1830); Die

Rerfcsten dcs Kaiserreichs, etc. ( 1844, 1849,

18.57) ; and Pontes Rerum Germanicarum, Vols.

L-IV. (1843-08).

BOHMERT, be'mert. Karl Victor (1829— ).

A Gorman writer on political economy. He was
born in (>)uesitz, Saxony, and studied in Leii)zig.

In 18.57-00 he edited the liremcr HandclxMntt,

from 1860 to 1875 be was professor of political

economy at the University of Ziirieh, and from

1875 to 1895 director of the bureau of statistics

of Saxony. He was appointed in 1875 professor

of political economy and statistics at the Tech-

nological Institute in Dresden. He has sought

steadfastly to promote free trade, and to lil)crate

(Jernian industry from its mediaeval restrictions.

He has in many"ways sought to improve the con-

dition of the working classes, and has written

liricfe ^u-cier Handirrrker (1854); Freiheit der
Arbeit (1858) ; Der Snzialismns and die .4»-6et-

tcrfrage (18721 ; and other important studies.

BOHMERWAXD, be'mCr-valt. See BonE-
MI.\X Fol!l«T.

BOHMISCH-LEIPA, bP'mish li'pa. See
l.Eir.v.

BOHN, bon, Henry George (1796-1884). An
English author, translator, and publisher, of

German ))arcntage, born in London. He ren-

dered a valuable service to the English-speaking

world by re]>ublisliing. at a cheap rate, a vast

number of the most valuable works in literature,

science, philosophy, and theology. He obtained

distinction as the editor of the liibliotheca I'ar-

riana, of Lowndes's Riblioiirapher's Manual
(1857-58), and as a translator of Schiller,

Goethe, and Humboldt. He also compiled a
Polyylot of Foreign Proverbs (new ed., 18S4) ; a
Pictorial IJandbooI: of Modern (leogruphy

(1847) ; and a Handbook of Pottery ami Porce-

lain (1849). He acquired great wealth and
made valuable collections of china, paintings,

ivories, etc.

BOHNENBERGER, bo'ncn berK'er, JoilANN
Gottlieb Frieuuicii vo.n (1705-1831). A Gei--

luau astronomer an<l mathematician, born at

Simmozheini, Wiirttembcrg. He studied at the

University of Tubingen, in 1790 became connected

with the observatory of the University, and in

1798 was appointed ])rofessor of mathematics.
He was an assistant editor of several scientific

periodicals, and published AnUitnng zur geo-

grapliisclien Orl.sbeslinnnunfj (1795), an Astro-

nomic (1811), and Anfangsgriinde der hohern
Analysis (1812).

BOHNSTEDT, bon'stet, LunwiG (1822-85).

A Uunso-tierman architect of note, born in Saint

Petersburg. He studied in Berlin at the L'ni-

versity, the School of Architecture, and the Art
Academy, and in 1858 was appointed a i)rofes-

sor in the Art .\eademy in Saint Petersburg. In

Russia he made the ])lans for the reconstruction

of the Chinese palace at Oranienbaum. and for

numerous prominent buildings in Saint Peters-

burg, Moscow, and Riga. In 1803 he left Russia,

and removed to (Jotha. where he died. His most
important work is generally considered to be

the Cathedral of San Torquato at Guimaraes,
Portugal.

BOHOL, bo-hol'. One of the Bisayas group

of the Philippine Islands, in latitude 9° .50' N.,

and longitude 124° 15' E., situated between the

islands of Cebu, Leyte, and Mindanao (Map:
Philippine Islands, J 10). It is about 47 miles

long and 34 miles wide. Its surface, covering

1440 square miles, is generally mountainous and
the north and west coasts are bordered by reefs.

The island is not very fertile, but jjroduces cacao,

tobacco, cotton, hemp, rice, sugar, and corn, and

is also well wooded. Tagbilarau is the provin-

cial capital. Under the Spanish regime Bohol

formed, together with the neighboring island of

Dauis, the ])rovince of Bohol, with a population

of 247.745 inhabitants.

BO'HOR. An antelope (Verricapra bohor),

one of tlie larger reitboks. It ranges in East

Africa from Abyssinia 'to Rhodesia. See Reit-

BOK.
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BOHTLINGK, bot'link. Otto von' ( 1815-1904)

.

A Uu^^i;^u Cit?iiiiaa Orieutalist and Sanskrit
scholar. He was born in Saint Pptersbur';, stud-

ied tlieie and in Berlin and Bonn, and in 1842
returned to Saint Petersburg. He became a
member of the Academy of Science in 1855 and
a privy councilor in 1875. In 1868 he left Rus-
sia and moved to .Tena. In 1885 he moved again
to l.ci|izi<:. in collaboration with Prof. Kudolph
Kotli of Tiibingen, he published his most impor-
tant work, the great Sanskrit M'orterbuch (.Saint

Petersburg, 185.3-75). An abridgment and sup-
plement of this appeared in 1879-89. His edi-

tion of the great Sanskrit grammarian Panini
(2d ed., Leipzig, 1878), and of a series of San-
skrit apothegms and proverbial verses, Indische
Hpriiche (2d ed., 3 vols., .Saint Petersburg, 1870-

73), are standard works; and among his many
other publications may be mentioned a ^'a/l.s•An7-

Chrrstomathic (Saint Petersburg, 1845: 2d ed.,

ib. 1877-97), and an edition with translation of

a treatise on Hindu poetics by Dandin, KavyCi-
dar,\ii I Leipzig, 1890).

BCHTTN. The name of several English no-
bles. HuMPHBEY, fifth of the name ( ?-1247),
went on the Crusades in 1250, in 1257 was in

charge of a portion of the Welsh marches, sup-
ported the King against Simon de Jlontfort, and
was taken prisoner at Lewes (May 14, 1264).—Hi MPHEEY, seventh of the name ( ? -1298),
was prominejit with Roger Bigod in opposition
to the measures of arbitrary taxation resorted
to by Edward I. During Edward's absence in

Flanders he and Bigod obtained from the regent
a conlirmation of the charters, with supplemen-
tary articles whereby the King was to surrender
the right to taxation without national consent.
This confirmation was subsequently ratified by
the King.

—

Hujipheet, eighth of the name ( 1276-

1322). joined the barons in their armed protest
against Piers Gaveston, the favorite of Edward
II. In 1321 he appeared with troops in London
in revolt against the Despensers. who were forth-

with banished. In October of that year, how-
ever, Edward took the field in attack upon
Bohun and other rebellious lords, and Bohun
was killed at Boroughbridge (Yorkshire) March
16, 1.322.

BOIARDO, biVyiir'du, Matted 5Lveia, Count
of Scandiano (c.1434-94). A celebrated Italian

poet, born at Scandiano. Educated at the L'ni-

versity of Ferrara, he long reside<l at the Court
of Borso and Ercole d'Este, Dukes of Ferrara,
•who were his steadfast friends and patrons. He
was made Governor of Reggio in 1478. Captain
of Modena in 1481, and was in 1487 reappointed
Governor of Keggio, continuing in this otlice iintil

his death. Encouraged in his literary ambitions
by his masters, he produced his Orlando Innamo-
rata (1486), a wildly romantic epic, only three
books of which were attempted, the third being
left incomplete. The poem, published in 1495,
was written in ottava rima ( « hich Byron em-
ployed so skillfully in Don Jiinti), and is con-
cerned with the Charlemagne cycle, representing
Roland in love with the Princess Angelica of
the East. Gorgeous in coloring, and filled with
chivalrous incident, it was thrice reprinted be-

fore 1520, passed throiigh sixteen editions before
1545, and. early translated into French, has gone
into almost every European language. Three
additional books were written by Xiceolo degli
Agostini (1506-31), which, though very medio-

Vou III.—ic.

ore, have remained a part of the poem. In 1541
Francesco Berni brought out his rifacimento,
and in 1545 another version was completed by
l.odovico Domenichi, both of which proved more
popular than the original, thougli not so meri-
torious. The poem is the more famous as hav-
ing suggested Ariosto's Orlando Furioso. Al-
most forgotten, the original form was issued by
Panizzi in 1830-31. Other works by Boiardo are:
Kunnetti e canzoni (1499); H Ti'mone (1500);
Carmen Bucolicon (1500); Capitoli in terza
rima (1523) ; Apulejo delV asino d'oro (1516) ;

.•Isiiio d'oro de Luciano tradotto in volgare
(1523); Erodoto Alicarnasseo istorico, tradotto
di greco in lingua italiana (1533). Consult
Panizzi, lioiardo, Orlando Innamorato; Ariosto,
Orlando Furioso. with an essay on the Romantic
Xarrative Poetry of the Italians, Jletnoirs, and
Notes (9 vols., London, 1830).

BOIELDIEU, bwiil'dye', Fraxcois-Adrien
(1775-1834). An eminent composer of French
opera coniir/ue. He was born December 15, 1775,
in Rouen, son of an archbishop's secretary. He
ran away from his teacher, the organist Broche,
to Paris ( 1787 ) . whence he was ignominiously
brought back ; and Broche's lessons seem to have
been all the formal instruction that Boieldieu re-

ceived. The local success of his operas La fille

rrnipable (1793) and liosalie et llyrta (1795)
induced him to go again to Paris, where he had
to earn a living by tuning pianos for the Erards.
Here he made the acquaintance of Mehul, Cheru-
bini, and the tenor Carat, who made Boieldieu
famous by singing his songs in public. Les deux
lettres (1796) and La famille Suisse (1797) had
an enormous success at the Opera Comique. He
published various instrumental pieces and then
triumphed again with Lc Calil'e dc Bagdad ( 1800 i

.

Some caustic remarks of Cherubini about "unde-
served success" made Boieldieu apply himself to
serious study of counterpoint, the results of which
were noticeable in Ma iante Aurore (1802).
About this time his home life became so unbear-
able that he removed to Saint Petersburg (1803)
to become maiire de cha/ielle to the Court. In the
eight years of his sojourn there he produced no
work of merit, though bound by contract to write
three operas annually in addition to other speci-

fied <luties. Lung trouble hastened his return
to Paris, where Jean de Paris (1812) was hailed
with delight. He succeeded MC'hul (q.v. ) as pro-
fessor of composition in 1817; Le chaperon
rouge was given in 1818, and after a seven-year
silence. La rlunic blanche, generally conceded to
be his masterpiece, created a veritable sens.ation.

The next work, Les deux nulls ( 1829) , had only a
sucecs d'estime, and Boieldieu did not try his
hand again. He retired from the Conservatory
on a pension, but this was revoked by the Govern-
ment in 1830. Boieldieu died near Grosbois, Octo-
ber 8, 1834, of laryngeal phthisis, his suffer-

ings somewhat relieved by the care and love

of his second wife. His operas—of which La
dame blanche, Jean de Paris, and Le Calife de
Bagdad still hold the stage—are the finest ex-

amples of opera comique in its earlier stage of
development. Genuine comedy, intei-mingled
with romanticism, seductive melody, orchestra-
tion that fairly glows with color yet never ob-

scures the voice, grace, delicacy, and unflagging
interest—such are the characteristics of Boiel-

dieu's music. The list of works written in collab-
oration with Cherubini, Mehul, Isouard, Berton,
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Kreutzer, and others runs into dozens. Among
his pupils, the most famous were Adam, Fetis,
Zimmerraann, and Labarre. Consult : A. Pougin,
Boiehlicu, sa vie et scs cruvrrx (Paris, 1875) ;

and G. T. Ferris, Great Musieal Composers (New
York, ISS7).

BOIES, Horace (1827— ). An American pol-
itician. He was born in Xew York, and in ISoH
was a member of the New York Assembly, but
removed to Iowa in 1867. In 1883 his opposition
to the tarifl' and protection policy of the Repub-
lican Party, which he had joined in early life,

led liim to identify himself with the Democrats,
by whom, in 188'J, and again in 1891, he was
elected Governor of Iowa.

BOII, bo'i-i. A Celtic people, who early mi-
grated eastward from Gaul into northern Italy,
Bohemia, and the region of the Eastern Alps. In
Italy they stubbornly resisted the Romans, some-
times victors, often vanquished. They united
with both Hannibal and a lesser Hamilcar
against the common enemy, but in B.C. 191 they
were definitclv defeated by Scipio Nasica, and
about half their lands seized. About a century
and a half later the Germanic peoples pressed
into the northern abodes of the Boii, who were
unable to resist them. A fragment of the tribe
joined the Helvetians in their migration into
Gaul, and were met by Coesar, who settled them
in the land of the .li^dui. The country of the Boii,
to the north of the Danube, after it had been
overrun by the JIareomanni, was .still called Boio-
]ia>mum, the land of the Boii, the modern Bo-
hemia. Another survival of the name is Bavaria.

BOIL (allied to Lat. bulla, a bubble), or
FuRi'XCXE (Lat. furunciilus) . An acute cir-

cumscribed suppurative inliamraation of the skin
and subcutaneous tissue. It begins as a small
hard ])oint of a dusky-red color, which is hot,

painful, and throbbing. This point extends, and
during several days these symptoms increase
in severity until linally the boil ceases to enlarge.
It is then of a conical form, with a broad, firm
base, and presents on the apex a whitish blister,

which contains a little pus. This opens, and
after a few days more there is discharged a
core or slough of cellular tissue, and the small
cavity left heals rapidly, leaving a white de-
pressed scar. Boils are most common in the
spring, and in young and plethoric persons,
and their appearance is quite consistent with
robust health. Men somewhat overtrained for
athletic contests, and others who have suddenly
changed their diet and daily habits, are subject
to them. In some, boils continue to succeed
each other for a length of time. In the treat-
ment of boils, the intestinal canal should be
cleared out by laxative medicines, and the diges-
tive power improved by tonics and antacids.
The skin should be kept healthy by frequent
washing, while the inflamed spots should be
poulticed with a solution of flaxseed mixed with
an antiseptic, to avoid infection of neighboring
parts. A weak antiseptic lotion (bichloride of
mercury, 1 to .5000, or carbolic acid, 1 to 200)
is a sutiicient application after the core has been
thrown off. Deep incision after pus appears is

the best and most satisfactory treatment. The
cause of boils is infection witli a pus-germ, gen-
erally the Staphylococcus bacillus, which enters
a hair-follicle or a sweat-gland.
Aleppo Bitton' or Aleppo lioil.—An endemic

disease of hot countries, consisting of a scab or

an ulcer which attacks the face chiefly, and is
due to infection of a micro-organism. It is also
called Biskra buUoit, Gafsa button, Kandahar
sore, yatal sore, Delhi boil, and Oriental boil. It
is found in the countries bordering the southern
and eastern shores of the Mediterranean Sea, in
Crete, Cyprus, the Crimea, and especially in Per-
sia. It was first described by Russell, "who saw
it in Aleppo in 1756.
Aleppo button is caused by a diploeoeeus,

which is found in the blood of ulcers, as claimed
by Duclaux, who is quoted approvingly by Fle.x-

ner. Others have found a similar if not the same
micrococcus in the nodules. In the course of the
disease a red spot appears, which soon becomes
a papule (pinii)le), then a nodule, and then a
scab forms. Under the scab is a sharply punched
ulcer, which is uncovered later, when its border
becomes thicker. The period of incubation after
inoculation of the face or any uncovered part is

from three days to several months. The disease
is not constitutional. Usually there is but one
boil, but there may be as many as ninety on the
face and body (Crocker). The disease" runs a
course of six to twelve months, and hence the
Persians call it 'the one-year boil.' Distorting
cicatrices result. It is most common in children
over 2 years of age. The best treatment is to
scrape the surface with a sharp spoon and cau-
terize with nitric or carbolic acid.

BOIL, ><pan. pron. bo-el', BOYLE, or BtTIL,
Berx.\roo. a Spanish Benedictine friar of the
monastery of Jlontserrat, Catalonia, and the
first priest to visit the New World. Under Papal
appointment (1493) as apostolic vicar of the
Indies, he accompanied Columbus on the Ad-
miral's second voyage (1493-94). He was at-
tended by three other friars, and on Epiphany
Sunday '(.lanuary (i), 1494, said the first nias's

performed in America. He was one of the fcmr
commissioners selected to govern the colony of
Isabella during the absence of Cohnnbus on a
voyage of further di-scovery (April 24 to Sep-
tember 29, 1494). Already, it would appear,
jealous of the Admiral, he now turned traitor,
and with JIargarit and others similarly disloyal,
sailed for Spain, there to spread every sort of
misstatement against his commander.
BOILEAU - DESPRE'AUX, l)wii'l6'da'prA'6',

NiCHOL.\.s (UiSC.-nil). The most distinguished
of French critics in the age of Louis XIV.,
known as the 'legislator of Parnassus.' He was in
criticism an incarnation of correct commonplace
conmion sense, a schoolmaster in careful work-
man.ship, sworn enemy of all false sentiment and
I)reciosity, such as marred the poetry and fiction
of his immediate predecessors. He was born in
Paris, November 1, 1G3G, studied first for the
priesthood, then for the law, but found his place
instinctively in the rather Bohemian literary
(•(mipany of MoliJ're. La Fontaine, Kacine, the
philologist and realistic novelist Fureti6re, and
the witty Ninon de I'Enclos. Of the Hotel Ram-
bouillet and its literary coterie he made one trial
and never another. Louis XIV. liked his rare
honesty and gave him a pension, but he shunned
the Court, save when he could serve a friend there
(e.g. Corneille), for he was a bourgeois and not
at ease with the aristocracy. Feeble, asthmatic,
in later life a little deaf, poetry was his aspira-
tion, and criticism, justly weighed and carefully
balanced, his delight. His life was uneventful. He
never left Paris and its environs save at the com-
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mand of the King, who made him a royal histo-

riographer, and he died at Auteuil, March 13,

1711. His satire on tlie vices of Paris was his

first success, and by its date gave a name to the

'school of 10(10.' Seven other satires appeared
in 16G6, and five more complete the list. They
are in rhymed couplets, polished, harmonious,
witty, with the maliciousness of merciless per-

sonalities. This was destructive criticism with
a vengeance. In the Art poetiqtie (1074) he was
constructive, and, following Horace's Arx Porti-

ca, gave a theory of poetic composition in four
cantos, of which the first lays down general
ndes, the second applies these to lyric poetry, the

third to the epic and the drama, while the fourth
contains general reflections, advice, and cautions.

all spiced with brilliant wit and barbed with
personal allusiim. He preached a reign of lit-

erary law, truth in subject, conscientious work-
manship in form, unity, clearness, proportion.

He sought to establish literature on an un-
changing foundation and to give canons of clas-

sicism for the ages. And indeed his work has
a perennial reasonableness, though it allowsseant
scope for ''the heat and height of sane emo-
tion" and the unchartered play of genius. For
Boileau's mind was material, logical, lacking in

The best edition of Boileau's Tl'orfcs is by Gidel,

4 vols. (1870-73). Consult: Deschanel, /^e ronian-
lisme des classigucn, 4tli series (Paris, 1888);
Lansou, Boi'rnu (Paris, 1892) ; Morillot, Boi-
Icnii (Paris. 1892) ; Faguet. XYIT. Siecle. Etudes
litlcralrrx (Paris, 1887): Henion, Cours de lit-

tenilurr (Paris, 1889-95).

BOILER. In steam engineering, a vessel in

which steam is generated at a high pressure for

heating or power purposes. In its simplest
form, it consists of a closed vessel made of

sheet metal, having apertures for the admission
of water and egress of steam, fitted with appara-
tus for showing the level of the water and the
pressure of the steam, and set or mounted in

combination with a furnace, either internal or
external. When water is boiled in an open pan,
the temperature of the water and of the steam
rising from it remains at, or very near, 212°
F., and the tension or pressure of the steam
is no more than sufficient to make its way into
the atmosphere, being exactly equal to that ex-
erted in all directions by the atmosphere itself

—

namely, 14.7 pounds per square inch. In a
closed vessel, on the other hand, the tempera-
ture and pressure to which we can raise the
steam are only limited by the strength of the

DOUBLE-FLUE BOILEB.

imagination. He has been studied by generations
because his is the art that can be learned, as
Pope, his best pupil, learned it, though his own
Horace might have taught him that the true
poet could not be made. Boileau repeated and
enforced his critical views in the prose Dialogue
des hcros de romaii, whose authorship he at first

concealed, and in Reflexions critiques sur Longin
(1693). His o\ni best verses are twelve Epitres
and a mock-heroic epic, he lutriti. which was liis

most popular work. It was published in part in

1G73, but not in full till after his death. This
and all the poems are filled with cleverly turned
lines that remain as familiar quotations, but
Boileau should be most gratefully remembered
as the first systematic critic of France, the first to

make criticism an art. He was narrow and some-
times unjust, he never fully grasped the funda-
mental principles of the classic art he admired;
but his honest, loyal, stubborn, rough good sense

did much to direct the talent of Moli^re, Racine,

and La Fontaine to its most fruitful channels and
to guide the next generation to a true, though
partial, naturalism. On the lyric poetry of suc-

ceeding generations its effect was to cultivate

a formal technique and so to check inspiration

that first fullv revives in the Romantic School.

vessel or boiler against bursting. The form of a
boiler is determined by two considerations—
namely, strength to withstand internal pressure,
and efficiency in producing steam ; and the ob-

ject of the designer is to combine in one appara-
tus sufl!ieient strength to work safely at the
proposed pressure, with such a form and arrange-
ment as shall abstract the maximum of heat
from the gases of combustion, and at the same
time bo in all respects suitable to I lip special

circumstances of the case. The globular form
is that best adapted for strength, and was the
earliest to be used. It presents to the fire,

however, the minimum area in proportion to
its contents, and therefore has a mininmm effi-

ciency. After spherical boilers, cylindrical ones
came into use, at first set on end. and after-

wards laid on their sides, and later on these
v.ere furnished with internal cylindrical tubes
for furnaces. Watt's 'wagon boiler' (so called
from its shape) was used for many years, but
being quite iinfit for any but the lowest pres-
sures, it has long been discarded ; and the 'egg-

end' boiler, or plain cylinder with hemispherical
ends, also much used at one time, has now
almost disappeared on account of its small evapo-
rative efficiency, it being used only where large
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quantities of waste fuel inatorial, such as saw-

dust, can be had practically without cost.

Jlodcrn steam boilers may be classified ac-

cordintr to their form and construction, or ae-

cordinu to the character of their employment.

Under~the first division we have horizontal and

vertical boilers, internally and externally fired

boilers, shell and' sectional boilers, tin-tulie and

water-tube boilers, or boilers coiubiiiinj; two or

more of these several features. Under the second

division are included stationary boilers, locomo-

tive boilers, marine boilers, and various forms

of portable or semi-portable boilers. The variety

of forms and method.s of construction of station-

ary boilers are very great, but the locomotive

ho'iler is practically limited to a single form,

and marine boilers are usually of the drum
ty)>e known as the Scotch boiler, although water-

tube l)oilcrs of various forms are (oming into

use more and niore. Recently considerable at-

tention has been devoted to the develoimient of

a boiler for automobiles. See Automobile.

The most familiar form of- boiler is, perhaps,

the cylindrical tubular boiler. It consists of a

cylindrical shell closed at the ends by circular

plates, and has a number of tubes extending

lengthwise of the boiler and terminating in the

end plates. These tubes are open at both ends

and through them pass the gases of combustion.

Tlie grate or furnace is placed underneath the

front" end of the boiler-shell, and from it the

gases pass back under the shell to its rear

end, thence up and forward through the tubes to

the front end. and thence out of the chimney.

In this passage the hot gases give up a portion

of their heat to the water surrounding the tubes

inside of the shell. Technically classified, this

boiler is a horizontal, externally fired, fire-tube

shell boiler. Another form of horizontal shell

boiler frequentlv used has the numerous fire-

tubes replaced 'by two large cylindrical flvies.

This type of boiler is less efficient than the

tubular boiler, but its greater simplicity and

its accessibility for cleaning give it advantages,

especiallv where the feed-water is bad. The

flue boiler has several modifications which are

known by special names. The Lancashire boiler

has two flues which are crossed at intervals by

conical-shaped tul)es whose purpo.se is to ])rovide

an internal bracing for the flues and to add

to the heating surface. In this boiler the grates

are placed inside the flues at the front: or,

technically classified, it is an internally fired,

horizontal, double-fiue, shell boiler. The Gallo-

way boiler has two flues at its front end like

the I-ancashire boiler, liut a short distance back

of the grate these flues converge into erne large

flue which is crossed by water-tubes like those

used in the Lancashire boiler. The Cornish

boiler has one large instead of two smaller

flues. Both the Galloway and Cornish boilers

are internally fired.

Vertical boilers consist of a cylindrical shell

set on end, with the grate at the bottom and

fire-tubes ninning vertically. In large stationary

boilers of this type the boiler is mounted on a

masonry foundation, but in small portable boil-

ers, such as are commonly used for hoisting-

engines, the boiler is set "on a cast-iron base

which contains the grate and ash-pit complete.

Some of the larger stationary vertical boilers

built at present are from 20 feet to 30 feet

hi''h. Fire-engine boilers are always of the

vertical type. See Fiue-Engines.

The Scotch marine boiler is a cylindrical shell

boiler, but little, if any, longer than its diame-

ter, resembling a large drum in shape. It is

set horizontal. In the lower half of the boiler

there are from two to four flues whicli termi-

nate in a cimibustion chamber at tlie rear, and in

the upper part there are a large nuiubir of

fire-tubes terminating in the combustion chamber
and in the uptake to the smokestack at the

front. Double-ended boilers of this type have

furnaces at each end, and resemble two single-

ended boilers placed back to back. Sometimes

o)

SCOTCH MARINE BOILER. END VIEW.

a common combustion chamber is used for both
sets of furnaces in a double-ended Scotch boiler,

but it is considered to be better practice to have
a separate combustion chamber for each set of

furnaces. In recent years, as has previously

been stated, water-tube boilers of various forms
have been substituted for Scotch boilers, particu-

larly for naval vessels. The locomotive boiler

consists essentially of a rectangular fire-box and
a cylindrical barrel thi-ough which numerous
fire-tubes extend from the fire-box to the smoke-
box. The latter forms a continuation of the

barrel from which the products of combustion
p.-iss up the smokestack.

.\11 the boilers so far described have been of

the fire-tube type—that is. the tubes and flues

jiassing through the boiler-shell have been for

the conveyance of hot gases from the furnace.

'J'he idea of using tubes and flues is to provide
a greater heating surface, and thus use the heat
from the fuel more thoroughly and generate
steam more rapidly. To economize heat and
increase the rapidity of raising steam still fiir-

tlier, the water-tube boiler has been developed,

and is now being extensively used. In water-tube
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3. VERTICAL FIRE-TUBE BOILER.
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BOILER.

5. MANNING VERTICAL FIRE-TUBE BOILER.
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boilers there are two or more shells or drums
connected by tubes of small diametei". These
drums and tubes are tilled with water and the
hot gases from the furnace pass aroimd and
between the tubes, and so heat tile water con-

tained within tlieni. A great variety of water-
tube boilers are used, some having only one
drum, and others having as many as fpur drums.
The tubes connecting these drums vary from

'

i: J

SCOTCH MARINE BOILEK, LO.NlilTUDINAL, SECTION.

perfectly straight tubes to tubes bent to various
degrees of curvature, approaching in some boilers

a complete spiral. Water-tube boilers may be

made light, powerful, and compact, and are well

adapted for forced draught; steam may be raised

rapidly from cold water or a sudden demand for

increased pressure quickly met. For these rea-

sons, particularly, they are largely used on war-
vessels, especially of the torpedo-boat and tor-

pedo-boat-destroyer classes, though most vessels

in the merchant marine continue to employ the

Scotch boiler. The water-tube boiler is also ex-

tensively employed in large power-generating
plants on land.

Boiler-settings are the supports of masonry
or metal upon which the boiler rests and by
which it is oftentimes wholly or partly inclosed.

Large stationary boilers usually have masonry
settings, while portiible and semi-portable boilers

have settings of cast-iron. Locomotive boilers

can hardly be said to have settings unless the
locomotive frame upon which they are carried
may be saiil to be one. Marine boilers are
seated on jdates and fastings, which are built

into the bottom framing of the ship. In e.\tcr-

nally fired boilers the setting usually con-
tains the furnace. (See Fubxack.s.) Boiler
fittings or accessories comprise steam-pipes and
blow-ofT pipes, safet}', check, and gate valves for
various purposes (see Valves) ; dampers and
regulators; feed-pumps and feed-water heaters;
steam-traps and steam-separators, and steam-
gauges and water-glasses, besides a number of
minor contrivances for oiu^ purpose or another
in the operation of the boiler.

The material chiefly employed in the manu-
facture of boilers is steel, but wrought-iron, cop-
per, bronze, brass, cast-iron, and malleable iron
are .sometimes employed. In order to make cer-

tain that the material used has the proper
strength and toughness, it is usually required
that the plates be tested by cutting off small

pieces and breaking them in a testing machine
(see Testing Machines) previous to use. After
passing the tests the plates, which are shipped
to the boiler-shop perfectly flat and of various
sizes to suit the dift'erent sizes of boilers and
the different uses to which they are put, are cut
or sheared to the proper dimensions, the edges
are planed, flanged, punched for riveting, and
bent by means of heavy rolls to the proper curve.
The next step is to assemble tlie ditlereut parts
ami rivet them together. Finally, when the
boiler is complete, it is tested by filling it with
water under pressure, which determines whether
it has the proper strength to carry the steam-
pressure, and whether there are any leaks.

Very often, a boiler is also tested after it has
been installed ready for operation to determine
its economy and efficiency in generating steam.
It is the usual practice to rate and sell boilers
by the horse-power, this custom having originat-
ed early in the days of the steam-engine. The
term horse-power, as applied to a steam boiler,

lias a purely arbitrary significance only, since
the power from the steam is developed in the
engine, and since the economy in tlie use of the
steam depends on the engine only and often
arises in difl'erent types of engines and under
different conditions of maintenance and opera-
tion. The rule established by the American So-
ciety of Mechanical Engineers is to consider
30 pounds of water evaporated per hour from
a temjierature of 100° F. under a pressure of
70 [(ounds by the gauge as equivalent to one
horse-power. See Horse-Power.

Boiler explosions may occur from various
causes, but the most frequent cause is the very
simple one that the boiler is too weak to endure
service of the regular working pressure. A new
boiler may be weak through defective design or
workmanship, and an old boiler is liable to be-

come weak through rust and general deteriora-
tion. The safety of a boiler from explosion is
insured only by careful and correct design, hon-
est and thorough workmanship, and intelligent
care in service. See Steam E.nuine.

BiBiaoGR.-vPHT. The literature on boilers is
very extensive, and students have the choice of a
number of standard books treating of the his-
tory, design, and construction of such apparatus.
The following works will be found to cover
the subject thoroughly: Thurston, .1 Manual of
the Steam Hoilcr ('Sew Vork, ISOG) ; Ban%
Boilers and Furnaces (Philadelphia, 1899) ; Ber-
tin. Murine Jioilers (London, 1898),

BOILING. See Cookery.
BOILING-POINT. The temperature atwhieh

a liquid substance boils. Evaporation of water
takes place, more or less ra7)idly, at all tem-
peratures (even at temperatures at which it
rapidly freezes), no matter how great the pres-
sure of air or other gases on its surface. When
some water is placed in a clo.sed vessel, evap-
oration will go on until the escaping vapor
has attained a certain definite pressure of its
own, whose magnitude is dependent on nothing
but the temperature of the water; this pressure
of water-vapor is called the vapor-tension of
water at the given temperature. N'ow, though
the m.agnitude of vapor-tension has nothing to
do with the presence or absence of air in the
vessel, the rate at which evaporation proceeds is
greatly influenced by the pressure which air
inclosed within the vessel may exert on the sur-

'
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face of the water; the presence of air checks

the speed of evaporation, though it cannot pre-

vent it from going on until the vapor-pressure
has finally attained its limit determined by the
temperature.

While the presence of air thus diminishes the

rate of evaporation, an elevation of tempera-
ture causes, on the contrary, a corresponding
increase of that rate. As the temperature of the

water rises, its vapor-tension continuously in-

creases, and with it increases the rate of evapora-

tion. Finally, when the temperature has risen

to the point at which the vapor-tension is

equal to the external pressure of the air, evapora-

tion becomes very rapid indeed, and bubbles of

water form in brisk succession throughout the

volume of tlie liquid, throwing it into more or

less violent commotion ; the water is then said

to be boiling. If the steam is now allowed to

escape, boiling will go on until all the water has
been evaporated; and if. while the liquid is boil-

ing, the bulb of a mercury thermometer be placed

near the surface of the water, the thermometer
will register a constant temperature (provided
the water is pure). This constant temperature,
the lowest at which, under a given pressure, water
will continue to boil, is called the boiling-point

of water at that pressure.

The so-called normal boiling-point of water is

100° Centigrade (212° F.). This is the tem-
perature at which water boils under normal at-

mospheric pressure; i.e. when the height of the

mercury barometer is exactly 760 millimeters

(30 inches). A change of pressure will at once
result in a corresponding change of the boiling-

temperature. In elevated positions, where the

atmosphere is rare and the barometric pressure
comparatively low, the boiling-point is lower
than at the level of the sea. At the City of

Mexico, 7000 feet above the sea. water boils at
93.3° C. (200° F.); at certain points in the
Himalayas it boils at 82.2° 0. (180° F.). Boil-

ing water is thus not always equally hot, and
in elevated places many substances cannot be
cooked by boiling. Once the boiling-temperatures
of water corresponding to different heights have
been ascertained, we can, conversely, determine
the height of a mountain by observing the boil-

ing-point of water at its summit.
The above statements as to the boiling-point

of water are true only of water which is chemi-
cally pure and contains no admixture of any
sort. If, instead, we take a solution, say, of

ordinary salt, we will find: ( 1 ) that when heated
under normal atmospheric pressure, the solution

will begin to boil at some temperature higher
than 100° C; and (2) that, whatever the tem-
perature at which boiling will begin, if the steam
is allowed to escape, the temperature of the boil-

ing solution will continuously rise; in other

words, the solution will not continue boiling at a
constant temperature. When the 'boiling-point

of a solution' is spoken of, it should be under-

stood to mean the degree of heat at which boiling

just commences. The only reason that a solution

will not boil at constant temperature lies in the

fact that, during the process of boiling, its com-
position changes; for when a solution boils,

water escapes in the form of steam, while the

solid substance remains behind and its propor-

tionate amount in the solution consequently in-

creases. If, however, the steam is continually

condensed by means of a suitable cooler, and

thus made to return to the solution, the com-
position of the latter will remain unchanged,
and no matter how long boiling is kept up, the
temperature will remain constant; this tem-
perature is evidently the point at which other-

wise, if the steam were allowed to escape, boiling

would just commence.
From what has been said of boiling solutions,

it maj' be seen that the boiling-point of a liquid

is the higher, the greater the amount of foreign

substance contained in it.

This is, however, not the only factor on which
the temperature of a boiling solution depends.
The molecular weight of the dissolved substance

is another factor. If we were to take two equal
quantities, say, of water, heat them to boiling

and then add to them, respectively, equal weights

of two different substances, we would find that

the elevation of temperature is greater in the

case of the sample to which we have added the

substance of smaller molecular weight. Experi-
ments carried out in this manner with many
different substances permit us to induce the

law, that the difference of the boiling-tempera-

tures of a solution and of the pure solvent is

inversely proportional to the molecular weight

of the substance dissolved. It must, however,

be borne in mind that the law is limited to

solutions which do not conduct electricity; in

solutions of electrolytes relations are not quite

so simple. (See articles Solutions and Di.ssoci.\-

TION.) In the case of solutions of non-electro-

lytes, such as many of the carbon compounds,
the law holds with considerable precision; and
it has proved especially useful in this, that it

permits us to determine the unknown molecular

weights of newly discovered substances. To as-

certain, by this method, the molecular weight of

a new .substance, all the chemist has to do is

first to obsei-ve the

rise of temperature
produced in a boil-

ing solvent, when a
certain quantity of

his substance is add-

ed to it, and then

to compare the rise

of boiling - point to

the rise produced by
the same quantity
of some other sub-

stance, of known
molecular weight.
These important de-

terminations are
carried out with
considerable preci-
sion by the use of

Beckmann's appa-
ratus (see figure).

Theapparatuscon-
sists essentially of
two parts : an inner
tube, a, containing
the solution, and an
outer vessel, b, con-

taining the pure sol-

vent and separated
from a near the bottom by a sheet of asbestos. The
coolers c and d serve to condense the escaping va-
pors. To determine the rise of boiling-point caused
by a given substance, the operator introduces into
a first a few cubic centimeters of the pure solvent,

BECKMANN S APPABATUS.
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observes the boiling-point, then introduces also

a known amount of his substance, and again ob-

serves the boiling-point. In the case of most
solvents, the inner tube need not be heated di-

rectly, and heating only the outer vessel is suffi-

cient to keep the liquid in the inner tube boiling.

What has been said above of pure boiling
water applies equally well to any other com-
pound in the liquid state; any liquid consisting
of one single chemical compound has a definite
boiling-point depending on nothing but the ex-

ternal pressure. Tlius, under normal atmospheric
pressure, the boiling-point of ether is 35° C.

;

the normal boiling-point of pure alcohol is 78°;
aniline boils at 18.'i°. and the hydrocarbon picene
at 520°. The boiling-temijerature is, of course,
very easy to determine; and since it is one of
the highly characteristic properties of a liquid,

a chemist determines that point usually before
inquiring into other properties when called upon
to identify a liquid compound. Further, since

in the case of a pure chemical compound, if the
vapors are allowed to escape, the boiling-tem-

perature remains constant, while in the case of

a solution (or an}' other homogeneous liquid

mixture), it continuously rises; whenever a
chemist wants to ascertain whether he is deal-

ing with a single and pure chemical compound,
he subjects his liquid to distillation, to see

whether the boiling-point will remain constant.

If it does not remain constant he knows that he

is dealing with a mixture or that some chemical
change is taking place in the liqiiid.

From the fact that every compound has a char-

acteristic boiling-point of its own, chemists were
naturall}' led to think: (1) that some definite

relation must surely exist between the chemical
nature of compounds and their boiling-points, and
hence (2) that in comparing compounds of simi-

lar constitution, definite numerical relations

should be expected to exist between the boiling-

points of such compounds. As a matter of fact,

in the hoTnologous series of organic chemistry,

the boiling-point is generally found to increase

with the complexity of the molecule (see, for

example, the article Hydrocarbons) ; which
shows that the boiling-point of compounds is

really dependent on their nature and structure.

The numerical relations hitherto discovered are,

however, far from being definite and general.

Probably we do not know as yet how to search

for the more definite relations.

BOILLY, bwa'ye'. Loos Leopold ( 1761-1845)

.

A French painter, born at La Bassee (Nord). He
Avas at first a portrait painter, and began working
in Paris in 1779. He won a considerable popular-

ity as a depicter of the bourgeoisie from the reign

of Louis XVI. to the close of the Restoration.

He has been credited with no less than five

thou.sand pictures, many of them Revolutionary
scenes, and the best belonging to the epoch ex-

tending from the Revolution to the Consulate.

In design he is firm and accurate, in color gen-

erally even. Many of his works were engraved,

and he himself did' creditable lithographing. His
two most famous paintings are perhaps "The Ar-

rival of the Diligence" (1803) and "Isabey'a

Atelier" (with portraits of twenty-four artists).

BOIS D'ARC, bwii'diirk'. See Osage Orange.

BOIS DE BOULOGNE, bwa dc boC'lo'ny'. A
famous and beautifiil park of Paris covering

about 2250 acres. It derives its name from the

town of Boulogne-sur-Seine on its south. The
park was formed under Napoleon I. out of the
old Foret de Rouvray, and remained in the pos-
session of the State until transferred to the city
by Napoleon III. in 1852, since which time it has
been the favorite drive of Parisians. The Bois
was greatly injured by bombardment diiring the
siege of Paris in 1870'-71, but was soon restored.
It contains the great Auteuil and Longchamps
race-courses. With the races for the Grand Prix
of Longchamps (100,000 francs), held in the
early part of June, the Parisian season closes.
The Bois contains also the .Jardin d'Acclimata-
tion. See Paris.

BOIS DE CHYPRE, bwii' de she' pr'. See
Els[.

BOISDEFFRE, bw-i'defr', Raoul Francois
Charles i.e Molton de (1839— ). A French
soldier, born at Alengon (Orne). He studied
at the College of Saint Cyr and at the Staff-
College. During the Franco-Prussian War he
was a major of cavalry and aide-de-camp of
Greneral Chanzy, and in 1882 was promoted to
be colonel. In 1890 he became assistant chief-of-
staiT, and in 1S93 chief-of-statT. At the trial
of Emile Zola (1898), during the Dreyfus agi-
tation, he appeared full-uniformed in court,
and in a much-applauded address to the jury,
afiirined the existence of a third secret document
incriminating the accused officer. When subse-
quently it transpired, through the confession of
Ijieutenant-Colonel Henry, that the document to
which he had referred in good faith was a for-

gery, he tendered his resignation.

BOIS DE VINCENNES, vaN'sen'. A park
of 2250 acres on the east of Paris, formerly a
hunting forest of Louis IX. A large part of the
park is taken up by the Champ de Manceuvres,
an infantry drill-ground, a race-course, and the
polygone d'artillerie.

BOISE, boi'zc. A city, the county-seat of

Ada County, Idaho, and capital of the State,

400 miles northwest of Salt Lake City, Utah, on
the Boise River and on the Oregon Short Line
Railway (Map: Idaho, A 4). It is the centre
of an agricultural and mining district, and has
large stock-raising interests ; it is one of the
most important inland wool markets in the
United States, and controls a large general trade
with southei-n Idaho. Water derived from the
Boise River is utilized for irrigation, and also

for power in the manufacturing industries.

Natural hot water exists here in abundance, and
is extensively used in heating the buildings of
the city. Among the prominent features are
a natatorium, the public library, several acad-
emies and a high school, business colleges. Ignited

States assay office. United States court. United
States land office, the State capitol, penitentiary,

and Soldiers' Home. Boise was settled in 18fi3,

and in 1864, with a population of 300, it was
organized as a city and became the capital of the
Territory. Its charter provides for a mayor,
elected l)iennially, and a single-chambered city

council. Population, in 1890, 2311; in 1900,5957.

BOISE, boiz, .James Robinson (1815-95).

An American educator. He was born at Bland-
ford, Mass., and in 1840 graduated at Brown
Universitv. where he was professor of (Jreek from
1843-50. 'From 1852 to ISOS he was professor of

Greek language and literature at the Universitv
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of Michigan, and from 1868 until his death filled

a similar chair at the University of Chicago.

During the hitter period lie was also professor

of Xew Testament interpretation at the Baptist

Union Theological Seminary (1877-95). and
professor emeritus of Xew Testament Greek at

the University of Chicago. In addition to sev-

eral classical text-books, he published notes on
the I^pistles to the Galatian?, Romans, Ephesians,

Colossians, and Philippians.

BOISE, Otis TSardwell (1844— ). An Ameri-

can nuisician and composer. He was born at

Obcrlin. Ohio, studied music in Leipzig and Ber-

lin, and for some time was instructor in composi-

tion at the New York Conservatory and organist

of the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Cliun-h. From
1881 to 1888 he was in business in New York, and
since then has been active in professional work
in Berlin. His compositions include a Coiicert-

sliick for piano ana orchestra, and a G minor
piano concerto. He has alss written Harmony
Made f'rnctical (1900), and Music and its Mas-
ters (1901).

BOISGOBEY, bwa'go'ba', FoRTUNfi Abrah.\M
UU (1S21-91). A sensational French novelist of

criminal adventure and detection of crime.

Characteristic tales are Les gredins (1873);
Vhevalier Casse-cou (1873) ; Le demi-monde
sous la Terrcur (1877) ; La Tieillesse de M. Le-

cocq (1878); ha main coupe (1880); La re-

vanche de Fcrnnncie (1882) ; and La bande rotir/e

(1880). JIany of his works are translated and
adajited under titles that do not suggest the

originals.

BOIS-GUILBERT, bwa'gel'bar'. Sir Brian
DE. In Scott's Ivanhoe, a Knight Templar of

inferior character who loves Rebecca and rescues

her from a burning castle. When she is accused

of sorcery he is appointed to meet her clianipion,

Tvanhoe.'in combat, but dies in the lists. Rebec-

ca's innocence is thus deemed to be proved.

BOISGUILLEBERT, Pierre le Pesant,
Sicur de ( ? -1714). A French political econo-

mist, born in Rouen. In 1690 he was appoint-

ed lieutenant-general (civil) of his bailiwick.

He published in Ui99 Le detail de la France sous

le riflne de Louis XIT., and by a Supplement au

detail de la France ( 1707 ) , brought upon himself

the wrath of the ministry and e.\ilc to Auvergne.

The Detail he republished as Testament politique

de M. de Vauban (1712). Under both styles

this work violently attacks Colbert. It is. how-

ever, interesting both for its otherwise unobtain-

able information regarding the France of that

day, and for its speculations as to the freedom

of eonnnerce and the imy)ortance of agriculture.

BOIS-LE-DXTC, bwa'lc-dnk' (Dutch fler-

toiivnhofcti. 'Duke's Forest'). The capital of the

Dut<'li Province of North Braliant, and seat

of a Catholic liishop, situated at tlic junction

of the Dommel and the -A.a (Map: Netherlands,

D ?>). Its fortifications were destroyed in 1876,

but the natural situation of the town is very

^trontr. as the surrounding country can be flooded,

leaving only two rtjads passable. It is a clean,

well-built town, about five miles in circumference,

intersected bv canals, and has a citadel called

Papenbril. Bois-le-Duc has a ver>' fine cathedral,

the museum of the province with a collection of

Roman and medi.Tval remains, academy of arts,

a grammar school, several hospitals, etc. The

to«Ti has thriving manufactures of gold and
silver articles, shoes, woodenware, cigars, and
mirrors. Its trade with the interior and its ship-
ping are considerable. The population is chiefiy

Catholic, and numbers (1900) 44,034. liois-Ie-

Duc is a place of considerable anti<iuity, having
been founded in 1 184 by Godfrey III.," Duke of
Brabant. The surrounding forest was cut down
by his son and successor, Henry, who strength-
ened the town with walls. In the Sixteenth
Century Bois-le-Duc separated from the Dutdi
States, and was inetl'ectually besieged in lOOl
and 1G03 by Prince ilaurice of Nassau, but had
to surrender to a Dutch force in l(i29. In 1794
the town was taken by the French: and in 1814
retaken bv the Prussians. Consult Preinpart,
"The Siege of Bois-le-Due," in The Military En-
gi>,(cr (London. 1759).

BOISSEREE, bwU'sra', SULPIZ (1783-1854).
A German art critic and antiquary. He wa»
born in Cologne, August 2, 1783. A visit which
he and his brother 5telchior (1786-1851), along
with their friend Bertram, paid to Paris in 1803,
inspired the trio with the idea of collecting and
preserving the scattered specimens of early Ger-
man painting. The realization of this idea be-

came the single object of their lives. After years of

research they had gathered at Heidelberg in 1810
a collection of nearly 200 pictures. In 1818 it

was taken to Stuttgart, where the collection was
arranged chronologically in a spacious building.

This disclosed the fact that in the Fourteenth
Century Germany possessed an original school
of panel-painting, and that it was strongly modi-
fied by the Flemish masters, especiall.v the V;in

Eycks, in the Fifteenth Century. In 1827 the

collection was sold to the King of Bavaria for

120,000 thalers and. except for about forty which
were taken to Nuremberg (now in the Germanic
Museum), they became the nucleus of the Royal
I'inakothek in Munich, to which place the broth-

ers Boisseree followed it. In 1845 the two
brothers removed to Bonn, and devoted all their

energies to the study of the Cologne Cathedral,
pleading for its eomnletion. Sulpiz died May
2, 1S54. Jlelchior May 14, 1851. They published

lithographic plates of the gallery, and Sulpiz,

who widened his studies to include all German
mediaeval art, wrote several valuable works <m
the Cologne Cathedral, on the architecture of the

Rhineland, etc. Their collection became a valu-

able source for the study of primitive German
painting. Sulpiz Boissen'e had considerable in-

fluence on Goethe's studies of German art. His
widow published a biography of her husband
under the title, Sulpiz Koisseree (Stuttgart,

1802).

BOISSIEB, bwii'syS', Marie Loots Gaston
(1823— ). A French historian and archa'ologist,

born in Nimes. He studied at the Kcole Normale,

and was an instructor in rhetoric from 1S47 to

1857 in Nlmes, and subsequently at the Lycee

f;harlemagne of Paris. In 1801 he wa.s appointed

to the chair of Latin eloquence at the Collt">ge de

France, where he later was transferred to that

of the history of Latin literature. In 1805 he

became lecturer in Latin language and literature

at the Kc(dc Normale. He was elected in 1876

to the French .\eadeniy. in 1880 to the .\eademy

of Inscriptions and Belles-lettres. In addition to

extensive contributions to the reviews, he has

published a number of scholarly works, written
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in a style at once clear and distinctive, and in-

cluding he poite Attius (1857) ; Etude stir la

rie ct Ics ouvraijes de Tercniius Varron (18(51) ;

La religion romaine, d'Aiiguste aux Antonins
(1883): La fi)i du paganixnw (1894); and, in

particular, Ciccron et ses amis (1892) and
Promenades arclieologiqiics, Rome et Pompci
( 1892). two reconstructions of antiquity remark-
able lor vividness and the minute accuracy of

their details.

BOISSIEtJ, bwii'sye', Je.\x Jacqces (1736-

1810). A French painter and engraver, born in

Lyons. He studied painting under Lombard and
Frontier, and engraving under Wille, and won
recognition with his landscajies. He was ap-

pointed a trcsoricr in tlie bureau of general

finance, in Lyons, and subsequently became dis-

tinguished as the foremost French aquafortist.

.Among his paintings is "Valley witli River"

(1773, Berlin Museum). Ilis engravings include

much original work, as well as niunerous land-

scapes after Ruysdall, Winants, and others.

BOISSONADE, bwa'so'nad', Gu.STA^E-EMILE
(182.5— ). A French jurist, the son of .Jean

Francois Boissonade, the Greek scholar. He was
bom in Vincennes. He is best known through
his important mission to Jajjan, where he went
in 1873 to draw up the principal codes for the
Japanese Government. JI. Boissonade is, more-
over, the author of the following valuable books

:

Histoire des droits de Vepoux survivant (1852),
Hisfoire de la reserve heridiiaire (1873)—both

crowned by the Academic des Sciences Morales

;

Projet recise de code de procedure criminelle

(1882); Projet revise de code penal (188(i).

He was decorated with the Legion of Honor in

1S>!1.

BOISSONADE, Jean Fbaxcois (1774-1857).

A French classical scholar. He was bom in

Paris, August 12, 1774, of a noble Gascon family.

He was originally intended for an administrative

career, but renounced it for philology. He soon

made himself known to the learned world by his

contributions to the philological journals, and
was appointed professor of Greek in the Uni-

versity of Paris in 1812. In 1813 he was ad-

mitted to the Academy of Inscriptions, and in

1S2S he succeeded Gail as professor of Greek
literature in the College de France. His most
important works are: Philostrati Heroica

(1806); Marini Tita Procli (1814): Tiberius

Uhetor de Fignris (1815): Sylloge Poetarum
(Irwcorum, 24 vols. (1823-26); Babrii Fabulw
(1844).
He contributed in his earlier years numerous

papers on philological subjects to Parisian, Eng-

lish, and (ierman journals, and gave tlie cause

of classical study in France a powerful and still

jierceptiblo impulse by his eloquent and at-

tractive lectures from his chair. In addition to

his many and laborious works in classical phi-

lology, he also signalized himself as a French
lexicographer and belle-lettrist, and was one of

tlie most copious and valued contributors to the
llioriraphic i'nivcrsrlle. He died September 8,

1857.

BOISSY D'ANGLAS, bwii's*' dax'glAs',

Francois Axtoixe. Count (1750-1826). A
French statesman, bom at Saint .lean-le-Cham-

bre, in the Department of .Xrddche. In 1789 he
was elected a deputy of the States-General.

While a member of the Constit\ient Assembly, be

was accused of plotting to change the French
monarchy into a Protestant republic. After the

e.Nccution of Robespierre, whom he helped to

ovcrtlirow, he became a member of the Commit-
tee of Public Safetj' (1794), and proved himself

,1 man of marked ability. He was director of the
supply of provisions for Paris during the riotous

and sanguinary proceedings of the I2th tierminal

and 1st Prairial in the year III. of the Republic,

ami in this capacity met tlie popular menaces
with siuguhir lirmness. Subsequently he became
president of the Council of Five Hiuidred ; was a
Senator under Napoleon, and a peer under Louis
Will. He wrote Reeherches sur la vie, les ierits

et les opinions de Malesherbes (1819) and Etudes
littcraires et poetiques d'un vieillard (1825).

BOISTERER. The name of a sen-ant in For-
tiinio. a fairy tale by the Countess d'Aulnoy.

BOITO, bo-e'to, Arrioo (1842—). An Italian

composer, born in Padu.T. It is an anomalous
fact that Boito owes his musical fame to an
opera, Mefistofcle, which has been a comparative
failure, and that this work, despite its apparent
lack of lasting popularity, should be considered

epoch-making—one of the most important Italian

musical products of the Nineteenth Century

—

because it forms the pivotal point on which Ital-

ian opera turned from mere tunefulness to the

new dramatic school exemplified in the later

^'crdi and in Ponchielli, ilaseagni, Puccini, and
Leoncavallo. The writing of the libretto, the

composition and remodeling of this 'remarkable
failure' occupied Boito for nearly twenty years.

The son of cultured parents—his fatlier was an
Italian painter, his mother a Polish woman, a
parentage wliich is supposed to account for the

blending of southern and northei-n temperament
in his artistic nature—he entered the Jlilan Con-
servatory in 1850. While studying there he com-
posed the garden scene in Mefistofele and other

portions of the work. But the score was not
finished and rearranged for stage production
until 1808. Jleanwhile, Boito had done much lit-

erary work and had lived in France. Germany,
and Poland. Mefistofele was produced on March
5. 1868. at La Scala. Milan. The performance
lasted six hours, and though it had several repe-

titions (amid scenes of di.soi-der, due to hissing

and applause, which caused the work to be with-

drawn by order of the public authorities), its

failure was undoubted. Boito again remodeled
the opera, among other changes making Faust a
tenor, instead of a baritone, role. In 1875 the

revised version was produced in Bologna with
great success, which was repeated in other Euro-
jiean cities. Nevertheless, it has not maintained
itself as a popular opera in the repertoire. The
difficulty seems to be that Boito has attempted
to cover too much of the Faust legend in a single

work. Gounod's Faust, especially when given

without the Brocken scone, tells a consecutive

story of love, betrayal, and death. In Mefisto-

fele the story is episodic—delayed by a prologue,

and interrupted not only by the Brocken, but by
the classical scene in which Marguerite reap-

pears as Helen of Troy to the utter mystification

of the greater portion of an operatic audience, so

that however fine they may Ix? musically, these

parts of the work detract from the impression as

a whole. Boito's music, though showing traces

of such utterly dillerent geniuses as the early

Verdi and Wagner, is, nevertheless, a notable
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achievement and the most musicianly score

brought forward by an Italian prior to the new
Italian school. Marguerite's death is one of the

most dramatic and deeply moving scenes in all

opera. In this country Mefisiofele was produced

at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, in

1883, with Campanini and Xilsson. A note-

worthy revival occurred at the same house in

1896 with Cahe as Mar>;uerite and Edward de
Reszke as Mefisto, and another in 1901 with

Plangon in the title-role. Boito's other operas.

Ero c Lcandro, Xeronc, and Orcsliade, have never

l-een performed. The libretto of the first-named

he afterwards gave to Bottesiui (q.v. ) and to

Mancinelli (q.v.). He also wrote the libretti for

Faccio's Amlfto, Ponchielli's Gioconda, and for

Verdi's Olello and Falstaff.

BOIVIN, bwii'vaN, Marie Anne Victoire

GiLLAix (1773-1841). A French midwife. She

w-as educated in a convent and studied

anatomy and midwifery at Etampes with a

relative, the superior of the Hospitaliferes,

and afterwards at the Hotel Dieu of the

same place. She received the degree of M.D.
from the University of Marburg. After the

death of her husband she took the place of

midwife in the Maternity Hospital, and in

1801 became chief overseer. She caused the

establishment by Chaptal of a special school

of accouchement. She refused the brilliant

ofi'ers of the King of Prussia in order to

remain at her modest post. Her Memorial de

I'art des accouchements (1812) is a well-kno^vn

work.

BOJADOR (l)ri'zha-dor') Cape (Portug., one
that juts or bulges). A headland on the western
coast of Africa, in latitude 26° 7' N., longitude
14° 30' W., at the northern coast boundary of

the Spanish, possessions (Map: Africa, C 2).

In consequence of its extreme flatness, and the
shoreward tendency of tlie currents, the coast,

extending northward to Cape Nun, abreast of the
Canars- Islands, is very dangerous for navigation.

The Portuguese doubled this cape in 1433. and
from them it received its name Bojador Cape,
signifying 'a round cape.'

BOJANO, b6-ya'n6 (anciently, Samnite
liot'ianiim, Gk. Bolamv, Bo'ianon) . A city in the

Province of Campobasso, in Abruzzi and Molise,

south Italy, on the Biferno, 18 miles southwest of

Campobasso (Map: Italy, J 6). It lies in a
deep valley on the northeastern slope of the

Matese Mountains, which for four months of

the year shut oflf the light of the sun. It is the

seat of a sulfragan bishop, and has a cathedral,
five churches, and a seminary. There are ruins

of a Roman theatre and a temple, and of tlie

walls of the ancient Bovianum, which during the

Samnite wars was often besieged. During the

Second Punic War it was several times the hcad-
<juarters of the Roman Army, and in the great
Social War the Confederates, on the fall of Cor-

finium, made it their capital. It has suffered

preatly from earthquakes, especially in 1805.

Population of commune, in 1901, 6337.

BOJAR, bA-yiir'. See Boyar.

BOJER, bo'ycr, Joiian (1872—). A Nor-
wegian author, born in Prontheim. His works
include the historical drama Olnf den fleUige

(1897, "Saint Olaf"), and the stories Helga
(1895) and Den cvigc Krig (1899).

BO'KER, George Henry (1823-90). An
American poet, dramatist, and diplomatist, bom
in Philadelphia. He was the son of a banker,
graduated at Princeton in 1842, studied law, but
did not practice, and after a tour in Europe pub-
lished a volume of poems. The Lesson of Life
(1847). His tragedy Calaynos (1848) was
staged with success, and he produced many
others: Anne Boleyn ; Leonor de Guzman;
Francesco da Rimini; The Betrothed; and The
iridoii's Marriaae. Of these, Francesco da Rim-
ini is considered the best. It has been revived
several times by Barrett and other actors. Boker
collected his Plays and Poems in two volumes ir

1856. The Civil War inspired him to much
patriotic poetry, which made up his Poems of
the War (1864). Later volumes of verse were:
Street Lyrics (1869); Konigsmark and Other
Poetns (1869) ; The Book of the Dead (1882) ;

and Sonnets (1886). The interval between these
last volumes he spent largely in diplomatic ser-

vice. He was appointed minister to Turkey in

1871, and transferred to Russia in 1875, where
he remained till 1879. Boker'.s poems and dramas
are nuich above the average in style and power,
but have never achieved real popularity. The
aftermath of his muse is a volume of Satinets

published in 1886.

BOKELMANN, boliel-man, Christian Lud-
wtG (1844-94). A German painter. He was born
at Saint Jiirgen, studied under Wilhelni Solin at
the Diisseldorf Academy, and won a reputation as
a painter of portraits and of genre pictures, both
humorous and serious. The best of his works are
"House of Sorrow" (1873); "Pawnbroker's
Shop'' (1876) ; "Opening of the Will" (1879) ;

and "Portrait of Klaus Groth." His subjects
are taken from modern life and are vivid repre-
sentations of such scenes as occur in any large
city. There are usually many figures in his pic-

tures, grouped against an impressive architec-
tural background.

BOKHARA, bo-Kii'-ra, or Bikiiara. A Rus-
sian protectorate in Central Asia, bounded by
Russian Turkestan on the north, the Pamir
region on the east, Afghanistan on the south,
and the Russian Trans-Caspian Territory and
Khiva on the west (Map: Asia, Central, .J 2).
It lies approximatelv between latitudes 37° and
42° N. and longitude's 62° and 72° E. The e.xtent

of its area cannot lie ascertained with accuracy,
owing to the unsettled state of some of the boun-
dary- lines. (Jeneral estimates vary from 80,000
to 93,000 square miles.

A considerable extent of the country consists
of desert land and steppes, interspersed with
fruitful oases. The eastern part is very moun-
tainous. The most fertile and cultivated regions
are found along the rivers. The chief river is the
Amu Darya, which forms the southern boundary
and Hows close to the western boundary, and with
its tributaries drains a large part of the country.
The Scrafshan flows through the northwestern
part, losing itself in the sands a short distance
from the Amu Darya. The climate is wann and
generally healthful. The summers are hot, and
the winters very cold, with considerable snowfall.
The rainfall is very scant, and occurs mostly in

tile spring.

Agriculture forms the chief occupation, and
according to current estimates about 10 per
cent, of the total area is under cultivation. 'The
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dry climate of Bokhara makes it necessary to

utilize almost all the smaller rivers for irriga-

tion. The chief agricultural products are wheat,
rice, barley, tobacco, lucerne, flax, cotton, and dye-

plants. There are also jiroduced large quantities

of fruit, including several varieties of grapes,

peaches, apricots, and nuts. Silk-culture is car-

ried on. Cattle-raising has always been one
of the most important occupations of Bokhara,
the native sheep being especially known for

the wool iised extensively in Russia for sheep-

-skin coats. Horses, goats, and camels are
also raised in large numbers. The manufactur-
ing industries of Bokhara are chiefly confined
to the production of textiles, and are carried on
on a ver\- small scale and by the most primitive
methods. The chief products are cotton and
voolen fabrics, silk, coarse cloth, and a kind
of felt called Icoshma, leather goods, including
footwear and saddles, and small metal products,
such as knives, locks, etc. The mineral industry
is as yet undeveloped, although Bokhara is sup-

posed to be very rich in minerals. The chief

minerals worked are salt and gold, the latter

worked by the Russians in Safet-Darya.
The foreign commerce of Bokhara is quite im-

portant, owing to its central location, and Bok-
hara, the capital, although it has lost a consider-

able portion of its commercial importance and
splendor, is still considered an important seat of

commerce in Central Asia. The trade is chiefly

with Russia, India, and Persia, and is carried

on mostly by means of caravan routes and the

Trans-Caspian Railway, as the wagon-roads of

Bokhara are very few and in poor condition.

The annual trade with Russia is estimated at
about .$10,000,000, and the entire foreign trade
of Bokhara at about $15,000,000. The I'rans-

Caspian Railway, which runs through Bokhara
for about ISO miles, has had a very good effect on
the commerce of the country, which has consider-

ably advanced under the protection of Russia.
Bokhara, the capital, is connected by telegraph
with Tashkent. In its form of government, Bo-
khara is an absolute monarchy, the Ameer being
invested with unlimited powers. The immediate
administration is in the hands of several high
ofBcials, each at the head of a separate depart-
ment. For purposes of administration, Bokha-
ra is divided into several districts, administered
by beks, who are obliged to turn in a certain
sum of money every year into the treasury of

the Ameer, in addition to suitable gifts, con-

sisting mostly of cattle and other products.
The beks are not paid by the Government, but
are e.xpected to get their share out of the
taxes collected by them. The army consists of

a regular force and a militia, and is recruited

chiefly from volunteers; but in case of a holy
war, every Mussulman capable of bearing arms
is liable to military service. The standing army
is estimated all the way from 15,000 to 30,000
men. There are about 20 guns, mostly made
of copper, and the regular army is, to a certain
extent, organized after European fashion.

The population is estimated at from 2,500,000
to 3,000,000. It consists of Uzbcgs, Kirghizes,
who are largely nomadic, Tadjiks, Turkomans,
Arabs, .Afghans, Sarts, Persians, some .Jews and
Russians. The prevailing religion is Moham-
medan. With the exception of Bokhara (q.v.),

the capital, and Samarkand, there are few towns
of any importance.

History. Under the name of Transoxiana,
Bokhara was inhabited in antiquity by Iranian
tribes professing Zoruastrianisui. At a very
early period the country was invaded by Tu-
ranian newcomers, who were Buddhists, and a
long struggle ensued between tile two, in which
the difference in religion played no less impor-
tant part than that of race. Under the Arabs,
wlio brought with them the faith of Islam, Bo-
khara was a fteld of incessant contests and
lighting, until, with the rise of the Samanid
dynasty, in the latter part of the Xinth Century,
it became a mighty iiionaichy, the bulwark of
Islam, and a great centre of learning. The do-
fninions of Bokhara at that time reached down
into Afghanistan and Khorasan. At the begin-
ning of the Kleventh Century, the country, to-

gether with much of the Mohammedan world, was
conquered by the Seljukian Turks. Under the
rulers of that period (1004-1133), Iranian and
Arabic continued as the languages of culture,
Turkish being employed by the Court for conver-
sation only. After that Bokhara was a bone
of contention between competing rulers, until
conquered by Genghis Khan in 1218, when the
capital was burned to the ground, the kingdom
deva.stated, and most of the inhabitants slain.

For nearly two centuries the invaders ruled over
Bokhara. Having embraced Mohammedanism,
they favored their kindred, the Turks, so that
the latter soon gained the ascendency. Under
Tiniur, or Tamerlane (died 1405), Bokhara be-

came of great political and commercial impor-
tance, its capital, Samarkand, being full of
gorgeous palaces, splendid mosques, and very
extensive gardens. After his reign, however,
it became the arena of bloodshed and wars for
nearly a hundred years, until conquered by the
Turko-Mongolian Uzbegs about the year 1500,
which marks the beginning of Bokhara's decline.
With the single exception of the scholarly Ab-
dullah-Khan (in the Sixteenth Century), her
monarchs have been typical Oriental rulers,

cruel and steeped in fanaticism. Xasr-Ulla-Khan
(1827-60) was perhaps the most infamous in a
long series of infamous potentates. It was he who
caused, in 1842, the death of Colonel Stoddartand
Captain ConoUy, who went on a mission to Bo-
khara. Dr. Wolff, who visited the country in

1844, with a view to ascertain their fate, narrow-
ly escaped with his life, after a detention of some
months. By the middle of the Nineteenth Cen-
tury the steady, aggressive expansion of Russia
in Central Asia cast a shadow on the Khanate of
Bokhara, and a clash of arms became imminent,
unless tlie Khan were to submit to the rule of
the Czar without resistance. In 18G5 the Rus-
sians occupied Tashkent, and Khan Mozaffar-
Eddin, son of Xasr-Ulla, accepted this as a chal-
lenge to open hostilities. He took the field in

person, but his army was badly defeated at Irjar.

on May 20, 1806. The Russians now pushed
farther, and after many successful battles en-

tered Samarkand, in May, 1868. The fortress of

Katti-Kurghan was then stormed and taken, and
on .lune 14 the Ameer was completely defeated on
the Zerabulak Heights. By the terms of the peace
concluded in July, 1808, Samarkand, and the

Katti-Kurghan, I'enjekent, and Urgut districts

—

the best portions of the Zerafshan Valley—were
ceded to Russia. Besides paying 500.000 rubles

indemnity, the Ameer granted special privileges

to Russian trade. This final blow brought Bo-
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khara into Russi.in vassalage. In return for

complete obedience, the Russians gave the Ameer
active assistance in suppressing revolt within

his possessions. Thus, in 1*^68. the Russians dis-

persed the hordes of rebels who wanted to en-

throne the Ameer's eldest son, Abdul-JIalik-

IMirza. After the Russian expedition against

Khiva (187.3), Bokhara was given a large

strip of Khivan territory for supplying the Rus-

sian army of invasion with cmiiels and provi-

sions. In 1S77 the territory of Bokhara was ex-

jiandod eastward by the conquest of Darwaz and

Karategin. In ISS.i the present Ameer, Sayid-

Abdul-Ahad, came to the throne. In 1880 he abol-

ished slavery. He visited Saint Petersburg in

1893, and left there the heir to the throne to be

given a Russian education. The .-Xmeer has now
bec(J!ne a mere pupjiet in Russian hands.

Consult: Viimbi'ry, Histort/ of Bokhara from
the Earliest Period to the Present Time (Lon-

don, 1873) ; Curzon, Russia in Central Asia

(1889) and The Pamirs and the Source of the

Oxus (London, 1897) ; Le Messurier, From Lon-

don to Bokhara (London, 1899) ; O'Donovan,

The Merv Oasis, 2 vols. (London, 1880) ; Reclus,

"Asiatic Russia and the Middle Asiatic Khan-

ates," in Universal Geography (Paris, 1S7G-94) ;

Capus, .1 trovers le roi/oume dc Tamerlan

(Paris, 1892) ; Rickmers, "Travels in Bokhara,"

Geographical Journal, Vol. XIV. (London, 1899).

BOKHARA (ilongol. bukhar, church). The
capital of tlie khanate of the same name, and
one of the most important commercial centres of

Central Asia, situated in a valley near the river

Zerafshan, and only a few miles from the Trans-

Caspian Railway '(Map: Asia, Central, J 2).

It is irregularly built and surrounded by a high

mud wall. The streets are narrow and crooked

and mostly unpavcd. The houses, built, as a rule,

of mud or clay, are low and withoiit windows on

the streets. i?azars, both covered and open, are

numerous and well stocked with Oriental wares

as well as with European manufactures. Bo-

khara has as many mosques as streets, but only

a few of them are noteworthy. The chief of them
is the Mirghara, surmounted by a cu|)ola 100

feet high, covered with blue tiles. .-Vdjoining it

is the high minaret which was used until 1871

for the e.xccution of criminals by hurling them
from its top. The citadel, is situated on an
artificial elevation, and contains the palace of

the .\mccr, the houses of the higher oflicials, the

jail, and the water-cisterns. The city is inter-

sected in several directions by a canal, which is

spanned by nvmierous bridges. Bokhara is re-

garded as a centre of culture in Central Asia,

and contains about sixty high medresses and a

large numlier of minor ones. There are a

considerable number of manufacturing establish-

ments, producing silk iibrcs, coarse cloth, blades,

and other metal articles. The commerce is car-

ried on to a large extent in articles of Russian

manufacture, textiles, leather articles, etc. A
few miles distant from the capital, on the rail-

way line, is situated a small Russian settlement

named Russian Bokhara, and containing about

300 inhabitants. The population of the capital

is estimated at 00.000.

BOKHARA CLOVER. See Meulot.

BOL, bul. Ferdinand (1010-80). A Dutch
painter and etcher, horn in Dordrecht. lie was
the favorite pupil of Rembrandt in .\msterdam.

and much indueneed by him in his early career,

but later adopted a style dilVcring materially
from that of his master. His biblical and his-

torical compositions are less satisfactory than
his portraits, for which he was highly esteemed.
His principal works are to be found in Gouda,
Leyden, and Amsterdam. Noteworthy also are
]{ci)ose in Egypt." ".Jacoli's Dream," and ".Toseph

Before Pharaoh," all in the Dresden Gallery.
One of his best-known portraits is that of Rem-
brandt's wife, Saskia, in the Brussels Museum.

BO'LA BO'LA, or BO'RA BO'RA, One of

the Society Islands (q.v.), aljout 200 miles to the
northwest of Tahiti, in latitude 10° 30' S. and
longitude 1.52° E. (Map: World, L C). It rises

to a height of nearly 2400 feet, is fertile, and has
a population of about 1800 inhabitants.

BO'LANDEN, Konr.^d von. See Bischoff,
Joseph Eni.VKn KoNU.vn.

BOLAN (bo-Uin') PASS. A defile in the
mountains of British Baluchistan on the great
highway leading uj) from the Indus via Shikar-
pur, Dadar, and t^ticttah to Kandahar. It ex-

tends northwestwiird from the neighljorhood of

Dadar, for a distance of ab(mt 55 miles, until it

reaches a plateau nearly (iOOO feet above the sea.

The average ascent is about 90 feet to the mile.

It is bounded throughout by eminences .500 feet-

in height. A military railroad has been con-
structed by the British at great expense through
the Bolan Pass to connect Sindh with Kandahar.
It is now completed as far as the border of

Afghanistan.

BOLAS. bolas (Sp. hola, ball, from Lat.
hulla, bubble, round object). A luuiting weapon
used by various tribes of Mexico and South
America, particularly those of the Pampas. It

consists of three leather-covered balls of clay or
stone, radiating from a central knot and attached
to the end of a stout rawhide rope. It is thrown
from horseback in such a way as to entanglr the
legs of the animal and hold it until the hunter
comes up.

BOLBEC, bol'bek'. A town of France in the
Department of Seine-Inferieure, about 18 miles

from Havre ( Jlap : France, G 2 ) . The Bolbec, on
which it stands, supplies water-power for its mills,

where cotton, Avoolen. and linen goods are manu-
factured. It has also considerable trade in grain,

horned cattle, and horses. P(q)ulation, in 1890,

12,239. Consult "Cites OuvriSres de Bolbec," in

'Xoucclles Annates de la Constitution (Paris,

1878).

BOLDINI, bol-dc'ne, Giovanni (1845—). An
ltali:in painter. He was born in Ferrara. studied

at the Florence Academy, and worked for some
time in London. He is known for his genre
pictures, landscapes, and portraits. The last,

by reason of accuracy and finish in drawing and
skill in characterization, are particularly excel-

lent. His works, many of which arc in .\merican
private collecticms, include the following: "The
C<mnoisscur," "Gossips," "Delivering the De-
spatch," "Kitchen Garden," and "Portrait of

Jb-nzcl."

BOLDRE'WOOD, brdMer-wyd, Rolf (Thomas
Alexander Browne). See Australian Litera-
ti' ke.

BOLD STROKE FOR A HUSBAND, A.
The title nf a comedy by Mrs. Hannali Parkliouse

Cowley (1782). It has two plots. In one.
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Olivia wins Julio by steadily refusing all lovers

until he becomes conscious of her attractions.

In the other, a married woman disguises herself

as a boy, Florin, to recover from her liusband's

mistress the fortune he has given awaj-.

BOLD STROKE FOR A WIFE, A. The
title of a comedy by ilrs. .Susannah Centlivre

(1718). It deals with the diplomacy with which
Colonel Feijinwell wins the orphan heiress, Anne
Lovely, and her dowry of £3000. He accomplishes
his purpose by flattering his mistress's impossi-
ble guardians, a beau, a dilettante, a broker,
and a Quaker.

BOLE (Gk. pQXos, bolos, lump of earth, clod,

nugget). A hydrous aluminium silicate that is

found massive, and constitutes a variety of hal-

loysite. It is a claylike body, containing more or
less iron oxide, which gives it a yellowish to

red-brown or dark color. It has a conchoidal
fracture, and when thrown into water falls to
pieces. It is unctuous to the touch, and some
varieties adhere to the tongue, it is found in
Armenia. Italy, France. Germany, Ireland. Scot-
land, and South America. Bole is used as food
by the natives of certain parts of South America,
and by the Japanese it is favorably regarded as a
means for producing leanness. Ar-meiiiait bole is

of a bright red color, due to the oxide of irtm
that it contains, and has been used as a denti-

frice. It has also been prescribed as a tonic

and as an astringent medicine, finding in recent
jears its most important use in veterinary prac-
tice. Lemnian hole is of similar character, and
is obtained from the island of Lemnos. When
calcined, washed, and ground it is applied as a
pigment, and is known variously as Blois hole,

which is yellow in color: Bohemian hole, wliich is

yellowish-red: French hole, which is pale-red;

and l^ilisian bole, which is pale-yellow.

BOLERO, bo-la'ro (Sp.). A Spanish national
dance, mostly in the time of a minuet, with a
.sharp, marked, and peculiar rhythm. It is ac-

companied with the castanets and the cithern,

and frequently with the voice; and the dancer in

the movements seeks to represent the diflerent

degrees of feeling from coyness to the highest
ecstasies of love.

BOLETUS (Lat. boletus, from Gk. ^uX/tijs,

holitfs, a kind of fungus). A genus of fungi
of the order Hymenomycetes, family Po/i//)orace(B.

The older botanists included it in the numerous
species now forming tlu; genus Polyporus (see

Aii.\i)oi:; Drv-Rot) and other genera: but even
as now restricted, it is a very e.Ktensive genus.
Many of the species resemble the common mush-
room and other species of Agaricus in form : but
instead of gills, the under side of the cap (pileus)

is occupied by a layer quite distinct from it in

substance, and pii ruil by pores so as to be com-
posed of a multitude of .small tubes on the inside

of which the spore-cases or seed-vessels are pro-

duced. Some of the species are edible. Boletus
edulis is much used in France; also in Germany,
Hungary, Russia, etc. It is the eeps ordinaire
of the French markets. It grows on the ground
in woods, in places covered with moss, heath, or
<;ia>s. In moist, warm summers, it sometimes
appears in immense quantities, attaining a size

of six inches or more across. The tubes are re-

5noved along with the skin and stem, and only
the flesh of the cap is eaten, which is firm, white,

delicate, of agreeable smell, and is prepared like

the common mushroom. For illustrations, see

Colored Plate under Fungi, Edible.

BOLEYN, bi.il'cn, Anne (150I?-36). Queen
of England as second wife of Henry VIII. She
was rhe mother of Queen Elizabeth. The date
of her birth is given as 1501 or 1.^07, the former
being the more probable. The family name is

frequently found in contemporary writings as
Bullen, Bouleyn, Boulhm, or Boulain. She was
the daughter of Sir Thomas Bole\Ti, afterwards
Earl of Wiltsliire and Urmond. In her twelfth
year Anne went to France, where her elder sis-

ter, Mary, had previously accompanied JIary'
Tudor, the affianced bride of Louis XII. of
France, and sister of Henry VIII. She remained
at the French Court three years, and soon after
her return to England was wooed by Lord Henry
Percy, the heir to the earldom of Xorthumber-
land, and bj- King Henry himself, who, in
April, 1522, began to shower wealth and honors
on her father, and before this had dishonored
her sister Mary. Henry's 'religious scruples'
regarding the lawfulness of his marriage with
Catharine became too urgent for the slow de-
cision of the Court of Rome, but not till the
King's divorce was set afoot (in May, 1527) did
Anne favor his addresses. However, long before
Cranmer pronounced the divorce (May 23, 1533),
she was Henry's mistress, and in the preceding
January they had been secretly married. She
was crowned with great splendor in Westminster
Hall on \\'hitsunday : but within three months
Henry bade her '"shut her eyes to his unfaitliftil-

ness, as her betters had done, for he could abase
yet more than he had raised her." His cooling
passion was not revived by the birth (Sep-
tember, 1.533) of the Princess—afterwards Queen
—Elizabeth. The new Queen, naturally light
and gay of heart, and educated at the French
Court, where these qualities were likely to be
developed to the utmost, conducted herself to-

ward the courtiers with an easy familiarity not
customary in England for one in her position.
Concerning the first two years of her married
life we have little infonnation. It is said that
she was favorable to the Reformation, and pro-
moted a translation of the Bible. In January,
1530, the Queen gave premature birth to a son.
The mishap is said to have been caused by learn-
ing of tlie King's newly developed passion for
Jane Seymour, her successor. The King became
more and more estranged, and her fieedom of
manners had given but too good grounds for
her enemies to speak evil of her. On May 1 the
annual tournament was held at Orecnwicli. in the
presence of the King and Queen. The tilting had
commenced, the challengers being Viscount Roch-
ford, brother to the Queen, and Sir Heniy Xnrris,
one of the gentlemen of the King's Privy Cham-
ber. Suddenly the King rose, his outward bear-
ing manifesting inward disturbance, left the tour-
ney, and with a small party rode up to J^ondon,
leaving the Queen at (ireenwich. The popular
account is that the King had seen her drop a
handkerchief into the lists in order that one of
her presumed lovers might wipe his face; but
the necessity for any such romantic and sudden
pretense of jealousy is annulled by the fact that
in the previous week a commission composed
of members of the Privy Council had been secret-

ly engaged in examining charges of adultery
against Anne; indeed, two of her alleged ac-

complices. Sir William Brereton, a gentleman
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of the King's household, and ^lark Smeton, a
musician at Court, had already been arrested.

The Queen remained at Greenwich that night.

On the following morning she was examined
before the Privy Council, and protested her in-

nocence. In the afternoon she was sent up the

river to the Tower. Sir Henry Xorris, and Sir

Francis Weston, anotlier courtier, along with
Smeton, were also examined, and all at first

declared their innocence of the charge imputed
to them; but under torture, the musician con-

fessed to the crime. In the Tower, the Queen's

every action and word were watched and re-

ported : but anything she said while a prisoner

seems quite as compatible with innocence as with

guilt. Her letter to Henry, written on May «,

speaks decidedly in her favor, but this letter is

now su])p(ised to be a falirication of the time
of Elizabeth. On the 10th of May the Grand
Jury of Middlesex found a 'true bill' on the in-

dictment which charged the Queen with commit-
ting adultery with no less than five persons, in-

cluding her own brother, Lord Rochford, and
of conspiring with them, jointly and severally,

against the life of the King, the adultery being

alleged to extend over a period of nearly three

years. On the llth the Grand Jury of Kent
also found a true bill. On the l'2th the four
oommoners, Brereton, Weston. Norris, and Sme-
ton, were found guilty, the last confessing to

tbi charge of adultery only, the other three

pleading not guilty to both charges. With her
ease thus prejudged, on the loth, the Queen and
her brother were tried before 27 peers. Their
uncle, the Duke of Norfolk, was president, and
their own father was one of the judges. The
accused allirmed their innocence, but were found
guilty and condemned, the Queen to be burned
or beheaded on the Tower Green. On the I7th

Smeton was hanged, and the other four be-

headed; general protestations of nnworthiness
by them at the hour of death being regarded by
some historians as evidence of guilt. On the

19th the Queen was beheaded, with her last

words praying a blessing on Henry, who, she
said, had ever been to her a good and gentle lord,

but making no confession of guilt. Henry was be-

trothed to Jane Seymour the next day.

It is difTieult to form anything like a just and
satisfactory estimate of the character of Anne
Boleyn—historians, for the most part, having

made her biit a lay figure upon which to hang
the drapery of religious partisanship, or to dis-

play the colors of individual sympathy. That
she' was guilty of adultery with Henry is cer-

tain; but that she was guilty of the other hei-

nous oflenses laid to her charge remains at least

not proved, and it is a suspicious fact that every

trace of evidence has vanished. The character of

this 'mother of the English Reformation' was
not saintly ; but she was not the Jezebel that

Saunders, the .Jesuit, would have us believe. Ac-

cording to him, she was even in ])crson ugly, mis-

8ha|)en, monstrous; but although Holbein's por-

traits do not confirm the statements of others

that she was 'comely,' we know that she had beau-

tiful eyes and hair, and that her only positive

defect was a supplemental nail. Consult: Strick-

land, Queens of England, Vol. II. (London, 1875-

80); Froude, History of England (New York,

1871); Lingard, History of England. Vol. VI.

(Boston, 185.3-50); Green, Histori/ of Enqland,

Vol. II. (New York and London, 1899) ; Dixon,

Two Queens (London, 1873-74) ; Wyat, Extracts

from Life of Queen Anne Uoleigne (London,

1817-25) ; and especially Friedmann's critical

Anne Boleyn (London, 1885). Original ma-
terials are contained in Brewer and Gairdner
(ed.), Letters and Papers of Henry VIIL:
Ellis, Original Letters (London. 1824— ) ; "Love-
Lettors from Henry VIll. to Anne Boleyn," in

UarleiuH Miscellany, Vol. III. (London, 1744,

1808) ; and Wriothesley, Chronicle (Camden So-

ciety, 1875-77).

BOLGABY, bol-gii'rt (Russ., the Bulgarians).
Also called I'.spenskoye. A village in the
Russian Government of Kazan, near the Volga,
about 16 miles from Kazan, and four miles from
the \"olga. It is well known for the historical

remains it contains in the form of buildings,

walls, minarets, etc. It occupies the site of Bol-

gar, called by the Russian chroniclers Veliki

Gorod (the 'Great Town'), cajiital of the old Bul-
garian kingdom. The time of its foundation is

unknown. But in the writings of Ibn-Khankal,
in the latter half of the Tenth Century, it is

stated tliat after the town had been ravaged by
two victorious Russian armies, it still had a popu-
lation of about 10,000. At a much later period,

when Bolgary was conquered by the ilongols, the

old capital declined considerably. Sacked and
almost destroyed by Timur (Tamerlane) in the

Fourteenth Century, it was ciinipletely ruined
at the time of the fall of the 'Golden Horde.'

BOLGRAD, bol-griid' (for Hyelgrad; see

Belgrade for derivation). A town in the Rus-
sian Government of Bessarabia, situated about
75 miles soxithwest of Akerman (Map: Russia,

Co). It has some trade in grain and produces
brick and tallow. Population, in 1897, 12,388,

mostly Bulgarians.

BO'LI, or BCLY (corrupted in popular
speech from Gk. jrAXis, polls, the city, from Ha-
driauii])olis : cf. Turk, titambul, Constantino])le,

for (Is TTjv TibXiv, eis ten polin, to the city).

.\ town of .\siatic Turkey in the \'ilayet of

Kastanumi, on the left bank of the river Boli,

and 136 miles east of Constantinople (Map: Tur-
key in Asia, D 2). The town occupies an emi-
nence at the extremity of a fertile plain. It has
several mosques, baths, and cotton and woolen
mills. Boli is on the caravan route from Con-
stantinople to Erzerum. Population, estimated
at from 5000 to 10,000.

BO'LIDE. See IMeteors.

BOLIN, bo'len, Ani)RE.a.s Wiltielm (1835— ).

A Russo-.Swedish scholar, philosopher, and au-

thor. He was born in Saint Petersburg, studied
in Helsingf'ors, and was ai)pointed university
librarian there, with the title of professor, in

1873. In philosophy he is a disciple of Ludwig
Feuerbach. He has published in Swedish an
edition of Shakespeare ( Hagberg's translation)

and several original works, including Vmiersiik-

ning of liiran oni viljans frihct (1868). In Gor-

man he has written Ludtiig Feuerbach, scin W'crk

und seine Zcitgenossen (1891), and many essays

for periodicals.

BOLINGBKOKE, byl'Ing-brvk. The name of

a characliT in Sliakespearc's Henry 17., Part 2,

who prophesies the deaths of the Dukes of

Somerset and Sull'olk.

BOLINGBROKE, bol'Ing-hryk, formerly byl'-

ing-bn.ik. Viscount He.nhy Sr. John (1078-1751).

An English statesman, orator, and author. He
was born at Battersea, October 1, 1678. He was
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educated at Eton, and, it is said, at Oxford ; but
the only ground for this assertion is that of the

honorary degree conferred upon him by the uni-

versity in 1702. During 10i)8'.)9 he resided on
the Continent, and acquired a knowledge of the
French language, which was afterwards of ser-

vice to him. His early manhood was notorious
for extreme licentiousness, but liaving entered
Parliament in 1701, he devoted himself to poli-

tics, and joining the Tory Party, soon made him-
self prominent as an orator. In 1704 he was made
Secretary of State for War. Thisofficeheretained

till 170S, when the Whigs came into power, after

which he retired from politics, and gave himself

up to study, but still retained great influence as

the Queen's favorite counselor. On the fall of the

Whig Party in 1710. he was made Secretary of

State for Foreign Affairs. In 171'2 he was called

to the House of Lords with the title of Viscount
Bolingbroke, and in 1713, against the wish of

nearly the entire nation, concluded the Peace of

Itrecht. Having previously quarreled with his

old friend Harley—now Earl of Oxford, and his

most powerful rival—he contrived his dismissal
in July, 1714, and immediately proceeded to form
a strong Jacobite ilinistry, in accordance with
the well-known predilections of his royal mistress.
Her death, however, a few years after, discon-

certed his schemes, and the accession of George
I. proved a deathblow to his prospects. On
the 28th of August he was deposed from office:

in March, 1715, he fled to France, and in August
of the same year was attainted. For some time
he held the oitice of Secretary of State to the Pre-
tender; but his restless and ambitious spirit

yearned for the 'large excitement' of English
politics. His efforts to obtain a pardon not prov-
ing in the meantime successful, he retired to a
small estate which he had purchased near Or-
leans. In 1718 his first wife died, and in 1720
he married the rich widow of the Marquis de
Vilette. A judicious use of this ladv's wealth,
enabled him to return to England in September,
1724. His property was restored to him, but he
was never permitted to take his seat in Par-
liament. He therefore betook himself to his villa

at Dawley, near Uxbridge, where he occasionally
enjoyed the society of Swift, Pope, and others of
his old friends, with whom he had corresponded
in his exile, and where he diversified his moral
and metaphysical studies by his attacks on the
Ministry in his periodical, The Craftsman, in

which the letters forming his Dissertation on
Parlies first appeared. In 1735, finding his polit-

ical hopes clfnided forever, he went back to
France in chagrin, and continued there till 1742.
During his second residence abroad he wrote his
I,ettcrs on the Htudy of Histori/. in wliich, as a
Deist, he violently attacked the Christian re-

ligion. He is believed to have influenced the
thought of Voltaire. He died, after a long ill-

iicss. in 1751. Bolingbroke has been styled 'the

Alcibiades of his time,' and was admired by his
contemporaries for his graceful person and
charming manners. His talents were brilliant

and versatile; his style of writing was polished
and eloquent, and repays study to the present
day; but the lack of sincerity and honest pur-
pose which characterized him, and the unscrupu-
lous ambition which made him aim for power,
hindered him from looking wisely and deeply into

any question. His philosophical theories are not
profound, nor are his conclusions solid, wliile his

criticism of passing history is worthless. His
collected writings were published by Mallet
(London, 1753-54).
BiBLiouR.vpiiY. Goldsmith, Life of Lord Boling-

broke (London, 1770) ; Cooke, Memoirs of Lord
Bolinyhrole (London, 1835) ; Brosch, Lord Bo-
liinibroke und die Whigs und Tories seiner Zeit
(Frankfort, 1883); Macknight, Life of Boling-
broke (London, 1863) ; Schlosser, Histort/ of
the Eighteenth Century, Vol. III. (London,
1843-52) ; Stephen, Religions Thought in the
Eighteenth Century (New York, 1876) ; Parke,
BoUnghroke's Letters and Correspondenee (Lon-
don, 1798) ; Collins, Bolingbroke: A Historieal
Study (London. 1880).

BOLINTINEANU, b6-len-te-ne-an'. Dimitri
(1820-72). A Eunianian poet, born at Bolin-
tina, Wallachia. He was a member of the civil
service, but lost his post through the publication
of political articles and poems. Subsequently,
at the time of the revolutionary outbreak against
the Russian protectorate, he was proscribed and
fled the country. After his return, he was ap-
pointed Jlinister of Public Instruction (1850).
He was the representative poet of the Rumanian
Renaissance. In addition to his Rumanian Melo-
dies (1858) and other verse, he wrote dramas,
satires, and works of fiction.

BOLIVAR'. A city and the county-seat of
Polk County, ilo., 39 miles north-northwest of
Springfield. Mo., on the Saint Louis and San
Francisco Railroad (Map: Missouri, C 4). It
has a considerable trade in apples, poultry, eggs,
patent medicines, horses, and mules. The city
is the seat of the Southwest Baptist College,
opened in 1878. Settled about 1835, Bolivar was
incorporated in 1855, and is now governed under
a charter of 1881, which provides for a mayor
elected biennially, and a city council. The water-
works and electric-light plant are owned and
operated bv the nninicipalitv. Population, in
1890, 1485;' in 1000, 1869.

BOLIVAR, bo-le'var. A northern department
of the Republic of Colombia, bounded by the
!Magdalena River on the east, the Department of
Antioquia on the south, Cauca on the west, and
the Caribbean Sea on the west and north. It
covers an area of 21,345 square miles (Map:
Colombia, B 2). It has a low surface, mostly
still overgrown with thick forests and very little

cultivated. Its chief rivers are the Magdalena
with its tributary, the Cauca, and the Sinfi. all

navigable. The climate is hot and extremely
unhealthy. Population, about 300,000. Capital,
Cartagena (q.v.).

BOLIVAR. The largest State of Venezuela,
bounded by the Orinoco on the north, Colombia
on the west, the territory of Alto Orinoco and
Brazil on the south, and the territory of Vuruary
on the east (Map: Venezuela, E 2). It covers
an area of 88,700 square miles and has a popu-
lation exceeding 50,000. Capital, Ciudad Boli-
var f<i.v. ).

BOLIVAR. See Riobamba.

BOLiVAR, N/y. pron. bi-le'viir, Simon, or
BOLIVAR Y PONTE (178.3-1830). A South
-American patriot, called the Liberator. He was
born in Carficas, July 25, 1783, of a noble and
wealthy family. After studying law in Madrid,
he traveled extensively on the Continent, married,
and returned to his native country, where his
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-wife died. He then revisited Europe, and in 1809

retnrned by way of the Vnitod States, where he

bct-aiiie an enthusiastic adiniicr of republican in-

stitutions, and resolved to free his own country

from foreign despotism. .Arriving at Venezuela,

he at once associated himself with a secret organ-

ization of the patriots there: and after the insur-

rection of Caracas, April H), 1810. he was sent

to London to gain the interest of the British Cab-

inet. The British Government, however, declared

its neutrality, and Bolivar speedily returned. He
fouglit under General Jlirauda in several suc-

tessful engagements. In lSl:i the Spaniards re-

covered possession of A'enezuela. and Boliviir fled

to Curasao. lie did not, however, remain long

inactive, l)ut won tlie sympathy of the republican

President of New Granada, raised a force of vol-

unteers, defeated the Spaniards several times,

his army increasing with each victory; and on
August 4, 1S13, entered Can'icas .as a conqueror.

He was hailed as the lilicrator of Venezuela, and
made absolute dictator in civil and military af-

fairs. After defeating the Si)aniards in several

engagements, he was himself beaten in the battles

of La Puerta ,and Aragua. He now went to

Cartagena, and afterwards to Kingston, in

Jamaica. In Haiti he assembled the insurgent

refugees, landed (December. 181(i) on the island

of Margarita, where he convoked a congress, in-

stituted a government, and proclaimed the aboli-

tion of slavery. The following tAvo years were
marked by successes over the Spanish general,

!Morillo. In February, 1810. a congress was
opened at Angostura, and Bolivar, chosen Presi-

dent, was armed with the power of dictator. He
conducted his forces over the almost impassable
Cordilleras to New Granada, and achieved the

victories of Tunja and Sojaca. Soon afterwards
(in 1819) New Granada united with Venezuela

as the Republic of Colombia, of which he became
the lirst President. By 1822 tlic new republic

was completely cleared of Royalist trooi)S. Boli-

var was summoned the same year to help the

Peruvians, and in February, 1824, was named
Dictator of Peru. By 182.5 the Spaniards were
driven from Peru also: and Bolivar, calling a
congress at Lima, formally resigned the dicta-

torsliip. The southern jiart of the country was
erected into a separate State and named Bolivia

(q.v.), of which he was chosen President for life.

A form of government suggested by him was
ado])ted by Bolivia in 182(1. Widespread dissat-

isfaction in Colond>ia, where, in spite of consid-

erable opposition, he was conlinned in the presi-

dency in 1820 and 1828, led to a consi)iraey

a^iinst his life, which was suppressed by the

execution of the leaders and banishment of 70
accomplices. In 182!) Venezuela separated itself

from the Republic of Colombia, which was g('ner-

ally disturl)ed by factions. Bolivar's ambition

was loudly denounced, and, virtually forced to re-

sign, he retired to Cartagena. He died at San
Pedro, December 10. 1830. liaving shortly before

his death written a farewell address to the jjcople

of Colombia, in which he vindicated his character

from the aspersions that had been cast on it, and
complained bitterly of ingratitude. The war of

liberation and the peculiar elements with which

he had to deal, compelled him to assume dictato-

lial power; but there is no proof that he wasever
insincere in his devotion to liberty. His prop-

erty was mainly devoted to the services of his

country. He has been described as the Washing-

ton of South America. By a resolution of the
Congress of Colombia in 1842, his ashes were
removed with great pomp from Santa Marta to
Carficas. A statue of liolivar was erected in

Central Park. New York, 1884. The official docu-
ments connected with the career of Boli\ar were
published by the Government at Car.leas in 1820,
and his correspondence, in two volumes, at New
York in 186.5. Consult Ducoudrey • Holstein,
Mimoben de 8. Bolivar (London, 1830).

BOLIVAR (bo-le'var) CITY. See Ciudad
BOI.IVAR.

BOLIVIA, Sp. pron. bo-le'^'ya (in honor of
Simon Bolivar). An inland South American re-

public, situated in the western jiart of the con-
tinent, and extending from about latitude 8° S. to
22° .50' S., and from longitude 58° W. to 73° 20'

W It is bounded by Brazil on the north and east,

by Paraguay and Argentina on the south, and by
Chile and Peru on the west. Its area, excluding
the disputed territory of Kl Chaco Gran (q.v.)

and the Littoral Department held by Chile since
the War of 187i*-80, is estimated to be about
515,000 square miles.

TopOGR.vniY. Bolivia is one of the highest
regions in America. In a general way it resem-
bles Colombia, in that its western part belongs to
the region of the Andes (q.v.), while the eastern
I)art is occupied b}' extensive plains, or llanos.

Two parallel chains of the Andes traverse the
counti'v from northwest to southeast, with sev-

eral minor r;ingcs branching toward theeast. The
eastern chain, or Cordillera Real, contains some
of the highest peaks of the two ."Xmerican con-
tinents: lllampul, or the Nevado de Sorata, and
the lllimani. Imth over 21.000 feet high; Todos
Santos, 10.500 feet; Chorolque, 18,500 feet: and
the Cerro de Potosf, 15,.500 feet. In the western
range the peaks arc generally much less lofty, but
they include the giant volcano Sajama. estimated
to be nearly 21,000 feet in height. Between the
two ranges lies the region known as the Bolivian
Highlands, or AUiplmiiric, a plateau with an ele-

vation of 12,000 to 13,000 feet. It is traversed by
a number of small chains, and contains a portion
of Lake Titicaca (q.v.), which lies at an eleva-

tion of 12,500 feet, and is believed to be a rem-
nant of an inland sea. The mountain chains of

Bolivia include many volcanoes, some of which
are active at the ju'esent time. Cretaceous forma-
tions are found in the western range, while in

the Cordillera Real Paleozoic rocks seem to

predominate; but the gcolog}' of the region is

only imperfectly known. The portion of the

country east of the Andes, known as the Jlon-

taiia, is occupied by an extensive i)lain, which is

traversed by luimeious navigable rivers, and cov-

ered with dense forests. The surface is generally

level, and its dwline from about 3000 feet near •

the Andes to about 300 feet at the eastern boun-

dary is so gradual as to be almost imperceptible.

The chief rivers of the country flow through this

section, which belongs to the basins of tlie Para-

guay and the Madeira. The former, which forms
part of the boundary with Brazil, is reached
through the Pilcomayo and the Bermejo, both
watering the so\ithern part of the country, while
the Madeira takes in the larger portion of Bo-
livia through the navigable rivers Beni. It<'nez,

and Maniore, with their numerous tributaries.

Steamboat navigation has been established on
some of these waters. In tlie region of the Boliv-
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ian Highlands there are only a few insignificant

streams, such as the Desapnadero, which con-

nects the lakes of Titieaca and Aiillagas, the lat-

ter also connected by a short river with the salt

lake of Coipasa.
Ci-iitATE. In regard to climate, Bolivia may

be divided into three regions: the eastern llanos,

or ticrras calientes, where the climate is hot and
damp; the highland region, or tici-ras templndnx,
with a more or less temperate climate; and the

mountain regions, or tierrns friers, where the cli-

mate is comparatively cold. At La Paz, situated

at an altitude of nearly 12.500 feet, the tempera-
ture ranges from 44° to 73", with an average of

about 50°. The coldest months are June, July,

and August, wlien the temperature is marked by
extreme Huctuations. During December, Janu-
ary, and Febrvuiry, which constitute the wet sea-

.son, rains and hailstorms are frequent, and the

rivers are subject to overflow. In the east-

ern plains the wet season lasts from Novem-
ber to April, but rains occur also during other

parts of the 3ear. and inundations are frequent.

This portion of the coimtry is the most unhealth-
ful. owing to the exhalations from partly sub-

merged plains and the poor circulation of the

air. The most salubrious and temperate climate
prevails in the region of the iledio Yunga, which
embraces all the territory lying between 5000 and
9000 feet. For Europeans the climate is rather
trying. Dysentery is the usual affliction of

newcomers, and fevers and smallpox are not in-

frequent, even among the natives.

Flora. The flora of Bolivia is most luxuriant
in the region Ijclow 6500 feet, where the vegeta-

tion is essentially tropical, and where the eolTee,

cacao, pineapples, bananas, cotton, sugar-cane,

rice, cinnamon, and vanilla, besides numerous
medicinal plants, such as cinchona, sarsaparilla,

etc., are cultivated. The forests, which are

especially abundant in tliis region, are com-
posed largely of ebony, mahogany, rosewood,
cedar, wax, cork, rubber, and numerous species of

])alm. The temperate zone iiichules all the terri-

tory lying between 0500 and 12,000 feet, and em-
braces the southeastern and a portion of the west-

ern departments. Here are fouiul lemons, grapes,

tigs, peaches, .and other European and southern
fruits and vegetables, as well as the common cere-

als, wheat, corn, barley, etc. In the frigid zone,

cr Puna, which comprises, in the territory lying

above 12,000 feet, the mountains of the Andes
and tlie higli tableland around Lake Titieaca, the

Bolivian Highlands, trees are entirely wanting,
and the cereals are cultivated only in the more
favored regions. It afl'ords, however, extensive

grazing-lands, and is inhabited chiefly by Indians

engaged in pastoral pursuits.

Fauna. The fauna of Bolivia is also charac-

terized by great variety, but the difference be-

tween the zones is not so well marked as in

the case of the flora. The jaguar, puma, tapir,

armadillo, several varieties of monkeys, alligators,

and many other South American species are well

represented. In the higher regions are found
Ihe vicuiia, guanaco, and llama. Birds also are

numerous, and incltido a variety of parrots,

j)igeons, toucans, chatterers, and humming-birds,
a few of which fly to altitudes above 14,000 feet.

/Xgricultikk, Mi.nekal PROorcnoN, and Ix-

DisTRY. Agriculture, notwithstanding the fa-

vorable natural conditions, is utterly neglected.

The land, though held partly by whites, is eulti-
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vated chiefly by the Indians. The methods em«
ployed are extremely primitive, most of the work
being done by hand. The chief importance of

Bolivia lies in its vast mineral rcscnirccs. Tlie

]irofusion of gold decoration found in the royal
])alaces and temples of the Incas at the Spanish
Conquest, as well as the numerous instruments
belonging to the period i)receding that event
wiiich are fotnid in the mines worked at pres-

ent, indicate that the gold deposits of Bolivia
were exploited by the Incas. After the Span-
ish Conquest the natives discontinued the mining
of the metal, which was the chief cause of

their downfall, and the work was subsequently
taken up by the conquerors. The most important
centre of gold-mining was the Tipuani River, in

the Aiuh's not far from La Paz. After Bolivia

became independent gold-mining began to decline,

and at present very few mines are worked by
modern methods. Gold is supposed to exist in

all the mountain streams of the northwestern as

well as the southwestern parts of the country.

.\t present silver, in the amount produced, ranks
first among the minerals of Bolivia. This metal
is worked chiefly in the Province of Potosf,

though it is believed that deposits exist in many
other parts of the Bolivian .\nde3. The total

production of silver, as reported by the chief min-
ing companies, averages annually over 10,000.000

troy ounces. Tin is next in importance to silver.

The tin-mines are situated principally in the de-

liartments of Oruro, Potosf, La Paz, and Cocha-
bamba, at an altitude of 14.000 feet, the most
productive being in the departments of Oruro and
Potosi. The otitput of tin lias increased veiy rap-

idly, the methods employed being comparatively
modern, and amounts at present to about 40.000

tons yearly. Rich copper deposits are located in

the mountains near the Desaguadero River, in the

Jtepartment of La Paz. The average annual pro-

duction of copper aggi'egates about 2000 tons.

There are also deposits of bismuth, antimony, bo-

rax, salt, lead, zinc, etc. In Bolivia, as in other
South American countries, inadequate trans])orta-

tion facilities and the lack of modern machinery

—

obstacles removable only by the aid of foreign cap-

ital—ai-e fiietors which militate against the de-

velopment possible to the valuable mineral re-

sources. That the Government is fully conscious

of this fact is evidenced l\v its liberality in the

gi'anting of concessions and in the matter of ap-

]iropriations for the suiwe^-ing of new railroad

lines. Manufacturing industries are practically

of no importance.

CoMMEECE, Trax.sportation, ETC. Bolivia is

greatly hamj)ered in the development of commer-
cial interests by its inland situation. It exports
chiefly metals, rubber, wool, hides and skins, and
other raw products, the trade being carried on
principally through the Chilean ports of Anto-
fagasta, and Arica, the Peruvian port of Mol-
lendo, .and the river ports of Villa Bella

and Puerto Suarez, on the eastern frontier.

Rstimates for the commerce of Bulivi.a since

1805 place the average annual imports at
nearly l.'l,000,000 bolivianos (${1.000.000) . and
the exports at about 24,000.000 bolivianos ($11,-

000,000). The import trade is to a great ex-

tent controlled by Germany, which exports to

Bolivia woolens and silks, niacliinery, furni-

ture, and clothing. France controls the im-

ports of wine, owing to the treaty by which
French wines have been admitted free of duty-
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The trade with the United States, which shows
some increase of late, is confined mainly to im-

ports of cotton fabrics. The Icadinj; pusilion of

Germany in the commerce of Kulivia is attrib-

uted largely to the predominance of (icrman im-

migration and to the cheaper prices of German
goods.

The surface formation of the country is not
favorable to the development of a good system of

communication. Jlost of the roads in the moun-
tainous regions are intended only for pack-ani-

mals, by which the internal commerce is princi-

pally carried on. and wagon-roads are found only
in the vicinity of the capitals of the provinces

and other large cities. The principal roads of

the country in 11100 had a total length of nearly
950 miles. Of railways Bolivia has only one
narrow-gauge line from Oruro to the Cliilean

frontier (about 500 miles), with a small branch
line (25 miles) to the mines of Huanchaca.
Plans for new lines, however, are numerous, and
concessions have been granted for railways to

connect the city of La Paz with the Peruvian
frontier, Oruro with Coehabamba, and Santa
Cruz with Balila Negra, on the eastern frontier.

Bolivia is connected by telegraph-lines with Peru,
Chile, and Argentina, and by cable with the Unit-

ed States and Europe. There are about 2300 miles

of telegraph-lines.

Go\t;bn>iext, Finance, etc. The govern-

ment of Bolivia is a representative democracy,
in which the executive power is vested in a
President, elected directly for four years, who is

assisted by two Vice-Presidents, similarly elected,

and a responsible ilinistry of five members.
Neither the President nor the Vice-Presidents are
eligible for two successive terms. The legislative

authority is intrusted to a Congress consisting of

a Senate of 18 members, elected for six years,

and a Chamber of Deputies of G4 members, elect-

ed for four years. For administrative purposes
Bolivia is divided into eight departments, which
are subdivided into provinces and cantons. The
governors of the departments and the prefects

of provinces are appointed by the President, and
they, in turn, appoint the administrative ollicers

of the cantons. The two territories in the north-

western part of the counti'y have been adminis-
tered since 1900 by separate ofiieials called 'dele-

gados nacionales.' Municipalities in each de-

partment are subject to supervision by the
municipal council of the capital of the depart-
ment. The Supreme Court, which constitutes

the highest judicial authority of the republic,

consists of judges nominated by the Senate and
elected by the Chamber of Deputies. The re-

public has seven judicial districts, each contain-

ing a number of superior co\irts and inferior

tribunals. Since 1892 military service has been
compulsory for every able-bodied citizen between
the ages of 21 and 50 years. The total strength

of the Bolivian Army is over 80,000 men, of

whom only about 2000 belong to the standing
array, the remainder being composed of reserves

and territorial guards. The revenue is derived
chiefly from import and export duties, and in-

ternal revenue. The annual l)\idget balances at
nearly 10.000,000 bolivianos (.'i<4.500,000 ) . The
exteriial debt of t>,550.000 bolivianos (.'{!2.70O,-

000), dating fnmi tbe Cliilean War, has l>een

nearly paid. The internal debt amounted in

1900 to about $1,500,000.

Education. Theoretically, education is fre&
and obligatory; but the number of public schools
is very inadequate for the needs of the country.
There are six universities, eight colleges, five the-

ological seminaries, and a number of private high
schools. The primary schools, mostl.y maintained
by the municipalities, number some TOO, with a
total attendance of about 37,000. There are also
a number of missionary schools for the natives.

Population. No census has been tal<en in

Bolivia since 1854, when the jiopulation was
2,326,126, of whom the whites and mestizos num-
bered only 034,000. The population has prac-

tically remained stationary since then, now being
estimated at 2.500,000, including whites, mainly
of Spanish origin, mestizos, and Indians. The
last belong mostly to the Aymaril and Quichna.
tribes, which liave been partly converted to
Christianity and are engaged in agricultural pur-
suits. In the eastern portion of the country are
found a number of Indians of the Guarani tribe,

who are still uncivilized. The capital of Bolivia,

and largest city is La Paz.
History. The territory of Bolivia, which was

subdued by Hernando Pizarro in 1538, consti-

tuted, under the name of the Audiencia of Char-
cas, a part of the Viceroyalty of Peru till 1776,
when it was annexed to the Government of La
Plata. Within forty years after the Conquest,
Spanish settlements were formed at Cliuquisaca
(Sucre), Potosf, La Paz, and Coehabamba, and
luimerous silver-mines were opened, in which the
Indian population was compelled to labor. S»
thoroughly were the natives subjugated that no
important rising occurred till 1780. when Tupac
Amaru, a descendant of the ancient Incas, headed
a formidable insurrection, which for a time
threatened the destruction of the Spanish power
in the region. Tbe first revolutionary (uitbrc-ak

against tlie authority of Spain occurred at Chu-
quisaca (Sucre) in Jlay, 1809, and was followed
in Axigust by a rising of the inhabitants of La
Paz. in 1810 an army from Ruenos .\yres came
to the assistance of the patriots, but it was de-

feated at Huaqui by tJeneral (Joyoneche, who put
down the insurrection with great cruelty. For
fifteen years tbe country was devastated by a
sanguinary guerrilla warfare, with several pitched
battles, in which victory changed from side to
side. More than once fiesh Argentinian armies
invaded Upper Peru, but no definite result was
attained till 1824. when the Spanish army in Peru
was crushed by the Colombian force under Gen-
eral Sucre. On .\ugust 0, 1825, a Congress at
Cliuquisaca declared the independence of Upper
Peru, and five days later the Republic of Bolivia
was organized, embracing the provinces of Potosf,

La Paz, Coehabamba, and Santa Cruz. .V consti-

tution drafted by Bolivar, the Codigo Boliviano,
was adopted, and the Presiden<'y for life was
offered to General Sucre, who accejited the ofliee

for two years only. l''rom the beginning, almost,
of its national existence, Bolivia was plunged
into a state of chronic revolution and civil war,
from which it was relieved only at intervals by
the absolute rule of some military leader. Ac-
cess to the oflice of President was gained most
often through force of arms, and in tbe struggle
between factions the Constitution of the country
was repeatedly tampered with, suspended, or
totally disregarded. Of those Presidents who
succeeded in giving Bolivia breathing-space for

the development of its resources, mention may be
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made of Santa Cruz (1820-39). who in If^M)

usurped the cliief power in Peru and eonstitiitod

it, tofjether with Bolivia, a federal republie under
himself as protector; (iencrals lielzu and Cor-
dova, who were in power from 1S4S to ISfiT, and
Jost' Maria de Acha (1861-04), in whose time
treaties were eoneluded with the United States
and Belgium, and some attempts made to foster

the foreign trade of tlieeountry. Bvarrangements
made in ISfiti and 1874, the joint possession of

Chile and Bolivia had been established over the
rieli nitrate-fields of the desert coast of Ataeama :

but strife between the two could not be avoided,
and in 1876 Chile declared war against Bolivia
and it.s ally, Peru. The brunt of the fighting fell

on the latter power. Tlieleading ship of the Peiii-

vian fleet was captured, the land forces of the

allied republics w-ere overthrown, the Bolivian
port of AJitofagasta was seized, and by the treaty
of Xovember 'iH, 1884, Bolivia gave its assent to

the retentiira by Chile of its seaboard with the
rich mineral-fields—a loss which proved a serious
blow to the prosperity of the countrv. From 1884
to 1898 there was internal peace; but in the au-
tumn of 1898 a military revolution broke out,

which after a half-year's fighting resulted in the
overthrow of President Severo Fernando Alonzo
and the elevation of Jose Manuel Pando to the
Presidency.

BiBLioGR.vpiiY. Cisneros and Garcia, Geo-
grafica comercial de la America del Stid (Lima,
1898) : Ballivian and Zarco, Monografiax de la

hidustria Mineia (La Paz, 1895); Child. The
Slianish-America)! Itepiiblics (New York, 1804) ;

Ford, Tropical America (London, 1893) ; Mark-
ham, The War Between Peru and Chile (London,
1882) ; Wiener, Perou et Bolivie (Paris, 1880) ;

.4rc/iii;o Boliviano-Coleceion de documentoa rela-

tiros de la historia de Bolivia.

BOLKHOV, b61-K6f'. The capital of a dis-

trict in the Government of Orel, Russia, about
30 miles north of the city of Orel, and 200 miles
from iloscow. Bolkhov is situated on the steep
banks of the Xugra, which empties into the
Oka about 10 miles northeast of the town. Bol-

khov proper is on the left bank, and on the right

is the Zaretsky suburb. It is an active, thriving
town, trading to the amount of 1..500.000 rubles

($750,000) annually, in hemp, grain, tallow,

rapeseed oil, etc. It has several mills and fac-

tories; the annual produce of it^s tanneries is

estimated at 530.000 rubles (.$270,000). A pe-

culiar feature of the town is the location of its

harbor, which is 12 miles distant in the village

of Krutogorve, on the Oka River. Population,
in 1897, 20,700.

BOLOiAN, William ( ? -1770). An English-

American lawyer and writer, born in Kngland.
He emigrated to ilassachusetts about 1740. mar-
ried a daughter of Governor iShirlcy. and through
this connection obtained an a])pointment to the
position of Advocate-General. As the agent of

Massachusetts in England (1745-48), he secured
from the British (Government the repayment of

the money advanced by that colony to defray the
expenses of the Cape Breton E.\pedition. In 17(i9

he obtained and sent to Massachusetts a collec-

tion of letters written by Governor Bernard and
General Gage, strongly criticising and abus-
ing the colonists. On the approach of the Revo-
lutionary War, he strove to effect a conciliation

between the British Ministry and the American
Colonics. Among the numerous pamphlets writ-

ten by him are: The Ancient Right of the Eng-
lish yat ion to the American Finhery Examined
and Stated (1704); The Mutual interests of
Clreat Britain and the American Colonies Con-
xidered (1705) ; Freedom of Hpeech and Writing
Upon. Piihlic Affairs Considered (1700) ; A Free
Britain's Memorial in Defense of the Right of
Election (1709); and A Petition to the King,
u-ith Illustrations Intended to Promote the Har-
montj of Great Britain and Her Colonies (1774).
BOL'LANDISTS. An association or succes-

sion of .Tcsuits by whom the Acta l^anctorum
(q.v.) are collected and published. They derive
their name from their head, dean Bolland. who
was born at Tirlemont. Belgium. August 13,
1590, joined the Jesuits in 1012, and was called
to Antwerp in 1630 to edit and imblish the ma-
terials for the lives of the saints whicli had been
collected by the Jesuit Heribert Rosweyd. who
had died the year before. Bolland chose as his
collaborators Godfried Henschen and Daniel van
Papenbroeck. The days of the .saints, usually
their days of death, were arranged chronologi-
cally, and so the lives follow this order, and sev-
eral volumes are given to one month. The first
volume appeared in 1043. Bolland died in Ant-
werp, September 12. 1065. The work was car-
ried on by those associated with the original
company. Some of them are: C. Janning (died
1723), P. Bosch (died 1730), C. Suvsken (died
1771), L Hubens (died 1782), A. Berthod (died
1788). and J. Ghesqui&re (died 1802). In 1773
the Jesuit order was suspended, and in 1775 the
convent in which the Bollandists had lived was
turned into a military school. It seemed as if

their task must be abandoned; but in 1770 the
Empress Maria Theresa came to their assistance,
and secured for them the Caudenberg Monas-
tery, in Brussels, and also for each Bollandist
a modest pension. Her successor, the Emperor
Joseph II., ordered that they should produce
a volume yearly, and as it was impossible for
them to do so. expressed such great dissatisfac-
tion that in 1788 he forbade" them to bring
out another volume. In 1789 their library
and all their materials were sold to the Premoii-
stratensian Abbey of Tengerloo. not far from
Antwerp, for 25,000 francs, and there the work
was continued for a time. But in 1790, the
French having invaded the country, the abbey
was dissolved. The materials were not scattered,
however. In 1825 they were removed to Brus-
sels. In 1830 it was reported in Brussels that
the work was to be continued in Paris. This so
stirred the interest of the Belgians that the Gov-
ernment passed a yearly subsidy of 0000 francs
to insure the continuance of the work on Belgian
soil; a new company of Bollandists was formed,
and ever since the volumes have been coming
out.

In 1882 a supplement to the volumes already
published, and preparatory studies for those not
yet in press, began to ajipear under the title
Analceta Bollandiana. The principal collabora-
tors on this series are de Smedt, van Hooff,
and de Backer.

BOLLES, bolz, Albert S. (1846—). An
American lawyer, educator, and author. He was
born in .Montville. Conn. He studied law and was
admitted to the Connecticut bar. and m 1870 w.as
elected judge of the Probate Court. He after-
wards edited successively the Norwich Bulletin
and the Hankers' Bulletin, and for several vears
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was professor of mercantile law and banking in

the University of Pennsylvania. He was then,

for eight years, chief of tiie Pennsylvania Bureau

of huiusti-ial Statistics, anil subsequently l)ecauie

lecturer at tlie University of Pennsylvania and at

Havcrford College. Amoufj his publications are:

Financial History of the United States from 17~4

to nS!) (1879) ; Financial History of the United

States from 1789 to 1S60 ( 1883) ; Financial His-

tory of the United States from 1860 .to ISSii

(1886); Practical Banking (1884); Industrial

History of the United States (1878) ; The Con-

flict lietween Labor and Capital (1870); The

History of Fennsylvania (1890); and American
Fina,we (1901).

BOLLES, FiiAXK (lS5(i-94). An Anieric;ui

autlu)r. born iu Winchester, Mass. He receive<l

his law education in Washington, D. C, and at

Harvard; gave himself up to literary work, be-

came an editor of the Boston Advertiser, and
finally secretary to Harvard University, where

he labored successfully to aid poor students.

He was also conspicuous as a writer of nature

studies, somewliat in the manner of Thorean.

In prose he produced the following works: The

Land of the Linqering Snow (1891); At the

'North of Bear 'Camp ^Yatcr (189:^); From
Blomidon to Smoky (1894); and, in verse,

Choeonia Tenants (189S).

BOLLWORM bol'wflrm {holl, the round pod

or capsule of cotton + icorw). The widely de-

sti-uctive caterpillar of a nocturnal moth (Helio-

this armigera) . "Of popular names." says C. V.

Eiley, who studied and wrote extensively upon it,

"it lias one for almost every plant upon which it

feeds and for every country which it inliabits,

and as it is almost cosmopolitan and a very gen-

eral feeder, these names are many. Throughout
cotton-growing States it is very generally known
as the "bollworm' when it occurs upon cotton

;

when it occurs upon corn it is called the 'corn-

-worm' or 'earworm.' ... In many Southern

States it is known in the early part of tlie sea-

son as the 'cornbud-w'orm.' \\Tien found upon
tomatoes it is the 'tomato-worm.' " It attacks

a great variety of vegetables and tlowers (gladio-

lus, etc.), and' in Europe feeds upon maize, hemp,

tobacco, lucerne, etc. It usually produces two to

five broods iu a season, and ranks among the

most destructive and dillicult to combat of all

injurious insects. The moth has an expanse of

about 1% inches; the general color of the upper

surface varies from light greenish-gray to a rich

yellow-gray, almost tawny, and tlie markings

vary muoJi in intensity and size. The moths fly

in tlie evening dusk, seeking the flowers of some

suitable plant of the season, and dei)ositing their

eggs u]ion the surface of. or more often near to,

the llower-bud. When Indian corn is about to

flower this plant seems preferred to anything

else (save perhaps cotton) then available; and

tomatoes with corn near them will be saved to a

great extent by this preference. The egg hatches

soon, and the young caterpillar begins to feed

and to make its way steadily tow;ird flower-bud

or boll, searching patiently for it until foinid.

when it begins at once to feed there, destroying

the essential parts of the inifolded flower of corn

or other plant, or ruining the cotton-lxdl, whether

more or less advanced. ".'Vs the bollworms in-

crease in size, a most wonderful diversity of color

and marking becomes aiiparent. In color, differ-

ent individuals will vary from a brilliant green to

a deep pink or a dark bro^vn, exhibiting almost
every conceivable intermediate st.ige. and from an
immaculate, unstriped specimen to one with regu-
lar spots and many stripes." In addition to their
feeding upon this vegetable matter, these cater-
pillars are carnivorous, .seizing and devouring
each other whenever opportunity offers, and in-

variably doing so when shut uj) together in a
breeding-cage or traveling-cage, until only one
remains. At the end of about three weeks the
worms drop to the ground, wcjrk their wa3' sev-

eral inches into the soil, and. spinning a mantle
of silk about them, become reddish-brown jiol-

ished pnpa>. In the warmer parts of the United
States no less than five broods appear. It is

tlie third or July brood which does most harm
to the corn, and the fourth (August) brood that
furnishes the bollworm i)roper and the greatest
destruction to cotton, while 'budworms' are those
of the spring hatching. The fifth brood winters
as chrysalis and maintains the race.

Bibliography. C. V. Riley, Third Report In-
sects of Missouri; Annual Reports United Slates
Department Agriculture (Washington, 1881);
Fourth I'cport United States Entomological Com-
mission (Washington, 1885) ; Lintner, First Fr-

f.ort Insects of New York (Albany, 188.3) ;

Malley, Bulletin No. 2.}, United States Depart-
ment [iiii< iilture (Washington, 1891).

BOLOGNA, bo-lo'nya (anciently, Lat. Bono-
nia). A city of Italy, in Romagna, capital of

the Province of Bologna, situated in a fertile

])lain at the foot of the Apennines, where the
ancient Via -Emilia intersected the Reno (Map:
Italy. F 3). Industrially Bologna is of great
im])ortanee. The products for which the city is

especially famous are niiicaroni. Bologna sau-
sages, liquors, and canned fruit. There are also
large manufactures of silk, linen, glass, leather,

and machinery. The commerce is considerable,

and is greatly facilitated by excellent railway
connections. Bologna is the seat of a court of
appeals and of an archbishop. It has a large
garrison. The population of the city, including
the suburbs, was 123,274 in 1881 and 152,00!) in

1901.

The city was called in the early Middle Ages
La Dotta, 'the Learned,' on account of its great
university; or La Lit)e,ra, from its democratic
constitution; and later La flrassa, for the fertil-

it_y of its soil and its wealth.

Abciiitecti KAi, FEATURES. The town has not
Ijeen generally rebuilt, and its narrow, irregular
streets, numerous towers, and old palaces give it

a media-val aspect. In both the new and old
ipiarters the facades of most of the houses over-
bang the second story, being supixirted on vault-

ed arcades. These arcades extend for miles in

every direction. f(U-ming open galleries, protected
from the we;itlier, where all the sho))s are sit-

uated—an arrangement which never has been so
thoroughly carried out in any other city. Many
of these arcades date from the Thirteenth to the
Sixteenth Century, when the city was most
flourishing, and illustrate both (iothic and
Renai.ssanee civil architecture in brick and terra-

cotta. The finest are the ])ortico of the Banchi
(Sixteenth Century), imder buildings by \'i-

gnola, and the portico of the Servi, built in 1312
by Manfredi. The later colossal portico of tlie

Scalzi is 1700 feet long, with 107 arches. The
longest of all the arcades are tIio,se leading from
the city to the pilgrimage Cliurch of the Ma-
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donnii (li San Liua (lOTfi-lTSO), with 035
arelies; tlie distame is aliimt a mile and a half.

The city is also remarkable for its churches, of
•which there are about 130. datin'; in unbroken
succession from the Kleventh Century to the ])res-

ent. The earliest are the jfroup of seven churches
called San Stefano. unique in Italy, and datinj;
from the Eleventh and the Twelfth centuries, and
examples of simple I.ond)ard brick architecture.
This {,'roup includes a small basilica of Saints
I'ietro and Paolo, with early groin vaulting,
originally the cathedral : the circular, vaulted
Church (if San Sepolcro. built in imitation of the
Holy Sepulchre (Twelfth Century) ; a well-pre-

served cloister, remarkable for its second-story
arcades, usually destroyed in m€>di;eval cloisters;

an interesting subterranean chuich. and several
other small churches and eha|>els. with monastic
buildings, the whole lieing connected by numerous
passages. Remains of contemporary fortified feu-
dal palaces are numerous, the most imposing
being the leaning tower of the Asinelli familv,
built in 1109, and 320 feet high, and that of tlie

Garisendi family, of 1110, 1G3 feet high. The
latter is 10 feet out of the perpendicular and is

mentioned by Dante {Infcnio, xxxi. 136), who
compared it to the giant Antieus. Bologna had
180 such towers in the Jliddle Ages.
There are also many quaint houses of the Thir-

teenth Century, combining wood and brick, and
from this period date the two great palaces of
the ancient republic, the Palazzo del Podestfl,
famous as the place where King Enzio, son of
Emperor Frederick II., was imprisoned, and the
Palazzo Pubblico, for the general popular assem-
blies : as well as such large private houses as
the Palazzo Pepoli. with its great court; ^he
Palazzo JIalvasia, and the Loggia dei Mercanti,
all of Gothic architecture. Bologna was then
one of the foremost of the free communes. It
was at the same time one of the important cen-
tres of the great religious revival emjihasized
by the two mendicant and preaching Orders of
Saint Francis and Saint Dominic. The churches
of San Domenico and San Francesco were among
the first erected by these Orders i c. 1220-30) . and
among the earliest examples of Gothic architec-
ture in Italy—earlier than their rivals in Ven-
ice and Florence. Other Gothic churches are the
Madonna dei Servi. and, above all, the colossal
church of the national patron, San Petronio,
designed in 1390 to be the largest cathedral in
Italy. It was never completed as planned, only
the nave and aisles being built (337 X 171 feet),
without the transept with its central dome, or
the apse, which would have made a structure
surpassing the Cathedral of Florence in size.

The proportions of the details are on so large a
scale, with only twelve piers to support the
arches and vaulting, that the real size is not
apparent. The Gothic tracery of the large win-
dows is the finest in Italy, and the sculptures on
the facade doorways, by Jacopo della Querela, are
among the most interesting works of the earliest

Renaissance. The finest work of Gothic sculp-
ture in the city is the shrine of San Domenico
(12C7), by Giovanni Agnelli, from the designs
of Xiceola Pisano. The churches are full of

interesting Gothic sepulchral monuments of the
old university professors, with reliefs represent-
ing them teaching their classes, while other
monuments stand in the streets under stone
canopies, and represent men of political note, in

the same style as that which prevailed in Padua,
\'erona, etc.

It is probable that most of the best mediaeval
works of art in Bologna were by artists from
other cities; for Bologna was not creative artis-

tically until the late Renaissance, but was given
over to the pursuit of wealth. It was original,
however, in its arcades and in its use of terra-
cotta decorations of brick constructions. It
was late in adopting the Renaissance, and then
(c.1500) it used terra-eotta work most ef-

fectively in the new stjde. It is one of the most
remarkable cities in Italj- for its fine Renaissance
palaces. Such arc the Palazzi Fava, Bolognini,
JIalvczzi, Bevilacqua. and Bentivoglio, and the
later part of the Palazzo del PodeslA. llore
classic and later Renaissance buildings are the
JIalvezzi Jledici Palace, and the old University
(now library), by Terribiglia. San Giacomo
Alaggiore and San Jlichele in Bosco are exam-
ples of the Renaissance, and San Pietro of the
Baroceo style of church. In civil Barocco archi-
tecture, Tibaldi distinguished himself in the ila-
gnani Palace and the present University building
(1577).
History. According to legend, Bologna was

founded about the Eighth Century B.C. by a col-

ony of Etruscans. It was then called Felsina.
Several necropoli.ses, especially that called Villa-
nova, have yielded testimony to this early occu-
pation. Jlany of the objects found in the' tombs
are of archfeologieal interest. They are exhibited
at the iluseo Civico. Felsina was long the most
important Etruscan city north of the Apennines,
and the earliest stage of Italian culture is called
the Villanova Age. It was conquered by the Gallic
tribe of the Boii'and called by them Bononia. the
name it has since retained. Having espou.sed the
cause of Hannibal, it was conquered by the Ro-
mans, who made it a colony in B.C. 189. It re-

mained a city of great importance under the
Empire. After the fall of the Western Empire,
Bologna was anne.ved. with its territory, to the
E.xarchate of Ravenna. It passed to the Lom-
bards on the fall of the Byzantine Exarchate, but
was soon made a free city by Charlemagne. The
Imperial charter of 1112 recognized its right to
elect its own magistrates, and from that time the
city became noted for its strongly organized
guilds and its thorough democratic spirit, which
went so far as to exclude the nobility from office,

as in Tnscany. Bologna acquired world-wide
fame during the Middle Ages through its uni-
versity, one of the oldest in the world. Under
Imperial protection it became the greatest cen-
tre of learning in Italy, and the expounder of
Roman law. It reestablished the text of the Cor-
pus Juris Cirilis. During the Twelfth and Tliir-

tecnth centuries, when it was especially flourish-

ing, there were in attendance ordinarily anrwhere
from 3000 to 10,000 students from all parts of
Europe. The faculties of medicine and theology
were added later to that of law. There have been
a numl)er of women among its professors. Of
the earliest the most famous was Novella d'An-
drea. in the Fourteenth Century, and of the lat-

est. Clotilda Tambroni. It was the pioneer in the
study of anatomy (Fourteenth Century), and
(ialvani here discovered galvanism. The cele-

brated linguist Jlezzofanti also taught here, and
such men as Aldrovandi, Marsili, Lanza, Alessan-
drini, Basse. Its library now contains over 2.50,-

000 volumes and many important manuscripts.
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There are at present about 1500 students. The
Aroh:T>ological Museum is one of the most impor-
tant in the country. It is ridi in treasures from
the Ktruscan Period, and in medals, illumina-

tions, and sculptures of the Renaissance. The
Academy of Fine Arts contains Raphael's famous
"Saint Cecilia"; otherwise it is chiefly remark-
able as illustrating the local Bolognese School,

not only the earlier men,Jike Francia, but espe-

cially the school of the Carracei (q.v.). Bologna
possesses also one masterpiece of Barocco sculp-

ture in the colossal statue of Neptune by Gio-
vanni Bologna on the Giant's Fountain. Earlier
sculptures of considerable merit are scattered
through the churches.
The political history of Bologna after the

adoption, in the Twelfth Century, of its demo-
cratic communal institutions shows at first a
predominance of the Imperial or Ghibelline
Party: but after a long and sanguinary contest
between democratic Guelfs and aristocratic Ghib-
ellines the former triumphed. The city then fell

into the arms of the Papacy. Direct Papal rule
was imposed by Cardinal Albornoz and Julius
II.. resulting in the loss of the city's liberties and
the decline of its prosperity (150G). Here Leo
X. and Francis I. met in 1.51.5: here Charles V.
was crowned in 1.530 by Clement VII. Bologna
remained a part of the Papal territory imtil 179(),

when it was taken by the French troops under
Augereau and made by Xapoleon the capital of

the Cispadane Republic. It reverted to the Papal
States in 1815. but became a hotbed of revolu-
tionary and national movements, such as those
of 1831 and 184!). In the latter year it was
taken by the Austrians. who held it until the
war of 1859, when the defeat of that power by
France and Sardinia made an Italian kingdom
possible. The Bolognese. by an overwhelmingvote
(18G0), decided for annexation to the dominions
of Victor Ennnanuel.

Consult: Muzzi, Compendia della storia di
Bologna (Bologna, 1875): Ricci, Guida di Bo-
logna (Bologna. 1882) : Burton, Elnixcan Bo-
logna (London, IS7(i) : Taine, Ifah/ (New York,
1877) ; Hare, Cities of Italy (London, 1884) ;

Tuekerman, Italian Sketches (New York, 1891).

BOLOGNA, GlovAXNl
(
properly .Tean Bou-

LOG.NE) ( 1524 or 1530-1008). A sculptor of the
Italian Renaissance, but of Flemish origin. He
was born at Douai ; after studying at Antwerp,
went to Rome, where he came under the inlhience

of Michelangelo; and finally settled in Florence.
His work is for the most part classic in subject,

boldly e.\ecuted, with great technical knowledge
and fine poetic feeling. He excelled especially

in bronzes. His chef d'tcuvre is usually esteemed
to be the "Rape of the .Sabines" in the Loggia
de' Lanzi, Florence, where is also his "Hercules
and Xessus." His "Flying Mercury" ( Museo
Xazionale), delicately ])oised and graceful, is

known to all by numerous reproductions. Other
principal works are the Fountain of Xeptune
in Bologna, a bronze Venus in Petraca, and the
statue of Duke Ferdinand in Florence, which
inspired Browning's "The Statue and the Bust."
Consult: A. Desjardins, La vie et I'oeuvre de
Jean Boulogne (Paris, 1884).

BOLOGNA, U.MVERSITV of. One of the old-
est and most famous universities in the world,
though Paris, if not ohler, rivals it in anti(piity.

and Salerno had a school of medicine at a very

early date. The origin of all these foundations
Is obscure. A school of law existed in Bologna
in the Eleventh Centtiry, and out of this the uni-
\ersity grew, although the faculties of medicine
and of the liberal arts did not come into promi-
nence before the Fourteenth Century. Irnerius,

the famous teacher of the Civil Law, brought
great renown to Bologna in the early half of the
Twelfth Century. This renown was augmented
by the subsequent publication of the great Decrc-
tum or Digest of the Canon Law. compiled by
Gratian, one of the doctors of the university.
For the iirst time the Church now had its

body of laws comparable with those of the
State, and the Corpus Juris Cononici took its

place by the side of the Corpus Juris Ciiilis,

and both these epoch-making works are among
the glories of the University of Bologna. Fa-
vored in its earlier years by the Emperors for its

knowledge of the Civil Law, which was of great
value to the Empire, it was favored by the Popes,
in later times, for the ser\'ice rendered to the
Papacy by the Digest of the Canon Law. In
ISdO Innocent VI. established here a school
of theologj'. The University profited not less

by private than by public benefactions, and
rose to remarkable prosperity in the later Middle
Ages. The number of students is said to have
been about 10.000. Its organization was prob-
ably a guild of students or scholars as opposed
to the other medi.neval form, a guild of masters,
such as prevailed in Paris. As early as 1158
these received a charter of privileges from Fred-
erick I. known as the Authentica Hahita, The
students were divided according to nationalities,

and these were again subdivided. At first, as
elsewhere, four nations seem to have existed

:

bur later, after much subdivision, two great
organizations emerge—the Citramontani or Ital-

ians and the Ultramontani or foreigners—each
with its own ollicers and administration. One
of the notable features of the later history of
Bologna was its admission of women as both
students and instructors, among the latter being
Xovella d'Andrea, Laura Bassi, Mmc. Mazzo-
lini, and Clotilda Tambroni. The study of anat-
omy has been here promoted by many illustrious
teachers—Vesalius among the number; and it

was here that l.uigi Galvani made the famous
diseo\erv which perpetuates his name. At pres-
ent Bologna has about 1500 students, and com-
prises faculties of I'hilosuphy and Letters, Math-
ematics and Science, .Iuris])rudence. Jlcdicine and
Surgery, Pharmacy, \'eterinary Surgery, an En-
gineering School, a School 'of Drawing and
.\rehitecture, a School of Politics, and one of
Criminal Law. The library (of which Cardinal
Mezzofanti, the ce!el)rated linguist, was once li-

brarian), founded in lODS. contains 255,000 vol-

umes. 4S.000 pamplilets, 5000 MSS. and 880
incunabula. The University celebrated its eighth
centenary in .Tunc, 1888. See Gbatiax; Canon
Law; civil Law, etc.

BOLOGNA VI'AL, or FLASK (first made
in Bologna). .-\ sliort. thick, narrow glass ves-

sel, closed at one end. and open at the other,
which the glass-blower prepares from each pot
of the melted mixture before employing it in

the fashioning of tumblers, glasses, bottles, etc.

(See Glass.) It serves the purpose of enabling
the glass manufacturer to judge of the color
and other conditions of the fused glass or
metal: and as the jar is not subjected to anneal-
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ing, it is very friable, and a small angular
fragment of any mineral allowed to drop into

it at onee causes it to fly in pieces. It will

he noticed, however, that a Bologna flask will
bear a very heavy blow on the outside without
being fractured.

BOLOGNA STONE. A radiated or globular
".iriety of the mineral barite. It was originally
obtained from a bed of clay in Mount Paterno,
near Bologna, Italy, and attracted considerable
attention because of the phosphorescence which
it exhibited when thrown into a fire in the
presence of charcoal. The mineral, when heated
with powdered charcoal, is partially reduced
to barium sulphide, which, if sealed up in glass
tubes after exposure to the sun's rays, will
phosphoresce in the dark with a brilliant orange-
colored light. This has been long known as
Bologna phosphorus, and has been used as a
luminous paint for coating clock-faces, match-
boxes, etc.

BOLOGNESE, Jr., il bo'lS-nya'zfi. See Gri-
MALIH. (t, F.

BOLOGNESE (h.Vlr.'nvez' or bo'16-nez)
SCHOOL OF PAINTING." A school of the lat-

ter Fifteenth and Sixteenth centuries, which
originated in and remained intimately connected
with the Ferrarese School (q-v.). The school
usually meant by this name, howevei is the so-

called Eclectic School, founded by tb3 Carraeci
(q.v.) at Bologna about 1580. Like the contem-
porary Naturalist School, it was a reaction
against the Mannerist School of the Six-
teenth Century, which imitated, in a mean-
ingless manner, the forms of Michelangelo and
Raphael. The Eclectic School of Bologna was
the mother of modern schools of design. Its

])rogramnie was to unite the best points of the
principal schools of the Italian Renaissance:
Michelangelo's form, Titian's color, Correggio's
light and shade, and Raphael's symmetry and
grace. The result of such training was great
technical skill, but a lack of originality. The
school also placed weight upon the study of na-
ture, especially from the nude, but not to the
same extent as the Naturalists, by whom it was
much influenced. Its most important repre-
sentatives will be found treated under the titles

Cakbacci; Reni, Guido; Domenichino ; Albani,
Francesco; Guebcixo, Giovanni F. B.

BlDLioGBAPUY. The best modern treatise on
the Bolognese School is "Die Malerschule von Bo-
logna," in Dohme, Kunst und Kiinstler Italiens,

Vol. III. (Leipzig, 1879). See also Bolognini-
Amorini, Vite dei pittori ed artefici liolognesi
(Bolngna, 1843). Contemporaneous accounts
are those of Malvasia, Felsina pittrice (Bologna,
1678; new ed. 1841): Baglione, Le rite dei
piftori dal poniificaio del Oregorio XIII. (Rome,
ir,40l.

BOLOM'ETER (Gk. jSoX^, hole, a throw, sun-
beam -f- lUrpov, metron, measure). An instru-

ment invented by Prof. S. P. Langley for the
detection of minute changes in temperature,
particularly those due to the absorption of ra-

diant energy, and for a comparison of quanti-
ties of energy absorbed. It consists essentially
of a balanced Wheatstone's bridge (q.v.),

through which a feeble current is passing; one
'arm' of this bridge is composed of three strips
of platinum blackened and exposed to the radia-
t ion, e.g. from the sun : the temperature of

this arm rises, its electrical resistance increas-

ing; the balance of the bridge is thus destroyed,
and there is a sudden deflection of the galvanom-
eter-needle, varying with the amount of energy
absorbed by the arm of the bridge. This in-

strument was used originally by Langlej- in his
investigation on the radiation from the sun; and
within recent years, particularly in Langley's
Astrophysieal Ob.servatory at the Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, the bolometer has prov-
ed to be one of the most useful and reliable
instruments for the study of radiation. The
instrument is described in Vol. XVI. of the
Proceedings of the American Academi/ of Arts
and Sciences, p. 342 (Boston, 18S1), and in the
Annals of the Astrophysieal Ohsenatory of the
Smithsonian Institution, Vol. I. (Washington,
1000).

BOLONDRON, l)i*)-lon'dr.-Jn. A town of Cuba,
in tlie Province of Matanzas, about 35 miles
southeast of Matanzas by rail (Map: Cuba, D
4). Population, in 1899,' 9200.

BOLOR-TAGH, bS-lOr' t.ig' (Turk, bolur,
snow cloud + iltigh, tat/h. mountain; cf. Ben-
der is). A name formerly given to a mountain
range supposed to extend in a north and south
direction along the eastern edge of the Pamir
plateau connecting the Himalaya, Karakorum,
Kuen-ben, and Tian-Shan ranges. The Kizil-
Yart Range, attaining in the peak of Mustagh-
ata an elevation of nearly 26,000 feet, may per-
haps be taken to represent the Bolor-Tagh.

BOLSENA, bol-sa'na (anciently, Volsinii).
An Italian town in the Province of Rome, sit-

uated on the north shore of the Lake of Bolsena
{Laciis Volsiniensis) , about 20 miles north-north-
west of Viterbo. It was one of the twelve great
cities of the Etruscans, but is now a town of
little importance. The miraculous bleeding of
the Host in the hands of a doubting priest at
Bolsena caused the institution of the festival
of the Corpus Domini, celebrated the Thursday
following the first Sunday after Pentecost. The
incident has been treated by Raphael. Half
a mile from Bolsena are a few traces of the
Etruscan city, and many fragments of the Roman
one remain. The Lake of Bolsena is a fine ex-
panse of water, about 10 miles long and 8
broad, and is supposed to be the crater of an
extinct volcano. The Marta River carries its
waters into the Mediterranean. It has two is-

lands, Bisentina and Martana, w-hich were fa-
vorite retreats of Pope Leo X. Martana is

famous as the scene of the exile and murder of
the Gothic Queen, Amalasuntha, by her husband,
Theodaha<I.

BOLSTER (akin to Engl, bole, stem, bowl,
liollow vessel ) . A piece of soft wood covered
with canvas, placed on the trestletree of vessels
for the eyes of the topnuist rigging to rest upon,
and thus prevent the injury to them which would
result from being bent downward at a sharp
angle. Pieces used for similar purjmses else-
where are also called bolsters; and the name
is applied to cushions of tarred canvas and
rope which are used to prevent the stays from
being chafed when the ship pitches.

BOLSWARD, bfll'sviirt (anciently, Lat. Bol-
veriUi) . An old town in the Netherlands, Prov-
ince of Friesland. 20 miles southwest of I^eeu-
warden (Map: Netherlands, D 1 ). It is surround-
ed by a navigable canal. The Church of Saint Mar-
tin, in the Gothic style, is the largest and hand-
somest in Friesland. Bolsward's trade is con-
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siderable, and its principal nianufactmes are

bricks and pottery. Tiie town was a member of

the Hanseatic League in the Middle Ages. Popu-
lation. G500.

BOLSWERT, SciiELTE \an (1580-10.59). A
Dutch i'iii;ia\fr. born in Bolsward. He engraved
chiellj' after Eubens, who, it is said, by retouch-

ing his plates with the pencil, instructed him in

the stihtlcr matters of technique. His principal

works include: "The Conversion of the Apostle
Paul," "The Marvelous Drauglit of Fishes,"

"Landscape with Peasants," "The Vicinity of

Mecheln," "The I'csurrection." after Eubens,
"The Crowning with Tliorns," "The Elevation of

the Cross," after Van Dyek.

BOLT. A specially constructed metallic pin

for fastening together temporarily or i)erma-

nently parts of structures or machines. Bolts

for doors, windows, chests, drawers, etc., are em-
ploj'ed to fasten temporarily tlie objects to which
they are applied, and are thrown into and out of

use by keys or by means of the hand. Bolts for

permanent fastenings are of various kinds, and
are given various names, according to tlicir form
or the use to wliicli the\ arc i)ut ; thus we liave

round, square, hook, and eye bolts as examples

of bolts named according to tlieir form, and we
have foundation, rail, tire, shackle, and other

bolts named from the use to which they are put.

The most common form of bolt is that liaving a

head at one end and a screw-thread at tlie other.

The tlireaded end is sometimes screwed into the

last of two or more parts, but more generally

it projects through, and a suital)ly fitting nut is

screwed on to the projecting end. Tliis form of

bolt is made by passing heated rods of iron into

a macliine which atitomatieally cuts off th"!

proper length for a single bolt, and forges a head

on one end by pressure : and tlie blanks thus

formed are then threaded in other machines,

the lieated rods are fed continuously, and the

bolts are forged and threaded with astonishing

rapidity. Bolts of complicatc^d shape and bolts

of larger size for s])ecial jjurposes are forged by

ordinary blacksmith-work.
Jlctai l)olts used on board ship are called

through bolts if they extend completely through

a part of the structvire, and blunt bolts if only

extending part way through. Bolts having a

hole in the projecting end are called ei/c-boUs;

rinn-bolts iiave a ring through the eye. U-uis

bolts consist of an eye with a tapered hig on one

side which fits in a socket in tlie <leek, where it

is firmly held by a wedge or key inserted be-

hind it
;'

these l)o']ts are used in tlu^ decks where

an eye-bolt is needed, but where it is undesirable

to liave any projection extending permanently
above tlie surface.

BOLT COURT. One of the odd retreats in

London, just beyond Saint Bride's Church, off

Fleet Street. Its association witli Dr. .Tohnson,

who lived tliere for several years, and witli Cob-

bett, gives it additional interest.

BOLTI, bol'ti, or But.tee (Ar. boltuiy).

A cliiclilid fish of the Nile {Tilapia nilotica)

,

estcenicd as food.

BOLTING-CLOTH (ME. bulten, OF. huUer,

huleter, Fr. blulir, from LowL. bulrtare, to sift,

from LowL. buna, a coarse doth; cf. It. burntto,

Bieve). A fine fabric, usually made of unsized

silk, anil employed in separating the products of

flour-mills. See (iAlZE; also Flx>UB.

BOLTON, bfd'ton. or BOLTON-LE-MOORS
(from the moorlands where it is situated). An
important manufacturing town in Lancashire,
England, on the C'roal, 10 miles northwest of
Manchester (Maj): England, D 3). It is one of
the principal seats of the cotton manufacture in
England, its spinning-factories alone einploying
over 20,000 workmen. In addition there are
large foundries and iron-works, dye-works, paper-
mills, soap-factories, and silk-weaving estab-
lishments and coal-mines in the vicinity. The
municipal enterprise of the town in no way lags
behind its industrial activity. Its water-works
were municipalized as early as 1847; it owns and
operates the gas-works, an electric plant, the
electric street railways, and maintains ice-

houses, markets, and slaughter-houses, all of
which yield a substantial income after covering
all expenses of maintenance, interest, and
amortization, and saving immense sums of money
to the citizens and the city treasury in lower
charges. Even the sewage is utilized in connec-
tion with a sewage-farm maintained by the city
for that purpose. The public baths, numerous
recreation - grounds and parks, a higher - grade
board school, technical and art schools, five pub-
lie libraries, and two museums are the results of
the city's ell'orts on behalf of its people. The
city returns two members to Parliament. Popu-
lation, in 1891, 140,487 ; in 1901, 168.205.

The history of Bolton since \'ery early times is

almost entirely industrial. Flemish immigrants
in 1337 laid the foundations of the woolen manu-
factures, and this was further stimulated by
the arrival of French Htiguenots toward the end
of the Seventeenth Century. The inventions of

Arkwright and Crompton, who were natives of

Bolton, naturally revolutionized industry there,

though tlie new machines were met at first with
great disfavor. During the Civil War the town
was stormed by the Earl of Derby and Prince
Rupert (1044).

BOLTON, IIexbyCakkington ( 1843-1903) . An
American chemist, born in New York City. He
graduated at Columbia University in 18G2. stud-

ied at Giittingcn, and in 1872-77 was an assistant

at the Columbia School of ilines. In 1877 he
was appointed professor of chemistry and natu-
ral science at Trinity College. He was elected

in 1900 president of the Chemical Society of

Washingtim, D. C. His more important investi-

gations liave been made in connection with the
action of organic acids on minerals. His publi-

cations include: The Student's Guide in Qnan-
titalive Analysis (1885); The Scientific Cor-
respondence of Joseph Priestleij (1892) ; A Select

Bibliof/raphy of Chemistry, ' lli92-1892 (1893;
with supplements. 1899, 1900) ; .1 Catalogue of
Hcienli/ic and Technical Periodicals (1897) ; and
7'hc Evoluiion of the Thermometer, l.')!).il7Ji3

(1900). Dr. Bolton has also pursued investiga-

tions in comparative folk-lore, on which topic

he has published a number of monographs.

BOLTON, S.Mi.Mi K.^•0WI.ES (1841— ). An
American author, born in Farniiugtcm, Conn.
Slie was at various times associate editor of the

Conf/renationalisl, assistant corresponding .secre-

tary of the National Women's Christian Tem-
perance Tnion. ;ind vice-president of (he .\nieri-

can Humane ICilucation Society. Her pulilications

include: Orlcan Lamar and Other Poems ( 1803) ;

The Present Problem (1874); Ilow Success is
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Won (18S4) ; Poor Boys Who Became Famous
(1885) ; Social iitudics in England (1880) ; fa-

mous American Statesmen (1888) ; Famous Eng-
lish Statesmen (1891) ; Famous (livers and Their

Gifts (1896) ; and Our Devoted Friend, the Dog
(I'.ion.

BOLTRAFFIO, bol-trUf'fyi, Giovanni An-
tonio. Sw Uelthaffio.

BOLT-ROPE. The rope sewed on the edges

of sails to stren-rthen them and prevent them
from tearing. When on the perpendicuhir edge
ot" a sail, it is called the k'ech-rojjing : along the

bottom of a sail, the foot-rojiing ; along the top,

the heud-roping. Some sails, owing to their

shape, have no head-roping. All cordage em-
ployed in furling, loosing, or setting a sail, it

attached to it at all, is, except the bunt whip,
fastened to the bolt-rope.

BOLTZMANN. holts'man, Ludwig (1844—).
An Aui-trian |ili\sicist. born in Vienna. He stud-

ied in \'icnua. Heidelberg, and Berlin ; was ap-

pointed professor of physieo-mathematies at the

University of Gratz in 1809, and in 1873 pro-

fessor of mathematics in Vienna. From 1870 to

1890 he held the chair of experimental physics

in Gratz, from 1S90 to 1895 that of theoretical

physics in ^Munich, and from 1895 to 1900 that

of theoretical physics in Vienna. In 1900 he was
apijointed professor of physics at the University

of Leipzig, and in 1902 was recalled to Vienna.
He has made valuable researches in connection

with thenno-dynaniies, the kinetic theorj' of

gases, and other physical problems, and has pub-

lished Vorlesungen ilber Maxwell's Theorie der

Elektrizitat und des Lichts (1891-93); FoWe-
avngen iiber kineiische Gaslheorie (1896); and
Vorlesungen iiher die Prinzipe der Mechatiik

(1897 et seq.).

BOTjUS, De. a character in a humorous
poem of the same name, by the younger Colman.
It appeared in a volume entitled Broad Grins.

His versified prescriptions, such as "When taken,

to be well shaken," were sometimes disastrously

misapplied.

BOLYAI, bol'yo-e, Fakkas (German, Wou-
GA>:(i) 11775-1850). A Hungarian mathemati-
cian. He was born in Bolya, spent his early

years of study in Enged, Klausenburg, and Jena,

and later studied three years (1790-99) in Gijt-

tingen. Here he formed an enduring friendship

with Gauss, who was attracted to him by his pro-

found thinking and excellent character. In 1804

he was made professor of mathematics in the

Reformed College of Maros-Vfisarhely, where he

remained forty-seven years. In common with his

friend Gauss, with Sacehrei, Lanil)ert, and nu-

merous other mathematicians, Bolyai made many
efVorts to prove Euclid's postulate of parallelism.

But it was reserved for his son, JSnos ( John) , to

declare the science absolute of space, which as-

signs Euclidean geometry to a particular kind of

space. The chief work of the older Bolyai. known
as the Tentamen, contains an appendix of twenty-

six pages to Volume I., entitled Scientiam Spatii

Absolute Veram Exhibens. This little mono-
graph, now so famous, is the work of JAnos.

Boi.YAl, J.\NOS (1802-60), was born in Klau-
senburg. He was a spirited boy; and, partaking
of his father's mathematical genius, his progress

%¥as marvelous. He finished the Latin school

at the age of twelve, passed the philosophic cur-

riculum in two years, and entered the Academy

of Engineers in Vienna. In 1823 he was ap-

pointed lieutenant at Temesvflr, from which
place, November 3, 1823, he wrote to his father

in jiositive terms of his conception of parallels:

"From nothing 1 have created another wholly

new world." This conception, as forumlated by
him, became the appendix of the Tentamen. His
later works, mostly unfinished, as the Principia

Doctrinw Xovcc Quuntitalum, add little to his

fame. Consult: Baltzer, Elemente der Mathe-
matik (Dresden, 1866) ; Schmidt, in Abhand-
lungen zur Geschichte der Mathematik, Vol.

VIII. (Leipzig, 1895) ; Halsted, Bolyai—Xon-

Euclidean Geometry (Austin, 1890).

BOLZANO, b&l-tsa'no, Beexhakd (1781-

1848). A German theologian, philosopher, and
mathematician. He was born in Prague, was or-

dained priest in 1805, and was appointed pro-

fessor of the philosophy of religion at the imi-

versity there. In 1820 he was removed on ac-

count of his liberal teachings, for which he had
been denounced in Rome by the Jesuits, and
henceforth devoted himself to his literary labors.

As a philosopher he was a devoted adherent of

Ivcibnitz, but was also influenced by Kant. He
was a mathematician of remarkable ability, and
was one of the formulators of the present theory
of functions. His most important works are:

Wissenschaftslehre (1842); Versuch finer neuen
Uarstcllung der Logik (1837); and Paradoxien
des Unendlichen (1851). Consult his J-Utohioff-

raphy. ed. by Fesl (Vienna, 1875).

BO'MA. The capital of the Congo Free
State, Africa, situated on the Congo River, a
short distance from the coast (Map: Congo Free
State, B 4). It has a well-built residential sec-

tion, containing the Government buildings, and a
business part situated along the coast. The
Congo is navigable for seagoing vessels as far as
Boma, and regular steamship communication is

maintained with Antwerp. Boma is an important
shipping centre, and is the capital of the Dis-

trict of Bonui. It was visited by Stanley in 1877.

BOMABSUND (Scand. bomar, rail, bar. bolt

+ sund, strait l , Strait of, A channel in the

Baltic Sea, at the entrance to the Gulf of Both-

nia, between Verde and the islands of Aland and
Bardd (Map: Russia, B 2), The Russian for-

tress of Bomarsund, on the island of Aland, was
taken in 1854 by the Allies, and its fortifications

destroyed. By the Treaty of Paris, Russia must
not rebuild the fortress.

BOMB, bom or bum (Fr. bombe, from Lat.

bomhus, Gk. /36;a^os, bombos, a booming, hum-
ming; refers to the noise made by the projec-

tile), BoMBsnEix and Shell. A hollow ball of

cast iron or steel filled with conibustililes and
shot, designed, on the explosion of the shell, to

scatter in every direction. When first used,

bombs were fired from mortars only ; but since

the invention of shell-guns and other modern
artillei-y the name shell has been gradually sub

stituted. See Ammunition; Abtilleby; Ord-

nance; and Pro.tectiles.

BOM'BA (It., bomb). A nickname given

to Ferdinand IT., King of the Two Sicilies, in

consequence of his fierce bombardment of Mes-

sina in September, 1848.

BOMBARD. See Artillery and Ordnance.

BOMBARDIER' (Fr. bombardier, It. bom-
bardiero; for derivation, see BoUBAitOM£NT). A
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military title used in the British artillery. Act-

ing bombardier is the first rank above gimner

or driver, and bombardier the rank immediately
higher. It is an ai)pointment of tlie major com-
manding the battery, and, unlike the rank of ser-

geant, whicli can only be taken away by a

regimental court-martial, may be canceled at any
time by the commanding officer.

BOMBARDIER BEETLES (for origin of

name, see liclow). Ground-beetles, Carabida-, of

the genus Brachinus. They are black, green, or
blue beetles, with reddish-yellow legs. They live

on the surface of the ground, and when closely

pursued by an enemy, such as a predatory beetle,

they discharge from the anus, with an explosive

sound, a drop of fluid which turns to visible

smoke-like gas on contact with the air. By the

time the pursuer has recovered from astonish-

ment and the inconvenience of this gas, the bom-
bardier has frequently made good its escape ; but,

if needful, the discharge can be quickly repeated
several times. When the reservoir which con-

tains it is opened by dissection, the liquid effer-

vesces and evaporates instantaneously. It changes
blue vegetable colors to red, and then to yellow;

produces sharp pain when ap|)lied to the tongue,

and leaves a yellow spot upon its surface like

that produced by a drop of nitric acid. There
are about twenty-five species in the United
States. See Ground-Beetle.

BOM'BARDIN'IAN, General. The name
of a general in a burlesque play, Chrononhoton-
tholuqos, by Henry Carey (1874). He insults

his monarch by inviting him to a dinner of

hashed pork, and when the latter calls him
'traitor,' slays him in mortal combat.

BOM'BARDIN'IO. The pen-name of Wil-
liam Maginn, founder of Fraser's Magazine in

1830.

BOMBARDMENT (Fr. bomhnrdr, a cannon,
a musical instrument; It. hombarda, a musical
instrument, a cannon; from T;at. hombus, boom-
ing noise; cf. bomb). An attack upon the forti-

fications of an opponent by artillery, cannon,
and other heavy ordnance. All modern battles

begin, when possible, by a heavy bombardment
of the enem.v's position. (See Attack.) The
bombardment of a fortified town is a much more
ditlicult undertaking, owing to the practical im-

possibility of knowing what results are being
accomplished, or with what degree of accuracy
the aim is taken. With reasonably strong de-

fenses and time for preparation, together with
means speedily available for the suppression of

confiagration. the modem bombariiment is more
formidable for its moral effect and usefulness

in blockading than for the actual damage it

does the enemy, great as that might possibly

be. It is an established fact that few modem
bombardments have l)een particularly destruc-

tive. At the siege of Paris by the Germans, in

the W'ar of 1870-71, an average of 500 shells

daily actually fell within the city, but accom-
plished comparatively little damage. In the
British-Boer War of i81)il-l!)02 the bondiardment
of Ladysmilh and Kimberley was of daily iK'Cur-

rence, the deadliest of modem ordnance and ex-

plosives being brought into use; bvit there also

little damage was inflicted. Buildings under
the flag of the Red Cross are required to be

some distance away from the combatants, and
are supposed to be exempt from bombardment.

According to international agreement, 24 hours'

or more notice of bombardment is given for the

protection of non-combatants and their property.

The attack of defensive positiims by naval
vessels is not generally regarded as likely to

result in serious injury, but much depends on the

character of attack. Moreover, permanent in-

jury may not be sought. In many instances it

lias been foimd possible to smother the fire of a
fort by rapid fire from the small and medium
calibre guns of ships. Where the guns are
mounted behind low parapets or breastworks,
and the embrasures are large, this may easily

be done, if the preponderance of fire of the
ships is considerable. At the attack on the de-

fenses of San .Juan, Porto Rico, in May, 189.S,

by the fleet under Admiral Sampson, the Morro
batteries, armed with very recently constructed
six-inch guns, were silenced, tlunigh not much
injured. Protected in this way by the fire of

the fleet, the torpedo-boat Porter was able to

go close under the guns of the fort and examine
the harbor, in order to ascertain what Spanish
ships were in the port. In the various bom-
bardments of the batteries at Santiago, the men
were driven from the works, but the damage
done was of little account. The bombardment of

the town by the vessels of the fleet was very
successful, and was the leading immediate cause
of the surrender. The guns used were of eight-

inch calibre, the shells weighing 2,')0 pounds.
The naval vessels fired over an intervening rise

of ground with a range of 4 miles, the fall

of the projectiles being reported by the Army
Signal Corps. For fear of striking in the Ameri-
can lines, the first shells were directed too far

to the left, and fell into the water. The ne.xt lot

—about 25 of them—all fell on the water-front
street, in a space about 200 yards long and .SO

yards wide. The third lot fell in a space of

about the same area, about half way from the
water-front to the palace, wrecking the interior

of every house they struck, and in some cases

destroying the exterior walls. The direction

of the firing was again changed, and three shells

fell just beyond the palace, passing close to its

roof, when the signal to cease firing was seen.

The Sjtaniards realized that the Americans were
slowly feeling their way to the intrenchmcnts,
and that it was only a question of a very short
time when they would be reached and made un-
tenable. As the majority of the inhabitant.s had
left Santiago at this time, no one was hurt by the

bombardment. At the same time that the ships

w'ere bombarding, the army field-artillery was
also throwing shells into the city; but they were
too small (weighing less than 20 jiouiids) to in-

jure buildings or to have nnich moral effect on
the enemy. All other recent bomliardments liave

taught the same lessons as may l)e learned from
these; which are, that the damage dime to forti-

fications is trifling compared to the expenditure
of annnunition, but that, when the bombardment
is directed against trenches or troops in the

open, the actual and moral effects are consider-

able. It must not be assnnieil that because ships

cannot successfully attack forts the latter can
stop a fleet of mixlern armored shijis from
running by lliem. Of cours(' some of the ships

may be badly damaged, but if the channel is

clear and not too close to the enemy's guns, the
greater part of the vessels will probably get bj'

without serious injury. In the Report of the
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British Xaiul ami MiHtiirn Ojicrations i» Egypt
in ISSi, bv Lieutenant-Ci)iiiinaiider Casper F.

Goodrich, U.S.X. (pul)lislied by the OtTice of

Xaval Intelligence, Washington, 1885), will be
found a detailed accovint of the bombardment
of the fortifications of Alexandria. The results

anil conohisions derived from tlieni are similar
to those her€>inbefore mentioned. Compare, also,

the attacks on Charleston by the Federal tlect

during the Civil War, and the bombardment of

Forts ijackson and Saint Philip, below New Or-
leans, and of Fort Fisher, near Wilmington.

During tlie Spanish War much fear was ex-

pressed that the Spanish squadron would bom-
bard summer resorts and defenseless places on
the Atlantic coast of the United States. Apart
from other considerations, such a proceeding
would have been a foolish waste of ammunition.
It is possible that seaport cities may be forced

to ]iay money to secure exemption from bom-
bardment, but wanton destruction is unlikely to
be attempted. Its cost is generally out of pro-

jiortion to the damage inflicted, unless the con-

ditions are very favorable to the attack. An
inferior fleet, at a long distance from its base
of supplies, cannot aflford to use up its ammuni-
tion in operations which have no bearing upon
the general course of the war, or which would
not decrease the power of the enemy's fleet.

See Coast Defex.se, Siege .\nd Siege Works,
and Fi)RTific.\Tiox, under which titles are de-

scribed the military tactics to be followed and
means employed for defense against bombard-
ment.

BOMBAR'DON. See Saxiiobn.

BOMBAS'TES FTJ'RIO'SO. The title of an
opera (IT'.tOt by William Barnes Rhodes, a par-

ody of Orlando Furioso. It narrates the mock-
heroic adventures of Bombastes, a braggart, who
becomes jealous of his beloved Distaffina, slays

his king for a pair of jack-boots, and is finally

killed himself by Fusbos, minister of state.

BOM'BAX. See Eriodexdrox.

BOMBAY, bom-ba'. A province of British

India, extending along the western coast of the

Peninsula from about latitude 14° to about 18°

30' X. CMap: India, Bo). It is bounded by
r.aluchistan on the north, Rajputana, Central

India, the Central Provinces, Berar. and Hydera-
bad on the east, Mysore and Madras on the

south, and the Arabian Sea and Baluchistan on
the west. Area, 184.23.5 square miles, of which
122.778 square miles is under direct British ad-

ministrati(m. The rest is under the administra-

tion of native chiefs, politically controlled by
Great Britain. The western piirt of the prov-

ince is partly traversed by the range of the

western (iliats, running either close to the coast

or retreating about 50 miles inland. They have
numerous offshoots into the interior, and their

slopes are covered with thick forests. Physical-

ly, the province is divided into four parts:

Sindli. the nortliern division, with a low surface,

mostly unproductive; Gujarat, having a rich,

alluvial soil, well watered; Konkan, a moun-
tainous region, very little cultivated, and the

Deccan. in the south, suffering from insullicient

rainfall. The chief rivers are the Indus, which
drains only the Sindh, the Tapti, and the Ner-
budda. The climate, with a few exceptions, is

hot and oppressive. A temperature of 130° is

not rare, while in some places for about six

months in the year the temperature averages
about 95° in the shade. In the lower portions
the rainy season is sometimes followed by epi-

demics of fever.

The agricultural products of Bombay are of
considerable importance. In the northern por-
tion, where the surface is generally low and
even swampy, nnu-h attention is paid to the cul-

tivation of rice and wheat, while in the south-
ern portion cotton is the chief crop. The latter
i.s cultivated mostly in the black-soil regions
of the southeastern part of the province, and
the area under cotton amounts to about 25 jier

cent, of the total cotton area of British India,
Besides cotton, wheat, and rice, Bombay pro-

duces large quantities of millet, some oil-seed,

and tobacco. Altogether, there are in Bombay
over 27.000.000 acres under cultivation, out of

a total of 196,000,000 acres for British India.

The mineral production of the province is in-

significant. The manufacturing industries are
chiefly confined to the production of cotton and
silk fabrics, leather, and brassware. The cotton-
manufacturing industry was started in 1854,
and since then has had a rapid development,
employing over 130,000 people in 1809. Besides
exporting immense quantities of raw cotton to
Great Britain, Bonib.'w supplies a large portion
of the domestic demand, and exports some to
other parts of India. In regard to the volume
of conunerce, Bombay is exceeded only by Ben-
gal. In 1885 the imports and exports amounted
to Rs.340,093,729 ($110,160,000) and Rs.379,-
602,960 ($123,000,000). respectively. Inl900they
had increased to Rs. 453,042.205 (.$146,772,000)
and Rs.439,868,383 ($142,5.50,000), respectively.
The chief exports are sugar, tea. wool, cotton,
cotton fabrics and woolens, and drugs ; the im-
I'orts consist mostly of machinery, metals, and
liquors.

In 1900 Bombay, including the native States,
had over 6400 miles of railway lines, or 27 per
cent, of the total railway mileage of British
India. The lines belong either to the Imperial
Government or to the native .States, but they are
mostly operated by private companies.

The administration of the province is vested
in a Governor and an Executive Council, whose
members hold office by appointment; while the
legislative power is in charge of a Legislative
Council, made up of the Governor and the Execu-
tive Council, with the addition of a few appoint-
ed members representing the European resident.s

and the natives. The native States are con-
trolled by means of agents attached to the na-
tive courts. For administrative purposes the
province is divided into the four divisions of
Northern, Central, Southern, and Sindh. Justice
is administered by the high court at Bombay
and nmnerous district courts. The revenue is

made up from land rinenue, monopolies, taxes,

and customs. The revenue and cxpenditvires
for the fiscal year 1900 amounted to Rs. 135,-

703,045 (about $44,000,000) and Rs. 108,715,882
($35,224,000) respectively.

Instruction is furnished by 13 colleges, about
500 secondary public schools, over 9000 primary
public schools, and 26.50 private primary schools.
The University of Bombay is only an examining
body. .Vltogether. there "are about 12,640 edu-
cational instituti<ms, with a total attcn<lance
of over 600,000 children, of whom about (!0 per
cent, are Mohammedans. The population of the
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British portion of the province, inchuling Aden
(attached to the Province of Bombay), was
18,873,342 in 1891, and 18,584,4'Jti in 1901,

while the population of the native States de-

creased during the same period from 8.059,298

to li.S91.U91. Includinj; the native States, the

poi)ulation of the province is composed of the

following elements: Hindu.'*, 78 per cent.; JMo-

haniniedans, IG per cent.; Jains, about 2 per

cent.; the remainder comprising over 300.000

Animists, about 77.000 Parsees, over 170,000

Christians, and 13,000 .Tews.

Consult: Drew, Jlambiiy and Its Feudatories

(Bombay. 1892) ; Douglas, (Uiinpses of Old Bom-
bay and' M'estcrn India (London, 1900).

BOMBAY (Hind. Bamhai, IMalay BamM,
after tlie goddess BamW Mumba. through popu-

lar etymology turned by the Portuguese into

Br.rn hahia : bon, Lat. bonus, good, fair + bahia,

haven, port). The capital of the province of

the same name, British India, lies in latitude

18" o(i' N., longitude 72° 54' E.. on the former
island of Bombay, now a peninsula artificially

connected with Trombay, Salsette, and other

adjacent islands, and with the mainland (Jlap:

India, B 5). Bombay Island. llVo miles long,

from 3 to 4 miles broad, has an estimated area

of 22 square miles, and with the city forms an
administrative district. Tlie city occupies the

entire l)readth of the soutli end of the island,

'and has two water-fronts, one on tlie outer

Back Bay and the other on the splendid inner

land-locked harbor, which has an area available

for shipping purposes 14 miles long by 5 miles

broad. It is defended by batteries equipped

witli modern armament, and by a small navy
comprising torpedo-boats, torpedo-catchers, and
two conspicuous monitors. IJombay vies with

Calcutta as tlie commercial capital of India, sur-

passing the former as a centre of distribution

and having double the coasting trade. It is the

terminus and departing point of various Kuro-

pe:in steanisliip and mail lines, and of the Great

Indian Peninsula Railway, and of the Bombay,
Baroda and Central India Railway. It pos-

sesses one of the linest railway depots in the

world, extensive docks, basins, graving-docks,

and shipbuilding slips: the Government dock-

yard covers about 200 acres. The principal por-

tion of the city, with long, wide streets, tra-

versed by street railways and lined by fine com-

mercial establishments of every description, pre-

sents a thoroughly European aspect. The ob-

jects most worthy of note are the town hall, the

library of the Asiatic Society, the mint, cathedral

and various ehurclies, the University Librarj',

University Hall, custimi-house, post-otlice, pub-

lic-works odicc. missionary houses, the Elphin-

stone Institution, the (irant ^Medical College,

Bassoon's High School, the .Tamsetjee Hospital,

and the Janisetjee Obstetric Hospital. The city

possesses a chamber of commerce, two English

theatres and a native theatre, and besides those

especially noted, numerous other educational, be-

nevolent" and charitable institutions. Since 1892

the city has owned a mod<'rn system of water-

works, supplied from Lake Tansa, 05 miles north.

It is lighted by gas and electricity, and owns and
maintains abattoirs, markets, public swimming
and other baths, gardens, with weekly band

concerts, and the esplanade, a favorite prom-

enade. The streets of the native quarter are

narrow and winding, but marked by cleanli-

ness ; and the well-stocked "bazars, temples, and
curicmsly painted houses, thronged by polyglot
Oriental crowds, present a most picturesque ap-
pearance. Besides several native news])a])ers.
there are three published in the English language.

Always favorably situated for foreign trade,
Bombay profited largely by the opening of the
Suez Canal, as saving more distance in pro-
portion than any other emporium in the East,
and also as being on the direct line between
Madras and Calcutta on the one side and .Aden
on the other. When the Civil War in the Unit-
ed States caused a sudden cessation of American
supplies, cotton began to be exported from Bom-
bay in vast quantities, and although the re-

opening of the Soutliern ports soon cheeked the
extraordinary activity of trade, Bombay was
permanently benefited by the stimulus its com-
merce received. The chief articles of export
arc cotton, shawls, oi)ium, colVee, jiepper, ivory,

and gums. The local industries include the
manufacture of yarn, cotton cloth, copper and
brass utensils, wood-carving, lacquer-work, pot-
tery, gold and silver thread, leather, and dye-
ing, llore than seventy steam mills are in opera-
tion. The chief imports are piece goods, thread,
yarn, metals, wine, beer. tea. and silk. Bombay
is the seat of various foreign representatives,

including a United States consul. The average
temperature is 79.2° F., and the average rain-

fall 70.30 inches. The population, which is ex-

ceedingly heterogeneous and dense, amounted in

1S91 to' 821,800; in 1901 to 770.800. The bu-
bonic plague, in the fall of 1890, proved most
destructive among the poorer classes. The Hin-
dus form the largest section of the population,

the Parsees number about 50.000. and the rest
are Mussulmans, native Christians, Europeans,
Indo-Portugucse, Jews, etc. Amid these various
classes, the Parsees, or Persians, descendants of

fiie-worsliipcrs- driven from their homes by Mo-
hammedan bigotry. r:ink next to the English in

respectability and inlluence. The late Sir Jani-

setjee Jeejeebhoy and Sir Dinshaw Manoekjee
Petit stand forth as models of merchant princes

in enterprise and integrity, in nniiiificence and
patriotism; and ever since the ship-building

business was established in 1735, the Lowji fam-
ily, assisted chiefly by operatives of the same
race, has been at the very head of this, one of the

most imjiortanl interests of the city—not merely
the Indian Xavy, but several Imperial men-of-

war, both frigates and line-of-battle ships, having
been almost exclusively the work of Parsees.

Rudyard Kipling is numbered among the celeb-

rities born in Bombay.
The Portuguese visited B<mibay in 1509, about

a year before the capture of Goa, and by 1530

it had passed into their possession. In 1001 the

island was ceded to Charles II. of England, as

fiart of the dowry of his bride, the Infanta

Catharine. He granted it to the East India

Company in 1685, who then transferred their

presidency from Surat to Bombay. Consult:

Windham, "The Town iind Isles of Bombay, Past

ind Present," in Vol. XLIX. of Socieli/ of Arts

Journal (London, 1901): Eastwick, Handbook
to Bombay (London, 1881); Hunter, Bombay,
h^S.'i-OO (London. 1890).

BOMBAY DUCK. See Bummaloti.

BOMBAY ISLAND. See BoMlUY, city.
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BOMBAZINE, bfinibuzrii' or bom'- (Lat.

bombyciiium, silk texture, from Gk. fibn^v^. horn-

hyi, silkworm; throufih Fr. bomhasin) . A
elotli for dresses, in which the distinguishing

characteristic is that the warp is silk and the

lillinj; worsted. The cloth has thus a bare look.

It is rather line and li<;ht in the make, and may
be of any color. The fabric is now little used.

It was extensively made, chiefly in Norwich,
England, from about 1810.

BOMBPROOF. A military structure capa-

lilc of rcsif.iing artillery shot and shell, parlicu-

laily that alighting overhead. In permanent
fortifications and defenses they are either cut

out of solid rock, as at Gibraltar, or constructed

of massive masonry, as at JIalta, or at Helsing-

lors, Finland, a position which is considered

impregnable. Temporary bombproofs are con-

structed out of timber and earth, or any other
available and suitable material. Galleries are

frequently run underground or in hillsides for

the protection of the sick, women and chil-

dren, and non-combatants generally. See BuxD-
AGE and I'DItTIFKATION.

BOMB-VESSEL. See Mortak-Vessel.

BOMBYCID^, bom-bisl-de (Gk. ^b^M,
Lat. boiiibijx, a silkworm). A family of Lepi-

doptera with stout, hairy bodies, inchiding the
silkworm moths and their allies. They have
no frenulum, the first niaxilhp are vestigial, and
the palpi of the second maxillse are greatly re-

duced. "The feelers are bijjectinate in both
sexes. The fore wings are usually pointed at the

tip, and the lower radial nervures bend down-
ward: the hind wings have two or three anal
nervures. The caterpillars, with ten fore legs, are

elongate, not hairy, but furnished with dorsal

humps on some of the segments, often with a
spine on the hindmost. The pupa is inclosed in

a cocoon of fine silk."' (Carpenter.) The Bom-
byeidic are fairly numerous in southeastern Asia,

but less common elsewhere. Several North
American fonns are known, such as the groat

cecropia. polyphemus, and luna moths, and the

smaller puss-moths, tussock-moths, and tent-

cater])illars. These moths have long been noted

for the strong attractive power which the virgin

females exert on the males, drawing them from
long distances, and sometimes in large numbers;
collectors utilize this trait to capture specimens,

by exposing the females in cages about which
males will soon assen)ble. Consult: Packard,

"ilonogiaph of the Bombycine Jloths of Amer-
ica," Memoirs yational Academp of ticiences,

Vll. (Washington, 1890) ; Beutenmiiller, ''De-

scriptive Catalogue of the Bombycine Moths
Within Fifty .Miles of New York City," liulle-

tin Amerif.an Museum of Natural History, X.

(New York, 1898) ;
Neumoegen and Dyar, "Re-

vision of the Bombyees of North America,"

JouriKil New Yoric J'Uitomological Society, 1893

and 1894. See JIOTHS; SiLKWOKSI, etc.

BOMFIM, boN-feN', Josri Lucio Tbavassor
Vai.uks, Count (1787-1802). A Portuguese .sol-

dier, born at Peniche ( Estreniadura) . In 1828

he fought with the rank of colonel against Dom
Miguel, and in 18H2. when Dom Pedro landed in

Portugal, continued under him the struggle

against the usurj^^r. He entered the Cabinet as

Minister of War and Marine in 1841 ; in 1842

took the field against the Absolutists, who had

set aside the Constitution of 1837, and in 1844

was compelled to surrender and made his escape

to Spain. He was prominent in the insurrection

of 1840. and having been routed at Torres-Vedr.as,

was sentenced to banishment to Africa. He re-

turned under the amnesty of 1847.

BOMFORD, biim'ferd, George (1780-1848).

An Aiiiirii:iii soldier, born in New Y'ork City.

He graduated at West Point in 180.5, served as

an engineer in the construction of fortifications

until 1812, and. as an ordnance ollicer during the

War of 1812, rendered valuable services to the

Government. Among other things, he invented

and introduced the bomb-cannon, called the

'Columbiad,' which was sujierseded by the Rod-
jnan gun at the beginning of the Civil War. He
became colonel in 1832, and was chief of ord-

nance from 1832 until 1842, when he became
inspector of arsenals, ordnance, arms, and muni-
tions of war.

BOM JARDIM, boN zhiir-deN' (Portug.,

'Good Garden'). A city in the State of Ccarfi,

Brazil, 20 miles south of Crato, in a rich and
beautiful mountain valley (Map: Brazil, J 0).

It is the centre of an extensive district, yielding

manioc, sugar, etc. Population, 0000.

BOMMELERWAARD, boni'mel-vilrt. An
island of the Netherlands, Province of Gelder-

land, formed by the Waal and Mouse. It is 16

miles in length", with a maxinuim breadth of six

miles. The district is extremely fertile, and
raises, besides other farm produce, considerable

flax and hops. The town of Bommel is situ-

ated on the island. Fort Saint Andries defends

the island on the east, and Fort Loevestein ou
the west.

BO'NA (plur. of Lat. ionwn, something good,

neut. of bonus, good). A general legal term
denotins property of any kind, whether real or

])ersonal. In the Roman law it was ehietly ap-

plied to real estate; in the later civil law it

corresponds to the French term 'biens,' com-

prising real as well as personal chattels ; but in

the common law it is confined generally to

movables. It is employed in phrases of varied

significance used in the English law and, deriv-

atively, though less commonly, in American legal

phrascologv'; as, bona confiscata, goods confis-

cated or forfeited to tlie Crown : 5oiio notabilia,

property of sutTicient value to be noted in an

account (formerly in England this was fixed at

£5 or upwards, and in London at £10; but by

the acts creating the courts of probate this

distinction w-as abolished) ; bona paraphernalia,

goods above dower; bona vacantia, unclaimed

property, as wrecks, treasure trove, waifs, and

estravs," which, contrarj- to the general rule, did

not go to the finder, but vested in the Crown;

bona irai-iata, property thrown aw;iy, as by a

thief in flight, by common law going to the King;

nulla bona, the" return of an execution without

property found, or the plea of a garnishee with-

out property belonging to or money due the

debtor.

BONA (Fi-. Bone, At. Beled-el-Areb) . A forti-

fied seaport town in the Department of Con-

stantino, Algeria, situated on a bay of the Medi-

terranean, in latitude 30° 54' N., longitude 7°

40' E. (Map: Africa, E 1). The town, divided

into two parts. Upper and Lower Bona, is situ-

ated in a beautiful district, at the foot of a hill

near the embouchure of the Sebus. It has been
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much improved since the occupation by the

French in 1S32 and beautified by means of the

quays and promenades encircling it, and the

numerous fountains and gardens to be found all

over the city. It is surrounded by walls Hanked
with square towers, and further defended by Fort

Cigogne, on the top of the hill. The fortress built

by Charles V. in 1535 stands on a hill over 340

feet high, and has been used as a prison since

1850 for persons sentenced to deportation from
France. Among the other public buildings, the

Catholic cathedral and the convent of the Sisters

of Jlercy are most remarkable. Bona has good

bazars, shops, markets, reading-rooms, etc.; man-
ufactures of tapestry, saddlery, and native cloth-

ing; and a trade in cattle, sheep, wool, hides,

corn, coral, fish, olive-oil, tobacco, and wax. In

the vicinity are valuable iron-mines, marble-quar-

ries, and cork-woods. There is telegraphic com-
munication with ilarseilles and regular steam
communication with France, Algiers, and Tunis.

A fine harbor of 195 acres with an inner basin of

25 acres dates from 1870. It is visited annually
by nearly 3000 ships of more than a million

net tonnage. Since the construction of the rail-

road connecting the city with Algiers, Constan-
tine. and Biskra. Bona has left Tunis behind as

a port. The neighboring hills yield a fine water-
supply, and the former marshy and unhealthy
condition of the surrounding districts has been
improved by drainage. The I'nited States is rep-

resented by an agent. Population, in 1896, 34,-

498, of whom over 12,000 were Frenchmen and
more than 10,000 were Italians, the rest being
mostly natives. Xear Bona are remains of the

once famous city Hippo Regius, the favorite resi-

dence of the Xumidian kings, and the episcopal

-see of Saint Augustine, who died here in 430.

Hippo Regius, in early Christian times, was the

central station of commerce and civilization in

Xorth Africa, and was celebrated for its schools,

theatre, aqueducts, palaces, and temples, after-

wards changed into churches and monasteries. It

was destroyed by the ilohammcdans under Caliph

Othman in 640. This city was ccjnnected with
its seaport, the ancient Aphrodisium (the pres-

ent Bona), by a canal, of which the outline may
still be seen in a morass.

BONA, Giovanni (1609-74). An Italian car-

dinal, author of Dc I'rincipiis Vitw Christ iunce,

and .Mdiidiiclio (id cwliim. The latter was trans-

lated into English (London, 1672, 6th ed., 17 12) ;

and parts of his I in Compeiidii iid Deum, The
Easy Hoy io God (1870). His complete works,

in Latin, appeared, Antwerp, 1677, 2 vols. His
work on the JIass appeared in French (Paris,

1854-55, 2 vols.). He also contributed to the

Acta Sanctorum. For his biography, consult A.
Ighina (Mondovi, Italy, 1874).

BONACI, bo'nA-se' (Sp. bonasi, from the na-

tive name). A grouper of the genus Myctcro-
perca, specifically Mycteroperca hotiaci. See

(Jkoiper.

BONACIEUX, bA'na'sye'. The name of a de-

based wretch in Les Trois Mousquetaires, by the

elder Dumas (1844).

BO'NA DE'A (Lat., 'the good goddess'). A
m3'sterious Roman divinity, sometimes identi-

fied with Fauna, Ops, or Maia. She was wor-

shiped in Rome from the most ancient times,

but only by women, even her name being con-

cealed from men. Her sanctuary was a grotto

on Mons Aveutinus, which had been consecrated
to her by the virgin Claudia; her festival, how-
ever (the 1st of Jlay), was not celebrated there,

but in the house of the consul, inasnuich as the

sacrifices were then ofl'ered up for tlie whole
Roman nation. The solemnities were performed
generally by aristocratic vestals. At this cele-

bration no males were allowed to be present

;

even portraits of men were veiled. The wine
consumed was called milk, in order that its name
might not be discovered, and the vessel in which
it was served, mellarium. The symbol of the

goddess was a serpent, indicating her healing

powers, and certain herbs were sold in her tem-
ple. In B.C. 02 the notorious Clodius committed
the sacrilege of appearing disguised as a woman
at the mj'steries of Bona Dea.

BONA FIDE, fi'de (Lat. abl. of lona fides,

good faith ) . Literally, 'in good faith.' It is not
a technical term of English law; yet it is often
used in connection with the transfer or pos-

session of property. If a person takes posses-
sion of another's property, honestl.v believing
it to be his own, and, without notice of the
other's title, adds to its value, his liability to the
o\nier is for the value of the property when
originally taken ; but if the taking is in bad
faith, he is held liable, generally, for the whole
value of the improved property, without any
allowance for his enhancement of it.s worth. A
bona fide purchaser is one who buys property
for a valuable consideration, without notice of

any defect in his vendor's title and believing

that the vendor has a good right to sell and
convey a good title. By the civil-law rule,

which prevails on the Continent of Europe and
in Scotland, such a purchaser from a trader in

the course of his business acquires a perfect
title, though his vendor had none. According
to the English conunon law, however, his title is

no better than his vendor's. If the vendor had
title, but one which was voidable by a third
per.son for fraud (q.v. ), the bonu fide purchaser
would be able to hold the property. So a bona
fide purchaser of property from a trustee

clothed with the legal title can hold it as

against the cestui que trust (q.v.). Again, the

bona fide purchaser of a negotiable instrument
(q.v.) holds it free from any defect of title be-

tween prior parties, and free from defenses

available to prior parties among themselves.

This rule had its origin in the customs of mer-
chants, and received the sanction of common-law
courts because it was necessary to enable ne-

gotiable paper to discharge the functions of

currency.

BONAINI, b.*,-ni'nf, Francesco (1806-74).

An Italian historian, born in Leghorn. He stud-

ied in Pisa, and was appointed professor of i>ecle-

siastieal law there in 1827 and professor of the

history of law in 1840. In 1852 he was ap-

pointed general superintendent of the State ar-

chives of Tuscany. He was successful as an
archivist, and was also exceedingly active as an
author and editor. His* works include Storie

Pisane (1844-45); the Cronaehc e storie di

I'eruflia (1850-51); and the posthumous Acta
Ilcriei ril. (1878).

BONALD, bo'nil', Louis Gabriel Ambroise,
Vicomte de (1754-1840). A French publicistand

statesman, born at Mouna. in Aveyron. An ar-

dent adherent of the old monarchy, lie was com-
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pelled to emigrate iluiing the French Revolution
and went to Heidelberfr, where he wrote politieo-

philosopliic works in support of uionarehy. His
iirst important work, Theorie dit pouvoir poli-

tique et rcligieux (3 vols., 1796), was seized by
the Directory. It prophesied the restoration of

the Bourbons. He returned to France about
ISOU, won the favor of Xapoleon. and in 1S08
was appointed Minister of Instruction. In 1815
he was elected to the Chamber of Deputies, and
there, as well as afterwards in the Chamber of

Peers, was conspicuous by his opposition to all

liberal projects, notably the freedom of the press.

In 1823 he was elevated to the peerage by Louis
XVIII. The July Revolution brought his public
career to a close, as he refused to take the oath
of allegiance to the new dynasty. His most im-
portant writings are: Legislation primitire (3

vols.. 1802), and Recherches philosophiques sur
Its premiers objets des connaissances morales (2

vols.. 1818).

BONAN'ZA (Sp., fair wind or weather, pros-

perity, from Lat. bonus, good). A term ajjplied

in the mining districts of the United States to

the discovery of a rich vein or body of ore.

When a vein of rich ore has been struck, the

mine is said to be a 'bonanza.' In the celebrated

Comstock Lode in Nevada some ten bonanzas
were found, the most famous of which, known as

the 'Big Bonanza,' was discovered in 1876. The
word bonanza has a pojiular application also to a

successful enterprise or to any piece of good
luck.

BONAPARTE, bo'na-part ; in Ital., BUONA-
PARTE, bo'na-par'ta. Family of. The Bona-
parte family originated in Italy, and may be

traced in the records of Florence, San Miniato,

and elsewhere. The Corsican branch, the only

one of historical importance, went to Corsica

from Sarzana, in Genoese territory, about 1610,

and its representatives took up their residence

at Ajaccio, where they occupied a respectable

position as patricians, padri del eomniune or cit-

tndini, without especial prominence until the rise

of the great Xapoleon. The Grand Duke of

Tuscany in 1757 issued a formal patent of no-

bility to Joseph, the grandfather of Xapoleon,

and a coat of arms described as: "A count's coro-

net, the escutcheon with two bends sinister and
two stars bearing the letters B. P., signifying

Bnona Parte, the field of the anns red, the bend

and stars blue, the letters and coronet yellow\"

The title of patrician was also granted by the

(Jrand Duke two years later. In the Eighteenth

Cent\iry the following representatives of the

family resided at Ajaccio; the archdeacon, Lu-
cien Bonaparte; his brother, Xapoleon Bona-

parte; and their nephew. Carlo.

—

Carlo Boxa-
PARTE. father of the Emperor Xapoleon, was
born March 20. 1746; studied law in Pisa,

and married, in 1767, a beautiful young pa-

trician, named Letizia Ramolino. In 1768, with

his uncle Xapoleon, he joined General Paoli

in defending the island against the French in-

vaders. Wiien resistance was shown to be use-

less. Carlo Bonaparte attached himself to the

French interest, and in 1771 was included by

Louis XV. in the list of 400 Corsican families

chosen to form a nobility. In 1773. through

the influence of Marb<puf. Governor of Corsica,

Carlo Bonaparte was appointed royal counselor

and assessor of the town and Province of Ajaccio.

In 1777 he was a member of the deputation of

Corsican nobles to the Court of France. In this

capacity he resided for some time in Paris, where
he gained for his son, Xapoleon, through the
interest of Count ilarbceuf, admission into the
military school at Brienne. In 177'J he returned
to Corsica, and in 1785 went to Montpellier, for
the benefit of his health, but died there February
24, 1785. He was a man of prepossessing exterior
and amiable character. By his marriage with
Letizia, he left eight children; Joseph, King
of Spain; Napoleon, Emperor of the French;
Lucien, Prince of Canino; Maria Anna (after-

wards named Elisa), Princess of Lucca and
Piombino, Grand Duchess of Tuscany, Countess
of Campignano, wife of Prince Baceiocchi ; Louis,

King of Holland: Carlotta (afterwards named
Marie Pauline), Princess Borghese; Annunciata
(afterwards named Caroline), wife of Murat,
King of Xaples; Jerome, King of Westphalia. By
a decree of the French Senate, X^ovember 6, 1804,

the right of succession to the Imperial throne
was restricted to Xapoleon and his brothers Jo-

seph and Louis, with their offspring. Lucien and
Jerome were excluded on account of their unsuit-

able marriages. X'apolcon intended to give the
right of succession also to Lucien, by the addi-
tional act of April 22, 1815; but this never tool,

effect. .As Joseph, the eldest brother of the
Emperor, had no son, the descendants of Louis
became nearest heirs to the throne.

—

jMaria
Letizia Ramolino, mother of Xapoleon I., lived

to see the rise and decline of power of her
family, and met them with equanimity and dig-

nity. She was born at Ajaccio, August 24, 1750.

After the death of her husband, she lived for

some time in Corsica, and in 1793, when the
island came under British rule, removed with
her family to ilarseilles. where she lived in pov-

erty, mainly supported by the pension given to

Corsican refugees. After her son became First

Consul she removed to Paris, and when he was
crowned Emperor, in 1804, received the title of

Madame M6re. She never cared for the brilliant

surroundings of the Imperial Court, and, remem-
bering former adversities, she was prepared for

all that followed. After the downfall of Xapo-
leon Letizia lived with her stepbrother, Cardinal
Fesch, in winter in Rome, and in summer in

Albano. She died February 2. 1830, leaving con-

siderable property, the result of saving liabits

during prosperity. Professor Sloane, Xapoleon's
latest American biographer, describes her as "of
peasant nature to the last day of her long life

—

iiardy, unsentimental, frugal, and sometimes un-
scrupulous."

Joseph, the eldest brother of Napoleon, was
born at Corte, in Corsica, January 7, 1768, and
was educated at Autun. On the death of his

father he returned to Corsica, exerted himself

to support the younger members of the family,

and removed with them to Marseilles in 1793.

In 1797 he was elected a member of the Council

of Five Hundred, and in the same year was sent

as ambassador from the Republic to Rome. In
1800 he was chosen by the First Consul as pleni-

potentiary to conclude a treaty of friendship

with the United States of Xorth America. He
signed the treaty of Liim'ville, February 0, 1801.

and that of .\iniens, 1802; and witli Cretet and
Bernier conducted the negotiations relative to

the Concordat. After the coronation of Xapoleon

Joseph was made commander-in-chief of the

Army of Naples, and in 1800 King of Naples. He
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effected many benoficiiil olianges— such as the

abolition of feudalism, the suppression of con-

vents, the buildiiif; of roads, the repression of

banditti, and the codification of hiws—but these

reforms were not manajjed judiciously: and his

humane endeavors frequently came into collision

\vitii the ambitions of his Imperial brother, who
looked upon Naples simply as a province of the

French Empire. He was a lover of the fine arts

and a man of progressive ideas, but not a vigor-

ous ruler for stormy times ; and he is accused

of having left affairs too much in the hands of his

minister, Salicetti. In 1S08 Joseph was sum-
marily transferred by his brother to the throne

of Spain, and JIurat took his place as King of

Naples. Joseph was not able to cope with the

Spanish insurgents, backed by tlie power of Eng-

land, and after the defeat of the French at Vi-

toria, in 181.?, he returned to his estate at Mor-
fontaine, in France. When Napoleon recognized

Ferdinand VII. as King of Spain. Joseph refused,

at first, to abdicate, though he had many times

before implored his brother to release him from
his royal chains; but he soon submitted, as in all

other matters, to the Emperor's will. After the

battle of Waterloo he accompanied Napoleon
to Kochefort. whence they intended to sail sepa-

rately for North America. In his last interview

with Napoleon Joseph generously offered to

give up the vessel hired for his o\nti escape, but
meanwhile Napoleon had determined to surrender

himself into the hands of the English. -After a
residence of many years in the United States at

Bordentown, N. J., where, as the Count de

Survilliers, he employed himself in agriculture,

Joseph went to England in 1832, having previous-

ly addressed a letter to the French Chamlier of

Deputies, in which he advocated the claims of his

nephew, Charles Louis Napoleon. In 1841 he was
allowed to return to his wife, who had remained
in Italy since )81.5. He died in Florence, July 28,

1844. ".Joseph was the only one of his brothers

for whom. Napoleon professed any liking. He
was a handsome, intellectual-looking man. of

distinguislied manners and polished speech. His
wife, .Julia Marie Clary, born December 20,

1777, was the daughter of a wealthy citizen

of Marseilles, and the sister-in-law of Ber-

nadotte, Iving of Sweden. She was a quiet,

tinambitious woman, with no taste for the splen-

dors of royalty, which fell to her share dur-

ing the few weeks only in Naples, for she never

went to Spain. Ill health appears to have pre-

vented her accompanying her husband to Amer-
ica. She died in Florence, .\pril 7. 1845. By
her marriage with Joseph she had two daugh-

ters: (I) Zenalde Charlotte Julie (1801-54),

who became the wife of Lueien Bonaparte's son,

the Prince of Canino: (2) Charlotte NapoliJone

(1802-39), who married L«uis Napoleon (who
died March 17, 1831 ), second son of Louis Bona-
parte, King of Holland.

BoxAP.\RTE, LtciKN, ' Prince of Canino, and
brother of Napoleon, was born March 21, 1775,

and received his education at the College of

Autim, the militjiry school at Brienne, and the

seminary at Aix. Kising gradually from one

office to another, he was elected to the Council of

Five Hundred, spoke against the wasteful dis-

tribution of State property, and formed a party

favorable to the views of his brother Najjoleon.

Shortly before the 18th Brumaire (1799), he was
elected president of the Council of Five Hundred,

and was the hero of thatday. Afterwards appoint-
ed Minister of the Interior, he was active in the
encouragement of education, art, and science, and
organized the prefectures. As ambassador to
Jladrid, 1800, he contrived to gain tlie confidence
of King Charles IV. and his favorite (jodoy, thus
putting aside the British infiuence which had
imtil then boon exercised at the Court of Spain.
It is said that for his services in the treaty of
peace concluded between Spain and Portugal,
September 29, 1801, he received 5,000,000 francs.

His constant opposition to Napoleon's progress
toward monarchy involved Lueien in several mis-
understandings with his brother: and their quar-
rel was brought to an issue by Lucien's second
marriage against the wishes of Napoleon. The
crowns of Italy and Spain were offered to Lueien
on condition that he would divorce his wife; but
he refused them, and preferred living in retire-

ment at his estate of Canino. in the Province of
Viterbo, near the frontier of Tuscany, where he
devoted his time to art and science. Here he
enjoyed the friendship of tlie Popei who created
him I'rince of Canino; but having denounced
in his private capacity the arrogant and cruel

])olicy of his brother toward the Court of

Rome, he was 'advised' to leave the city in

which he was at that period residing. In 1810
he took ship for America, but fell into the
hands of the English ; was taken to England,
and after a debate in Parliament was declared
to be a prisoner, but treated with distinction.

L'pon his brother's do^^^lfall he returned to

Rome. After the defeat of Waterloo Lueien
maintained his presence of mind, advising his
brother to dissolve the chambers and assume
the place of absolute dictator. After the Res-
toration of Louis XVIII., Lueien lived for some
time in and near Rome. In 1830 he went to

England, visited Gennany in 1838, and died at
Viterbo, Jtme 29, 1840. Lueien possessed con-

siderable talents and finnness of character. He
was in his early years an ardent republican, but
the weakness of the Directory convinced him tliat

a military consulship was necessary to allay the

social anarchy of France. He consequently threw
himself eagerly into the designs of his brother,

but protested against the establishment of a
hereditary monarchy. As a writer he was by
no means successful. His long and tedious epic

poem, Charlemagne, ou VEglise d<7trrt%, in 23
cantos, was written and published in I^ondon,

and was dedicated to the Pope (1814), Another
heroic poem, La Ci/rueidc, on- la Corse suiivee,

followed in 1819. The Jlemoires secrets stir la

r.ie privec politique et litteraire de Lueien
Bonaparte (2 vols., I^ondon, 1819), of which
.Mphonse de Bcauchamp is stipposed to be the

author, is an untrustworthy book, Jjucien was
the father of a numerous family. In 1794 he
married Christine Boyer, the daughter of a
citizen of Saint Maximin. After her death he
married, in 1802, the widow of a stock-broker,

Madame Jouberthon. who survived him. By his

first marriage be had two daughters—Charlotte
(1790-1805), who married Prince Oabrielli of

Rome; and Christine (1798-1847), who married
first a Swedish count named Posse, and then
Lord Dudley-Stuart. By his second marriage
Lueien had nine children. Charles Lueien Jules

Laurent (eldest son of Lueien) . Prince of Canino
and Musignano, was bom in Paris in 1803. He
never exhibited any inclination for political life.
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preferring the pursuits of literature and science.

He resided in Philadelphia from 1822 to 1828,
during; which time lie studied the birds of the
United States and wrote many technical papers
jiublished by seientitic societies. He published
Aiiicricdii Orriitholoijij, or History of liirds In-

hnhititui the United States Sot Oilmen hy ^VHson
(Philadelphia, 1824-.33), which came to be known
as "Wilson and Bonaparte's Ornitholo>.'y," and
formed the basis for numerous subsequent edi-

tions of .\lexander Wilson's gi'eat work. After
his return to Europe he wrote extensively on
.\mcrican biids in German. French, Italian, and
English. Among his works is Iconogra/ia dclla

fauna italicn. The second son, Paul ilarie. born
in 1808. took a part in the Greek War of Libera-
tion, and died by the accidental discharge of a
pistol. 1827. "The third son, Louis Lucien
(181.3-91), distinguished himself by his studies
in chemistry, mineralogy, and languages. Pierre
Napoleon Bonaparte, the fourth son, born
September 12, 1815, passed through many
changes of fortune in America, Italy, and Bel-
gium, returnimr to France after the Revolution
of 184S. In ISTO he shot a journalist. Victor
Xoir, for which he was tried at Tours, and ac-
quitted of murder, but condemned to pay 25,000
francs to Noir's relatives. He died April 8, 1881.
The youngest son, Antoine, born October 31,
ISIO. fled to America after an affair with the
Papal troops in 1836, and returned to France in

1848, where he was elected to the National
Assembly. 1849, but retired from politics in

1851. He died in 1877. The eldest daughter,
Letizia (1804-71), married, in 1824, Mr. (after-

wards Sir) T. Wyse, an Irish gentleman; but a
separation took place in a few years. The second
daughter, .Jeanne (1807-28). distinguished by
her beauty and taste for jioetry. died soon after
her marriage with the Jlarchese Honorati. The
third daughter, Alexandrine Jlarie, born in 1818,
married, in 1836, Count Vincenzo Valentini de
C'anino, and gave birth to two sons and one
<laughter. Constanze, the youngest daughter of

Lucien, was born in 1823, became a nun, and
died in Rome in 1876.

BoXAPABTE, Lon.s. third brother of the Em-
peror Xapoleon. was born September 2. 1778. and
was educated in the artillery s<hool at Chalons,
where he imbibed anti-repuhlican principles. Ris-

ing from place to place, he was made King of

Holland in 1806: but. in fact, he was never more
than a French (!overnor of Holland, subordinate
to the will of his brother. He endeavored, how-
ever, to resist some of the demands of the Em-
peror and replied to one ref]uisition by saying
that, since he had been placed on the throne of

Holland, he had "become a Dutchman." In 1810
his realm was incorporated with the French Em-
pire. After the restoration of the House of

Orange Louis considered himself free from all

lesponsibility, and returned to Paris, .January
1. 1814. where he was coldly received by the
Emperor. Louis was married, in 1802, to Hor-
ttnse Beauharnais. daughter of General Beauhar-
nais (q.v.) and .Josephine, afterwards Empress
of the French. As this marriage was wholly a
matter of submission to his brother's will, it

n.iturally ended in unhappiness and separation.
-\fter living for some years in Rome—where he
separated from his wife—he removed, ip 1826, to
Florence, where he lived in retirement. On the
escape of his son, Louis Xapoleon, from the prison

Vol. 111.-18.

of Ham, the ex-King of Holland was removed as
an invalid to Leghorn, where he died July 15,

1846. Louis Bonaparte was the writer of several

works: ilarie, on Ics Uollundnises, 1814, a novel,

giving some sketches of Dutch manners; Docu-
iiK-iils historiqucs, etc., siir Ic gouvcmoment de
la Uollandc, 3 vols. (London, 1821); Uistoire
du parlemCHt anr/lais (1820) ; and a critique on
M. de Norvin's History of Xapoleon.—The ami-
able and accomplished Hortense Eugenie Beau-
HARN'ALS, the adopted daughter of Napoleon,
Queen of Holland, and Countess Saint Leu, was
born in Paris. April 10, 1783. After the execution
of her father she lived for some time in humble
circumstances, until NajMleon's marriage with
Josephine. In obedience to the plans of her
stepfather, she rejected her intended husband.
General Desaix, and married Louis Bonaparte in

1802. After the Hundred Days she visited Augs-
l>urg and Italy, and then fixed her residence at
Arencnberg. a mansion in the Canton of Thurgau,
where she lived in retirement, sometimes spend-
ing a winter in Italy. In 1831, when her two
sons had implicated themselves in the Italian
insurrection, the Countess traveled in search of

them through many dangers, and found the elder

deceased, and the younger, afterwards Emperor
of the French, ill at a place near Ancona. Re-
turning with her son to Paris, she was pleasantly
received by Louis Philippe and by Casimir P6-
rier. but was obliged, in the course of a few
weeks, to remove with her son to England.
Thence she removed to her country-seat, Arencn-
berg. where she died, after severe suffering,

Octolier 3, 1837, and was buried near the re-

mains of her mother, Josephine, at Ruel, near
Paris. She was the author of La Heine Hor-
tense en Italie, en France et en Angleterre, pen-
dant Vannce 18S1, and wrote several excellent
songs. She likewise composed some deservedly
popular airs, among others the well-known ''Par-

tant pour la Syrie," which the second Emperor of
the French made a national air. Of herthree sons,

the eldest. Napoleon Louis Charles, horn 1802,
died in childhood. JIarch 5. 1807. The second,

Louis Napoleon, horn 1804. Crown Prince of Hol-
land, married his cousin Charlotte, daughter of

Joseph Bonaparte, and died at Forli, March 17,

1831. The third. Charles Louis Napoleon, he-

came Emperor of the French. See Napoleon III.

Bonaparte, Jerome, the yotmgest brother of

Napoleon, was born at Ajaccio, November 15,

1784. After receiving hi;? education in the col-

lege of Juilly, he served as naval lietitenant in

the expedition to Haiti. When war broke out
between France and England in 1803, Jerome
was cruising olf the West Indies, hut he was soon
compelled to take refuge in the i)ort of New
York. He married Elizabeth Patterson, daugh-
ter of a Baltimore merchant, December 27, 1803,

after which he remained in the United States

more than two years. His niarria^ was declared

null and void by Napoleon. The wife was not
allowed to set foot on French territory and was
obliged to go to England. .lerome vainly pleaded
with Napoleon. In the meanwhile he had been
permitted to reenter the naval service and was
eni|>loyed by Na])oleon in the liberation of French
and Genoese prisoners who had been captured
by the Dey of Algiers. In the war with Prus-
sia, he commanded, with General Vandamme,
the Tenth Corps in Silesia, and was made King
of Westphalia in 1807. He lived in great splen-
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dor at Cassel, the capital of the new king-

dom, caring very little for government, not

even taking the pains to acquire the language

of the country. At the time when he was in-

vested with tile crown he was forced to marry
Catharine, the daughter of King Frederick I. of

W'urttemlxjrg. After the war with Austria

the finances of Westphalia, through misman-
agement, plunder, and extravagance, as well

as war expenditure, were found in an ex-

hausted condition. The battle of Leipzig brought

the reign of .Jerome to a close. After the peace of

IS 14 he left France, and resided tirst in Switzer-

land, then at Gratz, and in the beginning of 1815

at Triest. He was made a peer when Napoleon
returned from Elba, and fought by the side of

the Emperor at Ligiiy and at Waterloo. After
his brother's abdication he left Paris, June 27,

and visited Switzerland and Austria, but ulti-

mately settled in Florence. His request to be

allowed to return to France was rejected in

1847, by the Cliamber of Peers, but was after-

wards granted, and at the outlireak of the Febru-

ary Revolution he was in I'aris, where he was
appointed Governor of the Invalides in 1848, and
in 1830 was made a French marshal. He died

in 1860. After the battle of Waterloo the

King of Wiirttemberg w-ished to annul the mar-
riage of his daughter Catharine, but she re-

solved to share through life the fortunes of

her husband. Jerome left in America one son,

Jerome Napoleon (1805-70). whose descendants

reside in Baltimore, and had three children by his

second wife. Jerome, born August 24, 1814, died

May 12, 1847: Mathilde L.Tititia Wilhelmine,

Princess of Mnntfort, who was born at Triest,

May 27, 1820, married the Russian Count Anatol
PemidolT, and lived with her husband at the
Court of Napoleon 111.; she died in 1904; Na-
poleon .Joseph Cliarles Paul (Prince Napoleon),
who was born at Triest, September 9, 1822, passed
his youth in Italy; entered the military ser-

vice of Wiirttemberg, 1837; afterwards trav-

eled in .several countries of Europe, and was
banished from France, 1845, on account of

his intercourse with the Republican Party. He
returned to Paris with his father, 1847, and
after February, 1848, was elected to the Na-
tional Assembly. He commanded an infantry

division of reserve at the battles of the Alma
and of Inkernian in the Crimean War. In 1859
he married the Princess Clotilde, daughter of

Victor Emmanuel, by whom he had two sons

and a daughter. When war with Prussia
was declared in 1870, Prince Napoleon pro-

ceeded on a diplomatic mission to his father-

in-law, at Florence, but failed to obtain the

cooperation of Italy with his cousin. After

the fall of the Empire he took up his resi-

dence in England, but returned to France in

1872. On the death of the Prince Imperial, son

of the Emperor Louis Napoleon, in Zululand in

1879. the eldest son of Prince Napoleon became
the heir of the Bonapartist hopes. When, in

188G. the chiefs of the Bourlion family were, by
a vote of both chambers, expelled from France,

Prince Napoleon and his eldest .son were exiled

also, lie died in 1891.

Bini,loriB-\PiiY. Leynadier, Uifitoire de la

famillc (l<: ISonafxirlc (Paris, )8()(>) ; Giegorovius,

The Honaparte Family ( Eng. trans., Pliiladel-

phia, 1855) ; Larrey, Madame Mire ( Paris. 1892) ;

Du Casse, Le.H rots freres de \iip(iU'(,ii I . i Paris,

-lit

li
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1S83) ; id., ilcnioiics it ronespondance du roi

Joseph, 10 vols. (Paris, 1853-55) ; Lueicn Bona-

parte, Mrmoires (London, 1S3G) ; Forchhammer,
Denkrede auf den Fiirsten von Canino, Lucien

Kon'iparte (Kiel, 1840) ; Documents Itistoriques

et refleTions sur le ijoueernement de la Bollande

par Louis Bonaparte (Paris, 1820) : Loosjcs,

Louis Bonaparte, de Koning van Holland (Am-'

sterdam, 1888) ; M( moires et eorrespondancc du
roi .Jerome et de la reinc Catherine (Paris, 1861-

04) ; Didicr, Life and Letters of Madame Pat-

terson-Bonaparte (New York, 1879) ; Bingham,
Marriages of the Bonapartes (London, 1881);
Williams and Lester, The yapoleonic Dynasty
(Xi-w York. l^iiiO).

BONAPARTE, Ljjtitia IMarie Wyse,
Mme. de Solnis-Rattazzi-de Rute (1829-1902).

A French author, born at Waterford, Ireland.

She is supposed to have been a granddaughter
of Lucien Bonaparte by his second wife, through
the marriage of his daughter I^^tizia to Thomas
Wyse, an Irishman. In 1850 she was married
to Frederic de Solms, but after four years sepa-

rated from him, and, taking the title of Prin-

eesse de Solms, settled in Savoy, not then a

part of France. Here she founded Les Matinees
d'Aix (1853), and gathered about her nearly all

the celebrities of the day. Among her friends

there were 'S'ictor Hugo, with whom she kept up
a correspondence, Kossuth, Eug&ne Sue, Lamar-
tine. Laniennais, Dumas, Rochefort, and Tony
Revillon. She contributed to the Constitu-

twnnel, through Sainte-Beuve. imder the pen-

name of Baron Stock. After Savoy was an-

nexed to France she went back to Paris and
again kept open house, playing a prominent part

in the literary and social events of the time. In

1863, de Solms having died, she married Urbain
Rattazzi, a well-known Italian statesman, and
lived with him in Italy. After his death she

returned to Paris. She outlived her third hus-

band, SeSor de Rute, a Spaniard, whom she

married a few years after Rattazzi's death. Her
writings consist of miscellaneous sketches, verses,

plays, and novels. Among the latter are Hi

j'et'ais reine (1868), said to be autobiographical,

and Les mariages de la Creole (1866), reprinted

under the title La chanteuse (1870).

BONAPARTE, Pbikce Napoleon Joseph
Paul. See Bonaparte.

BON'AR, HORATIUS (1808-89). An Eng-
lish Free Church clergyinan and writer of

hvmns. He was born in Edinburgh, and was
educated at the university there. In 1837 he
was ordained to the ministry at Kelso, where he
remained nearly thirty years, when he was
called to the Chalmers Memorial Free Church,
Edinburgh. He edited several religious journals

and published more than twenty volumes of a
religious character, among them Hymns of Faith
and Hope (3 .series, 1857-66) and Selected

Hymns (1879). He was author of the hymns
"What a Friend we Have in Je.sus," "I Heard
the Voice of .lesus Say," and "I Was a Wan-
dering' Sheep."

BONAB, .Tames (1852—). A Scottish edu-

cator and political economist, bom at CoUace
(Perthshire). He studied at Glasgow L^niversity

and Balliol College. Oxford, and in 1881 was
appointed junior examiner in the English civil

Bers'ice commission. In 1895 he became senior
examiner. He was in 1898 president of Section

F of the British Association. Among his pub-
lications may be mentioned a translation (1877)
of .T. T. Beck's Umriss der biblischcn fleelenlehre,

a Cataloqne of Adam Smith's Library (1894),
Parson Malthus (1881), Malthus and his Work
(1885), and Philosophy and Political Economy
(1893).

BONASONE, bo'na-so'ni, GiULio (1510-74).

An Italian painter and engraver. He was born
in Bologiui, and was a pupil of JIarcantonio

Raimondi (q.v.). Some of his paintings are to

be seen in the churches of Bologna, but he is

best known for his engravings. These, which
are after Michelangelo, Raphael, Ginlio Romano,
and others, although inferior to the work of Rai-

mondi. and often marred by careless or incorrect

execution, nevertheless display much ability.

BONA'SUS. The aurochs. See Bison.

BONAVENTU'BA (1221-74). A saint and
doctor of the Roman Catholic Church. His real

name was Giovanni Fidanza. He was born in

1221 at Bagnorea, in Tuscany. In 1238 he be-

came a Franciscan monk; was a theological

teacher in Paris, where he had studied, 1248-55;

and in 1257 became general of his order, which
he governed strictly, but all'ectionately. The in-

fluence of his character now begari to penetrate

the Church ; and it was mainly through his elo-

quent persuasion that the differences which had
sprung up among the cardinals on the death of

Clement IV.. in 1268, were reconciled, and all

induced to unite (1271) in electing to the Papal
dignity Tedaldus Visconti (Gregory X.). The
new Pope created Bonaventura Bishop of Albano
and cardinal in 1273, when he accompanied Greg-
ory to the council at Lyons, where he died, July
15, 1274, from sheer ascetic exhaustion. He was
honored -nith a splendid funeral, which was at-

tended by the Pope, the King, and all the car-

dinals.

On account of his unspotted character from
earliest youth, as well as the miracles ascribed

to him, he enjoyed, even during his lifetime,

especial veneration. Dante, who wrote shortly

after, places him among the saints of his Para-
diso; in 1482 he was formally canonized by
Sixtus IV. and in 1587 was ranked by Si.vtus

V. as the sixth of the great doctors of the

Church. The religious fervor of his style pro-

cured for him the title of doctor seraphicus. and
his own order, the Franciscans, are as proud
of him as the Dominicans are of Thomas Aqui-
nas. A great part of his writings is devoted
to the praise of his order, and to the defense
of hyperdulia, celibacy, transubstantiation, com-
munion in one kind, and other doctrines and
practices much discussed in his day, which he
treats in a philosophical manner. His most
important works, the Breviloquium (Tubingen,
1845; Venice, 1874, 2 vols.), and Soliloquium,
are properly text-books on dogmatics. Unfor-
tunately, his efforts to philosophize the Church
creed, and that deep mysticism in which his

spirit reveled, make him often obscure and un-

intelligible even in his most popular treatises.

With Bonaventura theology- is the goal of all
art and science; and in his Itlnerarium Mentis
in Dciim, as also in his lirductio Artium in
Theologiam, he represents union with God, to
which the soul attains through six stages, as
the highest good. He did more than any other
of the early theologians to give a scientific form
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to the mystical theology. The Biblia Pauperum,
or 'poor man's Bible,' attributed to him, is a
mystico-allegoric explanation of the plain con-

tents of the sacred books for the benefit of

the laity. In warmth of religious feeling, how-
ever, and in the practical tendency of his ethics,

he far excels most of his contemporaries. In
his commentary on the Scntentiw of Peter the

Lombard, he acutely argued against the eternity

of the world, and also advanced some original

proofs of the immortality of the soul. The most
complete edition of his works appeared at Paris
(1864-7], 15 vols.). In modern English have
appeared his Life of Saint Francis of Assist

<I>ondon, 1868, 2d ed. 1876) ; 7'he Moyith of

Jesus Christ (1882): and Tnstrnctions for the

Season of Lent (1884). The Life of Christ

(1881); The Psalter of the Blessed Virgin
<1852) ; The Minor of the Blessed Virgin Mary
(Dublin, 1840), are works attributed to him.
His Itinerarium is translated in the Journal of
iipeculutivc Philosophy, \xi. Consult: Lexicon
Bonavcnlurianuni philosophico-thcologicum (Ven-
ice, 18S0) : and for his life, A. M. Vicenza (from
the Italian, Paderborn, 18741 ; Sixiemc centen-
nairc 1.5. JuiUct, 1874 (L.vons, 1874).

BONAVDNTTTRA, Father. A pseudonym
of Cbaj-les Edward Stuart, adopted on his secret

visit to England in 1753; mentioned in Scott's

Jledgnuiitlct.

BO'NAVEN'TUBE. A prose pastoral of

Acadian Louisiana, by G. W. Cable (1888), con-

taining "Carancro," "Grand Point," and "Au
Large."

BONAVINO, bo'n:i-ve'n6, Christ. See Fran-
CHI, AnSOMO.

BONAVIS'TA (It., Good View). The capi-

tal of Bonavista District, on a bay of the same
name, on the east coast of Newfoundland, 73
miles north by west of Saint John's (Map:
Newfoundland, G 4 ) . It is a thriving port of

entry and one of the oldest fishing stations on
the island. The surrounding land is well culti-

vated. Islands and rocks make the navigation of

the bay dangerous. Tlie entrance is marked by a
lighthouse on Ca))e Bonavista, 150 feet above the

sea. Po|)ulation, 3550.

BON'BRIGHT, Daniel (1831—). An Ameri-
can educator, born in Youngstown, Pa. He
graduated at Yale in 1850, was tutor there in

1854-56, and in 1858 was appointed professor

of Latin language and literature in the North-
western University. In 18!>9 he was ap])ointcd

dean of the university, and in 1900-01 w-as acting

presi<leut.

BONCHAMP, boN'shax', Charles Melchior
Artus, Marquis de (1760-93). A Vendean chief.

He w'as born at .Touverdeil, in the old Province
of Anjou; took part in the .\merican Revolution:

and when lie returned to I'nince was made cap-

tain. Of strong Pioyalist ])rinci|)les, he looked

with disfavor on tlie Kevohition. .\fter living for

some eigliteen months in solitude, he allowed him-
self to be chosen leader of the .\njou insurgents.

Tlie .\riiiy of the Vendee would have been more
formidable if Boncliamp's tactics liad been adopt-

ed, but this was not done until it was too late.

He fought at Bressuire and Tliouars, and in the

sanguinary encounter at (^liollet, Octol)er 18,

1703, received a fatal shot in the breast. He
was generous and merciful in his warfare, and

the lives of 5000 Republican prisoners are said
to have been spared at his dying request. Con-
sult Chauveau et Dussieux, Vie de Bonchamp
(Paris. 1817).

BONCOMPAGNI, bfin'kom-pa'nye, Prince
Bai.dassare (1821-94). An Italian mathema-
tician. He was bom in Rome. His noted criti-

cal and historical work, ticritti di Leonardo
Pisano, appeared in 1857-C2. In 1857 he found
at the Cambridge library a Latin translation
of the famous arithmetic of Al-Khuwarizmi,
which he published in Rome under the title,

Algoritmi, dc Xumero Indorum. All traces of
this work had disappeared for 250 years. His
numerous historical monographs were published,
for the most part in the Bollctino di BihUoyrafia,
in 20 volumes, edited by him (Rome, 1868-88).

BOND. See M.vsoxrt and Building.

BOND (same word as hand, a fastening, from
tlie verb to bind; for the meaning compare obli-

yiitiun, similarly used). In a legal sense, an
obligation in writing and under seal by which
one party, termed the obligor, binds himself to
jiay a sum of money to another, termed the
obligee. At the present day a contract under
seal to perform any other act or duty is gen-
erally called a covenant. Bonds belong to

the class of specialty contracts and are of two
kinds, simple and conditional, the former wheie
provision is made for the payment of a sum
of money only, the latter where a clause is

added, in the nature of a defeasance, upon the
performance of which the obligation is void,

but upon the breach of which the obligation,

regarded in the nature of a penalty, is payal)le.

The latter is the class to which the term bond is

generally applied in modern usage. In form it

consists of: (1) The obligation by which the
obligor binds himself, his heirs, executors, and
administrators, to pay a certain s>im of money;
(2) any recitals necessary to explain the trans-

action; (3) the conditions, defining the acts

on the ])erformance or breach of which the
obligation terminates. In an onliniiry surety's

bond, or one for the pa\nneiit of a debt, the obliga-

tion is for a sum double the amount of the debt,

hence called a "penalty.' but terminates on the
payment of the debt with interest by the debtor.

Formerly, the condition was often stated in a
separate instrument called the 'defeasance,'

Under the old common-law rule on non-perform-
ance of the condition of a bond on the day fixed,

the ])enally was absolutely forfeited and recov-

eriible by the obligee in full, but e(|uity intervened
to give relief against such pen:ilty on the pay-
ment of the sum or (himages actually sustained
with interest due, and later statutes confined the
recovery at law to the debt or damages actually
sutl'ered, so that now a bond amounts merely to
the promise of payment of a s>im of money, its

form being sanctioned by antiquity. One of

the great advantages of a bond over an ordinary
contract to pay money is that the period fixed

by the statute of limitations, in most jurisdic-

tions, in which to bring acticm is 20 instead of

years. Where the oblig-ation runs to more than
one obligee, all should join in a suit, unless their
rights are expressly declared to be several.

In the United States a bond or like obligation
to |)ay money is usually accom])anied l)y an
instrument of security or mortgage upon the
propertj' of the debtor or obligor. On default
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the obligee may either sue upon the bond or

enforce the payment from tlie security. A simi-

lar usage prevail;; in the Scotch and Knglish

law : in the former, the mortgage of real estate

being commonly termed a bond. See Mortoagk.
Bonds issued by corporations and by goveni-

mcnts are evidences of indebtedness which ditVer

in form but little from those used in legal

transactions by individuals. Corporations are

generally empowered by their charters to bor-

row money by the issue of bonds. These bonds
have a definite period to run and bear a fixed

rate of interest. The entire bond issue is fre-

quently reinforced by a mortgage upon the prop-

erty of the corporation, under which the bond-

holders may, upon default of payment of prin-

cipal or interest, foreclose \ipon the property in

satisfaction of their claims. This right greatly

enhances the value of the security in the case

of first mortgage bonds, but is of little prac-

tical value in the second and subsequent mort-
gage bonds so frequently issued by railroad cor-

porations. The number of bonds issued by cer-

tain corporations is bewildering. Some depart
xery widely from the first mortgage bond, and
are bonds only in name, and in the fixed rate

of interest which they bear. Any obligations

issued in a group by corporations are called

bonds when they bear a fixed rate of interest.

The entire bond issvie is divided into part ob-

ligations each of which is a bond. They are

usually issued in sums of .flOOO each, though
bonds of .$500 and $100 are sometimes issued.

In form they ai-e either registered c«V coupon
bonds. In the former case they are issued to

individual owners, who in case of sale must
authorize the transfer on the books of the corpo-

ration or its trustee to the purchaser. Coupon
bonds are payable to bearer, and provide for the

payment of interest by a series of notes (cou-

pons) attached to the bond, which promise the

payment of the interest, usuallj- expressed as a
specific sum of money, at the several interest

periods. As they fall due they are cut from the

bond and presented directly or through a bank
for payment. They may be payable at the com-
pany's offices or at banking institutions named
on the coupons.

Bonds issued by governments are in form simi-

lar to those issued by corporations, being regis-

tered or coupon bonds. They are not, however,
supported by any mortgage, as no citizen can
enforce a claim against the State. For their

security they rest, therefore, upon the confidence

of the purchaser in the ability and good inten-

tions of llie issuing government to meet its obli-

gations. In the ca.se of some of the minor gov-

ernments this confidence has been sometimes
sadly misplaced. In the case of refusal by the

government to pay the debt or interest the holder

is without redress. In some of the States of the

Union the iss\ie of bonds by the State govern-

ments is hedged about by constitutional restric-

tions, which have a certain value in preventing
excessive bond issues. The same is true of the

bonds issued by the minor civil subdivisions of

the States, counties, school districts, towns, and
cities. Sec articles Debt, Plblic; Repldia-
TION.

Consult: Cook. Trenti.ie on Stock and Stock-

hnhhrs (3 ed., Chicago, 18!)4) ; Short, Jjow of

liailicay Bonds and Mortr/af/e (Boston. 1897) ;

Hainer, Modern Law of Municipal Securities

(Indianapolis, 1S98) ; Dillon, Laio of Municipa}
Bonds (Saint Louis, 1876) ; Throop, Treatise

on the Lair Bclfitiiir/ to Public Officers and Sure-

tics in Official Bonds (New York. 1892). Also

the authorities referred to under the articles

FoRECLosuiu;; JIortgage; Trust; Municipal-
ity.

BOND, Edward Augustus, Sir (1815-98).

An English librarian and scholar, born at

Hanwcll. In lSfi7 he became Keeper of the

Manuscript Department of the British Museum,
and from 1878 to 1888 he was principal libra-

rian of the Museum. In 1870 he founded (with

E. il. Thompson) the Palteogi-aphical Society, of

which he was long pi-esident. It was he who
brought about the printing of the British Mu-
seum catalogue. He edited Statutes of the

Colldivs of Oxford (185,3) : Speeches in the Trial

of Warren Hastings (1859-01); the Travels of

Jerome Horsey (for the Hakluyt Society), and
Facsimiles of Ancient Manuscripts for the Pa-

la?ographical Society, 5 vols. (1873-88).

BOND, George Pnnxips (182.5-65). An
American astronomer, the son of William Cranch

Bond (q.v.). He was his father's assistant

in the Hai-vard Obser\-atory. succeeding to full

charge in 1859. He published a Treatise on the

Construction of the Rings of Saturn; Elements

of the Orbits of JJypcrion and the Satellite of

^'eptune; The Method of Least Squares: and
Mathematical Memoirs upon Mechanical Quad-

rations. For a work on Donati's comet he re-

ceived a gold medal from the Royal Astronomi-
cal Society.

BOND, William Cranch (1789-18.59). An
American astronomer, born in Portland, Maine.

He was self-educated, and had a private observa-

tory at Dorchester, Mass., where his discoveries

attracted much attention. In 1838 he was chos-

en by the United States Government to make
observations for the use of the Wilkes ex-

ploring expedition to the South Pacific, and in

1839 he supervised the construction of the ob-

servatory at Harvard, and became its director.

He was the inventor of a method of measuring
time to a very small fraction of a second, and
among the first to employ photography in stellar

observations.

BONDAGE (JJ.at. bondagium, inferior ten-

ure, held liy a husbandman, from bondus, AS.
bonda. householder, husbandman). A form of

rural tenure which obtains in Scotland, based

upon an obligation of the tenant, called a bonda-

ger. to render agricultural services to his land-

lord. It is a survival, in modified form, of the

base (enure of villeinage, which prevailed in

the early history of feudalism (q.v.). See
Copyhold.

BONDER, bond'er (Norw. bonde) . In Nor-

way and Sweden, the landowners or farmers,

llnder the ancient kings of Norway they were

a powerful class, and often forced important con-

cessions from their rulers, or deposed them.

They correspond nearly to burgesses and barons

in England.

BONDI, bon'd^, Clemente (1742-J[821). An
Italian |)oet, born at Mezzano, near Parma.
He was educated by the Jesuits and when still

very young was appointed to deliver lectures

in rhetoric in the royal sennnary at Parma.
Here he produced his first work, Oiornata vil-
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lereccia (1773), intended to be a liumorous
picture of the rural pleasures of the brother-
hood. Havinj; celebrated in verse the aboli-

tion of the Jesuit Order, lie gave otTense to in-

fluential persons and was eonipcllod to conceal

himself in the Tyrol ; but ultimately he found
a patron in the Austrian Archduke Ferdinand,
who made him librarian at Briinn. Later he
fixed his residence in Vienna, w'here he died.

His poems are lyrieal, descriptive, satirical, and
elegiac, and are chiefly distinguished by the
elegance of their versification and the purity
of their style. Among his longer works may
be mentioned La converxazioiie. La fcUcita, and
II gocenio paciftco. Italians consider Bondi's
translation of the .Eiit irf to possess remarkable
excellence. His entire works were published in

Vienna in 1S08.

BONDMAN, The. A tragedy by Massinger
(1G23) ; a minor opera by Balfe "(184G) : a novel
by Hall Caine (1890), the scene of which is laid
in the Isle of ilan and Iceland.

BONDU, bon-drio', or Bojjdou. One of the
constituent States of the French colony of Sene-
gal, between latitudes 14° and 15° "N., sepa-
rated from Banibuk by the river Faleme. The
soil is very fertile and well watered, and yields
millet, indigo, corn, rice, and cotton.

" Gold
and iron are found in considerable quanti-
ties. Cotton fabrics are woven by the natives,
who belong to the Fulah race and number about
30.000. The predominant religion is Moham-
medanism. The King resides in Bulibaui, the
capital, with a population of over 2000.

BONDU'CA. The title of a tragedy by
Fletcher, acted before Ifilil, but not printed"until
1647. It was several times altered, one of the
alterations bearing a new title, Caractacus. It
deals w'ith tlie unsuccessful defense of Britain by
Boadicea against the Romans under Suetonius
Paulinus. The same title was used for plays
by Charles Hopkins (1G97) and Richard Glover
(i75;j).

BONE (AS. ban, Ger. TJeui, bone, leg; cf.

Icel. heiiiij, .straight). The hard material of the
skeletons or frameworks of nuimmalian animals,
reptiles, most fishes, and birds. In the embryo,
it is preceded by cartilage (q.v. ), which con-
sists of cells massed together, except in the flat
bones, as those of the skull and shoulder-blade,
of which the jjrimary foundati(ms are to a great
extent of fibrous tissue. Points or centres of
ossification form, the cells alter their form and
arrangcinent, and a deposit of earthy materials,
phosphate and carbonate of lime, takes ])Iace,

rendering the former ilexible substance rigid.

By soaking a bone in dilute mineral acid,
we can dissolve these earthy matters and render
it again ilexible, ossein, or bone cartilage, alone
remaining. On the other hand, if we expose it

to intense heat, the animal matter (gelatin)
is burned, and though the bone retains at first

its form, a slight touch will cause its now un-
supported earthy matter to crumble away. We
.see, in the ill-nourished children of large towns,
too many examples of how necessary is a proper
relation of these two elements of bone to each
other. In the disease called rickets (q.v.),
the earthy matter is deficient, and the too fiexi-

ble leg-bones bend under the weight of the
trunk. In the aged person, again, the bone-
substance becomes more densely packed with

earthy matter and becomes brittle, rendering
the bones peculiarly liable to fractures. Ani-
mals lower in the scale than vertebrates
have, in place of bone, minei'al concretiims
or incrustations, principally consisting of car-

bonate of lime. Besides constituting the skele-

ton, bone occurs in plates in certain animals, as
in turtles' integument, the heart of certain
ruminants, the tongue of certain fishes, etc.

The specific gravity of bone is between 1.87

and 1.97. It is twice as strong as oak, and a
cubic inch of it will support 5000 pounds.
The bones of the skeleton are classified ac-

cording to their shapes — viz., as long bones
(e.g. the thigh-bone and arm-bone), flat bones
(as the sliouldcr-bladp and skull-bones), short
and irregular bones (as those of the wrist or
vertebra^). The substance of bones is arranged
differently in different parts—either hard and
close, which is called the condensed substance,
or loose and rectieulated, called the cancellated
structure. Lotif/ hones have a shaft of hard
substance, tenninating at each end in soft or
cancellated structure ; in the latter situations,
the bone is more ex])anded and roimded off to
enter into the formation of a joint. Ine/jiilar

hones consist of a shell of condensed tissue, in-

closing a mass of cancellated stnicture, and are
smoothed off into surfaces adapted to those of
the adjoining bones. Flat hones consist of two
layers of hard tissue, with an intermediate can-
cellated structure. Anatomists class as mixed
hones those which are both long and flat, as the
ribs, the breast-bone, and the lower jaw.

Histology. Bone belongs under the general
histological classification of connective tissue,

its hardness being due to the deposition in its

intercellular substance of calcareous matter.
Bone may be divided into two varieties—com-
pact and spongy. The former makes up the
hard outer shell of the various bones, while the
latter is found in the interior. Bones are cov-

ered externally by the periosteum (q.v.). They
are largely supplied with blood-vessels, which are
carried into them from the periosteum, the larg-

est being those which enter the cancellated ends
of the long bones. The long bones arc^ hollow,
the central portion being filled with marrow.
This central canal is lined by a membrane which
receives a special artery for the supply of the
adjacent compact tissue. This vessel enters the
bone rather above the mid-point, and divides
into two branches—an ascending and a descend-
ing—which subdivide and anast(miose with the
vessels already mentioned as entering the can-
cellated bone. -After the arteries enter tlie com-
pact tissue of bone they run in small capillary
canals, which permeate the bone and anastomose,
forming Qbhmg loops or meshes. The veins of
bone arc also contained in these canals, and are
larger than the arteries. These capillary canals
in which the vessels run arc named 'Haversian,'
after their discoverer, Clopton Havers, an old
English anatomist. They vary in dianu'ter fnmi

WffS to ,Jj of an inch, 't'hey take a loiigituilinal

direction, and if a transverse section is exam-
ined under a microscope it appears pierced with
holes, which are the Haversian canals cut across.
Each canal is surroimded by its own layers of
bone, forming a sort of thick-walled cylinder
with the Haversian canal as the centre. Be-
tween the layers are seen numbers of minute
spaces arranged concentrically around the Ha-
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versian canal. These spaces are known as ?«-

cun<F, and each one has passing off from it. in

a radiate manner, nvimerous small canals or
<-anaUcuU, which anastomose with canallciili

from other lacuna' belonpinj; to the same system,
and probably serve as lymph-channels for the
mitrition of the hone. The lacunae are not
empty, but contain bone cells or corpuscles,

which are nucleated bodies and send out fine

processes into the canaliculi. In addition to the
Haversian systems are irregular lamellw, or lay-

ers of bone, which fill in the spaces left l>etween

the systems, and are known as interstitial la-

mellw. Along the surface of the bone, and also

along the side of the central canal, the Inmcllw
are arranged parallel to the surface, and are
known as circumferential lameltrr. The cavities

of bones and the various nutrient channels which
run through them are filled with a substance
called nrnrrow. In all bones of young animals
the marrow is red in color, and is known as red
marrow. As the bone grows older the marrow
becomes lighter in color from the accumulation
of fat, and is known as yellow marrow, itar-

row consists of a delicate connective-tissue net-

work, in which ramify numerous small blood-

vessels. In the meshes of this network are found
various kinds of cells—marrow-cells, or rather

large oval cells; giant cells, or myeloplaxes;
large cells containing several nuclei ; red-blood

cells; nucleated red-blood cells; white-blood

cells; connective-tissue cells; and fat-cells. The
periosteum is a connective - tissue membrane,
rich in blood-vessels, Avhich invests the surface

of all bones except where they articulate with
other bones. Connective-tissue fibres ('Sharpey's

fibres') extend from the periosteum into the
superficial layers of the bone.

With the exception of the flat bones of the
head, all bones are first represented by masses
of hyaline cartilage which resemble in shape the

future bone. The cartilage is covered over with
the primitive periosteum, or perichondrium.
From this membrane blood-vessels extend into the
cartilage at some point, usually near the centre

of a long bone, and a rearrangement of the car-

tilage-cells occurs. This point is known as the

centre of ossification. Xew cells, probably de-

rived from the white-blood cells, appear and
are known as osteoblasts. Each osteoblast sur-

rounds itself with a little layer of bone, and is

then known as a bone-cell. In compact bone the

formation of the Haversian sj-stems is due to

the laying down of the bone in concentric lay-

ers around the blood-vessels. During the devel-

opment of bone witliin the cartilage ( intra-carti-

laginous development), bone is also being formed
imder the periosteum (subperiosteal develop-

ment). Here, also, the bone is formed by the
osteoblasts surrounding themselves by bone. The
flat bones like those of the skull are not laid

down in cartilage like the long bones, but de-

velop in a membranous connective-tissue matrix
(intra membranous development). Except for

the absence of the preexisting cartilage, the

process is q<iite similar to that which occurs in

intracartilaginous development.
Ner\es may be seen entering bone, and the

acute pain felt in some of its diseased conditions

proves their existence ; but they have not yet

been actually demonstrated in the osseous tis-

sue; neither have lymphatics, though we sup-

pose, from analogy, that bones are supplied with

them. The several bones composing the animal
frame will be treated of tinder the head Skele-
ton ; any important peculiarities in the bones of
dilTerent classes of animals, under the heads of
these classes.

C'uEiiiCAL CojrposiTiox OF Bone. The prin-
cipal chemical ingredients present in bone are
gelatin and phosphate of lime: and the follow-
ing table represents the composition in 100 parts
of bone of average quality:

CON'STITCENTS
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in the tail and back fin of certain fislics for
pointing arrows. These uses of bone, coupled
with the employment of the serrated teeth of

sharks as a war weapon, are still practiced by
many uncivilized tribes. The fatty and other
organic matters in bone allow of its being em-
ployed as a fuel where coal or wood cannot be

obtained, as in the pampas of South America
and the steppes of Russia. In tliese regions it

is considered that the heat evolved during the

combustion of the bones of an ox suffices to cook

the flesh. See also Bone Fertilizers.

BONE,Henry ( 1755-1834) . An English enamel

painter, lie was born at Truro, in Cornwall,

February 0, 1755. He w.-is aiiprenticed to a
manufacturer of china, but in 1778 moved to

London, where he made designs in enamel for

jewelers. His merits as an artist were soon

recognized; the beauty of his work attracted

the notice of the Royal Academy, and he was
admitted to that institution, first as an associ-

ate, afterwards, in 1811, as a full academi-

cian. His copies of the "Sleeping Girl," by
Sir ,7oshua Reynolds, brought him early fame,

but his most beautiful examples were the exe-

cution of eighty-five portraits of ilhistrious men
and women of Queen Elizabeth's time. All

were reproduced in enamel, and were of sizes

varying from 5 by 4 to 13 by S inches. These
exquisite portraits, so greatly admired in the

time of Bone, with other valuable objects of

art, were disposed of by public sale after

his death, and are now in the hands of pri-

vate collectors. Bone was enamel painter to

George III., (Jeorge IV.. and William IV. He
executed miniatures after Raphael, Titian, and
llurillo. One of the most famous was a copy
of Titian's "Bacchus and Ariadne" in the National
Gallery, 18 by IG inches. He died Dec. 17, 1834.

BONE-ASH. See Bone Fertilizers.

BONEBLACK, Animal CirARC0.\L, or Char.

A substance prepared from carefully selected,

clean, hard bones, made by heating them in

retorts, out of contact with air, until they

are carbonized. In this process combustible

gases and water, together with oil and the va-

pors of various salts of ammonia, are given off,

and boneblack is left in the retort. It is gen-

erally reduced to coarse grains from about the

size "of small peas, down to large pinbeads. and

is extensively used in the arts for decolorizing

liquids, such as the syrup of sugar, and solu-

tions of argol (impure cream of tartar). It is

capable of removing various mineral substances

from their solutions, and is therefore used in

filters for separating chemical impiirities from
water. The general mode of using the bone-

black for the purpose of decolorizing liquids

is to allow the liquid to percolate through a

layer of the charcoal, when all color is arrested,

arid the syrup of sugar luns through clear and
colorless. This power of absorlnng coloring mat-

ters is possessed also by vegetable (peat or

wood) charcoal, but not to such an extent as by
boneblack. The application of heat to the liquids

before filtration greatly facilitates the decoloriza-

tion, and where the volume of liquid to be oper-

ated tipon is not great, the most expeditious

method is to boil the liquid and bonelilack to-

gether, and then strain through filtering-paper

or cloth. The power of absorbing colors appears

to be due to the porosity of the substance;

it is extremely improbable that the absorption
of color is due to a chemical process. When
syrup of sugar and other liquids have been run
through boneblack for some time, the jjores of the
latter appear to get clogged with the color, and
the clarifying infiuence ceases; then the bone-
black reqvures to imdergo a ju'ocess of rerivi/ica-
tioii, which usually consists in reheating it care-
fully in ovens, or iron pipes inclosed in a fur-
nace, when the absorl)ed color is charred, and the
boneblack can be of service once again as an
arrester of color. After several reburnings, the
bonebl.ack becomes of very inferior absorptive
((uality. and is disposed of for the manufacture
of fertilizers. Boneblack has also the power
of absorbing odors, especially those of a disa-
greeable natuie, and can be employed to deodor-
ize apartments, clothing, outhouses, etc. See
Bone Fertilizers.

BONEBREAKEB (for derivation see be-
low). The giant fulmar petrel (Oss-ifrapa qiqan-
tea), which is nearly as large as an albatross,
and belongs in the South Pacific. It breeds upon
Kerguelen and neighboring islands, and feeds
mainly upon the carcasses of dead seals and ce-

taceans, the bones of which it is able to smash
with its powerful vulture-like beak. It is called

'Nelly' by the sealers. See Fulmar, and Plate of
FiSHIKfi BUiDS.

BONE CAVE. See Cave.

BONE COAL. A term used in the anthracite
regions to designate himps of coal containing
shaly matter. In the sizing and sorting of an-
thracite the bone coal has to be separated by
hand or by machinery. See Anthracite.

BONE-DOG. The bone-shark. See Dogfish.

BONE FERTILIZERS. Bones have long
been xised and are highly valued as a fertilizer.

Sir John Lawes, of England, early in his career,

recognized their value for this purpose and es-

tablished a factors' for treating them with .sul-

phuric acid to increase their eti'ectiveness, ac-

cording to the process suggested by Liebig.

Bones are valuable as a fertilizer on account of

the nitrogen and phosphoric acid they contain.

The proportions of these depend upon the kind
of bones, and the method of treatment to which
they are subjected. Untreated bone consists

chiefly of tricalcium phosphate bound together by
gelatinous matter ricli in nitrogen. If raw bone
is soaked in dilute hydrochloric acid the calcium
phosphate is dissolved, leaving a tough, elastic,

gelatinous mass behind; if it is burned, a friable

earthy mass—bone-ash-— is obtained. If sub-

jected to the action of superheated steam, more
or less of the gelatinous matter is removed,
leaving a product richer in phosphoric acid and
poorer in nitrogen than the original.

Raw Bones. According to Voorhees. raw bones
free from meat and excess of fat should con-

tain a considerable amount of phosphoric acid

and 4 per cent, of nitrogen. They are highly

valued as a fertilizer, altliough they often con-

tain a considerable amount of fat which inter-

feres with their decomposition in the soil. Bones
from which the fat has been removed by ex-

traction with solvents, stich as benzine or pe-

trohMini, contain a high percentage of nitrogen

(sometimes li per cent.) and about 20 per cent,

of plios])horic acid, are easily ground, and de-

compose readily in the soil.
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Bone-Meal. Bone-Dust. These are different

names applied to the same thing, viz.. very linely

ground bone. The produet may be finely -rronnd

raw bones, but it usually consists of bones which
have been boiled, steamed, or extracted with sol-

vents previous to grinding.

STE.\JfED Bone, a lavge part of the bone
used for fertilizing is either boiled or steamed.
This treatment removes the fat, which interferes

with the action of the bone as a fertilizer, but
is valuable for other purposes, and the larger

part of the nitrogenous matter, which is valuable
as a fertilizer and also for the preparation of

gelatin and glue. Bones dcgelatiuized by steam-
ing contain from 28 to St) per cent, of phos-
phoric acid and 1.25 to 1.75 per cent, of nitro-

gen. Steaming at a high temperature improves
t he mechanical condition of bones.

Dissolved Boxes. This is the term applied to

the product resulting from the action of strong
sulphuric acid upon bones. The acid converts
the insoluble (tricalcium) phosphate into soluble

( monocalcium) phosphate, and calcium sulphate,
or gypsum

:

(Ca3(P0J, + 2H,S0^ = CaH4(P04),
+ 2CaS0,).

The product is a dark-colored, coarse, soft pow-
der. This method of treating bones is little

usod at present, because soluble phosphates are
more easily and satisfactorily prepared from
mineral phosphates and because bones are suffi-

ciently etTective as a fertilizer without such
treatment.

Boxe-Ta>-kage. This is a product which con-
sists of bone mi.\ed with meat-scrap and blood
or other slaughterhouse refuse in a line state

of division, and is usually richer in nitrogen
and poorer in phosphoric acid than pure bone,

(several different grades are recognized in the
trade, in which the phosphoric acid varies from
7 percent. ( tankage, q.v. ) to 19 per cent, (nearly
pure bone )

.

BoxE-Asii, the product resulting from the burn-
ing of bones, is imported in considerable quan-
tities from South .America. It contains no nitro-

gen, and its fertilizing value depends entirely

upon the phosphoric acid present. This is quite

variable: but good samples should contain, ac-

cording to Voorhees, from 27 to 36 per cent.

Bone-ash is applied as a fertilizer, either directly

or after being converted into superphosphate
(q.v.) by treatment with sulphuric acid, as in

case of dissolved bone.

BoNEBLACK. This is the product resulting

from the carbonization of bones by heating in

closed vessels. It is used for clarifying solu-

tions, especially syrups, as a pigment, and as a
fcitilizer, either directly or after treatment with
sulphuric acid. It is usually the s])ent bone-
black from refineries that is used in the manu-
facture of fertilizers. The boneblack from this

source is somewhat variable in composition, but
usually contains from 32 to 3(! per cent, of

phosphoric acid. Dissolved boneblack, the form
in which it usually appears as a fertilizer, con-

tains about 16 per cent, of phosphoric acid solu-

ble in water and in ammonia citrate (reverted).
This is one of the most important sources of

superphosphates in fertilizers. See article Bone-
black.
The nature and composition of bone is such

that it gradually yields its nitrogen and phos-
phoric acid for tlie use of the plant in the

soil : and while it is sometimes treated with acid,

as described above, to render its phosphoric acid
more available, it is probably most effective

when ap])lied in the fine-ground condition and
to slow-growing crops. It is the only one of the
phosphatic materials, except phosphatiu slag
(q.v.) , which is so used with advantage.

BONEFISH. See Ladytish.

BONELLI, b6-nel'ls, Francois Andr£ (1784-
1830). An Italian zoologist. He was bom at
Cuneo (Piedmont), became a professor in the
University of Turin, a director of the Museum
in Turin, and a member of the Ac'aderay of

Sciences there. He made extensive scientific jour-

neys in Europe, and published a number of

highly esteemed works on entomology, such as
Specimen FauncE Subalpinw (1807).

BONER, bon'er, Ch.4^kles (1815-70). An
English author, born at Weston. He was a
special correspondent of the London Da ill/ Xens,
and also wrote for the Xew York Tribune and
other well - known newspapers. Many notable
translations from the German were made by him,
including particularly Hans Andersen's Danish
Stortj-Book (1846), and Dream of Little Tuck
(1848). His other works include Chamois-Hunt-
ing (1853>; \'erscs (1858); Forest Creatures
(1861) ; and Trnnsylrania: Its Products and Its
People (London, 18G5).

BCNER, John He>by ( 1845-1903 ) . .\n Ameri-
can poet, born at Salem, X. C. He learned the
printer's trade, and in 1867 was editor of the
iialem Observer and the Asherille Pioneer. He
was chief clerk of the North Carolina House
of Representatives in 1869 and 1870, ami was
in the civil service at Washington from 1871 to

1887. He removed to Xew York in 1887. and
was a member of the stall's of the Century Dic-

tionary, the Literary Digest. A Library of Ameri-
can Literature, and the Standard Dictionary.
In 1901 he again undertook bureau work at
Washington. He published ^yhispering Pines
(1883), a volume of verse. His best-known
poem is "Poe's Cottage at ForJham," first pub-
lished in the Century Magazine.

BONER, bo'ner, Ulrich, One of the oldest

German fabulists. He was a preaching friar of

Bern, and is frequently mentioned in documents
of the years 1324-49. His collection of 100
fables, entitled Der Edel-stein, was published at
Bamberg, 1461, and was one of the first German
hooks printed. It is marked by purity of style

and by clear and vivid delineation. This book is

one of the greatest of bibliographical rarities, not
more than two copies being known to exist.

Bodmer and Brcitinger published a complete edi-

tion of the work at Zuricli. in 1757. under the

title Fnbeln aus den Zeiten der Minnesinger. Re-
cent years have seen frequent reprints, notably in

Redam's Universal-llihliothek (Leipzig, 1895).

BONES. Originally four pieces of the ribs of

horses, or oxen, held in the hands and rapped
together to mark time and rhythm. In early

times the bones were called 'knicky-knackers,' a

word originating in the old English nakerers,

mentioned in Chaucer's Knight's Tale. The fact

that Bottom speaks of the 'tongs and the bones'

in M idsummer Xight's Dream is proof that they

formed part of the rustic music in Shakespeare's

time. 'They are still played by negro minstrels.

See Castanets.
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BONESET, or ThoroughWOKT (so named
from its medicinal properties), Eiipatorium

perfoUiiium. A perennial herb, native of the

United States, and "rowing in moist soil. The
leaves and flowering tojis are used as a tonic.

They liave a strong, bitter taste, and are taken

in the form of liot tea to produce perspira-

tion. If very strong, it operates as an emetic.

To make boneset tea, steep an ounce of dried

leaves in a pint of water ; let it stand two hours,

and strain. Boneset is a domestic remedy for

influenza, muscular rheumatism, etc. See Eupa-

TORIIM.

BONET, bo-net', Juan Pablo. A Seventeenth-

Century Spanish instructor of deaf-mutes, born

in Aragon. Pablo Ponce de Leon (died 1584),

a Spanish monk, and Pasch, clergyman of Bran-

denburg, were earlier teachers, but Bonet was
tiie first to publish a manual of method. This

is his lieduccion de las letriis y artes para
cnsenar a hfihhir a los mudos (1620).

BONE-TUMOB. See AcTiNOiiycosis.

BONFIGLIO, bon-fe'lyo, or BUONFIGLIO,
bwon-fe'lyo, Benedetto (c.142.5-c.9G) . An Ital-

ian painter of the Umbrian School. He lived at

Perugia, where he painted the frescoes in the

Palazzo Communale (1454-01). These frescoes

prove him superior to any of the Umbrians of

his time, except Piero della Francesca. It has

been said that he afterwards followed Pinturic-

ehio to Rome and assisted in tlie decorations of

the Vatican.

BONFIRE (originally bone-fire, as in a gloss

of 148.'?; "bavcfyrr, ignis ossium," i.e. fire of

bones). In its earliest usage, a funeral pyre; a

fire lighted to consume heretical or forbidden

books, etc. ; in the early superstitions of Ger-

many ( tt'here it was also called yotfcKcr or need-

fire) and most other European nations, a fire

kindled in time of pestilence among men or cat-

tle to drive away the disease. Later, the kindling

of such fires, witli many traditional ceremonies,

became a regular part of the observances on tlie

night before the festival of Saint .John the Bap-

tist or Midsummer Day—still with the ancient

idea of driving away ])!agucs and evil sjnrits.

The easting of elligics into the flames, still ob-

served in some places, seems to point to a sur-

vival of ancient propitiatory saeriflces. It is

quite likely that all tliese ceremonial observances

are relics of pagan worship of the heavenly

bodies, modified by the introduction of Chris-

tianity. Tlie Church, as in many other instances,

preferred to adopt and consecrate what would
have been almost ini))ossible to suppress: tluis

the inclusion in the Catholic Easter ceremonies

of the blessing of tlie new fire, and the custom

in the Russian Churdi of carrying liglited tapers

on that festival, may be related to the custom of

the Osterfeuer among the Teutonic nations, which

originally was probal)ly celebrated on the 1st

of May. Consult: .Liliii, Die dcutscheii Opfert/e-

hrduche hei AcI^crhiK und Viehzucht (Breslau,

1884) ; Brand, Popular Antiritiities, Vol. I., edited

by Ellis (London, 1849). For the customs more
particularly associated with the Celtic races, see

Beltane.

BONGAR, bon'giir (native name) . A serpent;

genus liungarus. Sec Ivbait.

BON GAULTIER, bON gft'tyi', Ballads
OF. The title of a witty, satirical volume of

verse bj' Professor William Aytoun and Theodore
Martin, i)ublished in 1854. The ballads originally

appeared in lllarlcaood's M(i(ia:hu\ and were
iriostly on tlie topics of the day, including some
excellent parodies.

BONGHI, bon'ge, Ruggero (1828-95). An
Italian man of letters and politician, lie was
born in Naples, March 20, 1828. His literary

activity began at the age of 20, with a trans-

lation of Plato's Fhilebus. His active share

in the political events of 1848 forced him into

temporary exile; and a chance meeting at

Lake Maggiore with Manzoni and Rosmini-Ser-
bati soon bore fruit in his much-discussed
Critical Letters on the licdKOii ^VIll/ Italian Lit-

erature is Xot I'opular CM ed.. 1873). In 1858
appeared his translation of Plato, Opere di Pla-

lone, and of the Metaj)}iysics of Aristotle; and the

following year he refused to receive from Austria
a chair of philosophy in the University of Pavia,
but afterwards acceiited it from his own country,

when Pavia had reverted to Italy. Thereafter he
was connected successively with the universities

of Turin, Florence, Milan, and finally (1870)
Rome, where he was professor emeritus of ancient

history at the time of his death. Honghi was
a man of great activity and many interests.

From 1800 he sat almost continuously in the
(^hamber of Deputies, where he sujiported the

Conservative Party. In 1874-70 he was Minister
of Public Instruction. In journalism he was
equally active, editing successively the Perse-
veranza of Milan, and the TJnitn Xazionale of

Naples, and founding the l^taiujia. which is still

the leading journal of Turin, and the magazine
OM?(«ro, which he edited until his death in IS!).").

He was for many years president of the Italian

Press Association. Among his many published
works may be mentioned: Pius IX. and the Fu-
ture Pope (1877) : Leo XI11. and Italy (1878) ;

Contemporaneous Portraits: Cavour, liismarck,

Thiers (1879); Disraeli and Gladstone (1882);
History of Rome (1884-88) ; .Arnoldo da Brescia

(1884); The Roman Festivals (1891).

BONGO, bon'go. A name applied to a negro
people dwelling in the Upper Nile basin, between
the Dinka and the Zandch. They are slight-

ly blended with Hamites. They are of reddish

skin and medium stature, and are vigorous and
fleshy, with crisp hair. They subsist by the

chase, upon their flocks, and by agriculture.

They are skilled in the working of iron. Their
neatly thatched houses and granaries are conoid

in shape, and the former are surmounted
with lookouts. Little costume is worn, but the

Bongo are fond of adornment. The women tat-

too the ujiper ])art of the body, and wear labrcts

in tlie u]iper li)), straws through tlic alee of the

nostrils, and rings through the septum of the

nose.

BONGO. A large West African bushbuck
(q.v. I.

BONHAM, bon'dni. A town and the county-
seat of Fannin County, Tex., about 75 miles
northeast of Dallas, on the Texas and Pacific

and the Denison, Bonham and New Orleans rail-

roads (Map: Texas. F 3). It is the scat of

Carleton College (Christian), opened in 1807.

The city is the centre of a fertile agricultural

district, and has a large export trade in cotton,

grain, flour, and live stock. The industrial estab-

lishments comprise flouringniills, cotton-gins,
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cotton and cottonseed-oil mills, railroad machine-
shops, carriage and wagon works, planing-niills,

etc. Population, in 1890, 3361; in 1900, 5042.

BONHAM, MiLLEDGE L. (1815-90). An
Anuriian soldier and statesman. He was born
in South Carolina, and in 1834 graduated at the
South Carolina College. He served in the Mexi-
can War, and was a States'-rights Democrat in
Congress from 1850 to 1860, but withdrew when
his .State passed the ordinance of secession, and
was made a major-general in the Provisional
Army of South Carolina. In 1861 he entered the
Confederate Army as brigadier-goneral, and led

a brigade at the battles of Blackburn's Ford and
Bull Run, but resigned Ms commission (1802)
to take a seat in the Confederate Congress. He
was Governor of South Carolina from 1862 to

1864. when he returned to the army, and served
until the close of the war.

BONHEUR, bo'ner', Fban^ois Auguste
(1824-84). A French animal painter. He was
born at Bordeaux, and, after studying with his

father and his sister Rosa, entered the Ecole des
Beaux-Arts. Beginning as a genre artist, he soon
adopted animal painting under his sister's influ-

ence. Although his animals are inferior to hers,

the landscape backgrounds are better, being more
harmonious in color. His work is often marred
by too much attention to detail. His principal
productions include "Watering-Trough in Brit-
tanv" (1859). "Cattle Leaving the Pasture"
(1861), "A Brook in Auvergne" (1863), "Le
Dormoir" and "Kuins of the Castle of Apchon"
(1807), and "Woodland and Cattle" (1890, Met-
ropolitan Museum, Xew York). He received
gold medals of the first class in 1861 and 1863,
and the cross of the Legion of Honor in 1867.

BONHEUR, .Jl-i.es Isidore (1827—). A
French sculptor of animals, younger brother of
Rosa Bonheur. He was born at Bordeaux, and
studied under his father and sister and in the
Ecole des Beaux-Arts. He received medals in

1865 and 1869. Among his works are 'The Tiger-
Hunter" (1865, Fontainebleau) and the "Zebra
and Panther" ( 1868, ordered by the Sultan of
Turkey I

.

BONHEUR, Marie Ro-salie (Rosa) (1822-

99). A French artist, considered the most emi-
nent woman painter of animals. She was born at
Bordeaux, October 22, 1822, the eldest of four
children. Her father, Ra;sTnond Bonheur, who
was a drawing-teacher, gave her careful training,

and she also studied under Cogniet ; but it was
mainly her own study of animals in their natural
environments that developed her genius. The
family moved to Paris when Rosa Bonheur was
eleven years ol<I, and here she copied industri-
ously in the Louvre and the Luxembourg, and also
studied from nature. The studio in the Rue Rum-
ford, where the family lived, has been described as
a kind of Noah's Ark. At the age of nineteen
Mademoiselle Bonheur first exhibited at the Salon
a picture of "Rabbits Eating Carrots." There-
after, until 1855. she was represented annually in
the Exhibition. In 1845 she received a gold medal
of the third class, and in 1848 a first-class medal.
Her fir.st great picture, deemed by some her best,

"Ploughing in the Nivernais." was exhibited in

1849. and is now in the Louvre. Meanwhile the
studio in the Rue Rumford had been given up,
and the artist was studying at abattoirs on the
outskirts of Paris. Finding the attentions of

the workmen disagreeable, she adopted trousers,
and, as she had short hair, she easily passed for
a man. In 1849, on the death of her brother
Raymond, she assumed charge of a school of
drawing for young ladies, which he had been
directing. In 1853 she exhibited the famous
"Horse Fair." This picture attracted wide-
spread admiration. She offered it to her native
town of Bordeaux for 12,000 francs, but the
offer was not accepted, so she sold it in England
for 40,000 francs, and it was exhibited there and
afterwards in America. It was finallj- purchased
by Cornelius Vanderbilt for the Metropolitan
JIuseum of Art in New York City for $55,-

500. The artist made a replica, a quarter size

of the original, from which the engravings of
the picture were taken. This replica is in the
National Gallery in London : there is also a
smaller replica in London and a water-color.
Rosa Bonheur bought a Gothic chateau at By,

near Fontainebleau. and in 1850 went there to
live. Here, in 1864, Napoleon III. and the Em-
press Eugenie visited her studio. The year fol-

lowing, she received the cross of the Legion of
Honor by order of the Empress. A visit to Scot-
land was the occasion of a number of Scotch sub-
jects, such as "Ponies of the Isle of Skye" and
"Sheep in a Boat" (1867). During the latter
part of her life she lived quietly at By. She died
May 25, 1899. As a painter she showed a sound
and wholesome feeling for nature, not only in the
modeling of her animals and in her spirited rep-
resentations of action, but also in the truthful
landscape setting in which she placed her sub-
jects. Her drawing and composition are good;
but the color is almost hard, and the atmosphere
is often imperfectly rendered. Among her best-

known paintings are: "The Haymaking Season
in Auvergne" (1855, Louvre) ; "On the Alert;"
"A Foraging Party;" and "A Combat Between
Two Stallions." In the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York, are her "Deer in the Forest,"
"A Limier-Briquet Hound" (1877), and "Wean-
ing the Calves" ( 1879) , and in the Lenox Library,
New York, is her "Deer Drinking." For her life

and works, consult Laruelle (Paris, 1885) ;

Een6 Menard, in The Portfolio (London. 1875) ;

Rent' Pevrol, in the Art Annual (ib., 1900);
Roger Mil&s (Paris. 1900).
BONHOMME, b6'nom', Jacques (Fr., .Tames

Goodman). A term of depreciation applied by
the French nobility and others to one of the
masses, more narrow! v to tlie peasant.
BONHOMME RICHARD, re'shiir'. The. See

Joxes. .John Paul.
BONI, bo'ne. A former kingdom occupying

the southwestern part of Celebes (q.v.), and cov-
ering an area of about 1000 square miles (Ma]):
East India Islands, F 5 ) . Boni was once one
of the most important kingdoms of Celebes, and
is was only with considerable difficulty that the
Dutch succeeded in establishing their authority
there in 1860. At the beginning of the century
the British were compelled to send several puni-
tive expeditions against the Bonese for interfer-

ing with the British sea trade. The population
of Boni, which consists mainlv of Bugis, is esti-

mated at from 200.000 to 300,000. Capital, Boni,
on the eastern coast.

BONIFACE. The name of nine Popes, most
of whom are of no historic note. Boniface I.

(Pope, 418-422). on account of prevailing party
divisions, was opposed by a rival bishop, but w.is
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recognized by Honorius as proper successor. His
letters are in Migne, Patrol. Laf.,XX.— Boniface
II. (Pope, .5.30-532). His letters are in Migne,

LXV.—BoxuACE III., who was Pope for only

ten months in the year 007. was the first to whom
the title of Universal Bishop of Christendom

was conceded by the Greek Emperor (Phocas).
—Boniface IV." (Pope, (i0«-fil5).

—

Boniface V.

(Pope. 619-02.5).

—

Boniface VI. (Pope. 890).

—

Boniface VII. (Pope. 974. 9S4nS5) .—Boniface
VIII. (Benedetto r.:ietano. Pope. 1294-1.303). He
was born at Ani-jni. and was elected Pope on De-

cember 24, 1294. His inauguration was distin-

guished by great pomp: the kings of Hungary and
Sicily held the reins of his horse as he proceeded

to the Lateran, and, with their crowns on their

heads, served him at table. In 1290 Boniface

issued his bull Clericis Laicos, forbidding the

pa^iTiient or collection of taxes on ecclesia.stical

property without the consent of the Holy See. He
failed in his attempts to assert a feudal superior-

ity over Sicily, and to exercise his Papal authority

in the disputes between France and England.

Philip the Fair, of France, .supported by the es-

tates and elergj-, maintained the independence of

the kingdom, disregarding many bulls and briefs,

and even the sentence of e.xconununieation to

which the Pope proceeded. Philip at last, with the

aid of Italian enemies of Boniface, made him
prisoner at Anagni, whither he had fled; and al-

though he was liberated by the people of Anagni
after two days' imprisonment, he died within

about a month (October 11, 1303), in consequence

of having refused food during those two days,

through fear of poison. He instituted the Roman
Jubilee in the year 1300, and in 1302 issued the

bull IJnam SancUnn. wherein he maintained the

necessity of the submission of princes to the

spiritual jurisdiction of the Roman pontiffs.

For his life, consult: Luigi Tosti, 2d ed. (ililan,

1848. French trans. Paris, 1854) ; \V. Druncann
(Kiinigsberg, 18.52).

—

Boniface IX. (Pietro To-

macelli. Pope, 1389-1404). He was a native of

Naples, and succeeded Urban VI. as Pope at

Rome, while Clement VII. was Pope at Avignon.

His financial expedients contributed chiefly to in-

crease the many already existing abuses in the

disposition of ecclesiastical offices. He acquired,

after a struggle, a most absolute power in Rome,
which he kept in awe by fortresses; but to secure

himself against external enemies, particularly

Louis of Anjou, whose claim to the crown of

Naples he had opposed, he was obliged to give

away jiart of his territory in fiefs, as Ferrara to

the house of Kste.

BONIFACE. The name of a rascally land-

lord of Lichfield; in Farquhar's Beaux' Strata-

gem.

BONIFACE, Abbot. The abbot of Saint

!Mary's. in Scott's The Monastery. He is vain

and "self-indulgent, but charitable, hospitable, and
lenient. Despite the troublous times in which he

lives, he is enabled at the close of the story to

preserve his convent. He resigns, in the sequel,

in favor of the more zealous Abbot Ambrosius.

BONIFACE, S.UNT (080-755). The Apostle

of Cieniiany, whose original name was Winfrid.

He was bom at Crediton, in Devcmshi^e. England,

680. He first entered a monastery in Exeter at

the age of 13, and afterwards removed to that of

Nutshalling, where he learned rhetoric, history,

and theology, and became a priest at the age of

.30. At that time a movement, proceeding from-
England and Ireland, was going on for the con-
version of the still heathen peoples of Europe;
in 014 Ciallus and Enuneran had been sent to
Alemannia, Kilian (murdered 089) to Bavaria,
Willibrord (died 738) to the country of the
Franks, Swidvert to Frieslan<l, and Siegfried to
Sweden. Winfrid also took the resolution (715)
of preaching Christianity to the Frisians, among
whom it had as yet found no entrance. But a
war broke out between Charles ilartel and the
King of the Frisians, and Winfrid returned
from Utrecht to his convent, of which he was
elected abbot. He declined the election, repaired
to Rome in 718, and received the authorization
of Pope Gregory II. to preach the Gospel to all

the tribes of Germany in 719. He first went to
Bavaria and Thuringia. then labored three years
in Friesland. and traveled through Hesse, every-

where baptizing nuiltitiules, and consecrating
their idolatrous groves as churches. In 721
Gregory' 11. called hini to Rome; made him
bishop (722), with the name of B(mifacius; fur-

nished him with new instructions or canons, and
with letters to Charles IXIartel and all princes

and bishops, requesting their aid in his pious
work. Returning to Hesse and Thuringia ( 723 )

,

he destroyed the objects of heathen worship
(among which are mentioned an oak at Geismar,
near Cassel, sacred to Thor, and an idol named
Stuffo, on a summit of the Harz -still called

Stuffenberg), founded churches and convents,

and called to his aid priests, monks, and nuns
from England, whom he distributed through the
various countries. In recognition of his emi-
nent services, Gregory III. sent him (732) the
pallium, and named hmi Archbishop and Primate
of all Gennany, with power to establish bishop-

rics wherever he saw fit. Boniface now made
a third journey to Rome (738), and was appoint-

ed Papal Legate for Germany. The bishoprics of
Ratisbon. Erfurt. Paderborn, Wiirzburg. Eich-

stiidt, Salzburg, and several others owe their es-

tablishment to Saint Boniface. The famous
Abbey of Fulda is also one of his foundations
(742-44). He was named Archbishop of Mainz
by Pepin (744), whom he consecrated as King
of the Franks at Soissons ( 752 ) , and he presided

in the council held at that place. In 754 he re-

signed his archbisho))ric at Mainz, and resumed
anew his apostolic hibors among the Frisians;

and at Dokkum.near Leeuw.arden. in West Fries-

land, this venerable Christian hero was set

upon by a mob of armed heathens and killed,

along with the congregation of converts that
were with him (.lune 5, 755). His remains were
taken first to Utrecht, then to Mainz, and finally

to Fulda. In tlie abbey there is still shown a
copy of the Gospels written by him, and a leaf

stained with blood. A collection of his letters,

and the canons ho promulgated for the discipline

of the newly established churches, have been
preserved, and are instructive as to the state

of Gennanv at the time. The liest edition of his

Letters (Epistolie) is that of Diimmler (1892).

In 1811 a monument was erected to Saint Boni-

face on a hill near Altenberga, in the Principality

of (Jotha. where, according to tradition, he
erected (721) the first Christian church in North
Germany. -\ statue by Henschel of Cassel was
also erected to him in Fulda in 1842. His works
are in Migne il'at. l,iit.. LXXXIX.) ; also ed.

Giles (London, 1844, 2 vols.) ; for his Life, con-
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suit: G. W. Cox (London, 1853): A. Werner
(Leipzig, 1875) ; Life of Saint Winfrid—^the tra-

ditional life (London, 1878) ; O. Fischer (1880) ;

A. Ebrard ( Giitersloh, 1882).

BONIFACE H., :XLirgrave of Montferrat

( T-1207). An Italian soldier, prominent in the

Fourth Crusade. He participated in the war
against Saladin, and was taken prisoner at

Hittin (1187). In 1201 he joined the Fourth
Crusade. He became ruler of Macedonia and
Greece, under tlie title of King of Thessaloniea,

in 1204. He was killed near llosynopolis in a

battle with the Bulgarian invaders.

BONIFACIO, bo'ne-fa'ehS, Strait of. The
ancient Fretum Gallicum, between Corsica and
Sardinia ; it took its modern name from the lit-

tle fishing-town of Bonifacio, which is at the

southern extremity of Corsica (Map: Italy, D
6). The strait, which is seven miles wide at its

narrowest part, is dangerous to navigate on ac-

count of the swift current and the rocks, and at

times tempestuous winds. Oyster, tunny, and
coral fisheries are prosecuted in its waters.

BONIFACITJS, bon'I-fa'slu-iis. A Roman gen-

eral of the Fifth Century a.d. He fought against

the Goths at !Massilia in a.d. 413, and against

the Vandals in Spain in a.d. 422. He was subse-

quently Governor of Africa under Valentinian
111., and appears to have been successful in his

administration. Having been maliciously ad-

vised by Aetius (q.v. ) that the Regent Placidia

purposed Ms death, he unwisely invited the Van-
dals under Genserie to settle in Africa. After-

wards, when he perceived that he had been duped,

he endeavored to expel the barbarians, but was
himself besieged at Hippo, whence he escaped to

Italy. Here he regained the favor of the Regent,

but was challenged by Aetius to single combat,
and died of his wounds soon afterwards.

BONIFAZIO, bo'ne-fii'tse-o. The name of a
family of Venetian painters of the Renaissance.

Morelli has shown that there were three artists

of this name, instead of one. as was previously

believed. Boxifazio (I.) the Elder (died c. 1540),

called Veronese from his birthplace, was the

most important of the three, and indeed one of

the best painters of the Venetian school. His
drawing is pure and graceful, and his clear,

bright color is distinguished by a peculiar bril-

liant quality. Among his works are a series of

Madonnas with saints in London, the Ambrosiana
(Milan), Palazzo Golonna (Rome), Dresden, and
Stuttgart; "Xazarus and Dives" (Venice Acad-
emy) ; and the "Finding of Moses" at Dresden.—Bon'IFazio Veronese (II.) the Younger, prob-

ably a brother of the preceding, was born in

Verona, and studied with Palma Vecchio and in

Venice, where he died October 19, 1553. Al-

though resembling his brother's, his art is weaker
in conception and execution. Among their joint

works are the "Finding of iloses" (Brera, Mi-
lan ) , a ".Judgment of Solomon" and "Tlie Woman
Taken in .Xdultery." both in the Venetian Acad-
emy. By Bonifazio IL alone are the "Supper at
Emmaus" (Brera and Uffizi). "Return of the
Prodigal Son" (Horghese Gallery. Rome), and an
".Annunciation" and "Triumph of Love" at Vien-
na.—BoNTFAZio (111.) Venkzi.\no (die<i after

1579 ) , was probably a son and pupil of one of the

preceding. Tlie least important of the three, he
afterwards lapsed into imitation of Titian. Ex-

amples of his work are in the academies of Ven-

ice and Vienna, and at Dresden, which possesses,

among others, his large "Haising of Lazarus."

BONIN, W>-nen', Eduakd VON (1793-1865). A
Prussian general, born at Stol]) (Farther Pomer-
ania). In 1806 he entered the infantry regiment
of Brunswick-Oel, was at Jena and Liibeck, and
rose in 1829 to be major. Promoted in 1842 to

be colonel, he commanded a Prussian brigade in

the War of 1848-49, and, having served as com-
mandant of Berlin, was appointed Prussian Min-
Lster of War in 1852. He retired in 1854, was
again appointed in 1858, but a second time re-

tired in 1859 and was appointed general com-
manding the Eighth Army Corps at Coblenz. He
published a military work entitled Orundziige

fiir das ::erstreu1e Gefecht (Berlin, 1839).

BONIN (b6-nen') ISLANDS (.Jap. Ogasa-
icara-slnma) . A group of small islands in the
Pacific, situated between .Japan and the Ladrone
Islands, in about latitude 27° X. and longitude
142° 20' E. (Map: World, Eastern Hemisphere,
G 35). The entire archipelago occupies an area
of about 28 square miles, and is divided into

three groups—the Parry Islands on the north,

Bonin proper in the centre, and Coffm Islands in

the south. The largest are Hillsborough and
Buckland. They are of volcanic origin, and but
few of them are inhabited. The cliief products

are sugar and indigo. The main port is Port
Lloyd, on Peel Island. The population is about
1400. The group was discovered by the .Japanese

in 1593, and being uninhabited it was named
Bunin ('no man's'), whence Bonin. In 1823
Captain Coflin, of the American whaler Transit,

landed on the most southern island and named
it after himself, which fact Captain Becehey
knew when he arrived in 1826. In 1828 it was
taken possession of by Russia, but no attempt
was made toward its colonization. Since 1876 it

has been in the possession of .Japan.

BONINGTON, or BON'NINGTON, Richabd
Pabkes ( 1801-28 ) . An English landscape painter.

He was born near Kottingham, the son of a
painter. At fifteen he went to Paris, and studied

at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and with Baron Gros,

and afterwards in Italy. Although his training

was in France, he adopted the open-air method
of painting practiced by Constable. His chief

importance consists in the fact that he, aided by
the works which Constable exhibited in Pari.s,

was instrumental in introducing plein-air paint-

ing into France. From their works the painters

of Barbizon received their inspiration.

BONITO, b6-ne't6 (Sp., Fortug. from Ar.

ha.iiiU, hainith). Any of several species of

fishes of the mackerel family. One of these

{(lymnosarda pelamys) is well known to the

sailors as one of the fishes most commonly seen

pursuing the flying fishes. It is pelagic, and
occurs in all tropical seas, coming north to Cape
Cod on the coast of America, and is rarely

taken in English waters. The back is bluish,

belly silver^', with four brownish stripes on each

side parallel with the lower curve of the body.

It grows to a length of 2i.j feet. The albieore

(ffarda sarda). another species reaching alx)ut

the same length, occurs on both shores of the

North Atlantic. It is a food-fish of rather low
grade. The California bonito (Sardn Chilrnxin)

occurs on the west coast of both .Americas and in

the waters of Japan. It, too. is a poor food-fish.
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BONITZ, bfi-nits', Hermann (1814-88). A
German classical philologist. Ho was born at
Langensalza, and stiuliud at the universities of

Leipzig and Berlin. In 183(i-;iS he was an in-

structor in the Blochmann Institute in Dresden.
Subsequently he was a professor in the University
of Vienna (1840-67), and from 1807 was director

of a gymnasium in Berlin, and member of the

Academy of Sciences. While in Vienna he de-

vised, with R.xner. a system, in force since 1854,

for the reorganization of the .\ustrian g^'mnasia.

He was deeply versed in the ])hilosophies of botli

Plato and Aristotle, and wrote se\erul expository
works, such as I'ebcr die Kategorien des Arts-

toteles (Vienna. 18.53) ; Platonixche Studien
(Vienna, 1858-()0) ; and Aristotclische Studien
(Vienna. 18(>2-fi7) ; and edited (Bonn, 1848-49)

the Mctaphysica. See the biograpln' by Gom-
perz (Berlin, 1889).

BON MAKCHE, boN mar'shfi'. One of the
largest department stores of Paris, noted for its

low prices, and interesting on accoimt of its suc-

cessful application of the princii^les of coopera-
tion. The business is conducted by a board of

managers selected from its employes, who re-

ceive a share of the profits in addition to salary.

BONN. A city in the Rhine Province, Prus-
sia, and capital of the Circle of Bonn, advanta-
geously situated on the left bank of the Rhine,
about 15 miles southeast of Cologne. The pleas-

ant villas with their gardens on the river, the
fine promenades, fhe picturesque church-towers,
and the graceful bridge across the Rhine (com-
pleted in 1898), all combine to make Bonn an
unusually attractive place. The surroundings
also are pleasing and interesting. Of its churches,
five Catholic and two Evangelical, the imposing
Miinster is the most important, a notable ex-
ample of the late Romanesque style. It is a
cruciform building with two choirs, four small
towers, and a great octagonal tower. The church
dates from the Eleventh Century, and has re-

cently been carefully restored. The interior is

without special interest. The neighboring an-
cient cloisters, with pillars possessing beaxitiful

capitals, are worthy of notice. -Among the sec-

ular buildings should lie mentioned the Rathaus,
with its lofty tlight of steps, completed in 1782;
the famous Beethoven House, A\here the com-
poser was born in 1770, and now containing the
Beethoven Museum : and the buildings of the
university for which Bonn is celebrated. The
last-named buildings, originally the Electoral
Palace, occupy the south side of the old towni.

The central portion, with its four towers, was
completed in 1723. The lecture-room and the
library are adorned with busts of Niebuhr.
Anidt. A. W. von S<hlegel, and many others of
Bonn's celebrated professors. The aula, or hall,

is embellished with interesting frescoes by Cor-
nelius and his pupils.

The Provincial Museum, near the modern rail-

way station, is a handsome building of red sand-
stone in the Italian Renaissance style. It was
erected in 1889-93. It contains a large collec-

tion of Roman and mediiEval stone monuments
and prehistoric anticjuities. At the Academic
Museum of Art there is a noble collection of
casts; among the ancient (ireek works are mar-
ble Hcrmii', bearing heads of Sophocles, Euripi-
des, .\risto])hanes, and Menander. In the I'op-

pelsdorfer Schloss are the natural history col-

lections of the University. The Observatory is

situated near the Poppelsdorfer Alice—a beauti-

ful avenue shaded with lujrscchestnuts. Bonn
possesses several interesting monuments, among
them the statue of Beethoven, executed by Ha-
nd; a fountain column, in honor of Jlaximil-
ian Frederick; and a bronze monument to Arndt,
who died here in 1800. From an old bastion on
the edge of the Rhine, known as the Alte Zoll,

there is a beautiful view of the river. In the
cemetery arc the graves of Xiebuhr, Schumaini,
and Arndt. Bonn has long been a favorite resi-

dence of English and other visitors.

Bonn is governed by an Over-Burgomaster with
three salaried assistants, and l)y thirty council-
men. It has water-works, a municipal gas plant,
and a volunteer fire department. The city in

recent years has become very prosperous com-
mercially. Besides having an active trade, it

manufactures machinery, earthenware, chemicals,
jute, pianos and organs. |)orcelain-wares, arti-

ficial flowers, faience, cement, and many other
articles. NA'essel's ])orce!ain and stoneware fac-

tory employs a thousand men. It dates from
1755. The city is well provided with railway
and river c(nnmunieations, and with all the mod-
ern conveniences connected with manufacturing
and connnerce. In the village of Beuel, on the
other side of the Rhine, are several important
spinning and weaving mills. Bonn is the seat
of a superior mining court, of a nat\iral history
union and agricultural union of Khenish Prus-
sia, and many other educational and industrial
organizations.

in 1900 Bonn had 50,737 inhabitants. Well
equipped with schools for elementary education,
Bonn offers superior educational advantages.
The university (q.v.), with its numerous labora-
tories and institutes, provides all the facilities

of a modern seat of higher learning. Its several
charitable organizations include two orphan
homes, two hospitals, and two private insane
asylums.

Bonn, the Bontxa or ('antra Bonnensia of the
Romans, is frequently mentioned by Tacitus, and
was one of the first Roman fortrcs.ses on the
Rhine. Investigations show that the Castruni
here «as very extensive. The town was destroyed
by the Normans in the Ninth Century. Having
been rel)uiU, it ac((uired some importance when,
in 12ti7. the Archbishop of Cologne transferred
his residence and seat of government hither.

Two German kings were crowned in its Jliinster

in the Fourteentii Century. Bonn suffered from
its Pi'otestant tendencies, and was repeatedly
besieged by the Catholics. In 1794 the French
inarched into the town. They closed its uni-
versity in 1797, and under their rule Bonn's
population decreased. It began to revive as
soon as the city was recovered by Prussia in

1814.

BONN, University of. Next to Berlin,
the leading Prussian university. It owes its

origin to Jlaxiniilian Frederick, .\rclibishop of
Cologne, who established an academy herein 1777.
Seven years later this was made a university by
the Emperor Joseph II., which was extinguislied
by the French invasion. In 1815 the King of
Prussia, Frederick William 111., decided to es-

tablish in the Rhine Provinces a university as an
outpost of (Jerman thought and influence. After
sonic contest, Bonn was chosen for the site, and
in 1818 the university was formally organized.
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While the archiepiscopal residence remains the
t-entral buildin" of the university, many others
have been added. It had in I'JOl over 2400
students, divided among the faeulties of evan-
gelical theolosry. Catholic theoloj.'y. law, medi-
cine, and philosopliy. Its income is nearly
1,300,000 marks, and "its library contains iJTo.OOO

volumes, 12.3.5 incunabula, and l.'$7(i MSS. There
are buildings for the medical department, labor-
atories, a physiological institute, clinics, and
an observatory. Among the great names con-
nected with the faculties are those of Arndt,
>.'iebuhr. and A. \V. von Schlcgel. Bonn has
always been a favorite place for the education
of Prussian royalty, and is socially, as well as
in scholarship, one of the leading German uni-
versities.

BONNASSIEUX, bS'nJi'sye', .Jeax (1810-92).
.\ French sculptor, born at Pannissi^res (Loire).
He studied in Paris, imder Uumont, and re-

ceived the Prix de Rome in 1S36. In 18.57 he
was ordered to model a colossal statue of Xotre
Dame de France, for the town of Le Puy, from
the bronze of the cannon taken at Sebastopol.
Among his works are: "Love Clipping his Wings"
(1S42), in the Luxembourg, and "The Young
David" (1844), also bought by the Government.
For his "Meditation" (IS55) he received a medal
of the first class and the cross of the Legion of
Honor. Ordered to model a statue of Voltaire
for the fa(;ade of the Louvre, Bonnassieux, a firm
Catholic, refused, and in its place a statue of
Ffinelon was erected. This caused him to become
a kind of official sculptor to the French clergy,
and much of his work was done for the churches
of France. Besides his works already named
mention should be made of the marble statue
of Jeanne Hachette ( 1848, Luxembourg) and the
bronze statues of General d'.\ndigne (1S75, Mon-
net) and P6re Lacordaire (1876, Flavigny).

BONNAT, bo'na'. Lfiox .Joseph Florextin
(183.3— ). An eminent French portrait painter.
He was born in Bayonne, studied with Madrazo
in Madrid, where he was much influenced by the
works of Velazquez and Ribera, and with L^on
Cogniet in Paris, His notoriety began with
"Saint Vincent de Paul Taking the Place of a
Galley-Slave" (1866) ; other religious works are
his celebrated "Christ Crucified" (1874, Palais
de .Justice, Paris ) , in which he successfully rivals
the great realists of the past, Holbein, Ribera,
and Velazquez; and "Job" (1880, Luxembourg).
Delightful genre subjects like his "Scherzo" at-
test his skill with Italian folk-scenes. But his
chief reputation rests upon his portraits, aston-
ishing in their characterization and realism.
Among the most celebrated are those of Thiers,
Victor Hugo, Don Carlos, L^on Cogniet, ancl
Jules Gr^vy—the last two in the Luxembourg.
It is his practice, in producing a portrait, to
light the sitter vividly, and to relieve him by the
simplest of backgrounds, usually dark. He builds
up his figures with the plastic sense of a sculp-
tor; he gives them the projection of life itself.

Although lacking in a>,sthetic charm, they suggest
the physical presence of the sitter to a degree
almost bordering on deception. He received the
medal of honor in 1869, was elected to the Insti-
tute in 1881, and was made commander of the
Legion of Honor in 1882 and professor in the
Ecole des Beaux-Arts in 1888. Consult: Claretie,
Peintres et sculpteurs contemporaina ( Paris,

1884) : ifodern French Masters, ed. Van Dvke
(Xew York, 1896).

BONNECHOSE, bOn'sh.V.', Francois Paul
Kmile Bois.NORMAND de (1801-75). A French
author, lie was born at I^yerdorp, Holland,
entered the French Army, served until after the
Revolution of 1830, and subseipicntly was ap-
(lointed librarian of the Palace of Sa'int Cloud.
From 1850 to 1853 he was librarian of several
of the libraries of the civil list. He published:
Histoire de France (1834); Les reformutcurs
avant la refonne (1844); Les quatrcs conquCtcs
de I'Angk'tcrre (1851); and licrtrand du Oucs-
clin (18661.

BON'NER, Edmi-xd (e.loOO-69). Bishop of
London. He was born of obscure and doubtful
parentage about 1500. He was educated at Ox-
ford, and there admitted doctor of civil law in
1525. The reputation he gained at Oxford by his
knowledge of the canon law n;commended him to
the notice of Wolsev, who made him his chap-
lain in 1529. After the fall of Wolsey (1530)
Bonner took an active share in the endeavor to
have Henry VIII. divorced, and received due
promotion from that King. In 1533 he was de-
l)uted to appear before Clement VII. in Marseilles
to appeal for the excommunicated monarch to
a general council; but the story that the violence
of liis threats on this occasion suggested to his
Holiness the counter-threats of havinghiniluirned
alive, or thrown into a caldron of melted lead,
may be dismissed as fabrications. In 1540 he
was made Bishop of London. The death of Henry
cooled his Protestant zeal; and having given
proofs of his lukewarmness in the cause of
Reformation, he was at length, in 1549, in the
name of Henry's successor, Edward VI., com-
mitted to the Marshalsea and deprived of his
bishopric. The accession of Queen Mary re-
stored him to oflice ( 1553) , and as vicegerent and
president of the Convocation, he was the prin-
cipal agent in the persecution which was carried
on against the Reformers during Clary's reign. On
the accession of Elizabeth, in 1558, Bonner accom-
panied his episcopal brethren to salute her at
Highgate. but was, on account of his unpopular-
ity, which antedated his career as persecutor,
refused the honor of kissing her hand. On May
30, 1559, he was summoned before the Pri'vV
Council, and there refused, with a consistency-
worthy of due respect, to take the oath of
supremacy. He was accordingly deposed from
his bishopric and shut up in the Marshalsea,
where he died, September 5, 1569,

BONNER, Robert (1824-99). An American
editor. lie was born in Londonderry, Ireland,
but while verj- young emigrated to the J'nited
States, learned the trade of a printer, and in
1839 became a compositor on the Hartford
f'oiirant. He removed to New York City in 1844,
and in 1851 bought the Ledr/er. which soon at-
tained an unprecedented circulation on account
of its serial stories and its articles by jjopular
contributors, such as "Fanny Fern," Edward
F^verett, Henry Ward Beecher, Longfellow,
Tennyson, William Cullen Bryant, Sylvanus
Cobb, and Charles Dickens. In 1887 Bonner
handed over the management of the paper to
his three sons.

BONNET. See Sail.

BONNET (OF. bonnet, Fr. bonnet, from
Low Lat. himeta, from 5on[H]c(MS, the stuff of
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which the article was made, possibly Hind, hanat,

woolen cloth, broadcloth). A covering for the

head, distinguished from the hat (q.v.) by being

briraless.

Since the distinction between bonnets, hats,

and caps has, in all periods, been to a great ex-

tent arbitrary, the history of bonnets is of neces-

sity involved in that of the head-covering in gen-

eral, and especially the cap. Just as the hat is

the direct descendant of the roomy pctasos of the

ancient Greeks, witli its broad brim for pro-

tection froro the sun, the bonnet, in its original

signiheanee, is a descendant of the pileos, the

conical, close-fitting cap of the Greek soldier,

seaman, and mechanic. It was made of cloth,

leather, or felt, and resembled the modern fez.

This same cap was worn by the Roman artisan.

It diiTered from the modern Phrygian bonnet or

liberty cap (q.v.) in not having the top bent or

drooping forward. Tlie milra was a tall cap

worn bv the Persians and the neighboring na-

tions during the Graeco-Roman epoch. One form

was alluded to as the Phrygian cap. Persons of

dignity wore another style, which ended in an

ornament, and frequently resembled our modern

conventional crown. This cap was in general

use in Western Asia from the time of the As-

syrian Empire to the time of the Parthian wars

against Rome. In this connection may be men-

tioned the 'bonnets' in Ex. xxix. 9, and Lev. viii.

13, the round mitres worn by ordinary Jewish

priests as distinguished from tlie headdress like

half an egg in shape, peculiar to the high priests.

Mitre' in Ex. xxviii. 4, and 'diadem' in Ezek.

xxi. 26, translate the same Hebrew word. A
closely related headgear was the tiara-shaped

cap worn by priests and married men and women.

It is comm'onlv supposed that the bishop's mitre

and the tiara "of the Pope are derived from the

Asiatic headdresses.

The European Ijonnet of the Middle Ages was

of cloth, silk, or velvet, according to the taste

of the wearer, and varied greatly in shape at dif-

ferent periods. Among women it frequently

adopted such grotesque proportions as the heii-

,iin, worn in the Fifteenth Century—an absurdly

hio-h bonnet, mounted on cardboard. In the Six-

teenth Century, hats, too, began to be generally

worn. The Scotch clung to their old bonnet, cele-

brated by stories and songs. The braid bonnet of

the Lowland peasantry, broad, round, and flat in

shape, overshadowing' the face and neck, resem-

bled the bontjcl licnrnnis or b&et Basque of the

south of France. It was dark blue in color, ex-

cept the red tuft on the top. The fabric was of

wool, without seam or lining, and exceedingly

durable. From having been worn mitil compara-

tively recent times by small rural proprietors, it

<'ave"to the local notabilities the distinctive ap-

pellation of 'bonnet-lairds.' Tlie Highlanders

have long worn lionnets of tlic same fabric, but

of difVerent shape. The P.almoral is flat, and

resembles the Lowhand bonnet. The Glengarry

rises to a point in front and is without any

brim. The (ilengarry was the undress fatigue-cap

of the British infantry, but has now been super-

seded bv what is known the 'fleld-ca]),' provided

with flaps to cover the ears. See Costume.

BONNET, b6'n,1', Ai.FREn Maximilien

(]g41_). A classical philologist, born in Frank-

fort-on-the-Main in 1841. He studied at Bonn,

and became professor of the Latin language and

literature at Montpellier. He is the author
of De Claudii Oaleni Suhfi nil rat tone h'mpirica

(1872) ; Lc latin de Greyoire de Tours (18!»0) ;

La philologie classique (180'2).

BONNET, Charles (1720-93). A S^wiss

naturalist and philosopher, born in Geneva.
He was educated for the law, but devoted
himself to science. A dissertation on aphids,

in which is described for the first time parthe-

nogenetic reproduction, procured for him, at
the age of 20, the honor of being made corre-

sponding member of the French Academy of Sci-

ences, and in 1743 he was elected a Fellow of the
Royal Society. In 174.5 he publislied Traits d'in-

sectologie, and in 1754 Eecherches sur I'usage

df.'s feuiUes dans les plantrs. Failing eyesight

compelled him to abandon investigation, and he
devoted himself to philosophical speculation. He
wrote Considerations sur les cordis organises

(1762-68), in which he expounded the theory

of einhoitcment, or the preformation of germs;
Contemplation de la nature (17C4-6,'5) ; Palingi-

nrsie pliilosophique, ou idfes sur I'etat passe et

sur I'ctat des etres vivants; Reclierehes philoso-

phiques sur les preuves dn Christ ianisme ( 177:1)

.

Bonnet enjoyed a wide reputation and influence

as a naturalist and philosopher; he originated

the term 'evolution' to apply to the successive

unfolding of preformed germs, a meaning quite

(lifl'erent from its present one.

BONNET FLUKE, SHARK, etc. See

Fluke; Shark, etc.

BONNETHEAD. A small shark of the

genus Reniccps, as Reniceps tihuro, the shovel-

head, related to the hammer-head, and frequent-

ing warm seas.

BONNET-MONKEY. See JNIacaque.

BONNET-PIECE. A gold coin of James
V. of Scotland, so called on account of the King's

head being decorated with a bonnet instead of a

crown, as was usual. James V. was the first

Scottish sovereign who placed dates on his

money, and the first who diminished the size of

the gold coins by "increasing their thickness."

The most remarkable are those commonly called

the 'bonnet-pieces,' which were struck of native

gold. In beauty and elegance of workmanship,
they approach the Roman coins. These 'bonnet-

pieces' are among the most valued curiosities of

the antiquary.

BONNET ROUGE, bo-nfi' roozh. The Liberty

Cap of till- French Revolution. The name was
also transfc'rred to the revolutionists.

BONNEVAL, hon'val', Claude Alexanhke,
Count de (1675-1747). A French adventurer,

also called Achmet Pasha. He was born of a

noble family at Couss.ac, in Limousin, proved

unmanageable at the Jesuit college, and was
placed in the Royal Marine Corps in his thir-

teenth year. He was transferred to the (Guards,

and served with great distinction in Italy and
the Netherlands under Catinnt. Villcroi. and
Luxembourg; but having Indiaved with great

insolence to the Minister of War. he was con-

demned to death by a court-martial. He fled to

Germany, where, upon the recoiiiincndation of

Prince Eugene, he obtained employment in the

Austrian service. He now bore arms against his

native country, was present at the battle of Mal-

plaquet. distinguished himself by many daring

exploits, was raised to the rank of lieutenant
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field-marshal, and fought under Prince Eugene
in the war between Turkey and Austria, at Peter-

wardein and Belfrrade. At Vienna, after the

peace of Passarowitz, he made himself very disa-

greeable to the Prince, and was therefore sent, in

1723, as master-j;eneral of ordnance, to the Neth-

erlands, where he soon pot in<o a quarrel with

the Governor, was broujrht to trial, and con-

demned to death. The Emperor commuted the

sentence to one year's imprisonment and banish-

ment from German soil. Bonneval went to Con-

stantinople, where he was cordially welcomed,

became a Mohammedan, taking the name of

Achmet, and was made a pasha of three tails.

He was employed in organizing the Turkish artil-

lery and achieved successes as general of a divi-

sion of 20.000 men in the war of the Porte with
Russia. For his services the Sultan appointed

him Governor of Chios: but his own imprudence
and the envy of others caused his removal from
this office. He died in Constantinople. He vain-

ly attempted to stir up the Sultan against Aus-
tria. His remarkable energy and great military

talents were offset by a boorish and quarrelsome
disposition, which always made him enemies on
every side. Consult: Memoirs of the Bashaw
Count Botuieval (J-ondon, 17.50) ; Vandal, Le
Pacha BonnevaJ (Paris, 1885).

BONNEVILLE, Lake. See Lake Bonneviixe.

BONNEVILLE, Benjamin L. E. (1795-

187S) . An American army engineer and explorer.

He was born in France: emigrated to the United
States, and graduated at West Point. In 1820
he was constructing a military road in ilissis-

sippi. and in 1831 started on an exploring ex-

pedition to the Rocky Jlountains and was not

beard from for several years. lie sened in the

Florida and Jlexican wars, rising to the grade

of colonel, and in 1861 was retired on ac-

count of disability, but ser\ed during the

Civil War as superintendent of the recruiting

service in Missouri, and was raised to the rank
of brigadier-general in 1805. Washington Irving

edited and amplified the Advetitures of Captain
Bonneville, V.S.A.. in the Uocky Mountains and
the Far West (1837).

BONNEVILLE, br.n'vcl', Nicolas de (1760-

1828 1. A French author and publicist, born in

Evreux. Upon the outbreak of the Revolution he

was appointed an elector and a district president

of Paris, and devi-scd, it is said, the idea of the

National Guard. He was the founder of a so-

ciety known as the Cercle Social, from whose
press there appeared several patriotic journals,

such as the Bouche de Fer, the Chroniqiie du
Jour, and the Bien-Informe. He was imprisoned

as a Girondist in 1793, and also suffered perse-

cution imder the Empire for his advanced views.

Among his works are: \oureau theatre allc-

ma»</ ' ( 1782) ; Histoire de I'Europe moderne
(1789-92); Le vieux tribune (1791) and Poesies

(1793).

BON'NEY, Chables Carroll (1H31-1903). An
American lawyer, president of the World's Con-

gress Auxiliary of the Columbian Exposition.

He was born at Hamilton, N. Y. ; studied at Col-

gate University', and was a teacher in 1848-52.

He was admitted to the Illinois bar in 1852, and
from 1890 to 1893 was president of the Interna-

tional Law and Order League. He organized

and was president of the World's Congresses, in-

Vol. 111—19.

eluding the Parliament of Religions, held in con-

nection with the exposition at Chicago in 1893.

BONNEY, Thomas George (1833—). An
English geologist, born at Rugeley. He studied

at Saint John's College. Cambridge, where he
was tutor from 1868 until 1876. Subsequently
he became professor of geologj* at the University

of London. In 1884 he was Hulsean lecturer,

and in 1S1I2 Rede lecturer, at Canil)ridgc. He
was president of the Geological Society of Lon-
don in 1884-80, and in 1899 was elected vice-

president of the Royal Society. His publications

include The Alpine Regions ( 1868) ; Charles Ly-
cll and Modern Geology (1895) ; and Volcanoes
(18!isi. besides four volumes of sermons.

BON'NIBEL (Fr. honne et belle, good and
beautiful ) . A stock name employed for the

heroine in the old pastorals.

BONNIE BLUE FLAG, The. A popular
Confederate song, the authorship of which is dis-

])Uted. It has been attributed to Henry Mc-
Carthy and to Annie C. Ketchum. The song was
first given in 1801 at the Varieties Theatre in

New Orleans.

BONNIER, bS'nya', Gaston (1853—). A
French botanist, born in Paris. He studied at
the Normal School there, and was 'appointed a
professor at the Normal School, and subsequent-
ly (1887) at the Sorbonne. He founded the
laboratory for botanical researches at the Sor-
bonne, and the l.iboratory for the study of veg-

etable biology at Fontainebleau. The Revue
Genernle de Botanique is edited by him, and he
has published useful Florce—Les plantes des
ehamps et des hois: excursions hotaniques
(1887). and other works.

BONNIVARD, bd'ne'var', Francois de
( I496-C.1570I . A Swiss patriot. Byron's "Pris-

oner of Chillon." Educated at Turin, he became
in 1510 prior of Saint Victor, near (Jeneva, and
aided the Genevese against the Duke of Savoy,

who captured and imprisoned him for two years
Later he was taken by robbers and offered to the
Duke, who imprisoned him from 1530 to 1536 at
Chillon. The Genevese and Bernese liberated

him. He returned to Geneva, where he was re-

warded with a pension, and died in honor. His
Chroniques de Geneve, written at municipal re-

quest, were published there in 1831. Consult
(]lribble. Lake Geneva and Its Literary Land-
marks (1901).

BONT^YCLABBER. An old provincial

name fur milk that in the process of souring has
become thick and clotted. The word is a com-
pound of Ir. bainne, milk, and claba, thick mud.
The word clabber alone is sometimes used in the

same sense as the compound.

BONO, bd'm'.. BON, bon, or BtTONO, bwr/nA.

A familv of \'cnctian architects and sculptors.

Its founder, Giovanni Bo.no (1400?-42?), and
his son Babtolommeo Bono (1421-42), were the

greatest artists of the late Gothic period in Ven-
ice, the authors of the famous Palace Ca' d'Oro
(1421) and the Porta dclla Carta (1438), be-

tween the Doge's Palace and Saint Mark's. See
Gothic .Architecture.

BONOMI, b6-n0'm;-, Giuseppe (1739-1808).

An Kalian architect, who in 1707 settled in Eng-
land. He was •well known in Italy, having been
appointed an architect of Saint Peter's, and in

England aided greatly in the revival of Greek
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architecture. His most celebrated work was a

villa erected for the Duke of Argyle at Kose-

neath. Dumbartonshire. He was elected an as-

sociate of the Roval Academy in 1789, and his

subsequent failing to obtain election to full mem-

bership was tlie cause of the witlidrawal of Rey-

nolds from the presidency. Between 17S3 and

180G he exhibited nvuuerous drawings at the

Academy.

BONONCINI, bo'non-che'ne, or BTJONON-
CINI, bwO'non-che'ne, Giovanni Battista ( 1660-

1750). An Italian operatic composer and vio-

loncellist. He was a pupil of his father. Gio-

vanni Maria Bononcini, and of Paolo Colonna.

He became violoncellist to the Court at Vienna

in 1691. In 1716 he visited London, w^here he

soon acquired a popularity which made liim a

formidiible rival of Handel, the respective merits

of the two musicians being for a time hotly con-

tested. In 1731 it was discovered that he had

plagiarized an anthem by Antonio Lotti, and

soon afterwards he left London in disgrace, and

went to Paris, where he became interested in

alchemy, in the pursuit of which he impoverished

himself. He was invited to Vienna in 1748 to

compose the festival music in celebration of the

Peace of Aij-la-Chapelle. He died in Venice at

the age of 90. and is said to have preserved his

power of productivity unimpaired to the last.

His principal compositions include the operas

Tullo Ostilio (Rome, 1694) ; La fede pubbbca

(Vienna, 1699): PoUfemo (Berlin, 1703); As-

tarte (London. 1720) ; the Funeral Anthem for

the Duke of Marlhorough (ib. 1722) ;
the ora-

torio Jl Giosuc, also several symphonies, and

some chamber music.

BONONCINI, or BTJONONCINI, Giovanni

Maria (1(140-78). An Italian composer. He

was born in Modena, and studied in Bologna.

He early entered the service of the Duke of Mo-

dena, and became maestro di capella of San Gio-

vanni in Monti. He wrote a great number of in-

strumental and vocal compositions, and a theo-

retical work entitled Musico prattico (1773).

BONONE, bono'nu. Carlo (1569-1632). An

Italian painter, born in Ferrara. He .studied

under Ciiuseppe Mazzuoli, and made careful ex-

amination of the works of the Carracci in Bo-

logna and Rome, and of those of Paolo Veronese

and Correggio in Venice and Parma. His smaller

paintings are in the style of the Carracci, his

larger in that of Veronese. Some of the most

prominent painters of Ferrara were his pupils

His works, many of which are in the churches of

Ferrara. include "Patriarchs and Prophets and

"Arisen Christ with Saints."

BONPLAND, bflN'plilN', Amfi Jacques _Ai.-

rxANDRE—his real name was Goujand— ( 1773-

1858). An eminent French botanist. He studied

medicine and botany in Paris, and in li 99 ac-

companied Alexander von Humboldt to America,

and witli him traveled extensively in Mexico and

the Andes (1799-1804), where Bonpland collected

6000 new species of plants. After his return he

was appointed director of the gardens at Navarre

and Malmaison in 1804, and published several

splendid and valuable botanical works, such a,s

I'lantes itiuinoxiales r^cueillies au Mexique (2

vols Paris, 1808-10) ; Monof/raphie des nUlasto-

rnacies (2 vols., Paris, 1809-16) ;
and Descrip-

tion des plantes rares cultivces d. Navarre ct a

Malmaison (Paris, 1813-17). He went to Buenos

Ayres in 1816, with a collection of European

plants and fruit-trees, and was there appointed

professor of natural sciences. In 1821 he under-

took an expedition of scientific discovery up the

Parana, with the view of prosecuting his inves-

tigations to the Andes, across the Gran Chaco

Desert; but Dr. Erancia, then Dictator of Para-

guay, believing him to be a spy, arrested him,

and kept him prisoner for eight years. In 1829

Bonpland obtained his liberty, went to Brazil,

and resided at Santa Borja till 1850. He then

removed to Corrientes, where he practiced medi-

cine till his death. His remarks on the herba-

rium collected in his travels with Humboldt
have been published by Kunth in his Xova

Genera et Species Plantarum. (12 vols., Paris,

1815-25). For his biography, consult Brunei

(Paris, 1872).

BONSTETTEN, bon'stet'en, Charles Vic-

tor DE (1745-1832). A Swiss author. He
was born in Bern, and studied in Leyden,

Cambridge, and Paris. He was a member of the

Grand Council of Bern in 1775, and subsequently

bailifl' at Sarnen and Nyon. He became su-

perior judge at Lugano; but in 1796, to escape

the Revolution, withdrew to Italy, and thence to

Denmark, where he remained imtil 1802. His

works include: Kleine Schriften (1799-1801);

Voyage sur la scene des dix derniers livres de

r.fJneide (1895) ; L'homme du Midi et I'homme

dii yard (1S24) ; and Souvenirs Merits en 1S31

(1833). For his life, consult Morell (Winter-

thur, 1861).

BONTEBOK, bon'te-bok. One of the hart-

beests. See HARxnEEST.

BONTEMPS, boN'tilN', Roger. The pen-name

used by Rosier de Collerye. a jolly Parisian of

the Fi'fteentli Century. The name has passed

into tlie language for a 'good fellow.'

BON TON, Fr. pron. bSN t5N (Fr., good tone

or manner). A comedy by Burgoyne (1760),

altered and produced by Garrick (1775) with

a sub-title High Life Above Stairs. It was de-

signed as a satire against the contemporary

introduction of French customs. Lord Jlenekin

affects an ardent passion for Miss Tittup ;
Lady

Menekin pretends to be in love with Colonel

Tivy. Miss Tittup and Colonel Tivy really love

each other, and are engaged, but do not feel it

good form to confess to it.

BONTOUX, boN'too', EuGfeNE ( 1824-1904) . A
French financier. He studied at the Ecole Poly-

technique, and was by profession an engineer,

but subsequentlv was appointed general director

of the Southern Railway of Austria. With the

support of the Rothschilds he made large specu-

lations. Later, having lost much of his fortune

and quarreled with the Rothschilds, he founded

in Paris, in 1878, chiefly with the aid of clerical

and Legitimist capital, the L'nion Generate, whose

success was marked and extensive. A severe de-

cline in prices in 1882 bankrupted the Union,

wliose projector e.scajM'd five years' imprison-

ment by flight. He pul>lislied L'Union gaUrale,

sa vir.'sa mart, son programme (1888).

BONTUKXT, bon-tno'koo, or Bonduku. An
inipcirtant commercial town in French Sudan,

situated close to tlie English boundary. It lies

at an altitude of nearly 800 feet, on the caravan

route connecting Kong and Timbuktu with ttie

Western Sudan, and has a large trade in gold-
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dust, salt, and cotton goods. The houses have
flat roofs, and are inclosed by high chiy walls

interspersed with buttresses. The architecturo

suggests a higher state of civilization than is

found in the surrounding country. The popula-

tion is estimated at from 7000 to 8000. and is

chiefly immigrant.

BOIfTJS ( Lat. bonus, good). A special allow-

ance beyond what is formally due. It is applied

(a) to a special dividend. If the previous divi-

dend has been 4 per cent, on the capital, and it

the profits of the current year admit of 5 per
cent., a formal dividend of that amount might
commit the company to a like dividend in future;
and to prevent such a precedent, 4 per cent, is

declared, and a bonus of I per cent. It is also

used (b) to designate the inducement offered to

security-holders to part with their securities in

exchange for others. Thus, in industrial combi-
nations, it is not infrequent that stockholders of

the older corporations receive, in addition to the

nominal value of their holdings in the new se-

curities, a bonus, either in cash or in securities

of the new organization. The term also desig-

nates (e) the payment to the Government for

the privileges which the act of incorporation
confers upon a company.

BONVALOT, boN'va'lfi', Pierre Gabriel
(lS.5o— ). A French traveler and e.\plorer. He
was born at Epagne (Aube), studied at the

lyceum of Troves, in 1880 accompanied Ujfalvy

on a journey of exploration to the interior of

Asia, and in 1880-87, accompanied by G. Capus
and the painter Pepin, undertook a second jour-

ney thither. In 1889-90, with Prince Henri d'Or-

leans (q.v.), he traversed Asia from Siberia to

Tongking. He was sent in 1897 on a Government
mission to Antoto. Abyssinia. His principal

works include: De Moscou en Bactriane (1884) ;

Du Caucase atix Indes a trovers le Pamir
(1888) ; De Paris an Tonkin (1892) ; and L'Asie
inconnue (1896).

BONVTN, boN'v.'iN-'. Francois Saint- (1817-

87). A French painter, born at Vaugirard. He
was self-instructed, and painted chiefly genre pic-

tures on motives derived from the workaday
phases of humble life. His drawing is true and
his color harmonious. He also executed several

cflfective etchings. His pictures include the fol-

lowing: "Charity" (1852); "Regimental School"
(1853); "The Gossip" (18.59); "Grandmothers
Coflee" (1866); "Pious Persons Distributing
Alms" (1867); "Morning in the Pasture"
(1870) : "The Pig" (1875) ; and "Corner in a
Church" (1880).

BONY PIKE. A gar-pike (Lepidosteus).
See Gar.

BONZE, bon'z^-. A word corrupted from the
.lapanese bodzu. which in southwestern .lapan is

nasalized and softened. Correctly applied in

general to members of the Buddhist fraternities,

by natives, it is used also by foreigners for the
priests and monks in other countries of Asia.

The Chinese characters fu-tti, in the Sixth Cen-
tury, spelled Buddh, but crossing the water the

spoken word became 'bonze.' The term is gen-

eral, referring to the Buddhist religio\is members
of the community, rather than to the rank or
priestly character of one who professes the Bud-
dhist religion, the special term for priest being
ofho or so. Popularly, it has especial reference to

the shaven head, the old term being also applied
to former retainers of the daimios.

BOOBY. Any of various of the lesser and
more tropical species of gannets (genus Sula).
The name is said by Newton (Dirtionarij of
Birds, London, 1896. p. 48) to be a corruption of
the Portuguese bobo, a fool, derived from the
Latin balbiis, stuttering or inarticulate; and to
have been "applied, most likely by our [British]
seamen, originally, to certain birds from their
stupidity in alighting upon ships and allowing
themselves to be taken easily by the hand," in-

stances of which have been mentioned in many
accounts of early voyages. There is no reason
to suppose that these birds are any more stupid
than other sea-fowl little accustomed to man.
All boobies differ from gannets in having the
whole lower jaw, chin, and throat naked. Several
species are known, one confined to the Peruvian
coast, and the others ranging throughout the
warmer seas of the whole world, and coming
north on American shores to Georgia and Lower
California. Their habits are those of the gannet
(q.v.). with the important exception that they
make their nests, as a rule, on bushes and trees

instead of on rocks. The site is always near the
seashore. It is a rude platform of sticks and dry
seaweed, and contains one or two eggs, "chalk-
white superficially, but beneath the calcareous
crust pale greenish-blue." The commonest and
typical species is Sula sula, which is dark sooty-
brown (often tawny), with the naked skin of the
face and throat yellowish and the feet dull-green.
The blue-faced booby {Sula ci/anops) is white,
with wings and tail sooty-brown, the naked skin
about the face and throat bluish, and the feet
reddish. The red-footed booby {Sula piscator)
is yellowish-white, with the wing-quills slate-

colored and the feet red,

BOOBY, Lady. The suggestive name of a
character in Joseph Andrews, a novel by Field-
ing. Attempting the virtue of the title' charac-
ter, her footman, and failing, she turns him out.

BOOBY ISLAND, A level rock in Torres
Strait, in latitude 10° 36' S. and longitude 141°
53' E,. 3 feet in height, and one-fourth of a mile
in diameter. As it is highly dangerous to naviga-
tors, and destitute of natural resources, it is

regularly supplied with ])r()visions and water by
passing vessels, for the benefit of such as may
be cast ashore on it.

BOOG, buog. See Bug.
{

BOOK. The aim of the first scribes in the
choice of the material for their work was to give
durable form to the production. .\ccordingly,
the earliest inscriptions which have been pre-
served were placed on stone or baked brick or
metal, rather than a more flexible but more per-
ishable material. The Ten Commandments, for
instance, were giaven on slabs of stone. .Tosc-

phus records that the columns on which the chil-

dren of Seth placed the records of their inventions
were of stone and brick. The Laws of Solon
(about 594 B.C.) were inscribed on wooden
planks. The earliest productions answering to
our modern hooks of which we have any record
were the tiles covered with inscriptions in the
soft clay by the Chaldean scribes, and rendered
permanent by being baked in ovens. The excava-
tions carried on in Lower Mesopotamia (1895-
1901) by Dr. .John P. Peters and others have
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brought to light, from the ruins of the Temple of

Nippur, tablets believed to have been produced

about B.C. tiOOO. The text inscribed on these is,

with few exceptions, devoted to the hj-mns and
invocations used in the temple services. The
larger of these Chaldean tablets are flat, and
measure 9 inches by SV:i inches; the smaller are

slightly convex, and in some cases are not more
than 1 inch long, bearing but one or two lines of

cuneiform characters. These characters are im-

pressed on the soft clay by a little iron rod (the

equivalent of the Koman stylus), not pointed,

but triangular, at the end. The impression

bears, therefore, the shape of a wedge. In the

literature of Egypt, the earliest examples (apart

from certain inscriptions on the tombs) are cop-

ies of wliat was known as the Book of the Dead.

The text of this varied with the different copies,

as these were prepared for placing in the tombs
or in the cases with the mummies, and while all

contained invocations to the deities, together

with prayers and psalms, dilTered in including

special records referring to the life of the de-

ceased and to his personal expectations for the

world to come. The Chinese speak of their own
literature as having originated many thousand

years back : but its'earliest known work of which

any copies have been preserved dates from B.C.

1150, or some 200 years earlier than the gener-

ally accepted date of the Homeric poems. The

book in question bears the title Y-ling, the Book
of the Metamorjihoses or Developments. The ma-

terial next in importance to the baked clay, and

probably also next in point of antiquity, was the

skin of "goats. In the earlier form in which this

was utilized by the Hebrews, Greeks, and others,

the skin was "dressed only on one side, and did

not present any thoroughly finished surface.

These dressed skins were called by the Greeks

diphthtrui. and writings upon them came to be

known by the same name. Ctesias speaks of the

diphlhn'iii hasilikni, royal hooks (or writings or

documents i
of the Persians, and Herodotus says

that such skins were used in the earlier ages

even in Kgyjit. It was, however, not until the

production "of parchment (q.v.) {memhrana or

pergamena) , that the value of skins for literary

purposes began to be properly understood; and

even parchment made its way but slowly among
writers in competition with the longestablislied

papyrus, which it was, however, destined to out-

last" for many centuries. The name parchment

{pcrfi'imeiKi)' i!i derived from the city of Perga-

nuini, where, a<-cording to the tradition, it was

first iTrepared under the direction of King Eu-

menes II. about B.C. 100.

It is probable that parchment had actually

been produced considerably before this date; but

great impetus was undoui)tedly given to its use

and its manufacture was improved, owing to the

embargo placed by the Eg>'ptian King. Ptolemy

Philadelphus. on the exportation from Egypt (if

papyrus. The papyrus is a species of reed which

in ancient times abounded on the banks of the

Nile. According to Wilkinson, the plant has now
entirely disappeared from Eg>pt, recalling the

prophecy of Isaiah (xix. 7) : "The paper reeds by

the brooks, by the mouth of the brooks. . . .

shall wither, be driven away, and \>e no more."

The material used from tlie papyrus-plant was
the pith of the stem, which was rolled out

into a tissue. Pliny speaks of the layers of the

pith being soaked in water of the Nile and woven

into a sheet {plagula or net). An evidence of
the early use. in various countries, of vegetable
tissue for writing is found in the etymology of
Greek and Latin names for books (/si/SXos, lihcr,

codex), all of which refer originally to parts of
trees or reeds. The writing on "the sheet of
papyrus was done with a split reed; for ink,
different colored pigments were utilized. The
oldest Egyptian papyrus kno\ni to have been
preserved has Iieen assigned to a date about B.C.

2000, or 4000 years later than the baked tiles of
Chaldca. The jiapyrus book, whether Egyptian,
Greek, or Roman, was arranged very nuicli like a
modern mounted map. The length of the male-
rial, written on one side only, was woimd upon a
wooden roller. Such rolls were fouiul often 20,
30, or even 40 yards long. Herodotus tells us of
a copy of the Odyssey written on one such roll.

With the increasing scarcity of papyrus, the im-
proved parchment came into general use, sujier-

seding papyrus by the beginning of the Seventh
Century. Hut frcun the Fourth Century B.C.

to the close of the Sixth Century A.D., by far the
larger proportion of the literature of I'he world
was recorded on sheets of papyrus. The i)erisha-
bility of the papyrus is responsible for the loss

of a very large proportion of this literature of
antiquity. Bearing in mind the fragile charac-
ter of the material itself and its liability to de-
struction through damp, dry-rot, mice, "and in-

sects, and recalling also that the mere handling
by the most careful readers of a papyrus roll

destroyed in a very brief period the outside
sheets (that is to say. the beginning and the end
of the manuscript), one is surprised, not that
the literature of Greece and Rome has come to
lis in such fragmentary condition, but that so
many important works have been preserved.
When there came to be. as in Rome, in the

First and Second centuries a.d., a continued and
increasing demand for copies of a work, the
booksellers organized methods for speedier mul-
tiplication of copies than had lieen possible wlien
each copy was produced by a single scribe. By
using readers «ho dictated at one time to a
group of from a dozen to fifty scril>es. they secured
a very considerable speed in the multiplication of
copies. Nearly all of these scribes were slaves,
but they were well-educated slaves. Accuracy was,
however, sacrificed to speed; there was often no
proper collation, and many of the deficiencies in

the texts of classical works are to be charged to
the carelessness of these copyists. The .scribes

who prepared the nianuscrii)ts were known as
librarii. This name came afterwards to be ap-
plied to the booksellers through whom the mani-
folded copies were sold. The smaller dealers had
themselves given the manual labor for the pro-
duction of their wares; the larger lihiarii hired
for the purpose the work of the slaves.

With the institution of the first Christian
monasteries, with their scriptorin or writing-
rooms, the business of book-making takes on a
new phase. The material is jiarchment. The
stylus is developed into a reed ])en. The scribes
are no longer slaves working un<ler hire, or book-
sellers preparing copies for sale, but monks man-
ifolding sacred writings for the glory of God.
We have thus at once a higher standard of work,
both f(U- accuracy and for beauty. The classic

texts that exist today have come down to us in

these parchment copies prepared by the monastic
copyists. The texts from which the first of these
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scribes worked were the papyrus sheets, which
shortly thereafter disappeared altogether. For-
tunately for the literature of the world, the labor

of these earlier generations of monks was not
confined exclusively to the duplication of the
Scripture or of the sermons of the Fathers. At
the instance of Cassiodorus, who in 567 organ-

ized in his own monastery at Vivarium the first

of these scriptoria, a portion of the working time
was given to selections of the classics, though
the books which were multiplied most frequently

were the Scriptures in the Latin version of Saint
Jerome, Saint Augustine's City of God, and the

t'onsotations of Philosophy, by Boethius. In fact,

it was to the monastic scribes that the first

printers owed the existence of the classical texts

friini which their own work was done. See
Be.nedictines.

The next period in the making of books comes
with the organization of the oldest universi-
ties, Bologna and Paris, all of which date, as
far as their eB'ective work is concerned, from
the beginning of the Thirteenth Century-. In
these universities the making of books became
part of the educational work. The book-makers,
that is to say, the scribes who had charge of the
multiplication of the texts, were appointed by
the university authorities. They were held
strictly responsible for the accuracy of their
manuscripts, which were to be used as texts for
the lecturers and for their students. The first

scholarly editorial work in the collation and cor-

rection of the classic texts dates from this period.
The name given to the officials who were charged
with the duty of providing texts for the universi-

ties was stdtioniirii. The work of these men
comprised, in addition to the preparation of the
texts, the renting at specified rates of the manu-
scripts so prepared to the students and instruc-

tors. During the earlier years of book-making
in the universities the sale of manuscripts by the
stationarii was not permitted.

Paper (q.v. ) was introduced into Europe
about the beginning of the Tenth Century. This
earliest paper [charta bomliacina) was made
from cotton. Paper made of linen first came
into use, according to ilabillon. in the Twelfth
Century, although Montfaucon asserts that no
specimens have been identified earlier than 1270.

According to tradition, the University of

Bologna owed its foundation to Charlemagne.
This connection is now held to be but a legend.

It is true, however, that before the close of

the Eighth Century Charlemagne rendered an
important ser\'ice to the making of books. In
782 the monk Alcuin was called by Charle-
magne from his home monastery in York to the
Court at Tours. Alcuin established a scries of

royal schools. In these schools was instituted

a uniform system of script, which was prescribed
for the educational and for the official documents
of the realm. Fortunately for the work of the
later scribes and for the interests of literature,
Alcuin selected for his standard of form not the
Gothic, but the Latin script. It was this .script

of Alcuin's which was accepted as the model for
the xcriptoria of the monasteries, and later for
the working-rooms of the universities. It was
this same script, as developed through the cen-
turies of book-writing in the universities, that
became the model for the type-founders after
1472, who shaped the fonts of the Latin alpha-

bets; that is, of all the Western alphabets
other than the Gothic or German.

It was the practice of the maiuiscript copyists
to place at the do.se of the text information in
regard to the date and place of production, and
occasionally, although by no means uniformly,
the name of the writer. Such a record at the
close of the work is known as a 'colophon.' Even
after the introduction of printing, we find in a
numljer of books of the last half of the Fifteenth
Century such records presented at the end of
the volume in a colophon. It is an inconvenient
peculiarity, however, of a large number of the
earlier printed books that they fail to present
either the name of the printer or the date of
their production.
An instance of the price of a manuscript work

of the Ninth Century is given in the life of King
Alfred, who bought in 880 from Ceolfried. Bishop
of Wearmouth, a work on cosmography, for
which he paid in land sufficient to support eight
families. It is not safe, however, to deduce an
average market value for written books from
this or from similar instances of exceptional
prices paid for manuscripts. It happened not in-

frequently that the manuscript contained, in ad-
dition to the work of the scribe, designs and illu-

minations contributed by artists who may have
given to this additional labor years of time; and
certain manuscripts were inclosed in very elab-

orate and costly covers. Finally, in ease the
manuscript happened to be the only copy of that
particular text that was within reach, it would
possess what might be called a competition value,
irrespective of the actual cost of the labor of its

production. If the owner forbade any copying,
its unique value would remain. We have, there-
fore, instances through the manuscript period of
single works being purchased at exceptional
prices, while other works, which called for no
less labor on the part of the scribes, could be
secured at moderate cost. For additional infor-

mation in regard to books produced in the manu-
script period, see Paleogr.\piiy.
With the invention of printing we come to

what may be called the modern period of the
making of books. The press of Gutenberg was
brought to completion in Mainz by the year
1450. For a century prior to this date, books of

a special character, made up mainly of pictures

with an inconsiderable interpolation of text, had
been printed from blocks of solid wood, and later

of zinc. These books were chiefiy devotional in

character. The printing of these block books is

termed xylot/rapliy, as contrasted with the print-

ing from movable type, which is classed as
typography. It is certain that the more im-

portant part of Gutenberg's invention was not
the medumism of his press, which ditfered in

detail rather than in principle from the presses

previously in use. but the use of movable type.

It may be recalled here that movable wooden
tyi«' had l)eeii utilized by the Chinese as early as
the beginning of the Eleventh Century. The first

work produced by the movable metal tyi)e of

Gutenberg was a Latin Bible. Prior to the
invention of the printing-press, the book had been
something with which the scholarly class (chiefly

the clerical or ecclesiastical class) alone was
concerned. With the distribution of printed
copies, first of religious works, then editions of

the classics, later writings addressed directly to
the understanding of the general public, the
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book becomes an influence for directing public

opinion. It is through the printed sheet that the

thought of a Luther or a Calvin becomes a means
of revolutionizing the opinions of a large pro-

portion of his generation.

The chief difference in the external appearance
of books since the Sixteenth Century is the gen-

eral abandonment of the large sizes which were

common in the days when books were not sup-

posed to appeal to such a large and varied class

as at present. The folio and quarto have almost

entirely gone out of use, except for very elaborate

and costly books. The technical names of the

various sizes are based upon the number of times

the old-fashioned large sheet of paper was folded

for the binding. The sheet folded once, to make
two leaves or four pages, constitutes a folio;

folded into four leaves, a quarto; into eight, an
octavo; into twelve, a duodecimo, and so on
through the smaller sizes. It is usual to write

the Arabic numeral with the Latin termination,

as 4to, 8vo, IGmo, etc. The old sizes are not so

strictly followed nowadays, though the names
are retained for convenience.

Consult: Birt, Das antike Buchti-esen in

seinem Verhaltiiis ziir Litteratur (Berlin. 1882) ;

Arnett, An Inquiry itito the Hattire and Form of

the Books of the Ancients (London, 1837) ; Vwi-
nam. Authors and Their Public in Ancient Times
(New York, 1893) : Putnam, Books and Their
Makers in the Middle Ages (New York, 1896) ;

Madan. Books in Manuscript (London, 1893) ;

Duff, Early Printed Books (London, 1893) ; Pol-

lard, Early Illustrated Books (London, 1893) ;

and the authorities referred to under the titles

given below. See also Printing; Bookselling;
BiBLioGB.\pHT: Bookbinding; Litebaey Pbop-
ERTY.

BOOKBINDING. The history of bookbind-

ing is chiefly the history of the ornamentation of

book-covers. The mechanical work of sewing and
covering a book, described below, might indeed

be .studied chronologically as regards the changes

in the processes employed; but this is of little

general interest. When strips of vellum were
replaced by cords at the bick of the book, though
perhaps discoverable, is a less attractive ques-

tion than that as to the place and time when
gold tooling was introduced. Thus in the Twelfth
Century there appear in England the earliest

stamped leather bindings, and for our present

purpose this is the beginning of the history of

the art. The workmen of that time were familiar

with the arts of softening leather and then .shap-

ing it into the most complicated forms. Under
the name of cuir-houilli, corrupted in England
into quirboily and the like, the material was used
for much of the war equipment of man and horse,

as well as for decorative arts in peace. It was,

therefore, easy to take the further step of draw-

ing the soft leather tight on a thin oak board,

impressing upon it stamps most commonly of

wood and engraved in relief. In this way de-

signs in the taste of the epoch, Romanesque or

semi-Byzantine scrolls and conventional birds,

are found stamped in leather. In the Thirteenth

Century the design becomes more notably Gothic;

in the Fourteenth Century the emblems of lion.s,

fleurs-de-lys, roses, castles, and all the other de-

vices of heraldry, divide the field with religicms

emblems. All this is in what is called 'blind'

tooling; that is to say, in patterns impressed

but not colored nor gilded.

Gold tooling seems to have come into Eurnpo
from the East, probably in the Fifteenth Century.
The custom of coloring the impressed pattern
seems to have been introduced about the same
time. The art of inlaying was the natural result
of this taste for colored patterns, and is prob-
ably of the Sixteenth Century. It was for many
years chiefly confined to Italy, where it was used
with the greatest freedom, the color patterns
being partly in inlaid leather, partly in painting,
and everywhere bordered and touched with gold.

According to tradition, oak boards were first

abandoned in favor of ])aper by the workmen who
covered the books of the fanmxis i)rinter Aldus
of Venice, in the Sixteenth Century. Previous to
this time even small books had their stiff covers
a quarter of an inch thick, and often beveled to

a sharp edge to disguise this disproportionate
thickness. The 'half-l)inding' of the time was,
then, that with leather back, this cover extending
not more than an inch over the oak boards, wliich

were otherwise exposed with no decorative efl'ect

except the grain in the wood. The cheaper kind
of full binding was of brown leather stamped
sometimes with separate though not very small
tools and with letters put on by separate type,
so as to form inscriptions, and sometimes with
larger stamps, as where a Christ bearing His
Cross and a David \nth liis harp are on the two
flats of a cover, dated 1.568, each stamp measur-
ing 1% X 2% inches: these and the inscriptions
around being gilded in a singular way by a pro-

cess of lacquering, probably Oriental in its origin.

Vellum, parchment, and white pigskin were used,
replacing the brown leather, and these light-

colored materials were often covered all over with
minute patterns, in which apparently metal
stamps were freely used.

Jean Grolier de Servi&res was treasurer of

Francis I., King of France, and for him were pre-

pared bindings of great richness and beauty. It

appears that the volumes of a library, large for

its epoch, were bound for him in this sumptuous
way, the characteristic ornamentation being in-

terlacing bands, dark, and edged with gold upon
a lighter ground, or scrolls of gold lines only;
the name of the book being lettered in the centre

panel of one or both of the sides, and the familiar
motto, Portio mea domine in terra fiventium,
alternating with or accom|)anying the phrase,

fo. Grolierii et amicorum "[the property] of .John

Grolier and his friends." The dei'iiration and the

friendly legend were both rather closely imitated
by llaioli, an Italian, of wliom but little is

known.
In the Seventeenth Century the use of coats of

arms fully displayed in gold, and occasionally

in all the colors of the different bearings, became
the most common adornment, though indeed
such ornamentation dates from an earlier epoch.

The tendency of design in the Seventeenth and
Eighteenth centuries was away from polychro-

matic effects and toward insistence upon the

beauty of the grained leather set off by the

slightly impressed points and lines of gold. It

is during the last quarter of the Nineteenth Cen-
tury that effects of color, generally procured by
means of inlay, have l)een restored to favjor.

Metal mountings of all sorts are adjuncts
whose prin<ii)al object is dignity and sumptuous-
ness. When books are very heavy and very pre-

cious, clasps have their utility, and bosses, four

or five on each side, keep the leather and its
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(rnamcntation from being rubbed. Still, how-
ever, these nioiintings. like the far more elaborate
covers of wrought silver-gilt set with enameled
])laques and caborhon jewels, ai'e chielly orna-
inental in their purpose. Europe has never made
so great a use as might have been expected of

binding in rich stufl's beautiful in themselves,
Tlie term bookbinding should properly be con-

fined to the process of covering a folded and
sewed book by stiff side-pieces of paper, board,
or wood, which are secured to the package of

folded loaves by flexible strips running across it

at the back ; which side-pieces are afterwards
covered by material such as leather of some kind,
cloth, or paper, pasted or glued to the stiff sides

and to the back. The mounting of a book which
is issued in a roll like the Roman volumeii, or
the .Japanese scroll of similar character, is hardly
bookbinding, although the very delicate use of

decorative paper and rich stuffs, and the moimt-
ing of the scroll upon a cylindrical roller with
ivory or other knobs at the ends, may provide the
medium for much decorative treatment; and the
modern so-called binding in pasteboard covered
by muslin or silk and issued in large quantities

by publishers should not be called bookbinding
at all. For this the entirely appropriate name
'casing' may be used.

Considering now the art of binding as it is

commonly understood, and as it has been prac-

ticed in Europe since the Fifteenth Centurj". the

first process is collating, that is to say, examin-
ing the book to see if it is complete. In close

connection with this is, of course, the folding of

the sheets, if they have not been folded, or the

pulling of the book to pieces if it has been bound
or cased or stitched before. In the course of

this preparation all plates or maps that have
been put in with glue or paste are soaked off

and their folding or placing considered with a

view to the new binding. The sheets to be folded

are indicated by special marks called "signatures."

These are the letters such as A, A,, and so on
through the alphabet, which one sees at the bot-

tom of some pages in almost any book. The
folding of the sheets is the important matter,

but it can never be neatly done imless the sheets

have been so printed that the letterpress on one
side comes exactly over that on the opposite

side. Other sheets, similarly folded, but of plain

paper, unprinted, are added at beginning and end
for 'end-papers' or 'fly-leaves.'

The sheets once folded have to be sewn, but
before the sewing is done the plates which are

'guarded,' or mounted upon guards ( French,

nnqlets), must be set into their places. Also

before the sewing, the edges may be marbled or

gilded or painted or sprinkled. It is to be noted

that if the gilding is to be very effective it must
be done on the rounded front edge, the leaves

being delitierately hammered back until they

reach the curie intended to be given to the book.

This has to be done after the sewing; but if it

ia desired to avoid the look of a solid, smooth
surface, and to let the leaves show individually

at the edge, the gilding or coloring had l)etter

be done first. After the sewing is done the leaves

may be considered as a solid block, and some-
times landscapes and the like are p.ainted on the

edges, which are afterwards gilded; the picture

showing only when the mass of leaves is bent or

rolled. Sometimes, too, the smooth surfaces made

by the edges are stamped before gilding, produc-
ing impressed patterns.
The leaves of the book are secured together by

sewing either to cords or tapes or slips of vellum
;

and these are, in modern practice, often let into
the book by means of saw-cuts carefully made
across the whole pile of sheets. This is not con-

ducive to first-rate binding. It is far better to

let the bands of cord or tape j)rojeet from the
back, and then to let the covering leather adapt
itself to these. This, indeed, is the origin of

those raised bands whicli are common on the
backs of leather-bound books: but the modern
custom leads to the making of wholly false bands,
which have nothing to do with the actual sewing
of the book. The projecting ends of the cords or
strips are the means of securing the whole back
to its covers, and therefore their length and the

treatment of them is of extreme importance. If

cord is used, it is raveled or frayed at the two
ends in such a way that it will afford a good
opportunity for glueing to the covers.

When the sewing is done and the cords are pre-

jiared for the covers, what are called the head-
bands are put in, the only purpose of which is to
save the top edge of tlie binding a little when
the book is tilted by one finger from the shelf

where it stands. The ideal way of putting this

in is to sew the sheets to them as well as to the
other bands, and at the same time; but in modei'n
work they are generally additions intended
rather for show than for utility.

The covering of the book is done by simply
glueing or pasting the material to be used upon
the boards of the sides and upon the back. There
is, ho«ever, this difference between different

kinds of back. Thus, the hollow back, so called,

which allows the mass of folded sheets forming
the book proper to leave the back and to hinge
itself at any point, while the back remains inde-

pendent and rounded out with an open space
between it and the book, is made by a piece of

])asteboard put in between so that the leather or
silk of the cover is glued to it. The 'fast back'
or 'tight back' is made by glueing the covering
directly to the back-folded edges of the sheets.

As this covering material is added to the com-
pletely made book, to the stiff covers and the

back after they are put together, it is evident
that a great deal of care must be used in stretch-

ing it to cover the bands, the corners, and the
edge where it is turned under and has its edges
covered by the lining paper or doublure. This
doublure is commonly a piece of marbled or col-

ored and glazed paper, half of which is jjasted to

the inside of the cover, while the other half forms
an additional end-paper; but sometimes the cover
is lined with a piece of leather.

Finally, the book is ornamented by stamping
or tooling. These terms are used generally to

imply, in the ime case, large plates from which
a stamp is taken covering the whole or a large

part of the cover at one impression, while tool-

ing is the putting on of the impressed or gilded

lines, dots, leaves, and the like, separately, one
by one, with a number of tools, the impressions

of which are combined together so as to produce
the patterns <lesired. The French term fcr

(iron) is used for one of these tools; hence the
phrase ri pctils fern, meaning that the orna-

mentation is applied by hand, with little tools,

one by one, nuiking separate points, short bars,

single leaves or flowers, which are combined in
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patterns. Rollers are used, by means of which

indefinitely long lines, zigzags, or simple scroll-

patterns are applied.

For a still more elaborate adornment, different-

colored leathers are combined by 'inlaying.' Very
rarely this is done by a mosaic process of the

full thickness of the leather: most commonly the

background is lowered or cut away very slightly,

and the piece to be inlaid is a mere film. The
lines of jimction are generally concealed by

broader lines of gold, impressed by means of a

tool.

As to casing, the two stiff sides and the more
flexible back are put together exactly as a paper

box is made. The sheets of the book having been

stitched together, as if to make a pamphlet, are

then glued or pasted into the case by means of a

piece of canvas glued fast to the back of the

folded book and having loose strips projecting

to be pasted to the covers; or in some very simi-

lar way.
Casing is made decorative chiefly in two ways
—tirst, by the use of a textile material which is in

itself decorative, and secondly, by printing upon
the surface of the boards, whether covered with

silk or cotton cloth or with paper, a pattern

which may be 'blind.' that is to say. merely im-

pressed without color, or in one or several colors.

The first method, that by the use of stuff which

of itself is ornamental.' may be very rich if a

brocade is used; and it is noticeable that the

large and carefully made books of the Japanese,

made to contain water-colors, pieces of old draw-

ings, or rare old stuffs and the like, have some-

times for their sole decoration a beautiful piece

of brocade for covering material, and sometimes

this with the addition of richly worked metal

corners. So, a private person, wishing to bind

a lot of novels cheaply, may select printed calico

or other inexpensive "material and have all the

volumes of one author bound uniformly; such

work costing in Paris not more than one franc

twenty centimes per volume, and in the American

citiesnot over sixty cents a volume, even when

the title is in gold letters on an attached leather

label. Such work, if properly done, is, in a way,

satisfactory. Thirty years of rather constant

use, as of a popular book in a reading family,

does not seem to injure it except by slightly

loosening or 'spreading' the back. This, however,

is for small books only: those weighing two

pounds, or a kilogramme', can hardly remain firm

more than two or three years. The 'decorative

bindings' of modern English and especially

American popular books are sometimes adorned

in a very effective way either by stamped gold

patterns' rather deeply" impressed upon the cloth

sides, or bv surface 'printing without deep in-

cision, which printing may be in one or many

colors. It is not hard to combine the two pro-

cesses. Thus, in one rather pretty book, each

cover, about .i'L' X SV^ inches, has a convention-

alized landscape in two dull colors: and above

this picture, which occupies two-thirds of the

surface, the title, consisting of seven words, is

impressed in gold. Some admirable designs are

prepared for English publishim.' houses in which

the almost lost art of designing patterns of con-

ventional leafage and the like has been revived.

American work runs more often, as in the case

mentioned above, toward descriptive and sug-

gestive art. landscapes, emblematic compositions,

even figure subjects of some pretension.

Books that are cased in this way need not;
necessarily be injured for future permanent bind-
ing: but it often happens that they are injured,
as by the pasting of the edges of inserted plates
to the folded sheets of the letterpress, or by
sewing the sheets together in such a way that
while the same sewing will not be found sufficient

for the permanent binding, it has still injured
the backs for better work. Of course, where any
such device as the 'stabbing' of the sheets with
tinned wire is used, tlie book is ruined as a per-

manent possession. It is much to be regretted
that our valuable illustrated magazines are sold
in that condition.

BOOK CLUB. A convenient title for private
associations which print books for distribution
among a limited circle of subscribers. Such
clubs, being usually composed of scholarly men,
and endowed with sufficient means, have rendered
no slight services to literature and learning by
rendering accessible a numln-r of valuable works
which had existed only in manuscript or in very
rare printed copies. While associations like the
Dilettante Society (q.v.) accomplished some work
in publishing, yet books as such were not their

primary care. The Roxburghe Club (q.v.),

founded in 1S12, was the earliest English book
club, properly so called; its system imposed on
each member the reprinting of one book, and its

work was not specially important. The Banna-
tyne Club, originated by Scott in 1823, was more
practical. The Camden Society (1838) began
the modern method of publishing by the society

instead of leaving it to individual members; it

has produced a long series of most useful his-

torical publications. Among n;any English so-

cieties of the kind, the following are specially

worthy of note: The Parker Societv (184055),
the Percy Society (1840-52), the 'Hakluyt So-

cietv (1846— ), 'and the Early English Text
Society (1864—).
During the Colonial Period in America, and

that wliich imnRHliately followed the Revolution,

there were a number of literary associations

whose members jointly published their writings,

after the fashion of the time, in periodical form.

The earliest and most famous of these was the

Junto, founded by Benjamin Franklin in 17i26.

To its efforts the Philadelphia Library (1731),

the University of Pennsylvania (1749), and the

American Philosophical Society (17()8) owe their

small beginnings; and it published at different

times ten periodicals of a literary and historical

nature, most of which lasted for only a few num-

bers. The Drone Club, founded in 1702 by

Charles Brockden Brown and others, and the

Literarv Confederacy, formed in 1817 by William

Cullen 'Brvant. Robert C. Sands. Jpmes M. East-

burn, and Gulian C. Vcrplanck, were of the

same nature. The first book club in the full

sense, however, was the Seventy-six Society,

originated in Philadelphia in 1854 by Edward D.

Ingiaham, stating its object as "the pul>li(ation

and rciniblication of books and jiapers relating

to the American Revolution." It lasted only

three years, and was immediately succeeded in

New York by 'The Club,' as it was called—it

never received anv specific name—and two years

later by the Bradford Club, an offshoot from the

former! In 1858 began the longer career of the

Prince Society in Boston, which is still in exist-

ence, and has a list of twenty-six publications,
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made or in preparation. In the sixties? there was
a veritable mania for club publication, and ab-
surd ventures were numerous, charging extrava-
gant prices for their subscription books. The
revival of club publication dates from about
1870. since when it has been carried forward in

a di,!,'nitied and rational manner. The Historical
Printing Club of Brooklyn deserves a foremost
place in this jK'riod. Founded in 1876, it has
published, chiefly under the editorship of Paul
Leicester Ford, over seventy valuable historical

documents. But the best-known and most impor-
tant of all is the Grolier Club, founded in New
York in 1884 by a number of well-known makers
and collectors of books. It has been very suc-

cessful, not only in its distinctive purpose, but
also in drawing together men of scholarly culture

in the delightful home which it built for itself

in 1889. Its membership was originally limited

to fifty, but has now been extended to nearly
four hundred. It has published in elaborate and
beautiful form thirty important literary and bib-

liographical works, besides catalogues of the
valuable exhibitions given by it at frequent inter-

vals. Consult: Hume and Evans, Learned So-

cieties and Printing C'luhs of the United King-
dom (London, 185.3): Growoll, American Book
Clubs (New York, 1897).

BOOKKEEPING. The application of the

general principles of debit and credit, and of

classification of accounts, to the details of busi-

ness. The object of bookkeeping is to furnish a

complete and systematic record which may en-

able the proprietor readily to ascertain any de-

sired facts regarding the progress and condition

of his business and his financial relations with
others. Without the knowledge thus gained,

business cannot safely be carried on, and suc-

cess or failure is often very closely related to the

character of the work done at the bookkeeper's

desk. In order that it may meet all the demands
which are likely to be made upon it, bookkeeping
must be practiced in such a way as to be intel-

ligible, not only to the one who performs the

work, but also to others. For if a dispute arises

and it becomes necessary to place the books in

evidence, suspicion naturally attaches to meth-

ods that can be understood and explained only

by the interested party. There are two systems

of bookkeeping which" satisfy the requirements

named, and which are accepted and used by prac-

tically the entire commercial world. They are

known respectively as single-entry bookkeeping

and double-entry bookkeeping.
Business records of some form or other were

doubtless employed in the earliest times in the

history of trade" and credit. Of the early forms

of bookkeeping, however, practically nothing is

known. From the works of Leonardo of Pisa

it appears certain that the merchants of Italy,

France, and Spain practiced systematic book-

keeping for some time prior to the Thirteenth

Century. It is, however, to the Italian traders

of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth centuries,

the enterprising merchants of Genoa, Florence,

and Venice, that we owe the system of bookkeep-

ing which takes the lead at the present time. In

the year 1495 Luca Pacioli, or Luca di

Burgo, a Tuscan friar, published a work which
contained a treatise upon double-entry bookkeep-

ing. This is the first systematic treatment of

the subject of which we have any record. From
Italy the system spread to the Netherlands,

thence to England, and from there to all parts of
the world. And it is worthy of remark that the
more complete system of double entry was per-
fected and brought into general use considerably
before the system of single entry.

Double E.vtrv. In double-entry bookkeeping,
sometimes called the Italian method on account
of its origin, every transaction requires equal
entries on both sides of the ledger. The number
of entries on the two sides need not correspond,
but the amounts must. This representation of
every transaction on both sides of the ledger
arises from keeping account, not with persons
alone, but also with property and allowances. It
is this feature which gives the system its name
and constitutes its essential characteristic. Prop-
ertj' is conceived of as debtor or creditor, accord-
ing as it has required outlay or has brought in
value or discharged indebtedness.

The simplest combination of books suited to
double-entry bookkeeping consists of a daybook,
journal, and ledger, ruled in accordance with the
forms given below. Daybook and journal may
be combined to form the daybook-journal. The
daybook is the one in which are entered the de-

tails of each transaction at the time it occurs.
This is the original entry, and should l)e made
with the greatest care. It is this which must be
brought into court in ease of legal dispute. In
this book, therefore, as in all original entry,
erasures should be avoided, and all changes, for
whatever reason made, should be so managed
that their nature can readily be determined. In
the journal are entered the names or titles of the
ledger which are to be debited and credited, to-

gether with the proper dates and amounts. These
are determined from the daybook record, and the
process is termed journalizing. This is a very
important part of the bookkeeper's work, and
makes the largest demands upon his ability to

think correctly. The remainder of his work,
with the exception of making out the balance-

sheet, is to a large extent mechanical. The
ledger is the book of accounts. From the journal
the various items are carried to the ledger, items
having the same name or title being gathered
together under that title, each on its proper side,

debits to debit side, credits to credit side; the
left-hand side in this, as in all other books, being
debit, and the right credit. The ledger, on ac-

count of the classified and summarized nature of

its contents, is the business man's principal book
of reference. If he wishes to find out how much
John Doe owes him. it is to his ledger that he
goes for information. Should he wish to pay
Richard Roe the balance due him, it is from
the ledger he will determine the amount which he
must remit. In short, when he desires full, up-
to-date information regarding any matter con-

nected with his business, it is generally the

ledger which is called into requisition. Toward
the perfection of the contents of this book, there-

fore, all the bookkeeper's work is aimed. The
process of carrying the items of the journal to

the ledger is termed 'posting.' In performing
this work, the careful bookkeeper will follow an
invariable order, that the process may be made
as nearly mechanical as possible. First, the

year should appear in the column at the left on
the side to which the item is to be posted; the

year need not be entered again until it changes.

Next come month, day, explanation, the page
of the journal from which the entry is brought.
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and the amount of the entry. Tlie page of the
ledger to «liich the item lias been posted is then
immediately entered in the eoluinn at the left of

the journal, on a line with the item transferred.
The last step is taken to leave evidence that the

posting has been done.

To open a set of books by double entry, the
bookkeeper states in the opening entry of the
daybook the kind or name of the business in

which the proprietor is to engage. He then enu-
merates in detail the items which are to consti-

tute his investment, such as cash, real estate,

accounts due him, etc., and the debts, if any,
which are to be paid out of the business. These
two sets of items represent, respectively, his re-

sources and liabilities. The difference between
them will be his net investment. When this

entry is journalized, e.ich of the items which w^ill

make up the resources will be debited, and each
of the titles entering into the liabilities will be
correspondingly credited, and the proprietor's

name or stock will be credited for the net invest-

ment, or the difference bet\veen the sums of the
two. When this journal entry has been posted,

the books are pro|)erly opened. When the post-

ing for an}- period has been completed, the debit

and credit sides of the ledger should be equal.

To determine whether this is the case or not, the
trial balance is taken—that is. all the headings
of the ledger, excluding those which are in bal-

ance or ruled up, are entered on a suitable sheet,

together witli tlie debit and credit footings of

each in their proper columns; the two columns
are then footed and ought to give equal amounts.
If the results are not equal, there is certainly
some error which must be found. On the other
hand, should the trial balance prove, it would
not be certain that no mistakes had been made.
For the trial balance will not discover errors

of computation, omission of transactions, posting
to wrong accounts, etc. The trial balance should
be taken, as a rule, at least once a month. The
halance sheet, which is to be distinguished from
the trial balance, involves a classification and
analysis of accounts in such a way as to exhibit

in detail the resources, liabilities, losses, gains,

net gain or loss, and present capital of the
business. The balance sheet is of great impor-
tance to the business man, and sho\ild be made
at least once a year, or whenever the business
is closed out or otherwise disposed of. It in-

volves the taking of an inventory of all the
property on hand, which, in some lines of busi-

ness, is quite a laborious process. A form of

balance sheet is presented below.

When accounts balance, when they become
crowded for space, or when they show a loss or
gain at the time of making a balance sheet, they
are ruled up or closed. The form of closing

varies somewhat in accordance with individual
taste. The foregoing example of ledger ac-

counts furnishes also an illustration of a simple
and convenient form of closing. When red ink
is used in the process, it indicates that the

entries distinguished by it have been made upon
the wrong side of the ledger for the purpose of

balancing, and before the work can be regarded
as complete, they must l)e transferred to the
opposite side of the ledger, either below the

rulings of the account just closed, or below some
other heading of the ledger, which is indicated
in the red-ink entry.

.\side from the purpose of eliminating from an
account the element of loss or gain, or of prevent-
ing crowding, an account is closed in order to
conden.se it into a single item, thus simplifying
and making intelligil)lc at a glance all the infor-
mation which the account can give. After a gen-
eral closing of the ledger it is usually advisable
to take off a trial balance of the ledger bal-
ances to make sure that all have been cor-
rectly transferred: as a mistake in this matter
may cause groat trouble at tlie time of tlie next
trial balance.

In the simple combination of books for double-
entry bookkeeping, which has been explained,
practically all the principles of the .system are
exemplified. In addition to the books named,
however, there are generally found in use one or
more such books as the following: Ciish-book,
sales-book, invoice-book, bill-book, order-hook,
cheek-book, inventory-book, etc. It is unnccps-
sarv to enter upon an explanation of the purpose
of these books, it being sufficiently indicated by
the name. Of the ways in which they may be
combined, there is great variety, every business
and every establishment introducing some peculi-
arities of its own. The general principles,
however, are the same in all. They may be used
either as principal or auxiliary books. A prin-
cipal book may be defined as one from which or
to which posting is done: an auxiliary book, one
kept for convenience of reference, but from
which no posting is done. When these booka
are used purely as auxiliary books, they do
not affect the work in the other books. When,
however, they are used as principal books, all

entries found in them are omitted from the jour-
nal. No account is kept in the ledger of the
property with which such books respectively
deal : or if kept, only the footings are posted at
regular intervals. The latter plan is followed
by some in order that a trial balance of the
business accounts may be taken without refer-

ence to any other book than the ledger. When
this is not done, the footings or balances from
such books must be properly entered in the
trial balance before it can be expected to prove.
The ledger titles found on the debit side of
these books must be credited in the ledger with
the amounts set opposite them and those on the
credit side similarly debited. These books are
often ruled with special columns for items of
frequent occurrence, and when this is done
the footings of such columns only are posted to

the title which heads the column in accordance
with the principle stated below. A form of the
cash-book is given below and the method of
posting and ruling the same is illustrated.

Single Entry. Single-entry bookkeeping, in

its pure form, which, however, is rarely used,
keeps no account of property. Only personal ac-

counts apjiear in the ledger, which as a conse-

quence will not be in balance except when the
business is closed out. It therefore involves less

labor than double entry, and, on the other hand,
fuinislics fewer checks for detecting errors. It

is, however, well adapted to some forms of busi-
ness, and its results are as intelligible and sig-

nificant as in the more conijilete system. It fails,

of course, to give detailed information in regard
to the sources of gain or loss, and this, for some
kinds of business, is a fatal objection, for it is

this information, clearly set forth by the double-
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entry balance-slieet, which the merchant needs to

keep him within the lines of safety and profit.

In sin^'le-entry hookkeepinjj, in its pure form,

the only hook needed, besides the led;L,'er, is a day-

l.ook or journal, in which are made all entries in-

volving debit or credit of jjersons. The cash-book,

sales-book, etc., are comliincd with the books first

named as in double entry, but when so used the

method becomes no lonfjer ])ure single entry, but

a mixed form. To determine the proprietor's

eapital at any time, when the books are kept by
sinjjle entry, an inventory of resources and lia-

bilities is taken, the dill'erence between the totals

representing; the capital. The loss or gain is

found by com])arin<;; the present with the former
eapilal. So great is the importance to a concern
of its books, and so great the calamity of their

loss by theft or fire, that they are usually guard-
ed with great care and kept in a fireproof safe

when not in use.

Det.uls. The principles of bookkeeping re-

main today practically as set forth by Luca
Pacioli. In details, appliances, and forms, how-
ever, there have been many changes. Most of the
important changes in the forms of books are
of recent date and consist largely in the intro-

duction or extension of the use of special col-

umns. One or two ledger forms which are now
in use may be mentioned in this connection. The
centre-ruled ledger, as it is termed, has the
credit amount column arranged alongside of

the debit in the centre of the page. It is fol-

lowed by the folio coliimi), the explanation and
date columns, in the order named. The advan-
tages claimed for it are that, being brought close

together, comparison of the two columns is made
easier, the trial balance can be more readily
taken, and in ruling the account no trouble
arises because of the rolling of the page. The
card system, which has become indispensable in

so many lines of work, is also being introduced.
Large numbers of firms are now using either
the detachable or loose-leafed ledger, or have
adopted the card ledger. The advantages claimed
for these forms over tlie ordinary ledger are the
saving in indexing, the removal of dead accounts,
escape from the continual transfer of accounts
which have become crowded, the elasticity which
permits new accounts to be introduced indefinite-

ly, ease of classification, etc.

In no part of the actual practice of book-
keeping has there been a greater advance than in

that which deals witli the orders sent to the
home oflfice by the traveling salesman. Instead
of sending these orders, as formerly, illegibly

written on any scrap of jiaper that came to hand,
and leaving it for the home ollice to make the
proper entries in the regular sales-book, the
sales-agent is now furnished with a book with
perforated leaves properly ruled and correspond-
ing with a book kept in the office. In this book
tlie agent enters his orders, giving prices, terms,
etc., and making extensions and footings com-
plete. The leaves containing the orders are
then torn out along the perforated line, sent to
the home office, and there by a simple contrivance
bound into the book devoted to this particular
agent. From this book of original entry, posting
is made directly to the ledger. The agent is

thus made a part of the working force of the
home office, and by the saving thus accomplished
the office expenses have been decreased without

loss of accuracy or efficiency, and with an actual
increase in business.

Expert Work. An expert bookkeeper is some-
times called ui>on to clear up dilheulties brought
about by slovenly methods of work, or by dis-

honest practices. It need hardly be remarked
that the expert reaches his conclusions not
thnnigh any mysterious or extraordinary in-

siglit. but by systematically taking the original
entries and dotcrmining whether they have been
correctly handled or not. If fraud is present,
it may be necessary to correspond with the va-
rious firms represented in order to discover to

what extent fictitious and fraudulent entries
have been made. This takes time, but is entirely

simple and makes it impossible to escape from
the conclusions to which the method leads. If

proper entries were not made, or have been lost,

the discovery of this will be in some measure
accidental, determined through correspondence
and settlement with the firms with which the
concern in ciuestion has had dealings. As in

every other department of the bookkeeper's work,
so in this, system, care, and attention to details
finally secure the result sought.

BOOKKEEPING FORMS.

DAYBOOK

Jaxitaby 2, 1902

Beta M. Wilson bepan to-da.v the grain,
flour, and feed business with tiie followinpr
investment:

EESOUHCES
Cash per cash-book |85,000.00

300.00
400.00
300.00

William Jones, note due Jan. 5..

Joseph Call, on account
George Randolph, on account...

LIABILITIES

Note favor Thomas Wall
Charles Johnson, dup him on account..
Nathan Barlow, due him on account....

Boiiprlit of Hanley Bros., on account
100 bushels beans @ $1.50
200 • wheat 0) .70
600 ' corn @ .36
100 barrels flour @ 4.00

Sold F. E. Thomas, on account:
2 bushels beans @ $2.00

wheat @ .90
1 barrel flour. 5.00

Gave Hanle.v Bros, my note at 30 days
for $265.00 on account

200.00
5.50.00

250.00

150.00
UO.Ol)
175.00
400.00

4.00
22.60
5.00

86,000.00

1.000.00

865.00

31.60

266.00

JOURNAL
Janpaby, 1902
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LEDGER—Page 5

1902
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BOOK-LICE. Small, pale, wingless insects

of the famil}- Psocidoe. To the casual observer
they closely resemble plant-lice. Some of them
are very destructive of books and insect collec-

tions, while other forms live in the open on
lichens, maple and willow trunks, etc. One of

the commonest of the book-eaters is Atropos
diviiiitoria. The minute pseudoscorpions (Cheli-

fer) sometimes found in old books are called

'book-scorpions.' See Bookworm.
BOOK OF COMMON ORDER, The. The

name of the Church uf Soothmd service, evi-

dently suggested by the familiar Anglican title.

Its source was that used by the Genevan English
Church, and, tentatively used in 1562, it be-

came general throughout Scotland in 1564.

BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER. See
Pk.web-Book.

BOOK OF MARTYRS, The. One of the
most famous books in religious history. Writ-
ten in Latin, by John Foxe, in 1559, it appeared
in his o«-n English translation, under the title

of Actes and Mnnumeiits. in 1563. though from
the first popularly called the Book of Martyrs.
It relates the history of persecution down to
about the end of Mary"s reign.

BOOK OF MORMON. A book issued in 1830
by Joseph Smith, who professed to have been led

to its discovery by an angel. The gold plates
inscribed with Egyptian characters, and accom-
panied by magic spectacles to assist in their in-

terpretation, disappeared, but Smith published a
professed translation, which became the sacred
book of the Latter Day Saints. The work was,
in reality, simply an adaptation of the manu-
script work of ISOO by a Presbyterian clergyman,
Spalding, who in it attempted to identify the
American Indians with the Lost Tribes. In
style the book is an imitation of the Bible, from
which it has borrowed many passages. It is di-

vided into sixteen sections, supposed to have been
written at various times, and giving a history of

America from the days of the confusion of

tongues at Babel until the time of Jloroni, the
last survivor of his race. who. in 420 A.D.,

buried the plates in the hill where Smith found
them. While a small colony had settled in
America, according to the Book of Mormon, after
the dispersion at Babel, the important immigra-
tion took place in the reign of Zedekiah. about
B.C. COO. In obedience to a divine command a
company of sixteen people, led by Lehi. reached
America. Preserving their ancient religion in
its purity, they received Christianity from Christ
himself, who spent the forty days after his res-

urrection among them. In 384 this Cliristian

nation was destroyed after a long series of wars.

BOOK OF SAINT ALBANS. The title of

a rhymed book on certain sports, wholly or
partly written or translated by Dame •Juliana

Berners, and first printed in 1486. It consisted
of four parts: "Hawking," "Hunting," "Lynoge
of Coate .Armiris," and "Blasying of Armys."
Consult Blades. lulroduction to the Boke of
.Saint Alhans (London, 1881).

BOOK OF SENTENCES. A theological
treatise belonging to the Twelfth Century, dis-

cussing various questions relating to God, Christ,
the universe, and the virtuous conduct of life.

Its author was Peter Lombard, Bishop of Paris,
later known as Magister Sententiarum, on ac-

count of this work.

BOOK OF SNOBS. Under this title ap.
pcared in 1848 The .Snob Papers, by Thackeray,
a collection of papers contributed to Punch
(184:i).

BOOK OF SPORTS. See Spobts, Book of.

BOOK OF THE DEAD. See Dead, Book of
lllE.

BOOK OF THE DUCHESS. The title of
a poem by Chaucer, written to console John of
Gaunt for the loss of his Duchess in 136!). It
is conventional, artificial, imitative, and is

drawn from JIachauIt's Dit du lion and Dit de
la fontainc amoureusc.

BOOK-PLATE. A typographical or picto-
rial label, used to denote the ownership of a
book. Book-plates are considered to have had
their origin in Germany; though an unsu|)ported
claim has been made that they were used in
Japan in the Tenth Century, and certain small
clay tablets are believed to liave performed in
Babylonia and Assyria an office similar to that
of the book-plate of to-day. The earliest printed
book-plate we know to-day was used about 1480.
It is a hand-colored heraldic design, and recorded
a gift of books and manuscripts to the Car-
thusian monastery of Buxheim in Swabia. Until
Albreeht Diirer gave his attention to the design-
ing and engraving of book-plates, they were rude
wood-cuts utterly lacking artistic form. Durer
is sometimes called 'the father of book-plates,'
because under his hand they became works of
art. Several undoubted book-plates of his work-
manship are known. The earliest of these bear-
ing a date (1516) was the property of Hierony-
mus Ebner of Xuremberg. Diirer made a book-
plate for Bilibald Pirckheimer of the same city
which is believed to be earlier than 1503. Among
the famous early German artists who engraved
book-plates on wood or copper were Lucas
Cranach, Hans Holbein, Jost Amman, and Virgil
Soils. In the Eighteenth Century Daniel Chodo-
wieeki engraved several very charming designs.
Ever since Diirer put his impress upon them, the
ornamentation of book-plates has been an im-
portant feature, and while their first purpose is

to indicate the ownership of the book in which
they are pasted or bound, they may, by perfection
of design and execution, give pleasure as works
of art. Allegory, quotations from the classics,

the name of the owner, and his coat of arms are
the prominent and customary features.

From Germany the use of the book-plate spread
to France, and finally to all Continental coun-
tries. There is considerable similarity between
the early book-plates of Germany and France,
but the former are more numerous. Tho I'^rench

engravers, as time went on, tended to over-
ornament their designs, and the later examples
sutler a great loss of dignity for which the deli-

cacy and exquisiteness of their workmanship is

no compensation. There are a few very charming
bits by sucli artists as Collin, Durand, and Eisen.
England was apparently a little slow in adopt-

ing the book-plate, as her first ones seem to have
been made toward the end of the Sixteenth Cen-
tury; but once fairly started, the idea spread
rapidly, with the result of making English book-
plates outnumber those of all other countries.
Up to the l)eginning of the Eighteenth Century
most English book-plates are in tho style known,
by the universally accepted nomenclature of War-
ren, as early armorial. This shows the coat of
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arms and the name and motto of the owner, with
surrounding foliations originally intended to

represent the slashed mantle of the hehiiet. The
Jacobean style, extending approximately from
1700 to 1750, is very formal and heavy; its

ornamentation resembles carved wood, and the

right and left sides of the design usually coin-

cide with precision. About 1750 came in the

Chippendale style, so called from tlie well-known
designer and upholsterer of furniture. Light,

graceful ellects took the place of the sombre
designs ; fruit and llowers, even pictures of mead-
ows and streams with shepherdesses and swains
were introduced. Tliis was succeeded by the

ril>bon and wreath style, whose simple, chaste

manner well expressed contemporaneous changes
of manners and forms. At a date difficult to

give, but toward the middle of the Eighteenth
Century, bookmen and engravers began to show
more individuality in their book-plate designs;

the portrait and the pictorial plate came in; li-

brary interiors an<l many allusions to classical

allegory and to the feats of arms or peaceful
pleasures of the owners are frequently found

;

while landscapes and rivers, castles and ruined

abbeys contribute to the variety of the pictured

scenes. Such names as Hogarth, JIarshall, Ver-

tue, Bartolozzi, and Bewick are signed on Eng-
lish book-plates.

The book-plates first used in America were of

English make, brought over by the wealthy colo-

nists. They possess great interest as meinorials

of the old families: but the plates engraved by
the hands of our first American engravers,

Nathaniel Hurd and Paul Revere, of Boston,
Amos Doolittle, of Connecticut, and Alexander
Anderson, of Xew York (the last of more recent

date but the first to engrave on wood ) , easily

surpass them in value. Tlie earliest date on an
American book-plate by an American engraver is

1749, on the Thomas Dering plate engraved by
llurd. There were numerous early engravers

through the Xew England Colonies and States,

and in and around Xew York, Philadelphia, and
Baltimore, whose work is highly prized by the

collector and student. All of these followed in

the main the English styles, thougli some crude

designs, incorrect heraldry, and clumsy engraving
mark certain efTorts as the work of untrained

hands who had no good models to work from.

The book-plate of George Washington, though
engraved in England, is the most higlily valued

American book-plate of the early period. The
few plates known to be the work of Paul Revere

rank next, and high prices have been paid for

them.

Tlie present revival of interest in the book-

plate dates from the foundation of the Ex Libris

Society in IS'JO. Tliough the headquaiters are

in London, the membership is thoroughly cosmo-

politan. An illustrated monthly journal is is-

sued to members. France and Germany also

have societies whicli issue publications at stated

intervals. All these club journals are of the

utmost value and imjiortance to tliose who wish

to keep in toucli with the jjrogress of book-plate

afl'airs. There is no organization of book-])late

collectors in tlie United Slates. Book-plates have

become of sufiicient importance to be listed by

the sellers of old books and to have an occasional

catalogue devoted to them entirely. Auction

sales of book-plates are not uncommon, and tlieir

recognition as interesting items of literary prop-

erty is widespread. The late Sir Augustus Wol-
laston Franks, of London, had a collection which is

said to liave numbered toward 200,000, It is now
in the British iluseum. The late Dr. Joseph Jack-
son Howard (who acquired the first collection of
book-plates known to liave been made) possessed
more than 100,000 specimens. The Count Karl
Emich zu Leiniiigen-Westerburg has a very large
and valuable collection. Several important col-

lections exist in the United States, notably those
of John P. Woodbury, Henry S. Rowe, and Fred.
J. Libbie, of Boston, W. E. Baillie, of Bridgeport,
Conn., and the Grolier Club, of Xew Y'ork, which
gave, in 1894, the first public exhibition of book-
plates in America. At the present day the black-

and-white reproductions of drawings form the
greater nimiber of book-plates, but the copper-
jilate engraver has found in the renewed interest

in these marks of book-possession an increasing
demand for liis art. Edwin Davis French, of
Saranac Lake, X. Y., Sidney L. Smith, of Boston,
W. F. Hopson, of Xew Haven, Conn., Charles W.
Slierborn and George W. Eve, of London, have
international reputations as engravers on copper.

Book-plate literature lias increased rapidly in

the last decade. Very numerous contributions to
periodicals and many monographs of permanent
interest, but %\hich deal with subdivisions of the
subject, have been published. These would swell
a complete bibliography to the dimensions of a
book. The following list comprises the authori-
tative works relied upon by the serious student
of book-plates: Poulet-Malassis, Les Ex Libris
fraiicois (Paris, 1875) : Warren, A Guide to the
Study of Book-Plfites (London, 1880) ; Car-
lander, Svenska Bibliotek och Ex Libris a-utcck-

ningar (Stockholm, 1889) ; Warnecke, Die
deutschen Biichcrzeichen (Berlin, 1890) ; Guigard,
Nouvel armorial du biblio/ihile (Paris, 1890) ;

Bouchot, Les Ex Libris et les marques de pos-

session du lii^re (Paris, 1891); Castle, English
Book-Plates (London, 1892) ; Hamilton, French
Book-Plates (London, 1892) ; Jiardy, Book-Plates
(London, 1893); Allen, American Book-Plates
(Xew York and London, 1894); Labouchere,.

Ladies' Book-Plates (London and Xew York,
1895) ; Hamilton, Dated Book-Plates (London,
1896) ; Fincham, The Artists and Engravers of
British and Aniericnn Book-Plates (London,
1897) ; Count Karl Emich zu Leiningen-Wester-
burg, Deutsche und iislrrrciehische liibliothck-

Zeichen, Ex Libris (Stuttgart, 19011; Stone,

Women Designers of Book-Plates (Xew Y'ork,

1902).

BOOK'SELL'ING. The earliest history of the

liroductioii and s.ilc of hooks is so ohscure that

little can be added to what is told in the article

I'.OOK of the (Mialdean tablets of baked clay, the

Egvptian Book of the Dead, and other similar
productions. We find, however, in Athens, some-
thing approaching 1o an organized trade in

books about the middle of the Sixth Century
U.C., when Pisistratus paid scholars from the

municipal treasury for prejiaring an authorized

text of Homer and llesiod for the use of co])y-

ists. Through the iluscuni of Alexandria and
the jmblisliers of Rome, whose work was largely

carried on by Greek scribes from Alexandria
and Athens, this text has brought down to us

the poems of Homer and llesiod. It is probable

that the first regular sales of literature in

Athens, and, therefore, the first in Greece, were
carried on by students of philosophy. Diogenes,
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Xaertiiis says that the hearers of Plato inter-

ested themselves in the work of circulating the

written reports of his lectures, sometimes sell-

ing them, but more frequently in the first place

lending them out for hire. The facilities for

the work of scribes in Athens were evidently,

however, during the most important period of

Athenian literature, inadequate to supply the
demand of the scholars. Books continued to be
very costly and their ownership was limited to
the wealthy. Diogenes Laertius is the authority
for tlie statement that Plato paid for three books
of Philolaiis which Dionysius had secured for

him in Sicily three Attic talents, equal in cur-

rency to .'53240. when money was worth much
more than it is now. Aristotle saj's that Gel-

lias paid a similar sum for some few books of

Speusippus. Bockh is of opinion that some kind
of a book trade was carried on in the orchestra

of the Athenian theatre, during the time, of

course, when no performance was going on.

By the time of Xenophon (about B.C. 400)
Athens was the centre not only of the literary

activities of Greece, but of any book trade that
existed. The first booksellers prepared with
their own labor the scrolls, mainly papyrus, that
constituted their stock in trade. The next step

in the development of the business was the intro-

duction of the capitalist, who, instead of working
with his own hand^, employed a staff of copyists

and sold the products of their labor. A comedy
by Aristomenes refers to a dealer in books.
Eupolis speaks, in B.C. 430. of the 'place where
books are sold.' the inference being that a special

place in the market was reserved for the book
trade. Nicophon, in the ne.xt centuiy, gives a
list of men who support themselves with the
labor of their hands, and groups the book.seller

with the dealers in food and household utensils.

It would appear that the Athenian book-

sellers derived receipts not only from the sale

or from the hire of manuscripts, but from the

reading of these aloud in their shops to hearers
who paid for the privilege. After the con-

quest of Greece by the Romans there was a
revival in Athens of the trade in books owing
to the increased demand from the scholars of

Rome, where Greek was accepted as the language
of refined literature and its authors were dili-

gently studied.

About B.C. 2n0 the literary activity encouraged
by Ptolemy Philadelphus caused Alexandria to

become one of the great book marts of the world.

Its first publishing and bookselling were done in

connection with the great museum founded by
Ptolemy. This comprised in one organization a
lending and reference library, a series of art col-

lections, a group of colleges endowed for research,

a university for instruction, an academy with
functions like those of the French .\cademy, and
a series of work-rooms where the scribes prepared
from authenticated texts the papyrus manu-
Bcripts to be distributed throughout the civilized

world. Ptolemy Soter gave authority to travel-

ing scholars to collect for tlie museum in Alexan-
dria all the authenticated manuscripts they could

find. He is said to have supplied food to the

Athenians during a famine only on condition

that they -would sell to his representatives au-

thenticated copies of the tragedies of -Esehylus,

Sophocles, and Euripides. For these, in addi-

tion to the promised shipment of corn, the sum
of fifteen talents was paid. Through their enter-

I>rise in training numbers of skilled scribes (in-
cluding now not only educated slaves, but many
of tlie impecunious scholars of tlie university),
and by means of the distributing facilities af-
forded by the commercial connections of their
capital, the Alexandrian publishers retained in
their hands for more than two centuries the con-
trol of the greater part of the book production
of the world. The publishers of Athens disap-
jjcared, while those who, in the last century B.C.

and the first century a.d., were carrying on book
businesses in Rome were obliged to have done in
Alexandria the work of transcribing such of their
issues as were in the Greek language, these form-
ing, until the time of Trajan, a very large portion
of their total production. The earlier Roman
publisher found it usually to his advantage to
send to Alexandria his original texts and to
contract with some Alexandrian correspondent
who controlled a book-manufacturing establish-
ment for the production of the editions required.

It is in Rome that we find the first records of
publishers whose names liave been preserved.
During the Second Century B.C. a number of im-
portant and costly literary enterprises were under-
taken ; and the continued production of books ad-
dressed to a general public implies the existence
of machinery for their distribution. Here, as in
Athens, those who first interested themselves in

publishing undertakings were men who com-
bined with literary tastes the control of sufficient

means to pay for the production of the editions.
Their aim was not at the securing of profits, but
the service of literature and of the State, and
these earlier publishing enterprises must fre-

quently have resulted in a deficiency. As the
size of the editions could easily be limited to the
probable demand, and as further copies could
always be secured when called for, one would
imagine that the expense need not have been con-
siderable. The high prices, however, which under
the competition of a literary fashion it became
necessary to pay for the educated slaves trained
as scribes, constituted a .serious item of outlay.
Horace speaks of slaves competent to write Greek
as costing 8000 sesterces, about .$400. Calvisius,
a rich dilettante, paid for each of his servi lite-

rati as much as 10,000 sesterces. In one of the
laws of Justinian in which the relative price of
slaves is fixed for the division of estates, notarii

or scribes are rated fifty per cent, higher than
artisans.

The man whose name is most intimately con-
nected with the work of publishing in. the time
of Cicero was his friend Titus Pompunius .\tti-

cus, who organized, about B.C. 65, a great book-
manufacturing establishment in Rome with con-

nections in .\thens and Alexandria. The editions
issued by him came to be known as the 'ArTiKtava,

Attikiana, and secured wide repute for their ac-

curacy. Atticus did not confine his book business

to his publishing house, but established retail

dealers, tabcniarii, in diflferent quarters of

Rome, and also in one or two of the provincial

capitals. The publishers of Horace were the
brothers Sosii. Their shop was in the Vicus Tus-
eus, near the entrance to the Temple of .Tanus.

It was in a book-shop that Clodius hid himself
(B.C. US) from his pursuers. Later we find the
stalls of the bibliopoles placed in the most fre-

quented quarters of the city, by the .Tanus gate of

the Forum, by the Temple of Peace, on the

Argiletum, in the Vicus Sandalarius, and on the
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Sigillaria. IMartial speaks of the street Argiletum

as being chiefly ocoupiod by the booksellers, with

whom were associated the fashionable tailors.

Both Horace and Jlartial describe the book-

sho]is as places of resort when- the more active-

minded citizens were in the habit of meeting to

look over the literary novelties and to discuss

the latest gossip, literary and social.

By the close of the First Century the book
trade in Rome and in other larger cities of the

Empire had developed into large proportions.

The packets from Alexandria brought into Rome
great cargoes of papyrus from Egypt, which

speedily found their way into the work-rooms
of the "publishers. Here a hundred skilled slaves

followed witli swift pens the rapid dictation of

the readers, who from time to time relieved each

other; otliers occupied themselves with the work
of comparison and revision, while a third group
covered the completed manuscripts with proper

bindings. In the book-shop, taberiia, collections

of the accepted classics and of the latest literary

novelties are attractively presented. Here a

cheap edition of the .lincid for school use is sold

for a few pennies; there, great sums are ex-

pended for a veritable 'original' text of some
work by Demosthenes, Thucydides, C'ato, or

Lucilius, while a third buyer is placing a whole-

sale order for a 'proper assortment' of literature

to serve as an adornment for a new villa. From
the Roman shops large shipments of books were
made to other cities, even as far as Gaul. The
average editions of works addressed to the gen-

eral public are estimated by Birt to have com-
prised from .300 to 1000 copies.

By the time of the accession of Constantine
(a.d. 306) the Roman book trade had very mucti

decreased, and with tlie removal (in .3'28) of the

capital to Byzantium the activities of Rome in

connection with general literature came very
much to an end. Under the rule of Theodoric
the Goth there was, mainly owing to the influ-

ence of his minister C'assiodorus, some continued
interest in literature, which manifested itself in

the preservation and extension of libraries and
in the maintenance of the schools. There was.
however, during the time of the Gothic rule in

Italy, no such demand for books as to render
practicable the continued existence of booksellers.

The next bookselling undertakings were carried

on from the scriptoria of the monasteries. For
some centuries, however, the books written in

these scriptoria were produced for the use only
of the monks or of the pupils \uider their charge.

Later there came into vogue a practice of ex-

changing nianuscrii)ts between monasteries, a
practice which developed in a measure into ,a

trade in books. There would be in one scripto-

rium a manuscript of special antiqifity and a>i-

thority; from this the scribes would prepare
copies which would carry with them a varying
value, depending first upon the record (the pedi-

gree, so to speak) of the original maniiscript,

and secondly upon the repute that had been se-

cured by that particular scriptoriinn for accurate
and scholarly work. Sec Benedictines.
For centuries the knowledge of reading and

writingwas so farconfmed to the clerics that; there

was no demand for such mamiseripts outside of

the monasteries. Later, under the influence of

such monarchs as Alfred in England, and through
the developed interest of certain other princes

who had owed their earlv ediication to monas-

tery schools, the fashion arose of collecting in
the libraries of kings and nobles manuscripts
containing specimens of the world's literature.
Such a taste could advantageously be cultivated
by the abbots and tlieir scribes. A nobleman
desiring, as a matter of scholarly interest or
honorable ambition, to possess a certain manu-
script, was willing to pay a high price for it.

Not a few of the landed estates connected with
the literary monasteries, and more particularly
with those of England and Burgundy, were large-
ly secured in exchange for noteworthy manu-
scripts.

The next important work in the production,
exchange, and sale of books was carried on in the
universities. The term statiomirii, which stands
for the official bookmakers of the university,
first appears in Bologna in 1250 and in Paris some
years later, but the work of preparing books for
the use of instructors and students had already
been carried on for a number of years. In Paris,
as in Bologna, the stationarii were university
orticials, and, in the majority of cases, graduates.
The conditions of their trade, closely controlled
by the regulations of the university, were pecu-
liar. During the Thirteenth and" part of the
Fourteenth Century, the books supplied to the
students were not sold, but rented, and the
amount of the hire was fixed by university regu-
lation. The bidelli of the university published
from term to term a list of the authoritative
universit_y te.xts which the booksellers were or-

dered to prepare, to keep in stock, and to hire
out. The statutes of the University of Padua
of the year 1283 provided that two stationarii
should be employed. The rental for a term of a
fortnight of a pecia (a division of from 16 to 32
pages) of the prescribed text was four denarii,
of the glossarii (the commentaries on the text)
five denarii, and of texts not on the official list

six denarii. In the year 1289 the list of texts
which must be kept in stock in Bologna com-
prised 117 works. In Padua, as in Bologna, the
stationarii, in entering upon their business, had
to make a deposit of 400 libra; and go through
an examination. Toward the close of the Thir-
teenth Century the statutes of Bologna per-

mitted the sale of manuscripts for a commission
of 21,4 per cent.

The authorities of the University of Paris exer-
cised from the begiiuiing a very complete con-
trol over all the details of making, renting, and
selling books. Two centuries ami a half before
the introduction of the printing-press the book
trade of the university had become in great meas-
ure the book trade of the city. Tlie scribes and
tlieir masters who were manifolding manuscripts
in the Latin Quarter were not only supplying
text-books to the students of the university, but
])reparing literature for the scholarly readers of

I'rance and of Euiope. The book-dealers of

Paris constituted for centuries a guild organized
within the university. Its members, the libraires

jnrc.i, were members of the university, and its

operations were under the direct control of

the academic autlioritics. It was essential not
only to secure for the members of the university,

at a fixed and moderate cliarge, a sullicient sup-
ply of correct and complete texts of the pre-

scribed works, but also to protect these students
from the contamination of heretical writings
or of heretical connnents on books of accepted
orthodoxy. (See Censobsiiip.) In the univer-
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sities of Oxford and Cambridge the utationarii

began their work some years hiter than in Paris

or Bologna. They had, however, the advantage
of freedom from the greater portion of the re-

strictions wliich hampered tlie work of tlie

French and Italian scribes, and their business

developed so actively that they soon became the

booksellers of the nniversity towns and in large

l)art of the scholarly public of the whole country.

It was, of course, from the university term that

the name 'stationer.s' came at the outset to be

applied to the organized book-dealers of Great
Britain. The first guild of the British book-

dealers (the forerunner of the .Stationers' Com-
pany of lo5(!) completed its organization in 1403,

nearly sixty years before the introduction into

England of the printing-press.

Outside of the universities, an important trade

in manuscripts came into being with the close

of the Fourteenth and beginning of the Fifteenth

Century. The headquarters, not only for Italy,

but for Europe, of the trade in Greek manu-
scripts was for a number of years in Venice,

whose close relations with the East gave it an
early advantage in connection with this par-

ticular class of Eastern products. Among the

great manuscript dealers of Ttalv of the Four-
teenth Century may be noted the name of Aure-
tinus and Vcspasiano of Florence, of Aurispa of

Venice, and (ialiotti of ililan. The trade in

manuscript books in the Low Countries was dis-

tinguished by the beauty of the art work which
was associated with the text of the scribes. The
manuscripts from Bruges secured, chiefly on this

ground, a larger price in the market than is

noted for the productions of any other book
centre of Europe. The Dukes of Burgundy, dur-

ing the first half of the Fifteenth Century, were
noted for their literary interests, and did much
to further the book trade of Ghent, Antwerp, and
Bruges. The first publishers' guild of the Low
Coimtries was organized in 1424 at Ghent.

The invention of printing (c.l450) revolu-

tionized the methods of bookselling, but the

revolution extended over a period of nearly half

a century. For years after the first printers

began their work in Germany, in France, and in

Italy, the production of manuscripts went on,

and even as late as the beginning of the Fifteenth

Century certain of the noble book collectors in

Italy took the ground that the printed book was
for the u.se of the vulgar reader only, and that

the libraries of gentlemen must be devoted ex-

clusively to the manuscript form of literature.

Gutenberg's first partner, Fust, and his asso-

ciate, Schoffer, were the first printers who acted

also as publishers and booksellers. Notwith-
standing the many difficulties with which they

had to contend, they were able to offer their

books at prices which to the old dealers in

manuscripts seemed so astounding as to give

some pretext for the charge of magie. Madden
says that a copy of the "forty-eight line Bible,'

printed on parchment, could l)e l)ought in Paris

in 1470 for '2000 francs, while the cost of the

same text a few years earlier in the manuscript
fonn would have been five times as great. One
of the earlier of the important publishing cen-

tres of Europe was Basel. Its most famous
name for our purpose is that of Froben, in later

years the publisher and friend of Erasmus. The
publisher who.se work was, between 147.5 and
1512, the most important in Germany was Ko-

Voi,. HI.—20.

burger of Nuremberg, who by the year 1500 was
utilizing no less than twenty-four presses, and
sending out annually more books than any other
publisher of his time. lie had branches or
agencies in Frankfort, Paris, and Lyons, and
business correspondence in the Netherlands,
Italy, Austria, Himgary, and Poland, as well

as throughout Germany. In respect to the bulk
of the business done by him and of the commer-
cial success secured, he was a greater publisher
than either Aldus or Froben, his two most fa-

mous contemporaries. The greatest publisher
of this period, however, taking into account not
simply the commercial returns of his business,

but his influence upon the literature and, one
may say. upon tlie civilization of his time, was
Aldus ilanutius of Venice. It was to the high
scholarly ideals and courageous and unselfish

labors of Aldus and his immediate succes-

sors, no less than to the imagination, ingenu-
ity, and persistency of Gutenberg and Fust,

that the Europe of 1495 was indebted for the
great gift of the poetry and of the philosophy
of Greece. Mainz and Venice joined hands
to place at the service of the scholarly world
the literary heritage of Athens. The work of

Aldus as a printer-publisher (his earlier years
had been devoted to teaching) began in the

noteworthy year 1492. His first publication was
the Greek and Latin grammar of Lascaris.

This was followed shortly by the works of Ar-
istotle, a Greek grammar, and a Greek-Latin
dictionary. From 1480 to 1509, when the Re-
public came to be harassed by the war inaugu-
rated by the League of Cambrai, Venice was
the most active literature-producing centre in

Europe. In the organization of his printing

and publishing business, Aldus had special ob-

stacles to overcome. A large proportion of his

undertakings were issued in Greek; and while
he could secure the service of Greek editors, his

compositors were of necessity Italians. He was
obliged, after supervising the founding of the
type, to watch typesetting and proof-reading. To
the text his contributions as an editor were
often important. When the book was printed,

the copies had to be disposed of by personal cor-

respondence with scholars throughout Europe,
to whom the knowledge that Greek classics were
obtainable in printed form came but slowly, and
w^ith whom grew still more slowly the interest

in such classics and the knowledge needed for

their study. The delivery of books from Venice
to difl'crent points of the Continent, particularly

during the years of war (and the.se years were
the most numerous), and the securing of the re-

mittances in payment, was by no means an easy
matter. It is not surprising that Aldus died
poor, or that he writes i)laintively in 1510 that
"for seven years books had had to contend
against arms." His most famous editorial as-

sociate was Erasmus, for whom also he pub-

lished the first editions of the famous Colloquies

and Praise of Follii. A serious difficulty with
which the books of Aldus had to contend was
the competition of the piratical copies of his

editions which promptly appeared in Cologne, in

Tubingen, in Lyons, and even so close at home
as Florence.

In 1589 the guild of the printers, publi.shers,

and book.sellers of Slilan was organized. The
Stationers' Company in England had secured its
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charter from Queen Mary in 1556, 33 years

earlier. Like most of these trade guilds, its

object was to restrict the trade to a certain

privileged class, the professed aim being "tlie

removal of great and detestable heresies," and
the charter ordering "that no man should exer-

cise the mysterj' of printing, except he was
of the stationers' company, or had a license."

The guild of the Venetian printers dated from
1548, and was the earliest association of the

kind in Europe. The guild of Milan was, how-

ever, in certain ways the most important of

these earlier organizations. It gave an impor-

tant incentive to printing and to publishing: it

secured a high standard for the quality of the

work done, and its regulations tended to keep

the business in the hands of a good class of men.
The guild of printers and publishers in Paris

was a direct development of the earlier guild

of manuscript dealers, and, as has been stated,

constituted a division of the university. The
regulations which had controlled the work of the
manuscript dealers, and the supervision and
censorship of this work, were continued in

France for the productions of the Paris printing-

Jjresses. The first publishing oflke in Paris was
founded in 1469, at the request of two of the in-

structors of the Sorbonne, by Gerring, Krantz,
and Friberger, from Constance, at that time an
imperial city of Germany. The work of these

bookmakers was carried on in one of the halls

of the Sorbonne. Printed books had. however,
been sold in Paris 7 j'ears earlier. It was in

1462 that Fust brought from JIainz a supply
of his folio Bible, copies of which he was able

to sell for 50 crowns, while the usual price for

manuscript work of this compass had been from
400 to (JOO crowns. By the close of the century
there were in Paris over fifty printing con-

cerns. After Paris, Lyons was the city of France
in which the production of printed books se-

cured the earliest introduction and the most
rapid development. The printer-publishers of

Lyons showed themselves enterprising in more
ways than one. They were free from the im-

mediate supervision and control of the authori-

ties of the University of Paris, and, as the his-

tory of the Paris press shows, the difficulties

placed in the way of publishing mulertakings
by the bigoted and ignorant censorship of the

theologians must have more than offset the ad-

vantages usually to be secured in the produc-

tion of scholarly imblications through the fa-

cilities of the university and the editorial ser-

vice rendered by its members. Paris was, how-
ever, fortunate in having among its earlier j)ub-

lishers a number of men whose interest in lit-

erature was that of scholars as well as of mer-

chants. Gourmont (who established, in 1507,

the first Greek press in Paris) and Badius As-

ccnsius had produced before 15.30 a long series

of important classical works. The printer-pub-

lishers whose xmdertakings were, however, of

the largest importance for the world of scholar-

ship were the Estiennes or Stephani. They con-

tributed no less than four generations to the

publishing business. The work of the Stephani

was carried on under exceptional difficulties—

•

commercial, literary, theological, and political.

Their books \\ere, with a few exceptions, edited

and supervised by the publishers themselves.

No publisher except Aldus has ever contributed

to the issues of his press as much original schol-

arly work as is to be found in the books bearing
the imprint of Kobert Stephanus. Willem Jans-
zoon Blaeu (q.v.) (1571-1038), his sons and
grandsons, also deserve honorable mention
among the Xctherland publishers.

The name of William Caxton holds an honor-
able place in the early publishing undertakings,
not only of England, but of Europe. The list

of the books issued from his press was not very
great, and the books themselves were much less

important for scholarship or for i)crmanent
literature than the first publications of certain
of the printer-publishers of the Continent. The
fact, however, that through Caxton printing was
introduced into England, and tliat he was the
means of first utilizing for English readers the
publishing, training, and scholarly interests

which had been developed for him in the Low
Countries, gave his work a distinctive impor-
tance. Caxton's first printing-press was set up
in Bruges, and his first seven publications were
there issued. The earliest vohune printed in

Euro])e in the French language was Caxton's
edition of the Burgundian romance Le Kcciieil

dcs histoires dc Troijr. It was in 1476 that

Caxton migrated to Westminster. His list of

publications there was largely devoted to ro-

mances more or less similar in character to the

book first issued fi'om his press in Bruges. The
demand at that time in England, as indicated

by the lists of Caxton and of his immediate suc-

cessors, for the classical and theological works
which constituted so important a portion of the

earlier publications of Venice, Paris, ilainz, and
Cologne must have been much less considerable

than abroad. The period of the beginning

of Caxton's publishing business in London was
one of political excitement and of civil war, and
the times were not favoralile for the selling of

literature.

A publishing business which, while of no great
moment from the conunercial point of view,

exercised an enormous influence on public opin-

ion in Europe, was that instituted in Witten-
berg in 1517, at the instance of Luther and
Melanchthon. Luther's first publisher was
Johann Weissenberger, from Xiireniberg, who
iirinted a tract by him at Lanschott, in Bavaria,

in 1517, and later in the same year the treatise

on the Seven Penitential Psalms. Issues of the

Lutheran press in Wittenberg followed each
other with rapidity. The pamplilets that went
init from this press, reprinted in other ])laces

l)y printers who were in sympathy with Luther's
work, secured an enormous circulation. It is

diflicult at this time to understand how, with
all the obstacles which existed at that time in

making announcement of publications issued, it

proved to he possible to bring these pamphlets
into the hands of so many thousands of interest-

ed readers. The question was also not merely
one of making known their existence, but of

overcoming the impediments i)laced by the

(.'hurch authorities in the way of their distri-

bution. Thousands of copies were sold in the

market-places, not only by booksellers, but by
dealers of all kinds, many of whom had never
before handled books. Large suii|)lies were dis-

tribvited by traveling peddlers among readers out

of reach of the book-shojjs and the market-
places. These popular tracts met the needs of
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all classes, edupated and unediieated, and sp-

eiirpd a wider circulation than had heretofore
been achieved by any reliijious works—or. for
that matter, by any writings wliatevcr. Lutlier
made no profit from these sales. Every guhlen
that was paid for the books, every pfennig that
came in for the fly-leaves or pamphlets, was at
onee expended in fiirtlier printings and in insti-

tuting further distributing machinery.
One of the most noteworthy of the printing

houses of the Sixteenth Century was that, estab-

lished in 1555 by Christopher Plantin. in Ant-
Averp. His publications were distinguished not
only for the perfection of their typography, but
lor the beauty of the illustrations, chiefly pro-
duced by engraving on copper plates. The hooks
produced in the Low Countries, even during the
manuscript period, had always been distin-

guished by their artistic effectiveness. The illu-

minations in the manuscripts prepared in

Bruges and in Li&ge were the finest that the
world had as j-et seen. The same interest in the
ornamentation of literature persisted in the Low
Countries after the printing-press had replaced
the work of the smptoritim. For a quarter of a
century after 15.55. Plantin's publishing house
was the most considerable in Europe. In 1557
his consignment to the Frankfort Fair comprised
no less than 1200 volumes, together with a large
assortment of prints from copper plates. The
jiublishing business founded by him continued
in the hands of his descendants until 186", and
had thus a continuous existence of nearly three
centuries. In 1867 the 'plant' was purchased
by the city of Antwerp, and the Plantin ^luseum
was instituted.

The Elzevirs of Leyden and Amsterdam, whose
work continued during the century between
1587 and 1688, were the most noteworthy pub-
lishers of Holland, and the repute of the books
issued from the Elzevir Press has continued to

the present day. While the fame of Plantin had
rested chiefly on his illustrated volumes, the

reputation of the Elzevirs was connected more
])articularly with the classical publications

]>roduced by their press. They had the ad-

vantage of a comnuinity of scholars whose
services could be secured at moderate cost for

the editing of the long series of classical texts

which bear the Elzevir imprint. Their cata-

logues presented also the names of a number of

contemporary writers whose works have achieved
an abiding fame, among them Descartes, Galileo,

Grotius. Salmasius, Heinsius, Hobbes, Spinoza,
and MoliJ>re.

The book trade of Germany was first or-

ganized by the institution, in 1480, of a division

of the Frankfort Fair for the sale of printed
books. For many years before this date, this

fair had been the centre of an active trade in

many classes of goods, including not only manu-
scripts produced in Germany, but also those
from the Low Countries, France, and Italy.

After 1480 the printer-publishers secured an
apportionment of s[)ace in the buildings assigned
for the fair, which was utilized for semi-annual
gatherings. It was not only the German book-
sellers who made use of this machinery. The
Etiennes and the other leading publishers of

Frame. Plantin and his associates of .Vntwerp,
the Elzevirs of Holland, and the leading dealers
from Italy, all found it to their advantage to

be represented there at least once, and frequent-
ly twice, a year. From the beginning of the
Sixteenth Century Leipzig came into impor-
tance as a book-pniducing and bookselling cen-
tre, and the rulers of Saxony took an early in-
terest, through the encouragement of the book
trade, and through liberal regulations concern-
ing censorship of the press and a recognition
of property rights in the books produced, to
further the undertakings of the printer - pub-
lishers of Saxony.

In the beginning of the bookmaking industry,
it was understood without further specification
that the printer was also the publisher of the
works coming from his press. Soon, however,
we find associated with his undertakings the
names of partners, who had nothing directly to
do with the book-manufacturing, but who con-
tributed their aid, either for the sake of literary
development or for some other motives apart
from that of business profit: and in the list of
such associates occurred the names of nobles,
ecclesiastics, and wealthy scholars. The period
of 16.50-1764 witnessed the growth of the system
of book exchange under Mhich publishers, in
disposing of their productions, were obliged to
accept in payment the stock of other publishers,
so that the market value of books came to be
measured in other books. This method, if it did
not add very promptly to the receipts of the
dealers, had at least the advantage of facilitat-
ing the distribution of books and of furthering
the organization of the book trade. The first

general catalogue of the books offered at the
Frankfort Fair was printed in 1564; of the
Leipzig Fair, in 1595. Catalogues of individual
dealers, however, were published soon after the
invention of printing, and more than a score
from the Fifteenth Century are still extant, the
oldest of which is that of Johann Mentelin
(Strassburg. 1469). The operations and results
of the Thirty Years' War (1618-1648) had much
to do with the transfer of the "centre of the
book trade from Frankfort to Leipzig, but a
large factor in the matter was the increasing
intellectual activity of the Protestant States of
north Germany, as compared with the southern,
which remained under the restrictions imposed
by the Catholic autliorities. The German pub-
lishers and booksellers have all along had the
advantage of a more effective organization than
that of any other country, under which there
has been, with the smallest possible tax (m read-
ers, a larger return than elsewhere for the work
of writers, and more stable and less speculative
conditions for both sellers and purchasers of
books. The Leipzig 'fairs' are still held annu-
ally: after they ceased to be actual occasions
for exposing the books for sale, they were long
the scene of the settlement of the year's business,
and are still important reunions of all the pub-
lishing interests. Every bookseller in Germany,
Austria, and Switzerland has a representative
in Leipzig, as the centre of the trade for those
countries, and an ollicial organ has been pub-
lislicd there since 1834; daily since 1867. Other
smaller gatherings similar to the Leipzig Fair
occur in Stuttgart, for south Germany, and in
Vienna, for Austria-Hungary. While the mod-
ern trade is nowhere so elaborately organized as
in Germany, all the principal European countries
have their associations. In England there are
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tlip Associated Booksejlers of Great Britain

^1874). the I.ondon Foreign Booksellers' Asso-
ciation ( 18)15) , and the Publishers' Association

(ISOG). Stationers' Hall, in London, is the

headquarters of the business, and the Publishers'

Circular and the Bookseller are its recognized

organs. The English Ciitiiluguc has, since 1835,

furnished an annual list of all books published

in the United Kingdom. The principal French
association is the Cercle de la Librairie, uhose
organ is the Bibliogruphie de la France (1811).

Italy has its Associazione Tipografico-libraria

Italiana, publishing the liihliografia Itiiliana.

The English book trade was finally released

from the earlier restrictions in 1738, and began
to develop rapidly. A nundjcr of Eighteenth Cen-

tury booksellers have left behind them a repu-

tation for literary as well as business ability.

Michael Johnson ( 1656-1731), father of the great
lexicographer, used to travel from town to town
with a stock of books which he sold at auction.

Andrew Millar (1707-68) was the publisher of

Thomson and Fielding, and had a large share

in Johnson's Dictionary. Dibdin calls Thomas
Osborne (11. 1738-67) "the most celebrated book-

seller of his day." Some idea of the profits of

the business in this period may be gained from
the statement which in his old age he used to

make with pride, that he had been in business

more than forty years and was worth more than
£40,000. That these profits were not always
easily made, is recalled by the story of Osborne's

being knocked down by Dr. Johnson with a folio

Bihlia Grcccd tfeptuaginta (Frankfort. 1594).

His name ajjpears on a number of title-pages

as a sbai'eholder with several other publishers,

according to the sociable custom of those days,

which gradually died out as the spirit of com-
petition gained ground. A late analogy to this

method may be found in the history of the

'Friends of Literature,' an association of book-

sellers which existed from 1805 to 1811, and
during that time published a number of large

editions, which were for the most part divided

among the members, though sometimes other

booksellers were allowed to hold .shares in these

undertakings. Bernard Lintot ( 1674-1735) , the

publisher of Pope's Homer, and Robert Dodsley

(q.v., 1703-04), with his brother James (1724-

97), are also conspicuous figures in this era.

The novelist Richardson (q.v.), as a printer, and

in 1754 master of the Stationers' Company, has

a place here. Charles Eivington (1688-1742)

founded the famous house to which he left his

name, and gave it the somewhat theological

character wliich it long retained. (See also

Kivi.MiXON, J.vME.s, and consult Rivington, The
Publishing House of Rivington, London, 1804.)

Thomas Longman (see Longmans) founded an-

other business, which, like that of the Elzevirs

and Stephani, was continued from generation to

generation ; and a third dynasty was begun by
John Murray (q.v., 1778-1843). The gieat uni-

versity presses, the Clarendon (q.v.) at Oxford,

and the Pitt at Cambridge, liave published

a vast number of books, largely classical texts,

in a uniformly scholarly manner.

There is some controversy as to the placing

of the honor of producing the first book pub-

lished on the .\nierican Continent. It is asserted

that a printer subsidized by Mendoza printed the

Spiritual Ladder of Saint John Climacus in Mex-

ico, in 1532; but a counterclaim is put in for
another Mexican publication of seven years later,

a t'unipfiidiuui of Christian Doctrine in S])anish.
A hundred years after the publication of this
latter work, we come to the beginning of print-
ing in the English colonies in America. In 1639
Stephen Daye printed the Freeman's Oath and an
Almanack at Cambridge, Mass.; and in the fol-

lowing year appeared the famous Bay Psalm-Book
(q.v.), which is now worth more than its weight
in gold. This Cambridge Press turned out one
book a year for the next twenty-one years. Apart
from these origins, the history of publishing and
bookselling in America may be divided into four
periods: (a) the Colonial period; (b) from the
Revolution to 1820; (e) from 1820 to 1860; (d)
from I860 to the present time. The selling of
books, mostly imported, was usually combined
with that of other wares; thus Benedict Arnold
sold books and drugs. The early publishers were
all primarily jirinters. and book-publishing was
merely an incident in their business. Most of
them pul>lished newspapers; a thorough account
of their work is given in Xorth, Eistorij and
Present Condition of the 'Newspaper and Periodi-
cal Press of the Vnited States, a part of the re-

port of the Tenth Census (Washington. 1884).
The second period was the real beginning of the
American publishing business in any modern
sense. The first book-trade organization was ef-

fected through the efl'orts of Mathew Carey.
The principal object was to introduce annual
gatherings similar to the Leipzig book-fairs.

Several such meetings were hidd, the last one in

Elizabethport, N. .J., this place being selected for

the meeting on account of its central position in
the inadequate traveling facilities of the time.
These book-fairs were succeeded by the 'trade

sale,' held twice a year, first in Philadelphia
and later in New York: the heads of pub-
lishing houses themselves stood on the plat-

form and sold their books only to members
of the trade. The system decayed when ])eo-

jde who were not legitimate booksellers gained
admission, and indulged in reckless underselling
and speculation. A final attempt to go back to

the 'book-fair' arrangement was made in 1877,
but it was too late, and the system iiuietly died
out in the eighties. Throughout the second peri-

od, whose production Sydney Smith characterized
in his famous question, "Who reads an Ameri-
can book?" the greater part of the business done
in the I'nited States consisted in the imjiortation

of English liooks; and in the third, probably
more than half the titles comprised in the .\meri-

ean catalogues were the works of English au-

thors, reprinted usually (in spite of honorable
exce])tions) without compensation. This period,

however, was really the golden age of American
jjublishing, and witnessed the foundation of a
number of the famous houses. The following

dates may be given for the foundation of some of

the more famous: Methodist Book Concern. 1789;

Harper & Brothers. 1817; D. Ajjpleton & Co.,

IS25: J. B. Lippincolt & Co., 1835; G. P. Put-

nam's Sons. 1836; Little, Brown & Co., 1837;

Dodd, Me:id & Co., 1839; Charles Scribner's Sons,

1846. Stereotyping was introduced into the LTnit-

ed States in" 1813. and lithography in 1819.

These mechanical imiirovcnii'iits. together with
the gradual develoi)ment of transportation facili-

ties, gave a great impetus to the American book
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trade, which, since 1880, has reached enormous
proportions. Editions running to several hun-
dred thousand are familiar phenomena of the

present day, and may be accounted for not only

by tlie immense increase in the numbers of the
reading public, but also by the improvements in

advertising methods. See Advertising.
Among the later developments the most nota-

ble is the formation, in 11)01, of the American
Publishers" Association and the American Book-
sellers' Association, two organizations that co-

operate in maintaining the advertised retail

price of copyright books, which are now put out
at a price about 20 per cent, less than before the

formation of these societies.

A large increase in the volume of the English
book trade followed upon the foundation of Mu-
die's Circulating Library, in 1842, its orders fre-

quently amounting to several thousand copies of

a single work, and the total number of volumes
in it being counted by millions, although the sur-

plus copies of popular books are usually disposed
of to smaller libraries when the first demand is

over. In this connection it is natural to speak
of the practice (common in England throughout
the latter half of the Nineteenth Century, and
generally abandoned at its close) of publishing
nearly all novels originally in three volumes,
which largely increased the number of volumes
published. The railway bookstall business, con-

ducted for so many years all over England by W.
H. .Smith & Sons, was another characteristic fea-

ture of book distribution in England during the

Nineteenth Century. Statistics show a steady
increase in the number of works annually pub-
lished. In 1901 this reached the large total, in

the United States, of 5496 new books and 2645
new editions; in England, of 4955 new books and
1089 new editions. The English figures, probably
owing to temporary causes, are the lowest for

several years : thus the number of new books
was 5760 in 1900. and reached 6244 in 1897.

The business of selling books at second hand is

a special branch, requiring a large amount of

bibliographical knowledge, and bringing in profits

frequently out of all proportion to the origi-

nal investment. It develoijed to large propor-

tions in the Nineteenth Century, owing to the

growth of systematic collection of books, espe-

cially first editions. The famous sale of the

Duke of Roxburghe's library occurred in 1812.

Among the treasures which that library con-

tained was the only known perfect copy of the

earliest dated edition of Boccaccio's Decameron
(Christ. Valdarfer. Venice, 1471). After a spir-

ited competition with Lord Spencer, Lord Bland-

ford purchased it for £2260, a higher price than

had ever been paid for a single book. Books of

the first printers, especially Gutenberg and Fust,

bring enormous prices. One of their Bibles

(called Mazarin, from the discovery of the first

copy in Cardinal Mazarin's library) brought

£2690 in 1873; and eleven years later a splendid

copy on vellum was sold for £.'5900. At the same
sale a beautiful Psalter (I'salmorum Codex),

printed by Fust and Schoeffer in 1459, brought
£4950. Ca.xtons also run high, the Encydos go-

. ing at £2.350 in 1885. Many collectors are, how-
ever, satisfied with first editions of comparatively
recent writers; the first obscure publications of

authors afterwards famous are also in great de-

mand. In 1900 Poe's Tamerlane and Other
Poems (Boston, 1827), of which only three copies

are known to exist, sold for .$2050. Other recent

noteworthy sales are those of the Pickering edi-

tion of Walton's Complcat Ani/ler, at $2870; of

The Troublesome Raignc of John, King of Eng-
land (1591), at £510; a first folio Shakespeare
(1623), at £1720, the record price for this book;
and Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, Part I., first

edition, at £1475. The beautiful books from Wil-

liam Morris's Kelmscott Press, usually reproduc-

tions of the old masters, are nuich sought after.

In 1901 a Chaucer on vellum (1896) sold for

£510.
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BOOKWORM. A name given to the larva
or grub of several beetles closely related to the
death-watch (q.v. ). These grubs may feed on
the paste, paper, and binding of books. M.
Peignot, the French bibliophile, relates that he
once found twenty-seven volumes pierced com-
pletely through by a single bookworm. See
P.lades's Enemies of Books, chap. vi. Books
are liable also to be injured by other insects that
do not have a grub stage—for example, the im-
ported cockroach (Blatta) called the croton-

bug, a pest introduced from Europe to the L'nit-

ed States: the book-lice (Psocidae) ; and the
silver-fish ( Lepisma )

.

BOO'XAK. See Bi-i,.\K.

BOOLE, bnol. George (1815-64). An English
mathematician and writer on logic, born in Lin-
coln. At the age of 16 he became assist;tnt mas-
ter in a Doncaster private school, and subse-

quently established a school of his own in

Lincoln. In 1849 he was made professor of

mathematics at Queen's College, Cork, where he
died. He is best known, perhaps, for his con-
tributions to logic. His first publication on this

subject appeared in 1847. under the title. Mathe-
matical Analysis of Logic, and was followed in

1854 by a more extensive work bearing the title.

An Investigation of the Laus of Thought on
which are Founded the Mathematical Theories

of Logic and Probabilities. The latter work
forms a complete exposition of his original
method of applying mathematics to logic. Ac-
cording to this method, classes of objects and
ideas are denoted by mathematical symbols, to
which are applied the ordinary rules of algebra,
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so that the results of logical reasoning may be

arrived at bv an almost purely mechanical proc-

ess. Much 'more valuable, liowever, are Boole's

contributions to mathematics. The modern the-

orv of invariants mav be said to date from

a "memoir publislied by him in the Cambridge

Mathematical Journal in 1841, and he was

among the first to contribute to the general

theory of covariants. His two larger matlie-

matical works, the Treatise on Differential

Equations (1859) and the Treatise on the Cal-

culus of Finite Differences (1860), are stand-

ards on their respective subjects. His special

contributions were published in several scientific

periodicals. A list of these papers may be found

in the Royal Society's Catalogue of Scientific

Memoirs.

BOOM, bom. A iovra of the Province of Ant-

werp, Belgium, about 10 miles south of the city of

Antwerp (Map: Belgium, C 3). Its situation at

the junction of the Brussels Canal with the river

Rup'el makes it a place of considerable commer-

cial importance. It has numerous and extensive

brick and tile works, breweries, tanneries, ship-

building yards, rope-works, sail-cloth manufac-

tures, salt-works, etc. Population, in 1890,

14,100; in 1900, 15,700.

BOOM (Dutch hoom, Ger. Baum, tree, beam).

A long pole or spar used to extend the foot of

certain sails of a ship; as the main-hoom, jib-

boom. studdingsail-hoom. Some of the booms

are stationary; others are pivoted at one end,

the other being controlled by guys or sheets,

and others like the studdingsail-booms which

are only occasionally used, rig in and out by

means of tackles. The space in the waist of a

vessel of old type and used for stowing boats

and spare spars is called the booms. To boom

off a vessel or boat is to shove it away with

spars. The term boom is applied also to a

chain of floating logs fastened together at the

ends and stretched across a river, etc., to stop

floating timber. Hence, the name is adopted in

military usage to denote a strong barrier, as

of beams, or an iron chain or cable fastened to

spars, extended across a river or the mouth of a

harbor to prevent an enemy's ships from pass-

ing. Such a boom should be protected by a

battery or batteries, and the approaches thickly

planted with submarine mines. It is considered

best to have booms made double, one to stopthe

way of ships that have penetrated the first.

A chain for this jiurpose was stretched across

the Hudson River at West Point during the

American Revolution. The Russians efi'ectually

closed tlie harbor of Sebastojiol with a lioom

defense in 1854, thereby preventing the entrance

of the English and French ships. This was

done partly by sinking some of tlieir own ships,

and partly by the laying of booms. Some of the

most gallant and daring pieces of work that

have been done by seamen have been in connec-

tion with blowing up or cutting away booms in

order to make a free passage for tne vessels of

the fleet. During the American Civil War,

when Farragiifs fleet attacked New Orleans,

formidal)le cliains stretched across the river, and,

buoyed up by hulks, were first encountered and

destroyed. The torpedo-netting of steel wire

or rings used to protect a ship from toriiedoes

which "may be discharged toward it, is held

suspended 20 or more feet from the ship by

means of a series of hinged booms.

BOOMERANG (native name in New South

Wales; bumarin, womunung, among the designa-

tions for a club). A cuned missile of the Aus-

tralians made of the green wood of the acacia

or some other hard tree treated with fire. Tlie

B005IERA.N09 AND BOOMERANG-SHAPED CLUBS

(In the British and Berlin Museums).

boomerang averages 21/2 feet in length and 2Vi

inches in width, is convex on one side and flat

on tlie other, with a sharp edge along the curve

convex, ^^'ben thrown with a certain movement

of the hand (the grasping end is marked by in-

cised lines, etc.), flat side down, convex side

forward, this weapon will, after traveling some

distance, retuiTi in a sort of ellipse almost to

the feet of the thrower, who is also able to varj-

its course consideraldy. In Australia the sliape,

use, and power of the boomerang vary greatly

—it ranges all tlie way from a mere toy to a

large and powerful war weapon. It is some-

times ornamented in simple fashion. Boomerang-

like objects are claimed by some to have existed

in ancient Assyria, Egypt, and elsewhere far

outside of the 'Australian area, and Schoeten-

sack (1901) has even claimed certain bone ob-

jects belonging to prehistoric man in western

Europe as boomerangs; but all this remains to

be proved. Of late" years tlie boomerang has

been the subject of mathematical and physical

experimentation, and an excellent paper by Jlr.

G. T. Walker, "On Boomerangs," is to be found

in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal

Societg (London. 1897).

BOOMSLANGE, bom'slang-e (Dutch 6001/1,

tree + slang, Ger. Hchlange, snake). A beauti-

ful South African tree-snake {Bucephalus ca-

pensis), so variable that it has furnished several

supposed species to zoology, and regarded as

poisonous, though possessing no venom-glands.

BOONE. A city and the county-seat of Boone

County, Iowa, 4;i miles north by west of Des

Moines; on the Chicago and Xortlnvestern and

Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint I'aul railroads

(Map: Iowa, D 2). It is in a region which

abounds in coal, clay, and timber; and has an

extensive trade in coal, grain, agricultural pro-

duce, live stock, and lumber. The industrial

establishments include flour-mills, brick and

tile works, potteries, etc. There are also ex-

tensive shops of the Chicago and Northwestern
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Railroad. The city has a public library of
over 5500 volumes, an opera house, and a hospi-

tal. roiHilation, in 1890, G520: in inOO, 8880.

BOONE, Daniel (1735-1820). A famous
back\voo<lsnian and pioneer. He was born in

Bucks County, Pa. About 1752 his family
moved to llolman's Ford, on the Yadkin, in

North Carolina, where Daniel Boone became re-

inarkab!}- proficient as a hunter and trapper, and,
for a time, attended school. He soon became res-

tive under the restraints of civilized society, and,
fired by the tales of John Finlev, a trapper who
had visited the Kentucky River in 1752, entered
the wilderness with five companions and spent two
years (17li!)-71) roaming through the unknown
forests. His companions were soon captured or
killed by the Indians and he himself, together
with a brother who had joined him in January,
1770, had many narrow escapes. In 1773 he
started for eastern Kentucky with five families
besides his own, but was forced to turn back by
an Indian attack, and in 1774 served on the
frontier during Lord Dunmore's War. In 1775,
as agent of a North Carolina company, he built

a fort on the site of the present Boonesboro,
Ky., whither, soon afterwards, he brought his

family. This fort was twice attacked, in 1777,
by a large force of Indians, who, however, failed

to capture it. Early in 1778 Boone led a party
of 30 to the Lower Blue Licks on the Licking
River to secure a supply of salt. Here, February
7, he was captured by a band of Indians, who,
after taking him to Detroit, finally adopted him
and allowed him such freedom that he managed
to escape (June 16), and reached the fort at
Boonesboro five days later, in time to help defend
it (August 8) against an Indian attack. (See
Boonesboro.) He then went to North Carolina,
but in 1780 returned, and in 1782 took a promi-
nent part in the 'Battle of Blue Licks.' He
lost his Kentucky land through defective titles

and moved, about 1790, to the Kanawha River,

near Point Pleasant, Va., where he lived until

1795, when he again moved, this time to the
Femme Osage settlement, in Spanish territory,

about 45 miles west of Saint Louis. From
1800 to 1804, under a commission from the
"'panish authorities, he was commandant of the
Femme Osage District. After the purchase of

Louisiana by the United States he was again
involved in litigation, and ultimately lost nearly
all his ilissouri land. He died, and was buried
in Missouri, but in 1845 his remains were re-

interred near Frankfort, Ky. Boone has come
to be regarded as the t^'pical pioneer. He was
bold and venturesome, insensible to fear, re-

markably skilled in woodcraft, a fine marksman,
and a successful trapper. Personally, he was
mild-mannered, quiet, and unassuming. An ac-

count of his life, based on his own relation, was
written by Filson in 1784. The latest and best
biography of Boone is that by R- ti- Thwaites
(New York, 1902 J. Consult also Sparks's
American Biography (New York, 1856).

BOONE, William Jo.\e.s (1811-64) An
-Anifriciin clergj'man, first missionary bi.shop to

China of the Protestant Epi.scopal Church. He
was born at Walterborough, S. C, graduated at
the College of South Carolina in 1829, was ad-
mitted to the bar, but relinquished law, and in

1837 was ordained priest of the Protestant
Episcopal Church. In 1844 he was consecrated
missionary bishop. He was a profound scholar

in the Chinese language and literature, translat-
ed the Prayer-Book. and was prominent in the
revision of tlie Chinese scrii)tures.

BOONESBORO, boonz'bOr'6. .\ village in
Madison County, Ky., on the Kentucky River,
about 18 miles southeast of Lexington (Map:
Kentucky, G 2). In 1775 Daniel Boone built his
first fort here, and later in the year a land office

was opened and the first legislature which ever
assembled beyond the Alleghanies met here. In
April and July, 1777, and in August, 1778, the
fort was unsuccessfully attacked by the Indians.

BOONTON, boUn'ton. A town in Morris
County, N. ./., 10 miles northeast of Morrislown;
on tlie Kockaway River, the itorris Canal, and
the Lackawanna Railroad (ilap: New .Jersey,

D 2). It is picturesquely situated among high
hills, and is popular as a suburban place of resi-

dence and a summer resort. The town has large
iron-works, rolling-mills, drop-forge works, etc.,

and there are also important manufactures of
agricultural implements, paper, paints, varnish,
silk, and rubber. The .Jersey City water-works,
forming a large lake three miles long by a mile
or more in width, are located here. Boontpn was
started by the establishment of a large factory,
in 1831, by the New Jersey Iron Company. In
Old Boonton, one mile distant, first settled about
1700, one of the first iron-works and the first

slitting-mill in .\nierica were built, the latter
in 1770. Population, in 1900, 3901.

BOON'VILLE. A town and the county-seat
of Warrick County, Ind., 17 miles east by north
of Evansville; on the Southern Railway" (Map:
Indiana, B 4) . It is the centre of an agi-icultural
region, in which timber abounds and which
contains also valuable mineral deposits, including
coal, fire and potterv clav, and some gold. Popu-
Iction, in 1890, 1881; iii 1900, 2849.

BOONVILLE. A city and the county-seat
of Cooper County, ilo., about 40 miles north-
west of Jefl'erson City: on the ^lissouri River,
here crossed by a fine railroad bridge, and on the
Missouri Pacific and the Missouri, Kansas and
Texas railroads (Map: Missouri, D 3). It has
an important river commerce, and there are
manufactures of shoes, flour, carriages, etc. The
city has some reputation as a summer resort;
is the seat of the State Reform School for Boys;
and contains Harley Park, comprising 15 acres.
Founded in 1818, Boonville was incorporated
in 1839, and is now governed under a charter
of 1896, which provides for a mayor, elected
every two years, and a city council. Here, on
•June 17, 1861, the Union General Lyon, with
2000 men, defeated the Confederates under Mar-
maduke, commanding a somewhat larger force of
ill-organized volunteers. Population, in 1890,
4141 : in 1900, 4377.

BOORDE, bord, Andrew (0.1490-1549). An
English traveler and physician, born near Cuck-
field. He was educated at Oxford, and was
early received into the order of Carthusian
monks at the London Charterhouse. Disliking
this rigid life, he went over to France, about
1528, to study medicine. He traveled extensive-
ly on the Continent, visiting the leading uni-
versities, and eventually reaching the Holy
Land. His works comprise mainly the Introduc-
tion of Knowledge (c.l547), said" to be the first

printed hand-book of Europe, and to contain
the first printed specimens of the Gypay Ian-
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guage; the Dyctary (c.l542) ; Breuyary of
Health (1547); Book of Beards (lost): and
Itinerary of England (1735). He also issued
prognostications, or almanacs. He was known as
a wit and merry fellow, and for this reason he
had fathered upon him the famous Scogins Jests.

Consult ed. Furnivall (for Early English Text
Society), The Introduction, and Dyetary (Lon-
don. 1870).

BOO'SA. See Bussang.
BOOSTEB. See Dynamo Electric Ma-

Cm.NEBY.

BOOT. A lengthened variety of shoe, which
is among the most ancient articles of attire.

Shoes, extending a certain height up the leg,

laced, ornamented, and of fanciful colors, were
in use by the ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and
Romans. A description of these and other varie-

ties of shoes, as well as an account of the trade

and manufacture of shoes and boots generally,

will be found in the article Shoes, and below
will he given a few historical particulars re-

specting what properly are called boots, meaning
by the term leather coverings for both the

legs and feet. Different kinds of half-boots were
worn By the Anglo-Saxons and Anglo-Normans;
and in the reign of Edward IV., if not earlier,

the boot proper, with tops and spurs, was es-

tablished as an article of knightly dress. In
the reign of Charles I., a species of boot, ex-

ceedingly wide at the top, made of Spanish
leather, came into use: and with Charles II. the

highly decorated French boot was introduced
as an article of Court attire. ^Meanwhile, the

jack-boot, as it is called, had become indispens-

able in the costume of cavalry soldiers and horse-

men generally: and it was regularly adopted in

England by William III. and his followers.

Strongly made, the jack-boot extended in length
above the knee, was wide at the top, had a very

liigh heel, and around the ankle had a flat leather

band, by which a powerful spur was atta<'hed.

The jack-boot, a form of wliieh is still used

in the British Horse Guards and other European
cavalry regiments, is almost entitled to be called

the parent of the top-boot and other more or
less similar styles. IJoots with tops of yellow
were so commonly worn by English gentlemen in

the Eighteenth Century as to become a peculiari-

ty in the national costume. When Philip. Duke
of Orleans, and other revolutionists of note af-

fected to Imitate English sentiments and man-
ners, they ostentatiously wore top-boots. Early
in the Nineteenth Century English gentlemen
habitually wore top-boots; but at the present

time they characterize the apparel of coachmen,
grooms, jockew. and fox-hunters. The introduc-

tion of the Hessian boot fls an article of walking-
dress tended to break up the general use of top-

boots, and. worn over tight trousers, it had an
attractive and ornamental appearance. Boots of

this shape, as may be seen from engravings, were
worn by English genera! olhcers in the early part
of the Napoleonic wars and somewhat later. At
length they were superseded by the well-known
Wellington boot, which, as its name signifies,

was introduced by the great Duke to be worn un-
der the loose military trousers. This species of

boot has, in its turn, been iilmiist entirely aban-
doned in consequence of the universal use of short
ankle-boots or shoes. Boots are worn by cavalrv
and horsemen generally, and also are Often to
be seen in the rural districts of America and

Europe. They may be made of rubber and cloth,
and in .such form are used extensively by men
working in water or damp places.
The word 'boot' is also used to indicate a

leather llap fastened to the fnmt or dashboard of
a carriage to be drawn up over the lap of the
rider as a protection from the rain.

BOOT, BOOTS, or BOOTIKIN. A Scottish
instrument of judicial torture, formerly used
to force confessions from persons accused of
crimes, or answers from unwilling or suspected
witnesses. Bishop Burnet, in the Uistoni of His
Own Time, and Sir Walter Scott, in his Old
Mortality, speak of the boot as made of iron;
but the Rev. Thomas ilorcr, in his .Short
Account of Scotland, written from personal ob-
servation of the country at a time when the
boot was still in use, describes it as "made of
four pieces of narrow boards nailed together, of
a competent lengtli for the leg, not unlike those
short cases we use to guard young trees from
the rabbits." One or both legs of the person
to be tortured having been placed in this case,
WTdges were inserted between the limb and the
sides of the case, and these wedges were driven
down by the executioner with a mall or hannner,
questions being at intervals put to the sufferer,
until either he gave the desired information, or
fainted away, or showed such endurance as sat-
isned the judges that no answer could be extorted
from him. 'J he wedges were commonly placed
against the calf of the leg, but Bishop Burnet says
he had heard that they were sometimes placed
against the shin-bone! When the boot was
first used is imknown. After 1030 it is .said to
have fallen into disuse for about 30 years. It
was .revived after the insurrection of the West-
land Covenanters in 1006, and continued to be
usiid throughout the reigns of Charles II., James
II., and during the first years of William III. In
1000 Neville Payne, an English gentleman who
was su]>posed to have entered Scotland on a trea-
sonable mission, was put to this torture under a
warrant superscribed by King William, and still

shown in the Register House in Edinburgh. This
is believed to be tbe last time that the boot was
used. Its further use was prohibited by act of
Parliament. Under the name of 'Spanish boots,'
a similar instrument was used in (iermany. Iron
boots, which were heated to an unbearable de-
gree, are shown in some museums. Consult Bing-
ham, Bastille (London, 1888), for the boot in
France.

BOOTAN, boo'tan. See Biuitan.

BOOTES, b6-o'tf-z (Gk. /Soiir^s, ox-driver).
A constellation near the (ireat Bear, also called
by the ancients Arcturus, although this name
is usually applied to the brightest star in it.

Bootes is the driver of the Wagon (another name
for the Bear), and was said to be the translated
Icarus of Attica. As Arcturus, the constella-
tion is regarded as the watcher of the Bear, and
the son of Zeiis and Callisto (q.v.), who, with
his mother, was transferred to the stars.

BOOTH (Icel. biij, MHG. buodc, Ger. Bude,
AS. huan. to dwell). An iniprelentious or teni-

l)orarv structure, either a dwelling or hut of

boughs or canvas, or a tent. The Uiime came
to be used especially of the stalls or tent-s at

fairs for the installation and sale of wares, for

shows, or refreshments. Tbrnugbout Europe, in

mediieval and later times, trade was carried on
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chiefly by fairs, as is still the case in many
rt-gions. Then booths were set up in the main
square of the town, or just outside the walls, in

improvised streets. The term was afterwards
applied to a fixed stand or shop in the market-
place for the weekly market day, and also to

the permanent shops or warehouses. The reli-

gious and civil authorities gained considerable

revenue from leasing the right to put up such

booths. They must be distinguished from the

shops that form a part of regular buildings.

The porticoes and approaches of churches, the

areas of ancient buildings, the spaces in public

squares, and on bridges, were in time overcrowded
with such booths, which, from being small, one-

storied afl'airs, grew into real houses, with cel-

lar storeroom, with rear workshop, and second-

story bedroom. Thus a single apartment with
a broad, unglazed show front, closed at night

by a double wooden shutter, became the work-
shop and dwelling of the craftsmen. They some-

times began as 'squatters,' and eiTorts to dis-

lodge them often led to troulde (e.g. at Bury
Saint Edmunds, in 1192). In old London the

mast famous line of booths was on Cheapside,

in Edinbux-gh on High Street Cthe Boothraw').

As in the bazars (q.v.) of the East, the various

trades were usually grouped together. In Italy

this devoting of special streets to single trades

still survives. The Ponte Vecchio at Florence

has been given over to goldsmiths' booths ever

since the Fourteenth Century.

BOOTH. The name of the heroine's husband
in Atiidia, a novel by Fielding. The character

is vicious and petty, though somewhat auto-

biographic.

BOOTH, Agnes {184.3— ). An American
actress. She was born in Sydney, Australia, and
first appeared there as a ballet-dancer, but came
to California when she was about 14 years old

(185S). Her maiden name was Marion Agnes

Land Rookes. In 1861 she became Mrs. Perry,

in San Francisco, where she continued till 1865,

attracting attention especially for her Hermione
in A Winter's Tale. She came to Xew York in

1865, and appeared at the Winter Garden. The
same autumn, at Xiblo's Garden, she played

with Edwin Forrest in a series of important

roles, including those of .Julie to his Richelieu,

and Dcsdemona and Ophelia. In 1866 she joined

the Boston Theatre Company, of which she was

a member for several years. In 1867 she was
married to Junius Brutus Booth, Jr., its man-
ager. Touring in 1874-76, she became well

known as a star. In the spring of 1877 she

made a great success as Cleopatra. From 1881

to 1891 she was with the Madison Square Com-
)>any, among her popular parts being those of

Xor'a in Esmeralda and Mrs. Kalston in Jim the

I'enmon. Mr. Booth died in 18S3, and in 1885

she became Mrs. John B. Schoelfel. After 1891

she left the stage and went to Europe, but upon

her return resumed her work for a time, ap-

pearing from 1895 to 1897 in The Sporting Duch-

ess and other pieces. Consult: Strang, in Mc-

Kav and Wingate, Famous American Actors of

To'dai/ (Xew York, 1896), and Clapp and Edgett,

•Plavers of the Present," Dunlap Society Publi-

(ation. (Xew York, 1899).

BOOTH. BAI.I.INGTON- (1859—). The organ-

izer and leader of the 'Volunteers of America'

(q.v.). He was born in London, the second son

of William Booth (q.v.), founder of the Salva-
tion Army. In 1887 he was sent to the United
States with his wife, Maud (born near London,
in 1865), and had charge of the work in this

country till 1896, when, disagreeing with his

father's plan of operations in the United States
and Canada, he withdrew from the Salvation
Army and organized a similar body under the
name of the Volunteers of America. In order to

bring the work of the new organization into closer

harmony with that of the various churches, he ob-

tained ordination as a presbyter of tlie Evangeli-
cal Chureli in Chic^igo, Both he and his wife are
fluent writers and eloquent speakers. He pub-
lished From Ocean to Ocean (1890). See Salva-
tion Army ; Volunteers of America.

BC)OTH, Barton (1681-1733). A celebrated
English tragedian. He was of a Lancashire
family, nearly related to Henry Booth, Earl of
Warrington, and received a good education
under the well-known Dr. Busby at Westmin-
ster, where he attracted notice by his acting
in a Latin comedy (Terence's Andria) . He was
expected to enter the Church, but on being sent
to Trinity College, Cambridge, he ran away in

order to go upon the stage. Betterton (q.v.),

to whom he applied, refused at first to help him,
for fear of offending his family, and he went to
Dublin, where he secured an engagement. Re-
turning after some success to London, he Was
now received by Betterton, and appeared in Lin-
coln's Inn Fields as Maximus in Valentinian.
He won immediate recognition. At Drury Lane,
in 1708, he received immense applause as the
Ghost in Hamlet, a part in which he is said

never to have had an equal. April 14. 1713, he

acted Cato in Addison's tragedy, upon which he
became quite the rage among the nobility, who
vied with each other in placing their carriages

at his disposal ; and he frequently stayed over
night at Windsor, where the Court was then
held. This seems to have been in some degree

due to the political conditions of the time, since

Whigs and Tories both professed the most com-
plete approval of the character of Cato; yet
Booth Avon high critical commendation. Among
his greatest parts were Brutus. Othello, and
Henry VIII. In 1716 he published The Death
of Dido: A Masque, and was the author of other
poems. In 1728 he retired from the stage. He
died at Hampstead, leaving a widow—his second

wife, Hester Santlow, herself an actress of repu-

tation. Consult: Victor, itemoirs of the Life of
liarton Booth (London. 1733) : Genest, History

of the Stage (Bath, 1832); Gibber, "Life and
Character of Barton Booth," in Lives and Char-
acters of the Most Eminent Actors Und Actresses

(London, 1753) ; and Gait, Lives of the Players
(London, 1831).

BOOTH, Charles (1840—). An English sta-

tistician and writer on social questions. He was
born in Liverpool, ilarch 30, 1840, and now re-

sides in London, though a member of the busi-

ness firm of Alfred Booth & Co., Liverpool. His
work entitled. Life and Labour of the People of

London, published in 10 volumes (1891-97), is

a storehouse of accurate social facts, dealing

chiefly with the people of East London, and has

won for him world-wide renown from men of

science as well as from practical legislators.

Mr. Booth is a Fellow of the Royal Society

(F.R.S. ), and was president of the Koyal Sta-
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tistical Society, 1892-94. He has taken an ac-

tive part in the agitation in England for old-age

pensions, in the suiiport of wliicli lie has written

three very useful books: Pauperism : A Picluie:

and thc'Eiidoirmcnt of Old .\ge (1892); The
Aged Poor, Condition (1S94) : Old-Age Pensions

(1899). See Old-Age Pensions.

BOOTH, Edwin Thomas (183.3-03). A dis-

tinguished American actor, the son of Junius
Brutus Booth. He was born at Belair, Md., No-
vember 13, 1833, and early showed his studious

temperament. Brought up to the stage by his

father, he made his (lebut in Boston in 1849. In

1851 he took his father's place as Richard III. at

the Chatham Square Theatre, New York. The
next season they went to California, and after

his father's return he remained in the West for

several years, visiting also tlie Sandwich Islands

and Australia (18,54). He returned from Cali-

fornia late in 1850, and after a tour in the

South made, in Boston ( April, 1857 ) , an im-

mense success as Sir Giles Overreach. Shortly

afterwards he repeated his triumph in New
York. There, also, he became acquainted with

Marv Devlin, whom he married in 1860. She
died" in 1863. It was in 1861 that he first ap-

peared in London, where, after playing Shylock
and Sir Giles, he won great popularity as Riche-

lieu. In 1863 he took control of the Winter
Garden, New York, and there his productions of

Hamlet and other Shakespearean plays were fa-

mously successful. After the assassination of

Lincoln by his brother, .John Wilkes Booth, he
retired temporarily from the stage, but reap-

peared in New York in January, 18(56. He mar-
ried, in 1869, JIarv JlcVicke'r, who lived till

1881. In 1869 '"Booth's Theatre" was built,

-«here his success for a time was both artistic

and financial; but the panic of 1873 made him a
bankrupt. His tours in the years tluxt followed,

however, amply restored his fortunes. In 1880,

and again in 1882, he visited Europe, and was
received with the most flattering distinction.

Some time after his return he formed a partner-

ship with Lawrence Barrett, with whom he con-

tinued to appear till the death of Barrett in

1891. He himself then retired from the stage.

He was generally regarded as the leading .\meri-

can tragedian, and in a few great characters he
was without a rival. His Hamlet was probably
his most popular role, but his Lear and Othello

were especially admired, besides other parts al-

ready mentioned. He was not a man of im-

posing bodily appearance, being rather below
the medium stature; but his frame was compact,
liis carriage at once dignified and graceful, his

eye ])iercing, his features grave. He was thor-

oughly absorbed in his jiarts, and his voice was
under such coni;)lete control as to express, upon
occasion, any shade of feeling, sentiment, or

conviction. His rendering of familiar Shake-
spearean passages displayed a fine ai)preciation

of their substance, and of the lights and shades

of manner and expression by which their full

meaning may be brought out. In his private

life he was greatly esteemed. He was the found-

er and first president of the Players' Club, of

New York, in the home of which, given by him-
self, he died, .June 7, 1893. Consult: William
Winter, The Life and Art of Kdain llooth ( New
^ork, 1894) ; Edwina Booth Grossman, Edwin
Booth; Recollections by Uis Daughter, and Let-

ters to Her and to His Friends (New York,
1894) ; Asia Booth Clarke, The Elder and the

younger Booth (Boston, 1882).

BOOTH, .Iame.s Curtis (1810-88). An
American chemist. He was born in Philadel-

])hia, and graduated at the University of Penn-
sylvania in 1829. He tlicn remained one year at

the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and in

1832 went abroad. There were at this time no
regular organized student laboratories at (ier-

man universities, and Booth combined his studies

of chemistry at Wohler's private laboratory

at Cassel. After further studies at Berlin,

Vienna, and in England, he returned to Pliila-

delphia, where, in 1830, he established a labora-

tory for instruction in analytical chemistry, the

first of its kind in the United States. Jlany
distinguished cliemists, such as Canipliell Slor-

fit, R. E. Rogers, J. ¥. Frazer, Thomas H. Gar-
rett, and R, T. McCulloh, were educated at this

institution. Mr. Booth was professor of applied

chemistry at the Franklin Institute from 1836

to 1845, and was superintendent of smelting and
refining in the United States Mint at Pliiladel-

phia from 1849 to 1888, in which capacity he
experimented with the nickel ores of Pennsyl-

vania, introducing the fusion of that metal with
other alloj's in the coinage of cents during the
year 1857. Among his principal works may be

mentioned: Animal AV/ioc/s of the Delaware
Geological Survey (1839); Eneyclopa-dia of

Chemistry (in collaboration with Campbell Mor-
fit, 1850) ; On Recent Improvements in the

Chemical Arts (jointly with Campbell Morfit,

1852).

BOOTH, John Wilkes (1839-65). The
assassin of President Lincoln. For several years
he was an actor, but met with indifl'erent success

and abandoned the stage in 1803. During the
Civil W;ir he wa,s a violent secessionist, and
toward its close organized a conspiracy first for

abducting the President, and later, for assassi-

nating not only tlie President, but also the Vice-

President and the members of the Caliinct. On
the night of April 14, 1805, the President at-

tended Ford's Theatre witli his wife and several

friends. About 10 I'.M. Booth approached him
unseen, and shot him through the head. Leap-
ing from the box upon tlie stage, crving out
"Sic semper tyrannis! The South is avenged!"
he escaped by the stage door, wliere a horse was
held for him. He had reached Bowling (Jreen,

near Fredericksburg, Va., before he was over-

taken (April 26). Here he took refuge in a
barn, and, refusing to surrender, was shot after
the barn had been fired. Most of his accomplices
were subsequently captured, aiul four of them,
Powell, ,'\tzerodt, Herold. ami Mrs. Surratt, were
hanged. He was the son of .hinius Brutus Booth,
and the brother of Edwin Booth.

BOOTH, Ju.Nius BitUTl'S (1796-18.52). An
English actor, on his mother's side a relation
of Joliii Wilkes, the Englisli statesman. When
a boy in London, where he was born, h(> learned
printing, and after studying law, painting, and
sculpture, received a commission as midshipman
in the navy, but instead of going to sea he turned
to the drama. He appeared on the provincial
stage, December 13, 1813, and in London, in

October, 1815, at the Covent Garden Theatre.
Here, within two years, he became a rival of

Edmund Kean, whom lie greatly resembled.
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though he more than once played lago to Kean's
Othello at Diuiy l.ane. Booth gained great

celebrity in Eicliaitl HI. and Sir Giles Over-

reach: but he was taken with a fancy for travel,

and, in 1821, arrived at Xorfolk, Va. He spent

most of the remainder of his life in the United
States, where he was exceptionally popular, and
esteemed by many critics to be the greatest

tragedian of his time. Though his range of char-

acters was not wide, the people never tired of

the best of them, such as Richard III., Sir

Giles. Lear, Shylock, Hamlet, and lago. He
was noted for his eccentricities, which, at times,

verged upon insanity: and in acting he was so

intensely carried away that the fencing in Ham-
let and Richard III. became duels in which Rich-

mond anci Laertes were sometimes compelled to

defend themselves in earnest. Consult: Clark,

The Elder and the Younger Booth (Boston,

1882) ; and Gould, The Tragedian: an Essay on

the Histrionic Genius of Junius Brutus Booth
(New York, 1868).

BOOTH, JIary Louise (1831-89). An Ameri-
can journalist, translator, and miscellaneous wri-

ter. She early devoted herself to writing tales

and numerous translations, among the most
important of which were About's King of the

Mountains ; Cousin's Secret History of the

French Court (18.59); Pascal's Provincial Let-

ters : Gasparin's Uprising of a Great People

(1861); and America Before Europe (1861);

Laboulaye's Paris in America (1865); and
Cochin's Results of Emancipation (1862); and
Results of Slavery (1862). All this work was
done before the close of the Civil War. and, in

the meantime, she had published a History of

the City of Sew York (1859). During the war
she maintained a vigorous correspondence with

French friends of the Union cause and received

encouraging praise from Lincoln, Sumner, and
others. She translated also some fairy tales of

Laboulaye and Mace, Martin's abridgment of his

History of France ( 1880), and part of the origi-

nal work. An enlarged edition of her History

of Sew York appeared in 1861, and a second re-

vision in 1880. Miss Booth was editor of Har-

per's Bazar from its beginning till her death.

BOOTH, Maud Balli.vgtox (Charlesvvobth)

(X865— ). A leader of the Volunteers of Ameri-

ca, wife of Ballington Booth (q.v.). She was
horn near London in 1865, the daughter of a

wealthy clergyman, early became interested in

the work of the Salvation Army, and, at the

age of 17, left home and became a companion

of Miss Catherine Booth in organizing a branch

of the Army in Paris. There she remained two

vears, then" went with a party of Salvationists

to Switzerland, where, after suifcring vicissitudes

and even imprisonment, she finally succeeded in

establishing a Salvation Army corps. In 1887

she married Ballington Booth, and, in accord-

ance with the custom of the Army, assumed her

husband's rank as marshal. Tn 1896 she with-

drew with her husband from the Salvation Army
and founded the Volunteers of America, of which

he and she are directors.

BOOTH, William ( 1829—) . General of the

Salvation Amiv. He was born in Nottingham,

England, April" 10, 1829. He became a minister

of the Methodist Xew Connection, 1850; was ap-

pointed to hold special evangelistic services iintil

1861, when, being required to settle in the or-

dinary circuit work, he resigned and began his

labors among the churches as an evangelist.
Finding that most of the inhabitants of London
attended no jjlace of worship, he began the
'Christian Mission,' 18()o, which soon grew to
be a large organization formed on military lines,

and was in 1878 re-christened the 'Salvation
Army' (q.v.). Under this name it has become
widely known, and has grown to immense pro-
portions. A weekly gazette, the Mar Cry, estab-

lished in 1880. has a very large circulation
throughout the world. General Booth has pub-
lished several hymn and music books. Salvation
Soldiery, and In Darkest England and the Il'ai/

Out ( 1890) , a work proposing ambitious yet prac-
tical schemes for alleviating poverty and sup-
pressing vice ; and his six eldest sons and daugh-
ters are all actively engaged in some branch of the
service, while his younger children are in train-

ing for similar duties. (See S.\lv.\tion Army.)
His wife, an enthusiastic coijperator (born 1829,
died 1890), wrote Practical Religion, Aggressive
Christianity, Godliness, and The Salvation Army
in Relation to Church and State. For her biog-

raphv. consult: Booth-Tucker (London, 1892)
and "W. T. Stead (New York, 1900).

BOOTH'BY, Guy Newell (1867-1905). An
English novelist. He was born at Adelaide,

South Australia, October 13, 1807. He was edu-
cated in England, and has traveled through
Australia and in the East. His novels, mostly
tales of adventure, have been exceedingly popu-
lar. Among them are A Beautiful White Devil

(1896) ; Dr. Sikola (1896) ; Billy Binks, Hero,
and Other Stories (1898) ; Across the ^Yorld for

a Wife (1898); Pharos the Egyptian (1899);
Love Made Manifest (1899); Dr. Nikola's Ex-
periment ( 1899) : A Sailor's Bride ( 1899) ; Long
Live the King (1900) ; and The Yiceroy's Pro-
teg6 (1901). See Australian LiTER.\TURE.

BOOTHIA (booth'i-a) FEXIX. A penin-

sula about 150 miles long and with a greatest

width of about 50 miles, forming the most
northern part of the American continent (Map:
Canada, M 2). Toward the south it contracts

to a narrow isthmus, while on the north Bel-

lot Strait (q.v.) separates it from North Som-
erset Island. It was discovered by Sir John
Ross during the most famous of his voyages
(1829-33), and named after his friend. Sir Felix

Booth, the chief contributor to the expedition.

It was supposed at the time to reach as far

north as Barrow Strait. Near Cape Adelaide,

on the west coast. Sir .Tohn's nephew. Lieuten-

ant, afterwards Sir, James Clark Ross, first lo-

cated the northern magnetic pole on June 1,

1831. Consult Ross, Xarrative of a Second Yoy-
age in Search of a Northwest Passage (London,
1860).

BOOTHIA, Gulf of. An inlet of the Arc-
tic Ori-an separating Boothia Felix, in northern
Canada, from Cockburn Island and Melville

Peninsula (Maj): Canada, N 3).

BOOTH-TUCK'EB, Emma Mos.sI 1860-1903).

An ollicer in tlic Salvation Army. She was born

at Gateshead, Englanil, and was a daughter of

Gen. William Booth (q.v.), and the wife of Com-
mander Booth-Tucker. She held the rank of

consul in the organization, and exercised joint

jurisdiction with her husband in the direction

of the Army in the United States. She was in

charge of the 'International Training Homes'
of the Army from 1880 to 1888.
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BOOTH-TUCKER, Frederick St. George de

Latouk (1853— ). Commander of the Salvation

Army in the United States. He was born at

Mon^hyr, Bengal, India, and passed the Indian

civil-service examination in 1874. After study-

ing in London (1874-76), he was appointed to

an official position in the Punjab, fnmi which,

however, he resigned in 1881 to join the Salva-

tion Array. He inaugurated the Indian branch

of that oVganization in 1882 and conducted it

till 1891, when he went to London as secretary

for the international work. Since March, 189(i,

he has been in charge of the United States di-

vision of the service, with headquarters in New
York City. His works include: Life of Gen.

WiUiam Booth (1898); In Darkest India and

the M'ui/ Out: Favorite Songs of the Halvatwn

Army. Conunander Bootli-Tucker has shown a

remarkable executive ability, rare good sense, and

tireless energv in his management of the aifairs

of the Salvation Army in the United States.

BOO'TLE. A town in Lancashire, England,

on the .Mersey, and the Leeds-Liverpool Canal.

Although an" independent municipality, it is

practicallv a suburb of Liverpool, which it ad-

joins on 'the north. About 110 acres of the

Liverpool dock system, including some of the

mo.st important docks, are within the boundaries

of Bootle. The town was incorporated in 1808.

It obtains its water-supply from Liverpool. It

owns an electric plant which supplies the cur-

rent for lighting purposes and for motive power

for street railways, which the corporation owns,

but leases to the Liverpool corporation. The

town maintains numerous parks, public baths, a

gymnasium, and an isolation hospital. Among
its educational institutions are a technical

school, a public library, and a museum. It has

foundries and grain-mills. Its increa.se in popu-

lation has been very rapid. In 1881 it was

about 27,000; in 1891, 49,200; and in 1901,

58,(1110.

BOOTS AND SADDLES. The bugle or

trumpet call for cavalry or light artillery drill

or other mounted duties. See Bugle and Trum-

pet Calls.

BOOTT, Francis (1813-1904). An American

composer, born in Boston, Mass., of English

parentage. He studied music in Florence and

became honorary professor in the .\cadeiny of

Fine Arts. His" first work appeareil under the

name of Telford. Among his songs are Tenn\-

merely for the sake of appearance, but for pres-

ervation as well, the portion of the side which is

sometimes wet and sometimes dry being mucn
more liable to corrosion than the plating above
oT below it.

BOOTY (Ger. Betite, Dutch hiiil ; cf. Icel.

hyti, exchange, barter, Sw. hi/lc, barter, booty).

In military usage, the property captured from
the enemy. Booty is not recognized olVuially in

the Army of the United States; though prize-

money, its naval equivalent, is, anomabmsly
enough, still a prominent feature of naval war-

fare, the naval blockade in tlie Spanish-Ameri-

can War (1898) and the battle of Santiago

furnishing notable examples. The regulations

concerning booty in tlie British .\rmy are clearly

defined, such booty being a (ipcn'tioneii as the King,
tl.rough his advisers, may direct. There are few

regiments in the British service that have not

among their regimental eifects articles of more
or less value, such as bric-a-brac, iness-plate,

heathen deities, etc., taken from enemies. Booty
of a more concrete and valuable description is

collected, and afterwards sold, and the proceeds

divided. By law, all booty is the property of the

sovereign, and may, at his discretion or pleasure,

be returned to the enemy or given to the captors.

Similar laws obtain with all other European
countries. The siege of Peking (Boxer uprising

in China, 1900) may be cited as the best illus-

tration of modern booty. After the defenses were
rushed, and the city taken, civilians as well as

the international troops seized anything and
everything worth their while, and carried it

away as booty. Tlie peculiar nature of the cam-
paign, however, and the world-wide criticism

of the wholesale looting, induced most of the

Powers concerned to return the booty to the

Chinese Government. See articles Loot and
Prize.

BO-PEEP, Little. The little shepherdess

whose story is a never-failing source of interest

to the nursery world. The origin of tile name
and its application are unknown, but Ilalliwell,

in his \urscri/ Rhymes, quotes from a ballad of

the Seventeenth Century, which has the couplet:
" Halfe Englande ye nowjrht now but shepe,
In everye corner they playe a boe-pepe."

BOPP, Franz (1791-1807). A German phi-

lologist. He was born in Mainz, September 14,

1791, began the study of Oriental languages in

Aschafl'enburg, and in 1812 went to Paris, wh<'re

he was encouraged in his labors by Chezy, Sil-

Brcak. Break. Break; Longfellow's A'.i/rie ygstrc de Sacv, and .\ugust Williel'm voirSchle-

Elcison; and Thackeray's Rose upon the Balron;/.

He also composed a Mass for voices and or-

chestra : Te Deum ; Miserere; Maria Mater; The

flands o' Dee (Kingsley's poem) ; and We Two

to words of .lean Ingelow.

BOOT-TOPPING. In wooden ships not

sheathed with copper it was the custom when

fAr away from a dock—particularly in warm

climates—to occasionally scrape off the grass,

barnacles, and other matter adhering to the

gel. He afterwards visited London, to pursue

further the study of Sanskrit, and in 1824 was
ajipoiiited professor of philology and Oriental

literature in the University of Berlin. His first

])ublication, Ueher das Konjupationssystem der

l<anskril.<iprache (Frankfort, 1810), proved epoch-

making. This was followed by a Sanskrit gram-

mar, a fllossnriirm Sanscritiim. and editions of

se\eial fragments of the great Indian epic, the

Mahalihuruta.in the original text, with a trans-

His most important labors centred in
side in the vicinity of the water-line and apply lation.

, . ^ ^, . , , , f *u

a mixture of grease, sulphur, and tar as a the analysis of the grammatical forms of the

temporary protection against worms. This op- dillVrent langiiages of the Indo-(.<.rmanic family,

cration was called boot-lopping. The name is thnmgh which he became the f.,uiider of the soi-

- ' " '

—

' - itive philology, lln great work
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recast, was published in 1857, and a third was
published after his death in 18G8-71). An Eng-
lish translation by Kastwick was published in

3 vols., 1845-50. In his honor the BoppStifluiiff,
lor the promotion of the study of comparative
philology, was founded in Berlin in IStiG. His
library was purchased by Cornell University. He
died October 23, 1SG7.

BOPPARD, bop'part (ancient Bodobriga) . A
town in the District of Saint Goar, Prussia, on
the left bank of the Rhine, i) miles south of Cob-
lenz. It is an ancient and picturesque walled
town with dark, narrow streets and mediaeval
timbered houses. Among its notable buildings
are the old castle of the Archbishops of Treves,
the tower of which is now utilized for the law-

courts; the Pfarrkirche in late Romanesque, dat-
ing from the Twelfth Century; the Gothic Car-
nieliterkirehe of the Thirteenth Century contain-
ing interesting sculpture and paintings, and the
famous hydropathic establishment, the Marien-
berg, occupying a former Benedictine nunnery.
Boppard is of Celtic origin ; it was fortified by
the Romans as a depot for their sliugers, "Balis-
tarii Bodobricae." and important remains of Ro-
man walls and fortifications exist. Boppard was
a free Imperial city in the Twelfth Century, and
many councils were held there. Population, in
1000. 5806.

BOB, bOr. PiETER Christiaexszoox (1559-
lt)35). A Dutch historian, born in Utrecht. He
studied history extensively, and in 1015 was ap-
pointed historiographer of Holland and West
Friesland. His most important work is the
Oorsprong, begin, ende vervolii tier iiedrrlaiidsche

Oorlogen (The Causes, Beginning, and Course
of the Wars of the Netherlands." 1679) , in the
preparation of most of which he had access to
the archives of the Dutch States. In style, the
work is little more than a monotonous chronicle,
but as a sourcebook it is highly valued.

BCRA. The north wind of Southern Europe.

BORA, Kath.\rixa von (1499-1.552). The
wife of Luther, daughter of Anna, of the Haug-
witz family. She was bom at Klein-Laussig,
near Bitterfeld, Saxony, on January 29, 1499.
When 10 years old, she entered the Cistercian
Convent of Nimptsch or Ximbschen, near Grim-
ma. Becoming acquainted with Luther's doc-
trines, she found herself very unhappy in her
monastic life; and finally, along with eight
other nuns, whose relatives, like her own. refused
to listen to them, she fled from the convent, with
the knowledge of Luther and the active assistance
of I-eonard Koppe, a memljer of the city council
of Torgau on the nights of April 4 and" 5, 1523.
They arrived in Wittenberg on April 7. Luther
took up a collection for them and wrote to their
relatives, who declined to receive them. He then
arranged for them to live with honorable people.
Katharina became an inmate in the house of the
burgomaster Reichenbach. Luther, through his
friend, Nicholas von ,\msdorf, minister in Wit-
tenberg, ofl'ered her the hand of Dr. Kaspar
Glaz, pastor in Orlaniiinde. .She declined this
proposal, but declared herself ready to marry
Von Amsdorf. or Luther himself, who had al-

ready laid aside his monastic dress, and was
living by himself in the deserted Augustinian
monastery. There her marriage with Luther
took place on .Tune 13, 1525. The ceremony was
performed by Bugenhagen, the city pastor, in the

presence of a few friends. There was a wedding
breakfast the next morning, also, with a small
company; but on .June 27 there was a more
formal celebration of the event, to which Luther's
parents. Katharina's companions in flight, and
other friends of both parties, were present.
In his wife Luther found an afl'ectionatc and
faithful helpmeet. Six cliildrcn were born to
them: (1) Hans, or Johannes, born June 7,

1526; (2) Elizabeth, born Decend)er 10, 1527,
died August 3, 1528; (3) Magdalena. born May
4, 1529, died October 20. 1542; (4) Martin, borii

November 7, 1531; (5) Paulus. born .January
28, 1533; (6) Margareta. born December 17,

1534. After Luther's death the Elector of Sax-
ony and Cliristian III. of Denmark contributed
from time to time to Katharina's support. She
was involved in the losses and disasters of the
Schmalkald War. and was for a while veiy poor.
She fled from Wittenberg to Torgau to avoid the
plague, but on the way met with an accident, and
sickened and died at Torgau on December 20,
1552. For her life, consult: F. G. Hofmann
(Leipzig. 1845) ; A. Stein, pseudonym for H.
Nietschmami (H.alle. 1879; 3d ed., "l886); A.
Thoma (Berlin, 1900).

BORACHIO, bo-rii'eho. A base character in
Shakespeare's Much Ado About Ifothing. He is

a follower of Don John, and gives the slanderous
evidence against the Lady Hero, on which part
of the plot hinges. He is the lover of Margaret,
the latter's waiting-woman.

BORACIC (bo-ras'ik) ACID. See Boric
Acid.

BO'RACITE (from borax). A magnesium
ehluroborate that crystallizes both in the iso-

metric and the tetrahedral systems. It is usu-
ally white, although sometimes found in gray,
yellow, or green shades, due probably to slight

impurities. The principal localities in which it

is obtained are in the vicinity of Liineburg, Han-
over, in Holstein, several places in France, and
in Stassfurt, Prussia, where a massive variety
occurs. It has been prepared artificially by
Heintz.

BORAGE, bur'aj (Low Lat. horrago, from
horrit, hurra, rough hair), Borago. A genus
(jf plants of the natural order Boraginacea;, hav-
ing a wheel-shaped corolla, the mouth of which
is closed with five teeth, and forked filaments,
of which the inner arm bears the anther, the
anthers connivent around the style, in the form
of a cone. The species are few, chiefly natives of

the countries around the Mediterranean Sea. The
common borage (Borngo ofjicinalis) is found in

waste places in many parts of Europe, and is

pretty frequent—perhaps naturalized—in Great
Britain, and introduced into various parts of th^
United States. It is a plant of rather coarse
appearance, with a stout, erect herbaceous stem,
one to two feet high, somewhat branched; the
lower leaves elliptical, obtuse, tapering to the
base; the stem, leaves, flower-stalks, and calyx
rough with hairs. The flowers are more than
half an inch broad, of a beautiful blue color.

Borage was formerly nnich cultiv:ited and highly
esteemed, being reckoned among the 'cordial'

flowers, and supposed to possess exhilarating

qualities, for which it no longer receives credit,

'riie belief in its virtues was at one time ex-

tremely prevalent in England, and its use accord-
ingly universal. The flowers were put into
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salads, Gerarde tells us (1597), "to make the

mind glad"; and he adds: "There be also many
things made of them, used everywhere for the

comfort of the heart, for the driving away of

sorrow, and increasing the joy of tlie mind."

Like some other plant.s of the same order, bor-

age contains nitrate of potash (nitre), and is

slightly febrifuge. It is mucilaginous and emol-

lient, and has been used in pectoral affections;

its leaves impart a coolness to beverages in which
they arc steeped; and with wine, water, lemon,

and sugar, enter into the composition of an Eng-

lish drink called 'cool tankard.' The young
leaves and tender tops are pickled, and occasion-

ally used for salad in parts of Europe. The Uow-
ers" bear an abundance of nectar, and borage has

quite a reputation as a bee plant.

B6RAGINA'CE.ffi (Xeo Lat. Boraginaceus,
pertaining to Borage: see Borage). A natural

order of dicotyledonous plants, consisting chiefly

of herbs, but also containing a few slirubs and
trees. The leaves are generally rough, with hairs

which proceed from a thick, "hard base, and the

whole plant is mucilaginous and emollient. On
account of the harshness and roughness of the

plant, the name Asperifoliae has been given to

the order. The leaves are alternate and without

stipules. The flowers are in spikes, racemes, or

panicles which are almost always coiled up, and
gradually uncoil and elongate themselves, the

flowers expanding in succession. The caly.x is

4- to 5-partite, and remains till the fruit is ripe;

the corolla is generally regular, 4- to o-cleft,

imbricated in bud; the stamens rise from the

corolla, and are equal in number to its divisions,

generally five, and alternate with them. The
ovary is 4-partite, 4-eelled ; the style simple,

arising from the base of the lobes of the ovary.

The fruit consists of 4, or sometimes of 2, distinct

achenia in some cases; the nutlets are often

covered with hooked spines. Some botanists

have divided the order into several groups, of

which EhretioidefF, with a succulent drupe-like

fruit, and Boniffinoidece, with dry nutlets, are

the most important. These are usually grouped
together as sections of the one genus. There are

about 1200 known species of Boraginacecc em-
braced in So genera. They are natives principal-

ly of temperate and tropical climates, and are

particularly abundant in the south of Europe
and in the temperate part of Asia; Borage,

Alkanet, Comfrey, Forget-me-not, and the ex-

quisitely fragrant Heliotrope (qq.v.) are fa-

miliar examples. The drupes of some species

of Ehretia are eatable. Among the best known
genera of this family are Cordia, Borago, HcUo-
tropium, Ct/noglo/tsum, Echinospermiim, Anchiiso,

jllkaiDia. Symphytum, LHhospermum, Echitim,

etc.

BORAs, bo'rfts. A town of Sweden, situated

on tlie Wiskan River, 3G miles east of Gothen-
burg. The town has a technical institute and
school for weavers, and is a textile centre (Map:
Sweden, E 8). Population, in 1901, 15,837. It

was founded in 1022 by Gustavus Adolphus.

BORAS'SUS PALM. See Paj-myba Palm.

BORAUEN, li.irou-rm'. A town of Leyte,
Philippines, situated 20 miles from Tacloban.
Population, in 1898, 21,290.

BO'RAX (Ar. boraq, bitraq, Pers. bBrah), or
Sooii'.M BiBOBATE. A substancc crystallizing in

the monoclinic system. It occurs native as a saline

efflorescence on the shores of a series of lakes,

covering a large extent of country, in Ladak,
Ceylon, Transylvania, Peru, t'hile, in Borax
Lake, and other places in the vicinity of t'lear

Lake, Cal., and in various localities in Nevada.
Borax is a clear, white, translucent crystalline

compound, soluble in water, anil having a pleas-

ant, sweetish taste. It is i)repared for conuuerce
as follows: The crude material called tincul.

from Tibet, Asia, is sent on sheeps' bax-ks over
the Himalaya Kountains to Calcutta, and thence
to Europe, where it is purified by washing with
a solution of sodium hydroxide, dissolving in

water, again treating with caustic alkali to pre-

cipitate the earths, then evaporating the solu-

tion, and allowing the borax to crystallize out. Ac-
cording to some authorities, tincal was brought by
caravan beyond China by way of Babylon and
Palmyra, to tlie Mediterranean ports, liefore the
Christian Era, An important source of commer-
cial borax is found in the volcanic rocks of Tus-
cany. Italy, wliere the process, invented in 1S18,

is as follows: Boric acid, either as vapor or solu-

tion, is added to a solution of sodium carbonate,

which is dissolved in a covered lead-lined vessel,

and heated with steam. The solution of borax
thus obtained is evaporated until crystals form.
The product on the Pacific Coast, which was dis-

covered in 1804 at Clear Lake, and subsequently

extended to other localities, is refined in Ala-

meda, where the crude material is dissolved in

water, and heated with sodium carbonate in a
digester: the resulting solution is drawn into

cooling and crystallizing tanks, where the borax
forms on steel rods which are suspended in the

vats. The product thus obtained is refined by
successive crystallizations until the desired de-

gree of purity is reached. The wholesale price

in New York, which was 39 cents in 1864, has,

in consequence of tlie production on the Pacific

Slope, fallen to 7 cents, the consumption dur-

ing this period having increased more than 500
))er cent. Borax is extensively used for house-

hold purposes. It is also employed as a solvent

for resins, albumens, fattj- acids, and certain

organic bodies; also as a detergent, loosening

dirt without injury to the finest laces, and as

an antiseptic and disinfectant. It also finds ex-

tensive application as a flux for the glazing of

pottery and chinaware, and in the making of

enamels. Its property of dissolving metallic

oxides makes it useful in soldering metals. It

is )ised as a flux in certain chemical processes,

and as a reagent in chemical analysis. Finally,

it is often used in medicine. In 1899, 40,714.000

pounds of borax, valued at $1,139,882, were pro-

duiM-d in tlie L'nited States.

BORCHARDT, bOrK'Urt, Karl Wiltielm
(1817-80). A German mathematician, born in

Berlin. He studied at the I'niversity of Berlin

and at that of KUnigsberg, under .Jacobi, and in

1848 became a lecturer in the University of Ber-

lin. In 1850 he was made a niemlK'r of the

Academy of Sciences, and assumed the editorship

of the Journal fiir die h'cinc und Angcwoftdte
Mathrmatilt. His studies regarding determinants
were particularly valuable. His complete works
have l)een edited by G. Hettner >inder the aus-

pices of the Academy of Sciences (Berlin, 1888).

BORCHGREVINK, bOrK'gre-vipk, Carsten
Egehebg (1804— ), A Norwegian scientist and
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fxplorer, bom in Christiania. He studied there
and at the Royal Saxon School of Forestry,
Tharandt. and in 188S emigrated to Australia,
where he was a surveyor in New South Wales
and Queensland, and an instructor in languages
at Cooerwell College. New South Wales. In
18114-05 he accomijanied a whaling expedition
to the South Seas, and in 1895 presented to the
Sixth International Geographical Congress, as-

sembled in London, the results of his observa-
tions within the Antarctic Circle. On August 22,

1898, he set sail from London for the South
Pole, in command of the Southern Cross expedi-
tion, organized by Sir George Xewnes, proprietor
of the ^VestmillSter Gazette and the Strand
MiKjazine. He effected a landing at Camp Adare,
South Victoria Land, on February 17, 1890,

erected a station, and spent nearly a year there

in exploration and scientific investigation. (Tlie

Southern Cross was sent to Xew Zealand on
March 2, 1899, and returned on January 28,

1900.) The expedition mapped the coast about
Robertson Bay; discovered a new island, which
was named after the Duke of York; studied

Antarctic flora and fauna: found the south mag-
netic pole to be in (approximately) latitude 73°

20' S., and longitude 146° E., aiid with sledges

reached the "furthest south"—latitude 78° .50'.

Consult: Borchgrevink. First on the Antarctic

Continent (1901).

BORDA, bor'da'. .Je.\x Chables (1733-99).

A French mathematician, born in Dax, France.

In 1756 he was made associate member of the

-Vcadeiny of Sciences for a paper on the move-
ment of projectiles. In 1771 he was associated

with Verdun de la Crenne and Pingre in proving

the accuracy of chronometers. He also devoted

much attention to the subject of .ship-building,

and suggested important imjirovements in the

form of vessels. Along with Delambre and Me-
chain, he was a leading member of the French
commission intrusted with the measurement of

the meridian arc comprised between Dunkirk and
Barcelona. He rendered essential service in the

commission on the new system of weights and
measures. He invented a new instrument for

measuring the inclination of the magnetic needle;

and his corrections of the seconds pendulum are

still in use. He is best remembered, however, for

his improvement of the reflecting circle, on which
instrument he published a work in two volumes,

Ttrscriiition et usage du cercle a reflexion (Paris,

1787).

BORDE, bOr'dc, Andrew. See Boobde, An-
drew.

BORDEAUX, bur'do' (anciently, Lat. Bur-
diqalii. frrjni. perhaps, a Celtic or Iberian source).

One of the most important seaports of France,

seat of an archbishop, and capital of the Depart-

ment of Gironde (ilaj): France, F 7). It is

beautifully situated in a plain on the left bank
of the GaVonne. about 60 miles from its mouth
in the Atlantic. Ships of more than 1000

tons burden can easily ascend the river at high

water to Bordeaux, which is accessible at all

times to vessels of 600 tons. Its harbor is ca-

pacious, and counts a floating dock among its

many facilities. Next to Havre, it is the chief

port for the transatlantic trade, and is an im-

portant centre of the French cod-fishing ships

foi Newfoundland and elsewhere. The river is

crossed by a noble bridge of 17 arches, 532 yards

in length, erected by the elder Deschamps in
1811-21. The old town, consisting partly of
high wooden houses of the Fifteenth Century,
has narrow, crooked streets; but the newer parts
of the city and the suburbs have wide streets,

fine squares, and pleasant promenades lined with
trees. The Cathedral of Saint .Xndrc, which was
consecrated in 1096. is remarkable for its beau-
tiful towers, 160 feet high. The Church of

Sainte Croix is a Romanesque basilica of the
Tenth Century; that of Saint Seurin is also very
old. The former archiepiscopal palace is used
as a town hall. The university numbers 100 pro-
fessors and 2000 students. The city possesses
a public library of about 200,000 volumes and
1384 MSS., including a MS. copy of Montaigne's
essays.

The principal branches of industry include the
production or manufacture of sugar, brandy,
liquors, vinegar, nitric acid, printed calicoes,

woolen goods, carpets, hats, paper, earthenware,
glass bottles, metallic wares, and resinous arti-

cles. The rope works, cooperages, and dockyards
are extensive and full of activity. The Canal du
Midi, connecting Bordeaux with the Mediterra-
nean, enables it to supply the whole south of

France with the colonial produce which it im-
ports; and also with English tin, lead, copper,
coal, dyestuffs, herrings, etc. Wine, brandy, vin-

egar, dried fruits, haras, turpentine, and glass

bottles are among its principal exports.

Except the wines of Champagne, no French
wines are so much exported to foreign countries
as those grown in the district of Bordeatix and
known as Bordeaux Wines. Some of them are

red (known in England as claret), others w-hite.

Of tlie red wines. Medoc is one of the l)est

l;nown. The red wines produced by the vine-

yards of Chateau-Lafitte. Chateau-Latour, Cha-
teau-Margaux. and Haut-Brion are particularly

celebrated for their quality. The white wines
of Graves and those of Sauternes, Barsac, Preig-

nac. and Langon are in the highest repute. Popu-
lation, in 1896, 256,906.

In ancient times Bordeaux was called Burdi-

gala, and was the cajiital of the Biturigea Vivisci.

It was a very prosperous town in the time of

the Romans; was made by Hadrian the capital

of A<iuitania Secimda ; and was both the prin-

cipal em])orium of the southwest of Uaul and
the seat of its best educational institutions. It

was taken by Charles JIartel in 735, and was
plundered by the Northmen in the Ninth Cen-

tury. It became the capital of the Duchy of

Guienne, and in 1152 passed, by the -narriage

of Eleanor of (hiienne with Henry of Normandy
(afterwards Henry II. of England), under the

dominion of England. Bordeaux was f jr a con-

siderable time the seat of the splend'd Court
of Edward the Black Prince. During the Revo-
lution Bordeaux was the principal seat of

the Girondists, and suffered fearfully at the
hands of the Terrorists. Its inhabitimts were
the first to declare for the Bourbons (n 1814.

During the Franco-Prussian War a delegation

of the Government of National Defens*, retreat-

ing before the advancing (Jerman A'-my, sta-

tioned itself, December. 1870, at Bordeaux, and
the first sittings of the National Assembly were
held there in 1871. Rosa Bonheur was bom in

Bordeaux. See: Lourn«>t. Oocumcnts vlatifs aa
port de Bordeaux (Bordeaux, 1880)! Jullian,

Ilistoire de Bordeaux depuis Ics originfi^ 'uaqu'en
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1S95 (Bordeaux, 1895) ; Mauriac, L'assainisse- Northumberland and Cumberhuid ; on tlie Scot-

ment de livdiiiux (Bordeaux, 1890). tish side. Berwickshire, Roxburghshire, and

BORDEAUX, Due de. See Chambobd, ^""l^'l''''?^'''?,
Henui Cuakles.

BORDEAUX, University of. A university

founded in 1441, while Bordeaux was under

British rule, by combininj; earlier convent and
cathedral schools and a school of medicine. Its

privileges, confirmed by Louis XI., made it self-

governing till the time of Francis I. Thence-

forward it was under State control. At the Xa-

From the Eleventh till the end of the .Seven-

teenth Century, there was almost constant dis-

turbance on the Border. Ruthless wars on a
great scale between English and Scots some-
times caused the most frightful devastation,

and became the source of lasting ill-will on both
sides. History abounds in events of this kind,

and the feuds and forays of clans and families

are commemorated in a series of ballads, im-
shnoleonic reform of the universities, m IsUs, it i i- j • ii ir- » ? * ji i.» *.jjuicuiiiu ''^'"'"' "' ^ . J f 1 i-j. ;„ mortalized in the Minstrelsii of the Scottn

received faculties of science and of lette s, m .. , , j,- -iy„]t„r Spott
1870 a faculty of law, and in 1878 a faculty of '"'''^^i.^.

." w .w. ;= .„.!,;„„ .„ .,;

medicine and pharmacy. It has a budget of over

1.000.000 francs, and had, in 1901. 2088 students,

of whom over 800 were in medicine and over 700

in law. In the library there are about 85,000

volumes. Connected with the university is the

Jlarine Zoological Laboratory of Archachon.

BORDEAUX MIXTURE. See Fungicides.

BOR'DENTOWN. A city in Burlington

County. X. J., (J miles soutneast of Trenton,

the terminus of the Delaware and Raritan Canal,

In the present day there is nothing to dis-

tinguish the Border from other districts of the

country, unless it be the prevalence of pictur-

esque ruins of old ca.stles, which are generally

roofless, but whose walls, of vast thickness and
strength, are still in a good state of presentation.

The Border strongholds were of three kinds—reg-

ular fortresses, large baronial castles, and the

lesser kinds of towers. For an account of these

and other architectural remains on the Border,

see Border Antiquities of England and Scotland,

and on the Delaware River and the Pennsylvania by Sir Walter Scott (2 vols., folio, illustrated

Railroad (Map: Xew Jersey, C 3). It contains with plates); also Billings's Baronial and Ec-

the Bordentown Military Institute, Saint Jo

seph's Convent, and the Priscilla Braislin School

for Girls. The city is the market and shipping

point for a tributary agricultural district, and

has extensive manufacturing interests, repre-

sented by worsted-mills, machine-shops, and

iron-works of various kinds, ship-j-ards, brick

clesiastical Antiquities of Scotland (4 vols.,

4to), illustrated with plates (Edinburgh and
London, 1848-52).

The great channels of communication across

the Border are two railway routes, one by way
of Berwick and the other by Carlisle. There
are also good roads in various directions for

vards, and other industrial plants. Bordentown those who wish to explore this extremely inter-

was incorporated first in 1849. The government, esting district. Besides the books already re-

under a charter of 1876, is vested in a mayor, ferred to, there are works of local note, among
elected every two years, and a municipal coun- w'hieh the most comprehensive are: Richardson,

cil. Population, in 1890, 4232; in 1900, 4110. Uomance of English and Scottish Border (Xew-

Xear Bordentown Joseph Bonaparte (q.v.) lived castle-on-Tyne, 1846) ; .leffrey's History and An-
1817-32, and 1837-39; his fine park, and '"Iron- tiquities of Ifoxburghshire,' S vols. (London,

sides," the home of Rear-Admiral Charles Stew- 1857-64) ; Ridpatlrs Border History. 1 vol., 4to

art (q.v.), are among the city's more notable (London. 1776); Veitch's History and Poetry

points of interest. Prince Murat. the son of of the Scottish Border (Glasgow, 1877) ;
Craig-

Mar.shal Joachim Murat (q.v.), also lived here Brown's History of Selkirkshire (Edinburgh,

for many years prior to 1848. See E. M. Wood- ]886) ; Oliver's Upper Tevietdale and the Scots

ward, Bonaparte's Park and the llurats (Tren-
^f Buccleugh (Edinburgh, 1887).

ton, 1879

BORDER (Fr. hordure. edge, of Teutonic

origin; cf. MHG. borte, border). The. A term

BORDER MIN'STREL, The. See Scott,

Sir W.\lter.

BORDER RUFFIANS. In American his-

employed in historical as well as popular plirase-
^^^.^.^ a' name applied to the pro-slaverv residents

ology to signify the common frontier of England ^j JHssouri, who. in 1854 and thereafter, crossed
and ' Scotland. The Border shifted to and fro

frequently in former times. At present the di-

viding boundary of the two countries consists of

natural and imaginary outlines. It is custom-

ary to speak of Scotland as a country 'north

of' the Tweed'; but the Tweed is the boundaiy

only for about 16 to 18 miles. At Carham Burn
the" line proceeds toward the Cheviot Moun^

tains, which form the boundary for about 25

miles ; thence it strikes Ker.siiope Water, a

tributary of the Esk. That river is the boun-

dary for a number of miles, to a point above

Longtown, where the line quits the Esk abr\iptly

in a northerly direction, and, taking into England

part of what was known as the 'Debatable Land'

(q.v.), strikes on the small river Sark, which

is the boundarj' to the Solway Firth, the great

over into Kansas for the purpose of turning the

elections and of committing depredations on the

'Free-State' settlers. See Kansas.

BORDER STATES. In American history,

the name applied to those slave States which, at

the outbreak of the Civil War, were contiguous

to the more southerly of the free States. They
were Delaware. Maryland, Virginia, Kentuekj',

Missouri, while Xorth Carolina. Tennessee, and
Arkansas were also frequently so designated.

Of these, Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee,

and Arkansas seceded and joined the Confed-

eracy.

BORDER WAR. The war in Kansas be-

tween the -Sons of the .South,' or pro-slavery

men, mostly from Missouri, and the 'Free-State

natural division on the west."^ Such, in general Slen,' mostly from the Xew England States, who

terms, is the entire boundary, extending from had emigrated to Kansas for the purpose of ex-

sea to sea for about 100 miles. The counties eluding slavery therefrom. It continued for sev-

lying on the English side of the border are eral years after the passage of the Kansas-
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Nebraska Act (q.v.) in 18.54. See article on

Kansas. Consult, also. Thayer, The Kansas
Crusade (Xew York, 1898).

BORDIGHERA, bur'd^ga'ia. A winter re-

sort in tlio Province of Porto Maurizio, T,ij;uria.

nortli Italy, on the Riviera, overlooking the

Mediterranean, 91 miles southwest of Genoa and

7 miles from the French border (Jlap: Italy,

B 4). It was first brought into general notice

by Rnffini's novel. Dr. Anlonio, and has bea\itiful

villas, good hotels, and a splendid prumenadc, the

Strada Romana, which runs through pine and
olive groves on the high ground back from the

sea. The situation is picturesque, the drinking-

water excellent, and the climate agreeable. Snow
falls only quadrennially, the average number of

rainy days in the year is 45, of cloudy days 100,

and the average winter temperature is 53° F.

ISordighera is famous for its roses, carnations,

anemones, etc., and for the palm branches with
which it supplies churches on Palm Sunday.
The new museum contains a small library and a

unique collection of Riviera flora and of minerals.

There are English physicians, an English church.

and a theatre that produces operettas and come-
dies. The popularity of Bordighera with the Eng-
lish is heightened by the fact tliat members of the

English royal family have visited it often. It suf-

fered severely in the earthquakes of 1887. Popula-
tion, in 1881 (commune), 2556; inl901.4G73. Con-
sult Miller. "Bordighera, Past and Present." in the

Westminster JRerieic, Vol. CLIV. (London, 1900).

BORDONE, bm-do'na. Paris (e.1495-1571 )

.

.\ \'i-ni'tian painter of the Renaissance. lie was
born at Treviso, and studied under Titian at

Venice, where he was niucl) influenced bj' tlie

works of Giorgione. While his earliest paint-

ings resemble Titian's, his later productions

show an independent style, characterized by
splendid color. At the invitation of Francis

I., he went to France in 1538, and there painted
the portraits of the King and of the most dis-

tinguished members of the Court, returning to

Venice in 1540. via Augsburg, where he painteil

in the Fugger Palace. He excels especially in his

portraits, of which there are fine exam])les in the

public collections of Paris, Florence. London, and
Vienna. His most celebrated historical painting.

'"A Fisherman Presenting the Ring of Saint .Mark

to the Doge." in the Venice Academy, ranks
among the greatest masterpieces of the Venetian
school. His other works, many of them mytho-
logical, are principally in Venice, though there

are fine examples .at Turin and in the leading

galleri<'s of Kuvopr.

BORDTJRE, or BORDER. See Hebaldby.

BORE (AS. bor, Ger. Bohr, auger, gimlet;

MK. (yore, Icel. hora, hole). The interior of a
gun. In the case of breech-loading guns, the

length of the bore is from the front face of the

breech-plug to the muzzle. It is also used in

place of calibre; but, except in regard to shot-

guns, this is not now very common. See Ord-
.nance: Guns, Naval; and Small Abms.

BORE (Icel. bara, a billow caused by wind,

Sw. dial. 6'ir, a mound), or Eagre. Names ap-

plied to the advancing wall of water caused

by the incoming tidal wave in funnel-shaped

bays and in the estuaries of certain rivers. The
height of this rolling mass of surf increases

toward the narrower part of the bay. and the

•wave is converted into a mass of roaring break-

Voi,. Ill—'il.

ers that are the more pronounced in proportion

as the bay is shallower. When the water has

reache<l tiie head of the bay, and its onward
movement has been stopped by the resistance

of the land, it remains for a short time as a
high tide, and then slowly and smoothly returns

to the sea. The tidal range at the head of the

Bay of Fimdy is said sometimes to exceed 50

feet. The tidal wave causes an advancing break-

er in almost every river. The bore in the estuary

of the Tsien-Tang-Kiang may he mentioned as

the most remarkable example of tlic iihcnomcnon.

The bore of the Amazon occasionally reaches a

height of l(i feet. The rivers in India, especially

the Ganges, are also celebrated for their bores.

(See Tides.) Consult Darwin, The Tides (Boa-

ton, 1898).

BO'REAS (Gk. /Sop^as, cf. It. bora-, Russ.
liir/ja, Bulg.. Serv. bura, storm). The north or
northeast wind, blowing toward Hellas from the

Thracian Mountains, and personified in mythol-
ogy as the son of Astrseus and of Eos, or Aurora,

and the brother of Notus, Zephyrus, and Eurus.
Boreas was said to dwell in a cave of the Thra-

cian Ha>mus. to which he carried Orithyia, the

daughter of the Athenian King Ercchtheus, who
bore him Zetes and Calais—employed as the

symbols of swiftness—and Cleopatra, the wife

of Phineus. According to Homeric fable, he

begat, with the mares of Erichthonius, twelve

horses of extraordinary fleetness. The rape of

Orithyia is said to have been represented on

the ciiest of Cypselus at Olympia, and is found

on a number of red-figured vases and on an ,\cro-

terion of the Temple of Athena at Delos. Bo-

reas bad a sanctuary in Athens for his help

in wrecking the ships of Xer.xes off Euboea, and
for similar reasons he was worshiped in Thurii

and Jlegalopolis. His cult, however, was gen-

eral, for Achilles prayed to him, and sacrifices

were offered to him by the Ten Thousand Greeks,

to say nothing of other allusions in the Greek
writers. In art he usually appears as a winged
man of wild appearance, with rough, disordered

hair and beard.

BOREGAT, bor'e-gat. A name given to sev-

eral rock-trouts of the Pacific coast of the United
States, especially Hcxayruminus Stclleri. See

RockTroi T.

BOREIiLI, b6-rel1e, GIOVANNI Alfonso
(1608-79). An Italian physician and mathema-

tician, the founder of the iatro-physical school.

He was educated in Florence, and was a profes-

sor of mathematics in Pisa and afterwards in

Messina. Having taken part in a revolt, he was

obliged to leave Messina, and s|)ent the remain-

der of his life in Rome. He carefully observed

the motions of the satellites of .Iu)iiter, then

little known, and seems to have been the first

to discover the parabolic paths of comets. In

his epoch-nuiking work, Dc Motu Animalitim

(Rome, 1680-81), we find the first attempt to

apply the principles of mechanics to the move-

ments of animals. Regarding the bones as lev-

ers in which the power acts between the weight

and the fulcrum, he endeavors to calculate the

power of muscles from a consideration of their

fibrous structure, and the manner in which

they are united to the tendons.

BORER. The hagfish (q.v.).

BORER. An animal that bores into the

hard parts of other animals, or makes tubular
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burrows. A tiny sponge of tlie genus Clione

perforates an oyster shell, one of these minute
organisms inlialiiting each perforation. The
method of their action is yet a mystery; it is

thought, however, to be both chemical and me-
elianical — i.e. by secretion and by spinules.

ilany worms are borers, working not only into

the .soil, but into sponges and like organisms.
The crustaceans are said to bore, but this is an
error; they burrow rather—e.g. the crayfish in

search of water. One of the marine isopods, the

gribble {Limnonia lignoniin) . however, is re-

markable for the damage it does to wharves and
other wooden structures in northern American
harbors. But the most important borers are

the moUusks. particularly the teredo (q.v. ) and
the family Pholadid*. A closely allied family
(Gastrochaenidfp) have the same habit, the most
important being the genera Aspergillum and
Gastroehiena. Lithodomus (see Date-Shell) is

another powerful borer. Lyell, in alluding to

the alternate upheaval and submergence of the

land on the coast, gives us the following fact:

On the coast of the Gulf of Naples, near the

ancient town of Pozzuoli, are three marble pil-

lars rising 40 feet above the water, the remains
of an ancient temple whose marble pavement
still exists many feet below the surface of the

bay. For a distance of 12 feet from the water
these pillars are smooth and fi'ee from blemish.
Then comes a distance of 9 feet, throughout
which the marble is perforated with innumer-
able holes. At the end of each of these perfora-

tions may be found the remains of the tiny
Lithodomus. The adjacent waters are still filled

witli the same species. There is a difference of

opinion as to the precise manner in which bi-

valve mollusks bore, but there is little doubt
that the foot and adductor muscles afford the
motor power and the anterior part of the shell

the cutting instrument. Among gastropod mol-
lusks several small species are known as 'borers'

along the northern American coast, because of

their method of perforating the shells of clams,
oysters (resulting in serious annual loss to the
oysterculturists) , and similar victims. This
boring of the shell is made with their rasp-like

tongue ribbons, and through the perforation the
juice of the victim is sucked oiit. The chief

offender in Long Island Sound and New York
Bay is Urosalpinx cinerca, commonly called drill.

Many worms are borers, perforating sponges,

etc. In.sects of similar habits are described

under Babk-Beetle; Carpenteb-Bee; and simi-

lar titles.

BORGEEHOTJT, bor'ger-hout (Dutch borg,

safety, security + hoiit. wood). An eastern sub-

urb of Antwerp, containing a number of manii-
facturing establisliments and a church noted for

its architectural beautv (Map: Belgium, C 3).
Poiuilalion, in 1900, .3'7,.'iO0.

BORGHESE, bor-ga'zft. A family of great
distinction in the Republic of Siena, and after-

wards in Rome. CaIMILLO liOROHESE ( 1;),')2-1621
)

ascended the Papal tluone in 1(105 as Paul V., and
liy him other members of the family were ad-

vanced to high positions. A marriage with
the heiress of the Aldobrandini brought the fami-
ly into the possession of great wealth.

—

Camillo
FiLii'PO Lfuovico, Prince Horghese (177.5-1832),

joined the French Army when it inva<led Italy:

and, in 1803, married Pauline, the sister of

Napoleon Bonaparte, and widow of General Le-
clerc. His wife subsequently received the prin-
cipality of Guastalla. and lie was created Duke
of Guastalla, and under tlie French Kmpire he
was for some time Governor-General of the prov-
inces beyond the Alps. He held his court in

Turin, and was very popular among the Pied-
montese. He sold the Borghese collection of ar-

tistic treasures to Napoleon for 13,000,000
francs, receiving in part payment the Pied-
montese national domains: but when these were
reclaimed by the King of Sardinia, in 1815, he
received back some of the works of ancient art.

The remainder are in the Louvre. After the
overthrow of Napoleon he separated from his

wife and broke off all connection witli the
Bonaparte family. He lost Guastalla, but re-

tained the principalities of Sulmona and Ros-
sano. his hereditary possessions. His heir was
his brother, I'rancesco Borghese, Prince Aldo-
brandini (1776-1839), a general in the French
service, who was succeeded bv his eldest son,
Marco Antonio (1814-80). Of the hitter's two
sons, the elder. Prince Paolo, born in 1845, lost
through unlucky speculations the greater part
of his fortune, in consequence of which most of
the precious collections of the family had to he
sold at auction in 1891-92. The valuable family
archives were acquired by Pope Leo Xlll. for
the Vatican. The Borghese Palace is one of the
most magnificent in Rome. The noble portico
of tlie inner court is composed of 96 granite
columns: the collection of paintings is remark-
ably fine. By negotiations concluded recently
the art treasures of the palace became the
pixijierty of the Italian Government.

BORGHESE, Villa. The summer palace of

the Borghese family, situated outside the Porto
del Popolo, Rome, in an extensive garden, orna-
ujcnted with artificial ruins and fountains. It

was built by Cardinal Scinio Borghese, nephew
of Pope Paul v., on the Cenci estate. Jlany of

its former treasures of ancient sculpture were
removed to Paris in 1806. The Casino contains
the collection nf anticpies formed to replace tliose

carried off under Napoleon and includes a num-
ber of important statues, although some have re-

cently passed out of the possession of the family.

BORGHESE GLADIATOR. A work of Aga-
sias of Ephesus, formerly in the Borghese collec-

tion in Rome, whence the name. By order of

Napoleon it was sent to the Louvre, in Paris,

where it now is. It is in the GrjecoRoman man-
ner, rejuesenting a warrior, with shield and
sword, ill the act of striking. Its date is about
the First Century n.c.

BORGHESE MARS. A fine example of an-
cient sciil|itiire ciiicc in the Borghese collection
in Rome, now in the Louvre, Paris.

BOBGHESI, bAr-g.n'zA. Bartolommeo (1781-

1860). An Italian numismatist and epigraphist.
born at Savignann. near Rimini. His earliest

studies were on (loi'iimeiits of the Middle Ages;
afterwards he turned his attention to Roman
numismatics and epigraphy. During the trou-

bled times of 1821 he retired to the little Repub-
lic of San Marino, where he made his home until

his death. By his publication Xuovi frammenti
(tci fasti consolari rapitolini (2 vols., 1818-20),
Borgliesi established himself as one of the most
eminent epigraphists of modern times; indeed,

he may be called one of the founders of present-
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day epigraphy. His writings were very numer-

ous. After iiis death a collected edition was
begun at the order of Xapoleon III., which has

only recently been completed

—

(Eui-res completes

(10 vols., 1802-97).

BOBGIA, bOr'jii. An Italian family of Span-

ish origin which acquired great eminence after

the elevation of Alfonso Borgia to the Papacy as

Cali.xtus III., in 145,5. He had previously been

a councilor of the King of Aragon. He died

in 1458.— RoDRiGO Borgia, nephew of the fore-

going, ascended the Papal throne in August,

1492, under the name of .\lexander VI. (q.v.).

Before his elevation to the Papacy, he had a

number of children by a Roman woman named
Vanozza (Giovanna de" Catanei), of whom the

most celebrated were Cesare and Lucrezia.

—

Ce-
s.vBE or C.ES.\B Borgia was one of the most noted
men of the times, and his character, like that of

his father, has been the subject of much his-

torical controversy. He had early received high
ecclesiastical preferment, and his father, soon

after becoming Pope, made him cardinal. The
assassination of his brother Giovanni, Duke of

Benevento and Count of Terracina and Ponte-

corvo, has been laid to Ciesar's charge, but with
no evidence save that Caesar succeeded him. He
obtained the duchy and counties for himself, and

, was permitted by his father to resign the purple
and to devote himself to the profession of arms.
He was sent, in 1498, to France, to convey to

Louis XII. a bill of divorce from his consort

Jeanne, on the ground of no consummation. Louis
rewarded him, in his royal gratitude, with
the Duchy of Valentinois, a bodyguard of 100
men. 20.000 livres of yearly revenue, and a

promise of support in his .schemes of ambition.

In 1499, Caesar married a daughter of the King
of Xavarre, and accompanied Louis XII. to

Italy, where he undertook the conquest of the

Romagna for the Holy Sec. But before the con-

quest was completed. Ca-sar was compelled to

desist on account of the defeat of his French allies

in the northern part of Italy. In 1501 he was
named by his father Duke of Romagna. In the

same year he wrested the principality of Piom-
bino from Jacopo D'Appiano, but failed in an
attempt to acquire Bologna and Florence. He
took Camcrino, and caused Giulio Di Varano,

the lord of that town, to be strangled along with

his two sons. By treachery as much as by
violence, he made himself master of the Duchy
of L'rbino. A league of Italian princes was
formed to resist him, but he kept them in awe
by force until he succeeded in winning some of

them over by advantageous oflers, employed

them against the others, and then treacherously

murdered them on the day of the victory (De-

cemI)or 31, 1.502), at Sinigaglia. He now seized

their possessions, and seemed to have removed

every obstacle in the way of becoming King
of Romagna and of T'mbria, when, on August

17, 1.503. his father died, probably of malaria,

though at the time there were rumors of poison.

Csesar, also, who was a party to the design

(and who had long been familiar with that

mode of dispatching those who stood in the

way of his ambition, or whose wealth he de-

sired to obtain), had himself partaken of the

poison, and the consequence was a severe illness,

exactly at a time when the utmost activity and

presence of mind were requisite for his affairs.

F.nemies rose against him on all hands, and one

of the most inveterate of them ascended the

Papal throne as .Julius II. Ca?sar was arrested

and conveyed to the castle of Medina Del Campo,
in Spain, where he lay imprisoned for two years.

At length he contrived to make his escape to the

King of Xavarre, whom he accompanied in the

war against Castile, and was killed on March
12, 1507, by a rais.sile from the castle of Biano.
With all liis intrigue and cruelty. Borgia was
temperate and sober. He loved and patronized

learning, and possessed in a remarkable degree

a ready and persuasive eloquence. Machiavelli,

who was at one time dazzled by the energy

and ability of Ca»sar and believed that he was
capable of unifying Italy, has delineated his char-

acter in his /"riHci^c—Lucrezia Borgia, sis-

ter of Ca"sar Borgia, a woman of great beauty,

was born in Rome in 1480. She was mar-
ried first to Giovanni Sforza, Lord of Pesaro,

.June, 1493 ; but her father, on the ground of

her husband's impotence, annulled this mar-

riage (December 20, 1497), and gave her (.June

.20, 1498) to Alfonso. Duke of Bisccglie. nephew
of the King of Naples. Alfonso, believing that

Cxsar had sought his life, attempted to retaliate,

and was in turn cut to pieces by his own body-

guard at Cesar's command. For the third time

free, the Pope's daughter became, in spite of the

repugnance of the Duke Ercole d'Este, the wife

of the lattcr's son. Alfonso, who soon after in-

herited the Duchy of Ferrara. Lucrezia has been

represented as placed outside the pale of human-
ity by her wantonness, her vices, and her crimes,

but the recent researches of most accurate and
impartial historians have refuted the more ex-

travagant of these assertions, and demonstrated

that if any blame whatever attach to her youth,

it is certain that during her life at Ferrara she

was a pattern of every womanly virtue. She
died .June 24. 1519.

Bibliography. Creighton, History of the

Papacy During the Period of the Reforma-
tion, 5 vols. (London and Xew York, 1882-

04) ; ilachiavelli. Historical, Political, and Dip-
lomatic Writings, 4 vols., trans, by Detmold
(Boston, 1891); Villari, ?iiccolo Machiavelli
and His Times, 4 vols., trans, by Villari (London,
1878-83) ; Gilbert. Lucrezia Borgia (London,
1869) ; Symonds, The Renaissance in Italy: The
Age of the Despots, 7 vols. (London, 1875-86) ;

Burckhardt, The Civilization of the Renaissance
in Italy (London, 1878) ; Gregorovius, Stadt
Rom im Mittelalter (Stuttgart, 1881 ) , also in

English translation, and Gregorovius, Lucrezia
Borgia (Stuttgart, 1875) ; Leonetti, Papa Ales-

sondro VI. (Bologna, 1880) ; Alvisi, II duca Va-
lentino (Imola. iS78) ; Yriarte, C^sar Borgia
(Paris, 1889) and Aulour drs Borgia (Paris,

1893) ; JIaury, "Une rCdiabilitation de Cfsar
Borgia." in the Revue Historique (Paris, May,
1880).

BORGIA. Fkan-ci.sco (1510-72). A general
of the .bsiiit Order, born at Gandia, Valencia.
His early life was spent at the Court of Charles
v., and in 1545. after the death of his wife, he
entered the Order of .Icsus and was appointed
by Loyola vicar-general of the Order in Spain
and Portugal, which position he held until the
death of Lainez. the successor of Loyola. Under
his administration numerous reforms were insti-

tuted. He was canonized in 1071.

BORGIA, Stefano (1731-1804). An Italian
antiquarian and prelate, born at Velletri. In
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1759 he was appointed Papal Governor of Beno-

vento, and in 1764, by ].i(caiitionary measures,

protected the city and district against an im-

pending famine. ' He became secretary of the

Propaganda in 1780, and. in 1780, cardinal. He
was well known for his valuable arclueological

collection, to wliich admission was freely granted

to scholars, and from which, it is said, he once

sold a gold plate to defray the e.xpense of im-

printing San Bartolommeo's Systema lirahmaiii-

cum. He wrote Istoiia dcJht citta di Benercnto

(17(i3-<i9) and other works.

BORGNE (born'y') LAKE. An inlet of the

Gulf of ilexico extending into the southeast of

Louisiana and covering an area 60 miles long by

10 broad I Map; Loui-siana, F 3). It is con-

nected bv the Rigolct Pass with Lake Pontchar-

train. and is used by steamers plying between

New Orleans and Mobile. »

BORGO, Pozzo DI. See Pozzo w Bobgo.

BORGOGNONE, bOr'gu-nyo'na, Ambbogio

(c. 144.j-c.1523). An Italian painter, whose real

name was Ambrogio Stefani da Kossano. His

best work is found in the Certosa in Pavia. The

inlluence of Da Vinci is noticeable in his pic-

tures, the latest undoubted example of which is

in San Simpliciano, Milan.

BORGTJ, bor-goo', or BUSSANGO, bi.is-san'g6.

A kingdom in Sudan (q.v.), west of the Niger,

and bounded by the States of Gurma and Gando

on the north, and Chanjo on the south. The

country is generally level and supposed to bo very

fertile." The population is mostly composed of

Fulahs and Mohammedans. The principal set-

tlements are Bussang, on the Niger, and Niki,

the scat of a British resident. It was near the

former place that Mungo Park met his death.

At the demarcaticm of the western boundary line

of Nigeria in 1885-86, the eastern part of Borgu

was included in the British possession of North-

ern Nigeria (q.v.). Consult "The Struggle for

Borgu," in Blochwood's Magazine, No. 65 (Lon-

don, 180!').

BO'RIC or BORAC'IC ACID (from boron,

or borau). A soluble, solid substance that crys-

tallizes in the triclinic system, and is known

niineralogicallv as xassoUte. It is found in the

waters of the Tuscan lagoons of Monte Rotondo,

Castehuiovo. and elsewhere; also as an incrusta-

tion on sulphur in the crater of Vulcano m the

Lipari Islands; it has been found in the borax

lakes of California in combination with various

elements, as borates. It is also found native.

(See Boron.) It was discovered in the Tuscan

la-'oons in 1777 by Hiifer, a Florentine apothe-

cary, who named it sal sedativum homberyu.

The principal source of its siipply is the Tuscan

lagoons, the hot vapors from which, consistmg

largely of boric acid, are passed through water,

whVch" absorbs the acid. The acid is then used

in the manufacture of borax. Boric acid is a

white translucent crvstalline compound that is

readily soluble in water, and besides its use

in the production of borax, is employed for

elazin" porcelain, in the manufacture of glass

and eel-tain pigments, and in preparing the wicks

of stearine candles.

BORING MACHINERY. The simplest im-

plement for boring holes in wood is the awl,

which displaces the fibres of the wood and leaves

a hole without removing the wood to any great

extent For boring small holes of larger size

than can be easily bored with awls, gimlets are

employed. A gimlet has a conical screw-point

followed by a spiral groove for clearing tlie hole

and is fitted with a wooden or metal cross handle

or with a square shank for insertion into a bit-

stock or brace. For bor-

ing larger holes than can
be bored with gimlets,

augers and bits are em-
plo.yed. These tools are

too familiar to require

description. Bits and
augers are operated by

hand by means of bit-

braces or bit-stocks, or

by some simple mechan-
ism operated by power.

In recent years pneu-

matic boring machines
have come into extensive

use for wood-boring in

car - shops, ship - yards,

and other places where
large amounts of heavy
boring are done. These
machines are fully de-

scribed under Pxeu.matk'
T00L.S. In boring holes

in metal and rock the

drills used are dill'erent

from those employed in

wood-working; they will

be found described un-

der JIetal-Working Ma-
chinery and Drills.

BORIS GODUNOFF,
b6-res' go'du-iiof. A
play by Pushkin based on the Russian interreg-

num.

BORISOVKA, bo-re'sof-ka. A town in the

Russian Government of Kursk, situated about
120 miles south of the town of Kursk (Jlap:

Russia, E 4). It has a considerable tanning
industry and holds five fairs annually. In the

vicinity is situated the Tikbvinliorisov Con-
vent, founded by Count Sheremetietf in the

Eighteenth Century, and the house which Peter

the Great occupied during the war with the

Swedes. Population, in 181)7, 16,400.

BORISSOGLIEBSK, bft-re'sA-glyepsk' ( in

liiiniir (if tlic two canonized princes, Boris and
tJljeb). The cajiital of a district in the Gov-

ernment of Tambov, Russia, on the left bank
of the Vorona, 110 miles southeast of the city

of Tambov, and 424 miles southeast of Mos-
<;ow (Map: Russia, F 4). It is an active

commercial town, with good harbor, and con-

tains, among other educational institutions, a
school for railway mechanics. From a com-
mercial point of view, Borissogliebsk is sit-

uated very advantageously. It is in direct com-
munication with ports on the Azov and Black

seas by means of the waterways of Vorona. Khop-
er and the Don, and is connected by rail with

Tzaritzin and the territory on either side of

the Volga, on the one hand, and with the ports

on the Baltic on the other. Grain, timber, kero-

sene, fish, caviar, watermelons, destined for Saint

Petersburg and Moscow, as well as salt from the

lakes of Astrakhan, pass through Borissogliebsk.

About 2000 rafts and barks are built here an-

luiallv and are huh'n with goods for Rostov and

BR.\CE AND BITS.

1, Riuft-bit; i, 3, gimlet-
bits; 4, auger-bit; A,
ratcliet-lirace.
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Taganrog. Borissogliebsk was founded in 1646

for defense of the frontiers against the incur-

sions of the Crimean Tartars. Population, in

1885. 13.000: in 1897, 22,370.

BORISSOV, b6-re's6f. The capital of a
district in the Government of Minsk, Russia.

It is situated on tlie Bcresina. 50 miles northeast

of Minsk, near the phice where Bonaparte's army
crossed the river Borissov in 1812 (Map:
Russia. C 4). Flour-mills, breweries, and to-

bacco-factories are the chief industrial establish-

ments of the town. Borissov is known to have
existed in the Twelfth Century, and came into

the possession of Russia in 1795. Population, in

1897. 14.931, including about 10,000 Jews.

BORJESON, ber'ye-son, Joh.4N Helenus
Laubentius (1835— ). A Swedish sculptor. He
was born in Halland. studied in Rome and Paris,

and in 1886 was appointed professor in the

academy at Stockholm. His works include

genre and ideal subjects, and portrait-statues of

various sizes. The following may be enumer-
ated : "The Bowler" ( Gothenburg Museum ) :

'"Youth with a Tortoise" (National Museum,
Stockholm ) : and the colossal statues of Holberg
at Bergen, of Axel O.xenstjerna in the House of

Lords, Stockholm, and of King Charles X. Gus-
tavus at Malmii.

BORJESSON, .ToHA>-' (1790-1866). A Swed-
ish poet and dramatist, born in the Parish of

Tanum. He studied theologj' at the University
of Upsala, and in 1828 became pastor of Week-
holm. He published two volumes of poems, Kar-
lek och poesi (1849) and lilommor och iarar

pa en dotiers grnf (1854): but his reputation

rests chiefly on his tragedies. Of these. Erik den

Fjortonde (Erik the Fourteenth. ,1846) , is his

best, accessible in the German rendering of Win-
terfeld (1855). His collected works were edited

by Dietrichson (Stockholm, 1873-74).

BOROiAND, Solon (1811-64). An Ameri-
can soldier and politician. He was bom in

Virginia, but early removed to Arkansas. He
served as major of volunteers during the Mexican
War, was in the United States Senate from 1849

to 1853, and in 1853-54 was Minister to Cen-

tral America. While returning to the United

States ( 1854), the inhabitants of Greytown tried

to arrest him for having aided an accused per-

son, and, by order of the United States (iovern-

nient, the town was bombarded by Commander
Hollins. In the spring of 1861, before his State

had seceded, he organized a body of troops, and,

in the name of the Southern Confederacy, took

possession of Fort Smith, Ark. Later he was
made a brigadier-general in the Confederate

Army.
BORLASE, bOr'las, William (1695-1772).

An English anticpiary. bom at Pendeen. He
graduated at E.xeter College, Oxford, and in 1720

was ordained priest. In 1722 he became rector

of Ludgvan. and in 1732 he received the vicarage

of Saint .lust. He was a close student of the

antiquities and natural history of Cornwall, and
published as the first result of his researches the

essay on fipar and Hparry Productions (1750).

His most important work was his Antiquities

of CornicaU (1753)—a collection of learned and

original essays, followed in 1756 by Observations

on the Ancient and Present Htatc of the Islands

of Scilly. He published, in 1758, a \atural His-

tory of Vormcall. He was a friend of many con-

temporary men of letters, including Pope, for

whose Twickenham grotto he supplied most of

the mineral and fossil decorations.

BORMANN, bur'm:\n. Edwin (1851—). A
German poet and song-writer. He was born in

Leipzig, and educated at the Polytechnic School,

Dresden, and the universities of Leipzig and
Bonn. His first literary work was a series of

humorous sketclies in dialect, contributed to the

Fliegendc Blatter. He is also the author, in

High German, of a book of humorous -songs, en-

titled tieid unisehliinfien MilJionen (1879). and
also Hchelmcnticdrr (1891), Pas Jiiichlcin von
der schwarzen h'liiist (1886); Liedcrhnrt in

Sanr/ und Klaiifi, in liild und Wort (1888). and
Klinpinslatid, Minneiiedcr und Hpiehnannswei-
sen, alten Mcistern nachgesunyen (1891).

BORMANN, bor'man, Ei'gen (1842—). A
classical philologist, professor of ancient history

and epigraphy in Vienna, author of Fastorum
Vivitatis Tauromenitanee Reliquiw Descriptw et

Editw (1882); Inscriptiones JEmilicB Etruriw

Vmhriee Latince (1888). He is also a corre-

sponding member of the Imperial Academy of

Sciences, Vienna, and was one of the assistant

editors of the Corpus Inseriptionum Latinarum.

BORMIO, bur'me-fi (Ger., Worms) . An anti-

quated town in the Province of Sondrio, north

Italy, 4020 feet above the sea, in the upper

vallev of the Adda, at the south entrance of

Stelvio Pass (q.v.) (Map: Italy, El). The
nearest railway station is at Sondrio, 44 miles

to the southwest, which is 25 miles east of

Colico, on Lake Como. Two miles northwest of

Bormio are the New Baths (Bagni Nuovi di

liormio), 4380 feet above the sea, which are

frequented b.v tourists in July and August. The
water is piped to the establishment from seven

salt and sulphur springs (100°-105"' F.) that

rise in the cliiTs near the Old Baths, 4750 feet

above the sea. These springs were mentioned by

Pliny and by Cassiodorus, and the old Roman
baths (piscina;) hewn in the rock can still be

seen. The water is prescribed for rheumatism,

gout, and kindred diseases. Population, in 1881

(commune), 1800: in 1901, 1814. Consult: Kil-

lia. RMtisehe Kurorte und MineralqueUcn

(Chur, 1883).

BORN, borN, Bektrand de (1140-1215). A
French soldier and troubadour, who traced his

descent from the dukes of Aquitaine. He was

bom at the Castle of Born in Perigord. Born

fought with his brother for the family posses-

sions, and defeated him. But Richard the Lion-

hearted sided with his brother and deprived

Born of his possessions. He is generally repre-

sented as a breeder of dissensions, and especially

as embittering the strife lietween Henry II. of

England and liis sons. Dante refers to this in

\.\k Inferno (XXVIII.) . In the latter part of his

life. Born entered the Monastery of Dalon. and

is supposed to have joined the (Cistercian Order.

He wrote some i)oenis of love and war, which

breathe the si)irit of a passionate man. There

arc two complete editions of his works edited by

Albert Stimming (Halle. 1879). and A. Thomas
(Toulouse, 1881). See Maurice Hewlett's novel,

Kirhard Yea-and-Nay (1900).

BORN, bOrn, Ig.naz von (1742-91). An Aus-

trian mineralogist and metallurgist, born in

Karlsburg, Transylvania. lie studied law in
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Prague, and went into the Department of Mines

tiicre in 1770. In 1776 he went to Vienna and

took charge of the Imperial minera logical collec-

tions. Against much opposition lie succeeded in

substituting amalgamation for smelting and

cupcllation for extracting silver from the ores in

the mines of Hungary, and also introduced other

practical improvements in mining, salt-working,

and chemical bleaching.

BORNE, ber'nc, Lvdwig (1786-1837). A Ger-

nrian political pamphleteer and satirist, born

in Frankfort-on-the-ilain. He renounced his

Hebrew faith and name (Liib Baruch), and pub-

lished various political journals that were suc-

cessivelv suppressed, of which the best known
is The'lSulaiicc (Die Wage). He was an able

and caustic critic of tlie political condition of

Germany, and after the Wage was discontinued

(1821). "led a restless life in Paris, Heidelberg,

Frankfort, Berlin, and Hamburg. After the July

Revolution lie returned to Paris (1830), wliere

he established the Balance, for the purpose of

promoting a closer intellectual union between

France and Germany. He is now best remem-
bered for his dramatic criticism and for a bitter

controver.sy with his fellow-exile Heinrich Heine.

His collected IVorAs appeared in 18(i3. His best-

known satire is Uenzel der Franzosenfrcsser. His
Denkrcdc auf Jean Paul is famous for its beauty

of thought and style. Consult: Heine, Ueber
liiirne (Hamburg, 1840) ; and Holzmann, Leben
Homes (Berlin, 1888).

BORTJEENE. See Borneol.

BORNEIL, l)or'na'y', Giraud de. A French
poet belonging to the close of the Twelftli C^en-

tury. He was born at Exideuil (Dordogne),

and won liigli rank for his verses. Mention is

made of him in the Purgatory by Dante, who
also, in the De Vi(?f;ori FAoquio, classes him
with Arnant Daniel and Bertrand de Born. Of
his work tlicrc liave been preserved eiglity-two

specimens, many satiric, most of tliem oh.scure.

BORNEMANN, bor'ne-man, Ferdinand Wii.-

HEi.M LuDWiG ( 17»S-18t;4) . A German jurist.

He was born in Berlin, and studied jurisprudence

there. In 1848 lie became Minister of Justice in

the Campbausen Ministry, and in the same year
second president of the Superior Court at Berlin.

In 1849 he was elected to the First Cliamber of

the Prussian Diet, and in 1800 lie became a mem-
ber of the House of Peers. He is known as one

of the most eminent authorities on Prussian civil

law, of which his Systematische Darslelluny des

jireuKsischen Cirilrechts (1834-39) was the first

adequate presentation.

BOR'NEO (corrupted from Brunai, Malay
Burnt, Bi'irnt, a district, the island having no
comprehensive native name, though sometimes
called Pulo Kalamantin-, after one of the native

fruits). The fiftli largest island in the world,

only Australia, Greenland. Baffin Land, and New-

Guinea or Papua exceeding it in area (Jla)):

East Indies, D 4). It is situated in the East
Indian .Vrchipelago and extends from just north

of latitude 7° Ni^ to 4° 10' S., and from longi-

tude 108° 53' to 119° 22' E. It is bounded on
the north by the China and Sulu seas, the latter

separating it from the Philippine Islands; on the

cast by the Celebes Sea and Strait of Macassar,

which separate it from Celebes; on the south by

the Java Sea, which separates it from tlic island

of Java; and on the west by the southern part

of the South China Sea, which separates it from

Malacca and Sumatra, and by Kariuiata or Billi-

ton Strait. It is 830 miles long and liOO miles

wide in the broadest part, and has an area of

about 290,000 sqiuire miles, with a population

ccnjectured to be nearly 2,000,000. The interior

has been but partially explored, much of thecoim-

try being one vast, almost impenetrable jungle.

A little north of the middle of the island there

is a central highland region called the iladei

Moimtains. from which stretch out in ditl'erent

directions mountain ranges that in most cases

continue to the coast, and which include between
them low valleys. A mountain range which,

with a certain discontinuity, extends toward
the northeast, divides the northern part of

the island into eastern and western sections

and culminates near the extreme north in the

isolated peak Kini Balu, which attains an alti-

tude of 13,700 feet. Other ranges diverge, one

toward the west (the Klinkang Jlountains) ;

another range toward the southwest, which, with

that toward the northeast, forms a central chain;

another range toward the southeast, which in

approaching the coast bends toward the south

and continues to the extreme southeastern cor-

ner of Borneo; and still another range toward
the east. These mountain ranges do not appear
to have had names assigned to them as complete
chain.s, although the different portions have dis-

tinctive local names. A number of the summits
rise to 7000-9000 feet. In the extreme west are

a few small volcanic cones. Between tlie two
main ranges, wliicli diverge to the west and
southwest, lies tlie valley of the Kapuas, which
river flows southwest to tlie west coast, forming
tliere a broad delta after the manner of several

of the Borneo rivers. The region on the north of

the Klinkang and Madei mountains is drained
chiefly toward the west by the Batang Lupai-,

Rejang, Barram Limbang, and other rivers. The
northeast section is drained toward the east by
the Koti, Segah. Kajan. and other rivers. The
whole southern lowland region is drained toward
the south by the Barito (which is nearly 600
miles in length). Little and Great Dj'ak, Ka-
tingan, Pembuan, Kotaringin, Djellei. and other
rivers. Many of the rivers are navigable, but
only for small boats, as most of the river-

mouths are closed by bars which prevent the en-

trance of sea-going vessels. The rivers are subject

to frequent floods at all seasons, and to wide ex-

pansion during the rainy season. The southern
and eastern sections possess extended areas of

lowland, which become flooded during the rainy
season and form great lakes, and in the dry sea-

son are intersected by numerous watercourses of

both river and canal or ditch-like character.

The coast of Borneo is, in the main, indented
only by open bays. It has few islands, the chief

of which are Labuan on the nortliwest coast,

Banguey on the north coast, Xanokong on the

northeast coast, Laut on the southeast coast, and
Maivang on the southwest coast.

The geological formations are Tertiary and
post-Tertiary, except in the central and western
mountains, which are pre-Tertiary, and consist

largely of Devonian and Carboniferous .schists

and slates. Economically, the most important
formations are the coal deposits of the Tertiary

period, and they show the remains and much of

tlie detailed structure of the luxuriant vegeta-

tion of this period. The chief products of the
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Tieh mineral deposits are gold, diamonds, silver,

platinum, mereury, tin, and antimony, to wliieh
must he added petroleum, sulpliur, rock salt,

marble, rock crystal, and porcelain-clay. Most
of the streams appear to he auriferous.

During the year the lowland average tem-
]>eratures range from 77° F. to 80° F., and the
midsummer maximum seldom exceeds 95° F.
The climate is, however, trying, on account of
the great humidity of the air. The rainfall in

Bonieo is enormoxis. On the west coast over KiO
inches of rain falls in a year, and even in the
drier districts 80 inches is received. There is,

however, no actually dry period, such as occurs
farther from the equator, except for accidental
droughts. Thunder - storms are frequent and
severe. The lowland climate is unhealthful for
Europeans. The winds partake of hoth trade
and monsoon characteristics.

The rich fauna of Borneo belongs to the 51a-

layan sub-region of the Oriental region of Wal-
lace, and indicates past connection with tlie Con-
tinent. Of the mammalia, the most typical are
the apes and monkeys (the orang-outang and
proboscis monkey), the elephant, rhinoceros, and
tapir in limited areas, the honey-bear, wild
cattle, wild pigs, deer (especially the 'mouse-
deer'), flying lemurs, the feather-tailed tree-

shrew, and several members of the cat family.
Birds are numerous. The avifauna includes
among other birds various hornbills, the argus
pheasant, and the edible-nest swallow. Snakes
are common, and in the waters of the lower re-

gions dangerous crocodiles abound. The coast
and inland waters abound in fish, some of which
are dried and form an article of export. Butter-
flies are very numerous and exceedingly beauti-
ful; beetles, while abundant and of man3- species,

are not so prominent. Insect pests are very
annoying; mosquitoes and sand-Hies in the air,

fire-ants on the ground, and leeches in the waters.
The vegetation of Borneo is rich in species

and lu.xuriant in growth. In the flooded regions
the vegetation consists of tangled and matted
reed and bush growth, which presents a marked
contrast to the forests of the adjacent dry lands.
Upward of fifty kinds of trees furnish timber;
among them are the mohor, tappau, ironwood,
ebony, sandalwood, and teakwood. Various
trees furnish saps, gums, and resins, such as
gutta - percha, camphor, and dragon's - blood.

S'umcrous palms flourish; among others the
Useful fan, cocoanut, and sago palm. Spices,

nuts, and numerous tropical fruits are produced
in profusion. Sugar-cane, cotton, and tobacco
are cultivated extensively. In the mountain
region rhododendrons grow in profusion, and
ferns, orchids, and clinging plants are common,
the huge piteher-plants deserving special men-
tion.

Politically, Borneo is divided into British Bor-
neo and Dutch Borneo, the two being separated
by the mountain barrier which extends from
the central west coast in a northeasterly direc-

tion nearly across the island. British Borneo
consists of Saba, or British North Borneo, Bru-
nei, and Sarawak. British North Borneo occu-

pies the northern part of the island, .and extends
from the eastern shore of Brunei Bay, on the
northwestern coast, to the shore of Saint Lucia
Bay, on the northeastern coast. It has an area of

31,106 square miles, a coast-line of nearly 1000
miles, and a mixed population of perhaps 175,-

000, only a few hundred of whom are Europeans.
The chief town and seaport is Sandakan, situ-
ated on a fine harbor of the same name, on the
northeastern coast. Kudat. (Java, I'apar, and
Silam are important stations. \Vhilc this terri-
tory is held by the British North Borneo Com-
pany, which receives grants from the native
sultans, yet since May 12, 1888, the British Gov-
ernment has exercised a formal protectorate
over it.

Tlie exports (180!)) amounted to $3,500,000,
and the imports to .$-2,500,000. The revenue
reaches nearly .$500,000. The chief products are
timber, tobacco, rice, sago, coffee, spices, gums,
sea and jungle produce. The Government issues
its own paper notes and copper coinage, accounts
being kept in dollars and cents. A marine cable
connects Labuan (which was placed under the
protectorate of the British North Borneo Com-
pany in 1889), on the northwestern coast, with
Singapore; and a telegraph-line to Sandakan
places the capital in telegraphic communication
with the civilized world. A railroad is being
constructed from Brunei Bay to Jesselton.

Brunei (Borneo) lies southwest of British
North Borneo, occupies the coast as far west as
Baram River, covers an area of 15,000 square
miles, and has a mi.xed population of about
45.000. Its chief town is Brunei, on a bay of
the same name. It is governed by a sultan of
Brunei, but is under British protection. Brunei
lias l>een c.illed the 'Venice of the East.' Its
trade is of little importance, the chief article
of export being sago.
Sarawak lies southwest of Brunei, and ex-

tends along the northwestern coast of Borneo
for a distance of 400 miles, from Cape Baram to
Cape Datu. Its southern limit is the watershed
of the Krumbang and Klinkang mountains. It
covers an area of about SO.OOO .square miles,
and has a mi.xed population of about 600,000.
The chief town is Kuching or Sarawak, with a
population of 20.000. about 25 miles from the
coast, on the Sarawak River. Sibu, on the Rejang
River, which is navigated for some distance by
large steamers, is another important town. The
territory is governed by a rajah, but is under
British protection. Commercially, Sarawak is of
considerable importance, the import trade (1899)
amounting to .$3,250,000, and the export trade
to $4. .500.000, The Government Inidget amounts
to about $850,000, the revenue being derived
from both import and export duties and various
personal taxes. The chief products are tol)acco,
sago, rice, gums, colt'ee, spices, jungle produce,
;.nd dried fish. Coal is abundant, and the pre-
cious metals, diamonds, and mercury are found.
Roth the Church of England and the Roman
Catholic Church have established missions and
built churohes. A boys' and girls' school has
been established at Kuching.
Dutch Borneo, which occupies the southern

and most of the eastern part of the island, has
a coast-line extending from Saint Lucia Bay
(latitude 4° 10' N.) in northeast Borneo to Cape
Datu on the west coast. It has an area of about
213,000 square miles and a population estimated
to he 1,180,000. The country is divided into two
residencies—West Borneo and South and East
Borneo. The Dutch govern the country, so far
as possible, through the native rulers. West
Borneo embraces the valley of tlie Kapuas, and
has great mountain ranges on the northern and
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southeastern boundaries; on the coast it extends

from Cape Datu on the north to Cape Sambur
on the south. It has an area of 55,825 square

miles and a population of (appro.xiniately ) 370.-

800. There are two provinces— Pontianak and
Montrado. The chief city is Pontianak. on the

Kapuas River. Sambas, Sintang. and Sukadana
are important towns. The exports amount to

over a million and a half dollars a year. The
chief of these are copra, gutta-percha, rattan,

and cocoanut-oil.

South and East Borneo, which extends from
Cape Sambur to Saint Lucia Bay, and ocoipies

the southeastern half of the island, has an area

of 15G,!100 square miles and a population of 80!),-

800. The chief city and capital is Banjarmasin.
Other important towns are Kotarinjrin in the

southwest, JIatapura in the south, Pasir in the

southeast, Tangarung. Somarinda, and Koti in

the east, and Gunung Tebui in the northeast.

The regions host known and most densely popu-

lated are in the south and west. North of the

Pasir River the interior and even the coast is

but little known. The exports amount to .$750,-

000 a year, gutta-percha and rattan being the

most important.

Inhabitants.—Although the vast extent of the

island, with its numerous cave and other shelters,

shell-heaps, etc., has not been completely ex-

plored, the human remains and evidences of

man's industry so far discovered go to prove that

man is a much less ancient resident than in

Java and Sumatra. The native population, re-

cent immigrants of other races like the Arabs
and Chinese excluded, belong, as their languages

show, without exception, to the Malayan family,

no traces of a previous Xegrito occupation being

discernible. The interior and certain portions of

the coast are peopled by the Dyaks (nomadic

and sedentary, land and "sea Dyaks, the farther

away from the coast, the less mixed with other

Malayan peoples, Chinese, etc.), the character-

istic aborigines of the island. A great part of

the coast region is controlled by Malays, the

descendants of colonists from the peninsula of

:Malacca, the islands of .Java, Sumatra, and other

islands of the great East Indian Archipelago,

Bugis from Celebes, and, in the extreme north,

Suluans from <the Sulu Archipelago in the

Philippines. The Malays and the Bugis are the

more civilized classes, and are more devoted to

trade, connnerce. and a sedentary life: and it is

from the Malay State of Brunei, north of Sara-

wak, that the island has received its name. The
Malays ])rofess Islam; the Dyaks. those of the

interior especially, retain much of their primitive

Shamanism and nature-worship. Borneo has

been the classic land of the 'head-hunter,' and

here are to he found in their purity many other

curious Malayan customs. It is also the home of

a species of blowgun and the poisoned arrows

that belong with it.

Borneo was first discovered by Europeans in

the early part of the Sixteenth Century, when
both the Portuguese and Spaniards visited it.

The Portuguese soon established conmiercial re-

lations with the natives. In the latter part of

the century the Spaniards also entered upon
similar relations. Neither of these European
))coples, however, had any very marked influ-

ence on the country. The Dutch began trading

in Borneo in 11104. and five years later the

English appeared and gained a foothold in the

south, which they held for nearly a century.
In the early part of the Eighteenth Century
the Dutch forced the English out of this section;
Vnit ahout the middle of the century the latter

reappeared in the northern part. Then, after a
lapse of about twenty-five years, the English in-

fluence waned for half a century, to be renewed
in the early part of the Nineteenth Century,
chiefly through the activity of Sir James Brooke.
Meanwhile the Dutch slowly but surely strength-
ened their position in tlie southern and eastern
parts of the island, by afliliating their govern-
ing oflicers with the native chiefs, through whom
they controlled the people.

Consult: Veth, Borneo's Westerafdeeling (Zalt-

Bommel, 1840) ; Bemmelen and Ilooyer, Guide to
the Dutch East Indies (London, 1897); Lith,
Encyclopedic I'an Xcdcrlandsrh-Indie (Leyden.
1895) ; Wallace, 77ie Malai/ Archipelago (London.
1869) ; Posewitz, Borneo: Its (leolofjy and Min-
eral Resources (London, 1892); Roth, The -Yn-

tires of t<araicak and British 2\'orth Borneo
(London, 1896) ; O, W. S., European ^Settlements

in the Far East (New York, 1900) ; Breiten-

stein, Einundzicanziij Jahre in Indien (Leipzig,

1899) ; Bock, Head-Hunters of Borneo (London,
1881).

BORNEO CAMPHOR. See Bobneol.

BOR'NEOL, or Borneo C.\mphor (C,„H„0).

A substance often used as a substitute for com-
m<m or Japan camphor. It is a crystalline

organic compound, similar to common camphor,
hut having an aromatic, pepper-like odor. It

sinks in water, and is thus readily distinguished

from common camphor. Borneol is obtained

chiefly from the Dryobalanops camphora, grow-

ing in Borneo and Sumatra. It is one of the

constituents of oil of rosemary, and occurs in

the rhizome and roots of the Valeriana officina-

lis. It can be produced by reducing common
camphor with nascent hydrogen. The hydrocar-

bon Bornecnc (C,„H,s) is obtained by distilling

borneol with anhydrous phosphoric acid.

BORNET, bor'na', Jean B.\rTi.sTE Enor.^RD

( 1828— ). A French botanist, born at Gnt'-rigny

(Ni&vre). He studietl medicine in Paris, and
botany, especially fungi, imder the direction of

Tula.sne (q.v.) and Leveillc. Afterwards he
accompanied Thuret to Cherbourg, where he de-

voted his attention chiefly to the study of marine
algif, with which several of his books deal. His
works, in some of which he collaborated with
Thuret, include: Recherches sur la structure de
IVphebe ptibescens (1852); Recherches sur la

ficondntion des Florid^es (I8G7): Recherches

^ur les gonidies des Lichens ( 187.3 ) ; Notes algolo-

giqucs, recueil d'observations sur les .llgues

"(1870-80); Revisions des Xostocacees het&ro-

cystccs, in collaboration with Flahault (1886).

BORNHOLM, born'hAlm (anciently, Borgun-

dnrhohiir. Uurgundians" Island, from Old Norse

hiilmr. (k'T. Ilolm. Engl. holm, an islet). An
island in the Baltic Sea. belonging to Denmark,

and situate<l about 90 miles east from Zealand,

and one-tliird of the distance from the Swedish

to the (ierman coast, in latitude 55° N., longi-

tude 15= E. Area, about 220 square mile3 (Map:

]:)enmark, O 2). The surface is partly moun-

tainous and rocky and partly low. Tlie cliief

formation is granite, of which large quantities

are taken for building jiurposes. There are also

some coal deposits, and a fine grade of porcelain-
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clay is also obtair.cil for industrial uses. The
inhabitants carry on successfully agriculture and
cattle-raising and the manufacture of porcelain-

ware. With the exception of the capital. Rijnne

(population over 8000), there are no settlements,

but separate fanns are scattered over the island.

Population, in lOOl. 40,877. Independent prior

to 1000, tlie island became a Danish possession,

subsequently belonging to J,iil>eck in the Six-

teenth Century and to S\^eden in the Seventeenth
Century, lint was returned to Denmark in 1660.

BORNIER, bor'nyi', Hexri, Vicomte de
( 1825l;)0] ) . A French poet and dramatic au-
thor. He was boni in Lunel (Herault), Decem-
ber 27, 1825. and after pursuing his studies in

Montpelliei- and elsewhere, went to Paris to be-

come a law student. About the same time he
published his Premieres feuilles of verse (1845),
and had a play. Lc mariaijc de Luther, accepted
conditionally at the Theatre Frangais. He re-

ceived a post at the Biblioth^que de I'Arsenal,

where he rose successively, till in 18S!) he became
its administrator. Meantime he continued writ-

ing, among his dramas being: Le mondc renversc

(1853); Dante et Beatrix (185.3); Agamem-
non, a tragedv in imitation of Seneca, pro-

duced at the fheatre Francais in 1868; La fille

de Roland, which had a great success in 1875;
L'apdtre (1881); J/a7io»ie^ which, though re-

ceived at the Theatre Francais, was in 1890
forbidden representation, at the request of the
'J urkish Ambassador: and Le fils de I'Aretin

(1895). Besides his dramatic works, he was the

author of numerous other publications in verse
and prose. His poems on L'isthme de Huez
(1861) and La France dans Vcxtreme Orient

(1863), and his Eloge de Chateaubriand (1864),
were crowned by the Academy. His verses on
La muse de Corneille (1884), written for the
Odeon, are also well known. He wrote sev-

eral novels, among them La lizardiire (1883)
and Le jeu des vertus, roman d'un auteur
dramatique (1885). In 1893 he was elected a
member of the Academy, and his Poesies com-
pletes were republished the next year. His death
occurred in Paris. January 27, 1901.

BORNTT, bor-noo' (from the tribe Beravni,
Bernuuni) . A State of the Sudan, oecupyi;ig
the northeastern end of Northern Nigeria, be-

tween latitudes 11° and 15° X. and longitudes
10° and 15° E.. and bounded by Sokoto, the Sa-

hara, Lake Chad, and Kamerun (Map: Africa,

¥ 3). Its area is estimated at 50,000
square miles. The surface is mostly level, with
the exception of tlie soiithwestern part, where
some of the mountains rise to an elevation of

about 2000 feet. The climate is excessively hot
and unhealthful, the temperature not infre-

quently rising above 100° during the summer.
The rainy season lasts from five to seven months,
and produces malaria and other diseases. The
two principal rivers are the Shari and the

Waube, both of which fall into Lake Chad.
The soil is fertile, and, although the cultivation

is very imperfect, produces plentiful crops of

maize, millet, barley, rice, various kinds of pulse,

cotton, and imligo. In its tlora and fauna liornu
does not difTer much from tlie rest of Northern
Nigeria. The industries of Bornu are not nu-
merous, and are chiefly confined to the manufac-
ture of cotton fabrics. In former years slaves

were very extensively dealt in, and exported

to many countries, slave-hunting constituting
at that time one of the principal occupa-
tions of the natives. At the head of the vState

is a Sheik, who has absolute power. He is as-

sisted by a council. Bornu is divided into sev-

eral provinces, and has also a number of va.ssal

States and dependencies. There is an army of

about 5000 men. The capit.al is Kuka (q.v.),

with a population of about 60,000. Tlie ])opula-

tion of Bornu is estimated at 5,000,000, ajid

consists of a number of mi.xed negro races. The
bulk of the population are known as the Ka-
nowry, who are charr.cterized by a finer physique
and a higher standard of intelligence than the
rest of the population. The territory of Bornu was
invaded in the Twelfth Century by the Moham-
medan ruler of Kanem. After 200 j'ears of war-
fare the aborigines were either extirpated or
completely subjected, and from 1353 a line of
kings ruled over the country. Bornu was at
the heiglit of its power at the close of the

Sixteentli Century, when its western frontier

extended to the Niger River. After 1600 it un-
derwent a rapid decline. In the beginning of

the Nineteenth Century it was conquered by the
Fellatahs. whose yoke, however, was soon shaken
off, under the leadership of a fanatical fakir,

named Mohammed el Kanemi, wliose services

were called in by the Sultan, ilohamnied founded
the town of Kuka, and ruled there under the
title of Sheik, while the Sultan enjoyed onh*
nominal power. Mohammed's son, Omar, be-

came Sultan as well as Sheik. In 1882 Omar
was succeeded by the Sultan Abu Bekr. Our
scant knowledge of the country is due to the

travels of Barth, Nachtigal, and subsequent
French and German explorers.

BO'RO BUD'DOR (Hind., Great Buddha).
The ruin of a Buddhist temple in .Java, Resi-

dency of Kadu, Regency of Magelang, and Dis-

trict of ilinoreli, near the junction of the Ello

and Progo. It is the most elaborate monument
of the Buddhist style of architecture anywhere
existing. Buddhism (q.v.) was early introduced
into .Java, and t!ie building of Boro Buddor is

assigned to the Seventh Century. It is a pyra-
mid of a square form, eacli side at the base
measuring 600 feet, an<l consists of seven walls,

which are built like the steps of a stair up a
hill. Between the walls are narrow terraces

running round the building. The walls are
richly ornamented with statuary. Outside are
niches, each of which is occupied by a statue of
Buddha, larger tlian life, seated in the u.svial

attitude, with the legs crossed under the body.

The number of these figures is abiuit 400. Be-

tween each two of these are bas-reliefs represent-

ing the god in the same altitude, besidesarchitec-

tural ornaments and carvings of all sorts. Be-
low the niches, on tlie lower story, is an im-

mense ba.s-relief encircling the whole building,

representing scenes from the life of Buddha, and
religious subjects. The inner faces of the build-

ing are also profusely ornamented with bas-

reliefs, seated figures, and architectural orna-

ments. The whole is a splendid artistic epitome
of Buddhism just before its decline. The five

lower c(mcentric terraces are on a square plan,

and may represent a Buddhist vihara (q.v.) or

monastery. The three uppermost terraces are

circular, and represent the tope (q.v.). They
lire surmounted each by a tier of small domes,.
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72 in all, each containing a statue of Buddha

;

while in the centre, rising high above everything

else, is the large dome or pagoda (q.v. ) for the

relif (if Buddha.

BORODIN, bS-ro'den, Alexander Porfirye-

viCH ( 1834-87). A Russian composer and chem-

ist. He was born in Saint Petersburg, of a

very ancient family. He studied medicine and
chcniistry at the' Medico - Surgical Academy.
practiced" medicine for a while, and, being ap-

pointed to the chair of chemistry at his Alma
Mater, went abroad to prepare for his duties.

It is claimed that, during his studies in Paris,

Heidelberg, and Italy, he had anticipated Wurtz
in the discovery ofaldol. In all, he wrote 21

articles and monographs of importance. During
the Liberal movement of the sixties (see Rus-
.^lAN LiTERATt'BE) , he espoused the cause of uni-

versity education for women in Russia, and from
1872 till his deatli gave gratuitous, instruction

in chemistry at the Jledical School for Women,
opened by Professor Rudnyefi' and JIme. Far-

nooskaya. Amid his arduous professional duties

he found time for composition as a recreation

only. His musical studies had begun quite early.

At "nine he played on his piano the nuisic per-

formed by regimental bands, and at thirteen wrote

a concerto for the flute. With a friend be jdayed

over all the symphonies of Beethoven, ilozart,

and Haydn in arrangements for four hands.

Besides, for chamber music, Borodin learned to

play the 'cello, and his friend the violin. Later

he joined the circle of Balakireff (q.v.), and

took up music seriously. While abroad he met
Liszt, who later classed" him as one of the great-

est nmsicians of the age, and made his works

known in Western Europe. He wrote his first

sympliony in 1862-67, and then in 1869 began the

opera I'rince Igor, on a libretto based on tlie

epic Prince Igor'fi Band (q.v.), but soon left

the work and utilized the composed parts for

his second .symphony (1800-76), the so-called

'heroic.' He then resumed work on the opera,

which, however, was still unfinished at his death.

It was orchestrated and finislied by Rimsky-
Korsakotr (q.v.) and Glazunoff (q.v.), and
scored an enormous success at its first perform-

ance in November, 1890. He also wrote two
string quartets besides a score of songs of won-

derful lyric depth. His In Central Asia (1880),

a 'nuisi'cal picture' is one of the mainstays of

the concert-room. Two movements of his third

sympliony were reconstructed by GlazounofV,

partly from rough draughts and partly from

memory. Tliough a member of the BalakircfT

circle, Borodin could not give u]) the rounded

forms of the classical opera. His talent was
essentially melodic, and his cantilenas are

stamped with the breadth and power of a giant.

The epic might and the Oriental coloring of bis

orchestration in In Central Asia hold a jilacc

among the most notable musical achievements

in the Nineteenth Century. Consult Haliets,

Life and Works of a Hussian Composer, Eng-

lish trans, by Rosa Newmarch (London, 1897).

BOBODINO, bA-ro'dtnf/. A village of Rus-

sia, in tlic Government of Moscow, about 70

miles west of the city of that name. It is

situated on tlie Kaluga, an afilucnt of the

Moskva, and gave its name to the great battle

fought between the French Army under Napo-

leon and the Russians under Kutusoff, Barclay

de Tolly, and Bagration, September 7, 1812.

The battle of Borodino was one of the most ob-

stinate in history, and the loss on both sides

was almost equally great. The struggle consisted

chiefly in the attempt of the French to cap-

ture three lines of redoubts barring the way to

the city of Moscow. These were thrice won and
lost during the dav. Out of 257.000 men en-

gaged, between 70,"000 and 80,000 were killed

;ind wounded. The Russians retreated on the

following day. but in the most perfect order,

and without the enemy's venturing to attack

them. The Russians, therefore, have always re-

garded this battle as a victory, and in 1839 raised

a fine mausoleum on the battlefield. To the

French, however, certainly belongs the honor,

as they not only remained on the field of battle,

liut soon after pushed on to Moscow. The
French call it the battle of the Jloskva, from
the river of that name, and it gave Marshal Ncy
his title of Prince of iloskva. A magnificent

description of the weird splendor and the horrors

of the battle may be found in Count Leo Tolstoi's

novel, War and Peace.

BO'RON (from borax, of which it is a com-
]ionent). A non-metallic element, which was iso-

lated in 1808 by Gay-Lussac and Thenard in

France, and by Sir Humphry Davy in England.
Some of the compounds of boron were known to

the ancients. The element is not found native, but

occurs in combination in the following minerals:

Sassolite, a boric acid; borax, a sodiiun borate:

ioracitc, a magnesium borate with magnesium
clibiridc: and ulexite, a sodium and calcium
hydrous borate. Boron was originally obtained

liy heating lioric oxide with metallic potassium,

tlicn boiling the fu.sed mass with liydrochloric

acid to remove the soluble salts; while the resi-

due, consisting of amorphous boron, was waslied

witli water and dried. It can also be obtained

by the electrolysis of fused boric oxide. As thus

prepared, boron (symbol B, atomic weight,

1 1.0) is an odorless, grayish-brown amorjihous
]i(iwder. It is a non-conductor of electricity and
fuses only at a very high heat. It may be melted

by placing it between the poles of a battery of

fibo Bunsen cells. The specific gravity of amor-

jihous boron is upward of 1.84. A crystalline

variety of boron was prepared by Wi'ililer and
Deville in 18.")6. It may be obtained by heating

the anior|ibous variety for two hours with me-
tallic aluminum to a temperature of from 1500°

to KiOO" C. Small monoclinic crystals are pro-

duced by this process, which, however, cuntjiin

a small amount of aluminum. These crystals

have been called boron diamoiiils, owing to their

lustre and hardness, as they scratcli tuith ruby

and corundum. They have a specific gravity of

2 08. Boron is the only non-metallic element that

frrms no compound with hydrogen. Its principal

commercial coni|iounds arc boric acid, boric oxide,

and certain borates, especially borax.

BORO'RO. A native American tribe inliabit-

ing the Ipper Paraguay and Cpper Parona
liasins, They are tall (m.1.74) and athletic,

and live by the chase, using bows of great Icngtii

with arrows of cane tipped with bone or tootli.

They are reputed to lie both polygynous and
polyandrous. They number several thousand.

BOROUGH, biir'6 (AS. burh, bury, Ger. Burg,

a fori, fioiii AS. beorgan, to protect). In Great
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Britain, an incorporated municipality, either vil-

lage, town, or city, having the rijrht of return-

ing one or more members to Parliament. The
word burh appears in many forms in the namea
of towns, as in Canterbury, Edinburgh, Peter-

borough, Hamburg, and has kindred forms in

several of the Continental languages, such as the

French ioiirpcois. It originally signified a hill

or mound : as places of defense were thrown up
on elevated positions it came to mean a castle or

fort, and afterwards the collection of houses

and other buildings which gathered naturally

beneath the fortified hill. Boroughs existed in

England from the earliest times. According

to the Domesday Book, there were eighty-two

boroughs. Each of these had a market or an
annual fair, was ruled by an elective officer,

usually called the port-reeve, and had the privilege

of a special borough -court, which was independ-

ent of the larger divisions, known a.s hundreds
and shires. The Xormans utilized these units of

government, supplanted the port-reeves with offi-

cers deriving their authority directly from the

throne, and in time the boroughs received the

privileges belonging to municipal corporations.

By the time of Henry VI. the boroughs had gen-

erally become municipalities, with the power of

government vested in the members of the princi-

pal guilds. During the same period the boroughs

obtained the right of sending burgesses to Parlia-

ment. In course of time many of these boroughs
decreased in population and became little more
than names, but without losing their Parlia-

mentary representation; others came entirely

under the control of members of the nobility,

and acted in elections onh' under such restraint.

These two classes of boroughs received the names
respectively of 'rotten boroughs' and 'pocket

boroughs.' Many of tliese were swept out of

existence as regarded their Parliamentary rights

by the Reform agitation, which culminated in

tiie Reform Bill (q.v.) of 1832. The borough

system of Scotland is even of greater antiquity

than that of England. A confederation of bor-

oughs for purposes of mutual defense and the

protection of trades existed in the reign of David
I., and was called a Hanse.

In Connecticut, New .Jersey, ilinnesota, and
Pennsylvania, the term borough is applied to in-

corporated towns or villages of a lower grade
than a city. William Penn's charter to the

territory west of the Delaware River authorized

him in 1681 to erect the country, among other
divisions, into boroughs similar to those of Eng-
land. This system of boroughs continues in

Pennsylvania to the present time. In 1019 Vir-

ginia had eleven boroughs, the delegates of

which sat in the House of Burgesses; but bor-

oughs, as in incorporated towns, never obtained
a footing in that State. The charter granted to

Lord Baltimore entitled him to create boroughs
in Maryland, but they were never so created. In
New .Jersey, boroughs date back to the early part
of the Eighteenth Century, but they were erected

by special acts and without uniformity of sys-

tem until 1818, when a General Borough Act
was passed.

Oreater New York, by an act passed by the
Legislature of 1897, was made a city, composed
of five boroughs—Manhattan, the Bronx, Brook-
lyn, Queens, and Richmond.

BOROTJOH, The. See Cbabbe, Geoboe.

BOROUGH ENGLISH (from Anglo-French
toiun- in burgli eiiyloys, tenure in an English
borough). A curious custom that prevails in

some parts of England, according to which the
youngest son inherits tlie property in preference
to his elder brothers. The reason assigned for
the custom by Littleton is that the youngest son,
on account of his tender age, is not so capable as
his elder brothers to maintain himself. Black-
stone, however, suggests, what is doubtless nearer
the truth, that the custom is a survival out of
the conditions of primitive society—a viewwhich
is strengthened by the sporadic occurrence of the
custom in widely separated parts of the Conti-
nent of Europe. A posthumous son is entitled
to this privilege, and dispossesses his elder
brother. The right of representation also e.xists

with reference to it; for should the youngest son
die in his father's lifetime, leaving a daugh-
ter, she will inherit the property. See G.wel-
KiNii; Inheritance; Pbimogeniture. Consult:
Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of Eng-
land; Elton, Origins of English History (Lon-
don, 1882) : Pollock and ilaitland. History of
English Law (2d cd.. Boston. 1809).

BOROUGH JUSTICES. Local justices first

appointed in the time of Charles I. U.nder the
Municipal Corporations Act ( 1882, 4.5 and 46
Vict. c. 50), these justices consist of the mayor
during his year of office, and for one year after
it determines, the recorder ex officio, and such
persons as the Crown may appoint by commis-
sion. Their duties cannot be delegated ; and
before acting, they must take the oath of alle-

giance and the judicial oath. See BoKOUGH ; Ji s-

TICE OF THE PEACE.

BOROUGH LAWS. In Scottish legal his-

tory, a code of ancient laws which have long
ceased to have any force, but serve to throw light
on the ancient manners and customs of the coun-
try. The authenticity of the compilation is be-

yond question. It is supposed to have been made
in the reign of David I., in the Twelfth Cen-
tury. See Bretts and Scots; and consult Ersk-
ine. Principles of the Law of Scotland (18th ed.,

Edinburgh. ISOO).

BOROVITCHI, bo'ro-v^-che'. A town in the
Russian Government of Novgorod, situated on
both sides of the Msta, near the famous rapids of
Borovitchi (Map: Russia, D 3). The inhabitants
are engaged in ship-building, the dyeing of cloth
and cotton goods, and the production of earthen-
ware. The natives are famous for their skill as
pilots (for which the proximity of the rapids is

mainly responsible) ; and Peter the Great con-
sidered them of such importance to the commerce
of the country that he freed the town of all State
taxes, in order to induce its inhabitants to con-
tinue their dangerous occupation. Borovitchi has
a salubrious climate, and, owing to its compara-
tive proximity to Saint Petersburg (200 miles),
is a favorite summer resort of the residents of
the capital. Population, in 1897, 9421.

BOR'ROME'AN ISLANDS (so named after
the Horroineo family). Knur small rooky islands
in L.ago Maggiore (q.v.), in northern Italy
(Map: Italy, C 2). These islands are famed for
their beauty, due partly to theirsnrroundings and
partly to the degree of theirartificial development
from mere rocks to luxuriant gardens. The one
best known to tourists is Isola Bella, on which
Count Vitaliano Borromeo, in the latter part of
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the Seventeenth Century, built a castli'.whiclicim-

tains some good paintings and other art trcasuros,

hut the north wing of which is still untinishod.

The garden, which rises in ten terraces on the

southern slope, contains rare plantsandnunierous

shell-grottoes, and is adorned witli fountains and
statues. On Isola Madre the terraced garden is

less extensive. The population of the islands is

about 300.

BORROMEO, lior'ronia'o. Saint. Carlo (1538-

84). An Italian prelate and reformer. He was
born October 2, 15.38, at the castle of Arona, on

the west bank of Lago ilaggiore, the family seat

of his ancestors. He studied law at Pavia. and
took the degree of doctor in 155'.). His uncle.

Pope Pius IV. (1559-05), soon after lieing raised

to the Pontificate, appointed him, notwithstand-

ing his youth, to a number of high otfiees, and

made him a Cardinal and Archbishop of Milan.

Borromeo displayed great faithfulness and abil-

ity in governing Ancona. Bologna, and other

parts of the States of the Church as Legate, and

in discharging the duties of offices connected with

ecclesiastical administration in Rome, Sur-

rounded, as he was, with magnificence and luxury,

he was always grave, pious, and rigid in his life,

studious, and a patron of letters.

Pius IV. made him his grand plenipotentiary,

and did nothing important without his coop-

eration. It was in a great measure through his in-

liuence that the reopening of the Council of Trent

was accomplished, and that its deliberations were
broncht to a conclusion so satisfactory to the

Papal wishes. He committed its decrees to mem-
ory, had the principal part in drawing up the

Ctttechi.imiis Roiikiiiiix for exposition of them, and

proceeded to give all possible effect to them in his

.archiepiscopal province. Borromeo's exertions,

not only for the improvement of ecclesiastical

discipline, but also for the reformation of morals

in the Archbishopric of Milan, aroused the hostil-

ity of some local monastic orders, and also, to

some extent, that of the Spanish authorities in

Milan, who were jealous of the extension of his

jurisdiction. An attempt was even made upon
his life in 1500. He spent a great part of liis in-

come in beautifying the cathedral and other

churches. With a view to providing well-tiualificd

priests, he founded in 1570 the Helvetic Col-

lege in Milan. He brought about an alliance of

the seven Catholic cantons, known as the Golden
Borromean League, for the united defense of

their faith. He exerted his energies successfully

in extirpating Protestantism from Jlilan by

means of the Intpiisition. In the famine of 1570,

and during the plague in ;Milan in 1578. he dis-

played great energy and benevolence, saving the

lives of multitudes by the prompt arrangements
which he made for necessary relief. Exhausted

by his labors and his austerities, he died on

November .'5, 1584.^ He was canonized in 1010.

His embalmed body, enshrined in asilversarcoph-

aiTis and visible through a lid of rock-crystal,

lies in Milan Cathedral in the Cappclla San Car-

lo Borromeo beneath the dome—a subterranean

crypt, noted for its wealth of decoration and ac-

cumulation of priceless jewels and costly gifts.

The saint's body and other relics may be viewed

by permission. Many miracles are said to have

been wrouglit at his tomb.

His theological works were published at Milan,

in 1747, in five volumes folio. On the western

bank of Lago Maggiore, in the neighborhood

of his birthplace, a colossal brazen statue of him,
70 feet high, was erected in 1097. His broth-
er's son, Count Fcderigo Borromeo, born 1564,
was also a cardinal, and from 1595 to lO.'U Arch-
bishop of Milan, and was the founder of the Am-
brosial! Library (q.v.). He died in 1031. For
the best biographv of Borromeo, consult Sylvain,
3 vols. ( Bruges. 1884 )

.

BORROMINI, bor'ro - me'ne, Francesco
(1599-1007). .\n Italian .scvilptor and architect,

born at Bissone (Lombardy), He studied sculp-

ture in Milan, and architecture in Rome under
Carlo Maderno, then architect of Saint Peter's,

whom he assisted in some of his work. After
Maderno's death he continued for some time
under the direction of Bernini, the succeeding
architect. But an unreasoning hatred for Ber-

nini sadly disfigured both his character and his

art. Bent upon surpassing his rival, he attempted
the arbitrary and the bizarre, and became one of

the chief representatives of the baroque style.

He built the Church of San Ivo alia Sapienza, the
Oratory and Cloister of San Filippo Neri. the fa-

cade of the Church of Santa Agnese in the Piazza
Navona, and the interior of San Giovanni in La-
terano. iIortifie<l at Bernini's success, he killed

himself in an access of hypochondria.

BOR'ROW, George Henry (1803 81). An
English author. He was born at East Dereham,
Norfolk, -July 5, 1803, the son of Capt, Thomas
Borrow, of the West Norfolk Regiment, Moving
with his father's regiment from one station to

another, he saw nuich of England, He was also

for a short time in Edinburgh, where he attended
the high school, and then in Ireland, In 1816
the family settled at Norwich, and three years
later George was articled to the law. He had
already acquired some knowledge of seven lan-

guages; and now, instead of attending to the
law, he proceeded to study seven more. He had
also become interested in the gypsies, and had
read many tales of wild adventure. On the death
of his father (1824) he went to London, where
he was employed as compiler and hack ; his

longest production was Cclchralvd Trials (1825),
giving the record of all sorts of criminals. To this

period also belongs Romantic Ballads (1826),
translations from the Danish. In 1838 Borrow
was appointed agent for the British and Foreign
Bible Society. Now began, in the service of tliis

society, his extensive tours through Russia, and
afterwards through Portugal and Spain. Later
he traveled as far east as Constantinople. True
to his youthful predilection, he made the gypsies
scattered over every part of EurojHi one of the
principal siibjeets of his study. And he was con-

tinually adding to his vast linguistic knowledge.
In 1846 he married and settled on Oulton Broad,
near Lowestoft. From here he made many excur-

sions through Celtic Britain—Cornwall. Wales,
Ireland, etc.—and for a time lived at Yarmouth.
In 1800 he removed to London, and in 1874 re-

turned to Oulton, where he died. .Tuly 20, 1881.

Borrow was a man of splendid physique. His
knowledge of languages was probably more exten-

sive than profound. But in literature he has left

a name. His first important work

—

The Zinrali,

an account of the gj-psies in Spain—appeared in

1841. It was followed two years later by The
Bible in .V/7(ti»., the most widely read of all Bor-

row's works. In 1851 was published Lavengro,

and in 1857 its sequel. The Romany liye. These
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three fascinating books are largely autobiograph-

ical. Of almost equal interest is Wild Wales
(18112). For an authoritative life of Borrow,

consult Knapp. 2 vols. (London, ISflO). Kuapp
has also carefully edited Lnvengro. The Romany
Rye. and other works (London, 1900).

BORROWING (AS. borgian. Ger. horgen, to

borrow ; literally, to give a pledge, AS. horg,

borli, Ger. Borg, pledge, security). The taking

or receiving something from anotlier on trust,

with the intention of returning it or giving an
equivalent for it. As sometimes used, the word
borrowing implies that the borrower is under the

obligation of returning the specific thing bor-

rowed, as to borrow a book or any other thing to

be returned again. In this case, it is that form
of the contract of bailment (q.v. ) legally termed
commodattim, if no pay is to be given; but when
payment is to be made, the borrowing is a
local io, so called. Where the agreement is to

return another article of the same kind and
value, the contract is rather in the nature of a

barter or sale. Where money is borrowed, the

identical money is not expected to be returned,

so that to borrow in this sense is to make a con-

tract for the use of money. While theoretically

borrowing may be of real estate, or an incorpo-

real right, in practice the use of the term is con-

rined to personal property.

Unless the agreement of lending specifies the

time when the borrowed article shall be returned,

it is returnable at the demand of the lender.

Where the lending is gratuitous and without con-

sideration, it imposes no obligation on the lender,

and he may terminate the arrangement at his

will. See Bailment.

BORROWING DAYS. The last three days

of March in tlie old-style calendar, or April

11-14 in the present new style. These days were

from most ancient times in Scotland called

'borrowing days.' because they are usually cold

and snowy, so that it is said

:

**March borrows frae April
Three days, an' they are ill

;

The first o' them is wun' an' weet;
The second it is enaw an' sleet

;

The third o' them is a peel-a-bane,
And freezes the wee bird's neb tae etane."

The meteorologist, Buchan. says that he has
examined the records of temperature for a num-
ber of years, and has shown that there is a dis-

tinct cold period between the 1 1th and 14th of

.\pril, corresponding to this old popular saying,

tlip origin of whioli is lost in the mist of an-

tiquity. Consult liuclian. Handy Book of Meteor-

ology (Edinburgh. ISliS).

BOKROWSTOUNNESS' ('the c;q)e near

Burward's dwelling." from AS. Xa.su, in composi-

tion naes, headland, nose, Lat. nasun, Ger. Xase,

nose) ; usually shortened to Bo'ness, bo-nes'. A
seaport in Linlithgowshire, Scotland, in the

Firth of Forth, 15 miles west-northwest of Edin-

burgh (.Map: Scotland, E 3). It has coal-mines

e.xtendiiig under the bed of the Forth, and manu-
factures of salt, soap, malt, vitriol, and earthen-

ware. It has an export trade in coal, iron and
stet'l manufactures, and manures, and imports

maize, timber, iron ore, paper-making materials,

etc. Ironstone, limestone, and freestone exi.st in

the parish. (Jraham's Dike, a part of the Roman
Wall of Antoninus, traverses the parish. Dugald
Stewart (q.v.) lived near Borrowstounness.

Population of police burgh, in 1901, 9100.

BORS. The name of the King of Gaul in the

Artliurian story. He was brother of King Ban
of Benwicke, and both were Arthur's faithful

allies.

BORS, or BCHORT, Sir. One of King Ar-
thur's knights, and nephew of Lancelot. When
Guinevere was accused by Sir Xador, Bors was
appointed to light for her; but on the day of

the contest his place was taken by Sir Lancelot.

BORSIPPA, bor-sip'pa (probably from hul-

sif. mixture of languages; cf. Babel, which, ac-

cording to the Bible, means the same). A town
situated on the west bank of the Euphrates, op-

posite the city of Babylon, and forming, in the

days of the Neo-Babylonian monarchy, a suburb
of Babylon itself. There are indications that the

place was fully as old as Babylon, and it would
appear, indeed, that its religious significance even

antedates that of Bal)ylon itself. The chief deity

worshiped at Borsippa was Nabu (or Xebo), to

whom Tashmitum is given as a consort. Nabu,
originally, as would appear, a water-deity, be-

comes the patron of letters and learning in Baby-
lon, lie is the god of writing and wisdom in

general. His temple at Borsippa. known as

E-zida the 'true' (i.e. fixed and legitimate

house), becomes in the course of time, with
E-sagila, the 'lofty house,' the temple of Mar-
duk, the most significant sacred structure of the

south, to which a solemn pilgrimage was made
en the Babylonian Xew Year's festival. The site

of Borsippa is represented by Birs-Ximrud, and
the remains of the temple-tower at that place

are associated in both popular and learned tradi-

tion with the legendary Tower of Babel (q.v.).

See Babylox.

BORSTELL, bor'stel. Karl Heinrich Lud-
WTG VON (1773-1844). A Prussian soldier, born

at Tangermiinde. He served as commander-in-
chief in Pomerania in 1812, and in this capa-

city did much to check tlie excesses of the

French. As major-general he took a prom-
inent part in the campaigns of 181.3, and his bold

though unauthorized move at Dcnnewitz decided

thatconllict. At the battle of Leipzig (October

16-19, 1S13) his brigade was the first to enter the

gates of the city. Soon afterwards a])pointed

lieutenant-general, he accompanied Billow's corps

to Holland (1814), and after the departure of

that general remained behind with 10,000 men
to complete the conquest of the country. While
engaged in the organization of the Second Prus-

sian Army Corps, whicli had been intrusted to

him ( 181.5), a revolt, engendered by political dis-

content, broke out among several Saxon battalions

stationed at Li&ge: and although jiromptly sup-

pressed. Bliicher ordered seven of the leaders to

lie sliot and the flags of the insubordinate battal-

ions to be burned. By reason of his failure to

comply with this request, Borstcll was sentenced

to foiir years' military confinement. Several

months later, however, he was pardoned by the

King, who appointed him commander of Magde-
burg.

BORT. Sec DiAMONu.

BORTNYANSKI, bort-nyiin'sk*?. Dmitri
Stepaxovitc'ii ( 17.)1-182;")) . A Russian com-
poser of church music. He was born in Glukhov,
Government of Chernigov, and at seven joined the

I'ourt Choir at the capital, where he studied under
Galuppi. The EmpresB Elizabeth, struck by his
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musical gifts, sent him to Italy. Under Galuppi,

who had left Russia, and other famous masters,

he studied for eleven years in ^enice, Rome, Bo-

logna, and Naples. He won success with his

operas Creonte (Venice, 1776) and Quinto Fabio

(Modena, 1778). but did not mistake his true

vocation, and clung to the study of the great

Italian church composers. His own compositions

of this period are distinguished by the lofty no-

bility and serenity of his models, with hardly a

trace of the fioritures and pyrotechnics then in

vogue in Italian music, and abundant in his

operas. On returning to Russia (1779) he was
appointed composer to the Court Choir. Paul I.

transformed it in 1796 into the Imperial Capella,

of wliich Bortnyanski was director till his very

death. Finding tlie choir in a poor state, Bort-

nyanski sought out the best voices in Russia, and
in a few years tlie capella became the most
famous in tlie world. In the service he also

found many evils: ignorant choir-masters had
altered the antique melodies to make their task

easier, or had set the texts to secular melodies,

trivial and out of keeping with the ehuroli atmos-

phere. He obtained a decree of the Holy Synod
to the effect that all part-music was to conform
strictly witli printed texts. For this purpose the

music was revised and edited by Bortnyanski.

Bortnyanski, often styled 'the Russian Pales-

trina,' made an epoch in Russian churdi music.

His compositions, especially the "Cherubim
Song" (which, according to 0. Fouque, is the

only one deserving that name), are performed in

Christian churches the world over. They com-

bine the austerity of the Greek psalmod}' with

the Italian polyjihony. Their sim])le liarmonies

embody the deeply devotional spirit of the texts,

without studied eff'ects that only distract wor-

shipers. Among his compositions, edited by
Tschaikowsky in 10 volumes, are 35 sacred con-

certos, 8 church trios with choir, a liturgy* for

three voices, 7 cherubim songs, a collection of

psalms, hymns of praise for four voices and two
choirs, etc.

Berlioz thus characterizes Bortnyanski: "All

his works are imbued with a genuine religious

feeling, at times a sort of mysticism wliicli raises

the liearer to an exalted state of emotion. In

addition. Bortnyanski has a rare skill in group-

ing vocal masses, an extraordinary knowledge of

nuances, a sonorousness of harmony, and, wliat

is most remarkable, an incredible freedom in tlie

disposition of the vocal parts; a contempt forthe

rules honored both by his predecessors and his

contemporaries, especially the Italian masters,

among wliose ]mpils he is usually counted."

BORY DE SAINT VINCENT, bfi'rc' de s.in'

v:'ix's;i>-', ,Ik.\n Uaptiste Georce JIarik (17S0-

1846). A French naturalist, born at Agen. In

1798 \)e started with Captain Baudin on a scien-

tific mission to Australia, but was separated

from his companion and explored the He de

France, Reunion, and Saint Helena, alone. On
his return he w-rote his Essai stir les lies for-

tun^-cs et Vaniique Atlantide (Paris, 1803), and
his Vonafic dints Ics qualrc prittcipalcs ihn dcs

mers d'Afrif/tic (Paris, 1804). He served at Vim
and Austerlitz, on Soult's staff in Spain, and as a

colonel at Waterloo. After this he had to retire

to Belgium, and at Brussels he edited, along with

Van Mons, the Atinales des sciences physiques

(8 vols). He also published an admirable work
on the subterranean quarries in the limestone

hills near Maestricht (Paris, 1821). He re-

turned to France in 1820, and wrote for Liberal

journals, and for Courtin's Encyclopi'die. In

1827 appeared his L'Hotitme, essai zoologiquc stir

le giiirc hiimaiii. He rendered an important
ser\-ice to science by editing the Dictionnaire

classiqiie de I'ltistoire naiurelle (1836). When, in

1829, the French Government sent a scientitie

expedition to the Morea and the Cyclades, tlie

first place in it was assigned to him ; and the

results of his researches are given in his Expedi-
tion scientifique de Moree (Paris and Strassburg,

1832) and in the Xouvelle flore dii I'eloponnise-

et des Cyclades (Paris, 1838). In 1839 he under-
took the principal charge of the scientific com-
mission which the French Government sent to
Algeria.

BORYSTHENES, b6-rls'th«-nez. See Dnie-
per.

BORZNA, borznii'. A town in the Rus-
sian Government of Tchernigov, situated a short
distance north of the Desna and about 90 miles
southeast of the town of Tchernigov (Map: Rus-
sia, D 4). It has a number of tanneries and oil-

presses, and a population of (1897) 12,458.

BOR'ZOI. A Russian wolfhound. See Gret-
uorxn.

BOS, bOs, Lambert (1670-1717). A Dutch
philologist. He was born at Workum, \\'est

Friesland. studied at the University of Franeker,
and in 1704 was there appointed professor of

Greek. All liis works are characterized by thor-

ough scholarship and remarkable acuteness. They
include ^'ettls Testamenlum ex Versione Septua-
ginta Interpretum (1709; new ed. 1805); El-

lipses Grwcw (1702; last reedited in 1808);
Aniiqtiitatiim Crceearum Prcccique Atticarum,
Descriptio lirevis (1714; Eng. trans., 1839);
and Animadversiones ad Scriptorcs Quosdam
Gra:cos (1715).

BOSA, bn'si. An episcopal city in the Prov-
ince of Cagliari, Sardinia, on the west coast, near
the mouth of the Tenioe (Map: Italy, C 7). It

is an unliealthy town, surrounded by decaying
walls, lias an old castle, a cathedral, coral fish-

eries, and tanneries, and is visited fortnightly by
coasting steamers. The country produces wine
and oil. Population, in 1881 (commune), 6696;
in inoi, 6840.

BOSANQUET, bi'san'kA', Bernard (1848
— ). An Kiiglish pliilosopher. He was born at

Rock Hall. Alnwick, and was educated at Oxford.

He has liecn president of the Aristotelian Society

and of the London School of Etliics and Social

Philosophy. From 1871 to 1881 he lectured at

LIniversity College, Oxford. He is largely

engaged in social work, jiarticuhirly in con-

nection with tlie .Charity Organization Society.

Among his numerous important publications are

tlie following: Civilization of Christendom

(1893); Essentials of Logic; Aspects of the

Social Problem (1895): Philosophical Theory

of the State. He has also edited a translation

of Lotze's System of Philosophy (London, 1887).

BOSBOOM - TOXISSAINT, bos'bom-too'saN'.

See I'orssAi.Nr. Anna Louisa Gekrtruida.

BOSC, t)«sk. LolIS AUGl'STIN GflLLAfME
(1759-1828). A French naturalist. He visited

the United States in 1790 to study the natural

history of America, and afterwards traveled in

Italy," and was a professor at the Versailles
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Zoalogical Garden. He was the author of Bis-

toire natureUe des coquilles (1801); Histoire

nalurelle des vers ct des erustaeccs : Xouvcau dic-

iionnuire d'histoirc iiaturcllc (1803); Diction-

naire raisonni et iinivcrscl d'agrieulture (5 vols.,

1801) ; and published the Mcmoircs of his adopt-

ed daughter, Madame Roland, the Girondist

(Paris, iSSG).

BOSCAN-ALMOGAVER, b6-skiin' Ul'mA-ga-

v:"ir', .Jlan (C.1493-C.1542) . A Spanish poet,

He was born in Barcelona, of an old patrician

family, served for a time in the army of Ferdi-

nand the Catholic, and in 1519 went to Granada,
the Court of Charles V., becoming soon after

tutor to the Duke of Alva. His later years were
passed in Barcelona, and he died near Perpignan,
in 1.542, while visiting his former pupil. Bos-

can's earlier verse was all cast in the old Castil-

ian measures. It was not until 1526 that the idea

of experimenting with Italian metres was sug-

gested to liim by a certain Andrea Navagero, a
learned Italian who was then Ambassador of

Venice at the Court of Charles V. He forth-

with began to experiment with sonnets and
caneiones, blank verse, and the octave stanza,

and has naively recorded his satisfaction with
the result. The innovation was adopted and still

more successfully popularized by his friend and
disciple, Garcilaso de la Vega (q.v.), and thus
he became the founder of a new school of Spanish
poetry. He is also remembered as the translator

of Castiglione's famous manual for courtiers. II

cortegiano. Boscan's poems were published after

his death by his widow, together with some of

Gareilaso's. in 1543. The latest edition, includ-

ing a biographical sketch, is that of \V. T. Knapp
(Madrid, 1875).

BOS'CAWEN, EDW.4RD (1711-61). An Eng-
lish admiral, popularly known as 'Old Dread-
nought.' He was born August 19, 1711, and was
the second son of Viscount Falmouth. He en-

tered the navy in his fifteenth year, passed his

examination for lieutenant in 1732, and in 1738

received a command. He won distinction at the

taking of Porto-Bello and at the siege of Carta-

gena in 1740. He had an important share in the

victory off Cape Finisterre (May 3, 1747). In

1751 he became a lord of the Admiralty. In 1755

as vice-admiral he intercepted the French fleet off

Newfoundland, capturing two C4-gun ships and
1500 men, including the French commander, Ho-
quart, whom he had taken prisoner twice before.

In 1758, as Admiral of the Blue, he was com-
mander-in-chief of the expedition against Cape
Breton, capturing that island and Saint John's

after some hard lighting. The crowning success of

his career was the defeat he inflicted on the

French Toulon fleet, in the Bay of Lagos, August
18, 1759. For this he received the thanks of Par-

liament, a pension of £3000 a year, a seat in the

Privy Council, and the command of the marines.

He died near Guildford. .lanuary 10. 17G1. Con-

sult: Norway, ".Vdmiral Boscawen, 'Old Dread-

nought,'" in Cornish Maiidzine. Vol. II. (Truro,

1899) ; Standing, "Sir Edward Boscawen, K.C.B,

.\dmiral of the Blue," United Service Magazine,

Vol. CXIII. (London, 1900).

BOSCH, bosh, Ernst (1834— ). A German
painter. He was bom at Crefeld. and studied at

the Diisseldorf Academy. In 1854 he exhibited

'The Smuggler." His works excel through buoy-

ancy and humor. They include "Gipsy Gang"

(180G): "Rogues' School" (1866); and "Far
Sighted and Near Sighted" (1873).

BOSCH, biis, HiERONTMUs (properly van
.Ake.n) (1462-1516). A Dutch painter. He was
born at Hertogenbosch ( Bois-le-Ducl , whence
his name, and aflectcd fantastic subjects, partic-

ularly the torments of the damned. His chief
work. "The Last .Judgment," is in the Vienna
Academy.

BOSCH, HiERONVMi-s DE (1740-1811). A
Dutch poet and philologist, born in Amsterdam.
He was a philologist of varied aeciuirements and
an accomplished Latin poet. His Pocmata first

appeared at Leyden in 1803 (2d ed., 1808). He
rendered an important service to classical litera-

ture by his edition of the Aiif/io/offio Grceca, with
a metrical translation by Hugo Grotius, never be-

fore published (4 vols., 1795-1810, to which Van
Lennep added a fifth volume, 1822). His dis-

courses and treatises on subjects of literature,

which are mostly composed in the Dutch lan-

guage, disjda.v profound learning, excellent judg-
ment, and refined taste.

BOSCHBOK, bosh'bok. The Dutch form of
'Inislilnick' (q.v.).

BOSCH'VARK (Dutch hosrh. wood, bush -+-

vark. hug I. The .South-African river-hog (Pota-

moclia-nt.t Africaniis) . See SwixE.

BOS'COBEL ('Fairwood,' from It. bosco,

thicket. OE. bosch, bosk, Engl, bush + bel,

hello, beautiful). An English farmhouse near

Shifnal, Shropshire, famed as the hiding-place

of Charles II. after his defeat by Cromwell, at

Worcester, September 3, 1651. With JIajor Car-

lis or Careless, who had led the forlorn hope at

Worcester, he climbed the 'Royal Oak' in Bosr,)-

bel Wood, and was concealed in its thick foliage

lor twenty-four hours, while Puritans in quest of

him passed to and fro. unaware of his pres-

ence. The farmhouse still stands, and the oak is

represented b,v a tree grown from one of its

acorns.—The title of Bcscobel Tracts has been

given to certain contemporaneous writings, pub-

lished in 1662, giving a graphic description of

this passage of the monarch's life.

BOSCOREALE, b6s'k6-ra-a'la (It. bosco, for-

est, Engl, hush + reate, royal). A city in the

Province of Naples, south Itajy, a mile and a
half from Pompeii (ilap : Italy. R 11). Its name
was brought to the notice of the world in 1895,

when Baron Edmond de Rothschild presented to

the Louvre a mass of First-Century silverware

discovered in the excavation of a villa there. In

the collection are 40 vases, jugs, bowls, etc., and

100 small pieces. The chief trade of the town is

in wine and silk. In 1850 a stream of lava from

Vesuvius, about a mile and a half broad and 12

feet deep, divided only just in time to leave Bos-

coreale unharmed, the fiery torrents destroying

the woods on either side. Population, in 1881

(comnuineK 8756: in 1901.9340. Consult : Heron

de Villefosse, "Le tri'sor de Boscorealc," in

Monuments et mfmoires de I'Institut dc France,

A'^ol. V. (Paris, 1899) ; Boscorealc Collection

(New V.irk, 1S9S).

BOS'COVICH, RUGGIERO Gir.SEPPE (1711-

87). A celebrated Italian mathematician and as-

tronomer, born in Hagusa. At an early age he

joined the .Tesuits, and spent his life in scientific

pursuits and important ]>ublic labors. Before the

completion of his course of studies in Rome, he
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%vas appointed teacher of mathematics and phi-

losophy in the Roman College there. In 1758 he
published his famous work, Tlworiu Philosophice
Xaturalis Redncia ad Unicain Let/cm Virium in

yatufti E.vist€titiuiii, in whicli he advanced a
molecular tlieory of matter, maintaining that

substances consist of a sjstem of material points

which attract or repel each other, according to

tlie distance between them. In 17G4 he was ap-

pointed to a professorship at Pavia. After the
suppression of the Jesuit Order, he went to

Paris in 1774. and received a pension from the

King. In 1783 he went to 15assano. to superintend
an edition of his works, on the completion of which
he returned to Jlilan. but fell into a depression

of spirits which at last giew into complete insan-

ity. His works, which were the first to advocate

in Italy the theories of Newton, include dis-

sertations on a great variety of important ques-

tions in mathematical and physical science, and
were publislied collectivelj" under the title. Opera
I'ertinenlia ad Opticam et Astronomiam (5 vols.,

1785).

BOSE, bo'ze, Julius, Count (1809-94). A
I'russian general, born at Sangerhausen. In
ISOl lie entered the Ministry of War, where
he was active in the reorganization of the

army. During the War of 18ti0 he conducted
the celebrated niglit attack on Podol, whicli

resulted in the retreat of the Austrian bri-

gade. He was couunander of tlie Eleventh Armj'
Corps in the Franco-Prussian War, but, in

consequence of severe wounds received at the
battle of Worth (August (i, 1870), he was
prevented from further participation in that
campaign.

BOSIO, btyze-A. Fr.\ncoi.s Joseph, Baron
(1709-1845). A French sculptor. He was born
at Monaco, March 19, 1769, and brought as a boy
to Paris, where he studied under Pajou. Then
he spent seventeen years in Italy, as an entliusi-

astic student of the antique. Returning to Paris

in 1808, lie found a patron in Xapoleon, wlio

was disposed to encourage sculpture rather than
painting. Of him and of his familj'. Bosio made
many busts, as well as a statue of the Emperor
for the Boulogne column and one of the King of

Rome. Court favor was continued to liim after

the Restoration : be became sculptor to the King,
and Charles X. made him a baron. His mytho-
logical works, such as the "Aristaeus" (1812),
"Hyacinthus" ( 1S17) , and "Salmacis" ( 1831 ) , all

in the Lou\re. are characterized by beauty aiul

smoothness without raucli truth to nature. His
portraits are usually more realistic. Among
his htrger works were the equestrian statue of

Louis XIV. for the Place des Victoires and the
bronze quadriga of the Arc du Carrou.sel. Con-
sult a study of him by L. de Lomenie (Paris,

1844).

BOSNA-SERAI, bSs'ni-sft-rl'. See Sera-
j):vo.

BOSNIA, bSz'nt-A (from the river Bosiia, an
aflluent of the Save). Previous to 1878 thenorth-
westernmost portion of the Turkish Empire, now
(together with Herzegovina) virtually a province

of Austria-Hungary. Bosnia (with Herzegovina)
is bounded by Croatia and Slavonia on the north

and west: Servia, the Turkish district of Novi-

bazar (occupied by Austro-Hungarian forces),

and Montenegro on the east; and Djilmatia on
the southwest (Map: Austria-Hungary, E 4).

Its area, including Herzegovina, is about 19.700
square miles ; exclusive of Herzegovina, about
l(i,170 square miles. The surface of Bosnia is

exceedingly mountainous, a large portion being
covered by the numerous offshoots of tlie Dinaric
Alps. The higiiest summit rises nearly 8000
feet above sea-level. Tlie northern chains are
generally well wooded, and inclose fertile val-
leys, wliile the mountain regions of the south
are mostly rocky and barren. On the nortli-
ern frontier the country inclines toward the
Save. The cliief rivers are the Save, which
forms most of the northern boundary, and the
Drina, which separates Bosnia from Servia. The
southern part is watered chiefly by the Xarenta.
There are, besides, several minor .streams, such as
the Vrbas, the Bosna, and a few others. The
climate is generally healthy, but exceedingly vari-
able. The average annual temperature at Sera-
jevo is over 48°, but the mercury falls in the
winter as low as —2°, while in the summer it

rises occasionally to 95°. Bosnia is principally
an agricultural country, agriculture engaging
nearly 90 per cent, of the population. The meth-
ods employed are of a ])riinitive character, and
extensive areas of fruitful land remain unculti-
vated. The chief European cereals are raised,
and much attention is paid to the cultivation of

fruits, especially plums, of which great quanti-
ties are exported in a dry state. Tobacco is

an important product, the annual crop amount-
ing to over 3000 tons. Sugarbcetsarealsogrown,
and silk-culture has been introduced. The Aus-
tro-Hungarian Government has recently taken
steps toward furthering the agricultural inter-

ests of Bosnia by establishing several agricul-

tural experiment stations and model farms.
Sheep and goats are raised extensively, while
horned cattle and horses receive less attention.
The mountains of Bosnia are rich in minerals,
some of which A\ere worked in the days of the
Romans. The mineral industry is chiefly in the
hands of the Government. The chief mineral prod-

ucts are iron, copper, manganese, quicksilver, coal,

and salt. The manufacturing industries are also

in a backward state, and are confined chiefly to

the production of coarse metal articles and some
textiles for the home marfcet. Tliere are several

extensive State tobacco factories. Tlie exports
consist mainly of cereals, fruit, animals, and ani-

mal products. Since the Austro-Hungarian occu-

pation the transportation facilities of Bosnia
hftve been eoiisi<lerably extended and improved.
In 1901 there were over (JOO miles of railway
lines, extending from Serajevo to all parts of the

province. The highways and telegraph lines have
also increased in length. The social and economic
condition of Bosnia presents strange contrasts

in the intermingling of institutions and customs
h;inded down from the jjast with the innovations

that reflect the spirit of modern progress.

In accordance with the agreement of 1S78. the

supreme control of the province is nominally
vested in the hands of tlie Sultan of Turkey, but

the immediate administration is directed liy the

Bosnian Bureau, under the supervision of the

Jlinister of Finance of Austria-Hungary. The
provincial government is divide<I into the four

departments of internal aft'airs, finance, justice,

and public works. For administrative purposes

Bosnia is divided into 5 districts and 43 counties,

administered by separate otiicials. with theassist-

anee of representative councils. The annual bud-
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get amounts to a little over 40,000,000 kronen
($8,120,000). The Austro-Hungarian Govern-
ment maintains an army of about 20.000 men.
Military service is comi)ulsor,v for evcr.v able-

bodied male for a i«?riod of three years. Educa-
tion is free, but not compulsorv. and, altliough

the number of schools, as well as the standard of

instruction, has been raised since tlie AustroHun-
<rarian occupation, education is still very back-

ward, and a large proportion of the population is

illiterate. The population of Bosnia and Herze-
govina in 1895 was 1,591,036, against 1,336,091
in 1885. According to religion, the,v were di-

vided as follows: Greek Orthodox, 42.94 per
cent.; Mohammedans, 34.99 per cent.; Roman
Catholics. 21.31 per cent.; Jews, 0.52 per cent.

The inhabitants, Bosniaks and Herzegovinians,
belong to the Serb branch of the Slavic race, with
stature for soldiers of l.rlO metres. In the ne-

cropolis of Glasiuiie, with its 20,000 tumuli, were
found crania which show that the dolichocephalic
Ilallstatt race was once as pronounced here as
is the opposite t,vpe to-day. With a few un-
important exceptions, the people speak the
Serb language. The ifohammedans. who call

themselves Turks, are descendants of Sla-

vic Christians converted to Islam during the
Mohammedan conquest, and do not adhere so

closely to Islam as the Mohammedan inhabitants

of the Turkish provinces. The Turkish ele-

ment of the population is insignificant. There
is an Albanian element in the south. Capital
Serajevo, w ith a population of about 38,000.

Bosnia constituted a part of the Koman prov-

inces of Dalmatia and Pannonia, and was cele-

brated in ancient times for its rich mines of

silver and gold. After the passing of the Goths
the region was occupied b.v a Slav population,
about the beginning of the Sixth Centurv.
For a long time the various parts of the country
had their own pett.v princes. The Bosnian rulers

begin to figure under the name of Ban in

the Twelfth Centurj-. About this time the
heretical Christian sect of Patarenes rose to im-
portance. In the course of the Middle Ages the

country passed through periods of Servian,

Croatian, and Hungarian overlordsliip. A suc-

cession of powerful chiefs extended the limits

of the principality over Dalmatia and a part of

Servia. and in 1376 Ban Tvertko proclaimed
himself King of Bosnia. In 1401 came the be-

ginning of Turkish invasion, which burst upon
the country' in all its force in 1463. The Turks
now made themselves rulers of nearl.v the whole
of Bosnia, and the fragment which had become
attached tx) Hungary fell into their hands after

the battle of Molulcs in 1526. Bosnia became
thoroughly Islamized. and submitted quietl,v

to the ruthless Ottoman rule. In 18.50-51 the

Mohammedan nobilitv. crushed by the heavy
weight of taxation, rose in arms against the

Porte, but the revolt was stani])ed out with
sanguinary efficae.v by Onicr Pasha. An unsuc-

cessful insurrection in Bosnia and Herzegovina
took place in 1875-70, and was followed bv Ser-

via's disastrous war with Turkey. The facts

of Turkish niisgovernment were recognized at

the Congress of Berlin (1878), and Austria-Hun-
gary was authorized to occupy and administer

Bosnia and Herzegovina, though the Sultan re-

tained the nominal suzerainty over them. The
Austro-Hungarian occupation was eflfected in

1878, but only after a desperate resistance on
Vol. III.—22.

the part of the Mohammedan inhabitants. In
1881 compulsory militarv- service was introduced.

The administrative order and militaiy organiza-

tion of Bosnia have been assimilated to the

Austro-Hiuigarian system. Bosnia has made
great strides under the Austro-Hungarian rule,

its prosperity being in great measure due to the
wise and vigorous administration of Baron
Kallay.

Consult: Miller, "Bosnia Under the Aus-
trians," Gentleman's Magazine, CCLXXXV'.
(London, 1898) and Travels and Politics in the

Xear East (1899) : Munro, Ifambles and Studies
in Bosnia (Edinburgh, 1895) ; Diehl, "En Bos-

nie-Herz^govine." La grande revue, Vol. XVII.
(Paris, 1!I01).

BOS'PORUS, or BOSPHORUS (Gk. B6<r-

iropos, Bosporox, literally ox-ford, from /SoCs, bous,

ox, cow -j- irdpos, poros, ford, crossing. Called

also the Strait of Constantinople). The nar-

row channel which connects the Black Sea with
the Sea of Marmora and separates tlio two con-

tinents of Europe and Asia (Jlap: Turke,y in

EurojJe, G 4 ) . It has a length of about IS miles,

and in width varies from about 1800 feet to

about two miles, with a depth of over 100 feet.

The surface currents are from the Black Sea
to the Sea of Marmora, while underneath and
along the shore the direction is opposite, which
fact accounts for the undiminished salinity of

the Black Sea, in spite of the great quantities

of fresh water which it receives through its

affluents. The swift currents and the occasional

logs which envelo]) the northern entrance make
the channel very dangerous for navigation, and a
number of lighthouses have been erected to insure

greater safet.y. The shores are for the most part
elevated, and in the vicinity of Constantinople
are lined with palaces, picturesque villages,

vine.vards, and numerous ancient ruins. The
name Bosporus, which means an ox-ford or a
cow-ford, is supposed to have been derived from
the legend according to which the strait was
crossed by lo after she was transformed into a
cow. Other authorities attribute the name to

the narrowness of the channel, which makes it

possible for an ox to cross it. The channel was
also known at one time as the Thracian Bos-

porus; At the middle of this strait, where it is

about 2800 feet in breadth, Darius made his

bridge of boats when he marched against the

Scythians. The Bosporus has long been under
Turkish control. Repeated European confer-

ences, including that of Berlin, in 1878, have
confirmed the stipulation of the treaty made in

1841. providing that no shij) of war belonging to

any nation but Turke,y shall pass through the

Bosporus without the consent of the Ottoman
authorities.

BOSPORUS, Kingdom of. .\n ancient Greek
State on botli sides of the Cimmerian Bos-

porus (the Strait of Yenikale, connecting the

Sea of Azov with the Black Sea). It was
founded probabl,y about the beginning of the

Fifth Century B.C. in the Taurie Chersonesus
(Crimea). In 393 the kingdom was extended
along the Asiatic coast, and Theodosia was
united with it in 360. The kingdom became
tributary to the Scythians in 290, and toward
the close of the Second Century B.C., Mithridates,

King of Pontus, vanqui'-lii'd the Sevthiims and
set his son, Maehares, on the throne of Bosporus.
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On the death of Machares, soon followed by that •

of Mithridates, the Romans gave the country in

B.C. 03 to Pharnaces, the second son of Mithri-

dates, and after his assassination to several

princes who gave themselves out as descendants

of Mithridates. When at last the family became

entirely extinct, in a.d. 25!), the Sarmatians

made themselves masters of the kingdom.

BOSQTJET, bos'ka', Pierre Francois Joseph
(1810-01). A marshal of France. He was born

at Mont de Marsan, in the Department of Landes,

November S, 1810, entered in 1829 the Polytech-

nic School in Paris, and in 1838 joined the artil-

lery as sub-lieutenant. He became colonel in

1847, general of brigade in 1848, and general of

division in lSr)4. In the earlier part of his

career he disi)layed such skill and valor in sev-

eral Algerian campaigns that he was intrusted

with the Second Division of the French Army in

the Crimean War, 1854-55, in which he especially

distinguished himself at the Alma, Inkerman,

and at the storming of the MalakoflF. Having

been seriously wounded at Sebastopol, he was
compelled to" retire from active service, and

France, in recognition of his services, made him

Senator and field-marshal. The British Parlia-

ment voted its thanks to him in a special

resolution.

BOSS, bos (Fr. basse, probably OHG. hozo,

tuft, bunch, b6:::at>, MHG. bdzen, to beat). In

architecture, a raised ornament, usually that of

the projecting keystone at the intersection of

ribbed vaulting. The term is extended to similar

projections on running moldings. It first be-

came common in developed Gothic work, where

bosses were usually enriched with flg;ires or

foliage in high relief and of great beauty. {See

BossAGE in its first meaning.)—The boss of a

bit is the ornament with which a bridle-bit ter-

minates at each end.

BOSS. A term derived from the Dutch baas,

originallv meaning a master, overseer, or superin-

tendent "of any kind. So a boss shoemaker or

cari)enter is tlie head of a gang of shoemakers or

carpenters, who deals out work to them and fixes

the amount of their pay. The term seems to

have arisen from aversion to the word 'master,'

regarded as savoring too much of the relations

befween master and slave, and it has come largely

into use among the American negroes since their

emancipation. In the vocabulary of American

politics it denotes a professional politician who

regards the public service as a means of reward-

ing his personal friends, and of buying the sup-

port of the ignorant and unscriipulous. In this

sense the word came into general use at the time

of the exposure of the Tweed King in New York

City in 1872.

BOSS, Lewis (1840— ). An American astron-

omer. He was born in Providence. K. I., grad-

uated in 1870 at Dartmouth College, and from

1872 to 187() was astronomer of the United

States n(Uthern boundary commission. In con-

nection witli the delcrniiiialion of tlic latitude of

various specified points on the boundary line, he

compiled a list of the Declinations of Fixed

Stars (Washington, 1878), which forthwith made

him favorablv known. In 1870 he was appointed

director of t'lie Dudley Observatory at .\lhany,

N. Y., wliich. through his efforts, was recon-

structed in 18113, and provided witli an increased

endowment. He was chief of the expedition sent

in 1882 by the United States Government to San-

tiago, Chile, to observe the transit of \'cnus, is

an honorary member of the Royal Astronomical

Society, and variously connected with other

learned bodies, and has published, besides many
monographs, a Catalogue of S.i'il titars (1890),

a contribution to the cooperative catiilogues of

the stars prepared by leading scientists of the

Continent.

BOS'SAGE (for derivation see Boss). A
term used in two senses: either (1) to denote

the stones in a building left rougli and projecting,

afterwards to be worked into a decoration, as in

carved Gothic keystones (see Boss), or in me-

morial tablets; or (2) to designate stones left

in the same rough manner as a permanent fea-

ture, as in the rustic masonry of Florentine

palaces.

BOSSCHA, bos'si. 'Johannes (1831—). A
Dutch physicist. He was born in Breda, and was
educated "in Deventer and Leyden. He became

director of the Polytechnic Scliool in Delft in

1878. He has made" important investigations on

galvanic polarization, the rajiidity of sound-

waves, and the meclianical theory of electrolysis,

and he was one of the first (1855) to suggest the

possibility of sending two messages simultaneous-

ly over the same wire.

BOSSE, bos, Abr.\ham (1011-78). A French

engraver and etcher, born in Tours. He taught

perspective in a special .school of design in Paris,

and subsequentlv was a professor at the Royal

Academy of Painting. Most of his bold and spir-

ited plates were executed from his own designs.

He published a Traite des manieres de yraver en

taille douce (1045), and other works.

BOSSE, bos'sf, RonERT (1852—). A German
statesman. He was born at yuedlinburg, and

studied law at the universities of Heidelberg,

Halle, and Berlin. He became Under-Secretary

of State in the Ministry of the Interior in 1889,

in which capacity he had the principal share in

the preparation of the laws providing insurance

for workinsmen. In 1891 he was appointed Sec-

retary of State in the Imperial ^Ministry of Jus-

tice, and he was chairman of the commission in-

trusted with the preparation of tlie new Civil

Code of Ciermany. His appointment as Prussian

Minister of Education in 1892 followed. In 1883

he became editor of the Monats.schrilt fur

Deutsche Bcamtc (Ucrlin). Among his publica-

tions are: Kommcntar zum Invalidituts- mid

Altersversicherungsgesetz (3d ed., 1891) ; Eiiin

Dienslreisc nuch dcm Orient (1900).

BOSSI, bos'sf, Enrico Marco (1801— ). An
ltali;u\ composer, bom at Salo. He studied at

the Milan Conservatory, became organist in the

cathedral of Como, and subsequently instructor

in the theory and practice of organ-playing in

the conservatory of Naples. He has written

chamber music; requiem masses; an organ con-

certo; an opera, U Cieco (first presented at Ven-

ice in 1898) : and Caiitieum Canticorum. a hih-

lieiil cant:ita. rendered for the first time in 1901

with mu<-h success by the Ciicilienvercin of

Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany. His Metodo

di studio per I'organo moderno (1893; witli

G. Tchaldini) is an extremely valuable work.

BOSSI, (;usEiTE (1777-1815). An Italian

l)a inter and writer on art. He was born .at

Busto Arsizio, August 11, 1777, and studied in
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Milan, but also passed several years in Rome in

close association with artists of the Italian

school. On his return to Milan he was made see-

retaiy of the Academy of Fine Arts, and for his

services in that academy and those of Bolofjna

and Venice, he was. in 1804. awarded the decora-

tion of the Iron Crown. In 180.5 he exhibited a
drawing of Michelanffelo's "Last .Judgment." He
copied the '"Last Supper" of Leonardo in order

that this great work, almost obliterated, might
be reproduced in mosaic by Eafaelli. In 1810

Rossi published Del crnacolo di Leonardo da

Vinci, which attracted the interest of Goethe. On
his death. December lo. 181.5. a monument by

Canova was erected to his memory in the Ambro-
sian Library in Milan, iluch of Bossi's life was
devoted to the study of the works of Leonardo,

and his last work was a series of drawings repre-

senting incidents in the life of that master. He
left unfinished a large cartoon in black chalk of
• The Dead Christ in the Bosom of Mary, with
John and Magdalene."

BOSSI, LuiGl, Count (1758-1835). An Ital-

ian antiquary and historian. He was born in

Milan, studied in Pavia, and becanfe a canon
of the Cathedral of Milan : but when the French
entered Italy he took the side of the invaders,

and was appointed by Bonaparte agent of the

French C^overnment in Turin, and afterwards

prefect of the archives of the kingdom of Italy.

He was an extremely prolific author, and pro-

duced more than eighty works on antiquarian,

historical, and art subjects. The best known of

his antiquarian writings is Observations siir le

rase que Von conxervait a Genes sous le nom
de Sacro Catino (1807). His most important
historic works are a much-enriched translation

of Koscoe's Life of Leo X., 12 vols. (1810-17) :

Vila di Cristoforo Colombo (1818) ; and Istoriu

d'ltalia. 20 vols. (1819-23).

BOSSUET, bi'swa', Jacques B£xtgxe ( 1627-

17041. A distinguished French pulpit orator.

He was born September 27, Ui27, in Dijon: re-

ceived his earlier education in the Jesuit College

there: and then went to Paris to the College of

Xavarre, where he studied the Sacred Scrip-

tures, the works of classical antiquity, and the

Cartesian philosophy. In 1652 he was made a

priest, and a doctor of theology, and canon in

Metz. Here he _was called by the bishop to

reply to the catechism of the Protestant minis-

ter, Paul Ferri, and this he did (1655) in a
way that commanded the admiration even of

Protestants. He soon attained great distinction

as a pulpit orator, and in 1661 he was made
preacher to the Court. His discourse on the

occasion of Marshal Turenne's conversion to the

Catholic Church obtained for him the bishopric

of Condon (Ui69). Louis XIV. having in 1670

intrusted to him the education of the Dauphin,

he resigned his bishopric in 1671, because he

believed that he would be unfaithful to his duty
if he retained it during a continued absence

from his diocese. He was now made a member
of the Academy. The care with which he at-

tended to the education of the Dauphin was re-

warded, in 1680, by his nomination as first

almoner of the Dauphin, and in 1681 by his ap-

pointment to the bishopric of Meau.x. He was

the author of the four articles which secured the

freedom of the Galilean Chtirch. and the prh-l-

leees claimed by the King against the preroga-

tives of the Pope; and his eloquence in the fa-

mous assembly of the French elergj- in the year
1682 secured the adoption of these articles.

In 1697 he became a member of the Council of

State, and in the following year first almoner
lo the Duchess of Burgundy. He spent the last

year of his life in his diocese, but died in Paris,
April 12, 1704. He was alike strict in morals
and in religious doctrine; his strictness in the
latter he showed particularly in his contro-
versy with Fenelon, whom he accused of heresy
for his ' defense of the Quictists. Bossuet is

considered the greatest ecclesiastical orator
known in history. His orations at the funerals
of the Duchess of Orleans and tlie great Conde
are particularly famous as masterpieces of this

kind of eloquence. All his writings attracted
much attention. For the defense of those dog-
mas of the Catholic Church wliich are rejected

by the Protestants lie wrote his Exposition de la

doctrine de I'ecilise cathotique sur Ics maii&res de
controverse (Paris, 1671).

His greatest controversial work is his cele-

brated Histoire des variations des efjlises pro-
tcslantes. 2 vols. (16881, in wliich he founds his

arguments chiefly upon the doctrinal diversities

of the churches of the Reformation. To the de-

fense of the four articles of the Galilean Church
he devoted his Defenxio Declarationis Celeber-

ri)n(F, quam de Potestate Ecclcsi<e tianx-it Clerus
aalliciis a. [1682], 2 vols. (1730). With a view
to the instruction of the Dauphin, he wrote his
Discours sur I'histoire univcrselle jusqu' a
I'empire de Charlemagne (1G81), a work par-
ticularly deserving of notice, as the first at-

tempt at a philosophical treatment of history.

The continuation of it to the year 1661 (1805)
is entirely derived from materials which he left

behind him, but to which the last touch of his
own hand «as wanting. Another fruit of his

political and historical studies was the Politique
tiree de VEeriture Sainte (1709). There are
modem English translations of the following:
Select ffermons and Funeral Orations (London,
3d ed., 1801); A Conference on the Authority
of the Church [1679] (1841): A' Survey of
Universal History (1819); Elevations to God
(1850); An Exposition of the Catholic Faith
(new edition, 1841) ; The History of the Varia-

tions of the Protestant Churches (2d ed., Dub-
lin, 1836, 2 vols.) ; A. Rebellian, Bossuet, his-

toirien du protestantisme. Etude sur I' "His-
toire des variations" (Paris, 1892) ; Sermon on
the Mount (New York, 1900) ; Meditations
(London, 1901). His works apjieared in Paris,

1862-60. 31 vols., ap|K!ndix (Fuvres int'dits

(1881-83, 2 vols.). For his life, consult: A.
Rfaume, 3 vols. (Paris, 1869-70) : G. Lanson
(Paris, 1891); Francois I.«dieu (Bossuet's sec-

retary), M^moires et journal sur la vie et les

ourrages de Bossuet, 4 vols. (Paris, 1855-57) ;

and Mrs. H. L. •Sidney Lear (London. 1880).

—His nephew. .Tacqies Bossuf:t, died bishop of

Troves, .July 12, 1743. His verj- extensive cor-

respondence, chiefly devoted to the elucidation

and investigation of the views of Fenelon, is

included in the above-mentioned edition of the
works of his tmcle.

BOSSTJT, h6's\.\', Charles (1730-1814). A
Fnncli mathematician and physicist, bom at
Tartaras, near Lyons. He studied with the .Jesuits

in l.vous. and received his ordination, in 1752
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he became professor of mathematics at Mfziferes,

and in 1768 was received into the Academy of

Sciences. The Revolution deprived him of his

sitiiation and his income, and he lived in the

greatest seclusion till under tlie Empire he was
appointed a professor in tlie Polytechnic School.

His works are very numerous. The following

may be mentioned as particularly valuable: Rc-

cliervhes sur la construction la plus avantageuse
des digues { 1764) ; liecherchcs sur les alterations

que la resistance de I'cther peut produire dans le

mourement des planetes (1776) ; youveUe expe-

rience sur la resistance des fluides par d'Aletn-

bert, Condorcet. et Bossut (1777); Trailc cU-

mentaire de mieanique et de dynamique { 1763) ;

Cours complet des mathematiques, 7 vols. (1795-

1801); Cours de mathematiques a I'usage des

Scales militaires (1782); Essai sur I'hi-stoire

ginirale des mnthcmntiques (2d ed., 1810) : and
Traitf, du calcul differentiel et integral (1798).

He was a great admirer of Pascal, and edited his

works (15 vols., Paris, 1779), to which he pre-

fixed an introductory Discours sur la vie et les

ouvrages de Pascal, in 5 vols. Bossut is espe-

cially entitled to fame for his researches in ex-

perimental hydrodynamics, which have formed
contributions of great importance to that sci-

ence. He is best known, however, for his his-

tory of mathematics mentioned above, a work
which, while open to serious criticism, awakened
much interest in the subject.

BOSTAN'GI (from Turk, bostan, Pers. brts-

tan, garden). A class of men in Turkey who,
originally the Sultan's gardeners, now perform

a variety of duties, such as mounting guard at

the seraglio and rowing the Sultan's barge. Their

chief, called Bostangi Bashi, holds the rank of

pasha, is governor of the Sultan's residences, and
chief of police of the capital. The bostangi at

one time numbered 3000. and were united with

the janissaries in military duty. In war time

their strength was 12,000'. Their present num-
ber is about 600,

BOSTON, bos'ton or bos'- ('Saint Botolph's

town'). An ancient English borough and sea-

port in Lincolnshire, on both sides of the

Witham. 28 miles southeast of Lincoln (Map:
England, V 4 ) . Boston is supposed to be the

ancient leanhoe, the site of the abbey founded
by Saint Botolph in 654. After the Conquest it

became an iinporlant trading town and the home
of a Hanseatic guild. Henry VIII. granted it

a charter of incorporation. The ancient Ouild-

liall is interesting historically as the place of

trial of Brewster and his companions. The
parish church of Saint Botolph (1309), 290 X
98 feet, is one of the largest witho\it cross-aisles

in England, and has a fine tower 290 feet high,

surmounted by a lantern visible 40 miles out at

pea. The church was partially restored in 1857,

at the expense of the inhabitants of. the town's

American namesake. Boston returns one mem-
ber to Parliament. The town owns extensive

docks. The clearing of the river of silt and the

closing of the adjacent fens have greatly pro-

moted the trade of Boston. Population, in 1891,

14.570: in 1901, 15,700.

BOSTON. The capital of Massachusetts, and
the county-seal of Suffolk County, the commer-
cial metropolis of New England, and the fifth

city of the ITnited States in i)()|)ulation (Map:
Massachusetts, E 3). It is in latitude 42° 21'

27" X., longitude 71° 3' ZO" W., 232 miles by
rail northeast of New York City, on Boston Har-
bor, an arm of Massachusetts Bay, at the mouths
of the Mystic and Charles rivers.

Description. The original site of Boston, in-

cluding Beacon, Copp's, and Fort hills, all of
which have been considerably cut down, though
the first still rises to a height of 110 feet, was
a peninsula of less than 800 acres in extent,
connected witli the mainland by an exceedingly
narrow neck, one mile in length and so low tliat

it was not infrequently submerged. The shore,
deeply indented, was surrounded by tidal
marshes, which have been filled in at great ex-

pense, adding over 1000 acre> to the original
area, a part of which, on the Charles River, is

now the location of the well-known Back Bay
district of the modern city. The limits of the
old town have been extended to include East
Boston, on Noddle's Island, added in Colonial
times; South Boston, originally Dorchester
Neck, annexed in 1804: Roxbury, "in 1868; Dor-
chester, in 1870: and Cliarlestown, West Rox-
burj-, and Brighton, in 1874—the modern Bost<m
occupying* total area of about 43 square miles.

The appearance of the old town is still retained
in the narrow and irregular streets of the North
End, now one of the most squalid parts of the
city. As historical relics renuiin three old bury-
ing-grounds—Copp's Hill Burial Ground, con-

taining the graves of the Mathers; Central Bury-
ing-Ground, dating from 1756: and Old (iranary
Burial Ground, in which are buried several per-

sons noteil in historv. A few old buildings are

still standing— Christ Cluirch (Old North
Church) (1723), from the s])ire of which were
hung the lanterns for Paul Revere; Faneuil Hall
(q.v. ) ; the old State House (1748), restored in

1882 as nearly as possible to its provincial ap-

pearance, one of the most noteworthy historic

buildings in the United States and the repository

of an interesting collection of relics and paint-

ings: King's Chapel (1754). occupying the site

of the first Episcopal church, of 1688, with the

oldest cemetery in Boston : the Old Corner Book-
store, long known as a rendezvous of literary per-

sons: and the Old Siiuth Meeting House (1729),
with which are coimei'ted many notable events in

the history of the city, and which now contains

historic relics and in winter is used as a hall for

lectures on American history. .

The modern city has about 590 miles of
streets, of which all but 95 miles are paved

—

the greater j)art with macadam, granite, Belgian
blocks, and gra\X'l. In the new sections they are
liandsomelv laid out. Beacon Street and Com-
monwealth .\venue, the latter 240 feet wide and
one of the finest boulevards in America, with
other streets of the Back Bay region, are re])re-

sentative of the beauty of Boston's residential

avenues. Washington and Treniont streets are
the headquarters of the retail trade, and State
Street is the important financial centre—the
Wall Street of Boston. Intercommunication be-

tween the various districts of the tity is afford-

ed by an' efficient street-rail" ay system which
operates about 200 miles of track, and by a num-
ber of bridges, East Boston alone being connected
by ferry,

Buii.DiNG.s. Boston is replete with objects of

architectural interest. The State House, on Bea-

con Hill, built in 1795 after designs by Charles

Bulfinch, and subsequently enlarged at various





^
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times, is a prominent strueture some 400 feet

long, crowneil by .1 {ildeil dome. The Shaw ilon-

iiment, by Saint Gaudens, the ie])ro(hu'tiou of the
Beacon Monument which was erected in 1790,
and statues of Daniel Webster and Horace Mann,
are of interest in this locality. The City Hall, an
Halian Kenaissance structure, on School Street,

is fronted by statues of Benjamin Franklin and
Josiah Quiney, and the granite County Court
House, a type of German Renaissance, is 4.50

feet long, erected at a cost of .^^.SOO.OOO. On
State Street stands the Custom House, of gran-
ite, iu form a huge Greek cross: not far distant
is the United States Government Building, which
covers an entire block and accommodates the
post-ofEce, sub-treasury, and United States
courts. The total cost of this edifice, including
construction and land, was nearly .$6,000,000.

Copley Square is perhaps the city's greatest
architectural centre. Here are the Public Li-

brary, facing Trinity Church, and the JIuseum
of Fine Arts, and the Second Unitarian and the
New Old South churclies. The library is built

of Milford granite, in Halian Renaissance style,

and is nearly square, inclosing an open court
which contains a fountain by Martigny and is

surrounded by a fine arcade. Over the main
entrance are reliefs by Saint Gaudens, while
the interior is richly decorated with colored
marbles and mural paintings by well-known ar-

tists, among them Puvis de Chavannes, Edwin
A. Abbey, and .John S. Sargent. The entrance
hall leads to a magnificent marble staircase
Hanked with lions. Statues of Emerson and Sir
Harry Vane add to the interior decoration. The
Boston Public Library is the largest free circu-

lating library in the world. It has accommoda-
tion for 2.500,000 books and contains about
775,000 volumes, among which are included
several valuable special collections, that of

Shakespeariana being one of the finest in the
world. The general reading-room ( Bates Hall

)

is of spacious dimensions, 42 feet wide by 217
feet long, and extends across the Copley Square
front. The churches on this square are worthy
examples of ecclesiastical architecture, and, with
the Roman Catholic Cathedral of the Holy
Cross in Washington Street, the First Church
of Christ (Scientist), and the First Spiritual
Temple (Spiritualist) are perhaps the most strik-

ing church edifices in the cit}'. The New Old
South Church is in Italian Gothic, with a fine

campanile and an interior noticeable for its

rich marble. Trinity Church, by Richardson, said

to be the finest church in Xew England, is a speci-

men of French Romanes()ue. It has the form of

a Latin cross, and is particularly notable for its

beautiful interior decorations and stained-glass

windows. The iluseum of Fine Arts, on tlic east

side of the scpiare, is of red brick, in Italian-

Gothic style, and is the repository of works of

inestimable value, the collection of .Japanese

art and that of antique casts being among the
best in the world. Other points of interest in

various parts of the city are the buildings of the
Massachu.setts General Hospital, the great Ex-
change Building, containing the Stock Exchange
Chamber, the Chamlier of Commerce, the tall

Sears and Ames buildings, the Unitarian and
Congregational Iniildings, the Masonic Temple,
Tremont Temple, the Yniith'.i Companion Build-
ing, the Natural History .Museum, with a library

and valuable collections, the Massachusetts His-

torical Society Building, the Armory of the First

Corps of Cadets, and the new buiUlings of the
New England Conservatory of Music.

In Charlestown are the famous Breed's Hill
and Bunker Hill. In this section of the greater
city the principal points of interest are the

Bunker Hill ilonument, a granite obelisk 220
feet high, which all'ords from the toj) an exten-

sive view, and the navy yard, wcujjying nearly
00 acres, and containing machine-shops, ship-

Houses, etc., and a large granite dry-dock.
Charlestown has also statues of Col. William
Prescott and Gen. Joseph Warren, a soldiers'

monument, and a monument to John Harvard.
P.\RKS. The Common, a most characteristic

feature of Boston, esteemed by the people as

few other public parks are, because of its inti-

mate connection with the history of the city,

was set olT in 10.34 as a training-field and com-
mon ground, and has since been carefully pre-

served for public use. Its 48 acres are crossed
by paths shaded by grand old elms, while toward
the centre, near where the 'Great Elm' stood

until blown down in 1876, is the Soldiers' Monu-
ment, erected in memory of the men of Boston
who "died for their country." Near the Tre-

mont Street Mall stands the Crispus Attucks
Monument, commemorating the 'Boston Mas-
sacre of 1770.' The bronze figure represents
Revolution breaking the chains, and the scene of

the massacre is portrayed in bas-relief on the

base; the names of the victims are on the shaft.

Adjacent to the Common is the Public Garden,
of 24 acres, the entrance to the Back Bay dis-

trict, tastefully laid out and in season a mass of

brilliant flowers. It contains an artificial lake,

spaimed by a ponderous bridge, and an equestri-

an statue of Washington by Ball, statues of

Edward Everett and Charles Sumner, a repre-

sentation of "Venus Rising from the Sea," and
the group by .J. Q. A. Ward, commemorating the

discovery of ether, first successfully used in

1840 by Dr. Morton, in an operation at the Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital.
Among other noteworthy statues of the city

are a bronze statue of Governor Winthrop in

Seollay Square, one of Samuel Adams in Adams
Square, another of Governor Andrew in the

State House, the statues of Alexander Hamilton,
John Glover, William Lloyd Garrison, and Leif

Ericson in Commonwealth Avenue, the statue of

Farragut in the Marine Park, of Beethoven in

the Music Hall, and of Columbus in front of the
Roman Catholic Cathedral.
Owing to the natural beauty and accessibility

of its suburlis, and the existence of the Common
and the Public Garden in the heart of the city

proper, Boston was late in initiating a system of

|)ublic parks. There arc now two phases of park
deveIol>ment— the nuinicipal. dating from the
seventies, and the metropolitan, of more recent
inauguration ami of vast extent, requiring years
for its completion as planned. The municipal
system, of over 2(!00 acres, includes, besides nu-
merous playgrounds and oi)cn-air gynuiasia, and
independent jiarks in various parts of the city,

a chain of parks connected by fine parkways, and
almost encircling the city from the Charles River
Eml)ankment to the Marine Park in South Bos-
ton. From its terminus at the Charles River,
the boulevard extends througli a narrow section,

Charlesgate, to 'The Fens,' then by tlie narrow
Riverway to Leverett Park, approaching Ja-
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maica Park with Jamaica Pond, passing the
Arnold Arhorctuni, wliere may be found every
tree and shrub that will grow in Boston's cli-

mate, reaching Franklin Park, of 520 acres, in

West Ko.xbury, the central feature of the system,
and ending with the Marine Park at City Point,
South Boston. The Marine Park is connected
by a pier with Castle Island, also a part of the
park system. This locality is a popular head-
quarters for yachts, and all'ords facilities for
boating and bathing (munici|)al bath-liouses)

.

The Metropolitan Parks District, in which are
included a number of municipalities, is adminis-
tered by a commission of five members, appoint-
ed by the Governor. The scheme comprises such
reservations as the Blue Hills (4000 acres), Mid-
dlesex; Fells ( 3200 acres

)
, Stony Brook Woods

(400 acres), connecting the first-named witli the
Boston municipal system at the Arnold Ar-
boretum. Lynn Woods (2000 acres), Beaver Brook
Reservation, of greater interest than its small
extent presupposes. Revere Beach, which is open
to public use for several miles, and improve-
ments along the Charles, Mystic, and Neponset
rivers.

Education, Libraries, etc. Boston is noted
as one of the greatest educational and literary

centres of the country. Its public-school system
comprises, besides kindergarten, primary, and
grammar schools, a liberal number of high
schools, and also normal and 1-atin schools. The
Boston Latin School, founded in 1635. and the
English High School occupy the largest school
building in the United States. Among the higher
institutions of learning are Boston University
( Methodist Epi-scopal ) , Boston College ( Roman
Catholic), Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy, the medical and dental schools of Harvard
University, Tufts College Medical School. Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons, Saint John's
Ecclesiastical Seminary (Roman Catholic), and
the Massachusetts College of Pharmacy. The
New England Conservatory of Jlusie has an
enviable reputation, and the Lowell School of
Design, the Massachusetts Normal Art School,
and the school connected with the Museum of
Fine Arts are representative of Boston as a
centre of art education. Besides these regular
institutions, the great system of. free lectures

on a wide variety of subjects practically con-
stitutes a great university. The lectures in the
Old South Meeting House have been mentioned;
the work of the Lowell Institute, which is spe-

cially endowed for this purpose, is also worthy
of note.

The Boston Public Library maintains fifty-

Beven or more agencies, including several branch
stations with large permanent collections, besides
numerous reading-rooms and delivery and de-

posit stations. In the metropoliUin district there
are some 30 free libraries, with a total of

1,300.000 volumes, while the collections open
to investigators aggregate 3,000,000. Among
other noted collections in the city are those of

the -Vmerican Academy of Arts and Sciences,

the Boston Athenanim (foimded in 1807, with
nearly 200,000 volumes), Boston Library .So-,

ciety, Congregational Library, Massachusetts
Historical .Society (founded in 1701), Massa-
chusetts Horticultural Society (founded in

1829), New England Historic Genealogical So-

ciety, State Library, Social Law Library, and

Natural History Society, besides those of the
leading educational institutions.

CiiARiT.\DLE iNSTiTrnoN.s. In the number
and efficiency of institutions of this class, both
public and private, Boston holds high rank.
Among these, mention may be made of the Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital, one of the
best equipped in the world; Massachusetts
Homeopathic Hospital, Carney Hospital (in
Soulli Pxiston). the City Hospit^U, Women's
Charity Club Hosjiital (in Roxliury). Massa-
chusetts Charitable Eye and Ear Inlinnary, New
England Hospital for Women and Children. Bos-
ton Insane Hospital (separate establishments
for males and females) , Children's Hospital, the
Horace Mann School for Deaf Mutes, and the Per-
kins Institute for the Blind, which has a large

library of raised-character books. On islands in

the harbor are the principal almshouse. House
of Correction, and House of Refuge for Boys.

TuEATRE-s, Cn'ns, Societies, Hotels. The
Boston Theatre, seating 3000, is the largest in

New England, and the Colonial, Boston Museum,
Tremont, Hollis Street, Park, Castle Square, Co-
lumbia, Keith's, Howard Athenaeum, Bowdoin
Square, and Bijou theatres have seating capaci-
ties ranging from 1000 to 2000. The Boston
iluseum, noteworthy for the first appearance of
several famous actors, is the oldest in the city.

The old Tremont Theatre, which occupied the
site of the present Tremont Temple, was also
known for the eminent persons who appeared on
its stage. The celebrated Boston Syni])hony Con-
certs are given in Symphony Hall, one of the
finest music halls in the country.

Boston is the home of a large number of his-

torical, scientific, literary, and musical societies.

In the last-mentioned class are such well-known
organizations as the AjJollo, Cecilia. Harvard
Musical, Handel and Haydn, and Orpheus. Tlie

social and literary clubs include, among nu-
merous others, the Somerset, Algonquin, Saint
Botolph, the University, Boston Art, Union,
New England ^^'omen'^, Mayflower, Boston Ath-
letic Association, Appalachian Mountain, the
Temple (the oldest in the city), and the Coun-
try Club, at Clyde Park. Brookline.
The princi|)al hotels include the Adams House,

the Parker House. Young's Hotel, tlie Hotel Tou-
raine, the Somerset, the Lenox, and the Essex.
Commerce and Industry. Boston is the ter-

minus of the Boston and Albany, the Boston and
Maine, the Fitehlmrg, and the New England rail-

roads, the Old Colony .System of the N'ew York,
New Haven and Hartford Railroad, and the Bos-
ton, Revere Beach and L.ynn (narrow-gauge)
Railroad. There are two large union stations on
the water-fnmts and on opposite sides of the
business district; tlie northern used by the Bos-
ton and Maine and the Fitchburg railroads, and
the southern, one of the largest stations in the
world, over 800 feet long by 700 feet wide, used
by the Boston and Albany and the New Y'ork,

New Haven and Hartford railroads. There are
several regular steamship lines to Europe. The
harbor is spacious and safe. It is about 8 miles
wide and more than twice as long, with ,a min-
imum depth in the main channel of 23 feet at
low tide. There are several lights and beacons,
and numerous islands, upon certain of which are
situated the old Fort Independence and Forts
Warren an<l Winthrop, besides the charitalde
and reformatory institutions already mentioned.
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Boston's interests are c-oiimicnial rather tlian

industrial, the factories owned l)y I5oston cajn-

tal beinf; mostly out of town; the niauufaotures,

however, are extensive and varied, .\ecording

to the census of 1000, a total of nearly •JUo,-

000.000 was invested in the various manufac-
turing industries, which had a production val-

ued at over S-205,000,000. The city is the

second wool market in the world, ranking next

to London, and is second to New York only

among American ports in the value of its foieign

traded which amounts to about $200,000,000 an-

nually. The exports, which represent tive-eighths

of the total, comprise provisions (including ani-

mals). brcadstufTs. cotton and its manufactures,
leather and its manufactures, iron and steel man-
ufactures (the above-named classes constituting

00 per cent, of the whole amount), wood and its

niajiufaeturcs, and distilled spirits. Tlie princi-

pal imports are wool and woolen manufactures,
fibres, sugar, hides and skins, cotton and cotton

manufactures, eheraieals. manufactures of iron

and steel, leather and manufactures of leather,

wood and wooden products, fruits, fish, and
paper-stock. The facilities for handling this

great traffic are excellent: a system of freight

terminals brings together the railroads and
ships, deep-water terminals making accessible

docking facilities for the largest vessels. In

1000 the internal revenue collections at Boston
were about .$8,000,000, and the post-office re-

ceipts $3,200,000. The fishing industry, which
formerly was one of the chief sources of Boston's

prosperity, is still of importance, the value of

its products amounting annually to more than
$.500,000. Boston is the centre of immense min-
ing, railroad, and insurance interests, which are

operated all over the country, particularly in

the \\'est.

AdMINISTRATIOX. JtuXICIPAL ACTIVITIES. The
government is vested in a mayor, elected every

two years, a bicameral city council composed
of 13 aldermen and 75 councilmen, and sub-

ordinate administrative officials, of whom the

street commissioners are chosen by popular vote,

the city clerk, the city messenger and clerk of com-
mittees elected by the council, the police board

appointed by the State Governor and council, and
all others appointed by the mayor, a number of

the appointments, however, being made subject

to the consent of the upper house of the munici-
pal council. A prominent feature of the mu-
nicipal government is the large number of pub-
lic-spirited citizens who administer, without
renuineration, important departments; among
these may be mentioned the trustees of the

Public Library, trustees of the City Hospital,

overseers of the poor, Park Commission, boards

governing the institutions for paupers, children,

and insane; also the Board of Municipal Sta-

tistics, which published weekly, until 1000, the

Cilt/ liecord, an official gazett*.

There has been of recent years a great in-

crease in the activities undertaken by the muni-
cipality, which is one of the most progressive in

the United States. These now extend to a muni-
cipal printing plant, work in the repair and
construction of city buildings, watering of the

streets, municipal bath-houses, lectures and con-

cert*, free excursions for children, a camp for

boys. etc. Besides these, and the greatest of mu-
nicipal enterprises, the new subway, there are the

combined municipal works comprised in the

metropolitan systems of parks (already men-
tioned), of sewerage, and of water supply. The
metropolitan districts are not, however, co-

extensive. The sewerage system comprises a
network of mains (5.50 miles in Boston) which
discharge into deep w;iter in Boston Bay. The
water-supply is obtained from the Nashua River,
each municijiality C(mtrolling its distributing sys-

tem; and the plan is arranged to include other
sources in case the demand exceeds the capacity
of the present source. The first water-works of

the present system were completed in 1848. The
entire system, including 715 miles of mains, has
cost about $23,000,000.

The new subway, constructed in 1805-08 at a
cost of $4,350,000, was the first exam])le in the

L'nited States of municipal enterprise in this

field—a notable wcn-k of engineering undertaken
for the relief of the congested traffic in the

business district and to afford rapid communi-
cation with the suburbs of the south and west.

It was partly opened for traffic in 1807, when
it was leased for operation to a private com-
pany for a term of 20 3'ears. The subway is

substantially constructed, is well lighted and
ventilated, and is attractively finished at the
stations with glazed white brick. Its imme-
diate success has led to an extension of the sys-

tem to the suburljan districts on the east. With
the facilities afforded by the subway, the Boston
transit system has attained a high degree of

efficiency ; the elevated and electric roads sup-

plement each other, and connect also with the
steam-railway terminals. The elevated road
system, opened in 1001, extends through the city,

from Roxbury to Charlestown, and is connected
with each end of the subw;\.y. The structure is

of steel and the trains are operated by elec-

tricity.

The annual expenditures of the city for main-
tenance and operation amount to about $20.-

000,000 (including $1,500,000 by the county),
the main items of expense being about $3,000.-

000 for schools. .$2,000,000 for interest on debt,

•'51,750,000 for the police department. $1,500,000
for street expenditures (other than street clean-

ing and sprinkling, which amount to $500,000),
$1,250,000 for the water-works. $1,250,000 for the
fire department. $1,200,000 for charitable insti-

tutions. .$750,000 for nuinicipal lighting, over
$000,000 for garbage removal, and about $500,-

000 for parks and gardens. The assessed valua-

tion of property, real and personal (the basis

of assessment being 100 per cent.1, is about
.41.130.000.000: the bonded debt is. approxi-
mately, $82,000,000. including $3,.500.000 county
bonds. The legal borrowing limit is fixed tit

214 per cent, of the average assessed valuation

for three years.

PoptrL.VTiON. From the earliest date of the

country's history, Boston has ranked among the

larcrest .American cities. The srowth of its popu-

lation has been gradual and steadv. as seen from
the followiuL' fi'j-ures: 1700. 18..320: 1800. 24,-

037; 18.50.130.881; 1870.2.50.520: 1800.448.-

477; 1900.500.802. As in nearly all large mod-
ern cities, two interesting facts may be noted in

connection with the distribution of the popu-

lation in Boston—the seirregation of various

classes in certain localities, and the gradual

shifting of the quarters of the various classes

following in the wake of industrial changes.
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The first section to be settled in Boston was
the northern end of the peninsula. Intil the

middle of the Nineteenth Century the population
vas still largely confined to tlie peninsula. After
that period the population began to spread out
into Charlestown, East Boston. .South Boston,

and of late years has turned to Ro.xbury, West
Ro.xbury, Dorchester, and Brighton. Boston
proper contains now less than a third of the total

population, business buildings crowding out

dwellings. What was once the most fashionable

quarter—the Xorth Knd—has become tlie busi-

ness section of the city, and is partly taken up
with the dwellings of the poorer, largely immi-
grant people. The fashionable quarters first

moved to the South End, and, after being crowded
out once more by business interests, have be-

come located in the Back Bay section.

While it is claimed for Boston that it still

retains its old American spirit and character,

the city has a larger foreign element than many
other large American cities. Tlu' percentage of

people of foreign birth in 18!t0 was 3.5.27. and
those of foreign parentage constituted 00.9; while

in inOO the former constituted 3.5 per cent, of

the total population. Of the foreign nationalities,

the Irish are most strongly represented. The
largest immigration of Irish took place in the

decade 184,')-55, the immigrants settling in the

once fashionable section of the North End. The
Scotch. English, and Germans are represented in

much smaller numbers, while lately the immigra-
tion has been made xip largely of Italians and
Russian Jews, the latter having taken the place

of the Irish in the North End of the city. The
colored population is very small, having been

less than 12.000 in 1900. The geographical condi-

tions, unlike those of New York, have allowed

of an easy expansion of the city limits, thus pre-

venting excessive overcrowding. However, the

North and South ends have a congested popula-

tion huddled largely in tenements.

History. The peninsula on which old Bos-

ton was built was kno^vn as Sliawmut. or Sweet
Waters, to the Indians, and was named Trimon-
taine by the early colonists, from the three-

peaked top of one of its hills. It was first visit-

ed by an exploring party from Pl>nnouth in

1621. In .July, IfiSO, the" colonists brought by
.Tohn Winthrop to Salem established themselves

at Charlestown: but on the invitation of Wil-

liam Blackstone, or Blaxton, a 'bookish recluse.'

who had lived on the peninsula since l(i2G,

Winthrnp and the greater part of his company
moved to Triniont.aiue on or before Sei)tember 17,

• 1030. when the place was renamed Boston, after

the f>ine<)lnshiro town whence many of the colo-

nists had come. The old 'Trimontaine.' changed

to Tremont. is preserved in Tremont Street and
several buildings. Early in l(i32 the first meet-

ing-house was erected, at the head of the present

State Street, and three years later the firs't free

schoolhouse was built on the present School

Street. In IC35 the first grand jury of the

country met in Boston. Boston soon became
the chief town of the ilassachusetts Bay Col-

ony, and the centre of Puritan religious life

and learning. In 1630 the .Vntinomian contro-

versy (see TTuTOiiTXSOjr. .Anne) broke out. and,

with the disturbances caused by Roger Williams

(q.v.), led to the emigration of many prominent
citizens. Between 1648 and 1088 four women

—

Margaret Jones, of Charlestown; Mary Parsons,

of Springfield; Ann Hibhins, and Goody Glover—were executed for witchcraft: and " between
1659 and lOtjl, during the excitement caused by
the Quaker inuuigration, four vjuakcrs were
hanged on the Connuon f(U- returning after ban-
ishment on pain of death. A post-oftice was
opened in 1049. Two years later a mint was
established, at which the 'pine-tree' shillings

were coined for many years. A priuting-ollice

was opened in 1674, and in 1704 the Host on 7\cirs

Letter, the first regular newspaper to l)e

printed in America, began publication. At
the beginning of tlie Eighteenth Century Boston
was the largest and most important town in

America, and its citizens took a leading part in

the expression of public opinion in the conflict

of the colonies with Great Britain. The im-
pressment of seamen by the home Government
in 1747 caused several riots, and the spirit of

independence increased till the Stamj) Act in

1765, and later the revenue acts, incited riots,

which led to the quartering of two British regi-

ments in Boston. On ]\larch 5, 1770, the 'Bos-

ton Massacre' (q.v.) occurred. On December
16, 1773, occurred the famous Boston Tea
Partv which caused Parliament to pass the
Boston Port Bill (q.v.)—in efl'ect June 1, 1774
—virtually closing the Boston Harbor to com-
merce. At the outbreak of the Revolution, Bos-
ton was occupied by British troops, but was
besieged by the American Army after the skir-

mish at Lexington, and attempts to fortify

Charlestown were followed by the liattle of

Bunker Hill (q.v.), June 17, 1775. By fortify-

ing Dorchester Heights, Washington forced the
British to evacuate the town, March 17, 1776.

Since the Revolution Boston's prosperity has
been almost continuous, the most inqjortant
interruption having been caused by the Embargo
of 1807. The city received its charter in 1822,

and had then a population of 47.000. In 1840 the

liritannia, the first of tlie Cunard liners, entered

Boston harbor and began the present system of

transatlantic passenger traffic. In 1849 there

was an epidemic of cholera, 5080 dying out of a
population of 130,000. Slaves were owned in Bos-

ton as early as J635, and continued to be held till

after the Revolution. In 1-831 William Lloyd
Garrison began the publication of The lAhcnitor,

and organized (1832) the New England .\nti-

Slavery Society, the first society to advocate
immediate emancipation. Boston tlius became
the centre of the radical .Abolitionist movement,
though in 1835 there was an .\nti-.\bolitioiiist

riot. Intense excitement was caused through-
out the country by the rescue here of Shadrach,

in February, 1851, and the return to slavery

from here, under the provisions of the Fugitive

Slave Law of 1850. of Tliomas M. Sims (q.v.),

in April, 1851, and of Anthony Burns (q.v.), in

May, 1854. Durins; the Civil War Boston
strongly supported the measures of the Federal

Government, and sent more than 26.000 men to

join tlie army and navy. The city has suffered

severely from fires, the most destructive oc-

curring in 1676. 1079, 1711, 1700, 1872, 1889,

and 1893. That of 1872 was especially disas-

trous, 50 acres in the business portion of the

city having been thoroughly devastated, and
proi)erty valued at over $75,000,000 destroyed.

On September 17, 1880, the two hundred and
fiftieth anniversary of the settlement of Boston

was celebrated with great enthusiasm.
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Consult: Dr. Winsor's exhaustive and schol-

arly Metnorial Histon/ of Boston, Including

Suffolk County, 4 vols. (Boston. 1880-81):

also Quincy, A Municipal History of the Toicn

and City of Boston, from Ui.iO to IS.iO (Boston,

18.52) ; llale, Historic Boston and Its Xeighbo-r-

hood (New York. 1898) ; Drake, History and
Antiquities of Boston, from IGSO to 1670 (Bos-

ton, 1854) ; Drake, Old Landnuirlcs and Historic

Personages of Boston (Boston, 1900) : and
Lodge, "Boston," in the Historic Toicns Series

(London, 1891): Sprague, Government of Bos-

ton: Its Rise and Development (Boston, 1800) ;

Directory of the Charitable and Beneficent Oc-

ganizations of Boston (Boston. 1899) ; "The
Completion of the Boston Subway and New
.Arrangements of Street Cajs," in Railroad Oa-
:(.ttc. So. XXX. (Xew York, 1898).

BOSTON, Thom.^s (1677-1732). A Scottish

divine and author, born at Dunse (Berwick-
shire). He was educated at the Universitv of

Edinburgh (M.A., 1G94). and in 1699 was" or-

dained to the Presbyterian ministry and ap-

pointed to the parish of Simprin. In 1701 he
was clerk of synod, and in 1707 became pastor

of Ettriek (Selkirkshire). It was through his

reading and reconiniendation to friends of the

treatise The Marroir of Modern Divinity that

the well-known Marrow controversy (q.v. ) was
instituted. He wrote Human Xature in its

Fourfold State (17201. a strongly Calvinistic

work, frequentlv reprinted, and a popular ser-

mon stvled The' Crook in the Lot (1863). Con-
sult: His Memoirs (1776) and the Whole
Works (ed. by S. :Mc:\nilan, London, 1854).

BOSTON ART SCHOOL. This school, or-

ganized in 187U. is the most important school

of design in Boston. The course includes draw-
ing and painting from life and casts, anatomy,
modeling, and perspective. The student has
also the benefit of the JIuseum for copying pur-

poses. There are two valuable scholarships—the

Paige traveling scholarship for two years, and
the Longfellow traveling scholarship for three

years. Besides these there are ten scholarships

of free tuition awarded each year. The annual
prizes are the Sears prizes of .$50 each for a

drawing from a cast, tlie nude, and a portrait in

oils: and the Thayer prize of .$1.50. in three parts

of fiftv dollars each, for work in decorative de-

sign.
' The fee is from .$90 to $125 for three

terms.

BOSTON COLLEGE. A Roman Catholic in-

stit\ition under the direction of the Fathers

of the Society of .Jesus. It was chartered in

1803, and opened in Boston, Mass. There are

fifteen founded scholarships; the value of the

buildings and grounds is placed at $537,800;

and the annual income from tuition fees at

$10,000. The college faculty in 1901 numbered
19 and the students 205; at the same time the

number of students in the allied preparatory

school was 247. The library contains 43,000

volumes. The college course is four years, lead-

ing to the degree of A.B.

BOSTONIANS, The. A novel by Henry
Janif^ ( ISSti) .

BOSTON MASSACRE, The. After the

_^ quartering of Brilisli troops in Boston (1768),

*"%icre was continual friction l)ctween the sol-

diery and the people. Several minor riots oc-

curred early in 1770, and the trouble culmi-

nated on March 5, when seven soldiers under
Captain Preston, who were being pelted with
snowballs and stones by fifty or sixt}' of the

populace, headed by one C^rispus Attucks (q.v.),

fired into the crowd, killing three and wound-
ing seven more, of whom two died. This act

infuriated the Boston people, who met in mass-
meeting and compelled the withdrawal to Castle

Island (March 12) of the two regiments of

troops. The seven soldiers, with Captain Pres-

ton, were tried for murder in Octolier and
Xovembcr, were defended by .John Adams and
Josiah Quincy, and were finally acquitted, though
two of them were declared guilty of man-
slaughter and received light punisliments. There
is much diiTerence of opinion with respect to

the 'Massacre,' some writers regarding it as

a lawless attair discreditable to the people

and the soldiers alike and without any gieat

historical significance; others, as the "first

act in the drama of the Revolution." In 181G

.Tohn Adams wrote: "Not the Battle of Lex-

ington or Bimkcr Hill, not the surrender of

Burgoyne or Cornwallis, were more important
events in American history than the battle

of King Street on the 5th of March, 1770."

The day was annually connnemorated in Boston
until 1783, and in 1888 a monument was erected

to the memory of the ten victims. Consult:

Kidder, History of the Boston Massacre (Al-

banv, 1870) ; and Winsor. Memorial History of

Boston. Vol. III. (Boston, 1880-81).

BOSTON PORT BILL. A bill passed by the

British Parliament, and signed by the King in

March. 1774. to punish the people of Boston for

their destruction of tea in Boston Harbor, De-

cember 16. 1773. (See Bcston.) Itwastogo into

elTect on .June 1 and provided for the virtual

closure of Boston Harbor to commerce, for the

removal of the seat of government to Salem, and
for the supplanting of Boston by Marblehead
as a port of entry, until the people of Boston
should indemnify the owners of the property

destroyed and fulfill other specified conditions.

This, the greatest encroachment yet made by
Parliament upon the liberties of the colonists,

aroused an instant and widespread feeling of in-

dignation and alarm. Assurances of sympathy and
support were immediately sent to the people of

Boston by the legislatures and committees of cor-

respondence of other Colonies, and by many town
meetings, and June 1 was widely observed as a
day of fasting and prayer, bells being tolled,

fiags placed at half-mast, and houses draped
in mourning. Material aid was also given from
all quarters. foo(l-sup|)lics being sent from as far

as South Carolina. Non-importation agreements
were everywhere urged, ])ami)hlets and broad-

sides were issued, and fin:illy a general congress

—the first Continental Congress—was called to

discuss this and other obno.xious acts passed in

the same year, and to devise measures for relief.

Consult Frothingham, Rise of the Republic (Bos-

ton, 1872) ; and. for text of the bill. Pickering,

Statutes at Large. Vol. X.KX. (London, 1842).

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA. One
of the finest orchestras in the United States.

Ever since the beginninj; of the Nineteenth Cen-

tury, the works of the great instrumental masters
hail been performed by amateur orchestras. In
1881 Mr. Henry L. Higginson established a per-
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manent orchestra, which was to give a series of

24 subscription concerts on Saturday nights

throujrhout the season. Each concert is pre-

ceded bv a public rehearsal on Friday afternoon.

Orifjinally, the orchestra consisted of 67 pieces.

The first "conductor was Georg Henschel. He was

succeeded by Wilhelm Gericke, who soon made

his orchestra the equal of any body of per-

formers in Europe. Arthur Xikisch kept the

orchestra at its high degree of technical excel-

lence, and infused his wonderful personality into

interpretation of the works of the great clas-

sical masters. His successor, Emil Paur, was

a conductor of wonderful temperament, with

strong leaning toward the Xeo-German School,

whose works figured extensively on his pro-

grannues. He, in turn, was again succeeded by

Wilhelm Gericke, the present conductor, who is

of the academic type. After 1890 the Boston

Symphony Orchestra regularly visited New
York, where tliey gave five concerts on Thursday

nights. A new' feature was the establishment,

in°1900. of afternoon concerts on Wednesdays in

New York. These were not public rehearsals, in

so much as different progvamraes with different

soloists were performed on Wednesdays and

Thursdays. At present the orchestra numbers

about 80 performers. Rehearsals are held daily

during the season. This, and the fact that theor-

ganization plavs only at concert performances,

are the principal reasons of the high perfection

that marks the playing of this orchestra. The

conductor is now always apjrainted for five years

Franz Kneisel. the concert-master, organized

from among the members of this orchestra his

famous quartet, which is not surpassed by any

kindred organization in the world.

BOSTON TEA-PARTY, The. A popular

designation of tlie summary action of a party

of Bostonians, on December 16, 1773. After an

unavailing protest against the importation of

tea as part of the policy of taxing the Colonies

without representation in Parliament, a number

of citizens, in Indian disguise, proceeded to three

ships carrvin" cargoes of tea. and threw about

350 chests' of tea into the harbor. In retaliation

for tliis action, the iiort was declared closed.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY. A system of

allied schools and colleges. The university is

-situated in Boston, Mass., and was chartered

bv the Massachusetts Legislature in 1869, the

original corporators being Isaac Rich, LeeCiat-

lin, and Jacob Sleeper. The university is di-

vided educationally into ( 1 ) a College of Liberal

Arts ( 1873) , and "a College of Agriculture (Mas-

sachusetts Agricultural College, situated at Am-

herst. Mass.,' 1875). neither of which requires

a coUegiate training for matriculation; (2) a

School of Theology (1871). a School of Law

(1872), and a School of Medicine (1873), aa-

mission to all of which is conditional upon a col-

Ic'iate education: and (3) a general post-gradu-

ate <lcpartment, conferring the higher degrees m
the various branches of the arts and sciences,

and known as the School of All Sciences. By

special arrangement with the National Univer-

sitv of Athens and the Royal University of

Rome, students in the School of All Sciences

may study without exi)cnse in those universities,

the work done there being counted toward a

degree from Boston University. The adminis-

tration of the university is vested m a iini-

versitv council, consisting of the president of

the university and the deans of the constituent

schools: a university senate, consisting of the

council and the professors of the several facul-

ties ; and a corporation, composed of trustees, not

less than 10 in number nor more than 30,

elected for a term of five years each. The chief

benefactor of the university is Isaac Rich, in

whose lionor the institution founded 64 free

scholarships; since then the university has

founded over 200 other scholarships as well as

two fellowships. The property held by the in-

stitution is valued at $1,500,000. The number

of instructors in 1900 was 114, and the number

of students, 1430.

BOS'TRA. See Bozrah.

BOSTROM, Ijos'trem, Christoffer Jacob

(1797-186G). A Swedish philosopher. He was

born at Pitea and studied at the University

of Upsala. In 1838 he was appointed an ad-

iunct professor of philosophy at the university,

and from 1842 to 1863 held the chair of prac-

tical philosophv. He wrote little, but his system

has been very' influential in Sweden, where it

is still the most prominent in centres of higher

education. He has been termed by Falckenberg

{Bistory of Modern Philosophy, Armstrongs

trans.) "the most important systematic thinker

of his countrv." His teaching, defined by him-

self as 'ratio'nal idealism,' presents reality as

spiritual only, and God as an absolute, self-con-

scious unify,' in which all living beings, aecord-

inc to degree, are forever immutably contained.

Each living being is a thouglit of God, and as

such potentially emancipated from space and

time. Yet man belongs also to a sensible world,

which exists for him until he rises beyond the

limited to the real, and becomes for himself that

which he is in God. Bostromian etliles, recalling

that of Krause, makes society, as well as the

individual, a thought of God; holds constitu-

tional monarchy to be the sole reasonable form of

state: and regards an all-eomprehcnsive system

of states as the ultimate ideal of political de^-

velopment. Bostrrmi's writings have been edited

bv Edfeldt (UpsaUi. 1883). Consult Hoffding,

'^"Die Philosophic in Schweden," in the Philosoph-

ischc Monaishefte, Vol. XV. (Berlin, 1879).

BOSWELL, boz'wel, James (1740-95). An

Englisli lawyer and writer celebrated as the biog-

laplier of Dr. Samuel .Johnson. He was born

October 20, 1740, in Edinburgh, where his father,

who had the title of Lord Auchinleck, from the

name of his property in Ayrshire, was one of the

judges of tlie Court of Session. He was in-

tended by his father for the law. He studied

first in lidinburgh and Glasgow, and afterwards

at the University of inrecht, where he went m
1703 When in London in that year. May 16,

he made the acquaintance of Jolinson, an

event of decisive imp.ntance for his whole sub-

sequent life. The acquaintance was earnestlj

sought bv himself, and originated m his ar-

dent adniiration of Johnson's writings. He

spent one winter in Utrecht, and then pro-

ceeded on a tour through Germany, Switzer-

land, and Italy, and visited Corsica %nth a letter

of introduction from Rousseau to Paoli witji

whom he contracted a warm and lasting friend-

sliip He enthusiastically adopted the cause of

Corsican independence ; and after his returr to

Scotland, published his Account of Corsica

(1768), which was speedily translated into sev-
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eral languages. Boswell Iwoanie a member of the

Facvilty of Advocates in ITtili, but never devoted

himself with earnestness to the hiw. In 1773

he was admitted into the Literary Club, insti-

tuted by Johnson, of whieli Burke, tioldsmithj

Reynolds, and Garrick were members. From
this time he made it his principal business to

note down the sayings and doings of Johnson,

with whom he associated on most intimate terms,

and whom he accomi>;uiied on his tour to Scot-

land and the Hebrides in 1773. It has been
estimated that, taken all together, Boswell met
Johnson on 276 days. Boswell was married in

1769 to his cousin, ilargaret Montgomerie, by
whom he had several children. After Johnson's
death, in 17S4, he employed himself in arranging
the materials which he had collected for his

long-contemplated biography. His Journal of a
Tour to the Hebrides appeared in 17S5; his Life

of Samuel Johnson, 2 vols., in 1791. Both have
gone through many editions. Boswell has been
emphatically styled by ilacaulay 'the tirst of

biographers.' His work is indeed full of de-

tails, and these are such as exhibit character,

and are arranged in the most interesting man-
ner. He conceals neither his o\ni faults nor
those of .Johnson, but presents a picture of which
the truthfulness is too vivid to be questioned:

and Johnson is, unquestional)ly, better known
by the pages of Boswell than by any of his own
writings. Boswell died in London, May 19,

179.5. Besides the works already mentioned, he
was the author of several productions of great

interest to the curious. In 1857 appeared a

posthumous volume of Letters of James Bostcell,

addressed to the Rev. W. J. Temple, from the

Original MSS., in which the gay, insouciant

character of the man very strongly appears. The
sketches of Boswell by Macaulay and Carlyle

are famous. Consult: Rogers, Bosiielliana (Lon-

don, 1874) ; and Fitzgerald, Life (London, 1891)

.

For the best edition of The Life of Johnson, con-

sult Hill (Oxford, 1887).

BOSWELLLA., b6z-wel'li-4 (named after Dr.

John Boswell). A genus of trees of the natural

order Burseraceae. Few species are known, of

which the most interesting is Bosicellia serrata,

the tree which yields olibanuni (q.v.), now very

generally believed to have been the frankincense

(q.v.) of the ancients. It is a large timber-tree,

with pinnate leaves, which have about ten pairs

of hairy serrated oblong leaflets, and an odd one,

each leallet about one to one and a half inches in

length. The flowers are small and numerous, in

axillary racemes, and of a pale-pink color. When
the bark is wounded, the olibanum, of a delight-

ful fragrance, flows out, and hardens by exposure

to the atmosphere. The tree is found in the

mountainous parts of Coromandel, and is sup-

posed to be also a native of other parts of India,

and of Persia, Arabia, and perhaps Abyssinia.

A very similar species, a native of India, also

yields a resin, comparatively coarse, which is

used as a substitute for pitch. liosirellia papyri-

fera is indigenous in parts of .Africa, extensive

forests of this species being reported in the

mountains of Morocco. Bosiccllia Carteri is also

common in Africa and yields large quantities of

olibanum.

BOSWORTH, bSz'wvrth, or M.^rket Bos-
woBTU (.\S. Bosan, Bosa's + worth, farm). .\

small market town of Leicestershire. Kn^land,
famous for the moor, two miles to the south.

where the battle of Bosworth Field was fought
(August 22, 1485). In this battle, which ter-

minated the Wars of the Roses, Richard III.

was slain, and on a near elevation called Crown-
hill Lord Stanley placed the crown on the head
of the Earl of Richmond as Henry VII.

BOSWORTH, FnANCKE Hi-.vtixgton (1843
— ). An .\mcrican physician, born at Marietta,
Ohio. He studied at Vale, and at the Bellevue
Hospital Jledical College, where he subsequently
became professor of diseases of the throat. He
was also appointed consulting physician to the
Presbj'terian and Saint Vincent's hospitals. New
Vork. His publications include a Treatise on
Diseases of the Sose and Throat (1893), and a
Text-Book of Diseases of the Nose and Throat
(1S9G).

BOSWORTH, JosEPU (1789-1876). An Eng-
lish philologist. He was born in Derby-shire.

He graduated at Aberdeen and also took degrees
from Oxford and Cambridge. In 1817 he ob-

tained the vicarage of Horwood Parva, Bucking-
hamshire. He devoted such time as an active
discharge of his parochial duties left at his dis-

posal to literature, and especially to researches
in Anglo-Saxon. The result of his labors ap-

peared in 1S23 in Elements of Anglo-Saxon
fJrrammar. ' Fifteen years later he published the
work by which his name is best known : A
Dictionary of the Anglo-Saxon Language (new
edition, very much enlarged and improved by
T. X. Toller, 1882-98). Bosworth lived in Hol-
land from 1829 to 1840 as British chaplain, and
during this period he translated the Book of

Common Prayer into Dutch. On his return to

England he was presented to the vicarage of

Waith, in Lincolnshire. In 1857 he became rec-

tor of Water Shelford, in Buckinghamshire, and
in the following year Rawlinson professor of

Anglo-Saxon at Oxford. In 1865 he published
the Gospels in Gothic and Anglo-Saxon, in

parallel columns with Wyclif's version of 1389,
and Tyndale's of 1526. In 1867 he established

a professorship of Anglo-Saxon at the Univer-
sity of Cambridge. He died May 27, 1876.

BOSZORMENY, be'ser-ma-ny' (cf. Russ. 6a-

surtvnn. Mussulman, Hung, hajdu, Turk, haiduk,
a light-armed Turkish or Hungarian' guard) , or
HAJDU-Bo.szoRMloxy. A town of the Kingdom of

Hungary, about 10 miles north-northwest of

Debrcczin (Map: Hungary, G 3). It is situ-

ated in the midst of a fertile district. Vege-
tables and fruit, particularly melons, are raised

in large quantities. Population, in 1890, 21,000;

in 1900, 25.065. (The population is given for

the municipal district, which includes five vil-

laizes besides Bi'isziirmi'ny.)

BOT, BOTFLY (cf. Gael. 6oJ«s, belly-worm).
Names common to several dipterous insects of

the family tEstridae, which are parasitic in their

early stages upon or within, certain domestic

and wild animals.
The HoRSE-BoT, or bot-fly of the horse (Gas-

trophilus equi. Fab.), is a creature well known
to stockmen and veterinarj' surgeons. The adult

fly is about three-quarters of an inch in length;

the body is very hairy and brown in color. The
female has an extensile abdomen. She poises

herself in flight near a horse, then darts sud-

denly toward the animal, gluing an egg to a

hair almost instantly, then retreating for a yard

or two until another egg is ready to be deposited.
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In this way hundreds of eggs may be deposited

upon a horse in a short time. The larvse, or

maggots, soon form witliin the eggs, but tliese do
not hatcli unless the horse licks itself, in which
case the eggs are carried to the alimentary canal,

liatcli almost immediately, and the larva- enter

the stomach, where they attach themselves to

its wall and remain until fully grown. The
inner stomach-wall of a horse is frequently cov-

ered with large patches of these larvte densely
crowded together. This attachment to the walls

of the stomach probably causes an irritation

which interferes with the normal action of the

glands, or reduces the glandular surface; the
grubs also probably extract some nutriment from
the walls of the stomach. There can be little

doubt that the presence of these grubs is in-

jurious to the horse, although some stock-raisers

consider this injury insignificant. When fully

grown tlie larvie loose their hold and pass
through the pyloric orifice of the stomacli and
down through the intestines, occasionally at-

taching themselves to the intestinal wall or to

the wall of the rectum, causing irritation which
is sometimes severe. They are finally voided
with the excrement, transformed to pup* near the
surface of the ground, and eventually the adult
Hies appear. There seems to be but one genera-
tion annually. Horses kept in stables are little

troubled if they are well groomed. In pastures

or on ranges, however, unless tlie stock is washed
every two or tliree weeks, liots are apt to be
present. Turpentine, used with care, is consid-

ered a remedy for those which succeed in es-

tablishing themselves in the stomach.
The Ox-BoT, ox-warble, ox-wormal, or heel-fly,

as it is termed in the West (sometimes simply
'the grub'

)
, belongs to a different genus of (Es-

tridie and has quite different habits. The Ameri-
can species is Hypodernia tiiicnta. Villers, and
the European species is Hi/poderma hovis, L.

The 'grubs' of this species are found in lumps or
pockets in the skin of cattle and it was formerly
supposed that the fly laid it.s eggs upon the

hairs and that the larvie worked their way
through the skin, forming cysts in which they
remained through the entire larval life, but it

has recently been discovered that the life of the
species is more comi)licated. The flies appear
early in the spring and attach their eggs to the

hairs, particularly of the legs, of cattle, and
especially the part just above the hoof, whence
comes the name "heel-fly.' The eggs, or the
quickly hatching larva', are carried into the
mouth of the animal when it licks its legs, and
the larva penetrates the walls of the oesophagus
by means of its strong spines. After penetrating
the oesophagus it casts its skin and becomes
nearly smooth, and for several montlis works
through the connective tissue between the skin

and the flesh, ])enetrating gradually down the

neck and ultimately reacliing a i)oint beneath
the skin in the region of the l)ack. In the mean-
time, all traces of inflammation have disappeared
from the oesophagus. When the final position

is reached the grub molts again, becomes more
spiny, and bores a hole through the skin through
which it gets air for breathing. Its presence

causes much irritation, and it feeds upon the

]ius and bloody serum which collect. Several in-

dividuals usually join together in one of the.'se

punctures or sores. When fully grown it forces

its way through the skin, drops to tlie ground,

where it transforms to a pupa, and the follow-
ing spring the adult fly emerges. The adult
looks much like the conunon honey-bee. It is

al)out half an inch long, black in color, and is

clothed with reddish-brown hairs. An oily ap-
plication to the wound will kill the grubs, and
some simple antiseptic, like carbolic acid, causes
a rapid healing. When the insects are common,
however, cattle become emaciated and their skins
are spoiled for commercial inirposes by the per-
forations. The money lost in the United Stjitcs

through the work of this insect is very great.
The SilEEi'-BoT (O-'v/cH.s oris. L.) belongs

to still another genus of Uistrid;e and differs again
radically in habits. The adult flies are smaller
than those of the other species mentioned and
resemble large house-flies. The color of the
head and thorax is dull yellow, but .so spotted
with brown as to appear brownish. The abdomen
is velvety and variegated with dark brown and
straw-color. The female fly lays her eggs in the
noses of sheep. They hatch almost immediately,
and the larv;e at once commence' to work their
way up the nostrils and the nasal passages, caus-
ing great irritation, until they reach the frontal
sinuses, which are cavities located between the
two plates of the skull, and lying one on each
side of the central line of the liead and between
and a little above the eyes. Here they attach
themselves to the membranes which line the
sinuses, and feed upon the mucus. The damage
caused by this insect has probably been under-
estimated. Stiles has found that in Colorado,
in some large flocks, at least 25 per cent,

of the animals are affected; and after conducting
a number of post-mortems he is convinced that
in many cases the bots cause the death of the
animal. It is the custom in some places to pre-
pare 'salt logs' for the sheep to visit. The salt
is placed in cavities in the log and the edges
of the cavity are smeared with tar, so that
the sheep in eating the salt gets a certain amount
of tar upon its nose. This is supposed to deter
the flies from laying their eggs. A recent remedy
proposed by Stiles consists in puncturing the
frontal sinuses with a troehar and syringing in
a small quantity of gasoline.

Other bot-flies affect domestic animals and in

tropical regions even man himself. The (E.itrus
hominiiti of Linn;i>us and the Drnnatobia iioxialis

of (Jcnidot, in Gxiiana. Mexico, and other tropi-

cal regions, lay their eggs uj)on the skin of

monkeys and of human beings, and the larvse

form cysts under the skin, nnich like those
of the ox-bot. The enuisculating bot-fly {Cutcre-
hra enuisciilafor. Fitch) lives in the larval state

in the inguinal and axillary regions (testicles)

of squirrels and gophers. The rabbit bot-fly

(Cutrrehra cuniciili. Clark) in the larval stage
forms a large tinnor in the skin of the common
rabbit. Other species affect ndndeer in Europe,
and deer, elk, and antelopes in America. The
history of many American species, with il-

lustrations, may be found in Osborn's Insects

Affecting Dome.itic Animals (Bulletin No. 6,

n.s., Div. of Entomology, U. S. Dept. Agri.,

Washington, IHlMi). which also contains an ex-

tensive bibliography of the (Estridie.

BOTANIC GARDEN (Ok. /SotohkAs, botan-

ih'os, iiertaining to IhtIis. plants; see BoTANV).
.\n area upon which is grown a collection of

plants primarily for scientific purpose-s. In
such a collection the idea may be to include as
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many forms of vegetation as can prow in the
oonditions of tlio garden; it may be to illus-

trate some special phase of lioUiny, as natural
relationships, eeology, economic botany, etc. ; or

it may be to furnish material for instruction and
research. The Benedictine monks of Italy are

said to have established the first botanic gar-

dens in the Xinth Century, but they were de-

signed entirely for growing the various medicinal
plants. It was not until the latter part of the

Sixteenth Century that plants bes;an to be col-

lected into gardens for scientific purposes. Since
that time the botanic garden has been a grow-
ing factor in connection with research work,
until now a college or university does not seem
properly equipped without the facilities of such
a garden.

The "Jardin des Plantes" of Paris, established

in 1G33. probably contains the largest collection

of living plants, the catalogue enumerating
15,000 species. One of the most famous gardens
is the Royal Garden of Kew, near London, which
has its branches in every English colony. It

lays stress primarily upon the economic value

of plants, the stations in the numerous colonies

being almost entirely engaged in testing the

economic qualities of plants. In addition to

serving this purpose, the garden is a great pleas-

ure-park; and its herbarium and library make
it one of the great centres of work in systematic

botany. The botanic garden which is most
favorably situated and best equipped for scien-

tific research is that of Buitenzorg, Java, estab-

lished by the Government of Holland in 1817.

Its original purpose was to test the economic
value of plants for the East Indian colonies, but
its rare contact with tropical vegetation and
the scientific spirit of its director have made it

a great centre of research. Notable and very
old European gardens are those of Bologna,
Leyden, Montpellier, Giessen, Strassburg. .lena.

and Upsala. In Germany the botanic garden
is an essential adjunct of the botanical insti-

tutes, and in such conditions the most notable

advances in botanical knowledge have been made.
Conspicuous among those gardens, with their

botanical institutes, which are prominently iden-

tified with botanical progress, are those of Mu-
nich, Wiirzburg, Tubingen, Gottingen, and Leip-

zig.

In the Lnited States a few botanic gardens
are in the process of development, but their

importance has never been appreciated by tho.se

who are able to establish them. That they are
necessary adjuncts to any university which pro-

fesses to do research work is an idea whi<'h has
never taken any hold upon boards of management.
The few gardens which have been started in the

United States, and which bid fair to get beyond
the initial stage of elementary instruction, are

as follows: the Missouri Botanical Garden (the

old '"Shaw Gardens") at Saint Louis, in connec-

tion with Washington University: the Botanical

Garden at Cambridge, in connection with Har-
vard University, where, upon an area of seven

acres, there are about 5000 growing plants; the

.Arnold .Arboretum at BrookJine. a public park
of Boston, also in connection with Harvard Uni-
versity, and devoted entirely to hardy trees and
shruVis; and the New York Botanical Garden, the
most re<ent and one of the most promising of

garden establishments, occupying an area of 250
acres in Bronx Park, New York City.

BOTANIC SOCIETT, Rotal. This society,

incorporated in London in 1839, organized the
Botanical Gardens in London, and has established
a school of practical gardening, which annually
distributes thousands of cut specimens among the
various schools and colleges. The society holds
exhibitions in the spring and fall. The Duke of

Teck is president, and the library and oflice are
at Inner Circle, Regent's Park, N. W. The
society has issued a Quarterly liccord since 1880.

For other English botanical societies, see Horti-
cultural Societies.

BOTANICAX GEOGRAPHY. See Distbi-
butiox of Plants.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA.
A national scientitic association organized in

1893 as an outgrowth of the Botanical Club of

the American Association for the Advancement
of Science. The membership includes many of

the best-known botanists of the country,

BOTANY (Gk. jSoToWa, botania. or ^oTainj,

hotane, grass, plant). The science which treats

of plants.

History. The history of the scientific study
of plants probably begins with their classification

by Aristotle and Theophrastus into trees, shrubs,

and herbs. Tlie study was, however, scarcely

carried any further until in the Sixteenth Cen-

tury the authors of the oldest herbals, Brunfels,

Fuchs, Bock, and others, made a beginning again

of the scientific examination of plants. It is

true that these old herbalists regarded plants

chiefly as "the vehicles of medicinal virtues,"

and that their chief object was to discover the

plants employed by the physicians of antiquity,

the knowledge of which had been lost in later

times. Unscientific as was the purpose, it never-

theless led straight to nature and to a descrip-

tion of the wild plants. As a result of this

intimate contact with many plants there was a
gradual perception of the truth that plants have
many points of resemblance to one another, which
have nothing to do with their medicinal powers
or their usefulness to man. Thus the idea of

natural alliances began, alliances which were
distinctly felt but not technically defined.

The first period of classification may be said

to have culminated in the so-called 'artificial

system' of Linna>us (1735). It was by no means
the intention of Linn;pus and his predecessors to

propose a merely artificial classification of plants,

.1 sort of ready- reference arrangement: but in
their philosophy tlie natural affinities are indicat-

ed by certain predetermined marks, and therefore

may be arbitrarily expressecT The system of Lin-

naeus, which was really a better expression of the

system of his i)redeeessors. had such an influence

upon botanical science for a hundred years that
it deserves some fuller statement. He grouped
the plant kingdom into twenty-four classes, based
ii])on the niunher, relative position, and union
of the stamens with regard to each other, and
also to the carpels. For example, his Class 1.

(Jlonandria) comprises flowers with one sta-

men, and up to Class X. (Dccandria) the classes

succeed one another by the increment of a single

stamen. Class XI. ( Dodecandria) lumps to-

gether flowers with eleven to nineteen stamens.
Class XII. (Icosandria) includes twenty or more
stamens inserted on the calyx, and Class XIII.
( Polyandria) includes twenty or more stamens
inserted on the receptacle. From this point on
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the basis sliifts, as Class XIV. (Didynamia),
stamens didynamous; Class XV. (Tetradyna-
mia), stamens tetradynamous; Class XVI. (Mon-
adclphia), filaments united into one bundle;
Class X\'1I. (Diadelphia) , filaments united into

two bundles: Class XVIIl. (Polyadelphia) , fila-

ments united into more than two bundles; Class

XIX. { Syngenesia
)

, antliers united; Class XX.
(Gynandria), stamens and pistil united; Class

XXI. (Jlonoecia), llowers staminate and pistil-

late, the two forms on the same plant ; Class

XXII. (DifBcia), flowers staminate and pistil-

late, the two forms on different plants ; Class

XXIII. (Polygamia) , staminate. pistillate, and
perfect flowers on the same plant; Class XXIV.
(Cryptogamia) , flowerless plants.

It can be seen that by this scheme flowering

plants may be referred readily to different cate-

gories, but tiiat many of the categories would
not at all represent natural alliances, any more
than the accident of tlie first letter groups words
together naturally in a dictionari". During the

long use of this great artificial system, a far

more natural one was being developed slowly,

through the work of such bot^anists as A. L. Jus-

sieu '(1789). A. P. de CandoUe (1818-21),

Stephen Endlicher (1836-40). A. T. Brongniart
(1843), John Lindlcv (1846), Alexander Braun
(I8G4), Bentham aiid Hooker (1862-1883), A.

W. Eichler (1883), and A. Engler (1892—).
Classification. The general classification

most in use among botanists at present, though
doubtless to be modified very soon, is as follows:

The plant kingdom is divided into four great
fundamental groups: (1) Thallopliytes (Alga>

and Fungi) ; (2) Bryophytes (Liverworts and
Mosses) ; (3) Pteridophytes (Ferns, Horsetails,

and Club-mosses) : and (4) Spermatophytes
(Gymnosperms and Angiosperms) . The Thal-
lophytes, as at present constituted, doubtless

represent several groups coordinate with the

other great groups: and probably the gA'mno-

sperms and angiosperms are each to be regarded
as worthy of first rank. In any event, the

general categories have become fairly well es-

tablished. The subordinate classification of an-

giosperms is of most general interest, as the

group comprises the most conspicuous and best-

known forms, the true flowering plants. The
two great subdivisions are Monocotyledons
(grasses, palms, lilies, orchids, etc.) and Dicoty-

ledons (the ordinary trees, buttercups, roses,

peas, heaths, mints, sunflowers, etc.). The over-

whelmingly large assemblage is the Dicotyledons,
vhicli are now grouped under two heads: (1)

ArchichlaniydciE, wifli calyx or corolla lacking

or of distinct parts: and (2) SympetaUe, with
corolla present and its petals more or less

united.
All subordinate classification is constantly

shifting, in order that it may keep step with
the very rapidly accumulating body of morpho-
logical data; for Classification, or Taxonomy, as

it is more technically styled, must include the
last expression of our knowledge of plants.

Morphology. While from the historic stand-

point taxonomy (classification) desei-vcs first

mention, probably the nmst fundamental sub-

division of botany is Morpliology, which treats

of the structures of plants and their development,
and upon whose data taxonomy must build.

There was an older morphology whicli dealt mere-
ly with the forms of mature plants and their

organs, and whose concei>tion of organs was that
everything about a plant could be referred to a
very few categories, the favorite ones being
root, stem, and leaf. Under this belief, every
structure whicli was not evidently root, stem,
or leaf was disguised, and the business of

morphologj- was to strip off these disguises and
reveal the real nature of the structure. This
phase of morphology was dominated by Goethe's
doctrine of metamorphosis—a doctrine which has
been a serious impediment to botanical i)rogress.

The present moriiliology. however, concerns it-

self more witli the development of structures
than with the mature forms, a point of view
which dates at least from Hofmeistcr's classic re-

searches of IS.tI. It is essentially an embryologi-
cal subject, therefore, whose purpose is to dis-

cover from developing structures every possible
suggestion as to the relationships and origin of

great groups. In such study the life-history

of a plant is traced from the single cell with
which it starts to its mature form, and this life-

history at more than one point may give sug-
gestions of relationshi|(s. To develop a plant
through all of its individual history, or to obtain
all the stages in tlie history of some kind of
plant, is a long and difficult piece of work. When
this is done for the hundreds of thousands of
species of plants recorded, morphology will be in

a position to supply the data for a real and
relatively permanent classification.

At the present stage of morphological progress,
however, large problen\s, sueli as the origin of
the great groups, still confront us. In a general
way, morphologists may be said to agree to the
following statement; The algie represent the
most primitive known forms from which the
higher plants may be said to have been derived.
The fungi are largely regarded as degenerate
algje, which have made a certain amount of
progress, but have developed no liigher groups.
The alga", therefore, represent the great ances-
tral group, and directly from them the liver-

worts seem to have arisen. The liverworts liave

certainly given rise to the mosses, and many
claim tliat they have also given rise to the ferns.

It certainly seems true that the ferns have
come either througli the liverworts or directly
from tlie alg.T. Whatever may be the origin
of the ferns, they have undoulitedly given rise

to the seed-plants (flowering plants). Just
what seedphants have come from what fern-
jilants is a matter of discussicm at present, hut
it is probable that several lines of seed-plants
have arisen from as many branches of the fern
stock. For ,a fuller statement of the modern
development of morphology, see the articles Al-
ternation OF Generations and HETEnosroRY.

An.atomv. It was early observed that the
bodies of the more complex plants consisted of
layers of different constitution, but the real
nature of the various structures was not deter-
mined until the great improvements made in

(he microscope in the latter half of the Seven-
teenth Centiny. The first observers of the anat-
omy of phints (q.v.) with the microscope were
Robert llooke, Malpighi, (irew, and Leeiiwen-
hoek, and their descriptions of the constitution
of plant-bodies remained authoritative for over
a hundred years. Although the discovery was
made that plant-bodies are made up of cells

of various forms, the real study of cells and
their development dates from 1840, following
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the researches of Schleiden and NHgeli. From
that time Ihc science of Plant Anatomy (Phyto-
tomy. Plant Histolon:^•) has developed enormous-

ly, until now the recognized plant-tissues are

very numerous, and their origin and relation to

one another in position and function are fairly

well understood. Anatomy is associated on the

one hand with morphology, since the tissues

enter into the structure of organs: and on the

other hand with physiology, since the nature of

the tissues has to do directly with the various
functions of the plant.

Cytology. In recent years another definite

field of botanical research has been developed,

which deals exclusively with the problems of

the cell, and is called Cytology (q.v.). It is

related to anatomy in that it deals with cells,

which in their aggregation form the tissues that

are the subject of anatomy. At the same time,

it studies cells from the standpoint of mor-
phology, since it is concerned with cell-organs.

their origin and mutual relationships: while

it also has its distinct association with physiolo-

gy-, inasmuch as the functions of its organs fur-

nish the ultimate problem of the cell. It is

through eytological investigation that the tech-

nique of research with the microscope has been

developed so greatly. The discoveries in methods
of killing material, in imbedding, sectioning, and
staining, have brought to view structures which
were invisible to the observers of a few years ago.

The principal jjroblems of cytology at present

are the structure and activities of protoplasm,

the life-history of plastids
(
piotoplasmic organs

of the cell, (if which chloroplastids, the green

color-bodies of leaves, are exani])les). the struc-

ture and function of the nucleus (an essential

and permanent organ of the living cell), the

reduction of chromosomes (bodies which enter

into the structure of the nucleus), the origin

and development of the achromatic figure (a

peculiar spindle-shaped body which appears in

connection with a dividing nucleus), the centro-

some (a cell-organ supposed to be prominently

concerned in the division of the nucleus), the

cell-wall, the development of the sex-cells,

fertilization, the embryo, and the problem of

heredity.

PuYsioLOOY'. Nothing was known of the life

of plants in the early part of tlic Seventeenth

Century except what had been learned through
agricultural and horticultural operations. It

was in the latter half of the Seventeenth Cen-

tury that the science of Plant Physiology

was founded, long after the physiological sig-

nificance of the different organs of the human
body and of most animals was generally known.
The history of the gradual discovery of the

various functions of plant-organs is long and
full of interest. The foundation of all physiology

is the direct observation of vital phenomena,
and these must be evoked or altered by experi-

ment. It is by means of this experimentation

that a definite" knowledge of physiological pro-

cesses has developed, until now the student of

plant physiolog}' is in possession of a vast body
of facts. Vital phenomena in plants are essen-

tially the same as in animals, but are often

simpler; and hence plants frequently furnish

the clues for the interpretation of the more
oomplex activities of animals.
The important general functions of plants,

which furnish the subject-matter for physiologi-

cal research, are as follows: Absorption of nia-

lerjal and of energy from the outside world;
transfer of water through the plant-body, by
which materials are properly distributed; trans-
piration, by means of which water is lost from
the plant's surface: nutrition, including photo-
synthesis (the manufacture of carbohydrates),
digestion (the conversion of foods into soluble
form for transfer), and assimilation (the organ-
ization of protoplasm from food-material) : se-

cretion ; respiration, by means of which energy
is liberated for tlie "activities of the body";
growth: and movement, which incltides irritable
responses to many stimuli.
For example, in the higher plants the root is

an absorbing organ for water and soluble soil
substances; in the root, stem, and leaves there
are certain sets of vessels along which water
and food-materials travel readily; the leaves
and the young stem surface are organs for the
absorption and evolution of the carbon dioxide
and oxygen, they also give off water by
evajjoration (transpiration), and are most im-
portant organs for the manufacture of carbohy-
drate foods. Although these various processes
are distributed among the organs of a complex
I)lant, they may all go on in a single cell of the
simplest plant.

Ecology. A phase of plant physiology which
has recently come into prominence as an inde-
pendent subject is Ecology or CEcologi,- (q.v.),
which deals with the mutual relations" between
plants and their environment. Certain phases
of ecology, such, as pollination, seed-dispersal,
protection, symbiosis, have long been studied, and
have been called 'plant biologv-'; but the subject
as a whole is of very recent organization. Ecol-
ogy as at present organized was first presented
by Professor Warming, of Copenhagen, in 1S95,
and its fullest recent statement is that of Pro-
fessor Schimper. in 1808. The subject is yet in
a very formative state, and its formulated state-
ments must be regarded as largely tentative.
Three rather distinct lines of ecological investi-
gation have been developed. One deals with the
reactions of plants, tissues, and organs to their
environment, and may be called physiologic
ecology. A second line has to do with the origin,
development, and life relations of the plant com-
munities known as plant societies, and may bft

called physiographic ecology. The third line is a
study of the great forest, grass, desert, and other
formations of the globe in relation to climate,
and juay be called geographic ccologv\

Various special subjects connected with plants
are also organized into distinct fields of work.
Pnleohofanii (q.v.) is a study of fossil plants, a
subject which has been developing with remark-
able rapidity. Bnrteriolofiti is the science which
treats of that very peculiar group of plants
known as bacteria, whose relationships to the
interests of man are often of great importance,
and whose life-processes are so peculiar that
they demand spe<ial manipulation. Pntlwlnr;)/ is

that division of the subject which deals with
plant diseases, chiefly fhose inflicted by other
plants. It is this subject which has attracted a
great deal of attention in connection with the

work of agricultural experiment stations. Eco-
nomic holnn//. closely allied to agriculture and
horticult\ire. is a growing subject, which deals

with plants from the standpoint of their useful-

ness to man. Forestry is a special division of
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economic botany which studies the proper han-
dling of forests.

The literature of botany is too extensive to

cite in any cojnplete way, so that below are given

only some of the more important works of a gen-

eral nature. Under the articles Anatomy of
Plants, Distuiiu tion of Plants, Ecology, Mor-
phology, Physiology, and Taxonomy a selected

list of elementary and advanced books treating

those subjects is given. Also, in connection with
the treatment of the larger groups of plants, the

most important available literature is cited.

BiBLioGR.vpiiY. Atkinson, Elementary Botany
(New York, 1898) : Bailey, Botany (New Y'ork,

1900) ; Baillou, Dictionnaire de hotanique
(Paris. 1876-92) ; Balfour, Manual of Botany
(Edinburgh, ISTo) ; Barnes, I'lant Life (New
York, 1898) ; Bentley, Manual of Botany (Lon-

don, 1888) ; Bergen, Foundations of Botany (Bos-

ton, 1901); Bessey, Botany for High Schools

and Colleges (New York, 1892) ; Britton, Man-
ual of Botany (New York, 1901) ; Britton and
Brown, Illus'lrated Flora of the North United

States (New York. 1890-98) : Darwin, Origin of

Species (London, 1859) ; ib., ^'ariations of Ani-

mals and Plants Under Domestication (London,

1868) ; ib., 7Hsec/iroroi(S I'lants (London, 1875) :

ib., Movements and Habits of Glimhing Plants
(London, 1865) ; ib.. Various Contrivances hy
Which Orchids are Fertilized by Insects (Lon-
don, 1862) ; ib., Effect of Cross and Self-Fertili-

zation (London, 1876); ib.. Different Forms of

Floioers on Plants of the Same Species (London,

1877) ; ib., Pov.cr of Movement in Plants (Lon-

don, 1880) ; Goebel, Outlines of Classification and
Special Morphology of Plants, translation by
Gamsey and Balfour ( Oxford, 1887 ) : (ioodale,

Physiological Botany (New Y'ork, 1885) ; Gray,
Manual of Botany (New Y'ork. 1902) : Index
Keicensis, An Enumeration of the Genera and
Species of Flowering Plants (Oxford, 1892-95);

Jackson, Guide to the Litn-ature of Botany (Lon-

don, 1881) ; Kerner and Oliver, Xafural History

of Plants (New Y'ork, 1895) ; Miiller, Fertilisa-

tion of Flowers (London, 188.3); Pavillard,

Elements de bioloqie- rcgftale (Paris, 1901;

Sachs, History of Botany (Oxford, 1890) ;

"Schimper, Botanische Miiteilungcn aus den

Tropen (Jena, 1888) ; Vines, A Student's Text-

Booh of Botany ( New York, 1896) ; De Bary, Com-
parative Anatomy and Vegetative Organization

of Phanerogams and Ferns, translation by Bower
and Scott (Oxford, 1884) : De Bary, Comparative
Morphology and Biology of Fungi Mycetozoa and
Fungi; translation by Garnsey (Oxford. 1887) ;

De Bary, Lectures on Bacteria, translation by

Garnsey. revised by Balfour (Oxford. 1887) ;

Sachs, //tsfori/ of Botany. ].5.iO-lf<(iO. transla-

tion by Garnsey and Balfour (Oxford. 1890) ;

Sohns-Laubach. Introduction to Fossil Botany,

tran.slation by Garn.sey and Balfour (Oxford,

1891); Coulter, Plant Uelations (New York,

1899) ; Coulter, Plant Structures (New Y'ork,

1900).

BOTANY, Fossil. See Palkobotany.

BOTANY BAY. The popular name for any
distant penal cdhmy. It is the name first

givi'n liy tl)e Knglisli liotanist Sir Joseph Banks,

who went with Cook on his first voyage in 1770

to an inlet near Sydney, New South Wales, on
the eastern coast of Australia. Here the British

Covernment, in pursuance of Pitt's policy to

deport criminals, directed Commodore Phillip, in
1787, to establish a penal settlement. He select-
ed a better site, however, fartlier north (1788).
England altogether discontinued tl\e transporta-
tion of criminals to New Soutli Wales in 1840.
It has often been propo.sed to establish an inter-

national 'botany bay' for the permanent seclusion
of the worst criminal classes of all countries.
See Penology.

BOTANY BAY KI'NO. See Eucalyptus.
BOTEL, be'tel, Heinricii (1854— ). A Ger-

man tenor singer, boin in Hamburg, where his
first occupation was that of a cabman. Educated
by Pollini, he made his debut at the Stadttliea-
ter, Hamburg, in 1883, in the role of Lionel, in
Flotow's Martha. The beauty of his voice has
made Botel a popular favorite upon the operatic
stage of Germany, tliougli lie is considerably
handicapped by his defects as an actor.

BOTELHO DE OLIVEIRA, bd-ta'lyd di
<*)'-le-va'o-ra, Manoel (1636-1711). A Brazilian
poet, born in Bahia. He studied law at the
University of Coimbra, Portugal, and upon his

return to Brazil practiced as an advocate. In
imitation of Gongora, he wrote a volume of
Latin, Portuguese, and Italian poems, reckoned
by the Academy of Lisbon as a classic work

—

Musica do Parnasso (1705).

BOTEBO, b6-ta'r6, Giuseppe (1815-85). An
Italian poet. He was born in Novara, studied at
the University of Turin, fought in the campaign
of 1848, was appointed professor of Italian liter-

ature in the College of Cortemilia in 1849, and
was subsequently director of various lycees. His
published works include Ricciarda (1854),
h'affaele (1858), // Galeotto (1859), and Spe-
ranza I 1S70)

.

BOTETOURT, bot'e-toort, Norborne Berke-
ley, Baron (1717-70). . A Colonial Governor

of Virginia, appointed in 1768. Though he

dissolved the Colonial Legislature in 1769 for

passing resolutions condemnatory of several

recent acts of Parliament, he nevertheless c(m-

sistently opposed the arbitrary measures of

tlie Britisli Ministry for Colonial taxation,

and, finding his protests unheeded, resigned in

1770.

BOTH, bot. The name of two Dutch painters,

Andries (1609-50) and Jan (c.1610-52). They
were born in L'treclit, studied under Bloemaert,

and went to Italy, where Andries is said to have

l)een <lrowned in' a canal at Venice; but, tliough

tliey were closely associated by their work. An-

dries usually putting in the figures of his brother's

landsca])es,"they took independent lines. Andries

may he said to bebmg to tlie .school of the van

Ostades, painting genre pictures of peasant life

with skill and good coloring. .Tan felt tlie spell

of Italian scenery more dec])ly. and devoted

himself almost wholly to icjjroducing it in the

manner of Claude I'orrain and with a some-

what moni)tonoiis uniformity. Truth to na-

ture, good drawing, and a particular ma.stery

of light elVects mark his land.scapes, of which

admirable examples, on both a large and a

small scale, are to be seen in Amsterdam, The
Hague, the National Gallery, London, and

Dresden, besides a considcralile number in Eng-

lisli private collections. Several etchings of

both brotliers are also preserved, those of Jan

being the better executed.
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BOTH'NIA. The name formerlv given to

the tf.nitory on lioth sides of the Gulf of Bothnia
(q.v. ). The eastern portion is now comprised in

Finhind and tlie western behmgs to Sweden.

BOTHNIA, GuiJ- of (Med. Lat., for Scand.
botteii. hike, sea). The part of the Baltic

Sea lying to the north of the island of .4Iand,

having on its eastern shore Finland, on the west-

ern, Sweden. Its greatest length is about 400
miles, and its average breadth 120 miles. At
its narrowest point, the Strait of Qvarken (46

miles wide), the gulf is divided into two parts,

the nortliern. which is more shallow and nar-

row, and the southern. Its depth varies

from 20 to 50 fathoms, but both along its shores

and in the middle are many small islands, sand-

banks, rocks, and clitls. called skacrs, which ren-

der the navigation difficult, though on the whole
it is less dangerous than other parts of the Bal-

tic, and has many good harbors. The rivers

which fall into this gulf, both from Sweden and
Finland, are numerous, and the waters of the

gulf itself are but slightly salt. In winter
it is usually frozen so hard that the journey
from Sweden to Finland can be made on sledges.

The shores of the gulf are gradually rising,

causing increasing shallowness of its ports, some
of which have become inland towns. The rise

of the bottom is estimated at nearly 5 feet per
century.

BOTHWELL, both'wel. A village in Lanark-
shire. Scotland, on the right bank of the Clyde,
8 miles east-southeast of Glasgow (Jlap: Scot-
land, D 4 ) . The river is here crossed b_v the
celebrated BothweU Brig, the scene of the
bloody encounter between the Covenanters and
the Royalists under Monmouth on June 22, 1G79,
when the former were defeated. Xear the village
are the magnificent Xorman ruins of Bothwell
Castle, to which the Earl of Bothwell carried
Mary. Queen of Scots. Population, in 1900,
2500'. Consult Duncan, "Bothwell Castle," in

Archwological Journal, Vol. XLV. (London,
1880 I

.

BOTHWELL, James Hepburn, fourth Earl
of (?1.53C-7S). A Scottish nobleman, husband of

Marj". Queen of Scots. He was born probably

in 1.530 or 1.5-'57, and was brovight up and edu-

cated by his granduncle, Patrick Hepburn, Bishop

of Moray, at Sp^Tiie Castle. He was reputed a

good scholar. His character, however, was
vicious and unruly. On his father's death in

1556, as Earl of Bothwell and one of the most
powerful nobles in Scotland, he proved himself

an irreconcilable enemy of the English. At first

he opposed the Reformation party, but on their

accession to power changed his politics, and in

1561 formed one of the deputation of lords sent

to convey the youthful (Jueen of Scotland to her

kingdom. He was shortly after made .a privy

councilor: but his violence and misconduct be-

came intolerable, and he was ordered to quit

Edinl)urgh. In March, 15C2, he and the Earl of

Arran were committed to the castle for conspir-

ing to seize the Queen's person. Bothwell made
his escape, was recaptured at Holy Island, again

got free, and sailed to France. He speedily re-

turned, but, finding Moray close on his trail, em-

barked for the Continent. Not appearing at his

trial, he was outlawed. In 1565, after the

Queen's marriage with Darnley, he rcapiwared,

Vol. III.—23.

and. having strongly espoused her cause against
Jloray and his party, was restored to favor and
high inlluence. In October, 156C, while i)erform-

ing a judicial tour in Liddcsdale, he was attacked

by an outlaw and wounded, and the Queen mani-
fested her interest in his danger by riding 20

miles and back to see him, a journey which
brought on a dangerous fever. At Craigmillar,

some time after, Bothwell attempted, unsuccess-

fully, to overrule her olijections to a divorce from
Darnley. A more thorough method presented

itself to him, and on the night of February n,

1567, Darnley was blown up at the Kirk of

Field. Pulilic opinion charged Bothwell with the

murder, and he was formally indicted, March 28.

He came to the trial attended by 4000 followers

and received an easy acquittal. Two days after

he carried the sword of State before the Queen at

the opening of Parliament, and at its close all

his lands and offices were confirmed to him. The
leading nobles signed a bond approving of Both-

well's acquittal, and, commending him as a fit

husband to the Queen, pledged themselves to

stand by him. On April 24 Bothwell, accom-

panied by a strong force, carried off the Queen to

Dunbar Castle; on Jlay 6 he was divorced from
his wife, and on the "loth his marriage with

Mary was solenmized at Holyrood. He had pre-

viously been created Duke of Orkney. His tri-

umphWas short; the wrath of the nation was
roused; at the end of one month Mary was a

prisoner in Edinburgh, and Bothwell, pursued in

his voyage to the Orkneys, where he had collected

a small navy and turned pirate, fled to Norway,
whence he was sent under arrest to Denmark,
and tliere imprisoned for the rest of his life. The
confinement drove him insane, and he died at

Dragsholm Castle in 1578, leaving no heirs. His

titles and estates were forfeited to the Crown.

Consult: Schicm. Life of Bothuell (Edinburgh,

1880) : Ellis. Later Years of James Hepburn
(1861): Burton. History of Scotland (Edin-

burgh, 1873.

BOTOCUDO, bo'tS-koo'do (Portug. hotoque,

plug: see below), or Aimob£. A Tapuyan
tribe living in the Sierra dos Aimores and on

Doce and Pardo rivers, in Jlinas Geraes, in

southeastern Brazil. Like all the tribes of

that stock, they are undersized, their features

are repulsive, and their grade of intellect is very

low. Until brought under subjection by the

Government, they were naked cannibals. The
name Botocudo. 'Ijarrel-bung,' was given them by

the Portuguese in allusion to large wooden la-

brets and ear-blocks witli which thej- disfigure

their ugly ((unUeiuinces. See Tapuya.

BOT'ONE, or BOT'TONY (OF. 6o/onn^, from

l)Oton, Fr. houton, button). In heraldry, a cross

botonO is a cross of which the ends are in the

form of buds or buttons.

BOTOSHANI, bo'to-shd'ni-. A to\vn of Ru-
mania, in Jloldavia, situated 00 miles northwest

of Jassy, on a branch line of the Lemberg-Czer-

nowitz-Jassy Railway (Map: Turkey in Eu-

rope, F 1 ) . It is irregularly built and contains

a lyceum and a theatre. It carries on a con-

siderable trade in cattle, grain, and wood. Popu-

lation, in 1899, ,32,193, of whom one-half were

Jews.

BO-TREE. The name given to the sacred

fig-tree, I'icus rclii/insa, or pipal (see Peepul).
under which the Buddha, Prince Siddhfirtha, sat
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during the night in which he received supreme
enlightenment and attained to the Buddhaship.
As bo-tree literally means 'Tree of Wisdom,'
from Sinhalese 60 = Skt. Pali hodhi, wisdom,
enlightenment, the name is applicable to any
tree under which a Buddha receives the great
spiritual enlightenment. The particular bo-tree,

or pipal, under which the Sakya sage, Gotanux,

was seated when he became Buddha, was
situated at Uruvela, the modern Gaya, in Behar,

150 miles southeast of Benares. The scene at-

tendant upon the coming of the supreme enlight-

enment at dawn, under the bo-tree, is described

with poetic imagination in the Pali writings of

the Buddhists, and is familiar to English readers

in Sir Edwin Arnold's Light of Asia. The spot

thus hallowed by tradition is marked by an
ancient temple, nine stories high, which is now
undergoing restoration. The present bo-tree at

Gaya can hardly itself be very old, but from its

sacred connections it is one of the two most ven-

erated trees in the world. The second sacred bo-

tree is situated at Anuradhapura, in northwest-

ern Ceylon. This is said to be the oldest his-

torically authenticated tree in existence. It is

stated that when Buddhism was established in

Ceylon, the Buddhist abbess Sanghamitta, a sis-

ter of the royal missionary Jlahinda, brought a
branch from the original bo-tree at Gaya, and
planted it at Anuradhapura, B.c, 245. From
this branch the present tree grew up, and its

history is traced with the utmost detail for cen-

turies in the native chronicles. Its leaves are

most sacred relics for the thousands of Buddhist
pilgrims that visit it. Buddhist temples else-

where have bo-trees planted by them.

BOTRYCHITJM, bA-trik'I-iim (Gk. p6rpvxot.

a curl or lock of hair. jSirpv^, hotrys, grape-clus-

ter; refers to its fruit-clusters). A genus of

ferns of the order Ophioglosseae, having a short,

erect rootstock, with clustered, fleshy roots, bear-

ing a stalk, one part of which is sterile and fern-

like, the other fertile and carrying the clusters of

sporangia or spore-cases. The species are of

little importance economically. The only British

species is the Botri/chium lunaria {moonwort),a
little plant pretty frequent in dry mountain pas-

tures, but not applied to anj' particular use. A
species more worthy of notice is Botri/chium
rir<iinianum, of which the geographical distribu-

tion is very remarkable. It abounds in many
parts of the United States, in the mount.ains of

Mexico, in Australia, in some parts of Asia, as

the Himalaya Mountains, and is found also in

Norway, although in no other ])art of Europe.
It is large and succulent, and is boiled and eaten

in the Himalaya, in New Zealand, etc. It is

called rattlesnake-fern in some parts of Amer-
ica, from its growing in places where rattle-

snakes are found. In the United States, Botry-
chium Viryiiiidntim ranges irom Washington to

Colorado and Texas, and eastward, including

Florida, liotryvhiiun lunuria ranges from Colo-

rado to New England, Lake Superior, and spar-

ingly northward. liotrychium simplex, a rare

species, with small fronds, is found from Califor-

nia and Yellowstone I'ark to Lake Superior and
eastward. A variety, componitum, occurs in

Alpine regions. liotrychium lanceolatnni ranges

from Colorado to Lake Superior, Ohio, New Jer-

sey, and New England. liotrychium luiiarioides

is found from Massaehus<'tts to Florida in drv,

rich woods and shady pastures. It has two
varieties: ohliquum anA dissectum. Botrychium
tcniatum, a v.ariable species, occurs throughout
North America.

BOTKYTIS, b6-tri'tis (Gk, ^drpvi, hotrys,

a cluster of grapes). A genus of mold-fungi be-

longing to the Mucedinea;. The plant consists

of a mycelium (see Fungi) of more or less en-

tangled threads, with shoots of the same nature
rising up from them, and bearing" the fructifi-

cation at their extremity. Most of the species live

upon dead leaves, decaying wood, and other vege-

table material. Some are found on living animal
tisues, whether always previously diseased or not
is a question still unsettled. A remarkable species

of this genus is the Muscardine (q.v.). Many
of the species of Botrytis belong to what are
known as the imperfect fungi, i.e. those of which
the life-history is not fully known, the Boti-ytis

being the only form discovered. A number of

Botrytis forms are known to produce disease in

plants by attacking them through their young
tissues, but most of the fungi causing diseases,

formerly referred to species of Botrytis, are now
referred to other genera. Botrytis Dourilasii is

the cause of a destructive disease of the Douglas
fir and other conifers. Botrytis cincrca, which
causes the ripe rot of grapes, is now referred to

Sclerotinia Fuckcliana, and a number of other

species are considered as belonging to the same
genus of fungi. The potato-rot fung\is once

referred to Botrytis is now called Phytophthora
infest (uis.

BOTT, Jean Joseph (1826-95). A German
violinist. He was born in Cassel, Germany,
where he received his first musical instruction

from his father, the Court musician. After fur-

ther studies with M. Hauptmann and L. Spohr,

he won the Mozart scholarship (1841), and suc-

cessively became solo violinist in tlie Electoral

orchestra (1840) and Court kapellmeister at

Meiningen (1857) and Hanover (1805), In

1885 he came to New York, where he died. His
works comprise two operas

—

Dcr Vnbekannte
(1854) and Aktiia, das Miidchcn von Korinth
(1802)—and symphonies, overtures, violin con-

certos, pianoforte music, solos for violin, and
songs.

BOT'TA, Anne Charlotte Lynch (1820-91).

An American autlior ; born in Bennington, Vt.

In 1855 she married Prof. Mncenzo liotta (q.v.).

She published a book of poems (1S4SI. besides

many essays and reviews, pronuited the estab-

lishment of Barnard College (q.v.). and founded
the prize awarded every five years by tlie I'rench

Academy for the best essay on "The Condition of

Women." Her fiftiiilbook of Universal Literature
(ISOO) was formerly widely used as a text-book.

BOTTA, Carlo Giu.seppe Guoi.iei.mo (1700-

18.37). -Vu Italian historian. He was born in

San Giorgio del Canavese, Piedmont. Xovember
fl, 17(10, studied medicine in Turin, and, because
of his active symi>athy with the French Revolu-

tion, was arrestcil and imprisoned in 17i>2. Upon
his release, in 1794, Botta went to France and
became a physician in the Army of the Alps,

taking part later in the expedition to (.orfu.

In 1799 he was ai)pointed, with Carlo Giulio

and Carlo Aurelio de Bossi, a member of

the provisional government of Piedmont, hence
called the 'Triinuvirate of the Three Carli.'

-After the battle of .Marengo he became a member
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of tlip Piedmontesc Consult;!, and later, after the
uni(in uf Piedmont with France, was a de]nity to
the Corps Legislatif, an olliee that he filled until
the return of the Bourbons to power, despite the
offense that he gave to Xapoleon by designating
his government as a despotism. In 1831 he was
allowed to return to his native oountry. and was
pensioned by Charles Albeit. He died in L'aris,

August 10. 1837. His earliest volumes (Italian
and French) are: Storia natuialc e mcdicti deW
isohi di Corfu (1797); Souienirs d'un vo;/age

en Dalmatie (1802); PrMs historigue de la

ilaison de Savoie (1803); and Storia della
giierra dcW indipendenza degll Stati Vniti d'

Amtiica (1809). This work was originally sug-

gested to Botta in the course of a conversation
with ilanzoni's mother in Paris. It was received
with great favor when first pul)Iished, and was
speedily translated into French and English.
Even recently it has been pronounced by an Eng-
lish critic the best history of the subject written
outside the United States. Botta's great work,
however, is his Storia d'ltalia dnl 17S9 al ISlJf

(1824), which received the quinquennial prize of

1000 Tuscan dollars from the Aceademia della

Crusca at Florence, and in a short time ran
through fourteen editions. Later it was included
in a Storin d'ltalia, in 20 volumes, consisting of

tiuicciardini's work (1490-1.534) and Botta's

continuation of it (153.5-1789). Botta's style is

marked by dignity, which at times is almost
severe, and by a pervading consciousness of an
historian's responsibility. For his biography,
consult: Dionisiotti (Turin, 1867); Pavesio
(Florence, 1874); Scipione Botta (Florence,
1S77).

BOTTA, PAtx Emile (1802-70). A French
archieologist and traveler. He was born in

Turin, the son of Carlo Giuseppe Guglielmo
Botta. \^"hile still young he undertook a voyage
round the world, and remained some time on the

west coasts of America, where he zealously

collected treasures of natural history. In the

year 1830 he went to Egypt, where he entered

the service of ileheniet Ali as physician, and in

this capacity accompanied the Egyptian expedi-

tion to Sennar. Here he formed a very con-

siderable zoological collection, with which he
returned to Cairo in 1833. The French Govern-
ment now appointed him consul in Alexandria,

from whence he undertook a journey to Arabia,

the results of which he published in a work en-

titled Itelatioo d'un voyage dans I'Y^men, entre-

pris 78.(7, pour le museum d'histoire naturclle

de Paris (1841). At the suggestion of the

Orientalist .Julius Mohl, of Paris, he was by the

Government sent as consular agent to Mosul, and
at this place he connnenced a series of discover-

ies which form an epoch in arch.-pological science.

Early in the spring of 1843 he began his diggings

in the heaps of ruins at Khorsabad, near the

Tigris, for monuments of Assyrian antiquity.

These excavations revealed much valuable archa'o-

logical material, including the ruins of the pal-

ace of Sargon, King of Assyria (n.c. 722-705).

The Journal Asialirjue soon contained accounts
of the success with which his enterprise and per-

severance were rewarded, and also disquisitions

on the extremely difTicult subject of the cuneiform
writings of the Assj-rians. which afterwards ap-
peared as a separate publication under the title

Mi'moires de I'irriturc eunciforme assyrienne

(1848). The French Government took up the

matter warmly; Flandin, a practiced draughts-
man, was sent out for the purpose of making
sketches on the spot of the sculptures on ala-
baster, so apt to fall to pieces; and a commis-
sion of learned men was appointed for the
purpose of conducting the publication of a mag-
nificent archaeological work, which shortly after-
wards appeared under the special superintendence
of Botta himself, with the title Monuments de
Xinire dccoucerts et dc'crits par Botta mesur^s
el dcssincs par Flandin (1847-50). In 1848 he
published the Inscriptions dccouverlcs A Khor-
sabad. In 184(5 Botta was appointed consul at
.Jerusalem, and in 1857 at Tripoli. He returned
to France in 1868, and died at Ach&res. near
Poi~-;y. See Assyria.

BOTTA, ViKCENZo (1818-94). An Italian-
American educator. He was born in Piedmont,
Italy, was educated at the University of Turin, be-
came a professor there, was elected to the Sardin-
ian Parliament in 1849, and was appointed com-
missioner to examine the German educational
system in 1850. He came to the United States for
the same purpose in 1853. and soon afterwards
was naturalized and appointed professor of Ital-
ian language and literature in the University of
the City of Xew York. He remained in this posi-
tion till his death. In 1855 he married Anne
Charlotte LjTich, a well-known author. His best-
known works are: Aecount of the System of Edu-
cation in Piedmont; Character and Policy of Ca-
rour (1862) ; Dante as a Philosopher. Patriot,
and Poet ( 1865) ; and "An Historical Aecount of
Modern Philosophy in Italy," in Ueberweg's
History of Philosophy from Thales to the Present
Time (1872).

BOTTALLA, bot-till'la, P.\OLO (1823—). An
Italian historian. He was bom in Palermo,
Sicily, and was educated at the Jesuit colleges
in his native city and in Rome. He subsequent-
ly held successive professorships in Church
history and theology in Palermo, in Rome,
at the College of Saint Bruno, Wales, and in
Poitiers. He writes in the Italian. French, and
English languages, among his works being the
following: Corso di storia e di geografJa uni-
rersale (Palermo, 1860); L'Autorita infallibile
del Papa nella Chiesa e le sue rclazioni eollo
stato (1880) : The Papacy and Schism (1869) ;

The Pope and the Church Considered in Their
Mutual Relations, etc. (1868); Pope Honorius
Before the Tribunal of Reason and Historii
(1868).

BOTTAKI, bot-tii're, GIOVANNI Gaetano
(1689-1775). A learned Italian prelate, born in
Florence. He studied ancient literature and elo-
quence under Biscioni. and subsequently applied
himself to mathematics, philosophy, and theology.
He soon ol)tained a great reputation for the deli-
cacy of his style. The Aceademia della Crusca
intrusted him with the care of a new impression
of its famous dictionary. Clement XI 1. appointed
him librarian of the V^vtican. The works of which
Bottari was either the author or editor are very
numerous. The iirincipal are his edition of
Vergil from the Vatican manuscript: his elab-
orate treatises on the cat-U(mibs of Rome and on
the Vatican; his Del llusco Capitolino. and his
dissertations on Dante, Boccaccio, and Livy.

BOTTESINI, bot'tc-ze'nA, Giovanni (1823-
80). An Kalian musician and composer; bom
at Crema, i^ombardy, December 24, 1823. He
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was one of the greatest performers on the double
bass that ever lived, and practically the only

one known to fame as a concert soloist. He en-

tered the Milan Conservatory, and studied double

bass under Rossi and Basili, and theory under
Vaccai, Piantanida, and Ray. From 1840 to

1845 he was a concert virtuoso throughout Italy.

In 1840 he went to Havana, Cuba, where, during

his regime as conductor, his opera Cristoforo

Colombo was produced. During his residence in

Cuba he made occasional visits to the United
States. In 184'J he made a tour through Eng-

land : for two years following was conductor at

the Th™tre des Italiens, Paris; afterwards re-

suming his concert tours. In 1861 he was
appointed conductor at the Bellini Theatre,

Palermo, and in 1803 held a similar post in Bar-

celona. He established in Florence a society for

the cultivation of German classical music, eon-

ducted the opera at Cairo, Egypt, and at the

Lyceum, London, in 1871. Ultimately he settled

in Parma and became director of the conserva-

tory there. His oratorio, The Oarden of Olivet,

was given under the composer's direction at the

Norwich (England) Musical Festival in 1887.

His published works include operas, sjnnphonies,

overtures, quartets, etc., but although he wrote

many compositiims for the double bass, none of

these appear to have been published. He died in

Parma, July 7, 1889.

BOTTGER, bet'Ker, Adolf (1815-70). A
German translator and poet, born in Leipzig.

He studied at the University of Leipzig and won
high praise as a translator of the English poets,

including the complete works of Byron ( 1840,

and in frequent and variously arranged edi-

tions), and the poems of Goldsmith (1843) and
of Milton (1S4G). He also made renderings of

Ossian (1847) and (1856) of Longfellow's

Hiauatha. His own works, displaying often the

influence of English protot^-pes, include: Ge-

dichte (1846); Die Pihjcrfahrt der Blii-men-

geister (1851) ; Das Buck der Sachsen (1858) ;

and ycue I/irdcr und Dichtuntirn (1808).

BOTTGER, BOTTCHER, or BOTTIGER,
Joii.ixx Fkiedrich (1028-1719). The inventor

of Saxon porcelain. He was born at Schleiz, in

the Principality of Reuss-Schlciz. He was appren-

ticed to an apothecary in Berlin, but became an

enthusiast in the search for the philosopher's

stone, and carried on extensive researches under

the patronage of Prince Egon von Fiirstenberg

in Dresden. As he did not succeed in making
gold, he was induced to use the chemical knowl-

edge he had acquired in experiments upon clays,

with a view to the manufacture of pnrcclain. and
factories for this purpose were erected under

royal patronage, and the celebrated Meissen por-

celain was the result. As a security against the

revelatiiin of the art of making it. I'.iittger and

his assistants were treated as prisoners, and
when Saxony was invaded by Charles XII. of

Sweden in 1706, they were secretly removed from
Dresden to Kiinigstein. His success was not

without its reward. He was appointed to super-

vise the porcelain manufacture in 1708, and

shortly afterwards the Meissen ])tncelain was
brought out. In 1716 he entered into negotia-

tions to reveal the secrets of the process, but was
dis<tovered and imprisoned.

BOTTICELLI, bot'ti-chel'li, S.\ni)RO, properly

Alessa,nuuo I'lLU'EPi (c.l447-e.l510) . A Flor-

entine painter of the Early Renaissance. His
birth at Florence is differently stated as in
1440 and 1447, his death as in 1510 and 1515.
His father. Mariano Filipepi, a well-to-do cit-

izen, wished to give his son a good education;
but the boy's .strong will showed itself in a vio-

lent distaste for learning, and his father placed
him in the shop of a goldsmith named Botticello.
From this master Botticelli took not only the
name by which he was to become famou.s, but
also the use of the gold which he afterwards
turned to account in the foliage of his back-
grounds, in his angels' rippling hair, and in the
embroidered tissues of his virgins' robes.
Before long, however, he evinced a strong desire

to become a painter, and accordingly entered the
studio of the Carmelite monk Fra Filippo Lippi,
then at the height of his reputation. Many of
his early works show a marked influence of
Andrea del Verocchio, an allegorical figure of
"La Fortezza," and one of them is painted in the
manner of the brothers Pollajuoli. When Filip-
po Lippi died, in 1409, Botticelli, then only about
twenty-two years of age, was considered one of
the first painters in Florence. His high reputa-
tion at this time is proved by the distinguished
patrons who employed him—namely, the families
of Tornabuoni, V"espucci, Palmieri. Pucci. and,
above all, Lorenzo de' Mediei, who from the first

showed Botticelli a generous patronage which he
never withdrew. At that time, also, many im-
portant commissions were assigned to him. Thus,
in 1475, when the Pazzi plot nearly overthrew
the Jledici, Botticelli was called upon to paint
the portraits of the ofl'enders, according to usage,
on the walls of the Palazzo Vecchio. In 1480. to
the order of the Vespucci family, he painted the
fresco of Saint Augustine on the wall of the
Church of the Ognissanti.

Finally, about 1481, Botticelli was summoned
to Rome by Sixtns IV.. to assist in painting his
newly erected chapel in the Vatican. According
to Vasari, he was made chief superintendent of
the work ; but it is more probable that his
supervision was mainly in the distribution of the
spaces for the frescoes. His coworkers were
Ghirlandajo, Perugino, Cosimo Rosselli, and
Luca Signorelli. Botticelli himself painted
a number of the twenty-four portraits of Popes
in the upper niches of the chapel, and three of

the twelve frescoes—namely, "The Life of Mo-
ses." "The Temptation of Christ." and the "Pun-
ishment of Korali. Dathan, and Abiram." These
compositions illustrate both the vigor of his
imagination and the limitations of his genius;
for, while many of the .separate groups are strik-

ingly beautiful and exhibit an extraordinary
amount of life and motion, there is a want of

harmony in the whole, and in several cases the
figures are crowded together in confused groups.

Botticelli returned to Florence about 1484,

and, according to Vasari, "being a man of pro-

found thought, composed a commentary on
Dante's poem, illustrated the Inferno, and had
it printed." The commentary has not come to

light, but the first Florentine edition of Dante
(published by Baldini in 1481) contains engrav-

ings on cojjper to illustrate the Inferno which
were made from Botticelli's drawings, and it

is believed that Botticelli himsdf executed sev-

eral of these plates. Moreover, ninety-six sheets

of his drawings, representing all but seven

cantos of the Divine Comedy, are still intact.
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eighty-six of them being in the Berlin Museum.
All of these were sketched in silver point and
finished with the pen. Some were completed in

body colors, and it is supposed that tlie original

scheme was for the whole to he carried out in

colors, in the style of the earlier illustrations

of Dante.
It was also after his return from Rome that

Botticelli became a disciple of the Dominican
friar Fra Girolamo Savonarola, who came to

Florence about 1490. Vasari says that in his

religious frenzy Sandro entirely abandoned
painting, and was reduced to misery and want.
I5ut there is abundant evidence of the falsity of

this statement : for thougli he naturally ceased
painting profane subjects, and was a firm be-

liever in the friar's prophecies until his death,
he was to the last one of the coimselors of the

Medici in the public works. Thus, in 1491 he
and Ghirlandajo had charge of the mosaic work
in the cathedral at Florence, and competed in

plans for finishing the facade: and in 1503 he
was one of those consulted as to the best place

for Jlichelangelo's statue of David. But of

more significance than all is tlie fact that while
Savonarola was burned in 1498, it was in l.iOO

that Botticelli painted one of his most beautiful

religious pictures, "The Xativity," in the Na-
tional Gallery, London. This work is doubly in-

teresting because it shows that though the artist

was still constant to the memory of Savonarola,
he had lost nothing of the wealth of his fancy,
nothing of his tender sentiment, and nothing of

that distinction of attitude which characterized
his early works.
The story of his poverty is also probably ex-

aggerated, for Botticelli's income ta.x for 1498
shows that he was then keeping house with his

nephew in Florence, and at the same time pos-

sessed 'a gentleman's villa' and vineyards out-

side the gates of San Frediano. His father, too,

seems to have been in comfortable circumstances,
since in 1.510 he purchased the family vault in

the Church of the Ognissanti, where Sandro is

now buried.

Probably no artist in the entire range of the
Italian Renaissance has evoked such contrary
opinions of his merits as has Botticelli. As ha.s

been seen, his reputation among his contempo-
raries was high ; but later, when the merely
technical excellences of the art of painting, and
especially the quality of surface fidelity, had as-

sumed an exaggerated importance, he went out
of favor, and for three hundred years his work
was not considered as a factor in the develop-

ment of art. Today, however, with the freedom
from the tyranny of conventional criticism, with
the opportunities of forming individual opinions

instead of echoing those of the acknowledged
critic of the day, Botticelli has fully regained
favor. One reason for his present popularity

is that in the breadth and richness of his cul-

ture, in the varied character of the subjects ho
chose, and in the greatness of his aim. he repre-

sents the most striking features of the memor-
able period in which he lived. For the range of

his subjects extended from the great scriptural

compositions, "through the most touching scenes

in the life of the Virgin," to events in classic

history, and thus in his works the brilliancy of

the Medici's Court, the force of Christian tradi-
tions, and those classic myths tnat were the de-

light of Renaissance scholars, are all present in

varying degrees. Nor did he escape the errors

of his day. The superabiuiJance of his orna-

ment, the graceful yet mannered form of his

draperies, and the introduction of gold into

these and other accessories were to some extent

due to the demands of his patrons.

But though he is thus a reflex of his time. Bot-

ticelli's works are yet pronounced and individ-

ual. Living in a generation of naturalists, he
might have been a mere naturalist among them.
There are traces enough in his work that he was
deeply impressed by nature, by man. and by
things considered as plastic objects. The sea,

rocky moimtain scenerj', soft woodland land-

scapes, and gardens of every variety of rose,

appear again and again in his paintings. But
Botticelli was essentially a visionary painter,

and to represent merely the outward inuige was
not enough for him. Instead, he clothed all he
saw with the color of his own moods and ideas,

and thus made each of his works an outgrowth
of his own personality. In color, too, he showed
independence, for while in his j-outli he used the
gay colors common in his age, in his later works
his color scheme was more subservient to the

central idea and sentiment of his work. He was
also one of the first to accept art as an instru-

ment of general culture, and as much at the
service of the world as of the Church. Before
bim, few ventured outside the range of subjects

provided by the Scriptures. But while Botti-

celli painted religious works, he painted them
with an originality of feeling which appeals to

the spectator as the real matter of the work
through the veil of its ostensible subject. On
the other hand, his Venuses have so much feeling

and such tender grace that they seem "iladon-
nas masquerading in mythology."

In his Madonnas the chief characteristics of

his art are revealed. Nowhere does he give greater
proof of his personal feeling and creative energj'

than in depicting Mary and her Child. In the
Madonnas at Palazzo Corsini (Rome) and at
the Spedale degle Innocenti (Florence), the in-

fiuence of Filip|)o Lippi is apparent. Like those
of the friar, these virgins, though lacking in

religious feeling, are full of a naive tenderness
and ati'ectionate maternity. Even the style of
arrangement and mode of drapery are copies of
the mode carried out h.v Filippo. In the later
Madonnas Filippo's inlhience is still seen in the
Virgin's slenderness. The motive, too, is almost
the same—Mary embracing the Cliild. who stands
in her lap and raises His riglit hand in l)lessing

toward the throng of worshipers. P>ut the veil

of sorrow has fallen over the youthlulness that
delighted in his earlier .works; Mary's joy as a
mother is under the shadow of a prophetic fore-

boding of woe to come. This mjstic luiion of
the highest blessedness with the sharpest an-

guish, the result of Savonarola's miglity influ-

ence on the painter, is the keynote of all his

later Madonnas. Sometimes the Virgin's sad-

ness is communicated to the angels, but usually
it is the Child who feels the bunlen of an in-

e.\orable destiny and turns to His mother with
tender caresses. Even to his profane subjects
Botticelli communicates this element of sad-
ness, and nothing is stranger than to see the
bright Greek myths tinged with mediaeval colors

and shadowed with the "grim humor of Floren-
tine tliought."
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Equally interesting and important are his

mythological works, painted for the most part in

the period after his return from Rome, before

he came imder the inlluenoe of Savonarola. The
most famous of these is the "Realm of Venus,"
usually known as ".Spring"—a charming compo-
sition of classical figures, over life-size, in a

beautiful spring landscape, redolent with flow-

ers. Its companion piece, the "Birth of Venus,"
represents the goddess perfectly nude, except for

the covering of her wind-blown hair, being wafted
ashore by the breath of the wind-gods. It is the

most chaste and refined treatment of the nude,

except perhaps Giorgione's "Sleeping Venus," iu

modern painting. Both these pictures were
painted for tlie Jledici ; the former is in the

Ufiizi, the latter in the Florence Academy. Among
his other important mythological works are

"Calumny," after a description of a painting of

Apelles by Lucian. in the Ufiizi, "Pallas Taming
a Centaur" (Pitti), and "Mars and Venus," in

the National Gallery, London.
Although too subjective to be a great portrait-

ist, Botticelli executed a number of portraits of

a subtle charm. Among the best known are those

of the Jledici and other Florentine notables in

the "Adoration of the Magi" (Uffizi) ; his "Giu-
liano dei Medici," the original being in the Gal-

lery of Bergamo, not in Berlin, as Morelli has
shown; and, most beautiful of all, the portrait

of an unknown woman in the Frankfort Museum.
Those who demand that a work of art shall

merely please the eye will not be satisfied with
Botticelli's works. There is none of the beauty
of Raphael's figures in his typical Madonna, with
her long, thin, and melancluily face, her over-

ripe lips, her jirominent chin, and her long, lank
limbs. But the lines that give character to a
face, and those qualities which are directly life-

communicating and life-enhancing, are almost
never lacking in his works, and it is these char-
acteristics that give all his productions, religious,

poetical, or allegorical, an eternal human inter-

est.

Since Botticelli, except in one instance, neither
signed nor dated his works, it is impossible to

arrange them chronologically. The greater num-
ber of his best productions are in Florence, but
the Berlin Museum is also well supplied. A num-
ber of these have been mentioned in the course of

this narrative. Sandro also had an important
school, by whoni many works assigned to him,
like the "Venus" in the Berlin Jluseum, a copy
of the figure in the "Birth of Venus," were prob-
ably painted. Among his cliief works not men-
tioned above are his two best-known Madonnas,
both circular pictures, and in the I'fiizi. The
"Magnificat" represents Our Lady dreamy and
passionate, crowned and surrounded by angels
with wistful, eager faces. It is the best speci-

men of his early period, as its companion piece

is of his later. Among the best-known of his

remaining works are "Scenes from the Life
of Saint Zenol)ius," in Dresden; his frescoes of

the Villa Lcnimi, now in the Louvre, and his

large ".Vssumption of the Virgin," in the Na-
tional Gallery, London.

BiKLiooHAPiiY. Berenson, The Florentine
Painters of the Renaissance (New York and Lon-
don, 1898) ; Cole, Italian Masters (New York,

1802) ; Cartwright, The Painters of Florence
(London, 1901); Crowe and Cavalcnselle. His-

tory of I'aintiny in Italy (London, 18G-1) ; Crowe,

in Gazette des Beaux-Arts (Vo\. 11., 1896);
Lander, "A New Botticelli in Florence," Art
Journal (London, 1900) ; Lippmann, Handro Hot-
ticrllis Zeiclinnnf/cn :u Dantcs (Jiittlichcr Como-
die (Berlin, 1SS7): MUntz, Lcs I'riTuiscurs de
la Renaissance (Paris and London, 1882) ; id.,

Lcs Collections dcs Mcdiris au XV. Siicle. Appcn-
diee aux Precurseurs de la Renaissance ( Paris and
London, 1888) ; and "Apropos de Botticelli,"

Oazette des Beaux-Arts (Paris, 1898) ; Pater,
iSiudies in the History of the Renaissance (Lon-
don, 1873) ; Plunkett, Sandro Botticelli (Lon-
don, 1900): Phillimore, Botticelli (New York,
1894) ; Steinman, Botticelli (English transla-

tion, Dodgson, New York, 1901) : Supino, Handro
Bottieelli (Florence, 1900) ; Uhuann, Sa»irf)-o Bot-
iieelli (Munich, 1893) ; Woermann, "Sandro Bot-

ticelli," in Dohme's Kunst nnd KUnstler (Leipzig,

1878) ; Vasari, Lives of ticcenty of the Most
Eminent Painters, Sculptors, and Arehiteets
(English translation, E. H. and E. W. Blash-
field, and A. A. Uopkins, New Y'ork, 189G) ; Ven-
turi, Tesori d'Arte Inediti di Roma (Rome,
1896) ; Waagen, Treasures of Art in Great Brit-

ain (London, 18.52) ; and Warburg, Sandro Bot-
ticelli's Geburt der Venus und Friihiing (Ham-
burg and Leipzig, 1893).

BOTTICHEB, bet'-ti-Ker, Karl (1800-89). A
German arch-tologist, born in Nordhausen. He
studied at the Academy of Architecture in Berlin,

and was afterwards appointed an instructor in

the School of Design of the Industrial Institute

there. In 1844 he was appointed a professor in

the Academy of Architecture. His chief work is

the Teldotiik der HeUenen (1844-52), a splendid

contribution to the study of Greek architecture.

Others of his works are: Bericht iihcr die Viiter-

sueliuni/en auf der Akropolis in Athen (1863);
Der Zophoj-os am Parthenon (1875) ; and Die
Thymele der Athena Nike auf der Akropolis von
Athen (1880).

BOTTICHEB, Karl Heinricii vo.\ (1833—).
A German statesman. He was born in Stettin,

and \\as educated at the universities of Wiirz-
burgand Berlin. He was Governor of Schleswig
in 1876, Lieutenant - General of Schleswig-
Holstein in 1879, Secretary of the Interior in

1881. In 1888 he became vice-president of the
Prussian Ministry of State, and in 1898 Lieuten-
ant-General of the Province of Saxony. As the
representative of the Chancellor he introduced
numerous social reforms, and the enactment of

the invalid and old-age insurance laws, in 1889,

was due principally to his splendid energy and
execut ive ability.

BOTTICHEB, Paix. Sec Lagarde, Paul
Antox |)K.

BOTTIGEB, bPt'ti-ger, Carl Viliielm (1807-

78). A Swedish writer. He was horn in Wes-
terSs, and studied at the University of Upsala,
where, after extensive travels, he was appointed
professor of modern literature in 1845, and in

1858 professor of irsthetics, from which post he
retired in 1867. lie was cxcci'iliugly active as
translator. [)oet. dramatist, and literary critic.

Most of his pul)lication3 in the latter capacity
appeared among the Transactions of the Swed-
ish Academy. It is perhaps by his verse tliat he
is known to best advantage. His publications
include: Lyriska stycken (Lyrical Pieces, 1837-

39) ; Relirjiiisa Sanger (Religious Songs, 1841) ;

and translations of Tasso's Gcrusalenune Liber-
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ata (1842-51), and Dante's Divina Commcdia
(1840-511. His collectod works appeared at
Stcickliolm ( (i vols., 1S5C-81).

BOTTIGER, bet'ti-Ker, Karl August (17G0-

1835). A German arclnpologist. He was born
.lune 8, 1700. at Reichenhach, in Saxony, and
studied in Leipzig. In 1791, chiefly through the

influence of Herder, he was appointed director

of the gjninasium, and consistorial councilor at

Weimar. Here he enjoyed the stimuhiting so-

ciety of Herder, Wieland, Goethe, and others. His
literary activity at this period was prodigious.

He edited several journals, and wrote multitudes

of reviews, biographical notices, etc., for the

AllytDieiiie Zeitung. In 1804 he was called to

Dresden, where he began to deliver lectures on
special branches of classical antiquities and art.

In 1832 Biittiger was elected a member of the

French Institute. He died November 17, 1835.

Among his important works are: )<abiii(i odcr

Morticiixcciuit im Ptitz^immer eiiicr reichcn

Jidmcrin (Leipzig. 1803: 3d cd., Munich, 1878),

a study of the household life of the Roman
women; Die Aldoirandinische Hochzeit (Leipzig,

1810): Eunstmyfhologie (Dresden, 1811); lor-

lesungen und Aufsatze znr Altertumskunde
(Leipzig, 1817) ; Ainalihea oder Museum der

Kunstmtithologie (3 vols.. Leipzig, 1821-25) ;

Idcen :ur Kunstmythologie (2 vols.. Dresden
and Leipzig. 1820-36). His minor writings in

Latin and German were collected by Sillig and
publislicd in 1837-38. Consult: Karl Wilhelm
Biittiger, Karl August Bottiger. Eine biograph-

ische Skizze (Leipzig, 1837) ; and his Litterar-

inche /.ustihide und Zeitgenossen (Leipzig. 1838) ;

whicli lie published from his father's papers.

BOTTLE (Fr. houteille, dim. of hotte, houte

;

from Low Lat. buticula, dim. of but[t'\is, butta,

fiask, Eng. butt). A vessel, generally of a round
shape, with a narrow neck, for holding liquids.

Bottles are now usually made of glass or earthen-

ware; but the first bottles were made of the
skins of animals, mostly goats. Of this kind
were the bottles spoken of in Scripture. Skin
bottles are still used in southern Europe for the

transport of wine, and by tribes of Africa and Asia
for carrying water. The ancient Egyptians made
bottles of most elegant form and exquisite work-
mansliip, of alabaster, stone, gold, ivory, and
other substances. The Italian peasants carry,

slung round their necks, bottles made of the rind

of the gourd, which, when dry, is as liard its

wood. Bottles made of glass will be treated

under Glass.

BOTTLE -CHART, BOTTLE -PAPERS. A
chart which purports to sliow tlie track of sealed

bottles thrown from sliips into the sea. It is a
well-known practice, on long voyages, to throw
sealed bottles containing some intelligence into

the sea, in the hope that these messengers may
be picked up, and the information inclosed may
reach its proper destination. The frequency of

these instances at length led to the inference

that by such means the determination of currents
might be illustrated. Lieutenant Beecher, an
English naval oflicer, has the merit of having con-

structed, in 1843, a chart of bottle voyages in

the Atlantic, his facts being drawn from the

numerous cases that had occurred. Tlie time
which elapses between the launcliing of the l>ottle

from the ship and the finding it on shore, or

picking up by some other ship, has varied from

a few days to sixteen years; while the straight-

line distance between the two points has varied
from a few miles to 5000 miles. Of the actual

length of the cuiwed line followed by the bottle,

little or nothing is known : but some are believed

to have exceeded 8000 miles. The bottle-chart

lias been reedited and reengraved from time to

time, and pviblislied in the Nautical Magazine;
it is marked by several liundred straight lines,

each drawn from tlie latitude and longitude of

immersion to the latitude and longitude of the

finding. Charts of this sort are now prepared at

the United States Hydrographic Office, not for

general circulation, but for information of the

office; and from the records thus established cur-

rent-charts are prepared and corrected. Pajjers

printed in several languages are furnished by
the hydrographer to masters of ships for the pur-

pose of putting in bottles; the paper contains a
request for tlieir return when found to the near-

est United States consul, who will forward them
to Washington, with a statement in regard to

the circumstances of their discovery.

BOTTLE-FISH, BOXFISH. See Swellfish.

BOTTLE-GLASS, See Glass.

BOTTLE -GOURD (gourd used for making
bottles; see below), Lagenaria. A genus of

plants of the natural order Cucurbitaeeae, nearly
allied to the Gourd (Cucurbita) , in which it was
until recently included. One of tlie most marked
distinctions between them is the very tumid bor-

der of the seeds of the bottle-gourds, which have
also all the anthers separate, and have white
flowers, while those of the gourds pi'oper are

yellow. The common Bottle-Gourd or False Cal-

abash (Lagenaria vulgaris) is believed to be a
native of India and other warm parts of the Old
World, but is now common almost everywhere in

warm climates. It is a climbing, musky-scented
annual, clothed with soft down, having its flowers

in clusters, and a large fruit, from 1 to even 6
feet in length, which is usually shaped like a bot-

tle, an urn, or a club. The fruit has a hard rind,

and when the pulp is removed and the rind

dried, it is used in many countries for holding

water, and is generally called a Calabash.

The bottle-gourd, in its wild state, is very bitter,

and is said to be poisonous, and even in cultiva-

tion some of its varieties exhibit not a little of

the bitteniess and purgative properties of colo-

cynth. The bottle-gourd appears to have been

introduced into Europe about the close of the

Sixteentli Century : but it requires for its advan-

tageous cultivation a warmer climate than that

of any part of Great Britain, where, although it

succeeds well enough in a hotbed, it is chiefly

known as an ol)ject of curiosity. It is, however,
much cultivated in warmer coimtries as an escu-

lent, and is an important article of food to the

poorer Arabs, who boil it with vinegar, or make
a pudding of it in its own rind with rice and
meat. It is also used wlien young as we employ
summer squash. This plant is often grown in the

I'nited States, where it is know-n as Hercules's-

club, sugar-trough, snake, dipper-gourd, etc. For
illustratiiin. see Ci'CUmukk.

BOTTLEHEAD. or BOTTLENOSE (so

named frum tlie sliape of tlic -nout. or head). A
whale ( Itj/pcroiidon rostralus) closely allied to

the sperm-whale, frequenting tlie Arctic and
North Atlantic. It reaches a length of 30 feet,

and has the snout produced into a beak, as in
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the dolphins; the forehead rises suddenly from
the beak, and is remarkably elevated, owing to

large bony crests rising over tlie bones of the

upper jaw. The teeth are only two in number,
and are situated in the fore part of the lower
jaw, pointed, but sometimes completely hidden.

There is a dorsal fin, rather small in proportion

to the size of the animal, and placed farther

back than in the common dolphin. The blowhole
is crescent-shaped, the points of the crescent

directed backward. The skin is smooth and
glossy, of a blackish lead-color on tlie back, grad-

uallj- becoming lighter on the sides, and whitish

on the belly, turning yellowish-brown in old age.

These small wliales travel in bands of four to

ten, and keep just south of tlie limits of the

Arctic ice, moving northward in summer and
southward in winter. Tliey are active, leaping

out of the water, and curious rather than
alarmed by the presence of boats. They feed

mainly on squids, for which they are believed to

dive to a very great depth. Tliey are pursued
and harpooned for the sake of their oil. resem-

bling and equal to sperm, of w'hich a large one
will yield two tons, besides 200 pounds of sper-

maceti.
The same name is often applied to several

other of the smaller cetaceans, such as dolphins

and blackfish, with protruding snouts.

BOTTLENOSE. In Great Britain, a puffin

(q.v.).

BOTTLE-TREE (so named from the shape
of the trunk and the water it contains; see be-

low), Sterciilia riipestris. A native of Aus-
tralia, noted for great globular expansion be-

tween the ground and the branches; or, where the

soil is without rocks, for a trunk in the shape of

an ordinary bottle, the limbs a]ipcaring to grow
from the mouth. It belongs to the order Stereu-

liaceae, and is of middling stature. The wood is

soft and brittle ; the leaves are from 2 to 4
inches long, entire, stalked, and lance-shaped;

the flowers inconspicuous, on short panicles, aris-

ing from the axils of tlie leaves; caly.x in the

males, five-cleft, the stamens numerous; the

fruit, of five-stalked, leathery follicles contain-

ing six seeds. According to von Miiller, the stems

of this tree hold consideralile quantities of water,

a fact often taken advantage of liy travelers and
the aborigines, who cut lioles into the soft wood
to get the supply of water. Tliere are a number
of other s[)eeies to which the name 'Bottle-tree'

is applied. Some of them are important food-

plants of the natives of Australia, who eat their

roots, which are filled with a gum similar to

gum tragacanth. For illustration, see Bread-
fruit.

BOTTLING AND BOTTLING MACHIN-
ERY. Bottling is practiced wherever liipiids

or merchandise of any kind is placed in Ixiltlcs

for preservation or sale. The materials bottled

on the largest scale are beers, wines, and liquors,

mineral and other table waters, and such non-

alcoholic beverages as soda-water, ginger ale. and
sarsaparilla. Some or all of the following pro-

cesses usually are involved: (1) Cleansing tlie

bottles; (2) cleansing the corks; (3) filling,

corking, labeling, and tin-foiling or capping the

bottles. In addition, some goods, such as lieer.

are steamed or pasteurized after the bottles are

forked. In some bottling cstablislimcnts the

operations include the preparation of the ma-

terials bottled, such as carbonated waters; but
in this article it is as.sunied that the various
liquids are ready for bottling, and that macliines
are used throughout. Clean bottles are essential,

particularly for the higher grades of gcxids. Tlie
slightest speck of dirt might seriously damage a
bottle of champagne or mineral water, and fer-

mentable matter left in old bottles might ruin
other beverages. New bottles are easi!_y cleansed
by wasliing and rinsing; but in many industries
the bottles are used repeatedly, and must be
cleaned as often as they are returned to tlie bot-

tler. Old corks are renioved from the bodies of
bottles by special apparatus. Before being
washed bottles are soaked, wliere necessary, in

tanks containing hot water, or some oUier cleans-
ing solution. Soaking-wheels are sometimes em-
ployed. These contain pockets in which the bot-

tles are laid horizontally, mouth outward. The
weight of the bottles as they are successively
added causes the wheel to revolve slowly through
the water in the tank. After having been soaked
the interiors of the bottles are washed or
scrublied by means of brushes revolving at speeds
as high as 2800 revolutions per minute. Both
bristle and rubber brushes are used, though the
former are less durable and leave bristles in the
bottles. Some of the rubber brushes consist of

elastic rubber stretched between two forked
springs, and a more recent rubber brusli has
three prongs, which are spread by centrifugal
action. A single steam-driven washer will clean
60 to 75 dozen bottles ])er day. The bottles are
then placed upside down on rinsers, the essential

features of which are vertical tubes, closed at the
top, except for small holes, through which jets

of water under pressure are emitted. Each rinser

includes 24, 30, or more spouts, mounted on liori-

zontal plates, with water-supply pipes beneath.
Filling-machines may he operated by siphnnage

from open tanks or by air or g-as pressure from
closed tanks. The latter is preferable, and some-
times essential, for carbonated beverages or any
other liquids that might be injured by ex])osure.

In the siphon-fillers the bottles are placed on the

long leg of a siphon, the short leg of which is

immersed in tlie filling-tank. Tlie weight of the
bottle tilts tlie siphon sufficiently to free the
end of its short leg from the sloping side of the

tank, thus peniiitling tlie li(|uid to flow into the

bottle. An automatic Moat maintains a uniform
supply of liquid in the liUing-tank. In the pres-

sure fillers the siphcms and open reservoir give
place to a system of piping, and the barrel or
other closed receptacle containing the supply of

liquid. Air or gas under pressure is admitted to

the supply-barrel and forces the liquid iiilci the

bottles. The pipes to the latter are controlled

by cocks or gates. Pressure fillers, like the

rinsers, are also mounted so that they may he
revolved. Waters highly charged with carbonic-

acid gas. like .-ieltzer in siphons, present a difi'er-

ent problem in filling. They may supjdy their

own pressure, wholly or in part, and special pre-

cautions may be necessary to prevent injury to

the operators from bursting bottles. Siphon
bottles are extra strong, and are tested in ad-

vance of use. In addition, the bottles are placed

in strong iron cages or tra]is while being filled,

and the workmen wear masks, gloves, sleeves. and
aj)rons of rubber as a protect iiui against flying

glass from bursting bottles. .Siphon bottles aro

filled upside down, through the siphons. Cora-



BOTTLING MACHINERY

1. BOTTLE WASHER AND RINSER. 4. CORKING MACHINE.
2. BOTTLE LABELLING MACHINE. 5. COUNTER PRESSURE FILLER.

3. FILLING MACHINE WITH SIX SIPHONS. 6. RUBBER BRUSH.
7. BRISTLE BRUSH.
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posite beverages may be mixed during the bot-

tling process. Thus the syrup for flavored soda-

water is admitted to the bottle from one recep-

tacle and the carbonated water added from the

pressure-tank.
After the bottles are filled, with the exception

of the siphon bottles just described, they must
be closed in some maimer. The most common
method is to cork them. Besides ordinary soak-

ing and rinsing in pails or tanks of water, the
corks may be placed in revolving driuns and
cleansed by either the wet or the dry process. In
the latter process, the corks roll about in "rum-
biers' and rub against each other for hours imtil

the loose fragments and the edges that might
easily chip otT. together with much dust, are all

removed by attrition and shaking. The corks are
then thoroughly soaked and rinsed.

The essential feature of corking-machines is a
compressor, which shapes the cylindrical corks
used in power-corkers, and a plunger-rod. which
forces each cork home into the neck of the bottle.

The machine may be driven by hand, foot, or
other power. The self-feeding machines may be
operated at the rate of 2000 bottles per hour.
Bottle-wiring machines secure the wire around
the corks and necks of bottles at the rate of

from several hundred to 1000 per hour, accord-
ing to the dexterity of the operator. Bottle-

labeling machines affix labels in place, and in

some cases date them, at the rate of 10,000 to

12.000 bottles per day. In some machines the
bottle is stationary and the label is picked up
and pressed against the bottle; in others, a
plunger forces the bottle against the label. The
corks and bottle-necks are covered, chiefly for

decoration, with tinfoil by hand, or caps by ma-
chine. Branding-machines to burn the brand
into the corks consist of a heated die or stamp
forced home liy a lever or other pressure. Be-
sides the well-known corks composed of the
material of that name (see Cork), there are a
great variety of other stoppers. Permanent stop-

pers are attached to the bottle by means of wires.

They often consist of a metal cap, beneath which
is a rubber cork or plug. The wiring may be so

hinged and bent a.s to give a leverage to force the
cork tightly into the bottle and hold it securely

in place. When the chief function of stoppers is to

cover a bottle for a brief period, pasteboard di.sks

are sometimes used. They are particularly well

adapted to the wide-tnouthed bottles in which
milk is delivered for final consumption. Millions
of these are now made from wood pulp. See
P.i.PER.

BOTTOM (.\S. hotm, Ger. Bodcn. hat. fun-
dux, ground, bottom). A term used to designate

either the whole ship itself, or that part of

it which is under water when laden. Commodi-
ties are often said to be imjjorted 'in foreign bot-

toms,' or in 'American bottoms'; in which cases

the phrase is applied to the whole ship. A 'full

ship,' or a "full bottom.' denotes such a form
given to the lower half of the hull as to allow
the stowage of a large amount of merchandise.
A 'sharp ship,' or a 'sharp bottom,' implies a
capacity for speed.

BOTTOM HEAT. The heat communicated
to certain soils from below, either by the fer-

mentation of fresh stable manure, tan-bark,

leaves, etc.. buried for the purpose, or by steam-

pipes, flues, or other like arrangements. It is

(me of the most important agents used in forcing-

houses and hotbeds in the artificial cultivation

of vegetables, flowers, or fruits.

BOTTOM, XlCK. In Shakespeare's Midsum-
mer Wight's Dream, an ignorant and conceited

weaver. In the play of "Pyramus and Thisbe,"

he takes the role of Pyramus. Puck gives him
an ass's head, and Titania is compelled by the

fairy king to be enamored of him.

BOTTOMRY BOND or CONTRACT (for

derivation, see bottom) . An agreement for a defi-

nite period of time or for a voyage by the owner
or master of a ship, pledging the ship or the ship

and its freight or cargo as security for the

repayment of money lent for the use of the ship.

It is so called because a ship's bottom or keel

is figuratively used to express the whole of it.

\\hen the cargo alone is pledged for its safe ar-

rival, the agreement is strictly called a respon-

dentia bond (q.v.). The loan is made upon a

maritime risk, i.e. upon the condition that the

loan or debit, together with the stipulated inter-

est, is repayable only on the safe termination of

the voyage ; otherwise the lender loses his debt.

In consideration of the hazard, he may exact any
rate of interest, not grossly extortionate, which

the nature of the adventure may justify. The
agreement is usually in the form of a bond, and
must set forth all the necessary terms, especially

the maritime risk. The owner may hypothecate

the vessel or its freight, and execute a bottomry
bond at any time and for any purpose ; but the

master can do so only under stress of necessity

in a foreign port, destitute of funds and unable

to communicate with, or to receive instruction

from, the owners.
Contrary to the rule of ordinary mortgages,

preference among bottomry bonds is not had
according to order of date, but inversely, the

latest having ]>riority, on the theory that the

last loan saved the 'ship. The United States

statute which provides for the recording, in the

office of the collector of customs of the port, of

registry or enrollment, bills of sale, mortgages,

hypothecations, and conveyance of vessels, under
penalty of their being otherwise invalid as

against others than parties having actual notice,

and the grantor or mortgagor, his heirs and
devisees, ex])ressly except the lien of a bottomry

bond from the operation where such lien has

been created by loan of money or materials

necessary to repair the vessel or to enable her to

prosecute the voyage, so that the lien does not

lose its priority and is not affected in any way
by the requirements of the act. A bottomry
bond is, however, subordinate to the lien of the

seamen for wages, even though in some cases

given after the wages were earned, and to liens

for repairs or supplies indispensable for the

safety of the ship. Where the holder is com-

pelled to satisfy a lien for wages, it seems that

he is entitled to coni]iensation from the owners,

and has a lien upon the proceeds of the ship

for reimbiirscnient. See .XnMIRAI.TY LAW; MaRI-
ti.mi;Law; an<llhe authorities there referred to.

BOT'TONY. Sec BoTOxfi.

BOTTS, .ToiiN Minor (1802-G9). .\n .Ameri-

can lawyer and politician, born in Virginia.

He served several terms in the Virginia Legis-

lature after lS;!:i, and in 18.39 was chosen to

Congress, where he served three terms (1839-

43 and 1847-49), and where he was conspicuous
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as an advocate of a protective tariff, of a na-
tional bank, and of the repeal of the caj; rules

(q.v.). Wlien President Tyler left tlie jiarty that
elected him. Botts separated from and antag-
onized him, although a warm personal friend.

He opposed secession, and was faithful to the
Union tlirough the Civil \Var. He published
The Gnat Uchcllion : Its Secret Histonj (New
York, isciii.

BOTURINI BENADUCI, bo'too-re'ne ba'na-

doo'che, LonE.NZo (c.1702- ? ). An Italian his-

torian, and one of the first great collectors of

American antiquities. He went to ^Mexico in

1736. and gathei-ed a very large collection of

aboriginal writings and other records, which
eventually passed into the archives of the ]Mexi-

can Government, where most of them were lost

or destroyed. Boturini returned to Spain, and
was appointed historiographer for the Indies in

174.5. He included a valuable catalogue of his

collections in his only publislied work. Idea de
•H)i« nut ra lns:fnria de America (1746).

BOTZARIS, bo-tsil'res, ]\Iarco. See Bozzabis,

Marco.

BOUAYANAN, bo'wa-ya-nan'. A wild Ma-
lay people, inhabiting the central Palawan Is-

lands. See Philippines.

BOTJCHAIN, boo'shax' (anciently Lat. Luc-

ciniuin: the lirst part of the name was probably

taken from Baudouin, or Baldwin, IV., who for-

tified the town). A fortified town in the De-

partment of Xord, France, 12 miles southeast of

Douai, situated on an eminence about 300 feet

above the sea-level (Map: France, K 1). By
two sluices the adjacent land may be laid under
water in time of war. There are beet-root sugar

refineries, dye-works, and tanyards at Bouchain,
which has also a considerable trade in cattle.

Population, in 1806, 1527.

BOtrCHARD, boo'shiir', Chables Jacql-es

(1837— I. A French physician, born in Mon-
tieren-Der (Haute-Mame). He was educated
in Lyons, and subsequently went to Paris, where
he was appointed professor of pathology in

1879. He was one of the physicians sent to the

International Congress of the Medical Sciences,

held in Berlin, in August. 1890. and took a
prominent part in the deliberations of that

body. Among his principal works may be men-
tioned; Dcs Degenerations secondaires de la

moelle epinierc (1860) ; Sur quelques points

de la pathogenic des hemorrhagics cerehrales

(1867): Dc la pathogcnie des hemorrhagies
(18691.

BOXJCHARDON. boo'shiir'dox', EoME (1698-

1762). .\ French sculptor, born in Chaumont
(Haute-Mame). He was a pu])il of Coustou
the younger, and afterwards studied in Rome,
where he executed a bust of Pope Clement XTI.,

and a copy (Munich Gallery) of the "Barberini

Faun." His most celebrated works were the

"Fountain of Grenelle" (Paris) and the eques-

trian stat\ie of Louis XV. (Tuileries Garden),
destroyed in 1792.

BOUCHER, buH'shii', Alfred (1850—). A
French sculptor, born in Bouy-sur-Orvin. He
was a pupil of Duniont and Paul Dubois, and re-

reived twice in succession the Grand Prix de
Kome (1876 and 1878); but the -Vcademy an-

nulled one of the decisions. In 1880 the Gov-
ernment bought his two statues, "Venus As-

tart^" and "Au but" ("At the End"), now in

the Gardens of the Luxembourg. The decision
and force of Boucher's work make him an artist

to be remembered. Among his Ix'st statues

are; "Eve aprfs sa faute." 1878 ("Eve after the
Fall") : "La terre" ("The Earth") : "Aux
champs," 1897 ("In the Fields") ; and "A Sleep-

ing Woman," in the Lu.xembourg Museum.

BOUCHER, FRAxrois (1703-70). A French
I'aintcr, burn in Paris. He was a pupil of Le-

nioine, but formed his style rather after the

model of Watteau ; wont to Rome in 1725, and
after his return speedily won a great reputa-

tion. He became a member of the Academy in

1734, and its director in 1765, when he was
also appointed first painter to the King. He
was an artist of prodigious facility and inde-

fatigable industry ; was endowed with a brilliant

imagination, and painted everything, from reli-

gious subjects and mythological and pastoral

scenes to still life, from portraits, landscapes,

and animals to decorations for the opera. His
works are the true mirror of his time, when
libertinism reigned supreme, and voluptuous-

ness was the keynote of the Court and aristo-

cratic society. Pastoral scenes were his favorite

subjects, painted with a spirited touch and a
freshness and transparency of color resembling
that of Rubens, but all pervaded by that atmos-
phere of sensuality which emanated from the

boudoirs of Madame de Pompadour and ]\Iadanie

du Barry. His figures of children alone con-

\eyed a sense of purity. To the end of his days
he was celebrated as the "Painter of the Graces."

and also styled the '.\nacreon of Painting.' He
was in high favor with Madame de Pompadour,
whose portrait he painted, and who engraved
some of his works. Among his numerous pro-

ductions may be mentioned: "Rinaldo and Ar-
niida." "Diana Leaving the Bath," "Venus De-
manding of Vulcan Arms for .Eneas," ".Jupiter

and Callisto." "Rape of Europa," all in the

Louvre ; "Leda and the Swan," "Triumph of

Galatea," "Toilet of Venus." in the Stockholm
Museimi. Among his portraits, that of Madame
de Pompadour is the most famous.

BOUCHER, bou'cher, Jonathan (1738-1804).
A British-American clergyman, prominent as a
Loj'alist at tlic time of the Revolutionary War.
He was born in BIciicogo. Knghind ; emigrated
to America in 1759; conducted a boarding-school

in Virginia; was ordained a priest in 1762,

and was a rector in Virginia and ^Maryland
until 1775. He was then driven from his pulpit
on account of his opposition to the principles

of tlie Revohition, and returned to England,
wliere from 1776 until his death he was Vicar
of Epsom. He wrote many essays and papers
on political and theological subjects, but is

chiefly remembered for his View of the Causes
and Consequences of the American Revolution
(1797)—a collection of fiftwn discourses deliv-

ered in Virginia and Maryland between the
years 1763 and 1775. Of this book Professor
Tyler has said: "Nowhere else, probably, can
be found so comprehensive, so able, and so au-
thentic a presentation of the deeper principles

and motives of the .American Loyalists, par-
ticularly from the standpoint of a Higli-Church
clergyman of great purity and steadfastness of

character, of great moral courage, of great
learning, finally of great love for the country
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thus torn and distracted by fratricidal dis-

agreements." The book was dedicated to Wash-
ington, between whom and Boucher there exist-

ed for many years an intimate friendship.

A Glossary of Archaic and Provincial Words,

an imfinished work, was publislied in London,

in two parts, in 1832-33. Extracts from Bou-

cher's Autobiography were published in yotes

and Queries, 5th series, Vol. VI. (1850), and
the "Letters of Jonathan Boucher to George
Washington," in the Xeic Enyland Historical

and Gciirnlopical Register, Vol. LIL (Boston,

1898). Consult Tyler, Literary History of the

American Hcvolution (New York, 1897).

BOTJCHEK, boo'sha', Pierre, Sieur de Bou-
chenille ( lti22-1717 ). A French pioneer, who
came to America in 1635, and was engaged in the

wars with the Iroquois. He was sent by the

Colony of Xew France as deputj' to France in

1661, about which time he published his His-

toire rerifahle et naturelle des moeurs et des pro-

ductions dc la Xouvelle France (1663). He was
ennobled and appointed Governor of Three
Rivers. Shortly before his death he addressed to

his children I.cs adieux du grandperc Boucher.

BOtrCHER DE CREVEC(EUR DE PER-
THES, de krev'ker' de part', J.4.cqites (1788-

1868). A French archaeologist, l>orn at Bethel.

He was employed by Napoleon in several diplo-

matic missions to Italy. Germany, and Austria,

and after the Restoration was most active as
president of the Society of Emulation at Abbe-
ville. He collected Roman and Celtic antiquities,

which he presented to tlie Government, and
gained mucli celebrity by arclioeologieal discov-

eries and by his work De la creation (1839-41),
Even more noteworthy are Antiquites celtiques

et antediluriennes (1847-65) and De Vhomme
ant4diluricn et de ses ceuvres (1860).

BOUCHER-DESNOYERS, boo'sha'da'nwii'-

ya'. Aui.rsTE GASP.\Rn Loi is. Baron. See Des-
KOTERS, AlGUSTE GaSPABD LoUIS BoUCHEB,
Baron.

B0UCHES-DU-RH6NE, boosh' du-rfln' (Fr.,

Mouths .if the r.honei. A southeastern depart-

ment of France, bordering on the Mediterranean,
formerly a part of Provence (Map: France, L 8).

Area. 1971 square miles. Population, in 1896,

679.64G: in 1901, 737.112. About one-half of

the department is under cultivation ; heaths,

woods, wastes, and water occupy the other half.

The Rhone—which between Aries and the sea

separates into several branches, forming a delta

called He de la Camargue—and its affluent, the

Durance, are the principal rivers. The depart-

ment is intersected by several canals of impor-

tance. The He de la Camargue produces corn
and rice, and affords pasture for large numbers
of sheep and cattle. The vine, olive, and mul-
berry also thrive there, and timber is plentiful.

Marble, limestone, gj'psuni, and lignite are the

chief mineral i>roducts. Capital, Marseilles.

BOUCICAULT, bi7o's*-ko, Diox (1822-90).

An Irisli-.Vmcrican playwright and actor, bom
in Dublin, of French parentage, December 26,

1822. He was brought up under the guardian-
ship of Dr. Dionysius Lardncr, after whom he
was named, and was educated at University Col-

lege, London. His first dramatic work, produced
before lie was 19 years old, was London Assur-

ance, Covent Garden, in March. 1841. Its sig-

nal success determined his career. It lias ever

since remained a favorite with British an3
.American playgoers. The plot was slight, but

ingenious; it abounded in comic situations; the

dialogue was brisk and sprightly; there was no
lack of wit, and there were perliaps more than
enough of these flippancies and pleasant im-

pertinences which average theatre-goers prefer

to wit. Boucicault next produced, in rapid suc-

cession. Old Heads and Young Hearts; Love in

<i Maze; Used Up; Louis XL; and The Corsicnn
Brothers. When he went upon the stage, in

1852, he added the vogue of an actor to the
reputation he had previously gained as an au-
thor. From 1853 till 1860 he was in America,
where his popularity was scarcely less than it

had been in England. On his return to London
in 1860, he produced at the .\delphi Theatre a
play. The Colleen Baun, which proved among
the most successful of modern times, and which,
if not the first of a new school, has at least sup-
plied a new descriptive name to our dramatic
literature. The author made a fortune by it.

It has been performed in almost every theatre in
the United Kingdom ; it had a great run in

America : it was even translated into French,
.-ind brought out at the Anibigu Theatre in Paris.
Boucicault subsequently produced at the Adelphi
—of which he was for some time joint •manager
—another 'sensation' drama, The Octoroon, the
popularity of which was only a little less than
that of The Colleen Baun. In 1862 he opened a
new theatre in London, the Westminster; but
this speculation turned out unfortunately. He
afterwards reestablished his fortunes by new
plan's, in some of which he and his wife—for-

merly Miss Robertson, a very popular actress

—

took the leading parts. The Streets of London,
Flying Scud, After Dark, and The Shaughraun
were among the most popular of his later works,
all of which are of the type with which he had
familiarized the public. His character of Con
in The Shaughraun was perhaps his most effec-

tive and anmsing creation. In collaboration
with Charles Reade he wrote the novel Foul-
Play, which was afterwards dramatized. In all

he wrote more than 300 dramatic pieces: and in
illustration of the facility with which he com-
posed works which—all deductions made—are
of considerable merit, it may be said that he
once even «rote to a royal commission that he
would undertake to write plays for all the the-
atres in London. As an actor, Boucicault was
always very popular, without attaining to high
excellence in his vocation. His lack of marked
histrionic talent was. in part at least, made up
by his keen sense of humor: and whatever his
artistic ability may have been, it is certain that
he was immensely popular with his audiences.
In 1876 he took up his residence in New York,
where he died. September 18, 1890. Consult
Clement Scott, The Drama of Yesterday and To-
day ( London, 1899).

BOUCICAULT, Mrs. Dion. An English ac-

tress. As Agnes Robertson she had already
made a reputation in Taylor's Our Clerks and
other comedies at the Princess's Theatre, London,
when, in 1853, she became the wife of Dion
Boucicault (q.v. ), and accompanied him to
America. Returning in IHiiO to Li)ndon, she
played successively at the .\dclplii, Drury Lane,
and other tlieatres, taking leading parts in sev-

eral of her husband's dramas, notably as Eily
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O'Connor in The Colleen Baicn (1860), Zoe in

The Octoroon (1861), and Jane Learoyd in The
Long Strike (1866). For a time slie again lived

in America, but in her later life was separated
from lier husband.

BOUDINOT, boo'de-not. Eli.\s ( 1740-18-21).

An American philanthropist, first president of

the American Bible Society, bom in Philadel-

phia, Pa. He studied law, was admitted to the

Xew Jersey bar. and was in 1777 appointed by
Congress Commissary-General of Prisoners. In
1777-79. and again in 1781-84, he was delegate

from New Jersey to the Continental Congress,

of which he was in 1782 electetl president. In
the latter capacity he signed the ratification of

the definitive Treaty of Peace with Great Brit-

ain. In 1789-0.5 he Avas a member of the First.

Second, and Third Congresses of the United
States, and from 1795 to 180.5 was Director of

the Mint at Philadelphia. He assisted in 1816
in founding the American Bible Society, whose
first president he became. He aided also in the
education of Indians and deaf-mutes, in the

relief of the condition of the poor, and in the
]ireparation of youth for the ministry. His pub-
lications include: The Age of Revelation (1790),
a reply to Thomas Paine's Age of Reason, and
Star in the West: or. An Attempt to Discover the

Long-lost Tribes of Israel (1816"), in which,

with an extensive array of evidence, he sup-

ports the theory of James Adair, that the Xorth
American Indians are the lost tribes in question.

Consult Boudinot, Life of Elias Boi/dijiof ( 1896)

.

BOUDINOT. Elias ( ? -1839). The name
taken, with Dr. Boudinofs permission, by a
Cherokee Indian in the missionary school at Corn-
wall. Conn., where he married a white lady of

the village. An Address to the Whites on liehalf

of his nation, delivered May 25, 1825, in Phila-

delphia, was published in 1826. He edited the

Cherokee Phoenix (1828-34), and was a man of

talent and influence in his nation. Being, with

others, persuaded to make a treaty with the

I'nited States in December, 1835. for the ex-

patriation of the Cherokees, he was accused of

having sold his country, and was killed by the

John Ross party, June 10. west of the >Iissis-

sippi. His son. Elias Cornelius Boidinot
(1835-90). was educated in Xew England and be-

came a well-known lawyer, a lieutenant-colonel

in the Confederate Army, and a delegate from his

nation to the Second and Third Confederate Con-

gresses.

BOUFFARIK, bou'fa-rek' (the "Hanging
Weir). A town in the Department of Algiers,

Algeria. 21 miles southwest of Algiers by rail.

Originally called Medina Clausel. after Marshal
Clausel, who platted the town on the site of an
intrenched camp of 1835. it has a thoroughly

French aspect. It is the centre of a rich agri-

cultural district, is an important market-town,

and has manufactures of cotton goods and per-

fumes. Population, in 1901, of town, 5243: of

commune. !i2><t.

BOUFFLERS. boo'fiar', Lons Fr.^xcois,

Duke de (1644-1711). A marshal of France.

He was descended from one of the oldest noble

families of Picardy. He began his military

career as a lieutenant, and rose very rapidly in

rank. Under the great Condc. Turenne. Crequi.

Luxembourg, and Catinat. he fought with dis-

tinction in Germanv, the Netherlands, and on

the Spanish frontiers. His defenses of Namur
in 1695 and of Lille in 1708 are famous. The
siege of the former place, conducted by Wil-
liam 111., cost the Allies more than 20.000 men:
and although Louis XIV. sent to Boufflers an
order written by his own hand for the surrender
of the place, he did not surrender it until all the
means of defense were exhausted. After the de-
feat of Malplaquet (September 11. 1709). due
to the incapacity of the French commander-in-
chief, Marshal Villars, he led the French Army
so admirably that the retreat seemed rather a
triumph than the result of a lost battle. He was
a man of highly honorable and upright character.
Consult La Kue. Oraison funibre (Paris, 1712).

BOUFFLERS. Staxislas, Marquis de ( 1738-

1815!. A French wit and author, commonly
styled the Chevalier de Boufflers. He was born in

Nancy and trained for the Church; but. dissatis-

fied with the clerical profession, the young abb6
entered the military service of France, and was
made Governor of Senegal in 1785. He was a
member of the Constituent Assembly in 1789.

He emigrated in 1792, and was well received at

the Court of Frederick William II. of Prussia.
Returning to France in 1800, he resumed his old

place of Academician, and continued a devoted
adherent of light literature till his death, in Jan-
uary, 1815. Boufflers was celebrated in his day
as a master of that delicate, charming, and
meaningless verse which every gentleman in

France and England deemed it necessary to be
able to write at that time. He was a brilliant

conversationalist, and a tine wit: a friend of

Voltaire's, a romancer, and a dehaiiche after a
gentlemanly fashion. The monument on his

grave bears the following inscription, dictated
by himself: Mes amis, croyez que je dors (My
friends, believe that I sleep). His best-known
work is the story Aline, reine de Golconde. A
collection of his works was published after his

death (8 vols.. Paris. 1815). Consult: Uzanne,
Vofice sur la vie de Boufflers (Paris. 1886);
and his Lettres de Boufflers, published in Paris in

1875.

BOUGAINVILLE, boo'gn.x'v^l' (after the
navigator Bougainville). The largest of the
Solomon Islands (q.v. ) under German control

in the Pacific, situated in about latitude 6° S.

and longitude 155° E. (Map: Australasia. H3).
Area. 3000 square miles. It is well wooded and
densely populated. It contains two active volca-

noes. Mount Balbi rising to over 10.000 feet

above the sea. Bougainville Strait separates it

from Choiseul Island on the southeast. The
name Bougainville is also applied to a strait in

the New Hebrides group between the island of

Marina and Mallicolo. a cape on the northwest
coast of .Australia, and a cape on the south coast

of New Ireland.

BOUGAINVILLE, Louis Axtoi.ne i>e ( 1729-

1811). A French soldier and navigator, born in

Paris. He studied law. was admitted as an
advocate before the Parlement, and published a
Traits du calcul integral (2 vols.. 1754-56).

Having subsequently entered the army, he was
in 1756 appointed aide-de-camp to the Marquis
de Montcalm in Canada. He presentetl the

terms of capitulation at the fall of Oswego
(1756), was dispatched to Montreal with news
of the victory at Fort William Henr>- (1758),
and was slightly wounded at the capture of
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Ticonderoga (1758). In the autumn of 1758 he
went with Doreil to France to rcnucsl supplies

and reinforcements. During the slope of Quebec
(1759) he was stationed with 1500 troops at

Cap Roujre, there to watch the movements of

the English squadron under Admiral Holmes.
With the rank of colonel he left the army in 17(i3,

entered tlie navy, and was authorized by the

Goveriunent to establisli a French colony in the

Falkland Islands ( lies Malouines) . In" 17G0-69

he circumnavigated the globe. Through the

scientific and geographical discoveries of this

voya^ he won for the nation a glory not unlike

that obtained by Cook for England in a similar
expedition. When, in 1778, France came to the

assistance of the United States in the Revolution-

ary War. he was appointed to the command of a
ship of the line, took a distinguished part in

the battle between De Grasse and Admiral Rod-
ney, and rose to the rank of chef d'escadre. He
subsequently reentered the army as a brigadier-

general, but retired in 1790, and later became
a Senator and Count of the Empire. The Journal
kept by him during his service in Canada is

highly praised by the historian Parkman ; he
also wrote Tmiape autour du monde, 2 vols.

(1771-72). Consult Parkman, Montcalm and
Wolfe (Boston, 1884).

BOUGH, bou, SAiirEL (1822-78). A Scottish
landscape painter, bom in Carlisle. He was en-

tirely self-taught. In 1845 he obtained a position

as a scene-painter in JIanchester ; but several

years later he began to devote himself almost
entirely to landscape painting. His most cele-

brated picture is "Shipping at Dumbarton."
-\mong his other productions, nearly all of which
are characterized by great breadth, freedom, and
boldness of execution, the following are especially

noteworthy: ''Canty Bay," "London from Shoot-

er's Hill." "Bannockbum and the Carse of

Stirling." "Guildford Bridge," "Winton Castle."

BOUGHT AND SOLD NOTES. The writ-

ten statements of a transaction of purchase and
sale, which are delivered to the principals by
the broker who conducted it. The copy delivered

to the seller is the sold note; that which he de-

livers to the buyer is called tlie bouglit note. In

the United States, brokers' bouglit and sold notes

have not been a source of much litigation. Their

object is to inform the buyer and seller of the

fact and of the terms of the contract, and at

times also to satisfy the requirements of the

Statute of Frauds (q.v.). No particular form
of words is necessary to a valid bought or sold

note. Perhaps the most complete form of a
sold note is the following: "Sold for A B to

C D 1000 bushels of Early Rose potatoes, now
in A B's cellar, for .$300 cash, to be paid on
delivery at C D's warehouse, within one week
from date." Dated, and signed by the broker.

The bought note would begin. "Bought from
A B for C D," but otherwise it would contain

the same language as the sold note. For other

forms of bought and sold notes, and for the

various legal rules deducible from the Englisli

decisions relating to them, see Benjamin, Treatise

on the Late of Hale of Personal Property (7th

American ed., by Bcnnet, Jersey City, 1889),

and Campbell, Law Relatinr/ to the Sale of Goods

and Commercial Agency (2d ed., London, 1891).

BOUGHTON, bji'ton. Geokoe He.nky ( 1834-

1905 J. An English figure painter. He was born

near Norwich. His family came to America when
he was a child and settled at Albany, where he
began to paint. .\t twenty he visited London to

study for several months. He had a studio in

New York from 1858 to 18(il ; then, after a year
in Paris, took up his permanent residence in Lon-
don. He became a member of the American
National Academy of Design in 1871, and of the
Royal Academy in 1896, having been an associate

since 1879. His work is marked by grace and
refinement, by a fine sense of color, and by much
sympathy with nature. He may be mentioned
as one of the most successful men who came
under the influence of that charming painter of

idjUic English scenes, Frederick Walker. Among
his numerous pictures, which were features of

every Academy exhibition for thirty years, may
be named "Puritans Going to Church" (18(i7) :

••The Heir-Presumptive" (1873); '-The Edict of

William the Testy" (1877, Corcoran Gallery,
Washington) ; •"Snow in .Spring" ( 1877) ; '"Hester

Prynne." from The Scarlet Letter (1881). He
also wrote for the magazines, and illustrated his
stories with taste and skill.

BOUGIE, boo'zhj', or BOUGIAH, buo-je'a

(from tile tribe liujayah or Hejaia). A fortified

Jlediterranean seaport on the Bay of Bougie, in

the Department of Constantine, Algeria, 112

miles east of Algiers. It has a deep and well-

sheltered roadstead, and an inner basin with
quayage (Map: Africa, El). It has a trade

in grain, wine, oranges, oil, and wax—the last

article giving the name of the port to the

"bougie' surgical appliance, which was origi-

nally made from this local product. The town
is built on the slope of Mount Guraya, which
rises to a height of 2310 feet. 'Tlie chief

buildings are the Abdel-Kader fort, used as a

prison, and the French church. Founded by the

Carthaginians, it was the Roman Saldee. Gen-
seric. King of the Vandals, who for a time made
it his capital, built walls around it. In the

Tenth Century it was the greatest commercial
city of the north African coast, with a popu-
lation of 100,000, and in the Twelfth and Thir-

teenth centuries Italian merchants had their own
warehouses and churches there. After the suc-

cessive occupation by Spain and Turkey in the
Sixteentli Century, it dwindled into insignifi-

cance. Its modem rise dates from the French
occupation in 1833. Population, in 1891, 12,381.

BOUGIE, boo-zhe' ( Fr., wa.x candle, a bougie

;

from the Algerian town Bougie, whence these can-

dles were first imported). A solid rod of whale-

bone, gutta-percha, woven thread covered with
gum elastic or other substances, used for distend-

ing contracted mucous canals, as the gullet,

bowels, or urethra. (See Stricture.) Similar

instruments made of silver, steel, or other metals

are called 'sounds.' Bougies vary from a filiform

to a half inch in diameter. They are cylindrical,

tajjering to a blunt point, or tipped with olive-

pointed or conical extremities. The name is also

given to rods of gelatin or cocoa butter, im-

pregnated with medicine, which are placed in the

urethra to be dissolved by degrees, as the heat of

the body melts them, thus causing a continuous

application of the medicine. Special medicated

bougies are also made for the nasal cavity.

BOUGIVAL, boo'zh^'vill'. A favorite plea-

sure resort of Parisians in the Department of

Seine-et-Oise, France, on the left bank of the
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Seine, 8 miles northwest of Paris. Its Roman-

esque church dates from the Twelftli Century.

PopuUition, in 1901— of town, 2189; of commune,

2584.

BOUGUER, boo'gi', Pierbe (1698-1758). A
French mathematician and physicist, the founder

of photometry. He was born at Croisic, in

Bretagne, and studied in the Jesuit College at

Vannes. In 1713 he succeeded his father as

professor of liydrography in Croisic, whence

he removed to a similar oflice in Havre in 1730.

In 1729 he published his Essai d'optiqiie sur

la graditation dc la himiere. In 1731 he was

made associate geometer of the Academy of

Sciences, and was promoted to the oiiice of pen-

sioned astronomer in 1735. In that year also

he was chosen to proceed, along witli Godin, La
Condaniine, and .Jussieu, to South America, for

the purpose of measuring a degree of the merid-

ian at the equator. They had to contend with

many difficulties, and were more than seven years

away from home, during ^\hich time Bouguer

made valuable observations on the length of the

seconds pendulum at great elevations, the devia-

tion of the plumb line from a vertical position

through the attraction of neighboring mountains,

the line of perpetual snow, etc. He published an

account of his labors and those of his colleagues

in a magnificent work, entitled Thcorie de la

figure de la ierre (Paris. 1749). Bougiier"s in-

vestigations concerning the intensity of light laid

the foundation of pliotometry: and their result.s.

which had been partly exhibited in the optical

work already noticed, were more fully em-

bodied in his Traite d'optique sur la gradua-

tion de la lumicre, which was edited after his

death by Lacaille (1760). He is the inventor

of the heliometer (q.v.). He published an

excellent yourcau iraile de navigation et de

•pilotage (1753), and numerous works in the

Memoires de VAcademie des Sciences (1726 to

1757).

BOXJGTJEREATI, bno'gro'. William Adolphe
(1825-1905). A French figure painter. He studied

under Picot, took the Prix de Rome in 1850, re-

ceived medals of honor in 1878 and 1885, became

a member of the Institute in 1876 and grand

officer of the Legion of Honor in 1903. A classi-

cist in line and contour, he was also influenced by

modern realism, especially in rendering flesh.

Although his work is very jiopular with the gen-

eral public, it is less so with artists and critics,

who consider it lacking in sincerity and untrue

to nature. The figures are idealized models, and

his execution is very smooth and labored. Of his

paintings, which are numerous in the museums

of France and the United States, the most cele-

brated are "The Body of Saint Cecilia Borne to

the Catacombs" (1898), "The Birth of Venus"

(1879), and "La Vierge Consolatrice" (1877)—
all in the Luxembourg. He also ])aintcd mural

decorations in Sainte Clotilde and Saint .Angus-

tin. Paris, in the Op<''ra at Bordeaux, and else-

where. Consult the catalogue of his works by

Yendryes (Paris. 1885), and Menard in The

Porlfidii) ( l.iindon. 1875).

BOTJILL^, boo'yi', Francois Claude Amour,
Marquis de (1739-1800). A French general. He
was born at the castle of Cluzel, in Auvergne,

entered the anny at the age of 14, and sci-ved

with distinction" in Germany during the Seven

Years' War. He was Governor of Guadeloupe in

1761, and soon after became Governor-General of

Martinique and Saint Lucia, and commander-in-

chief of the French forces in the West Indies.

In the war against England which broke out

in 1778 he captured the islands of Dominica,

Tobago. Saint Christopher's, Saint Eustatius,

Saint Martin, Saba, and Nevis. For this he was
rewarded with the rank of lieutenant-general. In

1784 he visited England, and was received with

extraordinarv respect on account (if his kindly

behavior to his enemies during tbe war just con-

eluded. Louis XVI. nominated him a member
of the Assembly of Notables in 1787-88; in 1790

he was made commander-in-chief of the anny of

the Meuse, the Saar, and the Moselle. His de-

cision of character prevented the dissolution of

the ai-my and the outbreak of civil war. He
quelled the insurrection of the garrison of Metz
and of the three regiments at Nancy. For this

he received the thanks of the National .Assembly

and of the King. From 1789 to 1791 Bouille was

regarded with suspicion by the Revolutionists

and rumors were often spread of his joining with

the .\ustrians to march on Paris. After Louis

XVI. 's flight to Varennes, of wliicli he declared

himself the instigator, he repaired to Coblenz

to the King's brothers, and in 1791 attended the

conference at Pilnitz. In the same year he

entered the service of Gustavus 111. of Swe-

den, and after the assassination of that mon-

arch .served in the corps of the Prince of Condf.

He rejected an ofl"er, which the French princes

made to him in 1793, of the chief command
in La Vendee, and went to England, where

his advice in West Indian afi'airs was useful to

the Government: here he wrote his Memoires sur

la rerolution francaise, a useful work, throw-

ing much light on the transactions of that time.

He died in London. Consult Gabriel. Louis XVI.,

le marijuis de Bouille et Tarennes (Paris, 1874).

BOXJILLIER, boo'ya', Fbancisque (1813— ).

A French philosopher, born in Lyons. He stud-

ied at the Normal School, Paris, and in 1839 was
appointed professor of philosophy at the Uni-

versity of Lyons. From 1849 tii ISlU he was
dean of the faculty of Lyons, and from 1867 to

1870 director of tlie Normal School. His works,

the best of which display both a finished st.vle

and high scholarship, include Hisloire et critique

de la revolution carte.iicnne (1842) : Theorie de

la raison impersonnclle (1844); /.u rraie con-

science (1882) ; and Souvenirs d'un vieil univer-

situire (1897).

BOUILLON, boB'yoN' (Med. Lat. Bullonium).

An old duchy, included in the Belgian Province

of Luxemburg, consisting of a woody and hilly

district in the Ardennes, about 157 sipiare miles

in extent, with a population of 22,000. This

duch,v was the possession of the famous Cru-

sader Godfrey de Bouillon (q.v.). who. in order

to raise money for his Crusade, pledged it, in

1095, to the Bishop of Li6ge. from wliom it pa.ssed

to tlie Lords of Sedan. In the Sev.nteenth Cen-

tun- it became the possession, un.l.i- French

suzerainty, of the family of La Tour D'.Vuvergne.

In 1793 it became a part of France, .\fter the

NaiHileonic wars it I)elonged for a time to the

King of the Netherlands, and in 1830 it was

united with Belgium. The little town of Bouil-

lon, above which towers the medi;cval castle of

the Dukes of Bouilhm, is situated about 10 miles

northeast of Sedan. Consult Ozerfty, Histoirede

Bouillon (Luxembourg, 1827).
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BOUILLON, Fr£d£ric Maurice de za Tour
D'Ai VEKGXE. Due de (1605-52). A French gen-
eral, son of Henri. He first ser\-e(l in Holland
under Jlauriee uf Nassau, his uncle, and entered
the French service in 1635. Joining the rebellion

of the Conite de Soissons against Richelieu in

1041, he defeated the royal forces at La Marfee,
but, abandoned by the Spaniards, retreated to
Sedan and managed to make his peace with
Richelieu, whereupon he received command of

the French army in Italy. Implicated in the
plot of Cinq-Mars only a year afterwards, he
\ras arrested, and was in danger of execution, but
his wife had possession of Sedan and tlireatcued

to surrender the place to the Spaniards unless he
should be saved. After the death of Louis
XIII. he went to Rome, where he had command
of the Papal forces. Returning to France in

1649. he took an active part in the war of

the Fronde against Cardinal Mazarin.

BOUILLON, Godfrey de. See Godfrey de
BoriLLON.

BOUILLON, Hexri de la TbuR D'Arrs-ERGXE,

Due de ( 1555- 1023) . A French general, at first

known as Viconite de Turenne. He became a
Calvinistand partisan of Henry of Navarre, who,
when King, gave him the hand and estate of Char-
lotte de La Marck, the heiress of the Duchy of

Bouillon. On the night in which he was to be
married, he suddenly left his prospective bride,

and stormed the fortress of Stenay, then held by
the Army of Lorraine. Soon afterwards he was
made marshal of France, and intrusted with two
diplomatic missions to England, Holland, and
Germany. Compromised in tlie Bironconspiracy,
he was obliged to take refvige in Geneva in

1003, but became reconciled to the King in 1C06.

After the assassination of Henrj" IV., he was one
of the Council of tlie Regency, and was alter-

nately for and against the Queen. The Assembly
of La Rochelle appointed him general-in-chief of

the Reformed forces, but he refused the appoint-
ment and retired to Sedan, where he established
a college and valuable library. His second
wife, a daughter of William. Prince of Orange,
left him two sons, the younger of whom was the
celebrated ilarshal Turenne.

BOUILLY, boo'ye', Jean Nicolas (1763-
1842). A French dramatist. During the Revo-
lutionary period he was first a judge, then a
l>ublic prosecutor in Tours, and later he was
called to Paris to aid in the establishment of

jirimary schools throughout France. He retired

from public life in 1799. Tlie sentimental char-

acter of most of his works earned for him the
name of 'pofete lacrymal.' The most noteworthy
among them are: Pierre le Grand, a comic opera,
for which Gretry wrote the music; L'abbe de
iipec; Lcs deux journics. set to music by
Cherubini; Fanchon ; and Madame d<- Sivigni.
Of his writings for the young, the Contes of-
feris aux enfants de France, Contes d ma fille,

and f'onseils a ma fille (1809), have passed
through several editions, and have been trans-

lated into several hinguagcs.

BOULAINVILLIERS, b<!o'laN'v*'yft', Henri,
( onite de ( 105H-I722). A French historian, bom
at Saint Saire, Normandy. He studied for a
time and entere<l the military profession, but
soon devoted himself exclusively to the investi-

gation of the genealogy of the ancient families

of France. He regarded the feudaj system as the

most perfect form of human government, and
his writings are pervaded by extreme aristo-
cratic sentiments. They were jiublished after his
death. The most valuable of them are his
Eixtoire de I'ancien (jouvernemrnt dc France
(1727); L'itat de la France (1727); Uistoire
de la pairie de France et du parlement de
Paris (1753); and his Abregd chronologique
de t'liistoirr ile France (3 vols., 1733).

BOULANGER, bnn'la.N'zhsV, Georges Ernest
Jea.v ilARiE (1837-91). A French general. Ho
\\as born at Rennes, and educated at Saint Cyr.
He served in Italy and China, was with Bazaine
at Metz, but escaped to Paris, and held a lieuten-
ant-colonelcy under the Government of National
Defense. In 1881 he headed the deputation of
French officers at the celebration of the cente-
nary of the battle of Yorktowu; he became
brigadier-general through the influence of the
Due d'Aumale. and in 1884-85 commanded the
army of occupation in Tunis. He was Minister
of War from January, 1880, to May, 1887, and
through the introduction of some desirable army
reforms, and the appearance of a po])u!ar music-
hall song in his praise, was adopted as the
embodiment of the 'revenge' policy by the Parisi-
ans. In 1887, while commanding an army corps,
he was arrested for remarks on tlie acting War
Minister, and in March, 1888, for disobedience
to orders, was deprived of his command and
placed on the retired list. Supported by a com-
bination of malcontents of all parties, chief
among them the Orleanists, he aroused for a
time that reckless popular enthusiasm which is

so easily stirred in France by a little bravado.
For a brief period the 'man on horseback' fLxed
the attention of all observers, and aroused some
fear as to the safety of the Republic. In 1888
and 1889 he was elected deputy from a number
of departments. A coup d'etat "was momentarily
expected; but Boulanger's courage was not equal
to his ambition. When the danger of prosecu-
tion by the Tirard Slinistrv for conspiracy
seemed imminent he fled to Brussels. He was
convicted of malfeasance by tlie Senate. Politi-
cally discredited, he finally took up his residence
in the island of .Jersey, in 1890 one of his for-
mer adherents, M. Mermeix, published in the
Paris Figaro a series of revelations concerning
the inner history of the Boulangist movement,
under the title Les coulisses de Boulangisme,
furnishing conclusive evidence that Boulanger
was a tool in the hands of the Royalists. The
funds, amounting to 3.1100.0(10 fra'ncs. for his
propaganda, were furnished by a Royalist noble-
woman, tlie Duchesse d'Uz(>s. Boulanger com-
mitted suicide at Brussels, September 30, 1891,
on the grave of Afadame Bonnemain. his mis-
tress. Consult pamphlets and broadsides of the
time, articles in the periodical press and the
following: Chincholle, Le General Boulanger
(Paris, 1889); Guyot, Le Boulangisme (Paris,
1880) ; Turner, General Boulanger: .1 Biog-
raphij (London, 1889) ; Verly, Le Giniral Bou-
langer et la conspiration m'onarehique (Paris,
1893) ; De Vermont. Les coulisses de Boulan-
gisme revues et augmenf^es de plusieurs chapi-
tres infdits (Paris. 1890).

BOULANGER, GusT.'iVE Rodolpiie( 1824-88).
A I'liiiili ligure painter. He was born at Paris,
studied with Delarwhe and .Tollivct. and in 1849*
took thi- Prix de Rome. Like Gf'rome. whose art
his resembles, he belonged to the Neo-Greek group
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of classicists, and also painted Oriental subjects.

Altliovifrh liis many classical paintings show deep

arcliiFoIogieal study, his oriental work is the

better. All his paintings show a refined taste and
imagination, but are cold and academic in execu-

tion. They include a "Moorish Cafe" (1848),

"t'a>sar at "the Rubicon" (ISIi.")). the "Promenade
in the Street of Tombs, Pompeii" (1860), the

"Slave-Market" ( 1888). and the decorative panels

of the foyer de la danse of the New Op^ra. The
recipient of many medals, be became a member
of the Institute in 1882.

BOULANGER, Louis (1806-67). A French
]);iiiii('r. liorn at Vorcelli (Piedmont). He was a
pupil of Guillon-Lethi&re and Dev^ria. and from
1860 was director of the School of Fine Arts at

Dijon. He first attracted attention in 1827 with his

"Mazeppa" ( Rouen JIuseum ) . His other works
include: "Spanish Mule-Drivers" (1S.33). many
excellent water-colors, chiefly in series depicting

scenes from Xofre Dame de Paris, Othello, King
Lear: "The Triumph of Petrarch" (1836) ; "Mac-
beth" (18,59) ; and "Concert in Picardy" (1866).
He illustrated many of Hugo's works.

BOULAY DE LA METJRTHE, buo'la' de
la mert', Antoine, Count (1761-1840). A
French statesman, born at Chaumousey in the

Vosges, the son of a peasant. He espoused the

cause of the Revolution, but held moderate views,

and in the Council of Five Hundred opposed both

Jacobinism and the despotism of the Directory.

Under the Em]iire he took an important part

in the preparation of the Code Civil, and after-

wards labored with zeal in the administration of

the national domains. Napoleon created him
Count in 1813. After the Second Restoration he
was Ijanished to Nancy, whence the Russians car-

ried him off into Germany. He was kept under
surveillance at Halberstadt, and then at Frank-
fort luitil 1810, when he returned to France and
lived in retirement at Paris. His Essai sur les

causes qui en 16.'f9 amenerent en Angleterre
I'itahlissement de la r^uhlique (1799) had a
wide circulation, and considerably infiuenced the
French mind in favor of the coup d'etat of the
18th Bnimaire. Of his other numerous political

writings the most important is Tableau- politique

des rir/nes de Charles II. et de Jacques II.

(1888). In conjunction with others he wrotfi

liourrienne et ses erreurs voloniaires et invol-

ontaircs (1830), valuable regarding the history

of Napoleon.
His son, Henri BotrLAT de la Meuktiie ( 1797-

1858), born in Paris, took an active part in the
Revolution of 1830, but became an opponent of

the (lovernment of Louis Philipjje. He devoted
great attention to questions of social economy,
contributing nuich to promote the establishment
of houses of refuge Isallcs d'asilr) , the extension

of elementary education, and many improvements
in the condition of the laboring classes. In the
National Assembly of 1848, he associated him-
self with the moderate Republicans, and in Jan-
uar\% 1849, was elected vice-president of the
Republic. Nevertheless, he tacitly acquiesced in

the coup d'etat of December, 1851, and became
a member of the new Senate.

BOtJLDER, bol'der. A city and the county-
seat of Boidder County, Col., 28 miles north-
west of Denver: on the Union Pacific, the Colora-

do and Southern, and other railroads (Map:
Colorado, El). It has a public library, and
is the seat of the State University, established

in 1877. and of the Colorado Chautaurpia. There
is a public park of 1800 acres, and among other
attractions of the vicinity are the famous Boul-
der Caiion, and the gold, silver, and telluride
mines of Sunshine. Salina, Gold Hill, and .James-
town. Boulder is noted as a summer and health
resort, medicinal springs being but a few miles
distant and the Colorado Sanitarium in the city.

It is in an agricultural and stock-raising, as
well as a mining region, and has flour-mills,

large smelting and sampling works, lumber-mills,
etc. Recently, considerable excitement has cen-
tred in the discovery of oil, a large number of
wells having been drilled within a radius of
two miles of the city. Chartered as a city in

1871, Boulder is now governed under a charter
of 1882, which provides for a mayor, elected
biennially, and a city council. Tlie w.ater-works
are owned and oi)erated bv the municipality.
Population, in 1890, .3330; "in 1900. 6150.

BOULDER (origin obscure, usually com-
pared with Sw. biillersteen, a largo rolling .stone,

so called from the noise with which it rolls, from
bullaa, to thunder, roar) , Ekratic. A large mass
of rock of rounded form found at a distance from
the formation to which it belongs, and lying
detached on the surface or imbedded in the su])er-

fieial deposits. Boulders originate, chiefly,

either in corrosion by torrential waters or in
erosion with solution along joint planes of
rock, and owe their present distribution to tor-
rential waters, glacial ice, and icebergs. Boul-
ders often furnish most beautifully preserved
fossils, which cannot be collected from the more
coherent portions of the parent ledge. From
their magnitude and number, they frequently
give .a striking expression to the landscape o'if

the northern portion of the LTnited States, es-

pecially in New England and Wisconsin. One
at Nottingham, N. H., is estimated to weigh
6000 tons; another at Whitingham, Vt., weighs
about 3000 tons. I^arge blocks of Scandin.avian
rock are scattered over the plains of Denmark,
Prussia, and Northern Germany. The pedest.al
of the statue of Peter the Great, in Saint
Petersburg, was hewn out of a large erratic boul-
der, 1500 tons in weight, that lay on a marshy
plain near that city. See Houluer Clay; Gla-
cier; Glacial Period; Geology.

BOULDER CLAY. A term applied to a
deposit of compact blue or red clay occurring
in the glacial drift, and having boulders diflused
throughout its mass, with here and there thin
lenticular beds of gravel and sand interspersed.
It is found in many parts of the Cnited States
north of the terminal moraine of the Continental
icesheet that existed in early t,)uatcrnarv times.
The boulders, which are the most striking fea-
ture of this bed, difler in size from small pebbles
to masses many tons in weight. They are por-
tions of rocks of all ages, more or less worn
and often striated. The older rocks, when trans-
ported from a distance, are rounded, while tho.se

that have been derived from rocks in the neigh-
boring districts are more angular. These masses
are scattered without order in the clay, tlie

heaviest blocks occurring frequently in the upper
portions of the bed. The clay represents rock-
flour, produced by the grinding action of glaciers,

aided by the harder rock fragments held in the
ice. Layers of boulder clav varv in thickness,
usually diminishing with {he efevation of the
point at which they are founil. See Glacierj
Glacial Period; Pleistocene Period.
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BOULE, boole (Gk. jSouXii, council). In an-

cient Greeco. a council or senate. The hoiilc

of the Uomeric times was composed of princes

or leading men, and was a purely consultative

body, beinjr convoked to assist the King in mat-

ters' of public policy with information and ad-

vice. The Atlienian hoiile, which was employed

by Solon as a check on the ccclesia {iKK\rj<Tia)

,

was at first composed of four liundred members,
selected, not, as at a later time, by lot. but by
election of the people, from the four tribes, one

hundred from each tribe, and from the three

upper classes. Its duties were to prepare matter

for the discussion of the assembly, to convoke

and superintend its meetings, and to insure the

execution of its decrees. The number was in-

creased by Cleisthenes (n.c. 50S-507) to ,500, fifty

members being taken from each of the ten tribes

into which the people were then divided : from
this time its duties became more extensive, em-
bracing matters of administration and general

oversight. From early in the Fifth Century all

free-born Athenian citizens above thirty years of

age were eligible to membership. At a still

later time (B.C. 306) the number was further

increased to 600, there being now twelve tribes,

but in the time of Hadrian it was again re-

duced to .500. See Schoemann, Griechische Al-
terthiimrr. 1', pp. .395 tT. ; Hermann, drirch.

Staatsnitcrfhiimer. sec. 125-127; Gilbert. Griech.

Staatsalterthihner, V, pp. 295 ft'. (Eng. trans,

pp. 265 ff. ) : Heydemann. De Senatu Athenien-

xium (Strassburg, 1880).

BOULENG^ (boo'laN'zha')CHRO NO-
GRAPH. See B.\LLiSTics.

BOULEVABD, boo'le-viir', or buo'le-viird

(Fr., from Ger. liolliccrk, bulwark, bastion). A
broad avenue, especially designed for promenades

or driving. It was originally the rampart to a

fortress or town. In France and Germany tliese

ancient works have generally been leveled, the

ditches filled up, and the s])ace thus obtained

employed for the formation of parks, promenades,

and streets lined with trees. These, in France,

still bear the name of boulevard. The boule-

vards of Paris are celebrated, and are of great

service as open spaces promoting the circulation

of air amidst the dense mass of habitations.

Some parts of them present a bright and in-

teresting spectacle : and as a whole, they afford

a striking exhibition of the life and character

of the French capital in all the different classes

of society. The Boulevard des Italiens is par-

ticularly known as the rendezvous of the fash-

ionable, and the Boulevard du Temple as the

place where the small theatres are to be found

which are frequented by the common ])eople

and the inhabitants of the suburbs, for

which reason the expression ihiatre dr boule-

vard is often employed to denote a theatre for

the common people, or one of an inferior kind.

The Thames Embankment is essentially a bovile-

vard. Many American cities have spent large

sums of money in laying out spacious boule-

vards of considerable length. \ew York has a

number of fine parkways or t)oulevards, esjiecially

in the boroughs of Brooklyn and Queens : and
Boston and Chicago are also well supplied with
these driveways.

BOTJLGARIS, bciol-gii'res. See BCXGABIS.

B tr L G E R, t)iil'jer, Georgk Simoxos
(1853— ). An Englisli botanist. He was born

Vol,. III.—2*.

at Blechingly, Surrey, and was e<lucated at
Wellington and Epsom colleges, lie was ap-

pointed professor of natural history at the

Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, in 1876,

and professor of botany and geology at City of

London College, in 1884. His publications in-

clude: Familiar Trees (1886-80); The Uses of

I'kints (1889); Biographical Index of British

and Irish Botanists (with -1. Britten, 1893) ;

The Country Month by Month (with .1. A. Owen,
1894-95); Elementary Geolofjy (1896); Flowers

of the Field (1900).

BOtriiLE, bool. or BOULE (formerly errone-

ously called Buhl), AndrI^: Ch.\rle.s (1642-

1732). A French cabinet-maker, born in Paris,

He studied designing, engraving, and carving,

and elevated cabinet-making to an art-industry

by the invention of a kind of marquetry since

known by his name. This work, wliich is very

sumptuous in effect, consists in a skillful pierc-

ing and inlaying of metal, the materials used

being tortoise-shell, enamel, or metals of other

colors. He was patronized by Louis XIV., whose
elaborate tastes this work well suited, and it

continues to be valued highly by collectors.

Riesener (1734-1806), who followed BouUe, used

a ground of tulip-wood, inlaid with designs in

darker woods, and varied by margins and bands

of lighter color, with the grain crossed for

contrast. This modification is correctly called

Riesener-work. For Boulle's life, consult Asseli-

neau (1855).

BOTJLLONGNE, boo'16'ny', or BOULONGNE,
Louis de (1654-1734). A French j)ainter. He
was one of the ten original members of the Acad-

emy of Painting, and became its president. He
was first painter to the King, and was designer

of medals and devices for the Academy of Inscrip-

tions. The Gobelins tapestry for the King's

apartment was made after his designs in imita-

tion of Raphael, and he completed the decorations

of Poussin in the great gallery of the Louvre. He
was al.so an excellent engraver, and the few of his

pictures tliat are known exhibit a delicate sense

of line and color.

BOULOGNE -STJR-MER, brTo'lo'ny'-sur-mar'

( Fr., Boulogne on the sea ; anciently, C/'csoriarinfi,

Bononia) . A fortified seaport in the Department
of Pas-de-Calais. France (Jlap: France, H
1 ) . It stands at the mouth of the river Liane,

on the English Channel, 22 miles southwest of

Calais, and 139 north-northwest of Paris. The
city is divided into the upper and lower, or the

old and new districts. The upper city was once

a great stronghold, and its ramparts are now
spacious boulevards, connnanding a fine marine

view, with the coast of England as a horizon.

At the ea.st end stands an old castle with six

turrets, which dates from 1231. In this part of

the city are the fine Hotel de Ville and the

Cathedral of Xotre Dame, in Gneco-Roman style,

with a colossal statue of the Virgin sunnounting

the dome, which is 300 feet in height. The
building was erected (1827-06) on the site of a

Gothic cathedral destroyed in 1793. The lower

or new town is the centre of modern trade and

social life—merchants, pleasure-seekers, fisher-

men, and factory hands throng the streets, which

are broad, clean^ and bright. The beautiful sands

are crowded in summer by battlers, etc., and the

fine pier is a pleasant promenade. One of the

chief objects of interest is the marble Column of
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the Grand Army, 176 feet high, surmounted by
a bronze statue of Napoleon I., comnipmorating
liis projected invasion of England. In the lower

town stand the barracks, the tlieatre, the museum
of art, a hospital, and a library. While the in-

dustries include the manufacture of steel pens,

linen thread, carriages, glass, tubes, cement, etc.,

the main source of wealth of Boulogne is the sea,

and the oyster, herring, cod. and mackerel fish-

eries. Boulogne is one of the most frecpiented

terminals of steamer routes from England, and a

large English colony is found there. Population,

in 189(i. 4fi,807. Gesoriacum was a fortress of

the Gallic tribe of the Jlorini. In the time of

Constantine the place was called Bononia. Un-
der the C'arlovingians the name was changed to

Bolonia. After the death of Charlemagne the

Normans sacked it; it was taken by the Bur-
gundians in 1435, and held until Louis XI. added
it to the French Kingdom in 1477. It was be-

sieged by Henry VII. of England in 14y2, taken

by Henry VIII. in l.')44, but restored to France

by Edward VI. in 1.550. It was at Boulogne tliat

Napoleon I., in 1804, assembled an army 180,000

strong for the invasion of England, which, how-

ever, was not attempted. On August 6, 1840,

Louis Napoleon attempted to raise here an in-

surrection in his favor. He was imprisoned in

the castle.

BOULOGNE-SUR-SEINEjboo'lo'ny'-syr-san'
( Fr., Boulogne on the Seine ) . A town of France,

in the Department of Seine, about 5 miles west
of Paris, opposite Saint Cloud, on the river Seine,

which is crossed at this point by a fine stone

bridge. It gives its name to the Bois de Bou-
logne, the great pai'k and promenade of Paris.

( See Pauls. ) It has extensive linen bleacheries

and perfume manufactories. Population, in 18i)0,

37,418. The ancient name of Boulogne was Me-
nus-les-Saint-Cloud, but in 1319 some returning
pilgrims who had sailed from Palestine to Bou-
logncsur-Mer erected a church in Jlenus and
called it Notre Dame de Boulognesur-Seine. The
ehurcli was restored in 1803.

BOULTON, bdl'ton, Charles Abkom, (1841-

99 ) . A Canadian soldier and legislator. He
was born at Coburg, Ontario, and served in the

British Army from 1858 to 1808. During both

of the insurrections in JIanitoba, led by Louis
Kiel, he took an active part in the strviggle

against the rebels, was imprisoned and sentenced

to death by them in 1870, and at the outbreak of

the second rebellion, in 1885, organized and
commanded a corps of mounted rillenien known
as Boulton's Scouts. He was called to the Sen-

ate of the Dominion Parliament in 1889, and
sided with the Liberal Party in that chamber.
He is the author of an interesting book: I'ciiti-

niscrnrcs of llic Xorth West RvhMion (1880).

BOTILTON, M.\TTiiEW (1728-1809). An Eng-
lish mechanician. When still ver,v young, he

undertook at his father's death the business of

his steel manufactorv, whicli be carried on with

great energy, and extended, in 1702 founding the

famous Soho works near Birmingham. One of

his first inventions was a new mode of inlaying

steel. He entered into partnership with James
Watt (q.v.), who had obtained a patent for the

great improvements in the steam-engine which

have immortalized his name, and they established

a manufactory of steam-engines in 1709. They
jointly contributed also to the improvement of

coining machinery, and so to the perfection of

the coinage itself. For his biography, consult

S. Smiles, Lives of Boulton and Watt (London,
18li5).

BOXT MAZA, boo mii'za. Si Mohammed ben
AiiU.^LLAii (IS'20— ). An Arab leader of Algeria,
who, as a dervish, in 1845, excited the people
of Dahra against the French, and. with the sup-
port probably of AbdelKader (q.v.), engaged
in several conflicts. Saint Arnaud made him a
prisoner (1847), and sent him to Paris, where
he received a pension and was provided with
a home. He escaped in 1848. but was caught
and sent as a prisoner to Hani, where he was
kept a year and a half. He subsequently entered
tlie Turkish .\rmv and fought in the Crimean
War.

BOUNCE, BEN.TAMIN. The name assumed by
Hcnrv Carey as the atlthor of the burlesque
(_'itro}wiifiotonl]iolo(]os,

BOUNCER, Mr. A character in the novel

I'erdant Green, by Cuthbert Bede (the Rev. Ed-
ward Bradley)

.

BOUNCER, Mrs. The landlady in J. M. Mor-
ton's farce Box and Cox (1847).

BOUNCING BET. Sec Soapwort.

BOUND, or BOUNDARY (OF. bonne, hnnde,

bodne, from Low Lat. hodina, bodena, bound,
limit). The utmost limits of land by which the

same is known and can be described ; being in

this sense synonj'nious with abuttals, which
means tlie buttings and bound ings of lands east,

west, north, and south, witli respect to the places

by which thev are limited and bounded. An ad-

joining ])arccl of land, stream, or road, named in

a deed as a boundary of the land conveyed, is a

monument, and in the interpretation of the

deed prevails over the courses and distances

given in the description. See Re.^l Property,
and the authorities there referred to.

BOUND, or BOUNDE, Nicholas. See
BOWNDE.
BOUND BAILIFF. In England, a deputy

slicrilT or sherifl's olhcer, whose dut,v is to dis-

cover and arrest debtors. As the sheriff is re-

sponsible for the misconduct of these bailiffs,

tiie.v are annuallv bound in an obligation, with
sureties, for the due execution uf tlieir (jlUce,

whence the name bound baililVs, wliicli Blackstone

is at pains to inform us "the common people

have corrupted into a much more homely appel-

lation"— tiiim-hiiiliff. See Baii,iI''E.

BOUND BROOK. A borougli in Somerset
t^ounty, N. J., 30 miles west-southwest of New
York, on the Karitan Uiver, the Delaware and
Baritan Canal, and the Baltimore and ()hio. the

Central of New Jersey, the Lehigh \'allcy, and
the Philadelphia and Heading railroads (Map:
New Jerse}-, 2). It has manufactures of

woolen goods, engines, electric dynamos, gas
fixtures, roofing jjapcr and paint, grapliite jour-

naM>carings, cash-registers, and lumber. The
liorough contains a public librar.v. Settled about
170t), Bound Brook was first incor|)orated in

1892, the date of the charter now in operation,

which provides for a mayor, elected biennially,

and a cit,v council. On Ai>ril 13, 1777. 4000

English and Hessians under l>ord Cornwallis and
Count Dono]) surprised here about 1000 Ameri-
cans uncU'r (iencral Lincoln, wlio, after a short

resistance, retreated, having lost 00 men in killed.
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wounded, and prisoners. Population, in 1890,

14G2: in 1900. •2(!22.

BOtTN'DERBY. The overbearing merchant
who marries Louisa Gradgrind in Dickens's Hard
Times. He is a mill-owner and banker in Coke-
town, and the son of Mrs. Pegler, whom he bribes

to keep her from disclosing her identity.

BOUNDING CHARTER. In the Scotch law,

an instrument of title which describes the

lands thereby conveyed by their boundaries or

limits. It gives right to cverytliing within the

bounds, and, on the other hand, it excludes what
lies beyond these. In American and English

law, instruments for the conveyance of land are

called deeds, and generally contain a description

of the plot conveyed according to its metes and
iounds. See the authorities referred to under
COSVETAXCIXG.

BOUN'TIFUL, Lady. A character in the

comedy of 77u lieaux' Stratagem, by Farquhar,
distinguished for her beneficence.

BOUNTY (Fr. bonte, goodness, from Lat.

bonitas, goodness, excellence, from bonus, good).

A term applied to any sum granted by law
as an inducement to some undertaking believed

to be of national importance. ( 1 ) Payments of

bounties are sometimes made for tlie encourage-
ment of commercial or industrial enterprises.

The payment contemplated is a direct one, but
the term is also applied to indirect pecuniary
benefits which arise through legislation. The so-

called sugar bounties of Gemianj', for instance,

consist nominally in afi abatement of internal

taxes upon exported sugar. But as the abate-

ment is so measured that it is greater than the

original tax, it constitutes in fact, if not in

name, a bounty upon exportation. For a dis-

cussion of industrial bounties, see Fbee Trade;
Subsidies.

(2) Monetary inducements to encourage men
to join the army, or extend tlieir service, are

common. Usualh- bounty is given only in those

countries whose armies are recruited by volun-

tary enlistment. The amount given varies with
the need and difficulty of procuring recruits.

During the Civil War in the United States, as
much as $1000 was sometimes offered for en-

listment. This was, however, owing to the mag-
nitude of the war and the immense number of

men required. Tlie English Government gives a
bounty to men already serving in India to induce
them to extend such service.

(.3) In the United States Navy, money is

awarded a ship which sinks or destroys an ene-

my's ship of war. When the vessel destroyed
is of equal or superior force the victors are
awarded $200 for each ])erson on board the

enemy's ships at the beginning of the engage-
ment: if of inferior force, $100 for each jjerson.

If the ship is destroyed after the capture, for

public interest, $50 is awarded for each person
on board the ship at the time of capture. The
amoimt awarded is divided among the oflficers

and crew in the same manner as prize-money.
When tlie number of persons on board the
destroyed shij) cannot be accurately ascer-

tained, an estimate is made, based on the com-
plement of a ship of the same class in the
United States Xavy. This bounty is authorized
by the United States laws, but Congress must
first make an appropriation for that purpose.

BOUNTY, The. The name of an English vas-

sel under the eonmiand of Captain Pligh, the
crew of which in 178!) mutinied near the Friendly
Islands, and abandoned nineteen men, including
the captain, in a small boat with scant pro-
visions. After many hardships, the boat at last

reached Timor, whence Bligh returned to Eng-
land. In 1814, by the accidental discovery of a
settlement on Pitcairn Island (q.v. ), it was
found that eight of the mutineers of the fioutity

had escaped to the island and colonized it. The
last of the mutineers died in 1829. The incident
was used bv Lord Bvron in his poem "The
Island."

BOUNTY-JUMPER. In American history,

one of the class of men who, while bounties were
being paid for enlistments during the Civil War,
entered the service with the intention of deserting

at the earliest opportunity after obtaining the

promised reward. They would frequently reenlist

under diflerent names, and repeat the process
until caught, one man, in 1805, confessing that
he had "jumped the bounty' thirty-two times.

The bounties difi'ered in amoimt in difl'erent

parts of the country, being greatest in the State
of New York. Consult Fry. Report of the Pro-
vost Marshal General (Washington, 1866).

BOUQUET, bwi'ka', Henry (1719-66). A
Britisli soldier, who served for many years in
.America. He was born in Rolle. Switzerland,
entered the armv of the Low Countries in 1736,
served alternately with the Dutch and the Sar-
dinians, and in 1756 entered the English service

in America as lieutenant-colonel of the 'Royal
American Regiment.' He was second in com-
mand of the army which, under General Forbes,
captured Fort Duquesne in 1758 (see Pitts-
liL'RG ) , and was left in command when Forbes
returned to Philadelphia. In 1763, while in
command at Philadelphia, he was sent with 500
men to relieve Fort Pitt ( formerly Fort Du-
quesne), then closely besieged by Ponliac's
followers, and at Bushy Run, about 20 miles
from the fort, defeated tlie Indians {Augiist
5-6) and thereby virtually suppressed the great
conspiracy. I See PoxTi.\c.) In October, 1764,
he forced the Ohio Indians to make peace at Tus-
carawas. He was raised to the rank of briga-
dier-general, and in 17C5 was placed in coniiiiand
of the Southern Department of America with
headquarters at Pensacola, where soon after-
wards he died of the fever. For the best account
of his military seirices, consult Parkman, C'on-

spiracij of Pontine (Boston, 1867). Consult
also an article on the subject in the Pennsyl-
rnnia Miiqrninr of flislory and liiographu, Vol.
111. (Pliiiaddphia).

BOUQUET DE LA GRYE, boo'kft' dc la gr.^'.

.Jean -lAccit es .Vnatoi.e (1827— ). A French
hvdrographer and astronomer. He was born in
Thiers ( Puy-de-Dome) , and was educated at the
Ecnh- Polytcchniquc. One of liis most impor-
tant and difficult surveys was that of Xew Cale-
donia, of which region he prepared forty charts
(1853). He was the promoter of the j)roject to
make Paris a seaport bj- means of a ship-canal
and the widening of the Seine. Bouquet de la
Grye is almost equally famous as an astronomer
and as a perfecter of astronomical instruments.
His works include: Pilolc </(.s- riitrs oiicstrs do
France; Aotes sur le sundayc a la mer; Etude
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hydrographique sur la bale de La Eochelle;

Paris, Port de Mer; Notes sur les sondes faitcs

par de grandcs profondeurs.

BOUQUETIIT, boo'k'-taN' (Fr., for OF. bouc

d'estdiii: hour, goat + de, of + estain, carded

wool) . A wild goat, steinboek, or ibex, especially

that of the Alps or Pyrenees. See Ibex.

BOUQUET (bro-ka'-) OF WINE (Fr. 601/-

quet, nosegay, bunch of flowers, OF. bosquet,

(Uuiin. from' Low Lat. boscus, thicket). A
flavor or aroma characteristic of the better class

of wines, and due chiefly to the presence of

volatile constituents, as alcohols and ethers.

According to some authorities, the characteristic

bouquets of wines are caused by the difl'erent

kinds of yeast used in the various districts; the

same must, fermented with yeasts from several

different districts, has yielded wines possessing

different bouquets. On the other hand, the

bouquet of the wine from Riesling grapes is said

to be caused by the action of frost.

BOUKBAKI, boor'ba'ke', Charle.s Denis
Sauter (1810-07). A French general. He was
born at Pau, was educated at Saint-Cyr, served

for some time in Algeria and rose to the rank of

brigadier-general in 1854. In the Crimean War
he won distinction at the Alma, at Inkerman,

and in the assault on Sebastopol. He also par-

ticipated in the Italian campaign of 1859. In

180!) he was commander of the second camp at

Chalons, and aide-de-camp to the Emperor. In

the war with Germany he was placed in com-

mand of the Imperial Guard and took an impor-

tant part in the conflicts around Metz. After

having been for a short time at the head of the

Army of the North, he was in December, 1870,

placed in command of the Army of the Centre,

soon transformed into that of the East. The ad-

vance of Bourbaki forced Von W'erder to evacu-

ate Dijon on December 27, but his attack upon

Von Werder's position at llericourt before Bel-

fort (January 15-17, 1871) was repulsed. He
was compelled to retreat, but, finding his way to-

ward Lyons cut off by the German Army of the

South, "was driven to despair by his hopeless

situation and attempted suicide, but the wound
(a pistol-shot in the head) was not fatal. As
soon as his condition permitted, he returned to

France, and was appointed to the command of

an armv corps at Lyons in .luly, 1871. He re-

tired in' ISSl.

BOURBON, bnnrlion. Fr. pron. IiTmr'boN',

Hou.SE OF. .\ younger branch of the Capetian

family of France, representatives of which occu-

pied several European thrones after the Six-

teenth Century. The house derived its name
from the castle and seigniory of Bourbon, in the

former Province of Bourbonnais. in the centre of

France, where now stands the little town and

watering-place of Bourbon-TArcluimbault. Tlu;

first lord or sire of this family of whom his-

tory makes mention was AdhCMiiar, at the be-

ginning of Ibe Tenth Century. The fourth

in succession from him, .-\rchambault T.. adiled

the name of the family castle to his own. Under
his successors, who also bore the name of Arch-

ambault. the family possessions were soon very

much increased. .\t length the seigniory of Bo\ir-

bon devolved upon an heiress, who in 1272 mar-

ried Robert, the sixth son of Louis IX. of France.

It thus passed to a branch of the royal family of

the Capetians, under whom it was converteil into

a duchy. The principal branch of this family
was, in 1523, deprived of all its dignities and pos-

sessions, because the Duke, Charles de Bourbon
(q.v.), the famous Constable, allied himself with
Charles V. against Francis I. of France. Of
the collateral branches, that of VendOme ac-

quired great importance, first attaining by mar-
riage, in the person of Antoine de Bourbon. Duke
of Vendome, the throne of Navarre; afterwards
by inheritance the throne of France, in the per-

son of Henry IV., on the extinction of the male
line of the house of Valois (q.v.) ; and by fortune

of war the thrones of Spain, Naples, and Parma.
Among the numerous other collateral branches
may be mentioned those of Montpensier. De la

Marche, Conde, Conti, Soissons. and Orleans.

Only a few members of the collateral lines, how-
ever, have borne the name of Bourbon; for exam-
ple, the Cardinal Charles de Bourbon, Duke of

Vendome, who, under the name of Charles X., was
set up by the Catholic League as a rival king to

Henry IV. The ducal dignity was revived by
Louis XIV. in the house of Conde (q.v.), so that

the eldest son of that house .should bear the title

of Duke of Bourbon.
The dynasty of the Bourbons in France begins

with Henry IV. (
q.v. ) , who, after the assassina-

tion of Henry III., became, by virtue of the Salic

law (q.v.), the heir to the French throne.

Through his father, Antoine de Bourbon, King
of Navarre and Duke of Vendome, he was de-

scended from Robert, son of Louis IX., and hus-

band of Beatrix, heiress of Bourbon. On his

assassination in 1610, he left, by his second wife,

Maria de' Medici, five legitimate children ; ( 1

)

Louis XIII., his successor on the throne; (2)

Gaston, Duke of Orleans (q.v.), who died in

1060, and left -no male heirs; (.3) Elizabeth,

married to Philip IV. of Spain; (4) Chris-

tina, married to Victor Amadcus, afterwards
Duke of Savoy; (5) Henrietta, married I0

Cliarles I. of England.—Louis XIII., on his death

in 164.3, left two sons by his Queen, Anne of

Austria, daughter of Philip III. of Spain:

(1) Louis XIV.. his successor; and (2) Philip,

who received from his elder brother the title

of Duke of Orleans, and was the foinider of

the family which has become the younger Bour-
bon dynasty.—The dauphin Louts, son of Louis

XIV. b.y his marriage with Mari.a Theresa of

Spain, died in 1711. and left three sons by his

marriage with Maria Anna of liavaria: (1)

Louis, Duke of Burgimdy ; (2) Philip, Duke
of Anjou, who afterwards became King of S])ain,

as Philip v.; (3) Charles, Duke of Berry,

who died in 1714.—Louis, Duke of Burgundy,
died in 1712. By his wife, Maria Adelaide of

Savoy, he had tlireo sons, of whom two died

in early youth, the only one who survived be-

ing Louis XV., who succeeded his grcatgrand-
father, Louis XIV., in 1715.—Louis X\'. hav-

ing married IMaria Leszezynska. daiigliter of

the dethroned King Stanislas of Polancl. had by

her a son, the dauphin Louis, who married Maria
Josepha of Saxony, and died in 17(i5, leaving

three sons: (1) Louis XVI., who succeeded his

grandfather, Louis XV., in 1774; (2) Louis

Stanislas Xavier. Count of Provence, afterwards

Louis XVIII.; (3) Charles Philippe, Count of

Artois. afterwards Charles X.—Louis XVI. had

three children by his Queen, Marie Antoinette

of .Austria: (1) The daujihin Louis, who died in

178!); (2) Louis, called Louis XVII., who died
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in 1795; (3) Marie Thfr&se Charlotte, styled

Madame Royale, afterwards Duchess of Angou-
Ifme.— Louis XVlll. luid no children; but
Charles X. had two sons: (1) Louis .Vntoine de
Bourbon, Duke of AngoulCnie, who was dauphin
prior to the Revolution of 1830, and died without
issue in 1844; (2) Charles Ferdinand. Duke of

Berry (q.v. ), who was murdered in 1820.—The
Duke of Berry left two children : ( 1 ) Marie
Louise Ther&se, styled Mademoiselle d'Artois, mar-
ried to the Duke of Panna; {2} Henri Charles

Ferdinand Marie Dieudcmne, Duke of Bordeaux,

later styled Count of Chambord, the representa-

tive of the elder branch of the Bourbons. The
latter died childless in 1883. and the Legitimists

accepted in his stead the Orleanist Count of

Paris, grandson of King Louis Philippe, as head
of the house of Bourbon. The Count of Paris
died in 1894, and his son, the Duke of Orleans,

now represents legitimacy.

The founder of the Orleans or younger branch
of the Bourbon royal family of France was
Philip, Duke of Orleans, the younger brother of

Louis XR'. He died in 1701, leaving, by his

second marriage, with Elizabeth Charlotte of the
Palatinate, a son of his own name as his heir,

who was regent of France during the minority of

Louis XV. The latter's son, Louis Philippe, Duke
of Orleans (born 1703), married a princess of

Baden, and died in 1752, leaving an only son of

his own name ( 172.1-85) , who.se son and heir was
that Louis Joseph Philippe. Duke of Orleans, so

notable in the French Revolution, who, in 1792,

renounced his rank, taking the name of Citizen

Egalite, and died by the guillotine in 1793.

Philippe Egalite left four children: (1) Louis
Philippe, who, before the Revolution, was styled

Duke of Chartres—that being the ordinary title

of the eldest son of the Orleans family—became
afterwards Duke of Orleans, was King of the
French from 1830 to 1848, and died in England on
August 26, 1850: (2) the Duke of ilontpensier,

who died in England in 1807: (3) the Count of

Beaujolais, who died at Malta in 1808; (4) Ade-
laide, styled Mademoiselle d'Orleans ( 1777-1847)

.

—Lons Phiuppe left a numerous family by his

Queen, Amelia of Naples. His eldest son, Ferdi-

nand. Duke of Orleans, lost his life in an accident
on .July 13, 1842, leaving by his wife, the Princess

Helen of !Mecklenburg-Schwerin, two sons, the

eldest of whom, Louis Philippe Albert, Count of

Paris (1838-94) (q.v.), left as his heir Louis
Philippe Robert, Duke of Orleans, born February
6. 18fi9. Concerning the other members of Louis
Philippe's family, see the article Louis Philippe.

Louis XIV. having succeeded in placing his

grandson, Philip. Duke of Anjou, on the throne
of Spain, in 1700, as Philip V.. this prince be-

came the founder of the Spanish Bourbon dy-

nasty, as well as of the Bourbon djTiasties of

Naples, and Parma andPiacenza. Tliesedj'nasties

endured only a temporary overthrow from the

policy and arms of Napoleon lionaparte. Philip

V. was succeeded on the Spanisli tlirone by his

son, Ferdinand VL. who died witliout issue in

1759, and the crown fell to liis brother, Charles
III., whose .son and successor, Charles IV., was
compelled to resign it in 1808, in favor of a
successor nominated by Napoleon, and died at
Naples in 1819. The two eldest sons of Charles
IV. by his marriage with Maria Louisa of Parma
were— (1) Don Fernando. Prince of Asturias.

who, after the overthrow of Napoleon, reigned as

Ferdinand VII., whose eldest daughter was Isa-

bella II., the mother of Alfonso XIL; (2) Don
Carlos (see Carlos de Bourbon), who in 1833

became pretender to the Spanish throne, and
in 1845 resigned his pretensions in favor of his

son, Don Carlos, who styled himself Count of

I^Iontemolin. He died at Trieste, 1855. The
Count of Montemolin died in 1801, and his claims

to the Spanish throne are now represented by his

nephew, Don Carlos, son of his brother .luan.

When the Bourbon dynastj' was established on
the tlinme of Spain in the person of Philip V.,

Naples and Sicily were severed from that mon-
archy (1713-14). Naples was given to Austria,

and Sicily to Savoy, which in 1720 ceded the is-

land to Austria in exchange for Sardinia. In

the treaty of Vienna (1735), Don Carlos, son

of Philip v., became King of the Two Sicilies, as

Charles III. Upon his accession to the throne of

Spain in 1759, he gave up that of the Two Sicilies

to his third son, Don Fernando, called Ferdinand
IV., with the express stipulation that it should

never again be occupied by a King of Spain. Fer-

dinand IV. was deprived of Naples by Napoleon
in ISOtj : but after the overthrow of Napoleon he
recovered it, and in 1816 he proclaimed himself
King of the consolidated realm of the Two Sicilies

as Ferdinand I. His son, Francis I., left the throne

in 1830 to his son Ferdinand II. (q.v.), whose
son, Francis II., was expelled in 1860. when
Naples was incorporated with the new Kingdom
of Italy.

By the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1748. Aus-
tria made over the duchies of Parma and Pia-

cenza to Don Philip, the youngest son of Philip

V. of Spain, but with the stipulation of their

reversion to Austria on the failure of male
descendants, or on his succeeding to the throne of

Spain. He was succeeded in 1705 by his son,

Ferdinand I., whose son, the hereditary Prince
Charles Louis, was made King of Etruria in

1801, under the guardianship of his mother,
Maria Louisa of Spain, the cession of Parma and
Piacenza to France on the death of Ferdinand
being provided for. Ferdinand died in 1802, and
in 1807 Napoleon took possession of Etruria.

The Congress of Vitnna assigned Parma and
Piacenza for life to Maria Louisa of Austria, the

spouse of Napoleon, but meanwhile indemnified

!Maria Louisa of Spain with the Duchy of Lucca.

The latter was succeeded in 1824 by her son
Charles Louis. He made o\-er Lucca to Tuscany
in 1847, and in the same year Parma and Pia-

cenza reverted to the Bourbon family, in his

person. He abdicated on March 14. 1849, and
was .succeeded by his son, Charles III., and he
in 1854 by his son Robert—born 1848—whose
mother, Marie Louise ThCrSse de Bourbon,
daughter of the Duke of Berry, then became re-

gent of the duchies. The Bourbon family ceased

to reign liere in 1859. See Italy and P.\kma.

BiiiLioGKAPHY. Coiffier Demoret, Histoire du
liourlxmnais (Paris, 1824) ; Achaintre, Histoire

chronoloyique et gcnfaJoijifjue dc In maison
royale de liourbon, 2 vols., illus. (London, 1825) ;

D. A. Bingham, The llarriagcs of the Bourbons
(1890); Coxe, Memoirs of the Kings of Spain

of the House of Bourbon, IHOO-SS. 5 vols. (Lon-
don, 1815) ; Dunning, Baron Ashburton, Oenea-
logical Memoirs of the Royal House of France
(London. 1825): L. Dussieux. Oeiioalogie de la

WOI.SOII (/<• liourhou dc JS5G a JSCfl (Paris, 1869) ;

Huillard-Brfdiolles et A. Lccoy de la Marche,
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Titres de la maison ducale de Bourbon (Paris,

1867-74) ; Lehec, G^nialogie des Bourbons de
France, d'Espaqne, de yaples, et de Panne
( Chfiteauroux, 1880).

BOURBON, boOr'boN', Antoine de. See Ax-
TOl.XE DE BOVKBON.

BOURBON, Oharles, Duke of Bourbonnais
( 148'J-1527) . A French general, known as the
Constable de Bourbon. He was the son of the

Count of Wontpensier. In consequence of the

death of his elder brother, and his marriage with
the only daughter of the Duke of Bourbon, he
united in his own possession the vast estates

of both these branches of the Bourbon family,

which alone at that time retained the old

feudal power. He distinguished himself by
the brilliancy of his exploits in arms, and by
his rigid morals. At the age of 26 he was made
Constable of France (the highest military office

in tlie kingdom), and was sent to Italy at the
head of an army. Crossing the Alps by passes
previously deemed impracticable, he surprised
the hostile generals, won the battle of Marignano,
September 13 and 14, 1515, and within a few
days placed the ke3S of the citadel of Milan in

the King's hand. Accounts differ as to his later

career. It is charged by French historians that
Charles of Bourbon was the victim of an over-

weening pride and jealousy; that he claimed
more credit than really belonged to him, and tliat

his treason was not at all justifiable. On the
other hand, he is represented as the victim of

a woman's revenge. It is said that Marie Louise,
the King's mother, became enamored of the brave
Constable; and that he, although a widower, de-

clined her iumd, openly declaring that he deemed
her a woman devoid of modesty, and not to be
thought of for a wife. Tlirough lier influence

the estates wliich he had acquired through his

wife were .seized and his perquisites as Constable
were withheld. Thus deeply injured, he renounced
the interest of France, and concluded a private
alliance with the Emperor Charles V. and with
Henry VIII. of England for the conquest and
partition of France. The King, who was engaged
in an expedition to Italy, received intelligence

of this conspiracy. He jiroceeded forthwith in

jjcrson to the Constable, and offered him resto-

ration to favor and also to his estates. The
Constable, however, did not trust him, but fled in

disguise, and reached Franehe-Comte in 1523.

He attacked, in 1524, the French Army on its

march over the Alps, and planned an invasion
of France with the Spaniards. But ('harles V.
did not entirely trust him, and appointed the
Marquis of I'cscara to assist and watdi him. He
was forced to relinquish the siege of Marseilles
on llu> approacli of Francis i. with a great
army. lie repassed the Alps, and took his

revenge in the battle of Pavia, February 24,

1.525, where the King was made a prisoner. (See
Fn.vNCis 1.) He now went to JIadrid. but soon
found himself disappointed in his hopes, and
returned to l.ombardy to carve out liis own for-

tune. He took ililan from Maximilian Sforza
and then assailed Rome. In the assault, May 6,

1527. lie was mortally wnundod by a l)ullet,

which Benvenuto Cellini afterwards asserted that
he had shot. His death was kept secret for a
time from the army under his command. The
city was sacked, and wlien the army departed
from Home two months later, his corpse, which
the soldiers would not part witli, was taken

with them, and buried at Gaeta, under a mag-
nificent monument, which, however, Avas after-
wards destroyed. (See Boubbox, House of, for
genealogy and references.) Consult: Coignet,
Francis the First and His Times (London, 1888) ;

Robertson, History of the Reign of Charles V.
(Philadelphia, 1864-67); Lavisse and Rambaud,
Histoirc tjcncrale (Paris, 1893-1901).

BOURBON, ILE DE. See RfiuNioif, Ile de la.

BOURBON, Luis Maria de (1777-1823).
A Spanish prelate and politician. He was born
at Cadahalso, took orders, was appointed Arch-
bishop of Seville in 1799, Archbishop of Toledo
in 1800, and in the latter year received also
the cardinal's hat. During the French occu-
j)ation he was president of the Cadiz regency, and
as such approved the decrees of the Constituent
Assembly of the Cortes. Thus he signed the
Constitution of 1812, and abolished the Inqui-
sition. Upon the return of the King, in 1814,

he at first fell into disfavor, but subsequently
was appointed president of the governmental
junta and a councilor of State.

BOURBON - LANCY, boor'box' liiN'sy. A
watering-place in the Department of Saone-et-
Loire, France, 40 miles northwest of Charolles
(Map, France, K 5). It is celebrated for its

tliermal springs, which contain chloride of so-

dium and iron. The town is beautiful in situa-

tion, and has a hospital with 400 beds built by
the Marquis d'Aligre. Population, in 1806,4162.
The Romans knew this city as Aqua- Nisineii or
Nisinienses, and remains of their baths are to

be seen.

BOURBONNAIS, boor'b6'na' (so called from
liourbun ) . A foniier province of Central France,
now comprised within the departments of Allier,

Chei-, and Xi&vre. From 1327 to 1523 it formed
the Duchy of Bourbon. In the latter year it was
annexed to the Crown, but was bestowed, in 1661,

on the House of Bourbon-Conde, which held it

until the Revolution. Consult: Nicolay, Descrip-
tion ct histoirc du Bourbonnais (Monlins, 1875) ;

Mont/^gut, En Uniirlionnais et en Fore: (Paris,
1881).

BOURBONNAIS. A village in Kankakee
County, 111., 56 miles south of Chicago: the
seat of Notre Dame Academy and of Saint Via-
teur's College (Roman Catholic), opened in

1865. Population, in 1900, 595.

BOURBONNE-LES-BAINS, boor'bun' \k

bax' ( Fr., Tlie Batlis of Bourbonne. Med. Lat.
liourbonia, foriucrly Aqnw Borvonis, Baths of

Borvo, Borvo being among tlic Gauls a name for

Apollo). A town and watering-place in the De-
partment of Haute-Marne, France, pleasantly
situated by the Amance on an eminence amid
wooded country, 20 miles east-northeast of Lan-
gres (Jlajj: France, M 4). It has a fine church
of the Twelfth Century, a large military hospital,

and some interesting ruins of a cliAtcau of the
ancient S<>igneurs de Bourbonne. Its thernuil

springs attract some 30(10 invalids annually.
They are strongly impregnateil with chloride of

sodium; and their temperature is from 140° to
150° F. Pojiulation. in 1890, 4156. The Romans
knew these springs under the name Aquse Bor-
vonis.

BOURBOULE. biior'bool'. La. A health re-

sort ill llic Department of Puy-de-Dome, France,
on the Dordogne, 22 miles southwest of Cler-
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mont. It is noted for its mineral thermal
springs and is visited annually by over 7000
persons. Its bottled waters constitute a thriv-
ing export industry. Its picturesque situation
amid some of the finest scenery of ancient Au-
verjnie adds to its attractiveness. Population,
in lOOl. of town. 1404: of commune, 1947.

BOURCHIER, boor'chi-er, Fr. proii. boor'-
shyu', Abtiiub (1804— ). An English actor and
manager. He was born at Speen, Berkshire, and
educated at Eton and O.xford. While at the
university he won distinction as an amateur
actor, and in 1880 he went upon the profes-
sional stage, playing with Mrs. Langtry, at Wol-
verhampton, as Jaques in An You Like It,

in which he appeared in London the next year at
the Saint James Theatre. Later he played for
a time at the Criterion. In March, 1892, "he was
at tlie Shaftesbury Theatre, in his own play of
Mr. Richards. Soon afterwards he joined Au-
gu^tin Daly's company and went to America, re-

turning early in 1893 to play at Daly's London
theatre, where he had the role of Robin Hood
in Tennyson's Foresters. In 1894 he married
Miss Violet Vanbrngh, a talented actress, who
Las continued upon the stage with her husband.
In the fall of 1895 he took the Royalty Theatre,
producing among the plays The Chili Widow,
an adaptation of his own, which ran for over 300
nights. Subsequently he appeared in leading
parts at the Garriek. Strand, and Court thea-
tres, and with Charles Wvndham, at Wynd-
ham's Theatre. Then, as Wyndham's partner at
the Criterion, he helped to' bring out His Ex-
cellency the Governor, and Lady Etinticorth's
Experiment. He has since taken the Garriek
Theatre, producing J. M. Barrie's plav The TTcrf-

dina (rtiest (1900).

BOURDALOTJE, boor'da'loo', Louis (1632-
1704). One of the greatest pulpit orators of
France. He was born at Bourges. August 20, 1632,
and after having, at the age of sixteen, entered
the order of Jesuits, obtained in succession the
chairs of humanity, rhetoric, philosophy, and
theological ethics in the academy of his native
place. He showed a great capacity for science,

but his remarkable powers of eloquence led his
superiors finally to determine upon employing
him as a preacher. Disdaining the inflated style

prevalent among the tasteless pulpit orators of

his time, he assailed with manly vigor and truly
religious earnestness the passions, weaknesses,
and errors of men. The dignity of his manner
and the fire of his eloquence made him famous
even when the public mind was occupied with
the festivities of Versailles, the victories of
Turenne, and the literary masterpieces of Cor-
neille and Racine. At the Court of Louis XW.
he was remarkably well received. After the
revocation of the Edict of Xantes (KiS.i) he
was sent to Montpellier to convert the Protes-
tants. Bourdaloue particularly understood how
to accommodate his eloquence to the minds of
those whom he addressed. Simple among the
simple, a dialectician among ecclesiastics, he was
equally a favorite with the common people and
with the learned and the great. He was also
much esteemed and Iwloved as a man and in

all circumstances maintained unimpcached a
high reputation for candor and honesty. In the
later years of his life he relinquished the pulpit
and devoted his time to hospitals, prisons, and
pious institutions. Ue died in Paris, May 13,

1704. How thoroughly his religious sentiments
were governed by the theological tenets of his
Church may be perceived from these remark-
able words which he uttered on his death-
bed: "It is highly reasonable that God be fully
satisfied; and at least in purgatory I will suffer
with patience and with love." His Sermons and
.Moral Discourses appeared in English translation
(Dublin, 3d cd., 185.5), also his Married Life:
Its Obligations, Triali, etc. (London, 1897) ; sev-
eral French editions of his works have been pub-
lished, e.g. Collection universelle des orateurs
sacres. Vols. XIV.-XVL, reprint of Francois Bre-
tonneau's edition (latest edition, Paris, 1891,
6 vols.). For his biogi-aphy, consult: Anatole
Feug&re, Bourdaloue, sa predication ct son temps
(Paris, 1874. 5th ed., 1889) ; M. Lousas (Paris,
1881, 2 vols.) : and L. Pouthe (Paris, 1900) ;

also J. B. E. Tousserat, Etude genealogique sur
les Bourdaloue (Paris, 1900).

BOURDEILLES, boor'da'y'. See Brantome.
BOURDON, boor'duN' (Fr., It. hordone. a

humming, a buzzing, a drone; Med. Lat. hurdo,
drone; cf. Eng. burden, refrain of a song). In
music, a drone bass produced by a bagpipe or
hurdy-gurdy: also an organ-stop, consisting of
stopped wooden pipes, usually of 16-feet tone.

BOURDON, StB.\STiEN (1616-71). A French
painter, born in ilontpellier. He studied in
Paris under a mediocre artist named Barthglemy,
and painted frescoes in Bordeaux. In Rome
from 1634 to 1636 he carefully studied the works
of the Carraeci, and copied old masters for a
dealer. After his return to Paris he firmly
established his reputation by his "Martyrdom
of Saint Peter" (Louvre Gallei-y), and became
one of the ten original members of the Acade-
my of Painting. In 1652-53 he was in Sweden
as Court painter, and subsequently was rector
of the Academy of Painting. He is known chiefly
as an historical painter, but he worked also
in other styles. His paintings are generally
brilliant and of large grasp, but sometimes lack
care in drawing and are dull in color. They
further include "Descent from the Cross"
(Louvre) : "Julius Cssar Before the Tomb of
Alexander" (Louvre) ; "Group of Merchants"
(Museum of The Hague) ; and "Return of the
Ark from Captivity" (National Gallery, Lon-
don).

BOURDON DE L'OISE, boor'dOx' de hvilz',

Fb.\.\cois Lofis. A notorious character of the
French Revolution. He was born in the middle
of the Eighteenth Centuiy, at Saint-Remy, near
Compifegne, and became a procurator in the
Parlement of Paris. He participated in the
storming of the Tuilcries on August 10. 1792.
He shortly afterwards obtained a seat in the
Convention by a trick which, though subsequent-
ly discovered, did not lead to his ejection. Bour-
don de rOise contributed much to bring about
the execution of Louis XVI., the in.surrec-
tion of May 31, and the destruction of the
Girondists. He was sent to La Vendee, where,
however, he loudly condemned the Revolutionary
cruelties and assumed the attitude of a moder-
ate. Obnoxious on this account to Robespierre
and Hf-bert. and fearing for his head, he urged
with the greatest eagerness the overthrow of
the Terrorists on the 9th Tliermidor (July 27),
1794. From this time forth Bourdon de I'Oise
showed himself an enemy of the clubs and a
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protector of the nobles and the priests. In con-

sequence of the insurrection of 13th Vendfniiaire

(October 5), 179;i. he was sent as a commission-

er to Chartres, where he behaved harshly and
brutally. He passed from tlie Convention into

the Council of Five Hundred, became a per-

secutor of the Republicans, and joined a Royalist

club. The Directory placed him upon the pro-

scribed list, after the 18th Fructidor (Septem-

ber 4), 1797. He was transported to Cayenne,

where, in a short time, he died in great misery.

BOURGELAT, boITrzh'la', Claude (1712-99).

A French lawyer, the founder of the first vet-

erinary school" in Europe. He was a learned

lawyer, an able writer, and numbered among
his "friends suoli men as D'Aleinbert, Pembroke,

Voltaire, Buffon, and Haller. He was impelled to

further the cause of veterinary science by his

fondness for horses. In 1761 he and a minister

of Lyons, named Bertin. opened the first vet-

erinary school in tlie suburbs of that city. It

was patronized by students from all parts of

France, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Sweden,

and Denmark. From this school all other vet-

erinary colleges in Europe sprang, and with them

it has' kept pace, l)eing superior to the majority,

and rivaling the very best, even those of Paris

and Berlin.

BOURG-EN-BRESSE, boorg'ilN-bres' (Fr.,

fort in Bresse. an ancient province of France i

anciently Yilla dc Burgo in Bressia). The

chief town of the Department of Ain. in F'ranee,

situated on the Reyssouse, 38 miles northeast of

Lyons (Map: France, M 5). The streets are

crooked and narrow, but clean, and the squares

are adorned with statues and fountains. In the

town are the Gothic Church of Notre-Dame (
1505-

45) , with a Renaissance portal, and the more im-

portant Church of Brou (1511-36), the subject

of a celebrated poem by Mattliew Arnold. The
Church of Brou was built by Margaret of Austria

(d. 1530), wife of Philibe'rt II., Duke of Savoy

(d. 1504), in fulfillment of a vow made by her

mother-in-law. Margaret of Bourbon (d. 1483),

and it contains the elaborate tombs of these three.

Population, 1S96. 18,501. Consult Charvet, Les

idifices de Brou d Bourg-en-Bresse {Paria, 1897),

BOURGEOIS, bfirjois'. See Printing.

BOURGEOIS, Anicet. See Anicet-Bour-

GEOIS.

BOURGEOIS, boor'zhwa', LfioN Victor
Arr.rsTE (ISf)!— ). A French politician. He
was born in Paris, and studied at the Lyc6e

Charlemagne. In 1877 he became general secre-

tary of the Di'partment of Mame, and in

1880 sub-prefect of Rheims. In 1882 he was
appointed prefect of the Department of Tarn,

in 1885 prefect of the Department of Haute-Ga-

ronne. He became director of tlie Ministry of

the Interior in 1880, and in 1887 prefect of

police. He was elected deputy for ilarne in 188S,

in tlie same year was appointed Under-Secretary

of State in the Ministry of the Interior,

and in 1889 became Minister of the Interior.

From 1890 to 1892 he was Minister of Public In-

struction, and from December, 1892, to March,

1893, Minister of .Justice. In 1895-90 he was
Prime Minister. In 1898 he was appointed Minis-

ter of Public Instruction, in which ])ost he dis-

played high elTicicney. and from which he resigned

in the same year, upon the resignation of the

Brisson Cabinet. In 1899 he was the head of the

French delegation to The Hague Peace Confer-
ence. His best-known work is Solirlarite (1897).

BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME, boor'zhwa'
zhiix'te'lum', Le ( Fr., The Bourgeois Turned
Gentleman). The title of a popular comedy by
Moli&re (1670). Here we meet M. Jourdain,
who !iad been "speaking prose all his life without
knowing it."

BOURGEOISIE, bmJr'zhwii'z^' (from Late
Lat. biiniensis, inhabitant of a borough). A
Frencli term, now frequently eraplojed in Eng-
lish, German, and other languages. It denotes
the citizens of towns as a rank or class of society,

including grades from heads of manufacturing
or mercantile establishments down to master-
tradesmen. The French bourgeoisie have long

been extremely hostile to the aristocracy, but
have themselves become the object of attack on
the part of the operatives and of the extreme
Radical or Red Republican Party. Tlie term
bourgeois, from which bourgeoisie is formed, is

quite distinct in meaning from citoyen, the latter

term designating a citizen of the State.

BOURGES, boJirzh (Lat. Bituriges, a tribe of

Gaul). Tlie ancient capital of Berry, now of

the Department of the Cher. France, the seat of

an archbisliopric, and a military arsenal, situ-

ated in the midst of a fertile plain, at the con-

fluence of the Auron and the Y&vre, 123 miles,

south of Paris (Map: France. J 4). High tow-
ers still mark points on the ramparts which sur-

rounded the old town. Sliady boulevards now
take the place of the dismantled walls. The
old town is made up of crooked streets and
quaint houses: it stands in the lieart of the

new town. Its most conspicuous building is the

noble cathedral of Saint Etienne. with its superb
flying buttresses, its five western portals, lead-

ing to the five naves of the interior, whicli is

lighted by stained-glass of unique beauty. This
church was begun in tlie Thirteenth Century and
completed in the Sixteenth Century. The House
of Jacques Cieur, the banished silversmith of

Charles ^"11., is the next most interesting build-

ing, and is now used as the Palais de .Justice.

Bourges is a centre of trade in wine, grain»

cloth, cattle, hemi), and mill-stones. It has iron

foundries, tan-yards, and cloth factories. Popu-
lation, in 1896, 43,587. Bourges was the capital

of the Gallic Bituriges, and the Roman Avari-
cum, after its capture by Julius Cicsar in 52 B.C.

It was successively taken by the \'isigotlis. under
Euric, by Clovis, Pepin the Short, and the North-
men. When Orleans was oceujiied by the Eng-
lish, Charles VII. made it liis capital. Its uni-

versity, at which Calvin, Aniyot, and Theodore
de Beza studied, was abolished in the Revohition.

It was tlie birtli]ilace of the astute Louis XI.,

the eloipient Bourdaloue, and the famous .lacques

Ca?ur.

BOURGET, boor'zhfi'. Lac nu. A be:uitiful

lake in the Department of Savoic. France, 7

miles northwest of ChambfTy. A railway which
skirts its eastern shore connects Cliambi'ry with

the village of Le Bourget (population, in 1901,

1309) at the south end of the lake. The lake,

inclosed by picturesque heights, is 10 miles long.

3 miles broad, and 475 feet dee]): it is famed
for its 'Lavaret,' a species of fresh-water mack-
erel : its outlet is by the Canal de Savi?res on

the northwest, wliich coiinects with the Rhone.

The chateau de Chatillon, the monastery of
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Hautecombe, and the ancient chateau of Bour-
deaiLX are conspicuous features in the vicinity.

BOTJRGET, Le, or Le Bourget-Dbanct. A
Tillage in the French Department of Seine,
about six miles northeast of Paris. In the
Franco-Prussian War it was the scene of serious
French repulses, especially the disasters of Oc-
tober 30 and December 21, 1870. Population,
1S;"U, 2.550.

BOURGET, Paul (1852—). A notable
French analytic essayist and novelist. He was
born at Amiens, September 2, 1852. His father
was a Russian, his mother English, while he is

himself a cosmopolitan by instinct, study, and
travel, lacking provincial prejudices, but also
national conviction— a typical scholarly dilet-

tante. After a brilliant school career, finished
at the famous College Je Sainte-Barbe in Paris,
he began life as a journalist and, as seems the
French custom, made his first bow to literature
in a volume of daintily hedonistic and pessimistic
verse that earned him from Augier the name of
Melancholy Pig.' These sighs of Restless Life
{La vie inquiete, 1874), breathed in Latin Quar-
ter cafgs, were repeated in Edel (1878) and Les
aveux (1882). With the Essais de psychologie
contemporaine (1883), followed by youveaux
essais (1885), and two volumes of Etudes et

portraits (1888-89), Bourget appears in his ovm
words as "a moralist of the decadence," "a
maniac of psycholog\-," and "a passionate lover
of analysis." He did here as critic what he was
to do later as a novelist: he carried realistic ob-

senation beyond the externals of Zola and Mau-
passant to what he called 'states of soul.' Thus
he unites the methods of Stendhal and of Balzac,
and it is by no accident that one of the first

of his essays is devoted to the former writer,
whose reputation he did much to reestablish.

Bourget called himself a moralist, but he was
rather an analyst, offering a brilliant diagnosis,
but no prescription. His criticism reflects the
dilettante skepticism of Renan; and his early
fiction bears strong marks of the same influence,

which even the later novels do not wholly avoid.
They have been happily described as a seductive
if somewhat sickly product of the hothouse of
an outworn civilization, uniting intellectual
keenness with morbid .sensitiveness, dealing by
preference with the cosmopolitan types of that
low life which is usually called "high." In the
early novels there is a good deal of snobbishness
which he himself mocks in the later ones. Men-
songes (1887) marks the cardinal point of his
fiction. L'Irrcparable (1884); Cruclle enigme
(1885) ; Crime d'amour (1886) ; Andr4 CorndUs
(1887), place tlie interest in situation and en-

vironment rather than in character. Analysis
is attempted, but description predominates. In
the later fiction, Le disciple (1889); Terre
promise (1892) ; Cosmopolis (1892) ; Un scruple
(1893); Hteeplechase and Vn saint (1894);
Idylle tragique (189G); Les complications
scntimentales (1898) ; La duchesse 6;eue(1898) ;

Xoyageuses (translated as Antigone) ; Drame de
famille (1900); Un homme d'affaires (1900);
La fantome (1901); as well a.s in the cynical
Psychologie de I'amour modcrnc (1890), and in

the impressions of travel, Sensations d'ltalie

(1891), \ouveaux pastels (1891), Ou/re-.I/er

(1895), the dominant interest is in a morbid
psycho-pathology and significantly peculiar
'states of soul,' though the latest volumes of

fiction show increasing subtlety, maturity, and
moral strength. Before Cosmopolis (1892) the
ethical triumph is with cynical selfishness,
though common-sense moralists like the AbbC-
in Mcnxongcs occasionally find a tongue to de-
scribe their fellow-actors, justly enough, as
"wretches who live at the mercy <jf their sensa-
tions." From Cosmopolis onwartl. liiiurget swims
with the wave of reaction toward religious senti-

ment and curiosity that came from a union of
the spiritual mysticism of the Russians with the
sensuous mysticism of Baudelaire and has
alfected the work of many others (e.g. Vogue,
Bninetiere, Huysmans, Daudet) . Bourget's style
is very uneven, affected, incorrect at times, but
capal)le of a terse simplicity that unites strength
and beauty to a rare degree. In temper the im-
pression that he leaves is of a passive disillusion.

He is never bitter, and one wonders if he is often
sincere in posing as a type of ""the atrocious
modern uneasiness that comes from regret at
unbelief and dread of the moral void." Nearly
all of Bourget's work since 1892 is translated
into English. Consult: Renard, Les princes de la
jeune critique (Paris, 1890) ; Doumie, Ecrivains
d'aujourd'hui (Paris, 1894) ; Pellissier. Essais
de liltcrature contemporaine (Paris, 1893) ; and
Lemaltre. Les contemporains. Vol. III. (Paris,
188G-89).

BOURGOIN, boor'g\vax'. The capital of a
canton in the Department of Is&re. France, on
the Bourbre, 9 miles northwest of La Tour du
Pin. It is the seat of active linen, woolen, pa-
per, and other industries. Situated on the an-
cient marsh bed of the Rhone, it was known to
the Romans as Bcrnusium. Population, in 1901,
of town, 524(i; of commune, 7279.

BOURGOIN, bDor'g^va^-', Edme Alfred (1836— ). A French chemist. He was born in Saint-
Cyr-les-Colons (Yonne) and was educated in

Paris. He became chief pharmacist at the Chil-

dren's Hospital, Paris, in 1867 ; a member of the
Council of Public Hygiene in 1881 : and director
of the central pharmacy of the Paris hospitals

in 1885. Among his numerous important writ-

ings are the following: Elect rochimie (1868);
Chimie organique. Principes de la classification

des substances (1876); Traite de pharmacie
galcniquc (18S0).

BOURGOING, boor'g\vaN', Jeax Fbax^ois,
Barun de (1748-1811). A French diplomat, born
in Nevers. He so distinguished himself in the
military school jn Paris that the Government
sent him to the University of Strassburg to pre-

pare himself for diplomatic service. After study-

ing there he spent four years in Germany on
different military and diplomatic missions. In
1777 he was sent to Madrid as first secretary of

legation, and during his seven years' residence

there he wrote his best-known l)Ook, Nouveau
voyage en Espagne, ou Tableau de I'etat actuel

de cetle monarchic (1789). In 1791 he was made
Minister Plenipotentiary of Louis XVI. to Mad-
rid, and subsequently took a conspicU()\is share

in negotiating the peace preliminaries with
Spain. In 1808 he became jlinistcr to Saxony
and was present in his oflicial capacity at the

Congress of Erfurt. In addition to the above
mentioned appointments he held luunerous other

diplomatic posts in (Jermany and Holland. His

Memoires historiques ct philosophiqucs sur Pie
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VI. (1789) was his most important historical

work.

BOURIGNON, boo'rfe'nyox', Antoinette
(l(ilU-80). A Flemish relifjious visionary, once
very popular. Slie was born at Lille, January
1."). l(!U'i. Her father was a merchant, and she
inlieriled from him a considcrahle patrimony.
She was so ugly an infant that there was some
thought of killing her as a monstrous birth. Her
intellect, however, was verj' acute, and its powers
were early developed, along with a tendency to

religious mysticism, which was much encouraged
by the reading of mystic books, till her imagina-

tion became inflamed, and she began to fancy that

she saw visions, conversed with God, received spe-

cial revelations, and was called to restore the pure
spirit of the Gospel. By the good olhces of the

Archbishop of Cambrai, she obtained admission
into a convent, where she won over some of the

nuns to her opinions, and soon found herself at
the head of a considerable party. She after-

wards had charge of a hospital at Lille, but
from this position she wa.s driven in consequence
of her extravagant fancies. She now traveled
through various countries, her enthusiasm gain-
ing proselytes, whose conversion, she said, caused
her to suiter the pains of childbirth. At last she
was appointed head of a hospital in East Fries-

land. According to Jladame Bourignon, religion

consists in internal emotion, and not in either

knowledge or practice. Among the chief ex-

pounders of Bourignianism was Peter Poiret, a
Calvinistie minister. It spread to a remarkable
extent among both Roman Catholics and Prot-
estants; and about the end of the Seventeenth
Century, and beginning of the Eighteenth, pre
vailed so much in Scotland that a solemn renun-
ciation of it was demanded from every entrant
on the ministry at his onlination. A minister
of Aberdeen was deposed for it in 1701. The
formal renunciation of Bourignianism is still

continued in the Established Church of Scot-
land, but has been given up as needless by
other Presbyterian churches. The works of
Madame Bourignon were edited bv Poiret (Am-
sterdam, 16S0-S6. 19 vols., 2d ed." 1717). They
exhibit not a little fiery eloquence. She died at
Francker, October 30, 1080. Several of her
works—e.g. Treatise of Solid Virtue (1000);
Uestoration of the Gospel Spirit (1707)—have
been translated into English, and The Jjiffht of
the ^yorld (reprinted, London, 180.3, from the
edition of ICilMl) .

BOTJRINOT, boo're-not, Sir John Geohge
( 1837-1002) . A Canadian historian, born in Syd-
ney, Xova Scotia, October 24, 18.37. After grad-
uating from Trinity College, Toronto, he turned
to journalism, estahlisliing the Halifax Reporter,
which he conducted for many years. In 1880 he
became clerk of tlie Dominion House of Com-
mons, a post which he long held. He took
an active part in the proceedings of the Roval
Society of Canada (established 1882), of which
lie became president and later honorary sec-

retary. Here first appeared several admir-
able papers in polities and history, afterwards
expanded into books. He also contributed to
the leading periodicals on both sides of the
Atlantic. Among his books are I'arliamentari/
J'roecdiire and J'raclice (1884; new eil., 1801);
Manual of Conslilulional Hi.ilon/ (1888); I'ar-

liamenlury (lovernmenl in Canada (1802); How

Canada is Governed (1895) ; Cape Breton and Its
Meynorials of the French Regime (1802) ; Candida
Under Itrilish Rule (1000): Intellectual De-
velopmcnt of the Canadian People (1880); and
Canada's Intellectual Strength and Weakness
(1893). For his service Bourinot received aca-
demic honors from Laval University, and in
1808 he was created Knight Commander of Saint
Michael and Saint George.

BOXJRMONT, hiTor'moN', Loins Auguste
ViCTOK DE Chaisnes, Comte de (1773-1840). A
French marshal. He was born September 2, 1773,
at Chateau de Bourmont in the Department of
Maine-et-Loire. Bourmont fought against the
Republic under Conde, and after 1704 in the
struggle in La \'endee. Later he was sent to

represent the anti-revolutionary party in Eng-
land. In 1709, wlien tlie insurgents in I^a \'endee
had surrendered, Bourmont reap])eared and set

himself at the head of a guerrilla band, but after

some brilliant successes was forced to capitulate.

He soon after won the favor of the First Consul,
but, becoming su.spected of intrigue, was impris-
oned at Besancon, whence he escaped to Portugal.
When Lisbon was taken by Junot, Bourmont

. ofTered his services, and on a pledge of good
faith from Junot. reentered France and received

successive commissions from Napoleon until he
became general of a division. During Napoleon'3
final struggle, Bourmont vacillated and proved
inconstant to Louis and Napoleon by turns.

After Waterloo he received high military em-
ployment imder Louis XVIII., was Minister
of War in 1820, and in the Algerian campaign
of 1830 won a marshal's baton. After the July
Revolution he went into exile, and served for a
brief time under the King of Portugal. He died
at Bourmont, October 27, 1846.

BOURNE, boom, Alfred Gibbs (1850—).
.\n English biologist. He was born in Lowestoft,
and was educated at the I'niversity College
School, the Roval School of Mines, and LTni-

versity College, London. He was the assistant
of E. Ray Lankester from 1870 to 1885. and
during the last two years of that period was
engaged in research at the Zoological Station,
Naples. From 1801 to 1890 he was registrar of
the University of Madras, botanist to the Gov-
ernment in 1897, and subsequently he was ap-
pointed principal and professor of botany at
the Presidency College, JIadras. His publica-
tions comprise numerous papers on the anatomy
of Pelomyxa, Limnocodium, Choetohranchus,
Leeches, Earthworms, Kotifera, Early Nautilus,
Scio|iion Poison, etc.

BOURNE, EnwARn Gayloro (1800—). An
American historian, born at Strykersville, N. Y.
In 1883 he graduated with high honors at Yale,

where he became professor of history in 1895.

He is also a corresponding member of the Massa-
chusetts Historical Society; hecanu' chairman
of the historical manuscripts ccuumission of the

American Historical Association in 1901; and in

190001 was president of the New England His-

tory Teachers' Association. He has i)ublished

many critical papers on historical subjects, a
number of which have been collected in a volume.
Essai/s in Historical Criticism (1901). They
are good examples of painstaking research and
the ciitical sifting of evidence and one of

tlieiu. "riic Legend of Marcus Wliitnian." arou.sed

widespread discussion, and is generally considered
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to have settled the Whitman question ( see Whit-
man. Marcus). Professor Bourne has al.so pub-

lished The History of the Surplus Revenue of
76'.iT ( ISS.5).

BOURNE, George (1780-1845). An Ameri-
can clergj-man. He was born at Westbury, Wilt-

shire, England; came to the United States in

1S02, and aarain in 1804, and after reniaininf; for

some time in Baltimore, settled at llarrisbur^,

Va. There he established a printin<;-ollioc and did

everything in his power to edvioate the jicople

in his pastorate. He early made himself conspic-

uous byadvocating immediate abolition of slavery.

In 1815 he organized a chxirch of non-slave-

holders, and wrote a work on The Book and Slav-

ery I rreconcilable ( 1S15) . His views were ultra-

radical for the time, and brought him into con-

stant difficulties, which led him to give up his

printing-ollice and church, and move to Ooruuin-

town. I'a. From there he went to Sing Sing,

N. Y.. then to Queljec, and finally to New York
City, where he founded a paper called The Pro-

testant Vindieator. His works include I^-rtures

on Ecclesiastical History (1822); Pictures of

Quebec (1830): and Slavery Illustrated in Its

Effects Upon \Vomen (1834).

BOURNE, Hugh (1772-18.52). The foiuider

of tile sect of Primitive Jlethodists. He was
born April 3, 1772, at Fordhays Farm, Parish of

Stokeupon-Trent, Staffordshire, England. Orig-

inally a preacher among the Wesleyan Metho-
dists, he distinguished himself by the fervor of

his religious sentiments, and by the zeal which
he displayed for the conversion of the ungodly.

His enthusiasm for 'revivals' and open-air meet-

ings, however, received no countenance from the

leading clergymen of the denomination to which

he belonged. ' In 1808 Bourne was cut off from

the Wesleyan connection for following much the

same course of earnest evangelization as Wesley
himself had done. He was not. however, alarmed.

His preaching was wonderfully accepUible, and
he quickly gathered round him many devoted

adherents. In March, 1810, a committee of ten

members was formed. This may be regarded as

the first official organization of the body. The
first general meeting of the society occurred

the ne.\t year, and the name Primitive Methodists

was adopted in 1812. The opprobrious name
'Ranters' was given to them by their opponents.

In 1823, Bourne published History of the Primi-

tive Methodists, a narrative of his labors and

those of his coadjutors, and in 1824 founded

The Primitive Methodist Magazine, which he

edited for twenty years. In the course of his

life he visited Scotland. Ireland, Canada, and the

United States, where his ministrations were at-

tended with great success. He died at Bemcrs-

ley. in Staffordshire, October 11. 1852. For his

hio<!raphy. consult .1. Walford. Memoirs, of which
only Vol. I. appeared (London, 1855).

BOURNE, ViNCEN-T (1095-1747). An Eng-

lish poet. He studied at Westminster School,

and entered Trinity College, Cambridge, in

1714. In 1721 he took his degree of A.^^- '^"'i

subsequently he was appointed usher in West-

minster School. He died Decend)cr 2, 174J.
Bourne is rememljored for a volume of Latin

poems publishtnl in 1734. It reached a third and
enlarged edition in 1743. Of Mourne, Cowper
wrote extravagantly: '"I think him a better

Latin poet than Tibullus, Propertius, Ausonius,

or any of the writers in his way, except Ovid, and

not at all inferior to him." Several of his

poems were translated by Cowper, and by Charles

Land>, who likewise admired them greatly. Their

charm lies in their simplicity and grace. They
are marked, too, by a quiet pathos. Special at-

tention mav bo called to his epitaphs. Consult

I'oiiiiiita. cil. Milford (London, 1840).

BOURNEMOUTH, br.rn'nu'ith. A watering-

place and winter health resort on the south

coast of England in Hampshire, about 30 miles

west-southwest of Southampton, on Poole Bay
(Map: England, E 6). On account of its shel-

tered position, surrounding pine woods, and even

temperature, it has become a favcnite winter re-

sort for persons suffering from pulmonary dis-

eases. The town received its charter of incorpo-

ration in 1890. A sanitarium for consumptives

was erected in 1855, and there is also a home for

convalescents. Bournemouth maintains several

parks and winter gardens and a golf course.

It has churches, hotels, a library and reading-

room, and assembly-rooms, baths, and a pier 800

•feet long. Population, in 1901, 47,000.

BOURNONITE, b<K5r'non-It (after Count
Bournon. the discoverer). A lead-copper sul-

phantiuKmite that crystallizes in the orlhorhom-

bic system. It has a metallic lustre, is of a steel-

gray" color, and is found both massive and in

crystals. The chief localities are the Harz Moun-
tains, Bohemia, Chile, Mexico, and, in the United

States, various places in Arizona, Arkansas, and
Colorado.

BOURNOUS, bur-noos'. See Buknoose.

BOURRELET, boor'let' (Fr., a stuffed cap,

worn by children ; dimin. of bouire. hair, wad-

ding). In elongated projectiles with a pointed

head, the imaginary line around the projectile

at the junction of the cylindrical body and
ogiv:il head.

BOURRIENNE, boo'ryen', Louis Antoine
Falvelet de (1769-1834). The secretary and
early friend of Napoleon I. He was born at

Sens, .July 9, 1709. He was educated at the

military school at Brienne, where he forme<l an

intimate friendship with Napoleon. The latter,

as his influence grew, rapidly advanced Bour-

rienne, w-hose avarice, however, brought him into

disgrace. Notwithstanding this, he was sent, in

1804, as ehargf" d'affaires to Hamburg, where he

v.-as commissioned to watch over the strict en-

forcement of the Continental System, but was

recalled and obliged to restore a million francs

which had been removed by him from the ]nddie

funds (1810). In revenge, he espoused the cause

of Louis XVIII., and he zealously served the

Bourbons until the .July Kevolution. After this

his reason failed him, and he died in an asylum at

Caen, February 7, 1834. His memoirs concerning

Napoleon, the Directory, the Consulate, the Em-
pire, and the Restoration {Memoires sur A'a-

foleon, etc., 10 vols., Paris, 1829) gave many
new explanations of the events of the time, but
are in many respects untrustworthy. (See

Boulat de i-a Meurtiie.) The work, however,

is one which must always constitute an impor-

tant part of the material of history. A work en-

titled Histoirc de Bonaparte par un homme qui

ne I'a pas quittc depuis 15 ans has been er-

roneously ascribed to him.
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BOTJRRTJ BIENFAISANT, biJo'm' byaN'-

fe-ziiN', Le (Fr., The Beneficent Misanthrope).

See GoLDONi, Carlo.

BOTJRSATJLT, boor's6', Edme (1638-1701).

A Fii-nth satirist and dramatist. Boursault

won the favor of Louis XIV. by his \'eri-

table etude dcs sourcraiiis, a book written for

the education of the dauphin. His dramas,

Esope n la cour and Esope a la ville, were very

popular; his tragedies highly esteemed by the

enemies of Racine. His Le portrait du peintre,

an attack on JloliSre for his Ecole des femmes,

provoked from Moli&re the caustic Impromptu
de TersaiUes, where Boursault figures by name,

as ho did in early editions of Boileau's satires

in response to his Sati/re des Saty res. Later

Boursault did Roileau a kindness, and his name
was erased from that roll of dishonor. Consult

Saint-Rene Taillandier, Etudes littiraires (Paris,

ISSl).
BOURSE., boors. See Exchange; Stock Ex-

CUANGE.

BOTTSSA, boos'sa. See Bussang.

BOUSSINGAULT, boo'saN'go', Jean Bap-

TISTE .losKi'H DiEinoxNfi (1802-87). A French

chemist, distinguished for investigations in agri-

cultural chemistry. He was educated at the

School of Mines "of Saint Etienne, and went,

in the employment of an English mining com-

pany, to South America, where, besides rendering

important professional services, he served under

General Bolivar in the South American war of

independence. On his return to France he was
appointed professor of chemistry at Lyons. In

18.39 he became a member of the Institute and
was appointed to the chair of agriculture in the

Conservatoire des Arts et Jletiers. in Paris. In

1857 he was made commander and in 1876 grand
officer of the Legion of Honor. Boussingault

published a large number of valuable papers em-
bodying the results of his experimental investi-

gations on various topics in general chemistry

and particularly in agricultural science; a col-

lection of his more important memoirs ap-

peared in 1854. Among his highly valuable

publications may be mentioned his Econoinie ru-

rale (2 vols., 1844), which was republished in

enlarged form under the title Atjronomie. chimie

a;iricolc et physiologie (.3 vols., 18G0-64; and
again in 1887-91) ; this work was translated into

English and German and won for its author a

Eurojican reputation.

BOUSSU, bnn'si.i'. A town of Belgium in the

Province of Hainaut. situated about seven miles

west of Mons, with which it is connected by rail.

It contains foundries and smelting-works, and in

its vicinity are Extensive coal-mines (Map: Bel-

gium, H 4). It was the scene of two engagements
between the Austrians and the French on .Vpril

28 and on November 4, 1792. Population, in

1900. 10,!inri.

BOTJ'STROPHE'DON (Gk. PovarpoipriSSv,

hoiistrophedon, from /3orf, hous, ox -j- urpfi/iEn',

strephein. to turn). A word descriptive of a

method of w-riting common among the Greeks of

the Sixth Century B.C.. in which the lines were

written alternately from right to left and from

left to right. Thc'met.hod took its name from the

resemblance to the winding co\irse taken by oxen

in plowing, and was transitional between the

earlier method wherein the lines all ran from

right to left and the later method wherein they
all ran from left to right. See Writing.

BOXJTARIC, boo'ta'rek', Edoab Paul (1829-

77 ) . A French historian, born at Chrit«audun
(Eure-et-Loir) . He was appointed chief of the
administrative section of the national archives,

whose original documents he utilized in pre-

paring his historical studies, which are distin-

guished by critical care. They deal chiefly with
French institutions of the Middle Ages, and in-

clude La France sous Philippe le Bel (1861)
and Saint Louis et Alphonse de Poitiers (1870).
He also wrote valuable articles for reviews. For
his life, consult Bruel and Bonnassieux (Paris).

BOUTEL', Mrs. An English actress of the

latter half of the Seventeenth Century. The
facts of her life are to a great extent unre-

corded, but she a])peared at Driiry Lane, then
the Theatre Royal, about 1663. and before she

retired from the stage in 1096 had for years

been a popular actress in the London theatres,

playing frequently with Betterton, ilrs. Barry,
and Mrs. Bracegirdle (q.v.). She was famous,
according to an old writer, for her happy pre-

sentation of the character of the "young inno-

cent lady whom all the heroes are mad in love

with," a part for which her personal charms well

fitted her. Among her rules were .\spatia, in The
Maid's Tragedy (1666); Melantha, in J/arriajre

it la mode (1672); Mrs. Pinchwife, in Wycher-
ley's Country Wife (1673) ; Rosalinda, in Soph-

onisba (1676); Cleopatra, in Dryden's All For
Love (1678) ; and Mrs. Termagant, in the Sijuire

of Alsatia (1688). Her success on the stage en-

abled her to retire with a competence before

she reached old age. Consult: Genest. History

of the English Stage, Vol. II. (Bath, 1832) ; and
Doran, An7tals of the Stage, ed. Lowe, Vol. I.

(London, 1888).

BOtTTELLE, bou-tel', Charles Addison
(I839-190I). An .\merican journalist and poli-

tician, born at Damariscotta, Maine. He entered

the merchant marine, enlisted in the L^nited

States Xavy in the South Atlantic blockading

squadron in 1862. and in command of the.Yi/aii^a,

with rank of lieutenant, participated in the cap-

ture of Mobile. In 1870 he became managing
editor, and in 1874 proprietor, of the liaiigor

Whig and Courier. He was a delegate to Repub-

lican national conventions in 1876. 1880, 1884,

and 1888, and was a member of the National

Ho>ise of Representatives from the Forty-eighth

to the Fifty-sixth Congress. He was particularly

active as a member of the House committee on

naval alTairs. of which he was chairman in the

Fifty-first, Fifty-fo\irth. and Fifty-sixth Con-

gresses, and did much to promote the construc-

tion of the new United States Navy.

BOUTERWEK, Ixm'ter-vek, Fkikdricii ( 1766-

1828). A ticniKUi iihilosopher and a-sthctical

writer, born near Goslar. in the llarz region.

He at first studied law at Gottingen. but soon

devoted his whole energies to the study of philos-

ophy and of the historj' of literature. In philos-

ophy, he was at first a zealous follower of Kant,
but afterwards inclined more toward Jacobi.

He began to give lectures in (Jiittingen in

1791, and became professor of jihilosophy in

1797. Of his philosophical writings, Ideen za

cinrr nllgemriiien Apodiltik (1799) is the most
important: but his great work, on which his

reputation really rests, is his Geschichte der neu-
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cm Poesic iind Beredsamkcit
gen, 1801-19). The part

(12 vols., Gottin-

iting to Spanish

fiterature is especially valual)U>. and has been

translated into Spanish and imich enlarged by
Jose Gomez de la Cortina and Nicolas Hugelde

de Molinedo (3 vols.. Madrid. 1828). A portion

of it was also tianslated into English and pub-

lished under the title History of Spanish Litera-

ture (182;S).

BOUTHTY, bUot'me', Emile (1835—). A
French pul)licist, born in Paris. He was for a

time a journalist, and from 1865 to 1869 occu-

pied the chairs of the history of civilization and
of the comparative history of architecture at the

Eeole Speciale d'Architecture. He assisted in

founding the Ecole Libre des Sciences Politiques

(1872), where for a number of years he held the

chair of comparative constitutional history. He
was elected a member of the Academy of Moral
and Political Sciences in 1898. He has published

several excellent works, including Introduction

au cours d'histoire coniparce dc Varchitecture

(1869) ; Etudes de droit const it utionnel: France,

Angleterre. Etats-Unis (1885); Dcveloppement
de la constitution en Angleterre (1886) ; and
Les Latins (1804).

BOTJTO, bw'to, or Ix.tia. A blackish or red-

dish porpoise-like dolphin (Inia Geoffroyensis)

,

about 7 feet long, vchich abounds in the rivers of

the Amazon Valley, going far toward their

heads. See DoLPHiVi and Tucusi.

BOUTROTTX, boo'trou', Etienne Emile
Mabie (1845— ). A French philosopher and pro-

fessor at the University of Paris. He was born

at Montroiige (Seine). In the thesis entitled

De la contingence des lois de la nature (1896),

he declares that contingency lies at the basis of

all nature, the laws of which appear to express

necessity. His doctrine rests upon a profound
analysis of logical and of causal necessity, and
in the distinction between the point of view of

quality and that of quantity. Of these two
points of view, the former permits us to perceive

only permanency, immobility, and fatality, while

the" latter enables us to distinguish motion, final-

itv, contingencv. and progress. Boutroux has
also published Vols. I. and II. (1877 and 1882)

of a translation of the Philosophic der Griechen,

by Eduard Zeller.

BOUTS, l>outs. Dirk or Dierick, wrongly
styled Sti EUBOUT (c.1410-75). A Dutch paint-

er, born at Haarlem. He was a pupil of

Roger van der Weyden at Louvain, where, in

1466-G8. hf i>ainted two pictures for the CJiurch

of Saint I'eter, one of the ".Martyrdom of Saint

Erasmus" and one of the "Last Supper." He
also painted the "Martyrdom of Saint Hippoly-

tus" and tlio "Torture of Saint Sebastian." His

brilliant coloring makes him one of the most
significant members of the Flemish School, and
his landscape backgrounds are especially good.

His figures, on the other hand, are often dis-

proportionately long and angular.

BOUTS - RIMES, boo'r.'-ma' (Fr., rhymed
endings). .\ kind of verse, the making of which
forms a social amusement. Some one of the

party gives out the rhymes or endings of a
stanza, and the others have to fill up the lines

as they best may. Suppose the rhymes pre-

scribed are wave, lie; brave, die; the following

is one of the ways in which the lines might be
completed

:

Dark are the secrets of the gulfing wave.
Where, wrapped in death, so many heroes lie;

Yet gli>riou8 death's the guerdtin of the brave.
And those who bravely live can bravely die.

Addison ridicules the amusement in the
Spectator, No. 60.

BOUT'WELL, George Sewall ( 1S18-190.J)

.

An American politician and Cabinet olficer. He
was born in Brookline, Mass., was admitted
to the bar in 1836, and between 1842 and 1851

was seven times chosen to the Massachusetts
Legislature. Thenceforth he was a leader of

the Democratic Party in his State, was chosen
Governor in 1851, and was reelected the next

year. On the repeal of the Jlissouri Compromise
in 1854, he left the Democratic and assisted in

the organization of the Republican Party. In
1862, as conniiissioner, he organized the new De-

partment of Internal Revenue; in 1863 was elected

to Congress, and was twice rechosen. In 1868 he

was one of the managers of the impeachment of

President Johnson, from 1809 to 1873 was Secre-

tary of the Treasury, and in the latter year was
elected United States Senator. In the financial

btisiness of the Government, as both a legislator

and an executive officer, he had a large share of

influence and responsibility. In 1877 he was
appointed by President Hayes to prepare a
codification of the statutes-at-large. He was an
overseer of Harvard and secretary of the Jlassa-

chusetts Board of Education, in which capacity

he prepared many valuable reports. He wrote
Educational Topics and Institutions (1859);
Manual of the United States Direct and Revenue
Tax (1863); The Tax-Payer's Manual (1865);
Speeches ayid Papers (1867); The Constitution

of the United States at the End of the First Cen-

tury (1896) ; and Reminiscences of Sixty Years

in Public Affairs (1902).

BOUVARDIA, boo-var'di-a (named in honor
of Bouvai'd. pliysician to Louis XIII., and su-

perintendent of the Royal Gardens in Paris) . A
genus of twenty or thirty American shrubs or

perennial herbs, mostly Mexican, of the family

Rubiacere. Bouvardias are cultivated to a con-

siderable extent as late fall or early winter

greenhouse plants. The red or white flowers are

long and tubular, four-lobed, and contain four

stamens. The fruit is a two-celled capsule.

Bouvardia triphylla is a favorite in flower bor-

ders in Great Britain, producing flowers from

June till November.

BOUVART, or BOUVARD, boo'vilr', Alexis
(1767-1843). A French astronomer. In 1804 he

was a member of the Bureau of Longitudes. He
assisted Laplace in the Mccaniquc celeste, and
became a member of the Academy and director

of the Observatorj'. Bouvart was the first to

point out the irregularities of the planet Uranus,

and the investigation of these irregularities led

to the discovery of Neptune by 1^'verrier and
Adams in 1846." He published Nouvelles tables

de Jupiter et de Saturne (1808), and Mimoire
sur les observations mitiorologiques faites d
I'Observatoire dc Paris.

BOUVET, limi'vi', .loACiiiM (c.1662-1732).

The founder of the French Jesuit Mission in

China, biographer of the famous Manchu Em-
peror Kang-hi, and initiator of the first survey,

by the Jesuits, of the Chinese Empire, which is
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still the basis of our maps. He was born at

Mons, in Belgium. Louis XIV. directed him and

five other learned Jesuits, including Gerbillon, to

proceed to China. They arrived there in July,

1686, and were graciously received by the Chinese

Emperor. They succeeded so well in the archi-

tectural enterprises committed to them that

Kang-hi permitted a church and residence to be

built for them inside the Tartar city. The first

treaty ever signed by the Court of Peking, with

the Russians, for trade, definition of frontier,

and their evacuation of Albazin and Manchuria,

was negotiated largely through the influence of

these missionaries, in 169G Bouvet was com-

missioned to bring out from France other mis-

sionaries, Jind in lU'J'J he returned with ten

fellow-Jesuits, among them the learned Parrenin,

and the survey of the Empire was begun. Bouvet

wrote a biography of Kang-hi and an account

in four languages of his various travels, besides

his book, Etat present de la Chine, avec figures

gravies par Griffart (1697). On the basis of

the concessions to Bouvet and Gerbillon, the

French laid claims in the Treaty of Tientsin to

the land and the rebuilding at Chinese expense

of the great Pci Tang or Northern Cathedral in

Peking, destroyed by the Boxers. Consult: Mi-

ehie. The Englishman in China, Vol. VIII. (Edin-

burgh, 1900) ; and Smith, China in Convulsion

(New York, 1901).

BOTTVIER, buo'\-ya', Augu.ste Ami Oscab
(1826— ). A Swiss Protestant theologian. He
was born in Geneva and studied at the University

of Berlin (1846), and at that of his native city

(1847-51). He was engaged in evangelical work
in Paris (1853), and later went to London, where
he became pastor of the Swiss church. He occu-

pied the pulpit in the Quartier Saint-Gervais

at Geneva in 1857, and four years afterwards

was appointed professor of practical theology at

the Geneva Academy. During his visit to Ger-

many he became strongly influenced by the views

of Schleiermacher, Neander, and others, and in

his works, which are characterized by scholarly

researcli and independence of thought, he favors

the gradual adoption of the principles of modern
liberalism by the Evangelical Party. His prin-

cipal works "are the following: Epoques rt cnrae-

teres bibliques (1873): Le pasteur John Host

(1882); Paroles de foi et de liberti (1882);

Theologie systhnatique (1887); Etude sur le

predication de Jisus (1892).

BOUVIER, bou-ver'; French pron. boo'vyS',

John (1787-1851). An American jurist. He was
born .at Codogno, Italy, but his family emigrated

to America wlien he was very young, and lie was
brought up in Phihidelphia. In 1822 he began to

practice law there, and in 1838 became associate

judge of the Court of Criminal Sessions. Among
his publications are a vahuvble Laxe Dictionary

Adapted to the Constitution and Lairs of the

United fitates of America, and of the Several

States of the Ayneriean Union (1839); a new
edition of Jiacon's Abridgment of the Law
(1841): and The Ittstitutes of American Law
(1851). liis greatest work.

BOTJVINES, boTTVi-n' (anciently, Lat. Bo-

vinee) . A small village near Lille in France,

noted as the scene of a victory gained by Philip

Augustus, on .July 27, 1214. over the allied Ger-

man, Flemish, Dutch, and English forces. By
this battle the power of Otho IV. (q.v.) of Ger-

many was crushed and the possession of Nor-
mandy, Maine, Anjou, Touraine, and Poitou,

wrested by Philip from the English, was assured
to the French monarch.

BOVARY, bu'vi'rS', IMadame. See Madame
BOVARY.

BCVATE (from Lat. bos, ox, cow), or Ox-
G.\NG. In the mediaeval manor, the space of land

an ox could plow in a year ; one-eighth of the

carucate (q.v.). Often stated as 18 acres.

BO'VEY COAL. See Lignite.

BOVIA'NITM. The name of two ancient

towns of Samnium : ( I ) Bovianum Vetus, capi-

tal of the Caraceni, conquered by the Romans in

B.C. 298. Now Pietrabbondante, near Agnone.

(2) Boviamim Uudecimanorum, now Bojano,

capital of the Pentri; conquered by the Romans
in B.C. 311, it served as their headquarters in the

Second Punic War, and as a confederate head-

quarters in the Social War until taken by

assault by Sulla in B.C. 89.

BO'VID.a; (from Lat. bos, gen. 6o!'is, ox).

A family of ruminants embracing all those hav-

ing lioUow persistent horns in both sexes (save in

certain antelopes), combined with certain other

anatomical characters. (See Ruminant.) It

includes the domestic animals that 'chew the

cud,' and others prominent as game. These are

usually divided into five sub-families or sections,

viz.: (1) Antelopes (Antilopina") ; (2) goats

(Caprin*); (3) sheep (Ovime) ; (4) musk-oxen
(Ovibovin«) ; (5) oxen (Boviiiie). In a gen-

eral way, and by typical examples, these divi-

sions (elsewhere "fully treated under their Eng-

lish names) are easily recognized; but when
all the representatives "of the family are consid-

ered they are found to intergrade confusingly,

so that some naturalists regard the .sub-sections

of antelopes (as the Alcephalinse, etc., see Ante-

lope) as coiirdinate with the Caprin:e. OviniE,

etc.: and opinions vary as to their interrela-

tions; while certain forms, especially the saigas,

are by some authorities excluded altogether. The
most conspicuous commim character is the na-

ture of the horns, which occur in pairs and con-

sist of hollow sheaths of hardened and thickened

epidennis (see Horn), covering and supported

by bony outgrowths of the skull, varying in form

in the different groups. These begin to grow
.soon after birth, enlarging with the growth of

the core, and are perfected at maturity, at which

time "the core becomes excavated by the exten-

sion into it of the frontal sinuses, whence the

ruminants which possess such horns are not

infrequently called Cavicornia": once assumed,

they remain permanently throughout life, forming

the principal weapons of offense and defense pos-

sessed by the tribe. The distril)Ulion of the fam-

ily is extensive, covering all of the Old World

except Australasia, but in the Western Hemi-

sphere it is confined to the northern continent,

none being indigenous to South America. -Most of

them, however, show high adaptability for accli-

matization, enabling the domesticated species to

thrive in almost every part of the world.

BOVINO, b6-ve'nA (anciently, Lat. Vebinum).

An ejiiscoiial citv in the Province of Foggia,

south Italv, 2100 "feet above the sea. and 20 miles

southwest' of Foggia (Map: Italy, K 6). It has

an ancient cathedral and the ruins of an aquc-
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duct. lU chief trade is in vine and oil. Popu-
lation, in 1881 (commune), 7784: in 1901, 7013.

BOW, bo. See Arrow.
BOW (AS. boga, a bow to shoot with, because

it is bent or bowed; of. Oer. liogcti, bow, from
beiUHti, to bend). A slender piece of elastic wood,
with slight lateral projections at the ends be-
tween which is stretched a quantity of horse-
hair, used to set into vibration the" strings of
instruments of the violin class. The oldest in-
strument played with the bow is the rebec
(q.v.). The stick forming the bow was at first
greatly curved, and a string, or cord, was tied
from one end to the other. As the earliest fig-

ure of the bow is found in the Anglo-Saxon man-
uscripts, it is thought to be of British origin,
and may have been used in the Sixth Century
with the cncth. but this is not certain. The
bow has been subject to various changes, the
most significant of which were effected by Co-
relli (q.v.). until Francois Tourte (1747-1835)
brought the art of bow-making to perfection, and
created a model which has given him the name
of the 'Stradivarius of the bow.' This combines
all qualities to follow every degree of tone and
expression—lightness, firmness, power, and elas-

ticity. Tourte fi.xes the length of the violin-how
at 29-29% inches: that of the viola at 29 inches,
and that of a "cello at 2812-28% inches. The
stick is usually of Brazilian lancewood. or snake-
wood, cut to follow the grain, and slightly bent
inward by exposure to heat. The nut is of ebony,
or tortoise-shell, and contains a screw by which
the hair may be tightened or loosened. From 80
to 250 hairs from the tails of horses are used,
white for the violin, viola, and violoncello, and
black for the double bass. The friction is in-

creased by application of rosin to the hair. For
a brief but interesting account of the history and
construction of the bow consult Heron-Allen,
Tiolin-Makinq as It Was and Is (London and
New York, 1884).

BOW, bou (same word as bough, AS. bog,

bough, shoulder. Icel. bogr, shoulder) of a Snn*.
A general name for the fore part, or that which
breasts the waves. Very often the word is used
in the plural, the ship being considered to have
starboard and port, or right and left, bows,
meeting at the prow or figure-head. A narroio
or lean bow, and a broad or bluff bow, are sea-

men's phrases for dilferent shapes of bow, each
of which has its own peculiar advantage at sea;

the narrow bow will cut more smoothly through
the water, but a broad bow bears up more firmly
in a high sea. Other forms are the overhanging
bow, receding or ram bow, clipper bow, flaring
bow, etc. "On the bow," in sea language, is the
position of a distant object when seen over the
bow ; it implies a sweep of one-quarter of the
horizon, embracing about 45 degrees on each
side of the prow or head. See Beabing ; also
SniPmiLDING.

BOW (bo) CHINA. A peculiar kind of por-
celain, manufactured originally in England, at
Stratford-le-Bow, whence the name. It is of a

fine, milky-white color, and is decorated with
imitations of Chinese figures. Many pieces are
colored in the style of Dresden china, and a
characteristic decoration is a sprig of hawthorn
in high relief. There were also reproduced a
number of statuettes or small groups of figures
modeled more or less upon German designs. The

marks on Bow porcelain are usually an arrow,
an anchor, a dagger, or a bow and arrow. Bow
china dates from 1744, when Edward Heylyn and
Thomas Frye obtained a patent for the manu-
facture of ])orceIain at Bow. They used an
American clay called vnaLrr, "the produce of
the Cherokee Nation," which seems to have been
a kind of kaolin. After grinding and washing
to separate the sand and mica, powdered glass
was added to the clay in proportions varying
from equal parts of clay and glass to one-fifth of
glass. The later Bow porcelain sometimes con-
tained as much as 40 per cent, of bone-ash. For
the glaze, which was a similar mixture, less of
the clay was used. In 1748 Heylra and Frye
obtained another patent for a softer kind of
porcelain, which was characterized by a more
fusible lead glaze in which iinaker was not used
at all, but a pipe-clay instead. In 1750 Messrs.
Weatherby and Crowther obtained possession of
the Bow works, and gave them the name of New-
Canton. The works succeeded for a time, em-
ploying 300 operators; m 17C3 Crowther, the
sole surviving partner, became bankrupt, but he
continued to carry on the business till 1775. In
that year William Duesbuiy bought the Bow
works and transferred them to Derby. Con-
sult: Bemrose, Bow. Chelsea, and Derby Por-
celain (London, 1S9S) ; Wallis, Potterij Porce-
lain of Derbyshire (London, 1870) ; Nightingale,
Contributio)ts Toirnrd the History of Early Eng-
lish Porcelain (Salisbury, 1881); Church, Eng-
lish Porcelain: A Handbook (London, 1885).
See Pottery.

BOWDICH, bou'dich, Thomas Edward ( 1791-
1824 1. An African traveler, born in Bristol,
England. He was for some time a writer in the
service of tlie African Company, but was selected
in 1815 to conduct a mission to the King of
Ashantee, of which he published an account in
1819, under the title, .1 Mission from Cape Coast
Castle to Ashantee. On his return to Europe he
published the African Committee (1819), which
by its exposures forced the Government to take
its African possessions into its own hands. He
then proceeded to Paris, where he spent several
years perfecting himself in mathematics and
natural history. To obtain funds for a new
expedition into the interior of Africa, he pub-
lished a translation of MoUicn's Travels to the
Source of the l^enegal and Gambia (1820);
Taxidermy (1820) ; British and Foreign Expedi-
tions to Teembo (1820); and several other
works; and in August, 1822, .sailed from Havre.
Stopping at Lisbon, he made a careful study of
all the Portuguese discoveries, and i)ublished a
work entitled. An .Account of the Discoveries of
the Portuguese in Angola and Mozambique
(1824). He died of fever, on the Isle of .Saint
Mary, West Africa.

BOWDITCH, bou'dich, He.nry Ingersoll
(1808-92). .An .American physician, a son of
Nathaniel Bowditch. He was born in Salem,
Mass.. and in 1828 graduated at Harvard. After
receiving his medical degree at that university
in 1832, he spent several years in study in Pari.s.

He was professor of clinical medicine at Harvard
from 1859 to 1807; chairman of the Massachu-
setts State Board of Health from 1809 to 1879;
physician at the Massachusetts General Hospital
and the Boston City Hospital from 1868 to 1872;
and i)rpsident of the American Medical Associa-
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tion in 1877. He announced a law of soil-mois-

ture as one of the principal causes of consump-
tion in New England, and was the first to practice

the operation of thoracentesis, or puncturing of

the chest cavity, in the case of pleural efl'usions.

He was a member of the National Academy of

Sciences. The following are some of his principal

publications: Life of Nathaniel Bowditch {ISQo) ;

The Youny Stctlwscopist (184S) ; Public Hi/fliene

in America (Centennial address, Philadelphia,

1876) ; and translations of f^ouis on Typhoid

(1836). Ijoitin ou Phthisis (1836) and Maunoir
on. Cntnroct (1837).

BOWDITCH, Henry Pickering (1840— ). An
American jihysieian, born in Boston. He gradu-

ated at Harvard in 1861, and served throughout

the Civil War. during which he attained the rank

of niaior of volunteers. He graduated at the

Har\-ard .Medical School in 1868, and afterwards

studied medicine in Germany and France. In

1876 he liecame professor of physiology- at the

Harvard IMcdical School.

BOWDITCH, Nathaniel (1773-1838). An
American astronomer and mathematician, born

in Salem, JIass. He showed at a very early age

an inclination for mathematics, though he was
bred to his father's trade of a cooper, and was
afterwards apjirenticed to a .ship-chandler. He
acquired Latin that he might study Newton's
Principiii. He particularly devoted himself to

the study of the practical applications of sci-

ence. He went as supercargo of a merchant
ship in several long voyages, and added a thor-

ough practical acquaintance with navigation to

a theoretical knowledge of it. His work, The
Ifeiv American Practical Navigator (1802), was
received with great favor. He published also an
admii-able translation of Laplace's Mecanique
celeste (2 vols., Boston, 1820) , to which he add-

ed vahiaide annotations. These works obtained

for him marks of honor from scientific societies

in Great Britain, and led to his being called to

the professorship of mathematics and astronomy
in Harvard College, which position, however, he

declined, in order to enter the executive council

of the State. He afterwards became manager of

a life insurance association, president of the

Mechanics' Institute, and president of the Acad-

emy of Arts and Sciences in Boston. Consult H.

I, Bowditch, Memoir of Nathaniel Bowditch
(Boston, 1830).

BOWDITCH'S PRACTICAL NAVIGA-
TOR. A iciiupcndium of infciriiiation for navi-

gators. It contains explanations of all the ordi-

nary methods of determining the ship's position

at sea, togetlier with all tlie tables necessary for

using them : also descriptions of instruments

used in navigation, methods of making hydro-

graphic surveys, eliarts, etc. The copyriglit of

this work was purchased by the United States

Government, and it is now published and issued

by the Hydrographic Office, United States Navy.

It has been several times revised, and a consid-

erable amount of matter has been added.

BOWDLERISM, boud'ler-Iz'm. A term used

to deniitc literary prudery, or over-nice expurga-

tion. It is so named from Tliomas Bowdler
(17r)4-182.5), who, in 1818, published The Fam-
ily Shakespeare in 10 volumes, "in which nothing

is added to the original text : but those words

and expressions are omitted which cannot with

propriety be read aloud in a family," The work
had a large sale. Bowdler also 'purified' Gibbon.

BOWDOIN, bo'd'n, James (1727-90). An
American politician. He was born in Boston, of

French Huguenot descent; graduated at Har-
vard in 1745, and was subsequently a representa-

tive in the General Court, a State senator, and
a councilor. He was an early opponent of Eng-
lish oppression, and in 1775 was chosen presi-

dent of the Colonial Council. In 1778 he pre-

sided over the Massachusetts Constitutional Con-
vention, and in 1785 succeeded John Hancock
as Governor. In this capacity he proved his

excoitive ability by his energetic measures in the

suppression of 'Shays's Rebellion' (q.v.). In
1780 he was a member of the convention that
ratified the Federal Constitution. Bowdoin
was one of the founders, and the first president,

of the Academy of Arts and Sciences, to which
he gave his library. He also left a legacy to

Harvard College, and was a liberal patron of

the Massachusetts Humane Society. The oldest

college in Maine has been named after him.

BOWDOIN, James (1752-1811). An Ameri-
can public man and philanthropist, born in

Boston, the son of Governor Bowdoin. He grad-

uated at Harvard, studied also at Oxford, and
traveled in Europe, returning to America soon
after the battle of Lexington. In 1805 he was
United States Minister to Spain. He left to

Bowdoin College 6000 acres of land and fUOO,
the reversion of the island of Naushon, where he
bad his summer home, a large librai-y and an
extensive collection of philosophical apparatus.

BOWDOIN COLLEGE, The oldest seat of

learning in Maine. It was chartered in 1794 bj'

Massachusetts, and was named after James
Bowdoin, Governor of Massachusetts, of which
State Maine was formerly a district. The col-

lege o])ened at Brunswick, Cumberland County,
in 1802, with Joseph McKeen, D.D., a Dart-
mouth graduate, as its first president. From
tlie Hon. James Bowdoin, the son of Governor
Bowdoin, the college received valuable gifts of

land, monej', books, and paintings. The present
buildings of the college, representing a value
of $600,000, include King Chapel, the Walker
Art Building, the Searles Science Building,
Memorial Hall, the Hubbard Library, and a
gjmmasium, observatory, and dormitories. The
course of study leading to tlie degree of A.B.
is based on a knowledge of the ancient and
modern languages and mathematics, and in-

cludes such other courses as are usually given
in smaller colleges of the first class. Connected
with Bowdoin College is the Medical School of

Maine, organized in 1820. The govenunent of

Bowdoin is administered by thirteen trustees,

of whom the president and treasurer of the in-

stitution are ex-officio members, and l)y fortj'

overseers. Among noted graduates of Bowdoin,
who have lent prestige to its name, may be

mentioned Nathaniel Hawthorne, Henry W.
Longfellow, William Pitt Fessenden, Franklin
Pierce, Sergeant S. Prentiss, John P, Hale,

Chief Justice Melville W. Fuller, Thomas B.

Kccd, and Gen. O, O. Howard. Among the

benefactors of the college may be mentioned
Jlrs. Valeria G. Stone, Mr. Henry Winklcy,
]\lr. E. F. Searles, Mr. Daniel B. Faverweathcr,
Gen. Thomas H. Hubh.nrd. Hon. W". W. Rice,

Miss Sophia Walker, and Harriet S. Walker.
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In 1900 Bowdoin had thirty-four professors and
instructors, 252 academic students, and 104

medical students. At the same time the library

contained at)Out 70,000 volumes. The college is

non-sectarian, but closely affiliated with the

Congregational denomination.

BOWELL, bou'el, IMackenzie (1823—). A
Canadian statesman. He was bom in England,

but removed to Canada in 183.3, received a eom-

niou-school education, and became editor and
proprietor of the Belleville Intelligencer. He
served in the Dominion Parliament from 1867

to 1802. as a member of the Privy Council, and

as Minister of Customs. He became Minister

of Jlilitia and Defense in 1892. and from 1894

to 1890 was Premier. Later he was leader of

the Conservative Opposition in the Senate ( 1896'

97).

BOWEN, bo'en, Fba.xcis (1811-90). An
American author, born in Charlestown, Mass. He
graduated at Harvard in 1833, and became in-

structor there in intellectual philosophy and
political economy. He was proprietor and editor

of the y'orth American lieview from 1843 to

1854, when he was appointed to the Alford

professorship of natural religion, moral phi-

losophy, and civil polity at Harvard. In phi-

losophy and metaphysics he opposed the views of

Cousin. Comte, Fichte, Kant, and Mill, and up-

held those of Locke and Berkeley. Among his

publications are: Lectures on the "Application

of Metaphi/sical and Ethical tfcience to the Evi-

dences of Religion" (1849) : Lectures on Political

Economy (1850) ; Critical Essays on the History

and Present Condition of Speculative Philosophy

(1842) ; Documents of the Constitution of Eng-
land and America, from Magna Charta to the

Federal Constitution of 1789 (1854) ;
Principles

of Political Economy (1856) : Gleanings from a
Literary Life, 18SS-80 (1880): A Layman's
Study of the English Bible (1886), and many
assays and reviews.

BOWEN, Sir George Febguson (1821-99).

An English administrator. He was born in Ire-

land and was educated at Oxford. He served for

a time as president of the University of Corfu,

and afterwards became chief secretary of the

Government of the Ionian Islands (1854) : first

Governor of Queensland (1859), and Governor of

New Zealand (1868), wliere he had the dillicult

task of bringing the Maori War to an end. He
was (Jovcrnor of Victoria from 1873 to 1879; of

Mauritius from 1875 to 1883, and of Hong Kong
from 1883 to 1887, when he retired on a pension.

In 1888, however, he was royal commissioner at

Malta to arrange for the new constitution grant-

ed that island. He wrot« Ithaca, (1850) ; Mur-
ray's Uandhook for Travelers in Greece (0th ed.,

London, 1896) ; Mount Athos, Thessaly, and
Epirus (1852); and Thirty Years of Colonial

Government ( 1889), containing a full account of

his public services.

BOWEN, Henby Chandler (1813-96). An
American i)uh!isher; born in Woodstock, Conn.
He received an academic education; came to

New York in 1833, and established the firm of

Bowen & McNamee, dry-goods and silk mer-
chants. In 1848 he assisted in founding the New-
York Independent, of which he became publisher,

proprietor, and editor. In 1852 his firm was
boycotted in the South on account of his public

Vol. III.—25.

denunciation of the Fugitive Slave Law, and
became famous for the statement that the finn

had "its goods but not its principles for sale."

BOWEN, .Joiix Wesley Edward (1855— ).

An American theologian ; born in New Orleans.

He is a graduate of the universities of New
Orleans and Bost(jn, and was professor of ancient

languages at Central Tennessee College (1878-

82) ;
professor of church history and systematic

theology at Morgan College, Baltimore ( 1889-

91) ;
professor of Hebrew at Howard University,

Wa.shington (1891). In 1888 he became profes-

sor of theologj' in the Gammon Theological Semi-

nary, South Atlanta, Ga. He has also held

sevei-al prominent pastorates and has been secre-

tary of various church and missionary organiza-

tions. His writings include: Africa and the

American Xegro; The Catholic Hpirit of Method-
ism; The Theology and Psychology of the Xegro
Plantation Melodies; An Apology for the Higher
Education of the Negro.

BOWENITE, bo'en-It. A massive variety of

serpentine, of an apple-green or greenish-white

color, that is found in Smithfield, R. I., and in

other serpentine localities. It was named after

George T. Bowen, who described it in 1822.

BOWER, bou'er, Archibald (1686-1766). A
Scottish ecclesiastical historian. He was born in

Dundee, was educated at the Scotch College in

Douai, and in 1706 was admitted to the Jesuit

order. He studied divinity in Rome and Arezzo,

and from 1723 to 1726 was a member of the

Court of the Inquisition in ilacerata. In the

latter year he returned to England and entered
the Established Church. In 1745 he was re-ad-

mitted to the Jesuit Order, but in 1747 professed

again to have left the Church of Rome. He was
severely attacked for his changes of religion,

and for the alleged lack of originality displayed

in his History of the Popes (1748-66), his best-

known work, and the most complete of the sort

in the language. It was reprinted in Philadel-

phia in 1844-45, with a continuation in 3 vols,

by Dr. S. H. Cox.

BOWER, Frederick Obpen (1855— ). An
English botanist. He was bom at Ripon, Y'ork-

shire, and was educated at Trinity College, Cam-
bridge. In 1882 he was appointed first lecturer

in botany in the Normal School of Science ( now
Royal College of Science), and in 1885 he became
regius professor of botany in the University of

Glasgow. During the following four years he
also acted as examiner in the University of Lon-
don. His works include a Course of Practical

Instruction in Botany, in collaboration with Pro-
fessor Vines (1891); Practical Botany for Be-
ginners (1894); a translation, prepared in

collaboration with Dr. D. H. Scott, of the Com-
parative Anatomy of Phanerogams and Ferns
by De Bary (1884), and numerous memoirs pub-
lished by the Royal Society and the Linntean
Society.

BOWER (or BOWMAKER), Walter
( ;I3S51449). An abbot of the monastery of

Saint Columba, Island of Inchcolm. Firth of

Forth, and one of the authors of the Scolichroni-

ron. He began about 1440 his continuation of

John Fordun's Chronica Gentis Scotorum. He
divided the work into sixteen books, of which
the first five and a part of the sixth were largely

by Fordun, and carried it down to the death of

James I. (1437). The iScoticAroni'con, completed
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in 1447, he subsequently abridged into tlie manu-
script now contained in the Advocates' Library
of Edinburgh, and known as The Book of Cupar.
There is an edition of the Scotichi-onicon^ pre-

pared by Walter Goodall from the Kdinburgh
College Library manuscript, and published at
Edinburgh in 1759. Consult Tvtler, Lives of

Scottish Worthies, Vol. 11. (London, 1845).

BOWERBANK, bou'er-bank, James Scott
( 1797-1877) . An English geologist; born in

Bishopsgate, London. In 1836 he associated him-
self with several friends in originating "The
London Clay Club' for the examination of fossils

of the Tertiary fonnation. and the preparation
of a list of the species found in it. In 1840 he
published a volimie on the Fossil Fruits of the

London Vla>i, which is still regarded as a stand-

ard work. In 1847 he was an associate founder
of the Palffontographical Society. On his retire-

ment from active life he devoted himself to the
completion of his great work on sponges, to

whidi subject he had for many years devoted
considerable study. He was an indefatigable col-

lector, and in 1864 his collection was bought by
tlie British iluseum, of which it now forms a
well-known and important division. In addition

to numerous scientific papers published by him
in the Journal of the Microscopic Society, the

Journal of the Geological Society, etc., he is the

author of the interesting contributions entitled

"The Pterodactyles of the Chalk," in Proceedings

of the Zoolor/icdl iSociety, and of contributions to

a General History of the Spongidw.

BOWER-BIRD. One of certain Australa-sian
birds remarkable for making ornamented bower-
like structures, locallj' known as 'runs,' as places
of resort, especially in the breeding season. They
are members of the family of the birds of para-
dise, tlie numerous genera and species forming
the sub-family Ptilonorhynchiufe. .\11 are of mod-
erate size and plain plumage, subsist mainly
upon fruits, and breed in trees, constructing
rather rude nests for their eggs, for their terres-

trial bowers are not nesting-places, but 'play-

houses.' These birds were first described in

1840 by Dr. John Gould, the ornithological ex-

plorer of Australia, but much new information
has since been gained. Several species are usu-
ally living and working in the Zoological Gar-
dens in London and elsewhere, and s]>ecimens of

their curious structures are displayed by several

large museums in Europe and America.
The most familiar species is tlie satin-bird

(Ptilonorhynchus holosericeus) . of the southern
part of Australia. It is about the size and some-
what the shape of a jackdaw, but tlie sexes are
dissimilar, tlie males liaving a plumage of satiny
black, while the females and young are grayish
green. In manners they exhibit great alertness

and an almost irrepressible activity. "In their

native wilds," writes an observer to 7'/if Field,

of London, "the site chosen for the playground
is some open spot in the most retired parts of

the New South \\'ales forests. There, in the
neighborhood of berry-bearing plants, and scrubs
studded with enormous fig-trees (to the fruit of

which they are especially partial) , having cleared

the turf of all inharmonious objects and dead
leaves, the male constructs a dome-shaped gal-

lery, open at either end. and about a foot long,

with the floor and sides formed of sticks and
twigs. Those used for the latter are longer and

more slender, and so arranged that they lean
inwards, nearly meeting overhead. The floor, or
platform, in which the sides are firmly planted,
is sometimes ornamented with a few feathers,
but around the entrance are scattered every
variety of decorative material, such as bright-
colored feathers, bones, and shells, which are
often brought from long distances in the bush
for this purpose; and scarcely a day passes with-
out the birds making some fresh arrangement or
adding to their store of curios. Like too many
of their crow-like relatives, they pay little re-

gard to tile Eighth Commandnient:' and MK
Gould says that the natives are in the habit of
searching their arbors for anything that has been
lost or dropped in the bush, and freijuently re-

cover missing articles in this way. When this
summer-house is complete, little 'at liomes' are
given daily, at which the males meet and pay
their court to the females, and, with ruffled

feathers and many bows and scrapes, go through
the most absurd, not to say stately, dance, for
the edification of their lady-loves, or at other
times pursue them through "the gallery with the
utmost glee in a wild game of 'hide and seek.'

The captives in zoological gardens seem never at
rest, and when not feeding or flirting are con-
stantly engaged in flying backward and forward
through their aviary. The male never appears
content with his architecture, and amuses him-
self by constantly pulling down his .summer pal-
ace and rebuilding it in improved style."

The regent-bird {Sericulus melinus) , which has
a rather limited range in the region north of
Sydney, and breeds along Brisbane Kiver, is a
near relative, but the fully plumaged males have
rich yellow markings on the head, neck, and
wings; and it builds a bower resembling that of
the satin-bird, but decorated exclusively with
snail-shells. It is so pugnacious that the males
often kill one another in their fights at the nup-
tial season. Allied (Queensland species of the
genera .'^cenopa>us and Ailurtedus are not known
to build bowers, but clear wide spaces of ground
on which to disjilay themselves, and ornament
them with leaves, renewed as fast as they decay.
To the latter genus belong the 'catbirds' of south-
ern Australia.
The spotted Ixnver-birds of the genus Chlamy-

dera form still more elaborate runs. There are
several species, all characterized by the pink,
collar-like marking on the necks of the males,
which inhabit bushy districts in southern Aus-
tralia and northern Xew (Juinea. Their struc-
tures take the form of avenues about 3 feet long
and 8 inches broad inside; the walls of upright
twigs, rising from a dense platform, bend in at
the to]), but do not meet. This avenue and the
ground near it are always strewn with hundreds
of white pebbles, shells, bleached bones, and
other bright objects, which the birds delight to
gather, arrange, and rearrange.
Of a different and even more remarkable char-

acter are the structures of the related gardener-
bird {Amhlyornis inornatus) of Xew (iuinea,
first described by the Italian naturali.st Dr. O.
Beecari. in the Annals of the Museum of Genoa
(Vol. IX.. p. 382. PI. 8). Choosing a level spot
in the forest, this bird clears a space around a
.-a|)ling the size of a walking-stick, and heaps up
around its base a cone of mosses about 18 inches
in height, .\round this is built a conical hut,
made by leaning from the ground to the centra)
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pillar, at a little distance above the interior cone,

thin, straw-like stems of an epiphytal orchid,

wliich serve as rafters; these are interwoven and
well thatched with others of the same sort, form-

ing a 'wig\vam' o|)en in front, but coverinfi; a gal-

lery running around the pillar. The orchids of

which it is composed retain their leaves and
remain alive and blooming for a long while; and
Dr. lieccari believes that they are chosen by the

birds on this account. "But," he says, "the

aesthetic tastes of our 'gardener' are not re-

stricted to the construction of a cabin. Their

fondness for flowers and for gardens is still more
remarkable. Directly in front of the entrance to

their cabin ... is a miniature meadow of

soft moss, transported thither, kept smooth and
clean and free from grass, weeds, stones, and
other objects not in harmony with its design.

Upon this graceful green carpet are scattered

flowers and fruit of different colors in such a

manner that they really present the appearance

of an elegant little garden. . . . Showy fungi

and elegantly colored insects are also distributed

about the garden and within the galleries of the

cabin. When these objects have been exposed so

long as to lose their freshness they are taken

from the abode, thrown away, and replaced by

others." Each of these huts and its garden arc

believed to be the work of a single pair, or per-

haps of the male alone; and they seem to be

utilized year after year.

Not less remarkable is the bower of birds of

the genus Prionodura, described by Mr. Devis in

the Transactions of the Royal Society of Queens-

land for 1889 as a collection of huts looking not

unlike a dwarfed camp of the aborigines.

The purpose of these structures is perhaps

best characterized by the term -playhouse,' and

they are merely the carrying out architecturally

of the same fee'ling which leads many other birds

to resort to certain spots, and in some cases to

prepare them, by scratching or other simple ef-

forts, for the purpose of playing with one an-

other, or of going through the dancing and antics

that are a part of the method of courtship. This

phase of bird life has been treated more or less

by all writers upon birds, and especially for

those of the Xorth Atlantic shores by Edmund
Selous in Bird Watching (London, 1901) ;

but

the briefest general array of such facts is con-

tained in Chapter XIII. of Danvin's Descent of

Man. Manv birds show a distinct jireference for

bright objects about them, and adorn their nests

for no other apparent reason than lesthetic en-

joyment : and the fondness shown by the bower-

birds for prettv ornaments seems only the highest

development of this wide tendency. They replace

dying leaves and faded flowers with fresh ones,

and move about and arrange their shells and peb-

bles preciselv as if it were an amusement and

mental gratification to 'play' with them and

with each other in ;i nicely prepared place.

BOWER OF BLISS, The. A fair garden

wherein is contained all that appeals to the sen-

sual in man's nature. It is the home of Armida

ir. Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered and of Acrasia in

Spenser's Faerie Queene. In the latter poem it

is situated on a floating island and is described

in Book II.

BOWERS, bou'erz, Elizabeth Crocker ( 1830-

95). An American actress. She was born at Stam-

ford, Conn., and first appeared on the stage in

I84C, at the Park Theatre, New York. The next

year she was married to David P. Bowers, an
actor, with whom she went to Philadelphia and
remained tlicre till his deatli in IS.")". |ilaying at

the Walnut Street and Arcli Street theatres. In

181)1, after her marriage to Dr. Brown, of Balti-

more, she went to London and made a great suc-

cess as Julia in The Hunchback, and as Gcraldine

D'Arcy in Tl'omoH. Returning to New York in

ISCS, "she played for a time at the Winter Gar-

den. Among "her favorite parts were .Juliet, Lady
Macbeth, JIarie Antoinette, and Lady .\udley.

.\fter the death of Dr. Brown (in 18()7) she

married J. C. McCollom, with whom she repeated

many of her popular roles. Her subseiiuent re-

tirement at Philadelphia was interrupted by a

return to the stage, in 1886, for several years.

Lender A. M. Palmer's management she ajipeared

in Lady Windermere's Fan (1893), and later

she supported Rose Coghlan and Olga Nethersole,

Her death occurred in Philadelphia, where she

made her home.

BOWERS, Theodore S. (1832-66). An
-American soldier, bom in Pennsylvania. He en-

tered the army in 1801, was appointed aide-de-

camp to General Grant, and after the surrender

of Vicksburg became assistant adjutant-general

of volunteers, serving in the field and at Wash-
ington, on General Grant's staff. He was killed

by an accident in 1866. For gallant service he

was brevetted lieutenant-colonel, colonel, and
brigadier-general, U.S.A.

BOWERY, The (Dutch houicerij, farming,

farm; from houicer, farmer, Ger. Bauer, rustic,

peasant, Eng. boor) . A broad avenue in New
York City, parallel with Broadway, extending

from Chatham Square to the junction of Third

and Fourth avenues at Cooper LTnion. Its orig-

inal name, the Bouiverie, was derived from the

estates of the Governor, Peter Stuyvesant, whose

farm and orchards, embracing the region lying

about the upper part, were called the Great Bou-

werie. Once notorious as the rendezvous of the

lawless 'Bowery Boy,' the street, at the present

time, is characterized by heterogeneity of popu-

lation and a nmltitude of questionable resorts

and cheap shops.

BOWFIN, bo'fin'. A peculiar fish of the

Mississippi Valley and Great Lakes, representing

an order (Cycloganoidea or Halecomi)ri)hi) , and
a family (Amiidse), having aflinities with both

ganoid and isospondylous fishes. Only a single

living species remains—the bowfin or mudfish

(Amia calva) , of sluggish streams throughout

the central I'nited States, from Lake Superior

to Florida and Texas, but the group is largely

represented by fossil forms; and, according to

Jordan, "it is probable that the ancestors of the

Isospondyli [shad, salmon, and their relatives]

are to lie found among forms allied to the exist-

ing llalccomorphi." The bowlin attains a length

of about 2 feet and a weight of 12 pounds, and,

like its allies, the garfishes, is covered with

hard, round scales; the fore part of the body is

cylindrical, the head stout and blunt, and the

mouth filled with powerful teeth. It is exceed-

ingly hardy, enduring absence from the water for

a long tinie, as well as grievous injury; hence

the young are the favorite live bait of anglers in

the Mississippi Valley, and make interesting cap-

tives in an a<piarium, where, however, nothing

else but snails can remain aliviv These fi«h are
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strong, active, voracious, and gamy, taking a

trolling spoon with avidity and resisting capture

strongly. They feed upon all sorts of small

aquatic creatures. They spawn late in spring, in

warm shallows, among water-weeds, wliere the

guarded eggs hatch in eight or ten days, after

which the young remain with the parents for two
or three weeks, during which time they will re-

treat into their mother's capacious mouth for

protection when danger threatens them. They,

do not venture into open lakes or deep water
until the following season. The flesh is consid-

ered hai'dly eatable in the Northern States, but
is a favorite with the negroes of the South.

Other Northern nauies for this fish are dogfisli

and lawyer; and in the South it is known as

mudfish and grindle, or John A. Grindle. Con-

sult: Halloek, tVportsman's Oazetteer (New
York, 1877), and Goode, Fishery Industries, Sec-

tion I. (Washington, 1884). See Plate of Stur-
geons, Pabdlefish, and Bowfin.

BOWHEAD, boiled'. A whalebone whale,

especially the great Greenland species, in refer-

ence to the arched outline of its head. See

Whale.
BOWIE (bo'e) KNIFE. A form of liunting-

knife often carried by pioneers of the Southwest,

and improved by Col. James Bowie, who has been

wrongfully represented as a bully and a duelist.

BOW (bo) ISLAND. An island of coral

formation in the southern Pacific, near the centre

of, and the largest in, the Paumotu or Low Archi-

pelago ( ilap : World, L 7 ) . It is about .30 miles

long and 5 miles broad.

BOWKER, KiciiARD Roger (1848—). An
American editor and writer. He was born in

Salem, Mass., and graduated at the College of

the City of New York in 1868. He was a leader

in the Independent Republican or 'Mug\^iimp'
movement in 1879. His publications include

Work and Wealth; Ecmromics for the People;
Cop!/riqht : Its Late and its Literature, and the
Annual American Literary Index.

BOWLDERS. See Boulders.

BOWLES, Caroline. See Southet.

BOWLES, bolz, Francis Tiffany (1858—).
An American naval constructor. He was born
in Springfield, Mass., graduated in 1879 at the

United States Naval Academy, studied at the

Royal Naval College, Greenwich, England, and
was appointed to the United States naval advis-

ory board in 1882. He was long director of

repairs and construction in the Norfolk (Va.)

and Brooklyn (N. Y.) navy-yards, and became
chief constructor of the United States Navy. In

1901 he was made a rear-admiral. He has been

closely connected with the building of the new
United Stales Navy.

BOWLES, Samuel (1826-78). An American
journalist, born in Massachusetts. For more
than thirty years he was editor of the Springfield

(Mass.) Republican-, which had been established

by his father, the elder Samuel Bowles, and
which soon became one of the leading journals

in New England. He traveled widely over the

United States, and was always warmly inter-

ested in political affairs, though never holding

office. As a practical editor, Bowles stood in

the first rank, satisfied with nothing less than
the best work, sparing neither his own nor his

subordinates' strength, nor hampered in his work

by either fear or friendship. He was an accora-
jdislied and fascinating conversationalist, cosnio-
jiolitan in taste and liberal in ojiinion. His trav-
els gave rise to the volunies Our Xcw West
(1869) and The Su^it-erlanil of America (1869),
which, with his numerous editorial writings,
.showed him a master of clear and vigorous Eng-
lish. Consult Merriam, The Life and Times of
Samuel Hoicles (New York, 1885).

BOWLES, William Lisle (1762-1850). An
English poet. He was born September 24, 1762,
at King's Sutton, Northamptonshire, where his
father was then vicar. He received his educa-
tion at Winchester School, and at Trinity Col-
lege, Oxford. In 1804 he became vicar of Breni-
hill, Wiltshire, and a prebendary of Salisbury
Catlicdral. Here he spent the remainder of his
long life. He died at the Clo.se, Salisbury, April
7, 1850. His poetical career began with the pub-
lication, in 1789, of Fourteen Sonnets, Written
Chiefly on Picturesque Spots During a Journey.
Tliis unpretending volume was received with ex-
traordinary favor; the sonnets were fresh and
natural, and to many minds all the more charm-
ing because of the contrast which tliey presented
to the style of poetry which had long been prev-
alent. Coleridge, Wordsworth, and Southej- were
among their enthusiastic admirers; and through
the influence which he exercised over them,
Bowles may be regarded as the founder of a
school of English poetry, in which their names
soon became greater than his own. The subse-
quent poetical works of Bowles are very numer-
ous, of which "The Spirit of Discovery" and "The
Missionary" are generally regarded as the best
of his longer blank-verse ])oeiiis. Bowles was also
an antiquarian of repute; and as a litcrar)' critic

he was the cause of a memorable controversy on
the question whether Pope was a poet. In his

edition of Pope's works (1806), he was very
severe in his strictures. Byron, Campbell, and
others replied. Consult Gilfillan, Poetical Works,
with memoir (ed. Edinburgh, 1855).

BOWLEY, bou'li. Sir .Tosei'H. 'The Father
and Friend of the Poor,' in Dickens's short storj',

The cliimes. He is a hypocritical member of
Parliament.

BOWLINE, b(-/lin {bow of a ship + line).

A rope fastened near the middle of the perpen-
dicular edges of the square sails by three or four
subordinate ropes called bridles. It is employed
to tighten the edge of the sail and make it lie

flutter when sailing close to the wind.

BOWLING, bcyiing, Tom. (1) The name of

a sailor in Smollett's Uoderick llandom. (2) The
same, in a song of that title hj- Charles Dibdin.

BOWLING GREEN. A city and the county-
seat of Wiirren County, Ky., 114 miles south-
west of Louisville; on the Barren River, at the
head of navigation, and on the ijoiiisville and
Nashville Railroad (Map: Kentiuky, E 3). It

is in a fertile agricultural region prmlucing corn,

hay, wheat, oats, and tobacco, and has an im-
portant trade also in mules and hogs, and its

horse market is one of the largest in Kentucky.
The city has two parks, the larger of 42 acres,

interesting from an historical point of view, and
contains ()g<len College (non-sectarian), opened
in 1877 : Potter College for Women (non-secta-

rian), opened in 1889; Southeni Normal School:
Saint Columba'a .Academy, and a business col-

lege. Bowling Green was first incorporated in
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1812, and is now governed under a charter of

1803, which provides for a mayor, elected every

four years, and a city council elected on a gen-

eral ticket. Tlie waterworks and electric-light

plant are owned and operated by the municipal-

ity. During the Civil War the place was regard-

ed by the Confederates as of considerable strat-

egic importance. Population, in 1890, 7803; in

1900. Si-Jfi.

BOWLING GREEN. A city and the county-

seat of Pike County, JIo., 90 miles northwest of

Saint Louis; on tlie Chicago and Alton and the

Saint Louis and Hannibal railroads (Map: Mis-

souri, E 2). It has a flour-mill and a pipe-

factorv, and is the seat of Pike College (non-sec-

tarian), founded in 1881. Settled in 1820, Bow-
ling Green was incorporated in 1838. Its present

government is administered under general stat-

utes for cities of the fourth class, which provide

for a mavor. elected biennially, and a board of

aldermen." Population, in 1800, 1564; in 1900,

1902.

BOWLING GREEN. A city and the county-

seat of Wood County, Ohio. 22 miles south of

Toledo; on the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton
and the Toledo and Ohio Central railroads (Map:
Ohio, C 3). Among the more notable features of

the city are a park, and the court-house and city-

hall buildings. It is in an agricultural district

and carries on a trade in grain and general farm
produce, and is the centre of a great oil and nat-

ural-gas region, the chief source of prosperity.

There are also foundries, and cut-glass and can-

ning factories. The city has waterworks, gas

plant, and electric-light plant, and a unique fea-

ture in the form of a hot-water heating plant, all

owned and operated by private companies. Set-

tled in 1832. Bowling Green was incorporated in

1854. The government, under the revised charter

of 1901, is in the hands of a mayor, elected every

two vears. and a municipal council. Population,

in 1890. 3407: in 1900. 5067.

BOWLING GREEN. A triangular strip of

land at the foot of Broadway. New York, contain-

ing a small oval park. Early in the Dutch
occupancy of Xew York the place was laid out as

a village green and parade-ground. Facing it on

the south stood Fort Amsterdam, built in 1026

and torn down in 1787. when a mansion was
erected on its site for Washington, who, how-

ever, did not occupy it. and it became the official

residence of Governors Clinton and Jay. The
Governor's mansion in turn gave way to a row
of fine brick residences, the famous 'Mushroom
Row,' in recent years occupied by steamship

oflTiees, and torn down in 1901 to make room for

the new custom-house. In Colonial times the

Bowling Green was surrounded by aristocratic

dwellings, the site of which is now occupied by

lofty office buildings. In 1770 the citizens erect-

ed on the Green an equestrian statue of George

III., which was pulled down after the reading of

the Declaration of Independence on July 9, 1776,

and converted into 48,000 leaden bullets for use

against the p]nglish.

BOWLS, br.lz (Fr. loule, It. holla, bulla, from

Lat. bulla, bubble, a round object). A game

I)laycd upon a smooth, flat piece of turf. The

plajxTs arrange themselves in sides, usually of

three or four each, and each man is provided

with two bowls. The bowls are made of lignura-

vitfe wood, of varying size and weight, nearly

round, and with a bias to one side. A smaller

ball, generally a perfect sphere, and white, is

placed at one" end of the bowling-green; this is

termed the jack, and the aim of the players, who
stand at the other end of the green, is to so send

their bowls that they may lie as near as possible

to the jack. The side whose bowls are nearest

the jack reckon one point for each bowl so placed.

Various scores make game, according to mutual
arrangement beforehand. Bowls arc biased or

weighted on one side, that the player may reach

the jack by a curved instead of a straight course,

an expedient which the nature of the game ren-

ders particularly desirable. -V bowl is played

forehand when it is so placed in the hand and
ilelivered as to cause it to ajjproach the jack

with a curve from the right; and in order to

attain this curve the bowl must be held so that

its bias is on the left or in-side. Backhand is

the reverse. If a bowl goes out of bounds with-

out touching the jack it cannot count in the

scoring of that end; but if it strikes the jack

and then rolls out of bounds, it reckons as if on
the green. When the jack is carried off the

gie«n by a ball it is usually lifted and placed on

the gieeu as near as possible to its position iu

the ditch.

.\ form of bowling is practiced among the pit-

men and other workmen of the north of England,

in which stone or concrete balls are rolled over a

course one-half mile to one mile long, the object

being to cover the distance in the fewest possible

throws.
Bowling.—Bowling on alleys has developed a

greater variety of games than bowling on the

green. The principal alley game is tenpins, a

name by which bowling itself is sometimes

known. The pins are set up so as to form a tri-

angular figure, at the end of an alley whose regu-

lation size is 60 feet in length and 42 inches in

width. The aim is to bowl down all the pins in

the three balls or frame which each jjlaycr rolls

in turn. Should the player knock down all the

pins with the first ball" he is credited with a

strike, and may add to the 10 thus scored the

number of points made on the next two balls

that he may roll. If the pins all fall in two

rolled balls the player scores a spare, and to the

10 thus scored may add the points gained in the

next ball he may 'roll. When a [)layer makes a

large number of strikes and spares in a game the

scoring becomes somewhat complex, and a large

totiil is quickly gained. Ten frames for each

player constitutes a game. The maximum score

])ossible is 300, which would be gained by making

a strike in each frame. For a description of the

bowling games derived from tenpins he reader is

referred to the various manuals on the sport.

The principal games are cocked hat, cocked hat

and feather, college game. Newport game, head-

pin game. Glen Island, seven-up, ninepins head-

pin out, T game, pin pool, nine up and nine down,

head pin, four back, five back, white elephant,

open game, seven down, and four back. Consult:

Vogell, "Bowling," lipalding's Athletic Library

(New York, 1895), and American League Bowl-

ing Ciiidi- (New York).

BOWMAN, bo'man, Alexander Hamilton
(1803-65). An American soldier. He was bom
in Wilkesbarre, Pa., and in 1825 graduated at

West Point, where he taught for one year as

assistant professor of geography, history, and
ethics. He then became assistant engineer in
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the construction of defensive works and of har-
bor improvements on the Gulf of Mexico. From
1S34 to 1831) he was engaj^cd in constructing the
Memphis anil Saint Francis military road and in

improving the navigation of the Cumberland and
Tennessee rivers. He was instructor of practical
military engineering at West Point (1851-52),
and in 1853 was appointed chief engineer of the
construction bureau of the United States Treas-
ury Department. During the Civil War he was
superintendent of the United States Military
Academy, with the local rank of colonel.

BOWMAN, Edward Morris (1848—). An
American organist, pianist, choral conductor, and
teacher: born in Barnard, Vt. He studied under
Dr. William Mason and John P. Morgan, of New
York; Weitzmann, Ilohde. August Haupt, and
Franz Bendel, of Berlin; Batiste and Gnilmant,
of Paris, and Drs. MacFarren, Bridge, and E. H.
Turijin, of London. In 1877 he published the
Boiniiaii-JVeitzniann Manual of Musical Theory,
11 compilation from his student notes of Weitz-
mann's theory of harmony. This valuable text-

book, indorsed by Weitzmann, was subsequently
1;ranslated into German. In 1881, while in Lon-
don, he passed the examination of the Royal Col-
lege of Organists, and became the first American
associate. Beginning in 1884, he served eight
terms as president of the American College of
Musicians, of which he was the projector and one
of the founders, and of which he afterwards be-

came honorary president and trustee. In 1895 he
became organist and conductor of the Temple
Choir, in connection with the Baptist Temple, in
Brooklyn, N. Y.. which, while jKipularizing. has
contributed greatly to raise the standard of
music, both ecclesiastical and secular, in that
metropolitan borough. Mr. Bowman's composi-
tions include songs, part-songs, anthems, and
orchestral numbers. One of the leading concert
organists and pianists in the United States, he is

also one of its most successful theorists, lectur-

ers, and teachers. In 1891 he succeeded Dr. F. L.
Ritter as professor of musie in Vassar College,
and in 1892 was also apjiointed examiner to
Evelyn College. Princeton, X. .1. His publislied

lectures include: Harnioinj: Ilintorir Points and
Modern Methods; Formation of Piano Touch;
and Uchition of Musicians to the Ptibiic.

BOWMAN, TnoM.^s (1817—). An American
clergyman, l)(irn in Columbia County, Pa. He
graduated :it Dickinson College in 1S37, studied
law at Carlisle for a year, and in 1839 became
a minister in the Methodist Episcopal Church.
He taught in the Grammar School of Dickinson
College from 1840 to 1843, and from 1848 to
1858 was president of the Dickinson Seminary at
Willianisport, Pa., which he himself ha<l fciundcd.

In 1858 he was chosen [iresidcnt of Asbury Uni-
versity (now De Pauw) ;it Grccncastle. Ind. He
was a delegate to the Bristol Conference in 1804,
and chaplain to the United States Senate in 1804
and 1865. In ilay, 1872, he was made a bishop,
and in 1878 he mach- an ollicial visit to the -Meth-

odist missions in Europe and India.

BOWMAN, Sir William (1816-02). An
Eiigli>b cipbUialmic surgeon; born at Nantwich.
He studied at the General Hospital, Birming-
ham, at King's College, London, and on the
Continent, and became a member of the Roval
College (if Surgeons in 1839. In 1840 he was
appointed junior demonstrator of anatomy at

King's College; in the same year assistant sur-
geon, and in 1850 full surgeon, in King's College
Hospital; in 1840 assistant surgeon, and in 1851
full surgeon, in the Royal Ophtlialniic lluspital,

Moorfields. He was in 1848 elected to the chair
of physiologj- and of general and morbid anatomy
at King's College; in 1841 became a Fellow of
the Royal Society, and in 1844 of the Royal Col-
lege of Surgeons. In 1880-83 he was the first

president of the Ophthalmological Society of the
United Kingdom. His Lectures on the Eye
(1849) established his reputation as a surgeon.
His services to general anatomy also were great.
The results of many of his investigations in this
held are to be found in various jiapers read
before the Royal Society, and in the important
Anatomy and Physiology of Man, with Todd
(1843-50). His Collected Papers were published
in two volumes in 1892, edited by J. B. Sander-
son and .T. W. Hulke. with a memoir by H.
Power.

BOWMAN'S ROOT. See Gillenia.

BOWMANVILLE, bcymon-vll. A town in

West Durham County, Ontario, Canada, on Lake
Ontario and the Grand Trunk Railroad, 43 miles
northeast of Toronto (Map: Ontario, E 4). It

has manufactures of agricultural machinery, fur-

niture, and nuisical instruments, and flour-

mills, driven by water-power, and carries on a
trade by the lake. It is a port of entry, with a
harbor at Port Dailington, 4i.> miles from the
town. Population, in 1891. 3377: in 1901, 2731.

BOWNDE, bound, or BOUND, Nicholas
(

?— 1013). An English clergj'man. A son of
Richard Bownde, physician to the Duke of Nor-
folk. He was educated at Cambridge and Oxford,
and in 1594 was invested with the title of D.D.
at the former university. He became famous
through his treatise on the Sabbath (1st ed.

1595), in which he contended that all manner of

feasting, as well as May games, shooting, bowl-
ing, dances, and all other sports, were a jirofana-

tion of the seventh day, which he held had been
ordained as one of rest, similarly to the .lewish
Sabbath. The so-called Sabl)atarian l^iuestion,

which thereby arose, constituted the first point
of doctrinal difference between the High-Church
party and the Puritans, and expressed the prin-
cipal goint of distinction between the two parties.

BOWNE, bcnm, BoRDE?f P.ARKER (1847—). An
Ameriean philosopher and educator, born at
Leonardville, N. J. He graduated at New Y'ork
University in 1871, studied at Halle and Gottin-
gen. and in 1870 was appointed professor of
philos(i])liy at Boston University. His i)ublica-

tions include, The Philosophy of Herbert Spencer
(1874): Introilnetion to I'si/choloi/ical Theory
(1880) : Principles of Ethics (1802) ; The Chris-
tian Itevelation (1898); The Christian Life
(1899): and The Atonement (1900).

BOWRING, bou'ring. Sir John (1792-1872).
An English politician, linguist, and author. He
was liorn at Exeter, October 17, 1792. He early
devoted himself to the study of langiuiges, in the

acquisition of which he displayed an unusual
degree of talent. The national poetry of differ-

cuL peoples had great attraction for him. and he
rendered valuable service to literature by collect-

ing iind translating both the more ancient and
the more modern po])ubir ])oems of almost all the

countries of Eurojie. He was very intimately as-
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sociated witli .Tereniy Bentham, who appointed
him onp of his executors, and intrusted him witli
the editinjr of liis collected works. He became
the first editor of the Westmiuslcr Rerietr. estab-
lished in 1824. In 1828 he visited Holland, and
his letters—which appeared in the Morning Ucr-
aid, and were afterwards translated into Dutch

—

jirocured for him the degree of doctor of laws
from the Iniversity of Groninjien. Subsequent
travels were midcrtaken. on a commission from
the Hritish Government, to inquire into the com-
mercial relations of certain States. He visited

Switzerland. Italy, Kgypt, Syria, and finally the
States of the (ierman Zollverein. and every-
where found materials for valuable reports. He
was a member of the House of Commons from
1835 to 1837, and again from 1841 to 1849. and
actively promoted the adoption of free trade. In
1849, Bowring was appointed British Consul at
Hong Kong, and superintendent of trade in

China He returned in 1853, and in the following
year was made knight, and subsequently Governor
of Hong Kong. In 185fi an insult having been
offered to a Chinese vessel, said to have been
under the protection of the British flag, Bowring,
without consulting the home Government, ordered
an attack on certain Chinese forts—a proceeding
Avhich excited considerable dissatisfaction in the
country and produced a ministerial crisis. In
1855 he concluded a commercial treaty with
Siam. and gave an interesting account of his visit

in The Kinrfiiom rind People of Siam. In 1858
he visited Manila, and afterwards published an
account of the Philippine Islands. In 1861 Bow-
ring was sent on an official mission to Italy. He
died November 23, 1872. Consult his Autobio-
firaphical Keminisecnces (London, 1877).

BOWS, boz. The name of an old fiddler in

the novel /V«de«His, by Thackeray. Though him-
self in love with the inane Emily Costigan, he is

inspired by no selfish motive when he helps free

Aithur from her father's designs upon him.

BOWSER, bou'zcr. Edwakd Albert (1845— ).

An American mathematician, born at Sackville,

Xew Brunswick. He graduated at Rutgers Col-

lege in 1868, was appointed professor of mathe-
matics there in 1870, and director of the United
States Geodetic Survey of New Jersey in 1875.
His publications include: Analytic Geometry
(188(j): Differential and Integral Calculus
(1880); Analytic Mechanics {ISSi) : Hydrome-
chanics (1885); College Algebra (1888); Plane
and t<olid (leometry (1890) ; Treatise on Trigo-
nometry (1892) : and Logarithmic 7*06/6.9(1895).

BOWSPRIT, bo'sprit' (bow + sprit, OE.
spret, a spear). A large boom, spar, or mast
projecting over the stem or head of a ship. Its

use is to carry sail forward, as a means of

counteracting the efTect of the after sails, and
keeping the ship well balanced. It is also one
of the chief supports of the foremast, which is

fastened to it by large stays or ropes. In ordi-
nary ships, the bowsprit rises at an angle of
about 30° from the horizon. ' It is secured in
place by heavy framing at the heel or inboard
end— just inside the bow by iron straps or
lashings of wire rope called the gammoning,
which hold it down to the stem, and outside
the ship by the bobstays, which extend from the
bowsprit tf) cutwater.

BOWSTRING (bO'strlng') HEMP. See
Hemp. Itow.srm.No.

BOWZYBEtrS, bou'zl-be'iis. One of the best
characters in The .Shepherd's Week, a series of
parodies on the artificial pastoral poetry of his
time, by John Gay (1714).

BOX, Buxus (Lat. buxus, from Gk. wu^os,
pyj-os). A genus of plants of the natural order
Eui>horbiace.-e: evergreen shrubs or small trees,
with opi)osite leaves, entire at the margins, and
with greenish, inconspicuous flowers in little
axillary clusters, the male and female flowers
distinct, but on the .same plant. The most im-
portant species is the common box {Buxus
scmpervirens) , which grows wild in the south of
Europe, and in some parts of Asia, attaining
a height of twenty or more feet; its leaves are
oval, generally from half to three-quarters of an
ihch in length, smooth and shining, of a deep
green color, and a compact habit of growth,
there are several cultivated varieties distin-
guished by difl'erently variegated leaves—gold-
edged, silver-edged, etc. Dwarf box grows only
to a height of two or three feet, and is very com-
monly used to form borders for garden-plots,
being kept down by clipping to a height of a few
inches. The box bears clipping remarkably well,
and it was much used in formal gardens for this
purpose. The wood of the box is heavv, of a
beautiful, pale-yellow color, remarkably hard
and strong, of a fine, regular, and comp.ict tex-
ture, capable of a beautiful polish, and not liable
to be worm-eaten. It is much valued for the
purpose of the turner and the wood-carver; is
preferred to every other kind of wood for the
manufacture of flutes, flageolets, and other wind-
instruments, as well as of mathematical instru-
ments, and is unrivaled for wood-engraving. ( See
WooD-ExGRAVi.NG. ) Spain, Portugal, Circassia,
and Georgia send into the market large quanti-
ties of bo.xwood. The iliuorca box, or Bale-
aric box (Buxus bttleariea) , a native o^f Minorca,
Sardinia, Corsica. Turkey, etc.. is a larger tree
than the conmion box. the wood is of a bright
yellow, and inferior to the true boxwood, but is
exported in large quantities from Constantinople.
The earliest knowTi fossil forms of Buxus have
been found in the Pliocene deposits of France.
For illustration, see Beech.
BOX AND COX. A short farce by John M.

Morton. A landlady. Mrs. Bouncer, unknown to
both, lets her single room to two men of these
names, one of whom works in the daytime, the
other at night. All goes well, and :Mrs, Bouncer
gets double rent till the day w'orker has a holi-
day and the night worker finds a stranger in pos-
session of his room: upon whicli there is an
amusing explanation, which ends in their swear-
ing eternal friendship, and in Mrs. Bouncer's
continuing to get double rent.

BOXBERRY. .See Galltiiebia.

BOX-ELDER (box, the tree -f elder or
alder), or Asii-Leaved Maple (Acer negundo,
or Xegundo aceroides) . One of the hardiest and
most widely distributed trees in the United
States, ranging as it does from Vermont to
Florida, and westward to the Rocky Mountains.
In rich river-bottoms it often attains a height of
more than six-ty feet and a diameter of three feet.

The wood is light and soft, and is suitable for
woodenware, wood-pulp. etc. The box-elder is

considered a good shade-tree, and it has been ex-
tensively employed in plantings in the Western
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States for windbreaks, shade, fuel, etc. It is of

rapid growth, and serves as an excellent nurse-

tree for other species. In some parts of the
Northwestern States sugar is made from the
sap, although that is not so abundant as in the
sugar-maple.

BOXFISH. See Tbunktish.

BOXHATJLING. A metliod of clianging a
ship from one tack to the other. It is resorted

to when a ship fails to go around (i.e. misses
stays) while attempting to tack in narrow
waters, or on a lee shore, and there is no
room to laar, and in narrow channels
when there is danger of running on shore in tack-

ing. The first part of the manoeuvre resembles
tacking: the helm (q.v.) is put down and the
ship brought up head to wind with all the sails

aback. Her headway is thus quickly cheeked,
the head yards (those on the forema.st) are then
swung around (i.e. braced ahox, from which cir-

cumstance the manoeuvre takes its name), as if

on the other tack, and the after yards (those on
the mainmast and mizzenmast) squared (i.e.

])Iaced athwartship) . She now gathers stern-

board (i.e. starts to sail astern), and continues
to back around, turning her stern up into the

wind, which operation is facilitated by bracing
the after yards like the fore as soon as the wind
is abeam. After the wind has passed the stern,

the ship gradually gathers headway and comes
up to the wind on the new tack, when the opera-
tion is completed.

BOXING (probably akin to Dan. bash, slap,

blow, baske, to slap, strike). Since the days
when lighting with tlie bare fists was made un-

lawful, the tendency of the interpretation of the

word 'bo.xing* has been to limit its use to exhibi-

tions of skili, and to use the word pugilism when
referring to professional contests under the old

rules and to ancient gladiators. Jlodern boxing-

rules, known as the 'Queensberry Rules,' which
govern even professional prize-fights, have elimi-

nated the worst features of the pugilism of an-

tiquity, and efTected a great improvement in

modern methods. The ancient method was to

make the punishment as cruel as possible by
wearing a cestus of bronze, several thicknesses

of rawhide strongly fastened together and pro-

jecting beyond the knuckles, and by binding the

«rist and forearm with leather thongs, by these

means adding to the capacity of the bare hand to

inllict injury. The present custom of wearing a

l)addcd glove lessens this capacity. The last

remnant of barbarism disappeared from pugili.sm

when wrestling, which played an important part

in the contests of the Eighteenth and first half

of the Nineteenth centuries, was ruled out. How
late it lasted is testified by the reports of the

historic battles of Mendoza, Bendigo, and Sayers,

in which such passages as the following were
common: ".\fter a short struggle both men went
down, the Tipton Slasher uppermost:" or, "They
then closed, and after a short tussle, the Infant

threw his man, falling heavily ujmn him."
How ancient was the practice of pugilism may

be gathered from manj writings of antiqiiity. In

the roll-call at the siege of Troy, Pollux is de-

scribed as "good with his fists." There are many
interesting details of it at the funeral of Patro-

clus, including the mention of the belt, which is

still the emblem of pugilistic championships, and
the habit of having such contests as part of a

funeral celebration has survived to this day in
Siam. Vergil's description of the fight between
Dai'es and the Sicilian Entellus is another class-

ical description of the sport.

Among the Knglish sports of the Middle Ages
boxing did not occupy so prominent a place as
cudgeling and quarter-staff; and Figg, whose
portrait was ])ainted by Hogarth, may be consid-
ered as the modern father of the 'noble art of
self-defense.' From his time until 1800, when
Sayers fought Hcenan, the list of champions is

unbroken. Up to this period the science of self-

defense had made but little progress, and strength
and endurance constituted the only recommenda-
tions of the practitioners at Smithficld, iloor-
field, and Southwark Fair, which had long had
booths and rings for the display of boxing.
Broughton, who occupied the position of "cham-
pion of England.' built a theatre in Hanway
Street, Oxford Street, in 1740, for the display of
boxing; advertisements were issued announcing
a succession of battles between first-r;ite pugil-

ists, who never qiiitted the stage till one or the
other was defeated, the reward of each man being
dependent upon and i)roportioneil to the re-

ceipts. Broughton was for eighteen years cham-
pion of England. He propounded some rules for

the regulation of the ring which remained in

authority till 1838. or nearly a century. They
are now spoken of as the 'old rules.' Rule 1 is,

that a square of a yard be chalked in the middle
of a stage, and that in every fresh set-to after a
fall, the seconds are to bring their men to the
side of the square, and to place them opposite
each other; and until this is done, it is not law-
ful for one to strike the other. Rule 2, that if

either of the combatants be \niable to he brought
up to the square within thirty seconds after a
fall and the close of a round, he shall be deemed
a beaten man. No man is permitted to hit his

adversary when he is down, or to seize him by
the breeches, or below the waist, and a man on
his knees is to be reckoned down. These rules

laid the foundation of fair play. To Broughton
also is due the introduction of gloves for 'spar-

ring-matches,' whereby lessons could be taken
without injury. The greatest professor of the art
was Jackson, who was champion in 1795. He
was not only the most scientific boxer of his day,
but he gave his art such a prestige and popular-
ity that half the men of rank and fashion of the

period were proud to call themselves his pupils.

He opened rooms for the practice of boxing in

Bond Street, and for years these were crowded
by men of note. His 'principles of pugilism'

were, that contempt of danger and confidence in

one's self were the first and best qualities of a
pugilist; that, in hitting you must judge well

your distances, for a blow delivered at all out

of range was like a spent shot, and valueless;

that men should fight with their legs, using all

possible agility, as well as with their hands, and
that all stiffness of style or position was
wrong. .Jackson is still regarded as one of the

best theorists on the art. At this period pugil-

ism was actively supported by many persons

of high rank, in 1814, when "the allied sove-

reigns visited England, among other entertain-

ments, a sparring display was provided under

Jackson's management, and the distinguished

foreigners expressed much gratification at the

exhibition of so much science and fine physical

development. Besides Jackson, Belcher, GuUey,
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and Cribb were noted champions at this period,

which may be termed the palmy days of the ring.

From various causes, its decline has since been

iminterrupted. The more distinpiished patrons

gradually withdrew; the Pugilist !< Club, which

had been established in 1814, and included all

the aristocratic patrons of the ring, was broken

up. Magistrates set their faces against the law-

less assemblies of roughs and pickpockets who
latterly formed the greater part of the specta-

tors at prize-lights. In 1S60, however, the inter-

national combat between Tom Savers, the Eng-

lishman, and John Heenan. the American, re-

vived for a moment public interest in the art;

but after that prize-fights were suppressed, and
glove contests adopted under the Queensberry

rules, which govern them all the world over.

Under these rules wrestling and hugging are pro-

hibited, each round is limited to three minutes
with one minute interval, and the time allowed

for a fallen man to get up is reduced to ten

seconds. The art thenceforward was vigorously

maintained in England by many amateur clubs,

among the most important of which was the

Amateur Athletic Club, founded in 1866. Tom
Savers retired after the fight with Heenan in

1860. leaving the championship of the world

open for competition. Jem JIace, by a series of

contests, became entitled to meet J. Allen for it

in America in 1870, and defeated him. .James

Smith became the next champion of England in

1885. He was beaten by Jake Kilrain, of Boston,

in 1887, Kilrain becoming the world's heavy-

weight champion. In 1889 John L. Sullivan, of

Boston, defeated Kilrain. James J. Corbett beat

Sullivan in 1892, but was defeated in 1897 by
Robert Fitzsimmons, who in his turn was van-

quished by -James J. Jeffries in 1900, and again in

1902. The art of boxing, as an active and healthy

e.xercise, is likely to be maintained ; it is a part

of all gymnasiiun work in the United States, so

far as facilities for the exercise are concerned, and

it has been taken up by the Amateur Athletic

Union, which aims to carry it on as a high-class

sport, as distinct from professional pugilism. On
pugilism, consult: Fistiana (London, 1868);
American Fistiana (Xew York, 1876) ; Miles,

Pugilistica, :i vols. (London, 1863) ; and for the

side of boxing as a sport, Doran, aell'-Ocfcnse

(Toronto, 1879) ; Trotter, Practical Treatise on
Boxing (Philadelphia, 1900) ; TSnxinci, Badmin-
ton Library (London, 1889) ; Bniinq. Oval Scries

(London, 1806) : Boxing, Spalding's Athletic Li-

brary (Xew York. 1893).

BOXING-DAY. A popular term applied to

Deceml)er 26th. in England. On that day the

gentry were accustomed to give i)resents, gen-

erally of money, to their servants or others of

humble life. These presents came to be known
as Christmas boxes. The custom is, perhaps,

traceable to that of the Romans during the sea-

son of the Saturnalia (q.v.). A fanciful deriva-

tion of the term is to be found in Dunton's

Athenian Oracle (reprinted by Bell, London,

1728, 4 vols.) ; but its actual origin is very ob-

scure. The practice has of recent years been

regarded as a nuisance, and in 1836 wivs actual-

ly legislated against, so far as Government em-
ploye's were concerned. Boxing-day is one of the

four legal bank-holidays, the others being Easter
Monday, Whit-Monday, and the first Monday in

August. Consult Brand, I'opulur Antiijiiities

(edited by Ellis, London, 1843, 3 vols.).

BOXING THE COMPASS. One among many
sea phrases whose origin is not easily traceable.

It means simply a rehearsal or enumeration of

the several points, half-points, and quarter-points

of the mariner's compass, in their proper order,

and is among the lessons which a young sailor

has to learn. See Compass.

BOXTEL. A town and important railway

junction in North Brabant. Holland, at the con-

lluence of the Beerze and Dcunmel, 6 miles south

of Bois-le-Duc (Map: Netherlands. D 3). The
Church of Saint I'eter and the castle of Stapel

are the chief buildings. It has celebrated manu-
factures of damask linens, of paper and salt. In

1794 the French here won an important victory

over the Anglo-Dutch Army. Population, in

1899. 6743.

BOXTHORN, or ilATBiMONY Vine. See Ly-
cir.M.

BOX TORTOISE, tor'tis or -tiis, or TUR-
TLE. See TtHTi.K.

BOYACA, bo'ya-ka'. A State of the Republic
of Colombia, South America, bordering upon
Venezuela and the States of Santander and Cun-
dinamarca. It covers an area of 33.3.51 square

miles. In the western part of the State is a
branch of the Andes, from which the land slopes

east in vast prairies, covered to a great extent
with marshes and forests, with scattered pastures

and cultivated ground, watered by tributaries of

the Orinoco and the ilcta. The lowlands are fer-

tile, yielding tropical fruits, sugar, cotton, cacao,

tobacco, dyes, drug-stufTs, and timber. In the

mountainous parts of the State various minerals

are found, and in the south are situated a number
of hot springs. The people have rude manufac-
tures of cotton, wool, straw, etc.. but cattle-

raising is the chief occupation. Capital. Tunja.

Population, in 1890. 645,000. Only a small part

of the State is inhabited.

BOYACA. A town of Colombia, about 60
miles northeast of Bogota, near which in 1819

Bolivar won a victory over the Spaniards, and
thereby secured the independence of Colombia
(Map:" Colombia. C 2). Population, 7000.

BOY AND THE MANTLE, The. A ballad,

among those collected liy Bishop Percy, which
relates that a youth once came to King Arthur's

Court, bearing a cloak which, he said, only such

wives could wear as had always been faithftil.

It fell to the possession of Sir Craddoek, whose
wife alone was pure, together with a golden

cup "which no cuckold covdd drink from," and a
brawn's head, which no cuckold could cut.

BOYAR, IxVyiir', or Bo.T.\R (Russ. boi/arinii,

originally cither ( 1 ) fighting man, warrior, from
hoy. fight, battle, or (2) "great man,' for boh/a-

riiiii, from Slav, boli, Russ. bolshot/, great, grand.

The modern Russian form is barinu, estate hold-

er, nobleman, master) . A word originally of the

same meaning as Czech, l^ech, and Bolgarin—i.e.

free proprietor of the soil. The Boyars in Old
Russia were the order next to the kniazes or

knieses (ruling princes). They formed the im-

mediate 'following' of these princes, and bore

somewhat the same relation to them as the lesser

English and Scottish knights of the feudal ages
bore to the great barons. They had their own
partisans, who served as a kind of bodyguard.
They gave their services to a prince of their own
choice, whom, however, they left again at their

pleasure; and, in conse<iuence of this, the kniazes
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could secure their allegiance only by the bestowal

of privilefres. They held exclusively the highest

military and civil offices, and the most powerful

rulers considered it prudent to use this form of

expression in their ukases : "Tlie Emperor has

ordered it; the Boyars have approved it." Rank
among the Boyars was always proportioned to

length of State service, and was rigidly observed.

This gradation of rank was called myestintchest-

ro ( from myesto. place at the table during Court
functions, i-ank). The institution was peculiar

to Slavic life, eijually unlike feudalism and mod-
ern aristocracy, and must be regarded as a strict-

ly national development. In their housekeeping

the Boyars were excessively fond of splendor, and
their contempt for the serfs, or 'lower orders,'

was immeasurable. In the lapse of time many
Chinese customs—as might be expected from
their theory of rank—crept into their public

life. Their ])o\ver. and the respect which was
paid them, acted as a «holesome check u[)on the

otherwise unbridled authority of tlie princes;

in consequence of which the latter l>e<'anie their

bitter enemies, and often sought to destroy their

])<iwer. This was finally done by Peter tlie

Great, who abolished the order of Boyars, giving

them a place among the Russian nobility, but
stripping them of their peculiar privileges. The
last Boyar, Kniaz Ivan Yuryevitch Trubetskoy,

died .lanuary Ifi. 1750. In Rumania Boyars
-still exist. Consult: Rambaud, History of I{us-

sin. English translation bv Well (London,
1887); Wallace, Russia (London, 1877).

BOY BISHOP. The custom of electing a boy
bishop on Saint Nicholas's Day dates from a

very early period. In England it seems to liave

]irevailed in many parishes. The election took

place on Saint Nicholas's Day (December 0),

and tlie authority lasted until" Holy Innocents'

Day (December 28). The boy bishop was usu-

ally chosen from the children of the church
or cathedral choir, but the custom also pre-

vailed in the schools of Winchester and Eton.

He was arrayed in episcopal vestments, and, at-

tended by a crowd of subordinates in priestly

dress, went about with songs and dances from
house to house, blessing the people. The boy
bishop was supposed to exact implicit obedi-

ence from his fellows, who with their superior

took possession of the church, and performed

all the ceremonies and offices except mass. The
custom fotind coimtenance not among the po]ni-

lace only. In 12'.)(1 it is said that Edward I.,

on his way to Scotland, permitted a boy bishop

to say vespers before him at Heton, near Xew-
eastle-on-Tyne, and gave him and his compan-
ions a present. At .Salisbury, and perhaps in

other jilaccs also, the boy bishop—so it is said

—

had the power of disposing of such prebends as

happened to fall vacant during the days of his

episcopacy; and if he died during his office, the

funeral honors of a bisbop, with a monument,
were granted him. In England the custom of

electing a boy bishop was abolished in the reign

of I'^lizabeth, though it seems to have lingered

here and there in villages till about, the close

of her reign. (Consult Waleott, Sacred Archm-
oloyy (London, 1808).

BOYCOTTING. A species of conspiracy

(q.v.). named after one of its conspicuous vic-

tims, Cajitain Boycott, an Englishman, who was
agent of Lord Earne in the District of Conne-

niara, Ireland, As agent he served notices to
quit on the tenants, who retaliated by inducing
the population for iniles around to refuse to have
anything to do with him. His servants left.

Armed constables were called in to protect
him and those who came to take the places of
former tenants and servants from violence at
the hands of the surrounding population. The
term, therefore, originally signified a conspiracy
to ruin the business of a person by the violent
interruption of his relations with others. It
has been defined t)v an eminent American judge
as "a combination of many to cause a loss to
one person by coercing others against their will
to withdraw from him their beneficial business
intercourse, through threats that unless those
others do so, the many will cause similar loss
to them." A boycott, even when unaccompanied
by violence or intimidation, has been pronounced
unlawful by many courts: when accompanied
by violence, it is undoubtedly a criminal offense
at conunon law. See the authorities referred to
under CoxspiR.\CY; Tout.

BOYD, AxDRKw Kexxedt Hutchison (1825-
90). A Scottish divine and author, born at
Auchinleck, in Ayrshire. He studied at King's
College and at the Jliddle Temple in London,
evidently with a view to the law, but he took
his bachelor's degree at Glasgow (1846), Li-
censed to preach by the Presbytery of Ayr in
18.50, he became assistant in Saint GJeorge's
Church, Edinburgh, and in 1851 minister of
Newton-on-Ayr, as successor of .John Caird. From
1854 to 1850 he was minister of Kirkpatrick-
Irongray, near Dumfries. While there he gained
a wide reputation for his Recreations of a
Country Parson, contributed under the initials

A. K. H. B. to Frascr's Magazine. In 1859 he
was appointed to Saint Bernard's, Edinburgh,
and in 1865 he became minister of the first

charge at Saint Andrews. For the part he
played in literature and in the Church councils,
he was soon the best known among the Scottish
divines of his day. In 1889 he received the de-
gree of LL.D. from Saint Andrews, and in 1890
he was appointed .Moderator of the General As-
sembly. He die<l at Bournemouth, and was
buried at Saint Andrews. The Rcci-eations of a
Country Parson (1859, 1801, 1878) appeared in

three series. He published an extremely inter-

esting series of autobiographical sketches bear-
ing the titles: Twenty-five Years of Saint An-
drews (1892); .S'oiH* Andrew's and Elsewhere
(1894); Occasional and Immemorial Days
(1895); and Last Years of Saint Andrews
(1S90). Among his other puldieations are:

drarer Thour/hts of a Country Parson (1862);
Leisure Hours in Town (1802); The Common-
place Philosopher in Town and Country (1862) ;

Autumn Holidays of a Country Parson (1864) ;

Critical Essays of a Country Parson (1865);
Present-day Thouyhts (1871); Our Little Life,

two series (1882-84); Our Homeli/ Comedt/ and
Tragedy (1887) ; The Best Last (1888) ; aiid To
Meet the Day, and East Coast Days and Mem-
ories (1889).

BOYD, Bei.t.e. The pen-name adopted by Mrs.
Belle Boyd Uardinge.

BOYD, John- Parker (1704-18.30). An
American soldier, born at Newburyport, Mass.

He entered the I'nited States Army in 1786;

went in 1789 to India, and there organized a
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small mercenary force, retained in the service

of various native princes. Having returned to

the United States in 1808, he was in the same
year appointed colonel of the Fourth Infantry,

and in 1811 distinguished himself at the hattle

of Tippecanoe. During the War of 1812. with the

rank of hrigadier-general, he was notably promi-
nent at the capture of Fort George, Canada, and
at Chrysler's Field. He published a pamphlet,
Documents and Facts Relative to Militaiit

Kvciits Dtirivri the Late War (1810), containing
the text of a memorial communicated to the
War Department in protest against his non-
retention as an officer in the peace establish-

ment.

BOYD. Zach-^bt (1585-165.3). A Scottish

divine. He was born at PenkiU, Ayrshire, Scot-

land, about 1585; was educated at Kilmarnock,
and studied at the universities of Glasgow and
Saint .\ndrews and the Protestant College of

Sauniur in France, of which latter he was in

Kill appointed a regent or professor, and is

said to have declined the principalship. The
persecutions of the Protestants in France caused

him to return to Scotland in 1023. and he he-

came minister of the Barony Parish, Glasgow,
and was thrice elected rector of the university

of that city. His principal prose work, The
Last liatteil of the Soiile in Death, was pub-
lished at Edinburgh in 1629, in two volumes.

He was author of eighteen other works, chiefly

of a religious cast. His Bible songs and his

Psahnes of David in ileeter appeared at Glas-

gow in 1648. He died in 1653, leaving nmncrous
JISS. and his library, with a considerable leg-

acy, ia the University of Glasgow, and his bust

is now preserved in its library. Among his

MSS. is a collection of quaint poems on Scrip-

tural subjects, entitled Zion's Floirers, usually

called Zachary Boyd's Bible. Gabriel Neil re-

printed at Glasgow, in 1831, Boyd's Last Bat-

tell, and published a life of Boyd, in 1855, with

four poems from Zion's Floioers. Four Letters

of Comforts for the Deaths of the Earle of Ilad-

ingtoun and of the Lord Boyd, originally 1040,

were reprinted in fac-simile at Edinburgh, 1878.

BOY'DELL, John (1710-1804). An English

engra\cr and publisher of prints. He was bom
at Dorrington, Shropshire. January 10, 1719,

studied engraving in London for several years,

and was a designer and painter in water-colors,

but won celebrity chiefly as a patron of art.

The works of British engravers, through his in-

fluence, rose to such a high degree of excellence

that tliey were sought after by all Europe, and

the importation of foreign prints at that time

in a great measure ceased. He then directed

his attention to the art of painting, undertak-

ing to illustrate Shakespeare from the works of

English artists. In bringing this project to

completion he expended thirty thousand pounds,

and no less than 170 pictures were re(|uired for

tliis great work. His Shakespeare Gallery was
ready for the |)ublic in 1780. In 1805, owing

to pecuniary embarrassment, all his artistic

pro|>ertv was sold by lottery; but Boydell died

U'fore "the lottery was held. In 1782 he was
elected alderman, and in 1700 lord mayor. At
a Royal Academy dinner in 1789 Sir .Joshua

Reynolds toasted" him as the 'commercial Ma;-

cenas of England.'

BOY'DEN, Setii (1785-1870). An American
invcntiir. born in Massachusetts. He invented

a machine for splitting leather and a process

for making spelter. In 1820 he made the first

nuiUeable cast iron. Among his other inventions

was one for making hat - bodies, and a proc-

ess for making Russia sheet iron. He built

the first successful locomotive that had the cyl-

inders outside of the frame.

BOYD'S. The courtyard in front of the

White Horse Inn, where Dr. .lohnson aliglited

on his first arrival in Edinburgh, as narrated

by Boswell. It has since been swept away to

make room for modern houses and streets.

BOYE, bo'ye, C.\sp.\k Johannes (1791-1853).

A Danisli preacher and poet, born at Kongs-
berg. Norway. He studied theologii' in Copen-

hagen, was pastor of various parishes, and from
1847 in Copenhagen. He was known as a trans-

lator of Walter Scott, but established his repu-

tation chiefly by his dramas, the best of which

are the three tragedies: Juta (1823); fivend

Grathe (1824) ; and Erik den Si/rende (1827).

His collected poetic works appeared at Copen-

hagen in 1850-51.

BOYEN, b(yyen. Hermann von (1771-1848).

.\ Prussian field-marshal. He was born at

Kreuzburg, East Prussia, and was descended

from an ancient noble family of Bohemia. In

1800 he entered the War Department of the

I'russian Government, where he counseled the

abolition of the militia system and the intro-

duction of general nnlitar\- duty. As director of

the War Department he acted as the confidential

adviser of the King from 1810 to 1812. He was
afterwards appointed Prussian Minister of War,
in which capacity he introduced the law of com-

pulsory military service (September 3, 1814).

Upon his retirement in 1847 he was raised

to the rank of field-marshal. His services in

behalf of Prussia were recognized in an address

bv Emperor William I. to the senior members
of the Order of the Iron Cross, March 31, 1871.

The Emperor said: "Recognizing that we liave

onlv built upon the foundations laid in 1813,

1814, 1815, we should fitly appreciate the splen-

did services of the men of that epoch, and not-

ably tliiisc of Boyen."

BOYER, bwii'ya'. Alexis, Baron de ( 1757-

1833). A Frencli surgeon. He was a barber-

surgeon's apprentice, then studied medicine, and

soon won recognition. In 1787 he was appointed

second surgeon to the Ilopital de la Charite at

Paris, and afterwards was i)rofessor. first of

operative surgery, and then of clinical surgery,

at the Ecole de Sante. In 1804 he was appointed

first surgeon to Napoleon. After the Restora-

tion Boyer became professor of practical surgery

in the University of Paris, and first surgeon at

the Ilopital de la Ch.irite. In 1823 he was ap-

pointed consulting surgeon to tlie King, and in

1825 was admitted a member of the Institute.

His best-known works are his Traitc complet

d'anatomie. 4 vols. (1707-90) and his Traite des

maladies chirurgicales et des operations qui letir

conricnneni, 8 vols. (1814-22).

BOYER, Jean Baptiste de. See Aroens,
Manpiis d'.

BOYER, Jean Pierre (1770-1850). A gen-

eral and President of the Rep\iblic of Haiti. He
was a mulatto. He was born at Port-au-Prinoe,
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received a European education, and in 1792 en-

tered the military ser\'ice. After his return to

Haiti he joined the blacks, who had risen

against the French. After the commissioners of

the French Convention had proclaimed the free-

dom of the blacks in Haiti (1793) he fought

with the mulattoes against the negroes and with

the negroes against the English. He was com-

pelled to flee to France, but returned with Gen-

eral Lederc in 1802. After the French had

been expelled, and negro domination established,

Boyer united with Petion and Christophe to

overthrow Dessalines, the negro despot : but

when Christophe made himself Emperor, K'tion

established an independent republic in the south-

western part of the island, and Boyer became

Governor of Port-au-Prince, and the firmest ad-

herent of the new commonwealth, which he de-

fended against the troops of Christophe. Upon
the death of Petion, in 1818. Boyer was unani-

mously elected President. Within three years he

l)rougiit the entire island under his rule, and

in 182.5 obtained from France the recognition

of the Haitian Republic. At iirst the country

imi)r()ved under his administration, but power
corrupted him. His cruel and arbitrary con-

duet aroused great discontent, and the imposi-

tion of oppressive taxes necessitated by the pay-

ment of an indemnity of 1.50,000.000 francs to

France stirred up an insurrection in 1843.

Boyer fled to Jamaica, and, after the Revolution

of 1848, retired to France, where he died.

BOyESEN, Hjalmar Hjorth (1848-0,5). A
Norwegian-American novelist and litt<!'rateur.

He was born at Frederiksviirn, Norway, Sep-

tember 23, 1848, and studied in Christiania and

in Leipzig. In 1860 he came to America, edited

the Frcmad. a Scandinavian journal, in Chicago,

became professor of German at Cornell _( 1874-

80), and held a professorship in Columbia Uni-

versity, New York, from 1880 till his death.
_
He

acquired a facility in English remarkable in a

foreigner, and within six years of his emigra-

tion had achieved popularity in English prose

and verse. His more noteworthy works of fiction

are Oiiiniiir: A Norse Romance (1874); Tales

from Ttco nemispheres (1876): Falconberg

(1878): Ilka on the Ililltop (short stories,

1881) ;
Queen Titania (1881) ; A Daughter of the

Philistines (1883); Social Strugglers (1884);

and The Golden Calf (1802). His critical essays

are contained in Goethe and Schiller: Their Lires

and Works (1878) ; Literary and Social Silhou-

ettes; Essays on Scandinavian Literature; and
Essays on German Literature. His poems are

gathered in Idyls of Noncay (1882). He also

wrote negligible juveniles. Ilka on the Hilltop

was dramatized in 1884, and a play of his called

Alpine Roses was produced in the same year.

He die<l in New York, October 5, 189.5.

BOYET, Fr. pron. bwii'ya'. The name of a
lively Frenchman in Shakespeare's Love's La-

bour's Lost, always 'stabbed with laughter,'

when not himself stabbing others with it.

BOYIi, Antonio. See Boil, Bernardo.

BOYLE. A town in Roscommon County, Ire-

land, picturesquely situated in a valley on both

sides of the Boyle, 1 mile above Lough Key, and

S miles northwest of Carrick-on-Shannon. It is

noted for its well-preserved Twelfth-Centuiy Cis-

tercian abbey, of considerable architectural in-

terest; has military barracks, and is a favorite
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angling centre. It has a large grain and butter
trade. Latin and English annals of Boyle, dat-

ing from 420 to 1245, have been published. Pop-
ulation, 2500.

BOYLE, Charles, fourth Earl of Orrery
(1676-1731). An English soldier and physicist.

He was born at Chelsea, was educated at Christ

Church, Oxford; succeeded to his title in 1703;
fought at ilalplaquet, was made major-general,

and received several Court appointments. He
died August 28, 1731. After him was named the

astronomical instrument known as the "Orrery."

Boyle is chiefly remembered for the part he took,

while a student, in the controversy over the an-

tiquity of the Epistles of Pltularis. He was
silenced by Bentley (q.v.). The literary quarrel

led to Swift's Battle of the Books. Of his poems,
even Sir Richard Blackmore said:

"After his foolisb rhymes, both friends and foes
Conclude they linow who did not irricc liis prose."

See Battle of the Books.

BOYLE, John, Earl of Orrery and Cork
(1707-62). An Irish writer. He is best known
for his strangely unappreciative and malicious

Remarks (1751) 'on his dead friend Swift, and
for his excellent rendering into English (1751)

of the Epistolce of Pliny the Younger.

BOYLE, Richard (1566-1643). The founder

of the bouse of Cork and Orrei-y, and styled the

•great Earl of Cork,' was born at Canterbury,

England. At the age of 22 he went over to

Ireland, where he afterwards bought estates and
improved them, promoted the immigration of

English Protestants, and triumphed over his

accusers and enemies through tlu' intervention of

•Jueen Elizabeth. In 1620 he became Viscount
Dungarvan and Earl of Cork. In 1C31 he was
made Lord High Treasurer—an oflice which re-

mained hereditary in his family. In his old

age he suppressed a rising of Munster rebels.

BOYLE, Robert (1627-91). An Englisli

physicist and chemist. He was the son of the first

Earl of Cork, and was born at Lismore Castle,

Waterford, Ireland, January 25, 1627. As a child,

he was distinguished by precocity of intellect

and a rare love of truth. After studying at

Eton and at home, he went to the Continent,

where he stayed for six years (1638-44). On his

return he found himself in possession, by his

father's death, of the Manor of Stalbridge, Dor-

setshire, where he resided till 1650. He took

no part in political strife, but devoted himself

to the cultivation of science, and ))articularly

of chemistry and natural jihilosophy. He was
one of the first members of that association of

scientific men which about that time (1645)

held ])rivate meetings at Oxford and London,

and some vears after became better known as the

Royal Society. In 1654 he settled at Oxford.

Here he experimented extensively in pneumatics,

:ind improved the air-pump. At the same time

iie devoted considerable study to theology. After

the Restoration he was urgently advised by
Lord Clarendon to take orders, but be thought
that he could do better service to religion as a
layman. Among the proofs which he gave of

this, besides his own theological writings and
eminent example, were his exertions as Governor

of the Corporation for the Spread of the Gospel

in New England, as well as in procuring and
circulnting at his own expense translations of the

Scriptures, and his beqtiest for the toundation
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with £50 of the "Boyle Lectures" (q.v.) in de-

fense of Christianity. In 16(i8 he took up his

residence poniianently in London, and was
thenceforth able to devote much of his time to

the business of the Royal Society. In 1G80 he

was chosen president, but declined the honor. A
peerage had repeatedly been oll'ered to him. and
declined. In ItiSS. finding his health failing,

he shut himself up against all interruption,

in order to husband his remaining time for the

labor of repairing the loss caused by the acci-

dental destruction of his ilSS. In 1GS9 his

failing health induced him to lessen his activi-

ties in various directions, and on December 30,

1(591, he died in London. Boyle was tall and
emaciated in person, and extremely temperate
in his habits, often subject to low spirits, but
naturally lively and of rare conversational pow-
ers. His scientific reputation was unrivaled
among his contemporaries, who regarded him as

the successor to Bacon's primacy in such matters.

His work in science is fully discussed in this

Encyclopa?dia under the title Chemistry. See
also Boyi.e's Law. Boyle's style in writing
was very verbose. His complete works (includ-

ing his very interesting correspondence), with a
life by T. Birch, and an index, were published in

5 vols. (London, 1744; 2d ed. 1772, G vols.).

BOYLE, Roger (1621-79). An English sol-

dier, statesman, and author. He studied at
Trinity College, Dublin, and was at first a parti-

san of Charles I., but subsequently served under
Cromwell, of whose Privy Council he became a

member. After Cromwell's death he secured

Ireland for Charles II., and upon the Restoration
was made Earl of Orrerv. He wrote Partheiiissa

(166.5-G7), and A Treatise of the Art of War
( 1677 )

, besides plays and poems.

BOYLE LECTTJBES. An annual course of

lectures delivered at Saint-JIary-le-Bow Church,
London, so called from the founder, the Hon.
Robert Boyle

(
q.v. ) , who settled an annual sal-

ary of f.iO charged upon his dwelling-house in

Saint Michael's, Crooked Lane, London, for

'some preaching minister,' who shall preach
eight sermons in the year for proving the Chris-

tian religion against atheists, deists, pagans,
.lews, and Mohanuuedans. not <lescending to any
controversies among Christians themselves.

Archbishop Tenison procured a yearly salary
r.f £50 to be charged upon a farm at Brill,

Bucks, instead of the original charge for the

endowment. The office is tenable for three years.

The first series of lectures, .1 Confutation of

Atheism, was preached in 1602 by Richard Bent-
ley (q.v.). In 1704 Dr. Samuel Clarke preached
the lectures, entitled A Demonstration of the

Being and Attributes of God, in answer to the

arguments of Hobbes, Spinoza, and their follow-

ers. All the lectures preached up to 1732 were
collected into a fine folio edition, in 3 vols. (Lon-

don, 1739) ; since that period, till recently, few
of the lectures have been published, but among
them may be mentioned F. D. .Maurice, The Re-

ligions of the World (1846, 4th ed. 18G2) ; C.

Merivale, The Conversion of the Roman Empire
(1864); The Conversion of the Northern Na-
tions (1865) ; E. H. Plumptre, Christ and Chris-

tendom (1866) ; J. A. Hessey, Moral Difficulties

Connected with the llible (3 series, 1871-73) ; H.
Wace, Christianity and Mornlily (1874, 5th ed.

1882) ; W. C. E. Newbolt. The (lospel of Experi-

ence: or, the Witness of Human Life to the

Truth of Revelation (1895).

BOYLE'S FUMING LIQUOR, or Volatile
Liver oe Si limu u. A mixlurc of various am-
monivun polysulpliides. It is obtained in the

form of a dark yellow, strongly fuming liquid

with a pungent odor of hydrogen sulphide, by
distilling a mixture of 1 part of sulphur, 2

parts of ammonium chloride, and 3 parts of

lime.

BOYLE'S LAW. A law of physics formu-

lated by Robert Boyle, which states that when
a gas is at a constant temperature, the product

of the pressure and volume of a given mass re-

mains constant. The same discover}- was also

made by the French physicist jSIariotte, and the

law is sometimes called Mariotte's Law, or the

Law of Boyle and ilariotte. See Elasticity;
He.at; and Critical Poixt.

BOYLSTON. boil'ston. ZABmEL (1680-1766).
An American physician, born in Massachusetts.

He was the earliest advocate of inoculation in the

L^nited States, but the whole profession opposed
him, and a law. afterwards repealed, was pagsed
against the practice. He secured the support
of several prominent ministers, however, and
the practice gradually became general in Xew
England. He wrote several pamphlets on inocu-

lation and several papers in the Philosophical
Transactions of London. Consult an article,

"Zabdiel and John Boylston." in Vol. XXXV. of

the New England Historical and Genealogical
Register (1881).

BOYNE, boin (Ir. Boinn) . The most im-

portant river in the east of Ireland, rising in
the Bog of Allen, and flowing through Kildare,

King's County, Meath, and Louth (Map: Ire-

land, E 3). It passes Trim, Navan, Slane, and
Drogheda, .and enters the Irish Sea 4 miles below
the last town, after a course of over 70 miles,

its total descent being 336 feet. Its chief tribu-

taries are the Deel, Mattoch, and Blackwater.
It is navigable for vessels of 250 tons to Drog-
heda, and for barges of 70 tons to Navan, 19
miles up. Turgesius, the Dane, sailed up the
Boyne in the year 838 and plundered Jleath. It

is chiefly famous for the battle of the Boyne
(q.v.), which took place on its banks near Drog-
heda, in July, 1690. Consult Wilde, The Beau-
ties of the Boyne and the Blackwater (Dublin,
1869).

BOYNE, Battle of the. A battle fought on
July 11 (new calendar: .Tuly 1, old style), 1690,
3 miles west of Drogheda, on the banks of the
Boyne, Ireland. This battle was fatal to the cause
of James II., and assured the ascendency of
Protestantism in England. The troops of James,
30,000 in number, were defeated with a loss of
1500 by the forces of William 111. (James's son-
in-law ) , who had about the same number of
men, but lost only about 500. An obelisk, 150
feet high, marks the scene of the battle. For
the bitter feeling among the Irish which fol-

lowed this battle, see Oraxoemex. The anni-
versarv of the battle of the Bovne is celebrated
on July 12.

BOYS, Ships'. In nautical language, all the
young or green hands on hoard, so called with-
out much reference to their age. In recent
times, arrangements have been made to give a
more precise meaning to the term by engaging
boys or lads as part of the crew. There has
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been no such rating in the United States Navy
since the establisliment of the apprentice sys-

tem, but it is still preserved in the British Navy.

BOYS' CLUBS. A term applied both to

organizations formed by boys and to those main-

tained by adults on behalf of boys. An investi-

gation, made by Dr. H. D. Sheldon in 18!I8. of

862 clubs formed by American boys between the

ages of 10 and 17, revealed the following as to

their purpose: Twenty-three were secret socie-

ties, 28 social ('good times'), 50 industrial, 10

philanthroi)ic, 28 literary, art, and musical, 105

predatory (hunting, fighting, preying, etc.), 379

athletic and game clubs. The majority of these

were started by boys of the ages 11, 12, 13, the

numbers being, (11) 155; (12) 164; (13) 188.

Eighty-seven per cent, of the clubs were formed
by boys between the ages of 10 and 15, while

851/i I'er cent, stood for physical activity. It

was found that interest in athletic organiza-

tions increased to the thirteenth year, then rap-

idly diminished ; while interest in literary so-

cieties, etc., increased with maturity. Boys

and. girls seldom joined in forming clubs.

The underlying motives of boys' clubs pro-

moted by adults are very different. It is sought

to mold character, to remove boys from bad sur-

roundings, to inspire to better things. These

clubs are of two types. The earlier 'mass clubs,'

which had their great development in the last

half of the Nineteenth Century, up to about

1890, sought to get the boys off the streets,

to furnish fitting opportunities for games, etc.

In some clubs manual training was introduced.

The clubs were large, numbering their members
by hundreds. In some cities large club build-

ings have been erected. Such clubs have done
much good work, but the personal relation of

the leader to the individual boys is necessarily

limited. This personal influence is the key-

note of the second type, which came into exist-

ence with the social settlements, the first of

which in the United States was started in 1889.

The clubs are small (8 to 12 members), and
hold regular meetings once or twice a week, the

programme being varied to suit the boys' inter-

ests ; or individual clubs take up specific courses.

The boys are usually of one locality, and often

are friends. Thus they are interested in each

other, and the leader has a chance to c(mie into

close contact with them all. Both types exist in

the cities, but the tendency is toward the small

clubs. Tlie large clubs tend also to become more
of a federation of special clubs. Consult: .John-

son, "Rudimentary Society Among Boys," in

Johns Hopkins University Studies, 2d series,

No. 11 (Baltimore, 1884) ; Sheldon, "The Insti-

tutional Activities of American Children," re-

print (Worcester, 1899) from American Journal

of Psychology, Vol. IX.; Birtwell, Home Li-

braries (Boston, 1899) ; Johnson, (lames and
Play, Social Work Monographs (Boston, 1898) ;

Forbush, Uow to Keep Boys (Boston, 1900) ;

ib.. The Boy Problem (Boston, 1901) : Newnnan,

The Bous' Club in Theory and Practice (Lon-

don, 1900).

BOYSSET, bwa's&', Chables (1817—). A
French legislator, born at Chillon-sur-Saone.

He entered the Legislative Assembly after the

Revolution of 1848, and served until 1851, when
he was banished in consequence of the coup

d'C'tat. In 1867 he returned to Paris, and in

1870 he was commissioned to organize the na-

tional defense in the departments of Coted'Or
and SaOne-et-Loire. He became a member of

the Radical Republican Party in the Chamber
of Deputies, where he proposed such measures
as the separation of Church and State and the
abrogation of the proteeticmist laws. He pub-

lished the well-known Catechisme philosophique

du XIX. Hircle (1SG8), and has been collabora-

tor with Proudhon on Le Penple.

BOY'THORN, Lawrence. In Dickens's Bleak
House, a eharacter supposed to represent Walter
Savage Landor. He is the friend of Mr. Jarn-

dyce. vigorous and almost ferocious in his man-
ner, while really kind-hearted.

BOY'TON, Paui, (1848—). An Irish nau-
tical adventurer, born in Dublin. In 1874 he
began his aquatic performances, in which, clad

in a rubber suit, he traversed long distivnces.

His most extensive trip was that of 3580 miles

from the mouth of Cedar Creek, Mont., to Saint

Louis, Mo., September 17 to November 20, 1881.

For an account of his various feats, consult his

book. Roughing It in Rubber (1886).

BOZ. The pen-name of Charles Dickens in

the set of papers now known as Sketches by

Boz, which appeared in book form in 1836. The
first number to which this name was signed

appeared in the Monthly Magazine for August,

1834. Dickens's own explanation is interest-

ing:
" 'Boz' was the nickname of a pet child,

a younger brother (Augustus), whom I had
dubbed Moses in honor of the Vicar of Wake-
field; which being facetiously pronounced

through the nose became Boses. and being short-

ened became Boz." Popularly, the 'o' came to

be pronounced short, and Boz is now correct.

The Pickwick Papers first appeared ascribed to

'Boz.'

BOZEMAN, boz'mon. A city and county-seat

of (iallatin County, Mont.. 96 miles southeast

of Helena, on the Gallatin River and on the

Northern Pacific Railroad (Jlap: Montana,

D 3). It is in a region which has valuable de-

posits of coal, gold, silver, and iron ore, and is

the headquarters of large agricultural and stock-

raising interests. The industrial establishments

include flour-mills, lumber-mills, brick-yards,

stone-quarries, breweries, etc. Bozcman is the

seat of the State College of .Agricidturc and Me-

chanic .\rts, opened in 1893, and contains a

public library and fine county and nuuiicipal

buildings. A canal, some 20 miles in length, lias

been constructed to serve both for irrigation and
as a waterway. Population, in 1890, 2143; in

1900, 3419.

BOZEN, bo'tscn (It. Bolzano). A town of

the Austrian Crownland of Tyrol, situated about

860 feet above sea-level, at the junction of

the Talfcr and the Eisaeh, about 83 miles south

of Innsbruck (Map: Austria, It 3). It is well

built, and protected from inundations of the

Talfer by a .strong wall about two miles in

length, which at the same time senes as a

pleasant promenade. The houses for the most
part are built in the Italian style, many of them
with arcades. The chief public buildings are

the Gothic parish church, with a fine marble

altar, the Rathaus, and tlic Francisean Monas-

tery. Its situation on the Brenner Railway,

ami at the jimction of the roads from Germany,
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Italy, and Switzerland, makes Bozen an impor-
tant centre of the transit trade. The most im-
portant articles are fruit and wine. There are
factories for the canning of fruit and vege-

tables. Adjoining Bozen is the popular winter
resort of Gries. Bozen appears as a Roman
town as early as .378. In l.iSl it came into

the possession of Austria. Population, in 1890,
11.744: in I'JOO, 13,f>32.

BOZTIAH. The name of two biblical cities,

one a city of Edom, the other of Moab. ( 1

)

Bozrah, the capital of Edom (Gen. xxxvi. 33;
Isa. xxxiv. G, etc.). This city seems to be iden-

tical with El-Buseireh, north of Petra and south-

west of Tufileh, in the District of .Jebal. .lere-

miah (xlix. 13, 22) and Amos (i. 12) prophesy
the destruction of this city in their prophecies

of the doom of Edom. (2) Bozrah of Moab, men-
tioned by Jeremiah in his prophecy of the doom
of Jloab (Jer. xlviii. 24), has not been certainly

identified. It may be Bosrah esh-Sham, in the
District of Hauran (Auranitis), the Bostra of

the days of Trajan. This place is a vast collec-

tion of ruins, about 7(3 miles south-southeast
of Damascus. In a.d. IO.t the city was restored

and beautified by Trajan, who made it the capi-

tal of the Province of Arabia. In the reign of

Alexander Severus it was made a colony, and
later it was the seat of a bishopric and of an
archbishopric. During the Crusades it was held

by the Mohammedans, and all attempts of the

Crusaders to capture it were futile.

BOZZARIS, bo'tsa-res: popularly, biVzarls,

W.\Rco or M.\BC0S BoTZARls (c. 1790- 1 823) The
'Ijconidas of Modem Greece.' He was born at

Suli, in the mountains of Epirus, about 1790.

After the Treaty of Tilsit, in 1807, he entered

the French service, but in 1821 he threw himself

into the Greek struggle for liberation, and at the

head of a band of Suliotes took an active part in

the engagements with the Turks, winning many
victories. In 1822 he was defeated at Petta (in

company with Prince ilavrocordatos ) , chiefly

through treachery, and both the patriot leaders

vere obliged to take refuge at Missolonghi. This

place valiantly held out until relieved by a
Ilydriote fleet. In 1823, in anticipation of an
assault which he knew the fortifications of Misso-

longhi were too weak to withstand, he made a

sudden sally upon the Turks during the night

of August 20, at Karpenisi. The Turkish army
was so far superior that its van alone was many
times larger than the attacking party; but the

Greeks threw the Turks into utter confusion and
won a complete victory. The triumph was sad-

dened by the loss of the heroic Bozzaris. who fell

while leading on his men to the final attack.

This battle has been made the subject of a poem
by Kitz-Greene Halleck. Consult: Mendels.sohn-

Bartholdy, Oeschichte flriechenlands (I.*ipzig,

1870-74) ; Hertzberg, Oeschichte Orieohenlands

(Gotha. 1876-79).

BOZ'ZY. A rather contemptuous corruption

of Boswell, the author of the Life of Samuel
Johnson.

BBA, bril (It. dial., meadow). A city in

the Province of Cuneo, North Italy, 900 feet

above the sea, 31 miles south of Turin (Map:
Italy, B 3). It has a church of irregular archi-

tecture (barocco), built by Vettone in 1742, and

numerous educational and cliaritable institu-

tions. A trade in silk, wine, cattle, truffles, and

leather is carried on. Two miles to the south-,

east are the ruins of the ancient Pollentia (q.v.).

Population, in 1881 (commune), 15,000; in
1901. 1.5.90.5.

BRABANgONNE, bri'bax'siin' (Fr., the
Bral)antinc, i.e. chniisuii, song; from the Province
of Brabant I , La. The national song of the Bel-

gians, originally sung by the insurgents during
the Revolution of September, 1830. A young
French player of the name of Jenneval was the
author of the song, which was set to music by
a singer named Campenhout. Jenneval fell in

a combat with tlie Dutch at Berehem.

BRABANQONS, bra'bax'sox'. A name ap-
plied during the later Middle Ages to mercenarj'
soldiers. In 1135 William of Ypres raised
bands of mercenaries in Brabant for Stephen of

Blois, the claimant of the English crown. The
name Brabancons, first applied to the hirelings

from Brabant, was used later for mercenaries in

general. Because of their deeds of rapine, Bra-
bancons soon became a common name for brig-
ands.

BRABANT. A province of Belgium, boimded
on the north by the Province of Antwerp, on the
east by Limburg and Li&ge, on the south by
Xamur and Ilainaut. and on the west by East
Flanders. Area. 1268 square miles. The surface
is mostly level and well wooded. It is traversed
by the Dyle, Dewer. and Senne, and has a well-

cultivated soil. The manufacturing industries
comprise the production of cotton and woolen
goods, ribbons, linen, hats, jewelry, etc. Popu-
lation, in 1899, 1,280,909, Capital, Brussels
(q.v.).

BRABANT, brii'bant or bra-bant', Fr. pron.
bra'biix' {Lat. lirnrhbantum ; Ger. brach; fallow,
unplowed + Band, district). The name for-

merly given to an important region in the Low
Countries, extending from the left bank of the
Waal to the sources of the Dyle, and from the
ileuse and the plain of I^imburg to the Lower
Scheldt. In the time of C'«sar IJrabant was in-

habited b\' a mixed race of Germans and Celts,

but in the Fifth Century it came into the pos-
session of the Franks. After the disruption of

Charlemagne's Empire, it formed part of the
Duchy of Lorraine (included in Germany), and
after 9,59 of the Duchy of Lower Lorraine, The
Principality of Brabant grew up around tlie city

of Louvain as a nucleus. Beginning with Henry
I. (1190-1235), the rulers of Brabant bore the
title of duke. John I. in 1288 annexed Limburg
to his dominions. The country possessed a
liberal charter, known as the -loueuse Entree, or
Moyous Entrance,' which guaranteed extensive
rights to the nobles and the towns and restricted

the powers of the Duke. In 1430 Brabant came
into the possession of the House of Burgundy,
and in 1477 passed to the Hapsburgs through
the marriage of Mary of Burgundy with the
future Emperor Maximilian. The northern part
of Brabant participated in the revolt of the
Netherlands against the rule of Philip II. of

Spain, and became a part of the independent
Dutch Republic, At the close of the Napoleonic
wars the whole of Brabant was incbided in the
Kingdom of the Netherlands, and was divided
into three provinces. After the Revolution of

1830 the provinces of Antwerp and South Bra-
bant became parts of Belgium,
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BRABANTIO, bra-b5n'shi-6. The father of

Desdemona in Shakespeare's Othello. He is a

Venetian noble, vehemently opposed to his daugh-

ter's Biarriage with the Moor.

BRAB'INE. The pseudonym of Thomas
Bainibe, signed to complimentary verses to

Greene's Mtnaphon (q.v.).

BRACCIO, bra'cho, Fortebrac'ci, Count of

Montone (1368-1424). A celebrated condottiere,

born in Perugia of an old patrician family. In

his early youth he became a leader of mercena-

ries, and "later was the champion of the exiled

Ferugian nobles. In 1408 he entered the service

of Ladislas, King of Naples, who had designs upon

Central Italy, and with his conunand crossed the

Apennines, scoured the valley of the Tiber, and

took several towns. In June of thf same year

the people of Perugia offered the dominion of

their city to the Neapolitan King, on condition

that he should prevent the return of the nobles.

He accepted the offer, and Braccio was forced to

retire to the marshes. In 1416, however, Braccio

secured the possession of his native city, and the

banished nobles were restored. In 1417 he took

Rome, but was soon obliged to evacuate it. Soon

afterwards he made terms with Pope Martin V.,

and subsequently accepted from Joanna, Queen of

Naples, the command of her land forces, and the

rank of High Constable of the Kingdom. He en-

tered the Abruzzi, surprised Capua, and relieved

Naples. In 1421 he became Prince of Capua and

Count of Foggia. Braccio aspired to the throne

of Naples: in 1424 he overran Campania and

Apulia, took Bari, and advanced into Calabria,

but was wounded and captured, while besieging

Aquila, and died June 2, 1424. His deeds and

those of his contemporary. Piccinino, are com-

memorated by Lorenzo Spirito, in a poem entitled

L'altro Marie (Vicenza, 1489).

BRACCIOLINI, bra'ch6-le'nS, Fbancesco
(1566-1646). An Italian poet, born in Pi-stoia.

He was appointed secretary to Cardinal ]Maffeo

Barberini, afterwards Pop'e Urban VIII., and

won renown by his Croce racquistata (The Cross

Regained. 1605), then ranked by many critics as

second only to Tasso's Gerusalemme. He wrote

also a famous satire on the heathen divinities

of the ancient world, entitled Lo scherno degli

Dei (The Scora of the Gods, 1618). His other

publications include a poem celebrating the ele-

vation of Urban VIII. to the Pontificate (Rome,

1628). and three tragedies.

BRACCIOLINI, PoRGio. See Poggio Bkac-

cioLiNi, GiovAXNi Francesco.

BRACCIO NTJOVO, nwo'vo. An imposing

vaulted hall in the Vatican, built in 1821, con-

taining about 120 works of ancient sculpture.

among them the "Apoxyomenos," the "Augustus,"

the "Nile Group," and the "Athlete."

BRACE ( OF. hrace, Irasse, the two arms, em-

brace, from Lat. brachia, plur. of hrachium,

arm ) . A beam or bar in a roof or bridge-truss

placed in an inclined position, and serving to

hold together the principal members; generally

any timber used to stiffen a framed structure.

Tlie contrivance or tool for holding a bit, and

used by carpenters for boring, is also called a

brace. (See Bridges; Roofs; Boring-Maciiin-

EBT.) Braces on shipboard are ropes attached

to the yard-arms, and employed to shift the

sails in a horizontal direction round the masts,

so as to receive advantageously the wind that
may be blowing at any particular moment. To
brace in is to bring the forward yard-arm farther

aft—that is, to lay the yard more nearly square;
to brace up is the reverse of this; to brace about
is to swing the yard from being sharp up (i.e. as
far forward as possible) on one tack to sharp
up on the other. In construction of all kinds the

term 'brace' signifies a form of i)rop which sup-

ports by resistance to compression as opposed to

a strut, tie, or hanger, which supports by re-

sistance to tension.

BRACE, Chari.es Loring (1826-90). An
American philanthropic author. He was born
at Litchfield, Conn., June 19, 1826, graduated at

Yale, studied in the Yale and in the Union
Theological Seminaries, but never had charge of

any church. In 1850 he made a pedestrian tour

in Great Britain, and the next year went to Hun-
gary. Afterwards he studied the school systems

of Switzerland, England, and other countries.

On his return in 1852 he became associated in

the early operations of the 'New Y'ork Children's

Aid Society,' and as secretary of that society did

a great work among newsboys and in ridding New
Y'ork City of unruly children. He became widely

known as a philanthropist. He died at Campfer,

in the Engadine, Switzerland, August 11, 1890.

He visited Europe often, and the result of his

observations is found in Hungary in 1851 (New
York, 1852); Home Life in Germany (1853);

Xorse Folks (1857); Races of the Old World
(1863), etc. He also published The New West
(1868); Short Sermons to Newsboys (1861);

Dangerous Classes of New York (1872); Gesta

Christi (1883) ; and The Unknown God (1889).

Consult his life, ed. by his daughter ( New York,

1894).

BRACE, De Witt Bbistol (1859— ). An
American physicist, born in Wilson, N. Y. He
graduated at" the Boston University in 1881, re-

ceived the degree of M.A. there a year after-

Avards, studied at Johns Hopkins University from

1881 to 1883, and received the degree of Ph.D.

from the University of Berlin in 1885. He was
appointed acting assistant professor at the Uni-

versity of Michigan in 1886, and became pro-

fessor of physics at the University of Nebraska

in 1887. He has made a special study of radia-

tion and optics, and has published Laws of Ra-

diation and Ahsorj>tion (1901).

BRACE'BRIDGE HALL, or The Humor-
ists. The title of a volume of essays by Wash-

ingtcm Irving (1822). Bracebridge Hall was

taken as a type of the English country-seat, and

the stories bring us a breath of its genial air.

It appeared under the name of 'Geoffrey Crayon,

Gent.'

BRACE'GIR'DLE, Anne ( ?1663-1748). An
English actress. She was said to have been

In-ought up by Mr. and Mrs. Bettorton, and to

have" apiieared as a child in The Orphan, at

Dorset Garden, but her early history is not well

known. She took the part of Lucia in Shad-

well's Squire of Alsatia at the Theatre Royal in

1688, and from that time is frequently on record.

In 1693 she played Araminta in Congreve's Old

Bachelor. In 1695 she joined Bctterton, Mrs.

Barry, and the other seceders to Lincoln's Inn

Fields, and played Angelica in Love for Love.

She was Belinda in Vanbrugh's Provoked Wife,

and the same year (1697) Almeria in Congreve's
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Mourning Bride. Among her characters were
several tragic parts, but she was thought at her
l)est in comedy. Her personal attractions were
famous. C'ibber says of her: "Never was any
woman in such general favor of her spectators,
which to the last scene of her dramatic life she
maintained by not being unguarded in her private
character." The last curious phrase has been
much quoted, and met with some debate. Mrs.
Bracegirdle's reputation for a virtue then not too
common upon the stage seems, however, to have
iK'cn well sustained. She was the innocent cause
of the death of Mountfort, who was killed by
a jealous Captain Uill and Lord Moluin. Cib-
lier adds, "Scarce an audience saw her that were
less than half of tliem lovers, without a sus-
l>ected favorite among them." It was half
believed, nevertheless, that she was privately
married to Congrcve. A purse of £800 was once
given her by Lord Halifax and some friends as
a testimonial to her character. She was noted
Iwsides for her charity to the poor. Her re-

tirement from the stage, in 1707, was owing to
jealousy of the popularity of Anne Oldfleld. and
she played thereafter but once, at Betterton's
benefit in 1709. Consult: Doran, Annals of the
Stage, ed. Lowe (London. 1888) ; Russell, Hep-
resentative Actors (London, 1875); Baker. Eng-
lish Actors (Xew York. 1879) ; and Gibber,
Apology, chap, v., ed. Bellchambers (London,
1822).

BRACELET (Fr.. armlet, from bras, hand,
Lat. hracrhiuin, arm, Eng. brace). An ornament
worn on the aim. generally at the wrist. Brace-
lets and armlets have been used by every nation,
both savage and civilized, from the earliest pe-

riods to our own. They are frequently mentioned
in Genesis, as worn both by men (x.\xviii. 18)
and by women (x.xiv. 30) ; by both the Hebrews
and the surrounding nations ( Xum. .xxxi. 50 )

.

Similar ornaments were worn round the ankles,

but they are stiginatized by Isaiah as marks of
luxury (iii. 16). The lledes and Persians were
remarkable, even among Asiatics, for their love
for ornaments of this class. They wore not only
bracelets and armlets, but earrings, collars, and
necklaces, which often consisted of strings of
\aluable pearls, or were enriched witli other
jewels. These ornaments were used to indicate
the rank of the wearer, and this use has con-
tinued to be made of them in the East down to

the present day. In Europe, bracelets and arm-
lets were worn by both the classical nations and
the barbarians from the earliest times. The Gauls
wore them ; and the Sabines, in the legend of

Tarpcia, had ponderous golden armlets on the
left arm. .\milets have been foimd at Troy,
]^Iycense, and in the early Italian graves. They
were worn on both the lower and uj)per arm, and
are frequently found in pairs. In historical
times it was a mark of efTeminacj' for men to
wear bracelets, but they are very frequently seen
on women in works of art, and very many have
been found in tombs. Some of these are ex-
ceedingly beautiful specimens of the goldsmith's
work. The favorite form seems to have been a
spiral passing several times around the arm, and
frequentlj' made to resemble a serpent. W'e also
find simple rings, often open, with the ends in

the form of animals' heads, sphimxes, etc. Al-
most all modern forms can be found among the
Greek and Etruscan jewelry. These armlets were

Vol. hi—is.

frequently arranged to contain amulets. Among
the Komans. silver armlets (armiUw) were given
to soldiciN or centurions as a mark of distinction.
BRACHELLI, bra-Kel'l*. Hugo Fraxz von

(1834-92). An Austrian statistician. He was
bom in Brimn, and studied at the University of
Vienna. He published the important statistical
work Die Staaten Europas (1853). He was ap-
pointed director of the statistical department of
the Austrian ilinistry of Commerce in 1872.
Among his more imporUmt works are Die
dculsche Staatenkunde (1850) and IStatistisclie

Hkizzcn (1892).

BRACHET, bra'shfi', Augu.ste (1844—). A
French pliihilogist. He was bom in Tours, and
studied under Diez and Littrg. In 1870 he was
appointed professor of Romance philologj' at the
Ecole des Hautes Etudes, Paris, and from 1872
to 1874 he was professor of German in the Ecole
Polrtechnique. His Dictionnaire etymologique
de la langue franoaise (Paris, 1870), in two
volumes, has frequently been reprinted. It has
been translated into English, and has been intro-

duced into the universities of Cambridge, Ox-
ford. London, etc. His L'ltalie qu'on voit et

ritiilie qu'on ne voit pas (1881) is one of sev-

eral publications in which Brachet endeavors to
show that the education of the youth of Italy
is everywhere influenced by a pronounced antago-
nism to France and the desire of a closer alliance

with Gernianv.

BRACHIAL (braTvi-ol) ARTERY (Lat.
hrachialis, belonging to the arm, from brachium,
arm ) . The artery be-

tween the armpit and
the elbow, which is the
continuation d o w n -

ward of the axillary

artery. The brachial
artery at first run-
along the inner side nt

the arm, just behin '

the inneriuargin of tin

biceps muscle and be-

hind the great median
nene. Here it maj-
be pressed against the
bone, in cases of bleed-

ing from any point
below. Then it passes
across to the front and
outer side of the arm.
laits course, the brach-
ial artery gives otl" ( 1

)

the superior profundi!
branch, which wind-
round tlie back of the
arm - bone, and reap-

pears on the outer
side, where it join-

some twigs coming up
from the radial ar-

tery; (2) an artery
M-hich enters the bone
to supply its medul-
lary membrane; (3)

the inferior profunda,
which, running do\ni behind the internal condyle
of the humerus, joins branches c(miing from the
ulnar artery; (4) a short branch, the anasto-
molica magna, which breaks up into numerous
branches inosculating around the elbow.

UK,\CHI.VI. AKTEEV.
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BRACHIANO, bra-cha'nfi, DuKE OP. The
name of a cliaiacter in the tragedy TJlc "White
Devil, by John Webster (1612).

BRACHIOPODA, brak'i-up'o-da (Gk., arm-
footed, from Ppaxtav , hrarliiOii, arm + irovs

pous, foot). A L-lass of peculiar animals, having
bivalve shells, but differing in important points

from the vast majority of recent raollusks with
bivalve shells. The mantle or pallium (seeJIoi.-

LLSK) in the brachiopods consists of two broad
expansions or lobes, covered by the two valves of

the shell, which are dorsal and ventral, and in-

closing all the other soft parts of the animal;
while the chief function of these folds is unques-
tionably the formation of the two-shell valves,

it is possible that the,v are supplied with blood
lacima- or vessels, and may serve as the principal

organs of respiration. The circulatory system
is not satisfactorily known, but there is probably

a vascular system present, with a heart placed
above tlie intestine. The nervous system is weak-
ly developed, but includes a small brain and a

ANATO.MY OP BEACHIOPODA.

Structure of Terrbratula. A, The shell viewed from be-

hind, showinj; the dorsal valve, and the iiei-forated summit
of the ventral valve above it. B, Inner view of the dorsal
valve, showiuff the shell.v loop (i) which supports the spiral

arms. C, Inner view of the ventral valve, showing the fora-

men or apert ure( f)m the beak, through which {d) the muscu-
lar stalk of attachment passftx. I), Longitudinal and verti-

cal section of the animal, showing the spiral arms (a), the
Ktomarli («). and the liver (A). At f is the opening in the
beak, with the stalk of attachment (p) passing through it.

(.\fter Davidson and Owen.)

larger infra-a'sophageal ganglion, with two prin-

ci|)al trunks running backward from it. There

are no special sensory organs of any kind. The
organs by which food is procured are also re-

markablfr—two long arms arising from the sides

of the mouth, and disposed wholly or partly in

spiral curves, when not extended to seek or seize

prey. These arms are usually furnished with
numerous vibratory filaments, which are sup-

jiosed not only to aid in the capture of prey, bvit

in the maintenance of the current necessary for

respiration. The arms are often supported by a

special calcareous skeleton, attached to the dorsal

valve.

Excretion takes place by means of nejihridia,

of which one or two pairs are present; these

also serve as ducts for the transmission of the

sexual products. They open into the mantle-

cavity on each side of the mouth. The Brachio-

poda are attached to solid bodies either by a

footstalk or by one of the valves of the shell.

When the stalk is present it emerges either be-

tween the valves or through a hole in the pos-

terior upward bulging of the larger ventral valve.
The Brachio])oda are most notable because of the
fact that in the earliest geological times they
were a domiijant type ; but since the close of the
Paleozoic Age they have been steadily decreasing
in number, ilore than 4000 species are known,
btit more than 95 per cent, are extinct and exist
only as fossils. !Most of the living brachiopods
are small, less than an inch across, but some
of the extinct forms were six inches across. All
living species are marine, and there is every
reason to believe the same is true of the extinct
species. Existing species are found in water
of moderate depth, sometimes down to 2.50 fath-

oms. They are generally grouped in two orders:
the Articulata, or Testicardines, in which the
shell-valves are hinged, and the hiariiculata, or
Ecardines, without hinge. Examples of Brachio-
pods are shown on the plate: 1, Crania Bordeni;
2, Spirifer cameratus; 3, Bilobites biloba; 4,

Tropidoleptus occidens; 5. Pentamerus oblongus;
l5. Uncites gryphus ; 7, Derbva Bennetti ; 8, Orthis
tricenaria; 9, Athyris spiriferoides; 10, Orthis
pectinella (interior) ; ll,lvhipidomella Jlichelini;

12, Stropheodouta deuiissa; 13, Cauiarota?chia
eongregata.

BRACHIOSPONGIA, brak'i-6-sp6n'ji-a (Gk.

(3pax'w, hruchion, arm + (r7ro77ia, spongia,
sponge). A curious genus of hexaetinellid

sponges. This sponge has a form somewhat like

that of the earth-star ])U(l'hall {(Irosler) , and
consists of a central dcjircsscd hollow portion

from which radiate several cylindrical arms that
are bent downward toward the ocean-floor iipon

which the sponge lived. Into these arms extend
prolongations of the central gastral cavity. The
aperture of the gastral cavity is large and often

elevated above the plane of the arms. These
sponges have been found chiefly in the Ordovi-
cian rocks of Franklin County, Ky., where they
occur as hard, stony masses. The stony nature is

due in part to a compact skeleton of delicate

siliceous spictiles that gave rigiditj- to the sponge
mass when alive, and also to mineral matter that
has been deposited in the cavities of the skele-

ton during the progress of petrifaction. Consult
Beecher, "BrachiospongidiC," Alcinoirs of the Pea-
hoiltj Museum of Yale Vnim-rxil;/, vol. ii., pt. i.

(New Haven, 1889). See also general article on
.Sro-\(n;.

BRACHISTOCHRONE, bni-kls'tA-kron (Gk.

ppdxicTos, brachistos, shortest + XP^'"^-, chronos,

time), or the curve of quickest descent. See
Cycloid.

BRACHT, braKt, Felix Prosper Eugen ( 1842
— ). A German painter, born at Morges (Lake
Geneva, Switzerland). He was a pujiil of Friseh

and Seeger in Darmstadt, of the Karlsriihe Art
School, and of Gude in Diisscldorf. In 1882

he became a professor in the Berlin Academy.
He has painted chielly landscapes, drawing his

motives from the Liineburg Heath, the island of

Biigcn, Syria, and Palestine. In 188!) he received

the gold medal of the Berlin Exhibition. lie is

extremely skillful in interi)reting by a few sig-

nificant strokes the local moods of various di-

verse regions, .\niong his w<uks are "Giant's

Grave on (he Liineburg Heath," "Stormy Even-

ing on Rilgen," "Sheidicrd on the Heath," ".Moon-
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light Night in the Desert," and "Nightfall on the

Dead Sea," the last, now in the National Gallery

in Berlin, being esteemed his best. He is also

known as a w.iter-colorist.

BRACHVOGEL, briiK'fC.'gfl, Emil (1824-78).

A German dramatist and writer of fiction, born

in Breslau. lie studied engraving and modeling,

but having subsequently turned author, wrote
several dramas and a large number of long-

winded works of historical fiction. The dramas
include Xarciss (1857, 0th ed., 1882), translated

into several European languages, on which liis

reputation rests. Among liis novels may Im; men-
tioned liciwiii (1860); lieaiimarchais (4 vols.,

ISti.')! : and Ohmcarty (4 vols., 1872). His Xus-
(icniihltr Wcrke appeared at Berlin in 1873.

BRACHYLOGirS, bra-kll'6-gus (Gk. |3poxi5s,

hrachiis, short + X/rtoi, locjos, word). A work
containing a systematic exposition of the Roman
law, compiled probably in the Twelfth Century,

though some assign it to the reign of .Justinian.

The earliest extant edition was published at

Lyons in 1549. It is based on the Institutes of

jiistinian, though it is drawn largely from the

Digest and other parts of the Corpus .Juris

(q.v.).

BRACHYTJRA, brak'i-u'ra. See Cbustacea;
Crais.

BRACIDAS, brasl-das. In Spenser's Faerie

Queriie. the twin brother of Amidas. Lucy, the

forsaken love of Amidas, throws herself into the

sea and drifts in a floating chest to the island of

Bracidas. When the chest is found to contain

treasure, it is claimed by Amidas, but the dispute

is settled in Lucy's favor by Sir Artegal.

BRACK'ENBURY, Sir He:jrt (1837—).
An English soldier; director-general of ordnance

at the War Office, since 1899. He was born in

Lincolnshire. England, and in 1856 joined the

Royal Artillery. He served in the Central In-

dian campaign (1857-58) and in the Ashanti

campaign (1873-74), and was chief of staflT

during the Zulu War (1879-80). Svibsequently

he was military attache at Paris (1881-82) ; ac-

companied the Nile Expeditionary force as dep-

uty adjutant-general (1884), and, after the

death of General Earle, took command of the

River Column. For his services he was made
major-general (1885). He became lieutenantr

general in 1888, and colonel commandant of the

Royal Army in 1897. Sir Henry's puldications

incdude Faiiti and Ashanti (1873) ; a Xarrative

of the Ashantee War (1874); and The River

Column (1SS5).

BRACK'ENRIDGE, Hentit JIarie (1786-

1S71 I. .\n .\merican lawyer and author, son of

Hugh Henry Brackenridge (q.v.). He was born
in Pennsylvania: practiced law in Maryland, and
in 1812 became district judge of Louisiana, in

which position he was useful to the Government
in the War of 1812, of which he wrote a history.

He advocated the acknowledgment of the independ-

ence of the South American States, and his pam-
phlet on the subject received an ollicial answer
from the Spanish Jlinister at Washington. Sul)-

sequently he was commissioner to the new repub-
lics, and published A Voi/nfie to South Aniericn

i 1818). He was judge of tlie western district of

Florida for ten years and then removed to Pitts-

burg. Pa. In 1841, he was commissioner under
the treaty with Mexico. Besides many essays on
various subjects, he published Recollections of

Persons and I'laccs in the West (1834), and a
Bistorif of the Western Insurrection (1859),
written ill viiulication of his father.

BRACKENRIDGE, Hion Henry (1748-

ISliJ). An American lawyer, politician. Revolu-
tionary chaplain, jioet, satirist, and miscellane-

ous writer, born at Caiupbelton, Scotland. Brack-
enridge was graduated from Princeton in 1771,

a classmate of .James Madison. Part of the

graduating exercises of that year was a poet-

ical dialogue. The Jtisiny (Honj of America,
written Ijy Brackenridge in collaboration with
Phili]) Freneau (q.v.). and publislied in 1772.

For live years he taught at Princeton and in

Maryland, writing for his pupils a drama, ifH/iAfr

HiU. published in 1776, in wliicli year he went
to Philadelphia as editor of tlie newly founded
United States Mayu::ine. Brackenridge, who had
studied divinity, then became chaplain in the

Revolutionary Army, though never regularly

ordained. Six of his Camp Sermons were pub-

lished. He soon left the army, however, and,

after studying law at Annapolis, was admitted to

the bar, moved to Pittsburg, became prominent
politically, and in 1786 was sent to the Legisla-

ture, lie was active as a mediator in the Whis-
ky Insurrection (1794), and wrote, as a defense

of his action. Incidents of the Insurrection in,

Western Pennsi/lrania (1795), In 1799 he was
made judge of the State Supreme Court. The
best known of his publications, the only one of
jiresent literary interest, is a political prose
satire. Modern Chiralry, or the Adcentures of
Captain I'arniyo and Teague O'Rcgan. his Ser-

vant (1796-1806). Brackenridge died at Carlisle,

Pa., June 25, 1816. His miscellaneous verse

and prose shows him to have been a man of much
versatility and intelligence.

BRACKET (ME. bragget, Fr. hraguette,
dimin. of Lat. *braca-. sing, of braeoe, breeches).
A projection from a wall, with a Hat top. used
to support anything. It difl'ers from a corbel

(q.v.) in being separate from and not a part of

the wall. Brackets are ordinarily of stone, wood,
or metal, and are occasionally elaborately de-

signed and carved. They sometimes support
heavy weights, such as balconies, oriel windows,
projecting upper stories, or roofs, where they may
form a portion of the vertical overhanging, ilore

frequently brackets serve to hold statues, busts,

vases, lamps, or the like. The term is also em-
ployed for the cast-iron or plain wooden supports
of shelves, cupboards, etc., as well as for gas or
electric lights projecting from the wall.

BRACKET FUNGI. Certain fungi t.aking
the fiinii of hrackits on trees and stumps. They
belong to the L'loup Basidiomycetes (q.v.).

BRACK'ETT, Frank Parkihrst (1865—K
An American mathematician and astronomer:
born at Provincetown. Mass. He graduated at
Dartmouth College in 1887, and in 1890 was ap-
pointed professor of mathematics and astronomy
at Pomona College (Claremont, Cal.). He has
published monographs on subjects connected with
mathematics and meteorology-.

BRACK'ETTVILLE. Tlie county-seat of
Kinney County. Tex., 225 miles southwest of the
State capital, .Austin (Map: Texas. D 5). It has
stock-raising interests. It is the seat of a Unit-
ed States military post. Fort Clark, which was
garrisoned in 1902 by four companies of cavalry
and two of coast artillery. The post was once
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of much importance in repressing Indian and
Mexican raids from beyond the Rio Grande.

Population, about 1500.

BRACQUEMOND, brak'moN', Joseph F£lix
(1833— ). A French painter and engraver. He
was born in Paris, and was a pupil of Guichard.

He began to exhibit in the Salon of 1852, and

soon won fame by his original etchings and his

reproductions of the works of the great masters.

He is especially successful in portraits, among
which are many of noted artists and writers, and
has also distinguished himself as an illustrator.

His etching work is i^epresented by over 800 plates,

including a number of excellent lithographs.

About 1SC7 lie introduced successfully a new
mode of decoration on china, and in 1872 became
connected with the painting department of the

porcelain factory at S&vres, but soon afterwards

established a studio for ceramic decoration on

the outskirts of Paris, and has done a great

deal of work for a Limoges factoiy.

BRACT (Lat. bractea, a thin plate of metal,

gold-leaf). The leaves in an inflorescence, which

are usually smaller than the ordinary leaves and
often more or less modified in structure. See

Inflorescence.

BRACTON, or BRATTON, Henry db (
?—

12G8). An English ecclesiastic, distinguished

as a judge and as the author of the hrst

comprehensive treatise on English law. He was
born at Bretton-Clovelly. in Devonshire, and
studied at Oxford, where he took the degree of

doctor of laws, and where he is supposed to have

lectured on the canon law. He became an

itinerant judge in 1245, and shortly thereafter

a judge of tlie King's Court. His ecclesiastical

and judicial preferment went hand in hand. In

1263 he was Archdeacon of Barnstable and
Chancellor of Exeter Cathedral, and in 1265 he

is said to have become chief justiciary of Eng-

land under Henry III. Of his history subse-

quentlv to 1267 we know nothing. His fame

rests (in his great work on the laws of England,

De Legihus et Consuetudinihiis Anglice. which

has been characterized as "the crown and flower

of English mediseval jurisprudence" (Pollock and
Maitland. Bislory of Eiiylish Law. 2d ed.. Cam-
bridge, Eng., and Boston, 18nn). It is a system-

atic treatise on a large and comprehensive plan,

not wholly completed, drawing its form from the

Roman law. but deriving its substance almost en-

tirely from the precedents of the English law

courts. The charge that the book is an indiscrim-

inate mixture of Roman and English law, that it

represents an attempt to refine and improve the

common law bv introducing the ccmceiit ions of the

civil law, has" been disproved by recent investi-

gations of the jilea rolls and other authorities

upon which he relied. The work was an imme-

diate siiccess. Some fifty manuscripts of it have

come down to us, and in that age of legal activity

it became the model of n>unero\is other treatises,

some of wliich, like Flet^i and Britton, have also

survived. But Bracton had no successor until,

500 years after his death, Blackstone gave his

Commcritaries to the world. The earliest edi-

tion of Bracton's Dc Lefiibiis is the folio edi-

-tion nf 1569; the best edition is the one edited

by Sir Trovers Twiss, and issued in 1878-83, with

an English trjinslation, under the authority of

the lords commissioners of the treasury, and

under the direction of the master of the rolls.

Certain British Museum manuscripts containing
the record of some 2000 cases were discovered
about 1884 by Prof. Paul Vinogradoft" to have
been compiled by Braeton as a 'Note Book,'
and were edited by F. W. ^Maitland for publica-

tion. Consult: Bracton's Kolc Booh, edited by
Maitland (London, 1887) ; Hclcct Passages from
Bracton and Azo, edited for the Selden Society by
Maitland (London, 1895) ; Pollock and Mait-
land, IJistorg of English Lair (2d ed., Cambridge,
Eng., and Boston, 1889) ; Scrutton, Influence of

flic Rciniun Law an the Law of England (Cam-
bridge, Eng., 1885).

BRA'CY, Matjbice de. A captain of free

lances in Scott's novel Ivanhoc. He instigates

the cari-j-ing off of Rowena and assists in the

defense of Front de Bteuf's castle. He is finally

exiled by King Richard.

BRAD'AMANT. The daughter of Anion and
Beatrice and the sweetheart of Roger the Jloor.

Tlic latter becomes a Christian on her making
this act a condition of their marriage. Brada-
niant, known as the Virgin Ivnight, had white
armor and an irresistible spear. She appears in

Boiardo's Orlando Innamorato and Ariosto's

Orlando Furioso. There is a play with the

title Bradamante, a tragi-comedy b_v Robert Car-

nier (1580): a tragedj' by La Calpren&de

( 1636) : a tragedy by Thomas Corneille (1695),
besides several others.

BRAD'BURY, .loHN Buckley (1841—). An
English physician and author. He was born at

Saddleworth, Yorkshire, and was educated at

King's College, London, and at Cambridge. He
became pliysician to Addenbrooke's Hospital,

Cambridge, in 1869: Bradshaw lecturer at the

Royal College of Physicians. London, in 1895;

Croonian lecturer to that body in 1899, and
examiner in materia medica in the ITniver-

sity of Oxford. His publications include: On
Vertigo : Its Canses, Importance as a Symptom,
and Treatment (1870): Inaugural Lecture on
Pharmacology (1894) ; and On Some yew Vaso-

Dilators (I895|.

BRADBURY, Wilu.vm Batchelder (1816-

68). An American musician and composer, born

in York, Maine. He was author in whole or in

part of many books for Sunday schools and
choirs, among which are T/ie S/iaicol (1S(>4); The
Jubilee (1865) : The Temple Choir (1867) : The

Golden Chain (1861) ; Fresh Laurels (1867), and

The Keynote (1863). His works have had much
])opularily.

BRAD'DOCK. A borough in Allegheny

Count \. I'a.. 10 miles east of Pittsburg, on the

Monoiigahela River, and on the Penn.sylvania, the

Baltimore and Ohio, and the Pittsburg and Lake

Erie railroads (Map: Pennsylvania, B 3), It

has extensive manufactures of steel, wire, ferro-

manganese, pig iron, steel rails, cement, and

plaster. Braddock has a Carnegie library of about

35,000 volumes and Kenneywood Park. Settled

probably about 1795, on the site of I'.raddock's

defeat in 1755, Braddock w\'\s incoiiiorated in

1867. Tlie borough is governed by a I)urgess,

holding office for three years, and a council in

whose power rests the appointment of the im-

portant officials of the city. The wat^nvorks nre

owned and ojierated l)v the borough. Population,

in 1890, 8561 ; in 1900, 15,654.
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BBADDOCK, Edwakd (1695-1755). A Brit-

ish general, who in 1755 led an expedition against

Fort Du Qnesne, in the Frencti and Indian War
(q.v.). With a force of 1200 i)ieked men, regu-

lars and provincials, he reached the Monongahela,
a branch of the Ohio, on July 8. Disregarding the

advice of Franklin and Washington, of the prob-

ability of a surprise, he advanced on July 9 in

confident security until, when seven miles from
the fort, the force was ambushed by Indians and
attacked simultaneously in front by the French.

Complete rout ensued, a-; the British were cut to

pieces, until the survivors, less than half of the

command, were led tc safety by Colonel W'ashing-

ton. one of the General's aids. Braddock himself,

while striving to reform his men, was mortally
wounded and died a few days later at Great
Meadows, 50 miles away, whither he had been
carried after the defeat. Consult: The History

of the Expedition Against Fort Du Quesne in

Itoo, Edited from the Original Manuscripts, by
W'inthrop Sargent (Philadelphia, 1855), and
Parkman, Montcalm and Wolfe (Boston, 1884).

BRADTJON, Mabt Elizabeth ( 1837— ) . An
English novelist: born in London. In 1860 she

wrote a comedietta called The Loves of Arcadia,

and the year after published Garibaldi and Other
Poems. Her first great success, however, came
with the publication, in 1862, of Lady Audley's
Secret. This has since been extended by the ap-

pearance of Aurora Floyd (1863); Eleanor's

Victory (1863); John Marchmont's Legacy
(1863): The Doctor's Wife (1864); Sir Jas-

per's Tenant (1865); Only a Clod (1865); The
Trail of the Serpent; The Ladies' Mile (1866) ;

Birds of Prey (1867) ; Run to Earth (1868) ;

DeadSea Fruit (1868); The Lovels of Arden
(1871) ; To the Bitter End (1872) ; Strangers

and Pilgrims (1873) ; Wearers and Weft (1877) ;

Mount Royal (1882); One Life, One Love
(1800); All Along the River (1893); London
Pride (1896); Under Love's Rule (1897); In
High Places (1898) : Rough Justice (1898) : His
Darling Sin (1899); The Infidel (1900). She
was married to John Maxwell, a London pub-

lisher, in ls74.

BRAD'FORD (AS. Irad, broad + ford, ford).

An important manufacturing city in theWest Rid-

ing of Yorkshire, England, on a tributary of the

Aire, eight miles west of Leeds (ilap: England,

E 3). Among the notable public buildings are

the Church of Saint Peter, dating from 1485, the

Exchange, the Town Hall, Piece Hall, and Saint

George's Hall (a concert hall seating some 4000

people). Bradford has been a parliamentary

borough since 1832 and returns three members
to Parliament. The city's affairs are adminis-

tered by a mayor, a municipal council of 64, and
board of Aldermen of 21 memliers. The munici-

pal authorities, imbued with a progressive spirit,

have done much to make the city a business-like

and modern municipality. The city owns its own
waterworks, on which it expended about $18,000,-

000 to get a modem system fully equipped for

the needs of the population. It also supplies

with water several neighboring towns. The city

maintains four stations where by means of 'de-

structfjrs' the garbage is utilized for the manu-
facture of mortar, paving-slabs, etc. A special

filtering plant receives the sewage, which is con-

verted into manure, the sale of which helps to

reduce the city rate. The municipality has

owned its gas-works since 1871. They net an-

• nually about $100,000. Bradford was one of the

first towns to municipalize the electric lighting,

and has made a substantial annual profit there-

from. Among other municii)al institutions are

public markets and slaughterhouses, public

baths, two cemeteries, and a •conditioning house'

for testing the quality of raw wool and woolen

goods, certificates as to their quality being is-

sued.

Bradford has seven i)arks and numerous small

recreation grounds. It has an excellent public

school system, the United Yorkshire Independ-

ent College, a Technical College, a mechanics'

institute, several public circulating libraries,

and an art museum. Among its benevolent and
charitable instituti<ms are several hospitals, in-

cluding one for fever patients, a blind and a deaf-

and-dumb asylum, and an orphan asylum. Brad-

ford is the chief seat in England of the spinning

and weaving of worsted yam, and the great mart
for the long wools used in worsted fabrics. Cot-

tons are also manufactured. It manufactures
silk, velvet, and plush. Bradford is the seat of a

L'nited States consulate; in 1895 its exports to

the United States amounted to $3,000,000 in

value; they have since decreased considerably,

owing to the Dingley protective tarifT. In the

vicinity coal and iron are mined, and the city has

several extensive iron-foundries. Bradford is on

four railwjiy lines and on the Bradford Canal.

Its street railways are owned by the corporation,

but are operated by private companies, with the

exception of a short section of trolley line oper-

ated by the city. Baptists, Independents, and
Wesleyans have colleges near the town. The first

English temperance society was inaugurated at

Bradford. The Romans seem to haveworked iron-

mines here, Roman coins having been found in

foundry refuse near the town. The manor of

Bradford, after the Conquest, was held in turn

by the De Laceys, the house of Lancaster, the

Crown, and the Corporation of London. During
the Civil War the citizens of Bradford sided with

Parliament, and twice defended the town suc-

cessfully against the Royalists, but were forced

to surrender to the Earl of Newcastle in 1643.

Sir Titus Salt (q.v.), the founder of the famous
manufacturing village near Shipley, called Sal-

taire, was a merchant of Bradford and at one

time its mavor. Population, in 1891, 265,728;

in 1901, 279,809.

BRADFORD. A city in McKean County,

Pa., 76 miles south of Buffalo, X. Y.; on the

Pennsylvania, the Erie, the Buffalo, Rochester

and Pittsburg, and several local railroads (Map:
Pennsylvania, C 2). It is in a petroleum and
natui-a'-"is region; has a large trade in oil and

liunber, and extensively manufactures refined oil,

oil-well tools, boilers, gas-engines, hardwood

rims, air-compressors, motor cycles, and various

wood products. The city contains school and
public libraries, and a well-equipped city hospi-

tal. The Kinzua Bridge, 14 miles distant, is 300

feet high and 2100 feet long. Settled in 1823,

Bradford was chartered as a city in 1879. The
government is administered by a mayor, elected

every three years, and a bicameral city council

which controls nearly all of the important ap-

pointive ollices. The city owns and operates its

water-works, and is supplied with natural gas in
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abundance for fuel and lighting purposes. Popu-
latiun. in 18P0, 10,514; in I'JOO, 15,029.

BRADFORD, Aldex (17fi.JlS43). An Amer-
ican writer; born in Duxbury, llass. He grad-

uated at Harvard in 1780; was minister of

a C(inj;regationaI church in Wiscasset, Maine
( 17'.i:i-lS01 ) ; was Secretary of State for Massa-
chusetts (lSr2-24), and, "in 1820, edited the

Boston (luzette. Among his publications are:

A History of Massachusetts, from l~GJf to 1S20
(1822-2'J); Life of Jonathan Mayheio (1838);
History of Federal Government (1840) ; and New
Eniiland Chronology, Ut'Jl-lSOO (1843).

BRADFORD, Amory Howe (1846—). An
American clergyman. He was born at Granby,
N. Y.; graduated in 1807 at Hamilton College,

and in 1870 at Andover Theological Seminary,
and in the latter year became pastor of the First

Congregational Church, Montelair, X. J. With
the Rev. C. F. Deems, he organized the Ameri-
can Institute of Christian Philosophy. He found-

ed the Whittier House Social Settlement of Jer-

sey City, and was a founder of the Congregational

Club of Xew Yorlc. In 1893 he was a member of

the deputation sent by the American Board of

Foreign Missions to investigate mission work in

Japan. He is an editor of the Outlook, of Xew
Yorl^. and has published, besides many contribu-

tions, cliielly theological, to tlie Andoiwr Herieio

and other periodicals, Spirit and Life (1892);

Old Wine: Xeir Bottles (1892) ; The Pilgrim in

Old England (1893); The flrouing Revelation

(1897); Heredity and Christian Problems
(1895): The Age of Faith (1901).

BRADFORD, John (c.1510-55). An English

minister, born in Manchester. He was secretai-y

to the paymaster of the English forces in France,

and was accused of using money not his own be-

cause he made restitution of a sum of money
which his master had unlawfully talcen. In 1547

he began to study law, but turned to the study of

divinity, and became a fellow of Pembroke Hall,

Cambridge, in 1549, and prebendary of Saint

Paul's, London, in 1551. He was also chaplain

to E<lward VI., and one of the most popular

preachers in the kingdom. When Mary came to

the throne he was accused of sedition and tried

before Gardiner, and was condemned, and burned

at the stake at Smithfield. July 1, 1555. Many
of his short works are found in the issues of

tract societies. Tliere is a complete edition,

with a life by Rev. Aubrey Townsend (1848-53).

BRADFORD, William ( c. 1590-1 6.57 ) . One
of the leaders and the historian of the ilassachu-

setts Pilgrims, and the second Governor of Ply-

mouth Colony. He was born in Austerfield, York-

shire, Knglaiid: joined the Separatist Church of

John Robinson (q.v.) at the age of 17, and,

after an unsuccessful attempt to leave England

in 1G07 (for which he was for a time impris-

oned), joined the Pilgrims in Holland, where he

became a silk-dyer, and afterwards a merchant.

He advocated the removal to America, and was
one of the Pilgi-ims who in 1020 came over in the

Mayfloirer and founded Plymouth Colony. In

April, 1021, he w-as chosen Governor to succeed

Carver, aiul by repeated reelcctions continued

to hold this position until his death, e.wcpt for

five years, when "by importunity he got off."

During all this period the story of his life is

inseparably connected with that of the colony,

and by his wisdom, his tact, and his great ad-

ministrative ability, he did perhaps more than
any other one man to make the experiment a suc-

cess. In particular he quickly saw the pernicious

eflects of the comnuinal system and in 1023 in-

sisted that it be abolished. The second patent
of Plymouth was issued (in 1029) to "William
Biadford. his heirs, associates, and assigns."

Bradford rendered an inestimable service to

students of American history by preparing a
careful History of Plimouth Plantation '(from
1602 to 1647), upon which, directly or indirectly,

all subsequent accounts of the Pilgrims have been
based. 'This history, says Tyler (History of
American Literature, i., 118), "is an orderly,

lucid, and most instructive work; it contains
many tokens of its author's appreciation of the
nature and requirements of historical writing,
and though so recently published in a perfect

form, it must henceforward take its tnie place

at the head of American historical literature" and
win for its author "the dignity of being called

'the father of American history.' " The manu-
script of this work was used by Morton in the
preparation of his Kew England's Memorial
(1069); by Prince in the preparation of his

Chronological History of Xew England (1730),
and by Hutchinson in the preparation of his

History of Massachusetts Bay (1707). It was
stored for many years in the tower of the Old
South Church, but disappeared during the Revo-
lutionary War: was found in the Fulham
Library. England, in 1855; and in 1898 was re-

turned to the United States and deposited among
the Massachusetts archives. The history was
first published, with notes bj' Charles Deane,
in 1856, and since then has been twice reprinted:

in facsimile, with an introduction by ,lohn A.
Doyle (London and Boston, 1896), and under the

title, Bradfo/'d's History of Plimouth Planta-
tion from the original Manuscript, u-ith a Re-
port of Proceedings Incident to the Return of the
Manuscript to Massachusetts (Boston, 1898). In
addition to the history. Bradford wrote Some Ob-
serrations of (Jod's Merciful Dealings with Us
in the ^yilderness; A Word to Plymouth : A Word
fo yew England; and Epitaphium Meum—all of

which were left in manuscript and have been
published in the Collections of the Massachu-
setts Historical Society. A Diary of Occurrences
Covering the First Year of the Colony, written
in conjunction with Edward Winslow, was pub-
lished in 1622 and was long known as Mourt's
Relation: and A Dialogue, or the Sunt of a
Conference Beticeen Some Young Men Born in

Xew England and Sundri/ Antient Men that

Came Out of Holland and Old England was pub-

lished in 1648, and has been repul)lished in Vol.

II. of the Old South Leaflets (Boston). Most
of Bradford's shorter writings may be found in

Y'oung's Chronicles of the Pilgrims (Boston,

1841). Consult: The New England Genealogical
Register for 1850: Walker. Ten New England
Leaders (Xew Y'ork, 1901) : Tyler, .1 History of
American Literature. lliOl-l'iG.') (Xew York.
1898) ; and .lustin Winsor, Governor Bradford's
Manuscript History and Its Transmission to Our
Titnes (Cambridge, 1881). For an interesting

Life of Bradford, consult Cotton ilather, Mag-
nalia ( I.on.lon. 1702).

BRADFORD, William (1663-1752). An
-Vmerican printer. He was born in Leicester,

England, and, with other tjuakers, emigrated to

America in 1082. In 1085 he established in
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Philadelphia the first printing-press in the Mid-
dle Colonies, anil in 1(190 he. with two olliers,

built a paperinill on the Seluiylkill. In lli'Jl

he was arresleil and tried hy tlie anthorities for

'seditious libel,' and tliouj;li the jury refused to

convict, his press an<i publications were con-

fiscated, lie removed to New York in lGi13 and
in the same year established the first press in

that Colony. On October Ifl, 1725, he began the
first newspaper in New York City, and the
fourth it: America, The Xeir York Gazetie. For
years he was the only printer in the Colony and
for 50 years held the oflice of public printer.

He had two sons, one of whom, Andrew Sowles
Bradford ( lliSli-1742), was a prosperous pub-
lisher in Philadelphia. Consult Wallace, An
Address at Ihc Celcbrution by tlie Xrio York
msforicnl Society of the 2l)0th' Birthday of Wil-
liam Bradford (Albany, 18(>3).

BBADFORD, \Vii,i.iam (1827-02). An
American marine painter; born of Quaker par-
ents, at New Bedford, Mass. He was educated
for business, but developed a talent for painting.
Several voyages along the coast of New England
and northward as far as Greenland furnished
him with suggestions for some of his best pic-

tures, among which are "Steamer Panther Among
Icebergs and Field-Ice in Melville Bay, Under
the Light of the Midnight Sun:" "A Stiti" Breeze
in the Harbor of Eastport;" "A Squall in the
Bay of Fundy:" "The Coast of Labrador;"
"Crushed by Icebergs;" "Arctic Wreckers;"
and "Sunset in tlie North."

BBAIVFORD-ON-A'VON (AS. Bradanford,
from brad, broad -j- ford, ford). A market-town
in Wiltshire, England, on the Avon, and on the
Kennet and Avon Canal, (i miles east-southeast
of Bath, and 29 miles northwest of Salisbury
(ilap: England, D 5). The Avon, which is

crossed by two bridges, divides the town into the
old and new. The small Church of Saint Law-
rence is one of the few examples of Saxon archi-

tectui"e in England. It was founded by Saint
Aldhelm in the Seventh Century. The town has
been noted for many centuries for its manufac-
ture of fine broadcloths. Kersevmeres were first

made here. Population, in 1891, 4943; in 1901,
4514.

BBADLATJGH, brad'l.^, Chables (1833-91),
An English radical politician and social re-

former. He was born in London, September 26,

1833. His early education was meagre, for he
had to support himself, at times by running er-

rands. At the age of 17 he enlisted in the army.
He secured his discharge in 1853, became clerk
to a London solicitor, and soon was noted as an
agitator, free-thought lecturer, and as a pam-
phleteer under the name of 'Iconoclast.' He pub-
lished the National Ueformer. In 1873 he made a
short visit to the United States, lecturing in the
larger cities. In 1870, with Mrs. Annie Hesant,
lie was sentenced to six months' imprisonment
and £200 fine for republishing the JIalthusian
Fruits of I'hil<isojihii. but the conviction was
quaslii'd on appeal. KIccted member of Parlia-
ment for Norlham|)ton in 1880, he pleaded that
as an atheist he hail the right to aflirm, but
when this request was denied, expressed his wil-
llngnes.s to take the oath. This the House de-
cided he was disqualified from doing: he was
ordered to leave, and on his refusal was placed in
custody. His seat was declared vacant by the

court to which the case was carried. But his
constituency returned him in 1881; he presented
himself, was again denied the jirivilege of taking
the oath, and on his refusal to leave the House
was forcibly ejected. Similar scenes occurred at
the proroguing of Parliament in 1882 and 1883,
and in the latter year Hradlaugh won a suit
which he brought again.st the sergeant-at-arms
for unlawful ejection. The case, however, was
decided on teclinical grounds, and the invalidity
of his title to a scat in the House was reatfirmed.
In 1885 he was again returned for Northampton,
and was permitted to take the oath, and shortly
before his death, January 30, 1891, Parliament
expunged from its records the resolution for-
bidding liiiii to take the oaths. Of his writings,
The Iniixdelnnent of the House of Brunswick
(Boston, 1875) attained the greatest popularity.
It advocated the repeal of the Hanoverian settle-
ment of the crown at the Queen's death. See his
life by his daughter, Mrs. Bonner, and J. M.
Roliertsim (1894).

BBAD'LEY, Edward {Cuthhert Bede) (1827-
89). An English author. He was born at Kid-
derminster; graduated in 1848 at Durham Uni-
versity; was consecrated a priest of the Estab-
lished Church, and was rector of Denton, Stretton
(1871-83), and Lenton. He contributed to peri-
odicals, and wrote numerous volumes both of
prose and verse, of which tlie best known is The
Adrentures of Verdant Green (1853-57), a hu-
morous story of life at Oxford.

BRADLEY, George Granville (1821-1903).
An English clergyman. He was educated at
Rugby and Oxford, served as assistant master
at Rugby, became head-master of Marlborough
College in 1858, and was ordained in the same
.year. He was honorary chaplain to the Queen
from 1874 to 1876, and succeeded Dean Stanley
as Dean of Westminster, in 1881. Among his
])ublications are ReeoUcetions of Arthur Penrhyn
Stanley (1882) ; Lectures on Ecclesiastes {1885} ;

and Lectures on Job (1887).

BRADLEY, Hen-ry (1845—). An English
scholar. He was born in Jfanchester, December
3, 1845; was educated at Chesterfield Grammar
School ; spent some time in teaching and was
employed as clerk and foreign corresiiondent at
Sheflield till 1884. when he went to London.
Bradley has contributed to periodicals and
encyclopipdias, and edited or revised several
l)hilological works. In 1889 he became one of
the editors of the great Oxford English Dic-
tionary.

BBADLEY, .James (1693-1762). An English
astronomer. He was born at Sherbourn in
Gloucestershire and was educated at Oxford.
Afterwards he studied with his uncle, the Rev.
James Pound, who was at that time one of the
liest astronomers in England. In 1721 he was
appointed to the Savilian chair of astronomy at
Oxford University. In 1729, after repeated ob-
servations, he announced his important discovery
of the aberration of light. The theory advanced by
Bradley to e.\i)lain this coniiilcx phenomenon has
remained practically unchanged. (See .-\liKuii.\-

TION, Si'iiKitioAL. ) In 1742 Bradley, who had been
styled by Newton "the best astronomer in Europe,'
was appointed Astronomer Royal and entered
ujion a career of gieat activity at Greenwich, Sev-
eral years afterwards he discovered nutation, or the
incuuntancy of the inclination i)f the earth's axis
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to the ecliptic. For this discovery he received
the Copley Medal in 1748. In the same year he
secured a new instrumental outfit for the Royal
Observatory, hy means of wliicli the foundations
of modern sidereal astronomy were laid. He left

at his death thirteen manuscript volumes of ob-

servations, which were published in 1708-1805.
His Miscellaiwoii/i Works and Correspondence
was ])ublished in 1S32.

BRADLET, Jcseph P. (1813-92). An
American jurist; born at Berne, N. Y. He
graduated at Rutgers in 1836; was admitted to
the Xew Jersey bar in 1839; was retained as
counsel to various railway corporations, and be-

came prominent in several cases of importance.
In 1870 he was appointed an associate justice of

the United States Supreme Court and assigned
to the Fifth Circuit (Gulf States, Georgia to

Texas ) , from which he was subsequently trans-

ferred to the Third (Pennsylvania, Xew Jersey,

and Delaware). He was a member of the Elec-
toral Commission of 1S77, which decided the
election of 187G in favor of Hayes, and supple-

mented his vote by an opinion noteworthy for

logical clearness. A profound and discriminat-

ing student of the law, he was in particular dis-

tinguished for opinions on civil rights, habeas
corpus, and admiralty cases, and in those involv-

ing constructions of the Federal Constitution. In
1870 he pronounced the centennial address at
Rutpers College.

BRAD'SHAW, Henry (?-1513). An Eng-
lish medireval poet; born at Chester. He was
enrolled there among the monks of Saint Wer-
burgh's, and studied theologj' at Gloucester Col-

lege, Oxford. He wrote De Anfiquitate et Mag-
nificenlia I'rbis Cestrioe, and a Life of Saint
TVerburyh (1500), in English verse.

BRADSHAW, .ToHN (1602-59). An English
Commonwealth judge, famous as one of the regi-

cides. He was bom near Stockport, Cheshire.

He studied law and was called to the bar at

Grey's Inn, 1627. He gained a good practice by
his ability and learning, held several offices, and
was elected president of the High Court of Jus-

tice for the trial of King Charles I. in 1649. As
the reward of his services on that occasion, he

was made president of the Council of State, and
chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster: he also re-

ceived a grant of estates worth £2000 per annum.
Bradshaw, however, frequently opposed the Pro-

tector when unable to see or comprehend the ne-

cessity for his rigid rule. After Cromwell's death

he was lord president of the Council of State,

and a commissioner of the Great Seal under Rich-

ard Cromwell. He was a friend of ]\Iiltou, who
eulogized him. He died in London, October 31,

1659. His body was buried with jiomp in West-

minster Abbey! but at the Restoration was ex-

humed and hung on a gibbet, with those of Crom-

well an<l Ircton.

BRAD'STREET, A.nne (c.1612-72). An
American poet. She was bom at Xorthampton,

England, about 1612. Mrs. Bradstreet was a

daughter of Gov. Thomas Dudley. She married

the future Governor Bradstreet in 1628, went
with him to Xew England (1630), and in the

intervals of household duties involved in the

rearing of eight children became a voluminous

author, who won for herself from her compatriots

the admiring designation, 'The Tenth JIuse.' Her

noems were published under a title which gives

a tabular view of their contents, to wit: Several
Poems Compiled icitk Great Variety of Wit and
Learning, Full of Delight, Wherein Especially is
Contained a Complete Discourse and Description-
of the Four Elements, Constitution, Ages of
Men, Seasons of the Year, Together with an
Exact Epitome of the Three First Monarchies,
viz. The Assyrian, Persian, and Grecian, and the
Beginning of the Roman Commonuealth-, to the
End of Their Last King; tcith Divers Other
Pleasant and Serious Poems hy a Gentleuoman
of Xew England (London, 16.50). It is on the
title-page of this edition that she is called 'The
Tenth Muse.' The Four Monarchies (1867) is
based on Sir Walter Raleigh's History of the
World; but she drew her chief poetic inspiration
from Sylvester's translation of the Creation, by
Du Bartas (q.v.), 1006. A second edition ap-
peared at Boston in 1678, with additions, among
which is Contemplations, her best poem. Her
complete Works, which include certain memorials
of her life and prose aphorisms, were edited by
J. H. Ellis (1867). and for the Society of the
Duodecimos (1897), with an introduction by
Charles Eliot Xorton. Mrs. Bradstreet's verses
are in the main lacking in poetic power, and the
modern reader wonders at the admiration they
excited. Cotton ilather said they "would out-
last the stateliest marble." Her contemporaries
'weltered in delight' or were 'sunk in a sea of
bliss' at their perusal. They were at least the
best of her generation in America. They show
an indomitable assertion of a woman's right to
thought and learning. She deserves an honored
place in the history of Xew England culture, as
one of the first writers in America devoted to
literature for its own sake.

BRADSTREET, .Johx (1711-74). An Eng-
lish soldier, who spent nearly his whole life in
service in Xorth America. In 1745 he served in

the Louisburg expedition as lieutenant-colonel in

Pepperell's regiment, and later in the year was
raised to the rank of captain. In 1746 he was.
appointed Lieutenant-Governor of Saint John's,
and in 1755 became adjutant-general under Gen-
eral Shirley (q.v.). He took part in the attack
on Ticonderoga in 1758, and immediately there-

after became quartermaster, with the rank of

colonel. "On August 27 of this year he cajitured

Fort Frontenac. and in 1759 accompanied C4en-

eral Amherst on his expedition against Ticon-
deroga and Crown Point. He commanded an
expedition against the Indians during the Con-
spiracy of Pontiac, and on September 7, 1764,

made a treaty with them at Detroit. In 1792 he
became a major-general.

BRADSTREET, SiMox (1603-97). An early
Colonial Cincnirir of ilassachusetts, born in

Horbling, Lincolnshire, England. He was edu-
cated at Cambridge, and in 1()30 emigrated to
America and settled at Cambridge, ilass. He
was an assistant Judge, and was successively sec-

retary, agent, and commissioner of the United
Colonies. In 1662 he was sent to congratulate
Charles II. on his restoration. He was Assistant
Governor from 1630 to 1679; was Deputy (Jover-

nor from 1673 to 1079; and was Governor from
1679 to 1686, when the Massachusetts charter
was revoked. He was restored to oflice in 1689
and remained in power until the new charter ar-

rived in 1692, when he was made first councilor.

He was generally popular as a magistrate.
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though in scvoral instances, notably with regard
to the witchiiaft delusion of 1602, he was op-

posed to the majority of the colonists. His wife
was Anne Bradstieet, the poet, daughter of

Thomas Dudley (q.v. ).

BBADWARDINE, brad'wer-din, Babox. A
pedantic but ^'cnial old soldier, of ancient lin-

eage, in Scott's novel Warerley. He is the mas-
ter of TuUy Veolan, and his daughter, called the

'Rose of Tally Veolan.' saves Waverley's life,

and, later, marries him.

BRADWARDINE, or BREDWARDINE,
Thomas, was born at Hartfiekl, in Sussex. Eng-
land, near the close of the Thirteenth Century,
and died at Lambeth, 1349. He early acquired

the reputation of being a profound scholar, skill-

ful mathematician, and able divine, which won
him the title, "Profound Doctor.' He was chan-
cellor of the university, later became confessor to

Edward III., and finally was consecrated Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, but died of plague shortly

after his consecration. Part of Bradwardine's
mathematical work was on the subject of star-

polygons, a subject which fascinated the great
Kepler, Kegiomontanus. and Cardan, and which
has attracted much attention in recent times.

The trigonometry of the Arabs was known to

him, and his philosophic works contain discus-

sions of the infinite and the infinitesimal, which
have played so important a part in modern math-
ematics. His chief works are: De Causa Dei
(1618); De Geometria f>pecttlaliva (1495, 1512,

1530); De Proportioiiihiis (Paris, 1495); De
Quadratura Circuli (1495), and De Arithmetica
Practica (1.502).

BRATJY, A. See Bakdoux, -Ag^xob.

BRADY, Cybus Towxsexd (1861—). -An

American clergyman and author: born in Alle-

gheny, Pa. He graduated in 1883 at the United
States Xaval Academy, and after work in con-

nection with Western railways was in 1890 or-

dained priest of the Protestant Episcopal Church.
He was rector of churches in ilissouri and Colo-

rado, and subsequently was appointed Archdea-
con of Kansas. From 1895 to 1899 he was Arch-

deacon of Pennsylvania, and in the latter year
became rector of Saint Paul's Church. Overbrook,
Philadelphia, Pa. During the Spanish-American
War he was chaplain of the First Pennsylvania
Volunteers. He has pul)lished lives of Stephen
Decatur (1900) and Commodore Paul Jones

(1900); Recollections of a Missionary in the

Great West (1900), his best work, and several

volumes of fiction.

BRADY, Geobge .Stewabdson (1832— ). An
English zoiilogist and paleontologist. He was
bom at Gateshead-on-Tyne and was educated at

the University of Durham. He practiced medi-

cine and surgery in Sunderland from 1857 to

1872, and became president of the Sunderland
Subscription Library and Literary Society, and
of the Sunderland Micro.scopical Society. His
principal published works are: "A .Monograph

of the Recent British Ostracoda," in Transactions

of the Linna:an Hociety (1868) ; A Monograph of
the Post-Tertiary Kntomostracn of Scotland

(1874); A Monograph of the Free and Semi-
Parasitic Copepoda of the British Islands (1877-

BRADY, He.nbv Bowma:* (1835-90). An
F.nglish paleontologist, born at Gateshead. He

was a successful manufacturing pharmacist and
had much influence in placing that profession on
a sound scientific basis. For several years he
was member of the council of the Pharmaceu-
tical Society. The associations of his youth had
developed in him a desire for research in natural

history, and his life near the coast of the Xorth
Sea enabled him to gratify his tastes in that
direction. He spent much time in dredging
marine animals, and became particularly inter-

ested in a group of minute organisms, the fora-

minifera, concerning which he eventually was
recognized as the chief English authority. He
studied also the fossil members of this group of

animals. Tlie oceanic deposits collected by the
Challenger expedition were turned over to him
for examination, and the contained foraminifera
furnished the material for an extensive mono-
graph, perhaps the most important ever pub-
lished on that class of animals. He published
several memoirs on the foraminifera of the Meso-
zoic, Cenozoic, and recent deposits of Great
Britain, and contributed freely to the scientific

journals. He was elected a fellow of the Geo-
logical Society of London in 1864, of the Royal
Society in 1874, and was also a, fellow of the
Linn;ean and the Zoological societies. His more
important works are: Report on the Forami-
nifera Dredged by H.M.S. Challenger, During the
Years 1S73-7G; Scientific Results of the Chal-
lenger Voyage, Vol. IX. (1888), a magnificent
work of over 800 quarto pages, with an atlas of

115 plates; "A Monograph of Carboniferous and
Permian Foraminifera," Transactions Paleonto-
graphical Society, Vol. XXX. (1876).

BRADY, James Topham (1815-69). An
American lawyer; born in New York City. He
was educated by his father, who was also a law-
yer and a jtidge. The son became eminent for

eloquence and met with remarkable success as a
lawyer, especially in criminal cases. In 1843 he
was appointed district attorney, and in 1845 cor-

poration attorney. In IStiO he was the candidate
of the pro-slavery Democrats for Governor. He
contributed largely to newspapers and maga-
zines, but left no collected works.

BRADY, JoH^' (1840— ). An Irish-American
prelate; horn in County Cavan, Ireland. He
studied at All Hallows College, was ordained
priest in 1864, and from 1864 to 1868 was assist-

ant pastor at Newburyport, JIass. In 1868 he
became pastor at Amesbury, Mass. He greatly

aided Archbishop Williams, of Bo.ston, in the

labors of that episcopate, and was appointed

Auxiliary Bishop of Boston in 1891. In the same
year he was consecrated titular Bishop of Ala-

bama.

BRADY, William Maziebe (1825—). An
Englisli Itoman Catholic divine and author; born
in Dublin, Ireland, of a distinguished family.

He gra<luatcd from Trinity College and became a
leader in the movement to disestablish the State

Church of Ireland, of which he was a clergyman.

His attacks on the establishment led to the loss

of many of liis preferments, and in 1873 he be-

came a Roman Catholic. His publications in-

clude: The Episcopal Succession in England,
Ireland, and Scotland, 1.',00-1S75 (1876-77); An-
nals of the Catholic Hierarchy in England and
Scotland (1883) ; and Anglo-Roman Papers
(1890).
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SBAEKEIiAEB, brii'ke-lar, Ferdinandus de
(ITOJ-ISS:!). A Belgian artist; born in Ant-

werp. He was a pupil of the Antwerp Academy
and of Van Bree; studied for three years in

Italy, and became a member of the Antwerp
Academy and director of the Antwerp Museum.
His earlier paintings were ohieflj- historical, and
for the most part large in size; afterwards he

dealt mainly with genre subjects. His success

as an instructor was marked. A list of his

works includes: "Tobit Burying a Jew by
Night" (1817); "The Grotto of Neptune at

Tivoli" (1822); "The Baker;" "Rubens Paint-

ing the Chapeau de Paille;" "Bombardment of

Antwerp in 1830;" "The Defense of Antwerp in

1576 Against the Spaniards;" "The Round of the

Market:" "The Grandfather's Holiday Visit;"

"Happy Family;" and "Unhappy Family."

BBAG (from brag, to boast; ef. the game
hluff). A game at cards. The whole pack is

used, and the cards rank as at whist, except the
nines and knaves, which are called "braggers,'

and rank the same as any cards with whicli they
may be held. An ace and a nine and a knave are
called three aces, and a deuce and the two brag
cards make thsee deuces, etc. The highest hand
is a pair royal, three of a kind, ace being high-
est; next best, highest pair, and last, the single
card. There is no playing: the hands are merely
shown, and the higliest wins the stake.

BBAG, Sir .Tack. A suggestive name be-
stowed on Gen. John Burgo^Tie (q.v.).

BBAGA, brii'ga (Lat. Bracnra, so called from
the tribe ISracares) . The capital of a district in
the Portuguese Province of Minho and seat of
an archbishop, 33 miles west-noithwest of

Oporto (Map: Portugal, A 2). It is an old
town, surrounded by walls and towers and con-
taining a number of old buildings. The cathe-
dral, originally built in the Twelfth Century and
altered since then, contains a number of relics

relating to the early history of Portugal, but is

of little architectural value. There is also an
archiepiscopal palace, with a fine library and a
number of smaller churches and monasteries. In
the vicinity is situated the Church of Bom Jesus
do Monte, visited annually by thousands of pil-

grims. Braga is of some industrial importance,
producing hats, arms, textiles, and gold and sil-

ver articles. Population, in 1890. 23,089: in

1900. 24.309. Bragsi was the capital of Lusi-
taniii and the seat of a council in 530, at which
the Sucvi renounced Arianism.

BBAGA, TiiEOPiiiLO ( 1843— ) . A Portuguese
philologist, p(K't, anil literary historian, born
on the island of San iliguel, Azores. He studied
at the University of Coimbra, and in 1872 was
appointed professor of modern languages in the
Curso Superior de Letras of Lisbon. He is one
of the most important of modern Portugiiese

writers, known in his own country chiefly through
his presentation of the positivism of Comle, and
his militant democracy in politics. Beyond Por-

tugal he is best known for his investigation re-

garding the philology and literature of the Span-
ish Peninsula. His work in that field has been

far too extensive wholly to escape a certain care-

lessness, yet his contributions to a critical knowl-
edge of the subject have been noteworthy. From
1880 to 1880 he edited the periodical O Positi-

vismo. A much-abridged list of his works in-

cludes Uistoria da poesia popular purtuyueza

(18C7) -yTheoria da historia da Utteratura portu-
gueza (1872) ; Manual da historia da Utteratura
portuguezii (1875) ; Travos gcrats de philosophia
positiva (1877); Holui;i')es positivas da polilica

portugueza (1879) ; an excellent life of Camoens
(1880) ; and a selection of poems, entitled Alma
Portuyiicza (1893).

BBAGANgA, bn^giiN'sa. The name of two
considerable towns in Brazil. (1) A seaport in

the State of Para, at the mouth of the Caite,
which enters the Atlantic about 100 miles to the
east of the Rio Par;i estuary (Map: Brazil, H
4). It is 110 miles northeast of Parii, with
which it is connected by a railroad. Population,
(iOOO. (2) An inland" city of about 10.000 in-

habitants, in the State of S.'io Paulo, 70 miles
north of Santos, with which it is connected by
rail, and about 200 miles to the west of Rio de
Janeiro.

BRAGANQA. A city of Portugal, capital of

a district in tlie Province of Traz-os-Montes, situ-

ated in a pleasant and fertile district, on the
Fervenga, an affluent of the Sabor (Map: Portu-
gal, B 2 ) . It is surrounded with walls, and
was the ancestral seat of the Dukes of Braganca
(Braganza). There are some manufactures of

silk and velvet. Population, in 1890, 5840; in

1900, 5470. See Bkaganza, House of.

BBAGANZA. bra-giin'za. House of. The
reigning house of Portugal, originally Dukes of
Braganza (see Bragan(;'a). The first Duke was
a bastard son of King John I. In 1040, Portugal,
which had been ruled by Spain for 60 years,
achieved its independence under Dom John. Duke
of Braganza. who was made King, witli the title

of John IV.

BEAGELONNE, brazh'lun', Le Vicomte de,

ou Dix Ax.s ApRi s. The title of a novel by the
elder Dumas (1848), the last of the trilogj- of
which Lcs trois mousquetaires was the first.

BRAGG, Braxtox (1817-76). An eminent
Confederate general in the American Civil War.
He was born in \V:irren County, N. C. ; graduated
at West Point in 1837, and served in the Semi-
nole War in 1837-39, and again in 1841-42.
During the Mexican War he served under Cfeneral
Taylor, and for "gallant and distinguished con-
duct" at Fort Brown, Monterey, and Buena Vista
was brevetted captain, nuijor. and lieutenant-col-
onel, res])ectively. He was on duty in variousgar-
risons until January. 1859, when he left the ser-

vice to become a sugar-planter in Louisiana.
From 1859 to 1801 he was connuissioner of the
Louisiana Board of Public Works. He joined the
Confederate Army on the outbreak of tlie Civil

War, was made brigadier-general early in 1861,
and soon afterwards was placed in conunand at
Pensacola, Fla., of the Confederate forces which
operated against Fort Pickens. He was promoted
to be major-general in February', 1862; joined
the Army of Mississippi: took a conspicuous
part in the battle of Sliiloh (April C-7); and,
after the death of A. S. .Tohnston, was raised

to the rank of general. On .Tune 20, 1802, after

the evacuation of Corinth, he replaced General
Beauregard as conunander of the \Vestern De-
partment, and in August, at the head of a force

of 45,000, invaded Kentucky, with the intention

of winning over that State to the Confederate
cause. An exciting race for Louisville ensued
between him and'Buell, but Buell arrived first

and by skillful manceuvring gradually forced
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Iiim to retreat. The two armies met at Perry-

ville. l\y.. on October 8. and Bragg, defeated,

withdrew hastily into Tennessee. His appar-

ent failure in this oampaigii brought upon him
the bitter criticism of tlie South, and for a time

his removal was seriously contemplated : but his

campaign, according to General T. A. Dodge,

"had really placed him in a positiim in IJueirs

front far »u])eri(n- to the one he had occuiiiod

before he marched for the Ohio, morally and ma-
terially." At Murfreeslioro, or Stone River, on
December 31, 18G2, and .January 2, 18(i.'!, he wa.s

again worsted by the Federal Army, now imder
Kospcrans. and fell back upon TuUahoma. Out
of this city, early in September, 1803, he was
skillfully manceuvred by Rosecrans, whom, how-
ever, he defeated decisively in the great battle

of Chickamauga (September 19-20) . Soon after-

wards he was utterly defeated, in turn, by Grant
in the three days' battle of Chattanooga (No-
vember 23-2.5 ) . and, in deference to the grow-
ing dissatisfaction of his army, he was replaced

hy Hardee on December 2. On February 24,

1864. he was summoned to Richmond, where,

under the direction of President Davis, he was
charged with "the conduct of military operations

in the armies of the Confederacy." He was
placed in command of the Department of Xorth
Carolina in November, and led an unsuccessful

expedition into Georgia to cooperate against
Sherman, then on his march to the sea. In
I'^bruary, 1865, he was assigned to active service

under .T. E. .Johnston, and remained with that
oflicer until his surrender. After the war Bragg
was for some time chief engineer for the Stat*" of

Alabama, and as such had charge of the improve-
ments in ilobile Bay. He was a hard fighter,

and as an otJicer was brave and resourceful ; but
he was also a stern martinet, was sometimes
dilatory in his movements, and was frequently

lax in supervising the execution of his orders.

BKAGG, Edward Stut\-esant (1827— ). An
American politician, bom at Unadilla, X. Y.,

and educated at Geneva College. He was admit-
ted to the New York bar in 1848, but removed to

Wisconsin, and was admitted to the bar of that

State in 1850. From 1854 to 1856 he was dis-

trict attorney for Fond du Lac County. Wis. He
entered the army as a captain in 18G1. and was
mustered out as a brigadier-general In 1865. He
was in Congress fronri877 to 1885, and in 1884

seconded the nomination of Cleveland, nuiking

use of the famous expression, "We love him for

the enemies he has made." In 1902 he was a])-

poinlcil ('..M^Hl-(;eneral to the Cuban Republic.

BRAGGADOCCHIO, brag'ga-dr/chij (evident-

ly from bragging). A character in Spenser's

Faerie Queene, representing the twin vices of

boasting and cowardice, and drawn from Arias-

to's Martano in Orlando Furioso.

BBAGI, brii'ge, or Brage. In Scandinavian
mytbidogy, the god of poetry and eloquence, son
of Odin and Frigga. According to the Older
Edda he was the niost perfect of all skalds, or

poets, and the inventor of poetrj', which is desig-

nated by a kindred word, hragr. One of the
books of the Younger Edda is called lirafii's Talk.

Unlike Apollo, who, in the Greek mythology, is

represented as enjoying eternal youth, Bragi
was supposed to be an old man with a long, flow-

ing beard, but his brow was always mild and
unwrinkled. Bragi's wife was Idun (q.v. ).

Together with Ilermod he received and welcomed
all those heroes who had fallen in battle on their

arrival at Walhalla. On festive occasions, as well

as at the burial of a king or earl, a goblet, called

Bragafull (Bragi's goblet), was presented, be-

fore which each man arose, made a solemn vow,
and emptied it. The Danish King Sweyn is

said to have made such a vow before the invasion

of England in 994. The myth of Bragi was
probably developed from the earliest known
Norse skald of the same name, who lived c.800,

and of whose fragmentary works there is an edi-

tion by Gering (Halle, 1886). Several German
periodicals and other works, intended to cherish

a national spirit, have taken the name of Bragi.

BEAGMAR'DO. The name of a character in

dniiiiiiit iKi and I'nntaijruel, by Rabelais.

BRAHAM, bra'am, John (17741856). A
well-known English singer, of .Jewish descent,

born in London. He had an unusually long pro-

fessional career, having begun to sing on the

stage at the age of ten. About the close of the

Eighteenth Century he visited France and Italy

for improvement. On his return to England he
became remarkably popular, and from that time,

for half a century, he was considered the great-

est tenor in Europe. Sir Walter Scott considered

him "a beast of an actor, but an angel of a
singer." His real forte was the concert stage,

where he was most eflfective in patriotic num-
bers.

BBAHE, brii or brii'a, Tycho (1546-1601).

A celebrated Danish astronomer, born at Knut-
storp. He was descended from a noble family,

originally Swedish, and was sent, at the age
of thirteen, to the University of Copenhagen,
where he had not been more than a year when
an eclipse of the sui^ turned his attention to

astronomy. His uncle, who destined him for

the law, furnished him with a tutor, and sent

him to Leipzig in 1562; but Brahe. who cared
nothing for that study, devoted just so much
lime to it as would save appearances, and while
his tutor slept busied himself nightly with the

stars. By these surreptitious observations of

the heavens, and with no other mechanical con-

trivances than a globe about the size of an orange
and a pair of rude compasses, he succeeded, as

early as 1563, in detecting grave errors in the
tables of Copernicus, and set about correcting

them. The death of his uncle, who left him an
estate, recalled him to his native place in 1565,

but he very soon became disgusted witli the igno-

rance and arrogance of those moving in the same
s[)liprp with himself, and went back to Germany.
.\l Wittenberg, where he resided f<u' a short

time, he lost part of his nose in a. duel with a
Danish gentleman ; but for the lost organ he in

geniously contrived one of gold, that fitted so

admirably, and was so naturally colored, that few
could have detected that it was artificial. After

a coujjle of years spent in Augsburg he returned

home, where, in 1572, he discovered a new and
brilliant star in the constellation Cassiopeia.

In 1573 he married a pea.sant girl, which his

fellow-noblemen thought even nmre undignified

than being addicted to astronomy: for this they
considered very degrading to a gentleman, whose
only becoming qualification should he, in their

estimation, skill in the use of arms. After some
time spent in travel, Brahe received from his

sovereign, Frederick II., the ofl'er of the island of
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Hven as tlie sito for an observatory, tlic King
also offering to defray the cost of erection, and
of the necessary astronomical instruments, as

well as to provide him with a suitable salary.

Brahe accepted the generous i)roi)nsal, and in

157U the foundation-stone of the castle of Urani-
borg ('fortress of the heavens') was laid. Here,
for a period of twenty years, Brahe prosecuted
liis observations with the most unwearied in-

dustry—with a zeal, in fact, stillicient to create

a new epoch in astronomy as a science of ob-

servation. The scientific greatness of Brahe was
no protection against the petty prejudices of the
nobles, who could not bear to see honor heaped
on one who. according to their notions, had dis-

graced their order, nor against the meaner jeal-

ousies of physicians, who were annoyed at his

dispensing medicine gratis to the poor. So long
as his munificent patron, Frederick II., lived,

Brahe's position was all that he could have de-

sired, but on his death, in 1588, it was greatly
changed. For some years under Christian IV.,

Brahe was simply tolerated: but in 1507 his

position had grown so unbearable that he left

the country altogether, having been the year
before deprived of his observatory and emolu-
ments. After residing a short time at Rostock
and at Wandsbeek, near Hamburg, he accepted
an invitation of the Emperor Rudolph II.—who
conferred on him a pension of 3000 ducats—to

Benack, a few miles from Prague, where a new
Uraniborg was to have been erected for him;
but he died at Prague on October 13, IGOl. At
Benack he had Kepler as his assistant, and to

the advice of Brahe that celebrated astronomer
owed much. The scientific publications of Brahe
are numerous. Consult Dreyer, Picture of Scien-

tific Life and Work of Ti/clio Brahe (London,
1890). '

BRAHMA, brii'ma. According to its com-
monest usage, the name of the Supreme Being,
or Creator of the Universe, in the Hindu religion

and philosophy. The Sanskrit word hruhman
itself has three distinct phases, which are im-
portant to note: (1) hrdhman, neuter and ac-

cented on the first syllable, with nominative
singular brdhmd, signifies exaltation, force, espe-

cially the power of prayer, devotion, worship

;

and later, holiness, spirit, the all-pervading es-

sence of the universe; (2) brahman, masculine
and accented on the ultima, with nominative
singular hralniiO. denotes a personification of

the latter, the Supreme Creator of the Universe;
(3) Jirahmiiii, also masculine and similarly ac-

cented, denotes a priest, a Brahman. The first

two meanings alone are considered here ; for the
third see Br.\iimanism ; and Caste.

In the Rigveda brdhmii, neuter, signifies only
the power of prayer: in the hilcr development of

the IJrahmanas and Upanishads (q.v. ) it ilenotes

the essence of the imiverse from which all creat-

ed things are evolved, and into which they arc
reabsorbed. The personified god lirahmu, mas-
culine, is a deified form of this absohite spirit,

and to know him is the step toward the higher
knowledge of the impersonal and supreme soul.

Brahma as a divine being represents creative
activity, and he shares respectively with the
other two members of the Hindu Trinity, Vishnu
and Siva, in producing, maintaining, and dissolv-
ing the wiirld. As a formal triad this iiniini is

of later origin in the develojiment of Hindu

mythology. The attribute of creative activity
is ascribed to various gods in the older Vedic
period; but in the stage of the Brahmanas, the
father-god, Prajapati, or Brahma, appears as the
individual creator. In !Manu (q.v.), i. 1, seq.,
Brahma is described as self-existent and as evolv-
ing the world from an egg—the doctrine of the
cosmic egg—and his existence endures for an leon
that is practically eternal. The representations
of Brahma in Hindu mythologj' often show hira
as born in a lotus sprung from the navel of
Vishnu. Five heads were originally assigned to
him, but one was destroyed by Siva. His color
is red and he rides upon a swan. The goddess
Sarasvatl. or eloquence personified, is his con-
sort. In the practice of the Hindu r ligion to-

day Brahniii plays almost no part. Vishnu and
Siva have supplanted this too abstract god. But
in the reform sjiiritual movement of the Brahino-
Somaj (q.v.), God is worshiped under the form
of the ideal and supreme Brahma, which com-
prises the three manifestations of Brahma, Vish-
nu, and Siva. Consult H. W. Griswold. Brah-
man (New York, 1001, Macmillan). See India;
Trimvrti; Siva; Vishnu.
BRAHMAGXJPTA, brii'magoop'ta (born in

598). One of the most prominent Hindu mathe-
maticians and astronomers. He wrote (U28) the
Brahma-sphuta-siddhanta (the Improved Sys-
tem of Brahma

) , of which chapters xii. and xviii.

are on mathematics. Two other works by him are
known, at least by title. Brahmagupta's mathe-
matical chapters have been translated into Eng-
lish by Colebrooke (London, 1817).

BRAHMANA (brah'mii-na) The. Second of
the three grand divisions of Vedic literature, con-
sisting of writings relating to prayer (brdtunaii)
and sacrifice. Tliese works, belonging to a much
later period than the hymns, when the language
had become obscure, represent the views of va-
rious teachers in regard to the interpretation of
the text, the ritual, dogma, and the relation of

the hymns to the sacrifice. In addition, a mass
of legends, mythology-, and speculations on
philosophy and etymology produce a strange con-
glomerate, containing much that is absurd, but
also much of value for the study of language and
civilization. Attached to the Brahmana are two
other classes of writings: the Atanyak'n.i. con-

taining instructions for the perfornuince of the
sacrifice by wood-dwellers, and the Upanishads.
Of the preserved Brahmana, the most important
are the Aitarei/a Brahmana, attached to the
Rigveda; the Chandogija Brahmana, with the

Chandogya Upanishad, belonging to the /S'«)h-

avcda ; and the (Jatapatha Brahmana, belonging
to the White Yajiirrrda.

BRAHMANASPATI, bra'ma-nas'pft-t*. See
Briiiasi'Ati.

BRAHMANISM, bra'mon-Iz'm. As a reli-

gious term. Brahinanism is a comprehensive name
usually employed to specify the system of relig-

ious institutions originated and elaborated by
the Brahmiins, who are and have liecn from an
early period the sacerdotal and dominant caste

among the Hindus. The earliest phases of relig-

ious thought in India of which a clear notion can
now be formed are exhibited in a body of writ-

ings which long ago came to \>e regarded as sacred,

known under the collective name of Vcrf", 'knowl-

edge,' or ^ruti. 'revelation.' The Hindu .scriptures

consist of four separate collections of sacred
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texts, including hymns, incantations, and sacrifi-

cial forms of prayer. They are: (1) the Higi-eda)
(2) the Siiman, or t<tima leda ; (3) the Yajush,
or Yajuiveda; (4) the Alhanaii.orAthariaieda,
Each of these four text-books has attached to it

a body of prose writings called UrOhmaiias, which
explain the ceremonial application of the texts,

and the origin and import of the sacrificial rites

for which they were supposed to have been com-
posed. These are complemented by the shorter
tiCitrijf:, manuals of various sorts, liturgical and
ritual. All these to the Hindu are comprehondod
in the term Veda, the hymns alone being the
(ved:i-) Sanhitfi. or collection. The Athanafcda
was the last to be recognized as a real vcda. The
Sumavcda and the Yajiirveda are employed for
purel.v ritual purposes, and as they are composed
almost entirely of verses taken from the Rig-
veda, they are of secondary importance. The
hymns of the Higveda are the earliest poetical

productions of the Aryan settlers in India which
have come down to us. They all are old, though
of varying periods, the earliest dating probably
from B.C. 1200 to 1500. The last book has the
characteristics of a later appendage. Of the
A-tharvan about a sixth is found in the liigvcda.

The religious thought of the gld poets, as re-

flected in the hymns, is that of a worship of the
grand and striking phenomena of nature viewed
as personal and conscious beings, endowed with
powers beyond the control of man, j'et sensible

to his praises and actions. It was more nearly a
nature-worship than that of any otlier known
form of polytheistic belief; a mythology com-
paratively little affected by those systematizing
tendencies which, in other lands, led to the con-

struction of a well-ordered pantheon and a regu-

lar organization of divine government. From
the name, 'the Shining Ones,' given to these im-
personations, it must be concluded that the more
prominent objects of early adoration were the
phenomena of light. In the primitive worship of

the manifold phenomena of nature, their physical

aspect impresses not only the human heart,

but also the moral and intellectual forces which
are supposed to move and animate them. The
attributes and relations of some of the Vedic
deities, in accordance with the nature of the ob-

jects which they represent, partake in a high
degree of this spiritual element; but such deities

are exceptional, and most of the Vedic gods liave

a thoroughly sensuous and anthropomorphic
character. This latter element is especially pre-

dominant in the attributes and imagery applied

by the Vedic poets to Indra, the god of the
atmospheric region, and the favorite figure in

their pantheon. While the representatives of

the prominent departments of nature appear to

the Vedic poet as independent of each other, their

relations to the mortal worshiper being the chief

subject of his anxiety, a simple method of classi-

fication was resorted to at an early time. It con-

sisted of a triple division of the deities into

gods residing in the sky, in the air, and on the

earth. It is not until a later stage, however, that

this attempt at a polytheistic system is followed

up by the promotion of one particular god to the

dignity of chief guardian for each one of these

three regions. On the other hand, a tendency is

clearly traceable in some of the hj-mns toward
identifying gods whose functions present a cer-

tain degree of similarity of nature. These at-

tempts seem to show a certain advance from

polytheism toward a comprehension of the unity
of the divine essence.

There was another feature of the old Vedic
worship which tended to a similar result. The
great problems of the origin and existence of
man and the universe had early begun to engage
the Hindu mind; and in celebrating the praises
of the gods the poet was frecpiently led to attrib-

ute to tliom cosmical functions of the very high-
est order. At a later stage of thought the con-
ception of maker of the universe was gradually
restricted to one "all-maker' or 'lord of all crea-

tures,' attributes which eventually became desig-

nations of a new and supreme god. Still later,

witli the vaguer lines of demarcation between the
old gods, came the thought that all these gods
were essentially one, but that this one was not
a god, but the divine spirit which animated all

beings. Thus a pantheistic conception was ar-

rived at, and ])ut forth imder such names as
Purusha, 'soul,' Kunia, "desire,' Brahman (neuter
nom. sing., brahma). 'devotion, prayer.' Meta-
physical and philosophical speculations were
thus fast luidormining the simple Ix-lief in the
old gods, until, at the time of the composition of

the Bruhiitanas and the Upanishads, we find

them in complete possession of the minds of the
theologians. While the theories crudely suggest-

ed in the later hrains are now further matured
and eIaborate<I, the tendency toward catholicity

of fornuila favors the combination of the con-

flicting monotheistic and pantheistic conceptions;

this compromise, which makes Prnjapati, 'lord

of all creatures.' and personal creator of the

world, the manifestation of the impersonal
Brahma, the universal self-existent soul, leads to

the composite pantheistic system which forms
the characteristic dogma of the Brahmanical
period. The theories of creation set forth in the

liigveda show a nmltifarious belief, and philo-

sophically the dogma is taught that "lieing comes
from non-being' (a tenet denied in a later age),
so that it is impossible to derive completed Brah-
manism from earlier thought, though all ortho-

dox Brahmanism pretends to be based on 'Vedic

truth.' Another striking difference between the
Vedie and completed Brahmanic beliefs rests on
the development of the philosophical conceptions
outlined above. The Vedic poet believed in a
joyful lieaven, to which he Avas to go hereafter;

the latar Brahman desired not heavenly bliss, but
an unconscious existence as part of the All-soul.

The division into caxlcx (more properly
classes) in India is well known. The hymn to
Purusha names them as (1) tlie Brahraanas; (2)

the Kshatriyas; (3) the Vaisyas, and (4) the
Sudras. It was not until late in the history of

India that castes in the modem sense of the word
aro.se. .^t first these divisions were merely nat-

ural social classes of priests, soldiers, agricul-

turists, and slaves. As late as the Sixth Cen-
tury B.C. rich merchants, as well as kings, stood

on a social e(piality with priests. Intennarriage
and eating together (the signs of caste) were not
forbidch'n. But the priestly system eventually

left absolute power in the liands of the Brah-
mans, or priests. They elaborated a system of

laws, in which they made no scru])le to fortify

and protect themselves. The very lowest class

was of no importance; but tlie other three, how-
ever unequal to each otlier in privileges and
social standing, were united by a conniion bond of

sacramental rites, traditionally connected from
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ancient times with certain stages and incidents

in the life of the Aryan Hindu, such as tlie rites

connected with conception, birth, name-giving,

the first taking out of a cliild to see the sun, the

first feeding with boiled rice, the rites of tonsure,

the youth's investiture with the sacrificial

thread, and his return home on completing his

studies, with the ceremonies of marriages, fune-

rals, etc.

The most important of these family observ-

ances was the rite of conducting the boy to

a spiritual teacher, witli wliich is connected

the investiture with the sacred cord, ordinarily

worn o\er the left shoulder and under the right

arm, and varying in material according to the

class of the wearer. This ceremony is supposed
to constitute the second or spiritual birth of the

Arya, and is the preliminary act to the youtli's

initiation into the study of the Veda, the man-
agement of the consecrated fire, and tlie knowl-
edge of the rites of purification, including the

solemn invocation to Sacitar (the sun), which
has to be repeated every morning and evening
before the rising and setting of that luminary.
It is from their participation in this rit« that

the three upper classes are called the 'twice born.'

The ceremony is enjoined to take place some time
between the eighth and sixteenth year in case of

a Brahman ; for a Ivshatriya between the elev-

enth and twenty-second; and for a Vaisya be-

tween tlie twelfth and twenty-fourth. He who
has not been invested with the mark of his class

within the prescribed time is forever excluded
from uttering the prayer to the sun, and becomes
an outcast, unless absolved from his sin by a
council of Brahmans, when, after due purifica-

tion, he resumes the badge of his caste. With
one who is not duly initiated no righteous man is

allowed to associate or to enter into connections

of affinity. The duty of the Sudra (the lowest
caste) is to serve the twice-born classes, particu-

larly the Brahmans. One of this caste is ex-

cluded from all sacred knowledge, and if he
perform sacrificial ceremonies he must do so

without using holy utensils.

It is expressly charged that no Brahman may
recite a holy text where a man of the servile

caste might overhear him, nor may he teach them
the laws of expiating sin. The occupations of the

Vaisya are connected with trade, agriculture, and
the raising of cattle, while those of the Kshatriya
consist in ruling and defending the people, ad-

ministering justice, etc. Both these castes share

with tile Brahman the privilege of reading the

Veda, but only so far as it is taught and ex-

plained to them by their spiritual preceptors.

To the Brahman belongs the right of teaching

and expounding the sacred texts, and also that

of interpreting and determining the laws and
rules of caste. Yet, in .spite of those formidable

barriers between the several orders, the practice

of intermarrying appears to liave been loo prev-

alent in early times to have admitted of .suppres-

sion. To marry a woman of a higher caste, and
especiallj' of a caste not immediately above one's

own, is positively prohiliited, the offspring of

such a unicm being excluded from performing
obsequies to his ancestors, and incapable of in-

heriting the parent's property. But, according

to Manu, a man may marry a girl of any or each

of the castes below his own, provided he has

already a wife of his own class, since she only

should perform the duties of personal attendance

and religious obsenance devolving upon a mar-
ried woman. Probably geographical diflferences
must be taken into account in considering how
far the Brahman's code obtained in fact as well
as in theory. It was strongest in the Doab and
about (modern) Delhi, weaker in the east, about
Benares, and in the south probably had little

hold upon the people, till religious persecutions
drove the Brahmans southward in large numbers.
The devoted Brahman who desired to obtain

the utmost good upon the dissolution of his body
was enjoined to pass successively through four
orders or stages of life, viz. : ( 1

)" That of relig-

ious student; (2) that of householder
; (3) that

of anchorite; (4) that of religious mendicant.
Theoretically, this course was open and recom-
mended to every twice-born man, his distinctive
occupations being in that ease restricted to the
second condition, or that of married life. Prac-
tically, however, persons of the second and third
castes were doubtless, in general, content to go
through a term of studentship in order to obtain
a certain amount of religious instruction before
entering into the married state and performing
their professional duties.

It is true that in the case of the sacer-
dotal class the practice was probably all l)ut

universal in early times; but gradually a
more and more linuted proportion seem to liave

carried their religious zeal to the length of self-

mortification involved in the two final stages.

When the youth had been invested with the sign
of his caste, he was to reside for some time in

the Innise of some religious teacher, well read in

the Veda, to be instructed in the knowledge of

the scriptures and the scientific treatises at-

tached to them, in the social duties of his caste,

and in the complicated system of purificatory
and sacrificial rites. According to the number
of Vedas he inUuided to stiuly, the duration of

the period of instruction was said to be—prob-

ably in the ease of Brahmanical students chiefly

—from twelve to forty-eight years, during which
time the virtues of modesty, duty, temperance,
and self-control were to be firmly implanted in

his mind by unremitting observance of the most
minute rules of ccmduct. Probably twelve years
was the usual limit of a student's life, during
which time he had to subsist entirely on food
obtained by begging from house to house; and
his behavior toward the preceptor and his family
was to be that ]irompted by respectful attjieh-

ment and implicit obedience. In the case of girls

no investiture takes place, the nuptial ceremony
being considered an equivalent for that rite. On
quitting the teacher's abode, the young man re-

turns to his family and takes a wife. To die

without leaving legitimate ofTsjiring. and esj)e-

cially a son to perform the periodical rite of

obsequies to his father, is considered by the true

Hindu a very great misfortune. There are three

sacred debts which a man has to discharge in

life: that which is due to the gods, of which he

acquits himself by daily worship and sacrificial

rites; that due to the ancient and inspired .seers

of the Vedic texts, discharged by the daily study

of the scriptures; and the final debt which he

owes to his manes, and of which he i-elieves him-

self by leaving a son. Some authorities add a

fourth—the debt owing to human kind, which

demands the practice of kindness and hospital-

ity; hence the necessity of entering into the

married state. When the husband leads the
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bride from lier home to his own, the tire whieli

has been used for the marri;ii:e ceremony goes
with the new couple, to serve ;is their domestic
fire; and it has to lie kept up perpetually day
and night, liv either themselves or their children,

or, if the man be a teacher, by his pupils. If it

should become extinguished by neglect or other-

wise, the guilt thereby incurred nuist be atoned
for by an act of expiation. The domestic fire

serves the family for preparing their food, for

making the fire necessary daily for occasional
otferings, and for performing sacramental rites.

No food should be eaten that has not been duly
consecrated by a portion of it being offered to

the gods, the goblins, and the miutcs. The do-

mestic observances, many of which must he con-

sidered as ancient Aryan family customs, sur-

rounded by the Hindus with a certain amoimt of

adventitious ceremonial, were generally per-

formed by the householder himself, with the
assistance of his wife.

There is, however, another class of sacrificial

ceremonies of a more pretentious and expensive

kind, called ^rauta rites, or rites based on revela-

tion, the performance of which, though not indis-

pensable, was yet considered obligator3- under cer-

tain circumstances. They formed a powerful
weapon in the hands of the priesthood, and were
one of the chief sources of their subsistence. Ow-
ing to the complicated nature of these sacrifices,

and the great amount of ritualistic formulas and
^exts recited during their performance, they re-

quired the employment of a number of profes-

sional Brahmans, freciuently as many as sixteen,

who had to be well rewarded for their services.

Priests who refuse money for their services are

eulogized by Brahmanical writers, but such vir-

tue was rare. The manuals pf the Vedic rit-

uals generally enumerated three of these rites:

ishlis, or oblations of milk, curds, clarified but-

ter, rice, grain; seasonal and annual offerings;

and libations of soma. The soma, which is an
intoxicating drink prepared from the Juice of a
kind of milkweed, sometimes called the moon-
plant, nnist have played an important part in

the ancient worship, at least as early as the

Indo-Persian period. It is continually alluded

to both in the Avesta and the Rigveda. In the

latter work the hymns of a whole book are ad-

dressed to it, either in the shape of a mighty
god, or in its original form, as a kind of ambrosia
endowed with wonderfully exhilarating powers.
In late Vedic mythology soma has liecome identi-

fied with the lunar deity, to whom it seems to

have had some relatnm from the beginning.

Among the Vedie rites the .soma sacrifices are.

the most solemn and complicated, and those to

which the greatest efficacy is ascribed in remit-

ting sin. conferring offspring and even immortal-
ity. They require the attendance of sixteen

priests, and are divided into three groups, ac-

cording as the actual pressing and offering of the

.<ioma occupies only one day, or between one and
twelve days. The performance of all Nratita sac-

rifices requires two other fires besides that used
for domestic rites. The act of first placing the
fires in their respective receptacles, after due con-
secration of the ground, constitutes the essential

part of the first duty, which the householder
should have perfonned by four Brahmans imme-
diately after the wedding. To the same class of

sacrificial ceremonies belong those p<Tformed on
the days of the new and full moon, the oblation

at tlic commencement of the three seasons, the
offerings of first-fruits, and other periodical rites.
Besides these regular sacrifices, the Sraiita cere-
monial includes a number of most solemn rit«8,

whicli, on account of the objects for which they
are instituted, and the enormous expenditure
they involve, could be performed only on rare
occasions, and by powerful princes. Of these
the most important are the inaugural ceremony
of a monarch who claims supreme rule, and the
horse sacrifice, one of great antiquity, enjoined
by the Brahmanical ritual upon kings desirous
of attaining universal sovereignty. Human sac-
rifices were also performed in the early jieriod,

and are recommended as late as the epic. They
come into prominence again in tlie later form of
Brahmanism known as Hinduism, in which new
gods are recognized. See Saivas.

\\'hen the householder is advanced in years,
when he sees his skin become wrinkled and his
hair gray, when he sees the son of his son. the
time is said to have come for him to enter the
third stage of lifj. He should now disengage
himself from all family ties—except that his
wife may accompany him if she choose—and re-

pair to a lonely wood, taking with him his sacred
fires and the implements required for the daily
and periodical offering. Clad in a deer's skin, or
in a single piece of cloth, or in a bark garment,
with his hair and nails uncut, the hermit is to
subsist exclusively on food growling wild in the
forest, such as roots, green herbs, fruits, wild
rice, and grain. He must not accept gifts from
any one, except what may be absolutely neces-
sary to maintain him; but with his own little

hoard he should, on the contrary, honor to the
best of his ability those who visit his hermitage.
His time must be spent in reading the met,aphysi-
cal treatises of the Veda, in making oblations,
and in undergoing various kinds of privations
and austerities, with a view to mortifying his
passions and producing in his mind an entire in-

difference to worldly objects. Having by these
means succeeded in overcoming all sensual affec-

tions and desires, and in acquiring perfect equa-
nimity toward everything around him. the licnnit
has fitted himself for the fin.al and most exalted
order, that of the devotee or religious mendicant.
As such he has no further need of either niorti-

ficati<ms or religious observances; but 'with the
sacrificial fires deposited in his mind' he may
devote the remainder of his daj's to nu'ditating
on the divinity. Taking up his abode at the foot
of a tree in total solitude, 'with no companion
but his own soul,' clad in a coarse garment, he
should carefully avoid injuring any creature or
giving offense to any human being that may hap-
pen to come near him. Once in a day, in the
evening, 'when the charcoal fire is exting^uished
and the smoke no longer issues from the fire-

place, when the pestle is at rest, when the people
have taken their meats and the dishes are re-

moved,' he should go near the habitations of men
in order to beg the little food that may suffice to
sustain his fci'bic frame. Kver pure of mind,
he should thus bide his time, 'as a servant ex-
peeteth his wages,' wishing neither for death nor
for life, until at last his soul is freed from its
fetters and absorbed in the eternal .spirit, the im-
personal, self-existent Brahma.
The study of the ancient Hindu literature has

taught us that some practices which have liith-
erto, or until recently. j)revailed in India, and
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which have contributed much to bring Hindu
morals into disrepute, are comparatively modern
innovatiims. Thus, the rite oistitlec (prop, .w/i,

'the faitliful wife"), or the voluntary immolation

of widows, which was formally abolislied with

considerable dillieulty in 182!), seems to have

spriuif; up originally as a local habit among the

Kshatriyas, and, on becoming more and more
prevalent, to have at length received Bralnnani-

cal sanction. There is no authority for it in

ancient (Vedie) literature, but it is recognized in

later epic poetry. Cases of infanticide are still

frequent in many parts of India, especially

among the Rajputs. The priests have never sanc-

tioned the i)raetice, but they have never tried to

suppress it. Its origin has to be sought in the

enormous extravagance of wedding feasts, and

in a notion that parents are disgraced by their

daughters remaining husbandless. The practice

of early marriage is, however, sanctioned by the

early codes. The cow has been held in high honor

in India from early times; but the abhorrence

of slaughtering and eating the llesh of kine is of

comparatively late origin. It has been conclu-

sively sliownthat in former times beef formed a

staple article of food. Consult: Monier- Wil-

liams, lirahmaitism (nid Hinduism (London,

1887) ; A. Barth, Religions of India (3d ed.,

London, 1890) ; and Hopkins, Religions of India

(Boston, 1895). For particulars and varieties

of Hindu doctrines, etc., see Buddhism; India;

J.\i.\ism; Marut; Sats-as; Saktas ;
SiKUs;

Slrya; AIetempsycuosis ; Upa-nlshad: Usuas;
Vaishnavas; Veda; Vedanta.

BBAHMAPTTTBA, brii'ma-poo'tra ( Skt.

linihinii + putra, son, offspring). A river of

Asia, rising as the Sanpo, on the table-land of

Tibet, in about latitude 30° 30' X. and longitude

82° E. Its source, which is near to the head-

waters of the 8utlej and (Janges, lies at an eleva-

tion of nearly 10,000 feet. The stream takes a gen-

erally easterly course to beyond the 94th merid-

ian, when, as" the Dihong, it is detlected south-

ward, traverses the Himalayas, and enters upon

the lowland plains of Assam. Shortly after leav-

ing the mountains it receives from the east the

Lohih or Brahmakunda, which was for a long

time considered to Ik- the main river. In

latitude 2.5° 10' X. and longitude 89° 43' E. it

throws off the Konaie, and after a cimrse of 180

miles is named the Jlegna. Xinety miles from

the sea it combines with the Ganges in cutting up

their common delta into a network of inland

navigation. A regular steamer service is main-

tained between Calcutta and Dibr\igarh. 800

miles up the river, and vessels of large burden

can ascend as high as Gauhati. Total length,

about 1800 miles.

BRAHMO-SOMAJ, brii'm6-s6-m"aj', or, bet-

ter written. Bkahma-Samaj (Hind. Brahma. Skt.

Brahma, Brahma, i)rayer + samaj, a.ssembly for

worship). {Thcislic Church.) A religious and

social association in India, originated by the cele-

brated Hindu Kajah. Rammohun Roy (q.v.), in

1830, under the title Society of God. The conver-

sion of Del)endra Xath Tagorc, a rich Brahman of

Calcutta, in 1842, gave the movement a strong

impetus, which, with the spread of English edu-

cation, succeeded in emancipating it from Vedan-

tism. The latest and most advanced stage in the

development of the BrahnioSomaj took place

under Babu Keshub Chunder Sen, who joined

theChureh in 18.58. Theaim of Sen and his follow-
ers was to apply the principles of the sect to prac-

tical every-day life, and under his direction the
more progressive meinlH^rs withdrew from the
original organization and formed the "Brahnio-

Som.aj of India.' Their fundamental beliefs are as
follows: That there is but one supreme God, the
object of worship; that nature and reason are
the sources whence we derive our knowledge of
God, and that religion allows progi'cssive devel-
opment. They have renounced all the distinc-

tions of the caste system with which India has so
long been fettered, and they consider all men as
equally the children of God; they have given up
all tlie old Vedic and Brahmanical sacrifices;

they believe In no sacred hooks or places, but ac-

cept whatever is true and good in any religion.

In 1880 there were 149 somajcs .scattered

throughout India, and of these 44 have mandirs,
or places of worship. They have established
schools, and have published at different times
eighteen periodicals, of which si.x were in Eng-
lish, nine in Bengali, and three in minor vernacu-
lars. They have reformed the abuse of child-

marriage and have done much to promote female
education. In 1878, some of Sen's followers who
disajiproved of certain of his tenets, and of his

conduct in marrying his daughter at the age of

13 to a Hindu maharajah, seceded and formed
the Sadharan (or Universal) Brahmo-Somaj,
which soon took the first place among the theis-

tic cliurches of India. Tlie Arya-Somaj, founded
by Dayananda Sarasvati (died 1882), differs

from the Brahmo-Somaj in considering theVedas
as divine revelation in whicli everything true and
useful, even the recent discoveries of science,

could be found. Consult: ISrahmo Dharma, or Re-
ligion of the Brahmos (1850) ; Keshub Chunder
Sen, Vindication of the ISrahmoSomaj (Calcutta,
IStiO) : Ghose (editor), ^Vorks in Ihiglish of
Rammohun Roy (Calcutta, 1888) ; Mozoomdar,
Life and Teachings of Keshub Chunder .Sen (Cal-

cutta, 1887); ¥. Max .Miillcr, Rama Krishna:
Uis Life and Sayings (New York, 1SU9) ; id.,

Auld Lang Syne, Second Series (New York,
1899) ; and the Theistic Quarterly Review, the

official organ of the Brahmo-Somaj, published in

Bengal since 1880.

BRAHMS, briims, Johannes (183.3-97). An
eminent German composer of music, distin-

guished from his contemporary, Wagner, by his

adherence to established forms, which caused the

anti-Wagner party to make him their champion.
He was born in Hamburg, May 7, 1833. His
father, a double-bass player, was liis first teacher,

but he derived his princijial instruction from
Edward Marxsen, of Altona. His debut as a
pianist was made in Hamburg, at the age of 14,

when he played a set of variations of his own.
In 1853 he made a concert tour with Remfnyi.
the violinist, during which he was 'discovered'

hy Schumann, who in the Neue Zeit.schrift fur
Musil: published his famous AVkc Bahnen, an
eloquent welcome to the yoiing nuisician.

An anecdote, delightfully Brahmsian, tells how
Braffins was brought to Schumann's notice. In

Giittingen the pitch of the piano was a half-tone

low. Beethoven's Kreut:cr Sonata for violin and
piano was on the programme. Without the notes

before him, Brahms played the jiiano part in a
key half a tone higher than the original. This

unusual feat was witnessed bv Joachim, whc
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persuaded the young musician to abandon the
tour, and gave him a letter to Schumann, whom
Brahms forthwith visited, and to whom he
showed a number of his manuscript compositions.
The result was Xeue liahiieu.

"ilany new and remarkable geniuses have made
their appearance," writes Schumann. '•I thought
to follow with interest the pathways of tliese

«lect. There would, there must, after such prom-
ise, suddenly appear one who should utter the
highest ideal expression of the times, who should
claim tiie mastership by no gi-adual development,
but burst upon us fully equipped, as ilinena
sprang from the head of Jupiter. And he has
come, this cIkScu youth over whose cradle graces
ajid heroes seem to have kept watch. His name
is Johannes Brahms."
Of all the gi-eat composers, Brahms led the

most uneventful life. At a period more or less

strenuous, wlien Wagner was establishing a cult

in support of his theories, Brahms withdrew
almost wholly within his creative art, so that
there is no other composer whose life is so fully

the tale of his work. It is doubtful whether he
personally s^Tupathized witli those who set him
up as a leader of the anti-Wagner cohorts. Cer-
tainly he went his o\vn way quietly enoiigh. He
is known to have been a close student of Wag-
ner's scores. The few important extraneous facts

of his life are briefly summed up: In 1854 he
became conductor for the Prince of Lippe-Det-
niold. From 1S58 to 1802 he was in Hamburg
and Switzerland, pursuing further musical stud-

ies. In 1862 he was in Vienna, where, in 1863-

64, he conducted the Singakademie. He lived in
various places, including Baden-Baden, until

1869, when he again went to Vieima. From
1871 to 1874 he was conductor of the Gesell-

schaft der Musikfreunde. Afterwards he lived

near Heidelberg until 1878, when he permanently
settled in Vienna. To an offer of the degree of

JIus. Doc. from Cambridge University in 1877,

he paid no attention ; but in 1881 he accepted
a Ph.D. from Breslau.

Brahms's service to art consists in his having
created, within established forms, music original,

modern, and beautiful. Yet he is by no means
fully appreciated. One reason for this is that
he never, so to speak, led up to himself. The
public expect a composer to be 'early.' 'middle,'

and "late.' His 'early,' or more or less imitative,

period prepares them for the assertion of his

distinctive personality, after he has outgrown
the influence of his predecessors. His contem-
porar_v fame usually rests upon his 'middle'

period.

Brahms was 'late' from the start. Moreover,
his appearances as a virtuoso, through which he
might have brought the public to a better under-
standing of his works, became fewer, and finally

were abandoned almost wholly as he devoted
himself more and more to composition. The
work which established his reputation in Ger-
many was his (Jerman Requiem, first given in its

entirety in the cathedral at Bremen in April,

1868. Brahms had conducted vocal societies, and
thus had acquired facility in handling choral
masses; and he had already composed a num-
ber of secular and sacred choruses—among them
a Funeral Hymn, which seems in a measure to
prelude the /?e<jruiem.

This latter is one of the most important choral
works of modern times. It is a 'German' requiem

"••'ii,. i;i.—jT.

in so far that Brahms, both in form and in spirit,

made a radical departure from the requiem of the
Latin Church, selecting and arranging the text
from the German Bible, and choosing such verses
as made it a song of hope ratlier than of grief;

and as the text, though taken from dilVerent por-
tions of the Bible, is per\aded by a certain unity
of spirit, so this unit\' is preserved in the music.
It is in seven divisions, all of which seem, how-
ever, to have sprung from the single idea of hope
in a divine future; the impression of unity be-

ing enhanced by a repetition, toward the finale

of the work, of the principal theme of the first

chorus. Besides such technical triumphs as the
pedal-point fugue in D in the tliiril chorus, and
the climacteric double fugue at the end of the
sixth, the work abounds in tender and benign
passages, of which, perhaps, the most exquisite
is that message of peace, "Vea, I will comfort
you," for soprano solo and chorus, in the fifth

division.

This requiem is Brabmsian to the core. It is

faultless as regards form: but, while conserva-
tive in this respect, it is, musically, modern of

the modern. Even the fugues belong to the Nine-
teenth Century. They are, perhaps, the only
fugues composed since the passing away of the
great contrapuntists, that do not wear perruques.

It is the great distinction of Brahms to have
shown that thoroughly modern music can be com-
posed within established forms, Brahms is the
successor of no classical composer. He has been
a conservator of classical form, especially in his

symphonies, sonatas, and works of chamber-
music : but in the music which he has created
within these forms lie has shown himself an
original and modern composer.

In his symphonies and his chamber-music,
Brahms again shows his complete mastery of

form—that mastery which controls instead of

being controlled, and does not hesitate to make
innovations where these grow out of artistic

necessities. For instance, in his piano quintet,

he developed the first movement to the extent of

introducing a third theme in addition to the two
sanctioned by tradition. The last movement of

his Fourth l^ymphony is new in symphonic writ-
ing—so new that it has proved somewhat of a
crux even to Brahmsians. It is, however, noth-
ing more than an eight-bar theme with varia-
tions—a revival of the old pas.iacaglia. The
variations bear the Brahms stamp. Each is

characteristic and individual, yet is obviously
related sesthetically to the original theme. The
scherzo movement of the symphony has been
changed by Brahms into a kind of intermezzo, a
word not used here in its technical sense. These
intermezzi are among the most charming things
he has composed. They form points of rest be-

tween the longer divisions of his spnphonies.
While not less valuable than the symphonies, in
technical construction, the intermezzi appeal
more readily to the emotions, and, therefore, were
almost immediately appreciated. Among his
other orchestral works are <i series of adapta-
tions of Hungarian dances, which have been very
popular,
Brahms composed nearly one htindred and

sixty songs. His last published work was a
group of Ernste Lieder (Serious Songs). Upon
his songs alone his fame could safely rest. Still

working within established forms, he poured
thoroughly original and thoroughly modem music
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into them. His are the most modern songs— and are now the dominant people. Both phys-

more modern even than those of Schumann or ically and linKuistieally they are said,^
=V |!?"^^

Franz. Brahms, iu setting a poem to music, seelvs tlie matter ~ '
""

to interpret the emotional significance of the

work as"a whole. This emotional trend of the

words he embodies in liis vocal melody. A
Brahms song is not a realistic expression of ev-

ery passing mood, that is reHected in the poet's

lines. It is meant to be tlie musical expression

of the thought or feeling out of which the poem

grew, and so includes the lesser moods in the

greater as it develops toward its climax. Here

we have an illustration of Brahms's power of

concentration. The inter-relation between the

vocal melody and the accompaniment is absolute.

The latter "rarely carries tlie melody, but is

closely interknit "with it harmonically.

Tliere is one great characteristic of Brahms
which no student of his songs can fail to appre-

s still obscure, to be related to the

Dravidian tribes of India. The Brahui profess

the Sunnite creed of Islam with native additions

and modifications. Physically they are well built,

thickset, short in stature as compared with the

tall Balucliis, and have round faces, with brown
hair and beards. Some of these traits may be

due to their mountain environment. They are

altogether a most interesting primitive people.

An account of the Brahui is given in Bellew,

Indus to Euphrates (London, 1871).

BRAID, James (c.1705-18GO). An English

physician : born in Fife, Scotland. He studied

medicine in Edinburgh, and settled as a surgeon

in Manchester. He is especially noted for his

researches on the subject of animal magnetism,
for which he originallv used tlu^ term neuro-

ciate. His climaxes are musical in the strictest hypnotism, later shortened into the term hypno-

sense. Take, for instance, "Hie hist du, mcinc tism. He read a paper at the meeting of the-

Konigin—perhaps the most frequently sung of British Association in JIanchester on June 29,
"' " ' '

"
1842, entitled Practical Essay on the Curative-

Agency of Xeurohypnotism, and in 1843 he pub-
his Licder. The climax is reached on the very

last word of the poem—the exclamation B"on»!e-

voll! It is thrice repeated. Brahms produces,

on the third repetition, a climax neither loud

nor strenuous, but deep and moving; and this

emotional wrench is not due to a massing of

chords, nor to uprushing runs, but to a simple

])rolongation of a plirase by one bar, and a de-

scending sweep of the voice.

For the piano Brahms has composed two con-

certos, several sets of variations, and shorter

pieces, among them the series from Op. lltillD,

which preceded the Serious Songs, his last work.

Modern piano music usually echoes Chopin and
Liszt. Brahms, however, was gifted with genius

enough to enable him to work independently of

those two great masters.

Brahms not only never attempted to compose

an opera, but did "not care for opera as an art-

form. He rarely visited the theatre, and more
rarely sat through an entire operatic perform-

ance." Not infrequently, after the first act, he

would remark to his companion, "You know I

lished his work Keurypnology ; or, the liationale

of Xercous Sleep considered in relation to Ani-
vial Magnetism. See Hypnotism.

BRAID'ISII. See Hypnotism.

BRAID'WOOD, Thomas (1715-1806). An
early and successful Scottish teacher of deaf

unites. He first started his school in 1700 in

Edinburgh, but in 1783 removed to Hackney, near

London. His method was not allowed to be-

known outside his own family for many years,

consequently his family enjoyed a monopoly,

teaching it after his deat'li. He used the Hcinicke

system principally, "reading from the lip," giv-

ing prominence to attempts at articulation. A
little work, called Yo-v Osculis Subjecta, pub-

lished by an American, Green, whose son was
educated there, gives a good idea of the school in

Edinburgh.

BRAIL (OF. hraicl, a breech-girdle, cincture,

from Lat. hracce, breeches). A rope fitted to

understand nothing about the theatre," and a fore-and-aft sail for the purpose of hauling it

would then rise and leave. So far as he can be in to the mast when taking it in (the reverse of

said to have had anv preference at all among setting, or spreading it). Brails are usually

modern operas, his favorite was Bizet's Carmen, fitted in pairs and lead from the after bolt-rope

As a man, he had an aversion to marriage; as of the sail to small blocks or dead-eyes on the

a composer, to opera: and he classed them to- mats and thence down to the deck. To 'brail

gethcr. "Toward marriage," he once said, "my "P' '» to haul the sail close in to the mast ready

position is the same as toward opera. If I had for furling.

already composed an opera and, for all I care, BRAILA, bra'e-la, BRAILOV, brii'e-lAv, or

Been it fail, I should certainly compose another. IBRAIL, e-bra'el. A town of liumania, in

But I cannot make up my mind to a first opera \\allachia, situated on the left bank of the Dan-

or a first marriage." ubc, about 102 miles nortlieast of Bucharest. It

Brahms died in Vienna, April 3, 1897. Until contains a number of churclies and synagogues,

overtaken by the disease which proved fatal,

he enjoyed rugged health. It was said of him
that he" "made foot-tours like a student, and

slept like a child." He appears also to have

been a child of nature in social intercourse;

which gave rise to the anecdote of his parting

remark at a musical soiree in Vienna: "I beg

the company's pardon if I have neglected to

offend anybody this evening." Consult: Deiters,

lirnhms, a Biographical Sketch, translated by
Rosa Newmarch (London, 1838) ; Dietrich and
Widmann, Recollections of Johannes Brahms,
translated by Dora E. Heclet (London, 1899).

BRAHUI, brS-hoS'^. The aboriginal popula-

tion who preceded the Baluchis in Baluchistan,

but is of little architectural interest. Braila is

a place of great commerciiil imiiortance, being

the centre of the grain export trade of Wallachia.

.\fter 1774 it was converted into a strong fortress

by the Turks, but wa,s unable to withstand the

U'ussians in 1828. It has ceased to be a fortress,

Galatz liaving supi)lanted it. Population, in

1899, ;")8,392, including a number of Greeks and
Bulgarians.

BRAILLE, bri'y', Louis (1809-52). A French

teacher of the blind, who himself was blind from

his third year. He was l>orn at Coupvray, and

in 181t) went to the Institute for the Blind in

Paris, as a foundling. He l)ecame a teacher there

in 1828, and in 1829 devised his point system of
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•writing for the blind. See BuND, Education
OF TUK.

BBAIN. See Nervous System.

BRAIN, Diseases of the. These consist of
disturlnmoes of the circulation: inflammations
following infection, injury, etc.; hemorrhages,
degenerations, scleroses, softening, malforma-
tions, and disorders called functional because no
anatomical lesion is found after death that is

regarded as due to the disorder or causative of it.

A few of the common diseases of the brain will

be considered. Anamia and hyprrcrmia of the

brain are conditions, rather than diseases, and
are considered here for convenience' sake. In the
latter there is an excessive amount of blood in

the cranial cavity, in the former there is too
small an amount of blood in the vessels of the
brain. Ana?mia may be due to arterial disease,

kidney disease, syphilis, wasting diseases, hemor-
rhages, faulty digestion, or fright. Its sjmptoms
are faintness, vertigo, confusion of mind, and
nausea. Hypera-mia is caused by the use of

alcoholic beverages, by injury, sunstroke, pro-

longed mental overwork or worry, or by obstruc-
tion to the return of blood from the brain. The
symptoms are headache, vertigo, insomnia, ring-

ing in the ears, confusion of ideas or inability

for mental application. These conditions require
careful expert treatment. Abscess of the brain
is an acute suppurative inflammation of a small
part of the brain-substance, with a production of

pus. It is caused by infection by pus-germs
fiom middle ear or mastoid di.scase, by an injury,

by the presence of a tumor of the brain, or by
infectious diseases, such as diphtheria, typhoid
fever, smallpox, la grippe, etc. Paralysis gener-
ally occurs, with headache, vomiting, and de-

lirium. Trephining is the only treatment. 'Soft-

ening of the brain' is the common (erroneous)
term for any form of mental disease in which
there is failure of mental power; and especially

for general paralysis of the brain, in which in

reality a hardening occurs. True softening fol-

lows embolism (q.v.) or thrombosis (q.v.), in

which the blood-supply is cut off from a part of
the brain, which generally becomes red or yel-

low, dies and softens, and may be absorbed or
may go on to the production of abscess. Soften-
ing causes marked mental changes resembling
those of dementia, and sometimes paraly-
sis. Brain-palsies of children are either paralysis
of one side of the body, or of both sides of the
body, or of both lower extremities. The lesions
are in the upper motor segments of the hemi-
spheres of the brain, and are due to injuries or
disease of the mother during pregnancy, injury
of the child during birth, or injuries or infec-
tious fevers in very early childhood. Wasting
of the paralyzed limbs occurs as the children
grow, with the production of contracted muscles,
clenched hands or club feet. Brain fever is a
popular and erroneous term which is generally
applied to meningitis, though used for other af-
fections and conditions without intelligence.
Inflammation of the brain is al-so an erroneous
term, signifying usually abscess of the brain, or
necrosis and microbinsis due to injury and in-
fection, or even meningitis. Tumors may be
either tubercle, syphiloma, glioma or sarcoma, or
other less common forms, as all varieties of new
growths may be found in the brain. They are all
rare. They generally cause intense and constant
headache, vomiting, with or without nausea, ver-

tigo, changes in sensation, convulsive movements
of upper or lower extremity or of face without
loss of consciousness, deterioration of sight and
some mental defect. Treatment depends upon
the variety of tumor and its location. Tuber-
cular or syphilitic tumors are the most favor-
able, as regards possibility for treatment. See
Apopijjxy; Aphasia; Coxcussion of the
Br.\ix; EMnoLLSM; TuKoiinosis; Epilepsy;
Paralysis; Sclekosis; Syphilis.

BRAIN'ARD, David Legge (1856—). An
American explorer; born in Norway, Herkimer
County, N. Y., and educated in the common
schools and the State Normal School. He en-
listed as a private in the United States Army in
1876, and served in Indian campaigns under Gen.
Nelson A. Miles. In 1881 he was first sergeant
of the Lady Franklin Bay expedition under
Lieutenant (now General) A. W. Greely, and
was a member of the partv of three wlio (on
May 15, 1882) reached the" latitude of 83° 24'
30". This remained the highest latitude reached
by explorers for thirteen years, and the most
northern known point of land for eighteen years.
Upon his return he became a sergeant in the
Signal Seri'ice, and afterwards was commissioned
a second lieutenant in the Second United States
Cavalry, He served in the Alaskan Government
relief expedition in 189", was made a colonel in
the subsistejice department of the United States
in 1898, and went to the Philippines in 1900 as
major, in that department, in the regular army.
Subsequently he became purchasing Commissary
for the army, with headquarters in New York
City.

BRAINARD, Joh.n- Gabdiner Calkins (1796-
1828). An American poet and editor, born in
New London, Conn., October 21. 1796, He was
graduated at Yale in 1815; studied law; prac-
ticed at Middletown, Conn,; but in 1822 went
to Hartford to edit the Connecticut Mirror,
which he brought into general notice bv his
literary contributions, especially ballads. "After
five years, failing health obliged him to give
up his editorship, and after brief retirement
in Long Island he returned to New London to
die, continuing poetic composition to the last.
He had collected his poems in 1825. A full
edition, hiterary Remains, with a biographical
sketch, was made by John G. Whittier, his suc-
cessor as editor of the Min-or, in 1832, It passed
through three editions in ten years, but his facile
verse is now almost forgotten. Brainard died in
New London, September 26, 1828,

BRAINE-LE-COMTE, brSnle-koNt' (an-
ciently, Lat, Brcnnia Comitis). A town in the
Province of Ilainaut, Belgium, 19 miles south-
west of Brussels (Map: Belgium, C 4), It for-
merly belonged to the monks of Saint Watidru at
^fons, from whom it was bought by Count Bald-
win in 1158. It has an old church of the Thir-
teenth Century; cotton and corn mills, dye-works
breweries, and stone-quarries. A very fiiiequality
of flax is grown in the district. Population, in
1899, 8891.

BRAINERD, hrfiu'erd. A citv and eountv-
seat of Crow Wing County, Minn., I3G miles
north by west of Saint Paul: on the east bank
of the Mississippi River, and on the Northern
Pacific and the Minnesota and International rail-
roads (Map: Minnesota, D 4). The Northern
Pacific has here large machine, car, and other
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shops, and a hospital for its employes. The city

contains also a lumbermen's hos])ital, a Unit-

ed States signal station, fine court-house and

Y. M. C. A. buildings, a public park, and athletic

grounds. A dam across the Mississijipi furnishes

water-])o\ver for various manuf:utures. There

are extensive lumber-mills, cigar-factories, large

foundrv and machine shops, tlour-mills. brewery,

etc. The city is important as the commercial

centre for the adjacent region, the export trade

consisting largely of lumber, grain, agricultural

produce, furs," etc. Brainerd, chartered in 1S83

as a city, is governed by a mayor, elected every

two years, and a city council. Population, in

1800.' 5703: in 1900, 7524.

BRAINERD, David (1718-47). An Ameri-

can missionary; born in Connecticut. His mis-

sionary- work was among the Indians in Massa-

chusetts and those around the Delaware and Sus-

quehanna rivers. President Jonathan Edwards
wrote his biography (Boston, 1749). It is a

missionary classic "(best ed. J. JI. Sherwood,

New York, 1884), and that and Brainerd's Jour-

nals are well known. His brother, John Brain-

erd (1720-81), continued his labors among the

Indians.

BRAIN FEVER. See Bbaik, Diseases of.

BRAINSTONE. See Cor.\l.

BRAIN'TREE'. A town, including the vil-

lages of South and East Braintree, in Norfolk

County, Mass., 10 miles south of Boston; on the

New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad.

It has granite-quarries, metal-foundries, and

manufactures of boots, shoes, leather, paper,

nails, tacks, absorbent cotton, electrical ma-

chinciy, filters, etc. (Map: Massachusetts, E 3).

The tovv-n contains Thayer Academy and the

Thayer Public Library. The government is ad-

ministered bv to\TO meetings. First permanently

settled in 1034, when the General C<nirt of

Massachusetts ordered that Boston, being "too

small to contain many,'' ''shall have convenient

enlargement at Mount Wollaston," Braintree was
incorporated as a town in 1C40. In the portion

of old Braintree now included within the limits

of Quincv, Thomas Morton (q.v.) established his

"New Canaan" at "IMerrymount" (Mount Wol-

laston), and John Adams, John Hancock, and

John Quincy Adams were born. The township

included Quincv (q.v.) until 1792, and Randolph

until 1793. Population, in 1890, 4848: in 1900,

5981. Consult: Pattee, Uistorn of Old Braintree

and Qtiincy (Quincv, 1878) ;
Adams, Three Kpi-

sodea of Mnfssaehusetts History (Boston, 1892) ;

and Bates (ed.), Recoris of the Town of Brain-

tree from llJ'iO to 1793 (Randolph, Mass., 1880).

BRAIN"WORM'. The name of a resourceful

servant in llie employ of the elder Knowell, in

Jonson's Ei:ery Ulan in Bis Humour (1598).

BRAITH, brit, .A.NTON (1830-1905). A Ger-

man painter; born in Biberach (Wiirttemberg)

.

He studied at the Stuttgart Art School and the

Munich .\cadeniy, and gained high rank as an

animal painter.' His works include "Herd at

the Brook" (1873) ; "Herd Overtaken by Storm"

(1874) ; "Going to Drink" (1888) ; and "After

the Storm" (1896).

BRAIZE (probably akin to hrcam, OF.

hrcsme; cf. OHG. braiisima, brahsa. bream), or

Becker. (1) A British sparoid marine food-fish

{Spams pagrits,), commonly called porgj', scup,

or king of the breams. See Bream. (2) In Scot-

land, the roach.

BRAKE ( OE. brake: J.G. brake, Ger. Breche,

a tool for breaking llax, from the same root as

break). A mechanical contrivance consisting

usually of a shoe or band applied to the surface

of a rotating shaft or wheel in such a manner
that motion is retarded by means of the fric-

tion. A shoe-brake consists of a wood or metal
block or shoe which is pressed against the rim
of a wheel by means of a system of levers. The
han<l-brakes used on railway-cars and the foot

or hand brake used on horse-drawn vehicles are

familiar examples of shoe-brakes. Band brakes

consist of a llexible band looped around the

perimeter of the wliecl. and contrived so that it

may be tightened and tlius grip the wheel. Such
brakes are extensively used on hoisting-engines

and automobiles, and also on some makes of

bicycles. Perhaps the most elaborate braking
mechanism in common use is the air-brake for

railway-cars. (See .Air-Brake.) The Prony
brake is a form of band brake used to measure
the horse-power of a rotating shaft or pulley,

and is more properly classed as a dynamometer
than as a brake.

BRAKE (AS. bracce, a fern). A popular
name for the European and North American ferns

of the genus Pteris. This genus is a member of

the family Polypodiacea-. and is distinguished by
having the spore-cases situated along the edges

of the leaves and covered by the reflexed margin
on tlie frond. The conunon brake or bracken

(Pteris aquilina) is very abundant in most parts

of the continents of Europe and America, grow-

ing in heaths, parks, etc., often covering consid-

erable tracts. It is a widely distributed plant,

and is found also in many parts of Asia, and in

some parts of Africa. It has a long, creeping,

black rhizome, or rootstock, from which grow
up naked stalks of eight to eighteen inches or

more in height; each stalk divides at the top into

three br:inches; the branches are bipinnate, the

inferior pinnules pinnatifid. The rootstock, when
cut across, exhibits an appe.irance which has been

supposed to resemble a spread eagle, whence the

specific name aquilina (Lat. uquila, an eagle).

The rootstock is bitter, and has been used as a
substitute for hops; it has also been ground,

mixed with barley, and made into a wretched

bread in times of distress. The plant is a.strin-

gcnt and antlielmintic, and as such it had at one

time a high reputation, although it is now little

used, at least by medical practitioners. It is

employed in dressing kid and cluimois leather.

Brake is also employed for thatching, for litter-

ing cattle, etc., and is occasionally chopped up
with straw or hay for feeding cattle. It is a
favorite cover of deer and other game. The
abundance of this ])lant is sometimes regarded

as a sign of poor land, although, probably, its

absence from the richer soils is very much a
result of cultivation. To extirpate it, nothing

n.ore is necessary than a few successive mowings
of the young shoots as they appear. The annual
growth of brake is killed by first frosts of au-

tumn, but remains rigid and brown, still afford-

ing shelter for game, and is almost ascharaeteris-

tic a feature in the landscape of winter as in

that of summer, perhaps adding to its general

desolateness. Pteris eaudata. a large species of

brake, very similar to that of Europe, is one of
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near New York City.
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the worst pests which the farmer has to contend
with in the south of Brazil. Pleris esculcnta,

a native of Xcw Zealand, Van Dicmcn's Land,
etc., has a rhizome more nutritious than that of

the common brake. 'i'«o s|)e(ies, Ptcris Crctica

and serrulata, are common household plants.

Fossil Forms.—Xo very ancient species of Ptcris

are knowTi. Some species have been described

from the Miocene beds of Western America and
from the Tertiarics of Europe.

BBAKELONDE, brak'lond, Jocelin de. See
JOCELIX DE ISltAKELOXUE.

BRAllA (probably akin to bream; see

Bk.\ize). a genus of fishes of the family Cha;-

todontidse. Brama rati is common in the Medi-
terranean, and occasionally found on the British

shores, where it is called sea-bream and gilt-

head. The genus has the body very deep and
compressed, the head rather obtusely terminated,

a single elongated dorsal iin, and the anal fin

with a very lengthened base. The tail is forked,

its points" extremely divergent. This fish is

sometimes more than two feet in length. Its

flesh is of exquisite flavor. See SEA-BBEAii.

BBAMAH, bra'ma, Joseph (1748-1814). A
practical machinist, born at Stainborough, York-
shire, England. Unable to work on his father's

farm on account of lameness, he was apprenticed

to a carpenter and joiner, and afterwards ob-

tained employment with a cabinet-maker in

London, where subsequently he established him-

self in business and became distinguished for the

number, value, and ingenuity of his mechanical
inventions, such as safety-locks and improve-

ments in pumps and fire-engines, in the construc-

tion of boilers for steam-engines, in the processes

of making paper, in the construction of main-
pipes, wheel-carriages, printing-machines, and
the beer-machine used at the bar of public-houses.

In 179.5 he patented his most important con-

tribution to mechanics, the hydraulic press

known by his name.

BKAMAH'S PRESS. See IlrDEArxic Pbess.

BRAMANTE, bra-man'ta, Donato ( ?I444-

1514). An Italian architect. His place of birth

is unknown, but it was probably at ilonte Asdru-
aldo, near Urbino. He first practiced painting

under Piero della Fr.ancesca and Mantegna, and
executed works in Milan and Bergamo { 1472-77) ;

but he soon devoted himself entirely to architec-

ture. His career falls into two main divisions

—

( 1 ) the twenty-eight years of early work in Milan,

1472-99; and (2) the fifteen years of work in

Rome, 1499-1.514. Each period is marked by a
style so distinct as to make it seem impossible
that the same master should have created both.

By his Milanese works he founded the Lombard
Early Renaissance, which from him is called

'Bramantesque Style.' The most important are

the transept, apse, and sacristy of San Satiro

(e.1480-88) ; his masterpiece in decoration and
composition, the choir and dome of Santa JIaria

della Grazie, with its perfect union of brick-

work with details in terra-cotta and marble, and
besides these, parts of the Monastery of San
Ambrogio and of the Ospedale Maggiore. Out-
side of Milan are the simple but masterly com-
position of a facade at Abbiategrasso and the
octagonal Canei)anova Church in Pavia. He es-

tablished a school, as is shown by such works as

the Incoronati in Lodi, and long after his de-

parture from Milan his influence remained su-

preme in Lombardy, as is shown by churches in

Legnano, Arsizio, Canobbio, etc.

At the age of fifty-five Bramante went to

Rome. Hitherto he had seen the antique through
the interpretations of his Renaissance predeces-

sors, from Brunellcschi (q.v.) to Era Giocondo
(q.v.), through such masters as Alberti (q.v.)

and Laurana (q.v.). He now went for the first

time to the fountainhead. The influence of the

Roman monuments was so overpowering as en-

tirely to transform his style—a remarkable fact,

considering his age. His new manner inaugu-
rated the period of the Middle Renaissance, of

which he became the leader. The patronage of

the Popes gave him the opportunity. Alexander
VI. and Julius II. employed him on im])ortant

buildings. It is necessary, however, to correct

the old error that the magnificent Cancelleria

Palace in Rome was by him. It was by an
earlier architect, and all its numerous derivatives

are indei)endent of Bramante. Bramante brought
to Rome his love of dome-construction, of en-

gaged cohmms and pilasters, derived from medi-
;eval art, as well as a thorough knowledge of

perspective and of the engineering and con-

stnictive side of his art. His own genius and
eye for beauty were the media that joined these

elements to the simpler, broader, and more uni-

form forais of Roman architecture. He also

largely adopted stone in place of brick and terra-

cotta, and this was not without influence on his

style. He expressed himself almost immediately
in an exquisite gem, the circular tempietto at

San Pietro in Montorio, famous "as the first

building after a lapse of 1200 years built entirely

in the ancient spirit and style." Soon after

came the cloister of Santa Maria della Pace, also

a classic, an exact reproduction of the order of

the theatre of Marcellus. This also was revolu-

tionary. Both buildings gave the tone for the

pure, cold style of the Sixteenth Century.

Bramante was then intrusted with the plan-

ning of the greatest architectural labor of the

Renaissance, the reconstruction of the Vatican
Palace and of Saint Peter's. His masterly con-

ception was never carried out. The Cortile di

Santo Damaso alone shows part of his Vatican
plan, and his scheme of a Greek cross with cen-

tral dome was partly set aside. His death in

1514 put both these undertakings into other
hands. But during his last years he had devel-

oped his latest nuxnner, as is shown in his o\\ti

palace in Rome ('Raphael's house'), and in the
Palazzo di San Biagio, where the rustic work on
the lower story and the engaged colunm above,

with gabled windows, furnished a type that
was used by Raphael, Sanmicheli, Sansovino.
Palladio, and other leading architects. Bra-
mante"s plans for Saint Peter's, though only part-
ly carried out, were known through drawingw
to all architects, and exercised an enormous in-

fluence, greater than that of any actually con-

structed Iiuildiiig of the Renaissance.

BRAMBACH, bramljiio, K.\si'.\R Joseph
(18;i:{19U2) . A German composer. He was born
in Bonn, and was a pupil of Kerdinand Hiller.

He was first violinist of the opera orchestra in

Bonn, from 1847 to 1850, and musical director

in that city from 1801 to 1809. His works in-

clude an opera, Ariadne, and the well-known
cantatas. Das eleusische Fcst (op. 32) ; Trost
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in Thrdnen (op. 10) ; Die Macht dcs Gesunges

(op. 6); Columhus (op. 58, 1880); Friihlings-

hymnus (op. 37) ; Alcestis (op. 14) ; and
Prometheus (op. 47), all of which enjoy con-

siderable popularity and are frequently per-

formed.

BBAMBLE (akin to Ger. Bram, Brame, the

broom-tree). A name used in America as a

collective term for all jjlaiits of the raspberry,

blackberry, and dewberry class. In Great Brit-

ain it is'used to distinguish the native black-

berrv {Ruhus fruticosus) from the raspberry

and "others of that type. The bramble is a com-

mon wild plant in Great Britain and most parts

of Europe. Although it is abundant everywhere

and bears fruit of a good quality, it has never

attracted much attention from cultivators, be-

cause of its weedy nature. In fact, it was con-

sidered a nuisance, and was so referred to in

literature as far back as Shakespeare's time.

See Blackbebkt and EcBUS.

BBAMBLE, Fredeeick. A character in The
Poor Ctiitlcmait, a play by the younger Colman
(1802).

BKAMBLE, Matthew. A character in

Humphrty Clinker, a novel by Tobias Smollett.

BRAMBLE, Philip. The Thames River and
coast pilot to whom Poor Jack is apprenticed

in ilarryat's novel of Poor Jack, and whose
daughter .lack marries.

BBAMBLE, Sir Robert. The name of a
character in the younger Colman's play The Poor
lieiitlcnuui.

BBAMBLE, Tabitha. The name of a char-

acter in Smollett's Humphrey Clinker, sister to

31alllicw Bramble.

BBAMBLING (from bramhle; Ger. Bram-
liitfi), or JIouKTAix Fixcii. A large, brightly

colored finch (Fringilla montifringilla) nearly

allied to the chaffinch, which, during migrations,

appears in large numbers throughout Europe and
parts of Asia, to the northern borders of which

it resorts to breed in the birch forests.

BRAMP'TON. The capital of Peel County,

Ontario, Canada, and a busy junction of the

Canadian Pacilie and Grand Trunk railways; 21

miles west of Toronto. It has agricultural and
domestic industries, and a considerable trade

(Map: Ontario, D 4). Population, in 1891,

3252: in 1900, 2748.

BBAM'WELL, Sir Frederick (1818-1903).

An English civil engineer: born in Lonihm.

In 185(> he became an associate of the In-

stitution of Civil Engineers, and in 1874-75 its

president. In 1888 he was elected president of

the British Association. He was prominent in

many important undertakings in connection with

his |)rofi>ssion. and was also long active in en-

deavoring to promote the technical education of

wovkingmcn.

BRAMWELL, John :MrLNE (1852—). An
English physician and author. He was bom at

Perth, N. B., and was educated at the Univer-

sity of Edinburgh. He has devoted consider-

able attention to hypnotism, and has combined
the French methods of hypnosis res])ectively em-
ployed in Paris and Xancy with good results.

His publications include: Successful Treatment

of Dipsomania, Insomnia, etc., and Various Dis-

eases by Hypnotic Suggestion (1890-92) ; Hyp-

notic An(esthesia (ISaO) ; What is Bypnotismt

(1896); Ok the Appreciation of Time by Som-
nambules (1896); Suggestion: Its Place in

Medicine and Scientific Research (1897).

BRAN (OF. bren, bran, bran; Welsh, Irish

Iran, husk, chaff). Tlie outer coat of wheat,

rye, and other cereal grains, separated from the

flour in milling by bolting. Wheat-bran is often

spoken of sinqjly as bran, while rye-bran, corn-

bran, rice-bran, etc., are usually referred to

under their full names. Wheat-bran is exten-

sively used and highly prized as a feeding-stuff

for nearly all kinds of farm animals. Fed with

eorn-meai (maize), the combination is hardly

surpassed for cows, the bran furnishing not

only the bulk, but the protein and ash which

are" necessary to milk-production. The other

kinds of bran are much less abundant in quan-

tity, but are utilized quite generally for feeding

purposes. The average percentage composition

of different kinds of bran, from a large number
of American analyses, is shown by the following

table

:
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Bran suffered so in the fight that he died in

Glen Loch, and was buried there.

BRAN, The Bi.e.ssed. The name of the hero
of the poem Mi/iiiritin, by Taliesen. He was the

knifrht who found a vessel of decoration and
nivstic connections similar to those of the Holy
Grail.

BRANCA, bran'ki\,A.scA.Nio( 1840-190,3). An
Italian statesman. He studied law at the Uni-
versity of Naples, became known as a journalist
jtnd economist, and in 1870 was elected to the
•Cliambcr of Deputies, where in 188.5 he joined
the party of the opposition. In 18iU-92 he was
Minister of Public Works, in lS!M!-i)8 of Finance,
jind again in HlOO-01 of Public Works. He pub-
li^lied Le credit et la banquc internationale in
is:i.

BRANCH. See Bbanchixg.

BRANCH, Jonx (1782-1863). An American
politician. He was born in North Carolina,
;ind graduated at the State University in

1801. He was State Senator from ISH to

1S17, Governor of North Carolina from 1817 to

1820, and from 1823 to 1829 served in the United
States Senate. He then was Secretary of the
Xavy under President Jackson from 1829 to

1831, a Democratic member of Congress from
1831 to 1833, and Governor of the Territory of

Florida from 1844 to 1845.

BRANCHIATA, bran'kl-a'ta (Xeo-Lat. neut.

pi. of hranchiatus, having gills, from Lat.
hruiichia', Gk. Ppdyx'a, hranchia, gills). One of

the two great branches or sub-types into which
the Arthropoda (qv.) are divided, the other being
the Tracheala. They are characterized by the

presence of gills in some form, though it may
be only as thin portions of the body-integument.
They have no trache:ie or tracheal tubes of any
i.ort. and breathe air only as it is present in

Avater. Jfany of the very small forms, and some
of the larger ones, apparently have no distinct

gills, but receive the oxygen which they need
through a part or all of the body-surface. In
accordance with their manner of breathing, the
Branchiata live in water either fresh or salt; and
the exceptions to this rule are to be found only

among the higher groups, where certain species

have special structural features that enable
them to live a greater or less time on land,

usually, however, in damp places. The classifica-

tion of the Branchiata is one of the perplexing
problems of zoology; for while the one class

Crustacea (q.v.) is well defined, there are a few
other living, and many fossil forms, which pre-

sent the greatest dillicultics.

BRANCHID.a;, br.'u.i'kide (Gk. BpayxlSai.
Brnnrhidni, also called Didymi, Al(ivfwi, Di-

dymoi, or Didyma, AiSvua) \ place on the

seacoast of Ionia, a little south of Miletus and
near Panormus, celebrated for its temple and
oracle of Apollo Didymeus. The hereditary min-
isters of this oracle, which was one of the most
famous of the Greek world, were the Milesian
Branchidsp, wlio traced their descent from Bran-
chus, a favorite of Apollo. When the oracle
was instituted is not known, but its first period
of great celebrity was in the Sixth Century n.c.

The temple and oracle were destroyed, either (ac-
cording to Herodotus) by Darius at the time
of the destruction of Miletus (n.c. 494). or (ac-
cording to Strabo, Plutarch, and Pausanius) by

Xer.xes some years later. The temple was after-
wards rebuilt, but on so grand a scale that it

was never fully completed, and always renuiined
without a roof; its ruins contain some beautiful
specimens of the Ionic order of architecture. Con-
sult Gelzer, De liranchidin (Leipzig, I8G9) ; O.
Kayet, L'architecture ioniqiie en lonie: Le tem-
ple d'A poUon Didymien (Paris, 1876).

BRANCHING (Fr. Iranchc, branch. It.

Sp. hraiwu. branch, t.-hiw, from Low Lat, branca-,

claw, possibly from Lat. 6r«[c]c/iiH»i, arm,
claw). There are two general types of branch-
ing, known as the 'dichotomous' and the 'mono-
podial.' In the former, the apex of the axis
forks, the old axis ending at the point of branch-
ing. In some cases tlirce branches may arise
in this way, resulting in 'trichotomy,' or even
more tlian three branches may arise by the divi-

sion of a growing tip, but the term dichotomy
is a general one, covering all cases of branches
arising in this way, without reference to the
number. Thallus bodies are particularly inclined
to dichotomous branching, and hence its chief
display is among the alg.e and fungi, the liver-

worts, and the prothallia of ferns. Among seed-

plants there are cases which resemble dichotomy,
as in the branching of the lilac, but this is 'false

dichotomy,' because, although two brandies seem
to arise from the apex of an axis in forking
fashion, they are really lateral branches, the
ape.x of the old axis remaining between them
undivided but arrested in growth.

Bbanchiko; a, dichotomous; b, monopodial]
c, sympodial.

In monopodial branching the branches arise
laterally from the axis. This type is character-
istic of the seed-plants, but it is found in the
lower groui)s as well. In this ease the tip of the
main axis may continue to grow vigorously, and
a centra! shaft may develop, as in the pines and
firs; such a habit is called 'cxcnrrent,' the main
.•^haft 'running through' the whole branch sys-

tem. In other cases, as in the elm, some of the
lateral branches are more vigorous than the
main axis, which is presently lost sight of, and
the trunk seems to be replaced above by a set
of large divergent limbs, a habit called 'deliques-
cent,' meaning that the main axis is 'dissolved'
into branches. Sometimes what appears to be
the main axis is really a series of strong lateral
branches which simulate it. A strong lateral
branch appears just Iiehind the tip of the axis,
pushes it aside in its growth, and continues the
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direction of the main axis; then a lateral branch
from this first branch docs the same thing, and
so on, until the principal axis consists of a
series of strong lateral brandies, as in the
linden. Such an axis is called a 'sympodium,'
and this svmpodial development is apt to be
characteristic of groups of ])lants.

The branching of roots is never so symmetrical
as that of stems, the branches arising from any
point, while those of the stems are related very
definitely to the nodes, at which the leaves ap-

pear. Another characteristic of root-branching
is that the branches arise from the central woody
cylinder and burrow their way through the cor-

tex; wliile in stems the branches arise super-

ficially, of course involving also the deeper tis-

sues. The root type of branch origin is said to

be 'endogenous' ( 'inside origin'
) , and the stem

type is 'exogenous' ( 'outside origin' ) . This is

the proper ajiplication of the terms 'endogenous'

and 'exogenous,' which were formerly misapplied

to the stems of monocotyledons and dicotyledons

respectively.

Leaves also frequently branch, and when the
branches are quite distinct the leaves are said to

be compound. This branching is determined by
the venatitm, which is the system of vein branch-

ing. Accordingly, branching leaves may be either

palmatcly or ]iiiinately compound. See LEjVF.

BRANCHIOPODa", bran1a-op'6-da (Gk., gill-

footed, from Ppdyxta, hranchiu, gills + troiii,

pons, foot), or Elphyllopoda. A suborder of

Kntomostraca, with numerous hrancliicc, or gills,

attached to the feet; water- lleas. The term has
been used by ditl'erent authors in a most con-

fusing manner, but the latest writers regard the

group as a division of Phyllopoda. Used in this

sense the Brancliiopoda may be defined as phyl-

lopods with numerous distinct trunk-segments

and numerous pairs of swimming-feet. Tliere

are three families containing about a half-dozen

genera and not many species. The families are

distinguished by the carapace, which is wanting

in one. shield-shaped in the second, and bivalve

in tile third.

BRANCHIOSATTBTJS, bran'ki-6-sa'rus. See

STECOCKPIIALLk.

BRANCO, hr.'iij'ko (Port., white, Sp. ilanco,

It. hitnico, Eng. hiank), Rio. The principal tribu-

tarj' of the P>io Xcgro, Brazil (Map: Brazil. E
3). Its head stream, the Parima, rises near the

frontier of Venezuela in the Parima Mountains.

The Braneo Hows southwest, and is 375 miles

long.

BRAND, briint, J.\N Henduik (182.3-88). A
President of tlie Orange Free State, born in Cape
Town and educated in England. In 18G4 he was
elected President of the Orange I'ree State, and
was successively reelected in ISfiO, 1874, 1879,

and 1884. In 1870, at the request of Lord Car-

narvon, he visited England for the purpose of

taking part in a conference which had as its

object the establishment of a confederation of

South African States. He opjiosed the project,

which consequently failed. On the occasion of

the first conflict between the Transvaal and
England, he was successful in bringing about

peace negotiations between Sir Evelyn Wood
and the Boer rei)resentatives.

BRANDE, WiixiAM Thomas (1788-1866).

An Englisli cliemist. lie studied medicine, be-

came a Fellow of the Royal Society, and as-

sistant to Sir Humphry Davy, whom he suc-
ceeded in the chair of chemistry in 1813. From
1810 to IS.'iO lie and Faraday were joint editors
of the Quarloly Journal of -b'citjiee and Art, and
in 1853 he received the honorary degree of D.C.L.
from Oxford. He was the a'uthor of several
works. His manual of Chemistry (1819) is
one of the best text-books of the time; but his
fame rests chiefly upon his Dictionary of Science,
Literature, and Art (1842).

BRAN'DEIS, Frederick (1835-99). An
American organist and composer. He was bom'
in Vienna, Austria, where he studied under
Fiseliliof, Czerny, and Ruliuatscha. In 1849 he
traveled through the L'nited States with the
William Wallace Opera Company, and settled in
New York City in 1851. He was organist of
the Roman Catholic churches of Saint Jolin the
Evangelist (1805-70) and Saint James (1871-
80), in New York; of Saint Peter and Saint
Paul's Church, in Brooklyn (1880-98), and of
the Forty-fourth Street Synagogue in New York
(1886-981. His compositions include a prelude
to Seliiller's Maria Stuart ; The Sunken Cloister,
a ballad for chorus and orchestra; and many in-
strumental and vocal pieces. Of his songs, the
best known is "3Iy Love is Like the Red, Red
Rose."

BRANDENBURG, briin'den-boorK. The most
populous province of Prussia, situated in the
centre of the kingdom, and covering an area
of 15,381 square miles, excluding the city of
Berlin (Alap: Prussia, E 2). It is very flat," and
in some parts marshy, with a sliglit elevation
toward tlie southeastern end. Brandenburg is

exceptionally well watered both by natural rivers
and lakes, as well as by canals. Among the chief
rivers are the Oder, with its numerous tribu-
taries, and the Elbe, with its navigable tribu-
tary tlie Havel. Lakes are very minierons, and
some of them are connected by canals with the
larger rivers. Brandenburg lias a very sandy
and sterile soil and it is only by artificial means
that it has been made productive. The area un-
der tillage is verj- extensive, and the chief cereals
raised are barley and rye. Wheat and oats are
raised in limited quantities, while potatoes are
grown on a very large scale for distilling pur-
poses. Tobacco is also an important agricultural
product. The raising of cattle is carrieil on ex-
tensively and some wool is exported. The chief
mineral iiroduct is brown coal, of which Branden-
burg yields about 8,000,000 tons annually, and
the milling of which gives occupation to over 10,-

000 men.
The manufacturing industries are developed to

a very high degree. Brandenburg contains ex-
tensive silk, woolen, linen, and cotton cloth and
yarn mills, and numerous establishments for

the dyeing, spinning, and printing of dill'crent

textiles. There are also machine-shops, cigar and
cigarette factories, glass and eheinieal works.
The production of spirits and beer is extensive,

and the sugar-mills produce large -quantities of
beet-sugar. The manufacture of women's gar-

ments is a prominent branch of industry, and the
gold, silver, and bronze wares of Berlin are fa-

mous. Brandenburg is exceptionally well pro-

vided with transportation facilities. Besides its

several navigable rivers and excellent canal sys-

tem, it has about 3900 miles of roads and over
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1900 miles of railway lines of standard gauge,
mostly bcloiif^iiif; to the State.

For administriitive purposes, the province is

divided into the two districts (Regierungbexirke)
of Potsdam and Frankfort. Berlin formin<r a
separate division. It sends 3G representatives to
the Lower Chamber (Abgeordnetenhaus) of the
Prussian Landtag, and 20 members to the Ger-
man Keiohstag. Since 1875 the Landtag of Bran-
denlnirg has had its seat in Berlin. (For further
particulars as to local administration, see Pecs-
si.\. jiaragraph on Local Government.)
The population of tlie province in 1900 was

3,107. '.>51, showing an increase of 10.14 per cent,

for the period of 1895-1900. The population con-
sists almost exclusively of German Protestants.
Although a considerable number of the inhabi-
tants are of French and Dutch extraction, they
have been so completely assimilated that no trace
is left of their foreign origin. The general ten-

dency of the population to leave agriculture
for manufacturing pursuits, so strongly marked
in all the Prussian provinces, is especially pro-
nounced in Brandenburg, where a large falling
off in the agricultural population since 1882 is

accompanied b_v a still larger increase in the
manufacturing population. The seat of the
administration is at Potsdam.
The various nations of Teutonic origin which

inhabited Brandenburg at the beginning of the
Christian Era were replaced during the age of
migrations by a number of Slavic tribes, whom
Charles the Great vainly attempted to subdue.
Henry I. succeeded in exacting tribute from
them, and Otho I. divided their country into
three marks; but the Slavs were not fully over-
come till the middle of the Twelfth Century,
when Albert the Bear, who styled liimself Mar-
grave of Brandenburg (see Bkaxdenbukg, city),

about 1140, established tlie supremacy of the Gler-

mans by peopling the region with colonists from
Westphalia and the Nethei lands. Under the suc-
cessors of Albert the feudal authority of Bran-
denburg was extended over Pomerania, and terri-

torial gains were made at the expense of Bohemia
and Poland. Especially prosperous was the joint
reign of the brothers .John I. and Otho 111. in

the middle of the Thirteenth Century, in whose
time the power of the nobles was greatly restrict-

ed and many cities were founded. From 1323 to
1411 the ilargraviate was r\ilcd by princes of the
houses of Wittelsbach and Lirxemburg, under
whom it drifted into feudal anarchy, and de-

clined decidedly in wealth and power. In the
Golden Bull of' the Emperor Charles IV. (1356)
the Margrave of Brandenburg was recognized as
one of the seven Imperial Electors. In 1411
P'rederick of Hohenzollern, Burgrave of Nurem-
berg, becan)e Margrave, and in 1415 was invested
with the electoral dignity. Frederick and his

successors crushed the nobility once for all, re-

stored order, and extended the boundaries of

their principality. The Reformation was intro-

duced about 1540, and in the religious disputes
of the succeeding period the Electors of Branden-
burg were leading champions of the Protestant
cause. The greatness of Brandenburg may bo
dated from l(il8, when John Sigismund became,
through marriage, Duke of Prussia. In spite of
the disasters of the Tliirty Years' War, Branden-
burg-Prussia, under the energetic rule of the
Great Elector, Frederick William (1040-88), rose

to the position of a leading State in northern

Europe. In addition to Brandenburg and East
Prussia, his dominions embraced the eastern and
larger half of Pomerania, and the former Sees
of Halbcrsladt, Minden, and Magdeburg (all ac-

quired in the Peace of Westphalia, in 1U48), to-

gether with C'leves, Mark, and Kavensberg, in

the region of the Rhine and Westnhalia. Under
his son and successor, the Elector l<'re(lerick III.

(King Frederick I. of Prussia), this realm was
transformed at the very begimiing of the Eigh-
teenth CenUiry (1701) into the Kingdom of

Prussia, into whose history the history of Bran-
denburg is subsequently merged. Consult : Fon-
tane, M'underungen durch die Mark liravdenhurg
(4 vols., Berlin, 1892) ; Haake, Brandenburgische
PoUtik und Kriegfiihrung (Kassel, 1896). See
Prussia.

BRANDENBURG (anciently, Brennaborch
or lireiiiuibiii; from Slav. Bianibor, Branniy bor,

from brani, war, fight -H 6oru, forest). A city

in the administrative district of Potsdam, in the
Prussian Province of Brandenburg, sitmited on
the Berlin and ilagdeburg Railway, about 3"

n-.iles west-southwest of Berlin (Map: Prussia,

E 2 ) . The river Havel divides it into two parts.

Old and New Brandenburg, both surrounded with
walls. On an island in the river there is a third

quarter, containing the castle, cathedral, and an
academy for young noblemen. The cathedral has
a fine crypt, dating from the Eleventh Century.
Brandenburg has an extensive industry in the

manufacture of basket-ware, woolens, linen, ho-

siery, paper, leather, beer, etc. Boatbuilding is

also carried on to a considerable extent. Popu-
lation, in 1890, 37,817: in 1900, 49.263. Bran-
denburg became the seat of a bishopric as early
as 949. From November 27 to December 5, 1848,

Brandenburg was the seat of the National Assem-
bly of Prussia.

BRANDENBURG, Nett. See Neu-Branden-
BURG.

BRANDENBURG, Coxfession of. A con-

fession of faith lacpared by order of John Sigis-

mund, the Elector of Brandenburg, in 1614, with

a view to reconciling the tenets of Luther with
those of Calvin, and to terminating the disputes

provoked by the Augsburg Confession.

BRANDES, hriinMes, Carl Edv.usd Cohen
(1S47— ). A Danish writer, bom in Copen-
hagen. He has won distinction as a writer on
philosophic topics and as a dramatic and literary

critic. His best-known works are: Ldgeinidlcr

("Remedy," 1881) ; El Bcsog ("A Visit," 1882) ;

and iiidiT Loven ("Under the Law," 1890).

BRANDES, Georg Morris Cohen (1842—).
The first of Danish critics by genius, and one

of the great systematic critics of literature in

modem times, worthy to rank with the French-

men Sainte-Beuve, Taine, and Bruneti&re. Even
his books of travel are books of criticism, but it

is with the wide currents of European thought
that he concerns himself, rather than with any
national achievements or with questions of for-

mal aesthetics and technique. So his work, at a
time of national segregation and bitterness, has
been to preserve for the Danes a cosmopolitan

intellectual horizon and a community of higher
interest-s with the neighbors and kin from whose
politicians Denmark has suffered. He was bom
in Copenhagen, of Jewish parents, studied at the
university there, traveled for several years,

taught at the University of Copenhagen ( 1872-
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77), lived for five years in Berlin (1S77;82),

and has since resided", as a public lecturer with a

subscribed guarantee of $1000 a year, in Copen-

hagen. He wrote: .Esthetic titudics (18G8);

French .^.sthetics (1869); Criticisms and Por-

traits (1870) ; The Main Literary Cun-ents of the

Mneteenth Century (1872-82). This was fol-

lowed bv Danish I'oeis (1877) ; Ferdinand Las-

salle (1877. written in German); Lord Bea-

consfield (1879. written in German); Eminent

Authors of the yineteenth Century (1882) ;
Men

and Works in European Literature (1883) ; Ber-

lin as an Imperial Court (1884) ;
rmpressio7is of

Poland (1888); Impressions of liussia (1888);

Essa t/s ( 1 890 ) . His most recent works are Poems

(1899). and a remarl^al)lv fresh and sympatlietic

studv of Shakespeare (189S), of which the Eng-

lish translation is in a second edition. Brandesis

a scientific critic to whom literature is itself a

'criticism of life'—a disciple of Comte and Taine,

of Will and Spencer. Naturally, therefore, he has

moved in an atmosphere of controversy which has

itself tended to awaken the national mind, and has

given to much of his work a sort of challenging

boldness. His great work, the Main Currents,

mentioned above, is in six volumes, and treats

first of the French 'emigrant literature,' re-

vived by contract with England and Germany, at

the haiids of Chateaubriand, Madame de Stael,

and Senancour. From this he passes to the

German romantic school, thence to the French

reaction, and to what he calls 'Naturalism' in

England. This leads him directly to the French

romanticists, and these to the so-called Young

Oermany of 1848, with which the work has rest-

ed, great though incomplete, for many years.

The collected IVorts of Brandes are in course of

publication (1900— ). JIany of his works have

Ijeen translated into German, and some into

French and English.

BRANDING (AS. Irand, a burning, sword.

Ger. Brand, a burning, brand). In mercantile

law, the act of distinguishing goods by burn-

ing or stamping a peculiar mark into or upon

them. In the case of manufactured articles, this

practice has become a part of the matter of

trade-marks. (See Thaue-makk. ) The brand-

ing of animals, especially on the gi-eat ranches

of°the West, is coumionly resorted to.

In criminal law, a form of punishment em-

ployed in certain cases by the Greeks and Ro-

mans, and adopted bv the Canonists and by our

Anglo-Saxon ancestors. It was practiced to

some extent by the early Colonists in the United

Stat<?s, but is now obsolete, both here and in

Great Britain. See Benefit of Clergy.

BRANDIS, briin'dis, Ciiristi.^n Aug. (1790-

1807). -V tierman philosophical writer. He
was born at Hildesheim. He took part in the

preparations for the great critical edition of the

works of Aristotle, contemplated by the Berlin

Academy of Science (5 vols., Berlin, 1831-30);

and with this object spent several years, along

with Immanuel Bckker (q.v.), in exploring the

chief libraries of Europe. In 1821 he was called

to the new University of Bonn, where he edit-

ed Aristotle's Metaphysics (Vol. I., Beflm,

1823) • Scholia in Aristotelem (Berlin, 1836) ;

and Scholia Grwea in Aristotelis Mclaphysicani

(Berlin, 1837). He accepted in 183i a call

from the young King of Greece, and spent sev-

eral years in that country as Cabinet Counselor.

As a result, we have his Mitteilungen iiber

Griechenland (3 vols., Leipzig, 1842). Other

works of his are Handbuch dfr Geschichte der

griechisch-romischcn Philosophic (3 vols., Berlin,

1835-06) and Ci'schichte der Entivickelung der

griechischen Philosophic und Hirer Xaohwirk-

tingen ita romischcn Heiche (Berlin, 1862-64).

BRANDIS, Sir Dietrich (1824—). A Ger-

man-English forester. He was born in Bonn,

studied at the universities of Copenhagen, Got-

tingen, and Bonn, and in 1855 was appointed

superintendent of the teak forests of Pegu.

From that time until 1883 he was employed

under the British Government in the care of the

forests of Burma and India, having been from

1864 inspector-general of forests to %he Indian

Government. He has written monographs on

the Indian forests, and completed L. Stewart's

Forest Flora of Northwest and Central India

(London, 1870).

BRANDL, Alois (1855—). A German Angli-

cist, born in Innsbruck. He studied English phi-

lology in Berlin and London, was made extraor-

dinary professor at Prague in 1884, and ordinary

professor at Giittingen in 1888, and at Strass-

burg in 1892. His principal work is Samuel Tay-

lor Coleridge und die Englische Romantik (1886;

English ed. 1887). He also contributed an inter-

estmg article on Middle-English literature to

Pauls Grundriss der gcrmanischen Philologie.

In 1892 he became associate editor of the work

entitled Quetlen und Forschungcn zur Spraclie

und Kulturgcschichte der gcrmanischen Volker.

BRAN'DON. A city in Manitoba. Canada,

founded in 1881, and now a large grain and

lumber market, on the Canadian Pacific Rail-

road, below the junction of the Assiniboine and

Little Saskatchewan rivers, 132 miles west of

Winnipeg (Map: Manitoba, Jo). The town,

in a pleasant and elevated situation, is sub-

stantially built, and has a court-house, a col-

legiate institute, a convent, banks, parks, a

Government experimental farm, lofty grain-ele-

vators. car-shoi)s. and manufactures of flour and

oatmeal, machinerv. pumps, lumber, and ales

and porter. Population, in 1891, 3778; in 1901,

5738.

BRANDON. A town in the county of Dur-

ham, Enuland. 3 miles west-southwest of the

city of Durham. It is an important mining

town, with a considerable industry in coal and

iron. Population (including the neighboring

town of Byshottles), in 1891, 14,239; in 1901,

15,573.

BRANDSTETTER, briint'stet-ter, Hans
(1^54— ). An Austrian sculptor. He was born

at Hitzendorf, near (Jratz, and was a pupil of

Hellmer, at the Academy of Arts, Vienna. His

lirst works, "The Flight of Lot from Sodom,"

'The Flute-Player," and "Plato," were honored

with the prize "given by the Academy. Among
his later productions the following are especially

noteworthy: "The Forest Lily," a bronze statue

(City Park, Gratz), "Prometheus," and "The

Return (if the Prodigal."

BRANDT, briint, ExEVOLD, Count (1738-72).

A Danish cnurtier. He was born in Copenhagen,

and studied law at the university of that city.

He became assistant judge of the Supreme Court

of Copenhagen in 1764, Koyal Chamberlain in

1769, and afterwards superintendent of the Royal
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Theatre. He acted as the companion of King
Christian VIT., but became involved in the

catastrophe of January 17, 1772, and, together

with his friend Struensee (q.v.), to whose ad-

vancement he had contributed, was condemned
to death, his execution following on April 28,

1772.

BRANDT, Hei>-rich vo.v (1789-1868). A
Prussian general. He was born at Lakin, in

W est Prussia, and after pursuing legal studies in

Ilerlin, entered the army as ensign in 1807. The
Peace of Tilsit made hira a subject of the Grand
Ducliy of Warsaw, and as such lie fought in Spain
and in the Napoleonic cami)aigii in Russia. He
was wounded in the battle of Leipzig and taken
prisoner by the Russians, who forced him into

the Polisli Army. He entered the Prussian Army
in 1S16, and became a member of the General
Staff. He was connected with the Polish insur-

rections of 1831 and 1848, the latter of which he
helped to su])press. He retired from the army
in 1S57. with the rank of general of infantry.

In 1849 he had been elected to the Prussian Up-
per Chamber, and in the following year he was
a member of the Erfurt Parliament. He was the

author of a number of works on military sub-

jects, including Geschichte des Kriegsicesens

(Berlin. 1830-3.5): Giuyidziige der Taktik der

drei \f'affcn (Berlin, 1833) ; Der kleine Krieg
(Berlin, 1850).

BRANDT, Hetn-kich Fba>-z (1789-1845). A
Swiss medal-coiner. He was born at La Chaux-
de-Fonds, in the Canton of Xeuchatel. After

a short apprenticeship he went to Paris, where
in 1813 he was awarded the Grand Prix de

Rome. In 1817 he was appointed chief engraver

to the mint in Berlin, and in 1824 he became
professor and member of the Academy of Fine

-•Vrts in that city. A complete catalogue of the

medals designed by him may be found in the pub-

lications of the Berlin Academy for 1845.

BRANDT, Hermanx Cabl George (18.50— ).

A German-American scholar, born at Vilsen,

Germany. He graduated in 1872 at Hamilton
College." was an instructor there in 1874-76, and
from 1876 to 1882 was associate professor of

German at the Johns Hopkins University. In

1883 he was appointed professor of German lan-

guage and literature at Hamilton. His publi-

cations include a German-English and English-

German dictionary; an edition (1879) of the

yathaii der ^Veise of Lessing: a German Gram-
mar (1884; several subsequent editions); and
a useful German Reader (1889).

BRANDT, .JcsEF von (1841— ). A Polish
painter, born at Szczebrzeszyn, near Warsaw. He
at first devoted himself to engineering, and it was
not until 1802 that he seriously took up paint-

ing under Piloty and Franz .Adam in Munich.
His subjects are taken principally from the
military life of the Seventeenth Century, al-

though several of his most charming productions
deal also with the life of the Polish peasantry.
The following is a partial list of his more im-
portant works: "Polish Peasants Before an Inn"
(1870); "Episode from the Relief of Vienna"
(1870); "Cossack Camp in Seventeenth Cen-
tury" (1872); "Polish Fair" (1872); "Battle
of Vienna in 1683" (1872): "Tartar Battle"

(1878); "Critical Moment" (1884); "Cossacks
Caught in the Snow in the LTiraine" (1885).

BRANDT, Marianne, family name Marie
Bi.scuoF (1842— ). .\ German operatic singer.

Slie was born in Vienna, and was educated at
the conservatory in that city. She first attract-

ed attention as Recha in La Juive, and soon
afterwards accepted an engagement in Gratz.

After 1808 she was associated for many years
with the Royal Opera in Berlin. In 1882 she
went to New York, «liere she sang for several

seasons in grand opera. Gifted with a rich

contralto voice of extraordinary compass, and
possessi)ig exceptional liistriouic gifts, Marianne
Brandt was regarded, in her prime, as one of

the greatest German contraltos of the century.
As an admirable interpreter of Wagnerian roles,

she contributed largely to the success of the
music festivals held in Bayieuth in 1876 and
1882.

BRANDT, ilAX August Scipio vojj ( 1835— )

.

A German diplomat. He is the son of Heinricli

von Brandt
(
q.v.

) , and was born in Berlin, Octo-
ber 8, 1835. After serving in the army, he was
made in 1800 member of a diplomatic mission
dispatched to the Far East. From 1802 to 1875
he was in Japan as the diplomatic representa-

tive, successively, of Prussia, of the North Ger-

man Confederation, and of the German Empire.
From 1875 to 1893" he was minister at Peking,

lie is author of Aus dem Latide des Zopfes
(Leipzig, 1894) ; Die Zukunft Ostasiens (Stutt-

gart, 1895) ; Sittenbildcr aus ChuM (Stuttgart,

1895).

BRANDY (for older hrandyicine ; cf. Ger.

Branntaeiti. burned, distilled wine). A term
sometimes applied generically to all kinds of

ardent spirits, but usually restricted to the

liquid obtained by distilling the fermented juice

of the grape. (See Distilled Liquors, or Ar-
dent Spirits.) The various fermented wines em-
ployed for this purpose contain from 10 to 15

per cent, of their weight in alcohol, the white
wines being preferred, as they possess a finer

flavor than red wines. The yield of 1000 gallons
of wine is from 100 to 150 gallons of brandy.
The liquor varies in strength, but is commercially
judged of according to the quantity of caw de vie

or brandy a preiive de BoUande which it con-

tains. It is generally diluted with water until it

consists of from 50 to 54 per cent, by volume of

absolute alcohol. When distilled, brandy is clear

and colorless, and will remain so if kept in glass

vessels. But when placed in wooden casks, the
spirit dissolves out the coloring matter of the

wood, and acquires a light sherry tint, which
dealers often make deeper by the addition of

burnt sugar and other coloring matters. The
pleasant aroma of brandy is due to the presence
of more or less fusel oil (q.v.), accompanied by
(cnanthic ether. The most famous brandy is

that known as Cognac, distilled in the depart-
ments of Charente and Charentclnfi'riourc, in

the southw-est of France. Because of the ravages
of the Phylloxera insect, the manufacture of

genuine Cognac has greatly decreased in France
in recent years; while the manufacture of facti-

tious Cognac has correspondingly increased.

Brandy is also made in Spain and Portugal, and,
within recent years, in California. A second-

class brandy is obtained from the refuse (marc)
of the grapes left in the wine-press, the scrapings
of wine-casks and vats, and the deposits in wino-
bottles. Very much of the brandy of commerce
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is a factitious proJiul uiaile from grain or potato

spirit, ill America, brandy is made not only

from fermented graix>s, but also from apples (see

Apple Brandy), pears, cherries, and peaches.

For the production of brandy in the United

States, see Liquors, Fekjientei) .\xn Distilled,

Statistics of. See also, Distilled Liquors;

Alcohol; and Alcohol, Physiological Ef-

fects OF.

BRANDY STATION. A village in Culpep-

er County, Va.. al>out 50 miles southwest of

Alexandria (population, in lilOO, about 225),

the scene of considerable fighting during the

Civil War. Engagements between Federal and

Confederate forces occurred here on August 20,

1862, when the Federals made a notable cavalry

charge; on June 9, 18G3, when the Confederate

general, Stuart, at the head of a cavalry force

of about 10,000, won a tactical victory over a

somewliat inferior force of Federal cavalry under

Generals Pleasonton and Buford. the former los-

ing 485 in killed, wounded, and missing, the

latter, 007; on September 13, 1863. and on Oc-

tober 11, 1803. Various other skirmishes of

minor importance were fought in this vicinity

during the Chancellorsville and Gettysburg cam-

paigns. Tiie engagement of .June 9, 1863. was of

considerable strategic importance. It is often

called the battle of Beverly's Ford.

BRAN'DYWINE', Battle of. A battle

fought at Chadd's Ford, on the Brandywine

Creek, September 11, 1777. during the American

Kevolution, between about 18,000 British under

General Howe, and about 11.000 Americans under

General Washington. Half the British army
under Lord Cornwallis attained the right Hank

of the Americans by a forced march of eighteen

miles along the Lancaster Koad. and drove back

the American right under General Sullivan,

while Knyphausen, with the other half, crossed

at Chadd's Ford and forced the American centre

and left, under Greene and Wayne respectively,

back toward Dilworth and Chester. The Ameri-

cans, though defeated, withdrew in good order,

and the three divisions safely efVected a junction

at Chester. The American loss was estimated

at about 1000. the British at about GOO. Howe's

victory enabled him to occupy Philadel])hia. with

little 'resistance, on the 26th, the Continental

Congress adjourning first to Lancaster and then

to York. Lafayette was severely wounded in this

engagement. Consult Carrington, Battles of the

American Revolution (Xew York, 1877).

BRANTOBD. A borough in a town of the

same name. New Haven County, Conn., 8 miles

southeast of New Haven, on L<mg Island Sound,

and on the New York. New Haven and Hartford

Kailroad (ilap: Connecticut, D 4). It lias a

good harbor for small craft and raanufactiires

locks and malleable iron fittings. Oyster-cul-

ture and granite-quarrying also are important

industries. The borough contains the Blackstone

Memorial Library, a line marble structure. Bran-

ford, originallv "called Totoket. was settled in

1643 by a company from Wethersfield, JIass.. and

another company.' headed by Rev. Abraham Pier-

aon (q.v.). from" Southampton, L. I., and derived

its name from Brentford. England. In 1007 most

of the settlers, dissatisfied with tlie union of the

Connecticut and New Haven Colonies, moved in

a bodv to Newark, N. J., but others gradually

came in and took their places. In 1685 Branford

received its patent from the Colonies. The bor-
ough was incoi])orated in 1893. Population
(town), in 1890, 4460; in 1900, 5706; borough,
in 1900, 2473. Consult Lambert, History of the

Colony of }icw Haieii (New Haven, 1838).

BRANG'TONS, The. The name of char-
acters in the novel Evclitta, by Miss Burney.
They are a household in whom en\-y and spite

are common characteristics.

BRANCrWAINE. The nurse of Yseult in

the legend of Trixlan mid Ysciilt, modifications
of which may be found in Matthew Arnold, Swin-
burne, and Tennyson. In Wagner's music drama
of Tristcni itnd Isolde the spelling is Brangiine.

She is, originally, the 'Venus of the Northern
Seas.'

BRANICKI, bra-nitslce, Jan Clemens
( 16S8-1771 ) . A Polish hetinan, a great-grand-son

of the celebrated Czarneeki, and the last of a
distinguished line of nobles. After a period of

service in the French Army he returned to Poland
(1715), where he joined the league against Au-
gustus II. He became successively starost, stand-
ard-bearer, hetman (1735), waywode of Cracow,
and grand hetman ; and upon the death of Augus-
tus III. was invited to accept the crown of Po-
land. But the monarchical [larly represented by
the Czartoryskis controlled the Polish Diet of

1704, and bj' their command Branicki was seized,

deprived of his honors and dignities, and ban-
ished from the country. He fled to Hungary, but
returned upon the accession of his brother-in-law,

Poniatowski, to the throne, and thereafter lived

in retirement.

BRANK
(
probably akin to Ir. brancas, halter,

pillory, Dutch praiu/er, fetter), or Scold's

Bridle. An instrument formerly used in Eng-

land and Scotland for the punishment of noto-

rious scolds, and of women convicted of street

brawling, or of insulting public officers. It was
an iron framework which was placed on the

head, inclosing it in a kind of cage. In front

was an iron plate, sometimes covered with spikes,

which entered the culprit's mouth and prevented

the use of the tongue. With this l)ridle on her

head, the victim was led through the streets or

chained to a pillory or market cross. On market

days the instrument was exhibited in front of

the house of the officer authorized to use it,

as a warning to vixens. In some parts of Britain

it continued to he used well into the last century.
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Its history is told and its various forms illus-

trated in Andrews, Old-Time Punishments (Lon-
don, 1890). Consult also Earle, Curious Punish-
ments of B\i<ione Days (Chicago, 1896).

BRAN'NAN", Joux >Iii.tox (1819-92). An
American soldier. He was bom in the District
of Columbia: graduated at West Point in 1841,
and in 1847, during the Mexican War, partici-

pated as first lieutenant in the various battles
of the Southern campaign. In September, 1801,
he was appointed brigadier-general of volunteers,
and from Januarj- to March, 18G2, commanded
the Department of Key West. He served from
June, 1862, to January, 1863, in the Department
of the South, of which he was twice temporarily
in command, and during this time commanded
the Saint .John's River expedition (September,
1802), and took part in the battle of Pocotaligo.
During the Tennessee campaign of 1863 lie com-
manded a division, participated in the battles

of Chickamauga and Chattanooga, and from De-
cember, 1863. to ilay, 1864, was engaged in

reorganizing the artillery of the Army of the
Cumberland. From ilay to October, 1864, he
took |)art in the invasion of Georgia, and after

the capture of Atlanta arranged the artillery

for the defense of that place. At the close of the
war he was bi-evetted major-general of vohin-
teers and both brigadier-general and major-
general in the regular army, for 'gallant and
meritorious services,' and subsequently served at
various army posts, as lieutenant-colonel and
colonel, until 1882, when he retired from active
service.

BKAlfNEB, .Jon.N- Caspar (1850—). An
American geologist. He was born at Xew
Market, Tenn., studied at Cornell University, and
in 1S75T7 was a member of the Imperial Geo-
logical Commission of Brazil. From 1882 to 1883
he was agent in Brazil for the United States De-
partment of .\griculture, and from 1883 to 1885
Topographical Geologist of the Pennsylvania
Geological Surs'ey. He was appointed professor
of geology at the University of Indiana in 1885;
in 1892 was called to a similar chair at the
Leland Stanford, Jr. University. From 1887 to

1893 he was State Geologist of Arkansas, and in

his official capacity w'as an important factor in

the development of the mineral resources of
that State. In 1899 he directed a geological ex-

pedition to Brazil, and in the same year was
appointed vice-president of the Lcland Stanford,
Jr. I'niversity. He is a member of many scien-

tific societies in the United States and foreign
countries, is associate editor of the Journal of
OpoIoiji/, and has made numerous important
contributions to the American Journal of Sci-

enre, and to the Proceedings of the American
Philosophical Society and of the American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science. Among
his most important ])ublications are: Annual
ftcports of the I'^fnte Oeoloqist of Arkansas (Lit-

tle Rock, 1887-1901) : -Cotton in the Empire of
Brazil," Vniterl States Department of Atjricul-

itire, iliscellaneous Hpenial Reports (1885):
and "Bibliography of Clays and the Ceramic
Arts." United States Geological Survey Bulletin,

Ko. J/iS (1890).

BBANT (probably refers to the dark color,

meaning something burnt ; cf. brand). The name
piven to various species of goose of the genus
Branta. The brants may be recognized by the

black cheeks and chin taken in connection with
the white patches or streaks on the sides of the
neck. They are considerably smaller than the
common wild goose, and Uy less raj)idly, in more
compact grou])s, and williout a chosen leader.

The common brant (Hranta bernicla) ij found
throughout the northern portions of the whole
Northern Hemisphere. It breeds in the far north,
well within the Arctic circle, but migrates south-
ward in Kurope and eastern North America on
the approach of winter. The nest is made on llie

ground, from grasses, moss, etc., and is lined

with feathers; the eggs are said to be creamy-
white in color and only four in numlxT. The
brant, though occasionally seen in the interior

of the United States, is chiefly marine, and is

most abundant in shallow bays along the coast,

rarely as far south as the Carolinas. It is rather

sluggish in its movements, seldom taking to

flight unless alarmed. It rises from the water
slowly, and often returns to the same point

whence it started, unless attracted by another
flock. It feeds chiefly on vegetable matter, the

so-called 'eel-gi-ass' (Zostera) furnishing a large

part of its diet. It pulls this at low tide, diving

and tearing it up with its beak : and then, as the

tide ri.ses and it has to give up this method of

work, it floats lazily on the water, enjoying the

feast which it has earaed. For the eel-grass,

when pulled, floats, and so the bird can feed on
it at leisure after the water is too deep for agree-

able diving.

In the western part of the United States the

common brant is rei)laeed by the black brant
{Branta nigricans), in which the lower breast

and upper part of the belly are nearly as dark
as the back. The black brant breeds with the

common brant in the Arctic regions; but in

migrating southward it resorts to the Pacific

Coast and the Western States, and is rarely seen

in the East. The name is sometimes given to

other species of goose, and the common brant is

often confused with the barnacle-goose (q.v.)—
a very rare, accidental visitant in the United
States. The snow - goose (q.v.) is sometimes
called 'white brant,' but it is not properly a
brant, which it resembles only in size. See

Goose, and Plate of Ducks (Wild.)

BRANT, Joseph (TnAVENDANEOEA) (c.l742-

1807). A celebrated Mohawk Indian chief.

When very young he became a favorite of Sir

William .Tohnson, who sent him to Dr. Eleazar
Wheelock's school, at I-ebanon. Conn., out of

which later grew Dartmouth College. Here he
obtained a fair education and joined the Epis-

copal Church, of which he remained a member
throughout life. For some time he was a mis-

sionary among the Jfohawk Indians, and he trans-

lated into their language the Prayer-Book and
parts of the New Testament. He was early dis-

tinguished for his physical prowess, and rendered

valuable services to the English in both the

French and Indian and the Pontiae wars. In

1774 he became the secretary of Guy Johnson,
superintendent of Indian affairs, and throughout
the Revolutitmary War he served against the
Americans, leading ninnerous sanguinary raids,

participating in the Cherry Valley and Mini-
sink massacres, and taking an active part in

the battle of Oriskany. He was not, however,
present at the Wyoming massacre, as he is rep-

resented to have been in Campbell's Gertrude of
Wyoming; and he seems, for the most part, to
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have treated his captives with great humanity,

and to have steadfastly opposed, and, wherever
possible, prevented torture. After the war he

used his influence to preserve peace hetween the

various Indian tribes and the whites. In 1786

he visited England, where he was entertained by
many persons of promiuence, and became ac-

quainted with such men as Burke and Sheri-

dan. With money collected on this trip he built

the first Episcopal church erected in Upper
Canada. John Fiske has said of Brant that he

"was perhaiis the greatest Indian of whom we
have any knowledge," and that "certainly the

history of the red men presents no more many-
sided and interesting character." Consult:

Stone, The Life of Joseph Brant-Thayendanegea,
Includiiifi the Indian ^\'ars of the American
Revolution, new ed. (Albany, 1865).

BRANT, or BRANDT, briint, Sebastian
(e.1458-1521 ) . A Geniian satiric poet and hu-

manist. He was born in Strassburg, the son of

a wealthy burgher. He studied philosophy and
jurisprudence at the University of Basel, taught
there, and rose to eminence through writings that
induced Emperor Maximilian to make him Im-
perial Councilor and Count Palatine. He took
an important part in negotiations with the Holy
See. He is the author of Das Xarrenschiff ("The
Ship of Fools"), published in 1494, one of the

most remarkable and popular books of the time.

This work, as an artist, he illustrated himself.

as well as editions of Terence (149G) ; Boethius

(1501); Vergil (1502); and a volume of ser-

mons, PHadrasffsima^e (1496). The Ship of Fools
(Narrenschiff) is supposed to have suggested
Erasnms's famous Praise of Folly, and was a sort

of Pilfirim's I'royress to its generation. It was a
mirror to those perplexed times, and carried the

spirit of the Reformation far beyond the borders

of Germany, and into quarters where the writings

of Luther would have found no hearing. It is

thought to have been suggested by a passage in

a chronicle w'hich describes a carnival i)rocession

at Aix-la-Chapclle in the Twelfth Century. Here
a ship was borne about the country, followed by

a train of gayly-dressed men and women singing

and dancing. Brant saw in this 'pagan wor-

ship,' as the chronicler calls it, the possibilities

of a social satire. He invites to passage repre-

sentatives of every class—the misers, the glut-

tons, the church-goers for show and the church-

goers for respectability, the pedantic and the

frivolous, "from beardless youth to crooked

age," knights and ladies, cooks and butlers,

gamesters, drunkards, spendthrifts, merchants,

alchemists, and lovers, in motley and ever-chang-

ing throng. So all classes saw themselves in

his picture, and read with a twinge at their own
and a smile at others' folly, "the first printed

book that dealt with contemporary events and
living persons, instead of old Genuan battles

and French knights" (Max Mijller). Contem-
porary writers made constant allusions to it;

monks preached from its texts; three years after

its appearance it was turned into Latin by
Locker, fifteen years after into English by Bar-

clay (London, isOO), and again by Henry Wat-
son, as The Crete Shyppe of Fooles of the Worlde
(1517). Barclay's edition has been edited by Ja-

mieson (Edinburgh. 1874). The best German edi-

tions are by Zarneke (Leipzig, 1854), with an

extensive commentary, and by Goedecke (Leip-

zig, 1872).

BRANT'FORD. The chief city of Brant
County, Ontario, Canada, on Grand River and
the Grand Trunk Railroad, 70 miles east of
London (Jlap: Ontario, C 4). The river is

navigable to within 21^ miles of the town,
whence a canal coimect.s it with Lake Erie. The
city has fine public buildings, chieflj- of white
brick: gas and electric lighting, many churches
of architectural beauty, large railroad shops,
factories of brass and iron castings, engines and
mill machinery, and stoneware, several branch
banks, the Ontario Institution for the Education
of the Blind, and WicklifTe Hall. The United
States has a consular agent here. The city was
named after the famous Mohawk chief Brant, to
whom a fine monument was erected in Victoria
Square. Brantford is the headquarters of the
amalgamated tribes of the Six Nations. Popu-
lation, in 1891, 12,75.'?; in 1901, 10,031.

BRANTOME, brii.N'tSm', Pierre de Boib-
DEILLES, Abbe de (c. 1540-1014) . A French cour-
tier and chronicler. He was born in Pcrigord,
and as the third son of a nobleman he was dedi-

cated in youth to the Church ; but presently be-

came a page of the liberal and literary Margaret
of Navarre (q.v.). On her death (1549) he stud-
ied in Paris, served Francis of Guise, and became
gentleman of the chambei- to Charles IX. Tlien,

with the exception of time spent in diplomatic
missions, of which the escort of ilarv Stuart to
Scotland is noteworthy for the fine description
that he gives of it, and in campaigns and travel-

ing for pleasure, he passed his life at the courts
of Henry III. and IV., till his retirement to his
ancestral estate (1594). Here lawsuits with
monks and neighbors occupied his last years,
and he relieved himself from the ennui they
caused by reminiscent memoirs. Tics des hommes
illiistres et des yrands capitaines fran^ais;
Ties des dames illustrcs: ^'ics des dames ga-
lantes; Anecdotes touchant Ics duels; Rodomon-
tades et jurements des Espagnols; a Life of his
father: a funeral oration on his sister-in-law;
and some insignificant verses. His MSS. were
not printed till 1005. The best of many edi-

tions is by Lalanne, 10 vols. (1805-81). Bran-
tome recognizes only two social essentials-—to

be born an aristocrat and to hate Hugvienots.
Indifferent to honor and morality, he is an im-
partial witness to the vice and crime of his

epoch. None has mirrored more truly the Valois
Court or its moral ideals. Consult Lalanne,
lirantOme, sa vie et scs ecrits (Paris, 1897).

BRAS'DOR'S OPERATION. It is stated
in the article Aneurism that a cure is effected

in that disease by successive layers of the fibrin

of the blood being deposited in the aneurismal
sac. It was suggested by Brasdor that the
course of the blood should be impeded by a liga-

ture upon the artery beyond the aneurismal sac.

A modification of this operation, known as
Wardrop's operation, is used in suitable cases.

It was named after an English surgeon, Br.as-

dor, who, in 1820, first performed the operation

successfully. Considt Park, Surgeri^ by Ameri-
can Authors, 3d ed. (New York and Philadel-

phia, 1901).

BRASE'NOSE COLLEGE. A college at 0.\-

ford. England, founded about 1509 by William
Smith, Bishop of Lincoln, and Sir Richard Sut-

ton—the last of the pre-Reformation colleges.

Tlie name is said to have come from Brassen-
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htis (brew-house), a Iniildinjr which previously
Btood on the site; and the corruption becomes
at once facetious and phiusible from the signifi-

cant knocker, in the form of a brazen nose,

which hangs over the old entrance. The new-

buildings on the High Street are among the
best examples of modern collegiate architecture.

Ihe college can receive 150 undersrraduates.
Among its members have been Burton (author
of the Anatomy of Melancholy), Ashmole
( founder of the Ashmolean Museum ) , Foxe ( au-

thor of the Book of Martyrs), Bishop Heber,
Dean Milman, Barham (author of the Ingolds-

hy Legends), and Roberston. of Brighton. Here,
too, Walter Pater was tutor. Besides good
standing as a college, Brasenose has been for-

tunate in her athletics, particularly boating.

BRASHEAR (brash'er) CITY. See MoB-
GAX City.

BRASIDAS (Gk. Bpo<riSas). A distinguished

Spartan general of the Fifth Century B.C., espe-

cially notable for his courageous conduct in the

Peloponncsian War. For his successful defense

of Methone, in Messenia, he was made a chief

magistrate of Sparta. He brought relief in 424
to Megara, and, marching through Thessaly,

subdued a number of Macedonian cities. Under
great disadvantages he won, in 422, a signal

victory over Cleon at Amphipolis, but both

generals were mortally wounded. He was buried

within the walls of Amphipolis, and, long hon-

ored as a hero, his memory was celebrated in

games and sacrifices. To his worth his enemies

bear witness: Thucydides extols his civic vir-

tues, and Plato mentions him with Achilles.

BRASS (AS. brws, probably related to Icel.

hrasa. to harden by fire, Sw. brasa, to fire). An
alloy of copper and zinc, considered the most
important of all alloys. It was distinctly known
to the ancients, as shown by its mention in the

Old Testament and in the works of Pliny;

though, according to some authors, the alloy of

the ancients was a variety of bronze, or a mix-

ture of copper and tin. Natural brass was early

used and was known as orichalcum. During
the Middle Ages brass was made in CJermany,

chiefly in sheets, which found extensive use in

churches. The original method for its produc-

tion, called the cementation process, was by
heating copper in the form of shot or sheet in

crucibles in contact with zinc, or as calamine

and carbon, resulting in the volatilization of

the zinc, and its subsequent absorption by the

copper. The brass thus obtained was melted

down and cast. In 1781 a process for the direct

]>roduction of brass from copper and zinc was
patented by James Emmerson, whose method has

since entirely superseded the old process, owing

to its greater simplicity. Emmerson's method
consists essentially in first melting the copper

in a crucible, then adding the zinc in small

quantities, and stirring until the two metals are

thoroughly mixed, after which the molten brass

is cast into molds of sand or iron. Brass has

a fine yellow color, which becomes darker as the

proportion of copper is increased, and is capable

of receiving a fine polish. It is harder than

copper, and hence better adapted to resist wea^.

Brass is both malleable and ductile, and there-

fore may be rolled into thin sheets or drawn
into fine wire. It resists the influence of the

atmosphere better than copper, but tarnishes if

not protected by a lacquer or varnish. Brass
comes into commerce chiefly as cast, sheet, wire,
and tubes. The proportions of its two con-
stituents vary from 10 parts of copper and 1

of zinc, forming a reddish-v<'llow brass, all the
way to 1 part of copper and 5 parts of zinc,
forming a very dark gray alloy. The composition
of brass is regulat<!d with a view to the purpose
for which the alloy is to be employed. 'The pro-
portions of the more important kinds are as
follows: Button brass, 8 parts copper with 5
parts zinc; fine brass, 2 parts copper with 1 part
zinc; fine casting brass, 90 parts copper, 7 parts
zinc, 2 parts tin, and 1 part lead ; gilding brass,
64 parts copper. 32 parts zinc. .'} parts lead. 1

part tin; malleable brass, 3 parts copper with 2
parts zinc; soldering brass, 12 parts fine brass,
6 parts zinc, 2 parts lead; wire brass, 72 parts
copper. 28 parts zinc. Some of the most impor-
tant kinds of brass have special names; thus,
Aich's metal is brass composed of 60 parts cop-
per. 38.2 parts of zinc, 1.8 part iron; bath metal
is 5 parts of copper and 1 part of zinc; Bristol
brass, CI parts of copper, 39 parts of zinc;
oroide, or French gold, i)arts copper, 10 parts
zinc; Mannheim gold, 2 pai'ts of copper, l^o
parts zinc; Muntz's metal, 10 parts copper and
12 parts zinc; Pinchbeck, 88.8 parts copper, 11.2
parts zinc; Prince's metal, 75 parts copper and
25 parts zinc; similor, from 6 to 9 parts of cop-
per with 1 part of zinc. An excellent brass
solder consists of equal parts of copper and
zinc. 1 part of silver being added for finer
kinds of work.

BRASS, S.\i.T.T. A character in Dickens's
Old Curiosity Shop, who delighted in starving
the Marchioness. She was an abler scoundrel
than her brother, and affected masculine ways
and attire. She and Dick Swiveller struck up
a curious negative sort of friendship.

BRASS, S.4.3JP.SOX. The brother of Sally
Brass in The Old Curiosity Shop, by Dickens.
He was Quilp's legal tool, and could either bully
or cringe, as occasion required. His attempt to
ruin Kit. however, resulted in his own and his
sister's downfall.

BRAS''SARTS (Fr. hrassart, from bras, arm,
Eng. hriice). Paris of plate armor used to pro-

tect the upper part of the arms, and to unite
the shoulder and elbow pieces. When the front

of the arm only was shielded, the pieces were
called demi-brassarts. Brassarts was sometimes
used to designate the whole protection for the
arm.

BRASSES, Sepulchrai.. Flat tombstones of

metal used generally during the Thirteenth and
following centuries. They were set in the pave-

ments of churches, and were made of brass or
of a mixed metal called latten (Fr. laiton). the

design being marked by incised lines in the
metal, filled in with a black or dark resinous
enamel. The brilliancy of the metal was some-
times enhanced by gilding and damascening.
These sepulchral slabs were of two classes: (1)
^larble or stone slabs to which the brass orna-
mentation was attached as to a ground, the
brass forming the figure of the deceased in the
centre of the slab, as well as the ornaments,
framework, armorial bearings, and inscription.

each inserted as a separate piece of metal into
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cuts (or casements) made in the stone ground.

(2) Slabs entirely of metal, which appear to be

of a single piece, but are really composed of sev-

eral sheets carefully Joined, and decorated in

the same style as the first class. Sm-li brasses

were used almost exchisivcly in Kn<rlaiid and
Flanders, very sehlom in Gennany ami nortliern

France, not at all in Italy. Tliose of the first

class alone were common in England; those of

the second, which were iar rarer, more artistic

and e.vpeusive, are found mainly in Flanders,

where they were ]irodiiced as late as the Seven-

teenth Century, and they alone have the rich,

detailed ornamentation in damascened work.

The works of this sort in France have been bar-

barously destroyed. In England many remain.

There the earliest are among the most artistic;

those of Sir .John d'Aubernoun, at Stoke Daber-

non (1277); of Sir Roger de Tnimpington, at

Trumpington (1289) ; and of Sir Richard de
Buslingthorpe, at Buslingthorpe (1290), all

very similar in style. More advanced Gothic is

the 1325 slab of Sir John de Creke, at Westley
Waterless. England probably owed most of such

works to artists from Flanders, the north of

France, and Burgundy. Among the fine sejjul-

I'liral brasses in the Cathedral of Brviges, that

of Sire JIartin de la Chapelle (1452) is a beau-

tiful example of the damascened work. There
is a close relation between the sepulchral brasses

and other and earlier kinds of work, especially

the bronze church doors of Byzantine art in

which the design was made out in the same way
by incised lines filled with enamel (see DooB),
and also the plain marble -funeral slabs, com-
mon throughout Europe, especially Itjily, where
the design was similarly outlined. (See Tomb.)
In a few cases the brasses were not set Hush
with the pavement, but were cither set up ver-

tically against the wall or raised on a basement
like a simple cenotaph. They must not, then,

be confounded with sepulchral monuments in

east bronze.

BRASSEUB DE BOTJRBOURG, bra'sPr' de

bijor'buur'. Cii-\ni.K.s Iviien-ne. Abbe (1814-74).

A missionary and archa-ologist. He was born

in Bourbourg, France, came to the United

States in 1846 and was for a time Catholic

Vicar-General at Boston. Two years later he en-

tered u|)on his missionary labors in Mexico and
Central America, which continued in connection

with his studies of the ancient civilizations of

that region until 1804, in which year he served

as archa>ologist to the French expedition to Mex-
ico. His numerous published works were com-
piled from materials gathered in the field and
from studies of ancient manuscripts in the ar-

chives of Madrid. Besides his momnnental Hii-

tory of llic Civilized yations of Mexico and
Central America Duriii;} the Centuries Anterior
to Christopher Columbus, published in Paris,

1857, he is the author of numerous linguistic,

archieological, and historical works relating to

the same region.

BRAS'SEY, Thomas (1805-70). An English

surveyor, widely known as a railway promoter

of great capacity and enterprise. At the age

of 16 he became apprentice to a surveyor, who
later set him up in business. His first railway
contract was for a portifin of the Grand .Timc-

tion: then he completed the London and South-

ampton, with contracts involving $20,000,000.

In 1840, with a partner, he built the railway
from Paris to Rouen, and was concerned in
five other French lines, and as many in England.
The capital involved in his contracts at this
period was equal to

.-f 180.000,000. He also built
railways in Holland, Prussia, Spain, and Italy,

ami then undertook the Grand Trunk of Canada,
) 100 miles in length, with the great bridge over
the Saint Lawrence at -Montreal. Subsequently
his laborers were found in almost every country
in Europe, India, Australia, and South America.
He was generous, modest, and simple in his

tastes and manners. Though luidecorated at
liome, he received the cross of the Legion of
Honor from France, tb(! Order of Saint Maurice
and Saint Lazarus froin Victor Ennnanuel, and
tlie Iron Cross (the first time it was given to
a fincigncr) from Austria.

BRASSEY, TiioM.vs, K.C.B., first baron
(1836— ). An Englisli politician, son of Thomas
Brassey, mentioned above. He was born at Staf-
ford, England, and was educated at Rugby and
at University College, Oxford, graduating with
honors. He was elected to Parliament for Devon-
port in 1865, represented Hastings from 1868
to 1886; was appointed civil lord of tlie Ad-
miralty in 1880, and became secretary to the
Admiralty in 1884. In Parliament he supported
or agitated measures to reform labor laws, naval
administration, agriculture, etc. In 1886 he of-

fered himself as a Gladstonian Liberal for one of

the divisions of Liverpool, but was defeated, and
when Mr. Gladstone's Cabinet resigned, he was
raised to the peerage. He has written M'ork
and Wages (1872); The British Navy (1882-

83); Lectures on the Labor Question (1878),
etc. Since 1895 he has been Governor of Vic-

toria. His wife. Lad}' Anne (Allnutt) Brassey,
accompanied him on his journey around the
world and published The Voyage of the Sunbeam
(1877): Sunshine and Storm in the East
(1878) ; The Trades, the Tropics, and the Roar-
ing Forties ( 1884). She died at sea, 1887.

BRAS'SICA. See Cabbage.

BRATH'WAITE, Richard. An English poet
(1.588-1673 ) ; educated at Oxford and Cambridge

;

lived in London and Westmoreland, his native
sjhirc. Among his numerous volumes of verse
are: The Golden Fleece (1611) ; The Poet's Wil-
low, pastorals (1614); A Strappado for the
TJcril, satires HOIS); Xaturc's Embassy, odes
and pastorals ( 1621 ) ; and the long popular U<ir-

nabee's Journal (l(i38), in English and Latin
doggerel, famous for the Puritan who hanged
his eat on Monday for killing a mouse on Sun-
day. See Barnabee's Journal, ed. Hazlitt (Lon-
don. 187(i).

BRATIANTJ, br;l-t6-an', .ToAN (1822-91). A
Rumanian statesman. He was born at Pitesci

and .studied in Paris, where he took an active part
in the student gatherings and republican mani-
festations which preceded the Revolution of 1848.

Soon after his return to Bucliarest he became
one of the active instigators of the revoliition

which led to the deposition of the hospodar,
George Bibesco. His radicalism and his jiromi-

nence in the Provisional (Jovernmcnt led him
to advocate inde]>endence and opjiose all schemes
which had for their aim the placing of Wallacliia
under a Russian protectorate. In the same year,
when repressive steps were taken by Russia and
Turkey, he was seized, with several other lenders
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of the revolutionary party, and for fifteen days
retained as a prisoner upon a miserable bark on
the Danube. Condemned to exile, he returned to

I'aris. where he remained until the atTairs of the
Danubian primipalities had been adjusted in the
Veaee of Paris (1850). Upon the accession of

Prince Charles of HohenzoUern to tlie Rumanian
throne. Bratianu l)eeame Minister of State, but
was compelled to resign in 18GS. Reinstated in

1876. he entered into an alliance with Russia
ajrainst Turkey in 1S77, proclaimed the inde-

penilenee of Rumania, May 21, 1877, and its es-

tablishment as an independent kingdom, ^larcli

26, 1881, In 1888 he resigned as President of

the Ministry, his fall being largely due to the
intrigues of his brother Demeter, who succeeded
him.

BRATSCHE, brat'she. A stringed instru-

ment of the viola (q.v.) type.

BRATTICE (OF, bretesche, hreteche; Ger,
Unf, AS, hnd, board, plank). The term applied
to a transverse i)artition of plate-iron or other
suitable material set in the gang\vays of mines,
to guide the ventilating air-currents through the
proper passages.

BRATTLEBORO, brat'fl-bur'i. A village,

in a town of the same name, in Windham Coun-
ty, Vt., on the Connecticut River, 60 miles
north of Springfield, Mass., and on the Boston
and Maine and the Central Vermont railroads

(Map: Vermont. O 10). It has a picturesque
site, and contains a fine public library and the

State Asylum for the Insane. The principal

manufaotiires include children's carriages and
toys, and organs, the factory of the Estey Organ
Company being located here. Brattleboro was
chartered in 17,i3 and derives its name from Wil-
liam Brattle of Massachusetts, one of the origi-

nal grantees. Population, in 1890, 5467 ; in

1900, 5297, Consult Burnham, Brattleboro
{Vt.) : Early History tcith Biographical Sketches
(Brattleboro, 18S0),

BEAT'TOJT, Henry de. See Bracton.

BRAXJN, broun. Autxaxdeb (1805-77), A
German botanist. He was professor of txitany in

the universities of Freiburg, Gicssen, and Berlin,

successively, and was director of the Berlin Bo-
tanical Garden. He carried out numerous re-

searches, chiefly on the morphology of plants.

Among his works are: Betrachtungen iiher die

Ernchvinung der Verjiingiing in der yattir, ins-

hesonden; in der Lebens- und Bildungngcgchichtc
der Pflanzen ( 1851 ) , a treatise on the lower cryp-

togams, and Beitrag zur Ketintnis der Gattung
.^rlaginrlla (1865).

BRAUN, August Emil (1809-50), A Ger-
man archaologist, born in Gotha, He studied in

Ciottingen, Mimich. and Berlin. With (k'rhard
he went to Rome in lS.'i3, and in a short time
was made librarian, and subsequcntlj' sccretiiry

to the Archceological Institute. Later he found-
ed there a galvano-plastic establishment, from
which issued many reproductions of antique art
objects and casts of modem works. Among his

many valuable works on art may be mentioned
// giiidizio di Paride (18,38); Kunst vorstel-

Jiingrn des gefliigelten Dionysos (1839) ; Oriech-
inrhe flolterlckre (1851-55); Vorsrhiilr der
h iinKlmythotogic (1854), translated into Eng-
lish by (Jrant (1856) ; and an admirable guide-
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book. Die R^iinen und Museen Roma (1864),
translated into English, 1855.

BRAUN, Julius (1825-69). A German
archaeologist. He was born in Karlsriihe and
studied at the universities of Heidelberg and
Berlin. At first a lecturer in the University of

Heidelberg, he afterwards went to Tubingen, and
finally to Munich, where he lectured in the Acad-
emy of Arts, Both in his books and in his

lectures he maintained the thesis that the really

fundamental principles of art and religion were
derived from the Egj'ptians, and were trans-

mitted, through the Semites, Greeks, and Ro-
mans, to the Germanic and other northern [leo-

ples. The following are some of his more impor-
tant publications: tStudien und l:ikizzen aus den
Liindern der alien Kultur (1854) : Geschichtcder
Kiinut in ihrem Kntwicklungsgange, etc. (1873) ;

Xaturgeschichte der Sage (1865); Historische
Landschaften (1867); Oemdldc der mohamme-
danischrn ^Velt (1870).

BRAUN, K.\RL (1822-93). A German states-

man and author. He was born at Hadaniar, in
the Duchy of Nassau, and studied classical phi-

lology and history at Marl)urg, and law and
political economy at Giittingen. He was presi-

dent of the Nassau Chamber of Deputies from
1859 to 1866, and as the leader of the Liberals
advocated German unity and industrial free-

dom. He was one of the founders of the Volks-

wirtschaftlichcr /vojK/rcss, and was elected its

permanent president in 1859, In 1863 he estab-

lished the Vierteljahrschrift fiir Volksmirtschaft
«»{</ Kulturgesehichte—the representative organ
of the Free-Trade Party of Gennany—and edited
this publication until 1887. As a deputy in the

Reichstag he was successively identified with the
National Liberal. Secessionist, and German Lib-

eral parties. He published a great variety of

works, among which the volumes entitled Bilder
aus der deutschcn Kleinstaaterei (1881) prob-
ably take first rank.

BRAUN, K.\SPAR (1807-77). A German
wood-engraver. He was born at AsehaflTenburg,

and studied engraving in Munich and in Paris.

In conjunction with Dessauer he established a
xylographic institute in ilunich in 1839. He
became associated with Friedrich Schneider in

1843, .and established the humorous publication

Fliegcnde Blatter. Among the numerous works
to which he contributed engiavings are the

following: Das Xihclungenlied, after the draw-
ings of Schnorr and Xeureuther; Tolkskaleiider,

with illustrations after Kaulbach and Cornelius;

Gotts von Berlichingen ; and Munchner Bilder-

bogen.

BRAUN, Louis (I83()— ). A German painter

of baltle scenes. He was bom at Schwabisch
Hall, Wiirttemberg, and was educated in Munich
and in Paris. He followed as an illustrator

the Austrian army during the Danish War of

1864 and painted several battle scenes for the

Emperor of Austria. He also accompanied the

German armies in the war of 1870-71, and
as a result exhibited his pictures entitled "En-
trv of the Mecklenburg Troops into Orleans,"

"The Capitulation of Sedan," "The Battle of

Sedan" (later exhibited at Frankfort-on-the-

Main and elsewhere as a panorama), "The
Germans in Versailles," and "The Entry of the

fJerman Army into Paris." The great success of

the "Battle of Sedan," in panoramic form, in-
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duced Braun (-vvho in 1902 held a professorship

in Munich) to produce several other works of

the same description. Aiiiong these are the

"Battle of Mars la Tour" (1884); "Panorama
of the German Colonies" (with Petersen, 1885) ;

and the "Battle of Lutzen" (1892).

BRAtTNE, brou'ne, Christian Wilhelm
(1831-92). A German anatomist. He was born

in Leipzig, and studied at the universities of

Giittingen and Wiirzburg. In 1872 he became
professor of topographical anatomy at the Uni-

versity of Leipzig. In his scientific investiga-

tions," Braune devoted himself particularly to

the mechanical physiological side of anatomy,
particularly as regards the movements of the

joints and the eciuilibrium of the body in their

bearing ujxm tlie equipment of the infantry. He
also introduced dissection of frozen corpses into

the technique of anatomy. Among his numerous
works are the following: Topographisch-ana-
tomischer Atlas, nach Durchschnitten an ge-

frorcnen Kadarern (1872) : Die Lage des Uterus
und Fotits am Ende der Schicangerschaft nach
Durchschnitten an gcfrorencn Kadavern (1873);
Das Tenensystcm des menschlichen Edrpers
(1884-88). 'in collaboration with His, he ed-

ited, after 1876, the Archiv fiir Andtomie und
Entieickelungsgeschichtc. He was also instru-

mental in securing the publication of the musical
works of Frederick the Great.

BRAUNE, TiiEODOR Wiluelm (1850— ). A
German philologist, born in Grossthiemig, Sax-
ony. He graduated at the University of Leip-

zig, and afterwards served as professor of the
German language and literature at the univer-

sities of I^eipzig, Giessen, and Heidelberg. His
published works include: Beitriigv zur (leschichte

der deutsvhen Sprache mid Lilleratur (1874-

91); Neiidruekc detitscher Litteraturwerke des

IGten tmd llten Jahrhundcrts (1876) ; Althoch-
deutsches Lescbttch (1888).

BRATJNSBERG, brouns'berK (earlier Bruns-
berg). A town of East Prussia, in the adminis-
trative district of Kunigsberg, about 35 miles

southwest of the city of that name (Map: Prus-
sia, J 1 ) . It is situated on the Passarge, live

miles from its junction with the Frisehe Haff.

It contains a Catholic seminary and g)*mnasium,
and the Lyceum Hosianum fciinuled by Bishop
Hosius in 1568. It has a large number of manu-
factories, the principal articles being soap,

leather, and feltware. It has also a trade in

grain and flax. It has regular steamship com-
munication with Pillau and Kiinigsberg. The
town was founded about 1251 by the Teutonic
Ivnights. It has belonged to Prussia since 1772.

Population, in 1890, 10,851; in 1900, 12,497.

BRATJRO'NIA. A festival in honor of Arte-

mis, celebrated at intervals of four years at
Brauron, when Attic girls between 5 and 10 years

of age were consecrated at the sanctuary of Arte-

mis. A part of the rile consisted in the imitation

of the actions of bears by the girls. According
to tradition, this rite originated in a plague sent

ujjon the Athenians by Artemis in punishment
for the killing of a bear which had torn a little

girl in pieces. To propitiate the goddess, the rite

was instituted, and all Attic women were obliged

to take part in it before they were permitted to

marry.

BRAUWER, brou'er, orBROUWER, Adriaen
(C.1U05-3H). A Flemish painter, born at Oude-

naarde, not (as used to be supposed) at Haar-
lem. Of his life many romantic tales are told
by the older biograpliers: but modern research
has left little of them, lie was not a pupil of
Frans Hals, but more probably of Rubens, by
whom he was certainly influenced. The old
legends, such as that of Hals locking him in to
keep him at work, and his escape by the ad\ice
of Adriaen van Ostade, are ])icturesque; but
they do Brauwer an injustice when they present
him as a mere riotous dnmkaid. The fine por-
trait of him l)y Van Dyck does not show that
sort of man. That lie took pleasure in lively and
even dissipated com])any is, however, apparent
from his paintings, most of which represent tav-
ern scenes, frequently with a brawl l)etween
peasants or soldiers. This class of subjects P.
Breughel the elder had left ready to his hand;
but its treatment is pervaded bj- the spirit of
Rubens, like whom he is a creator, not a portrait-
painter, as Hals is even in his genre pictures.
Delicate coloring and the beautiful hazy effect

which the Italians call sfuiiKtto mark Ids can-
vases. Munich has nine of the best, as "Spanish
Soldiers Playing Cards" and two of peasants
having wounds dressed, a favorite subject; Dres-
den three, especially "Peasants (Quarrelling over
Dice"; five are at Saint Petersburg, three at
Frankfort, and one admirable tavern scene in the
Louvre.

BRAVA'S ibra'voz) KNIGHT. In Ariosto's
]iocm. a name for Orlando I'uiioso, who was
ilan|uis of Brava.

BRAVE BOYS ARE THEY. A Civil War
song by Henry Clay Work.

BRAVEST OF THE BRAVE, The. The
title bestowed by the French King Henry IV.
on his general Crillon, who was also styled 'the

Fearless.' To Marshal Xey, also, the surname
was given by Napoleon in 1807.

BRAVI, bril've (It. plur. of bravo, brave).
Originally, the retainers of a noble house, and
the champions of its quarrels. Later the bravl
were wont to oiler their services to any one for
money. Tlie internal history of Italy for many
centuries is replete with the actions of these men,
who in time became nothing more than hired
bandits and assassins. In a more favorable
s(nse, 6raio, the singular of bravi, was apjjlied

to the dueling, love-making, sonnet-writing, and
stabbing type of gentleman that flourished amid
the lax morality of the Renaissance.

BRAVO, brii'vu. The. The title of a novel by
James Fenimore Cooper (1831). Upon it waa
based a dranux by J. B. Buekstone (1833).

BRAVO-MURILLO, bni'vAmno-re'lyA, Juan
Go.N'ZAi.KZ (1S03-73). A Spanish statesman. He
studied theology for a time, was afterwards a
lawyer in Seville, and then became the editor

of the first law journal in Spain, the liulelin de
Jurisjirudeneiu. founded by him and Paclicco in

.Madrid in 1835. With others he also established

later the conservative papers El I'oricnir and El
I'iloto. In 1837, and again in 1839, he was a lead-

ing member of the Cortes, but was proscribed

after the Revolution of 1840, and took refuge

in France. He returned in 1843 on the dowTi-

fall of Espartero, was a mendier of the iMinistry

in 1847. and on the resignation of Xarvaez in

1851 formed a new Cabinet, but resigned as

Prime .Minister in 1852, after having pursued a
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reactionary policy. The Revolution of 1854
caused him to leave Spain again, but he was
recalled by Xarvaez in 1856, and afterwards was
intrusted with several important diplomatic
missions.

BBAVTJRA, brii-Too'ra (It., bravery, spirit,

dash). A term which, applied to a nuisical
composition, means that the music is written in
a dashinjr, brilliant style, full of ornamentation
and colorature that put to a severe test the
abilities of the performer. Such compositions
are often written to display the power, volume,
or flexibility of a voice or the dijrital facility,

power, and endurance of an instrumental per-
former. In the early part of the Nineteenth
Century the excessive lil>erties taken by singers
in improvising trills and mns to exhibit their
voices induced Rossini to write out the bra\T.ira

passages in his works so as to insure them
against disfigurement by tasteless singers. It

was owing to these latter that bravura fell into
discredit. Tliat it can be united with true artis-

tic merit, the works of Jlozart, Beethoven,
Weber, Mendelssohn, Chopin, and others give

abundant proof.

BRAWE, brii've, Joachim Wilhelm, Baron
von (1738-58). A German dramatist, born in

^^ eissenfels (Saxony). He studied at the Uni-
versity of Leipzig, and was appointed to the Gov-
ernment board in Jlerseburg, but died before

he had taken office. His Der Freipeist, a tragedy,

influenced by Lessing's Miss Sarah Sampsoti, and
Brutus, among the first German dramas to be

written in unrhymed iambic pentameter, both
gave evidence of unusual poetic talent. They
were edited by Ramler and Lessing (Berlin,

17G7). Consult: Sauer, Braice, der Schiil^r Les-

sings, in Ten Brink and Scherer, Quellen und
Forsehungen zur Hprach- und KuJturgeschichte

der germanischen Volker, Vol. XXX. (Strass-

burg. 1878).

BRAWXING (OE. hraulen, to quarrel, boast,

brallen, to cr}-, make noise, Ger. prahlen, Fr,

hrailler, to cry, shout). As a criminal ofl'ense,

the creating of a disturbance in a consecrated

building or inclosure. This was considered a
heinous ofl'ense both by the ecclesiastical and the

common law of England, "as being a very great

indignity to the Divine Majesty, to whose wor-
ship and ser\-ice such places were dedicated." By
the Brawling Act of 1860 (23 and 24 Vict. c. 32,

|2), any person guilty of riotous, violent, or
indecent behavior in a church, chapel, church-
yard, or burial ground, is liable to a fine of

not more than five pounds, or to imprisonment
for not more than two months. In the United
States similar acts are punishable, generally,

as affrays or breaches of the peace. See Affray
;

Brf.ach ; and the authorities referred to under
C'Bi.MiNAL Law.

BRAX'TON, Carter (1736-97). An Ameri-
can patriot, one of the signers of the Declara-
tion of Indepenilence. He was born in Xewing-
ton, Va„ of wealthy parents, and was educated at
William and Mary College. From 1701 to 1771
he was a member of the House of Burgesses, and,
as such, took an active part in aJl the disputes
with the royal Governors, and in 1705 strongly
advocated the adoption of Patrick Henry's Stamp
Act resolutions. He was a member, also, of the
conventions which met in Williamsburg (Au-
gust, 1774) and in Richmond (July, 1775), and

served as a delegate to the Continental Congress
from December, 1775, to August 11, 1770, during
which time (on August 2) he signed the Declara-
tion of Independence. Afterwards he was fre-

quently elected to the House of Delegates and
was twice a member of the Council of State. He
was a representative of the 'aristocratic party'
in Virginia, and by his views with regard to the
organization of a new government—notably those
in his Address to the Convention of Virginia on
the Subject of Government (1770)—gave con-
siderable ofTense to the more radical members of
the I'atriot Party. Consult Sanderson, liiogruphy

of the Signers of the Declaration of Independence
(5 vols.,'Philadi'lpliia, 1S2!I).

BRAX'Y, BRAK'SY, BRAX'ES, BRAX'-
IT, or BRACKS (Scotch, origin unknouTi).
Terms synonymously used to designate several

different diseases in domestic animals. They are
perhaps most correctly applied to a disease of

sheep, which has also been called 'the sickness'

in some parts of Scotland, 'Braasot' in Xorway,
llaladie subite du mouton' in France, and "Loup-
ing ill' in Scotland and England. This disease
appears as an epizoiitic, and is due to the action
of a pathogenic organism similar to that of
blackleg. The braxy bacterium rapidly loses' its

virulence in cultures and does not develop in the
presence of oxygen. Contagion seems to play an
unimportant role in the spread of bi'axy. The
germs exist in the soil of infested localities and
are taken into the stomach along with the
fodder. The disease appears in the autumn, be-

comes most prevalent in winter, and usually dis-

appears in spring, being but rarely seen in sum-
mer. Sheep from one to three years of age are
most susceptible to its attacks. The animal in

full health suddenly ceases to eat, has a staring
look, is peculiarly excitable, and separates itself

from the flock. The head is lifted high, the
breathing becomes labored, the countenance ap-
pears anxious, and the animal loses the power
of its limbs. It totters, falls over, is seized
with convulsions, and dies within five or six
hours, and often within an hour from the first

symptom of the disease. Tumors are frequently
developed on the neck and shoulders. If the
sheep's throat is cut before it dies, the absence
of any peculiar appearances within the body is

very remarkable: the llesli apjiears of a dark-red
color, and the veins are charged witli dark blood,
but, on the whole, the body of the sheep looks so
well that the mountain shepherd cuts it up to
make 'braxy mutton,' which has a fetid odor.
If the sheep is allowed to die of itself, the body
soon swells, putrefies, and is rendered useless.
It is doubtful whether the meat should ever be
eaten. The principles to be followed out in
preventing this disease are precisely similar to
those referred to under the head Blackleg in
cattle. Shelter during severe winter weather
is insisted on by shepherds as essential to
prevent the malady.

In warm climates the same disease in sheep
assumes an especially malignant type, and in-
deed constitutes one of the carbuncular diseases.
Though the flesh is often eaten in the mountains
of Scotland, it is most dangerous and condemned
in southern Europe.

BRAY. A maritime town of Ireland, situated
paj-tly in the county of Dublin, partly in
that of Wicklow, at the mouth of the Bray,
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thirteen miles southeast of Dublin (Map:
Ireland, E 3). From a small Ushing village

Bray has developed into a popular watering-

place, owing to the beauty of its situation. It

has a long esplanade, good hotels, Turkish baths,

electric lighting, etc.. and is sometimes called the

"Irish Brighton." Population, about 0900.

BRAY, Mrs. Ann Eliza Kempe (Stoth.\rd)

(17901883). An English author, born in Lon-

don. She published a considerable number of

works of historical fiction and volumes of travel,

including The Hordiis of the Tanmr and the Tory

(1830); Tretau-mj of Tielawiw (1837); and A
J'ecp at the Pixies (1854). The fiction was col-

lected in a twelve-volume edition in 1884, and
in the same year appeared her Autobiography,

edited by Kempe (London, 1884).

BRAY, Madeline. A beautiful girl in

Dickens's novel Nicholas yicklcby, whose cruel

and vicious father tried to force her to marry
the old miser, Arthur Gride. The death of her

father and the interposition of the Cheeryble

Brothers, however, prevented it, and she married

Nicholas Nickleby.

BRAY, l)ri. Otto Camillus Hugo, Count of

Bray-Steinburg (1807-99). A Bavarian states-

man. He was bom in Berlin, and after complet-

ing his studies in that city, entered tlie diplo-

matic service of Bavaria. At first Counselor of

Legation at Saint Petersburg and at Paris, he

later successively became Ambassador to Greece

and Russia, Minister of Foreign Affairs ( 1846-

48-49), again Ambassador to Russia and Ambas-
sador to Austria. In 1870 he succeeded Prince

Hohenlohe as Minister of Foreign Affairs, in

which capacity he negotiated the union between

Prussia and Bavaria in 1870, and the admission

of the latter into the German Empire. He re-

tired from political life in 1890.

BRAY, Sir Reginald (died 1503). An Eng-

lish architect, a favorite of Henry VII. He built

the cliapel of that King in Westminster Abbey,

and decorated Saint George's Chapel at Windsor.

BRAY, TuoMAS (1650-1730). An English

prelate and philanthropist, born at Jbuliiu

(.Shropshire). He graduated at Oxford in 1078,

and was ajiiHiinted to the vicarage of Over-Whit-

acre and the rectory of Sheldon. In 1098 he

founded the Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge, and in 1700 organized the Anglican

Cliurch in Maiyland. He obtained the passage

by the Provincial Assemlily of tlie Act of Ru-

iigion, which in 1701 received royaj sanction.

A charter was acquired liy him in liOl for tlie

Society for tlie Propagation of the Gospel in

Foreign Parts. In 1700 lie became rector of

Saint Botolph's. Aldgate. He projected and ex-

tended a system of parochial lending libraries to

lie established in every deanery, and in 1723

founded for the continuance of his work the

society known as the 'Associates of Dr. Bray,'

wliidi" still exists and publishes annual reports.

He was also interested in otlier benevolent works.

He published Upon the Preliminary Questions

and Ansii-crs (1090; vol. i. of Lectures upon

the Church Catechism, incomplete) ; An Essay
Toirard I'romotiny All Xcccssary and Useful

Knoii-h'dfie (1097) ; and a Directorium Missiona-

riiiin ( 1720). A selection of his writings relating

to Maryland.with a memoir t>yRawlinson. was pub-

lished in 1901 by the Maryland Historical Society.

BRAY'MAN, Mason (ISn-O.-i). An Ameri-
can lawyer and soldier, born in Bufl'alo, X. Y.

He was early apprenticed to a printer; was edi-

tor of the Buil'alo Bulletin in 1834-35; and was
admitted to tlie bar in 1830. After 1837 he lived

successively at Monroe. Mich., Louisville, Ky.
(where he edited the Adrertiser), and Spring-

field, 111. In 1843, as a special commissioner for

the State of Illinois, he was charged with ad-

justing the dilliculties arising from the settling

of the Mormons at Nauvoo (q.v. ), and in 1845-

40 served as special attorney to prosecute the
law-breakers on both sides. He was also instru-

mental in securing the removal of the i\Iormon8

from the State in tlie latter year. He revised the
Illinois Statutes under authority of the Legisla-

ture in 1844-45, and from 1851 to 1855 acted
as attorney for the Illinois Central Railroad.

He entered the Federal Army as major of vol-

unteers on the outbreak of the Civil War in

1801, was a chief of stall' and assistant adjutant-
general to General McClernand in 1802, was
raised to the rank of brigadier-general of vol-

unteers in Se])tember, 1862, repelled \'an Dorn's
attack on Bolivar. Tenn., was in coiumaud at
Katcliez in 1804-05, and at the close of the war
was brevetted major-general for "gallant and
meritorious services." He subsequently took an
active interest in the organization and manage-
ment of railroads, was editor of the Illinois

State Journal in 1872-73, served as Territorial

Governor of Idaho from 1870 to 1881, and from
that time until his death practiced law at Ripon,
Wis.

BRAZEN AGE, The. One of a group of

four [ilays by Thomas Heywood. The group,

known as The Four Ayes, consists of The Golden
Aqc (1611) ; The Silver Age (1012) ; The Brazen
Aye (1613) : The Iron Aye (printed 1032). The
plays deal with the most famous of the Greek
myths, and arc largely founded on Ovid's Meta-
morphoses. The author's treatment of the sub-

ject does not rise entirely above the burlesque.

BRAZEN SEA. A large vessel of copper,

5 cubits higli and 30 (or, according to the Sep-
tuagint, 33) in circumference. 10 cubits in diame-
ter, placed by Solomon in the priest's court, for

the use of servitors. It rested on 12 o.xen, 3
])laccd on each side, with heads facing outward.
The basin is said to have heldabout2000 measures
(baths) of water ( I. Kings vii. 23-20) : according
to II. Cliron. iv. 0. it was used by the priests

for ablutions prior to aiiproaching the altar, but
it seems likely tliat it originally had a symbolical
significance rather than a practical use. In the
Babylonian religion, as in Semitic cults in gen-

eral, the liull is a mythological emblem. Ahaz
moved the brazen sea from the base of oxen and
placed it on a stone base (II. Kings xvi. 17). The
sea w;vs finally broken by the Clialdeaiis and the

copper -carried to Babylon (II. Kings xxv. 13).

BRAZEN SERPENT. Moses is said to

have made a serpent of brass and erected it on a
stafi' before the (leojile. so that whosoever looked

upon it should be healed (Num. xxi. 9). In the

time of Hezekiah the brazen serpent was looked

upon as a sort of divinity and incense was burned
to it. In his reform it was broken to pieces to-

gether with other insignia of foreign worship
(II. Kings xviii. 4). Among the Egyptians the

urieus-seqient was regarded as especially sacred

and adorned the entrances to their temples. In
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the Assyrian and Babylonian sanctuaries, ser-

pent images stood as guardians at the doors.

The serpent was also looked upon by the Phceni-

eian* as a god of healing.

BRAZIL', I'ortuy. pron. br4-zel' (from the

color ot its dye-woods, braza, I'ortug. braza, a

live coal). UxirEi) States of. The largest coun-

try in South America, and one of the most e.Kten-

sivc political subdivisions of the world, including

the central and eastern jiortions of the continent.

It is embraced, approximately, between latitudes

5' N. and 34° S., and between longitudes 35° and
74° W. : its greatest length from north to south is

about 2fitiO miles, and from east to west 2700

miles; the total area is estimated at 3,218,139

square miles. Its limits on the northeast and
southeast are the Atlantic Ocean, while the re-

maining portion of the northern boundary is

formed by the Guianas, Venezuela, and Colom-
bia : on the west, southwest, and south it touches

Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Paraguay, Argentina,

and I'ruguay. It lies entirely to the east of

the Great Andean system.
Xorthern and western Brazil is occupied by

the basin of the Amazon, and while the political

boundary extends to the motmtains and high-

lands on the north, yet almost the whole of this

section is a great plain, the so-called 'Selvas,' in

which the altitude does not exceed 1000 feet,

and the greater part is below 500 feet. The
southern and eastern parts of Brazil are plateau-

like in character, rising above 2000 feet in alti-

tude, and much of it above 4000 feet ; it is

broken by the valleys of the Paran.l and Uruguay
in the south, of the Tocantins and its branches
in the north, and the Sao Francisco in the cen-

tral and eastern parts. Lpon this plateau, which
is sometimes designated the 'Highlands of Bra-
zil,' stand many mountain ranges. It is the

oldest part of South America. It was elevated

bodily, with little, if any, distortion, and the

present configuration of the surface is due to dif-

ferential erosion, by which the harder and more
resistant rocks have been preser\-ed in the moun-
tain ranges. It results from this mode of origin

that the ranges are irregular in distribution and
trend. They may, however, be grouped in three

systems, the most important of which is the

Serra do Mar, which forms the southeastern slope

of the plateau to the narrow strip of coast along
the Atlantic. In this system, west of Rio .laneiro,

i.s the highest peak in Brazil, Itatiaia, probably
not much over iJOOO feet in height, although at
one time thought to considerably exceed 10,000

feet. The system bears many different names in

ditrerent parts, as Scrra (icral, Sena da Manti-
quiera. and Si-rra dos Aimon's. Connecting with
this range near Rio .Taneiro, and stretching north-

ward, between the S.ao Francisco and the streams
flowing directly to the coast, is the Serra Central,

while a third range trends northwestward, sep-

arating the heads of the SSo Francisco and To-

cantins from those of the ParanS. Minor ranges

and ridges separate the tributaries of these rivers

fnim one another. West of this great plateau of

East Brazil a highland stretches across to the

Andes, dividing the waters of the Amazon from
thos<' llr)\ving southward to the Rio de la Plata.

On the north, the Tumuchinuac and Acarai moun-
tains separate Brazil from the Guianas, and the
Serra Pacaraima separates it from Venezuela.
The .Atlantic coast line has a length of about 4000
miles. North of Cape Saint Roque it is compara-

tively low, and the slope toward the sea is grad-
ual, but south of the Cape the coast line gradually
becomes more elevated, the sloix! of the sea is

steeper, and at the extreme south very abrupt.
The northern coast is but little liroken, and thus
offers but few fine harbors, and not many isl-

ands; but at the south good harbors are not
wanting.
HYDROGRApnT. The rivers of Brazil possess a

degree of importance greater than most of the
other rivers of the world, since they fonn the
chief, and in some eases the only, highways of

travel and commerce through a region of great
natural resources. Owing to the copious rainfall

and the mild climate, navigation of most of

them is possible throughout the year, in spite

of their great lluctuations in volume from the
wet to the dry season. More than two-thirds of

Brazil, 2.235.000 square miles, is drained by the

Amazons and Tocantins; about a fourth by the
great arms of the Rio de la Plata, the Paraguay
and Parana; while the remainder is drained

by the Sao Francisco and smaller streams. The
Amazon with its great branches, the Xegro,
Yapurft, and led on the north, the .Tavari, .Jurua,

Purus, Madeira, Tapajos, and Xingu on the

south, with the Tocantins, which joins it in its

delta, affords a system of internal navigation
comparable only to that of the Mississippi. The
length of the main river from the Peruvian bound-
ary to its mouth is about 2500 miles, practically

all of which is navigable. The total length of

the Amazon and its main branches within Brazil

is estimated at ISt.OOO miles, of which 13,000

miles are navigable. The navigable stretch is

much longer on the upper than on the lower
branches, as the latter head in the plateaus of

Guiana and southeast Brazil, and are interrupted

by rapids and falls, especially where leaving the

plateaus. Such is the case also with the Sao
Francisco, where navigation is interrupted by
the falls of Paulo Affonso, only 60 miles above
the river's mouth. The waters of the Sao Fran-
cisco communicate with those of the Amazon
through the Rio Preto. one of its main trib\i-

taries, and the Rio do Somno, an affluent of the

Tocantins. The Xegro, a large northern branch
of the Amazon, is connected through the Casi-

quiare with the Orinoco. See also Amazon ,-

TocAXTixs, etc.

Climate. Brazil lies almost entirely within
the tropics, the region of the trade winds, and is

dependent upon the latter for its rainfall, and
upon the Atlantic as the source of moisture.

Wet and dry seasons alternate, as the movement
of the trades follows the sun from north to

south, the effects being modified by the direction

of the coasts and the relief of the surface. In
the greater part of the country the climate is

remarkably constant, with a fairly uniform tem-
perature throughout the year, and a heavy rain-

fall. In the great Amazon Valley, which is low
and moist, densely forested, and sidjji'Ctcd ;vt all

times to the sweep of the trades, the temperature
is never very high, rarely exceeding 05°. The an-

nual range is slight, not exceeding 15° in the
course of the year, and everywhere the moist

winds afford a copious rainfall, ranging common-
ly frimi 75 to 100 inches, and increasing to much
greater amounts at the foothills of the Andes,
v.here the air-enrrents are fnrced upward into

colder regions. It is believed that in some parts

of the valley of the Amazon the rainfall is fully
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300-400 inches. While the wet and dry seasons
are not strongly marked, most of the rain falls

between January and June. On the coast of the
plateau region of soutlieastern Hrazil there is

a greater range of temperature with the sea-

sons, and a more strongly marked seasonal rain-

fall, the greater part of the annual precipitation

coming in the summer, when tlie sun is south of

the equator, and the trades have moved south
with it. In the interior of this plateau region
the seasonal distrihution of the rain is still

found, but the amount is much less than on the
coast ; indeed, in some regions, as between the

Sao Francisco and the Parantl, the rainfall is

deficient in amount.
Flora. The tlora of Brazil may be divided

roughly into three zones—that of the lowlands of

the Amazon basin, that of the southeastern pla-

teau, and tliat of llie broad divide separating
tributaries of the Amazon from those of the Rio
de la Plata in the interior. Vegetation on the
lowlands of the Amazon is of the most luxuriant
character, and the forests of the Amazon Valley
are lielieved to be the most e.vtensive and
varied in the world. The botanical families most
numerously represented are the Composite;, Le-
guniinosa>, Rubiace*, Aroidese, and Filices. In
marshy places and along streams, reeds, grasses,

and water plants grow in tangled masses, and
in the forest trees crowd each other in the

struggle for life, and are draped with parasitic
vines or bound together by a network of lianas.

Along the coast mangroves, mangoes, cocoas,

dwarf palms, and the Brazilwood are noticeable.

Among the trees of the Amazon basin are the
itauba, or stonewood, so named for its durability,

the cassia, or cinnamon-tree, the lime, the m5'rtle,

the guava, the bcrtholletia or 'Brazilnut' tree,

the jacaranda or rosewood, the pas d'arco or bow-
wood, the Brazilian breadfruit, whose large seed.s

are used for food, the euphorbia, the copaiba, the

maearanduba. with a bark rich in tannin and
yielding a milky sap resembling india-rubber

when coagulated, the large and lofty silk-cotton

tree, the tall white trunked seringa or rubber
tree, which furnishes the gum of commerce, and
the numerous palms, of which there are three or

four hundred species; chief among these are the

carnauba ]);ilm. every ))art of which is useful, from
the wax of its leaves to its edible pith, and the

piassaba palm, the bark of which is clothed with
a loose fibre used for coarse textile fabrics and
for brooms. Orchidaceous plants, including sev-

eral species of vanilla and showy epidendrums,
rhexias, bignonias, etc., adorn tlie forest. The
eucalyptus and other .\ustralian trees and shrubs
have been successfully introduced. There are

several kinds of nutritious native grasses which
furnish grazing throughout tlie year. Among the

indigenous or broadly cultivated fruits are the

pineapple, fig, custard-apple, mango, banana,
guava, grape, and orange. European grapes,

olives, and watermelons of fine flavor arc culti-

vated. On the southeast coast, within the trop-

ics, where the rainfall is abundant, there is a
similar profuseness of vegetation, succeeded south-

ward by plants of a more temperate climate.

Inland, as the rainfall diminishes, upon the pla-

teau, the vegetation becomes less abundant, and
changes in character to open forests of smaller

trees, with palms, ferns, and cacti. This is the

catinga country. Farther west, on the divide,

where the rainfall is scanty, is a prairie region,

covered with grasses and herbaceous plants, in
which are scattered groves of trees.

Faiin'a. The animal life of Brazil is extremely
varied, and differs in many important respects
from that of the northern continent and the
Old World. Of larger animals, there are the
puma, jaguar, ocelot, and several members of

the dog family. The capibara, peccaries, and
tapirs are abundant, also ant-eaters, sloths, opos-
sums, and armadillos. l>cr are plentiful in the
more open country of the south, and monkeys
of many species abound in the Selvas. There is

a great variety of birds, which are characterized
by the brilliancy of their plumage and their
dissimilarity to the birds of other countries.
Snakes are abundant, several species, including
the rattlesnake and jararaca, being venomous;
the boas re.ich an enormous size. The inland
waters swarm with fish and turtles, and certain
cetaceans a.scend far up the Amazon. In no other
river of the globe does the fish-faima compare
in the number of its species with that of the
Amazon.

Geology. The southeast mountain region is

in the main composed of crystalline rocks, in-

cluding granite, gneiss, and schist of Arch;van
age. These rocks also extend westward from
the States of Minas Geraes and Sao Paulo into

the interior of Matto Grosso. forming the di-

vide between the Amazon and the Plata River
systems. A second Archican area is foimd in

the highlands bordering the Guianas, near the
northern boundary, and there are smaller de-

tached areas in the middle portions of the
Tocantins and Xingii valleys. Paleozoic strata
occupy the flanks of the .Vrcluean. while the Creta-
ceous and Triassic beds cover a large portion of

the plain of central Brazil. The Tertiary and
Quaternary formations are developed along the

Amazon Valley and the coastal regions. The
Archaean rocks are the source of the famous
diamond and gold deposits of Minas Goraes,
which have been very productive in the past and
are still the basis of an important mining in-

dustry. The manganese ore deposits in the

same State are perhaps the most extensive in

the world. ,

Mineral Resoiirces. Brazil is probably the
richest country in minerals in the world; but
scarcity of population and capital, together with
restrictive mining legislation, are in the way
of an active development of the country's possi-

bilities. It is estinuited that no less than .$600,-

OOO.OOO worth of gold had been export<>d from
Brazil prior to 1820, one-half of which eajne

from the State of Minas Geraes, which is to

Brazil more than Califiunia and Pennsylvania
tiigether arc to the United States. Formerly
there were extensive surface diggings of gold
and diamonds, but they have been mostly ex-

hausted. Ai present gold-mining is carried on
to a limited extent in the States of Minas
Geraes and Bahia, mostly with the aid of Brit-

ish capital. The production, which is steadily

increasing, reached $2,500,000 in 1900. The
same two btates yield aliout 40.000 carats of

diamonds a year. The total production since

llicir discoverv in 172;i is estimated at 12,000,-

000 carats, valued at $100,000,000.
Gold and diamonds do not by any means ex-

haust the mining wealth of the country. The
less precious minerals, such as iron, lead, cop-

per, zinc, manganese, and quicksilver, also
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abound ; but the mining of these metals is im-
pelled by lack of cheap fuel and labor. Several
attempts have been made in recent years, not only
to mine iron and other ores, but to smelt thera

and even convert them into the finer manufac-
tured products: but most of the smclting-work.s,
blast-furnaces, and rolling-mills had to shut down
on account of the difficulties mentioned. Some
bituminous coal is mined in Rio Grande do Sul
and Santa Catharina. and lignite in some of tlie

other States; but neither the quality nor the

<iunntity is such as to encourage mining on a
large scale. Marble and other valuable building-

stones are found in abundance. Kock salt, phos-

phate of lime, kaolin, and hot mineral springs
add to the natural mineral wealth of the country.

.VoRici'LTrRF.. Only a small portion of the

surface of Brazil is under cultivation. This is

in great measure due to the unfertile character
of the country as a whole. large tracts being
wholly unproductive or subject to long-continued
droughts. Again the agricultural population
is small, as a rule, and the farms and planta-
tions are tilled in a very primitive manner,
in many parts the gathering of forest products
is preferred. The most profitable crops—coffee

and sugar—naturally have the largest areas
devoted to them, tobacco and cotton coming
ne.xt. The coffee-plant is most extensively grown
in the States of Rio de Janeiro, ilinas Geraes,
and Sao Paulo, but can be grown in nearly every
part of Brazil. The annual yield inerea.sed from
4.600.000 bags (of 132 pounds each) in 1890 to

11.000,000 in 1900. Nearly all the coffee used in

the United States comes from Brazil, which is the

largest coffee-producer in the world. The Atlan-
tic States yield the sugar supply, especially Bahia
and Pernambuco. Cotton of excellent quality is

produced in every State, but Pernambuco and
Maranhao are said to be best fitted for it. The
tobacco is inferior to that of the West Indies. The
greater part of the tobacco exported is grown in

Bahia. Maize is one of the leading products of

Minas Geraes and Silo Paulo, but not enough is

raised for home consumption ; and the same is

true of rice. The small grains do not flourish.

Among the more common food products are sweet
potatoes, yams, beans, and the farina prepared
from the root of the manioc or cassava (q.v.).

Cacao is giown in northeastern Brazil, and the

holly, or ilex, which yields the mat6 (q.v.), or

Paraguay tea, is cultivated to some extent in

the extreme southern States, where it is in-

<ligenous. Pumpkins, squashes, cabbages, okra,

tomatoes, onions, cucumbers, and other vege-

tables are raised. The raising of cattle and the
breeding of horses give occupation to many in

the southern State of Kio Grande do Sul.

Although Brazil has many kinds of durable
woods, timber for making railroad-ears is im-
ported from India. Large quantities of salt fish

are brought from the United States, when Brazil
might easily supply her needs by improving her
own fisheries.

Maxufactitbes. Long occupying a subordi-

nate place as compared with agriculture, min-
ing, and the collecting of forest products, manu-
factures arc becoming more important. They
are taking the natural course of development,
those industries thriving most which are de-

voted to the manufacture of girods from the nat-

ural agricultural and mining products of the

country. Thus, the textile industry is the most

important, cotton spinning and weaving taking
first rank, followed by woolen manufactures.
There were more than 150 cotton-factories at the
end of the century, scattered all over the coun-
try, the majority and most imjrartant of them
being located in the States of Rio de .Janeiro,
Minas Geraes, and S."io Paulo. The same is prac-
tically true of the location of the woolen-mills,
whose number, however, is small. Sugar-refin-
ing is the next industry in importance. In the
States of Bahia anil Pernambuco and else-

where the refining of sugar is extensively car-
ried on by the diffusion process, and in remote
districts by somewhat primitive methods. Sev-
eral kinds of rum are distilled in the sugar dis-

tricts, and cigar-niaking is an important indus-
try. The smelting of metals, the manufacture
ot steam-engines and agricultural tools, the tan-
ning of leather and working of hides, and the
manufacture of salt, straw hats, soap, and can-
dles employ many hands, and within recent years
the list of artificial products has been length-
ened by the addition of paper, calicoes, powder
and djTianiite, glass, wines, beer, cotton-seed oil,

castor-oil, wax matches, and sulphuric acid. Ship-
building is carried on in several parts.

Transpoetation' and Commuxicatiox. The
first railway in Brazil was opened to traffic in
18,54. It was only 10 miles long, and connected
Porto de Maua, on the Rio de Janeiro Bay, with
Ruiz de Serra. The line was a purely private
undertaking. In lSo8 the first private line built
under a Government guarantee was constructed,
the same year having witnessed the opening of
the first Government railway. Since then the
Government has taken an active part in railway
development, so that at the close of the century
the Government operated nearly 65 per cent,

of the entire railway mileage of the country.
Of this one-fourth was owned by it, and the
rest was leased to it by private companies. Of
the remaining 35 per cent, of the country's
mileage, nearly 30 per cent, had the payment
of interest guaranteed by the Government. Thus
only about 5 per cent, of the railway mileage
of the country is under absolute private control.

The growth of railwavs in Brazil has been as
follows: 1860, 80 mile's; 1870, 4.50; 1880, 1984;
1890, 4742; 1899, 8718. In addition, there were
under construction in the last year nearly 5000
miles.

SHTPPixn. In 1S90 the merchant marine of
Brazil included 115 steamers and 149 sailing
vessels; in 1898 the number of steamers was
229. or double that of eight years before, with a
tonnage of 94.262 tons, and the sailing vessels
increased to 344,, or more than 130 per cent.,
with a tonnage of 88,000 tons. This remark-
able growth of Brazil's merchant marine, which
far oiitstripped the increase of its commerce,
was in irreat part due to the new law which
came into force in 1896, excluding all foreign
vessels from the coasting and river trade, as
well as the system of subsidies granted by the
Government to native shippers. In the dosing
years of the century Brazil was annually visit-
ed, on the average, by more than 1000 foreign
steamers of nearly 2,000.000 tons burden. The
chief port is Rio de .laneiro, the Xew York of
Brazil, receiving more than one-half of Brazil's
imports and sliipping more than one-third of
its exports. Other important centres of foreign
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commerce are Bahia, Pernambuco, CearS, Para-

hyba, in the north, and Paranagua, Desterro,

Porto Alegre, and Rio Grande do Sul, in the

south. In 18C" the Amazon was opened to all

nations. Twenty-three steamship lines are sub-

sidized by the Government, including two from
Santos to Hamburg and Genoa. Of six lines

between Brazil and the United States, four are

British and one is German.
CoMiiERCE. Brazil has a larger foreign com-

merce than any of the South American repub-

lics. In ISOl' the exports from Brazil were

valued at about $20,000,000; in 1890 they rose

to $140,000,000: and in 1900 were estimated at

$170,000,000. The imports amounted to $1 15.000,-

000 in 1890 and $122,000,000 in 1898. Coffee is

the staple article of commerce, meaning more to

the exports and to the prosperity of Brazil tlian

wheat does to the United States. It constitutes

about 60 per cent, of the total exports of the

country. More than two-thirds of the coffee goes

to the United States, and the remainder to Eu-

rope. Sugar is next in importance among the

exports, and is followed by rubber, cotton, cotton-

seed, hides, tobacco, cacao, mat^ (or Paraguay
tea ) , dye and cabinet woods, gold, diamonds, etc.

The imports consist of all kinds of manufac-

tured goods, cotton and woolen fabrics, machin-

ery, ironware, coal, petroleum, and foodstuffs,

including Hour, corn, dressed beef, pork, butter,

lard, olive-oil, wines, etc. Great Britain con-

trols the largest share (41 per cent.) of the

import trade. Germany has recently out-

stripped France, having brought in 11 jjer cent,

of Brazil's imports in 1899, as against France's

10 per cent. The United States is next in im-

portance. In the foreign commerce of the Unit-

ed States, Brazil is occupying a place of great,

though steadily declining, importance. In 1890

the imports from Brazil to the United States

were ne.xt only to those of Great Britain and
Germany in value. In 1900 they were behind

those from the two countries mentioned, as well

as France, declining from $83,000,000 in the

former year to $58,000,000 in the latter. The
exports from the United States to Brazil de-

clined from $14,000,000 to $11,500,000 during

the same period. In 1890 the exports to Brazil

were five times as large as those to Argentina;

in 1900 they were nearly equal.

Ba.nki.ng. There are no banks of issue in

Brazil, for the reason that the currency has been

inflated to such an extent by previous excessive

issues of paper money that the (Government has

its hands full in trying to reduce the existing

volume of paper money without thinking of new
issues. The first bank established in Brazil,

the 'Banco do Brasil.' was founded in 1808. It

led a precarious existence until 1829. Modern
banking dates from 1853. when the new 'Banco

do Brasil' was established with a capital of

.?3,000,000 milreis as a bank of issue. In 1890

three more banks of issue were established, the

'regional' banks for north, central, and southern

Brazil, with a total capital of 450.000.000 milreis,

which was to be invested in five per cent. Govern-

ment bonds. The banks were given other privi-

leges, the most important of which was the ex-

emption from import duties of all goods brought

in by them. This secured for them an absolute

commercial monopoly, which naturally led to

great dissatisfaction auKmg the business inter-

ests. In the meantime the issue of paper money

by the three banks, the national bank, and a,

number of other banks which had also been
authorized to issue paper money, swelled the
total amount of it in circulation to over 700,000,-

000 milreis, resulting in the usual disastrous
consequences of inflation. !More than 100.000,-

000 milreis of paper money was destroyed by
the Government in 1900, but the amount in cir-

culation still remained at the high figure of over
099,000.000 milreis. (;old is su])posed to be the
monetary standard, although it has been driven
out of circulation by paper.

tiovEB.XMENT. Brazil is a republic, comprising
twenty States and a Federal District under a con-

stitution adopted February 24, 1891. The legis-

lative power is vested in the President of the
Republic, and a national Congress, consisting of

a Senate and a House of Representatives. The
Senate is composed of three members from each
State and fidiii the Federal District. cle<ted di-

rectly by the peojile for a period of nine years,
one-third of the number being renewed e\ ery three
years. The House of Representatives consists of

212 deputies elected by popular vote for three
years upon the basis of one representative to
every 70.000 of the population : no State, how-
ever, may have less than four representatives
in the Lower House. The franchise is granted to

all male citizens above the age of twenty-one

—

with the exception of beggars, illiterates, soldiers,

and members of religious associations. The
executive authority is exercised by a President
elected by direct popular vote for a term of
four years. He is assisted by a Cabinet of six

ministers, who preside over the following depart-
ments: finance; war; industry, railways, and
public works: foreign affairs: navy; interior;

and justice. They are not responsible to Congress
nor can they participate in tlie debates of cither

House, but they may a])pear in their official

capacity before the Congressional committees.
The President possesses the veto power on legisla-

tion, but his veto may be overruled by a two-

thirds vote of both Chambers. The judicial power
i- vested in a Federal Supreme Court consisting

of fifteen members appointed for life by the

President with the approval of the Senate.

The Constitution of Brazil was modeled after

that of the I'nited States, but differs from it in

the complete autonomy which it leaves to the

individual .States, an autonomy amounting almost

to decentralization. The States are governed by

their own legislatures and governors, and pos-

i^ess their own judicial systems. The Federal

Goverimient may intervene in local affairs only

for the purpose of repelling foreign invasion, or

of preserving a republican form of government,

or of enforcing the execution of Federal laws.

The public domains within the boundaries of

any State are the possession of that State and

under its control. A State may subdivide its

territory at pleasure or consolidate with another

State. Though the control of foreign affairs is

delegated to the Federal (iovernmcnt. single Slates

have freipiently sent abroad representatives, en-

dowed with ail the powers of fully accredited

plenipotentiaries, for the purpose of negotiating

important commercial treaties and despatching

public business. In general there is a disposition

on the part of the States to reduce the Federal

authority to a minimum, and this tendency is

more pronounced in those States that are far
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removed from the seat of the central Govern-

ment.
The States are divided into 102.3 municipali-

ties whose affairs are controlled by a council and
a prefect. The term nninicipality does not bear

the usual meaning of a civic corporation, but

denotes rather a district, or territorial division,

for we find that included within these 1023

municipalities are 22.t cities, 468 villages, and
«iS4 communes. In Rio Janeiro the municipal

head is appointed by the President of the Re-

publ ic.

Justice is administered in the first instance by
justices of the peace (elected l)y the municipali-

ties) in civil disputes, and by the commissioner

of police in criminal cases. Appeals are made
to courts of second instance, which are composed
of trained jurists, and from them to the courts

of appeal, of which there ii one in the capital

of each State. The criminal code lias been re-

vised very recently (1893— ), but the main body
of civil law is still identical with the old Por-

tufruese Code.
Arniu.—The standing army is recruited by

voluntary enrollment, but conscription by lot is

resorted to whenever the established quota can-

not be obtained through enlistment. All Brazil-

ian citizens are bound to take up arms for the

defense of the nation. Wars of aggression are

forbidden by tlie Constitution.

For further details as to military equip-

ment, see section Modem Armies, inider Armies,
and section Modem Xuvies, under X.wiES.

Weifjhfs and Measures.—The metric system
has been in vogue since 1862. The gold railreis

is worth 54.6 cents ; the paper milreis about one-

fourth of that.

Finances. The financial conditions of Brazil

are not better than those of any other South
American country, if indeed they are not in a
worse plight. Reckless extravagance or un-
scrupulous handling of public funds by the po-

litical parties in power, a too liberal use of

the printing-press for turning out paper money
whenever the needs of the hour make it impossi-

ble to obtain money in any other way, and a
general disregard of tlie simplest rules of public
finance—all combine to create a financial condi-

tion verging on bankruptcy. This, too, in a

country hardly having its equal in the world
for the wealth of natural resources, salubri-

ous climate, and other conditions which make
for prosperity. The first example of extrava-

gance beyond income and of shiftlessness in

management of public finance was given early

in the Nineteenth Century by King John VI.,

who fled with his Court to Brazil after his

overthrow in Portugal. In the course of

time matters became somewhat improved under
the monarchy, but the inaiigtiration of the

republic brought about a new rOginie of reck-

lessness fanned by party feuds and political up-

heavals. It must also be added, in justice to

the republic, that the enormous debts piled up
as a result of the costly wars carried on under
the monarchy left no small burden fur the for-

mer to shoulder. However, the expenditures

were allowed to increase beyond the revenue from
year to year, and the deficits were covered by
fresli loans on new issues of paper money. The
degree of extravagance reached in tint practice

may 1k' seen from the follnwing illustration:

The number of persons engaged in the navy in-

creased from 11,427 in 1890 to 14,286 in 1900, or
2,5 per cent., while the expenditures increased

more than 155 per cent., being less than 9.000.000

milreis in the former year and over 23,000.000^

in the latter. Similar figures could be quoted
for the other departments, the result for the

total budget being an increase of about 40 per
cent, in the number of persons employed by the
Government and 175 per cent, in the expenditure.

In other words, the providing of political ollices

for the raeniliers of the party in power, coupled
with unreasonable additions to their salaries and
excessive prices jiaid by the Governmcut fur all

kinds of supplies, was resj)onsible for the great

increase of expenditure: and as the revenue
meanwhile continued to fall behind, the national

debt rapidly increased. In 1901 the total gold

debt was 421,945,449 milreis; in 1897 it "was

606,575,000; the paper debt increased in the
same period from 503.222,000 to 1.398,403.97-2

milreis. In 18S9 the gold and paper debts were-

interchangeable at par; in 1897 the rate of e.x-

change rose from 4 to 1. In 1S98 the Government
found itself unable to meet its obligations, and to

avoid suspension of payment negotiated with the
London hotise of Rothschilds a new funding debt,

limited to .$.50,000,000.

This loan is of great importance for the possi-

bilities, embodied in its terms, of a permanent
improvement in the financial conditions of Bra-
zil. According to these conditions the Govern-
ment was to retire an amount of paper money
equal to the new debt. A new sinking fund for

the ultimate retirement of the bonded debt was
provided for. This fund, to be begim in 1911, is

to be formed from yearly deposits each equal to

one-half per cent, of the existing debt. The
effect of the new provisions is already making
itself felt. The total amount of paper money
in circulation, which had swollen from 186,000.-

000 milreis in 1889 to 702.000,000 in 1897, was
reduced to about 700,000,000 in 1900. The more
business-like administration of finances which
followed brought about a surplus in 1900 ex-

ceeding .$14,000,000 in United States money, in

spite of the retirement of a considerable amount
of paper money.
The chief sources of revenue under the new

regime are import duties, which furnish one-

half the total revenue: ne.xt in importance are
excise, railways, stamps, posts, and telegraphs.

PoptL.\TiON. Previous to 1872. when the first

full census was taken, the estimates were based
upon the odicial returns of 1817 and 1818. In
1850 the population was supposed to be about
7.000.000, and in 1860, 8,000,000, In the follow-

ing table the figures for 1872 include about 250,-

000 wild Indians, The figures for 1890 are from
the census returns of December 31, 1890.

The population of Brazil is the largest of any
country in America except the United States.

The average density of 4.5 persons to the square

mile is, however, far behind that of some of the

Spanish-.\merican countries, Mexico having 17.6,

Chile 9.3, and Colombia 7,7. As in nearly all

countries having a considerable immigiation,

the number of males is in excess of females, the

respective numbers of the last census having
been 7.237,932 and 7,095,983. Less than one-

half of the people are whites: one-third are

half-breeds: one-seventh negroes; and less than
one-tenth Indians, nearly one-half of whom are

practically savages. A considerable proportion
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of the so-called whites are people of mixed Cau-

casian, Indian, and negi-o origin. As shoAvn

by the table, several of the larger States of

Brazil are almost devoid of population, the

bulk of the people living along the coast.

and Poles, of whom about 100,000 came in tho
years 1800 and 1891. The lil)oral provisions of

tlie law were not, however, carried out long, and
the Government confined itself later on only to

granting free passage to the country, employing
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cal science at Sao Paulo and Pernambuco, four
military schools giving courses in civil engineer-
ing, a naval academy, a polytcclinie school, a
school of mines, a number of agricultural schools,
a conservatory of music, and an academy of fine

arts. The larger cities have museums and li-

braries, and the Xational Library at Rio de
Janeiro has a magnificent collection of printed
volumes, manuscripts, and iconographical exhib-
its, numbering, in all, over 525,000 pieces.

Keuciox. Church and State are entirely sepa-
rated, but the Government provides for the
maintenance of the Roman Catholic religion,

which is the faith of 0!) per cent, of the i>eople.

The country is divided into eleven episcopal sees,

in each of which a theological seminary is lo-

cated. The Archbishop of Bahia is metropolitan
of the province and under him are 11 bishops,
12 vicars-general, and about 2000 curates.

History. By the provision of the treaty of

Tordesillas, signed by Portugal and Spain in

1494, most of the territory within the present
limits of Brazil fell to the share of the former.
Early in 1500 Vicente Yanez Pinzon landed on
the coast of Brazil, probably near Cape Saint
Augustine, and coasted as far as the Orinoco
Kiver, discovering the mouth of the Amazon. In
the same year Pedro Alvarez Cabral landed at
Porto Seguro, and, taking possession of the
country in the name of his monarch, gave it the
name of Vera Cruz, later changed to Santa Cruz.
In 1501 and 1503 the country was visited by
expeditions luider Amerigo Vespucci, who in the
latter year left a garrison of twenty-four men
Iwhind him and returned with a cargo of Brazil-

wood, which gave the vast region its name. The
first permanent settlement was made by the
Portuguese on the island of Sao Vicente in 1.501,

other colonies founded subsequently being aban-
doned on account of the hostilities of the Indians.

r>ahia was founded in 1549 and till 1763 was the
capital of Brazil. The Huguenot settlement
established in the Bay of Rio de .Janeiro in 1555
was broken up in 1507 by the Portuguese, who
founded the town of Rio de Janeiro. From 1580
to 1G40 Brazil as a dependency of Portugal was
in the possession of Spain, and in the latter part
of this period the Dutch, who were at war with
Spain, seized upon a considerable portion of the
countrj-, which they held for some time. In 1030
they captured Pernambuco and retained the
stronghold of Olinda till 1654. Between Portugal
and Spain there was a long standing dispute con-
cerning the possession of the eastern shore of the
La Plata, which was not settled until 1.S28. when
Brazil recognized the independence of the Banda
Oriental (see I'Rixr.iY). The discovery of gold
in 1691 and of diamonds in 1710 resulted in the
rise of a number of mining towns. The arbitrary
colonial order under which Brazil had been set-

tled, the so-called captaincy system, similar
to the patroon system in Xew York, greatly re-

tarded the progress of the country. In 1807,
under the pressure of French invasion, the royal
family of Portugal fled to Brazil, which re-

mained virtually the seat of government until
1821, when King .Tohn VI. returned, leaving his
eldest son, Dom Pedro, as Prince Recent; but in

the following year (September 7, 18221 the in-

dependence of Brazil was proclaimed, and on Oc-
tober 12 the Prince Regent was crowned Em-
peror. Early in 1824 he took his oath to the
Constitution, and in 1825 the independence of

Brazil was formally recognized by the Portuguese
King. Dom Pedro soon became unpopular, and
in 1S31 abdicated in favor of his five-year-old son.

1_ nder the regencies which followed, Brazil was
plunged into disorder and political intrigue, and
the result was that, as a reaction against repub-
licanism, the young prince was declared of age in
1840, and in 1841, at the age of fifteen, was
crowned Emperor, as Dom Pedro II. The only
wars during his reign, aside from a few revo-
lutionary outbreaks, were those waged against
Ro.sas, the Dictator of Buenos Ayrcs, in 1852,
and against, Paraguay in 1865-70. Pedro II. was
a ])atriotic and enlightened monarch. Among the
events of his administration was the passage of
an act in 1871 providing for the gradual aboli-
tion of slavery. The centralized system of gov-
ernment, ho\\e\cr, and the general prevalence
of corruption in the provincial administration,
excited a widespread feeling of discontent, espe-
cially in the army, and an attemi)t in 1889 to
form a national guard under imjierial control
hastened the crisis. On Xovcmbor 15 intelligence
that Rio Janeiro was in the hands of the in-

surgents reached the Emperor at his country-seat,
and on hastening to the capital he found tliat the
ilinistry had been deposed. Later in the day a
Provisional Government, headed by Marshal Deo-
doro da Fonseea (q.v.), was organized, which is-

sued a manifesto proclaiming a republic. All
these changes met with little opposition; indeed,
it had been long and widely believed that the Em-
pire would not outlive the Emperor. Dom Pedro
attempted to form a new ilinistry. but failed,

and a new decree ordered him to leave the coun-
trj' with his family within twenty-four hours.
The same decree continued the imperial dowry
and granted tlie Emperor a subsidy of .'}!2.500.006,

both of which he refu.sed. On the following day,
November 10. the Emjieror and his family em-
barked for Portugal, and the concession (Novem-
ber 21) of universal sutfrage to all Brazilians
that could read and write was followed by the
appointment of a commission to draft a Federal
Constitution. On January 10, 1890. the separa-
tion of Church and State was decreed by the
Provisional Government. The new Constitution
(subject to further revision) was promulgated
on June 23. In February, 1891, ilarshal Fonseea
was elected the first President of the Republic,
but before the close of the year his arbitrary pro-
ceedings provoked a revolutionary movement in
Rio de Janeiro, which forced him to resign. He
was succeeded by the Vice-President, General
Peixoto. In 1893 a revolt, probably aiming at
the restoration of the Empire, was headed by
Admirals Da Gama and Mello and supported
by the nav^-. Rio de .Janeiro was blockaded
and shelled by the rebels, but, owing largely to
the unfavorable attitude of the Ignited States,
whose war-vessels broke the blockade, the revolt
(which was accompanied by insurrections in
some of the States) collapsed early in 1894, and
the insurgents fled or surrendered.

Peixoto was succeeded later in the same year
by Dr. Prudente de Moraes. Another rising,
headed by a religions fanatic, .-Antonio Con-
seilheiro, broke out in 1897 in the State of
Bahia. It was probably assisted financially to
some extent by the partisans of the old Empire,
and threatened for a few months to cause the
Government much trouble, but it was eventually
crushed. .An attehipt to assassinate President
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Moraes on November 5th of the same year re-

sulted in the discovery of an important plot

against the existing Govennnent, which imme-
diately collapsed. In iliwch, 1898, Dr. Campos
Salles, who had long been an active participant

in the republican political propaganda, was elect-

ed President and quietly instnlled.
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.

For a standard history in Kuglish. consult:

Soutliey, History of Brazil (London, 1810-10) ;

continued by Armitage (London. 1836), whose

work covers" the period of the Braganza family's

residence in America; for an authoritative gen-

eral work in Portuguese, Varuhagen, Historia

geral do Brazil (Rio de .Janeiro, 1855); and

"for Brazil in the Nineteenth Century, Da Silva,

Historia do fundaqno do imperio braziliero

(5 vols.. Rio de Janeiro. 1804-82) : for an ac-

count of the fall of the Empire and the rise of

the Republic, Fialho. Historia d'estahelecimento

da repuhlica dos Estados Unidos do Brazil (Rio

de Janeiro, 1890).

BRAZIL'. A city and railroad centre, the

county-seat of Clay County, Ind., 57 miles west-

southwest of Indianapolis', 07i the Chicago and

Eastern Illinois, the Chicago and Southeastern,

the Evansville and Indianapolis, and Terre

Haute and Indianapolis railroads (Map: Indi-

ana, B 3). Block-coal mines in the vicinity are

the field of the chief industry. The city has

also manufactures of mining engines .and ma-

chinery, tile, sewer-pipe, pumps, and brick. An

inexhaustible supply of clay and shales of su-
perior quality opens up possibilities for an im-
mense trade in clay products, the mainifacture
of which is already considerable. Brazil owns
and operates its water-works, and has a public
library. Settled in 1856, it was first incor-
porated in 1873. Under the present charter,
Brazil is governed by a mayor, elected every four
years, and a citv council. Population, in 1890,
5005; in 1900, 778G.

BRAZIL, Isi.AXD OF. See MYTmc.vt Isla.nds.

BBAZIL CABBAGE (so called on aecoimt
of its southern origin), or Ciiou CaR:Mhe iCula-
dium sugittifolium, or Xanthosoma sagittifolia)

.

A plant of tlic natural order Aracea", and native
of the West Indies. It is now in common culli-

vation throughout the tropics. The rhizomes
are rich in starch., and form an important
source of food in the regions where it is culti-

vated: the leaves are also boiled and used as
'greens.' Both root and leaves are almost en-
tirely destitute of the acridity so generally
characteristic of the order.

BRAZTLET'TO-WOOD. See Brazilwood.
BRAZILIAN GRASS. An incorrect name

applied to a substance used in the manufacture
of a cheap kind of hats^ known as Brazilian
gi'ass hats and also as chip hats. It consists of

strips of leaves of a palm {Cliama-rops argen-
*ea), which are imported to Great Britain and
elsewhere for this manufacture, .chiefly from
Cuba. See Ciiam.kroi'.s.

BRAZILIAN PLUM. See Hog Pujm.
BRAZILNTJTS, CREAM-NrTS, or Nigger-

ToE.s. Seeds of Bertholletia excelsa, a majestic
and beautiful tree of the natural order Myr-
tacete. This tree grows to the height of 100
or 120 feet, and abounds on the banks of the

Orinoco and in the northern parts of Brazil.

It produces a round, woody pericarp, or seed-

vessel, almost as large as a man's head, within
which are many of the seeds, or nuts. The
pericarp is very heavy and solid, requiring the

blow of a sledge-hammer to break it; when
ready to fall it is dangerous, on account of its

weight, to walk under the tree. The seeds,

which are ])opularly called nuts, vary from
eighteen to twenty-four, and are wrinkled and
triangular, having a hard shell and a pure-white

kernel, wliich when fresh is very agreeable.

They are chiefly exported from Parii and French
Guiana, and are well known in stores. They
yield a large quantity of oil, which is good for

burning. The nuts or seeds of the monkey-pot
tree, or Lecythis Ollaria. are produced in a

pericarp which resembles a rusty iron pot with

a lid, the lid dropping olT and letting out the

seeds, which are oblong, grooved, and esteemed

of a quality very superior to the common Brazil-

nut. They are sometimes known as Sap\icaia

mits, but "they have not yet become an article

of commerce, as the trees grow chiefly in the-

interior parts of the country. See accompanying
Plate, and also Plate of Bkeaofkuit, etc.

BRAZILWOOD. .\ dark-rej or yellowish-

bruwn ilyc-wood. which forms a considerable

article of exjjort from Brazil, where some of the

trees wliich yield it are very abundant. It is

the jiroduct 'of different sjiccies of (':cs;ilpinia.

The best kinds are those called Pernaiiibuco

wood, M\ Saints' wood, and Saint Martlia wood.



BRAZIL NUT, ETC.

1. BUTTERNUT IJuglans cinerea).
2. BROOM CORN (Sorghum vulgare).
3. BUCKBEAN (Menyanthes trifollau).

5. BUCKWHEAT I Fagopyrum esculentum).
5a. BUCKWHEAT, enlarged grain.

6. BRAZIL NUT, LEAF AND POD (Bortholletia excelsa).
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Some confusion exists as to the exact botanical

identity of the different varieties of Brazilwood.

Much of tlie Brazilwood of commerce is ob-

tained from l'<rsalfiinia Brasiliensis. a tree which

is a native of the West Indies, commonly grow-

ing in dry places suid among rocks, and seldom

exceeding" 30 feet in height. It has bipinnate

leaves, with many smooth, obtvise, oblong leaf-

lets and no terminal leaflets, the llowers in pan-"

uicles, with downy stalks. The heartwood

alone is of any value. Pernambuco Wood is

the product oi C(F!talpini<i ichinata. The sap-

wood is extremely thick, and the valuable heart-

wood bears a small proportion to the whole di-

ameter of the stem. The Sapan wood (qv.)

of the East Indies nearly approaches Brazil-

wood in quality. It is the product of CwmJpinia

^appan, a small, thorny tree. The Braziletto-

Avood, sometimes also called Brazilwood, which

is brought from the Antilles, is much inferior.

Cwsalpina crista probably yields some of the

inferior West Indian Brazilwood. Brazilwood

is said not to take its name from Brazil, but to

be mentioned under the name BraxUis in docu-

ments much older than the discovery of Amer-
ica, the sappanwood of the East Indies being

probably intended.

When freshly cut, the color of Brazilwood
is yellow; but when exposed to air. moisture,

and light, it becomes red, and is generally sent

into market ground down to the size of ordinary

sawdust. When treated with water, alcohol,

or ether, the weathered Brazilwood readily

yields up its red coloring matter, called hruzilin.

Strong decoctions of Brazilwood are used by
the dyer and calico-printer in the fabrication

of reds, bromis, etc. It is also used in the

manufacture of red ink. Brazilwood as a dye-

stuff has been largely superseded by synthetic

dyestuffs. See Ikk.

BBAZING, brazing, or Beass-Soldekes-g.

The process of uniting two pieces of brass, two
pieces of copper, or one of each, by means of a
hard solder, i)artaking more or less of the com-
position and i)roperties of ordinary brass. (See

Alloys.) The edges or parts of metal to be

joined are first filed bright, so as to be thor-

oughly clean ; then there is strewn over the gap
or crevice a mixture of the solder and borax;

and then heat is applied. In brazing, a form of

solder appropriate to the kind of work is em-
ployed, those used for the purpose varying con-

siderably in composition. (See Soldeb.) Most
of these solders consist of alloys of copper and
zinc, though sometimes tin and other metals are

added. The various metals are fused together,

allowed to cool, and then filed down to a coarse

powder, in which the solder is used. The borax
is employed to form a glaze over the brightened

surfaces, and thus prevent the oxidation of the

metal, which would seriously interfere with and
even stop the operation. An outward coat-

ing or layer of cliarcoal is likewise serviceable

in the exclusion of the air during the brazing of

large pieces of metal. VA'here a very high heat
is required in the process, a little powdered
glass is mixed with the borax. The mixture of

solder and borax may be applied dry, but it is

better to moisten it with water, and to lay it

on the filed surfaces with a spoon. The whole
is then gently heated, when the water evaporates,

and a crust of bora.x and solder is left. The

work may now be strongly heated before the

blowiiipe, or over a clear lire, and at a bright-

red heat the solder fuses aivd the zinc begins to

burn with a pale-blue llame. At this stage the

solder flushes or becomes liquid enough to per-

meate the joint or crevice: but .should it be

tardy in acting thus, several slight taps will

insure the proper result. The whole is now
cooled, and toward the close of this process the

articles may be introduced into cold water for

more rapid reduction in temperature. Pieces of

metal which have undergone the process of braz-

ing arc BO firmly luiited that they may be rolled

and re rolled without the parts yielding.

BKAZOS, brii'zos (Sp., plur. of hra::o, arm, so

called on account of its being formed by the two
conduents). One of the largest rivers of Texas,

formed bv the junction of Clear and Salt forks,

in Voting" County (Jlap: Texas, G 5). It flows

southeast in a tortuous course, and empties into

the Gulf of Mexico about 40 miles to the south-

west of Galveston. It is about 900 miles long

and drains a very extensive area. It is navi-

gable during high water for a distance of 300

miles from its mouth, and at all times to Co-

lumbia, 40 miles from the Gulf. It flows through

a generally fertile country, the lower part of its

course being through alluvial deposits.

BHAZOS DE SANTIAGO, da san'te-a'g«. A
port of entry in Cameron County, Texas, on the

(iulf of Mexico, about 35 miles northeast of

Brownsville (Map: Texas, F 6). It has consid-

erable coasting and foreign trade, the latter being

valued at about $210,000 annually, of which four-

fifths are exports. A shifting sand-bar, which

rarely admits vessels of over 10 feet draught, is

a hindrance to the commerce of the port.

BRAZZA, brat'sa (Slav. Brae, from Lat. Bra-

ihia, Brattia, Brachia). The largest island of

the archipelago forming a part of Dalmatia,

Austria-Hungary, in the eastern part of the

Adriatic Sea (Map: Austria, E 5). Area about

1.50 square miles. The surface is somewhat moun-
tainous, but the soil is fertile, and olives, figs,

grapes, and other southern fruit are cultivated on

the slopes of the mountains, and grain in the

lower portions. It has celebrated marble-quar-

ries. Population, in 1900, -24,405. The chief

town is San Pietro, with a population of 3239.

The island forms a separate administrative di-

vision of Dalmatia.

BRAZZA, Pierre - P.vul- Fban^ois - C.\miu.k,

Comte de (1S25— ). A French explorer, whose

veal name is Brazza-Savorgnani, born in Rome.
He was educated at the French Xaval Academy,
and after becoming a naturaliz<!d French citizen,

entered the na%'y in 1875. In the same year he

obtained a subsidy from the Government, to en-

able him to explore the Upper Ogowai, in which
expedition he reached the sources of the .-Mima

River. On his return he learned of Stanley's

explorations upon the Congo, and determined to

open up, by way of the Ogowai and Alinia rivers,

a route parallel to the Congo, which should join

that river below the Rapids! In 1879 he founded

two stations as bases of supplies for his new
route, one (Franeeville) on the Upper Ogowai,

the other (Brazzaville) on the Congo itself. In

1880 he made a treaty with King Makoko, who
put his possessions under French protection, and
ceded to Brazza the site for his station. Brazza-

ville. Some little while later he discovered a
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route by way of the Niari River which connected
the village Ntambo with the const. In 1882 he
returned to Europe, but went back to Africa the

following year, with the rank of lieutenant-com-

mander. He then delinitely undertook to make
jiractical this route from the Congo to the .sea

l)y means of the Ogowai and Alima. lie estab-

lished a series of stations, completed his e.vplora-

tions of the rivers, and won over the natives to

French allegiance. In 1S8G he was made Com-
missioner-General of the Govemment in French

East Africa. Reappointed in 1SS7, he inau-

gurated various reforms and introduced steam-

launches on the Congo and the Ogowai. Illness

compelled him to return to France, but in 1890

he accepted the appointment of Commissioner-
General of the entire French Congo, with Gabun
under his direct authority. In 1891 he made
further explorntions of the interior; and from
then until 1897, when he went back to France, he

was most active in the sup]iort of the French

colonies, which he, more than any one else, had
been instrumental in founding.

BBEACH (JIE. ircche, fracture, from break,

AS. brccan, just as speech is from spenl-). In

military siege operations, a gap made in any of

the defensive works of a fortified position or in-

trenchments, or in the walls or gates of a city.

Before the introduction of modern high-power

guns the most elaborate tactics were employed
to obtain this result. Breaching batteries were
used to destroy walls by directing and lodging

the shot or cannon-balls in two vertical lines,

from the parapet of the wall downward, and in

a horizontal line, connecting the lower ends of

those vertical lines, thus overturning the weak-
ened part and enabling the besiegers to attempt
an entrance by the breach so made. Notable
and historic e.vamples are to be found in the

Peninsular War (1808-14), when at Badajoz
14,000 shot, fired from a distance of 450 yards,

brought down 180 feet of wall in 104 hours.

At Ciudad Rodrigo, 6700 balls, from a dis-

tance of 560 yards, reduced 105 feet of wall

in 32 hours. At San Sebastian 13,000 shot

brought down 100 feet of waU in 02 days from a
distance of 620 yards. At Fort Pulaski (1862),

in the Civil War, it is estimated that in breach-

ing the brick wall of the fort, 110,600 pounds of

metal from 3G guns struck it in the course of a

two days' bombardment from an average distance

of 1687 yards, making an average of 2500

pounds to the square foot. See Siege and
Siege-WoKK; and Fortification.

BREACH. A legal term which signifies the

violation of an obligation, whether voluntarily

assumed or imposed by law. Breach of close is

any unwarrantable entry upon another's land,

and is synonymous with trespass to real estate.

See Tkespass. For Prison Breach, see that title.

Breach of Contract is a failure to do any-
thing which one is bound by contract to do. In
every case it subjects the party who breaks the
contract to an action for damages ; and if it

goes to the essence of the contract, that is, if it

is a failure to perform some fundamental term
or condition of the contract, it gives to the other
party the right to be exonerated from perform-
ance on his part. In some eases, comparatively
rare, it renders the party guilty of the breach
liable to an equity action for specific perform-
ance (q.v.). It is not necessary to a breach

of contract, it will be observed, that a demand be
made for performance after it is d\U' and such per-

formance has been formally refused. Indeed, it is

now settled both in England and in the United
States that one may be guilty of a breach of

contract before the time for the performance of

the terms of the contract arrives. For example:
A person contracts to sell and convey certain
property at a future time. Before that date, he
notifies the other party that he will not carry out
llie contract, or he sells and conveys the property
to a third person. lie is liable for an 'antici-

patory breach,' as it is called. This doctrine pro-

ceeds uiion the theory that the [)arties to a con-

tract have the right to the maintenance of it up
to the time of performance, as well as to its per-

formance when due. Consult the authorities
referred to under Contract.
Breach of the Peace. In early English law,

this phrase appears to have been sjTionymous
with breach of law or custom. If the act com-
plained of violated a law or custom of the entire

realm it constituted a breacli of the King's peace

;

if a law or custom of a county, a breach of the
sherill's peace; if of a manor, a breach of the
peace of the lord of the manor. In modern
usage it signifies any act violative of public
order, such as the disturbance of a lawful
meeting; a riot; taking part in an unlawful
assembly; engaging in a ])rize-fight; unlawful
intrusion xipon the lands of another; unlawfully
discharging firearms in a pulilic jjlacc; going
.nrmcd in an imlawful manner, etc. .Many acts
otherwise innocent and lawful can be condenmed
by the law because of their tendency to ]>roduce

disturbances of the public i)eace. A person
who is shown to be likely to conunit a breach of

the peace may often be put under bonds to keep
the peace.

Breach of Projiise to Marry. Either party
to a valid contract to marry can maintain an
action for damages against the other party for

an inexcusable breach of the engagement. If

the contract is between a minor (q.v.) and an
adtilt, the former may recover for its breach, but
the latter cannot; because a minor's contracts are
voidable by him. It ajjpcars to be settled in Eng-
land that bodily infirmity or unfitness of the de-

fendant will not excuse his or her breach of

this contract, although it will warrant the other
party in refusing to perform the contract. In
the United Stales it has been held that in-

curable physical unfitness for tlu^ marital rela-

tion, arising subsequent to the betrothment, is

a legal excuse for refusing to marry. If one
party induces the other to enter into a contract
to marry by fratidulent representations, the
party defrauded may maintain an action in tort
for the damages sustained. But ordinarily an
action for breach of promise is a contract action,
although it has many of the characteristics of
a tort action. For example: at common law. the
right of action does not survive the death of
cither party to the contract, in the absence of
special damage to the personal estate of the de-

ceased, such as expenditures made in contempla-
tion of marriage and lost by reason of the breach ;

the plaintifT may recover punitive damages
(see DAMA(iE.s) ; under many .statutes, the de-

fendant is liable to arrest (q.v.) as though he
were charged with fraud, and if a judgmient is

recovered against him, execution (q.v.) may issue

agiiinst his body. Lord ilanslield was of the
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opinion that actions for breach of promise to

marry "should be looked upon with a jealous

eye,' "and repeated attempts have been made in

England to abolish them by act of Parliament.

Althoufih these attempts have been unsuecessful,

it is declared by English writers that breach-of-

promise suits have not borne as abundant har-

vests in England as in the United States. See

Maeriage: Betrothal; and Tobt; and the au-

thorities there referred to.

Bkeaoi of Tklst is a violation by a trustee

of any of his legal duties. It may render tlie

trustee liable to respond in damages, or to re-

moval from his trusteeship, or to criminal prose-

cution, according to the nature of his miscon-

duct. Some modern statutes have so extended

the crime of larceny (q.v.) as to include a breach

of trust, if the latter consists in secreting, with-

holding, or otherwise converting to the trustee's

own use, property whicli has come into his pos-

session by virtue of his trusteeship. See Tbust;
Tristee.
Breach of Wakhanty. a breach of a con-

tract of warranty. See Warbaj^ty.

BREAD (AS. bread, Tcel. braup , Ger. Brot,

akin to AS. 6reoic<3»i, Eng. brew, broth). Cereals

of some kind or other have always made an im-

portant item of human food, and of all the forms

in which they have been used bread has proved
the most satisfactory. Wheat, rye, corn (maize),

and oats are commonly used for bread-making:
less commonly, barley, buckwheat, rice. etc. To
prepare the grain for bread-making it is usually
cleaned, crushed, and bolted to obtain a fine, soft

powder called flour or meal. The flour is made
into a dough with water, and baked. Sometimes
the dough is made with milk, or milk and water.

Salt is usually added, and often a little sugar
and lard or butter. If the dough is ferlnented

or leavened in any way before baking, the re-

sulting product is called leavened bread. If no
leavening agent is used, unleavened bread re-

sults. The common leavening agents are yeasts,

both wild and cultivated, leaven, i.e. dough saved
from a previous baking, and chemical mixtures
or baking-powders. The bread most commonly
eaten in the United States, and often called

white bread, is made, whether at home or at a
bakery, from some one of the high grades of

wheat flour or from a mixture of two or more
grades. It is usually leavened with yeast.

The primitive way of making bread was to
soak the grain in water, subject it to pressure,
and then dry it by natural or artificial heat. An
improvement was to [)ound or bray the grain in

a mortar, or between two flat stones, before mois-
tening and heating. A rather more elaborate
bruising or grinding leads to such simple forms
of bread as the oat cakes of Scotland, which are
prepared by moistening oatmeal with water con-

taining common salt, kneading with the hands
upon a baking-board, rolling the mass into a thin
sheet, and then heating before a good fire or on
an iron plate called a girdle, which is susjiended
above the fire. In a similar manner the barley-

meal and pease-meal baiiiioi-b.i of Scotland are
prepared. In Eastern countries, as well as in

Scotland, wheat flour is kneaded with water and
rolled into thin sheets called scones. The most
interesting of the unleavened breads is, perhaps,
the Passover bread, which has been used during
Passover week by orthodox .Tews from the time of

Moaes until now. It is simply a mixture of flour

and water baked in small round cakes until it ig

dry and hard, and is not unlike plain water
crackers. Pilot bread, or ship's biscuit, is

another simple preparation of flour and water
so cooked that it can be kept for almost any
length of time. Crackers, or biscuits, as they
are often called, especially in England, are va-
rieties of unleavened breiul. Jlilk, butter, lard,
spices, dried fruits—anything or everything de-
sired to give them particular consistency, color,
or flavor— is mixed with the flour and water, and
the dough is then passed through very ingenious
cutting machines and ([uickly baked in a hot
oven. Such crackers are a concentrated form of
nourishment, as they contain little water in pro-
portion to their bulk, and are fairly solid in con-
sistency.

Leavened or femiented bread is rendered light
and porous by the formation within it of car-
bonic-acid gas. which distends it. This process
is brought about either ( I ) by the use of leaven
or of yeast, which causes the carbonic acid to form
by the action of fermentation: or (2) by the
use of baking-powders, which supply the neces-
sary carbon dioxide to the dough "by chemical
reaction. I^eaven is simply dough, or" a mixture
of flour, which is in a state of fermenta-
tion. The knowledge of its action may have
been accidentally discovered by attempting to
combine with a "fresh mixture dough which'^had
been left over from a previous baking. It is
probable that the use of leaven was first known
to the Egyptians, that the ttreeks as well as the
.Jews learned it from them, and that the Romans
learned it from the Greeks. Through the Ro-
mans this knowledge was spread far and wide
tlirough the subject nations which came under
their influence. This method of bread-making
is still extensively employed in certain parts of
Europe.

Great care and skill are required in the mak-
ing of leavened bread. There is always danger
that during the process of fermentation lactic
acid and other products which are disagreeable
to the taste will form along with the carbonic-
acid gas: then, if the leaven stands too long, it
will reach the state of putrid fermentation.
With the knowledge of the yeast-plant (see

Yeast), which was first applied to beer-making,
the method of making fermented bread has been
changed by substituting yeast for decomposing
dinigh. The action of the yeast-plant—like that
of leaven—when brought into contact with flour
and water is to develop carbon dioxide and al-
cohol

; the latter passes ofl' in the oven in the
form of vapor, the former is largely retained
in the dough. The lightness of the bread depends
upon the amount of this gas which remains im-
pristmed in the dough and distends it; hence it

is due to the tenacity with which the grains of
flour cling together, or, in other words, to the
stickiness of the flour. It is in this respect
that the superiority of wheat flour over that
from all other grains lies. The sticky gluten of
wheat does not allow the gas to escape. For this

reason the quality of hread made from less

tenacious flour is improved by mixing with it a
portion of wheat flour.

The chemical . reactions concerned in bread-
making and the conditions under which they are
pniduced are easily understood. The process

consists in adding to the flour and warm water
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the necessary amount of yeast. Tlie yeast may
be added directly or a preliminary ferment may
be fonued by niixinj; it with potatoes. If the

latter method is employed, the yeast is l)Ut into a

thin liquor, formed by mixing mashod potatoes

with warn; water, aiid the mi.xlure is allowed

to ferment for some time. The advantages

claimed for the potato ferment are that ''the

yeast-cells are strengthened by the soluble nitro-

genous matter of the potato, which acts as a

yeast stimulant and enables a smaller quantity

of yeast to hydrolyzc a larger amount of starch.

The yeast-celis then act very rapidly on the glu-

cose thus produced from the starch and develop

the alcoholic fermentation." The proportion of

water required to mix with the dough and yeast

to form the 'sponge' dejiends upon the quality of

the Hour, as the gluten Hours take much more

water than the starchy flours, but enough should

be added to make the sponge as moist as can be

molded readily with the hands. The dough

should be thoroughly kneaded, so the yeast will

penetrate to every part of the mass. It should

then be allowed "to stand in a warm place, for

a proper temperature is an essential condition

and the alcohol formed by the fermenting action
is driven off. The carbon dioxide is also ex-
panded. By wetting the loaves before they are
put into the oven, the crust is fonued more
rapidly, and the too rapid expansion of the dough
is checked. Steam is sometimes injected into the
oven while the bread is baking, thus glazing the
crust and keeping the interior of the bread more
moist. Baked bread consi.sts of two portions, the
crumb and the crust, which ditTer from each
other both physically and chemically. These dif-

ferences arc due to the more sudden and intense
heat to which the crust is subjected. The action
of the heat and of the st<'am rapidly decomposes
the starch into dextrin and maltose, which are
caramelized by the heat, and so the surface takes
on a brown color and a sweeter taste. The ac-

companying table shows the chemical difference

between the crumb and crust of bread, according
to the analyses of German and American investi-

gators.

That fermented bread is more healthful than
unfermentod is now generally admitted by physi-
cians. Being porous, it is easily masticated and
more thoroughly aerated during the process, so
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The average percentage eoniposition of a num-
V)er of common kinds of bread is shown in the

following table:

AVEBAOE Composition- of a Ntmbee of Differext
Kinds of Bread

KIND OF BREAD

Corn bread (johnnycake)..
Rye bread
Rye and wheat bread
Wheat bread "gluten"....
Wheat bread, "graham"..
Wheat bread, "roll"
Wheat bread from high
grade patent flour

M neat bread from regular
patent flour

Wheat bread from bakers
flour

Wheat bread from low-
grade flour

Wheat bread, average of a
large number of analyses

Whole-wheat bread
Crackers

%
38.9
35.7
35.3
38.2
35.7
29.2

32.9

34.1

39.1

40.7

35.3
38.4

%
7.9
9.0
11.9
9.3
8.9
8.9

8.7

9.0

10.6

12.6

9.2
9.7
10.7

%
4.7
0.6
0.3
1.4
1.8
4.1

1.3

1.2

1.1

1.3
0.9
8.8

-I

%
46.3
63.2
51.5
49.8
52.1
56.7

56.5

54.9

48.3

44.3

53.1
49.7
71.9

2.2
l.S
1.0
1.3
1.5
l.I

0.5

0.7

0.9

1.3

1.1
1.3
1.8

It will be seen that wheat bread from low-

grade flour, wheat bread from bakers' flour, and
rye-and-wheat bread contain the largest amount
of protein ; corn bread and wheat rolls, the most
fat ; and wheat rolls, wheat bread from high-

grade patent flour, and wheat bread from regular
patent flour, the most carbohydrates. The
amount of fat would, of course, vary greatly with
the amount of shortening added in making the
bread, and the examination of a large number of

anal3"ses of the same kind of bread has shown
that the amount of each of the several nutrients
varies in the same sort of bread within rather
wide limits. Judged by their composition, all

breads are nutritious foods, and too great stress

should not be laid on the variations in composi-
tion between the different kinds.

The chemical composition of the finished loaf

differs somewhat from that of the original ma-
terial, as is shown by the following table, which
compares flour and the breads made from it:

Atebaoe CoMPOsrrios of White Bread and of the
Flour from Which it was Made
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than ordinary yeast bread, but still is somewhat
porous, owing probably to fermentation started
by bacteria accidentally present in tlie Hour and
acquired from the air: it is sweet and by no
means unpalatable, but probably the nutritive

value of its protein is lower than Dr. Graham
supposed.

fllutcn bread, if properly made, contains the
gluten of the Hour, from which more or less of

the starch has been removed. To make it, strong
flour and water are made into dougli, which is

pressed and strained under a stream of water
until the starch has been worked out; it is then
kneaded again and baked. It makes a light, elas-

tic loaf, frequently proscribed for diabetic pa-

tients, from wliose diet it is considered desirable

to exclude starch.

The acratrd bread so popular in London is

made by a method invented by the English physi-
cian Dauglish in 1850. According to this method,
tlie water used for wetting the dough is directly

charged with the requisite amount of carbon
dioxide gas and then mixed with the flour in a
specially constructed machine. The flour is in-

closed in a tiglit box, moistened with the charged
water, thoroughly kneaded by machinery, mold-
ed into loaves and put directly into the oven.

The advantages claimed for this form of l)read

are : ( 1 ) There is no loss of flour tlirough fer-

mentation; (2) the process is much more rapid;
(3) the cost of machinery and gas is less than
that of yeast; (4) the process is more sanitary,
the bread requiring no handling; (5) the bread
is absolutely pure, containing only water, flour,

and salt. Sometimes a little fermented barley
infusion, or wort, as it is called, from a brewery,
is put into tbe water. Tliis aids it in absorbing
the gas, renders the gluten more elastic, and
improves the flavor, of the bread.

The so-called salt-rising bread is interesting as
an illustration of self-raised bread. In it the
ferments originally present or acquired from the
air produce the fermentation which leavens it.

To make it, warm milk and cornmeal are mixed
together into a stiff batter, which is left at blood

heat until the whole mass is sour; that is, until

tlie ferments present have prodiiced fermentation
througliout. Next a tliick sponge is made of

wheat flour and hot water, in which a little salt

has been dissolved. This sponge and the sour
batter are thoroughly kneaded together and set

in a warm place for several liours. The leaven-

ing action started in the batter spreads through
the dough and produces a light, porous loaf,

wliieh many persons consider very palatable.

Such bread is quite free from acidity, as the

presence of the salt prevents imdesirable fermen-
tation.

Various forms of 'raised biscuits,' 'hot bread,'

etc., are ma<le in the household by adding short-

ening, milk, eggs, etc., to the dough, or by modi-
fying in some way the process followed. Using
sirxla and cream of tartiir, or baking-powder, in

making biscuits, shortcakes, etc., tlie iirocess is

iutrinsically the same as in making ordinary

white bread, except that the baking-jiowder or its

substitute does tlie work of the yeast. Such
breads do not require to be kneaded or set to

rise, and bake yen,' quickly, hence are very con-

venient when yeast is not obtainable or time is

limited. They never become so light and porous

as yeast-made bread, however, and dry very

quickly.

An interesting variety of bread made without
leavening is known as Maryland or beaten bis-

cuit. A rather stifl' dougli is made from flour
and water, or milk, witli shortening and salt
added. It is kneaded and then beaten or pound-
ed, being fie(pieiitly turned over and over until
it looks liglit and jiufly. The biscuits are tlien

formed and baked. The folding and pounding of
the dough incloses small (|iuuitities of air in
numberless little blisters. These expand in bak-
ing and make the biscuit light and porous. The
different kinds of bread from other grains than
wheat, as 'corn bread,' "brown bread,' "rj'e bread,'
'gems,' etc., which are made in many households,
vary somewhat in dilTerent regions, but they all

follow the .same principles which govern the
bread-making from wheat flour; that is, the
flour or meal is mixed to a dough with water or
milk, and some leavening substance is generally
added to make the dough porous. Eggs, sugar,
shortening, etc., may be added, giving ri.se to the
numerous varieties with which we are all fa-

miliar.

Digestibility. The digestibility of bread is a
very important matter, which has been often
studied by methods of artificial digestion and by
experiments with man. Among the best known
of the latter are those conducted by Jleyer and
Voit, of Munich. Four kinds of bread were used:

(1) Rye bread, raised with a leavening powder;
(2) bread made from a mixture of rye and wheat
flours, and raised with yeast; (3) fine white
bread raised with yeast, and (4) coarse whole-
wheat bread, which the Germans call 'pumper-
nickel,' raised with yeast. The third of these

—

fine white brpad—yielded the highest percentage
of digestible nutrients: next came the wheat and
rye bread; then the bread raised with leavening
powder, and last, the pumpernickel, which is too

eoar.se to be justly compared with whole-wheat
bread such as is made in the I'nited States. The
fine white bread was the lightest; next to it

stood the rye and wheat, and next, that raised

with the powder: the same order these breads
took with regard to digestibility. These experi-

ments show, not so much the comparative value
of ditTerent flours, as that the digestibility of

bread de))ends largely upon its liglitness.

A number of exiieriments have been recently

made, especially by Snyder, and by Woods and
Morrill, on the digestibility of bread from differ-

ent grades of flour ground from the same lot of

wheat. The average result of a number of such
e.xperiments follows

:

Digestibility ok Dukad prom Different Kinds

OF FLOCB

KIND OK FLOUR
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total protein. (See \Vhe.\t. ) But according to

the results of digestion ex|K'riments with these

flours the proportions of digestible or available
protein and available energy in the patent flour

were larger than in either the entire-wheat or the
graham Hour. The lower digestibility of the pro-

tein of the latter is due to the fact that in both
these flours a considerable portion of this con-

stituent is contained in the coarser particles

(bran), and so resists the action of the digestive

juices and escapes digestion. Thus, while there

actually may be more protein in a given amount
of graham or entire-wheat flour than in the same
weight of patent flour from the same wheat, the
body obtains less of the protein and energy from
the coarse flour than it does from the fine, be-

cause, although the including of the bran and
germ increases the percentage of protein, it de-

creases its digestibility.

The digestibility of first and second patent
flours, as shown by experiments made at the

same time as those noted above, was not appre-
ciably different from that of standard patent
flour. The degree of digestibility of all of these

flours is high, due largely to their mechanical
condition: that is, to the fact that they are
finely ground.

Judged both by composition and digestibility,

good bread is a wholesome, useful food. As com-
pared with most meats and vegetables, bread has
practically no waste, and is quite completely di-

gested. It is too poor in protein to be fittingly

used alone, but when used with due quantities of

other foods, it is invaluable, and well deserves its

title of 'the staff of life,' Statements of a popu-
lar nature are frequently met with on the un-

wholesomeness of hot bread. The fact that bread
is hot has doubtless little to do with the matter.

New bread, especially that from a large loaf, may
be readily compressed into more or less solid

masses, and it is possible that such bread would
be much less finely masticated than crumbly,
stale bread, and that, therefore, it might offer

more resistance to the digestive juices of the

stomach. However, when such hot bread as rolls,

biscuit, or other form in which the crust is very
large in proportion to the crumb, is eaten, this

objection has much less force. There is little

difficulty in masticating the crust, and it is

doubtless usually finely divided.

Impebfections and iMPrRiTiES IX Bread.
One of the most common and dangerous faults in

bread is heaviness and sogginess. In wheat bread
this may be caused by the use of cheap flours.

poor in gluten, which cannot absorb all the

water put into the dough, or, to state it another
way, by the use of too miich water in proportion
to the flour; by too little or by too poor yeast,

or by insuflicient kneading, rising, or baking.
Ilepvy bread is popularly considered one of the
mos. indigestible of foods. When chewed it rolls

itself into solid lumps, which give the saliva and
gastric juices very little chance to work upon
them.

Occasionally the crumb of fresh broad breaks
when cut, instead of separating cleanly inider
the knife. According to .Tago, harsh, dry flours,

not sulTiciently fermented, may be the cause of

this, or the dough may have lost its tenacity by
being overworked. .Another <oiiunon fault in

bread, especially in bakers' bread, is a crumb full

of large, irregular holes instead of f>he small,

even pores which it should show. These occur in

ovcrkncaded or overraised dougli. or if they are
found just below the crust they indicate that the
oven was too hot and that the crust formed be-
fore the carbon dioxide had finished expanding.
Sometimes bread-makers are troubled by what

is known as "sticky' or '.slimy' bread. In such
cases biead three or four days old takes on a
light-brown color and a peculiar taste and odor.
Gradually, too, it becomes sticky or slimy, until

it may be pulled into strings, sometimes several

feet in length. The tnmble appears to be caused
by the common potato bacillus ilidcilltis mesen-
tericus yulgattis) . a minute organism which finds

its way into the materials of the dough, survives
the baking, and, growing in the bread, causes it

to decompose.
Recent experiments show that the bacilli enter

the bread with the yeast, which in the cases in-

vestigated was a variety of the compressed yeasts
ordinarily on the market. It was also proved
that the bacilli will survive the lieat of baking.

Accordingly, if yeasts are not carefully made,
such trouble may occur at any time, but espe-

cially when the weather is warm and favorable to

the growth of the bacilli. The best safeguards
are to keep the bread in a cool place and to bake
only as much as can be consumed within a day
or two.
Not infrequently, especially in damp weather,

mold forms on the outside, or even in the inside

of bread. Mold, like yeast, is a minute plant
whose spores (or seeds) are floating about every-

w'here in the air. ready to settle down and grow
wherever they find a moist. s\iitable home for
themselves. The best practical way to protect
bread from them is to keep it in a dry, air-tight

bo.x.

But all these faults seem insignificant com-
pared with sour bread. This is due to acetic,

lactic, or, in the worst cases, butyric acid given
off by undesirable bacteria, which get into the
bread with the yeast or in some other way.

Besides these acid-producing bacteria, various
others may occur in bread, mostly harmless, but
some of them very curious in their effects. Host
striking among these is the Micrococcus prodifi-

iosus, a minute organism which makes blood-red
spots in the dough and whose presence gave rise

to many interesting superstitions during the
iliddlo Ages.
The adulterants most commonly met with in

bread are mineral salts mixed into the dough for
the purpose of producing a good-looking loaf
from poor flour, .\luni is the most common of
the.se. Soda is often used in bread to prevent
souring, and. as it does not lessen the value, can
liardly be called an adulterant. In breads made
from special flour, poor in gluten—oatmeal, bar-
ley, etc.—soda is resrarded as necessarv in the
production of a sweet, well-raised loaf. See also
Barley; Bi-okwheat: Flour: Maize; Rice;
Rte; Whe.\t: Adtt.teratiox.
For further information consult ; .Taco, Thr ftd-

cnce and Art of Brend-Malcinq (London, ISO.t) ;

Church. Fond firainx of India, with supplement
(London. 1901) : Boutroux. he pnin et la pnnifi-
cntion (Paris, 1807) ; Ooodfellow. /)iV^p<tc Va^i/e
of lircnd (London and New York. 1892) ; Korer,
Bread and Brrad-Makinq (Philadelphia, 1809) :'

Von Bibra, Die Oetrcidearfcn und das Brod
(Nuremberg, ISfil ) ; Section on Bread-Makinsr,
Richards, C7iemt.<(/ri/ of CooA.-cn/ (Boston, 1804)7
Abel, Practical Sanitary and Economic Cookery
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(Rochester, 1890) ; Sadtler, Organic Chemis-

try (Pliihulelpliia, 1000) : tinted States Depart-

ment of Atriitullure, Oflice of Exi>erimcut Sta-

tions, Bulletins Xos. 35, 52, 67, 85, and 101;

United States Department of Agriculture, Farm-

ers' Bulletin No. 112.

BREAD-AND-CHEESE FOLK. A term

applied to the Dutch peasants who seized Haar-

lem in 1492. Thev were shortly after defeated by

Albert, Duke of" Sa.\ony. The rebellion had

arisen from the latter's withdrawal of the city's

privileges.

BREADFRTJIT TREE, Artocarptin iiwisa. A
tree of tlie order ilorace;c. a native of the islands

of the Pacific Ocean and of the Indian Archipel-

ago. It is one of the most important natural

products of these regions, its fruit supplyhig

food, and its inner bark a material for making

clothing, while its timber and its milky juice

are also employed for economic purposes. The

breadfruit tree"is a rather slender tree, 40 to 50

feet high, often rising almost half its height

without a branch. It has large pinnatifid leaves,

fiequentlv 12 to 18 inches long, dark green, and

glossy. Tlie fruit is generally oval, or nearly

spherical, and about the size of a child's head.

It is a sorosis, a compound or aggregate fruit

formed from nmucrous flowers on a common axis,

and is covered with a roughish rind, which is

marked with small square or lozenge-shaped divi-

sions, having each a small elevation in the cen-

tre; it is at first green ; when imjierfectly ripened,

brown, and when fullv ripe assumes a rich yellow

hue It is attached to tlie small branches of the

tree by a short thick stalk, and hangs either

singly or in clusters of tw o or three together. It

contains a somewhat fibrous pulp, which, when

ripe, becomes juicy and yellow, but has then a

rotten taste. At a-n earlier stage, wlicn the fruit

is gathered for use, the pulp is white and mealy,

and of a consistence resembling tliat of new

bread. In a still less mature state, the fruit

contains a viscous white milk. The common

practice in the South Sea Islands is to cut each

fruit into three or four pieces, .and take out the

core : then to place heated stones in the bottom of

a hole dug in the earth, cover them with green

leaves, and upon this to phue a layer of the

fruit, then stones, leaves, and fruit alternately,

till the hole is nearly filled, when leaves and earth

to the depth of several inches are spread over al .

In rather more than half an hour, the bread-

fruit is ready; "the outsides are, in general,

nicely browned, and the inner part presents a

white or yellowish cellular pulpy substance, m
appearance slichtlv resembling the crumb of a

wheaten loaf." It has little taste, but is fre-

quently sweetish, and more resembles the plan-

tain than bread made of wheat flour. It is

slightly astringent, and highly nutritious. Some-

times the inhabitants of a district join to_ make

a prodigious oven-a pit 20 or 30 feet in circum-

ference the stones in whieh are heated by wood

burned in it. and many hundred breadfruits are

thrown in. and cooked at once. Baked in this

manner, breadfruit will keep good for several

weeks Another mode of preserving it is by sub-

iectinp it in heaps to a slight decree of fermenta-

tion, and beating it into a kind of paste, whicli,

although rather sour, is much used when fiesh

breadfruit cannot be obtained. There are miinci-

ou3 varieties of breadfruit tree in the South Sea

Islands, and they ripen at different sea.sons, the

most highly prized being seedless. The tree pro-

duces two, and sometimes throe, crops a year. In

the West Indies and South America, into which
it has also been introduced, the breadfruit has
not come much into use as an ordinary article of

food; but various preparations of it arc reck-

oned delicacies. The fibrous inner bark of young
breadfruit trees, beaten and prepared, is used
for making a kind of clotli. which is much worn
liy the common people in the South Sea Islands,

tliough inferior in softness and whiteness to tliat

inado from the Pa])er Mulberry. There exudes
from the bark of the bread tree, when punctured,

a thick, mucilaginous fluid, which hardens by ex-

posure to the air, and is used, when boiled with

cocoanut oil, for making the seams of canoes,

pails, etc., water-tight, and as bird-lime. The
timber is soft and liglit, of a rieh yellow color,

and assumes, when exposed to the air, the ap-

iiearance of mahogany. It is used for canoes,

house-building, furniture, and many other pur-

poses. It is durable wlien not exjiosed to the

weather. Tlie Jack tree (q.y.) or Jaca [Artocar-

;)»s inteffrifolia) , and the Dephal (Artocarpiis

Inkoocha) . both large East Indian trees, belong

to the same genus with the breadfruit tree.

BREAD-NUT. The fruit of Brosimum ali-

castrum, a tree of the natural order Artoear-

paceip, and therefore allied to tlie breadfruit, a

native of Jamaica. The genus Brosimum is dis-

tinguished bj' male and female flowers on sejia-

rate trees, in globose catkins. The fruit is a

one-seeded drupe. The bieadnut tree abounds in

a tenacious, gummy milk. The nuts, boiled or

roasted, form an agreeable article of food and

are eaten instead of bread. Their taste resem-

bles that of hazelnuts.

BREADROOT. See Psorai.ea.

BREADTH. The term in art which denotes

the iiiiality through which grandeur and sira-

jjicity of effect is obtained. In painting, when
the jday of light upon an object, a group of

objects. "or a scene, is so managed that the effect

is direct and (-arrying. the work is spoken of as

possessing breadth. Mere outline does not so

much contribute to this result as do light, and

shade, and color. It is arrived at often through

the suppression of unnecessary detail ; still, fin-

ish does not preclude, or negligence produce it.

Its secret is intelligent vision, and the truthful

recording of seen things. Rembrandt in por-

traiture is a good exemplar of this quality of

breadth. Critics of painting often speak of an

artist as having a broad touch. This is not

close enough to define the meaning of breadth in

a large sense; the ])ainter must also possess

breadth of vision. Sculpture, too, demands this

quality of breadth, and it is achieved in inodel-

ing by ])roducing such forms that the light in

striking a plastic mass is not so broken by petty

forms as to destroy the simplicity and dignity of

a figure or group of figures as a nionumental

whole. The human mind, indeed, is distracted

and disturbed, unconsciously, perhaps, in con-

templating a so-called work of art in which this

quality docs not exist.

BREAKER. A wave of which the surface

is brnkcii. usually by the nearness of the bottom

to the water surface. A wave which is of little

height in deep water will often increase in height

as the depth lessens and finally break into foam.
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Shoals are invariably covered with breakers in

heavy weather, and a very moderate swell will

break over rocks or shoals only a few feet below
the surface. The calls breakers ahead, on the
lee bow, on the starboard bow, etc., indicate that
breaking waves are seen in the direction indi-

cated; breakers often serve as a warning of a
shoal which might be unnoticed in a very smooth
sea.

BREAKING BULK. A breaking open of a
package, bundle, box, or the like, of chattels, and
appropriation of the contents thereof to the uses

of the person who breaks it open in such a man-
ner as to amount to a conversion, a violation of

the rights of the owner, or the like. At common
law, a bailee who received goods inclosed in a

box or a package was not liable for trespass or

theft if he sold the box or package and its con-

tents; but if he broke open the box or package,

and sold a part or all of the goods, he was crim-
inally liable. The reason for this distinction

seems to have been that the bailor delivered pos-

session of the bo.x or package to the bailee, but he
did not deliver possession of the goods inside.

Hence, when the bailee sold and delivered the

bos or package there was no wrongful taking,

but there was when he broke open the box or

package and disposed of the contents which had
not been delivered into his possession, ilodem
legislation in England and many of the United
States has abolished this distinction, and has de-

clared the fraudulent conversion of the bailor's

goods by the bailee to be larceny (q.v.), whether
attended by breaking of bulk or not. See
Breach; L.\rceny: Cox\t;bsion; Sale; and con-

sult the authorities there referred to.

BREAKWATER (anything that breaks the
force of the waves). A barrier intended for the

protection of shipping in harbors and anchor-
ages. It sometimes happens that in front of a
semicircular bay a small island is so situated as

to form a natural breakwater. This is to some
e.xtent the case with the ports of Portsmouth and
Southampton, England, which are protected from
the south by the Isle of Wight. In most places,

however, bays and harbors are without such nat-

ural protections, and it is often found necessary
to construct artificial breakwaters to prevent the

entrance or formation of waves from the sea to

disturb the shipping anchored within. It is

with the design and construction of these arti-

ficial breakwaters alone that we shall deal here.

Breakwaters may be divided into two main
groups : ( 1 ) Those which give shelter and pro-

tection to commercial harbors or their entrances,

and (2) those which shelter an anchorage or
roadstead for vessels in transit which have occa-

sion to escape from the violence of passing
storms. Such anchorages are usually termed
harbors of refuge. (See Harbors.) Each of

these two classes may be technically further di-

vided, according to their particular type of con-

struction. To discuss in the case of each of

these types its theory of action and conditions of

application, involves technicalities which are
suitable only for special engineering treatises,

but a brief definition of each is possible. The
types are as follows: (1) Attached breakwaters
are those which project from a cape or headland;

(2) insular breakwaters are those which arc

wholly detached from the mainland; (3) per-

manent breakwaters are those which are rigidly

s\ii)ported on the bottom of the sea (the major-
ity of breakwaters arc insular and permanent) ;

(4) lloating breakwaters are those which are
upheld by the water, being simply anchored to

the sea bottom; these are seldom employed;

(5) reaction breakwaters are those so construct-

ed that the oviter slope breaks the surface of the
waves, while the inner slope regulates the cur-

rents; (6) composite breakwaters are those

which consist of an upright wall resting on a
comparatively wide and flat mound of loose

stones. Examples of each of these types will be

described Ijclow.

The design and position of a breakwater in all

cases are determined by the direction and amount
of wave-force which it will liave to resist. Gen-
erally speaking, the height and force of the im-

pinging wave's in any locality depends upon the

force and direction of the winds, the depth of

the water, the fetch or distance over whicli the

waves move, and the angle of incidence at which
they strike the breakwater. Some very notable

instances of wave-force are on record. In the

Wick Bay Breakwater, in England, « concrete

block 45 feet wide, 26 feet long, and 21 feet high

was completely turned around on its base and
finally tipped off its foundation. This block

weighed 1330 tons and fonned the end of the

breakwater. It was replaced by a larger block

weighing 2600 tons, which was in turn carried

away by the waves. Experiments made by
Thomas' Stevenson, an English engineer, by
means of marine dynamometers to record the

pressures, showed pressures of 6000 pounds per

square foot in the Xorth Atlantic Ocean, and of

3000 pounds per square foot in the German
Ocean. At the time that the beacon at the mouth
of .the River Loire, in France, was destroyed, il.

Le Fernie calculated that the wave-force im-

pressed upon the work must have exceeded 4800
pounds, and approximated 6000 pounds, per

square foot. To determine the wave-pressure on
the breakwater in Lake Ontario at Oswego, X. Y.,

Mr. Wm. P. Judson, civil engineer, attached dy-

namometers to its face at the water's surface, at

8 feet below the surface, and at 8 feet above the

surface. The pressures recorded were : At 8 feet

below the surface, 10 pounds per square foot : at
the surface, 600 pounds per sqiiare foot: and at

8 feet above the surface, 1000 pounds per square
foot. The foregoing are isolated instances of

wave-pressures, and cannot be assumed to be of

general application; they serve simply to con-

vey some idea of the forces imposed upon break-

waters by action of waves. In closing this refer-

ence to wave-pressures, it should be carefully

noted that the angle at which the waves strike

the breakwater has much to do with the pres-

sures exerted. For example, by reducing the

angle at which the waves struck the Wick Bay
Breakwater from 90° to 80°. the structure with-

stood safely the action of the waves which pre-

viously had repeatedly destroyed it. From this

brief consideration of the wave-force acting

upon a breakwater, it is evident that its design

from the standpoint of stability must depend
upon conditions arising from the location of the

work.
In considering typical examples of break-

waters, one of the largest and most expensive is

the Cherbourg Breakwater, which was built to

protect the crescent-shaped bay forming the

great French naval port of Cherbourg. Its con-
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struction was teguu in ITSfiSS by sinking 18

timber frustums of cones liiiving a diameter of

142 feet at the base and 113 feet at the top. and
a vertical height of 65 feet, which allowed them

CHEBB0UB6 (FKANCE) BREAKWATER.

to project from 6 feet to 10 feet out of water
when sunk. These timber frameworks were sub-

merged at irregular intervals by filling tliem

with stone, so that they formed a row nearly 2V->

miles long. About 3.703,703 cubic yards of loose

stone were deposited in and around these cones.

This original construction cost about .$4,512,200,

but the experiment proved unsuccessful, as the

cones were battered into pieces by the waves,

leaving only a series of mounds of loose stone,

the tops of which were eventually below water-

level. The work remained practically in this con-

dition until 1830, when it was decided to make
the loose stone mounds continuous by filling be-

tween them, and to construct on this ridge a

masonry \\all rising from low-water level, 36 feet

3 inches wide at the bottom and 20 feet 3 inches

high, and 8 feet 3 inches wide at the top. It was
built of rubble masonry, with a dressed stone

facing. Since the construction of this original

wall considerable work has been done in the way
of strengthening and raising the rubble base and
the wall.

Plymouth Sound or Harbor, being open to the

sea, was so much exposed to stcuins that early in

the last century it was determined to construct

a breakwater across its mouth, with openings
between it and the shore on either side, for the

ingress and egress of shipping. The works were
commenced in 1812. The operations consisted

in transporting along a tram-road large blocks of

limestone procured from a neighboring quarry,

shipping them in vessels fitted with trap-doors,

and depositing them in the shajjc of a huge
mound in the recpiircd situation. As soon as

the stones began to a])pear al)ove water, a per-

ceptil)le benefit resulted in the relative calmness

of the Sound during the prevalence of storms:

but the structure was frequently very roughly

PbYMOUTB (ENO.) BBEAKWATEB.

handled by the waves, which altered and flat-

tened its shape. A severe storm in November,
1824, tlirew a great portion of the stones over

into the Sound. It was not until 1841 that the

works were finally completed by the deposition

of more than 3,000,000 tons of stone, and the

total ex])enditure of nearly .$7,.')00,()00. The
breakwater is nearly a mile long; the central i)or-

tion is 1000 yards; and two wings of 3.50 yards

each extend from tlu' ends of this at a slight

angle. The open chaniuds at each end, between

the breakwater and the shore, are each aliout

half a mile wide, and their depth is respectively

40 and 22 feet at low water. The breakwater is

133 yards wide at the base, and 15 at the top,

the two sides being made very sloping for the
security of the stones. The slopes and top are
faced with masonry.' The water-space protected
by tliis breakwater comprises 1120 acres.

To convert Holyhead Bay, Wales, into a har-
bor of refuge, an attached breakwater 78U0 feet
long was constructed, consisting of a loose stone
base capped by a wall of solid masonry about 40
feet high, and, including th<! 40 feet wallway,
about 60 feet wide. The method of construction
was to convey the stone quarried from Holyhead
Mountain out on a trestle in cars and dump it

into the sea luitil the mound reached the proper

BOLVHEAD (WALES) BREAKWATER.

height. To form the sea end or head of this

breakwater, a masonry platform 50 feet wide and
150 feet long was constructed, and im it a light-

house was erected. The breakwater was begun
in 1847 and finished in 1873 at a cost of over
$815 per linear foot. This breakwater incloses

an inner harbor of 207 acres and shelters an outer
roadstead of 400 acres.

The Portland (England) Breakwater was built

to convert the expanse of water between the Eng-
lish mainland and the isle, or rather the penin-

sula, of Portland into a harbor of refuge. An
act of Parliament was obtained in 1847 author-
izing the work. The breakwater, starting from
the northeast point of the isle, stretches nearly

due north for more than 8100 feet, with one in-

tervening opening 400 feet long for the ingress

euUTI.ANll (KN(i.) BKKAKWATEIl.

and egress of shipping. The works were con-
ducteci more easily than those of any other great
breakwater, for the isle contains an abundance of

stone easily (|uarried, anfl flic steep sh<n"es afford-

ed facility for trans])orting the stones by their

own gravity to their destination. The work,
which is an upright ashlar su|ierstructure, with a
parapet founded on a mound of rubble stones,

was done chiefly by convict labor; the depth is

abcmt 50 feet at low water. From tlu- nature
of the operation, any part of the breakwater be-

came useful as soon as constructed. The width
of the rubble mound at the bottom is 340 feet.

This breakwater was constructed between 1849

and 1871, and contains a volume of 4,245,185

(\ibie yards of rul)ble stone.

Dover Breakwater, in England, is particularly

interesting as l)eing built of solid masonry
throughout, the work under water being done by
divers. The interior oi the structure consists

of concrete blocks and is faced with cut stone

masonry. The work was begim in 1847, and in
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1888 the structure had reached a lenjrtti of 2100
feet. Since 1893 work has been in |>ro<n'ess ex-

tending this breakwater 580 feet, and in building

a second structure of -similar type 1.500 feet long.

The depth of water in which this breakwater is

being built is about 4.5 feet. A conspicuous
French example is to be found at Brest, the com-
mercial harbor of which, completed about 1897,

contains a breakwater half a mile long.

NEW DELAWAUE BBEAKWATEH.

Delaware Breakwater for the national harbor
of refuge in Delaware Bay (U. S.) is IVi miles

long, and is constructed in from 13 feet to 53

feet of water. It consists of a mound of rubble

stone rising to low-water level, and above this of

a rough wall of very large stones laid in courses

without mortar, and with the interstices filled

with small stone. This structure will shelter

552 acres with a minimum depth of 30 feet, and
237 acres with a minimum depth of 24 feet, the

combined area being capable of sheltering 1000
vessels at once.

The Sandy Bay Breakwater for the national

harbor of refuge at Sandv Bay, Mass., begun in

1885 and still in progress (1901), will be 9000

feet long, and inclose an area of 1377 acres with

a minimum depth of 24 feet. Below a point

about 15 feet below low water this breakwater
consists of rubble stones not exceeding in weight
4 tons each, and above this point it consists of

stones weighing not less than 4 tons each, and
averaging 6 tons each. The estimated cost of

this brealcvvater is .$5,000,000. The breakwater

at Point Judith. R. 1.. begim in 1890, and still

in progress, will be 10,000 feet long, and is esti-

mated to cost $1,200,000. It is being built of

rubble stone to a dejjth of from 18 feet to 30 feet

of water. The proposed breakwater for the

deep-water harbor of San Pedro. Cal., will be
8500 feet long, constructed of rubble stone in

water from 19 feet to 51 feet deep, and is esti-

mated to cost $2,901,000.

sisting of a concrete superstructure resting on a
rublile-stone base. Several of the most important
of these structures are brielly described in the
accompanying table, rearranged from a table

published by Mr. Louis Y. Schermerhorn, civil

engineer, in a report to the United States Gov-
ernment.
The first five of these structures are of peculiar

construction, in the respect that the concrete

superstructure is built of blocks resting on the

rul)ble base at an inclination from the vertical,

and having their tops bound together by a super-

imposed mass of concrete. This construction is

supposed to permit the blocks to settle indepen-

dently without destroying the integrity of the

structure as a whole.

The Presque Isle Point Breakwater, near Afar-

quette, Mich., on Lake Superior, is a timber crib

structure filled with stone. The cribs were each
24 feet wide and 50 feet long, and varied in

LW.

Cross Section

PBESQUE ISLE BREAKWATER, LAKE StTPEHIOB.

depth to suit the varying depth of water. These

cribs were framed with solid 12 X 12-inch timber

side walls, solidly bound together with 12 X 12-

LOCALITY
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gether, oml to end, fastened to each other and

filled with stone. After fillin<;. the tops of the

cribs were covered with a continuous plank deck-

ing. The cost of this breakwater was $32 per

linear foot. At Buffalo, N. Y., in Lake Erie, a

BUFFALO (N. Y.) BREAKWATER. LAKE ERIE.

new breakwater now under construction is a tim-

ber crib structure filled with stone. At this

point the depth of water is 30 feet, and the lake

bottom is covered with mud about 38 feet thick.

The method of construction is to dredge a chan-

nel tlirough this mud to hard bottom and fill it

with gravel, and to found the timber cribs on tliis

filling. While the timber crib structure is the

standard breakwater construction for the Great

Lake ports, the practice has become familiar in

recent yearB, when repairing such structures, to

remove the timber work to a safe point below low

water and replace it by a superstructure of con-

crete. A notable example of this class of work is

found in the new breakwater at Cleveland, Ohio.

CLEVELAND (OHlO) BREAKWATER, LAKB ERIE,

Floating Brealii-ater.—'The use of floating

structures of iron or wood has often been sug-

gested for breakwaters, but they have seldom

been used. The idea generally has I)een to anchor
the structures at intervals, so that the waves
striking against them would become disinte-

grated or deflected.

Further information on breakwaters may be

obtained by reference to the following works:

Vernon-Harcourt. Hnrhors and Dnrls (I^ondon,

1885) ; Proreedinrrs of the Inatiluiioti of Civil

Engineers (London. 1838, current) ; Reports of

the Chief of Engineers, United States of America
(Washington. i8fin, current) ; Cresy, Encyclo-

pwdia of Civil Engineering (London. 1847) :

Engineering A'eins (New York, 1877, current) :

Spon, Dictionary of Engineering (London, 1880-

81) ; Stevenson, The Construction of Ilarhors

(New York, ISSIJ) : De Cordemoy, I.cs ports

modcrnes (Paris, 1000). See also the article

Haubors in this Encyclopa-dia, in which are
included maps showing the liarliors formed by a
number of the above-mentioned breakwaters.

BREAL, bra'al', iliCHEL^ Jules Ai-FREI)

(1832— ). An eminent French philologist, bom
at Landau (Rhenish Bavaria) . He was educated
at Weissenburg. Metz. the LycC'e Louis-le-Grand
(Paris), and Berlin. In 1804 he was appointed
professor of .comparative grammar at the Col-

lege de France; in 187.5 was elected to the Acad-
emy of Inscriptions and Belles-Lettres, and from
1870 to 1888 was an inspector-general of liiglier

education. His ])ublications include L'ctude des
origincs de In religion Zoroastriennc (1802).
wliich obtained the prize of the Academy of In-

scriptions; Le mgthc d'tEdipe (I8G4); a valu-

able translation of Bopp's Verglcicheiidc drani-

matik. with learned historical and critical intro-

ductions {5 vols., 1867-74) : with A. Bailly, a
Dictionnaire {'tgmologique latin (188.5), and sev-

eral wiirks on French educational questions.

BREAM (ME. hrecm, OF. hresme, OHG.
Itraknima, brahsina, bream). A name applied to

a variety of fishes belonging to dift'erent families.

The conmion English bream, or carp bream
{.Miramis brama). is a member of the Cy]>rinidic

family, and an inhabitant of many rivers and
lakes of Europe, even as far north as Norway
and Sweden, and of some of those of England
and Ireland. It thrives best in still water, and
many grow to a weight of (i to 12 pounds. The
wliite bream {ibramis blirca) differs from the
connnon bream in its silvery color, in its smaller

size, and in several structui'al details. It also

occurs on the Continent and in England. These
fishes are favorite objects for <iuict angling in

England, and tlie carp bream was descanted upon
at a great length by Izaak Walton. In America
a minnow, the golden sliiner {A. chrysoleiieus)

,

and a sunfish, the pumpkin-seed (Enpomotis gib-

ho.ius) , are commonly called "breams' in the

Eastern States. (See Minnows and Sunfish.)
Several species of porgies {Sparid(c) also re-

ceive tlie name. See Plates of Carps and Al-
lies; and of Darters and Sunfisues.

BREAST (AS. hreOst, Goth, hrusts. Ger.

Briist. s(i called from its swelling protuberances;

ef. AS. hrrfilaii. Eng. burst). One of the two
protuberant glands situated on a woman's cliest.

A breast consists of a series of tubes, radiating

from a common centre, the nipple, which is

situated in an areola, a pink or dark-colored,

nearly circular, area. On the surface of the

latter are from four to ten sebaceous glands,

which secrete an tmctuous fluid to protect the

skin of the nijiple. which is very thin, from the

saliva .of the sucking infant. The milh-tubes

(fifteen or eighteen in number) enlarge into

sinusrs and pass each to a separate lobe or sub-

division of the breast, where they divide into

twigs and branche=i (the lactiferous ducts).

which end in miniite vesicles. The lobes are

held together by fibrovis tissue, and are well

packed in fat, which increases sometimes to an

enormous extent the apparent size of the organ.

It will be readily understood bow overdisten-

tion of these delicate tubes, from whatever cause,

must be productive of great sutTering. When
an abscess forms in the breast it is very dan-
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peroiis to allow the pus to remain; but wlien an
openinfT is made into the abscess the incision

must radiate from the nipple, so as to avoid di-

vision of the milk-tubes. Besides inflammatory
afTections, the female breast is also subject to

tumors. See Titmoes.

BREASTPLATE. In ancient armor, a plate
of iron, steel, or other metal worn to protect

the breast. At the end of the Twelfth Cen-
tury the breastplate made its appearance in me-
diaeval armor, as a thin phite of iron worn under
the gambeson (q.v.). The custom of wearing it

above the other defensive armor began in the
Thirteenth Century, and was developed in the

Fourteenth. The backplate, in like manner, was
worn as a protection for the back. In modem
armies the breast])Iate is represented by the
front half of the cuirass worn by the cuirassiers

in C<mtinental armies and by the Life-Guards
and ITorsr-Ciuards in England.

BREASTSUMMER, or BRESSXJMER. A
beam or "summer' (q.v.) supporting the whole
front of a building, in the same way in which
a lintel supports the portion over an opening.
They are seen in England and on the Continent
of Europe, in old houses built partly of wood
and partly of stone, brick, or mud.

BREAST-WHEEL. See Wateb-Wheel.
BREASTWORK. See Fortifications, and

Tkexch.

BREATH (AS. brceth, odor, smell, exhala-
tion, OHG. bradatn, Ger. brodem, vapor, steam,
exhalation). Offensive. The foul odor of breath
may be due to a variety of causes, the most im-
portant being as follows: (1) Digestive dis-

turbance with constipation. A purge should be
used, repeating till the tongue is clean. Indi-

gestible food, as well as beer and distilled liquors,

should be avoided, especially if gas be produced
in the stomach. (2) Carious teeth, and (3) Food
fermenting in the mouth. All cavities should be
filled. Food should be picked from between the
teeth carefully after each meal and the mouth
thoroughly rinsed. The teeth should be brushed
rooming and evening. (4) Catarrh of nose.
In this case a warm nasal douche should be used
three times a day, one-half ounce of liquid being
employed each time, and the liquid being gently
introduced into each nostril. E.xcellent results
are obtained by thus using a mixture of part of
I-abarraque's solution and twenty parts of warm
water. (5) Catarrh of throat. "Gargle rfith hot
water, and then apply with camel's-hair brush
a coating of glycerite of tannin once a day to
the back wall of the throat and the tonsils and
the pillars of the fauces. Should these measures
of relief of the nose and throat fail, a physician
must be consulted. Dead bone or dead cartilage
in the nasal cavity causes a most oflensive odor,
and removal is the only treatment. Abscess in
the socket of a tooth or in the soft tissues of the
mouth must be relieved by a dentist or a surgeon.

BREATHING. See Respiration.

BREBEUF, bri'bef', Jeax de (1593-1649).
A Jesuit missionary. He was born at Bayeu.x,
northern France, March 2'), 1503, and was killed
in the Huron country. March lO. 1040. He came
to America with t'hamplain in 1020, and his
labors were mainly among the Hurons, with
vhose life and language he was verj- familiar.
When the town of Saint Lotiis was taken by the

Iroquois, Brebcuf and Lalemont, his associate,
were made prisoners and tortured to death. It
is said that Brebeuf's skull is preserved in the
pediment of a silver bust in the convent of the
hospital nuns in Montreal. Some of his writ-
ings on the Huron language are preserved, and
were translated by Albert Gallatin and pub-
lished in the Memoirs of the American Anti-
quarian Society, and soine of his letters by
Carayon (Paris, 1870). See his account in the
Jesuits' Relations, ed. Thwaites, Cleveland, O.

BRECCIA, bre'cha (It., fragments of stone;
cf. Fr. hreche, Eng. breach and break). In
petrography, a mass composed of angular frag-

ments of rocks cemented by mineral material.
A brecciji may be formed in .a number of ways:
(1) In the same way as a conglomerate (q.v.),

except that the fragments are not rounded by
water: (2) by the breaking of a rock into angular
fragments by dynamic action, with subsequent
ce7iipntation ; (3) angular blocks may be tlirown
from volcanoes, which, after falling, become
consolidated: (4) the surface of a lava flow may
harden, break into angular fragments, and be
ingulfed in the soft magma beneath, which on
cooling yields a breccia; (5) in the intrusion
of igneous rocks (q.v.), angular fragments brok-
en from the walls may be caught in the molten
mass of the intruded material; (6) some brec-
cias have been formed by cementation of the
loose angular fragments of talus slopes or screes.

See Erosion; Talus.

BRECHE DE ROLAND, bresh de r6'laN'

(Fr. Roland's Breach). A defile in the Pyrenees
forming a passage between France and Spain, at
the Cirque de Gavarnie, a few miles west of Mont
Perdu. According to the legend, Roland made
the cleft in the rock with his sword Durandal
in the fight at Roncesvalles. The pass is about
200 feet wide and has an elevation of 9000 feet.

BRECHIN, breK"n. A town of Forfarshire,

Scotland, on the South Esk, eight miles west of
its junction with the sea at Montrose (Map:
Scotland, F 3). Its chief architectural feature is

a massive round tower of a character frequently
met with in Ireland, but quite uncommon in Scot-

land. The town is well lighted and has an excel-

lent water-supply. The chief industries are spin-

ning, bleaching, and the manufacture of linens

and sailcloth. Population, parliamentary and
municipal burgh, in 1901. 8941. Brechin was
once a walled town. David 1. founded a cathe-

dral and bishopric here in the Twelfth Century.
The town was burned by Montrose in 1045. Con-
sult Itegistrtim Episcopatus Brechiensis (2 vols.,

Aberdeen. 1850).

BRECK, .Tames Lloyd (1818-76). An Ameri-
can clergyman and educator. He was born in

Philadelphia, graduated at the University of
Pennsylvania in 1838, at the General Theological

Seminary in 1841. and in the latter year joined

a mission for work among the Indians in Wis-
consin. Later he established the Protestant
Epi-scopal Church schools at Faribault, Minn.,
and was engaged in organizing similar schools
at ncnicia, Cal., when he died.

BRECK, Saml-el (1834— ). An American
soldier, born at Middleborough, Mass. He grad-
uated in 1855 at the United States Military
Academy, served as lieutenant of artillery in the
Seminole War, and from 1800 to 1801 was as-
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Bistant professor of geography, history, and
ethics at the JIilit,-iry Aciuleniy. During the
Civil War he was assistant adjutant-goneral suc-
cessively of General McDowell's division, the
First Army Corps, and the Department of the
Kappahannoek, and assistant in the Adjutant-
Ceneral's office at W'asliington. Hrevetted hriga-
dier-general, U.S.A., for meritorious services,

he continued in the Adjutant-Generars depart-
ment until retired in 18!IS, and attained the rank
of brigadier-general and adjutant-general.

BRECK'ENRIDGE. A village and eoujity-

seat of \Vilkin County, Minn., 215 miles west by
north of Saint Taul, on the Red River of the
North, and on the Northern Pacific and the
Great Northern railroads (Map: Minnesota, B
4). It is in a fertile agricultural region, and
has grain-elevators, Hour-niills, etc. Population,
in ISiW, 657^: in 1900, 12.S2.

BRECKENRIDGE, Hugh Henry (1870—).
An ,\]nerican artist, born at Leesburg, Va. He
was a pupil at the Peimsylvania Academy of
Fine Arts, won the scholarsliip for study abroad
( 1892 ) , and studied in Paris under Bougiiereau.
Doucet, and Ferrier. In 1894 he became in-

structor at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine
Arts, and he received lionorable mention at the
Paris Exposition of 1900.

BRECKENRIDGE, John (1797-1841). An
American clergyman, born in Cabell's Dale, Ky.
He graduated at Princeton College 1S18 and stud-
ied at the Theological Seminary, and in 1822 was
licensed by the Presbyterian Church to preach.
He was chaplain of the Federal House of Repre-
sentatives from 1819 to 1821. His first church
vas in Lexington, Ky. ( 1823-26) , where he estab-
lislied a newspaper, the M'estern Luminarij. He
also had a charge in Baltimore from 1826 tol831,
when he removed to Philadelphia and for several
years was secretary and general agent of the
Presbyterian Board "of Education. In 1836 he be-

came professor of theology in Princeton Theologi-
cal Seminary, and two years later he was made
secretary and general agent of the Board of

Foreign Missions. He resigned in 1840, and just
before his death was chosen president of Ogle-
thorpe University, in Georgia. He published,
under the title Roman Catholic Cont rovers;/

(1S3G), his famous debate with the Rev. John
Huglies, afterwards .\rclibishop of New York,

BRECKENRIDGE, .loiiN Cabell (1821-75),
An American lawyer, soldier, and politician, born
near Lexington, Ky. He was educated at Centre
College and at Transylvania University, and
practiced law at Lexington. He served as major
in the iMexican War; sat in the State Ix?gisla-

ture; and was a member of Congress from 1851
to 1855. In 1856 he was elected Vice-President of
the United States on the ticket with James
Buchanan. In 1860 he was nominated for Presi-
dent by the extreme Southern section of the
Democratic Party, but, with Douglas and Bell,

was defeated by Lincoln, receiving 72 electoral
votes. He was immediately chosen United States
Senator, but resigned to join the Secessionists,

and entered the Confederate Army, He was made
a major-general in 1861, served throughout the
war, and took a prominent part in the battles
of Shiloh, Jlurfreesboro, Chickamauga, Chatta-
nooga, and Cold Harbor. He was Early's second
in command in the Shenandoah campaign in 1804.

From January to April, 1805. he was Secretary

of War in the Cabinet of .lellerson Davis. At the
close of the conllict he escaped to Europe, where
he remained until 1868, after which he devoted
himself to the practice of law.

BRECKENRIDGE, Robert Jefferso:^
(1800-71), An American clergyman, brother of
Rev. John Breckenridge (q.v.)." He was born in
Kentucky, graduated at I'nion College in 1819,
practiced law in his native State, and was a
memlier of the Legislature. In 1829 he joined
the Presbyterian Churcli, and in 1832 ol)tained
a charge in Baltimore, where he remained for
tliirteen years. In 1845 he became president of
JelTerson College, and two years later removed
to Kentucky and became State Superintendent of
Public Instruction. In 185.1 he became j)rofessor
of theolog}- in Danville Seminary. He was a
strong old-school leader in tlic great division
of the Presbyterian Church. In the slavery dis-

cussion he was extreme on ncitlier side, and when
the Civil War began he was for the Union,
though he was much opposed to the Emancipation
Proclamation (q.v.). In 1804 he was president
of the Republican convention which nominated
Lincoln for a second term. Dr. Breckenridge is

credited with having been the principal author
of the common school system of Kentucky. His
principal work is The Knouledrje of God, Objec-
iircly and ^iihjectii'cly Considered (2 vols., 1857-
5IM.

BRECKINRIDGE, Joseph Cabell ( 1842— ).

An American soldier, bom in Baltimore, Md. He
studied at Centre College ( Ky. )

, and the Uni-
versity of Virginia, entered General Nelson's
army of Keiituckians, and subsequently was as-

signed to the Second Artillerj', U.S.A. He ser\'ed

in the Shiloh, Gulf, and Atlanta campaigns, and
was brevetted major for meritorious conduct
before Atlanta, He was a member of the staffs

of Generals Thomas, JIcDowell, and HaUeck. In

1881 he became inspector-general, U. S. A., and
in 1890 was appointed brigadier-general. During
the Spanish-.Unerican \\ar he served as major-
general of volunteers in the Santiago cani])aign,

and had his horse shot under him at San Juan,
July 2, 1S9S. He afterwards ]iad eliarge of an
encampment of 40,000 at Chickamauga, Ga,

BRECK'NOCKSHIRE, or BRECON. An
inland county ni Snuth Wales, to tlie south of
Radnor, from which it is separated by the Wye. Its

length is about 35 miles, its average breadth 20
miles, and its area 734 square miles, of which
two-thirds are cultivated (Map: Wales, C 5).
Coal, iron, and lead are mined, and there are im-
portant iron mantifactures; hut agriculture pro-
vides the chief industries. The chief towns are
Brecon, the county town and the only corporate
one, Builth, CrickhowcU, Hay, and Llanelly.

Po|)ulation (half of whom speak Welsh), in

1891, 57,000; in 1901. 59,900.

BRECON, or BRECK'NOCK ( from lirychaii,

a native prince of llie Fifth Century), or Abeb-
lio.\m)iif. The capital of Bieckiiciekshire, South
Wales, situated in an open valh'V in the middle
of the county, at the eonllucnee of the L'sk and
Honddhu, 171 miles west-northwest of London
(Map: Wales, C 5). It lies in the midst of
fine mountain scenery, and has beautiful public
walks. The Church of Saint Jolm is an excellent

example of early English architecture. Ely
Tower, the only remaining fragment of the old
castle, is famous as the scene of the conference
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between the Bishop of Ely and tlio Duke of

Buckingham, -«hirh resulted in the overthrow of

Rieliard III. The town owns its water-supply,
markets, and slaughter-houses. It has numu-
factures of Hannel and coarse cloth, hut its

principal trade is in lime. Popvilation, in 18!)1,

579-1; in 1901, 5875. South of Brecon lie the

twin mountain peaks, the Brecon Beacons. The
town was founded soon after the Conquest. It

was the birthplace of the famous actress Mrs.
.Siddons.

BREDA, brft-dii' (Dutch brcde, a plain, from
hreid. AS. brud. Ger. breit. Eng. brond). A
town in the Province of North. Brahant. Holland,

situated at the conllucncc of the ^lerk and the

Aa ( Maj) : Netherlands, C 3 ) . It has an old castle,

dating Ironi 13,'30. which was for a time the resi-

dence of Charles II. of England, but is now uscil

as a military academy. Among the numerous
churches, the most prominent is the Gothic cathe-

dral dating from the Fifteenth Century, and con-

taining the magnificent tombs of Count Engelbert

II. of Nassau and his wife. The fortifications

of the town, now dismantled, were once very

formidable and provided with facilities for inun-

dating the surrounding country in case of war.

Breda has manufactures of carpets, cloth, and
cigars, and its commerce is facilitated by a good
harbor. Breda has had a ver^' stormy career and
has been the scene of a number of historical

events. It was besieged and taken repeatedly by
the Spanish and the French, and it was at Breda
that the protest of the Dutch nobles against

Spain, known as the 'Compromise of Breda,' was
presented in lotiO. It was also from Breda that

Charles II. issued his 'declaration' before his

restoration in 1000. Population, in 1899, 26,097.

BREDA, Decl.\ration of. See Ch.^ri-es II.

BREDAHX, brA-diil', Christian Hviid ( 1784-

18001. A Danish poet. He was born at Helle-

strup and v-as a fellow-pupil of Ingemann at the

g}-mnasium of Slagelse. His first poetic work,

Dramatiske Sceiier (1819). was followed by five

volumes Iwaring a similar title and published

successively from 1819 to 18.35. In these dramas,

as in his later works, he reveals an intense love

of natural conditions and a thorough dislike of

excess of culture. Bredahl is closely identified

with the philosophical spirit of the Eighteenth

Century as exemplified by Rousseau ; and in his

masterpiece he inveighs against tyranny and
avarice, the arrogance of the nobility, and the

domination of the priesthood. .\ new edition of

his Drantatiake Ncener was published in 1855 at

Copenhagen.

BREDEN, bra'dcn. CiiRiSTiAXE (1844—). An
Austrian poet known under the pseudonym of

Ada Christen, born in X'ienna. She was at first

an imitator of Heine, but developed considerable

originality in her later works. Her publications

incUlde I^iedrr rinrr Vrrloriiioi, poems (1808,

third ed. 1873); ffrhntteii. poems (1873);
Fnu.ilhxi. a drama (1871) ; Elln, a novel (1873) ;

TInsere \achbam ; Junrffer Mutter, eine Wiener
Vorstadtgeschichte (1892). She was married in

1873 to Adalmar Bredcn, but retained her pseudo-

nym, Ada Christen.

BREDEROO, br/l-da'rA, GERBRAXn .\nRiAENK-

'zooN (1585-1618). A Dutch playwright and
poet, bom in .\nisterdam. He was educated as a
painter, but turned to literature, and took rank
among the foremost Dutch writers of comedy.

His most important plays are: Het Moortje
(1G15): Dc Stomme Riddcr (1618); and Z)e

i^lMdiischc Hrabandcr ( 1018) . The last named is

considered his best work. He wrote also some
harmonious and thoughtful poems, collected in

1022 (Amsterdam). His Works were first pub-

lished in Amsterdam in 1038; the last editicm

was that of 1885-88 (ib., 3 vols.). Consult the

study by Ten Brink, Oerbrand Adriacnszoon
Itrederoo (Utrecht, 1859).

BREDERODE, bra'dc-ro'de, Hendrik, Count
van ( l.').!l-(iS) . One of the sovereign counts of

Holland, and a leader against Spanish domina-
tion in that country. He was one of the le.ulers

of the League of the (Jueux, and is said to have
drawn up the 'Compromise' of 1500. After the

complete success of the Spaniards, he asked Eg-

mont to intercede for him with the regent. His
followers, however, were dispersed, some were put
to death, and he himself died a few months later

in (iermany, whither ho had fied.

BREDOW, I)ra'd6, Adalisert vom (1814-

90). A German soldier, born in Berlin. As com-
mander of the Second Cavalry Brigade of Prus-

sia, during the War of 1806, he rendered distin-

guished services at the battles of Trautenau and
Sadowa. Upon the outbreak of the Franco-
Prussian War he was assigned to the command
of the Fifth Cavalry Division, in which capacity

he i)erformed, with barely six squadrons, the most
brilliant cavalry charge of the war—the desper-

ate assault at llars-la-Tour, by means of which
a large division of the French Army was rendered
)>o\verIess to assume the ofi'ensive. The gallant
feat of this officer, who became lieutenant-general

in 1871, has been perpetuated in song and story.

BREDOW, Gabriel Gottfried (1773-1814).

A (ierman historical writer, born in Berlin. He
studied at Halle, in particular classical subjects

under F. A. Wolf; succeeded J. H. Voss as rector

of the school at Eutin (Liibeck) in 1802, and in

1804 became professor of history in the Univer-

sity of Helmstedt. In 1809 he was appointed
professor in the University of Frankfort-on-the-

Oder, with which he continued to be connected
after its removal to Breslau, in 1811. His i)ubli-

eations include a TIandbuch dcr altni (Icschich-

1c, (leofjraphie vnd Chroriologie (1803, 0th ed.

1837) ; Untersuchuni/cii iiber ein:elne (lc(ir>intan-

de der alten Geachichle, (leographie und Vhrono-
lof/ie (1800-02) ; and two volumes of a Chroiiik

dcs ncunzehii/en Jahrhvnderts (Vol. I., 1804;
Vol. II., 1805: continued by Venturini), highly
esteemed by Germans of the time becavise of its

bold expressions regarding French domination.
His Waltfieschichte in TaheUen (1801; nth ed.

1851) was translated (with additions) into Eng-
lish by .1. Bell (London, one vol. folio, 1820; from
the 4th German edition).

BREE, tiril. Mattheus Ignaztps van (1773-
1839), \ Flemish historical painter. He was
born in .Antwerp, and was educated i)artly there,

and partly >mder Vincent, in Paris. As early as
1798. he 'attracted attention by his "Deatli of
Cato," which was followed by several other ex-
cellent pictures. A peculiar talent for rapid and
vivid sketching enabled him to execute for Napo-
leon, in a few hours, "The Mantpuvring of the
Fleet Before .\ntwerp on the Scbelilt." and, with
equal celerity, "Napoleon's Entrance into Am-
sterdam, at the Moment when the Magistrate
Presents Him with the Keys to the City." In
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1816, he painted the fauioiis LeyJen biirporaaster.

Van der Werff, in the act of addressing the fam-
ished populace during tlie siege of 157fi: "Take
>ly Body, and Sliare It Among Yon." This work
is marked by a felicitous arrangement of the fig-

ures, and by a bold and lively coloring, after the
style of Kubens. In the latter part of his life

he was director of the Academy of Fine Arts in

Antwerp.

BREECH {hrecch, the hinder part of the
body; AS. brCc, breeches, phir. of brOc, Dutch
hroek, a pair of breeches; cf. Lat. bracw, trou-

sers, breeches). The rear part of a gun or other
object. The heavy piece of metal which closes the
breech of a gun and receives the pressure of the
powder-gas is known as the breech-block .or

hrecch-pliiff. \Vhen a gun is charged through the
breech it is known as a breech-loader. The
breech and its adjuncts are important parts of

guns and small arms, and will be found described
and illustrated in the articles GlNS, N.WAI.;
Ord.xaxck: and Sm-^ll ARsr.s.

BREECHES BIBLE. See Bible^ Curious
EmTION.S OF.

BREECHES BUOY. See LIFE-SA^^NG Serv-
ice.

BREECH-LOADING ARMS. See Small
Arms: Artillery; Co.\.st Artillery; Field Ar-
tillery; Guns, Naval; and Ordnance.

BREEDE, bra'de (Dutch, 'the Broad'). A
river of Cape Colony. It rises about 75 miles
northeast of Cape Town, flows south, and empties
into Saint Sebastian Bay (Map: Cape Colony,

E 0). It is navigable f<jr 40 miles.

BREEDS AND BREEDING (AS. bredan,

to nourish, keep warm, from hiod, brood). A
breed, in domestic animals, is a race, variety, or

strain resembling the general type of the species,

distinguished by particidar characters or qual-

ities which are transmitted and maintained.
Breeds owe their origin to the tendency of aiii-

nuils toward variation, and to natural and arti-

ficial selection. Under domestication, the same
kind of species of animals has changed naturally

to a different extent and in a dilTereiit direction

as a result of environment. Certain variations

have been found better adajitcd to specific pur-

poses, and these variations have been perpetuated

by man by restricting the coui)ling, i.e. by selec-

tion and breeding. This process, carried on con-

sistently through successive generations, has pro-

duced a group of animals of sufticientl}' marked
characteristics, which are capable of being trans-

mitted to the offspring, and which entitle these

iinimals to be recognized as distinct breeds.

Plants, like animals, tend toward variation,

and, as a result of this, the equivalent of differ-

ent breeds, usually spoken of as varieties or

strains, have been produced. The principles un-

derlying the breeding of plants and of animals
are not the same in all respects, and the methods
of operation are not entirely analogous; hence the

subject.s of plant breeding and animal breeding

can best be considered separately.

Plant Breeding. The variation in plants may
be due to natural causes, as environment, etc., or
it may be the result of design on the p;irt of man,
in which case it is secured by arliticially crossing
two or more races or varieties. The natural ten-

dency to be unlike shows itself in 'sports' of vari-

ous kinds. .Artificial variation is secured by fer-

tilizing the ovules of one i)lant with pollen from

another, the jirogeny of such a union often ex-
hibiting widely differing characteristics. Plant
breeding is the fi.xing, by selection, of the desir-
able traits found in the variations, whether nat-
urally or artificially i)roduced. The farmer or
gardener who seeks to improve his crop by j)lant-

ing seed from the most favored individu;ils is

practicing plant breeding. This kind of plant
breeding has been going on in all countries ever
since the cultivation of plants was begun. The
improvement of plants by selection from arti;
ficially produced variations is of more recent ori-'

gin. The production of varieties by crossing has
its basis in the sexuality of plants, a discovery of
Camerarius in the last "decade of the Seventeenth
Century. Crossing is the fertilizing of a flower
of one variety with the pollen of a rtower of an-
other variety of the same species. Hybridizing
is the same operation, but between two species of
the same genus. The first artificial hybrid is said
to have been produced by an English gardener,
Thomas Fairchild, in 171!t, when he crossed the
Carnation with the Sweet William. The practi-
cal application of hybridization to plant breeding
did not take place until the early part of the
Nineteenth Century, when the investigations of
Knight, an Englisiuiian. and Van .Mons. a Bel-
gian, were made. In the United States, the earli-
est investigators along this line were .loseph
Cooper and .lames Thatcher. Since these pio-
neers, many persons have devoted their ener-
gies to the improvement of races of cultivated
plants. Conspicuous among these have been Hal-
let, of England: Rimpau, of Germany: Vilmorin,
of France; and Hays, of the United States, all of
whom have develojied new and imjirovcd varieties
of cereals: Louis de Vilmorin and his son, Henri
de Vilmorin, of France; Kabbethge and (Jiesecke,
of Germany, who have developed the sugar-beet;
Richter, Girard. and Burbank. who have worked
with potatoes; Livingston with tomatoes; Clark
and Hinson with Sea Island cotton : Hovey and
Dana with pears; Bull, who originated the Con-
cord grape in 1840; Allen, Jlunson, ilillardet,
and many others, with grapes; Burbank with
plums and berries. Many others have worked
with all sorts of fruits and ornamentals.
In any .system of plant breeding, selection plays

a most important part. Some natural variants
or sports are propagated by cuttings or grafts,
which is the most simple method of plant breed-
ing. Others are grown from seed, like artificial

crosses, and plants from these tend to wide varia-
tion. This tendency can be overcome only by con-
tinual rcjecti(m of ;ill plants that depart from
the desired type, seed being saved only from those
which most nearly conform to the ideal type. By
continuing this process through a number of
years or crops, a race will be found that will

closely resemble the type in all its individuals.
'I'lie amount of care and labor involved may be
seen from the statement that a breeder of sugar-
beets examined, in one season, more than 3,000,-

000 roots of an improved variety, only about
,1000 of which were accepted for further trial.

When selection is practiced for producing new
races or varieties of cultivated plants, there are
a few axiomatic principles to be observed : Al-

ways continue selection upon the same lines, once
it is begun. Great size and numerous parts can-

not usually he secured in the same variety, nor
are extraordinary earliness and great productiv-
itv foimd associated together.
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The following are important contributions to

the subject of Plant Breeding: United States
Department of Agriculture Year-books for 1S97,
X89S and lS9f) ; Experiment i^tation Record. Vol.

VII. (Wasliington, ISOti) and Vol. XI. (Wash-
ington, 1S90) ; Carri&ro, Production et fixation

des varietcs dans les veg^taiix (Paris, 1865).

AxiMAi Breeding. The art of breeding ani-

mals, as practiced at the present day, is found-

ed on the practice of the most successful breed-

ers, and its rules are almost e.vclusively empirical
in their origin. They have not been worked out
on the basis of scientific investigation and ex-

periment, but may bo regarded rather as con-

tributions to science than deductions from it.

Hence, while many interesting and instructive
experiences and observations have been recorded,

and these have been brought together and dis-

cussed in the light of tlie best knowledge avail-

able, comparatively few general principles have
been deduced as yet, and many important points
upon which it would be exceedingly valuable to
have definite information remain in obscurity.
The breeding of animals has not yet been placed
upon the scientific basis that, thanks to syste-

matic investigation, many other lines of agri-

cultural practice now occupy.

Breeding has been practiced from the earliest

times, the horse having apparently received more
attention from the ancients than the other
kinds of farm animals. The ancients evidently
had some knowledge of the laws of heredity, al-

though much stress appears to have been laid

upon the exercise of e.xtet-nal influences as well.

I'p to the middle of the Eighteenth Century the
theory that "like produces like," and the rule
to ''breed from the best," comprised what was
known of the principles of breeding, but it is

evident that the extended applications of these
empirical expressions were not fully appreciated.
The early breeders had no consistent system of

selection—their standards of excellence were, in
fact, constantly changing, so that the conception
of the 'best' differed widely from time to time,
and this prevented any very high development
of the most valuable qualities. Soon after the
middle of the Eighteenth Century, Robert Bake-
well, of England, originated a new system of
breeding, based upon careful selection from a
single variety or breed, and close breeding to
develop certain desirable qualities. The cross-

ing of different breeds had previously been held
to be the road to improvement. He believed that
the maxim, "like begets like," was not limited
to the external or more obvious characteristics,

but extended to the minutest detail of the animal
organism. He regarded the animals he worked
with as plastic, and he sought so to mold these
plastic forms as "to give expression to his ideal

conception of the qualities that constitute per-
fection." His work and teachings produced a
very marked effect on the practice of breeding,
and the following out of his theories by a long
line of able breeders has given us many improved
breeds of live stock, each adapted to special con-
ditions and purposes.

Our knowledge of the principles of breeding
rests to-day upon the development and the
more intelligent application of the old maxim
that like produces like— i.e. upon the law of

heredity. According to this law, every animal
embodies the sum of the characters inherited

from its parents and ancestors, and those
acquired as a result of its environment. The
animal "inherits an assemblage of peculiarities

representing the aggregate of parental charac-
ters," thus presenting a composite of its ances-

tors, which has been likened to a composite
photograph of a number of persons, containing
traces of each individual, some hardly discern-

ible, but strongest along certain lines common
to all. Jliles has advanced the theory that while
all the characters are directly transmitted, some
may become dominant in the offspring, and thus
determine its external form and general char-

acteristics, while others remain latent until the
conditions finally become favorable to their de-

velopment in an offspring, when thej- in turn
may become dominant, and thus obscure other
characters. This theory has some degree of

plausibility, and would account for many ap-

parent exceptions to the law of heredity. Those
who do not accept it entirely hold that only
such characters as have become fixed are trans-

mitted with certainty, and that the theoretical

effect of the law of heredity is only realized or
approximated in proportion as the 'ancestry has
acquired a fi.xed and unvarying type.

At all events, heredity may be depended upon
to govern the general cliaracteristics wliich de-

termine the species, and the less general ones

which distinguish the breed. Beyond this it

is the object of the breeder to maintain the

standard of excellence which has been attained,

and to intensify certain desirable qualities as
they appear and make them fixed characteristics

of the breed or family. The highly artificial

characters which render the animals of a breed
valuable for a specific purpose are, from their

very nature, more ditficult to retain than are

the less divergent characters of the original type.

The.v can only be secured in their greatest per-

fection by persistent effort in the sj-stematic

accumulation of slight variations in the desired

direction, and they can only be made the domi-
liant characters of a family or breed by breed-

ing exclusively from animals in which they are

the most conspicuo\is. As soon as the breeder

relaxes his efforts—i.Ci neglects the selection of

the breeding stock—degeneration will inevitably

set in, and it will not long bo prevented by any
supposed constancy of the breed.

One annoying factor which the breeder often

meets with, and which sometimes sets his cal-

culations at naught, is atavism, or reversion, as

Darwin has called it. This is the appearance in

an offspring of peculiarities of a more or less

remote ancestor, as form, color, or traits, which
have not been observed in the parents. It is

a form of heredity, and has long been known to

breeders under a variety of names, as 'throwing

back,' 'crying back,' etc. If the qualities which
crop out in this way are sufficiently pronounced
or undesirable, the value of the animal may be
materially decreased; but practically atavism
is not often a matter of great importance in

breeding animals which have been bre<l for a
long time, as it usually manifests itself In small
and unessential details. It is referred to by
Miles as an evidence that no limit can be set

to the inheritance of characters, and that the-

oretically a defect or peculiarity cannot be en-

tirely 'bred out,' although it may be removed so
far as to scarcely merit attention.
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In practice the oflfspring nearly always shows

a closer resemblance to one parent than to the

other. This is attributed by slock-broeders to

prepotency, wliich may be delinod as the superior

influence "of one parent over the other in deter-

mining the characteristics of the offspring. Like

atavism, prepotency is a well-established plie-

nomenon. recognized by all breeders, but about

which little is known or can be prophesied in a

particular ease. It is an important factor, espe-

cially in tlie ease of the male, as he is selected

for special desirable (lualities which he is ex-

pected to impress upon his numerous progeny.

Reference was made above to tlic j)art played

by A-ariation in the evolution of breeds. It is

also the factor wliich is responsible for tlie de-

generation of improved breeds wlien left to them-

selves. It may be defined as the tendency which
domestic animals exhibit under certain condi-

tions to differ or depart from the parental type,

contrary to the law of lieredity. The principal

causes of animal variation are climate, food,

habits, and environment in general. It may be

in the direction of improvement, in which case

it can be taken advantage of by tlie breeder, or

it may be in the opposite direction. Such varia-

tions are usually prepotent over the nonnal
characteristics, and are usually complex rather

than simple, affecting more than one organ.

This is in agreement with the law of correlation,

according to which any peculiarity in the de-

velopment of one organ or set of organs is usti-

ally accompanied by a corresponding modifiea-

tion or suppression of organs belonging to an-

other part of the system. On account of this

tendency to variation, it is only by the closest

watchfulness that tlie excellence of many of the

higlier developed breeds of animals can be main-
tained.

Success in breeding depends primarily on skill

in selecting and managing the breeding stock.

The animals selected should be as nearly perfect

as possible in conformation and buifd, have the

valuable i|ualities which it is desired to per-

petuate developed in the higliest possible degree,

and be capable of transmitting tliese <pialities to

the offspring. Special attention should lie given

to selecting tlie male, not because of any special

known influence of sex, aside from prepotency,

but because he impresses his characters upon a

much larger nmnber of progeny tlian does tlie

female. A further reason for this is tlie sup-

posed influence whicli previous impivgnations,

and especially the first, may. exert upon the fe-

male. The hypothesis is that the influence of the

male is not limited to his immediate offspring,

but may extend through the female that he has

impregnated to the offspring which she pro-

duces subse(piently by coupling with another

male. This influence is designated technically

as telegony. A large number of instances of

such an apparent influence are on record, and it

is quite widely believed in by English breeders.

The leading authorities in (ierniany have not

accepted it, and those who have admitted the

possibility of it consider that it has not been

proved. Some interesting exiieriments with

horses and zebras, recently reijortcd liy Prof.

.J. C. Ewart, of Edinburgh, seem to support the

belief In telegony, but for the present it must be

regarded as open to some doubt.

Selection and the coupling of animals is the
practical application of the principles of breed-

ing as briefly enuinerateil, and its successful

accomplishment refpiires the ability to conceive
or comprehend an ideal and to maintain or
develop it. In the coupling of animals several
systems or jjractices are recognized, depending
upon the relationship of the sire and the dam,
as in-and-in breeding, line breeding, cross-breed-
ing, etc. In-anil-in breeding, or close breeding,
is the coupling of animals nearly related. Re-
garding the closeness of relationship implied in

these terms, it not only apjiears that no definite

rule has been estjiblished, but also that different

writers use them Avitli a somewhat different

shade of meaning. This probably accounts large-

ly for the difference of opinion of writers regard-
ing the merits of the jiraetice. In theorj' it

rests upon the belief ( 1 ) that to produce the
best animals the best obfjiinable stock should be
selected and bred together, and this repeated
with the offspring over and over again, thus
maintaining the excellences of the family free

from the intermi.xture of any less excellent blood,

and fixing the desirable characters; and (2) that
the in-and-in bred animals are iirepotent over
others. The object sought is to establish desired
forms or qualities with 'the greatest certitinty

and in the least time. Those who object to close

breeding hold that it carries with it danger of

loss of constitutional vigor and fertility in the
offspring, loss of size, and sometimes malfonna-
tion. This danger undoubtedly depends ujion

the extent t« which the practice is carried and
upon the character of the animal. The more
l)urely bred and uniform in type the stock be-

comes, the greater docs the probable danger be-

come
;
while with miscellaneously bred stock the

evil effects are comparatively slow in showing
themselves. All the great breeders have prac-

ticed close breeding to a greater or less extent,

ai)parently for the purpose of retaining and fix-

ing certain desirable characteristics that have
been developed by modified conditions. They
evidently intended to breed togeflier animals of

the same qualities, regardless (jf relationship.

The practice is generally conceded to be an im-
portant means of improvement, when judiciously
followed.

C'lo.sely allied to inaudiii lirccding is line

breeding, which, as applied to a distinct system,
is comparatively new. Historically it is an off-

shoot of in-and-in breeding. It consists in breed-

ing within a few closely related stocks or fam-
ilies, no animals being interbred which are not
closely connected in the general lines of their

blood. The practice tends to bring about uni-

formity in a herd, reducing the animals to a
single tyi>e; but it is claimed that carried too

far, it leads to retrogression rather than im-
provement, as every fault and defect becomes
fi.xed, and deterioration in size and vigor are
liable to result.

Natural or miscellaneous breeding is held by
conservative writers to be the safest course in

the long run. In this the breeder does not con-

fine himself to any family or strain of blood,

but selects the best individual animals obtain-

able, the sole object being to secure the best pos-

sible offspring. It avoids any danger there may
be in clo.se breeding, and the infusion of fresh

foreign blood is held to increase the vigor of the
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offspring. This system of breeding frequently
implies the crossing of representatives of dif-

ferent families of the same breed, and hence is

sometimes referred to as "making a cross,' 'cross-
breeding,' etc. Strictly speaking, however, cross-
breeding is the coupling of animals of distinct
breeds. A cross between an animal of a recog-
nized breed and a native or unimproved stock is

spoken of as "grading up,' and the product as a
grade.' In the past crossbreeding has been prac-
ticed for deriving new breeds or the improvement
of a breed in some particular. At present, it is

most commonly used as an occasional remedj-
for some fault. There is a general belief that
crossing usually results in increased size and
vigor and greater fertility, although if cross-

breeding is carried so far as to unite distinct
species, fertility may be entirely lost. A familiar
example of this is the crossing of the ass and
the mare, resulting in the mule, which is a sterile

hybrid.

The control of the sex of the offspring has been
a matter of speculation ever since the days of
Aristotle, and a long list of rules have been ad-
vanced which have found some measure of favor
for a time. It still remains a matter of specu-
lation, however, and in the present state of

knowledge is entirely beyond the control of the
breeder. The case appears to be similar with
regard to the relative influence of the male and
the female on the progeny. A variety of theories
have been advanced and stoutly contended for

—

some to the effect that one parent controls
the external appearance and the other the dis-

position, others that the outward form and
organs of locomotion are chiefly determined by
the male, while the vital organs, size, and vigor
are determined by the female. But we ha^'e yet
to discover how the natures of the parents are
mingled, and apparently have made very little

advance in accurate knowledge. For a more
detailed discussion of the theories, principles,

and practice of breeding animals, the reader is

referred to Darwin, Variations of Plants and Ani-
mals Under Domestication (London, 1885);
Miles, Stock Breeding (Xew York, 1878) ; and
Warfield, Theory and Practice of Cattle Breed-
ing (Xew York, 1889). The different breeds of

live stock are considered under Cattle; Horse;
Swine; Siieep; Poultby, etc. See, also, Hebed-
ITT.

BREED'S HILL. The hill in Charlestown
(Boston). Mass., on which tlie battle of Bunker
Hill was fought, and which is the site of the
Bunker Hill Monument. It is somewhat south of
the true Bunker Hill.

BBEESE, Kjddek Randolph (1831-81). An
American naval olBcer. born in Philadelphia. In
1840 he entered the navy as a midshipman. At
the beginning of the Civil War he served as com-
mander of the third division of Porter's mortar
flotilla, in the attacks on Xew Orleans and Vicks-
burg (1862), and. as lieutenant-commander, par-
ticipated in the important operations on the
Mississippi and its tributaries, during 1863 and
1864. He was then appointed fleet-captain of

the Xorth Atlantic blockading .squadron, in which
capacity he commanded the storming party in

the naval assault on Fort Fisher (q.v.), January
15, 186.5. In 1874 he was raised to the rank of
captain.

BREEZE. Sec Bealfokt Scale.

BREFELD, bra'felt, Oskar (1839—). A
German butanist, born at Telgte, Westphalia.
Ue was appointed professor of botany at Ebers-
walde (1878), Miinster (1884), and Breslau
( 1898). His scientific investigations may be said
to cover the field of mycology-. It was he who
introduced the so-called "gelatin cultures' which
at one time gained sucli wide application in bac-
teriology. He published a series of volumes en-
titled Cntersiichungen aus dem Gesamigebiete
dcr Mykologie (187"2).

BREGENZ, bra-gents' (anciently, Lat. Bri-
(lanlium, the town on the heights, from Celt.
braigh, brig, heap, elevation). The capital of
the Austrian Crownland of \'orarlberg, situated
about 1285 feet above sea-level, on the eastern
shore of Lake Const,ance (Bodensee), 6 miles
southeast of Lindau by rail, and 121 miles west-
northwest of Innsbruck (Map: Austria, E 1).
It consists of the old. or upi)cr. town and the
new town, almost surrounding the former. Bre-
genz has a fine town hall and a museum contain-
ing a fine collection of Roman antiquities found
in the neighborhood. Since the construction of
the Arlberg Railroad (1880-84) and the intro-
duction of steam navigation on the Lake of Con-
stance, the importance of the town has largely
increased. Its industries include the manufac-
ture of cotton and silk fabrics and jewelry, and
there is a considerable trade in grain, wood, and
cattle. Population, in 1890. about 6700; in
1900, 7600. Under the name of Brigantium. the
town was a Roman station, and in the Middle
Ages the seat of the powerful Coimt.s of Bre-
genz. In the Sixteenth Century it passed to the
House of Hapsburg.

BREGUET, bra'ga', Abraham Louis (1747-
1823). A French mechanician and watchmaker,
a native of Xeuchatel. The astronomical and
nautical instruments invented by him were noted
for the perfection of their workmanship. His im-
provements in watches included the use of rubies
in pivot-holes. He was made a member of the
Academy of Sciences in Paris, and of the French
Bureau of Longitude. A grandson, Lori.s ( 1808-
83), also a watchmaker, had charge of establish-
ing the first telegraphic line in France. He also
invented the system of electric clocks for trans-
mitting time to a distance, and published a num-
ber of works on the telegraph. He was a mem-
ber of the French Academy of Science.

BREHM, brfim, Alfred Edmund (1829-84).
A Ccrman naturalist and traveler. He was l)om
in Rputhendorf, February 2, 1829, and died there
Xovember 11, 1884 He studied natural history
and ornithology with his father, who was a cele-

brated ornithologist. From 1847 to 1854 he
traveled through Egypt, Xubia. and the Sudan,
and later in Spain, Lapland, .\byssinia. and
Siberia. In 1862 he was appointed director of
the Zoiilogical Garden in Hamburg, and from
1867 to 1874 he was director of the BiTlin
Aquarium. He published in 1863 the first edi-
tion of the Illustrirtes Thicrlrben, the most im-
por tant work of its kind at th*t time.

BREHM, CiiRiSTLAN LuDWiG (1787-1864). A
German ornithologist. He was born in Schiinau,
near Ootha, studied theologj- in Jena from 1807
to 1809, and held several pastorates. His most
vahiable works are: Bcitriige zur Vogelkunde. 3
vols. (1821-22); Lchrbuch der yaturgeschichte
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oiler europaischen Vogel, 2 vols. (1S23-24):

Ornis (1824-27); Handbuch fiir Liebhaber der

Stiiben-, Haus- und aller der Ziihmung werten

Viigel (1832); Der rollstiindige Vogelfang

(1855) ; Die Eier der europaischen Vogel nach

der Natitr gemalt (in collaboration with Bae-

deker and Paessler, 1855-67).

BBE'HON (Ir. hreathamh, breitheamh, from

O. Ir. britliem, judge, from brelh, brath, decision,

judgment) LAWS. The ancient laws of Ireland.

In tlie form in which they have come down to ys,

they consist of a collection of law tracts, which

were compiled by diflerent hands and at different

times, and comniitted to writing probably in the

Tenth Century of our era. They derive their

name from tlie Hrehoii, a. class of hereditary law-

yers and judges, by whom they were preserved

by oral tradition, "and ultimately embodied in

written form. Tliese tracts—the most important

of which are the Seiwhus ilor, or 'Great Book of

the Ancient Law,' and the Book of AiciU—con-

sist of brief and sometimes rude statements of

the law. often expressed in verse, accompanied by

elaborate annotations and commentaries nuide by

successive BreJion through whose hands they

passed. In this way the primitive body of law

was modified from generation to generation to

conforai to the growth of the Irisli people in

Christianity and civilization. In its original

form this law does not differ widely from that of

other earlv systems, such as the Twelve Tables of

Rome, the' Mosaic Law, and the barbaric codes of

the Middle Ages, most of its provisions having to

do with crimes of violence, and the commutation

of the penalty for such crimes by money or other

paj-ments. The poet Spenser, in his View of the

State of Ireland, written in 1596, describes the

Brehon law as "a rule of right unwritten, but de-

livered by tradition from one to another, in which

oftentimes there appeareth great share of equity,

in determining the right between party and par-

ty, but in many things repugning quite both to

God's law and" man's; as, for example, in the

case of murder, the brehon—that is, their judge

—will compound between tlie nuirderer and the

friends of the party murdered, which prosecute

the action, tliat the malefactor shall give unto

them, or to the child or wife of him that is slain,

a recompense, which they call an eric: by which

vile law of theirs many murders amongst them

are made up and smothered: and this judge be-

ing, as he is called, the lord's brehon. adjudgeth

for the most part a better share imto his lord,

that is, the lord of the soil, or head of the sept,

and also, unto himself for his judgment, a greater

portion than unto the plaintiffs or parties

grieved." This characteristic PInglish utterance

might have been modified if Spenser had been

aware of the fact that pecuniary compensation

for manslaughter was a salutary device of primi-

tive society for mitigating the horrors and incon-

veniences of private vengeance, and that it had
prevailed in England as well as in all other Eu-

ropean countries. (See Blood Feuij: Bi.ood-

MoNKY.) As has been seen, he was mistaken,

also, in believing that the Brehon laws were, at

the period of his visit, an unwritten code, though

the}' maj- still, in tliat backward state of society,

have depended largely on tradition for their pres-

ervation. Many manuscript collections of these

laws, dating from the Fourteenth to the Sixteenth

century, still exist in public and private libra-

ries inEngUind, Ireland, und Belgium. The first

translation into English was published in 1865-

69. ( See BRKTr.s AXD Scorrs. ) Sir Henry Sum-
ner Maine has considered the primitive Irish law
at length and with great learning in his Lectures
on the Early History of Institutions (London,
1875). Consult also Ginnell, The Brehon Laics
(London, 1894).

BBEISACH, bri-zac' (anciently, Lat. Mons
Brisiacus, possibly from Celt, brig, elevation,

liill + Teut. aha, water), Alt. A very old town
of the Grand Duchy of Baden, situated on an
isolated basaltic hill, on the right bank of the
Khine, about 12 miles west of Freiburg (Map:
Germany, B 4). It is a tliriving little town
with manufactures of wall-paper, beer-brew-
ing, wine manufactures, etc., and a trade in

lumber and cattle. As early as the time of Julius
CiEsar, Mons Brisiacus was known as a strong
military position, and was taken by Ariovistus
when he invaded Gaul. During the Middle Ages
it frequently changed masters, and. after having
been for a time a free imperial city, became a
possession of the House of Austria. Its military
importance made it a battle-ground for the
French and Austrians in the Seventwmth and
Eighteentli centuries. The Frencli destroyed its

fortifications in 1744, and, during the War of the
Revolution in 1793, burned the town. In 1805 the
French handed it over to the House of Baden.
Population, in 1890, about 3000; in 1900, 3500.
Consult Coste, Notice historique sur la ville de
Vieux-Brisach (Alulhouse, 1860).

BBEISGAU, bris'gou (Ger. Brcis, for Breis-
ach -t- tlau. district). A former district in the

southwest corner of Germany which extended
along the right bank of tlie Rhine and embraced
Freiburg and the soutliem Black Forest. In the

latter part of the Middle Ages, Austria became
mistress of most of it. She was dispossessed in

the Napoleonic wars, and since 1810 the whole
of Breisgau has been a part of Baden.

BBEITBACH, brifbiic, Karl ( 1833-1904). A
German painter. He was born in Berlin, and
was a pupil of the Academy of .Vrt. in that city,

and of Couture, in Paris. He settled in Berlin,

where he devoted liimself to landscape, genre, and
portrait painting. The following are among his

principal works: "Mill of Saint-Ouen, near
Paris;" "Park of Trianon;" "Autumn Evening in

the Weser Valley;" "Sunrise in the Bavarian
Highlands;" "Klrmess-Joy ;" "Kirmess-Woe;"
"At the Fortune-Teller's;" "In the Village Tav-
ern;" and portraits of Intendant General von
Hulsen. the painter Theodore Weber, and others.

BBEITENFELD, bri'tcn-felt (Ger. breit,

broiid + Feld, plain, field; referring to the plain

near by). A village in Saxony, about five miles

north of Leipzig, noted as the scene of two bat-

tles between the Swedes and the forces of the

German Empire. On September 17 (new style),

1631, Gustavus Adolphus and the Elector of Sax-

ony overthrew Tilly at Breitenfeld, shattered his

arniv, and saved the cause of Protestantism,

which had been imperiled by the fall of Magde-
burg. Eleven years later, November 2, 1642,

Torstenson, the pupil of Gustavus, signally de-

feated the Archduke Leopold and General Picco-

lomini on the same spot. Breitenfeld also had

some of the fighting around Leijizig in October,

1813. Con.iult Opitz, Die Schlacht bet Breiten-

feld 1631 (Leipzig, 1892).
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BREITHAITPT, brifhoupt, Johann August
Friedbici! (1791-1873). A German mineralo-
gist. He was born at Probstzella, Thuringia, and
studieJ at the University of Jena, and at the
Academy of Freiberg. Here he received an ap-
pointment in 1813 as teacher and lapidary, and
in 1827 became professor. He wrote I'eber die
Kchthcit drr Krystalle (1816) and Vollstandige
Charalcleristik des ilineralsystems (1820; 3d
improved ed.. 1832). He also continued UotT-

mann's Handbuch der Mineralogic, adding five

chapters to this valuable work. Toward the clo.se

of his life he became almost totally blind. He
increased the nomenclature of crystallography,
and introduced the sccalled Proyrcssioustheoric,
which seeks to derive every species of crystal

from a few isometric forms. He also carefully
e.\amined almost all the minerals known in his

day. and took 3000 measurements of calcareous
spar alone. The opening of the great coal-fields

at Zwickau, in Saxony, was due to his initiative.

His other publications include Die Paragenesis
der .\finernliei! (1849) and Die Bergstadt Frei-

berg i H2r>: 2d ed., 1847).

BREITKOPF, brit'k6pf, Joh.vn'n Gottlob
Imm.\mel (1719-94). A German printer and
proprietor of a weU-known publishing house of

I.eipzig, established in 1(564. and known as Breit-

kopf & H.irtel since 1795. He was born in

Leipzig, and graduated from the university of

that city. His investigations in history and
mathematics led him to a scientific study of

printing, which resulted in a more artistic devel-

opment of German text, and an improvement of

musical notation (1754). At the time of Breit-

kopf, the old form of musical notation had been
almost forgotten. Compositions were either writ-

ten or engraved, and the form of printing music
now principally used is undoubtedly due to his

initiative. His writings include the following:

Veber die Geschichte der Erfindung d^r Buch-
druckerkunst (Leipzig, 1779) ; Veber den Druck
der ijeographischen Karten (3 parts, Leipzig,
1777-7'jI.

BREITMAN, brit'man, Haxs. See Lelanb,
Chables Godfrey.

BREKELENKA.M, bra'ke-len'kam. Qctrtx
( 1620-68 ) . A Dutch genre painter. He was bom
at Zwammerdam, near Leyden, and was probably
a pupil of Gerard Dou. He depicted principally
scenes from folk-life, market scenes, and domestic
interiors. His works are characterized by sim-
plicity and remarkably effective coloring. The
following are a list of his principal paintings:
'"The Fireside"' ( 1064. National Gallery. Amster-
dam) ; ''Monk Writing" (Louvre) ; "Consulta-
tion" (ibid.l; "Interior" (1662, ^Museum of

Lille); "The Sandwich" (Leyden Museum);
"Saying Grace" (Cassel Gallery); "'Game of

Cards" ( Brunswick Museum ) ; "'A Brazier"
( .\ugsburg Gallery )

.

BREM'EN, der. pron. bra'mcn (Brema, Bre-
mon of the Eighth Century, possibly the Pha-
biranuin of Ptolemy). A State and fre<' city of

Germanv, on the Weser, about 50 miles from its

mouth. Latitude 53° .5' X., longitude 8° 48' E.
(Map: Germany, C 2). The State comprises an
area of 99 square miles, the city, of only ten
square miles. The latter, however, holds nearly
three-fourths of the total population of the State.
In addition to the city of Bremen the State of

Vol.. III.—ai.

Bremen contains the cities of Vegesack and
Bremerhaven. Bremen is divided into the old
and the new town—the former on the right, the
latter on the left side of the river, which is

spanned by four bridges. The old town has
crooked, narrow streets and a quaint apjjearance;
it forms the business district of the city. The
new towTi has broad, straight, well laid out
streets lined with tall handsome buildings. The
ramparts and bastions round the old town have
been leveled, and the site converted into public
promenades, which are laid out with excellent
taste. Among the principal buildings, the cathe-

dral (built about IIGO), the Gothic town hall

(begun about 1405), with its famous wine-cellar,

said to contain hock of the vintage of 1624, the
exchange museum, the post-office, and the observa-
tory of Olbers, from which he discovered the
planetoids Pallas and Vesta, are noteworthy.

The situation of Bremen makes it a great
emporium of northwest Prussia. Besides its

excellent water communication, it is connected by
railways with the whole of western and central

Germany. Large vessels stop at Bremerhaven,
where there is a spacious harbor constructed
about 38 miles below Bremen. Vessels not draw-
ing more than seven feet of water can come up
to the town itself. Altogether there are four
harbors, including the 'Safety' or original har-

bor. Bremen carries on an extensive commerce
with European countries, the United States of

America, the West Indies, Africa, the East In-

dies, China, and Australia, and is the largest

port in the Empire of Germany next to Ham-
burg. This commerce has shown a remarkable
development since 1847, rising from 197,000,000

marks in that year, to 1,276,000,000 in 1891, and
it has since increased, as is shown further on.

The chief imports are tobacco, coffee, sugar, cot-

ton, rice, skins, dye-woods, wines, timber, hemp,
etc. Articles of food and raw materials constitute

nearly 80 per cent, of all the imports, whereas
manufactured articles make up less than 20 per
cent. This partly explains why the United
States has such a preponderance over the other
countries in the matter of these imports. Of the

1,100.000.000 marks in value of imports brought
into Bremen in 1900, the United States sent 37

per cent., which was more than the amount all

the German States combined had sent, viz. 30
per cent. Great Britain's share was only 4.4 per

cent., and that of the rest of Europe. 7 per cent.

The growth of the total imports into Bremen and
of those from Great Britain and from the United
States may be seen from the following table:

Atebaqe Annual Value in Millions of Marks
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The growth of Bremen's own marine may be rie by Charlemagne in 788. In 845 the see of
Been from the following figures: Hamburg was united to that of Bremen, and the

Tear Vessels Tonnage letter became the wipital of the new archiepisco-

jgj, 240 79 000 1^'^' diocese. In Obo Bremen was made a market-
18(?I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.".277l."!......"!.".."..!"!.".."!!!ia4!ouo t«wn. and was placed under the jurisdiction of
1872 252 17i.uoo tile archbishop; but by the Thirteenth Century

Jglj ;;]405!;;!;!!;!;!"!!!!!!;!!;!!!!!!!!!!40(i;ooo
^^ ''"'^ succeeded in acquiring virtual indej^end-

1899."."!!!;.".";!!!.'!;!!!!;."!!!!!!!!!!!!!52g!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'.!!!"!"!!!!!!!!!!61;)!uoo ence in secular affairs, it prospered wonderful-
1900 571 583,000 ]y; it extended its trade to Kiigland and 8candi-

Tlie exports of Bremen consist of woolen goods, "•'''•'''; f°;"«l«l " "'""J;"'',"^
^"^om<^s and ruled

linens, glass, rags, wool, hemp, hides, oilcake,
over both banks of the W eser to the sea. It

wooden toys etc. Large quantities of tobacco .l^^ned the Uanseatie league in 12,6, but was

are reexported. With the exception of Hamburg, ^.^^P^''^^, readmit ed, and expelled again, for sel-

no Continental port ships so many emigrants
''**^''°<'f

•
.
Th*-, >" i^bitan s beca.iie fervent Prot-

to the United States as Bremen. Bremen has estants jonied the Sma kald.c League in 1532,

manufactures of woolens and cottons, cigars,
""^"1 lo4i decisively defeated an Imperial army

pa,«>r, and starch, and extensive ship-building
at Drakeiiburg In two wars ilbo4, 10(U,) Bre-

vards, breweries, distilleries, and sugarretiner-
>''en won its autonomy from Sweden to whom the

ies. It has steam communication with Kew secularized diocese had been eeded (to orm a

York, Hull, Havana, the north coast of South ^'"f'-^'
!" 1648; but it was not ti 1 1,41 that the

America, etc., by vessels of the North German ^dependence of the city whicli had been made

Lloyd Steamship Company. ? f[''<^ V"lfJ,'?.^^'™ '" '''*•'' '™" "e^iiowledged

There is only one government for both the city ^V"-''"-,
I"

^^l" ^l^T'",
"'*'' incorporated into the

and State, viz. the municipal council composed ?'i'??'='' ^"'P'!^, ]"' " '"ega-'ied its treedom in

of two houses, similar to that of Hamburg (see
'^l'^ ""f" '" ^^^^

•'"'f""'
» '"ember of the Ger-

Hamburg) . The Senate is composed of 16 mem- "^'''" Confederation. As a member of the German

bers, 10 of whom must be la\^Vers: the Lower ^-mP're, it remained outside ,.t the Zo//rrrr,« till

House, the Biirgersclwft, of 150: The latter are
l^'^^' -^ '''°i'f''J

'evolution in 1304 made the

elected by the citizens under an unequal suffrage,
gove'-iime'it of the city par ly deimx-ratic: the

The adininistration is carried on bv twelve de- 'l^"'''^
regime was conlirmed m 14.J3 and o34.

partments, called ministries, each presided over l^''
P''''^,''"* Constitution was adopted in 1854.

bv a Senator
Duchy of Bremen was ceded by Sweden to

Bremen owns its gas-works, water-works, and aiiovei in 'IJ-
,. ,. , ,.

electric plant, all of which are under the man- .
Consult: Ocifcrnoje der Geschichfe iimlKunst

agement of a single department, called the fle:;f'<''™ £f''"«c.Y«(?^ Bremen (3 yos., Bremen

'Deputation fiir Gas- und Wasserversorgung.' ]S'0) ^^foJ'.hrhnchfur Brcmische StaUshh

The municipal management of all of these under-
'Breslau, 181)2) : D,e I rcw Hans'-stadt Bremen

takings has proved to be a great benefit to the
^'"'l rmjiegcndJ Bremen. 1803) : \ . B.ppen,

citizens, besides yielding an increasing annual
f^cschwhte drr ktadt Bremen (Bremen. 1898).

net income to the city treasury. The electric BREMER, bra'mer, Fbedrika (1801-65). A
plant has been in operation since 1893 and has Swedish novelist, born near Abo, Finland. Her
proved equally successful. father was an iron-founder, wealthy, and some-
The street ears are in the hands of private what stern, her motlier severe and impatient, the

companies, paying the city one-fourth of all tlieir child affectionate, passionate, and restless, mis-
net income in excess of 5 per cent, on the capital understood and hindered in development. Her
stock, in addition to a tax of 1 per cent, on the first writing was youthful poetry in French, pro-

gross income and all ordinary taxes levied upon duced when she was eight years old. Nursery
business establishments. With the exception of one dramas and a journal followed, with foreign

line, which employs horses, the city lines have travel that left lier "conscious of being born
been using electricity as a motive power since with powerful wings, but conscious of their be-

1893. " ing clipped." She turned to works of charity.

The street-cleaning, the health department, and to increase her means for these, pub-
and all that goes to make the city clean and lished anonymously a series of romances under
healthful, are well administered, as may be seen the general title. Sketches of Every-Day Life
from the following figures of death-rates in the (1828-48). The first of these was Axel and
city and country districts, per thousand: 1894, Anmi (1828). A second volume. The II. Family
city, Ki.TO; country, 22.33; 1898, city, 1().()9; (1829-30), was a sensational success, and sub-
countiy, 21.70. sequent volumes won her an international public.

The public schools are maintained and con- She passed two years (1849-.51) in America. Her
trolled !)}• the city. In aildiliiin to the elemen- early novels excel in descri])tions of every-day
tary schools, there are a higli school, a coinmei'- middle-class life. They have the charm of un-
cial school, and a numlJei- of trade schools, affected simplicity and quiet humor. Noteworthy
Among the charitable institutions of the city among them are: Axel and .Inna (1828); The
there are three orphan asylums, two homes for President's Daughters (1834): Sina (1835);
neglected children, several hospitals, etc. It is The Xeir/hbors (1837): The Home (1839). Later
interesting to note that Bremen spends nearly novels disclose the reformer, advociiting philan-

twice as much money on education as on police, thropy, religion, and espcci:illy the equal rights
The populati(m of Bremen is increasing rajiidly: of women. Of these, Ilcrtha (18.")7) and Si/skon-

in 1870, 81,000; in ISSO, 113.000; in 1890, 125.- lif are the best. Her verse is unimportant. Of
000; in IfiOO, 1(13,000. The population of the her books of travel. Homes in the Xew M'orld
State in 1900 was 224,700. (1853) contains her impressions of .America.

History.—Bremen, mentioned in 782 as a She died at .Vrsta December 31, 18fi5. .\n Eng-
missionary centre, was made the seat of a bishop- lish life of Miss Bremer, with unpublished writ-
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ings, appeared in 1868. There are good English
translations of the earlier novels, by Mary
Howitt.

BREMERHAVEN", bru'nier-hji'fcn (Ger.,

port or liaven of lirenicn). A jxirl on the Weser,
about ten miles from its mouth, founded by
Bremen in 1827, on <jro>ind aciiuired from Han-
over, and now a part of the Bremen State (Map:
(Jermany, C 2). (See Brkiien.) The popula-

tion of Bremerhaven, though small, is steadily

inercasing: in 1870, 10,000; in 1880, 14,000; in

1890, 10,000; in 1900, 20,.300.

BREND'AMOUR, braN'di'moor', Franz
RouEKT (1831— ). A German engiaver. He was
born in Aix-la-Chapelle, and studied engraving in

Cologne. In 1856 he founded a xylographic es-

tablishment in Dusseldorf wliioh became one of

the most important institutions of its kind in

Germany, and which was followed by similar es-

tablishments in Berlin, Brunswick, Leipzig, and
Stuttgart. Landscapes, the chase, and still life

are the favorite subjects of Brend'amour. The
following are some of his principal productions:

112 engravings after original drawings by Ru-
dolph Elster (Paris and Diisseldorf, 1860) ;" "Der
Oberhof," bv Imnierniann, with the illustrations

by B. Vaut'ier (Berlin, 180.3) ; "Der .Jiiger," by
Count Waldersee, with the original drawings by
L. Beckmann (ib., 1863) : "Landscapes of the

Odyssey," after Preller (Leipzig, 1871).

BRENTJAN, or BREN'AINN, Saint, of Clon-

fert (4S4-.577). Au Irish saint and hero. He was
born at Littus li or Stagmum li, now Tralee,

County Kerry, southwest Ireland; was educated
under monastic influences and became a priest,

but, filled with a great desire to travel, he went
on a year's journey which took in the western
and northern islands—e.g. The Hebrides, Shet-

land, and Faroe Islands, and also Brittany. Re-
turning, he built a wooden ship, and in it went
with a large party to the Continent of Europe and
to unknown lands, the smaller 'Fortunate Isles.'

Returning from his second voyage, he founded
the monastery in what is now Clonfert. in County
Longford, central Ireland. Later he visited lona
and the mainland of Scotland. His repittation

as a traveler being thus established, he was made
the subject of a legend in which angels became
his guides and strange experiences befell him. He
died in 577, and his day in the calendar is May
16. Upon pre-Columbus maps 'Saint Brendan's
country,' i.e. the scene of his supposed geographi-

cal discoveries, was just south of the island of

Antillia and west of the Cape Verde Islands.

Consult: B. C. Schroder, linnet Brnndnn ( Erlan-

gen, 1871) ; John Lanigan, Ecclesiastical History

of Ireland, Vol. IL (Dublin, 1822); Francisque
Michel, Les voyages merveiltciix de Saint Bran-
dan (I la recherche du paradis terresire, Ugendes
en vers du XII. siMe (Paris, 1878) ; O'Dono-
ghue. Brendeninna (London, 1894).

BREN'DEL, Hei.xricii Ai.nr.RT (1827-95). A
German painter of animal life. He was born
in Berlin, and studied with Kranse at the acad-
emy in that city, and with Palizzi and Couture
in Paris. From 1854 to 1870 he lived in Paris.

In 1875 he became professor at the Weimar Art
School, and in 1881 he was appointed director
of that institution. He excelled in the delinea-

tion of sheep; and most of the art galleries

of Europe have examples of his art. Among his

best works are: "Interior of Sheep Stable"

(Hamburg Gallery) ; "Sheep Leaving Stable"

(National Gallery, Berlin); "Peasant's Farm"
(ib.).

BRENDEL, Karl rK.4.NZ (1811-68). A Ger-

man musical critic, born at Stolberg-am-Harz, in

Prus.sia. He was educated at tlie universities of

I^eipzigand Berlin, lectured on the historyof music
in Freiberg and Dresden, and in 1844 became edi-

tor in Leipzig of the Xcue Zeilschrift fUr Musik,
establislied by Schumann in 1834. At the same
time he was appointed an instructor in nnisical

history and (esthetics at the Conservatoriuni. He
made the Zeilschrift the organ originally of the

movement led by Wagner and Liszt, and from
1801, of the All'gemeiner Deutsche Musikverein,

founded in that year by himself, Liszt, and
others for the purpose of reconciling hostile fac-

tions. He was president of the Verein until his

death, and from 1856 to 1801 published a second

periodical, Anregungen fiir Kunst, Leben und
Wissenschaft. His publications include Oritnd-

ziige der (leschichte der Musik (1848) ; Gcschichte

der Musik in Deutschland. Italien. und Frank-
reich ( 1852) ; and Die Musik der Gcgcnwart und
die Gescrnitkunst der Zukunft (1854).

BREN'EMAN, ABRAii Adam (1847—). An
American chemist and inventor, liorn in Lan-
caster, Pa. He graduated in 1800 at the Penn-
sylvania State College (State College P. O. ). and
from 1869 to 1872 was professor of chemistry
there. From 1875 to 1879 he was assistant pro-

fessor of industrial chemistry at Cornell L-ni-

versity, and from 1879 to 1882 professor. In

1882 he became a chemical expert, and a lec-

turer and writer on chemical subjects, and in

1892 was elected vice-president of the American
Chemical Society. He is known as the inventor

of a process, called by his name, for making iron

non-corrosive. His publications include A Manual
of Introductory Laboratory Practice (1875; with

G. C. Caldwell), and a Report on the Fixation of

Attiiosphtric \itrogen (1890).

BRENHAM, bren'am. A city and county-

scat of Washington Coimty, Tex.. 75 miles west-

northwest of Hou.ston, on the Gulf, Colorado and
Santa Fe, and the Houston and Texas Central

railroads (Jlap: Texas, F 4). It is in an agri-

cultural and cotton-raising region, and has cot-

ton - ci)m])rcsses, cotton - factory, cottonseed - oil

mill, foinidries, machine-shoiis, and manufactures
of furniture, plows, wagons, soap. etc. Bren-
ham is the seat of the Blim Memorial and
Evangelical Lutheran colleges, and has a public

library, two parks of note, and fairgrounds.
Settled in 1844, Brenham was first incorporated

in 1866, and at present is governed under a char-

ter of 1894, which provides for a mayor, elected

every two years, and a city comicil. The water-

works are owned and operated by the municipal-

ity. Population, in 1890, 5209; "in 1900, 5968.

BRENKENHOF, brgn'ken-hof. FHrenRiCH
Bai.tiiasar Sctionrero von (1723-.H0). .\ Prus-
sian statesman. He was horn at Reideburg, near
Halle, and became equerry of Prince Leopold of
Anhalt-Dessau. During the Seven Years' War
he_ greatly facilitated the rapid marches of Fred-
erick the Great by secretly and expeditiously
furnishing the necessary supplies, cliiedy horses,
to the Prussian army. In recognition of his
valuable aid, he was afterwards invited to enter
the .service of Prussia, and was intrusted with
the task of restoring order and prosperity to
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the devastated eastern provinces. lie rebuilt

cities, founded settlements, encouraged the in-

dustries, and constructed numerous canals.

After his death it was found tliat his accounts

were irregular, and, in consequence, his estates

were confiscated by the King, tliough afterwards
returned to the family.

BREJr'NAN, Thomas Frakcis (IS.'iS— ). An
Irish Roman Catholic prelate, bom in Tipperary.

He studied at Allegheny College (Allegheny,

Pa.), at Kouen, and at Innsbruck, and was for

some time connected with missionary work in

the State of Pennsylvania. In 1891 he was con-

secrated Bishop of Dallas, Tex. He was vicar-

apostolic of Labrador from 1803 to 1894, and
from 1S94 to 1895 Auxiliary Bishop of New-
foundland. Since that time he has been resident

in Italy as acting Auxilian- Bishop of Albano
and Frascati.

BREN'NEB, RicHABD (1833-74). A German
explorer, born at Merseburg. During 18G4 and
1865 he accompanied Baron von der Deeken upon
Bis expedition along the eastern coast of Africa.

After the attack made upon the exploring party
by the natives, October 1. 1865, he made his way
with great difficulty to Zanzibar and thence to

Germany. On behalf of von der Decken's family,

and in association with Kinzelbach, he here or-

ganized an expedition for the purpose of ascer-

taining the fate of the Baron (1866-68). He
afterwards visited the southern part of the Galla

country, of which region he was the first to

prepare a chart. In 1870 he undertook an ex-

tensive commercial tour to Aden, the Persian
Gulf, and the coast of East Africa.

BRENNER PASS. A mountain pass of the

Tyrol, Austria, the lowest over the main chain

of the Alps (q.v. ). It is on the route uniting
Innsbruck Math Bozen ( Jlap : Austria, B 3 )

.

The summit, which is 4490 feet above the sea, and
25 miles south of Innsbruck, lies on the water-

shed between the Black and Adriatic seas. Lofty
mountains rise above it on every side. The Bren-

ner Pass was used by the Romans. It was made
available for carriages in 1772, and in 1867 a

railway was opened which passes over sixty-seven

bridges and through twenty-two tunnels (one of

which is over 2800 feet long). It connects the

railway systems of Germany and Austria with

that of Italy. It is the shortest route between

central Germany and Italy. The railway was
begun by the Austrian Government when Venetia

belonged to the Austrian Empire, with the view

of facilitating the military operations and of re-

storing the commercial prosperity of Venice by

making it the port of southern Germany. The
prosecution of the work was not arrested by the

political changes which took place. A liberal

commercial treaty l)etween Austria and Italy,

binding the two countries together in comnuinity

of interest, restored the natural state of things,

with which political animosities had long inter-

fered. The pass takes its name from the village

of Brenner at its summit. Tlic most picturesque

portions lie between Innsbruck and Gossensass.

The steepest gradient is 1 in 40. The distance

from Innsbruck to Bozen in a direct line is only

52 miles, but by the windings of the road or of

the railway it is much increased.

BfiENNGLAS, IirCn'glils, Adolf. A pseudo-

nym of Adolph Glas.sbrenner (q.v.).

BREN'NORALT. OR THE DISCON-
TENTED COLONEL, kflr'nil. A posthumous
tragedy by Sir .John Suckling, published in 1646,
in a volume entitled Fra(jmenta Aurea. It was
an expansion of an earlier play (1640), the title

of which furnished the subtitle of the revision.
It was revived at the Theatre Royal March 5,

1668. The scene is laid in Poland, and the lines
contain striking allusions to political events of
1639.

BRENTIUS (Celt. Irennin, king, or Welsh
and Ir. bran, raven). The Latin form of a
Celtic name borne by several Gallic chieftains.

( 1 ) The most famous Brennus was that leader
of the Gauls who. about B.C. 300, crossed the
Apennines, and hurrying through the country of
the Sabines, at the head of 70,000 men, encoim-
tered and overthrew the Roman army on the
banks of the Allia. Had the barbarians immedi-
ately followed up their advantage. Rome miglit
have been obliterated from the earth; but instead
oi doing so, they abandoned themselves to drunk-
en revelry on the battlefield, and gave the Ro-
mans time to fortify the Capitol, whither were
removed all the treasures and holy things of the
city. When Brennus entered the gates he foimd
that all the inhabitants of the city had fled, with
the exception of the women and children, and
aged Senators, the last of whom, with pathetic
heroism, had resolved not to survive the destruc-
tion of their homes, and so the chief among them,
clothed in their robes of sacerdotal or consular
dignity, and sitting in the curule chairs, awaited
the approach of their enemies, and suffered

death in majestic silence. Brennus, having plim-

dered the city, now besieged the Capitol for six

months. During the beleaguerment occurred the

famous night attack, which would have been suc-

cessful had not the cackling of the geese kept
in Juno's temple awakened the garrison. .\t

length, however, the Romans were compelled to

enter into negotiations with the besiegers. They
offered 1000 pounds of gold for their ransom,
which was agreed to. According to Polybius,

Brennus and his Gauls returned home in safety

with their booty: but the rather mythical Rom.an
traditions affirm that, just as the Gauls were
leaving the city. Camillus. who had lu'cn re-

called from banishment and appointed dictator,

appeared at the head of an army, attacked them,
and, in two bloody battles, slew them to a man.
The whole story of Brennus is evidently a mere
legend, based upon facts which the Roman his-

torians, from patriotic motives, falsified. It is

probable that the Gauls in reality held posses-

sion of parts of Italy for some time, and that

their gieat rout by Camillus is pure fiction.

(2) Another liRrxxis, who iHcui)ies a con-

spicuous place in history, was that Gallic chief

who invaded Greece, n.c. 279, at the head of

1.50,000 foot and 61.000 horse. After desolating

Macedonia, he forced his way through Thessaly

to Thermopylie (B.C. 278). The Grecian armj
(led at his approach. Brennus rushed on with a

division of his great host to Delphi, which he had

resolved to phinder; but the Delphians, having

taken up a very advantageous position on some

rocks, resisted his further progress. Assisted by

the terrors of an earthquake and a terrible storm,

and, according to reverential tradition, by the

supernatural help of Apollo, they utterly routed

the Gauls, who fled in dismay. Brennus was
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taken prisoner, and drank himself to death in

despair.

BREN'TA (anciently, Lat. Brinta, or Brcti-

tenia). A river of North Italy. It issues from
Lake Caldonazzo in the Austrian Province of

Tyrol, flows througli the 8ugana Valley, then

south through Venetia, finally turning eastward,

and empties into the Gulf of Venice (.Map: Italy,

V 2). It originally emptied at Fusina. but to

prevent inundations the main stream was divert-

ed at Dolo southward into the Gulf of Venice

just below Chioggia; while the old channel has

been transformed into a canal between Venice

and Padua. lUhiw Bassano, where the Venetian
plains begin, the river flows between dikes. The
total length of tlie Brenta is 106 miles, of which
50 are navigable.

BB.ENTANO, brenta'nd, Clemens (1778-

1842). A German novelist and poet. He was
born in Ehrenbreitstein, studied in Jena, lived

in Frankfort, Heidelberg. Vienna, and Berlin,

and for a time at a cloister in Diilmen, near
Miinster (1818). Thence he went to Regensburg,
Munich, and Frankfort. He died in AschafFen-

burg, July 28, 1842. Brentano's early comedies,

among them Die lustigcii Musikantcii (1803)

and Police de Leon ( 1804) , show lyric ability and
a peculiar wit, while the drama Uie Uriindung
Prags (1815) is a fantastic and bizarre produc-

tion of undeniable power. His best work is in

short stories, particularly in his fairy stories.

The simplicity of his Geschichte vom brai^en

Kasperl (1817) and of Gockel, Hitikel und Gacke-
leia (1838) is in pleasant contra.st to the mystic
romanticism of some of his other work. His
most enduring contribution to literature is the

compilation, with Arnim, of German ballads in

Des Knaben Wiinderhorn. He was an erratic

member of a whimsically brilliant family. His
grandmother, Sophie La Roche, had been a close

friend of W'ieland; his mother, ilaximiliane, fig-

ures in Goethe's life, as does his sister, Bettina
von Arnim (q.v. ).

BK.ENTANO, Fbanz (1838—). A German
philosopher, bom in Marienberg. He was for a
time a professor of philosophy in Wiirzburg, and
from 1874 to 1880 in Vienna. His works com-
prise Psychologic des Aristoteles (ilainz, 1867) ;

Psychologic vom cmpirischen Staiidpiinkt (Leip-

zig, 1879) ; and Xeue RJitsel (Vienna, 1878).

BRENTANO, LoREXZ (1813-91). A German-
American politician and editor, born in Jlann-

heim. After study in Heidelberg and Freiburg,

he began legal practice, entered public life, and
in 1848 was elected to the National Assembly at

Frankfort. In 1849 he was placed in control of

the Provisional Government of Baden, but soon

fell under suspicion among his fellow revolution-

ists, and fled by way of Switzerland to America.

He established Dcr Lriirhtturm, a. German anti-

slavery journal, in Pottsville, Pa., and from 1862

to 1867 was editor-in-chief of the Illinois Staats-

zeitung in Chicago. He was appointed to the

American consulate at Dresden in 1872, and in

1876 was elected to Congress. As editor of the

Staatazeitung, he greatly aided the Federal cause

during the Civil War period.

BRENTANO, Lv.io (1844—). A German
political economist. He was bom in AschafTen-

burg. Bavaria; studied at the universities of

Dublin, HeidellK-rg. .Munich. Wiirzburg, and Giit-

tingen, and with Ernst Engel, the statistician.

made an investigation of the English trades-

unions. He has been professor of political econo-

my successively in "Brcslau (1873), Strassburg

(1882), Vienna (1888), Ix^ipzig (1889), and
Munich (1891). His more important publica-

tions include Die Arbeitergildcn der Gegenwart,
2 vols. (1871); Das Arbeitsverhaltnis gemisa
dcm heutigen Recht (1877); Der Arbeiterver-

sicherungszioang, seine Voraiissetzungen und
seine Folgen (1881) ; Veber das Vcrhiiltnis von
Arheilslohn und Arbeitszeit zur Arbeitslcistung

(2d ed., 1893) ; Agrarpolitik, VoL I. (1897).

BRENT'FORD ('the ford on the Brent').

The county town of Middlesex, England, on the

Brent, at its confluence with the Thames, 3

miles west-snuthwest of London, and where the

Thames is crossed by a bridge leading to Kew.
It consists chiefly of one long, irregular street.

It has extensive manufactories, among them
being gin-distilleries, breweries, soap-works,

sawmills, etc. : and there are many market gar-

dens in the vicinitv. Population, in ISOl, 13,-

738; in 1901, 15,171. Here Edmund Ironside

defeated the Danes in 1016: and in 1642 the

Royalists, under Prince Rupert, defeated the

Parliamentarians, under Colonel Hollis. Tliere

are frequent allusions to it in English litera-

ture. Consult Watts, "Old Brentfordtown," in

the Art Journal (London, 1901).

BRENTFORD, Two Kings of. The name
given two of the cast in Buckingham's Rehearsal.
Though individual, they seem to have a common
identity, for they always enter at the same
time and enact precisely the same part. They
have become proverbial.

BREN'TON, WixLiAM ( ? -1674). An
American colonist, prominent in the early his-

tory of Rhode Island. He emigrated from Eng-
land to Massachusetts in 1633, but removed to

Portsmouth, Rhode Island, five years later, and
in 1639 assisted in the founding of Newport.
He was deputy governor of Aquidneek from 1640

to 1647, and again from 1662 to 1665; was presi-

dent of Providence Plantations from 1660 to

1602; and was Governor of Rhode Island and
Providence Plantations, under the new charter

of 1663, from 1666 to 1669.

BRENZ, brents, Joh.\nn (1499-1570). A
German reformer. L'nder the influence of Lu-
ther he reorganized his church at Hall, Suabia,

but at the time of the Smalkaldie War. in

1546, he was obliged to flee to Wiirttemberg,

He was appointed minister of the Collegiate

Church of Stuttgart in 1553, and is said to have
l)een the first exponent of the Reformaticm there.

In the controversies between Zwingli and Lu-
ther, he took the side of the latter, and with
others wrote the famous Syngramma Siicvicuni

(1525). He was a writer of great ability and
jwpularity. One of his teachings was that the

body of the Lord is everywhere present; hence

his followers were called "Lljiquitarians.'

BRERA, bra'ra {brera for brcda, from Lat.

pradiuni. the estate, manor). The Palace of

Science, I^etters, and Arts in Milan. It was
erected by Ricchini for a Jesuit college in 1651.

It contains a library of 300,000 volumes (founded
in 1770), a collection of 50,000 coins, a mag-
nificent collection of paintings (confined chiefly

to Italian artists, however), an archa-ological

museum, and a good collection of casts from
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antique works. In its courtyard stands Canova's

bronze of Napoleon I. as Roman Emperor.

BBESCIA, bre'sha (anciently Lat. Brixia,

founded by the Etruscans). An episcopal city of

Lomoardv, Italy (Jlap: Italy. E 2), capital of

the Province of Biescia, 52 miles east of Milan.

It is situated in a fertile plain at the foot of the

Alps, on the Jlella and the Garza, and is dom-
inated by a citadel known as the Falcone d'ltal-

ia, that overlooks it from the rocky steeps on
the north. Of the sixty-five churches that pros-

pered at the time of the Venetian Republic, less

than half are used for worship to-day. The old

cathedral, generally called La Rotonda, from
its massive dome structure, dates partly from
tne Ninth Century, partly from the Twelfth.

The new cathedral, begun in 1604, but not com-
pleted imtil the Nineteenth Century, is one of

the best examples of Seventeenth Century archi-

tecture. The mag:niflcent city hall, called La
Loggia, the exterior of which is covered with
ornamentation, was begun in 1489, on the ruins

of a temple of Vulcan. The Broletto is a mas-
sive Twelfth Century building, once the city

hall, Init now containing the courts of justice.

The Roman Museum occupies a Corinthian
temple excavated in 1822, and originall.y erected

by Vespasian in a.d. 72. It is exceedingly pic-

turesque, and holds many valuable Roman an-

tiquities. The Mediaeval Museum also contains

numerous treasures. In the Palazzo Tozio, be-

queathed to the to^vn by Count Tozio, and in the

Palazzo Martinengo, are important collections

of ancient and modern paintings, engravings,

and statuary. The library, bequeathed to the

town in 1750 by Cardinal Quirini, has over

80,000 bound volumes and 1500 manuscripts,

among them a Ninth Century Book of the Gos-

pels, a Tenth Century Harmony of the Gospels by
Eusebius, and a Dante manuscript. The number
of works in the to\\'n, both al fresco and in oils,

by Alessandro Bonvicino, called II Moretto, is

accounted for by the fact that he was born and
passed most of his life in Brescia.

The city has many charitable institutions, a

street railway, a theatre, a lyceum, several gym-
nasia, botanical gardens, and various academies,

among them the Acoademia de' Filarmonici,

which is one of the oldest in Italy. Water from
Mombiano is distributed by an aqueduct to 72

public and 400 private fountains. The most im-

portant manufactures are of iron, and many fire-

arms are made here for the Italian Army. The
spinning, weaving, and working up of silk, flax,

cotton, and wool into various articles of use and
adornment furnish employment to many labor-

ers. There are also oil and paper factories.

The trade in all these articles, and in wine, par-

ticularly vino aanto, is very extensive, and there

is a large amount of general commerce, Brescia

being a centre of transportation by both rail

and highway. Population, in 1804, 07,700: in

1901, 70,014. The inhaliitants of the ancient

Brixia were allied with the Romans when Han-
nibal crossed the Alps. It was destroyed by
the Huns, but soon rebuilt, and afterwards

passed through the hands of the Ostrogoths, the

Lombards, Cliarlemagne, and the Germans. In

1428 it came into the possession of Venice, and

at the beginning of the Sixteenth Century was
one of the wealthiest cities of Lomliardy; b>it

it 'never recovered its former importance after

being sacked and burned in 1512 by the French

under Gaston de Foix. In the rising of 1848
against Austria the citizens of Brescia took an
active part, and after the battle of Custozza

and the capitulation of Milan, shared the fate

of other Lombard cities. In March, 1849, it

was the only large city of Lombardy which re-

belled, and, after the defeat of the Piedmontese
at Novara, was bombarded and taken by Haynau,
and had to pay an indemnity of over $1,200,000.
In the War of 1859 it stood again by the side
of Piedmont, and in 1800, with the rest of Lom-
bardy, became a part of the Kingdom of Italy.

BRESLAU, bres'lou (Pol. Wroclaina, also
Wracislawiii, Braclaic, JMed. Lat. 'Wratislaria,
from King Wraeislaw or Wratislaw). The
capital of the Province of Silesia, Prussia, and
third royal residence, situated at the conflu-
ence of the Ohlau and Oder, about 200 miles
southeast of Berlin, in latitude 51° 7' N. and
longittide 17° 2' E. (Map: Prussia, G 3). The
Oder divides it into two part,s, which are con-
nected l)y niunerous handsome bridges. It con-
sists of the inner or main town and five suburbs
—called the Ohlau, Sand, Oder, Nikolai, and
Schweidnitz suburbs. The ancient fortifications
have been converted into beautiful ])romenadcs,
and the moat has been transformed into an orna-
mental sheet of water. The streets of the new
l)ortion of Breslau are spacious and regular,
and the houses stately and handsome, affording
a pleasant contrast to the sombre, massive
structures of the old town. The city has many
churches, the most remarkable being the Protes-
tant church dedicated to Saint Elizabeth, with
a steeple 300 feet in height (the highest in
Prussia) and a splendid organ, and the Roman
Catholic Cathedral, founded in the Twelfth Cen-
tury, containing many works of art in sculpture
and painting. Among the other noteworthy
buildings is the lately restored Rathaus, dating
from the Fourteenth Century. Breslau is the
largest and most important city of Prussia,
after Berjin. Its proximity to the Russian
frontier makes it a highly important trading
centre in raw products. It holds three annual
fairs, besides a number of special markets,
e.g. in leather, horses, and cattle. Its posi-

tion in the centre of the manufacturing districts

of the province, and its railway connections
with all the important cities, in addition to
the facilities of communication which the
Oder affords, increase still further its commer-
cial importance. It has manufactures of linen,

woolens, cotton, silks, lace, jewelry, machines,
earthenware, soap, alum, starch, etc., and up-

ward of one hundred distilleries, and a trade in

corn, coal, metals, timber, hemp, and flax. The
city is administered by a municipal council of

102 members, who elect an executive board of

27 for the ]>ractical administration of theuuinic-

ipal affairs. (See Prussia, Local Govern-
ment.) The municipality owns and operates two
gas and two electric-lighting plants, supplying
all public and private buildings. The water-
works are also in the hands of the nuuiicipality.

For local passenger traffic, the city has six rail-

way lines, operated by electricity since 1901, as

well as onuiibuses and small river steamers.

These are in the hands of private companies,
t'idike the majority of Gernutn cities, Breslau
still imposes the burden of street-cleaning upon
the property-owners. It has an excellent system
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of seweragp and sewagp faniis, on the fjcnpral

plan of tiiose of IVrlin. which have proved so

successful. Kducalional institutions are numer-
ous, and include a university with a library con-

tainin<j over .'iOO.OOO volumes, six high schools

(three belonging to the city), a good system of

public elementary schools, a nuniici]ial library of

150,000 volume^, and two nuiscums. Tlie city is

richly provided with hospitals and charitable

institutions. In addition to the university clinic,

there are two hospitals and an asylum under
municipal control, as well as four or]dian asy-

lums.
Breslau is a city of Polish origin. It passed

from the suzerainty of Poland in 1335 to Bo-

hemia, and in 1527 to Austria, from which it

was taken by Frederick II, of Prussia in 1741.

Sixteen years afterwards it was captured by the

Austrians, after a bloody battle, but was retaken

by Frederick in about a month. In 1807 it sur-

rendered to the French. Soon after its fortifica-

tions were demolished. Population, in 1890,

335,000: in 1900. 423,000.

Consult: Korn, lireslauer Vrkundenbuch
(Breslau, 1870) : Stade, Breslau (Hamburg,
1895) ; Wutke, Die breslauer Messe (Hamburg,
1S95).

BRESSANI, bres-sii'ne, Fr.\>'CESCO Giu-

seppe (1612-72). An Italian Jesuit missionary

among the Indians of Canada. In 1644 he was
sent to the Huron country, but was captured

and tortured by the Iroquois. After great suf-

fering he wa,s sent to the Dutch Settlements at

Fort Orange (Albany), whence he was ransomed
for a large sum. He returned to France, but

came back to resume his missionary work in

1645, and labored among the Hurons until 1650,

when, broken in health, he returned to ItiUy. He
published Uelazione (lei missionari dcMa com-

pagnia de Gesit nella 'Suova-Francia (1653), an
F.tiglish translation of which appeared in Mont-

real in 1852.

BRESSAY, bres'sa. One of the Shetland

Islands (q.v.), Scotland, east of Mainland, sepa-

rated from Lerwick by Bressay Sound (Map:
Scotland, G 1). Area, 12 square miles. It sup-

plies the Shetland Islands with slates. Popula-

tion, in 1901, 1686, chiefly fishermen. East of

Bressay, separated by a narrow and dangerous
.sound, is the most remarkable of Shetland rock

phenomena, an islet called Noss, surrounded by
perpendicular cliffs 300 to 500 feet high, culmi-

nating in the Xoup, a fine peaked headland fiOO

feet liigh, Bressay and Noss are important
breeding-grounds for Shetland ponies.

BBESSLAU, bres'lou, Harry (1848—). A
German historian of Jewish extraction. He was
born at Dannenberg, Hanover, and studied his-

tory at the universities of Giittingen and Berlin.

In 1870 he was appointed teacher at the real-

schulc (it the .(ewish congregation in Frankfort-

on-the-Main, where he remained until 1872, when
he was called to the Andreas Realschule at Ber-

lin, in the same capacity. Simultaneously he

became private lecturer at the Berlin University,

and was appointed extraordinary' professor at

that university in 1877. He was appointed a mem-
ber of the central directorate of the Monumentia
Clermania: Historica in 1888, and at the time
also became editor of the publication entitled

Jieues Archiv der flesellsclidft fiir iitlere

deutHche Ocschichtskunde. His appointment to

the chair of history at Strassburg University
followed in 1890. Among his numerous writings
are the following: Diplomata Centum (Berlin,
1872) ; Jalirbiivher des deutschen Ix'eichs tiiitcr

Kaiser Ilcinrich II., Vol. III. (1879) ; Jahr-
hiichcr dcs deutschen Ueichs unter Knnrnd II.,

12 vols. (1879-84) ; Zur ./udenfrafie. Sendsehrci-
ben an lleinrich von Treitschkc (2d ed., 1880);
'"Die Kassettenbriefe der Kiinigin Maria Stuart,"
in the pidilication entitled Historisches Taschen-
buck (1882).

BREST (anciently, Lat. Qc.tocribate; accord-
ing to others desobrirates, or Urinates Partus).
A sti'ougly fortified seaport of Brittany, France,
in the Department of Finist&re, at the mouth
of the Penfeld, on the Bay of Brest, 389 miles
west of Paris by rail (Map: France, B 3). Le
Goulet, the entrance to the bay, scarcely a mile
wide, is protected by powerful batteries. The
harbor, one of the chief naval stations of France,
contains military and naval ports, fully equipped
with fioating and graving docks, quays, piers,

and a breakwater, completed in 1876 at a cost of

22,500,000 francs (.$4,500,000). A modernized
citadel, whose foundations date from the Thir-
teenth Century, dominates the city and harbor,
which are also protected by batteries. The city

itself is old, dirty, and has steep, crooked
streets. The public institutions consist of a
botanical garden, lyceum, naval schools, naval
library, marine and civil hospitals, and a free
library. The Cours Dajot, a beautifully wooded
promenade, overlooks the commercial port and
breakwater. The only industry is connected with
the furnishing of navy supplies and the equip-
ment and the repair of ships, especially warships.
Brest has submarine telegraphic commimication
with the United States. The United States is

represented by a consular agent. Brest came
into national importance when it was converted
into a great fortress by Vauban toward the close

of the Seventeenth Century. Since then it has
been considerably strengthened. The population
consists largely of naval and seafaring people.
Population, in 1896, 74,538. Consult L'Annuaire
)iistori(iue et statistique de Brest (Brest, 1899).

BREST-LITOVSK, brgstT6-t6fsk' (Russ.,
Lithu.anian Brest, Pol. Brzes6 - Litewski, an-
ciently Berestye, Bereslov, 'the elm city,' from
berestii, elm). A first-class fortress and capi-

tal of a district in the Government of Grodno,
Russia, situated 131 miles south of Grodno, at
the junction of the Mukhavetz and the Bug
(:\lai): Russia, B 4). Population, in 1897,
46,500. including 27,000 Jews, Brest-Litovsk is

one of the oldest Slav towns, and belonged to
Poland till 1795. At the Church congresses held
here in 1590, 1594, and 1596, the union of the
Eastern and Western churches, recognizing the
suprenuicy of the Pope, but retaining the Eastern
ritual and the Slavonic language in worship, was
proclaimed, notwithstanding the protests of the
Russian and Greek representatives. Although but
little manufacturing is carried on, the town is of
considerable commercial importance, sitiiatcd as
it is on the inland waterway from the Baltic to
the Black Sea, and at the intersection of the rail-

roads connecting Odessa with Kiinigsberg and
Moscow with Warsaw. Two fairs are held an-
nually.

BRETAGNE, bre-tii'ny'. See Bbittant.
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BRETEUIL, brc-teV, Louis Auguste Le
To.NXELiJiR, Baron de r'reuilly (1733-1807). A
French dii)lomat and statesman. He was ap-

pointed, in 1758, after several years of military

service, envoy to the Elector of (\ilo<rne. and
Minister to Sweden in 1760. Subsequently he

Was also Minister at Vienna and Naples. In

1783-87 he was Minister of State, a steadfast

royalist, opposed to all concessions to the Third

Instate. In 178(1 he was appointed to succeed

Necker, but his ministry was brought speedily to

a termination by the capture of the Bastille.

Having counseled the King to escape across the

frontier and seek foreign aid. he himself with-

drew to Solothurn, Switzerland, where he was
appointed royal agent to treat with foreign

powers regarding the restoration of the mon-
archy. In 1802 he was permitted to return to

France, but thenceforth took no part in polities.

BRETHREN, Bohemiaj,'. The name of a re-

ligious society which was first instituted in

Bohemia about the middle of the Fifteenth Cen-

tury. It was originally composed of remnants

of the Hussites. Dissatisfied with the conduct

of the Calixtines (see Hussites), they went,

in 1453, to the borders of Silesia and Jloravia,

where they settled. Here they dwelt in separate

communities, and were distinguished by the

name of Brothers of the Rule of Christ. Their

adversaries often confounded them witli the

Waldenses and Picards, while, on account of their

being compelled during persecutions to hide in

eaves and solitary places, they were also called

cave-dwellers {(Inihenheimer) . In spite of op-

pression, such was tlie constancy of their faith

and purity of their morals, that they became
profoiuidly respected, and their numbers greatly

increased. The chief peculiarity of their creed

was the denial of the Catholic doctrine of tran-

substantiation ; but in truth they rejected tra-

dition generally, and professed to found tlieir

tenets only on" the Bible. Their ecclesiastical

constitution and church discipline—of wliich the

Lutheran reformers spoke liighly—was a close

imitation of that of tlie primitive Christian

communities. I'nder the impression tliat reli-

gion should consciously penetrate and charac-

terize the entire life of men. they extended ec-

clesiastical authority over the very details of

domestic life. Their chief functionaries were
bishops, seniors and conseniors, presbyters or

preachers, sediles, and acolytes. The nucleus of

the sect was the following of Peter Chelczicky,

a layman of the nobility. To tliem Rokyzana.

the iltraquist leader, sent Oregor in 1457, and

he led them when persecution broke out to Kun-

wald, in Bohemia, near Kiiniggriitz, whence, how-

ever, they were driven to the mountains. Gregor

died in 1474. Their next great man was Luke of

Prague, who brought them into literary contact

with the Waldenses. The latter translated some
of their writings, and these translations have

frequently been taken for original Waldensian

works; for the Bohemian Brethren had literary

intercourse with the Waldenses, but the difler-

enccs between them prevented union. They had
also ecclesiastical intercourse, for their bishop,

Matthias of Kunwald, was consecrated by a bish-

op of the Bohemian Waldenses. It was against

their principles to engage in war; and having on

several occasions refused to take up arms, they

were at last deprived of their religious privi-

leges. The result was that in 1548 about a
thousand of the Brethren removed to Poland and
Prussia. The contract which these exiles entered
into with the Polish reformers at Sandomir,
April 14. 1570, and still more the religious peace
concluded by the Polish States in 1572, secured
their toleration; but subsequently, inconsequence
of the persecutions of King Sigismund III., they
united themselves more closely to the Protestants,
though even at the present day they retain some-
thing of their old ecclesiastical constitution. The
Brethren who remained in Bohemia and Moravia
obtained a little freedom under the Enii>eror

Maximilian II., and had their chief seat at Ful-
nek, in Jloravia. In the Seventeenth Century a
number removed into Hungary, but during the

reign of ilaria Theresa were coerced into Cathol-
icism. The Thirty Years' War, so disastrous to

the Bohemian Protestants, entirely broke up the
societies of the Bohemian Brethren; but after-

wards they united again, though in secrecy.

Their exodus about 1722 occasioned the forma-
tion, in Lusatia, of the United Brethren, or
Herrnhuters. See Moravians.

BRETHREN, Plymouth. See Pltmouth
Bbetiirkx.

BRETHREN, River. See RivEB Brethren;,
The.

BRETHREN, White. A sect of the Fif-

teenth Century, that sprang up in the Italian
Alps. Their leader claimed to be Elias the
prophet. They were clad in white, and carried
crucifixes from which blood a])peared to come.
The leader, who apjiears to have left no name,
prophesied the destruction of the world, and for

a time had great success; but Boniface IX.
seized the prophet and burned him at the stake,

and within a year the sect passed out of exist-

ence.

BRETHREN OF THE LORD, The. A term
which occurs but once in the New Testament
( I. Cor. ix. 5 : "Have we no right to lead about
a wife tliat is a believer, even as the rest of the
apostles and the brethren of the Lord and
Cephas?"), though the phrase 'the Lord's
brother' is used once of James (Gal. i. 19: "But
other of the apostles saw I none, save James, the
Lord's brother.")

.

In view of these and other passages that refer
apparently to actual brothers and sisters of
Jesus, giving the names of the former as James
and .loses (Joseph) and .Judas iuul Simon (Matt.
xii. 4()-50; and parallels, .xiii. 55; x.xviii. 10;
Mark vi. 3; John ii. 12; vii. 3, 5, 10; xx. 17;
-Acts i. 14), there has existed, ever since the
Patristic Age, a large controversy regarding the
degree of consanguinity involved in the above
term.

Three views have obtained: ( 1 ) The Helvidian
— first asserted by Tertullian (c.208 a.d.) and
restated by Helvidius (c.380 A.n.)— that these
brethren were later sons of Mary by .Joseph, the
reputed father of .Jesus. (2) The Epiphanian

—

first appearing in the Second Century apocry-
phal books, the Gospel of Peter and the Prote-
vangclium of James, and chiefly supported by
Kpiphanius (c.370 a.d.)—that these brethren

were sons of Joseph by a former marriage. (3)
The Ilieronj-mian — promulgated by Jerome
(c.380 A.D.)—that these brethren were cousins

of .Jesus, being sons of Clopas or Alphsus, the

husband of a sister of Mary.
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Of these views, the first is fatal to, while

the latter two sustain, the theory of the per-

petual virginity of Mary.
Consult : For the first view, J. B. Mayor,

Introduction to his Commentary on James (Lon-

don, 1S07) ; for the second view, J. B. Lightfoot,

Excursus in his Commentary on Galatianx

(Cambridge and London, 18S7); for the third

view, P. Schegg, Jakobus der Bruder des Herrn
(Munich, 1883). See James.

BRETIGNY, bre-t^'nyy. A village of France,

in tlic D-parunent of Eure-et-Loir, about six

miles southeast of Chartres, on the railway be-

tween Paris and Orleans. At Bretigny, on May
8. 13tiO, Edward 111. concluded a treaty with
France, by whicli tlie I'rench King. .John II., was
released from captivitv in England, on agreeing

to pay 3,000,000 ecus of gold (about $8,000,000)

for his ransom. Edward renounced his preten-

sions to the crown of France, his title to Nor-
mandy, Anjou, JIaine, and Touraine, and the

suzerainty over Brittany and Flanders; but was
confirmed in liis possession of Guienne and Gas-
cony, and received in addition Poitou, Saintonge,

Calais, and a number of other places. See
France.

BRETON, brf-tox', Gilles Le ( ? -1550). A
French architect. He built the most interesting

parts of the famous Chateau of Fontainebleau
(q.v.) between 1.528 and his death in 1550, when
he was succeeded by Philibert de TOrme (q.v.).

BRETON, JtT-ES Adolphe (1827—). A
French figure painter of peasant subjects, also

an author of note. He was born at Corri&res
(Pas-de-Calais), and studied under Devigne at

Ghent, Wappers at Antwerp, and Drolling at

Paris. Beginning as an liistorical painter, he
soon found his forte in depicting the life and
surroimdings of the peasants, among whom he
was born and passed most of his life. Although
his figures are not free from a certain academic
pose, and both figures and landscape lack the
rugged strengtli which characterizes Millet, he
charms by the tender sentiment of his works.
Among his principal ones are "Blessing tlie

Grain" (1857) and, most celebrated of all, the
'•Return of the Gleaners" (185!)). both in the
Luxembourg. Paris: "Planting a Calvary" ( 1S59.
Lille) ; "Women Weeding" ( ISGl) ; "Song of the
Lark" ( 1885, Metropolitan Museum. Xew York) :

and "Twilight Glory" (1000). An author of
note, he writes poetry and prose with equal
facility, his literar>- works including Les champs
et la mer, poems (1875); Jeanne, a poem
(1876); La vie d'un artiste (1890) and Un
peintrc paysan (1805), the last two autol)io-

graphical in character. He has received many
medals, and was made a commander of tlie

I>egion of Honor in 1889. Consult, liesides the
works cited above. Vachon. Jules Breton (Paris,
1900) ; Ducro.s, in L'Artiste (ib., 1885).

BRETON DE LOS HERREROS, brft-ton'

da li'js 4ru'ri'>s, Do.x Mamei. ( 170(J-1S73) . A
popular modem Spanish poet. He was born at
Quel, in the Province of Logroiio, was educated
in ifadrid, and after eight years of militarj' ser-

vice held several positions under the Govern-
ment, but always lost tliem on account of his free
expressions of liberal opinion. Mis first essay in
the drama was A las vcjez viruclus, which, in
1824, was produced with great success. Other
plays followed in rapid succession, numbering

altogether more than 1.50, partly original, part-

ly translations from earlier Spanish classics, and
partly translations from the Italian and French,
some of which were very popular. His best

and most ambitious play is the Escuela del

matrimonio, being an admirable picture of aver-

age Spanish social life, with just the needed
touch of irony to relieve it. Had he been content
to write less, he might have left a more enduring
fame. His collected works, edited l)y liimself, ap-
peared in JIadrid (1850-52) in five volumes. A
better edition is that of Breton y Orozco (5 vols.,

JIadrid. 1883).

BRET'ON LITERATURE, The Breton, or
.\rmorican, language belongs to the British sub-

division of the Celtic family of languages. (See
Celtic Langi'age.s.) In its earliest form it was
spoken in Britain, and closely resembled Cornish.
As a result of social and political disturbances in
Britain, many of the Celtic inhabitants emigrated
during the Fifth and Sixth centuries to what is

now French Brittany. The language that they
])lanted there was known as Breton or Armori-
can. It was strongly inlluenced by French, as
time went on, and in the Middle Breton period
a large part of the vocabulary came to be of Ro-
mance origin. The Celtic language was entirely

driven out of Upper Brittany by French, but in
Lower Brittany it is still spoken by more than a
million people. In modern Breton four distinct

dialects are recognized—those of Leon, Treguier,
Cornouailles, and Vannes. The Vannetais stands
rather ajjart from the other three.

The material for the study of Old Breton con-
sists entirely of glosses and lists of proper names,
of which there is a considerable quantity in man-
uscripts ranging from the Eighth to the Tenth
Centtiry. The oldest literary monuments that
have been preserved are Middle Breton ; and like

those in Cornish, they are almost entirely of a
religious character. A number of the most im-
portant texts are accessible in recent editions.

During the Xineteenth Century there was a
kind of literary revival in Brittany. In 1827 the
Bible was translated into Breton by Le Gonidec.
In 1839 appeared the first edition of Barzaz
Brci:, by Hersart de la Villemarque, a book
which gave rise to a long discussion resembling,
on a smaller scale, the controversy over Macpher-
son's Ossian. The Barzaz Breiz w'as finally dis-

credited as a reproduction of Breton popular
poetry, but it gave an impulse to the work of
more scientific collecting which has gone on
.steadily to this day. The most valuable publica-
tions in this field have been those of il. F. M.
Luzel.

At the present time in Brittany, as in the other
Celtic countries, an active effort is being nuide to
preserve the native language and to i)romote its
use in literature.

Bibliography. For Old and Middle Breton
monuments consult: Loth, Chrestomathic Bre-
ton ne (Paris. 1800) ; Le Myslire de Sainte Barbe,
edited by Ernault (Paris, 1888), contains a
Middle Breton vocabulary, and the same scholar
has siiiic published a separate dictionary of Mid-
dle Breton. An important bibliography of mod-
ern Breton materials was contributed by Gaidoz
and Scbillot to the Revue Celtiquc, "

Vol. V.
(Paris, 1S75).

BRETSCHNEIDER, brft'shnlder, Hein-
nun GoniKiEi) vo.v (1730-1810). A German
remarkable for his unsettled life, eccentric habits.
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and satirical writing. He was born at Gera, and
was educated first at the Institute of the Mora-
vian Brothers, at Elbersdorf, and afterwards at
the gymnasium at Gera. He became captain of

horse in a Prussian volunteer corps, in wliich ser-

vice he was taken ])risoner. and was confined in

n French fortification until 176.'!. In 1775 he
visited England, France, and Holland; in 1776
he entered the senice of the Austrian Govern-
ment, and in 1778 was nominated librarian of the
University of Buda. wliove through his eccen-

tricities he came in conllict with the Jesuits. This
circumstance brought him under the notice of the

Emperor, Joseph II., who. in 1782, appointed him
one of the inspectors of studies. He was the author
of many tales, poems, and satires. The latter are
attacks upon every kind of injustice and false-

hood. In his Almanac of the Haiiits (Almaiiach
der Heiligen), for the year 1788, the priesthood
is severely attacked, and the legends of the monks
ridiculed.

BRETSCHNEIDER, Karl Gottlieb (1776-
1848). A German Protestant theologian. He
was born at Gersdorf, Saxony; studied at the
University of Leipzig; was a lecturer on philoso-

phy and theology at Wittenbeig from 1804 to

1800; and in 1807 became pastor at Schneeberg.
In 1816 he was appointed superintendent-general
and a member of the supreme consistorial court
at Gotha. He was a representative of the school
of so-called rational supranaturalism, whose in-

termediate position is indicated by its name. His
many and varied works display scholarly aeute-
ness and literary skill, but lack speculative
depth. His Probnhilia de Evangelii et Epistola-
rum Joannis Apostoli Indole et Origi)ie (1820)
aroused considerable controversy. He is best
known for the Systcmatische EntiHckelung alter

in der Dogmatik vorkommenden liegriffe (1814;
4th ed., 18;{8) ; and in particular for the Lexicon
Manuale in Libros Xoi'i Trstamenti (2 vols.,

1824; 3d ed., 1840). He established the Corpus
Reformatoruni (Halle, 1834 et seq.); and from
1832 was editor of the Allgemrine Kirchcn~eititng
of Darmstadt. A part of his autobiography
(1851) is to be found translated in Biblioiheca
Hucra, Vols. IX and X.

BRETT, Wn.LiAM Baliol. See Esher, Wil-
LiAii Baliol Bbett, First Viscount.

BRET'TEN (in the Eighth Century, Bred^-
heim). A town of Baden, on the Saalbach, about
13 miles cast of Karlsruhe, celebrated as the
birthplace of Melanchtlion. Population, in 1890,

about 4000; in 1000, 4S0O.

BRETTON, lljcxBY ue. A variant of Bbac-
TO-N.

BRETTS AND SCOTS, The Laws of the.
The name given, in the Thirteenth Century, to a
code of primitive laws in use among the Celtic

tribes in Scotland. The 'Scots' were the Celtic

people dwelling in the western and more moun-
tainous districts north of the Forth and the

Clyde, who, when it became necessarj- to distin-

guish them from the Teutonic inhabitants of the
low country, received the names of 'the wild
Scots,' and, more recently, 'the Scotch Highland-
ers.' The 'Bretts' were the British or Welsh in-

habitants of the region lying sotith of the Forth
and Clyde. This province was for some centuries
an independent kingdom, known by the names of

'Cambria,' 'Cumbria,' and 'Slrathclydc.' It be-

came, about the middle of the Tenth Century, a

tributary principality held of the King of the
English by the heir of the King of the Scots.

It so continued till after the beginning of the
Twelfth Century, when, Cumberland having been
incorporated with England, the gradual absorp-
tion of the rest of the territory into the domin-
ions of the King of the Scots seems to have been
imperceptibly completed.
No more is heard of Cumbria as a principality,

but 'the Welsh' continue to be named among its

inhabitants, in the charters of the Scotch kings,

and they seem to have retaine<l more or less of

their ancient Celtic laws tuitil after the beginning
of the Fourteenth Century. It was not till the
year 1305 that an ordinance of King Edward I.

of England, who appeared then to have reduced
all Scotland to his subjection, decreed "that the
usages of the Scots and the Bretts be abolished,

and no more used." It is unknown how far this

prohibition took effect. Of the code which it pro-

scribed only a fragment has been [ueserved. The
best edition is that preserved in the Acts of the
Parliaments of Srulland, Vol. I., pp. 299-301
(Edinburgh, 1844), where the laws are given in

three languages—Latin, French, and English.
The French version, which is the oldest, is print-

ed from a manuscript of about 1270, now in the
register house in Edinburgh. The fragment of

the "laws of the Bretts and the Scots' thus pub-
lished is of much the same nature as the ancient
laws of the Anglo-Saxons, the Welsh, the Irish,

and other nations of Western Europe. They are
principally concerned with crimes of violence,

and contain elaborate provisions for determining
the penalty of such crimes, and the terms on
which they might be commuted. They fix the cro,

or price at which every man was valued, accord-
ing to his degree, from the King down to the
churl, and which, if he were slain, was to be paid
to his kindred by the homicide or his kindred.
The cro of the King was 1000 cows; of the King's
son. or of an earl, \'yO cows; of an earl's sun or of

a thane, 100 cows; of a thane's son, 66% cows;
of the nephew of a thane, or of an ogthiern, 44
cows and 21% pence; and of a villain or churl, 16
cows—all persons of lower birth than a thane's
nephew, or an ogthiern, being accounted villains

or churls. A chapter "of blood-drawing"—corre-

sponding with the blodiryte of the Anglo-Saxons
—fixes the fine for .a blow to the effusion of blood
accoriling to the degree of the person woiinded
and the place of the wound. See Bloou Fkui);

Bi.ooiiMoxKY: Brkhon Laws; Wf.kgilu.

BREUGHEL, or BRUEGHEL, bru'Kel. A
family of Flemish painters whose name is derived

from the Dutch town of their birth, near Breda.

PlETER. the elder (c.1525-69), was a pupil of

Koek, studied in France and Italy, and settled

at Antwerp, and in 1563 at Brussels. His sub-

jects are humorous peasant scenes, somewhat
coarse in character, but possessing spirit and
comic jjower. His works are numerous in Dutch
and German galleries, and especially at Vienna.

His .son PiETKB. the younger (1364-1037), often

called "Hollen-Breughel" by reason of his fond-

ness for representations of devils, witches, and
robbers, is less iini)ortant. He also painted re-

ligions subjects. .Ian (1508-1025). a brother of

Pieter, born at Brussels, excelled his father and
brother in technique, and was called "Velvet
Breughel" from the softness and smoothness of

his style. He began as a painter of fruit and
fiowers, but afterwards became celebrated for
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landscapes, adornoil with many small fi<;iiros.

He painted the landsi-apos for many prominent
fi<;uro-painters. especially for Rubens, in such
important works as ""Vertumnus and Pomona."
the "Satyr Viewinji a Sleeping Xymph." and the
"Terrestrial Paradise." The Museum of Dresden
lias seventeen of his landsca])es. and the Munich
Gallery equally as many. There is hardly an im-
portant <;allery in Europe which does not possess

works liy one or more of this family ; there are sev-

eral examples in the Metropolitan Museum. New
York. Consult Michel, Les Brueghel ( Paris, 1892 )

.

BREUL. broil, K.\HL Uekma.n.n (ISGO— ). A
German-Eniilish scholar. He was born in Han-
over. He studied from 1878 to 1883 at the uni-

versities of Tubinf,'en, Strassburg. and Berlin. and
in 1884 was appointed lecturer in Oerman at the

University of Cambridfrc. In ISS.i he wasalsoap-
pointed lecturer in German at Girton and Xe\ni-

iiam colleges. He has been examiner to the uni-

versities of Cambrid<;e and Oxford, to London
X'niversity, and to the Royal University of Ire-

land, and in 1807 became sub-editor oitheilodeni
Quarterly of hanquages and Literature. He is

among those who seek to introduce into England
the educational methods of Germany. His publi-

cations include editions of (1889) HaufT's Das
Bild des Kaisers (1890), Schiller's Wilhelm
Tell, and (1899) Goethe's Iphigcnie; a Handy
Biographical Guide to the fftudy of the German
language and Literature (189.5); Das hiihere

><chuluesen Gros.ibritanniens (1897); and The
Teaching of Modern Foreign Languages in our
Secondary Schools (1898).

BRE'VE, brev (It. hreve, from Lat. hrevis,

short). In general, a short writ, or royal

mandate or summons. Specifically, in the prac-

tice of the Scotch law, since the institution

of J,he Court of Session (1532), a writ issuing

out of chancery in the name of the Crown, to

a judge, authorizing and directing him to try
by jury the allegations of fact contained in

the writ. Formerly these breves—correspond-
ing to the urits and pleas of English legal

procedure—were the foundation of almost all

civil actions in Scotland; but with a simplified

procedure they have gradually fallen into desue-

tude. They are retained, however, in a limited
number of special proceedings, as in the appoint-
ment of a guardian to a minor or a lunatic, in

the partition of an inheritance among several

heirs, and in proceedings on the part of a widow
to recover her dower. See Chanceby; Pleas;
Writ.

BRE'VE (It., from Lat. hrevis. short). A
note in music, found in early ecclesiastical nota-

tion, having the value of two whole notes or

semi-breves. In the measured strains of the old

church music, melodies moved slowly. About the

Eleventh Century the two principal notes in use

were the longa, ^ and the brcvis, , the first

being twice or three times the length of the sec-

ond, according to the measure used. So the
hrevis, or breve, the longest note possible in mod-
ern notation, was then considered a 'short' note,

as its name implies. .\t that time all notes were
black, or 'filled in.' When, in the Fifteenth Cen-
tury, white or 'open' notes came into use, the

breve was printed |=| and still later |c(. Either of

these later forms is used in the rare instances

when it is introduced into modern music. See
Alla Bbe\x.

BREVET' (OF. brievet, Fr. brevet, dim. of
fc)<7', from Lat. brevis, short, the commission
being a brief w-riting). A military commission
endowing its recipient with a higlier rank and
title than he would otherwise Im entitled to, or
than that for which he draws pay. In French
usage it applies to commissions in general. In
England and the United States it has particular
application to a special or higher commission,
which is conferred as a mark of distinction, but
which does not carry with it any increase in pay.
In tlic United States such officers are addressed
oiticially and otherwise by their brevet rank: but
in England such is the case only by courtesy,
while officially both titles are used, as, for exam-
ple, "Major and Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel
Smith." Originally the term designated a pro-
motion given on such occasions as a coronation,
or the tennination of a great war, and had its
origin during the reign of .lames II. (108.5-88) ;

but it was abused so frequently and to such an
extent, by the general award of brevet commis-
sions, that in 1854, during and after the Crimean
War, its bestowal was limited strictly to cases
of very distinguished service in the field, and on
the principle of seniority. A regimental officer

holding a brevet rank only takes the precedence
due his rank when in the field; for regimental,
purposes he ranks according to his regimental
seniority. In the United States breret titles

were given during the Indian, Civil, and Spanish
wars for 'conspicuous gallantry,' 'gallant and
meritorious service,' etc. Such officers are rec-

ommended to the President, who nominates them
and sends the commissions to the Senate for con-
firmation. Brevet commissions range in rank
from first lieutenant to lieutenant-general. In
England brevet commissions are confined to not
lower than the rank of captain, or higher than
lieutenant-colonel.

BRE'VIA'RIUM OF ETTTROTITTS, The.
A treatise by Eutropius. and his only extant
work, narrating in ten short books the events
from the founding of Rome to the accession of
Valens. .\.n. 364. to whom the history is dedi-
cated. The work is abridged from Livy, Sue-
tonius, and late writers. Errors of state-
ment are few and the style is remarkably good
for tlie time of its production. A Greek version,
made about a.d. 380, is still extant. The Bre-
riariuni has been much drawn upon as a basis for
other manuals, and many editions have appeared,
the most complete critical edition being that of
H. Droysen.

BRE'VIART (Lat. hreviarium, abridgment,
.ibstract. from hrevis, brief, short). The service-
book, among Roman Catholics, which contains
what is called the 'divine office,' or the sen'ice for
the can(mical hours. From very early Christian
times, the regular recitation of the Psalms of
David formed a large part of the public and pri-

vate devotion ; it was develojicd in the West by
the monks, whose life included frequent meeting
for prayer, and still forms the groundwork or
nucleus of the.se offices. Around it grew up a
whole system of hymns, prayers, antiphons
(q.v.), responses, and readings from Holy Scrip-
ture, which forms a very varied and complicated
service. Before the Sixteenth Century there was
an infinite number of local uses, nearly everj- dio-

cese bavimr its own breviary. The most ancient
and liturgically important of the non-Roman
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breviaries are tlie Mozaraliic. once general
throughout Spain, and tlie Anibrosian. tradi-

tional in liihin from the days of Saint .Vnibrose.

Pope Pins V. abolished all that could not show
an antiquity of two hundred years; and at the

present d,\v the Roman l)rcviary is almost uni-

versally used, with the exception of some slight

calendar variations among the religious or-

ders. It was systematized by Gregory VII.

(1073-85), receiA'cd its practically final form
under Pius V. in 1568, with subsequent revision

in detail by Clement VIII. (1602) and Urban
VIII. (1634), and additions of new offices and
feasts by all the later popes. The great number
of new saints' days has rendered the ordinary

ferial or week-day office very uncommon; and
Leo XIll., in 18S3", permitted the substitution for

it, on days when it would naturally occur, of a
'votive' or voluntary office of a festival character,

difi'ering according to the days of the week. There
is a tendency in favor of shortening the office,

whose recitation, even in private, occupies at

least an hour and a half every day. So compli-

cated has the system become {hat a sort of

annual almanac, called Ordo Recifandi Divini

Officii, is published in many countries, contain-

ing minute directions as to what is to be read.

The need of simplification led Cardinal Quignon
or Quifiones, a Spaniard, to publish a reformed

breviary in 1535, which, while it was never wide-

ly used, gave the English reformers a number of

hints for their simplified and condensed prayer-

book (q.v. ).

The canonical hours are seven: Matins and
lauds (forming practically one service), prime,

terce, sext, none, vespers, and compline. Matins
was supposed to be, and is in monasteries, sung
in the night ; the other offices are called the day
hours, and are published in separate form, for

convenience, under the title Uorw Diiirnw. Lauds
and vespers are the most important of these

services, containing the 'evangelical canticles'

(the Benedictus at lauds and the Mnfitiificnt at

vespers), and being sung with more ritual solem-

nity. The names prime, terce, sext, and nones

refer to the times at which they were originally

recited—the first, third, sixth, and ninth hours

of the day. Compline {completorium, the com-

pletion of the cycle) was recited at bedtime.

Those who recite" them privately, however, do so

at any convenient time, and frequently join two

or more offices together. The daily recitation of

the breviary is strictly obligatory on all clerics

and all 'choir' members of religious orders (as

distinguished from lay brothers or sisters). The

use of the breviary as a book of private devotion

by laymen has become rare since the multiplica-

tion of devotional works of difTerent kinds, but

at present shows some tendency to increa.se; and

it has always been a common custom to sing

vespers or compline, at least on Sundays, in

parochial churches.

The contents of the breviary, after the general

rubrics, tables, calendar, etc., fall into five parts:

(1) The Psalter, or original arrangement of the

Psalms and prayers for the days of the

week. (2) The Proper of the Season, contain-

ing the service for Christmas. Easter, Pentecost,

and the seasons dependent on them. (3) The

Proper of Saints, for the numerous special feasts

which recur on a fixed anniversary. (4) The

Common of Saints, parts of the service which

belong to classes of saints, as apostles, martyrs,

confessors, etc. (5) Several minor services, in-
cluding the office of the dead and the little office

of the Blessed Virgin Mary. The breviary as a
whole forms a marvelous storehouse of powerful
and tender religious thought; and as by far the
largest part of its contents is in the language of
Scripture, it is invested with much grandeur
and vitality, while the lessons from the fathers
and the lives of the saints read at matins con-

tain a mass of scriptural, historical, and theo-

logical knowledge. Consult: Tiic Roman Hre-
viary (a complete English translation by .John,

third Marquis of Bute. 2 vols., Loudon, 187!)) ;

Batifl'ol, Histoire du brcriaire romain (Paris,

1893) ; Pleitner, Acltculc (Icschichle dcs lirciitr-

yebcis (Kempter, 1887); Biiunier, Grschith ti-

des Breviers (Freiburg, 1895). For a scholarly

modern edition of Quignon's breviary, consult

Legg (Cambridge, 1888).

BRE'VIARY OF AL'ARIC {Drei-iarium
Alarifiiiii) . An important collection of Roman
laws, compiled by order of Alaric II.. King of

the Visigoths, in the first decade of the Sixth
Century a.d. It corresponds historically to the

code of laws promulgated by Thcodoric, King of

the Ostrogoths {Kdicttim Thcodorici) , the Salic

Law (Lex Kalica) and Ripuarian Law {Lex Ri-

I'Uaria) of the Franks, and otlier similar codes of

that period. The primitive conception of la\\^ as
of personal and not territorial application, com-
pelled the barbarian invaders to administer two
systems of law, one for their barbarian fol-

low-ers, and the other for the Roman inliabitants

of the territory occupied by them. The Breviary
of Alaric II. was a code designed for the Roman
subjects of the invader, and was almost ex-

clusively Roman in character. It was made up
of extensive abridgments of the Code and Novels
of Theodosius, the Institutes of Gains, and other
recognized authorities. These texts were accom-
panied by an elaborate commentary, called the
interpretatio. A corresponding code promulgat-
ed by Alaric for his barl)arian subject*, and
containing their own native law, was known as
the Forum ludiriim and Jiidiciim Liber. This
was of tlie character of other iirimitive codes, as
the Anglo-Sa.xon laws, the ancient Brehon law
of Ireland, etc., though tinctured, more than
these, with the influence of Rome. The two codes
together constitute tlie hex Visigolhorum. (See
Civil IjAW.) Consult Lee, Historical Jurispru-
dence (New York, 1900). See .Vlabic II.

BREVIER. See Printing.

BREVOORT', .JA.MKS RI•:NW^cK (1832—).
An -American painter, liorn in\Vest<hcstcr Coun-
ty, N. V. He studied architecture under Ken-
wick in New York, and painting under Thomas
Cummings. In 18G3 he was elecU'd a member
of the National Academy, and in 1872 was ap-

pointed its professor of perspective. He lived

for some time in Italy. His works, chiefly land-

scapes, include "Lago Maggiore," "November
Winds," "Scene in Holland, near Arnheim,"
"(Jroup of Houses and Boats, Lake of Como,"
"Castle of Heidelberg—Sunset," "On the Gulf
of Salerno," and "A Swiss Scene."

BREWER. A city in Penobscot County,
Maine, on the Penobscot River, opposite Bangor,
with which it is connected by a bridge, and on
two branches of the Maine Central Railroad

(Map: Maine, F 6). It has lumber, paper, and
pulp mills, and shipbuilding yards. Brewer was
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set off from Orrington, and incorporated in 1812,

and was chartered as a city in 1889. The gov-
eniniciit is administered by a mayor, elected an-
nually, and a city coimcil. Population, in 1890,
4193;" in 1900, 4835. Consult History of Penob-
scot Count!/ (Cleveland, 1882).

BREWER, D.\viD JosiAir (1837— ). An
American jurist, born at Smyrna, Asia Jlinor.
He graduated at Yale in 18,^6, at the Albany Law
School in 1858, in 18l!l and 18li2 was a United
States Commissioner, and in 18U2-G5 was judge
of the probate and criminal courts of Leaven-
worth County, Kansas. In 1865-C9 he was judge
of the District Court of the First Kansas Dis-
trict, and from 1870 to 1884 was a justice of the
.State Supreme Court. After having served as
judge of the Circuit Court of the United States in
1884-89 he was appointed, in 1889, an associate
justice of the United States Supreme Court. He
was also appointed a member of the Venezuelan
Boundary Commission in 1896. While on the
State bench he gave an opinion sustaining the
Maxwell land-grant, the largest private grant
sustained in the United States, and a dissenting
opinion on the question of the power of a
municipality to issue bonds in assistance of rail-

ways. He has taken high rank as a scholarly
jurist, and his public addresses have attracted
favorable attention.

BREWER, Kbexezer Cobh.\m (1810-97).
An English author and clergyman of the Estab-
lished Church, born in London. He was educated
at Cambridge, and in 183(i was ordained priest.

He wrote many educational books, but was known
chiefly for his various compendia and reference
works, which include A Guide to Scientific Ktiowl-
edge (1850); A Guide to Scripture History
( 1860) ; A Guide to Erery-Dny Knowledge
( 1864) : A Dictionary of Phrase anil Fable ( 1870,
25th ed., 1894) ; The Reader's Handbook of Allu-
sions, References, Plots, and Stories ( 1880, 12th
ed.. 1888) ; and a Historic Sote-Book (1890).

BREWER, John Hyatt (1856—). An
American organist and composer, born in Brook-
lyn, X. Y. He studied under Dudley Buck, was
organist of various Brooklyn churches, and in

1881 was appointed organist of the Lafayette
Avenue Presbyterian Church. Subsequently he
became professor of vocal music in Adelphi Col-

lege (Brooklyn). His compositions include prin-
cipally church music, but also secular works for
voice, organ, piano, and orchestra.

BREWER, .lonx Sherkex (1810-79). An
English historical writer, born in Norwich. He
was educated at Queen's College, Oxford, took
deacon's orders in 1837, and in 1839 was ap-
pointed lecturer in classical literature at King's
College, London. In 1855 he was appointed pro-
fessor of the English language and literature and
lecturer in modem history. For some time he
was editor of the Standard, but in 1856 began
for the Master of the Rolls a series of investiga-

tions for the preparation of various works, of

which the Calendar of Letters and Papers, For-
eign and Domestic, of the Reign of Henry VIIl.
(incomplete, Vols. I.-IV., 1862-72) niiLst be
reckoned the most important. His further works
in this connection include editions of the ilonu-
menia Franciscana (1S58|, and (1859) of the
Opus Tertius and Opus Minus of Roger Bacon.
His English Studies, reprinted from the Quarter-
ly Review, were edited liy Dr. Wace in 1881.

BREWER, Thomas jNUyo (1814-80). An
American ornithologist. He was born in Boston,

Mass., November 21, 1814, and died there .Janu-

ary 23, 1880. He was a physician, newspaper
editor, and publisher. In 1839 he edited a new
edition of Wilson's Ornithology. He wrote most
of the biographical sketches in the History of
Sorth American Birds, by Baird, Brewer, and
Ridgway (1874-84).

BREWER, William Henby (1828— ). An
American agriculturist, born in Poughkeepsie,
N. Y. He graduated at Yale (now Sheffield)

Scientific School, 1852, and was appointed pro-
fessor of agriculture there in 1804. He has been
closely and infiuentially identified with the move-
ment for agricultural education and research in
the L'nited States fSr more than half a century.
He has been a member of the Connecticut State
Board of Agiiculture and president of the Stiite

Board of Health for many years, and became a
member of the National Academy of Sciences
1880. He contributed to the Report on Cereal
Production in the United States Tenth Census
(1SS3), and edited Botany of California (1886).

BREWERS' GRAINS. The residue result-

ing in the manufacture of beer from grain, usual-
ly barley, much used as a feed for live stock.

In beer-making, the grain is treated with malt
to change the starch into sugar, which is then
fermented, yielding alcohol. The residue of the
grain, which constitutes the brewers' grains, is

very wet, containing some 75 per cent, of water.
It is sometimes sold in this wet condition for

inmiediate use in the vicinity of the brewery, but
spoils rapidly. On account of this and the
putrid odor it causes in stables, its use for niileh

cows is often objected to. There is nothing in
fresh, wet brewers' grains which is poisonous
or deleterious to milk production, provided they
are fed in tight mangers which are kept clean.

The partially spoiled grains .should not be used
for feeding. Brewers' grains are often dried by
artificial heat, freeing them very largely of their
water, in which condition they keep indefinitely.

The average composition of the dried grains is as
follows: Water 7.8, ash 3.5, protein 22.6, fibre

12.8, nitrogen-free extract 46.8, and fat 6.5 per
cent. They are an excellent feeding .stuff, espe-

cially for cattle and horses, ranking with wheat-
liran and oil-meals in palatabilitv and general
eflVcts.

BREW'ERTON, Henby (1801-79). An
American soldier, bom in New York City. He
graduated in 1819 at the L'nited States Military
Academy, was commissioned in the corps of

engmeers, and rose in that service to the rank of

colonel (1804) and brevet brigadier-general

(1865). Fnmi 1845 to 1852 he was superin-

tendent of the United States Military Academy,
from 1852 to 1864 directed the improvements in

Maltimore Harbor and at the mouth of the Sus-

((uehanna River, and during the Civil War was
superintending engineer of the fortifications of

Baltimore Harbor and the defenses of Delaware
Bay and river. He was among those who con-

tributed to the early extension of the system of

coa^i and frontier defenses.

BREWING (AS. hreowan, OHG, hriuwan,
Ger. brauen, Icel. bruyga, to brewjcf. Ok. ppvrov,

hryton, a kind of beer or cider). The pro<-ess

of making beer, ale, or other fermented liquora

which do not undergo distillation. This art,
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which is one of the oldest (see Beeb), has been
improved from time to time so that at the
present day, by the aid of eliemistrj' and bac-

terioloj,'y, the manufaeture of beer involves a
liigh degree of teohuical skill. W bile it is usual
to speak of the niauulacture of beer as brewing
and the place where it is made as a brewery,
yet to be more e.\aet, there are two distinct and
separate processes to be considered, tlic malting
and brewing proper.

Malting. The raw materials for making beer
are water, barley, and hops, and the first process
in the manufacture is the malting of the barley.
The grain is first steeped by placing it in wooden
or metal cisterns and covering it with cold water.
This process of steeping lasts from 72 to S)6

hours, the water being drafned ofi' about once
a day and replaced by fresh water. During the
process of steeping, the barley absorbs a portion
of the water, which causes it to swell and soften.
After being finally drained, the barley is taken
from the cisterns and spread to a depth of from
one foot to one and a half feet on the malt-house
floor. This part of the process is known as
"couching.' In this position the grain begins to
germinate or throw out the sprouts, which, if

allowed to develop, would form the future root-
lets and blades of the barley. This process is

one which the maltster watches with the utmost
care, since upon its being properly accomplished
depends much of the final success of the brew.
The chief requisites to be observed are that the
germination shall be slow and regular; that it

shall not proceed at too high a temperature, and
that it shall be cheeked at the proper time. Dif-
ferent varieties of barley germinate with diflerent
speeds, and the maltster has to study the pecu-
liarities of each variety and regulate his work
accordingly. This regulation is accomplished by
thinning out the couches; by regularly turning
the grain over and respreading it: by letting in

or shutting out the warmer or the colder outside
air, and by resprinkling the grain with water.
The thinning down of the couches is technically
known as 'flooring.' The duraticm of the pro-
cesses of cduching and flooring is usually from
ten to twelve days. The next step is to check
the germination, and this is done by kiln drying.
The dry kiln consists of a building with one or
more, generally two or three, drying-floors, which
is heated to a temperature gradually increasing
to the maximum recjuired, which may be from
'J0° to 100° F. for pale malt, to from 150° to
170° F. for brown malt. For drying the malted
grain is spread out on the floors of the dry kiln,

and when it is fully dried it is quite crisp. In
this condition the grain or malt can be stored
for brewing at any time.

Brewing. The first operation in brewing is to

crush, or technically to 'bruise,' the malted grain
by passing it between iron rollers, the ground
product from which is termed 'grist.' The grist
is then mixed mechanically with hot water until
it has about the consistency of ordinary porridge,
and is then run into the nuilt-tubs. where the
temperature is raised to about 170° F. Often
the mash-tubs are provided with mechanical
mixers for agitating the mixed grist and water
which is now called the 'mash.' It is at this

point in the process that adulterants are added
if they are used. After standing in the mash-
tub from two to three hours the liquor is drained
off from the bottom, hot water l)eing slowly and

evenly run over the top of the mash thoroughly
to wash or purge the grist from the liquor, which
is now called 'wort.' The wort is allowed to
stand for a brief time to clarify, and is then
drawn ofl' into cojiper boilers where it is boiled
with hops. From one to four bushels of malt
and from one to five pounds of hops are used
for a barrel of beer. After being boiled for about
two hours in the cop])er boilers, the wort is
drawn otl' and cooled quickly by passing it
through vessels containing coils of "pipe in which
cold water circulates, or by some other means for
rapid cooling, and then run into the vats where
fermentation takes place. (See Fermentation.)
Fermentation is started by adding about one
gallon of liquid yeast to one hundred gallons of
wort, the yeast used always being some which
has been reserved from a previous l)rewing of the
same kind of beer. Fermentation is allowed to
progress for from six to eight days. It is com-
paratively slow at first and then rapidly in-

creases as the wort commences to 'work' until
the temperature has risen considerably; large
quantities of carbonic-acid gas are thrown off

and the surface of the w'ort is covered with a
thick layer of scum. The next process is to run
the fermented liquor into other vats, known as
cleansing-vats, which are usually provided with
some means for cooling their contents, where a
mild process of fermentation occurs, which
throws oft' the remnants of the yeast in the shape
of scum. The liquor is then drawn ofl' into casks
where it is stored, for a greater or less length of
time and under ditTerent conditions of tempera-
ture, to mature. The time required and con-
ditions provided for maturing several of the
more common varieties of beer are diflerent in
their precise natures and are discussed under
Beer.

Technology and Chemistry. The two preced-
ing paragraphs outline briefly the processes of
malting and lirewing. To describe the technology
and clicmistry of these processes in nontechnical
langiuige is rather ditlieult. Briefly enumerated,
the technical considerations which call for the
most particular attention are: (1) The nature
and (jualily of tlie grain used; (2) the malting
of the grain; (3) the tem|)erature at the com-
mencement of mashing and again at tlu' begin-
ning of fermentation; and (4) the quality of the
w'ater used. It is imiiossible to enter into these
technical questions in detail here, but some brief
indications of tlu'ir character may be given. Re-
garding the choice of Uirleys for brewing, they
should be tlionaiglily ripened and should be care-

fully hiirvested and handled to preserve the skin
or husk of tlie kernel, since when the kernel is

bruised or has its skin broken mold is likely
to attack it and cause trouble, if not disaster,

in malting and brewing. The precautions to be
taken in malting have already been described.
Regarding the incipient temperature of the mash
iind of the wort at the commcncenieut of fermen-
tation, it can only be said h<M-e that it is held to
i)e of prime imjiortancc, and if not accurately
contrcdied may result in spoiling the brew. In
res]>ect to the water used, the jnincipal require-

ments are that it should be al)solutely pure and
should be somewhat 'hard,' that is, it should
contain lime salts. The principal chemical ac-

tions occur during malting, when the mash is

lieing made, and during fermentation. Durini;
malting the albuminous substances in the grain
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are changed to a substance known as diastase,

which has the power to chanjre the insoluble

Btarch of the j;r:iin into dextrin, and then into

glucose or grape-sujiar, both of whieh substances
are soluble in water. This conversion takes
place during the steeping of the mash. During
fermentation the glucose which has been formed
in steeping is deeomjiosed by the action of the

yeast into alcohol and carbonic-acid gas. Va-
rious minor chemical reactions occur during all

of these processes, for the explanation of which
special treatises on brewing and fermentation
may be studied.

Adulter.\tiox. Broadly defined, adulteration

may be said to be the use of any substitute,

whether wholesome or injvirious. in place of the

barley, malt, or the hops. In England, the ad-

mittedly wholesome adulterants for malt usually
consist of a preparation of raw grain, or what
are known as brewing-sugars. A popular manu-
factured substitute for nuilt is 'dextrin mal-
tose,' which is made from raw starch treated
with dilute acid until the relative proportions
of the two substances, dextrin and maltose, are

similar to those of nonnal malt wort. Among
the injurious adulterants are wormwood, aloes,

picric acid, and strychnine. These are rarely, if

ever, employed abroad, and probably very much
less than is generally assumed in the United
States. It is a common practice in America,
however, for beer to be sold before the final cur-

ing in the casks is accomplished, and to pro-

duce the "life' or appearance which this final

fermentation brings about, capsules of sodium
bicarbonate are introduced into the casks.

BREWSTER, Bek.i.\min Harris (1816-88).

An American lawyer. He was born in Xew .Jer-

sey, graduated at Princeton in 1834, and was
admitted to the bar of Philadelphia in 1838.

He was appointed Attorney-General of Pennsyl-
vania in 1807, and during his term of otlice suc-

ceeded in breaking up the notorious 'Gettysburg

Lottery' scheme. From 1881 to 1885 he was
Attorney-"General of the United States, in Presi-

dent Arthur's Cabinet, and in this capacity con-

ducted the "Star Route' trials with great energy
and ability.

BREWSTER, CnAtxcEY BrxcE (1848—).
An American Protestant Episcopal bishop. He
was born at Windham. Conn., and was educated
at Yale University and at Trinity College, Hart-
ford. After occup\ing i-e<'torates at Rve, N. Y.
(1873-81), Detroit" (1881-85), Baltimore (188.5-

88), and Brooklyn (lS88-'.)7), he was in 1899
elected Bishop of Connecticut. The following

are his principal publications; The Key of Life,
a series of Good Triday addresses ( 1894 ) ; A.i-

pects of liecelation (II'OI).

BREWSTER, Sir DAVin (1781-1808). An
eminent Scotch physicist, born at Icdburgh. He
was educated for the Church of Scotland at the
Iniversity of Edinburgh, and was licensed to

preach by the presbytery of Edinburgh. Instead
of following the life of a clergyman, he devoted
himself to scientific study and research and litera-

ture, and in 1808 he liecame the editor of the /•>/-

inhurgli Enci/clopfrdia. to which he contributed
many important scientific articles. Previous to

this he had entered deeply on the study of optics,

with which his name is now cnduringly associated.

The optical toy called the kaleidoscope was invent-

ed by him in 1816, and he published a treatise on

the instrument three years later. The stereoscope
is also largely his invention, the honor being
shared with W'heatstone, though the divided

lenses and their arrangement are due entirely

to Brewster. In 1817. in conjunction with Pro-

fessor Jameson, he edited the Eitinhiirtjh I'hilo-

liophical Journal, the name of which, in 1819,

was changed to the Ediiibiirffh Journal of Sci-

ence, and in 1831 he was one of the founders
of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science. Brewster's scientific work brought
to him many honors. In 1815 he obtained the
Copley ^ledal of the Royal Society for one of

his o|)tical discoveries, and soon after was elect-

ed a fellow. In 1810 he received half of the
physical prize bestowed by the I'rench Institute

for two of the most important scientific dis-

coveries made in Europe during the two preced-

ing years. In 1819 the Royal Society awarded
him the Rumford gold and silver medals for his

discovery connected with the polarization of

light. In 1825 he became corresponding mem-
ber of the Institute of France. In 1831 he was
knighted and had a pension conferred upon him.
In 1838 he was chosen principal of the united
colleges of Saint Leonard and Saint Salvador,
Saint Andrews. In 1849, on the death of Ber-
zelius in the preceding year, he was elected one
of the eight foreign associates of the French In-

stitute, the highest scientific distinction in Eu-
rope. Brewster was also a member of the Im-
perial and Royal academies of Saint Petersburg,
Berlin, Copenhagen, and Stockholm, and a for-

eign associate of the National Academy of

Sciences of the Ignited States. He presided over
the British Association, and in 1851 over the
Peace Congress held in London. In 1859 be was
chosen vice-chancellor of the University of Edin-
burgh. His principal work is his hifc of New-
Ion, first published in 1828, and issued in a
totally new and greatly enlarged fonn in 1855.
Among his other works are his interesting Let-
ters on- yaturnl Mnqie, addressed to Sir Walter
Scott; More Worlds Than One (1854); his
treatises on the kaleidoscope and on optics
(Cabinet C'l/rlopcedia) : his Martyrs of (Sci-

ence : and his treatises in the Encyelopcvdia,

Britanniea on electricity, magnetism, ojitics, the
stereoscope, etc. Among the periodicals to which
he contributed largely are the Edinburf/h and
Xorth liritish Reviews. Consult Gordon, Home
Life of Brewster (Edinburgh, 1809).

BREWSTER, Frederick Carroix (1825-
98). An American lawyer, born in Philadelphia,
Pa. He graduated at the University of Pennsyl-
vania, was admitted to the bar in 1844. and from
1862 to 1800 was city solicitor. In 18(>0 he be-

came judge of the Court of Common Pleas, and
in 1S09 State Attorney-Cicneral. He was instru-

mental in obtaining for the city of Phihidcliihi.a

the Stephen Girard bequest and the Schuylkill
River Bridge. His publications include a Di-
(/est of Pennsylvania Cases (1809); Brewster's
Ueporls (4 vols., 1809-73) ; and Practice in
Pennsylvania Courts (1888).

BREWSTER, Wti.t.iam (c.l5C0-c.lC44). A
IcailiT nf the 'Pilgrims,' generally known as
Elder lirewstcr, who came to .\nierica in the
Mtijllloirer in 1020. He was bom at Scrooby,
Xottinghamshire. studied for a time at Cani-
hriilge. and from 1584 to 1587 was in the service

of \\ illiani Davison, then Ambassador to the Low
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Countries and afterwards the Secretary of State

of Queen Elizabeth, wlio, says Bradford, regarded

hini as '"so discreet and faithful that he trusted

him above all others who were with him." About
1587 Brewster retired to Scrooby. "to live in the

country in irood esteume amongst his frcinds and
the pood gentlemen of those parts, espctially the

godly and religious." Here he occupied the old

Scrooby manor house, and for some years held

the position of 'post.' which was then frequently

filled by men of higli social standing, and which

involved the entertainment of travelers, as well

as the dispatch of the mails and the supplying of

relays of horses. He was in thorough sympathy
with the Separatists at Scrooby, who on each

Sunday assendded for worship at the manor
liouse." In IfiOS he was one of the company of

Non-Conformists who., to avoid persecution, re-

moved to Holland: and at Leydon, his fortune

having been exhausted, supported himself by
teaching English to the students at the univer-

sity, and by publishing books whose circulation

was prohibited by the English Government. With
Bradford, Car\er, and Winslow, he urged the mi-

gration to America, and with Bradford he went

to England in 1619 and secured a patent for a

tract of land in America. In the following year

he crossed the Atlantic, with the first company of

'Pilgrims,' and for the next twenty-four years

was one of the leaders at Plymouth, where

he did much by his energy and cheerful optim-

ism to make the colonizing experiment a success.

Having been the ruling elder of the congregation

in Scrooby, Amsterdam, and Leyden, he con-

tinued to act as such at Plymouth, and until

1620 was also a teacher and preacher, holding

services twice each Lord's Day, though he al-

ways refused to administer the sacrament. At
his death he left a library of 300 volumes, a

catalogue of which has been preserved. Brad-

ford prepared an interesting Memoir of Elder

Breicster, which may be found in Young's Cliroii-

4cles of the Pilqri'ms (Boston, 1841), and in

Vol. III., 5th series, of the Collections of the

Massachusetts Historical Society. Consult

Steele, Chief of the Pilgrims; or the Life and

Times of William Breicster (Philadelphia,

1857).

BREWSTER'S LAW. See Light, paragraph

on rohirizat ion.

BREWTON, broo't'n. A town and county-

seat of Escanil)ia County, Ala., 100 miles south

by west of the State capital, JNlontgomery, on the

Louisville and Nashville Kailroad (Map: Ala-

bama, B 4). It has truck- farming interests, and

various numufactures of wooden products. Popu-

lation, in ISdO, 1115; in 1!)00, 1382.

BREYMANN, bri'man. Her.m.ann (1843—).
A German philologist. He was horn at Oker,

near Harzburg, and studied jiliilology at the

universities of Gottingen, Bonn, Marburg, and
Paris. In 1875 he was a])])ointcd professor of

the French and English languages at the Uni-

versity of JIunich. He is one of the foremost

authorities on pedagogical (piestiims alTeeting in-

struction in modern languages. In addition to

the Miinchener Ucitriifie zur romanischen iind

enijlischen I'hilologic. of which he is the editor,

lireymann has published the following imjmr-

tnnt works: I.es deux lii-res des Macchnhcrs

(1868); Marlowe's Dr. Faustus (188!)); Bear-

ini] of the Study of Modern Languages on Edu-

cation at Large (1872) ; Diez, sein Leben, seine

^\'erhe; On Provencal Literature (1875); Die
neusprachliche Reform-Litteraturl876-9S ( 1895).

BRIALMONT, breVil'moN'. Alexis Hfxri
I 1S2] -I'.Mi'i ) . A Belgian engineer and military
writer. He published a large nund)er of works
on the art and methods of military fortifica-

tion, and is regarded as an autbority on this

subject. He designed the ])rincipal fortifications

of Antwerp, the fortifications of Bucharest

(1883), and those of Li&ge and Namur, in 1887.

Among his publications are Fr<^ci.s d'art mili-

taire (4 vols., 1850), and La fortification du
temps present (2 vols., 1885).

BRIANA, Ixri-a'na. In Spenser's Faerie
Qucciic, the owner of a great castle. She ob-

tains Crudor's love by making him a mantle
of 'beards of knights and locks of ladies,' and
allows no one to pass her stronghold without
being shorn.

BRI'AN BOROIMHE, h6 roim', or BORTJ,
biVroo' (926-1014). A famous King of Ireland.

He became King of Cashel, comprising the i)res-

ent counties of Tipperary and Clare, in 987. In

1001, after defeating Maelsechlainn, he was ac-

knowledged the chief King of Ireland. The
surname Boroimhe, signifying tax, was given
him in consequence of the tribute in kind he
levied from the various provinces. He lived in

the Dun of Cenn Coradh, in a state of nide
plenty. He is said to have defeated the Danes
in t«enty-five pitched battles. In the battle of

Clontarf, April 23. 1014, in which he was killed,

Brian gained a signal victory over a united

army of revolted natives and Danes, the power
of the latter receiving a shock from which it

never recovered. Brian Boru is the great hero
of the Irish, but fact and fiction have become so

mingled in the accounts of his life that it is

difficult to form an accurate picture of the real

warrior chieftain.

BRIANCHON, brS'iiN'shON', Chakles Jxtlien
(1785-18C5). A French mathematician, horn in

Sevres. He studied at the Ecole I'olytechnique,

in 1808 was apixiintcd lieutenant of artillery,

in 1815 assistant director of the man\ifacture of

arms, and in 1818 a professor at the Ecole d'Ar-

tillerie. His publications include Application, de
la thcorie des transrcrsales (1818) and Essai
chimiijue sur Iks reactions foudroyantes (1825).

He is best known for a theorem which appeared
in 1806 in the Journal de I'Ecole Polytcehnique,
in an article later expanded into Mcmoircs sur
les lignes du second ordre (1817). One form of

the statement of the theorem is: The three di-

agonals of every hexagon circumscribed to a
conic meet in a point. See Geometby.

BRIANCHON'S THEOREM. See Brian-
CHON, CUAHI.K.S .Irl.IE.X.

BRIANQON, bre'iiN'.s.-,N' (anciently, Lat.
Hiiganliuni. 'tile town on the heights." from Celt.

hruigh, brig, heap, ]iilc, elevation). A strongly

fortified town in the Department of the Hautes-
Alpes, France, situated at the eonlluence of the

Durance and Guisane, about 35 miles northeast
of (iap (Map: France, N 7). It is the highest

town in France, being more than 4300 feet above
sea-level. It is a fortress of the first class, com-
mands the entrance into Italy by Mont OenSvre
and the principal passes, and is the principal

military depot and arsenal in the French Alps.
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Brian<;oii has manufactures of silk, cotton, ho-

siery, and cutlery. Population, in 1896, 7177. In

Roman times the town was called Brigantium,

and lay on the direct route from Italy to Em-
brun and Gap. It was not fortilied by the

French until 1722, and the building of its ten

forts has joue on from that date until to-day.

BRIANSK, bryiinsk, or BRYANSK (Russ.,

earlier Ihlirt/ansk, Slav. Dibryansk, from dcbri,

thicket, forest, for wliicli the neighborhood was
quite famous). A district town in the Russian

Government of Orel, situated on the right bank
of the navigable Desna, about SO miles northwest

of Orel (Map: Russia, D 4). It is divided into

several parts by a number of short streams, and
contains a large number of churches, among
which the Pokrov Cathedral is the most promi-

nent. In the vicinity of the town is situated the

monastery of Svensk-Uspensk, dating from the

Thirteenth Century and containing a theological

seminary. Tlie settlement around the monastery
is the place of an important annual fair. Owing
to its advantageous position on the Desna,

Briansk has a considerable trade in hemp, tim-

ber, ropes, grain, and salt. The chief manufac-
turing establishments are iron-foundries and
glass-works. There is also an important arsenal.

Population, in 1888, 20,200: in 1897, 23.520.

BBIABETTS, bri-a're-us (Gk. Bpidpews, Bri-

areOs i , or .F.c.EOX. One of the three sons of

Uranus and G*a. The others were Cottus ajid

Gyes, and each of the three had a hundred arms
and fifty heads. They assisted Zeus when the

Titans made war against Olympus. In Homer
Briareus appears alone as a friend of Thetis,

and ally of Zeus during a revolt of the gods.

In this account he is represented as dwelling in

the (Icptlu of the sea.

BRIBERY (OF. briberie, from OF. bribe, bit

of bread given to a beggar, from Breton breva,

to break). The offering, promising, giving, or

receiving of money, goods, employment, or per-

sonal advantage of any kind with a view to un-
lawfully influence the receiver in the exercise of

a public duty. Such public duties are those of

judges, legislators, executive officers of govern-

ment or state, voters in the exercise of suffrage,

customs officers, and others. A contract founded
on such a consideration is totally void, as being

immoral and contrary to public policy. The per-

son giving, as well as the one receiving, the bribe

is guilty of the crime of bribery. The United
States and tlie several States in their statutes

define the offense as applied to courts, officers,

and voters within their jurisdiction, and they
impose severe penalties of fine or imprisonment,
or both, for conviction of bribery.

Judicial bribery is defined by Greenleaf as the
"receiving or offering any undue reward by or to

any person whose ordinary profession or busi-

ness relates to the administration of public jus-

tice, in order to influence his behavior in office

and incline him to act contrary to the rules of

honesty and integrity." It is a matter of congrat-
ulation that the higher courts of the United States
have been almost uniformly free from the taint

of suspicion of bribery. The United States Su-
preme Court has a spotless record in this respect,

as have most of the higher courts of the several

States. The offense has been rare, also, in the

history of the administration of justice in Eng-
land. It was punishable at common law. Per-

Voi.. III.—31.

haps the earliest reported case of judicial brib-

ery is that of Sir William Thorpe, in 1351. This
was followed by the impeachment of Chancellor
Michael de la Pole in 1384. Hut the most cele-

brated case of judicial bril>cry in England is that

of Lord Bacon, who pleaded guilty to corruption

in office, and who was sentenced to pay a fine

of £40,000, and to imprisonment during the

King's pleasure, incapacity for ollice, and ex-

clusion from Parliament.
The corruption of oilier public officials was

also a common-law offense, whether the bribery

was employed to induce the officer to act or to

refrain from acting in his official capacity. The
mere offer of a bribe, though it was refused, con-

stituted a common-law misdemeanor. The bribery

of jurors is considered under Embbacebt
(q.v.).

The form of bribery which is most dangerous

at present, as well as the one which has called

forth the greatest amount of legislation, is that

which aims at the corruption of voters at public

elections. Modem statutes upon this subject are

dealt with under Elector.^l Reform and CoR-

BUPT Practic'E.s. An announcement by a can-

didate for office that, if elected, he will serve

at a less salary than that provided by law has

been held to be an offer of a bribe to the voters.

Consult the authorities referred to under Elec-

tion : Electoral Reform; Corrupt Practices;

and Criminal Law.

BRIC-A-BRAC (Fr., possibly from OF. de

brie et de broc, by hook or by crook, or it may be

a reduplication with change of vowel, like rick-

rack, riff-raff, etc.). A word of uncertain origin

denoting objects of many kinds used for decora-

tive purposes, such as old furniture, objets de

vertu, or ornaments interesting because of rarity,

or merely because they are quaint or obsolete.

The term usually designates small objects, and

differs from curio in that its connotation extends

only to articles that have some claim to aesthetic

merit. Indiscriminate collections of such objects

were formerly very popular, but have largely

gone out of fashion except in a small way. Bric-

a-brac is often of archa-ological, and even of

ethnological, interest, but the taste sometimes

degenerates into a 'fad.' and often results in over-

loading spaces in dwellings. When systematic

or historic collections are made on a large scale,

as of musical instruments, snuff-boxes, fans, etc.,

they may be extremely useful as preserving for

future generations the minor notes of many of

the fast vanishing modes of life, manners, and

practices of the past which can be traced and
revived through their study.

BRICE, Calvin Stewart (1845-98). An
American lawyer and politician. He was bom in

Ohio and served in the Union Army from 1862

to 18G5. He graduated at Miami University in

1803, practiced law for a short time, but soon

turned his attention to railroad affairs, and was
identified with the East Tennessee, the Richmond
Terminal, the Duluth, South Shore and Atlan-

tic, and .several other roads. At the time' of his

death he was interested in the American China
Development Company, the purpose of which

was to build a road from Hankow to Canton, and
thence to Hong Kong. In politics a Democrat, he

was an elector on the Tilden (1876) and Cleve-

land ( 1884) tickets; was chairman of the Demo-
cratic National Campaign Committee in 1889.
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and in 1890 became a uieinber of the United
States Senate.

BRICK (probably allied to break, originally
meaning a fragment; cf. Fr. brique, a piece,
fragment). The earliest examples of this branch
of the ceramic art were do\ibtless the sun-dried
bricks of Egj'pt, Assyria, and Babylonia. Re-
markable to say, many of tliese, which, in a
northern climate, the frosts of a single winter
would destroy, have been preserved for 3000
years or more by the dry, warm atmospliere of

those countries. Sun-baked bricks of ancient
date are also found in the mud walls of old
towns in India. Kiln-baked bricks must have
l>cen the products of a later time ; but they are
found in all the chief ruins of ancient Babylonia,
where they were often used to face or bind to-

gether walls of sun-dried bricks, and occasionally
they were even ornamented with enameled colors.
These ancient bricks, whether baked by the sun
or by fire, were all made of chiy mixed with grass
or straw. The ancient Greeks, probably owing to
their possessing plenty of stone, cared" little for
building with burned claj-; but most of the great
ruins in Rome were originally built of brick, and
the Romans appear to have introduced the art
into England. Interesting historical information
has been obtained from the impressions on Ro-
man and especially on Babylonian bricks. In
many instances the Roman bricks found in Eng-
land have been removed from their original posi-
tion, and employed in the construction of build-
ings of later date. The earliest instance in which
bricks of the modern or Flemisli make occur in
England is Little Wenham Hall, in Suffolk
( 1260) . In America bricks were made in Virginia
as early as 1612; in New England, in 1047, and
in Philadelphia, in 108.5. The hand-power brick-
machine was invented in 1835 by Nathaniel
Adams, of Cornwall. N. Y. A little later he de-
signed a brick-machine operated by liorse-jiower,

and he also invented a tempering wheel for work-
ing clay.

Common Buildixo Brick may be made of any
clay that can be molded well and then burned to
a liard. uiiiform texture and red color. Good bricks
do not absorb more than 10 per cent, of water.
The standard size of brick in the United States,
as adopted by the National Brick Maiuifac-
turers' Association in 1887 and tlie National
Trades' Association in 188!), is 8% X 4 X 21/2

inches. The legal standard in England is 8% X
4% X 2% inches. The sizes in Scotland, Ger-
many, Austria, and South .\merican countries in-

crease in tlie order named, and in the case of the
latter bricks are as large as 12% X dVt X 2V-!

inches. They are classed as arch, red. or .salmon,

according to whether they come from the centre,

inner, or outer portions of the kiln. The first

are inclined to be hard or brittle, and the last to

be too soft.

Front Brick, also known as pressed, repressed,

Philadelpliia pressed, or face brick, is a smooth,
sharp-edged brick, first-class in color, used for

the front or otlier exposed surface of buildings

where good effect is particularly desired. Origi-

nally they w^ere always molded by hand, and then
pressed, hence the name. After machine mold-
ing w-as adopted, the term repressing naturally
came into use. At present a very good front

brick can be made in a machine in one operation,

biit repressing is still practiced for front brick,

either after hand or machine molding. The clay

should be selected carefully, and may be weath-
ered, or exposed to the action of the'atmosphere
for a long time, or two elays may be mixed.
Frimt bricks are now made in a variety of colors,
instead of in red alone. The standard size adopt-
ed by the two associations named above is 8% X
4 X 214 inches.

Enameled or Glazed Brick is a self-explana-
tory term. See Enamel.
Ornamental and Speci.\l Forms may be made

in various architectural shajies. as for moldings,
iir for the voussoirs of arches, and are sometimes
machine molded. When built up lal)oriously by
liand. they may be classed as terra-cotta. They
require better clay and more careful manipula-
tion than front brick.

Fire-Brkk i.s made from refractory clays,
whicli should contain not over 4 per cent, of im-
purities. Plastic and Hint clays are commonly
mixed in equal parts, the former adding tough-
ness and tlie latter the refractory quality.
Weathering is generally advisable. The process
of manufacture is much the same as for ordinary
l-.rick. Higli-grade fire-bricks are made at Stour-
bridge, England, at various places in New .Jer-

sey, and elsewhere in the United States. As
their name implies, they are used wliere intense
heat must be witlistood. as in the case of furnace-
or chimney linings. Rauxitc and silica brick
are also used as fire-brick, but are not clay jirod-

uets. Bauxite (q.v.) took its name from Baux,
France, but is now found in the United States.

Pa\tng-Brick.s arc coming into use in the
United States with great rapidity. Clay for
paving-brick should stand vitrification, or. more
properly, semi-vitrification, without losing its

slia])e: but it need not be a fire-clay. Shale is

nmch used for the purpose. Paving-bricks are
often repressed. The finished prod\ict should be
tough, stand abi-asion and impact, and be quite
non-absorbent.

Sewer-Brick are ordinary brick, .selected for
hardness, regular shape, and smooth surface.
BRicK-JlANrFACTlRE. After the clay is prop-

erly worked it must be molded, dried, and burned.

TEMPKRING DEVIfK AND Al'UEK OF URICK-.MACHINE.

(Clay- working is treated under Clay, and
burning under KlL.ws.) Molding was formerly
done by hand, and tliis method is still followed
at small yards, or for the manufacture of spe-

cial brick; but machine niolding is becoming
more and more common. Alolding-machines are
of the soft-mud, stiff-mud or wire-cut, and dry-
clay types. Softnnid machines are generally
used by the smaller makers. Their characteris-

tic features are an upright receptacle of wood or
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1. END-CUT BRICK MACHINE IN OPERATION. 2. AUTOMATIC WIRE CUTTER FOR END-CUT BRICKS.
3. LARGE AUGER MACHINE.
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iron, containing a knife-bearing, revolving cen-

tral shaft, witii curved arms at the bottom to

force the ehiy into the press-box. The molds are

sanded, then fed in aiitoiiiatioally beneath the

press-box. After the molds are filled under pres-

sure they are moved forward to a dcliverj-

table. StifT-mud machines, as the name implies,

treat stiffly tempered clay, which is forced

through a die by either a plunger or an auger.

The plunger gives bars of clay, of fixed lengths.

and the auger a continuous bar or stream, but in

either case the bars may lie cut into brick by
means of parallel wires; or in the case of the

auger machines automatic cutters may be used,

and the process made continuous, thus increasing

the capacity, and also requiring less power. The
auger machines may cut the brick either end-

eiDE-CTTTINQ MACHINE.

wise or sidewise, the machines and product
being known, accordingly, as end-cut or side-cut.

The plunger machines are end-cut. The auger
machines tend to give the brick a laminated
structure, which is objectionable. Some moUling-

niachines combine a vertical pug-mill (see under
the article Clay, paragraph I'ug-MiUn) , witli

a revolving arm which fortes the clay down
into molds ranged around the edge of a horizon-

tal revolving table. Plungers from both above
and below compress the clay. Dry-clay machines
use a pulverized, screened clay, which is fed from
a hopper through canvas tubes or chargers into
molds, where the clay is pressed from above and
below, somewhat as just descrilied. Brick thus
made are very dense, but their particles are not
well united. These machines are used chiefly to

make front brick. After the bricks are turned
nut by the machines it is necessary to dry them
before burning. This is done in the open air. in

covered sheds, or in heated tunnels, from which
they are taken to the kilns. For a description of

burning see Kil.xs, and for accounts of the brick

industry, both in general and in detail, consult

:

The several annual issues of The Mineral Indus-

try (New York. 18n-2-1000) ; Wheeler, Vitrified

Paving Brick (Indianapolis, 1895) ; Davis, I'rac-

Heal Treatise on the Manufacture of Bricks,

Tiles, and Terra-Cotta (London, 1S84).

AKcn.icoLOGY OF Brick. Throughout antiquity

two kinds of brick were used, the crude or sun-

dried and the kiln-dried or fired bricks. Brick-

making was invented in Babylonia, where nature

had provided no other building material, there

being no quarries or forests; and if, as is assert-

ed by eminent authorities, the earliest civiliza-

tion "was formed in Babylonia, bricks may be

deemed the earliest material used in permanent
construction, as well as the basis for the inven-

tion of the arch, dome, tunnel, and other methods
of vaulting. Buildings made of bricks have been

discovered dating long before B.C. 4000. The same
processes were followed in Egypt, where, how-
ever, the use of brick was not nearly so' general,

as stone-quarries were abundant. Ass}'ria fol-

lowed Baliykmia far more closely, using stone

hardly at all, except occasionally for foundations

and facings. In the preparation of crude bricks,

the clay was first freed of grit, stones, and lumps,
then mixed with finely chopped straw, then a fixed

proportion of water was added, and finally the

mass was kneaded with the feet in shallow

basins. This material was then thrown into

molds varying in size from 14 to I514 inches

square, anil from 2 to 4 inches thick. The Baby-

lonians allowed the bricks to dry thoroughly

before use, but the Assyrians were satisfied with

brief and imperfect desiccation ; for usually it is

possible to detect separate courses and even sepa-

rate bricks in Babylonian ruins, but in the Assy-

rian walls all individuality has been lost through

the adhesion of moist surfaces.

The kiln-dried bricks were used in much
smaller cjuantities, for facing the masses of

crude brick so as to preserve them from disin-

tegration, especially by water, and for thin and
inner walls. These bricks were burned by wood
fires in ovens or flare kilns. They also were
commonly square, somewhat smaller than the

crude brick, about a foot jn length and breadth.

Usually, one of their flat sides was stamped with

the name and titles of the reigning king, and
this side was laid downward. The.se bricks have
been the best means of fixing the dates of many
temples and palaces in Babylonia and Assyria.

Besides the regular-sized burned bricks, others

were molded in special shapes and sizes: seg-

ments of circles for use in columns; wedge-
shaped, for use in arches; triangular, for cor-

ners; even convex. Undoubtedly, the Babylo-
nians deserve the palm for both quality and vari-

ety. The bricks were laid in liquid clay, lime
mortar, or bitumen. According to Ilerodotiis. in

building the walls of Babylon the clay from the
trenches was used for making the bricks, which
were then laid in 'Hiot asphalt for cement, and
between every thirtieth course of bricks placing
mats of woven reeds." (Pf. Oenesis xi. H. for the
building of the Tower of Babel.) .\ third form
of brick used by Babylonians and Assyrians was
the enameled brick, in which the body of the
brick was only lightly fired so that the enamel
could better j)enetrate.

We do not associate bricks with the Greeks, yet
it is certain that among them crude bricks were
in general use, especially in the earliest times.
.•\t Troy. Tiryns, and other cities of the Myce-
naean .Age, such bricks formed the constructive
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material of houses and palaces, together with
wood. In fact, this seems to have been tlie ease
with the llittites and other early Mediterranean
peoples. For this reason only the stone founda-
tions remain of most structures, as crude bricks,

when used for thin walls, cannot last. Wlien in

historic times the (Greeks had in general substi-

tuted stone for wood, crude brick, and terra-

cotta in their public buildings, they still often
used crude brick for city walls, because, as Pau-
sanias says, it is "safer against the shock of mili-

tary engines tlian either burnt brick or stone."

Against such brick ramparts streams of water
were used, as in the siege of Mantinea by the
Spartans, when a river was turned into the
trenches. There were two sizes: 14Vi> inches

square for public buildings: \\V> inches square
for private buildings; and half bricks, to be used
in alternate courses. Burned bricksappearhardly
to have been used at all by the Greeks until after

the Roman conquest. The Greeks called crude
bricks plinthoi omai, and fired bricks plinthoi

optai ; the Roman names were latcres crudi and
lateres cocti or coctiles.

The Romans began by using crude bricks al-

most exclusively. Vitruvius, Pliny, Columella,
Varro, and other Latin authors give interesting

details as to their manufacture. An especially

choice kind was made in parts of Spain and Asia
Minor, so light that they would float in water.

They also resisted dami)ness. It was considered
advisable to let bricks dry for two years before

use; but the laws of Utica required five years.

The best period for manufacture was said to be
May, Ijccause summer bricks dry so quickly on
the surface tluit they retain an internal damp-
ness which causes cracks. The Roman brick was
smaller than any hitherto made, and the square
form was for the first time abandoned. The norm
was 12 X 6 inches. When the Empire began,

under A>igustus, the Romans had largely substi-

tuted fired for crude brick in both private and
public buildings ; and the adoption of concrete

for heavy walls, faced with fired bricks, in place

of the earlier stone walls, gave permanent promi-
nence to this kind of brick in consti-uction

throughout the civilized world. The modern Ital-

ian bricks have preserved many qualities of the

old Roman ones, which were substantially tiles,

beaten flat and dried on the ground, then stacked

edgewise in the furnaces on cross-pieces or on
the floor itself. Roman brick-furnaces have been

found on sites in Italy, Gaul, Germany, England,

etc. In laying them, the mortar bed was pre-

pared first, and the brick laid with both hands.

The Romans not only brought back the Babylo-

nian popularity of brick, but also revived Baby-
Ionian methods. Tlicy added an inscription to

their molds, bearing the name of the reigning

Emperor, magistrate, contractor, or manufac-
turer, of great value in identifying and dating
buildings. They also used a variety of shapes to

Buit all purposes and constructive forms. Such
bricks verge on tcrrncotta (q.v.), under which
head the combination of plastic earthenware with

brickwork will be described. .'\ geographical

survey will show that brick did not bectmie equal-

ly popular in all parts of the Roman Empire.

For instance, in Syria, in North Africa, in the

south of France, and in Asia Minor, the Greek
tradition of stone construction was maintained
nearly intact. When Christian architecture

arose, the solid Roman concrete construction was

abandoned, and brickwork became even more
prevalent ; though stone was still used in the
regions just named, except that brick, being
adopted at once liy Byzantine architecture, drove
stone out of most Hellenic lands by the Seventh
Century. Bvit the universal decadence affected
even brickmaking. AH the basilical churches
being of brick (cxcej)! in Syria, etc.), it is easy
to compare their quality in different centuries.
Often the bricks were drowned in mortar, espe-
cially in Gaul. Really good brickwork does not
return until the Twelfth Century in the West.
But meanwhile the good traditions had been
maintiiined in tlie East, not only by the Byzan-
tines, but by the Mohammedans of Persia, Syria,
Egypt, etc. The Byzantines soon sought to vary
the ]dain brick exteriors by making a facing of
alternate courses of stone or m.aible and bricks,
and by laying the bricks so as to form panels and
patterns. Churches thus constructed begin to
be numerous in the Ninth and Tenth centuries
(e.g. Ch. Theotocos, Constantinople; Ch. Apos-
tles, Saints Bardias and Elias, Salonica; Mistra
churches). It was Byzantine art which invented
decorative brickwork, for that of the Romans
was always perfectly plain. Hence it passed into
the Romanesque art of Italy in the Eleventh Cen-
tury, through such nioiuiments as Santa Fosca,
at Toreello, and San Donato, at Murano. Then
arose the one really decorative school of brick
architecture in two niiiin branches, the earlier

and finer in northern Italy, the second in north-
ern Germany. It is true that there is consider-
able good brickwork in tlie south of France. Its

largest monument. Saint Ternin. at Toulouse, is

partly of brick, and the convent of the .Jacobins,

at Toulouse, is a most artistic brick structure;
and wall patterns were sometimes obtained here
by bricks of different colors, or a mixture of

stone and brick, especially during the Renais-
sance. But Italy remained preeminently the
home of brick construction, and the Lombard
school solved the problem of combining it with
details in marble and terra-cotta. as well as by
inventing a wonderful variety of molded bricks.

Its results still serve as models. Mr. Street's

book, Uriel; and Marble Architecture of the Mid-
dle Afics ill Northern Italy (London, 18,55), came
as a revelation of possibilities. Pavia, Bologna,
Cremona, Milan, Bergamo, Brescia, Verona, Vi-

cenza, and many more cities are full of churches
and town halls built entirely in this style, be-

tween the Eleventh and tlie Si.xtecnth centuries.

The style reached its culmination in the Gothic
period of the Tliirtecnth and Fourteenth cen-

turies. The dillerent materials were variously

combined. In the Merchants' Exchange at Bo-

logna, the shafts, tracery, and balcony are of

marble, the capitals and archivolts of terra-

cotta, and the rest of brick; but in many cases

most of the detail is obtained purely by pressed

bricks. One of the charms in many cases lies

in the uneven sizes and shapes of the bricks made
by hand. Of course, brickwork was used also in

Tuscany, Umbria. the Roman Stjites. and in other

regions, but not as generally or elTectively.

Sjiain also used it largely in the region between

Saragossa and Toledo, and so did Flanders. But
it was in northern (iermany. especially in Bran-

denburg and Pomerania, that a second original

note was struck, throughout the Middle .Vges and

the Renaissance, in such cities as Liibeck, Ham-
burg. Brandenburg, Stralsund. .Terichow, Bres-
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lau, etc. The great gate-towers are imposing;
the churches and houses are characterized by
gables—often stepped—of enormous size and a
single pitch. There is less variety and richness

of detail than in Italy, less combination with

marble and terracottji. For mention of individ-

ual buildings, see the historical article on Akchi-
TECTURE.
We have so inherited from the Middle Ages the

use of stone for architecture with any pretension

to style, that it is only recently that our archi-

tects have begun to realize the possibilities of

brickwork and to stvidy the great works in north-

ern Italy.

BBICK, .Ieffersox. A caricature of an Amer-
ican type, in Dickens's Martin C'hu^zlewit. He
is among Martin's chance acquaintances during
that gentleman's short trip to the New World.
He is a mild-mannered youth, but possessed of

singularly strenuous political views, and is intro-

duced as war correspondent for the New York
Uoirdi/ Jouru'il.

BBICK-CLAY. A term applied to almost
any kind of plastic clay of low grade. Such a
clay shows a high percentage of fusible impuri-
ties and burns to a red or buff color. Brick-
elays are very widely distributed, underlying
large areas in many parts of the United States
and other countries. See Brick, and Clay.

BBICKXATlNG and BRICKWOEK. See
Masonry ;ind Blilding.

BBICKS -WTTHOTIT STEA-W. A novel by
Albion W. Tonrirt''e (ISSO).

BEIDAL OF TEIEEMAIN', The. The title

of a ]iucin by Sir Waiter Scutt (q.v.).

BRIDE, BEIDAL, bri'dal (AS. hryd, be-

trotlied, olli;. hiill, Iccl. brudhr, bride, Goth.
hrulhs, daughter-in-law: cf. Gk. viiut>ri, nymphe,
daughter-in-law, bride—probably from ferff, to

cook, brew, make broth, in allusion to her duties
in the primitive family). The word bride is com-
mon to all the Germanic languages, and also to
Welsh (Ger. Braut, Welsh priod), and signi-

fies betrothed or newly married. Alone, the word
denotes the newly married woman : with the
addition of the syllable grooni (a corruption of

guma, Lat. /lonio, a man), it denotes the newly
married man (AS. brydguma, Ger. Brautigam)

.

Bride is the base of a variety of terms connected
with marriage, as 'bride-favors.' 'bride-cake,' etc.

Bridal is lor bride-ale (.\S. brydeal, the mar-
riage feast). Bridesmaids, or attendants of
brides, appear to have been customarj* among the
Anglo-Saxons, and are mentioned in early ac-

• counts of marriage ceremonies. A part of their
duty consisted in dressing and undressing the
bride.

Bride-Favor.s are small knots of white rib-

bons, which are pinned to the breasts of those
who are in attendance at weddings. The origin

of the bride-favor is said to lie the true lover's

knot—something symbolical of the union of
hearts and hands on the occasion.

Bride-C'akk is also symbolical in its origin.

The ceremony used at the solemnization of mar-
riage among the Romans was called confarreatio,

in token of a lasting union between the man and
wife, with a cake of wheat or barley {far). This
is still suggested in that which is called thebride-
cake u.scd at weddings. 'The old English and old
Scottish custom of breaking a cake over the

head of a bride on entering the new dwelling per-
haps points to a usage of the most remote antiq-
uity—the sprinkling of wheat as a token of
plenty.

BEIDE OF ABY'DOS, TuE. A narrative
jiocm by Byron, described as a 'Turkish Tale'

(1813). Its rough draft was written in four
nights in the middle of November, and 200 lines

were later added. It was adapted for the stage
by Dimond five or six years later.

BBIDE OF LAM'MEEMOOR', The. A
novel by Sir Walter Scott. lurtlicr described as
'a legend of Montrose.' It is one of the Tatts of

My Landlord series, and was published in 1819.

Calcraft's (Cole's) Bride of Lammermoor and
Merivale's Ravenswood, both dramas, were taken
from it, as was the libretto of Donizetti's opera,

Lucia di Lammermoor. See AsHTON, LccY. Con-
sult London Monthly Review, Vol. LXXXIX., p.

387.

BBIDE OF MESSirMA, The {Die Braut vcm
Messina) . A tragedy by Schiller, foimded on the
CEdipus Tyrannus of Sophocles, produced at Wei-
mar, March 19, 1803. It is technically one of

Schiller's most finished works.

BBIDE OF THE RHINE. A name some-
times given to the river Moselle.

BBIDE OF THE SEA. A name of Venice,

referring to the traditional rite of marrying the
city to the Adriatic Sea in mediaeval times.

BEIDE'WELL. A well between Fleet Street
and the Thames, dedicated to Saint Bride, which
has given its name to a palace, parish, and house
of correction. A palace, described as "a stately

and beautiful house,' was built there in 1522 by
lienrj' VIII., for the reception and acconmioda-
tion of the Emperor Charles V. and his retinue.

King Henry himself also often lodged there, as,

for instance, in 1525, when a Parliament was
held in Blaekfriars; and in 1529. while the ques-

tion of his marriage to Catharine was argued.
In 1553 Edward VI. gave it over to the city of

London, to be used as a workhouse for the poor,

and a house of correction "for the strumpet and
idle person, for the rioter that consumeth all. and
for the vagabond that will abide in no place."

<,)ueen JIary having confirmed the gift, it was for-

mally taken possession of in 1555 by the Lord
Mayor and corporation. The Bridewell was after-

wards used for other jwrsons than the class

above named, and at last became a place of ptm-
isliiiicnt. till its removal in 1864.

BBIDGE (AS. brycg, bricg, OHG. hrucca,
Ger. Briicl.e, Icel. Bryggja, pier, hrii, bridge,

probably so called from the arch resembling a
brow, cf. O. Ch. Slav. brUvi, brow, bridge). .\

structure erected to carry a road across a stream,
a valley, or other space which it spans from side

to side. Bridge-building is so ancient an art
that it is of little profit to speculate upon its

origin. Every bridge structure consists of two
parts, technically known as the substructure and
the superstructure. The substructure includes
the piers and abutments, with their foundations,
on which the spanning structure is supported;
the superstructure includes the entire spanning
structure. Bridge substructure will be treated
under Foundations ; and the present article will
be confined to a consideration of bridge super-
structures from the historical and modem points
of view. As regards their superstructure, mod-
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em bridges may be cla.isificd as: (1) Arch
bridges, (a) masonry and (b) metal; (2) girder

bridges, (a) plate girders and (b) braued gird-

ers or trusses: (.?) suspension bridges; (4)

draw bridges. The.se and sui)plementarj' head-

ings will be used in this article.

ANCIENT AND MEni.EVAL BRIDGES.

It is thought that probably the Chinese first

employed the masonry arch for bridging streams.

All that is known, however, is that bridges and
other public works were e.Kecuted in China B.C.

2000, and tliat arch bridges of evidently very gieat

age are found in different parts of the Empire,
some of which arc excellent examples of masonry
arch construction. As no bridges have survived

from ancient Egypt, which had little use for

them, or from Babylonia or .Assyria, where they

were never attempted on a large or permanent
scale, the earliest remaining examples, apart
from China, appear to belong to that interesting

group of 'Hittite' and 'Pelasgic' tribes that peo-

pled the shores and islands of the Mediterranean
in prehistoric times. The Cretans, many of

whose cities are known to be of earlier founda-

tion than Troy, Tiryns, or Mycense. in their pos-

sessions in Asia Minor, Syria, Greece. Italy, and
the adjoining islands, connected theircities with a
network of macadamized roads requiring bridges.

and their work shows that they were skillful

engineers. The earliest examples are built with
immense abutments and piers of polygonal ma-
sonry, connected by wooden planks, like the later

one across the Euripus in Eubcea. Then the

blocks of the piers were ovcrlning so as finally to

meet in an almost triangular false pointed arch,

like the gallery at Tiryns and the gate at Arpi-

num. Tliis was the case at Metuxidi. and across

the Pamisus, in Messenia. as well as in a bridge

near Sparta. Other early bridges, all of stone,

exist near Myceme and Phlius. Finally, for nar-

row rivers, the end piers were connected by true

voussoired round arches. This stage was not

reached until the Seventh or Sixth Centurj- B.C.

in Italy, as is shown by the bridges at Bieda,

Cora, and Vulci, and was probably never known
in Greece, where the arch was not developed,

even for engineering purposes. Wiat the usual

Greek method was in historic times is probably

showii by the bridge at Assos, where the stone

piers are connected by parallel stone lintels, dow-

eled together.

First the Etruscans, and then the Romans, in-

herited and developed the engineering ability of

the 'Pelasgic' tribes. As soon as the building of

the Via Appia had initiated, in the Fourth Cen-

tury B.C., the policy of binding the possessions of

Rome together by great nuicadaniized roads, the

Romans entered upon an \uirivaled career of

bridge and viaduct construction, which lias fur-

nished models for all succeeding ages until the

modem invention of the metal bridge. As in all

their public structures, the Romans made their

bridges far more monumental and artistic than

necessity required. Some of the Republican

period remain. The Ponte T^upo and other mag-
nificent bridges and viaducts for the Anio Vetua
aqueduct (n.c. 144-140) are great stone arches

of tufa and travertine; so is the viaduct near

Gabii (Ponte di Nona), probably built in n.c.

124-121, with seven arches, and 28.5 feet long,

still in use. In Rome itself the .Emilian Hridgc,

in B.C. 179-142, is said to have been the first stone

bridge to span the Tiber, all previous bridges

having been of wood; and until quite a late date

wooden bridges continued in use, especially for

wide rivers. Then came the Fabrician Uridge, in

B.C. 62, with two round arches, built, like the rest

in Rome, of peperino and tufa, faced with mas-
sive blocks of travertine, and the only one of

these ancient bridges that has remained intjict.

'I he -Lilian Bridge, or "Ponte Sanf Angelo,' built

by Hadrian in A.n. 130, with eight arches, was
the most suj^rb of all, and remains in great part.

It was almost rivaled by the later "Ponte Sisto'

of Valentinian. These bridges had a considerable
upward grade toward the centre, which added to

their architectural effectiveness.

Tlie great roads radiating from Rome like the
spokes of a wheel, such as the Via Salaria (Ponte
Salaro), Appia, .\uielia. Flaniinia, Valeria. La-
tina. Cassia, .Emilia, recjuired a number of

bridges. The Flaniinia, commencing at the great
Mulvian Bridge, built in n.c. lOlt. was construct-

ed by Augustus with all its bridges; that at the

further end of the road, at Ariminium (Rimini),
is the best preserved, with its five great arches

and length of 23G feet. Other Augustan bridges,

in ruins, are near Borghetto and Xarni ; and, in

the north, near Aosta, Calzi, etc. The great one
at Verona is rebuilt, as is that of Vicenza. The
spread of Roman dominion to Spain, Gaul, Af-

rica, Greece, Asia Minor. Sjria, the Danubian
lands, Orniany, Britain, meant everywhere the

building of great military roads with permanent
bridges b_v tlie Roman legions, under the direction

of their military engineers. The most colossal

was the bridge over the Danube, built in A.u. 102

and 103 by Apollodorus. the greatest architect

and engineer of his time, for Trajan, to enable

the Emperor to conquer Dacia. The stone piers

still stand; its superstructure was of wood.
Previous bridges of sucli enormous length had
been temporary and on boats. Throughout the

countries that had been included in the western
provinces of the Emi)ire so little care of the

bridges was taken in the Dark Ages that few
have survived. In France are those near Chilteau-

neuf, Vaison, and Saint-Chamas, and the founda-

tions of many more. The Spanish Peninsula is

the great exception. Its bridges were among the

most superb pieces of Ronutn engineering, .and

the high culture of the Moors insured their i)res-

ervation. The best examples are at Martorell,

Cuenea, Evora, Alconetar. Cordova, Merida, A\-

cflntara, (^'liaves, Orense, Olloniego, Ona, Alina-

zan, !ind especially the superb example at Sala-

manca, built, like so many of the others, by

Trajan.
Bridges were sometimes erected by private

munificence, like the charming one at Saint

Chainas. in France (single span of 41 feet, length

83 feet) ; or by the coiiperative contributions of

communes, like that of Alci'intara, in Spain, built

by I.,acer in 105, and consisting of six granite

arches GOO feet long, 20 feet wide, and 45 feet

above the normal level of the Tagus—a superb

structure still standing. Originally there stood

triumphal and memorial arches at one or both

ends or in the centre of the most important Ro-

man bridges, as is seen on many coins; for exam-

ple, on the bridge at Antioch and on that at Mag-
nesia; at the .Mulvian and Fabrician bridges,

AlcJintara, Martorell, and many others. The
bridge at Saint-C'hamas still shows, in a modest

wav. its two arches intact. Roman bridges, too
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numerous to enumerate, are scattered every-

where. The Roman arched viaducts spanning
valleys and carrying the water-supply, such as

the "Pont du Ciard,' in France, those of Segovia
and Tarragona, in Spain, and of Carthage, are
discussed under Aqieuicts.
The care of the bridges was intrusted during

the Roman rule to the curatores viariim, under
an administration sui)er!ily organized, with spe-

cial budget; and in the frontier provinces they
were under military control. Bridges remained a
matter of (irime importance, as military move-
ments and eliicient taxation depended upon the

maintenance of communications. So even at the

time when Italy had been devastated by the wars
of the Fifth and Sixth centuries, Narses still

prides himself on his restoration of a bridge

near Rome. The Lombard and Frankish rulers

had great ditliculty in maintaining any elliciency

in the matter of preservation of bridges. Charle-

magne and his successors laid the duty upon the

local bishop, as well as the imperial commission-

er, and as the duties were collected at the bridges

it is to be supposed that every effort was made
to keep them intact, but with indifferent success,

owing to the lack of engineering ability in West-
ern Christendom.

Considering now the history of ancient bridge-

building in the Orient, the earliest specimens

extant would appear to be two in Persia, at

Dizful and Shuster, belonging to the late Achai-

nienid kings, though they may not be earlier than
s.onie of the Roman bridges; they are interesting

as having the wide pointed arches that became
so characteristic of Mohammedan architecture.

The netv.ork of Roman roads throughout Asia
Minor and Syria, with their magnificent bridges

(e.g. at .\paniea), was maintained in good condi-

tion by the Byzantine rulers, and new- ones were

erected, witness that near Adabazar, built in 561

by Justinian, 1400 feet long, with 8 arches of

75 feet span; that at Adana in Cilicia, with 18

arches on enormous piers, and that at Mopsues-

tia with 9 arches—both erected by Justinian.

The Arabs continued this tradition by utilizing

the servic-es of both Persian and Greek engineers,

and continuing the service of military roads, with
regular stations for relays and the accommoda-
tion of travelers (see Cabav.\nser.\i) . There
were great bridges at Cordova (.\.d. 717). at
Hama (Hamath) with 11 arches, Antioch with
4 arches, near Aleppo with 1.3 arches, Adana,
Aspendos, Beirut, with 7 arches, and many other
places. As was the case in Spain, the care of

the Byzantine and Mohammedan rulers and the
continuity of their civilization insured the preser-

vation of the Roman bridges and the creation
of new ones of numumental design, while in Eu-
rope the old traditions had been lost for nearly
six centuries. Sultan Beybars, for example, was
a great bridge-builder in Syria and Egypt, as at
Lydda and Damia.

With the revival of architectural and engineer-
ing skill in the Eleventh and Twelfth centuries
in Europe, and the contemporary development of
preat cities, bridge-building awoke to new life

throughout Europe. Broad rivers, heretofore
crossed by ferries, were successfully bridged.
Bridges on the outskirts of cities were strongly
fortified, with high towers at the ends and some-
times in the centre. like the Valentr/"' Bridge at
Cahors. The medi.npval bridges were generally
more steeply graded than the Roman. A small

but very picturesque example of a very steeply
graded bridge is near the Baths of Lucca (Tus-
cany), hence called 'Ponte del Diavolo.' Some
had two passageways, and a few, like that at
Croyland, had three. This structure, which is

one of the most curious of the early bridges, is

known as the 'Trinity Bridge.' and is sui)posed

to have been built about 1380 by the Abbot of

Croyland in Lincolnshire. It stands at a jioiiil

where the main stream of the river Wclland di-

vides into two branches, and the three arches
provide for three watercourses and three road-

ways. Strictly speaking, the bridge consists of

three half arches rising from the apexes of an
equilateral triangle and meeting at a common
point over the centre of the triangle. Owing to

the steepness of its roadway, this bridge could
never have been used for vehicles.

The art of bridge-building revived in France
earlier than cLsewhere, except Italy, and as
early as the latter part of the Eleventh Century
the great rivers were spanned at Lyons, Tours,
Orleans, Vienne, and other large cities. It was
considered as pious an undertaking to build a
bridge as a church, and worthy of the granting
of indulgences. When Benezet, a shepherd-mason,
built (1177-80) the famous Avignon Bridge,
nearl}' .3000 feet long, he founded an association

of fratres pontificcs, or bridge-building brother-

hood. The clergy, the monasteries, and the com-
munes all joined in such constructions. Those
in the south of France were especially magnifi-
cent; such as those of Saint-Esprit (120.5-130!)),

of Bfziers (Thirteenth Centur\'). and of Montau-
ban (1303-16), with a tower at each end, the
Pont Valentre, at Cahors, with three towers, one
in the middle, and the bridge of Orthez, where
there is only a central tower. The social condi-

tions of the Middle Ages made this fortification

of the bridges a necessity. Germany was far be-

hind France in bridge construction and fortifica-

tion. Still it possessed some monumental and
early examples, the finest being that over the

Danube at Ratisbon (113.5) with 1.5 round arches
(34 to 53 feet span), followed bv that over the
Elbe at Dresden (1179-1260) witli 24 arches (40-

95 feet span), Spain has some famous media>val

bridges, especially at Zamora, Toledo, and Tu-

dela, with from 15 to 20 pointed arches, and others

at Placencia (1187) and Logrono (1138). In
England, the great London Bridge (1176-1209),
with its nine pointed arches of about 60 feet span,

was built by an architect sent from France. This
bridge had a covered gallery and was flanked with
a double line of booths and shops and became one
of the busiest marts of the city. This was often

the case with the media-val bridges erected in the

heart of a city, and not necessarily fortified.

The famous Ponte Vecchio in Florence (1362) is

the best preserved instance of this custom. It

was the same with the covered bridge at Mantua
and the Rialto Bridge over the (irand Canal in

Venice (1588). Italy appears to have Ix-en sat-

isfied with wooden bridges until the Thirteenth
Century, with few exceptions, and to have lagged
far behind northern Europe and the Orient in

this respect, though large wooden bridges were
in use in France as late as the Fifteenth Century.

Aside from the Santa-Trinitt) Bridge at Flor-

ence, the stone bridges at Massa and Signa are
among the finest in Tuscany, and the 'Ponte del
Diavolo' near Lucca is one of the boldest. The
Renaissance returned to the round-arched style
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and imitated the Roman bridges, as at Vicenza
and Pisa. Among smaller bridges, the "Bridge of
Sighs' at Venice (close of Sixteenth Century),
connecting the Ducal Palace and the prisons, is

the most famous. Such high-bridged passages
were frequent in Italian cities and very pictur-

esque. The work of the Brothers of the Bridge
and their priestly successors carried the history

of bridge-building up to about 1700, by which
time such improvements had come to be regarded
as the work of the (Tovernnient.

During the Kighteenth Century a large num-
l)er of important stone-arch bridges were built

in Europe, among which may be mentioned the
Blackfriars, Westminster, Winston, and Kelso
bridges in England, and the Blois. Trilport,

Tours, Neuilly, and Oignac bridges in France. In

all respects the work of the famous department
of Ponts et Chaussees in France led the world in

arch-bridge construction during the Eighteenth
C<>ntury. The Blackfriars Bridge across the
river Thames was bcgim in 1700 and completed
in 1770. It consists of nine elliptical arches,

the middle one being 100 feet, and the others de-

creasing gradually to 08 feet, 9.3 feet. 83 feet, and
70 feet. The Westminster Bridge was begun in

1738 and completed in 1750; it consists of fifteen

Century was the so-called Pont-y-Tu-Prydd, over
the river TafT in Wales, which was built by Wil-
liam ICdwards, an ordinary stone-mason, in
17r)0. after two failures. The bridge, as finally
completed, has a segmental arch span of 140 feet
with a rise of 35 feet. A curious feature of this
bridge is that its breadth increases from 14 feet
5 inches at the crown of the arch to about 16
feet at the abutments.

MODERN ARCH BRIDGES.

Masonry Arches. With the beginning of the
Nineteenth Century, the masonry arch, which
had up to this time been prominent in the field of
bridge construction, encountered a rival in the
metal bridge, lirst in the form of the arch and
suspension bridge and later in the form where
girders were employed. The close of this cen-

tury saw the metal bridge paramount over the
masonry arch in all respects, e.vcept when
judged from the standpoint of beauty and dura-
bility. These points of suiieriority, however,
have maintained, and probably will continue to

maintain, the masonry arch prominent among
the bridge tyiies of the engineer. The number
and variety of stone-arch bridges built during
the Nineteenth Century preclude a mention of

LUXEMBURG BTONE-AECH BIUDQE.

arches, the centre one of wliich is 76 feet, and
each succeeding one on each side four feet

shorter than the preceding, except in the ease

of the two end spans, which are 25 feet. The
Winston Bridge over the river Tees, built in

1762. is notable for its span of 108 feet 9 inches.

The Kelso Bridge over the river Tweed was com-
pleted in 17!)!*, and consists of five arched spans
of 72 feet each. The Blois Bridge over the river

Ijoire was begun in 1720, and consists of eleven

elliptical arches from 54 feet 9 inches to 86
feet 4 inches span. This was the first bridge

built after the establishment of the Ponts et

Chaussf-es in France. The 'J'rilport Bridge over
the Maine was finished in 1760, and consisted of

a middle arch of 81 feet and two side arches of

76 feel '.) inches, built on a skew, the axes of

the arches making an angle of 72^ with the axis

of the bridg('. The bridge of Toius on the Loire.

begun in 1755, is one of the longest stone-arched

bridges in France, consisting of fifteen elliptical

arches of 80 feet span separated by piers 16 feet

thick. The bridge of Neuilly, on the Seine, was
begun in 1768 and finished in 1774, and consists

of five elliptical arches of 128 feet span each.

The bridge of (iignac, on the H<^rault, was fin-

isheil in I79.'i; it consists of two semicircular
arches of 83 feet span and an elliptical centre arch
of 160 feet !) inches span. In simie respects, the
most notable stone-arch bridge of the Eighteenth

more than a few representative examples. In
1832 the Grosvenor Bridge over the river Dee
at Chester, England, was completed with a single

arch span of 200 feet. The Trezzo Bridge, con-
structed over the Adda, in Italy, in 1380, and
destroyed in 141(i. had a single arch span sup-
posed to have lieen 251 feet, but, with this possi-

ble exception, the Crosvenor Bridge was at the
lime of its construction the largest stone-areh
sjjan ever built. In 1857-64 the construction of

the Cabin .lohn Arch near Washington. D. C,
with a span of 220 feet, transferred the posses-

sion of the longest stone arch in the world to

.America, but as the Cabin John Arch was built

to carry an aipu'duct. the Grosvenor Bridge re-

mained the largest span of masonry arch bridge

for transportation purposes until 1888. In 1901

there was comi)letcd at Luxemburg the largest

stone arch ; it has a span of 277 feet, and is

137.76 feet above the brook which it bridges.

The accompanying tiible gives the main dimen-
sions of a number of the leading stone-areh

bridges of the world. Struct orally, the stone-

arch bridge of the Xinetcenth Century cannot be
said to show much ini])rovemcnt over that of pre-

ceding times, but the advance in the science of

statics gave the Ninetci'iith Centurv engineer a
better theoretical knowledge of such structures

than was enjoyed by his predecessors. Tlw dis-

tinctive development of the Nineteenth Century
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in masonry arch-bridge construction has been the
concrete arch with a metal skeleton and arches

with hinges in the ring. Concrete, in whicli a

skeleton of metal rods, beams, or netting is im-

bedded, is one of the systems of arch construction

which has gained prominence in recent years.

One of the longest structures of this type so far

built is the Topeka (Kansas) Bridge, consisting

of five 125-feet spans, two 110-feet .spans, and
two 97%-feet spans. Each arch is of concrete, in

which are imbedded twelve lattice girders of

steel, spaced three feet apart and bent to the

curve of the arch. Numerous other spans of this

and other systems of concrete metal construction

have been built in Europe and .\nierica. Con-
crete arches without metal skeletons are less

commonly used. Perhaps the most notable use of

the plain concrete arch so far recorded was in the
extension of the West Highland Railroad of

Scotland in 1897-98. The longest single span
employed was 127 feet, but most of the arches
used were of 30 feet and 50 feet span ; the larg-

est structure had twenty-one 50-feet semicircular

arch spans, and a total length of 1248 feet.

Hinged arches of concrete have been built in

considerable numbers in Europe. The hinges are

sometimes true hinges of metal or stone placed

this type, see Encyclopwdia of Civil Engineering
(London, 1847), by Edward Cresy, and the vol-

umes of Annates des I'onis et Vliausst'cs (Paris,

1831, current) ; Proceedings, Institution of Civil
Engineers (London, 1838, current) ; and Engi-
neering A'citis.

ilETAL Arche.s. The first all-iron bridge ever
built was a cagt-iron bridge of 102 feet span
crossing the river Severn at Coalliniokdule, in

England. This bridge was built in 1770-79. In
17U4 a similar bridge was built near Laasan, in
Silesia, Germany, and was the first iron l>ridge

constructed ou the Continent of Europe. Both
the Coalbrookdale and Laasan bridges were stand-
ing in 1!)00, and carrying their tralfic with
perfect safety. As time passed, cast iron was
replaced by wrought iron, and the latter in turn
by steel in arch-bridge construction. An equally
important development in fitting the metal arch
to fill the prominent place which it has occupied
in bridge construction was the adoption of

hinges. At first, following the example of stone
arches, hinges were entirely dispensed with, the
arch structure being consequently statically in-

determinate. Hinges ha<l been suggested early
in the Nineteenth Century, but it was not until

1841 that European mathematicians began the
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five. In 1873 the arcli bridge over the Mississippi

at !>aint Louis, Mo., was completed with a centre

span of 520 feet and two side spans of 502 feet;

each span consisted of four parallel cast-steel

arch ribs, and the bridge carried two railway-

tracks and a highway. The cost of the Saint
Louis Bridge was about .iio.JiOOjOOO. No other
instance of a bridge of important size being built

of cast-steel arches was recorded until IS'J'J, when
the Alexander 111. Bridge, across the Seine at
Paris, was completed with a single span of 352.0
feet, the arch ribs being made u|) of wedge-like

cast-steel sections bolted together. Unlike the

Saint L<mis Bridge, which was built without
hinges, the Alexander III. arch liad liingcs at the
crowTi and abutments. The longest span arch
bridge of wrought steel in the world is the high-

way and foot bridge built across the gorge of the
Niagara River, just below the Falls at Niagara,
in ISnS-iW. with a single span of 840 feet. In
1897, a steel-arch railway bridge was built across
the same stream about .a mile farther down-
stream, with a span of 550 feet. Both of these

structures were erected without false works to

support the metal during erection : each half arch
was built out from the shore, member by mem-
ber, and held back by strong anchors to the

shore until the ends met at mid-stream. One

IS not a single steel-arch span of notable dimen-
sions.

For the discussion of the theory of the metal
arch, see a Treatise on Arches, by Prof. M. A.
Howe (New York, 1807), and for descriptions
of notable structures of this type, see the vol-

umes of Trunsiicliuiis Ai/ieriean Society of Civil
Ivnyineers (New York, 1808, current) ; Annates
tics Fonts et Chaussccs (Paris, 1831, current);
and the American and European engineering
journals.

SUSPENSION BRIDGES.

In their crudest form of two parallel cables
carrying a door directly on the cables, suspen-
sion bridges have doubtless been used since very
early times. Such bridges, with the cables com-
posed of vegetable fibre and creepers, have been
found to be used by the aborigines of numy
countries. It is probable that the Chinese sus-

I)ension bridges built during the Sixteenth Cen-
tury were of this construction, and it is certain

that it was the construction of the few European
suspension bridges which were built previous to

1800. The first suspension bridge of the modern
form, having a platform or a roadway suspended
from the cables, is considered to have been erect-

ed by .Joseph Finley, near Greensburg, Pa., in

Table of Dimensions of Notable Metal-Arch Bridoer

Country No. of Ribs

Niagara (N. Y.)
Viaur River
Bonn
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Miingsten
Niagara (N. Y.)
Oarabit
Leveneau
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Saint Louis (Mo.)
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.

Souttiwarlv
ArVearnif)ntii

Saint Louis
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U. S. A.
France
Germany

Portugal
Germany
tl. S. A.
France
Germany
Portugal
U. S, A.
Germany
U. S. A.
England

France
U. S. A.

Class of
Bridge

Highway
Railway
Highwa,T

H'w'y&Ry.
Railway

Hw'y&Ry.

Highway

Date Built

1898-9
1898-9
1898
1896-8
1886
18%-7
1897
1884
1894
1877
1873
1892
1886-9
1819
1793
1860-62
1868

Kind of
Metal

Steel

Wrt. Iron
Mai. Iron

Cast Steel
Wrt. Iron

Steel
Cast Iron

Longest
Span, feet

840
721.6
614
694.5
666
557.6
560
641.3
636
624.6
520
513.6
608.8
240
236
210
200

No. of
Hinges

of the handsomest steel-arch structures in the
world is the Washington Bridge at New Y'ork

City, completed in 1889 at a cost of .$2,8.50,000.

This l)ridge has two metal arches of 510 feet

span each. Hanked at each end by masonry arches

of 50 feet span, four at one end and three at
the other. The arches of the Washington Bridge
and the two Niagara bridges have hinges at the

abutments only. Turning to Eurojie, mention
nuiy l>e made of the Miingsten Bridge across the

river Wupper on the line of the Solingen-Rem-
scheid Railway. This bridge has a centre arch
span of 590 feet, without hinges, and steel tres-

tle approaches at each end. It was completed
in 1897. Two notable German steel-arch bridges
of recent construction are the Bonn Bridge and
Dlisseldorf Bridge over the Khine at the cities

named. The Bonn Bridge has a centre arch of

<il4 feet span and two side arches of 307 feet

span, and the Diissehlorf Bridge has two spans
of 595 feet each. In France the Viaur Viaduct,
with a single arch span of 721.0 feel. b\iilt in

1808-99, holds the record for the second longest

steel-arch span in the world. In Kngland tlicre

1801. The span was short (only 70 feet), but
it consisted of two chain cables passing over
shore towers to inshore anchorages, and had a
platform suspended from them. Several other
bridges of the same general construction were
built by Finley and others in succeeding years
n]) to 181(1, when a foot bridge of 408 feet span
was built over the Schuylkill River at Phila-

delphia, whose cables were made of wire. In

1819 the first suspension bridge in England built

with a suspended jjlatform was erected over the
river Tweed. In 1820 the famous chain suspen-
sion bridge across the Jlenai Strait was com-
pleted, with a total length of 1710 feet and a
suspension span of 580 feet. In Continental
Europe suspension-bridge construction was be-

gun about 1820, and in 1834 Continental engi-

neers established the world's record in long

suspension spans by building the Fribourg Bridge
in Switzerland, with a span of 870 feet. In

1848 the United States again took the lead

through the erection by Charles Ellet of a sus-

pension span of 1010 feet at Wheeling, W. Va.
These early susjjension bridges were flexible
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uiuier unsymmetrical loading, ami subject to

oscillation from wind-pressures. On account of

these licfccts, they gained but scant favor for

roadway structures, and were totally disregard-

ed for railways. The possibility of the suspen-

sion bridge for railway bridges was established

by the work of .John A. Koehling in Iniihling

the suspension bridge to carry the (Irand 'Iriuik

Railway across Niagara Gorge in 1855. In tliis

structure .Mr. Roehling placed a stitTening truss

on each side of the platform, and by this means
gave the structure great rigidity. He al.so in-

creased the resistance of the bridge against
wind-pressure by inclining the cables toward
each other from each tower toward the centre of

the bridge. He also used inclined stays from the
tops of the towers to the platform, and this is

the only feature of Mr. Roebling"s design which
has been discarded in modern practice, for the

reason that such stays inevitably produce some
uncertainty in the transmission of the load to

the cable. The Niagara Suspension Railway
Bridge had a span of 821 feet, a width of 15 feet,

and the platform and its wooden stiffening

truss was suspended from two lOV-2-incli cables.

These caliles were composed of seven parallel

strands of 520 parallel wires each. In 1881 the

old wooden stiffening trusses were replaced by
steel ones, and in 1887 the old masonry towers
were replaced by steel towers. In 1897 the

whole structure was replaced by the 550-foot

steel arch previously described. Following the

Niagara Bridge, Jtr. Roebling built the Cincin-

nati and Covington Suspension Bridge in 1867,

with a span of 1057 feet and a total length of

2252 feet, the supporting cables being 12 14
inches in diameter. This bridge was for high-

way and street-railway traffic. In 1897-98 it

was strengthened by building two new cables di-

rectly over the old cables, and otherwise re-

modeling the ironwork. In 1872 Mr. Roebling

began the construction of his greatest work, the

New York and Brooklyn Suspension Bridge,

which was carried to completion in 188.3 by his

son, Washington A. Roebling. This is the long-

est suspension bridge in the world, but it is

surpassed in span by the new East River Bridge,

the construction of which was begun in 1897.

The main structural features of the New York
and Brooklvn Bridge are, briefly, as follows:

Length of river span, 1595V-! feet: length of

each land span. 930 feet; length of Brooklyn ap-

proach, 971 feet: length of New York approach,
1562V„ feet: total length of bridge, 5989 feet:

width of bridge, 85 feet ; number of cables, 4,

each consisting of 6300 parallel (not twisted)

steel wires of No. 7 gauge, closely wrapped in

a solid cylinder about 15'^ inches in diameter
and having an ultimate strength of 11,200 tons;

total cost, .$9,000,000, exclusive of land. (See

FoVNUATlox.) The new East River Bridge
crosses the East River at a point about 2 miles

above the New York and Brooklyn Bridge, and
has the following dimensi(ms: Clear siKin. 1600

feet: length between terminals. 7200; total widtli,

118 feet: clear height for 100 feet each side

of the centre, 135 feet: capacity, 4 trolley-car

tracks, 2 elevated-railway tracks, one drive, and
2 footwalks; 4 cables, 17V-! inches in diameter,

formed by strands of parallel steel wire 0.203

inch in diameter; height of towers, 235 feet,

composed of masonry 20 feet above water, and
of steel framework above that point. The follow-

ing are the chief points of difference between
this bridge and the older Brooklyn Bridge: The
use of steel towers instead of masonry; the
omission of all inclined stays; the support of
the shore spans entirely independent of the
cables; and the use of riveted instead of pin
connections for the stiffening trusses. (See
KouxD.\TiON. ) A form of suspension bridge
which has been considerably used is one in
which the cables are braced together. The Point
Street Bridge, of Pittsburg, Pa., built in 1878,
with a span of 800 feet, belongs to this class of
structure ; and one of the designs for a suspen-
sion bridge across the North River at New York
City has the upper and lower cables on each side
connected by a rigid X-bracing. .\s indicating
the length of span for which engineers consider
suspension bridges available, it is interesting to
note that this proposed structure is designed
with a clear span of 3100 feet. For the theo-
retical discussion of suspension bridges, reference
may be made to the text-books mentioned at the
end of this article; for a concise description of
the methods of cable-making on the New York
and Brooklyn Bridge, see Ctiblc-Malnnf/ for Stix-

pensiun Bridi/cs, by ^YilheIm Hildenbrand; for
description of notable suspension bridges, see the
volumes of the engineering periodicals.

GIBDEB BBIDGES.

On account of its general applicability and
wide utility, the girder bridge is perhaps the type
of bridge structure most available to the engi-
neer. The three forms of girder bridge whicli
have been used are the plate girder, the box or
tubular bridge, and the braced girder or truss.
The tubular girder is now never used, and the
plate girder is used onl}' for comparatively short
spans. Briefly described, a plate girder consists

of a top and bottom flange connected by a solid

web plate; in cross-sections a plate girder re-

sembles a letter I. To form a plate-girder
bridge, two or more plate girders are placed
parallel, with their ends resting on piers or
abutments, and with a platform or floor be-

tween them. Plate girders are particularly
suitable for spans less than 100 feet, but they
are occasionally built in greater lengths up to

150 feet. They are much used in elevated rail-

ways and in trestle viaduct construction, and
for railway bridges up to 100 feet spans. The
tubular girder may be popularly defined as a
rectangular tube of metal plates. Usually the
sides of the tube consist of single plates, while
the top and bottom have a cellular construction
consisting of two plates separated by vertical

diaphragms. The tubular bridge was the de-

velopment of special conditions, and as .soon as
these had ceased to exist it disappeared from
engineering practice. The possibilities of the
tube for carrying a level railway across a large
span were brought into general notice by Robert
Stephenson, engineer of the Chester and Holy-
head Railway, in the const met ion of the bridges
to carry that railway across the Mcnai Strait.

It was rciiuired by the British Admiralty that
these bridges— called the Britannia and the
Conway—should be constructed so as not to
interfere with navigation, with clear spans of

upward of 400 feet. The longest arch spans that
had previously been constructed did not exceed
240 feet, and suspension bridges, as built at that
date, not being suit;iblc for luMvy and rapid rail-
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way traffic, the engineers were obliged to devise

some new form whicli should conform to the

stipulated conditions. Mr. Stephenson, having
decided on the tubular form, proceeded, in con-

junction with Mr. Fairbairn. to make an elabo-

rate series of experiments on tubes, to detennine

the most suitable arrangement of the wrought
iron of which they were composed. They found

that a rectangular tube, of which the top and
bottom were cellular, gave the greatest strength

with the least material. The span of the Con-

way tube was 400 feet, while the tubular part

of "the Britannia Bridge consisted of two spans

of 400 feet an<i two of 230 feet each in the

clear. The foundation stones of these bridges

were laid in 1840 and 184". respectively. In

1854 work was begun on the most important

tubular bridge ever built—the Victoria Bridge

over the Saint Lawrence River, near Montreal,

Canada. The total length of this bridge is 9144

feet, or nearly 1% miles, and it was built in

24 spans of from 242 to 247 feet each, and one

of 330 feet. About 9000 tons of iron were used

in the tubes. In 1898-99 this bridge was re-

placed by a pin-connected truss bridge having

24 spans of 254 feet and one span of 348 feet,

and requiring 20,000 tons of steel in its con-

.struction. The Victoria Bridge was the last

important tubular girder bridge to be built.

By the date of its completion, in 1859, the prac-

ticability of the suspension system for railway

bridges "had been established by the inventions

of Roebling, and the application of wrought
iron to braced girder bridges had proved the

possibility of constructing them in long spans.

The braced girder or truss bridge is the most
conunon form of bridge now in use. Briefly

described, a truss consists, first, of an upper and
lower member, each continuous throiighout its

length, called the upper and lower chords : and,

second, of an open bracing of diagonal members,

or diagonal and vertical members combined,

which connect these two chords rigidly to-

gether, and which are called the web members
or tnissing. The web members are connected

to the chords by pins or by rivets, the truss

being called a pin-connected truss in the first

case and a riveted truss in the second case. A
truss is continuous when it extends over several

supports. Different forms of trusses have dif-

ferent outlines and different arrangements of

the web members. A truss bridge, in its sim-

plest fonn, consists of two trusses placed paral-

lel to each other, with their ends resting on

piers and .abiitmcnts, and with a floor construct-

ed between them. Wlicn the floor is in the

plane of the bottom chords, the traflic passes

across the bridge between the trusses, aiul the

bridge is called a through bridge; when the

floor is in the plane of the top chords, and the

traflic passes above the trusses, the bridge is

called a deck bridge. In a properly designed

truss the chords and web memi)crs are subjected

only to tensile and compressive strains. The
braced girder or truss, as will be inferred from
what has preceded, is a modern development

of an etlicient and popular bridge type. Its

first extensive use was in America, with wood
as the structural material. The earliest of

these American timber bridges were built by
Theodore Burr and Timothy Palmer. The Burr
truss consisted of a timber arch rib combined
with a stiffening truss, and one of the first

bridges in which it was used was at Waterford,
N. Y., and had four spans of 1.54 feet, Kil feet,

174 feet, and 180 feet. The Ilarrisburg (Pa.)
Bridge, which was also a Burr truss bridgt",

had 12 spans of about 210 feet each. The type
of bridge built by Timothy Palmer had a cuned
bottom chord and a straight top chord, with
X-bracing connecting them. A bridge of this

type was built over the Schuylkill River, at
Philadelphia, Pa., in 1800. which had a centre
span of 195 feet and two side spans of 150 feet

each. In 1829 Ithiel Towne invented a truss

with parallel horizontal chords and a web sys-

tem consisting of a close lattice-work of diag-

onal members. This was followed by a truss

with parallel horizontal chords separated by a
web system of vertical jiarts. with X-bracing
between them, invented by Col. S. H. Long,
United States Kngineers, "in 1850. The first

Long truss bridge of which there is any definite

record was the Washington Road Bridge, near
Baltimore, Jld., with a span of 109 feet. All

these early truss bridges were built entirely of

wood. In 1840 William Howe invented a truss

with parallel hcuizontal chords connected by
iron verticals with wooden X-bracing between
them. In 1844 Caleb Pratt invented a truss

which was a comlunation of iron and wood, and
in which the web system consisted of wooden
verticals with iron X-bracing between them. The
combination truss of Howe came into extensive

use for both railway and highway bridges, one of

the most notable being the Havre de lirace Bridge,

built in 1S50. with 13 250-f()ot spans and a 170-

foot draw span. The Pratt truss diil not lend

itself easily and cheaply to combinatiou ((Uislruc-

tion. and never attained nuich popularity, as long

as wood and iron were used in combination. The
first iron bridges in America were built with

cast-iron upper chords and struts, anil wrought-

iron lower chords and diagonals. Sipiire Whip-
ple, Wendell Ballman, and Albert Fink designed

combination cast and wrought iron liriilges. and

develoi)pd s|iecial truss systems in .America,

while al)road Schwedlcr, is'avicr, and Warren
performed a similar w(jrk. About 18(>0 bridges

built of wrought iron began to be considered,

and shortly afterwards the old cast and wrought

iron combination structure had practically dis-

appeared from use. To attempt to outline the

development of the truss during all of the years

in which it has been coming to its present state

of perfection would involve the reader in techni-

calities wliich hcbmg only in special treatises.

It is also im|)ossible to record even the principal

truss spans wliich have been built. In 18S9 Mr.

Theodore Cooper estimated that the railways

of the United States alone had over 29.000 iron

bridge spans. A few of the most notable simple

truss bridges of the world are the following:

Cincinnati and Covington, double-track railway,

over Ohio River, with one span 545 feet, two
spans 490 feet: total length, over one mile;

total steel contained. 10,180 tons. Henderson,

Ky., over Ohio River; total length. 3088 feet;

id spans: longest span. i>25 feet. Ohio Con-

necting railway. Pittsburg, Pa.; longest span,

523 feet. Norfolk and Western Railroad, over

Ohio River, at Credo, W. Va.; two spans 301

feet, two 304 feet, and one 521 feet. Cairo,

111., over Ohio River; two spans 518Vj feet,

seven spans 400 feet, three spans of 249 feet;

total length, with viaduct, 10,500 feet. Cin-
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oinnati, Ohio, over Ohio River; five spans, hav-

ing total length of 1600 feet; longest span, 515
feet. Kuilenburg Bridge, over the river Lek,

Holland ; one span, 515 feet; this bridge was
built in 1806, and until 1877 was the longest

simple truss span in the world. In England,
the Saltash Bridge, built in 1859, with two of

its lit spans 455 feet long each, is the longest

simple truss bridge. Of 92 remarkable German
simple truss bridges whose statistics have been
tabulated by Prof. Georg Alehrtens, only seven

have a span of over 300 feet, the longest being
the road bridge over the Saale, at Kalbe, with
one span of 350 feet.

Continuous-truss bridges are comparatively lit-

tle used, but are far more popular in Europe
than in America. A continuous truss, as al-

ready stated, differs from a simple truss by ex-

tending continuously over three or more sup-
ports. Theoretically, a c<mtinuous-truss bridge

requires less material than a bridge with the

same number of simple-truss spans; but it has
a number of practical disadvantages which make
engineers loth to use it. Perhaps the most
notable continuous-truss bridge in the world is

the Ijiichine Bridge across the Saint Lawrence
River at Montreal, Canada, built in 1887. It

consists of two centre through spans of 408 feet

each and two side spans '209 feet, forming a con-
tinuous structure over five piers.

Cantilever bridges are, strictly speaking,
hinged continuous girders. They were not
much used until the last quarter of the Nine-
teenth Century, when the buiMing of the Ken-
tucky Viaduct (1870) and the Niagara Canti-
lever (1883) demonstrated tlie practicability

of erecting such bridges without the use of sup-
porting false works. Since these dates nu-
merous cantilever bridges have been erected in
both Europe and America. Briefly defined, a
cantilever bridge consists of a continuous-truss
span starting from an abutment and extending
over and beyond a second support on each side

of the stream. The two projecting ends are
connected by a truss span suspended from them.
The shore ends of the spans are anchored to the
abutments. The Niagara Cantilever Bridge,
completed in 1883, has a total length between
abutments of 910 feet. The projecting arms or
cantilevers are each 175 feet, and the truss span
which they support is 175 feet long. The Saint
John liiver (New Brunswick) Cantilever, built
in 1895, has a total length of 813 feet and a
main span of 477 feet. The Poughkeepsie
Bridge, built in 1889, has a total length of 6767
feet, with five river spans, of which the first,

third, and fifth are cantilever spans, and are
548 feet, 546 feet, and 548 feet, respectively.
The Red Rock Cantilever .Bridge, built in 1890,
Red River, Cal., has a total length of 990 feet

and a centre span of 600 feet. The Memphis
Bridge, built in 1892 over the Mississippi River,
at Memphis, Tcnn., has a truss span of C21
feet and two cantilever spans of 790 feet, which
are the longest cantilever spans in the United
States. The longest cantilever span in Conti-
nental Europe is the 623-foot span of the Danube
Bridge, near Czemavoda, in Rumania. Great
Britain has the honor of having at present the
longest cantilever span in the world, in the
^eat Forth Bridge across the Firth of Forth, in

Scotland. This bridge has two cantilever shore
arms of 680 feet, and two main cantilever

spans of 1710 feet. It was begun in 1883 and
was completed in 1890. The Quebec Bridge
across the Saint Lawrence River, upon which
construction was begun in 1900, has a main can-

tilever span of 1800 feet. For theoretical dis-

cussions of girder bridges, see the text-books

named at the end of this article; and for de-

scriptions of many of the prominent structures

mentioned, see Transactions American Society of

(,'ivil Engineers; T. Cooper, American Railway
Bridges; and the volumes of the engineering

journals.

DBAWBBIDGES.

Under the generic term of drawbridges are
included all forms of bridges designed to be
opened and closed so as to give passage alter-

nately to vessels and to the road or railway
traffic passing over the bridge. Drawbridges may
be divided into the following types: Swing
bridges, in which the opening span swings hori-

zontally on a turntable or vertical pivot carried
by the pier supporting the span ; bascule bridges,

which consist of one or two draws hinged at the
abutment on horizontal shafts so that they are
opened by raising the bridge to a vertical posi-

tion, leaving the channel clear; rolling bridges,

which have the span mounted on rollers, so that
it may be hauled inshore and leave the channel
clear; lift bridges, in which the span is placed be-

tween two tall towers and so arranged that it is

lifted clear of passing vessels, like an ordinary
passenger elevator. There are several modifica-

tions of each of these types, some of these being
patented in part, and for these the special

treatises on bridge construction, which are men-
tioned later, should be consulted.

The most commonly used form of a draw-
bridge is the swing bridge. Generally the sup-
porting pier, called the pivot pier, is placed under
the centre of the span, which is always either a
plate girder or a truss span. Sometimes, how-
ever, the pivot pier is located nearer to one end
of the span than the other, in which case the
shorter arm has to be counterweighted to balance
the longer arm. When a swing bridge is open,

the axis of the span is parallel to the axis of the
stream ; there are two open channels on each side

of the centre pier and the ends of the s|)an are

swnmg clear of any support. When the bridge
is closed the ends of the span are supported on
piers. The longest swinging span ever con-

structed is that for the Interstate Bridge at

Omaha, Neb., which has a total length of 520
feet. The Tliames River Drawbridge, New Lon-
don, Conn., has a swing span of .503 feel, and the
Arthur Kill Drawbridge between Staten Island,

X. Y., and tlie New Jersey mainland, has a swing
span of 490'/. feet. The manner of supporting a
swing s])an on the pivot pier so that movement
is possible is quite simple. A casting at the

centre of the ])ier carries a vertical pivot.

Around this pivot as a centre is bolted to the pier

a circular, track having gear-teeth on the outer
circumference. To the bottom of the span is

attached a circular drum of tlie same diameter
as the track on the [)icr, and at the centre of

this drum is a socket which fits over the pivot

on the pier. Between the bottom of the drum
and the pier-track is placed a chain of rollers

kept in position by radial arms ruiuiing to the
centre pivot. The span swings on these rollers,

the centre pivot serving only to hold it in posi-

tion or true to its centre. Slovemcnt is brought
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about by a vertical shaft running in bearings

attached to the outside of the drum and liaving

a gear-wheel at its bottom end wliicli meslies

into the gear-teeth on the outside of the fixed

pier-track; the rotation of this shaft causes the

drum to turn on the rollers and swing the span.

In large spans two shafts are employed. The
motive powers employed to operate the shafts are

steam-engines, gas-engines, electric motors, and
hydraulic motors. One modification of the cen-

tre pier swing span is the form already men-
tioned as having the pivot pier nearer to one
end than the other ; another is where the pivot is

at the extreme sliore end of the span while the

other end is supported by a floating pontoon
which swings with the span ; another consists of

two unequal arm spans with their pivot piers

in the opposite banks, and the ends of the long
arms meeting and locking over the centre of the
channel.

During recent years there has been a notable

development in the use of iascule spans, where
the waterways to be crossed are so restricted in

width as to prevent further restriction by placing

a pivot pier in the centre or where the land along
the banks is too valuable to permit space to be

taken up by a swing space with a shore pivot

pier. Notable bridges of this type have been
built in Chicago, Jlilwaukee, Buffalo, and Bos-

ton in the United States, and also in various

foreign cities. The Tower Bridge, crossing the

river Thames, near the Tower, in London, has a
bascule span of 200 feet, formed of two leaves

hinged at the opposite abutments, and meeting
and locking at the centre.

Lift bridges are seldom used. Perhaps the

most important one ever constructed crosses the

Chicago River at North Halsted Street, in

Chicago. On each side of the river are erected

two steel framework towers \6'2V^ feet high, be-

tween which is suspended a truss span 130 feet

long. When the bridge is closed this span rests

on abutments like any simple-truss span. To
open it, steel cables passing from each end of

each span up and over sheaves at the tops of the

towers, and thence to suitable winding drums at

the surface, are wound up, raising the span to

near the tops of the towers so that vessels may
pass beneath. The clear lift of this bridge is

15.5 feet above low water.

TRESTLE \1ADUCTS.

Originating with the earliest forms of timber
trestles, a type of bridge has been developed,

chiefly in the United States, which is known as

the trestle viaduct, a bridge of wood or metal in

which the different spans are supported directly

upon legs or towers composed of two or more
trestle bents braced together in all directions.

The first application of this system to a bridge

of any great magnitude was in the Kinzua
Viaduct, which is well known for the boldness of

its design and its embodiment of the distinctive

features of the system. This viaduct was luiilt

in 1S82, and is located at the crossing of Kinzua
Creek, which flows through a gorge some 300 feet

below the level of the surroiuiding country, on

the Erie Railroad, in McKean County, Pa. Each
trestle tower consists of four legs braced to-

gether in all directions; the longest bent in any
tower is 270 feet between the to)) of the masonry
and the toj) of the tower, in I!MK) this viaduct

was entirely rebuilt to practically the original

dimensions, but with steel instead of wrought
iron and with heavier and stitier members
throughout. Some years later the general plan
of tlie Kinzua Viaduct was closely copied in

the construction of the Loa Viaduct on the Anto-
fagasta Railway in Chile. This viaduct spans
the canyon of the River Loa in the Upper Andes
at an elevation of 10,000 feet above the sea-

level, and if counted from the surface of the
water to the top of the rails, is the highest in

the world, if we except the Santa Giustina Bridge
in the Tyrol and the Carabit Viaduct in France,
which are merely iron arches over deep gorges
and have towers of no great height. The length
of the longest bent of the Loa Viaduct is 314 feet

2 inches. In 1893 a viaduct, ranking in size

with the Kinzua and Loa, was built to carry the
Southern Pacific Railway over the Pecos River
in Texas. To enable a comparison between these

three most notable examples of the trestle via-

duct, the following has been compiled:

Kinzua

feet inches
Total length 2O.'i0

302
279

Height above water.
Length of longest bent
Width of towers c. to c.

of bents
Longest span
W'idth overall
"Width c. toe. of trusses
Weight of metal work.

38 6
61
18 U
10

1400 tons

feet inches
800
336
314 i

32
80
10
8 10

1115 tons

feet inches
2180
320 lOVi
241 %
35

18.^>

16
10
1820 tons

DESIGN, SllOPWORK, AND ERECTION.

The scientific design of a modern metal bridge

is a task calling for a high degree of engineering
skill, and an attemiit to explain this share of

bridge work without technicalities must he, to

some extent, a failure. Knowing the purpose for

which the bridge is to be used and the topog-

raphy and geography of its location, the first

task of the engineer is to decide upon the niun-

ber and character of the spans. Where the
stream is narrow, a single simple s|)an with its

masonry abutments will suffice, but for wider
crossings two or more such spans will be needed.

The length, and consequently the number of these

spans has to be determined, and for this problem
the engineer has two possible solutions, viz. to

make a large number of short spans, in which
case the number of piers is a maximum and the

cost of the substructure increased, or to make a
few very long spans, in which case the number
of piers is the minimum, but the cost of the

superstructure Is increased. Evidently, other

things Ijcing equal, the solution to be sought is at

the point between the two extremes, where the

total cost of the bridge, substructure and super-

structure combined, is the least. As a nile of

thumb, it is assumed that this point is where
the cost of the superstructure and the cost of

the substructure are equal. It will readily be

understood that there are occasions when the

engineer does not have a free choice in selecting

the number and heights of spans. Such cases

arise where the interests of navigation forbid the

construction of a pier in midstream, an example

of which is the lhids(m River at New York, or

where the depth of the gorge or of the water in

the .stream, or a rapid current, or unsuitable bot-

toms prevent a midstream pier, an example of
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which is the gorge of the Niagara River. In
these cases the engineer must use a single long
span, and is, therefore, restricted to the types of
bridge which will permit great length of clear
span, such as the metal arch, the cantilever truss,
or the suspension types. In other instances the
handsome appearance of the bridge is paramount,
and some design which will fulfill this require-
ment is necessary. If a navigable stream is to
be crossed at low level, a drawbridge is nccessarj-.

Thus it will be seen that the local conditions
and requirements have to be most carefully stud-
ied, and the available designs in each case care-
fully integrated, to secure the one which will

best meet the controlling conditions at the low-
est cost. The design once selected, the engineer,
knowing the loads which the bridge is to carry,
proceeds to calculate the character and intensity
of the strain in each principal member. This
being done and the strength of the material
known, it is possible to determine the size re-

quired of each member to resist the strain coming
upon it. The next process is to determine the
form and dimensions of each member and to pre-

pare drawings showing closely the form and these
dimensions.

As soon as the detail drawings have been pre-

pared, the engineer draws up a set of specifica-

tions stating the location, purpose, and main di-

mensions of the bridge, the character and strength
of the material to be used in each part, the
quality of workmanship required in constructing
and erecting these parts, and a variety of other
stipulations tending to secure in the finished

structure the embodiment of his intentions as
regards the finished bridge. The detail drawings
and the specifications are then submitted to

bridge-builders with the request that they make
bids for performing the required work. Gener-
ally the lowest bid is accepted, providing the

engineer is satisfied of the reliability and com-
petency of the person making it to perform the

work. After the contract has been let, the bridge-

maker receiving it begins the manufacture of

the bridge. First wooden templates and models
ure made from the engineer's drawing of at

least the most important members. These are

used for marking the shape and dimensions to

which the steel is to be cut, and in molding the

castings. The steel, being marked, is cut to the

required dimensions and forms by shears and
planers. Each piece is then sent to the punches,

drills, and boring-machines to have the rivet

and pin holes bored. The next step is to assemble
the pieces forming each member and fasten them
together by tcmporarj' pins. The assembled
member is then taken to the riveting-machines,

which drive the p<'rmanent rivets. The next step

is to finish the member, mark it with its dis-

tinctive number, and load it for shipment. The
attempt is always made to ship the metal-work
in as large sections as possible, since the con-

nections made at the bridge-shops equipped with
special machinery for the purpose are more
solid and cheaper than those made in the field

by portable machinery. At best, however, the

bridge material reaches the site of the bridge in

a great numljer of pieces, and the work of con-

necting these pieces to form the completed bridge

is called bridge erection. Metal bridges are

usually erected on a supporting falsework of

timber, but where such a falsework is impracti-

cable they arc built out from one or both ends

piece by piece, where the type of structure per-
mits, or are erected on falsework standing on
barges which are floated into the proper position
to place the complete span on its piers by lower-
ing it onto its .seats and withdrawing the barge.
After erection, the bridge is painted and other-
wise finished, and finally is commonly tested by
running a very heavy load over it. The testing
finishes tlic biidge so far as the bridge engi-
neer is concerned. For pontoon and other forms
of military bridges, see Bridges .\xd Docks,
lIlLIT.VRT.

BiBLiOGBAPUT. The literature on bridge-build-
ing is quite extensive and is widelj' scattered,
much of the most valuable descriptive matter
being found in the periodical literature of the
engineering profession. Among engineering
papers whose columns contain particularly full
records of current bridge construction are: Le
Genie Civil (Paris, 1880, current) ; Zeitschrift
dcx ^'rrriy|.<! DciitsicJirr Inqcnirurr (Berlin. 18.57,

current) : E»(]inrcring (London, 1866. weekly,
current): Enpinccriiuj .Aries (Xew York, cur-
rent) ; and the Engineering Record (Xew York,
current). The Proceedings of the Institution

of Ciril Engineers (London, 1838, current) ;

Annates dcs Fonts et Chaussees (Paris, 1831,
current) ; and Transactions American Society of
Cii-il Engineers (Xew Y'ork, 1868, current), also
contain much important information relating to
bridges. Among the more recent text-books and
books of reference are: Johnson, Practice of
Modern Framed Structures (Xew York, 1900) ;

Du Bois, Stresses in Framed Structures (Xew
York, 1896) ; Merriman and Jacobv, Roofs and
Bridges (Xew Y'ork, 1900) ; Waddell, De Ponti-
bus (Xew York, 1898); Wright, The Designiyig

of Drair Sjtans (Xew Y'ork, 1897).

BRIDGE, OF A Ship. A platform raised some
distance above the deck of a vessel for the con-
venience of the olficer having charge of the deck.
In modern men-of-war there are usually two
bridges extending athwartship and a fore-and-
aft bridge between them. The forward thwart-
ship bridge is the one used for purposes of navi-
gation, and it is usually placed ten feel or more
above the upper deck. When the bridge expands
into a platform of considerable area instead of

being merely a narrow promenade, it is frequent-

ly called a hridge-decl; . In very large ships there
are usually two or three bridges, one above the
other; in which case the lower ones are generally
larger, and are called the upper and lower
bridge decks.

BRIDGE. A game of cards. It maj' be said
to Ix'liing to the whist family of games, although
in its recent development there is no direct rela-

tionship. It has been played for some time in

Turkey and Eg\pt. in which latter country it is

known as Khrdirc. but in neither land is it

])layed so scientifically or with the same details
as in England and .America. .\ game closely re-

sembling bridge is plajed also in Holland, and
still another in Russia, where it is known under
the name of Veralash. Toward the end of the
Xineteenth Century it traveled from Egypt to
the south of France, whence it rapidly made its

way to Paris and. although meeting with the
opposition of whist-players, soon intrenched itself

securely in the public estimation. London and
Xew York followed Paris in their devotion to the
new game. Bridge is jjlayed with one pack of
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52 cards, and the four players participatino; in the

game are known respectively as the dealer, the

leader, the dummy, and the pone. There are one
or two varieties of bridge as there are of whist,

and a eoniplete account of them, with the numer-
ous rules of bridge itself, may be obtained from
the following excellent authorities: De la Rue,
The Laics of Bridge (London, 1889) ; Foster,

Bridge (London, 1901 i ; Dunn, Bridge and How
to I'lati It (London, 1901) ; Steele, Kimple Rules

for Bridge (New York, 1902).

BRIDGE, HoBATio (180(5-93). An American
naval officer, born at Augusta, JIaine. He gradu-

ated at Bowdoiu College in 1825, was admitted

to the bar, and in 1838 was appointed paymaster
in the United States Navy. From that time until

1851 he cruised about, making several visits to

Africa, which he describes in the Journal of an
Afriean Cruiser ( 1845) . He was then made chief

of the IJureau of Provisions and Clothing, which
position he occupied for fifteen years. Upon his

re.signati<m he was appointed chief inspector in

the same department, and finally retired with the

rank of commodore.

BRIDGE, Sir John Frederick (1844— ). An
English organist and composer, born at Oldbury
(Worcestershire). He studied under .Jiilin Hop-
kins and Sir .John Goss, in 18C5 was appointed
organist of Trinity Church, Windsor, and in

18G9 of Manchester Cathedral. From 1875 to

1882 he was deputy organist of Westminster
Abbey, of which he was in the latter year ap-

pointed organist. He became successively pro-

fessor of harmony in Owens College (Manches-
ter) and professor of harmony and counterpoint

at the Royal College of Music. His works in-

clude Mount Moriah (1874), an oratorio; two
cantatas, Boadieea (1880) and CalUrhoc (1888) ;

a setting of Gladstone's Latin version of Top-
lady's "Rock of Ages," for baritone solo, chorus,

and orchestra ; and many anthems, including one

for the celebration of the Queen's jubilee at West-
minster Abbey (1887).

BRIDGE, Jo-SEPH Cox (1853— ). An Eng-
lish organist and composer. He was born at

Rochester, Kent, studied under John Hopkins,

and from 1871 to 1876 was organist of Exeter
College, Oxford. In 1877 he became organist of

Chester Cathedral. There he revived the Chester

triennial festival. His works include an oratorio,

Daniel (1885) ; a Magnificaf and yune Dimiltis,

in C. for voice and orchestra (1879) ; and con-

siderable organ-music, anthems, and part-songs.

BRIDGE, Natural. See Natural Bridge.

BRIDGE, Wheatstone. See Wheatstone
BniDiiK.

BRIDGE -BUILDING BROTHERHOOD
(Lat. Fratres Fonti/ices). A religious fraternity

formed in the south of France in tlic latter lialf

of the Twelfth Century, to build bridges and
keep ferries. As the Church considered such

labors meritorious, the societies spread and grew
rich. According to tradition, the shepherd boy,

Benf'zet. received a revelation that he must build

a bridge across the Rhone at Avignon. Accord-

ingly, he went to the bishop and t<dd his story,

but was repulsed. The provost, however, aided

him and work was begun in 1177. The bridge

was not completed until 1185, and Hf^nfzet, dying

in the meantime, was buried in the chapel in one

of the columns of the bridge. He was afterwards

canonized. Either the fame of Saint B6n6zet,
or compassion for persons who were forced to
pay large tolls, led to the founding of a brother-
hood for the purpose of carrying on the work of
bridge-building, and in 1189 Clement III. sanc-
tioned the order. Similar brotherhoods were
formed in other parts of France and in the nortli

of Italy. They labored very hard for a time, but
soon the possession of wealth led to idleness.
In 1277 the Brotherhood of Bonpas wished to
unite with tlie Templars, but instead Nicholas
III. united the order with the Knights of Saint
John (1278). Other bridge-building brother-
hoods continued their activity for nearly three
centuries until the dissolution of the order by
Pius II. Consult Gregoire, Recherches histo-

riques sur les eongregations hospitali^res des
frerrs pnntifes ( Paris, "l818)

.

BRIDGEND, brij'end. An industrial market-
town of Glamorganshire, Wales, 14^4 miles south-
east of Neath. It is a junction of the Great
Western Railway. In the town are ruins of a
Norman castle. In the neighborhood are the
interesting remains of Ogmore Castle, of Coity
Castle, and the castellated ruins of Ewenny Pri-

ory, founded in 1146. Blast-furnaces constitute
the chief industry. Population, in 1891, 4676;
in 1901, 6063.

BRIDGE'HEAD, or (in French) TfiTE-DV-

PoXT. In military engineering, a fortified work
intended to defend the passage of a river over a
bridge. See T£te-du-Pont.

BRIDGE'NORTH, Alice. The heroine of
Scott's novel I'cviril of the Peak. She is the
daughter of a stanch Roundhead and the sweet-
heart of an ardent Cavalier, whom she finally

marries at the Restoration.

BRIDGE OF SIGHS, The. (I) A lofty

bridge in Venice, built by Antonio Contino about
1595-1605. It spans the Rio della Paglia, con-

necting the Doge's Palace with the Carceri
Prigioni. Its name was derived from the fact
of its leading to the prisons. It is inclosed

at the sides, arched overhead, and contains two
separate passages. Byron mentions it in the
opening lines of Childe Harold, Canto IV. (2)
A poem by Thomas Hood (1844), on the re-

covery of the body of a London outcast, wdio had
drowned- herself in the Thames. (3) The name
is also used of a bridge connecting the Tombs
[irison in New York with the court-rooms.

BRIDGE'PORT. A city, port of entry, and
one of the cnunty-seats of Fairfield County,
Conn., on Bridgeport Harbor, an arm of Long
Island Sound, at the mouth of the Pequonnock
River, 18 miles southwest of New Haven, 5fi

miles northeast of New Y'ork (Map: Connecticut,
(' 5). It lias railroad connections by the New
York, New Haven and Hartford and its branches,
and steamboats run daily to New York. The
city is built mainly on level ground, and occu-

pies an area of about 15 square miles. The
elevated section. Golden Hill, all'ords fine views
of tlie Sound and shore, and is covered with
beautiful residences. Black Rock, which forms
part of Bridgeport, is a summer resort, its har-

bor being a popular anchorage ground for

yachts. The most notable buildings are the
United States post-ofliee and custom-house, the

county court-house, the Barnum Memorial In-

stitute, the Burroughs Public Library, the
Sterling Widows' Home, the city hospital, and
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the Young Men's Christian Association Building.

There are three tine parks, comprising about
250 acres: Beardsley, Washington, and Seaside;
the hist, situated on the shore with a sea-wall

aud a drive two miles long, contains a soldiers'

momunent. and statues of Klias Howe and P. T.

Barnum. Extensive improvements have been
recently undertaken in providing a new railroad
depot, aud in elevating the railroad-tracks, tlie

project to require eventually tlie expenditure of

about .$3,000,000, a part of which is borne by
the tity.

Hridgeport is an important manufacturing
city, anil has considerable coasting trade, the

harbor being safe and accessible for fairly large

vessels. The principal articles manufactured
are sewing-machines, corsets, coaches, locomo-
biles, plush goods, brass, iron, and steel goods,

machinery, cartridges, ordnance, and hardware.
Some of the factories are of vast size. The
Wheeler & Wilson Sewing-^Machine Works cover

ten acres, and the Union iletallie Cartridge Com-
pany has one of the largest establishments in its

line in the world.

The city government is vested in a mayor,
elected every two years, a municipal council, and
the usual administrative departments, all ap-

pointed by the executive, and all, excepting that

of public works, where the power is given to a
single head, governed by boards. The . school

board, consisting of twelve members, four elected

each year for a term of three years, is chosen

by popular election. The annual expenditures of

the city amount to about .? 1.000.000, the main
items of expense being .$60,000 for the police de-

partment. $65,000 for the fire department, $55,-

000 for the street lighting, $60,000 for hospitals,

asylums, and other charitable institutions, and
.$170,000 for schools. Population, in 1880. 27,-

643: in 1890, 48,866: in 1000, 70,996, including

22,300 persons of foreign birth and 1100 of

negro descent.

Bridgeport, first settled in 1665. was known as

Pequonnock, 1665-94: Fairtield Village. 1694-

1701 : and Stratfield. 1701-1800. Until incorpo-

rated as the Borough of Bridgeport in 1800, it

formed part of Fairfield and of Stratford town-

ships. In 1836 it became a city, and in 1870

it was enlarged by the addition of a part of

Fairfield, and in 1899, of Summerfield and West
Stratford. Consult Oreutt, A History of the Old
Toicn of Stratford and the City of Bridgeport

(New Haven, 1886K

BRIDGT;R'S PASS. An elevated defile in

the Rocky ilountains. in southern Wyoming,
through which the overland stages went before

the opening of the Pacific Railroad. It is sev-

eral miles long, and in most places has almost

l)erpendicular side walls from 1000 to 2500 feet

high.

BRIDGES, Law RELiTixG to. Legislative

authority to erect a bridge is necessary in three

cases: First, when toll is demanded for its use

—

the right to take toll being a franchise (q.v.),

which cannot be claimed without express grant

from the State ; second, when the State owns the

bed of the stream over which the bridge extends,

as is the case in all public or navigable streams;

third, when the structure interferes or threatens

to interfere with navigation. In the last ease

the authority of our State governments is sub-

ject to the" power given to Congress by the

Vol. III.—32.

Federal Constitution to "regulate commerce with
foreign nations, and among the several States."
(Art. I., §8.) The States may authorize bridges
over navigable streams, and may regulate their

size, form, and manner of construction. LTntil

Congress intervenes in such cases the power of

the States is unlimited. When it does inter-

vene, however, its will is supreme, and its legis-

lation, within the limits of the constitutional
grant, overrides that of any Slate. A bridge
constructed over a navigable river in accordance
with an act of Congress is a lawful structure,

however nuich it may interfere with the public
right of navigation. See RiVEKS. N.-vvigable.

BRIDG'ES, Robert (1844—). An English
jjoet. He was educated at Eton and at Corpus
Christi College, Oxford : studied medicine at

Saint Bartholomew's Hospital. London; and
held several important hospital appointments
before his retirement (1882). Bridges has pub-
lished eight plays and several volumes of verse,

often privately printed. His choicest poems
(with bibliography) have been reprinted in three

volumes (London, 1898-1901). Late Victorian
poetry probably has nothing better than Prome-
theus : Achilles in Scyros; and Shorter Poems.
Bridges has also written on Milton and Keats,

Especially noteworthy is his Milton's Prosody
(0.xford,'l893), which has been enlarged and re-

printed with an essay by W. .J. Stone on "Clas-

sical Metres in English" Verse" (Oxford, 1901).

BRIDGES, RoBEBT (1858— ). An American
editor and author. He was bom at Shippens-

burg. Pa., .July 13, 1858. After graduating at

Princeton, he became connected with the New
York Evening Post, and in 1887 was made as-

sistant editor of Scribner's Magazine. He is

best known for the sprightly reviews which for

man}' years he contributed to Life over the sig-

nature" 'Droch.' He is also the author of poems
and of two prose volumes: Overheard in Arcady

(1894) and Suppressed Chapters and Other

Bookishness (1895). His poems were collected

in 1902 under the title Bramhle Brae.

BRIDGES AND DOCKS, Miutary. The
principal types of military bridges for the pas-

sage of troops and their supplies are the pon-

toon or floating, the spar, the trestle, and the

suspension bridge. In most cases they nuist

be constructed rapidly, and of such materials

as are available, there being usually little time

for refined calculations and for procuring the

most suitable materials. The sizes of the parts

of a militarj- bridge depend primarily, as in

other engineering structures, on the loads to be

carried. Only in special cases will tlie width
differ much from 8 to 10 feet. This is ample
to provide for the passage of infantry in fours,

cavalry in half sections, and guns and wagons
fully horsed. It is considered desirable that,

in whatever formation tlie troops may pass,

the structure should be made strong enough
to sustain them wlien crowded as a result of

some stoppage in that portion of the column
which has already crossed. In most cases 100

jiounds to the square foot may be taken as the
uniform weight for wliich a bridge intended

for the passage of infantry should be made safe.

If proportioned for this load, it will also be
strong enough for the passage of the various
train wagons and of field guns and carriages.

If, however, it is to be crossed by stcam-trac-
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tion engines or other unusually heavy loads,

additional precautions may be necessary to en-

able it to carry them with safety.

In the United States Army, where the pontoon

bridge was extensively and effectively employed

during the Civil War, the bridge material of the

Corps of Engineers is included in reserve and
advance-guard trains. Where a large army is

operating in the held and wide and swiftly llow-

ing rivers are to be crossed the reserve train must
accompany the troops. Such a train is divided

into four' pontoon divisions and one supply di-

vision. Each pontoon division is complete in

itself, containing all the material necessary for

constructing a bridge 225 feet in length. Eacli

division is divided into four sections—two pon-

toon and two abutment sections—each pontoon

section consisting of three pontoon-wagons and

one chess-wagon. These four wagons contain

the material for three bays (or 60 feet) of the

bridge. If it is desired to vary the length of

a single division, it can be done by diminishing

or increasing the number of pontoon sections

in the train. The pontoons are flat-bottom boats

.31 feet in length, and with a maximum breadth

of 5 feet S inches, of about OVo tons burden, and

with sufficient capacity to transfer 40 men fully

armed and equipped/ besides its crew of pon-

toniers.

Pontoon bridges may be constructed either by

the method of successive pontoons, by rafts, or by

conversion. The first mentioned is the most

usual method. In following it, the pontoons are

placed 20 feet apart, at right angles to the axis

of a bridge, and anchored up-stream and down-

stream to hold them in position. Five lines of

floor-beams, known technically as 'balks,' 5

inches square, rest on the pontoons and are

firmly lashed to them. On these floor-planks, 1%
inches thick and kno^vn as chess, are laid: these

are held in position by side rails lashed through

notches in the chess "to the balk beneath. The

width of bridge between side rails, when finislied.

is 10 feet. Bridges of this type received the hard-

est kind of usage during the Civil War. and

proved clearly their great value. In the month

of February, "l802, a pontoon bridge conqwsed of

60 boats of a reserve train was thrown across

the Potomac at Harper's Ferry. The river was

then a perfect torrent, the water being 15 feet

above the summer level, and filled with drift-

wood and floating ice. Under these unfavor-

able circumstances, the bridge was completed in

eight hours, and General Banks's corps, with

all its trains and artillery, passed over it with-

out accident or delay.

During the year of 1863 the pontoon trains

accompanied the army in all its marches

through Virginia, frequently bridging the Poto-

mac, Rapidan. and Rappahannock.
The headquarters train in 1864 was followed

by an advance-guard (q.v.) train, which, when a

crossing was to be made by surprise, was sent

forward with the cavalry" to cover the con-

struction of the bridge and hold the position

until the main body arrived.

The advance-giiard equipment is similar, in

general principles, to the reserve. Tlie jiimtoon,

however, instead of being made entirely of wood,

is made of canvas held in shape by wooden

frames, which can be knocked down for trans-

portation. For transportation purposes, the

material is so packed that the pontoon-wagon

contains all the materials for a single bay of
20 feet. The division may, therefore, be in-

creased or diminished by one or more pontoon-
wagons, if it is desired to increase or diminish
the length of the bridge in units of 20 feet.

The width of the bridge is two feet less than
that of the wooden pontoon bridge. The canvas
pontoon, while possessing the advantage over the
wooden pontoon of being more easily transport-

ed, will of course not stand as hard service. At
the same time, it has shown its usefulness on
many occasions. The pontoon-trains with the

Army of the Cimiberland, in its march from
Chattanooga to Atlanta, Savannah, and Wash-
ington, in the latter part of the Civil War, were
of canvas, and jrave excellent satisfaction.

Where pontoon bridges are constructed at night,

with a view to making a passage and surprising
the enemy, the floor of the bridge should be
covered with straw, in order to reduce the noise

of construction to a minimum. JIany substi-

tutes for pontoons, such as floating supports,

have been devised. Among the xnore impor-
tant are rafts made of casks lashed to frames,

rafts of timber, and boats of commerce.

Spar bridges are made with round timber
usually cut near the site of the bridge. For
narrower spaces of 25 feet or less, the balks

consist of single trees stretching across the

river. The roadway is made of small saplings

smoothed oft' on top or covered with dirt. For
spaces of 30 to 35 feet, two trapezoidal frames
are constructed of timbers lashed together and
braced by diagonal braces lashed to the legs of

tlie frame. These are put in position on the

opposite banks, and then lowered so as to rest

tlieir tops on eacli other and form an intermedi-

ate support above tlie middle of the stream for

the balk or roadway-bearers. For a still wider
stream, double-lock bridges can be used. In these

tlie frames, instead of resting on each other, rest

on cross-timbers held apart by straining beams.

These cross-timbers furnish two intermediate

supports over the gap for the balk. For still

wider openings, the frames are made consider-

ably longer, so that they support each other at

a point not less than 10 feet above the roadway.

From their junction an additional roadway-

bearer is suspended by ro])es. This, together with

the points where the roadway crosses the two
frames, gives three jioints of support.

One of the most generally useful of all the

types of 'oridge is the trestle bridge. Vertical

frames are constructed, on whidi the balks carry-

ing the roadway are placed. In cases where a

single trestle is not high enough to come from

the bottom of the gap to the desired height of

roadway, trestles can be so braced that they will

hold others on top of tliem. This type of bridge

particularly lends itself to railroad work, one

of the most notable examples of the kind being

the bridge across the Potomac Creek, ^'a., dur-

ing the Civil War. This bridge was 80 feet high

and 400 feet long.

Suspension bridges have not been of general

application in the United States military ser-

vice. The English have made some use of

them. They are suitable for wide spans, where

it is difliciilt to secure intermediate supports.

An army traveling in a country where its ser-

vice will probably require the construction of

this type of bridge should make provision for
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carrring along the necessary wire cables, clips,

and ropes. A bridge with a span of 100 feet can

be constructed with such material, having a

roadway 5 feet 8 inches wide in the clear. With
a load of infantry in file crowded, the bridge has

a stress of about 03,000 j)ounds in the cables and
on the anchorages.

The type of bridge to be used in a given case de-

pends on many circumstances. An army starting

out for extended service in a country such as that

covered by many of the operations of the Army
of the Potomac in the Civil War—that is, rath-

er a low. flat country, with many broad streams
—would naturally provide itself with pontoon
bridges, and, having them, would use this type
wherever practicable. On the other hand, as

the pontoon bridge must be near the surface of

tlie water, it is not well adapted for use in a
country where the streams are narrow and the

banks so high that trouble would be experienced

in the construction of approaches leading to the

ends of the bridge. An army expecting to

operate in a country provided with poor roads,

but fairly well wooded, and having streams not

too deep to pennit of the establishment of crilis

and trestles, might well rely on the trestle-and-

spar bridge. If operating in a mountainous
country, cut up by gorges and canyons and
poorly provided with roads, it should carry tlie

necessary cables, etc., for constructing suspen-

sion bridges over gaps too wide for spar bridges.

Bridges have been constructed across streams
just too deep for fording by running in wagons
and laying the balks and roadway on top of

them. Railroad bridges can be utilized for the
passage of troops on foot and wagons by plank-

ing over the ties and sometimes covering with
dirt. In many cases no bridge will be needed.

In cold weather the ice may be sufficiently thick

to permit the crossing of an army. Six inches

of good ice will suffice for the passage of the

usual loads accompanying an army; 2 inches

permits the passage of infantry in single file on
planks; 10 to 12 inches bears the heaviest loads

of an army. In other cases, as in the famous
passage of the Delaware by Washington, the
army may be ferried over in boats. A modifica-

tion of this method, known as the method by
raft, has also been used. Rafts with large deck-
areas can be made with pontoons by lashing a
number of the latter together and flooring them
over with chess. On them men and horses can
readily be ferried, while rafts of bamboo were
used for transporting field artillery across rivers
in the Philippines. A river of shallow depth and
moderate current may be forded : where the depth
is too great only for short distances, the level of

the bottom at these places may be raised tem-
porarily by throwing in brush, logs, and other
material. There have also been instances in his-

tory of the successful swimming of rivers by
small bodies of troops.

Temporary piers or docks are sometimes re-

(luired to facilitate the landing of troops and
material. Sucli structures are rarely made
stronger than to permit small boats, such as
launc'lies and lighters, to lie alongside of them
and unload. They consist essentially of a top
floor and of supports, tlie relation between the
floor and .supports being similar to that existing
in bridges. The supports are generally either
trestles of some type, usually pile-driven, or log

cribs sunk with stone. A pierhead may be ex-
temporized by securely anchoring a pontoon raft.

For a comprehensive technical treatment of
the subject of military bridges, consult: The
Chatham Manual of Military Engineering, Part
3; Military Bridging and Use of jS'/'ars (London,
1894). An interesting chapter on the "Passage of
Rivers" may be found in Fiebeger, A Text-Book
of Field Fortification (New York, 1901).

BRID'GET, S.\INT (1303-73) (more properly
Birgit or Hrigitt). A Roman Catholic saint.
She was born in the Palace of Instad. near Up-
sala, the daughter of a prince of the blood royal
of Sweden. In 1318 she married Ulf Gudniarsson,
Prince of Nericia, a stripling of IS, by wliom she
had eight children, the youngest of whom, named
Catherine (1330-81), became par excellence the
female saint of Sweden. .According to the le-

gend, her husband and she vowed to spend the
remainder of their lives in a state of continence,
and, to obtain strength to carry out their resolu-
tion, made a pilgrimage to the shrine of Saint
James at Santiago de Compostela, in Spain.
This was between 1341 and 1343. On their re-

turn they entered the Cistercian Monastery of
Alvastra, on the east shore of Lake Vettern,
southwest of Stockholm. The picturesque ruins
are still standing. There Ulf died in 1344, but
without taking monastic vows. Bridget became
a professed nun, and began to have revela-
tions. She felt called upon to found a new or-

der to the homage of the Saviour. This she did
in 1340. The first monasteiy was at Vadstena,
on Lake Vettern, only some 10 miles north, on
the same side of Alvastra, and on her property.
It is now a lunatic asylum. They received the
rule of Saint Augustine, to which Saint Bridget
herself added a few particulars, but constituted
a new order— sometimes called the Order of
Saint Bridget, sometimes the Order of Saint Sal-
vator. or the Holy Saviour—which flourished in
Sweden until 1395, when it was suppressed. In
1330 Saint Bridget went to Rome, where she
founded a hospice for pilgrims and Swedish stu-
dents, and obtained the Papal sanction for her
order in 1370, which was reorganized by Leo X.
After having made a pilgrimage to Palestine, she
died in Rome on her return, .July 23, 1373. Her
bones were carried to Vadstena, and she herself
was canonized in 1391 by Pope Boniface IX. Her
festival is on the 8th of October. The lievela-
tiones Sancta; Brigitta:. written by her confes-
sors, was keenly attacked I)y the celebrated Ger-
son, but obtained the approval of the Council of
Basel, and has passed through many editions.
Besides the licvelations, there have been attrib-
uted to this saint a sermon on the \'irgin, and
five discourses on the ))assion of Jesus Christ,
preceded by an introduction which was con-
demned by the congiegation of the Index. For
her autobiography and the history of the Order,
consult: l^criptorcs Jieriim Hvccicaram Medii
.Eli, Vol. 111. (Stockholm, 1871-76; the English
translation of her Revelations (London. 1873) ;

also the biographies bv G. Binder (Munich,
ISOn. and V. F. de Flavigny (Paris, 1892).
The former treats also of her order. See Briq-
ITtlXKS.
Not to be confounded with this Swedish saint

is another Saint Bridget, Saint Brigit, or Saint
Bride, as she is more commonly called—a native
of Ireland, born at Foehart. now Faugher, 47
miles north of Dublin, 433—the child of a man
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of royal race and his bond-servant. She was
brought iij) by a wizard, wlio liad boufrlit her

mother, and whom she oonvcrtod to Cliristianity,

but was liberated by tlic King. Slie became a

nun and fimnded the Church and Monastery of

Ivildarc (the Church of tlie Oalc), and there died

February 1, 523. She was unquestionably a
woman of rare ability and consecration, and

properly became, along with Patrick and Co-

luinba, one of the three great saints of Ire-

land. Her story, as told in Irish legends, is

very attractive and based probaldy on facts. See

it in Whitley Stokes, Three Middle-Irish Homilies

on the Lives of tiaiiits Patrick, Brigit, and Co-

lumba (Calcutta, 1877). She was renowned for

her beautj'. To escape the temptations to which

this dangerous gift exposed her, as well as the

offers of marriage with which she was annoyed,

she prayed God to make her ugly. Her prayer-

was granted, and she retired from the world,

founded tl>e monastery already mentioned, and
devoted herself to the" education of young girls.

Her day falls on the 1st of February. She was
held in" great reverence in Scotland, and was re-

garded by the Douglases as their tutelary saint.

BRIDGETON, brij'ton. A city, port of entry,

and county-seat of Cumberland County, N. J.,

38 miles south of Philadelphia, at the head of

navigation on the Cohansey River, and on the

New Jersey Central and the West .Jersey and
Seashore railroads (Map: New Jersey, B 5).

It has manufactures of glass, gas-pipes, nails,

castings, machinery, lumber, flour, oilcloth, and
woolens. The canning of fruits and vegetables

is carried on. Among its educational advantages

are the South Jersey Institute, the West Jersey

Academy, and Ivj'"Hall Seminary. Bridgeton

has good transportation facilities, and the sur-

rounding region is exceedingly fertile and well

cultivated. Though settled long before the Revo-

lution, Bridgeton was not incorporated until

1864. The government is administered under a

charter of 1875, which provides for a mayor,

elected everv three years, and a city council. The

mayor, witli the coiiscnt of the co\nicil, appoints

the five members of the board of assessors. The

board of education is chosen by the council. The

waterworks are owned and operated by the

municipality. Population, in 1890, 11,424; in

1900. 1:5.913.

BRIDGE'TOWN. The capital of the British

West Indian island of Barbadoes, situated on the

western coast, along the northeastern shore of

Carlisle Bay (Map: West Indies. S 8). It has

some trade "and is the terminus of the only rail-

way on the island. The town is the seat of

Codrington College and of the Hisho]) of Barba-

does. and among its prominent structures are

the Government buildings, the town hall, hospi-

tal, and the buildings of the garriscm. Bridge-

town was founded in the first lialf of the Seven-

teenth Century, and for some time was known
as Indian Bridge. It lias sulTered severely from

fires, notably in Ifitlfi. 1766. and 1845. and in

1831 it was" visited by a disastrous hurricane.

Population, over 21.000.

BRIDGE'WA'TER (from Tiurrih-'Waher. the

town of Walter Douay, its founder). \ town
and port of Somersetshire. England, on the Par-

ret, 12 miles by river from the Bristol Channel.

and 30 miles southwest of Bristol (Map: V.wi-

land, C 5). The town is ehieflv built of brick.

The Parret admits vessels of 700 tons up to the
town; it rises 30 feet at springtides, and is sub-

ject to ;i tidal bore often detrimentiil to ship-

])ing. The town owns its water-supply and main-
tains public libraries and baths. Bath or scour-

ing bricks, peculiar to Bridgewater. are made
here of a mi.xture of sand and clay found in the
river. There are also factories for the manu-
facture of iron and copper ware. Admiral Blake
was a native of Bridgewater. Population, in

1891, 13.264; in 1901, 15.209. The town received

its first charter from Edward I. It suffered

severely in the Civil War. wlien it was taken in

turn by both Royalists and Roundheads. Sedge-

moor, the scene of the defeat of tlie Duke of

ilonmouth by the royal forces in 1685, lies a
little to the southeast of the town.

BRIDGEWATER. A port of Lunenburg
County, Nova Scotia, at the head of the La Have
estuary, 12 miles west of Lunenburg (Map: Nova
Scotia, E 5). Lumber constitutes its chief in-

dustry, and it contains the main offices of the

Nova Scotia Central Railway. The neighborhood
is resorted to for its excellent trout-fishing. The
United States is represented by a consular agent.

The town suffered from a destructive fire in 1899,

wliich devastated the greater part. Population,
4000.

BRIDGEWATER. A town in Plymouth
County, Mass., 27 miles south of Boston, on the

New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad
( Map : Massachusetts, E 4 ) . It contains iron-

works, a foundry, a tack-factory, shoe-factory,

brick-yards, and a cotton-gin factory. The town
has a public library, and is the seat of a State
normal school and of a State workhouse. The
government is administered by town meetings,

held ainuially. Population, in 1890, 4249; in

1900, 5806. 'Bridgewater, settled in 1645 as a
plantation of Duxbury. was incorporated as a
separate township in 1656, when its old name,
Nuncketest, was discarded. It was one of the

first towns to be settled in the interior of Massa-
chusetts. It inchided the territorv' of the towns

later incorporated as East, West and Nortli

Bridgewater. Consult JlitchcU, History of Bridyc-

lailrr ( I'.ridgcwatcr, 1897).

BRIDGEWATER, Francis Egerton. third

and last Duke of (1736-1803). An English canal-

builder sometimes called the 'Fatlier of Britisli

Inland Navigation.' Hi' was the youngest son

of Scroop, fourtli Earl and first Duke of Bridge-

water, and succeeded his elder brother, second

Duke, in 1748. In 1758-60 he obtained acts of

Parliament for making a navigable canal from
Worsley to Salford. Lancashire, and carrying it

over the IVfersey and Trwell at Barton by an aque-

duct 39 feet above the surface of the water, and
200 yards long, thus forming a communication
between his coal-mines at Worsley and Manches-
ter on one level. In this and his lat^r great

imdertakings he was aided by the skill of .Tames

Brindley fq.v.l. the celobrnted engineer, .and ex-

pended large sums of money. Tie was also a lib-

eral promoter of the Grand Trunk Navigation;
and the impulse he thus gave to the internal

navigation of England led to the extension of

the eanal system throughout the kingdom.

BRIDGEWATER, Fr vxris Henrt KnERTOTT,
eichth Earl of (17.'56-lS2n) , The son of .Tohn
loLTerfon. Bishop of Durhinn. and grandnenhew of
ll'c first Duke of Bridgewater. He was born in
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London, Xoveuibcr 11, 175G, and succeeded his

brother as Earl in 1823. lie was educated at
Oxford, becoming fellow of All Souls College,

1780. The same year he became prebendary of

Durham, in 1781 rector of Middle, and in 1797 of

Whitchurch, both in Shropshire, and he held

these preferments till his death. He was prince

of the Holy Roman Empire. He was very eccen-

tric, for his home in Paris, where he lived the lat-

ter part of his life, was fiiled with cats and dogs,

some dressed up as men and women, and he drove
them out in his carriage and fed them at his

table, \\1ien he died immarried, in Paris, Febru-
arv 11, 1829. the title became extinct. By his last

wi'll, dated February 25, 182.5, he left £8000, in-

vested in the public funds, to be paid to the au-
thor of the best treatise On the Power, 'Wisdom,
and Goodness of God as Manifested in the Crea-
tion, illustrating such work by such arguments as

the variety and formation of God's creatures in

the animal and vegetable and mineral kingdoms,
the effect of digestion, the construction of the

hand of man, and by discoveries, ancient and mod-
em, in arts, sciences, and the whole extent of lit-

erature. The then president of the Royal Society

of London. Davies Gilbert, to whom the selection

of the author was left, with the advice of the

Archbishop of Canterbury, the Bishop of Lon-
don, and a noble friend of the deceased Earl, ju-

diciously resolved that, instead of being given to

one man for one work, the money should be allot

ted to eight different persons for eight separate
treatises, though all connected with the same
primary theme. (See Bridgewatek Tre.\tises. )

He ^^Tote himself a number of books, biographical,

historical, and scientific. He left his manuscripts
to the British JIuseum, T\-ith £12,000 to keep up
the cnllection. The MSS. relate mostly to French
and Italian history and literature.

BRIDGEWATER MADONNA, The. A
painting of the Virgin holding the Child in her

lap. by Raphael (1512). It hangs in Bridge-

water House, London.

BRIDGEWATER TREATISES. Eight cele-

brated works On the Fouer. Wisdom, and Good-

ness of God, by eight of the most eminent
authors in their respective departments, pub-

lished under a bequest of the last Earl of Bridge-

water (q.v.), whereby each received £1000 with

the copyright of his own treatise. Tliey are

Thomas Chalmers, The Adaptation of External
yature to the Moral and Intellectual Constitu-

tion of Man (London, 183.3) ; William Prout,

Chemistry, Meteorology, and the Function of Di-

gestion Considered tcith Reference to Satural
Theology (London, 1834); William Kirby, IJis-

iory, Hahils, and Instincts of Animals (London,

18,35) ; Buckland, Geology and Mineralogy
(London, 1837); Charles Bell, The Hand: Its

mechanism and Vital Endouments as Evincing
Design (London, 1837) ; .John Kidd, Adaptation

of External Mature to Physical Condition of

Man (London, 1837) ; William Whewell, Astron-

omy and General Physics Considered vAth Refer-

ence to Natural Theology (London, 1839) ; Peter

Mark Roget, Animal and Vegetable Physiology

Considered with Reference to Natural Theology
(London, 1840).

BRIDG^MAN, Elij.mi Coleman (1801-61).

An American missionary to China. He was born

in Massachusetts, was a graduate of Amherst
(1826) and of Andover (1829). He went as

missionary to China in the year last named, and
joined Dr. Morrison at Canton. Having learned
to speak and write the Chinese language, he acted
as oHicial interpreter for tlie Imperial Commis-
sioner Lin (1839), and afterwards as interpret-

er ami secretary to the I nited States Minister,

Caleb Cushing (1844). Tlic Chinese Repository,
a vahuible magazine, was founded by him. In
1847 he established a mission station at Shang-
hai, where his version of the Bible was printed.

His Chinese Chrestomathy, in the Canton dialect,

a quarto of 734 pages, printed and contributed

to by S. Wells Williams, was the first practical

manual of the Cantonese dialect prepared in

China. He died in 1861 at Shanghai, in the full-

ness of his powers.

BRIDGMAN, Frederick Abtiiur (1847— ).

An American painter. He was born at Tuskegee,
Ala., November 10, 1847. From 18G3 to 1866
he was a steel-engraver for the American Bank
Note Company. In the latter year he went to

Paris, where he studied under CJerome. He went
to Africa in 1872 and then became a painter
of that region, following somewhat the sub-

jects treated by his master, but with a more
brilliant sense of color than GcrOme possessed.

His first picture to attract notice was entitled

"An American Circus in Normandy," in which
characteristic American tvpes in the perform-

ers were in interesting contrast to the French
peasants who filled the seats. It was also more
naive in treatment than his later works, which
showed greater skill and facility. His "Burial
of a Mummy" took a prize at the Paris Ex-
position of 1878. He was appointed a Chev-
alier of the Legion of Honor, and a member
of the National Academy of Design, New York,
and of the Society of American Artists, He
exhibited at the Paris Exposition of 1900
"Pharo" and '•L'Arabe." Consult Muther. His-

tory of Modern Painting (London, 1890).

BRIDGMAN, Herbert Lawrence (1844— ).

An American journalist and Arctic explorer. He
was born at Amherst, Mass,, graduated in 1806

at Amherst College, entered journalism, and be-

came associate editor of the Brooklyn (N. Y.)

Standard-Union. He accompanied and was his-

torian of the Peary auxiliary expedition in

1894; in 1897 assisted Professor Libbey of

Princeton L'niversity in scaling the Mesa En-
cantada ('Enchanted Mesa") of New Mexico;
and in 1899 commanded the Peary auxiliary
expedition on the steamship Diana.

BRIDGMAN, Lavra Dewey (1829-89). A
famous blind deaf-mute, born in Hanover, N. H.,

December 21, 1829. As the result of a violent

fever, at the age of two, she lost sight, smell, and
hearing. When she was eight years old. Dr.

Howe, of Boston, undertook her education, and,

after long and jjatient lal)or, succeeded in teach-

ing her to read and write well, and to think

clearly, so that she was later employed in teach-

ing others. Consult Lani])son, Life and Educa-
tion of Laura Dewey liridgman (Boston, 1878).

BRIDGNORTH (for Jiruggc Morfc, the

bridge of the wood >Iorfe, on tlie opposite bank
of tlie Severn). A town of Shropshire, England,
on both sides of tlie Severn. 20 miles southeast of

Shrewsbury (Map: England, D 4). It consists of

an upper and a lower town i-oniiectcd by a bridge

over the Severn. A tower, all that remains of

the ancient Norman castle, stands on a rock fiO
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feet above tlio river. There arc two churches,

and a town hall dating from 1852. The town
owns its water and gas works, and maintains

markets and a cemetery. It has an ancient

Latin school, a mechanics' school, and a public

library. Its industries include the manufacture

of carpets and woolen goods. It is the birth-

place of Bishop Porcv. author of the Relujiies.

Population, in 1801, 5805: in IHOI, fi04!). The
town, which was at one time called Bruges or

Brug. is said to be of Saxon origin. In the be-

ginning of the Twelfth Century, Robert de

Belesme defended the town unsuccessfully

against Henry I. It was besieged in the same
century by Henry II. : and during the Civil War
it wasburned by the Parliamentary forces.

BRIDLE (from its similarity to the bridle

of a horse). A chain or rope span, the ends

being made fast and the power or weight be-

tween; the bowlines are attached to the sails in

this way. The chains of permanent moorings,

if the ends are attached to separate anchors,

form a mooring-bridle. the vessel being made
fast to the centre of the span.

BRIDLE AND BIT. See Saddlery.

BRIDXINGTON, local pron. bflrllng-ton, or

BuRLiNGTO.N". A seacoast town in the East Rid-

ing of Yorkshire. England, six miles west of

Flamborough head, 40 miles east-northeast of

York (Map: England, F '2). Bridlington is situ-

ated on a gentle slope in a recess of a beautiful

bay. It has the aspect of an old town with

narrow, irregular streets. Bridlington is well

known as a watering-place. It has an excellent

harbor, carries on a considerable trade in grain

and possesses an intermittent spring which

supplies the town with fresh water. The town

was incorporated in 1899. It has several schools

and a library. Population, in 1891, 8919; in

1901, 12,473." Bridlington is noted for its chalk-

flint fossils. Remains of Danish and Saxon

times are found around Bridlington. After the

Conquest, it became the site of a rich Augustine

abbey, traces of which still exist in the parish

church of Saint Mary. Consult Thompson, His-

torical Sketches of' Bridlington (Bridlington,

1821).

BRIDOIE, bri'dwa'. A caricature on contem-

porarv lawgivers, in Rabelais's Gargantua and

Pantiigruel. He decides all his cases by throw-

ing dice.

BRIDOISON, br6'dwii'zON'. A judge in Beau-

marcliais's he mariage de Figaro, patterned after

Bridoie in tlarguntua and Pantagruel.

BBID'PORT. A seajjort town of Dorsetshire,

Englaiul, at the conllueiice of the Asker and Brit,

two miles from tlic English Channel and 10

miles west-northwest of Dorsetshire (Map: Eng-

land, DO). Its public buildings include the fine

parish church of Saint Mary, of the Perpendicu-

lar period, a town hall, markets, mechanics' in-

stitute, and school of art. It has manufactures

of ropes, cordage, sail-cloth, etc., and carries on

some foreign and coasting trade. Bridport mint

is mentioned in the Domesday Book. From
Henry VIII. it received a monopoly of the cor-

tlagc-supi)lv for the British Navy. Population in

1891, 601 1"; in 1901, .'")710.

BRIE, br*. An ancient district of France sit-

uated between the rivers Seine and Marne, now
comprised in the departments of Aisne, Marne,

and Seine-et-Marne. Its capital was Meaux. In
olden times it was almost wholly covered by a
forest. Subdued by the Franks, it formed, suc-

cessively, part of the kingdom of Neustria and of

the provinces of Champagne and Ile-de-Francc.

It was ruled by its own counts until it became
Crown property in KiOl. Brie was, and is still,

celebrated for its grain and dairy products, espe-

cially cheese.

BRIEF (OF., from Lat. hrevis, brief). In
the ancient law-writers, a writ or breve. Xow,
a concise and orderly statement of the points of

law, pleadings, and evidence to be laid by one
party to a cause before a court at its trial.

The word is used in England and in the United
States with very different meanings. In Great
Britain it is the duty of the attorney (q.v. ) or
solicitor to prepare the case only—to draw up
and serve papers, to marshal the evidence, to

prepare the case for trial generally; and to the
barrister is committed the task of arguing the

case before the court, introducing the evidence,

cross-examining, and taking entire conduct of

the case in open court. A brief, under this Eng-
lish practice, is the concise statement of the
case as it leaves the hands of the attorney, and
it serves as a guide to the barrister and as his

instructions for proceeding in open court. In
tlie practice of courts in the United States, one
person serves the oflice of both the English at-

torney and barrister. In our courts, according-

ly, the brief is the abbreviated statement of

pleadings, affidavits, evidence, and all points of

law to be argued, prepared by the counsel for

liis own use, or to lay before the court as an
assistance in following his presentation of the

case. In appellate courts of the States, and in the

United States courts, the brief is the skeleton or

analysis of the argument prepared by the counsel,

setting forth the legal propositions he offers,

citing cases in support thereof, and indicating

the rulings for which he argues. It is usual,

and, indeed, in some States it is required by
law, that such a brief should be printed and
furnished to the court, to the official reporter,

and to the opposing counsel. Consult the author-

ities referred to under Practice.
The ])lirase Brief of Title is sometimes em-

ployed in place of the usual term Abstract of

Title (q.v.), to denote the concise statement of

the deeds, conveyances, and changes in owner-
ship which may have occurred in the history of
the title to a certain piece of real estate.

BRIEF, Papal (Lat. brcvis, short; cf. Ger.

Brief, a letter). A word used to denote certain

letters of tlic Popes, which, however, do not re-

ceive their name from the brevity of the compo-
sition, but from the sraallness of the calligraphy.

The Papal brief differs from the Papal bull

(q.v.) in several points. It gives decisions on
matters of inferior importance, such as disci-

pline, dispensations, release from vows, inchil-

gences. etc., which do not necessarily require

the deliberations of a conclave of cardinals.

Still, it is not to be confounded with motu
propria, or private epistle of the Pope as an
individual, as its contents are always of an
official character, though expressing a kind of

familiar parental authority, and the brief is

consequently superscribed I'apa, while the form
of address is dilecte fili (beloved son). It is

signed not by the Pope, but by the segrctario
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dc' hrevi, an officer of the Papal chancery, with

red wax. and only with the Pope's private seal,

the fisliernian's ring. Hence it concludes with

the words Datiitn Roinw sub aitiiulo pixcaforis

(siven at Rome under the ring of the fisher-

ni:in).

BRIEG, breK (Slav. Brigu, bank). A town
of Siliiia, Prussia, .situated on the left bank of

the Oder, about "27 miles southeast of Breslau,

on tlic railway line between Breslau and Vienna
(.Map: Prussia, G 3). It was formerly sur-

rounded by ramparts, which have been converted

into promenades. The town is a manufacturing
place of some consequence, and produces prin-

cipally machines, textiles, cigars, and sugar.

Population, in 1890, 20,1.54; in 1000, 24,114.

BRIEGEB, bre'ger, .Johann Friedrich The-
oiior, I 1S42— ). A German Protestant historian.

He was born at Greifswald. June 4, 1S42, studied

there and at Erlangen and Tiibingen, became
professor of Church history at JIarburg (1873)
and at Leipzig (1886). He edits the Zeitschrift

fiir Kircheiigescliichte (Gotha), and has written

principally upon the German Reformation.
Among his works are Quellen und ForschiDujeii

zur Genchichte der Reformation (1884); Die
theotoqischcn Promolionen auf der L'nivcrsitdt

Lciiiu]/ ]-'i2Slo39 (1894).

BRIEGLEB, breKiap, Hans Kabi. (180.5-79).

A German jurist, born in Bayreuth. He achieved

distinction by establishing an historical basis

for the theory of civil procedure. His investi-

gations into the mediaeval literature on this

subject are also important. Ixi addition to

his principal work, Ueber exekutorische Urkiin-

den und Exekutivprozess (2d ed. 1845), he

wrote: Summatim Cognoscere, Quid et Quale
Fuerit apud Romanos (1843); Reehtsfiille zum
akademischen Gebrauch (1848-50) ; Einlcitung in

die Theoric der summarisclien Prozesse (1859).

BRIEL, brel. or BRLELLE, bre-el', or The
Brill. A fortified seaport town on the north
side of the island of Voorne, in the Province of

South Holland, Xetherlands (Jlap: Netherlands,
C 3 ) . It is situated near the mouth of the
Meuse, about 14 miles west of Rotterdam. Briel

possesses a good harbor, and is intersected

by several canals. It is a depot for military
stores. The large Saint Catherine's Church con-

tains the beautiful tomb of Admiral Philippus
van Almonde. The town has some trade. Popu-
lation, 4500. The seizure of Briel by the 'Beg-

gars of the Sea,' under William de la JIarck,

April, 1572, opened the long struggle for inde-

pendence waged by the Netherlands against
Philip of Spain.

BRIENNE-LE-CHATEAU, hrff-en' h sha't.V

(Fr., Castle Brienne, anciently Lat. Ilriruiui.

capital of the Brannovices) , or BRIENNE-
NAPOLEON, -na'po'le-ox'. A small town in the
Department oi .\ube. France, on the right bank
of the river Aube, about 14 miles northwest of
Barsur-.Aubc. It is celebrated as the place where
Napoleon I. received his earliest military educa-
tion, entering the military schoid here in 1779,
when he was 10 years old, and remaining until
17H4. On .January 29. 1814, Briennele-Ch;1teau
was the scene of a bloody and indecisive battle
between the armies of Napoleon and Bliich'er.

Consult .laquot, Notice historigue sur lirienne
(Paris, 1832).

BRIENZ, br$-gnts'. A town of the Canton of

Bern, Switzerland, beautif\illy situated at the
foot of the Bernese .\lp>, on the northeast shore
of the lake of the same name, and about 30 miles
east-southeast of Bern (Map: Switzerland, C 2).
The town is the centre of the Obcrland wood-
carving industiT. and its cheese is licld in high
repute. Population, in 1900, 2G00.

BRIENZ, Lake of. A lake in Switzerland,
about 8 miles long and 2 miles broad, formed
by the river Aar, at the foot of the Hasli Val-
ley, and, through the same river, discharging its

surplus waters into Lake Thun (Map: Switzer-
land, B 2). The lake is situated at an elevation
of 1850 feet above the sea; its average dei)th is

about 500 feet, but in some places it is said to
have a depth of more than 900 feet. It is sur-

rounded by elevated mountains, the principal

one being the Rothhorn, from which splendid
views of the whole range of the Bernese Alps are
obtained. A small steamer plies daily on the
lake between Brienz and Interlaken, touching
at the celebrated Giessbach Fall on every trip.

BRIBER CREEK. A stream in Warren
Comity. Ga., at whose junction with the Savan-
nah a force of about 1500 Americans (mostly
militia), under Cieneral Ashe, was defeated by a
somewhat larger British force, under General
Prevost, on March 3, 1770. Of the British, only
5 were killed and 11 wounded: while of the Amer-
icans, 200 were killed or wounded, 200 were taken
prisoners, and only about 450 reached the main
army, the rest having retired to their homes.
The victory restored Augusta to the British, and
reinstated temporarily the royal Government of

Georgia.

BRITERLEY, Benjamix (1825-96). An Eng-
lish writer, born at Failsworth, Lancashire.
After meagre schooling, he became a Manchester
weaver, but read extensively in the English
poets. It was after 1855 that he began to be
known for his stories and verses of Lancashire,

written, many in dialect, under the pseudonym
of 'Ab-o'-th'-Yate,' and very accurate in point
of local color. These include: Tales and Sketches

of Lancashire Life (1863) ; Irkdale (1865) ; and
Ab-o'-th'-Yate in Yankee Land (1887).

BRIERLEY HILL (brier leg, lea, field).

A town of Staffordshire, England, 2 miles north-
northeast of Stourbridge, on the Stour (Map:
England, D 4). Large quantities of coal, iron,

and fire-ela.y are found in the neighborhood, and
its principal industries are connected with coal-

mines, iron-foundries, glass and pottery works,
and brick-kilns. Population, in 1891, 11.831; in
1901, 12.040.

BRIERLY, Bob. The principal character in
Tom Taylor's play Thr Ticket -nf-Lcare )fan.

BRIERRE DE BOISMONT, br^'ar' dc
bwas'moN'. Alexaxdre .L\qves Fraxcois (1798-
1881). A French physician and authority on
insanity, bom in Rouen. lie took his degree in
niedicine in 1825. in which year he published his
first work. Elements de hntanique. In 1831 he
spent some months in Poland, studying the chol-
era, and upon his return published "the results of
his investigations in a treatise, whii-li obtained
for him ;i gold medal from the Institute. He
then turned his attention to mental diseases,
fo\mding and maintaining an asylum for the
treatment of the insane. His principal works
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are: La peUagre et la folic pcllagreuse (1834) ;

La mcnstniatiun (1842) ; Lc delirc aigu (1844) ;

Lis hulliicinutioiis (1845); and Le suicide

(1854).

BBIG and BBIG'ANTINE ( Fr. briganti)i,U-

hriganlino, from hnganlc, pirate. Brig is the

shortened form, just as ciih, from cabriolet). A
bri" is a square-rigged vessel with two masts.

Airiirnnaphroditc brig is a two-masted vessel,

with the mainmast of a sehoouer and the fore-

mast of a brig. A brig's mainsail is the lowest

squaresail on the mainmast, whereas the main-

sail of a brigantine is a fore-and-aft sail like

that of a schooner. Aside from its mainsail a

brigantine is like a brig.

BBIG. A town in the Canton of Valais, Switz-

erland, on the Rhone, 17 miles east of Leuk. It

is situated at the foot of the Siniplon Pass, IV>

miles above the north end of the Simplon Tun-

nel and commands a view of magnificent moun-

tain scenery. It has an ancient Jesuit mon-

astery, and the Sixteenth-Century Stockhalper

Castle, the master of which controlled and pro-

tected the trade over the Simplon. Population,

in 1900, 2198.

BBIGADE (Fr., It. brigata, company, from

briijurc. to strive, briga, strife). A number of

regiments, battalions, or corps of any arm of

the service combined in one group and under

one general command. The system of group-

ing battalions and regiments into brigades

was first introduced by the great generals

of France in the reign of Louis XIV. (1642-

1715)—Turenne, Conde, and others; and in

England by Marlborough. The idea was soon

imftated by every army in Europe, the rule

generally being to group together regiments

of infantry of two or three battalions, each

battalion 500 or 600 strong, and regiments

of cavalrv of four squadrons, each having a

stren>'th of from 100 to 150. Artillery was not

as vet jirepared for this form of organization,

as most of the guns were attached to the regi-

ments. The organization of the army as a

whole is the factor which determines the char-

acter and strength of component parts in times

of peace: alterations made in the field are usu-

ally to facilitate command, to insure greater

mobility and better adaptation to the circum-

stances with which the army as a whole is con-

fronted. In the United States a brigade may
consist of either infantry, cavalry, or artillery',

under the command of a brigadier-general.

There are nsually three regiments in a brigade,

though the number mav be greater or less. In

England the strength of a brigade varies with

the circumstances under which it is formed. It

has no arbitrary strength or place in the organ-

ization of the army. In Continental European

armies two regiments is the average strength in

time of peace, varying according to circumstance

in time of war. See Akmt Okganization.

BBIGADE MAJOB. The adjutant of a

brigade commiuulcr. See Adjutant.

BBIGADIEB-GENERAIi (Fr., from hri-

findr). In the ITiiited States Army, the rank ap-

propriale to the ofllcer commanding a brigade

(q V ) Tlie rank is intermediate between ibat of

oolonei and major-general. In the English and

European armies generally, the brignde .•..in-

mander is usually a colonel or lieutenant-colonel,

who for a brief period or for some particular

service, and largely because of his seniority, is

placed upon brigade duties. The brigade almost
invariablj' contains the brigadier-general's own
regiment. See Rank and Command.
BBIG'ANDAGE (Fr., OF. brigaml. a foot-

soldier, lirigaiul, from It. briga, strife). The
system of robbery practiced by armed men,
or bands of armed men, on the highways,

in the mountains, or in waste places. At
the dawn of history violence was the natural

stage, and since the beginning of civilization

brigandage has prevailed wherever natural, po-

litical, and economic conditions have united to

make peaceful jmrsuits dillicult and unicmiinera-

tive, and plunder profitable. Given a country of

mountains, desert, or marshes, a poverty-stricken

peasantry ojipressed by alien masters, a period

of civil war and anarchy, and brigandage is sure

to spring up. Countries like Arabia, where man
has in great part remained in a state of nature,

are still the homes of bands, or even clans and
entire nations of robbers. To this day. undoubt-

edly, in the wastes of the Arabian IVninsuhi,

representatives may be found of the cla.ssic Isli-

maelite marauder, whose inborn talent enabled

him to cut a throat, steal a head of cattle, or

dash off a ballad with equal grace and dexterity.

In ancient Greece, too, highway robbery fiourished

as a survival of prehistoric times. One of The-

seus's great labors was clearing the Corinthian

Isthmus of the brigands that infested it. When
Telemachus in the Odi/sseg inquires of his guest,

ISIentor, whether he is a pirate or engaged in

some other occupation, the deduction would be

that, in heroic times, pillaging was considered

a conservative profession. In distinction from
his forefathers, the modern Greek bandit is the

product of just such conditions as have been pro-

nounced favorable to the growth of outlawry.

Greece before 1827 presented the spectacle of a

country impoverished by the anarchic rule of the

Turk. ' The mountains and ravines of Hellas

became the home of the Greek Klcphls. who were

raised above the common level of brigands by the

national spirit which at times animated them.

Frequently they ceased to be bandits to become
heroes. The names of Marco Bozzaris, Coloeo-

tronis, and other leaders of the Klephts are well

known in connection with the Greek War of

Liberation.

Rome was founded by outlaws, and during the

social and civil wars the Italian Peninsula was a

stamping-ground for bands of renegade soldiers,

runaway slaves, and gladiators, who were often

bold enough to enter the suburbs and towns,

plundering tombs and deserted bouses, kidnap-

l)ing and assassinating for pay. The spurs of the

Apennines and the marshes of the Campagiia af-

forded them safe retreats and admirable centres

of operation. Tlie splendid military roads of

Rome were not safe from them.

Britain had her Hereward (c.lOOO) and her

Robin Hood (e.1170), with his Merry Men of

Sherwood, the last champions of Saxon F.ngland

against the Norman. The clearing of the forests,

the draining of the fens, the repression of the

lawless barons bv the Crown, made syslciTiatic

brigandage impossible. Though it tlourished in

Scr^land. in Wales, and on the border, the craft

died out in England. .lack Shei)])ard (1702-24)

and nick Turpin (died 17.')9) are brilliant but

solitary iihenomena. France, likewise, was too

firmly "governed after IfiOO to sutler the existence
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of powerful robbers, though the country hail been
devastated by them during the Ilundred Years'
\\ ar and the Civil wars. Still, France may boast

of two great names in modern times: Cartouche
(lt)0;M721). who terrorized Paris for a long

period, and Mandrin (1724-.55), whose sphere of

operations lay south of the Loire, and chiefly in

Languedoc. The robber barons of Germany are

historic. They swarmed in the southwestern

part of the country, on the Rhine, and in what is

now Bavaria, \A'ilrttemberg, and Baden. The
great cities of Southern Germany. Nuremberg,
and Augsburg especially, suft'ered greatly from
their depredations, and carried on feuds with

them. Maximilian I. (died 1.519) did much to

crush out these predatory knights by putting

them under the ban, and proclaiming a general

peace for the Empire. They disapj)eared be-

fore the power of the consolidated principali-

ties after the Thirty Years' War. About the

time of the French" Revolution. .Tohann Biick-

ler, apprenticed to a hangman, ran away and set

up for himself as brigand, in the Rhine Prov-

inces. 'Schinderhannes.' as he was generally

called, was absolutely fearless, and frequently

captured bands of travelers single-handed, though

he commanded more than a hundred men. He
was executed at Metz, in 1803. Spain has al-

ways been a land of outlaws. The system of

imposing extravagant imposts on foreign and
domestic trade, which has always been followed,

made smuggling immensely profitable, and the

country was consequently filled with bands of

contrabandists, who plundered and murdered
when they could not smuggle. From 1808 to

187{), moreover. Spain Avas at various times the

scene of guerrilla warfare; the nation against

Napoleon, Liberals against Absolutists, and Cris-

tinos against Carlists. In such stormy times

freebooters naturally throve. The most famous
of Spanish outlaws is probably Don Jose JIarfa,

best known, no doubt, as the hero of Prosper

WerimCe's Carmen.
Italy, in modern times, has been the strong-

hold of brigandage, because the conditions neces-

sar\- for the existence of brigandage have pre-

vailed there in the most developed form. During
four hundred years the country served as a toy

for European nations, and was repeatedly, torn

up and patched together to suit the designs of

European diplomacy. In Southern Italy espe-

cially, the people were reduced to misery, de-

prived of all semblance of wise and stable gov-

ernment, and subjected to foreign masters.

Naples was a nourishing country in the Sixteenth

Century when Spain took possession of it. Span-

ish tyranny and maladministration crippled the

country's resources, stifled its political life, and
drove its bold and active spirits to the nunmtains.

The period of the French Revolution was the

golden age of brigandage, when Italy supplied the

world with its most daring criminals, and oper-

atic composers with picturesque sul)jccts for

their librettos. Then rose Fra Diavolo (q.v.),

bandit and monk, hanged in ISOO by the French,

against whom he maintained the cause of the

Bourbons: Peter of Calabria (c.1810), who pro-

claimed himself 'Emperor of the mountains, King
of the forests. Protector of the highways'; the

priest, Cirro Annochiariso. who said to the

Father who came to give him absolution before

his execution for numerous bloody crimes, "No
tomfoolers'. We are both in the business";

Alarco Sciovo ; Crocco ; and many olhers. Tlie

I'oiirbon uprising in 1860 filled Southern Italy

with armed bands of partisans, who degenerated
into banditti, and were stamped out only after

hard campaigning. The peninsula of Italy is at
]ircscnt almost cleansed of the jjcst ; but in

Sicily it rages as violently as ever. The Sicilian

(nitlaws hold the country in subjugati<m. and live

in open alliance with the peasantry and the
oflicials. In Sicily, too, the evil of secret socie-

ties is prominent, the Mafia finding its home
there. The Mafia dates back to tiie time of the

Norman invaders, wlien the enslaved people were
ruled by the foreign barons, who neither granted
them justice nor afforded them protection. A
state of things which made possible a murderous
ujjrising like the Sicilian Vespers (q.v.) brought

about the formation of secret societies among
the peasants, organized for their mutual pro-

tection. Knowing what justice they were likely

to obtain in the lord's court, they ]>ledged them-
selves never to apj^eal to the authorities, but
to leave all causes to be decided by the society.

Continued misgovernment confirmed the peasant

in his views, and to the present day he regards

all authority and the machinery of government
with distrust, and looks upon the ifafia as a
national institution, and upon the brigands as

victims of oppression. The fact that the society

has lost its original character, and that the

brigands are mere criminals, does not prevent

the Sicilian from holding secret obedience to the

one, and paying tribute to the other.

Other nations have had, and still have, their

bandits. The Kabyles of the Atlas Mountains,

the Kurds of Armenia, and the Hill-men of

Afghanistan and India are subjects of contem-

porary interest. Russia, in the Seventeenth Cen-

tury,
' brought forth a great brigand—Stenko

Razin, a Cossack, who ravaged the valleys of the

Don and the Volga and the shores of the Caspian.

In 1()70 he headed an insurrection of the serfs

in Southeastern Russia, took the towns of Astra-

khan, Saratov, and Samara, and devastated the

country around Nizhni-Novgorod and Tambov.

He was defeated in 1671, captured, and executed.

The type of brigandage combining patriotism

with plunder as practiced in the Balkan States

received a renuirkable illustration in the la^t

part of inOl and the spring of l'.t02. On Sep-

tember 3, 1901, as Miss Ellen M. Stone, a mis-

sionary at Bansko, in Macedonia, was traveling

through the mountains, accom])anied by a native

wonum and an escort of seven men. the i>arty

was attacked by brigands, and Miss Stone and
her companion, Madame Tsilka, were carried ofi',

while the others were sent on to Samokov to tell

of the capture, and to state that a ransom of

.>^1 10,000 was demanded for the release of the

women. It so(m became evident that the party

«hlcli had cajilured Jliss Stone were no mere
brigands, but were acting as the agents of the

Maced(uiian Committee, whose object is to free

their countn- from the Turkisli rule, and who
resorted to this means to secure the funds neces-

sary for carrying on their agitation. Efforts to

ruii down the brigands proved fruitless, and
finally the I'nited States (iovernment was forced

to treat with them through its diplomatic repre-

sentatives in Turkey. On Febnuiry a ransom
of .'?7i.000 was paid, and on Fcl)ruary 23 Miss

Stone and her companion were set at liberty near
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Strumitza, not far from tlie place where they
hail been captured. The good character of the
brigands was attested by the released women,
who declared that they had been treated with all

kindness and consideration consistent with the
relation of captors and prisoners.

Of the I'nited States and of its road-agents and
trainrobljers. little need he said. Tliough fast

dying out, the race still exists in the West. The
memory of the most famous of American brig-

ands, Jesse James, is still fresh in the minds
of men. Consult Nicotri. Mafia c brigantaggio
in .Sirilia (Kome. 1900).

BBIG'ANDINE, ,]r BRIG'ANTINE (from
hrigand, a foot-soldier; later brigand). In me-
diseval armor, an assemblage of small plates

of iron, sewed upon quilted linen or leather, and
covered with a similar substance forming a sort

of coat or tunic. It was lighter than the corselet,

more effective than the hauberk, and cheaper
than either, so that it came into common use.

The brigandine was named from the brigands, a
light-armed, irregular soldiery of the Foui'teenth

and Fifteenth centuries, resembling the Turkish
Kurds and Bashi-bazuks of recent days, and,

like them, addicted to marauding and pilfering;

hence the English word brigand.

BBIGGS, Charles Augustus (1841— ). An
American theologian. He was born in New
York City, January 15, 1841 ; studied at Uni-
versity of Virginia, graduated at Union Theo-
logical Seminary, New York, 18(33: studied at
University of Berlin, Prussia, 186(3-00, and was
ordained (Presbyterian) 1870. He was pastor at
Roselle, N. J., from 1870 to 1874; professor of

Hebrew and cognate languages in Union Theo-
logical Seminary, New York, 1874-91, and has
since been professor of biblical theology in the

same institution. His inaugural address on
taking this latter chair (.January '20. 1891), on
The Aulliority of the Holy Srripturcr^, contained
statements respecting the Bible, inspiration, and
the i>Iace of reason in religion which were the

subject of charges for heresy befoi-e the Presby-

tery of New York ; which, liowever, after a si.^c

weeks' trial, acquitted him (December, 1892).

Those who were dissatisfied with this verdict

brought his case before the General Assembly
of the Presbyterian Church in May, 1893, and
by that body be was suspended from the minis-

try, but tile Seminary refused to remove him.

He entered the ministry of the Protestant Epis-

copal Church in 1897. He is the author of

Hiblical fit mil/ (1883), enlarged and rewritten,

and entitled Qeneral Introduction to the Uludy

of Holy Scripture (1899): American I'resbyte-

riani.im: It.i Origin and Karly History (to 177.')),

together with an appendix of letters and docu-

ments which have recently been discovered

(188.5) — an exceptionally important volume,

showing the author's cai)acity for original his-

torical research: Mcxsianic Pri>]ihccy : A Study

of the Messianic Passages of the Old Testament
(188(i): Whitherf A Theological Question for

the Times (1889): The Bible, the Church, and
the Reason (1892); The Higher Criticism of

the Hexateuch (1893) ; The Messiah and the (Jos-

pels (1894); The Messiah of the Apostles

(1895).

BRIGGS, Cn.\Ri.ES FREDEBiriv (1804-77). An
American journalist and author, well known
under the )iscu(l(inyni of 'Harry Franco.' He was

born at Nantucket, Mass. In 1844 he started
at New York the ISroaduay Journal, of which, the
following year, Edgar Allan Poe becameassociate
editor. His next important editorial work was
on Putnam's Magazine (1853-56) in connection
with George William Curtis and Parke (iodwin.
Later he served on the Times, the Evening Mir-
ror, the Brooklyn Union, and, finally, the Inde-
pendent. His Harry Franco: A Tale of the (Ireaf

Panic (1839) was followed by a series of works
dealing more or less humorously with life in
New York City. Selections from his occasional
verses appeared in Seaweeds from the Shores of
Nantucket (1853). Briggs is quite frequently
mentioned in Lowell's early correspondence.

BRIGGS, George Nixon (1796-1801). An
American ])olitician. Governor of Massachusetts
from 1844 to 1851. He was born in Adams,
Mass., was admitted to the bar in 1818, and soon
attained great prominence as a criminal lawyer.
He served in Congress from 1831 to 1843. He
was subsequently a judge of the Common Pleas
(1851-56) : was one of the founders of the Re-
publican Party in his State, and for sixteen
years was a trustee of WMllianis College. Con-
sult Richards, Great in Goodness (Boston,
1866).

BRIGGS, Henry (1561-1631). An English
mathematician, born at Warley Wood, in York-
shire. He received his education at Cambridge,
where he became examiner and lecturer in 1592.
In 1596 he was made professor of geometry in

the newly founded Gresham College, London,
and in 1619 was invited to fill the chair of

astronomy at Oxford, but resigned this position
in 1020. Briggs made a number of interesting
contributions to mathematics and astronomy,
but he is justly celebrated for his invention of
the ordinary decimal system of logarithms. In
1016 he went to Scotland to see Napier, with
whom the general idea of logarithms had origi-
nated some time previously. "My Lonl." he said
to Napier, "I have undertaken this jinirney pur-
posely to see j'our person, and to know by what
engine of wit or ingenuity you came first to
think of this most excellent help unto astron-
omy, viz. the logarithms ; hut, my Lord, being
by you found out, I wonder nobody else fcnmd it

out before, when now known it is so easy."
(Lilly. History of His Life and Times.) Uriggs
devoted many years of his life to the calculation
of logarithmic tables, his system being still

known as Briggs's Logarithm's. His published
works include: Logarithmorum Cliilias Prima
(1017) : Lueubrationes et .Xnnotationes in Opera
Posthuma J. Ncperi (1619) ; .Arithmetica Lo-
aarithmica (1624): Trigonometria Brilannica
(1633). See Logarithms.
BRIGHAM, brig'om. A city and county-seat

of Box Elder County, Utah, 20 miles north of
Ogden. on the Oregon Short Line, and near the
Southern Pacific Kailroail (l\la]>: Utah. 15 1).

It contains a public lilirary. The city is engaged
principally in fruitgrowing and general agri-
culture, though there arc a woolen-mill, tannery,
planing-mill, ami lumber-yards. The water-
works are owned and operaU'd bv the municipal-
ity. I'upuliilion, in 1890, 2139; "in 1900, 2859.

BRIGHAM, Amakiaii (1798-1849). An
American physician, who devoted nnich attention
to the study of insanity. He was born in New
Marlborough. Mass.. and was eminent as a physi-
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cian in that State and at Hartford, Conn., where
he became superintendent of the retreat for the

insane in 1840. Two years later he aeeepted a
similar post at the New York State Asylum in

Utiea, N. Y. Dr. Brigham regarded infant

schools and religious revivals as frequent in-

ducers of insanity, and published his views in

Influence of Mental Cultivation on the Health
(18,32). and Influence of Beliqion Upon the

Health and Phi/sical Welfare of Mankind (1835).

He also established the Journal of Insanity, and
published Diseases of the Brain (1836).

BRIGHELLA. bregel'la (It., dim. of briga,

strife. i|uarrel, lirawll. A rustic clown: one of

the conventional types in old Italian comedy.

BRIG^HOUSE. A town in the West Riding
of Yorkshire, England, on the C'alder. about three

miles east-southeast of Halifax (Map: England,
E 3 ) . It is composed of the districts of Brig-

house. Rastrick, and Hove Edge, which were in-

corporated in 1893 as a borough. Its water is

supplied by the corporation of Halifax. The
town owns gas and electric-light plants, markets,
and cemeteries. Its industries consist of the
manufacture of woolen, cotton, and silk fabrics.

There are also machine-works and stone-quar-
ries. Population, in 1891, 20,666: in 1901,
21,73.5. Consult Turner. History of Brighouse
(Bingley. 1893).

BRIGHT, Sir Charles Tilston (1832-88).
An English engineer, bom at Wanstead. In
18.52 he became connected, in the service of the
Magnetic Company, with the laying of under-
ground systems of land telegraphy. He took
out patents on telegraphic apparatus, and in

1856 was appointed engineer-in-chief to the At-
lantic Cable Company. After two failures, he
at length succeeded, on August 5, 1858, in laying
the 20.50 miles of cable connecting Ireland and
Newfoundland. He was thus the first to estab-

lish comnnmication by telegraph between Amer-
ica and Europe. Subsequently he was employed
in the laying of cables in the Mediterranean Sea,

in the Persian Gulf, and among the West Indies.

From 1865 to 1868 he represented Greenwich in

Parliament as a Liberal, and in 1886-87 was
president of the Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers. With Latimer Clark he invented a method
for the application of a composition of asphalt
as a coating for the exterior of submarine cables.

BRIGHT, .TAME.S Fr.\xck (1832—). An
English scholar, educator, and author. Hewasbom
at Saint James's. Westmiuster. graduated in 1855
at L'niversity College, Oxford, and from 1856
to 1872 was an assistant master at Marlborough
College, of whose modern department he was the
head. In 1872 he became tutor and lecturer
in modem history and divinity at Balliol. and
lecturer in modem history at University College.
Of the latter, he was in 1874 appointed dean,
and in 1881 master. He has repeatedly been
examiner in history at the university. He has
published a text-book, History of England from
!,!,9 to IRHO (4 vols., 1880-88). and Lives of
Joseph II. and Maria Theresa, both in 1897.

BRIGHT, .Tes.se D. (1812-75). An Ameri-
can politician. He was bom in Norwich, N. Y.,
but removed with his parents to Indiana in 1820:
was admitted to the bar in 1831. and was suc-
cessively a member of the State Legislature,
Lieutenant-Governor of the State, and I'nited
States Marshal. In 1845 he was elected to the

United States Senate, and thereafter, on several
occasions, was chosen as its president pro tern.

He was an enthusiastic Democrat, and in all
sectional disputes consistently voted with the
South against the Nortli. In" 1862 the R«i)ubli-
cans brought against him a charge of disloyalty,
which was based largely on his having written to
'His Excellency .Jefferson Davis, President of the
Confederation of States,' a letter introducing a
friend who had an 'improvement in firearms' to
dispose of; and though the .Judiciary Committee
decided that such evidence as had been adduced
was insuHicient for conviction, nevertheless he
was expelled from the Senate by a vote of 38
to 14. He subsequently went to Kentucky, where
he was elected to the State Legislature, and in
1874 he removed to Baltimore, Md.
BRIGHT, Jonx (1811-89). An English

statesman and orator. He was the son of Jacob
Bright, a Quaker cotton spinner and manufac-
turer at Rochdale, Lancashire, and was bom at
Greenbank, near that town, November 16, 1811.
Young Bright's education was of a fitful and
elementary character, and the magnificent at-
tainments which he displayed in later life must
be ascribed entirely to native talent and to in-

defatigable industry. At the age of fifteen he
entered his father's business, but devoted himself
at the same time to the study of public oratorj-,
which seems to have attracted him at a very
early period. In 1835 he made a foreign tour,
which included a journey to Palestine. On his
return he delivered a number of lectures on the
subject of his travels and on topics connected
with commerce and political economy before the
Literary Society of Rochdale, of which he was
one of the founders. His attention was first

drawn to the subject of the Corn Laws, with
which he was to be so prominently identi-
fied, by an attack on the evils of the factoi-v
system—in answering which. Bright pointed
out that the lamentable condition of the Lan-
cashire mill-operatives was due in very great
measure to the iniquitous Corn Laws, which made
food so dear in times of scarcity. In 1839 he
was one of the founders of the first Anti-Corn
Law Association at Manchester, at which time
he made the acquaintance of Richard Cobden.
with whom he lived in close friendship till

the latter's death. Bright, however, did not
actively enter into the Anti-Corn Law agitation
imtil 1841 : but from that time until the repeal
of the laws in 1846, he and Cobden were the
most prominent leaders of the movement: and
Bright continued, by the side of Cobden, to be
one of the chief pillars of the general system
of free trade, which obtained such complete as-
cendency in England. Bright's power con-
sisted in his talent for forceful presentation,
which made him an excellent popular exponent
of the principles formulated by finer thinkers,
like Cobden. In 1843 Bright" was elected to
Parliament from Durham, and four years later
from the factory town of Manchester, for by this
time he had come to be regarded as one of the
leaders of English workingmen. After 1857 he
sat for Birmingham. In Parliament. Bright,
though initiating no important measures of legis-
lation liimwelf. exercised a very powerful influence
on the most important features of Imperial pol-
icy. He showed himself an ardent champion of
the rights of the people of India: in their defense
he antagonized the East India Company, and he
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was largely instrumental in bringing India iiiulcr

the direct control of the Crown. He also lent

much attention to the Irish question. He was a

warm advfX'atc (>f tlie disestablishment of the

Irisli Chureli, and to the end of his life was inter-

ested in tlie various Irisli hind-measures. He re-

mained a leader of the (h'moeraey througliout his

life, playing a great part in the movement which

led to the Reform Bill of 18G7, and, in a some-

wliat less degree, in the agitation preceding the

County Franchise Bill of 1884. He held olBce

under" Gladstone as president of the board of

trade from 18(iS to 1870. and as chancellor of the

Duchv of Lancashire from 1873 to 1874 and from

1880 to 1882. In 1883 he was made Lord Rector

of Glasgow University. He died March 27. 1889.

The enormous influence which Bright exercised

on English politics and public opinion during the

greater part of his life was due in less measure

to his intellectual attainments than to his

great moral strength. Aside from the gift of

oratory, which, according to competent critics,

he possessed to a degree unequalcd by any other

English statesman of the Nineteenth Century,

Bright impressed himself upon Parliament, and

more than that, upon the peoiJle at large by the

intense earnestness, the hatred of inju.stice, and

the disinterested sympathy for the op])ressed

which he displayed at all times. He has been char-

acterized as having had in him something of the

austerity of the ancient Hebrew prophets: and

he certainly spoke like one who brings his religion

into his politics. Though called the 'Tribune of

the People.' he never feared to antagonize public

opinion whenever that oi)inion was out of con-

formity with his rigid standards of duty and

right." Thus, being in general opposed to all

war (as a result no doubt of his Quaker origin),

he dared to advocate peace with Russia in 18.54

at a time when the war fever was at its height;

and again, in 1877-78, he stood opposed to British

intervention in Russo-Turkish affairs. To Amer-

ica, especially, Bright rendered services of in-

estimable value during the period of the Civil

War, in that he was undoubtedly the most promi-

nent among the very few notable men in Parlia-

ment or out, who "advocated the cause of the

North against the South ; and that, too, in siiite

of the fact that the continuance of the war w^as

disastrous to his own interests as a eotton-spin-

ner, and to the entire Lancashire cotton trade.

But his mcn-al power was most clearly shown in

the period after the conversion of the Liberal

Party to Home Rule in 1885. Mr. Bright, regard-

ing such a policy as vicious, refused to follow his

old leader. Gladstone, and did not hesitate to

denounce o|)enly the 'unholy alliance,' as he con-

sidered it, of "the old Liberal Parly with the

Parnellites: although, to him, this meant tlic

breaking up of ancient personal and political ties

which effectually saddened the last years of his

life, A collection of Bright's speeches was pub-

lished at London in 1808, and his Public Letters

in 1885. Consult: Harnetl-Smith, Life and

fipeechca of John Briiihl (New York, 18811, and

Robertson, Life and Times of John Bright (Lon-

don, 1883).

BRIGHT, RlcnAUn (1780-1858). An Eng-

lish physician, born In Bristol. He was educated

at Edinburgh. T^ondon. Berlin, and Vienna, and

after 1820 was connected with Guy's Hospital.

He conducted many important investigations in

the field of pathological anatomy, and was the

first to discover the true nature of the disease

since known by his name. (See Bright's Dis-
ease.) He published Original lieseurehrs into

the I'athohxjij of Diseases of the Kidney (1827),
and a book of Trurcis Ihroiifih Lower llunijarti

(18181. which contains a valuable account of

the gypsies.

BRIGHT, WiM-iAM, D.D. ( 18-24-l<)01 1 . An
English Cliun-h historian. He was Ijorn at Don-
caster, England. December 14. 1824, and was
educated at Rugby and University College, Ox-
ford, He was ordained a priest in 1850, and for

nine years was a theological tutor at Trinity
College, (ilenalmond. Returning to Oxford as
tutor, he became in 186S canon of Christ ('hurch

and regius professor of ecclesiastical history.

He pul)lished editions of several Church fa-

thers. Among his numerous original wiuks may
be mentioned: History of the Vhiireh. from the

Edict of Milati to the Council of Chaleedon
(18C0) ; Chapters of Earl;/ Enr/lish Chureli Uis-

lory (1878) ; Notes on the Canons of the First

Four General Councils (1882) ; The Roman See
in the Farh/ Church (1800); Some Aspects of
Primitive Church Life (1808). He died at Ox-
ford. JIarch 6, 1001,

BRIGHT'ENING. In calico-printing, the
operation of rendering the colors of printed

fabrics more bright or brilliant by boiling them
in solutions of soda and other materials.

BRIGHT'LY, Frederick Ciiabees (1812-88).

An American lawyer, born at Bungay. Suffolk,

England. He came to America in 1831, studied

law, was admitted to the bar in 183!l, and from
1870 was wholly occupied with legal author-

ship. His collection of 5000 volumes was con-

sidered one of the best private law libraries in

the United States. His many comi)ilalions in-

clude A Digest of the Decisions of the Federal
Courts (2 vols.. 1868-73), antf A Z>i>'.s-( of the

Decisions of the Courts of the State of Kew
York to January, 1S8.', (3 vols., 1875-84).

BRIGHTON, bri'ton (originally Brighthelm-
stone, named after an Anglo-Saxon bishop,

Briijlilheliii, who was sui)))osed to have foimded
it in the Tenth Century + town). A town and
celebrated seaside resort, styled 'London by
the Sea' and 'The Queen of Watering-Places,'

in Sussex, England, on the English Channel,

501/4 miles south of I.,ondon (Ma]): England,

F 6). It is built on a slope ascending eastward
to a range of high chalk cliffs bounding the

coast as far as Beachy Head ; to the west,

these hills recede from the coast and leave a

long stretch of sands. It extends from Kemp
Town on the east to Hove on the west. The
town has sutVered severely at various periods

of its existence through inroads of the .sea, and
to guard against further encroachments, a great

sea-wall has been built; further pmtection is

furnished by numerous jetties projected seaward.

A line promenade, called the Front, the largest

seaside promenade in Great Britain, extends

along the sea-front for 4 miles. Brighton is well

built, and ])osscsses many handsome briildings,

among them being several palatial hotels. Near
the centre of the town is the Royal Pavilion, a

fantJistic Oriental or Chinese structure, with

domes, minarets, and pinnacles, built for the

I'rince of Wales (afterwanls George IV.), and
ac<|uired by the town in 1850. It contains as-

sembly-rooms, a museum, picture-galleries, etc.
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The Dome, formerly the Royal Stables, also

acquired by the town, has been turned into a
niagnitkcnt concert-hall. The aquarium is world-

famous. Tliere are numerous theatres and
music-halls.

Brighton obtained its charter of incorporation

in 18.i4. It sends two members to Parliament.

The town owns its excellent water-supply, as

well as its electric-light plant, which yickls a

large profit. Among other municipal undertak-

ings are public baths, markets, and slaugliter-

houses. The town has numerous parks and pub-

lic race-grounds. In addition to its numerous
private schools, the town has a municipal school

of science and technologj-, and one of art. a gram-
mar school, a public library, and the Dyke Road
Museum, containing a fine ornithological collec-

tion. Brighton has no maritime trade. It is

essentially a town for recreation and sea-batliing.

There are several liospitals. including one for

children, a blind and a deaf-and-dumb asylum.

An electric street railroad connects Brighton with

Kemp Town, and an electric shore road (over-

head trollcv) with Rottingdean. Population, in

1891. 11.5,873; in 1901, 123,478. Brighton was
an important place in the Sixteenth Century,

when it was twice ravaged by the French. The
sea. however, now covers the ground where old

Brighton once stood.

Consult: Siekleniore, History of Brighton
(Brighton. 1827): Sawyer. "Old Brighton," in

Arrhwoloqicnl .Journal. Vol. XLII. (London,
1880)): "Progress of Brighton," in Municipal
./oiinial (London. 1899).

BRIGHT'S DISEASE. The common name
for nifihritis, or disease of the kidneys. It

takes its name from Dr. Richard Bright (q.v. ),

an English physician, who, in 1827, first recog-

nized and described renal disease, and properly

attributed to it the symptoms and the changes

in the urine which it causes. The term is not

distinctive, for it includes several forms of

nephritis. For clinical purposes, diseases of the

kidneys are classified according to the nature

of the morbid process existing, whether it be

congestion, degeneration, or inflammation. These
processes are attended by accumulation of blood

in veins and capillaries of the kidneys, changes

in their blood-vessels and tissues, formation of

new tissue and death of tissue, with resulting

local and general symptoms and disturbances

of function. We have, then, acute and chronic

congestion of the kidney, acute and chronic de-

generation of the kidney, acute and chronic exu-

dative nephritis, acute productive nephritis,

chroni<- nephritis without exudation, suppura-

tive nephritis, and tubercular nephritis. There
are many synonymous names for these diseases.

The eau-ffs of nephritis may be as follows: (1)

Prolonged exposure to cold ; ( 2 ) poisons, such as

alcohol, turpentine, cantharides, lead, arsenic,

mercury, as well as the toxins produced during
yellow fever, scarlet fever, gout, syphilis, sup-

puration, tubercle, cancer, etc.; (3) mechanical

obstruction to the circulation, such as heart-

disease and pleurisy with effusion. The s.i/m/J-.

tom.-i of nephritis dilTer. In acute nephritis the

patient may have merely slight headache, pain

in the hack" and in the legs, loss of appetite and

nausea, or he may have fever, ])rostration, stu-

por, twitching, shortness of breath, and convul-

sions. The urine generally contains alliumen

and casts, and there may be dropsy of the legs.

In the chronic forms of the disease the symp-
toms are less severe, though shortness of breath,

severe headache, anaemia, and dropsy generally

predominate. In the treatment of nephritis,

physicians generally recommend frequent change
of scene and climate, reduction of sugars and
starches and increase of fats in the diet, ab-

stinence from alcoholic beverages and from to-

bacco, and life in the open air. Drugs are of

mueli less value.

Pathology. In acute conficstion. the kidneys
are swollen and darker than normal, the vessels

containing an increased amount of blood. There
may be flattening of the tubules from pressure

and exudation into them. In acute dci/oieration

the kidney is usually somewhat enlarged; it may
be congested, and the cortical portion is often

swollen and pale. The cells of the kidney tu-

bules are swollen and granular, and show vari-

ous stages of disintegration up to complete de-

struction of the cells. Within the tubules are

fat-globules, coagulated albumen, and granular
matter, resulting from degeneration of the epi-

thelium. In acute exudative inflammation the
condition of the kidneys varies greatly. There
may be simply congestion, with inflammatory
products in the tubules. The kidney may be

enlarged and congested, the cortex thick, pale,

and wet. The epithelium of the tubules is apt
to be swollen or flattened by the exudate, dis-

integrated, and there are collections of white
blood-cells scattered throughout the cortex. In
the lumina of the tubules are masses of coagu-
lated albumen, casts (either clear or contain-

ing red or white blood-cells), and the results

of cellular disintegration. In the glomeruli of

the kidneys there is a thickening of the capsule
epithelium and of the cells lining the capillaries,

so that the outlines of the capillaries disappear.

Tliere is often an accumulation of coagulated
albumen and detritus within the cavity of the
glomerulus. In acute productive inflammation
the kidneys are increased in size, the surface

smooth, and the capsule non-adherent. An acute
exudative inflammation such as hiis just been
described is usually present, but added to this is

an increase in the connective-tissue elements of

the kidney, with consequent atrophy of the
tubules. There may be extreme proliferation of

the capsule-cells of the glomeruli. The kidneys
remain permanently damaged organs.

In chronic congestion the kidney is somewhat
enlarged, heavy, hard, of dark-red color, the
surface smooth, and the capsule nonadherent.
The epithelial cells of the tubules may be swol-

len, and in the glomeruli the capillaries are dis-

tended, and there is more or less thickening of

their walls. In chronic degeneration, due to

heart-disease, the kidneys are usually lar^' and
white, the cortex being thickened. The epi-

thelium of the tubules is swollen and granular,
and in the glomeruli tlie capsule-cells are dis-

tended and their walls thickened. In the de-

generation which occurs in wasting di.seases,

the changes in the glomeruli are apt to be ab-

sent, while in senile degencnition the kidney
may be either large and white, or small, red,

and atroi)hicd, with changes in the epithelium
of the tubules, but no change in the glomeruli.

In chronic diffuse inflammation u'-ith exudation,
or chronic parenchymatous inflammation, the
ap[>earance of the kidney varies greatly. It is

usually enlarged, more rarelv it is of normal
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size or small. Its surface may be smooth or
nodular. The cortex may be thickened and
white, or mottled. The epithelium of the tu-

bules may be flattened by exudate, or swollen

and granular. Some tubules are of normal
size, others are dilated, while still others are
compressed b_v the new connective tissue. With-
in the hiniina are coagulated albumen, disin-

tegrated epithelium, and red and white blood-

cells. In the glomeruli there is an increase

in the connective-tissue elements with atrophy,

and the capillaries may show waxy degenera-

tion. There is an increase in the interstitial

connective tissue of the kidney, but it is not
extensive. The arteries often show increased

thickness of walls. In chronic diffuse iit/lnmnw-

Hon, without exudation, or cirrhonis of the kid-

ney, the kidney is apt to be small, its surface
rough, and its capsule adherent. Rarely the
kidneys are large. The increase in connective
tissue is the most marked feature, and is often

extreme. Dependent upon or determining this

increase in connective tissue is atrophy of the

tubules and of the glomeruli. The tubules are
sometimes greatly swollen, and form casts. The
blood-vessel walls are usually thickened, and the
capillaries of the glomeruli may show waxy
changes. See Albuminuria : and Kidney. Con-
sult Osier, PrincipJes and Practice of Medicine
(New York, 1901).

BRIGITTINES, brij'it-tinz, or Order of Our
S.wiocK. An order founded in 1346, as a branch
of the Augustinians, by Saint Bridget, or Brigit-

ta, of Sweden. It took in both men and women.
The first monastery, which was also the mother
house of the order, was on the founder's estate

at Vadstena, on the eastern bank of Lake Vet-
tern, southwest of Stockholm. At the other

houses of the order the monks and nuns in-

habited contiguous buildings, but never .saw

each other, and each sex governed its own
aflairs. Their occupations were largely literary,

and they prepared Swedish translations of reli-

gious works, mostly of evangelical tendency.

The order spread through Scandinavia and Fin-

land; al.so into Holland, Germany, Italy, and
Spain. Henry V. (14i;i-22) introduced it into

Kngland, and founded Sion House, near Brent-

wood, "li; miles west of London. Henry VIII.

suppressed it, with other religious orders. Mary
reestablished it, but Elizabeth again suppressed

it. The nuns then went to Portugal, and opened
their liouse in Lisbon. In 1861 some of their

successors came back and opened a house in

Spetisbury, Dorsetshire. I.,ater on it was moved
to its present site, C'liudlcigh, near Exeter. In

Sweden the order had so firm a hold that the

mother house was not suppressed till l.*););), when
most of the houses outside had ceased to exist.

The order was revived in Belgium as Brothers

of the Revised Brigittine Order, and in Spain

as Nuns of the Order of Saint Bridget, and there

it has now half a dozen convents. Only four

convents of the original order now are found—
one in Bavaria, at AUoniiinstcr, two in Holland,

and the one mentioned in Kngland. For the his-

tory of the order in Sweden, consult: .S'cn/i/orr.s

Rerum Svecicarum Mcdii .T'hi I. (SU)ckh(din,

1871); also llislory of the English lirigittine

Nuns (Plymouth, 1886). The Basel reformer
CEcolampadius was a Brigittine monk.

BRIGLIADORO, bre'lya-dr/ro (It., from
hrigliti, bridle + d' = rfi, of + oro, Lat. aurum,
gold ) . The name given to Orlando's steed in

Boiardo's Orlando Innamorata, on account of the
splendor with which he was bridled.

BRIGNOLES, bre'nyil'. The capital of an
arrondissement in the Department of Var, France,
on the Calami. 22 miles southwest of Dragui-
gnan (

Map : France, N 8 ) . It is picturcs(|uely

situated in a fertile valley, surrounded by forest-

clad hills, and has some fine old buildings. The
l)alace of the Counts of Provence is <H-cu])ied by
the prefecture; the Templars' house is now a
theological seminary. Brignoles has tanneries,

potteries, silk, woolen, and cloth manufactures,
and a trade in brandy, wines, prunes, and olives.

The town was known as \'illa Puerorum in con-

nection with the rearing of the children of the

Counts of Provence. It was captured and sacked

bv Charles V. in 1524 and by the Leaguers in

1528. Population, in 1901, of town, 3904; of

commune, 4748.

BRIGNOLI, bre-nyo'lf, Pasquale (1824-

84). An Italian tenor, born in Naples. He re-

ceived an excellent musical training, at first in

piano, and later in singing. He appeared with
great success in concert and opera, in Paris, Lon-
don, and the principal cities of Euro])c; then
came to the United States, under Strakosch, in

1855, and for a quarter of a century was one of

the most popular operatic tenors. He sang with
Patti at her debut, and appeared with all the

great singers of his time— Parepa-Rosa. La
Grange, Tietjens, and Nilsson among llicm. Uri-

gnoli's voice was a true tenor of beautiful ipialily,

great carrying power, and wonderful fiexibility.

His vocalization and phrasing were of the high-

est order, but he lacked grace in figure, and was
a poor actor. He received high prices for hi3

singing, yet he died in New York a poor man.

BRIGS OF AYR, The. A delightfully humor-
ous little jioem by Robert Burns, reporting an
imaginary colloquy between the old aim new
bridges (Scot, brigs) over the Ayr. Tlic old

'lirig' resents the pretensions of the nevv-comer,

and its jietulance is vented in a way very true

to human nature.

BRIHASPATI, bri-hus'pa-t.S or BRHAS-
PATI, br'lius'p;i-le (Skt. Itrhiisimti) . A Hindu
god prominent in the Kig-Veda, but of less im-

jKjrtance in the later mythology of India. His
name appears frequently also in Wie form Itrah-

mamspali, 'Lord of Strength,' or 'Lord of

Prayer' (brahman), and as the incarnation of

the !)TO/i»inii-lord he appears to have been the

prototype of the god Brahma, the head of the

later ilindu Trinity. (See Brahma.) Like the

latter, also, he is 'father of tlic gods,' altliough

himself begotten by Tvaslitar, the artificer. He
is ])ortriiycd in "the Yedas as having seven

mouths, seven rays, a hundred wings, sharp

horns, and armed with bow an<l arrows and a

hatchet; he is rud<ly and bright, dispelling the

darkness; and he rides upon a chariot drawn by

ruddy steeds. Many of his attributes, and espe-

cially his aspect as a divine priest ])n'siding

over devotion and sacrifice, recall Agni. the god
of fire, of whom he is regarded by many scludars

merely as a variety. But his close connection

with Indra (((.v.) in the Vcdic hymns leads

others to consider Brihaspati in his sacerdotal

character as a priestly abstraction of Indra. In
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later times of tlie epic and the Puraiias he is a
Rishi, or divine seer, and preceptor of the
gods. He is regent of the planet Jupiter, with
which his own name is commonly identilied.

His wife is Tara. Consult: Jfacdone!, Vedic
Mythology (Strassburg, 1897) ; Dowson, Dic-
tionary of Hindu Mythology (London, 1879).

BBUj, brel. Tlie name of two Dutch painters,
brothers.

—

Matti.ts (1550-84) was born in Ant-
werp and died in Rome. He was employed in

the Vatican in the time of Gregorj' Xlll., and
instructed liis brother Paul, who succeeded to his

pension.—P.\iL (1554-1026) was also born in

Antwerp and died in Rome. He was the best
of the Flemish landscape painters of his time;
his influence was potent on the Italian schools
of landscape painters. The poetic charm of his
work may be seen as a setting to some of the
figure-painting executed by such masters as An-
nibale Carracci and Rubens. His works in oil

and fresco are in many of the Roman churches.
He had for patrons botli Clement VIII. and Six-

tus v., doing for tlie latter many works in the
Sistine Chapel, in the Scala Santa and Santa
Maria ilaggiore. His paintrng of the "Tower of

Babel" is in the Berlin Jluseum, which contains
also a landscape representing his later style. The
Pitti Gallery in Florence possesses a number of

his works. Consult: Brixton and Poynter. Ger-
man. Flemish, and Dutch Painting (London,
1881) : Liibke, History of Art (Eng. trans.. Xew
York. 1881).

BBHiL (probably Corn, hrilli, mackerel, for
brithelli, from hrith, speckled). A species of
turbot, found in considerable abundance on
some parts of the British coasts, and common in

the markets of the larger towns. It resembles
the turbot, but is distinguished by its smaller
size (18 inches), more oval outline, the want
of tubercles on its upper surface, and its red-

dish hue. It has the same haunts and habits
as the turbot, but its flesh is not thought quite
so good.

BRrLLAT-SAVARIN, bre'ya' sa'va'raN',

AxTiiELME ( 1755-182t) I . A French writer on
gastronomy, noted as the author of Physiologic
du gout ( 1825) . He was born at Belley, and was
a federalist. During tlie Reign of Terror he fled

to Switzerland, and in 1793 to Xew York, where
he supported himself by lessons and music till

his return to Paris in 179G. He held office under
the Directory, and during the Consulate became
judge in the Court of Cassation. His book re-

veals the genial host and friend, full of anecdote
and shrewd observation. It is delightful, also.

for its mock seriousness, its conscious grandilo-

quence, as when he invokes "Gasteria, the tenth

and fairest of the JIuses," and for the bizarre
arrangement of his 'meditations' on Corpulence
ou la theorie de la friture. Two translations

of the Phi/sidlogie into English (London, 1877;
New York. n. d.t are fairly satisfactory.

BRILLIANT (Fr. brillant, sparkling, from
Lat. berillus, berj'l, gem ) . A name popularly
given to the diamond, especially when cut so

that the base or flat portion, called a table, is

surrounded by twenty-four facets, which extend
to the girdle, or central edge, above which are
thirty-two facets, terminating in a point called

a ruht.

BRIMSTONE, A name sometimes applied
to sulplinr, especially in the form of sticks or

rolls. It is derived from ME. brinnen, brennen,
to burn + ston, stone, sulphur having been con-
sidered by the alchemists as tlie principle of
combustibility. See Sulphur.
BRIN, bren, Benedetto ( 18:i;i-98) . An Ital-

ian engineer and statesman, born in Turin. He
.studied engineering, became a chief of section
in the Ministry of Marine, and was Minister of
Marine in 1876-78, 1884-91, and from 1806 until
his death. From 1882 he represented Turin in
the Chamber of Deputies, and in 1892-9;i he was
Minister of Foreign Aff'airs. He did much to pro-
mote the mechanical development of the Italian
Xavy, and himself designed several armored
cruisers.

BRINCK'MAN, C.\rl Gustav, Baron (1764-
1847). A .Swedish statesman and poet. He was
born at Briinnkyrka, near Stockliolni. and
studied at Upsala, Halle, Leipzig, and Jena. He
became successively secretary of legation of the
Swedish embassy ' at Dresden (1792), charg&
d'affaires at Paris (1797), charge d'affaires at
Berlin (1801), ambassador to London (1808),
and court chancellor at Stockholm (1810). His
jioetical works include: Nnillets verld (1822),
for which he received the first prize of the
Swedish Academy; and Tankebilder (1828).

BRINDABAN, brin'da-ban'. See Bixdba-
B.\X.

BRINDISI, brpn'de se (anciently," Lat. Brun-
disium. lirundusiuui : Gk. 'Bpivricnov, Brente-
sion, lip(vT-^<nov, Brenlesion ; said to have re-
ceived its name from the harbor (irojecting
like the antlers of a stag, from jipivSov, bren-
don, deer, stag). A seaport town of south-
ern Italy, in the Province of Lecce. It is situ-
ated on a small promontory in a bay of the
Adriatic Sea, about 45 miles east-nortlieast of
Taranto (Map: Italy, M 7). Brindisi is a city
of very great antiquity. It was taken from the
Sallentines by the Romans B.C. 267, who, some
twenty years later, establislied a colony here.
The town, partly owing to the fertility" of the
country, but chiefly on account of its "excellent
port—consisting of an inner and outer liarbor,
the former perfectly landlocked, and capable
of containing the largest fleets and of easy de-
fense on account of its narrow entrance, and the
latter also very well sheltered—rapidly increased
in wealth and importance. It soon became the
principal naval station of the Romans in the
-Adriatic. In B.C. 2.30 Brindisi was the starting-
place of the Roman troops that took part in the
first Illyrian War: and from this point the
Romans nearly always directed subsequent wars
with Macedonia. Greece, and .Asia. And when
the Roman power had been firmly estal)lished
beyond the Adriatic, Brindisi became a city
second to none in South Italy in i-imimercial im-
portance. Horace, who accompanied Miccenas
in a diplomatic exjicdition to Brindisi in n.c. 40,
has made the journey the subject of one of his
satires [Hat. i. 5|. Vergil died here in b.c. 19,
on his return from Greece. The city appears to
have retained its importance until" the fall of
the Empire, but it suffered greatly in the wars
which followed. When the Normans became pos-
sessed of it in the Eleventli Century, tlie Cru-
saders made it their chief port for embarka-
tion to the Holy Land ; but with the decline
of the Crusades, Brindisi sank into compara-
tive insignificance as a naval station. The city
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subsequently suffered greatly from wars and

earthquakes. The principal buildings are the

cathedral, where the Emperor Frederick II. was

married to Yolande in liii.'); and the castle, com-

menced hv Frederick II.. an<l finished by Charles

V. The district around lirindisi is still remark-

able for its fertility, olive-oil bcin^' inoduced in

large quantities. Since the opcninj; of the Suez

Canal and the construction of the Mont Cenis

and Saint (Jotthard tunnels Brindisi has greatly

increased in importanci', being the landing-place

or point of departure for numerous steamship

lines. Population, in 1881, 14,508; (commune)

in 1901. 2.').:517.

BMNDrLEY, .Umes (1716-7-2). An English

engineer, born in Derbyshire. He was apprenticed

at 17 to a millwright, but afterwards became an

engineer, and in 1732 showed great ingenuity in

contriving a water engine for draining a coal-mine.

His invention of a silk-mill on a new plan and

several other ingenious contrivances recommended

liim to the Duke of Bridgewater. who employed

him to build the canal between Worsley and

Manchester. Thenceforth he devoted his great

skill and genius to the construction of navigable

canals, commencing the tJrand Trunk and com-

pleting the Birmingham, Chesterfield, and others.

He-was quite illiterate, and did most of his work

in his head without written calculations or draw-

ings. Consult Samuel Smiles. Lilies of the En-

gineers, Vol. I. (London. 1861-()2).

BBINE (AS. hryne. literally, a burning, from

heornan. to burn). The term applied to water

highly impregnated with common salt. Briiie^

springs are those natural waters containing much

salt, which in many parts of the world issue

from fissures in the ground. Sec S.^.lt Si'RINu;

and MiNEi!.\L Wateks.

BRINE - SHRIMP. A small branchiopod

crustacean i.Artcmki siiUiia), which, unlike the

gre.-iter number of animals of that group, is an

inhabitant not of fresh, but of salt water. It is

found in myriads swimming about in the brine

of salt-pans previous to boiling, when, having

been concentrated by exposure to sun and air for

about a fortnight, it destroys the life of almost

all other marine animals. The full-grown brine-

shrimp is about half an inch long. One of the

most curious things about this species is that

it accustoms itself so readily to changes in the

density of the water which it inhabits. It has

been shown by experiment that if sufficient care

is taken, these animals can, after a number of

. generations, live in perfectly fresh water: hut,

more remarkable still, it will then be found that

they arc no longer Artemias at all. but are now

BranrhiitUK staqnnlix. a common fresh - water

branchiopod, generically dillerent from Artcmia.

This is one of the most direct experimental

proofs of evolution yet known, and also shows

admirably the great effect of the environment

upon I he" form and structure of animals.

BRINJAREE (brin'-ja-re) DOG. The In-

dian greyhound. See Creyiiound.

BRINK, Bernhari) ten (1841-92). A Ger-

man philologist. He was born in Amsterdam

and studied in Miinster (18t)l-(>2) and Bonn
(1862-0.')). He was professor of modern lan-

guages at the University of Marburg (1870-7:!),

and professor of English at Strasshurg (187:!-

02). Among his w-nrks are the following:

Chaucer, Studien zur (leschichte seiner F.ntu'wkc-

lung, Vol. I. (1870) ; Geschichtc der cnglischen

lAttirattir, Vol. I., Chaucer to Wiclif (188!),

translated into English by H. M. Kennedy,
1883) ; Vol. II., from Wiclif to the accession of

Elizabeth, 2d ed. by von Brandl (Berlin, 180;?),

in some respects the best history of English lit-

erature extant; Chaucrrs t^prache und Verskunst

(Leipzig, 1884; •2d .ed.. ih., 1899); licowulf,

Vntersurhvngen (Strassburg, 1888); Shake-
speare: Fiinf Vorlesiingeii (ib., 1893; English
translation, entitled Fire Lectures on Shake-
speare, by ,Tulia Franklin, New York. 189.ii.

He also pulilished editions of Chaucer's Prologue
to the Canterbury Tales (ilarhurg, 1871). and
of the Compleiinte to Pite (among the writings
of the Chaucer Society, London).

BRINK. .Tan- ten (1834-1901). A Dutch au-

thor, born in Appingedam. He studied in Utrecht,

went in 1800 as tutor to Batavia, from 1802 to

1884 Mas instructor in the Dutch language and
literature in the Gymnasium of The Hague, and
in the latter year was appointed professor of the
history of Dutch literature in the University of

Leyden. His works, composed chiefly of studies
in literary criticism, and stories, include Jiulu(

r

Lytlon. Biiigrafie en kritick ("Bulwer Lj'tton:
A Biography and a Criticism," Haarlem, 1873) ;

Letterkundige schetsen ("Literary Sketches."
ib., 1874-7.5) ; Geschiedenis der yoord-\eder-
landsche letteren in de XIX. eeuio (Amsterdam,
'A vols., 1888-89) ; and Ro7nans en norellrn
(Leyden, 13 vols., 1885). His complete works
in belles-lettres h.ave appeared in seventeen vol-

umes, as Litterarische .schetsen en kritieken
("Literary Sketches and Critiques." Leyden,
1882-88)."

BRINK'ERHOFF, Roeliff (1828—). An
American banker, philanthropist, and penologist,
bom in Owasco. N. Y., .June 28. 1828. He has
been for years the central figure in the N.ational
Prison Congresses as well as a prominent worker
in the National Conferences of Charities and Cor-
rection. Since 1878 he has been a member of the

State Board of Charities of Ohio, and for many
years its chairman. Through his efforts the
public charitable and penological work in Ohio
has l>een maintained at a high level of efliciency.

General Brinkerhoff enlisted in the volunteer
army in the Civil War. attained the rank of

colonel, and was brevetted brigadier-general for

meritorious service. He is the author of nu-
merous articles and has published addresses on
]ihilanthrcipic subjects.

BRIN'TON, Daniel Garrison (1837-99).
An American archa'ologist and ethnologist. He
was born at Tliornbury. Pa., graduated at Yale
in 1858, and at .Tetlerson Medical College in

1801, and subsequently studied in Paris and
Heidelberg. He served in the army as a surgeon,

was editor of the Medical and Surgical lirporlrr

from 1807 to 1887. ;uid became professor of

ethnologj- at the Philadcl])hia .\cadcmy of Natu-
ral Sciences in 1884, and of .\merican linguistics

and archa-ologj- in the University of Pennsyl-

vania in 1880. In 1894 he was president of the

American Association for the .Vdvancement of

Science. His chief works were The Myths of the

Xew World (1808); The Reliiiious Sentiment

(1876); Amerirnn Hero .Myths (1882); Ifnces

and Peoples (1890) ; 'y/i" Anieriran Itace (1892) ;

and Religions of Primitire Peoples (1897). Per-

haps his richest contribution to anthropology
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was his Library of Aborigiiial American Litera-
ture (8 vols., 1882-85), designed to "put within
reach of scholars aiithentic materials for the
study of the languages and culture of the native
races of America." Just before his death he
gave his entire library of books and manuscripts
to the I'niversity of Pennsylvania.

BRINTON, John Hill ( 1832—) . An Ameri-
can surgeon. He was born in Pluladelphia, and
graduated at the University of Pennsylvania and
the Jeft'erson Jledieal College. At the outbreak
of the Civil War he volunteered his services, and
remained in the army until 1865, attaining the

position of brigade surgeon. He continued his

practice in Philadelphia after the war. and has
been at various times connected with the control
of most of the prineiiial hospitals in that city.

In 1882 he was appointed professor of the prac-
tice of surgery and of clinical surgery in the
Jefferson Medical College.

BRINVILLIERS, braN've'ya', M\mE JIade-
LIXE ilABGUERiTE, Marquise de (c.1630-76). A
French woman, notorious as a poisoner. She
was bom about 1630, and married, in 1651, the
JIarquis de Brinvilliers. Incensed at her scanda-
lous life, her father caused her lover. Sainte-

Croix, to be thrown into the Bastille. There
Sainte-Croix learned of an Italian named Exili

the art of compounding poisons, and when free

imparted the secret to his mistress, Brinvilliers.

Immediately the two began to exercise their
skill for the purposes both of revenge and of

obtaining means to carry on their amours. Brin-
villiers poisoned her father, her two brothers,
and her sister, and attempted to poison her hus-
band. But Sainte-Croix. not over-anxious to suc-

ceed to the latter's place, supplied him with
antidotes. In 1672 Sainte-Croix died, poisoned
by accident; his death led to an investigation
that revealed the enormity of Brinvilliers's

crimes. The Marquise fled, but was captured
and executed, July, 1676. Brinvilliers seemed
a woman of great piety, attended church regu-
larly, and once, espousing the cause of a poor
girl, poisoned a whole family. Her exposure
soon led to the discovery of the famous poisoner
La Voisin (q.v.), and the unearthing of other
astonishing crimes that had been perpetrated in

Paris. Consult Pirot, La Marquise de Brinvil-
liers (Paris, 1883). See also C'h.\mbre Abdente.

BRINZ, brentz, Alots von (1820-87). A
German jurist and legislator. He was born at
Weiler, Bavaria, and studied philology and law
in Munich and Berlin. He was professor of Ro-
man law at the universities of Erlangen, Prague,
Tiibingen, and Munich. In 1861 he was elected
to the "Imperial Council of Austria and became
one of the chief defenders of the German inter-
ests in Bohemia. His principal work is the
Lehrbuch der Pandektcn (2d ed.. 1873), and his
other important contril)utions to the literature
of jurisprudence are the following: Zum Hechte
der Bonw Fidei Posscssio (1875) : Zur Contra-
vindicatio (1877) ; Zum liegriff und Wcsen der
rbmischcn Provinz (1885).

BRION, bre'ON', FriederikeEli.sabetii (1752-
181:!). .\ German lady, born at Xiederriidern
(Alsace), better known, from her place of resi-

dence near Strassburg, as Friederi]<e von Sesen-
heim, and a figure in a familiar episode of
Goethe's Dichtung und Wahrheit. (See Goethe.)
Coethe dedicated to her a number of his lyrics,

Vol. hi.—33.

and she has been declared the original of Maria
in (/67f ron Berlichingen, and of other heroines
of Goethe's works. Consult the study by
Diintzer (Stuttgart, 1803).

BRION, Gustave (1824-77). A French
painter, born in Rothau and known for his
studies of Alsatian life and manners. Among his
chief works are: "The Potato Harvest Dur-
ing the Inundation," ''A Funeral in the Vosges,"
"A Marriage in Alsace," and "The Sixth Day
of Creation." He also provided illustrations for
Victor Hugo's Les Mis^rables and Xotre Dame de
Paris (1864).

BRION, bre-on', Luis ( 1782-1821 ) . A Colom-
bian naval officer. He was born in Curacao, was
educated in Holland, served in the Dutch Army,
and studied navigation in the United States. He
then established himself in business in Curagao
and greatly increased the fortune he had in-

herited. In 1811 he fitted out a ship at his
own expense and defeated the Spanish on the
island of Margarita. He also distinguished him-
self in the conquest of Guiana and sat in the
Congress of Angostura, which proclaimed the
independence of Colombia.

BRIOSCO, bre-osTiC, Andrea (1470-1532).
An Italian sculptor and architect of the Renais-
sance. He worked in Padua and Verona, de-
signing the Church of Santa Giustina (Padua),
the Delia Torre tombs in San Fermo at Verona,
and a wonderful candelabrum for San Antonio,
Padua.
BRISAC, bre-sak', C'h.\bles. The principal

character in Fletcher and Massinger's comedy
Tile Elder Brother. His father, disgusted at his
sedentary habits, tries to secure to a younger
son the inheritance of the family property and
to marry that youthful fop to Angelica. The
result of tlie latter attempt is to cause Charles
to fall in love with Angelica himself. For her
sake, he develops into a sturdy, chivalrous gen-
tleman. His brother, Eustace, far from being
injured by the change, also suffers a spiritual
regeneration and gives up his foppishness.

BRISBANE, briz'ban (named in honor of
Sir Thomas Brisbane). A seaport, the capital
of Queensland. Australia, about 500 miles north
of Sydney, situated near the mouth of a river
of its own name, which falls into Moreton Bay
(Map: Queensland, H 9). Regular steam com-
munication is kept up with European and Aus-
tralian ports. Several railroads terminate here.

Xorth and South Brisbane, two of its divisions,
are connected by the Victoria iron bridge. 1080
feet in length. A prior bridge and nearly half of
South Brisbane were destroyed by flood in 1893.
Brisbane possesses some fine buildings, among
the chief of which are the houses of the Legisla-
ture, the post-olTice, and the viceregal lodge.
Brisbane is the seat of a LTnited States consular
agency, the see of .\nglican and Catholic bishop-
rics, and has two catliedrals. numerous churches,
banks and newspapers, four parks, a nmseum, a
school of arts, and a university. It dates from a
penal colony established in 1825 and abandoned
in 1839. Its growth began in 1842 with the ad-
vent of free settlers ; its incorporation as a city
followed in 1859. Its waterworks are municipal
property. Population, in 1901, 53,589.

BRISBANE, Sir Thomas Makdougali, ( 1773-
1860). A British general and astronomer. He
was born at Brisbane, the hereditary seat of his
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family, near Largs, Ayrshire, July 23, 1773. At
the age of 16 he entered the aimy as an ensign,

and in the following year, when quartered in

Ireland, became intimate with Artluir Wellesley,

afterwards Duke of Wellington. W'itli a company
that he raised in Glasgow in 1793. Brisbane took
part in all the engagements of the campaign in

Flanders. Sent to the West Indies in 1796, he
distinguished himself under Sir Ralph Abercrom-
by, and in 1812. under tlie Duke of Wellington,
in Spain. Appointed Governor of New South
Wales, in 1821, he introduced many reform.s,

especially in penal treatment, promoted horse-

breeding, the cultivation of sugar-cane, wine,

tobacco, and cotton, and at the close of his ad-

ministration, in 1825, left 50,000 acres of cleared

land where he had found only 25,000. The town of

Brisbane was named after him, as also the
river on which it stands, which was discovered
under his auspices. High as Brisbane ranks as
a soldier and administrator, as a man of science

he holds a still higher place. While in Australia,
he catalogued no less than 7385 stars, for which
great work, known as the Brisbane Catalogue of

Stars, he received the Copley Medal from the

Royal Society. On his return to Scotland, he
had an astronomical observatory established at
his residence at ilakerstoun, and devoted him-
self entirely to scientific pursuits. He entered
warmly into the plans of the British Association
for ascertaining the laws of the earth's magnet-
ism, and in 1841 had a magnetic observatory
erected at JIakerstoun, the observations made
tliere filling three large volumes. He was made
a baronet in 1830, G.C.B. the following year;
received from Oxford the degree of D.C.L., and
succeeded Sir Walter Scott as president of the

Royal Society of Edinburgh. He died at Largs,
January 27, "i860.

BRISE'IS (Gk. Bpto/it, Briscis) . In Homer's
Iliad, tlie daughter of Briseus and the captive
of Achilles. Agamemnon abducted her, causing
the quairel between the two heroes.

BRISSAC, bro'silk', Charles ue Cossfi, Count
OF (1505-) 503). A marshal of France. He fought
against the English and the Imperial troops in

1544-46 and was made a marshal in 1550. In
1559 he became Governor of Picardy, and in

1503 of Nciiniandy.

BRISSON, bre'soN', Barxab6 (Lat. Brisso-

nius) (1531-91). A French jurist and diplomat,
born at Fontenay-le-Comte of a distinguished

family. Brisson chose the legal career, and ra])-

idly advanced in his profession. In 1575 he be-

came King's Advocate, later Councilor of State,

and in 1583 President ft Mortier. In this year he
was dispatched on a dii)lomatic mission to Eng-
land to arrange a marriage between Elizabeth and
the Duke of Anjou; and thereafter he was fre-

quently sent as envoy to foreign countries. In
1588, when King Henry III. was obliged to flee

from Paris, Brisson remained behind, apparently
in the hope of reconciling the King and tlie people.

After the King's deatli in August, 1589. Brisson
resisted the intrigues of the Spanish ambassador
and the claims of the Papal envoy, and had the
Duke of Mayenne proclaimed lieutenant-general
of the kingdom. He unfortunately fell under
suspicion of favoring Henry IV., and, at the

orders of the Council of Sixteen, was arrested
and hanged, November 15, 1591. Brisson was
a man of remarkable judgment and learning,

and was held in siieh esteem bv Ilenrv HI. that

that monarch declared no king had in his ser-

vice so learned a man as he. His literary works
were numerous; the most important are the fol-

lowing: De Vcrborum Quw Ad Jus Pertinent
tiignifieationc, efc. (1557); Observationuin Di-
villi Et Humani Juris Liber (1564) ; De Formu-
lis Et Soletnnibus I'opxiU h'omani Verbis, etc.

(1583), a work of great value not yet supersed-
ed, last edited by Conrad (1781); Code de
Henri III. (1587); Not(F in Titum Livitim

(1588); Opera Minora, chiefly on Roman law
and institutions (1600), etc. Consult Le Bas,
Dietionnaire eneyelopidique de la France, Vol.
111. (Paris, 1835-63).

BRISSON, Eugene Henri (1835—). A
French statesman. He began the practice of law
in 1859, but engaged also in journalism, and in

1868, together with Challemel-Lacour and AUain-
Targe, established the Revue Politique. He was
elected to the National Assembly as a Republi-
can in 1871, and soon submitted a proposition
of amnesty for all political off'enders. He be-

came president of the Chamber of Deputies in
1881, was the head of the French Cabinet in

1885 (April to December), was again chosen
president of the Chamber of Deputies in 1894,

and was once more head of the Ministry from
June to October, 1898. In the election for Presi-

dent of the Republic to succeed M, Casimir-
Perier, January 17, 1895, he received 361 votes
to 430 for Francois Felix Faure. As president of
the commission on the Panama scandals, and as
one of the cliief opponents of rabid anti-Semi-
tism and militarism in the Zola and Dreyfus
trials, when president of the Chamber, and Pre-
mier, he rendered great services to his country.

BRISSON, Matiiurin Jacques (1723-1806).
A French natural philosopher, born at Fontenay-
le-Comte (\'endOe). He was instructed by the
famous Reaumur, and was ])rofessor of physics
in Paris, successively at the Coll&ge de Navarre,
the Ecoles Centrales, and the Lycee Bonaparte.
In his own day he was widely known as an or-

nithologist, particularly through his six-volume
Ornithologia (1760; with 500 plates), since
(juite superseded. His further works include a
DictionnXiire raisonnd de phi/siquc (6 vols.,

ISOO).

BRISSOT DE WARVILLE, br^'s6' de
var'vel', Feiix Satur.nix I1S18-92). A French
animal painter. He was born at Sens, Yonne,
and studied under L. Cogniet at the Ecole
des Beaux-Arts (1835).. In liis representation
of animal life he reveals a remarkable fidelity

to nature. His scenes are laid |)rincipally in

Normandy and Touraine, and in the forests of
Compi5gne and Fontainebleau. The following
are some of his most celebrated works: "The
Thicket" (1881); "Leaving the Park" (1883);
"The Return" (1884); "Sheepfold" (1885);
"Return of the Flock" (1885): "A Corner of

the Sheepfold" (1888).

BRISSOT DE WARVILLE, Jean Pierre
(1754-93). A French jurist and politician.

He was born at Chartres, January 14, 1754.
Though his father was a 'modest innkeeper,'
Brissot received a good education, and was
trained for the bar. Two scholarly works on
criminal law, Thforie des lots criminelles
(1780), and Bihliothdque des lois criminelles,
jjublished soon after, established his reputation
as a jurist. His passion for political studies
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carried him beyond the narrow bounds of his

profession, and. in conjnnotion wilh his friends

Clavi&re and Jlirabeau, he piodueed several

worlcs on finance. A master of the EnsHsii lan-

guage, he attempted to conduct in London a jour-

nal entitled Journal des Lycces, but not being suc-

cessful, returned to Paris. He was imprisoned in

the Bastille for four months, on a false charge
of having written a brochure against the Queen.
Upon his release he again engaged in the writing
of pamphlets upon politics and economics, and
was compelled to take refuge in England for a

time, on account of his fearless expression of

opinion upon the condition of atTairs in France.

In 17SS he founded the Society of tlic Friends
of the Negroes (Societe des Amis des Noirs),and
visited the United States to study the problems
of slavery and emancipation and to promote the

abolition of the slave trade. At the outbreak of

the Revolution he returned to France and en-

tered actively into political affairs, establishing

a journal, Le Patriole Fran<^ais. which at once
became the recognized organ of the Republicans.

He became the leader of a strong group of

young reformers, who were known as Brissotins,

and who afterwards formed the Girondist Party.

He was frequently consulted by the Constitu-

tional Committee of the Assembly, and in 1791
was elected to that body from Paris, against the

opposition of the Court party. He was also a
member of the Convention, and used his influ-

ence against anarchy and for moderation. He
disapproved the execution of the King, and urged
that the question be submitted to the people.

He thus incurred the distrust and hostility of

the extreme Jacobins, who came into power in

1793, and was one of the twenty-one Girondist
leaders who were guillotined on October 31 of

that year.

Consult: Brissot, Memoires pour servir a
rhistoire de la Revolution, 4 vols. (Paris, 1830;

new edition by Lescure, 1877) ; Desmoulins,
The History of the Brissotins, translated from
the French (London, 179-t).

BRISTED, Charles Astor (1820-74). An
American author, the son of the Rev. John Bris-

ted and grandson of .lohn Jacob Astor. He was
bom in New York, and was educated at Yale and
at Trinity College, Cambridge, England. For
several years he was a contributor to periodical

literature under the signature 'Carl Benson.'

He was one of the first board of trustees of the

Astor Library. Among his collected works are:

The Upper Ten Thousand of -\eiv York (1852) ;

Five Years in an English University (18.')2);

The Interference Theory of Government ( 18(57) ;

and Letters to Horace Mann (1850), in which
he replied to attacks upon John Jacob Astor and
Stephen (iirard.

BRISTLE - BIRD. An Australian wren like

bird of Uie genus S])henura, having two or three

pairs of strong, recurved bristles at the angles

of the mouth. Three species are known in south-

em and western Australia. "They mostly con-

ceal themselves in thickets, especially in marshy
places, flying very little, but running very quick-

ly, and carrying the tail erect. The nest is built

of dry grass, globular in form, and is of large

size."

BRISTLES (dim. of brust, a bristle; cf. Ger.

Biirstc, brush). The strong hairs growing on
the back, and to a less extent on the sides, of

the hog, wild boar, and some other animals, and
extensively used in the manufacture of brushes,
and also by shoemakers and saddlers. The qual-
ity of bristles depends on the length, stiffness,

color, and straightness, white being the most
valuable. The best bristles are produced by
pigs that inhabit cold countries. The Russian
hog is a long, lean animal, and the thinner the
hog the longer and stiller the bristles. When
the Russian hog is sent to the south and fat-

tened, the bristles become soft, and of course
depreciate in value. In the summer the hogs
are driven in herds through the forests, to feed
on soft roots, etc., when they shed their bristles

by rubbing against the trees. The bristles are
then collected, sewed vip in horse or ox hides,

and sent to fairs, whence they find their way,
through agents, to all countries. In American
slaughter-houses the bristles of the slaughtered
hogs constitute one of the by-products, being
collected, cleaned, and sorted for the market
by the pork-packing establishments of Chicago,
Kansas City, and other cities in large quantities.
Enormous quantities of bristles are employed in

the manufacture of brushes. See Brush and
Bboom.

BRISTLETAIL. Any small wingless insect
of the order Thysanura, regarded as the simplest
and lowest of all true insects. It dwells in dark,
damp places, under bark, stones, etc., and some-
times infests the kitchens of untidy houses or
the woodwork of bake-sliops. In the same order
are the springtails and podurids. The bristle-

tails, or 'silver-fish' (Lepisma), are swift, agile
creatures, having flat, fish-shaped bodies, cov-
ered with silvery scales, long, thread-like an-
tennae, and two or more caudal filaments. They
will destroy upholstery, bound books, etc., if

neglected.

BRIS'TOL (MR. Bristowe, AS. Brieijstoic, the
place at tlie bridge). An important maritime
city and civic county in the west of England,
situated at the junction of the rivers Frome and
Avon, between the counties of Gloucester and
Somerset. It is eight miles from the confluence
of the Avon with the Severn, which empties into

Bristol Channel, and about eleven miles north-
west of Bath (Map: England, D 5).

The original city was composed of the territory
bounded by the two rivers, but it has been ex-
tended from time to time, so that it now includes
Clifton, Redcliffe, Horfield, Stapleton, Saint
Thomas, Saint George, etc., in all about 11,397
acres. The cathedral, formerly an Augustinian
church (1148), has little to commend it but its

handsome Norman chapter-house, the Early Eng-
lish north aisle of the choir known as the
Berkeley Chapel, and the Norman west portal.
Some remains exist of the ancient castle,

built probably by Geoffrey, Bishop of Coutances,
and improved by Robert, Earl of Gloucester, in

the early part of the Twelfth Century. Saint
James Church is a good specimen of Norman
architecture, and other noted ch'rches are Saint
Philip's, Saint Stephen's, All Saii.ts. the Mayor's
Chapel, and the Temple Church, but more famous
than these, perhaps, is the Church of Saint Mary
Redcliffe, which is notable for its symmetrical
proportions and richness of design. Its tovter,

more than 200 feet high, was partly destroyed
by lightning in 1445, but was rebuilt in 1872.
Many interesting old houses are to be found in
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the Pithay and :Maryleport Street. Clifton, the

best known of Bristol's suburbs, is a favorite

place of its wealthy residents. The suspen-

sion bridge over the Avon was, at the date of

construction (begun in 1836), one of the largest

in the world, having a centre span of 676 feet.

The lioating harbor and quays are very exten-

sive and are formed by embanking and locking

the old courses of the" Avon, which now flows

through a new channel. In addition, the city

owns extensive docks at Avonmouth and Portis-

head. „ ,.

Bristol returns four members to Parliament.

Tlie city's affairs are administered by a lord

mayor, a municipal council, and a board of al-

denuen. (See Great Britain, Local Govern-

ment.) The streets, which are mostly paved

with wood or asphalt, are kept in excellent con-

dition bv the city's public-works department

and Parliamentarians. The castle and fortifica-

tions were destroyed in 1655 by Cromwell's or-

ders. A notable rising of the populace occurred
in 1793 over the imposition of a bridge toll

beyond the time fixed for its discontinuance, and
the 'Bristol Revolution' in 1831, during the
Reform Bill agitation, resulted in the destruc-

tion of the Bishop's palace, custom-house, and
other public and private buildings, and in the

loss of several lives. Among other celebrities

born or connected with Bristol are William of

Worcester, the poets Chatterton and Southey,
the artist Laurence, Svdnev Smith, Coleridge,

and Hannah More. Population, in 1891, 289,280;
in 1901, 328.842..

BiBLiOGR.\i>iiY. Xicholls, Hoiv to See Bristol
(Bristol, 1874) ; Raffalovich, Condition du
paucre a Bristol (Paris, 1885) ; "An American's
Impressions of Bristol," in Glourestershire Xotes

Bristol o\ms and operates an electric-light plant, and Queries, Part XLIII. (London. 1889) ; Hunt,

at an annual profit of about $10,000. The city " •--"t~-j~- ^°°"- ^ -- .,..._._, -t,_:^..,

maintains public baths and wash-houses, charg-

ing a nominal price for their use, placing them

within reach of the poorer classes of the people.

Its markets net it annually about .$13,000.

There are numerous parks and pleasure grounds.

Among its educational institutions are, in addi-

tion to its public schools. University College,

Clifton College, the ancient grammar school (es-

tablished in 15.32), the Redland High School for

Girls, a school of art, a municipal school of

cookery, a municipal library (with seven branch

establishments), several museums, a zoological

and a botanical garden, and an observatoiT.

It has numerous benevolent and charitable

institutions, the Queen Elizabeth Hospital, the

Muller Orphanage, a sailors' home, a blind asy-

lum, and several hospitals, including two munici-

pal isolation hospitals.

The citv is one of the most important ports

in Great Britain, and its trade is of long stand-

ing. In the records of the Fourteenth Century

it "is mentioned as having a large trade in cloths,

leather, wine, and salt, and was one of the

'staple towns.' It was prominent in the early

commercial ventures and in discovery. It is the

port from which Jolm Cabot sailed in 1497 upon

the vovage which resulted in the discovery of the

mainland of America. Bristol traders colonized

Newfoundland and engaged largely in the com-

merce with the West Indies and the American

colonies. Shipbuilding has been a prominent in-

dustry there for many years. The GreatWestern,

the pioneer of steani communication across the

Atlantic (1838), was built at Bristol. The prin-

cipal imports are cattle, oils, hides, petroleum,

grain, tallow, and sugar; the exports are iron,

copper, tin plates, coal, salt, cotton goods,

earthenware, chemicals, and other manufactured

products. The total tonnage entered and cleared

at the port in the year 1899 was over 2,900.000.

The total value of imports and exports in 1900

exceeded £12,700,000 ($63,500,000) .
Bristol is

the seat of a United States consulate.

The city existed before the Roman invasion,

but dws "not come into prominent notice until

1069. when Harold's three sons, in an attempt to

regain their patrimony from William the Con-

queror, sailed up the 'Avon, but were defeated

under the walls of Bristol. Henry II. gave the

city its charter in 1171, and it received the rights

of a county from Edward III. During the Civil

War, Bristol was alternately held by Royalists

Bnsfo;( London, 1889) ; Latimer. Wn'sfoH Bristol,

1S98) : Taylor, fiome of the Public Institutions

of Bristol '(London, 1900) : "Bristol: A Glimpse
of tlie Old and Xew Munieipalitv," in Municipal
Journal, IX. (London, 1900) ; Masse. The Cathe-
dral Church of Bristol (London, 1901) ; Xicholls

and Taylor, Bristol, Past and Present, an Illus-

trated History of Bristol and its Xeirihhorhood
(Bristol, 1881-82); Latimer, Annals of Bristol

in the Nineteenth Century (Bristol, 1887).

BRISTOL. A borough in Hartford County,
Conn., IS miles west-southwest of Hartford, on
the Xew England Railroad (Map: Connecticut,

D 3). It has a public library. The manu-
factures include clocks, brass goods, tableware,

knit goods, tools, etc. Originally a part of

Farmington, Bristol was incorporated as a town
in 1785, and as a borough in 1893. Population,

in 1900, 6268. Consult Trumbull, Memorial His-

tory of Hartford County (Boston, 1886).

BRISTOL. A borough in Bucks County, Pa.,

23 miles northeast of Philadelphia, opposite Bur-

lington, X'. J., on the Delaware River, the Dela-

ware and Lehigh Canal, and the Pennsylvania

Railroad (Map: Pennsylvania, G 3). It has a
foundry and rolling-mills, carpet-factory, hosiery,

worsted, and yarn mills, planing-mill, wall-paper

factory, and patent-leather works. The borough
is noted for its mineral spring. Bristol, origi-

nally called Buckingham, was settled in 1681.

A detachment of the American Army was sta-

tioned here during part of the Revolution.

Bristol was first incorporated in 1720, and the

charter of that year, as revised in 1851, is now
in operation. The executive holds office for three

years, and the power of appointments is vested

with the borough council. Poi)ulation, in 1890,

6553; in 1900, 7104.

BRISTOL. A town, port of entry, and county-

seat of Bristol (bounty, R. I., 15 miles south by

east of Providence, on Xarragansett Bay, and on

the Xew York, Xew Haven and Hartford Rail-

road (Map: Rhode Island, C 3). Thfc public

library building is one of the features of the

town." Bristol has an excellent harbor, and the

principal industries are boat-building, and the

manufacture of rubber, woolen, and cotton goods.

Population, in 1890, 5478; in 1900, 6901.

Many antiquarians believe th.nt it was at or

near the present Bristol that the Xorthmen, in

1000 and subsequently, built the dwellings men-
tioned in the Icelandic Sagas. Within the
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limits of the present town the Xarragansett
village ilount Hope, the residence of Massasoit

and King Pliilip, was located, and it was near
here that the latter was killed in ItiTfi. Bristol

was first settled by the whites about 1675, and
was incorporated as a town in 1740. On October

8, 1775, and again on May 25. 1778, the English

entered the town and did considerable damage.
In 1S73 a portion of the township was annexed
to Warren. Consult llunro. History of Bristol

( rrovidcnce, 18801.

BRISTOL. A town in .Sullivan County, Tenn.,
alx) a city in Washington County, Va.. the
lunindarv line of the two States running througli

the principal street, on the Soutliern and Nor-
folk and Western railroads (Jlap: Virginia,
B 5). It has extensive lumber-mills, pulp-
mills, tannery, and minor manufactures. The
educational institutions include King College
(Presbyterian), organized 1SG7: Sullins College
( Methodist Episcopal, South ) , and Southwest
Virginia Institute (Baptist), for womeil, estab-
lished 1869 and 1884 respectively: and a Normal
College for negroes. Settled in 1851, Bristol was
incorporated the following year. The present
charter was adopted in 1898 and revised in 1901

:

it provides for a mayor, elected biennially, and
two councils, one in each State. There are
municipal water-works. Population, in 1890,
622(>; in 1900, 9850—5271 in Tennessee and 4579
in Virginia.

BRISTOL BAY. A shallow eastern arm of

Bering Sea, north of the peninsula of Alaska
(Map: Alaska, D 4).

BRISTOL BOARD. A thick, stiff paper
or line pastclxiard. made with a smooth and
sometimes with a glazed surface. It was first

made at Bristol, England, and is used by artists

and draughtsmen.

BRISTOL BOY, The. A nickname for
Thomas Chatterton.

BRISTOL BRICK, or BATH BRICK. A
substance composed of fine-grit sand, and used
mainly for cleaning and polishing table cutlery

and other bright steel surfaces. It was formerly
made only in Bristol. England, but is now pro-

duced in the United States,

BRISTOL CHANNEL. An inlet of the At-
lantic Ocean, in the southwest of England, be-

tween South Wales and ilonmouthshire on the

north, and the counties of Devon and Somerset
on the south, prolonged at its east end by the
estuary of the Severn (Jlap: England, B 5). It

is about 80 miles long and 5 to 48 miles broad,

the greatest breadth being between Saint Gowan's
Head and Hartland Point. It is the largest inlet

in Great Britain, having an irregular coast line

of 220 miles, and receiving a|drainage of 11,000
square miles. The chief rivers which How into it

are the Towy, Taff. Usk, Wye, Severn, Avon, Axe,
Parrott, Taw, and Torridge. The tides rise to an
extraordinary height—at Bristol, .35 feet; at
King's Road, 40 feet; and at Chepstow, a rise

of 47 feet has been recorded. Barnstaple or

Bideford and Bridgewater bays are on the south,

Swansea and Carmarthen bays and Jlilford

Haven on the north. Lundy Island is at the

entrance to the channel.

BRISTOW, bris'tA. Benjamin Helm (1832-

811). -\n .American lawyer and politician. He
was born in Elkton, Ky., graduated at .lefferson

College, Pa., in 1851, and practiced law in his

native State until the beginning of the Civil War,
when he volunteered for service in the Union
Army and soon rose to the rank of colonel. He
was appointed United States Solicitor-General in

1870. and was nominated as Attorney-General of

the L'nited States in 1873, but was not confirmed.

From 1874 to 1S7G he was Secretary of the Treas-

\iry, and in this office was active in the prose-

cution of the 'Whisky Ring" (q.v.). This gave
him a reputation as a reformer, and at the

Re])ublicau National Convention of 1S7(! he re-

ceived 113 votes on the first ballot for Presiden-

tial canflidate. In that year he removed to New
York, whei-e until his death he had a large legal

practice.

BRISTOW, George Frederick (1825-98). An
American musician and composer. He was born
in Brooklyn, N. Y., became a violinist in the New
Y'ork Philhannonic Society in 1842; from 1851

to 1862 was conductor of the New York Har-
monic Society, and subsequently conducted the

Mendelssohn Union. He was also organist in

various churches and a teacher of music in the

public schools of New Y'ork. His works include

J'ip Vail Winkle, an opera produced in New
Y'ork in 1855: an overture to an unfinished opera,

Columbus : an oratorio, Daniel (1867) : an Arca-

dian Si/mphoity (1874): and a cantata. The
Great Republic (1880), with accompaniment for

orchestra.

BRISTOWE MERCHANT, The. See FoRD,

John.

BRISTOWE TRAGEDY, The, or The Death
OF Sir Chari.es Badwin. A narrative poem by
Thomas Chatterton. presented by the author to

his vulgar patron, Catcott, in 1768, and printed

in quarto in 1772. It was the first of the "Row-
ley Poems." It describes the execution of a
romantic outlaw.

BRISTOW, or BRISTOE, STATION. A
village in Prince William County. Va.. four miles

southwest of Manassas .Junction, on the Southern
Railway. On August 26, 1862, during the Civil

War, General .Jackson, by a sudden movement,
captured a large quantity of Federal supplies and
munitions of war which had been stored here;

but, threatened by an attack of 40,000 Federals

under JIcDowell, he withdrew on the 27th to the

Bull Run battleground. Here, also, on October

14, 1863, the rear-guard of General ileade's

Federal army, under General Warren, repulsed

with great gallantry the attack of a superior

Confederate force under Gen. A. P. Hill, each

side losing between three and four hundred in

killed and wounded.

BRIT, or BRET. ( 1 ) The young of the com-
mon herring, formerly thought to be a small

separate species, living along the New England
coast. The term is frequently applied to the

small fry of various other marine fishes. (2)

A sailor's term for the food of tlie whalebone
whale, which consists of entoniostracans. ptero-

pods, and various other small surfaceswinuning
animals.

BRITAN'NIA ( Lat., Gk. BperTavla, Bret-

tania, from BpcTTaml, lircttanoi. Britons). Tlia

ancient name of England and Scotland. (See
Bkitannice In.sul.'E.) .lulius Ca'sar invaded

Britain twice, in n.c. 55 and 54. In the latter

year he subdued Cassivcjaunus, who agreed to
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pay tribute ; but as no Roman garrison was left,

the island remained independent." The emperors
Augustus, Tiberius, and Caligula niaiutained

friendly relations with its chiefs, as they thought

its subjugation would be too difficult. In a.d. 43,

under Claudius, the conquest began. The first

expedition secured a portion of the island; and
from that time, in spite of stubborn resistance,

especially bj' Caractacus and Boadicea, the in-

vasion progressed steadily, and Britain became

a Roman province. Agricola, in a.d. 78-85, fin-

ished the conquest up to the Firth of Forth, and
did much to Romanize the inhabitant*. The
people of the Highlands maintained their in-

dependence. In A.D. 122 Hadrian visited Brit-

ain and began the construction of the wall,

known by his name, from the T\Tie to the Solway,
some 70 miles in length. Later, in a.d. 142, the

wall of Antoninus was built across the narrowest
part of the island, from the Firth of Clyde to

the Firth of Forth, about 37 miles long. Both
of these walls were intended as ba-ses for military

operations, and were strengthened by numerous
military posts. They do not mark the frontiers

of the Roman possessions. The subsequent mili-

tarj- history of Roman Britain is marked by
few events of importance. (See Caledonia; Ca-
R.\.rsrus: Picts; Severus. Septimhts.) The Ro-
man legions were withdrawn in a.d. 409, and
Britain soon became the prey of invaders. See
Anglo-Saxons.

In the later Empire, according to the Xo/itjo
Dignitatiim, Britain formed a diocese of the pre-

fecture of Gaul and was subdivided into five

provinces: Maxima Cwsariensis.Vahntm. Britan-

nia Prima, Britannia fiecuncla, and Flavia Ccesa-

riensis. The boundaries of these provinces are
very uncertain. To insure the obedience of the
natives, at least three Roman legions were usu-

ally in Britain. Under the Romans, many towns
(coloniw and municipia)—fifty-six are enumer-
ated by Ptolemy—arose in Britain, and were the

means of diffusing Roman law and civilization

over the country. Among the most important
were: Londinium (London), Eboravum (York),
Verulamium (Saint Albans), Cumidodunum
(Colchester), Duroverinim (Canterbury), Venta
Icenorum (Xorwich), Aquw hlolis (Bath), and
lAndum (Lincoln). The Romans built many
roads (strain), of which there are still numerous
remains. (See Watling Street.) They also

developed Britannia into a corn-growing country.

Druidism was the religion of the Britons at their

comiuest by the Romans, but the latter intro-

duced Christianity and Roman learning into

the country. There are many remains still ex-

tant of the presence of the Romans in Britain,

such as camps, roads, ruins of houses, baths,

flues, altars, mosaic pavements, painted walls,

metallic implements and ornaments, weapons,
tools, utensils, pottery, coins, sculptures, bronzes,

inscriptions, etc. These remains sliow that the

Romans sought to render tlieir British concpiests

permanent, and that they had greatly improved

the arts of the ancient Britons, as is evident

on comparing the remains with the far ruder

native antiquities of the British prc-Roman or

prehistoric era, such as tumuli, barrows, earth-

works, so-called Druidical monoliths, and circles,

cromlechs, cairns, pottery, wea[)ons, tools, uten-

sils and ornaments, etc. Many of the Roman
remains in Britain also show that the Romans

had introduced into the country the refinements
and luxuries of Rome itself.

I'nder tlie term Britannia, Great Britain has
been personified in the fine arts as a female
seated on a globe or on an island rock, leaning
with one arm on a shield, with the other hand
grasping a spear or a trident. The first example
of this per.sonification is on a Roman coin of

Antoninus Pius (died a.d. 161). The figure re-

appears first on the copper coinage of England
in the reign of Charles II. (1665) : the celebrated

beauty, Jiliss Stewart, afterwards Duchess of

Richmoinl, is said to have served as model to

the engraver Philip Roettier. The Britannia

that appears on the reverse of British copper

coins since 1825 was the design of ilr. W. Wyon.
(See Numismatics.) .Among a considerable luun-

lier of good books on ancient Britain, consult

especially: Elton, Origins of English History
(London, 1882) ; and Scarth, Roman Britain

(London, 1883). Bury, in The Student's Roman
Empire (London, 1893), gives a very accurate

account of the conquest.

BRITANNIA METAL (first manufactured
in England; see below). An alloy of tin, anti-

mony, copper, and sometimes zinc. Its compo-
sition is adapted to the special uses for which
it is intended, the relative amounts of its con-

stituents being as follows: From 81 to 90 parts

of tin, fVom 8 to 16 parts of antimony, from
1 to 2 parts of cop])er, and sometimes 2 parts of

zinc. The alloy may be cast, and is malleable,

so that it can be rolled into thin sheets. Being
harder than pewter, it has largely superseded
that alloy for many purposes, while its other

valuable properties lead to its extensive use for

domestic utensils, such as spoons, drinking-cups,

and teapots. With the introduction of the elec-

tro-plating processes, it found an increased ap-

plication as a base for plated ware. A brilliant

lustre can be given to Britannia metal by heat-

ing articles made from it in a bath containing
cream of tartar, tartar emetic, hydrochloric
acid, powdered zinc, and powdered antimony.
By varying the proportions and omitting the
zinc, golden, cop|)er-red. violet, and blue-gray

tints may be obtained. .\ metallic ring has been

given to articles made from Britannia metal by
heating them in an oil bath to 220° C. Britan-

nia metal was first .manufactured in Shctfield,

England, by Hancock and Jessop, in 1770. At
]iresent Sheftield and Birmingham are the prin-

cipal localities of its manufacture. A variety

of Britannia metal, consisting of 9 parts of tin

and one part each of antimony, bismuth, and
lead, is called Queen's metal, and is used for

the same |iurposes as Britannia metal.

BRITANNIA SECUN'DA (Lat., second

Britain). The Roman name cif Wales (q.v.).

BRITANNIA TUBULAR BRIDGE. See

Bridge.

BRITAN'NICffi IN'SUL.ffi (Lat., transla-

tion of Gk. BptTToynoi vijaoi. Brettanikoi nesoi.

British Islands). A term used by Greek and

Roman authors for the liritish Isles, including

Albion (EngJand and Scotland) and llibemia,

or lerne (Ireland), with the adjacent islands.

The Phd'nicians visited these islands in order to

procure tin. Herodotus, in the Fifth Century

n.c mentions the Tin Islands, but knows noth-

ing definite about them or their location. Aris-
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totle, in the Fourth Century B.C., is the first to

mention them by name, and speaks of only the

two, Albion and lerne. Pytlieas of Jlassilia, a
little later, made a voyage to the British Isles,

and described them and their inhabitants at

considerable lenjrth. Julius Ciesar was the first

to call Albion 'Britannia.' Strabo and Diodorus
Siculus both speak of Britain at some length.

Ptolemy, about A.D. 1.50, described Ivernia and
Albion much more accurately. He located Scot-

land erroneously, but he gave an excellent ac-

count of the coast of England. Consult Tozer,

Histoni of Ancient Geography (Cambridse,
1897)."

BRITAN'NICTJS. The son of the Emperor
^Claudius and Messalina, born February 12, .v.D.

41. His real name was Tiberius Claudius
Oaesar: but the title Britannicus, by which he is

known in history, was bestowed by the Senate
after the campaign in Britain in 4.3. In 48 Mes-
salina was put to death, and Agrippina, who
now gained the ascendency over the Emjieror

and soon after married him, persuaded him to

pass over his own son, Britannicus, and name
as his successor her son, Nero. Fearful that
Britannicus might prove a rival, Xero, as em-
peror, caused him to be poisoned by Locusta,

early in .\.d. 55, at the age of 14 years.

BRITISH AMERICA. The general term
applied to the British possessions of Xorth
America north of the United States, which thus

include Canada and Xewfoundland. With a
broader meaning British America includes also

all British possessions on or adjacent to the

American Continent: in addition to the above,

they comprise the Bermuda Islands, the British

West Indies, Belize or British Honduras, British

Guiana, and the Falkland Lslands, which see,

under their respective headings.

BRITISH ARMY. See Armies.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE AD-
VANCEMENT OF SCIENCE. See Adv.vnce-

MENT OF Science, Associ.\tions foe the.

BRITISH CENTRAI, AF'RICA. A name
applied to the British territory north of the

Zambezi River, including the northern part of

Rhodesia (q.v.) and the" British Central Africa

Protectorate ( q.v. )

.

BRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA PROTEC-
TORATE. A Btitish colonial possession in Cen-

tral Africa, occupying the eastern part of Brit-

ish Central .Africa, known formerly as Xyassa-

land. It is bounded by Lake Xyassa, Portuguese
East Africa. Rhodesia, and German East Africa,

.and covers an area of over 42,000 square miles. It

occupies an elevated plateau, well watered, and
with a climate less unhealthful than any of the

surrounding territories. The principal river is the

Shire, which crosses the province of that name.
The chief agricultural products are rice and cof-

fee, the latter being cultivated mostly in the Shire

Province. The introduction of wheat has been

attended with considerable success. The chief

exports are coffee, rubber, and ivory. The total

value of the imports and exports for 1901

amounted to $710,000 and about .$190,000, re-

spectively, showing a considerable decline from
1900. The chief inland port of the protectorate

is Chiromo, at the junction of the rivers Ruo
and ShirC'. The British Government maintains

a naval station and free port at Chinde, on the

coast of Portuguese East Africa. The govern-
inent of the protectorate is administered by a
commissioner under the Foreign Ollice. For ad-
ministrative purposes the protectorate is divided
into twelve districts. The revenue is derived
chietlj- from a liut tax, customs duties, and a
Government grant. The local revenues and
total expenditures for 1901 amounted to $240,-

000 and .$380,000, respectively. There is a mili-

tary force of about 1300, under British and Sikh
officers, besides a naval force of three gunboats.
There is a telegraph line across the protectorate
to Lake Tanganyika, which is to be extended
to the Xile. The native population of the pro-
tectorate, calculated on the basis of the hut
tax, is about 900,000. The larger part of the
population is confined to the Shire Province,
while large tracts of territory are uninhabited,
on account of the slave raids of former times.
The European population numbers about 450.
The largest town is Blantyre. on the Portuguese
frontier, with a population of over tiOOO. includ-

ing about 100 Europeans. The headquarters of

the administration are at Zomba. The trade
ports are Port Herald, Chiromo, and Kotakota
(the last on Lake Xyassa).

British Central Africa Protectorate was or-

ganized in 1891 out of a part of the territory
administered by the British South Africa Com-
pany, and was put directly under the Foreign
Office. In 1895 war was carried on with vari-

ous tribes on the southern frontier, which, under
the leadership of Arab slave-traders, had been
raiding the country on man-hunting expeditions.
In 1898 and 1899 considerable progress was
made toward determining the boundary between
the protectorate and German and Portuguese
East Africa.

Consult: Johnston. BritM Central Africa
(London, 1897) ; Scott Keltic, The Partition of
Africa (London, 1895) : Decle, Three Years in
fiaragr Africa (London, 1897).

BRITISH COLTJM'BIA. One of the largest

of the provinces of the Dominion of Canada
(Map; Canada. E 5). situated on the Pacific

Coast, between the United States and the Yukon
District, latitudes 49° and G0° X. The southern
extension of Alaska forms a narrow strip be-

tween its northern half and the sea, as far south
as Portland Canal, below which the coast is bor-

dered by the Queen Charlotte and other lesser

islands and by the great island of Vancouver
(q.v.). The eastern boundary of the province
follows the watershed ridge of the Rocky Moun-
tains to Athabasca Pass, and then conforms with
the 120th meridian of west longitude to its in-

tersection with the 60th parallel, southwest of
the outlet of Great Slave Lake. This gives an
area of about 340.000 square miles.

Topography. Except the remote, almost un-
inhabitable northeastern corner, British Colum-
bia is, a-s it is popularly called, a "sea of moun-
tains.' Their general trend is northwest-south-
east, in conformity with that of the American
Cordillera, of which they are a part: but his-

torically they have much local individuality.
Orographically, the mountains fall into three
systems—the Rocky Mountains, in the eastern
half of the province, the Cascade Range in the
w'estern half, and the Coast Range, whose sum-
mits constitute the large islands. But one must
be more minute, in order to understand the
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geography of this region. The Rocky ^loiin-

tains. aUiiig the eastern bonier of the jnovince,

continue northwestward until they fade out in

the hills about Dease Lake. In the southern

part of the jirovinoe. where they are crossed by
the transcontinental railroad, they, with their

subordinate ranges, are about 1.50 miles wide,

and consist of lines and groups of upturned
Carboniferous and Devonian strata, present-

ing vast cliir faces toward the northeast, and
thinly wooded slopes toward the southeast.

They are broken by cross-valleys, giving exit

to streams to flow cast as the sources of the

North and South Saskatchewan, Athabasca, and
Peace rivers, and to the west as tributaries of

the Fraser and the Columbia ; geologically they

may be regarded as tlie equivalent of the foot-

hills that border the front of tlie Rocky Jloun-

tains farther south. These mountains rise from an
area of depression, the general level of the plains

about their base being not above 3000 feet, and
consequently their heights above the sea do not
often exceed 10,000 feet (Leroy, Goodsir, and
Victoria, and Dawson and Sir Donald among the

Selkirks. are among the loftiest summits in the

south, 10,000 to 11,000 feet in height) ; but far-

ther north, near latitude 53°, a much greater

elevation is attained, a group of peaks l.ving near

the headwaters of the Saskatchewan rising seem-

ingly to 13.000 and 14.000 feet, ilounts Brown
and Hooker are near this region, but their eleva-

tions are much less than they were at one time

supposed to be. The passes are correspondingly

low, those used by the railroads or for wagon-
roads varying from 0200 to 5500 feet at their

summits. West of these mountains, and divided

from them by a line of distant though narrow
gorges, occupied by Kootenay Lake and by the

bead-streams, successively northward, of the Co-

lumbia. Canoe, and Fraser rivers, there rises the

Columbia or Gold Range, which is composed of

Archtean rocks and represents the geological

backbone of the cordillera. A part of it, or close-

ly bound in with it, soutn of the 52d paral-

lel is the magnificent glacier-crowned Selkirk

Range, around which the Columbia makes its

way in a loop of continuous canons, and west

of which it flows southward, through the long

and narrow Arrowhead Lake, into the Unit-

ed States. The small and comparatively open

region at the southern end of the Selkirk

Range, in the central depression of which lie

Kootenay Lake and the tortuous Kootenay Riv-

er, is 'the Kootenay country,' which during the

last decade of the Nineteenth Centurj' became
prominent and populous as a mining and stock-

raising region. West of the Columbia gorges

lies the comparatively low, rounded, and forested

Gold Range proper, which is traceable north to

the 54th ])arallel, where the head-stream of the

Fraser forms a loop about its terminus, just as

the Columbia does about the Selkirks. It is in

the Selkirks that is situated the group of great

glaciers, so easily acwssible and constantly

visited by tourists from the Canadian Pacific

Railway (which crosses the range through Rog-

er's Pass, 4300 feet), among a chister of sum-

mits—Sir Donald, Mount Bonney, etc.—exceed-

ing 10,000 feet in altitude and perpetually cov-

ered with snow and ice. The Gold Range takes

its name from being the place where profitable

gold-mines were first found in the interior.

West of this system there lies a plateau val-
ley about 100 miles broad, contimied from the
United States nortliward 700 miles through
British Columbia. It-s northern portion luilds

the Parsnip and Kindlay rivers, wliieli, meeting
on the 5(ilh paralhd. form the Peace River and
break through to the east. South of a dividing
east and west line of hills, on the 54th parallel,

the waters gather in the large Fraser ami
Thompson rivers. These flow south through
deep cuts in the Carboniferous and later sur-

face rocks, and having united, cut their way
to the Pacific, near the international boundary,
in a series of remarkable canons, followed liy the
tianscontinental railway. This interior ])lateau.

whose valleys ha\e a general level of alxnit 1200
feet above the sea. is deeply cut by its many
streams, diversified by hills, and contains many
lakes confined in elongated valleys, of which the
largest are Babine and Stewart lakes, in the far

north; Quesnel Lake, in the centre; the Sica-

mous lakes, near the Canadian Pacific Railway;
and the long and important Okanagan Lake, in

the south.

Tlie mountains which lie between this interior

valley region and the Pacific Coast are locally

known as the Cascades, because they seem con-

tinuous with the Cascade Mountains of Oregon;
Init they are an immense local uplift, some 100
miles in width, reaching from the Fraser Delta,

which river in reality passes around their south-

ern end rather than across the uplift, northward
to the break in the coast marked by Chatham
Sound, the Skcena River, Portland Canal, etc.

They consist of a huge mass of Paleozoic rocks,

which have lieen so compressed, broken, and
heated by intrusions of granite and other vicis-

situdes as to be largely converted into crystal-

line rocks and greatly displaced ; so much so as
to be turned completrely upside down over large

areas. Hence the scenery is extremely rugged
and picturesque. The parallel range on Van-
couver Island, though similarly ancient, seems
to have been less violently disturbed in its ele-

vation. Little exploration has been ma<le of

these ranges, whose crowded peaks rise SOOO to
10,000 feet above the sea. and are loaded with
snowfields and glaciers. Their .seaward side is

deeply indented by long, narrow inlets (fine har-

bors), which make the coast closel.v resemble

that of Norway. Some of these inlets penetrate
the mountains for many milesf as Howe Sound,
lervis and Bruce inlets, the latter connected
with the large interior Chilco Lake. Dean Inlet

and D(JUglas Chainiel wind inland for more tlian

50 miles each, and the Strait of Georgia and
Queen Charlotte Sound are only similar arms
of the sea, meeting behind Vancouver Island in

the narrow water passage of .lohnstone Strait.

Ci.iM.\TF, AM) Soil. The climate of British

Columbia exhibits various constant phases, due
to topography and situation. It is, as a whole,

far warmer than that of the eastern coast at a
similar latitude, as will be recognized by re-

miniling the reader that between 4II"* and fiO°

on the Atlantic Coast lie the ice-bound and
desolate regions of Labrador. This warmth is

due to tlie fact that the prevailing winds come
steadily from the west, and reacli the land warm
with tiieir passage over the vast breadth of the

Pacific, whose waters on this coast have a tem-

perature of 52° F. (about the same as on the

Irish Coast), or 20 degrees warmer than those
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of the northwestern Atlantic. These vrana winds
are loaded with moisture. They are chilled by
their first contact with the high coast moun-
tains, causing rapid condensation of the mois-

ture and a heavy rainfall, accompanied by lib-

eration of heat. This is more marked at the

northern end of the province than in the south.

The consequence is an equable rainy climate on
the coast, vei-y similar to that of the south of

England, the rainfall usually amounting to about
86 inches at A'ancouver. It is least copious in

the early autumn. At Victoria the mean tem-
perature for January is 37.2° F. ; for JuU', 59.6°

F. ; and flowers bloom all the year round in the

gardens. At Agassiz, in the lower Fraser Val-

ley, the figures are Xi" and 63.9°. Relieved

of much of their moisture and warmth, lifted

up to 8000 or 9000 feet, and oiwled and rare-

fied by crossing the coast mountains, the west
winds are kept at that height by the buoying
currents of %\arm air rising from the heated
valleys, and blow across the great interior plain

without interruption: hence over this wide area
rain is very infrequent in summer, the snow-
fall is light in winter, and there results the con-

ditions of drouth, treelessness, and extremes of

beat and cold, which are characteristic of in-

terior plains ever^^vhere. At Kamloops, about
200 miles from the coast, the annual rainfall

hardly amounts to 12 inches, and the thermom-
eter varies from 100° above zero in midsum-
mer to 40° or .50° below zero in midwinter.
Agriculture depends upon irrigation, the table-

lands are covered with bunch-grass, and the
climate is like that of Idaho or Alberta. East
of these interior vallej's, however, stand the
Eoeky Mountains, whose summits catch the

wind and collect from it almost all its remain-
ing moisture. Hence the Gold Range and
Selkirks are crossed in all their lower slopes

with hea\"y forests, their crests bear hundreds
of glaciers, and the snowfall in the passes

amounts to 30 feet in depth ; and hence, also,

the powerful rivers they sustain. Little mois-
ture is left for the easternmost parts of the

Rockies, whose climate is comparatively dry,

very cold and clear in winter, and whose forests

are thin. Similar conditions in the north, with
the favorable addition of the Chinook, make the
Peace River Valley not only pleasantly habit-

able, but clothed with a vegetation much like

that of Ontario, and possessed of climatic and
agricultural possibilities similar to those of

Scotland.
Soils vary, of course, over so wide and diversi-

fied a region, but fertility is general. The rich

delta of the Fraser is a perennial garden, and
vegetables and fruits there reach an extraor-

dinary perfection. In the interior, light, dry
soils prevail, which prove highly productive
under irrigation, and seem particularly rich in

the Okanagan and Nicola districts. Arable re-

gions are limited, however, and form a small
part of the total area of the province. On the
interior plateau the rainfall is insufficient for

the growth of crops, and the rivers so generally
flow through deep, narrow channels that the
irrigable area is very limited. On the coast and
elsewhere, where the rainfall is greater, the
forest growth is usually so heavy that it re-

quires great expense to clear and maintain land
for cultivation. Wheat grows luxuriantly, but the
kernel is too soft for milling purposes. Xever-

theless, the southern portion of the province
contains scattered districts admirably adapted
to ranching and agricultural pursuits, and prog-
ress has been made in the delta and lower valley
of the Fraser River, and in the Okanagan dis-

trict. In the latter region, esiiecially, fruit-

farming and hop-raising are attaining much
importance, and the soutliern plateau and part
of the interior are remarkably well adapted to
the cultivation of these products, where labor
necessary for picking the hops is supplied by the
Indian population. In the late nineties the fruit-

growing i:idustry of the Fraser Valley sufl'ered

much from the prevalence of fungous diseases af-

fecting trees and fruit. Considerable market-
gardening is engaged in by the Chinese in the
neighborhood of tlie larger towns. The pastures
of British Columbia are proving valuable. On
the Cariboo road (between Soda Creek and Ques-
nel), there is a plain 150 miles long, and 60 or
SO wide; and between the Thompson ajid Fraser
rivers there is an immense tract of grazing land.

The creamery sjstom has been introduced, and in

1900 there were eight creameries in the ])rovince.

Flor.a. and Forests. The floi'a is distinctly

of a northern tj'pe, and the forest resources of
the province rank next to the mineral wealth
in importance. British Columbia probably con-
tains the largest \mbroken area of mercliantable
forests on the continent. The western slopes

of the mountains, particularly the coast ranges,
are covered with a dense growth of forest trees
which attain remarkable proportions. On the
eastern slopes the forests are not so dense nor
the trees so large, while much of the interior
plateau is well-nigh treeless. The lower Fraser
country especially is densely wooded. Smaller
streams and the numerous inlets and arms of the
sea give access to extensive forests all along the
coast. Owing to the very limited Pacific Coast
market, the forest resources have as yet been but
little drawn upon. Tliere are about eighty saw-
mills in the province, and the annual cut nins
from 50.000,000 to 100.000.000 feet. The most
abundant and valuable species is the Douglas fir.

On the coast it sometimes attains a height of 350
feet. The white cedar is also widely distributed,

and is extensively used for shingles and for fin-

ishing purposes. The yellow cedar, confined

largely to the more northern regions, is also of

great conmiercial value. The dense forests of
spruce and hemlock north of Knigl\t's Inlet afl'ord

an almost inexhaustible supjily of pulp-wood of

a superior quality. The precipitous coast streams
supply all the power necessary for carrying on
tlie pulp-manufacturing industry, and arrange-
ments have been made looking to its establish-

ment. Other important varieties are Menzie's
fir, yellow pine, arbor vita', yew, oak, white
maple, as])en, cherry, willow, and cottouwood.

Faixa. The animals of British Columbia are
those of the Northwest generally. Wapiti re-

main only along the eastern foothills of the
Rocky ^lountains, but moose, black-tailed deer,

and caribou are abundant tlinniglmut llie valleys

everywhere, while the bighorn abounds upon the
Alpine ])astures of the Rocky llountains and the
white goat frequents the .summits of the coast
ranges. Beai-s, wolves, and wild-cats are known
everywhere, but the puma is unknown except
along the southern border, and is rare there.

Fur-bearing aninuils are numerous, and in the
northern part a great trade in the collection
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of peltries from Indian trappers is still carried

on. This province presents more attractions to

the sportsman and hunter of big game than al-

most any other part of North America; and
excellent game-lisli abound in all its streams.

Geology. The geology of British Columbia
has been studied only in a verj- general way,

and large areas arc still unexplored. In the

Rocky Mountains, Archa>an rocks are represent-

ed by granites, gneisses, and schists, which

underlie immense thicknesses of Paleozoic strata

ranging from the Silurian to the Carboniferous.

Jura Trias beds are foimd overlying the Paleo-

zoic in ))laces. At the close of the Triassic, the

first ui)hcaval took ])lace in the Gold Range, and
in the liighlands of Vancouver and Queen Char-

lotte islands. Cretaceous rocks are found along

the coast, and jirobably also along the u|)per

course of the Skeena and the Lower Xeclujcs

rivers.' They hold valuable coal deposits where
they outcrop on Queen Cliarlotte and A'ajicouver

islands. Tertiary strata occur in the soutliwest-

ern coast region. In the interior of British Co-

lumbia between tlie Rocky and Coast ranges

there are areas occupied by limestones, quartz-

ites. serpentines, and igneous rocks, the age of

which has not been determined. A large part of

British Columbia is mineralized, and gold, sil-

ver, lead, and copper ores are wrought in numer-
ous localities. Rossland, Kaslo, Yale, Nelson,

Slocum, Trail, and New Denver are important
centres of mining industry. Auriferous grav-

els, resulting from the erosive action of glaciers

and rivers, are of widespread occurrence and
yield considerable quantities of gold.

Miking. Mining is the principal industry of

the province. Placer mining for gold was car-

ried on extensively as early as 1857 along the

Fraser River and its tributaries. In 1803 the

outi)ut reached $3,000,000, a large part lieing

obtained from the northern interior, about the

headwaters of tlie Fraser, called the Cariljou

District. The output then diminished, reaching

the minimum of .'(1380,000 in 1893. Tlie intro-

duction of hy<Iraulic methods and machinery

produced a revival of industry and so increased

the output that in 1000 the product exceeded

$4,700,000 in value, nearly three-fourths of

which was obtained from the lode mines. Silver

and lead are obtained from the same ores in

the southeastern part of the province, and they

have consequently bad a parallel development.

The silver output im-reased in value from .$73,000

in 1890 to $2,400,001) in 1900. while the value

of the lead for the latter year slightly exceeded

that anunint. Coi>])er-niining is one of the most
recent in development, but one of the most
promising in its outlook. This, too, is obtained

from the southeastern portion of the jirovince,

where extensive operations began aboiit 1800. in

the Kootenay district. From $111,000 in 1800,

the value of the oulinit increased to $1,(;00.000 in

1900. The output of coal (bitnmincius) doubled

in value during the decade, being $4,300,000 in

1900. This, liowever, is mined almost exclusively

from Vancouver Island. Vast resources of coal

exist in the eastern foothills of the Rockies.

FipiiERiKS. The position of British Columbia
upon the Pacific coast, giving her the advantage

of the enormous quantities of fish which fre-

quent the coast waters and streams, is another
important source of wealth to the province.

British Columbia is second to Nova Scotia alone

in the importance of her fisheries. The exports

of fish exceeded $1,000,000 for the first time

in 188-2, and exceeded .$2,000,000 in 1800, while

in the nineties the exports averaged about .$3,-

500,000. The total value of the product in 1899
was $5,200,000, of which $4,000,000 represented
the salmon-fisheries. The salmon-fisheries are
most extensive along the Fraser River. On this

river only nets are allowed, which, together with
other stringent regulations, has prevented the

depletion of the supply. Seal-fishing is not so

important as in former years. The catch in-

creased from 9000 in 1883 to 95,000 in 1894. when
it declined to 35.500 in 1900. The greater por-

tion of the catch was from pelagic fi.shing. Her-
ring, sturgeon, halibut, oolachan, and cod are
among the fishery products.

Tb.\nsportation and Commerce. The trans-

portation facilities of British Columbia have not
been fully developed. Communication with the

East is, however, established by means of the

Canadian Pacific Railroad, which crosses the

province, and is connected at two points with the

railroad system of the United States. The same
company has a branch route frcvm the East into

the Kootenay region, where the short lines and
steamboat routes connect the various mining
towns. The rivers, as a rule, are too precipitous

to admit of navigation. Steamers ascend the

Fraser as far as Fort Yale, and others run upon
its upper waters, and on Lake Okanagan, etc.

;

but the interior is dependent for transportation

mainly upon stage lines. Telegraph and mail
routes penetrate to all civilized jjarts of the

province. Its position on the Pacific gives Brit-

ish Columbia an advantage with respect to the

Oriental and Pacific Coast trade, but there is

some uncertainty as to what the future of this

will be, particularly in view of tlie building of

an Isthmian canal. The province imported $10.-

300.000 worth of goods for home consumption in

1900, the value having doubled during the decade.

The total exjiorts amounted to $17,800,000, or

three times tliat of a decade earlier. Coal and
lish are the two most important exports.

GovEBXMENT. British Columbia is represented

in the Canadi.in Parliament by three Senators

and six meml)ers of the House of Commons. The
local government is in the hands of a local

Legislature of thirty- eight elected members, a
Lieutenant-Governor, appointed by the Dominion
Governnient, and an Executive Cmincil. The chief

towns are \ictoria and Vancouver. At the close

of the e<'iitury the receipts amounted to $1,544.-

000—the Dominion subsidy, general mining re-

ceipts, and free miners' certificates being the

most important sources. The expenditure for

the same year was $1,831,000, the construction

of public works, education, and interest on
public del)t being the largest items.

Banks. The clearing-house transactions of

Victoria in 1900 amounted to $32,000,000, and
those of Vancouver to .$40,100,000. The province

contains post-office and Government savings-

banks.
INDICATION. There are free public schools, and,

dilTeriiig from most Canadian provinces, they are
.

wholly under secular control. The system com-
prehends common, graded, and high schools, with

a total tciK-hing force of nearly 500. There are

also a number of private schools. The city school

districts are divided into three classes, and to

these the Provincial Government gives a per
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capita allowance of $13, $15, and $20, respective-

ly, according to the average actual daily attend-

ance of public-school pupils, and all additional
expenses are locally provided for. The total cost
of education to the province in 1899-1900 was
5307,479, and to the cities, $81,886. Schools in

the rural districts are under the management of

a board of three trustees, while in the city dis-

tricts the trustees number three, five, or seven,

according to the class into which the city falls.

The wives of qualified freeholders or leaseholders

are eligible for the position of school trustees.

Religion. The leading religious denomina-
tions, according to the census of 1901. are: CJiurch
of England. 40.072; Catholics, 34,227; Presby-
terians, 34,170; Methodists, 25,021; Baptists,

tiSOG; and Lutherans, 5332. Among the Chinese
and -Jajjanese there were 10,027 Buddhists and
4804 Confucians.

Population. In 1901 the population num-
bered 178.057, or nearly double tliat of 1891.

the largest rate of increase recorded in any of

the Canadian provinces during that decade. In
the five-year period, 1890-1900, there were 27,273

immigrants into the province, or nearly twice
those of any preceding period of equal lengtli.

Only a little over half, or 99,012, were born in

Canada, of whom 59,589 were born within the

province. Of the other countries represented, the

most important are: the British Islands. 30,629;

the United States, 17,164; China. 14,570; and
Japan, 3515. A sentiment has developed against

the .•\siatics, and they do not come in as large

numbers as formerly. As is common in newly
settled countries, the males (114,081) far out-

number tlie females.
Victoria, the capital, containing a population

of 20.800, is situated in the southern extremity
of V^ancouver Island. Vancouver, the largest

city, population 26,200, is situated on the coast

of the mainland. Of the other cities, the largest

are Xanaimo. 6130; Nelson, 5273; Rossland,

•t>159; and Xew Westminster, 6499.

IxDi.\N.s. The census of 1901 gives the Indian
population as follows : West Coast Agency, 2750

;

Fraser Eiver Agency, 3380 ; Babine and Upper
Skeena Agency. 2783; Williams Lake Agency,
1899 ; Northwest Coast Agency, 3994 ; Kootenay
Agency, 562 ; Cowichan Agency, 2029 ; Kamloops
Agency, 2880 ; Okanagan Agency, 651 ; Kwaw-
kewlth Agencv, 1639; bands not counted, about
2500; making a total of 25.068. While the
Indians are decreasing in numbers, the amount
of the decrease is not kno\\'n. owing to the

uncertain accuracy of earlier estimates. The in-

fluences of civilization, however, are thought to

have arrested the decay, and there is even an in-

crease in some of the tribes. The status of the

coast tribes of British Columbia presents a
number of contrasts with that of the Indians
of the interior plains and regions farther east.

Food is more abundant, the climate is milder,

and the Indian is more industrious, and conse-

quently famines are almost unknown, although
no annuities or financial assistance is given
them. Many of them now own comfortable
houses. Land is set aside for the Indians, which
they are not allowed to sell without permission
from the Government. They are not obliged,

however, to remain on these reservations, but
may acquire property elsewhere, and under cer-

tain conditions are admitted to the rights of

franchise. Acts passed by the Indian chiefs and

councilors may be enforced if approved by the
Government. Their interests are protected by the
Indian Department of the Dominion Government.
The census returns 07C9 as Protestant and 12,628
as Catholic. The Indian schools are conducted
on denominational lines.

History. Captain Cook, the famous explorer,
visited a part of the coast of British Columbia
in 1778, and ten years later an English settle-

ment was established at Nootka b\' Cai)tain John
Meares, formerly a lieutenant in the British
Navy, though it was almost immediately broken
up by the Spanish, who claimed tlie whole coast
a-j far as the Russian possessions, on tlie basis of
prior discovery. For some time war appeared
imminent between England and Spain, but in

1793 the difficulties between the two Courts were
settled by arbitration, England receiving all the
northwest coast from Nootka Sound to the Rus-
sian trading posts in Alaska. Meanwhile, in

1792, Captain George Vancouver (q.v.) circum-
navigated the island which bears his name, be-

sides exploring a part of the coast of the main-
land; and in 1793 Alexander ilackenzie (q.v.),

a partner in the Northwest Company, reached the
coast of the present British Columbia after an
arduous overland journey from Lake Athabasca.
For many years the territory now included within
the province formed part of 'New Caledonia,'

throughout which the Northwest Company and
later the Hudson's Bay Company (with which the
Northwest Company was amalgamated in 1821)
carried on trading operations; and in 1843 a fort

was built by the Hudson's Bay Company on the
site of the present city of Victoria. A consider-

able portion of the territory at tliis time was
claimed by the United States, on the strength of

the Louisiana Purchase, and feeling ran high,

giving origin to the campaign cry of '54-40 or
fight.' But under Polk the matter was arbitrated.

In 1849 Vancouver Island was erected into a
Crown colony, though it remained under the vir-

tual control of the company. Sir James Douglas
occupying both the position of Governor and that
of the company's chief factor. In 1856 an assem-
bly was called, though the island was still only

sparsely settled. Gold was discovered in the bed
of the Fraser River in 1856, and, settlers having
arrived in some numbers, New Caledonia was also

organized as a Crown colony in 1858 under the
name of British Columbia, of which also Douglas
acted as Governor for several years. In 1863 an
act was passed by the British Parliament estab-

lishing as the boundaries of the colony the Pa-
cific Ocean and the frontier of the Russian terri-

tory in North America to the west, the sixtieth

parallel of north latitude to the north, the one
hundred and twentieth meridian of longitude and
the summit of the Rocky Mountains to the east,

and the northern boundaiy of the United States

to the south. The two colonies were united under
the name British Columbia in 1866. and five years
later the new province thus created was admitted
into the confederation of Canada, the Dominion
Government pledging itself to pay a considerable
subsidy to the province and to secure the con-

struction within ten years of a railroad connect-

ing the seaboard of the pi-ovince with the main
railway system of Canada. The road, however,
was not completed until 1885. Soon after its

admission into the Dominion, British Columbia
secured a constitution under which a goveriuuent
was organized similar to those of the other prov-
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inces. The southern, southwestern, and north-

western (Klondike) boundaries of Britisli Coliuii-

bia have at various times formed tlie subject

of considerable controversy between the United
States and Great Britain. See Oregon ; and San
JlAX BOINDAUY DiSPlTE.

BiBLTOCiRAPiiY. British Association for the

Advancement of Science, Handbook of Canada
(London, 1897) ; Gosnell, i'ear Book of British

Columbia (London, 1808) ; Mill, Xew Lands
(London. 1900) ; Begg. History of British Coliim-

lia (Toronto, 1894): Baillie-Groliman, Fifteen

Years in the Hiinlinn Grounds of lle.s^c™ Amer-
ica and British Columbia (London. 1900);
Smith, "The Archipologj- of Britisli Columbia." in

American Antiquarian, Vols. XXIIL, XXV. (Chi-

cago. 1901) : Green, Among the Selkirk (Jlaciers

(London. 1890) ; Ingersoll, The Canadian Guide-

Book : Part II., Western Canada (New York,

1893) ; Dawson (and others), Rejiorts Geological

Survey of Canada, and Official Publications of

the Prorinec of British Columbia.

BRITISH EAST AFRICA. All the terri-

tory within the British sphere of influence, situ-

ated between German East Africa, Congo Free
State, and French Congo on the south and west,

Italian Somaliland, Abyssinia, and Egyptian
Sudan on the north, and the Indian Ocean on the

east (Map: Congo Free State. G 2). Outsiile of

this territory under the immediate control of

the British Foreign Office, British East Africa

also embraces the islands of Zanzibar and Pemba,
which are under the rule of the Sultan of Zanzi-

bar. A large part of the territory of British

East Africa constituted formerly the dominions

of the British East Africa Company. Its area

is estimated at 1,000.000 square miles, but these

figures can hardly be considered as accurate, in

view of the fact that the northern boundary line,

separating the EgjT)tian Sudan, and a part

of the western boundary are only vaguely out-

lined. P'or administrative purposes the colony

is divided into the protectorate of Uganda (q.v.)

and British East Africa Protectorate (q.v.).

BRITISH EAST AFRICA PROTECTOR-
ATE, or Ibea (originating from the initials of

Imperial Britinh East Africa Company) . The
southeastern part of British East Africa (q.v.),

extending fnmi the Umba to the Juba River, and
inland as far as the boundaries of Uganda (q.v.).

Its area is estimated at 280.000 square miles.

The northern portion of the territory presents a
striking contrast to the southern. The former is

generally only slightly elevated, although the

part bordering on .\byssinia is interspersed with
isolated mountains from .5000 to 7000 feet high.

It is a dry region, swarming in the vicinity of

the coast with tsetse- (lies, which render impossible

the employment of animals for the carriage of

burdens. The southern part resembles in its for-

mation the northern part of German East Africa,

and is covered by mountain masses of volcanic

origin, some of the sumiuits. as those of the

Alwrdare and Kenia mountains, reaching alti-

tudes of 1.1.000 and 17.000 feet. The district

bordering on Uganda has an elevation of 4000 to

7000 feet and is well adapted for cattle-raising.

Ihe climate is generally iinbealthful except in

the more elevated ^arts of the interior, which are

practically the only part of the colony adapted

to European colonization. The only rivers flowing

through the coast region are the Sabaki and the

Tana, the latter being navigsiblc for about 280
miles. The lack of surticient water communica-
tion on the coast presents an almost insuperable
obstacle to the development of that region, and
before the construction of the Uganda Railway
considerably hindered the development of the
interior as well. The agricultural land is situ-

ated mainly around the upper stream of the
Tana and the Umba, and yields bananas, sugar,
rice, corn, and cocoanuts. The principal products
exported are ivor_\-, rubber, live animals, and ani-
mal products. The annual value of the trade
amounts at present to over .$1,000,000, of which
nearly .$1,400,000 represent imports. The terri-

tory is making sIckw progress and the commerce
has not materially increased since the territory
was first put under the administration of the
Crown, a fact due in part to the instability of the
British rule and tho fre<iuent disturbances with
which the British military force is unable to cope.
The protectorate is administeretl by a conunission-
er, who is also the British agent at Zanzibar. The
rule of the British Government extends only along
the coast and in the vicinity of the Uganda Rail-
way. In the interior the natives are very little

interfered with, and daring raids on caravans al-

most in view of Englisli forts, are bj' no means
rare occurrences. The Uganda Railway was
completed in 1901 to Kisimui. on Lake Victoria
Xyanza, .")72 miles. The population of the pro-
tectorate is estimated at 2,.500.000. It consists
mainly of numerous tribes of Bantu and Hamitie
origin. The latter confine themselves mainly to
agriculture and are giaicrally subject to the
nomadic herdsmen of their own race. The num-
ber of Europeans is about 4.50. and tliere are
about 25,000 Asiatics, mostly Arabian merchants
and Indian coolies imported for the Uganda
Railway. The capital and the largest town is

!Mombas,a, with a po])ulation of about 27.000.

The British East Africa Protectorate was
constituted in 1895 as an administrative division

of Britisli East Africa, the other division being

the I'ganda Protectorate (q.v.). which was or-

ganized in 1894. For about seven or eight years
]>revious tlie region had been under the control

of the Imperial British East Africa Comjjany.
Treaties delimiting the British s])liere of intlu-

ence were made with Germany in 18S(i and 1890,

and with Italy in 1891. Consult: Purvis, Hand-
book of British Kast Africa and Uganda (Lon-
don. 1900) ; British Empire Series (London,
1899) : The Ilise of Our East .ifrican Empire
(London, 1893); Lugard, British East Africa
and Vgaiida- (London, 1892).

BRITISH ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION.
An association founded in London in 1890. maiii-

ly for the purpose of stimulating economic
studies through the publicatiim of a quarterly
joumal known as The Econmnie Journal, of

which Prof. F. T. Edgeworth. D.C.L.. All Souls
College. Oxford, and Mr. Henry Higgs, the sec-

retary of the association, are editors. Mr. Go-
sclien has been its president from the beginning,
and it nund)ers among its vice-presidents Mr.
Bryce. Mr. .lohn Morley. Mr. Balfour, and others

well known in public life. The Economic Journal
is the foremost economic publication in scientific

value in the British Empire and represents all

shades of economic opinion. The association

holds no regular scientific meetings, but gives an
annual dinner in London, at which the near-by
mend)ers come together.
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BRITISH EMPIRE. Under this designa-

tion are included all the territories united under
the Crown of Great Britain and subject to the

ultimate control of the Imperial rarliament at
Westminster. Round the United Kinftdom of

Great Britain and Ireland, as a nucleus, arc

j>rouped a large number of dependencies in all

quarters of. the globe, which maj' be divided into

five classes, according to the degree of self-gov-

ernment possessed by each. ( 1 ) The first class

would comprise those States in America. Austra-

lasia, and Africa, which enjoy the fullest meas-
ure of autonomy as far as this may be assured
by an independent legislature and judiciary, sub-

ject only to the limited control which the Crown,
as executive, may see fit to exercise through
its representatives, the Governors of the separate
colonies. Under this head would come Newfound-
land, the Bahama Islands. Barbados, and the

Bermuda Islands, in the Western Hemisphere;
the new-born Commonwealth of Australia and
New Zealand, in Occanica. and Cape Colony and
Natal, in South Africa. In every one of these

dependencies the lawmaking power is vested in a
' representative legislature acting in cooperation
with an executive appointed by the Crown. In

theory tlie Crown may disallow any law enacted
by the colonial Parliaments, but, in accordance
with the well-established principles of English
policy regarding the relations of the legislature

and the executive, the right of veto is practically

in abeyance or exercised only in case where evi-

dently the interests not merely of a single colony,

but of the entire Empire, are at stake. (2) The
second class of dependencies embraces the colonies

in which the lawmaking power is vested in a Gov-
ernor and a single-chambered legislative council,

the latter composed, in most cases, partly of nomi-
nees of the Crown and partly of representatives

elected by the people. This group would include

the Channel Islands; Malta and Cyprus, in the

Mediterranean Sea ; Ceylon and Mauritius, with
its dependencies, in the Indian Ocean ; and, in

America, Jamaica, the Leeward Islands, and
Ouiana. (3) A grade below are those dependen-
cies which are ruled by a Governor and a council

nominated entirely by the Crown. In these the

element of representative government is entirely

absent. To this category belongs the richest pos-

-session of the British Crown, the Empire of

India, which is ruled by a Governor and a nomi-
nated legislative council in India, acting under
the supervision of the Secretary of State for

India and a council appointed by him in (Jreat

Britain. Other possessions of the same rank are

the Crown colonics of Gibraltar. Aden, and Hong
Kong, the .Straits Settlements, the islands of

Ascension and .Saint Helena in the South Atlan-

tic, and a large number of dependencies in Africa,

including the Orange River Colony, the Trans-

vaal Colony, Basutoland. Nigeria, the Gold Coast,

Lagos, Gambia, and Sierra Leone. In America
the list comprises British Honduras, Trinidad,

the Windward Islands, and the Falkland Islands.

Fiji, in the Pacific Ocean, also belongs in the

same class. In each of these colonies the power
is vested in a British official, known variously as

Governor, High Commissioner, or Administrator,
who may or may not be assisted in his functions

by an appointed council. Certain of the so-

called protectorates are in reality examples of

the same type. Such are the East Africa Protec-

torate and the Central Africa Protectorate, which

are directly ruled by British ofHcials, in the one
case by the Consul-General at Zanzibar, in the
other by a resident. (4) Rhodesia and British
North Borneo are at present the only instances of

a type of colony once so important in the im-
perial scheme of Great Britain—a dependency,
namely, which is administered by a trading cor-

poration whose rights are based upon treaty
relations with the native chiefs, and which acts

under the control of the British Government.
Thus in Rhodesia the administrator of the com-
pany is assisted in the perfornumce of his duties

by the British resident, and in the case of British

North Borneo the Governor appointed by the di-

rectors of the company must be confirmed by the

British Secretary of State for the Colonies. (5)

Finally there are the British protectorates, pos-

sessions in which, the native government has been
left intact, but made merely the machine for the

execution of the will of Great Britain. In each
case a British otficial is set by the side of the

native authorities with ample power to restrain

all acts deemed hostile to British interests or the

welfare of the community, and. in the last resort,

to assume the government himself. To this last

class belong the native States of India ; the coun-

try of Sikkim, in tlie Himalayas; the island of

Socotra and the Bahrein Islands, in the Persian
Gulf ; Zanzibar, the Somali Coast, Bechuanaland
Protectorate, and Uganda Protectorate, in Af-

rica ; and the Tonga or Friendly Islands, in the

Pacific.

Owing in great measure to the dispersion of

the British territories all over the globe, to the

heterogeneous elements of population within
them, and to the diversity in the form of govern-

ment and the degree of autonomy enjoyed by the

various classes of colonies, the name British

Empire does not connote as definite an entitj' as

does, for instance, the term Russian Empire. In

fact, the conception of empire is new to the

minds of most Englishmen, who have been used
to look upon the colonies as held together more
by the ties of race, language, and conunerce than
hy a common subservience to a sovereign metrop-

olis. In those colonies especially where the Brit-

ish race is in the ascendency, as it is in the

Commonwealths of Australia and Canada, there

has been little disposition on the part of the

mother country to obtrude her suzerainty in any
obnoxious form; and so loose, indeed, are the

Ideas of empire still, that many Englishmen re-

gard with complacency the possibility of the

establishment of independent States in Canada
and Australia, believing that the bonds of com-
mon interests would be a sufficient substitute for

the loose political ties now existent.

Within the last two decades, however, the name
British Empire received a new meaning through

the activity of the so-called Greater Britain

Party, whose efforts to build up in England a
consciousness of imperial greatness and of the

destiny of the British race have been materially

aided by the events connected with the war
against the South African republics.

The case of Egypt, which, nominally under
Turkish suzerainty, is in matters of defense,

finance, and to a great extent of foreign rela-

tion, controlled by British policy, may serve as

an il lust rat iim of the vagueness connected with
the appellation British Empire. Though oifi-

cially the countrj' is in no way subordinate to

Great Britain, and should not for that reason be
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Sir Hans Sloane (q.v.), his great natural his-

tory and art oolleotioiis. with a large number
of books and manuscripts, were in 1753 offered

to the Government for £20,000, the first cost
having been over £50,000. The necessary funds
were raised by a lottery, and the collection, to-

gether with the Harleian and Cottonian libraries

(the latter of which, presented to the nation in

1700, was the real beginning of the museum).
were arranged in Montague House, which was
bought for the puiijosc. The institution was
opened in 1759, under the name which it now
bears. The acquisition of new collections made
enlargement necessary; and linally, in 1823, the
eastern wing of the present building was erected,

to receive the library of George III. The com-
pletion of the structure was delayed until 1847.

It is a hollow square, Ionic in architecture, with
an imposing facade 370 feet long on Great Russell
Street, flanked by the residences of the chief

officers. The principal subsequent addition was
the splendid reading-room erected within the
quadrangle (1854-57), at a cost of £1.50.000. It

is circular in form, with a dome 106 feet in

height and 140 in diameter. The library of the

museum contains over three miles of book-

cases, eight feet high, which is equivalent to

space for 1.000,000 octavo volumes. The read-

ing-room proper in the dome contains 60,000
more. It has accommodation for 200 readers,

and in details of arrangement, ventilation, etc.,

is admirably adapted to its purpose, thanks very
largely to the imwearying care of Sir Antonio
(then Mr.) Panizzi (q.v.), the principal li-

brarian, during its construction. When the nat-

ural-history departments claimed more space,

a new building was erected for their exclusive

use in Cromwell Road, near the South Kensington
Museum, at a cost of nearly £400.000. To this>

which has been in use since 1881, the zoological,

mineralogical, geological, and botanical depart-

ments were transferred, all very rich in speci-

mens and constantly increasing. The main
building was also considerably enlarged in 1873
and 1888, for the benefit of the departments of

Greek sculpture and of prints; and several

acres of ground adjoining were secured in 1895
for future extension.

Only a brief account can be given of the

wealth of collections contained in the museum.
They were originally arranged in three depart-

ments—printed books, manuscripts, and objects

of natural histori-. There are now eight in the

museum proper.

Printed Boohs.—This is the largest depart-

n;ent. and, from Sir Hans Sloane's original col-

lection of 50,000 volumes, has grown to enor-

mous proportions, by purchase, bequests, and
donations. Under the Copyright Act of 1842,

it receives a copy of every book published in

England. The annual increase from all sources

is nearly 50,000 volumes, and the total number
of printed books is now about 2,000,000, exceed-

ed only by the Biblioth^que Nationale in Paris.

The old manuscript catalogue, which used to

extend to some 3000 volumes, has at last been
superseded b\' a printed one, begun in 1881 under
the supervision of the learned librarian. Dr.
Garnett, and requiring about 600 volumes. The
most extensive and valuable additions have been
the royal eolleetions f^iven by the last three

Georges, David Garrick's collection of plays

(1779), the natural-history library of Sir Joseph

Ranks (1820). and the Grenville collection

(1847). Over 50.000 printed and 20.000 manu-
s'-ript maps form a special sub-department. Ac-
cess to the library is granted by tlie issuing of a
reader's ticket, on a written a])plication accom-
panied by the recommendation of a householder.
The total number of persons using the reading-
room in 1900 was 198,566.

Mantixcript Department.—This now contains
upward of 35,000 volumes, besides eharters,
seals, and Egyptian, Greek, and Roman papyri.
It includes the Cottonian manuscripts (see CoT-
Tox, Sir Robert Bruce), rich in documents re-

lating to English history; the Harleian collec-

tions (see Harlet, Robert), specially rich in
illuminated and classical manuscripts; those
from the royal library given by George II. in
1757, and containing, among other very valu-
able things, the Codex Ale.xandrinus (q.v. under
Uini.E) ; the Basilicon Doron of .lames I. in his
own handwriting: and many priceless literary
autographs. The most important recent addi-
tions to this department are the Stowe manu-
scripts, purchased from Lord Ash1)urnham. and
430 volumes of the Duke of Newcastle's papers.

There is a separate department of Oriental

printed books and manuscripts, established in

1892; and the former antiquities department,,
dating from 1807, was in 1861 divided into the
three which follow.

Greek and Roman Antiquities.— Sir Hans
Sloane's small collection was the nucleus of this
department, which for a niunber of years made
slow progress. In 1772, by the piirchase of Sir
W. Hamilton's collections, a number of impor-
tant vases were secured, and at the end of the
same century the Dilettanti Society (q.v.) gave
the results of their expedition to Ionia. In 1805
the collection of Grieco-Ronian sculpture formed
by Charles Townley was purchased for £20,000,
to be followed in 1814 by the Townley collection

of bronzes, gems, and coins. In the same year
the frieze of the temple of Apollo at Bassse (see

Phigaliax i\I\RBi.ES) was purchased. It was,
however, in 1816 that the most valuable acces-

sion reached the museum, in tlie shape of the

Elgin Marbles (q.v.), purchased for £35,000, and
including the statues and reliefs from the Par-
thenon. Since then the display of sculpture
has been increased bv the Lvcian monuments
brought back by Sir" Charles" Fellows (1842),
and by the results of the excavations at Hali-
carnassus, Cyrene, Ephesus, and Priene, as well
as by the purchase of collections and single

monuments. To the vases and small objects

have been added the Burgon and other collec-

tions, including a valuable series of vases from
Camiros and Naucratis. The collection of gold,

silver, and gems was greatly enriched by the
addition of the Castellani collections in 1872-73.

Coins and Medals.— This, whose beginning
came from the Cotton and Sloane collections,

iias grown to be a large and interesting depart-
ment, arranged as Greek, Roman, Mediaeval and
Modern English, and Oriental. In 1872 £10,000
were spent in purchasing the finest Greek and
Roman specimens of the Wigan collection.

Eijyptian and Assyrian .Intiquities (imtil
1881 called Oriental Anticpiilics) .—This collec-

tion began with the antiquities which fell into
British hands at the capture of Alexandria in

1801; but its most valuable acquisitions date
from the middle of the century, and are due to
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Layard, Rawlinson, George Smith, and other fa-

mous explorers. It is now a siiifnilarly com-

plete and varied collection of Egyptian, Baby-

lonian, Assyrian, Phoenician, and Semitic an-

tiquities.

British and ^fedi(rval Antiquities and Eth-

nographic Collcrlions.—This was made a sepa-

rate department in IStU!. and contains all ob-

jects of this nature found in tlie British Isles,

and others wliich throw light on life in the Mid-

dle Ages. The Christy and Slade collections

have added much to its value.

Prints and Drawings.—This magnificent col-

lection, one of the most complete and valuable

of its kind, is arranged in schools, according to

the different styles of national art, now includ-

ing the .Tapanese, and comprises original draw-

ings of tlie old masters, etchings, and engrav-

ings. The most recent addition of prominence

is the famous collection of Mr. John Malcolm.

The expenses of the maintenance and enlarge-

ment of the museum are paid out of the na-

tional treasury, the grants amounting sometimes

to as much as £1.50,000. The whole system of

arrangement facilitates the use of its collections

by students; excellent catalogues and handbooks

exist, and, as far as possible, all objects are

clearly labeled. Its educational value is very

great, and that it is appreciated is shown by
the fact that in 1900 the visitors to the museum
(exclusive of readers) numbered 689,249, of

whom 43,892 went there on Sunday afternoons.

BRITISH NAVY. See Navies.

BRITISH SOMALILAND, sA-male-land. A
British protectorate on tlie Gulf of .\den. extend-

ing from about longitude 43° to 49° E., and
bounded inland by Italian Somaliland (q.v.) and
Abyssinia (Map":" Africa. .14). Its present area,

after the agreement with Abyssinia in 1897, is

estimated at about 08,000 siiuare miles. The part

along the coast is generally fliit, while the inte-

rior is covered with mountains mostly of volcanic

formation and rising in some cases above 0000

feet. The deficiency of rivers is largely responsi-

ble for the poor vegetation whicli characterizes

the whole territory. The climate is moderate and
healthful in the niore elevated regions and some-

what moist in tlic vicinity of the coast. The
principal products exported are cattle, sheep, os-

trich-feathers, skins, hides, and gum. Transpor-

tation is eflfected chicHy by camels and donkeys.

The principal commercial ])orts are Berbera, Bul-

bar, and Zeyla. The annual value of the trade

amcmnts to "about .$2,.500,000, almost evenly di-

vided between imports and exports. A consider-

able part of the trade comes from inland, and it

is the general opinion that the completion of the

Jibutil-llarar Railway line will ali'cct it unfavor-

ably in view of the inadequate transportation

facilities of British Somaliland. The protecto-

rate of Somaliland was created in 1884, and was
under the control of British India till 1898, when
it was put under the direct control of the Crown.

It is administered by a consul-general, and the

three main ports are under the supervision of

British oilicials. The capital is Berbera. Accu-

rate information about the population is unavail-

able, as it is mostly nomadic. The Somali are

of Hamitic origin and profess Mohammedanism.
Consult: Swayne. Sei^entcen Trips Through So-

maliland (London, 1900) ; Peel, Somaliland

(London, 1899) ; Hendebert. Au pays des Somalia
el drs Comoricns (Paris. 1901).

BRITISH WEST INDIES. A political

division of the West Indies, comprising Jamaica
and almost all the smaller islands of the .\ntilles,

with the exception of the few small islands be-

longing to France. Denmark, and the Nether-
lands. They are divided into the following six

groups

:

OBOUP8
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on the north, the Bay of Biscay on the south, and

the Atlantic Ocean on the west. The boundaries

on the land side are the old provinces of Nor-

mandy, Maine, Anjou, and Poitou. The ancient

duchy" was diagonally divided from northwest to

southeast into the Haute and Basse Bretagne

(Upper and Lower Brittany), the capitals of

nhich were respectively Eennes and Vanpes. The

coast generally rises in rugged and lofty cliffs,

but is indented with numerous bays which atlord

ample commercial advantages. Saint-Malo, Saint-

Brieuc. Brest, Quimper, Lorient, and Xantes are

important seaports. From the Montagues d'Ar-

ree and the Montagues Nolres, masses of gran-

ite in the northwest, the modem designation

of Cutes-du-Xord— Northwest Hills— is derived.

While not exceeding a height of 1280 feet, they

give to the peninsula a bold and imposing appear-

ance. The centre of the eountrj- is formed chiefly

of clav slate. The scenery is varied and beauti-

ful, and although the winter months are marked

by foes and violent wind-storms, the climate gen-

erally is dry, bracing, healthful, and favored with

much sunshine.

Large tracts of land lie uncultivated; but in

the well-watered valleys, along the numerous

rivers, and especially in" the northern parts, mod-

ern methods yield abundant crops of all kinds,

railway and steamboat transportation facilities

giving" a great impetus to agriculture. In the

west "'and southwest agriculture is still in a

jirimitive state, and there the tenacity with

which the Breton clings to the customs and be-

liefs of his forefathers is especially apparent by

his retention of the Celtic language rich in folk-

lore and an individual literature, and by his

(juaint, picturesque, and multi-colored costume of

the Sixteenth Century, always in evidence on

Sundays, and at festivals and fairs. The legends

and traditions of the marvelous which still in-

fluence the simple, superstitious native nature,

are enhanced bv the stupendous megalithic monu-

ments of the paleolithic age which abound on the

plains of Carnac, at Locmariaquer, Dol, and other

localities throughout the region—relics of the

pagan religion which existed as late as the

Seventeenth Century, ritual traces of which se-

cretly suri'ive in remote parts. The Bretons are

an Alpine or Celtic people, classed by Deniker,

Kaces of Europe (1900), as dark, verj' brachy-

cephalic, and short, and called by him the

Western or Covenole race (cranial index, 82.7;

height, 1.63 metres). They have brown or black

hair, light or dark-brown eyes, rounded faces and

thickset figures. Traversed by railroads and

fine highwavs, Brittany is a great resort for

tourists—cvclists and automobilists especially

being attracted by the combination of beautiful

scenery and the archaic atmosphere of ancient

monuments, castles, cathedrals, churches, and

picturesque, if not particularly clean, villages.

HisTOBY. In ancient times Brittany, under

the name of Aremorica (Armorica), was the

seat of the confederated Armorican tribes, who

were of Celtic and Kymric origin. Traces of

them remain in the old Kymric dialect of the

three most westerlv departments, and in the nu-

merous so-called i)ruidical monuments already

mentioned. Under the Romans, the country w^as

made the Provincia Lui/duiiensis Tertia; and for

two centuries was prosperous under the 'Roman

peace.' But in the disorders of the Third Cen-

turj' A.D. it suffered severely, and was reduced

Vol.. III.—34.

almost to a wilderness. It was repeopled by nu-
merous immigrations from Great Britain caused
by the Anglo-Saxon invasions of the Fifth and
Sixth centuries, and then its name was changed
from Armorica to Brittany— Britannia Mi7wr.
Monasteries . were built and settlements arose

about them. Soon the Franks came into colli-

sion with the Bretons, From the time of Clovis

to the death of Charlemagne there were frequent

wars in which the Bretons were usually defeated,

but never subdued. They paid tribute only when
compelled by an armed force. Louis the Pious
placed a native chief, X'omenoe, over the country
in 818, and under his rule it prospered. After
the battle of Fontenay, 841, Xomenoe took advan-
tage of the weakness of the Carolingian monarchs
to establish his independence, which was recog-

nized in 846. From this time the rulers claimed
the title of 'Duke by the grace of God.' Brittany
suffered severely from the invasion of the Xorth-
men, but won a temporary respite by a brilliant

victor}' in 891. when of 1.5,000 Xorthnien only
400 escaped. After 907, however, the Xorthmen
renewed their attacks and reduced the country to
the same desperate condition in which it had
been in the Fourth Century, "Brittany destroyed,'

in the words of the contemporaries. Alain of
the Twisted Beard ( died 952 ) drove out many
of the X'orthmen, but the country remained a
prey to civil strife. In 992 Geoffrey, Count of

Rennes, an ally of the Xormans, took the title

of Duke, though the French King refused to ac-

knowledge the legitimacy of the title till 1'213.

After the Tenth Century Brittany was closely

associated with Xormandy, and many Britons
took part in the conquest of England. Under
Henry II. of England, the Duke had to flee to

England, and Henry took advantage of the op-

portunity to make his son Geoffrey Duke of

Brittany in 1169. Geoffrey soon became the ally

of the King of France against his own father.

His posthumous son, Arthur, was the unhappy
prince whom Richard the Lion-Hearted declared

his heir, and King John was suspected of mur-
dering, in 1203. After that Brittany became
a vassal State of France, and in spite of frequent
revolts, remained so until about 1338. Then
when war broke out between England and
France, the French King was glad to secure the

Duke's aid "as an ally, not as a subject.' Dur-
ing the Hundred Years' War Brittany was the

ally alternately of each party and suffered ex-

ceedingly. The question whether Brittany was
a vassal State of France remained undecided
iind caused many wars. In 1491 the Duchess
Anne, heiress of Brittany, married Charles VIII.

of France and the duchy was united to France.

In 1499, however, when Anne married Louis XII.,

the successor of Charles VIII., the independence
of Brittany was again fully recognized. After
long discussion and many treaties, the duchy was
declared incorporated with France in 15.32 by
Francis I. Brittany retained a local parliament
until the outbreak of the Revolution. During the
Revolution, Brittany, which was intensely loyal

to the Bourbons, was the arena of sanguinary
conflicts, and especially of the uprising of the
Chouans (q.v. ), who reappeared as recently as
1832.

BRITTLE, Baknaby. A character in Bet-
tcrton's comedy The Anioroun Widou'. He i3

a commonplace, rather vulgar personage, who
is deceived by his wife, the title character. The
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rflle was plaved by Charles :Macklin, in the win-

ter of 1750. at Covent Garden.

BBITTLE Mrs. The unfaithful wife of

Barnabv and the title character in Betterton's

Amorous Widow. The part was a favorite with

Mrs Brace^irdle, who in 1 700-0 1, at the liay-

inarket. chose it to show her histrionic powers,

as contrasted with those of ills. Oldfield. I'or

the cause and result of the latter roinarkable con-

test, consult: Life of Mrs. Oldfield, anonymous

(London, 1730) ; Genest, Account of the English

Stage. Vol. II. (Bath, 1832).

BRITTLE STARS (so called from being

brittle or fragile). A class of starlish-like

echinoderins, technically known as Ophiuroideu,

excluding the basket-fish. The brittle stars are

a widely distributed group of animals, like all

the echinodernis. exclusively marine ; found m all

seas but most abundant in the tropics, and espe-

cially in the West Indian region. They are

common at all depths, but are especially abun-

dant in comparatively shallow water. None of

them reach a very large size, few having the

body or disk more than an inch in diameter, and

1 he 'arms or ravs are rarely ten inches in length.

In color there" is "the most extraordinary vari-

ety. While some are black, browii. dull olive,

or even pure white, others are of the most gor-

geous shades of green, blue, red, and yellow, or

exhibit the most beautiful combinations of hues.

In some the disk is smooth and the arms terete,

with very short, flat, and appressed arm-spines;

in others, the whole disk is covered with spines,

sometimes short and opaque, but often long,

slender, and glassy, and the flattened arms bear

very long and beautifully transparent arm-

spines. In fact, the variety in the shape and

covering of the disk and arms is quite as great

as is that in color. The arms, though flexible

from side to side, are very slightly flexible up

and down, and are therefore very easily broken.

It is from this circumstance that the name

brittle star has arisen. They are usually rather

slow-moving animals, with little power of escap-

ing from their enemies, and with no means of de-

fense save such as the spines afford. Accord-

ingly they live under rocks or buried in mud
or" sand, where there is little danger of their

bein" seen. A few species, however, show con-

siderable agilitv in escaping from an eiioiny,

and run about rapidly from rock to rock as

they are pursued. Thev are practically all

vegetable feeders or scavengers, though possibly

some are carnivorous. About (iOO species of-

brittle stars are known, of which only a few are

found along the shores of the United States.

About half a dozen forms occur in shallow

water along shore, north of Cape Hatteras, but

south of that point they become vei-y abundant.

The Tacific Coast forms are at present very

slightly known.

BRIT'TON. The putative author of the ear-

liest summary of the laws of England in the

French language, all earlier treatises having been

written in Latin. (See Bracton.) It was

prepared in the last decade of the Thirteenth

Century (probably 1292-94), and purports to

have been written by the command of Edward

I., and speaks in his name. The author of the

treatise is unknown, but he was probably a

clerk or lawyer attached to the King's Court,

who sheltered himself behind the greater Writer,

whom we know as Bracton, but whose name was
variously spelled Bratton, Bretton, or Britton,
and whose work was largely drawn upon by tli&

anonjniious author of the present compilation.
The latter is not a mere transcript of the great-
er work, however, but an original treatise of
considerable value. An incomplete translation
by Robert Kelham was published about the
middle of tlie Eighteenth Century, and in 18U.5

appeared Francis M. Nichols's admirable edition^

with an excellent translation, commentary, and
learned introduction, published in Lond(m. Nich-
ols's translation has been republished in the
United States (Washington, 1902). with an in-

troduction by Judge Simeon E. Baldwin.

BRITTON, CoLOXEi. One of the principal

characters in Mrs. Centlivre's comedy Tht 11'ort-

der a ^yoman Keeps a Secret, whose clandestine
affair with Isabella is the test of Violante's dis-

cretion, thereby suggesting the title of the piece.

BRITTON, He.nry de. See Bracton.

BRITTON, John (1771-1857). An English
antiquarian. He was born in Wiltshire, and
received but a scanty education. In collabora-
tion with E. W. Brayley he compiled a work on
The Beauties of ^Yiitshire (Vols. I., II.. 1801;
Vol. III., 1825), and another on The Beauties

of Bedfordshire. The most valuable of his nu-
merous publications are The Architectural An-
tiquities of England (5 vols., 1805-26), and an
elaborate work, in 14 volumes, on The Cathedral
Aniiijuities of England (1814-32).

BRIVES-LA-GAILLARDE, brev'la-ga'yard'

(Fr., joyful Brive; anciently Lat. Briru Cur-
ret ia, town on the Corr6ze, from Celt, braighy

brig, heap, pile, elevation). A manufacturing
vown in the Department of Corrfeze, France, ou
a river of that name, situated about 18 miles-

southwest of Tulle (Map: France, II 6). It is.

a beautiful city, with many interesting old
houses and several churches (one of whiclv
Saint Martin, dates from the Eleventh Centuiy),
a college, and a library. Its industries are mus-
lin-weaving, manufacture of copper and tinware,

wax candles, and truffle piltus. while it has a.

brisk trade in wool, wine; timber, nuts, and oil.

Population, in 1896, 12.800. The Romano-Gal-
lic name of the place was Briva Curretia. It is-

the birthplace of Cardinal Dubois.

BRIX'EN (It. Bressano; anciently Lat. Brta;-

entes, Gk. -Bpifdn-ai, Brixantai, probably 'moun-
taineers,' from Celt, brig, elevation, bill). A
town of the Austrian Crownland of Tyrol, situ-

ated about 1700 feet above the sea-level, and
about 60 miles east-southeast of Innsbruck (Map:
Austria, B 3). It is an episcopal see. and has a
handsome episcopal palace, a fine cathedral, dat-

ing from the Fifteenth Century and containing

the tomb of the ^Minnesinger Oswald von Wolken-

stein, and sevei-al monasteries. The chief indus-

try is the production of wine and the raising of

fruit and grain. On account of its mild and
healthful climate, it is a favorite spring and
autumn resort. About nine miles north-north-

west of the town, at the entrance of the defile

called the Brixener Klause, is the fortress of

I'ranzenfeste, which commands the Brenner Pass

and the entrance to the Pusterthal. Population,

in 1890, about 5000; in 1900, 5800. Brixen is

mentioned in 901. Since 992 Brixen has been the
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capital of an episcopal see established in the

Fourth Century.

BRIX'HAM (AS. brt/cg, bricg, Ger. Biiicke,

bridge + ItOin, Ger. Hcim, home, i.e. town of the
bridge). A market town and seaport of Devon-
shire, England, beautifully situated on the south
side of Torbay, 22 miles south of Exeter (Map:
Kngland. C 6). The town occupies the sides of

two hills, and is divided into two parts, called

I'pper ^nd Lower Brixham. Tlie prosperity of

Brixhan\ depends chiefly on its fisheries, it being
the headquarters of the great Devonshire fishery

of Torbay, in which many vessels are employed.
There are also iron-mines and lime-pits in the
neighborhood. The town is a nnich-frequented
seaside resort. A cave discovered on Windmill
Hill in 1858 is famous for the remains of pre-
historic animals and men found there. It was
at Brixham that the Prince of Orange (after-

wards William III.) landed, November 4, 1688.
Population, in 1871, 4941; in 1891, 7978; in
1901. SOilO.

BRI'ZA. See Quaklxg Grass.

BRIZETJX, bre'ze'. Jui.iEX Auguste Pei.age
(1803-58). A French poet. He was born in

Lorient, Bretagne, and in 1831 published his
very successful idyllic poem, Marie. Most of his
work derives its motif from the Bretagne coun-
try, and rings freshly and sincerely. He wrote
further: Les Ternaires, afterwards called La fleur
d'or { 1841) : Les Bretons ( 1845), crowned by the
Academy; and Bisloires poetiques (1855). His
tEuvres computes were published in 1879-84
(4 vols.).

BRIZURE. bre-zyr', Briz£, or Brisk (Fr.
brisure. from briser, to break). Terms used to
indicate that a charge is bruised or broken. See
Heraliiry.

BROACH, broch, or Eaboach {Barygaza in
the Perijilus of the First Century a.d.. from Skt.
IShrgukaccha. the to«Ti of Bhrigu the Seer, from
Kaccha. river-bank). A town of British India,

in the Presidency of Bombay, 190 miles north
of Bombay (Map: India, B 4). It is situated
on an elevated mound, supposed to be artificial,

on the north bank of the Nerbudda, which is

here 2 miles wide even at ebb tide, but shallow.
The navigable channel is winding and difficult,

even at high water—a feature mentioned as early
as the First C'entui-y a.d. It abounds in fine fisli.

A stone wall, about 40 feet high, fronts the river-

bank, and protects the town from inundation.
The streets are narrow, with tall houses. Situ-

ated in the midst of a fertile district, for 800 years
it was a flourishing town, with a large population;
but in consequence of political troubles, and the
rise of Surat in the Sixteenth Century, it com-
menced to decay. Its trade consists chiefly of

agricultural products and cotton. Broach was
long famous for its manufactures of cloth ; but
that of the finer kinds declined, owing to the im-
portation of English goods. Many of the weavers
of Broach are Parsees, of whom some are of the
more opulent classes—as ship-owners and ship-

brokers. Broach has a remarkable Brahmaniea!
hospital for sick animals, into which horses, dogs,

cats, monkeys, peacocks, and even insects are re-

ceived. It is ostensibly conducted by a number of

Brahmans, who derive a good income from lands
devoted to it and from voluntary contributions.

Broach belonged to the Kingdom of Guerat, on
the overthrow of wliidi, by the Emperor Akbar,

it was assigned to a petty Xawab. Falling under
the dominion of the Feishwa of the Mahrattas, it

was taken by the British in 1772, ceded to Sein-
dia in 1783, in acknowledgment of the kind treat-

ment of some British prisoners, and again
stormed by a British force in 1803. since which
date it has remained in the possession of the
British. Population, in 1891, 40,170; in 1901,
42,300.

BROAD ARROW. An arrow-head which
forms the Government mark on British Govern-
ment stores: also the title of a British semi-
ofiicial military and naval gazette, founded in

1833 and published weekly in London.

BROAD'BENT, Sir WiruAM Hexry (1835— ). An Englisli physician and author. He was
educated at Owens College, the Royal School of
iledicine in Manchester, and in Paris, and was
appointed physician to the Western General Dis-
pensary. Subsequently he was physician succes-
sively to the London Fever Hospital and Saint
Mary's Hospital, and in 1881 became president of
the Jledical Society of London. In 1888 and
1889, and again in 1895 and 1896, he was censor
of the Royal College of Physicians; in 1898-1901
was physician extraordinary to Queen Victoria;
and in 1901 became physician-in-ordinary to
King Edward VII. He has published The Pulse
(1890), and The Heart (1897).

. BROADBIIiL. A bird having a notable
breadth of beak. ( 1 ) A scaup duck or 'bluebill.'

(See Scaup.) (2) The shoveler duck. (See
Shoveler.) (3) The spoonbill (q.v.). (4) A
broad-mouth (q.v.).

BROAD - BOTTOM ADMINISTRATION".
A name derisively given to tlie English Jlinistry
formed by Henry Pelham in 1744, because it

professed to include in a grand coalition all

parties of weight and influence in the State, and
comprised no less than nine dukes.

BROADCASTING. A method of sowing
which distributes the seed with some degree of
unifomiity over the surface. When the sowing
is done by hand, the seed is carried in a bag at
the left side, and is scattered with the right
hand while the sower walks. The seed is after-
wards covered with a harrow, or by dragging
brush over it. ilachines devised for sowing
grain or other seed in this manner are called
broadcast-seeders. The method of sowing by
the drill is preferred by many fanners.

BROAD-CHURCH PARTY. A name loosely
applied, fruni al)(mt tlie year 1850 onward, to a
group of liberal leaders in the Church of England,
of whom Thomas .\rnold, Frederick Denison
Maurice, Charles Kingsley, Frederick William
Robertson, and Arthur Penrhyn Stanley were the
most important. In their breadth of view they
i-esemble the Latitudinarians of the Seventeenth
Century—Cudworth, Whichcote, and itore. The
designation "Broad' churchmen is not wholly sat-

isfactory, and was disavowed by the leaders of
the movement themselves. Its historic justifica-
tion, however, lies in the fact that it describes the
tendency toward doctrinal comprehensiveness,
long prevalent in the Established Church, which
is properlj' called 'broad,' in distinction from
'high' and 'low' churchmanship. But it should
always be borne in mind that the difference be-

tween the Broad-Cluirch Party and the other
two is less with reference to the doctrine .of the
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Church as an institution than with reference

to theology proper. It is in the field of doc-

trinal belief that breadth is most apparent.

The menibe-s of this school were strongly influ-

enced by the writings of Coleridge and by mod-
em German theology. They were acquainted

with the advancing scientific investigation of

their time, and aimed to counteract its ma-
terialistic tendencies. Maurice is perhaps best

kno«n as the theologian. Kingsley as the prac-

tical worker and writer, and Robertson as the

preailuT of the group. In religious aim and
method they are akin to certain other liberal

leaders of the Knglish Church in the Nineteenth

Century, such as Archbishop Whately and the

writers of "Essays and Reviews" (q.v. ). As
champions of an earnest spiritual faith, Chris-

tian yet free, the Broad Churchmen have exer-

cised an influence far beyond the limits of their

own communion, and their writings have been

read not only in Great Britain and America, but
also upon the Continent of Europe.

Consult: John Tulloch, Movonent/s of Reli-

gious Thought in Britain During thi- XineteeHth
Centurtj (London, 1885) : John Hunt, Iteligious

Thouqht in England in the Sineteenth Century
(London, 1890).

BROAD'HEAD, Garland Carr (1827—).
An American geologist, born near Charlottes-

ville, Albemarle County. Va. He studied at the

University of the State of Missouri and at the

Western Military Institute in Kentucky. From
1871 to 1873 he "was assistant State Geologist of

Missouri, and from 1873 to 1875 was State

Geologist. He was a member of the jury on

geology at the Philadelphia Centennial Exposi-

tion, and in 1881 was a special agent of the

tenth census for rendering a report on the quar-

rying industry of Missouri and Kansas. In 1884

he was made a member of the Missouri River
Commission. For ten years, beginning in 1887,

he was professor of geology and mineralogy at

the University of ^Missouri. It was he who gave

the name to "the Ozark series and to the Ozark
plateau. He is regarded as an authority on the

coal-measures of Missouri, on which he prepared

a contribution to the Transactions (Vol. II.,

1868) of tlie Saint Louis Academy of Science.

He also wrqte a valuable report for nine coun-

ties of central Illinois in Vol. VI. Illinois Geo-

logical Survey lieports: Geological Survey of

Missouri Iron Ores and Coal Fields (1873);
Geological Surrey of Missouri (1873-74).

BROAD-HEADED SNAKE. See Death-
ADDKH.

BROAD'HTTRST, Henry (1840—). An
English legislator and lalior organizer. Tlie son

of a journeyman stone-mason, he began at four-

teen to follow his father's trade, and continued

in it until 1872. In 1875 he became secretary of

the Labor Representation League. He has been

especially prominent in English labor movements,

and in 1875 was secretary of the Parliamentary
committees of the Trades Union Congress. In

1880 he was elected to Parliament for Stoke-

upon-Trent; for Bordesley from 1885 to 1880;

for Nottingham from 1886 to 1802: and in 1894

for Leicester. He became undersecretary to the

Home OlHce in 1880; and has since served on
various commissions appointed to investigate la-

bor questions.

BROADMOUTH, or BROADBILL. One of
about a dozen species of small birds, distributed
from the Ilinuilayas to the Philippines, and char-
acterized by excessive breadth of beak. They con-
stitute a family, Euryla-midie, the aflinities of

which have been long disputed, but the best

opinion now regards it as passerine. These birds
are no larger than sparrows, inhabit the woods
in small ilocks. are brilliant in plumage, but
songless and lethargic, and are mainly frugivo-

rous; but two species (of the genus Calypto-
mena) are insect-eaters. These last "are remark-
able for their rich green plumage and the way
in which the frontal feathers project u])ward
and forward, so as to . . . form a disk-like

prominence." See Plate of Lyre-Biho, etc.

BROAD RIVER. .\ stream of Nortli and South
Carolina, rising in the Blue Ridge and joining

with the Saluda to form the Congaree (Map:
South Carolina, C 2) . The city of Columbia is at
the junction of the two rivers. The country around
Broad River is exceedingly fertile and productive.

The stream is about 220 miles long and navigable
for small vessels about 141 miles above Columbia.

BROADS, The. An extensive marshy tract in

the eastern part of Norfolk County, England. It

is traversed by numeroxis navigable channels, and
is a favorite resort of himters.

BROADSIDE, or BROADSHEET. A va-

riety of pamphlet, consisting normall.v of a single

large sheet, printed on one side only, and most
frecpiently without division into columns. The
broadside flourished chiefly in England, and was
in use from the invention of printing for roj'al

proclamations, Papal indulgences, and similar
documents. It made a considerable figure

throughout western Europe, about the middle of

the Sixteenth Century, in times of political agi-

tation. In England it was very largely used for

popular ballads, which were hawked about the
streets. During the first ten years of Elizabeth's

reign the names of no less than forty ballad-

printers appear in the Stationers' Registers; but
comparatively few specimens have been preserved
from the reigns of the Tudoi' sovereigns or of

James I. The broadside, as representing an out-

burst of popular feeling, was more conunonly em-
ployed during the Civil War, and si>ems to have
reached its culminating jioint in the time of

James 11. From that period, witli the increa.se

in the number of newspapers and llic liberty of

the ju'css, it gradually died out, though still nu-
merous even under the Georges. The collection

of these sheets has always been a favorite pur-
suit among antiquarians, though never so popu-
lar as in recent years. Robert Burton, the au-
thor of the Anatomy of Melancholy, was one of

the earliest collectors. John Sclden nuide a con-
siderable collection of broadside ballads, wliich
passed at liis death to Pepys; the diarist hail

1801) English ballads, which, bound in live folio

vohimes. arc now in the library of .Magilaleno
College, C;unbridgc. One of the most famous eol-

lections is (hat known by the name of the Duke
of Rfixburghe, now in the British .Museiun. gath-
ered chiefly by Robert Harley, Earl of Oxford,
and including 2048 broadsides, bound in three
volumes. In 1898 Lord Crawford had. at Haigh
Hall, Wigan. something likc> 19,000. For a mi-
nute an<l scholarly description of the English
part of these, consult liibliotheca Lindesiana
(Aberdeen, 1898).
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BEOAD'STAIRS
i foniierly Bradstoue) . A

town on the coast of Kent. Kngland. about three
miles southeast of ilar^'ate (Map: Enghmd, H
o). It is a popular summer resort and has a

small pier built early in the Sixteenth Century,
and an archway leading to the shore supposed to

have been erected in 1540. Population, in 1801,

5234: in UlOl, 6460.

BROADSWORD. A sword with a broad
blade, for cutting only, not for stabbing, and
therefore not sharp at the point, like a sabre.

BROAD'US, John Albebt (1827-95). An
American clergyman, born in Ciil]iep('r County,
Va. He graduated at the University of Virginia
in 1850, was professor of ancient languages there

from 1851 to 1853. and during this period was
also pastor of the Baptist Church in Charlottes-
ville. In 1859 he became professor of New Tes-

tament interpretation and homiletics in the
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, which
had just been established in Greenville, S. C,
but is now located in Louisville, Ky. For many
years preceding his death, he was president of

the institution.

BROADWAY. The principal thoroughfare
of \ew York, and one of the most important
business streets in the world. Beginning at

Bowling Green, near the southern extremity of

Manhattan Island, it runs north to Central Park,
and is thence continued by the extension formerly
called the Boulevard, now a part of Broadway,
to the upper part of the island. Broadway is

practically a continuous road to Albany and bears
the same name in many of the Hudson River
towns through which it passes. The first grant
nf a lot on Broadway was made in 1643 to Martin
Kregier, whose tavern, at the present Xo. 9, later

became Burns's Coffee House, and subsequently
the Atlantic Gardens. In the early part of the
Nineteenth Century, various portions of Broad-
way, then only some two miles long, became in

turn the fashionable residence section of the
city. Now the street below Central Park is given
up almost exclusively to business. Below Cham-
bers Street it has many 'skyscrapers,' housing
the offices of great corporations. Then follows
the wholesale dry goods district, which at Eighth
Street gives wa.v to the shopping district, fol-

lowed above Twenty-third Street by the great
hotels and theatres. From Fiftieth Street north
the street is more and more given over to apart-
ment-houses. A part of the rapid-transit subway
of New York has been excavated under the sur-

face of Broadway.

BROAD-WINGED HAWK. See Buzz.a.rd.

BROB'DINGNAG . A -I range land described

in Swift's Gulliver's Travels (1726). The in-

habitants of this wonderful country are repre-

.sented as giants, about 'as tall as an ordinary
spire-steeple.' Everything else is on the same
enormous scale, whence the adjective brobding-
iiagian has arisen as a sjTionyni of gigantic. The
name is frequently, though incorrectly, spelled

lirobdir/nar/. Swift wrote a mock letter from
Captain Gulliver to his cousin Sympson, pur-
porting to be dated April 27. 1727, but first

I'ul>lished in 1735, in which complaint was made
that Brobdingnag had l)een wrongly printed for

Brobdingrag, but this was only a feint to mystify
the public. See Swarr, .Ioxatiian.

BRO'CA, Paul (1824-80). A French anthro-
pologist, bom at Sainte-Foy-la-Grande, Gironde.

He studied at the Communal College of Sainte-
Foy and the Ecole Polytechiii<iue and Faculte de
Medecine of Paris, became in 184(! assistant in

anatomy to the Faculte, in 1848 prosector, and
subsequently professor of surgical pathology. At
various times he also held appointmenl.s as sur-

geon to important hospitals, including La Piti6
and La SalpCtri^re. In 1847, when he was con-

nected as medical assistant with a commission
for the preparation of a report on excavations
in the Church of the Celestins, he began a thor-

ough study of anthropology. In 1859, amid diffi-

culties caused by the hostility or indifference of

other scientists and by the opi)osition of the
Government, which suspected political plots, he
foimded the Anthropological Society of Paris.

From the formation of this society, officially

authorized in 1861, modern anthropological sci-

ence may be said to date. Broca established in
1872 the Revue d'Anthropologie, among the fore-

most periodicals of its class, in which many of
his own works originally appeared. Finally he
founded, in 1876, at Paris, the well-known Ecole
d'Anthropologie, equipped with laboratories, a
library, and a well-stocked museum. Among its

numerous courses was one by himself on the
comparative anatomy of the primates. The so-

ciety, the school, and the laboratories are now
known under the collective title of the Anthro-
pological Institute. During all this time Broca
was constantly occupied with researches, many
important results of which were published in

Instructions generates pour les reelicrehes aiithro-

pologiques ( 1865) and Instructions craniologiques

et ernniometriques (1875). In 1861 he made and
announced his noteworthy discovery of the seat

of articulate speech in the third convolution of

the left frontal lobe of the brain, since commonly
called the 'convolution of Broca.' Disease in this

convolution, cnitting off the blood-supply from it,

or severing the fibres that lead from it to other

parts of the brain, causes inability to make the

effort needed to pronounce words or to read aloud.

(See Aphasia; Nervous Ststem.) The impor-

tance of Broca's contributions to anthropology
cannot be overestimated.

Broca's activities were many-sided. He was
one of the three directors of public assistance

through the Franco-Prussian War, and from
1880 a permanent Senator. He was also inter-

ested in literature and aesthetics, and has been

described as an attractive raconteur and conver-

sationalist. His friend and colleague, M. .lacques

Bertillon, is quoted as having said of him,

"Rarely has there been a mind so active, so

equally open to all kinds of knowledge, and so

equally fond of all kinds." His energy as both

teacher and writer was truly enormous. Besides

luunerous memoirs on a wide range of subjects,

and an extensive list of contributions to the

Bulletins of the Anthropological Society and the

Revue d'Anthropologie, he published the celebrat-

ed work, Ves anivri/smes, et de leur traiteinent

(1856) ; L'ethnologie de la France (1859) ; Re-

cherches sur Vhybriditc animate en g&n^ral et stir

Vhybriditi humaine enparticulier (1860) ; Traiti

des tumeurs (1865-69) ; Mimoires sur les carac-

teres physiques de Vhomme prHiistorique ( 1809) ;

and M(moires d'anthropologie (4 vols., 1871-83).

('ons\ilt Correspondance de Paul lirora (2 vols.,

Paris, 1886). A statue of him by Choppin was
placed in the Ecole de Mfdecine in 1887. Consult
the biography by Pozzi (Paris, 1880).
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BROCADE' (Sp. hrocado. It. hroccafo : cf.

Yr. Iiiorlnr. to stitch, embroidpr) . A wnven fabric
of silk on wliicli figures are formed l)y tlie tVireads
of the warp or woof l)einj.' rai>ed so as to ])roduce
the required pattern. Brocades have long been
inanufarlurcd in Oriental countries, and in

Europe since the thirteenth century. Tlie earlier
and richer brocades were composed in part of
gold and silver threads, and the name is often
applied to the simplest silk fabrics thus enriched.

BROCAGE, brr.k'aj. The equivalent of brokrr-
agr. Sec Broker.

BRO'CATEL. A coarse fabric of silk and wool
or silk and cotton with figured designs resembling
those of brocade, used largely for tapestry and
upholstery. The term is also applied to a damask
.satin in which the .satin oniamentation is on a
less sheeny ground of the same color.

BROCCHI, brok'ke. Giovanni Battista
( 177:2-lS2i>) . An Italian natui-alist. He was
born in Bassano, studied in Pisa, Rome, and
Venice, and was professor of botany in Brescia,

but devoted himself largely to geologj'. In 1809
he was made inspector of mines in ililan. In
1822 he went to Egypt, and two years later

Mehemet Ali made him one of a commission to
organize the Province of Senar: but he soon fell

a victim to the climate of Khartum. He pub-
lished several important works on archa-ology,

mineralogy, agricultural chemistry, and botany.

BROCCOLI. A variety of cauliflower (q.v.),

BROCK, Sir Isaac (1769-1812), An English
soldici-. known as the 'Hero of Upper Canada.'
He was born on the island of Guernsey, entered
the British Army as an ensign at the age of 15,

and rai)idly rose by purchase, in accordance with
the custom of the time, to the rank of lieutenant-

colonel. He commanded his regiment in the
expedition to North Holland in 1799, partici-

pating in the battle of Egmont-op-Zee, and sub-

sequently, on board tlie fleet of Parker and
Kelson, in the naval battle of Copenhagen. He
served in Canada from 1802 to 1805, when he
went to England on leave; but returned in 1806,
on account of the threatened hostilities between
England and the United States, and connuanded
for a time at Quebec. In 1810 he was placed
in command of all troops in Upper Canada, and
in addition was soon afterwards appointed pro-

visional Licutenant-tiovernor of the province. In
1811 lie was raised to the rank of major-general.
Upon the outbreak of the War of 1812 he made
energetic preparations to repel the tlireatened

invasion of Canada by an American force under
Gen. William Hull, and on August 16. 1812, cap-

tured Detroit, Hull surrendering, against the
remonstrances of his officers, without offering

any substantial resistance. (See Hull. Wil-
liam.) For this success Brock was made an
extra Knight of the Bath. On October l."?, dur-

ing tlie American attack upon tjueenstown, he
fell mortally wounded at the head of his troops,

liis last words being, "Never mind me; push on
the York \'olunteers." Soon after his death a
public monument was erected in Saint Paul's.

London, with money appropriated by the House
of Commons. Brock was buried in one of the

bastions of Kort George, but in 1824 his remains
were removed to Quccnstown Heights, where a

monument costing £3000 had lieen erected by
order of the Provincial Legislature. This monu-

ment \\'as destroyed by a -fanatic in 1840; and in

July, 1841. a mass-meeting, attended by more
than 8000 people, and presided over by the
Lieutenant-Governor of Upper Canada, was held
on the Heights, and the sum of £5000 was voted
for the erecting of a new memorial. The present
monument is a tall shaft surmounted by a statue
of Brock. Consult Tuppcr, lAfe and Corre-
spondence of Sir Isaac Brock (London and
Guernsey, 1845; 2d edition, much enlarged,
1847),

BROCK, Thomas (1847—). An English
sculptor. He became a pupil of J. H. Foley
(q.v.) and afterwards his assistant, completing,
after Foley's death, many of his works, among
others the O'Connell ilonument in Dublin. The
bust of Longfellow in Westminster Abbey was
by him. He was elected an associate of the
Royal Academy in 1883, and a Royal Academi-
cian in 1891.

BROCK'EN {Mons Bructenis, MeUbocus of
the ancient Romans), popularly known as the
Blocksberg. The highest summit of the Harz
Mountains. It is situated in Prussia, about 20
miles west-southwest of Halberstadt, and has an
elevation of 3747 feet above the sea ( Map : Prus-
sia. D 3). The mountain is very frequently
veiled in mist, and is celebrated for the phenome-
non known as the Brockenffespenst ('spectre of

the Brocken'), which is nothing more than the
shadows of men, houses, and other objects thrown
upon the misty eastern horizon by the light of

sunset. The mountain is very much frequented
on account of fine views obtained from its sum-
mit, which has a hotel and observatory, and is

reached by a railway line constructed in 1898.

BROOKES, brOk'es, Barthold Heinrich
(1680-1747). A German poet, born in Ham-
burg. He studied at the University of Halle,
and afterwards at that of Leaden. He assisted
in founding (1716) the "Patriotic Society,' and
in 1724-26 published Dcr Patriot (4 vols.). In
his works he turns, with a simple religious faith,

from the stilted conventionalism of the poetry
of his day to the appreciation of nature, then
but slightly understood. Particularly deserving
of citation is his collection Irdisches Vergniigen
in Oott (9 vols., Hamburg, 1721-48) ; new-

abridged edition by Stiehler (Leipzig, 1887).
Consult Brandt's Life (Innsbriick, 1878).

A BROCKKT.

BROCKET (Fr. brocart, from OF. broc, Fr.

broche, spit, tine: cf. OF. broquct, dim. of broc).

A book name of certain South American deer,
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Ibecause their antlers are simple spikes like

those of a yearling stag. (See Antler.) ' They
inhabit Brazil, are of "small size, heavy form,

and arched back." There are four species, form-

ing the subgenus Coassus, and varying from 19

to 27 inches in height. One is the Brazilian deer.

or guazu-viva {Coassus i)rmor'n-at)us) , and is

brown, each hair being tipped with white. An-
other is the guazu-pita (Coassus rufus). A
closely allied form is the diminutive venada or
pudn' {Pudua huiiiilis) of the Chilean Andes, the

smallest of all deer, with spike horns only 21/2

inches long. See PlDU.

BROCKETT, Lnrus PiERPOXT (1820-93). An
American author. He was bom in Canton,
Conn., and in 1S43 graduated at the Yale Medi-
cal School. After a few years of practice in his

profession, he devoted himself exclusively to

literary pursuits, was connected, a,s editor or

contributor, with many magazines, and pub-

lished, among other works, a History of Educa-
tion (1859) : Philanthropic Besults of the Civil

War { 1864) ; Men of Our Day ( 1868) ; The Year

of Battles ( 1871 ) ; Epidemic and Contagious Dis-

eases (1873) : and The drcat Metropolis (1888).

BROCKHAUS, brokTious, Friedrich Ar-
nold (1772-1823). A German publisher, the

founder of the Leipzig firm ( originally estab-

lished in Amsterdam, in 180.5) that bears his

name. The encyclopsedia with which he is chiefly

associated (Brockhaus's Konversations Lexikon)
he purchased incomplete in 1808, after it had
been in progress for 12 years. He completed a
first edition in 1811, and a second was begun in

1812. The business was removed to Leipzig in

1818 and book-publishing was undertaken on a
large scale. Brockhaus's sons and grandsons, who
succeeded him. have carried the Eonrersations
Lexikon through fourteen editions, and have con-

ducted with success similar enterprises, notably
Krsch and Gruber's gigantic Allgemeine Encyklo-
padic (167 vols., 1818-1890).

BROCKHAUS, Herm.\nn (1806-77). A Ger-
man Orientalist, the third son of Friedrich Ar-
nold Brockhaus. He was born in Amsterdam,
and was educated in Leipzig, Gottingen, and
Bonn. In 1841 he was called as a lecturer to

the University of Leipzig, and in 1848 l}ecame

professor of ancienf Indian hmguage and litera-

ture there. His works include the first five books
of the great collection of fairj' tales of Somadeva,
Kathasaritsagara (1839-66); an edition (184.5)

of the play Prahodhachnndrodaya of Krishna
Misra; and a critical editicm of the Lifd-er des

Bafis (3 vols.. 1854-61). In 1841 he proposed

the plan of printing Sanskrit works in the Latin
alphabet, and he did much in other ways to

increase interest in and knowledge of the Oriental

languages. He prepared the first glossary of the

Avestan language, which was appended to an edi-

tion of Vendidad Snde (1850). In 1856 he be-

came editor of Ersch and Gruber's Allgemeine
Enryklopijdie, and prepared Vols. LXII. to XCIX.
of that work.

BROCK'PORT. A village in Monroe Coiuity,

N. Y., 18 miles west of Rochester, on the Erie
Canal and on the New York Central and Hudson
River Railroad (Map: New York, C 2). It is

the seat of a State normal school. The village is

the centre of an agricultural region, and has man-
ufactures of shoes, flour, canned goods, pianos,

.*tc. Population, in 1890, 3742; in 1900, 3398.

BROCK'TON. A city in Plj-mouth County,
Mass., 20 miles south of Boston, on the New
York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad (Map:
Massachusetts, E 3). Its manufactures are im-

portant, especially those of boots and shoes.

There are also manufactures of shoe-pegs, lasts,

mechanics' tools, rubber goods, furniture, paper
boxes, pianos, etc. The city has a public library

of about 40.000 volumes. First settled in 1700
and originally a part of Bridgewatcr, Brockton
was incor|iorated as the town of North Bridge-

water in 1821. Its present name was adopted
in 1874, and a city charter secured in 1881. The
government is administered by a nuiyor, elected

annually, and a bicameral citj- council. The
executive appoints the licence commissioners,
and, with the concurrence of the board of alder-

men, the board of health, members of the police

department, and trustees of the public library.

Other officials, excepting the school committee,
which is chosen by popular election, are selected

by tlie council. The annual income of the city

amounts to about .$1,600,000; the chief items of

expense include .$40,000 for the police depart-

uient, .$50,000 for streets, $60,000 for the fire

department, and $140,000 for schools. Popula-
tion, in 1890, 27,294; in 1900, 40,063. Consult
Kingman, History of Brockton (Syracuse, 1895).

BROCK'VILLE. The capital of Leeds Coun-
ty, Ontario. Canada, taking its name from Gen.
Sir Isaac Brock (q.v. ). It stands on the left

bank of the Saint Lawrence, about 40 miles

below Kingston and 160 above Montreal (Map:
Ontario, H 3). Its do^Tiward communications,
formerly interrupted by powerful and rugged
rapids, are now facilitated by canals or over-

come by steam. Brockville is on the Grand
Trunk Railway, is a port of call for the Saint
Lawrence steamers, and has manufactures of

steam-engines, agricultural machinery, tools,

chemicals, gloves, etc., and good fishing. It is

the seat of a United States consulate. Popula-
tion, in 1891, 8793; in 1901, 8940.

BROCK'WAY, Howard (1870—). An
American musician and composer, bom in Brook-
lyn. N. Y., November 22, 1870. After pianoforte
studies with H. O. C. Kortheuer from 1887 to
1889, at the age of twenty he went to Berlin,

where he continued his instrumental studies with
Barth, and composition with O. B. Boise. At the
age of twenty-four he had composed a s^'mphony
(op. 12), a ballade for orchestra, and a violin

and piano sonata (op. 9) ; as well as a cavatina
for violin and orchestra. These, together with
other piano solos, were given at a concert of
Brockway's own works in February. 1895, at the
Berlin Sing-Akademie. A few months later he
returned to New York, where he has since lived

as a teacher and performer. His Sylvan Suite
was given by the Boston Orchestra in April, 1901.

BROCKWAY, Zebtjlon Reed (1827—). An
American penologist. He was born in Lyme,
Conn., April 28, 1827. In 1850 he entered upon
prison service at the Connecticut State Prison.

Thence he went to Albany Co\mty, N. Y., as dep-

uty superintendent of the penitentiary, and in

1854 became superintendent of the Monroe Coun-
ty (N. Y.) Penitentiary. In 1861 he took charge

of the House of Correction, Detroit, Mich.,

which position he gave up in 1876 to assume the

superintendency of the New York State Reforma-
tory at Elmira. This position he resigned in
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1900. He is still living in Eluiira. See Elmira
Reformatokv ; Penology.

BRO'DERICK, David Colbbetu (1819-59).
An American politician. He was born in Wash-
ington, the son of a stone-cutter; but early re-

moved with his father to Xew York City, where
he attended the public schools and afterwards

learned his father's trade. He then kept a grog-

shop for some time, became prominent as a

leader of the rougher element in Tammany, and
was chosen foreman of a volunteer fire-engine

company, which had a considerable political in-

fluence." He nevertheless devoted much of his

time to private study, and by his moral habits

and his personal integrity earned the respect of

the better element in the city. In 1846 he failed

to secure a coveted election to Congress, and
three years later removed to California, where
he soon became the recognized leader of one of

the two factions into which the Democratic Party

in the State was then divided. He was a member
of the California Constitutional Convention in

1849. and served two terms in the State Senate,

for part of the time as presiding officer. In

1856 he was elected to the United States Senate,

and soon became conspicuous for his opposition

to the admission of Kansas under the Lecompton
Constitution. In 18.50 he took an active part

jn a rancorous political campaign in California,

and, challenged at its close by Judge Terry on ac-

count of certain strictures in one of his speeches,

he fought a duel on September 13, in which he

was fatally wounded. His death under such cir-

cumstances caused a deep sensation in tlie East

as well as in the West, and was generally at-

tributed to the animosity aroused among slave-

holders and their political sympathizers by
Broderick's unyielding opposition to the fur-

ther spread of slavery, especially in Kansas.

BRODERIP, brod'rip, Wiluam John (1789-

1859) • -^11 English lawyer and naturalist. He
graduated at Oxford, studied and practiced law,

edited law reports, and was for thirty-four years

a London police magistrate. His leisure, how-

ever, was devoted to science, and he was a mem-
l)er of most of the imjjortant societies. He con-

tributed to their Tranxdclioiis, to the periodicals,

and wrote the zoiilogical articles for tlie Penny
Cyclopo'dia. His great conehological collection

was purchased by tiie British Museum.

BROD'HEAD, .John Eomeyh (1814-73). An
American historian, born in Philadelphia, Pa.

He removed with his parents to Xew York City

in 1826, graduated at Rutgers College in 1831,

and in 1835 was admitted to the bar, but soon

abandoned the practice of law and devoted his

attention almost entirelv to the study of the

historv of Xew York. For several years after

1839 iie was connected with the United States

legation in Holland, and while there was ap-

pointed ( 1841 ), in pursuance of an act of the Xew
Y'ork Legislature, to prociire and transcribe docu-

ments in European archives relating to the history

of the State. He devoted himself to this task with

great energv. and succeeded in collecting more

than 5000 documents, many of which had been

previouslv unknown to historians. "The ship in

which he" came back," says Bancroft, "was more

richly freigly;ed with new material for American

history than anv that ever crossed the Atlantic."

The documents were printed by the State, under

the editorship of O'Callaghan and Fcrnow, as

Documents Relating to the Colonial Bistory of
the State of Xew York (14 vols., Albany, 1856-

86). From 1846 to 1849 Brodhead was secretary
of legation in London, George Bancroft then being
the United States Minister to England, and from
1853 to 1857 he was naval ollicer of the port
of Xew York. His reputation rests chiefly on
his History of the State of Xew York (2 vols.,

1853-71), which is notable for its thorough schol-

arship, its candor, and its painstaking accuracy,
and which, though left incomplete, remains the
standard work for the ])eriod covered— 1609 to

1691. Brodhead also publislied An Oration on
the Conquest of Xew Xethciland (1864), and an
address entitled Government of Sir Edmund An-
dres Over Xew England (1867).

BRO'DIE, Sir Bexjamin Collins (1783-

1862). An English surgeon. He studied under
Sir Everard Home at Saint George's Hospital,

to which he was elected assistant surgeon in

1808, and afterwards surgeon. He had previous-

ly lectured both on anatomy and surgery. In
1810 he was elected a fellow of the Royal So-

ciety, and in 1811 received its Copley Medal for

physiological papers which he had contributed.

In 1819 he was appointed professor of compara-
tive anatomy in the Royal College of Surgeons,

and later became president. He was also at-

tending physician to George IV. William IV.

made him sergeant-surgeon in 1832 and two
years later a baronet. Brodie was also sergeant-

surgeon to Queen Victoria and first surgeon in

ordinary to the Prince Consort. In 1858 he was
elected president of the Royal Society. He was
a corresponding member of the Institute of

France, and foreign member of other learned

societies and academies in Europe and America.
He published many medical works, which, to-

gether with his Au'tohiograph;/. were issued in a
collected edition in 1805.—His s(m, SirBenmamin
Collins Bbodie (1817-80), became eminent aa

a chemist, and published much on the sub-

ject of chemistry. In 1855 he was elected Akl-

richian professor of chemistry at O.xford, his

Alma Mater, and received the degree of D.C.L.

from that institution.

BROD'RICK, Georqe Charles (1831-1903).

An English educator, born at Castle Rising,

Xorfolk. He was ctlucati'd at Eton and at

Balliol College, Oxford, elected a fellow of Mer-

ton College (1855), took the degree of LL.B.

at the University of London (1858), and was
called to the bar from Lincoln's Inn ( 1859) . He
was a member of the London School Board

(1877-79), and elected warden of Merton College

(1881), a position which he held till his death.

Brodrick took an active part in university ex-

tension, and contributed largely to the jieriodi-

cals. Among his works are I'olitieal Studies

(1870); English Land and English Landlords

(1881): .l/cmori(i/s of Merton College (1885):

Short History of Oxford University (1886) ; and

Memories and Impressions (1900).

BRODRICK, William St. John Fbeemantle
(ljS,5(;— ). An English statesman. He giadu-

ated in 1879 at Balliol College. O.xford. sat as a

Conservative for West Surrey from 1880 to 1885.

and from 1886 to 1892 was financial secretary to

the War OlTice. In 1805-98 he was Under-Secre-

tary of State for War. with power to direct war-

office alVairs in the House of Commons, and in

1898 was appointed Under-Secretary of State for
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Foreign Affairs. He was made Secretary for War
in I'JOO. In 1885 he was elected to represent the
Guilford division of West Surrey. It was on his

motion that Lord Rosebery's Government was
overthrown in June, 1895. As a student of polit-

ical questions, he won the commendation of Mr.
Gladstone.

BROD'SKY, Adolf (1851—). A Russian
violinist. He was bom at Taganrog in the

Province of the Don Cossacks, studied under
Hellmesberger in Vienna, and became a member
of the Hellmesberger quartet and of the orches-

tra of the Royal Opera in Vienna. Subsequently

he undertook a concert tour, pursued further

study under Laub in Moscow, and in 1875 was
appointed an instructor in the Moscow Conserva-

tory. He became director of the symphony con-

certs in Kiev in 1879, in 1882 a professor in the

Leipzig Conservatory, and in 1891 an instructor

in Scharwenka's Conservatory, Xew York. In
1895 he was appointed director of the Royal Col-

lege of Music in Manchester, England. He ap-

peared in concert with great success in 1881-82

in London, Vienna, Paris, and Moscow.

BRO'DY (Slav. pi. of hrod, ford, referring to

the swamps around it). A town in the Austrian
Crownland of Galieia, situated on a swampy
plain, surounded by forests, about 56 miles east-

northeast of Lemberg. not far from the Russian
frontier (Map: Austria, J 1). The to^vn is well

built, with broad, well-paved streets. Although
its commercial importance has been on the de-

cline for several years, it still remains a leading

exchange mart between Austria-Hungary and
Russia. The chief articles of commerce are

grain, wool, cattle, furs, feathers, and agricul-

tural implements, and its trade is almost entirely

in the hands of the .Jews, who constitute two-

thirds of the population of the city. Population,

in 1800, about 17,534: in 1900, 17,360.

BRODZINSKI, brod zen'ske, Kazimierz
(1791-1835). A Polish poet, born at Krolowka
(Galieia). He was professor of Polish literature

in the University of Warsaw from 1826, until

it was closed in 1831. He contributed much to

the furtherance of Polish literature, through
both his professional instruction and his pub-

lished works, which include the idyllic poem
Wieslaic (1820), and translations of the Book
of Joh and the dramas of Schiller. The best

edition of liis works is that by Kraszewski (War-
saw. 8 vols., 1872-74).

BROFFERIO, bruf fa'rA-o, Angelo (1802-

66). An Italian poet and publicist, born at Cas-

telnuovo-Calcea. In 1834 he established the Mas-
saggiere Torinese. and from 1849 to 1856 he

edited the radical Voce deila Liberia ("The Voice

of Liberty"). From 1848 until his death he was
a member of the Parliament of Piedmont, and
achieved distinction as one of the foremost ora-

tors of the democratic opposition. Against

Count Cavour lie directed his satire, II Tartufo

ffiolitico (1859). His other works include: Storia

del Piemonte dnl IHl.'t ai giorni nostri ("History

of Piedmont from 1814 to Our Own Day," Turin,

5 vols., 1849-52) ; ficene elleniche ("Greek
Scenes," last ed., Turin, 1884) ; the extremely
popular Canzoni pirmonlesi ("Songs of Pied-

mont," 8th ed., Turin, 1885) ; and / »Hiei tempi
("Recollection of My Times," 20 vols., 1858-61).

BROGLIE, l)r<Vlye',AcniLLE Charles LfioNCE
ViCTOK, Due de ( 1785-1870) . A French statesman.

He was born in Paris, Xovymber 28, 1785. The
family was Piedmontese, but liad won distinction

in tlie armies of France, one of its members
obtaining the fank of marshal under Louis XIV.,
and anotlier holding the post of commander-in-
chief under Louis XVI. The father of Achille

died in 1794 on the guillotine, but left the in-

junction to his son to remain faithful to Liberty
even though slie was ungrateful and unjust.

"His father murdered, his mother in prison,

his property confiscated and plundered, the
young de Broglie first appears in life in wooden
shoes and a red cap of liberty, begging an as-

signat." Early in life he was a member of

Napoleon's Coimeil of State. Broglie entered

the House of Peers in 1815, just before he was
thirty years old. At the trial of Marshal Xey, he
alone had the courage to speak and vote for

acquittal on the ground that the ^Marshal was
not gtiilty of premeditated treason. During the

Restoration he acted with the doctrinaires, of

whom Guizot was the ablest representative. In
1810 he married Mme. de Stael's daughter
Albertine. About the same time he became the

ally of Clarkson and Wilberforce in the anti-

slaverj' cause. In Louis Philippe's first Cabi-

net he was Jlinister of Public Worship, and in

1832 succeeded Casimir Perier as Minister of

Foreign AflTairs. In 1835 he was the liead of the

Cabinet. Riding beside the King when Fieschi's

attempt on the life of Louis Philippe was made,
Broglie received one of the bullets through his

coat collar. He retired permanently from pub-

He life in 1836. Though not in office, Broglie

preserved through life close personal and politi-

cal friendship with Guizot. The overthrow of the

constitutional monarchy in 1848 was a severe

blow to the Duke: but he consented to sit in the

republican assemblies, and labored to counteract
what he deemed to be the evils of universal suf-

frage and to avert the coup d'etat which he saw
was impending. When it came he was conspicu-

ous as one of the bitterest enemies of the imperial

regime, tliough he admitted that an empire was
"the government which the poorer classes of

France desired and the rich desen-ed.' His last

twenty years were devoted to philosophical and
literarv- pursuits, as the result of which lie pub-

lished Ecrits et discours (Paris. 1863). With
regard to the future he said, "I shall die a peni-

tent Christian and an impenitent Liberal." He
was a member of the Academy and other so-

cieties. He died in Paris January 25, 1870.

Consult: Guizot, Le Due' de Broglie (Paris,

1872) : Broglie, Personal Reminiscences of the

Late Due de Broglie, trans, and edited by Beau-
fort (London, 1888).

BROGLIE, Jacqlt:s Victor Albert. Due de

I
lS21-l!t01 ). A French statesman and historian,

son of the preceding. His publication, in 1846,

of a brilliant study, Si/stcme rcligicux de Leib-

nitz, brought him the place of secretary of em-
bassy at -Madrid, and later at Rome. After the

Revolution of 1848 he defended tlie temporal
power of tlie Pope and moderate constitutional

liberalism in the Revue des Deux Mondes. Then
followed in 1853 his Etudes morales et Utt6-

raires, and in 1856 his llistoire de I'Eglise et de
I'Empire rnmain au IV. siccle (0 vols.), which
gave him his seat in the French Academj' in

1862. In 1870 he succeeded his father as Duke,
and the following year was elected to the Na-
tional Assembly. In 1871 he was also appointed
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Ambassador to Great Britain, but was recalled

hy Tliiers the following year. When Marshal
AlacMalion assumed the Presidency in 1873, the

Due <ie Hrojjlie became Premier, and held the

office until May l(i, 1874. In 1870 he was
elected Senator and resumed the leadersliip of

the reactionary parties; and in 1877 he was
again Premier for a few months. He achieved
greater distinction as a liistorian tlian as a
statesman. Among his works, other than those

mentioned above, are: Souveraincli pontificale

<t la UhcrU (18G1); Lc secret du rot: corre-

spoudance secrete de Louis XV. (1878) ; Marie
Tlierese imperatrice (1888) ; and Mimoires de
TaUeiir<ind (1891).

BKOGLIO, brO'lyo, Emilio (1814-92). An
Italian statesman and author, born in Milan,
and educated at the universities of -Verona and
Pavia. He took part in the Revolution in Lom-

,

bardy ia 1848, and was appointed secretary of

the Provisional Government. In 1856 he pub-
lished twenty-five letters to Count Cavour "On
the Income Tax" {DeW imposta suUa rendita,

Turin. 2 vols). He was a member of Parliament
from 1861 to 1876. and from 1867 to 1869 was
Minister of Public Instruction. His works in-

clude Sttidii costitii:::ioiiaTi ("Constitutional
Studies," Milan, 1860) ; DeUe forme parlomtn-
iari ("On Parliamentary Forms," Milan, 1865) :

and II regno di Pederieo II. di Prussia ("The
Reign of Frederick II. of Prussia," Rome, 2

vols., 1879-80).

BBOGTJE, brOg ( Scotcli, from Gael. hrOrj. shoe,
lioof ) . A rudely formed species of shoe of many
varieties, formerly used by the aboriginal Irish
and the Scottish Highlanders. The name has
been applied to a modern kind of shoe, with a
hob-nailed sole. It is also used to signify the
peculiar pronunciation of English that distin-

guishes natives of Ireland. See Shoes and Shoe
Manuf.^cture.

BROHAN, brd'iiN', Emii-ie Madeleine (1833-

1900). A French actress, born October 21, 1833,

in Paris. At the age of fifteen she entered the

Conservatoire, from which she was graduated
in 1850 with the first prize for comedy. At her

dfbut the same year on the stage of the Comedie
Francaisc, slic created tlie part of Marguerite
in Les contes de la reine de liavarre, by Scribe

and Legouve, and nuide a great success. Site was
elected a sociitaire in 1852. Except for a two
years' absence in Russia (1856-58), as a sequel

to her tmhappy niarfiage to M. Mario Uehard in

1854, slie continued at tlie Theiltre Frangais till

1886, when she retired. Besides her successes

in tlie classic repertory, notably as Elmire in

1'artufe, and Sylvia in /.< jcu dc Vamour ct du
hasard. she created leading parts in a number
of new plays, among them I'ar droit de eonqucle,

Les doiyts de fie, and Reves d'amour, Les ca-

prices de Marianne, Le lion amoureux, by Pon-
sard. and he monde ou Von s'ennuie.

BROHAN, -ToslipniNE FfxiciTfi Augu-stine
(1824-93). A French actress. She was born De-

cember 2, 1824, the daughter of Suzanne Hrohan,

also a well-known French actress, who died in

1887. Augustine Brohan, after distinguishing

herself at the Conservatoire, made, in 1841, a

brilliant dCbut at the Theatre Francais.as Dorine
in Tartufe and Lisette in Rivauxd'eux-nUnnes. In
1842 she was elected a member of the eomi)any.

Among the many plays in which she made her rep-

utation were; Le manage de Figaro; L'Avare;
Le bourgeois genlilhomme ; La vieillesse de Riehe-

lieu; Les aristocraties; and La famille Poisson.

She was the author of .several of the short drama-
tic pieces, known as Proverbcs, for private repre-

sentation, and was famous for her witty say-

ings, such as her parody of Rohan's celebrated

motto, "Coquette ne veux, soid)rette ne daigne,

Brohan suis." In 18G(i she retired from the
theatre, owing to an ali'ection of the eyes, and
soon afterwards became the wife of M. Edraond
David de (iheest, who died in 1885.

BROILING (OF. bruiller, to boil, roast, prob-
ably from bniir, to roast; cf. Ger. briihen, to
scald). A convenient and expeditious mode of
cooking small ])ieces of meat, by laying them on
a gridiron over a bright fire, or even on the
coals llienisclvcs. The latter is perhaps the most
primitive mode of preparing meat for eating,

as may be supposed from the ease and simplicity
with which it is managed. Broiling is, in fact,

a quicker sort of roasting. The albumen of the
outside being sealed up at once, the meat is

rendered extremely nutritious, and therefore
this process is much to be recommended.

BROKE, Sir Philip Bowes Verb (1776-
1841 ) . An English admiral. He went to sea at
the age of 12, entered the British Navy, and in

ISOG was put in command of the Shannon. In
1813 (.Jime 1) he fought his famous battle with
the American frigate (hesapeake, then command-
ed by Capt. James Lawrence. He was perma-
nently disabled during the engagement, but was
made a K.C.B. for his victory. Consult Brigh-
ton, .1/emoij- of Admiral Sir P. B. V. Broke (Lon-
don. 1866). See Cues.\.peake, The.
BRO'KEN BOW. A city and coUnty-seat

of Custer County, Neb., near the middle of the
State, on the Burlington and Missouri River
Railroad (Map: Nebraska, E 2). It is the
centre of a projluetive farming and stock-raising
district, and has some manufactures. Popula-
tion, in 1890. 1647; in 1900, 1375.

BROKEN HEART, Tire. A tragedy by John
Ford, first acted in 1629 at Blackfriars by the
King's servants, and publislied in 1633 in cpiar-

to, under the pseudonym 'Fide Honor,' with a
dedication to William, Lord Craven; It was
highly praised by Charles l.amb in his Speci-
mens of Dramatic Poets, and was reprinted in
1811 in Weber's collection of the author's works
(2 vols.). See Calantiia.

BROKEN HILL. A mining town of Yan-
cowinna County, New South Wales, Australia,
the terminus of a railway line, 260 miles north-

cast of Adelaide and 17 miles east of Silverton
(Map: New South Wales, A3). The town is

built on a ridge 150 feet above the plain, and has
one of the richest silver lodes in the world. It

has been worked since 1884. The annual out])ut

of silver, gold, copper, and tin in the dis-

trict exceeds .$8,750,000. Population, in 190U
27.518. •
BROKEN WIND. See Heaves.

BROKER (originally one wluj uses, manages,
han<lles. OIKJ. hruhhen, AS. brucan, ME. brulccn,

broken, Ger. brauchen, to use. For a similar

development, cf. Ger. Makler, broker, from
viakeln, makeln, to act as broker, allied to Dutch
maken, to make; also Ger. hundeln. to deal, bar-

gain, from Hand, hand— i.e. from 'handling').
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_An agent employed to make bargains and con-

tracts between other persons in matters of

trade, connnerce, and navigation for a com-
pensation, commonly called brokerage. . When
a broker is employed to buy or sell goods,

he is not intrusted with the custody or pos-

session of thom, and is not authorized to

buy or sell in his own name. In this re-

spect he differs from a factor: and he dif-

fers from an auctioneer in two particulars:

(a) A broker may buy as well as sell, but an
.auctioneer can only sell : ( ?> ) a bioker cannot
sell personally at public auction, for that is the
Appropriate function of an auctioneer; but he
may sell at private sales, while an auctioneer
-does not. A broker is strictly a middleman, or
intermediate negotiator between the parties;

and for some purposes he is treated as the agent
of both parties, but primarily he is deemed
merely the agent of the party by whom he is

•originalh" employed. As soon as the negotiation
is concluded he makes a memorandum thereof, a
-copy of which he gives to each party. If the
transaction is a sale, these copies are called

bought and sold notes. Brokers are of va-

rious sorts, such as bill and note brokers, ex-

change brokers, insurance brokers, merchandise
brokers, pawnbrokers, real-estate brokers, ship
brokers, and the like. As a rule, the name of

each class fairly indicates its peculiarities. Per-
haps a few words should be added concerning
two classes, in addition to the pawnbrokers,
whose functions and liabilities will be consid-

ered in a separate article. .See Pawxbrokixg.
IxsuR.\NCE. The insurance broker is to be dis-

tinguished from the ordinary insurance agent,

who represents and acts for the insurer; the
broker is either the agent of the insured or a
middleman between the insured and the insurer.

His business is that of procuring insurance for

those who choose to avail themselves of his ser-

vices, and from any company which he or the

insured may select. See Ixsuraxce.
Ship. A ship broker is one whose business

it is to sell or buy ships, or to charter vessels,

cr to procure contracts of freightage for them.

BROMBERG, brom'berK (for Braheiiberg,

the fort or hill on the Brahe). The capital of

the administrative district of the same name,
in the Prussian Province of Posen, situated on
the Brahe, about 6 miles from its junction with
the Vistula and G9 miles northeast of Posen
(Map: Prussia, H 2) . Its position on the Brom-
berg Canal, which connects the Oder and the

Elbe with the Vistula, and on the Berlin-Danzig
Railway, makes it an important centre of trade,

mostly in lumber, flour, leather, coal, and wool.

The principal aitides of manufacture are vehi-

cles, furniture, soap, candles, alcohol, and snuflf.

There are also breweries, distilleries, iron-found-

ries, locomotive-works, and dyeing establishments.

It is governed by a municipal council of thirty-

si.\ members, who elect an execiitive board of

fourteen. (See Prus.si.v, (lovrrnment.) Brom-
berg was founded by the Teutonic Knights. It be-

came part of Prussia in 1772, at the time of the

first partition of Poland. Population, in 1890,

41.000; in 1900. 52,154.

BROME, Richard ( ? -e.l652). A minor
r.nglish dramatist. In early life he was a ser-

vant to Ben .lonson. but soon attracted atten-

tion as a writer, and became one of a group com-

l)rising such men as Fletcher, Dekker, Ford, and
Shirley. He was the author, in whole or in part,
of twenty-four popular plays, the best of which
are The Xortherti Lnss and 'J'Ue Jovial Creic.
Fifteen of these plays were comedies, original
in plot, and introducing some very striking and
realistic characters. His dramatic works were
published, in three volumes, in 1873.

BROME GRASS (Neo-Lat. hromiis, Gk. Pp6-
fws. hrvntos, kind of oats, from /Si/Spiiffxcti/, 6i6>-d-

skeiit, to eat), Bromiis. A genus of annual or
perennial grasses nearly allied to the fescue
grasses. There are about forty species, mostly
found in the north temperate zone, although some
are found in South America. Some of the species
are of considerable economic importance, while
others are troublesome weeds. The brome
grasses grow upon light soils, and are quite re-

sistant to drouth. On this last account several
species are highly valued in the semi-arid re-

gions of the Great Plains, where they furnish
considerable hay and forage. One of the best
for this purpose is the smooth brome grass
(Brom us hiennis) . This species is a native of Eu-
rope, grows to a height of 2 to 5 feet, and being
perennial, soon completely occupies the land, to
the exclusion of all other plants. A somewhat
similar species is the annual Schrader's brome
grass, or fescue grass (Bromus unioloides) . of
South America. In some of the Southern States
it is considered one of the best winter grasses for
pasturage. The soft brome grass (Bromus mol-
lis) is a native of England and introduced
into the United States. It has soft, downy
leaves, which are readily eaten by cattle, but
neither the quality nor the quantity of the herb-
age is very high. The seeds of this and other
species have been reputed to be poisonous, but the
evidence is not conclusive.
The giant brome grass (Bromus giganteus)

produces a large amount of fodder in England, but
cattle do not seem to relish it. Bromus secalinus,
called rye brome chess, and cheat, is a trouble-
some weed in fields of \\heat and rye. The .seeds

retain their vitality for a long time, and fre-

quently appear in grain-fields where from some
cause the cereal has been destroyed. To tliis fact
the somewhat common belief that 'wheat turns
to cheat' is to be attributed. Tliat there is no
foundation for such an idea is easily demonstrat-
ed. A number of species are very ornamental,
and Bromus brizceformis is sometimes grown for
winter liouquets.

BROMEIilA (after the Swedish bot.tnist
Bromel) . A genus of nionocotyledonous plants,
the type of the family Bromel iaee.T. which em-
braces about 40 genera and 400 species, all of
which are American. They are stemless. or with
short stems, rigid, channeled, often spiny or
scaly leaves. Prominent among the jjlants of

this order are the bronielias, pineap])Ie. Bill-

bergia, and Tillandsia. Many species are epiphy-
tic, growing attached to other plants, but not
deriving subsistence from them. A common ex-
ample is the Spanish or long moss (Tillandsia
usneoides) , of the Southern States, West Indies,

etc. From this plant is obtained much of the
so-called hair for stufling mattresses, furniture,
etc. The bromelias are West Indian and Brazil-
ian in origin, but some have been introduced
into other countries for the fibre they yield.

Bromelia pinguin, called the wild pineapple,
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is a very eomiiion species. It is valuable as a
hedjie-plant, the rigid, spiny leaves resisting

perfectly the attacks of animals. The leaves are

\ery numerous, n to I! feet long and 2 inches

wide, tapering gradually to the ti]). Another
and perhaps more valuable species is Broiiirlia

siilfcstris. It has leaves .3 or 4 feet long and
11,^ inches in width. The fibre of this is be-

lieved to be superior to that of Bromelia pin-

guiii. The fibre of a number of other species

hay been more or less favorably reported upon,

but so great is the confusion of the species that

their botanical origin cannot be definitely stat-

ed. Tlie cultivated pineapple (Ananas .salira)

yields a good fibre, and tlie famous pifia or pine-

apph' cloth of the Philipiiino Islands is said to

be i)r()duced from a wild form of the pineapple.

This and other forms of these fibrous plants grow
in great abundance throughout the tropics, and
a thorough study wotild doubtless reveal their

true value and relationships. The fruits of

some of the wild species of Bromelia are used

for various purposes. For the fruit of Ananas,

see PiNE.\ppi.K.

BBOME'LIA'CE.ffi (for derivation see

Bromelia). The pineapple family. An order

of mostly stemless monocotyledonous plants, or

with short stems, and rigid, channeled, and often

spiny, fleshy leaves in rosettes. The flowers are

borne in panicles or racemes on flower-stalks

springing from the cluster of leaves. As a rule

the three-parted flowers have highly colored

bracts subtending them. There are about 40

genera and 400 species belonging to this order,

most, if not all, of which are indigenous to trop-

ical America. Some are terrestrial plants, liv-

ing in dry situations, but most live attached to

trees, not as parasites, but as epiphytes, and
tliey form a very conspicuous feature of the flora

of Brazil and elsewhere. The leaves of many
are cluinncled almve. and as they overlap below

they hold considerable water in tlieir f\innels

or pitcliers. This habit and their al)undaut seed

make them especially adapted to their ei)iphylic

method of growing. In the water cups or fun-

nels are found all sorts of debris, and in Vene-

zuela a species of bladderwort U'trirularia)

often grows in these situations. These plants

often send out roots, but it is considered (bmbt-

ful whether they haA-e much use, aside from aid-

ing in attaching the plant to its s>i|)i)ort. Some
species show especial ada])tations for the reduc-

tion of transpiration from their leaves. Tliis is

secured by the presence of a thickened cuticle,

or l)y covering the leaves with peculiar scales,

rendering the leaves scurfy. In the case of the

common Spanish or Xew Orleans moss [Til-

iandsia usncoidcs). which hangs in such pe-

culiar bunches from the trees of the Southern

States, the stems are reduced to thread-like

strands of a grayish color, covered with scales.

To this order belongs the pineapple (q.v.),

which is useful for its fruit as well as for the

fit)re which is secured from its leaves. This

fibre is usefvil for many |>urposes. and the finer

qualities make the pifia cloth of the Kast Indies.

This is often confused with 'grass cloth,' from
which it can be distinguished by microscopical

examination : the piua fibre is said to be with-

out any twist. Pita fibre is obtained from
Bromelia sylvestris, a member of this order, as

well as from other plants. According to Witt-

mack's classification, the chief genera of this
order are: Bromelia, Ananas, Billbergia, .Ech-
mea, Pitcairnia. Puya, Dyckia, and Tillandsia.

BRO'MIC ACID (see Hromixe), lIBrOj. A
colorless licpiid with a bromine-like odor. It
may be prepared by the action of bromine on sil-

ver bromate. The latter is made from iiotassium
bromate, which is readily obtained by the action
of bromine on caustic potash, Bromie acid
combines readily with bases forming a series
of salts called hroinates, none of which are of
any commercial importance. By heat they are
all decomposed with evolution of oxygen. Like
the chlorates, when mixed with sulphur or char-
coal. tlu'V explode by percussion.

BRO'MIDES (see Bromine). The salts of
hydrobromic acid (HBr) may be produced by the
action of thi= acid on metals, metallic oxides,

or metallic carbimates; also by the action of

bromine vapor on metals. At ordinary tempera-
tures the bromides are solid, but when heated
they generally fuse and volatilize with decom-
position.

The most important bromide is that of potas-

sium (KBr). This salt is nuide by adding
bromine to a solution of potassium hydroxide,
evaporating and heating the residue with some
charcoal, the latter serving to- reduce the bromate
(KBrO,,) at first produced along with the

bromide (KBr). The only salt thus obtained is

potassium bromide, and this may then be purl-'

fled by re-crystallization from water. Pure
potassium bromide is a colorless, translucent,

crystalline salt with a pungent, saline taste: it

is extensively used in medicine, both as a seda-

tive and a nervine. The medicinal dose of the
bromide is 5 to liO grains. Another important
bromide is that of silver, which is made by add-
ing silver nitrate to an aqueous s(dution of some
other metallic bromide. Silver bromide is ex-

ceedingly sensitive to the action of sunlight, and
is consequently much used in photograpliy.

With the exception of silver bromide, which is

insoluble, and of lead and mercury bromides,
whose solubility is slight, the bromides of the
metals are mure or less readily soluble in water.

BRO'MIDRO'SIS ((Jk. /Spw/ws, hromos, a bad
smell + Idpdii, hidrOs, sweat) . A condition of the
sweat-glands causing a foul odor to the perspira-

tion. I'or convenience' sake, the condition of

ofl'ensive ]]ers|)iratioii from any cause is called

broniidroj^is. l'ers]iirati<m, in ordinarily cleanly

people, is jiracl ically odorless. The consmupticm
of garlic, onions, uiuile-oil, sulphur, phosphorus,
alcohol, musk, and other substances gives a pecu-

Inir smell in each case to the perspiration. Con-
stipated people have sweat with a fiecal odor,

and some i)eo])le excrete considerable urea by
means of the skin. In smallpox there is a
distinctive odor to the skin and the perspira-

tion. Other i)eople have perspiration with an
odor like that of orris or bananas. All the odors

of sweat, except those due to drugs or food in-

gested, are due to decomposition of the fatty

acids in the secretion. The armpits and the feet

are the oU'ending parts of the body in most cases.

Internal treatment to relieve excessive sweating
is generally necessary; and salicylic acid, boric

aciil. sulphate of zinc, and other medicaments are

used locally.

BRO'MINE (Xeo-Lat. hromiitium, from Gk.
jifiufiur, brOinos, stench; referring to its suffocat-
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ing odor). An elementary chemical substance dis-

covered by Balard in 1826. It does not occnr in

the isohited state, but is found in combination
with silver, as bromyrite and iodobromite: in

combination with allcalies and alkaline earths,

in sea and mineral waters, and in some saline

springs ; also in many marine plants and animals.
Bromine is prepared commercially from liquors

containing bromides, by distilling them with
sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, and manganese
dio.Kidc. The crude bromine thus isolated may
be purified by repeated fractional distillations,

and, finally, by distilling with potassium bromide,
for the purpose of removing any chlorine that
may be present. Bromine is thus manufactured
from tlie mother liquors of salt-worlcs, especially

at Stassfurt in Germany, and at S.yracuse, N. Y.,

Pomeroy, Ohio, the Kanawha region in West
Virginia, and Michigan, in the United States.

Bromine (symbol Br, atomic weight 7!'. 90) is

a dark, brown-red volatile liquid with a most
irritating odor. Its specific gravitv at 0° C. is

3.188828. It freezes at —7.3° C. to a reddish-

brown crystalline solid with a semi-metallic lus-

tre, and boils at 63° C. It is an irritant poison,

and if dropped ujwn the skin produces a sore

that heals with great difficulty. It is used
as a bleaching agent and as a disinfectant

;

also in medicine, in the manufacture of certain

coal-tar dyes (e.g. eosiii) , and in chemistry. Dur-
ing 1809, 433.004 pounds of bromine were pro-

duced in the United States, valued at $108,251.
Among the inorganic compounds of bromine may
be mentioned liydrobromic acid with the bromides,
bromic acid with the bromates, and hypobromous
acid with tlie hypobromites. Bromine also en-

ters into the composition of a large number of

organic compounds.

BROMLEY, brum'le. A to^vn in Kent, Eng-
land, 10 miles southeast of London, on the Rav-
ensbourne River. Besides modern institutions

there is a college founded in 1666 by Bishop
Warner, for widows of clergymen. There is

also a fine Gothic church and a palace built in

1777 fonnerly owned by tlie Bishops of Rochester.

Saint Blaise's well in the palace gardens was
famous for its reputed miraculous powers before

tlie Reformation. Population, in 1891, 21,684;
in 1901, 27.3.58.

BBbHSEBRO, brem'sc-bro (the river Bromsa
+ Scand. bro, O. Icel. bri'i, bridge). A village

of Swe<len, about 30 miles south of C'almar, cele-

brated for treaties concluded there between Den-
mark and Sweden in 1541, 1G41. and 1645.

BRO'MUS. See Brojie Gba.ss.

BROMVOGEL, brom'fo-gcl. The Dutch name
in Soutli Africa of tlie ground hornbill. See
HORNBILL.

BRONCHITIS, bron-kl'tis (from Gk. ;3p6y-

XOi, broiichds. trachea, windpipe, iipOYXt-"-, bron-
chia. the broncliial tubes). A disease of the
bronchial tubes. It includes: (1) an acute
catarrhal process involving the larger bronchi-
oles; (2) an acute catarrhal process involving
the smaller and capillary tulx-s ; (3) a chronic
eatarrlial process involving both larger and small-

er tubes; (4) an acute fibrinous process; and
(5) a chronic fibrinous process. It is caused
by exposure to cold or wet : irritants such as
dust, coal, etc. ; congestion dependent upon kid-

ney-disease, gout, or rheumatism, and even con-

Btipation, as well as heartdisjease. The symp-

toms of bronchitis are pain in tlie chest, fever
at tlie outset or continuing, cough generally with
expectoration of mucus, at first scanty, later,

perhaps, profuse and sometimes containing pU3,
shortness of breath on e.xertion, and occasionally,
in the fibrinous varieties, the coughing out of
casts of the tubes, resembling branches, of

mucoid material. Various jihysical signs are
found in the chest; but examination by a com-
petent person alone will determine whether the
attack be one of pleurisy, tuberculosis, pneu-
monia, or bronchitis. (See Auscultation.)
The acute form, when of the smaller tubes, may
result in death. Many patients sutler with the
disease every winter, and emphysema (q.v.) re-

sults in these cases. In young infants lobular
pneumonia (q.v.) regularly accompanies capil-

laiy bronchitis, which is also a frequent occur-

rence in cases of epidemic influenza ( la firippe )

.

There are hereditary tendencies and individual
predispositions which operate in some cases. On
the approach of an attack the patient should take

a hot bath, go to bed, take a purgative, and enter
upon a milk diet till the phjsician arrives. In-

halation of hot-water vapor, through the small
end of a funnel inverted over a vessel containing
very hot water, relieves the irritation which
causes coughing. Twenty drops of compound
tincture of benzoin added to a pint of hot water
will aid in making the inhalations soothing.

Preparations of opium taken imadvisedly may do
much harm. The daily cold sponge bath is an
efficient preventive of bronchitis; it is best taken
wlien the skin is warm and relaxed, immediately
after rising from the bed in the morning. Ven-
tilation and the avoidance of overheating rooms
in winter, the avoidance of wetting the shoes

—

either soles or uppers—and abstinence from over-

loading heart and kidneys with alcoholic bever-

ages, will do much to prevent acute bronchitis.

See IxFLUEXZA. Consult Osier, Principles and
Practice of Medicine (Xew York, 1901).

BRONCHUS, bron'kus (Xeo-Lat. from Gk.
^p6yxoi, bronchos, windpipe). One of the sub-

a. The brdtii'lii. h. Small bronchial tubes, c. The
trachea, d. Thelnryux.

divisions of the trachea, or windpipe. Opposite
the fourth dorsal vertebra, the trachea divides

into two branches, or bronchi, which are similar
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in structure to the trachea itself. They are

nearly round and cartilaginous in front, and
flat, with muscular and fibrous tissue, behind,

and are line<l with mucous membrane. Of these

bronchi, one goes to each lung, the right being
little more than an inch; the left, about two
indies in length. On entering the substance of a
lung, the bronclii divide into smaller branches,

wliich again siibdividc, until they are no larger

in diameter than one-fiftieth to one-thirtieth

of an inch. These are the bronchioli. At the

extremity of these smallest branches and open-

ing into them are found clusters of small poly-

hedral cells, the air-cells, which consist of elastic

tissue, with a lining of mucous membrane, and
beneath the latter a l.iyer of minute blood-ves-

sels. For further details of the histology of the

bronchi, see Respiration, Organs and Pro-
cess OF.

BRONDEL', .John B. (1842—). An Ameri-
can Honuui Catholic divine, born in Bruges, Bel-

gium. He studied in the American College of

the University of Louvain, and in 1864 was or-

dained priest in Mechlin. In 18()ti he volunteered
for missionary service in America, and was rec-

tor of Steilacoora, Wash., from 1867 to 1877,

when he was transferred to Walla Walla. He
returned to Steilacooni in 1878, became Bishop
of Vancouver Island in 1879, and was appointed
administrator apostolic of Montana in 1883, and
in the following year became Bishop of Helena.

His labors among the Indians have been highly

successful, and his influence among them has fre-

quently enabled him to be of great service to the
natiminl (invornment.

BRONDSTED, bren'sted, Peter Olaf (1780-

1842). A Danish arehipologist. He studied at

the University of Copenhagen. He then visited

Italy and Greece, where he made excavations

which fiimished valuable materials for the study

of classical antiquity, and after bis return be-

came professor in the University of Copenhagen.
He wrote in six different languages. His principal

work was Voyayes dann la Gricc acoompiiflnis de
recherches archcolo;ii(]ues (1820). In addition

to several smaller arcliieological papers, among
which were An Account of Some Greek Va.i's

l'(jund Near Viilci ( 1832) and an account of the

bronzes of Siris (1837), he also made valuable

contributions to Danish history.

BRONGNIART, bro'nyiir'. Adolpiie TnlJo-

DoitK (isul-7(i). A French liotanist, son of Alex-

andre Brongniart. He studied medicine, and in

1826 received a diploma, but he subsequently

devoted himself particularly to the study of

the physiology of plants. In 1833 he became pro-

fessor of botany at the .lardin des Plantes, in

Paris, and in 1834 a member of the Academy of

Sciences, succeeding Desfontaines. His principal

work and one that gave him an international

rejjutabion was his Hisloirc des vfgitaux fossiles

(1828-47).

BRONGNIART, Alex.vnure (1770-1847). A
French naturalist. In 17!)0 he visited England
for a scientilic examination of the Derbyshire

mines and pottery works, and, on his return to

France, published a Mcmoire sur I'art de Vimail-

leiir. In 1797 he became professor of natural

history in the Ecole Centrale. He was appointed

in 1800 director of the porcelain manufactory
of S6vres, where he developed the art of painting

on glass. In 181') he was elected a member of

the Academy of Sciences, and in 1822 he became
professor of mineralogy in the Paris Museum of
Natural History. His work on the Clansifica-

tioii des reptiles (1807) was long the authority
in hcr]ietology, and his Traitc flementaire dc
ininiraloyie (1807) became a text-book for lec-

turers. In connection with Cuvier he jniblished
a famous work entitled Essai sur la geographic
mineralngique des environs de Paris (1811). He
also published in 1844 a Traite des arts efra-
miques et des poteries, and other works on the
products of the S6vres establishment.

BRONIKOWSKI, bro'nf-kov'ske, Alexander
ArcirsT Fekdixa.mi von (1783-1834). A German
novelist, born in Dresden. He entered the Prus-
sian Army, but retired from service in 1807. At
the outbreak of tlie war against Russia he joined
tlic I'olish contingent of the French Army and
subsequently became a member of Marshal Vic-

tor's stafl'. He wrote a nmnber of novels, drawn
chielly from the history of Poland, which became
veiy popular. His manner somewhat resembled
the method of Scott, but he lacked depth. His
best work is Bippohjt Boratgnski (4 vols., 1825-

20). He also published a Geschiehte Polens
(1831).

BRONN, bron, Heinrich Georg (1800-62).
A German naturalist. He was born in Ziegel-

hausen, and studied in Heidell)erg. In 1828 lie-

became professor in the imiversity, and after

Leuckart's departure from Heidelberg, Bronn
was appointed director of the zoological collec-

tion of the university. He wTote several impor-
tant scientific treatises. His first was Sgstem
der unreltiiehen Konchylien (1824), which was.

followed by System der unreltiiehen Pflanzen-
tierc (1825). His most important geological

work was Lethcea Geognostiea (1830-381 , on rock
formations. Allgemeine Zoologie (18.50) was-
the first attempt to develop zoiJlogii' in its entire-

ty with reference to extinct organisms. He p\ib-

lished, in 1860, a translation of Danvin's Origin

of Species.

BRONSART, broN'siir', Hans von (fult

name Hans lironsart von Schellendorft') (1830— ).

A German pianist and composer. He was bom
in Berlin, studied there under Kullak and Dehn,
and in Weimar under Liszt; made several tours
in (icrmany, France, and Russia, and directed

the ICuterpe concerts in Leipzig (1800-02). In

1805 he became von IJiilow's successor as director

of tlu' concerts of the Gcsellschaft der MiLsik-

freunde in Berlin; from 1807 to 1887 Avas in-

tcndant of the Royal Theatre in Hanover; and
from 1887 to 1895 of that in Weimar. The most
im])ortant of his works are compositions for the
piaiuiforte, the best known being a trio in G
minor and a concerto in F sharp minor. To
these should be added a cantata, Christnachty
for a double choir and orchestra, and Friihlings-

phanlasie, for orchestra, often performed in (ier-

many.

BRONSART VON SCHELLENDORF,
bn'.n'siirt lYm shel'lcn-dorf, Paii. ( 18:!2-!11 ) . A
Prussian general, boru in Danzig. He entered
the army in 1849, became lieutenant-colonel

in 1809, and was attached to the headquarters-
of the army during the Franco-Prussian War,
serving as chief of division. Upon the capitula-

tion of Sedan he was sent to the fortress to

open the fiist negotiations with Napoleon III.

In I8S3 he became Jlinister of War. It was he
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who prepared the measure providing for an
increase of the standing army (18S7). Dur-
ing his term of office tlie repeating rifle was in-

troduced into the infantry branch of the ser-

vice, new pension laws were enacted, and the
conditions of military service were modified.
He wrote the following works: Ein RucLliUrk
auf die iaktischen Riickblieke (2d ed., 1870;
English translation by H. A. Ouvry. London,
1871); Dcr Diciist ilcs (Icitcralstabc.i ( .'Kl edi-

tion by Meckel, 1893: translated into English
under the title of The Duties of the General
Staff, by W. A. H. Hare, 1877).

BRONT.ffi'TTS (Gk. iipovraioc, brontaios,

thundering, from jipovri), bronte, thunder). An
epithet of Zeus.

BRONTE, bron'ta. A city in the Province of

Catania, Sicily, at the western base of Mount
Etna, between the sreat lava streams of 10.51 and
1843; 2G00 feet above the sea, and 34 miles north-
west of Catania (ilap: Italy, J 10). The prin-

cipal manufactures are paper and woolen goods;
the adjacent valley of the Simeto produces large

quantities of grain and wine. The town is cele-

brated chiefly for its connection with Admiral
Nelson, who was created Duke of Bronte by
the Neapolitan Government in 1799. Poimla-
tion (commune), in 1881, 16,577; in 1901,
20,366.

BRON'TE, Anxe. See Bboxte, Charlotte.

BRONTE, Ch.\bi.otte (1816-55). An Eng-
lish novelist, born at Thornton, in the West Rid-
ing of Yorkshii-e. April 21, 1816. Her father,

Patrick Bronte, a clergj-man of Irish descent I the

name is said to have been originally Prunty ) . re-

moved, with five young cliildren and an invalid
wife, from Thornton to Haworth, in the same
county, in 1820. Anne, the sixth and last child,

was born the same year. Soon after the arrival
Mrs. Bronte died : so that Charlotte, trying hard
in after-life, could but dimly recall the remem-
brance of her mother. Her father, eccentric and
solitary in his habits, was ill fitted to replace a
mother's love : and though their mother's elder
sister. Miss Branwell, and later the faithful ser-

vant 'Tabby,' entered the household, the children
were left much to themselves. When Charlotte
was eight years old she was sent with three of
her sisters to Cowan's Bridge School, between
Leeds and Kendal, which, whether deservedly
or not. had an unfortunate notoriety conferred
upon it 25 years later in the pages of Jdne
hh/re. The two elder sisters—JIaria and Eliza-
beth—falling dangerously ill and dying a few
days after tlieir removal thence. Charlotte and
Emily were taken out of the school. In 1831
Charlotte was sent to ^liss W'ooler's school
at Roehead, between Leeds and Huddersfield,
where her remarkable talents were duly ap-
preciated by her kind instructress, and a friend-

ship «as formed with some of her fellow-
pupils that lasted throughout life. .\ few years
later she returned to Miss Wooler's school as
teacher there, and she had. soon after this, some
sorrowful experiences as governess in one of the •

two families where she foiind employment. It
was with a view of better qiialifying tliemselves
for the task of teaching that Charlotte and
Emily went to Brussels in 1842 and took up
their abode in a pensionnat. When Charlotte
returned home for good in 1844. a new shadow-
darkened the gloomy Yorkshire parsonage—her

father's sight was declining fast, and her only
brother was becoming an inebriate.

It now seemed plain that school-keeping could
never be a resource, and the sisters—Cliarlotte,
Emily, and .\nne—turned tlieir thoughts to lit-

erature. Their volume of poems was published
in 1846, their names being veiled under those
of Currer, Ellis, and Acton Bell: but it met
with little or no attention. Cliarlotte's next
venture was a prose tale. The Professor, and
while it was passing slowly and heavily from
publisher to publisher, Jane Eyre was making
progress. Jane Eyre appeared in 1847, and took
the public by storm. It was felt that a fresh
hand, making new harmonies, was thrown over
the old instrument. Henceforward CharIott«
Bronte had a 'twofold life, as author and wo-
man.' Over the latter the clouds closed thicker
and thicker. Jlr. Bronte had indeed recovered
his sight ; but Emily, the sister Charlotte so in-

tensely loved, died in 1848. Her only brother,
Branwell, also died in the same year; and Anne,
the yoimgest of the famih-, following in 1849.
Charlotte was left alone with her aged father,
in a dreary home among the graves. Neverthe-
less, her energy never flagged. Shirley, begun
soon after the appearance of Jane Eyre, was
publislied in 1849; and ViUette, written under
the frequent pressure of bad health and low
spirits, came out in 1853. In the spring of

1854 Charlotte Bronte was married to her
father's curate, the Eev. A. Nicholls. wlio had
long known and loved her. It is a relief to find

that a little sunshine was permitted to the close
of a hitherto clouded life. It was, however, but
brief. .She died March 31, 1855.

All the Brontes possessed ability akin to gen-
ius.

—

Beaxwell (1817-48), weakened by dissipa-

tion, left a few poems, among which are occa-
sional lines showing the Bronte spirit.—.\xXE
(1820-49) died too young to achieve fame, Init

there is nothing commonplace about her two nov-
els, Agnes Grey and Wildfell Hall.—The portrait
of Emily (1818-48) is drawn by her sister in

Shirley. Having in mind, doubtless, her Wiilher-
iny fJeiyhts (1847) and her poems, ilatthew
.\rnold declared that for passion, vehemence,
and grief, Emily Bronte had had no equal
since Byron. Charlotte was, perhaps, less vehe-
ment, but her novels come from an adiing
lieart. And having seen more of the world, she
possessed the greater insiglit into character,
in execution the work of all the sisters is

faulty: but Charlotte's is less so than that of
the others. The standard Life of Charlotte
Bronte (London, 1857), by Elizabeth Gas
kell, has been supplemented by C. K. Shorter's
Charlotte Bronte and Her Cireles (London,
1896). Consult, also: lAfe and Works of the
Sisters Bronii', witli preface by Mrs. H. Ward
and an introduction and notes to the life l>y

Shorter (7 vols., London and New York.- 1900) j

Keid. Cliarlotte Bronte (London, 1877); L.
Stephen, "Essay," in IJours in a Library, 3d
series (London, 1879) ; A. Birrell, Life, with
liibliography (London, 1887) : Robinson, Emiltf
Bronlii (Boston, 1883) ; Leyland. The Bronte
Eamily. with special reference to Branwell (Lon-
don. 1SS6) : and the Bronte Society.

BRONTOPS. See Titaxotherium.
BRONTORNIS. A gcniis of gigantic fossil

biril^ tmiii flic lower Tertiary rocks of Pata-
gonia, related to Phororhacos and other Ste-
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reornithes. (See Biro, Fossil.) It was among
the tallest of known birds. It "had lejr-bones

larger than those of an ox, the dninistiik measur-

ing 30 inehes in length by 2V^. imhos in diam-

eter, or 4''j inches across the ends: while the

tarsus, or lower bone of the leg to which the toes

are attached, was lO'A inches long and o^A

inches wide where the toes join on.'' Compare
CJ.V.STOli-NIS.

BBON'TOSAU'RTJS (Xeo-Lat.. from Gk.

Bpovrii, hrontv, thunder + (inf/wf, .sawros, lizard).

A gigantic herbivorous dinosaur of the svib-

order Sauropoda, the fossil remains of which
arc found in the upper .Jurassic strata of Wy-
oming. The animal was of massive build, and
attained the great length of 60 feet, with an
estimated weight for the live beast of 20 tons.

The trunk of the body was short and thick, the

neck long and slender, the tail large and strong-

ly built, and the head remarkably small. The
fore limbs were as long as the hind limbs, indi-

cating that the animal walked on all fours, and
the feet were plantigrade— i.e. the beast walked
on the flat foot, instead of on the toes ; and the

footprint covered a square yard of ground. The
bones of the limbs were all solid and heavily

built. In this respect they resemble tlio.se of

the allied genus Diplodocus. while they difter

from those of the majority of dinosaurs, whose
bones are hollow. The long neck of the animal
was probably of much use to him for feeding

upon the upper portions of the aquatic plants

among which he made his home, while his great

bulk and small brain indicate that he was a slow-

moving beast of low intelligence. For illustra-

tion of the order, see Plate Dinos.\urs.

BRONTOTHE'RIUM. See Titaxothebium.

BRONZE (pr<)l)alily from Lat. ces Bniiidisiiim,

Brundisian copper). An alloy of two or more
metals, the chief ingredient always being copper,

with tin ne.vt in proportion. Often zinc and lead

have been used ; but if zinc is in greater propor-

tion than tin, the result is not properly a bronze
(see Alloy), while lead is never present in large

amounts. Silver has bei-n found in the analysis

of ancient bronzes, but this may have come from
an imperfect smelting of the tin. The bronze
tools found in ancient quarries in Fgj-pt are said

to consist of 88 parts copper to 12 of tin. a hard
alloy, but the supjiosed greater hardness which
would have enabled stone-cvitters to work with
them may have been produced by hanmiering, al-

though it has l>ecn suggested that phosphorus
was used and has since disappeared. (.See the

paragraph treating phosphor-bremze. luider Al-
loy.) The famous mixture of antiquity called

Corinthian bronz.^ probably gained the l)rilliant

color for which it was praised from a combina-
tion of copper and tin, in some such proportion as

90 of copper to 10 of tin, without other admix-
ture.

Bronze is peculiar in this, that the alloy shrinks

and occupies much less space than the aggregate
of the separate metals. Prol)ably l)ecause of this

shrinking, involving some interpenetri^tion of the

atoms, it is harder than either copjier or tin. and
in this respect compares with zinc. Of course it

is vastly harder than lead. It has the peculiarity

of filling the mold perfectly, l)eeause when melted

it is very fluid—much more so than copper by it-

self. Bronze is easy to work with the tool. If used

in thin sheets it is one of the best metals for re-

pousse work, yielding regularly and evenly, and
taking from the chasing-tool a beautiful and last-

ing finish. It takes from exposure to the weather,
and especially to the earth in wliich it may be
buried, a singularly beautiful green or greenish-
blue color and a slightly powdery texture, which
constitutes what the ancients called the arugo
nobilis, and which is spoken of by the modern stu-
dent as the auugo or patina. It is possible to
anticipate the action of such natural causes, and
to give to the surface of the bronze an artificial

color, as by the use of a "pickle,' or by exposing
it when red-hot to certain vapors. Thus, a jet-
black patina is obtained by sulphur-fumes. The
Japanese and Chinese produce ornamental bronzes,
espe^'ially vases, ])latters. and the like, which are
colored in clouded, mottled, and veined combina-
tions, sometimes of vivid red with different shades
of brown and of yellow. SometinK's these care-
fully prepared decorations of the surface produce
an effect similar to that of crystallization.

ilECHAMCAL U.SES.' As bronze gives very per-
fect castings, and is proof against the destructive
property of the moisture of the air, it has been
nnieh used for the supports and mountings of
astronomical instruments, as in China, and for

cannon. This last use was connnon in Europe
during the time of the Renaissance, and bronze
cannon of the Sixteenth Century are remarkable
tor the beauty of their surface decoration, which
includes sometimes the whole breech of the gun,
and even the rings or staples which were used in

earl)- days to support the gun upon its carriage.

All the varieties of alloy introduced since 1850
for mechanii-al purijoses are used in the making
of machinery and the like, and never or very
rarely in the line arts.

Use in Art. Bronze has been in use for deco-
rative purposes from prehistoric times. The
museums are full of bronze utensils of decorative
character, representing a known ])eriod of nearly
-1000 years, besides much which cannot be dated
of the work of outlying and little-known civiliza-

tions. The charm of ancient bronzes, Etruscan,
(ireek. and Media'val. may be found very largely
in the minute artistic and technical care which
was given to each separate piece. The modem
statuette, group, vase, or dish is commonly a
mechanical reproduction of a model made by
some artist whose supervision did not extend
to the piece of bronze in question : but among
the ancients each piece received the full atten-
tion of its maker, as in the case of a carving
done directly by the hand, in wood or in ivory.
The a Cire Perdie Proce.ss. The art of mak-

ing the bnjnze casting hollow, and so saving the
material and insuring a quick and even cooling,
is very ancient. It consists in putting a rough
mass of the same material as the mold into the
middle of it, so tluit the bronze fills only the space
between them. The central core is first built up
of some material ca])able of bearing heat, and this
is brought to an a|)])roximate semblance of the
form desired in the l)ronze. ri)on this a coat of
some very fu-iible material, sui'li as wax. is placed,
and is modeled by the sculptor into the perfect
embodiment of his design. Upon this finished sur-
face the material of the outer mold is applied
in thin semi-liquid coats, each dried before the
next is put on. The resulting block of clay will

contain a thin mask or coat, say of wax, the out-
side surface of which is the require<I work of art.

The melted metal is run into this thin division
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between the two masses of refractory substance

:

the wax instantly melts and disapi^'urs. and when
the bronze has hardened and the mold is broken
up, the surface of the cast will be a perfect repro-
duction of the sculptor's design. Practically all

ancient artistic work in bronze was produced in

this way. The process is called in modern times
<i cire iierdue, "with lost wax'; and it is evident
that only one bronze casting can be obtained from
each mold so made.

A-XCiEXT Broxzf.s. Working on these lines,

the Etruscans especially, and at a later time the
Greeks, produced bronzes in great numbers and of
singular interest, the Etruscans putting into them
the highly ornate and fantastical spirit of their
decorative sense uncontrolled by the existence of
a loftier expressional art. The more important
works of the Greeks of classical times, excluding
those connected with buildings, were in bronze,
and their marbles were more commonly replicas or
copies by inferior artists, used for the adornment
of porticoes, gardens, or the like, while the orig-
inal bronze filied its place in the temple for which
it was made. The same tendency existed among
the Romans. Bronze statues brought home by
conquerors, or made by Grecian and other artists
in the service of the masters of the world, filled

not only Rome itself, but the other great cities of
the Empire. The value of the metal, and the ease
with which it could be broken up and cast or
made into coins, has caused the disappearance of
nearly all of these. A very few Greco-Roman
bronzes have been brought to light by recent
diggings and explorations ; but these are nearly
always utensils, tablets bearing inscriptions, and
the like. Busts, and heads cut from lost statues,
exist in considerable numbers. In the British
Museum there are several of great interest, but
these belong mainly to the period of the long-
established Empire. In the little museum at
Brescia, in Lombardy, is a bronze statue of heroic
size, strongly resembling in its pose and general
character the famous "Venus of Mile," and gen-
erally called the "Victory of Brescia." In the
museum in Berlin there is a statue called the
"Praying Boy.'' but the arms are restorations,
although seemly and probable ones. The two or
three large bronzes in the Etruscan ^Museum in

Florence are of singular importance, especially
the so-called "Orator"; they are not Etrviscan in
the sense of belonging to the years of tlie inde-
pendent life of Etruria. The famous "She-Wolf"
in the Palace of the Conservators in Rome is

the most valuable piece of pure Etruscan bronze-
work known to us; the two children are Six-
teenth - Century additions. Besides these few
pieces, the contents known as the Halls of the
Greater and Smaller Bronzes in the Xaples !Mu-
seum contain the most valuable survivals of the
Imperial period. In the third of the halls of
larger bronzes there are forty-two statues and
busts, all of human subjects and of life size or
larger, most of them found in the Villa of the
Papyri at Herculaneum. The halls of the smaller
bronzes contain many statues and groups found
in the same villa, and also the vast accumulation
cf decorative utensils found in Pompeii. Among
them is the "Sleeping" (or "Drunken") "Faun."
the "Hermes" seated on a nx'k, the six splendid
draped female figures of pure Greek type known
as the "Actresses" or the "Danseuses," the busts
called "Apollo" and "Ptolemy," and the priceless

head which has been called "Plato" from its

Vol. 111—35.

sweet and cheerful gravity. In all these works
the textile and tenacious "character of the metal
is allowed to dictate the character of the design.
Only detailed description would make it clear
how greatly these bronze pieces difler from works
carved in hard material, such as marble or close-
grained stone, or even wood or ivory. From the
hair-dressing, in slight and thin corkscrew curls
carried all around the head, and held in ])lace by
a. broad band, as in the "Apollo" and the "Ptole-
my," to the treatment of the thin folds of light
drapery, and again to the mere pose of tlic figure
in a position which no marble could be made to
maintain, the metallic character of the design is
always prominent.
Mew.eval Bro.nzes. The use of bronze was

iiot entirely abandoned during the Middle Ages.
The toreutic or embossed statues of certain me-
diiEval tombs, such as that of Edward III. in
Westminster Abbey, are well known. In Italy
such work was more common, largely because of
the Byzantine intluence; and church 'doors, as at
Benevento, Milan, and Pisa, were made as easily
in a pure and graceful Twelfth-Century style as
the barbarous work of Verona and Ravello had
been achieved two centuries earlier. The ten-
dency of the Middle Ages was, however, to use
metals mainly for the decoration of objects of
religious and civil ceremony. In this way bronze
served as a background for enameling, and for
the framework of elaborate altar-pieces and the
like. With the classical Renaissance in Italy,
however, the use of bronze in the antique manner
for statuary, bas-reliefs, busts, and the like was
revived. Such pieces as the doors of the Bap-
tistery in Florence, by Andrea Pisano and by
Lorenzo Cihiberti, and those of the sacristy of the
Cathedral near by, the work of Luca della Rob-
bia ; such statues as the "David" of Donatello,
the "David" of Verrocehio, the "Perseus" of Cel-
lini with its imaged pedestal, the "Mercury" of
John of Bologna : such bas-reliefs as those of Do-
natello in the altar of San Antonio in Padua, and
as those which adorn the pedestal of the statue
of Duke Cosinio in the square in Florence; such
pieces of decorative art as Pollajuolo's tomb of
Pope Sixtus IV. and the candelabrum of the
Florence Baptistery; such equestrian statues as
that of Colleone in Venice, by Verrocehio, that
of Gatamalata in Padua, by Donatello, and two
l>y John of Bologna, the Dukes Cosimo and Fer-
dinand de'Medici, in Florence, are indeed the be.st

known of this period; but they are only a few
out of a great number.
Modern Works ix Bronze. The work of the

bronze-caster was less actively pursued during
the Seventeenth and Eighteenth centuries, al-

though there was no time when important works
were not in progress; but with the Nineteentli
Century, the growing wealth of the conununities
and their desire to put up, as out-of-door memo-
rials, works which should be less perishable than
the decaying marbles led to a rcnuirkable revival

of the art in a very remarkable manner, and to
the starting of many important bronze-foundries.
In the middle of the Nineteenth Century most
important works were cast in Munich, but ex-
cellent foundries now exist in many of the great
cities. In America there are two or three—one
especially in Xew York, which does anything the
sculptor can demand, if bronze is ca])able of it.

In the use of bronze for more minute and deli-

cate ornamental purposes, the example of the
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Japanese has been of infinite use. The same les-

son niij;ht have been learned of the Chinese; but
the sudden throwing upon the market, about
I860, of a vast number of the precious collections

lii'ld for years by the Japanese nobles has given
to the Western world a singularly full firsthand
knowledge of .Japanese art. Statuettes of admi-
rable trutlifulness and of great spirit and vigor
are not liaril to obtain, nor very expensive,
h-omc of known anti(iuity may command a price
reaching to several hundred dollars: and in like

manner some of the greater vases, basins of
fountains, and the like are costly for their mere
size and the value of the material, added to the
dilliculty of transportation; but there is much
to be had even by persons of moderate means. The
tendency in very recent times, and since .Japan
lias become a manufacturer of commercial ob-

jects, has been toward much less beauty of form,
but toward a singular taste and variety in the
colors of the patinas artificially applied.

Consult : Fortnum, Desciiptiva Catalogue of the
Bronzes of European Origin in the South Ken-
sington iU)seum (London, 1876) ; Rein, The In-
dustries of Japan (New York, 1889) ; Labarte,
Jlistoire des arts industriels, Vol. I, (Paris, 1860)

,

and Description des ohjets d'art qui eomposent la

coUcvtion Dehruge-Dumcnil (Paris, 1867); Mo-
linier, Les bronzes de la Renaissance: les pla-

quettes (Paris, 1886) ; La Collection Spitzer (6
vols., folio, Paris, 1890-92, Vol. IV.); Teirieh,

Bronzen aus der Zcit der italienisehen Renais-
sance (Vienna, 1887); Wibel, Beitriige zur
Kenntnis antikcr Broneen (Hamburg, 1863):
Ostasiatische Broncegcfiisse, etc., etc. (folio, Vi-
enna, 1883) ; Kosignol, Les metaux dans I'anti-

quit{- (Paris, 1863); Delom, Le ctiivre et le

hronze (Paris, 1877) ; Servant, Les bronzes d'art
(Paris. 18S0),

BRONZE, Age of. A term used by modern
writers to denote that period in the history of

mankind when iron was unknown, and hronze
(an alloy of copper and tin) was in general
use for weapons, tools, and ornaments. That
such a period existed in a large part of Europe
between the later Stone Age and the introdue-

tinent, the end of the period occurs in different
places at widely different times. In Greece the
pre-AIycensean [jeriod is essentially a Stone Age,,

though the use of copper and bronze begins in

Cyprus during this time. The JMycena?an period
is marked by the use of bronze, though iron

seems to have been known before this civilization

passed away. E\en in the Homeric poems iron

is not common, and is highly valued, while
bronze is in common use. In Italy the Terra-
niare of the Po Valley belongs to the earlier

Bronze Age, but the \'illanova graves near Bo-
logna, of about B.C. 1000, show the presence of

iron, and it seems likely that the Bronze Age in

Italy was of relatively short duration. In gen-
eral it may be said that the duration and de-

velopment of this period of civilization depended
largely upon the accessit>ility of the regions-

where it nourished to traders from the south.

Thus in France, Spain, and Central Germany,
with which the Greeks early came in contact
through Jlassilia and tlie Rhone Valley, iron
was early introduced, and soon succeeded bronze
for weapons and sharp tools, while in the valleys
of Switzerland, among the lake dwellers, in

Great Britain and Northern Euiope, the use of
iron was nuich later. Indeed some archa>oIogists

would allow the Bronze Age of Scandinavia to
continue to the Second Century h.c, though
JJontelius places the commencement of the first

iron period about n.c. 500-400. The chronology
of this Swedish archteologist, a recognized au-
thority in this field, is shown in the following
table, abridged from one given in the Journal of
the Anthropoloqicul Institute of Great Britain,
Vol. XXIX. (1899), p. 309, though many stu-

dents of Italian archsologv* hold that the dates
for Italy are too remote.

Of course the Bronze and Iron ages arc sub-
divided into many periods, which have been omit-
ted here. It should also be said that European
archaeologists are by no means agreed ujion the
existence of a Copper Age, many claiming that
wliile pure copper was do\ibtless used here and
there, the discoveries have not been sufficient

to warrant the belief in a general use for a con-

B.C.
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L'age rfe la pierre et les metaiix f» VEgypte
(Paris, 1896).

BRONZEWING, Broxze - winged Pigeon,
and Bronze I'k.eon. Xanies given in Australia

tc pigeons, chieth" of the genus Phaps, on ac-

count of tlie lustrous bronze color with which
their wings are variously marked. They are

otherwise also birds of l)eautiful plumage,—The
Common Bronzewing, or bronze-winged ground
dove (Phaps chalcoptcra) , is distributed overall
Australia, It is often .seen in flocks, feeds on
the ground, and builds its nest chiefly on low
branches of trees growing on meadow-lands or
near water. It is a plump bird, often weighing
fully a pound, and is acceptable at every table.

—

The Bbush Bronzewing, or little bronze pigeon
(Phaps etegaiis) , is not so plentiful nor so widely
distributed, chiefly inhabiting Tasmania and the
southern parts of Australia, It inhabits low,
swampy grounds, never perches on trees, re-

sembles a partridge in its habits, and makes a
loud burring noise like a partridge when it takes
wing on being alarmed,—The Harleqvix Bronze-
wing (Phaps histrioyiica) is found in the

northwest parts of New South Wales in great
flocks, feeding on seeds.—Some of the species of

Geophaps, another genus, are also sometimes
called bronzewing,

BRONZING. The process of imparting a

bronze-lifce or antique metallic appearance to the
surface of metal, as copper and brass, ivory,

plaster or clay, and wood. The bronze efi'ect on
metals is frequently produced by beating bronze
to thin leaves, similar to those of gold, which are

then made into a paste with a size and applied
to the metal. Sometimes bronze powders, such
as mosaic gold or aurum musivum, which con-

sists of equal parts of sulphur and white tin

oxide melted together until they assume the
appearance of a yellow, flaky powder, are em-
ployed. The many bronze powders of various
names, as, for instance, Dutch gold, are similar

to the foregoing, and consist of various ingredi-

ents, and are applied with size to the metal.
Articles to which these various mixtures have
been applied should be coated with a clear

varnish, or otherwise the object will soon lose

its metallic appearance. There are also a great
number of bronzing liquids in which a metallic

object may be dipped. They have a wide range
of color as well as of composition, and formulas
that are applicable to brass, copper, and zinc

are to be found in the various technical receipt

books. Among the well-known bronzing-liquids

for gim-barrels is a mi.xture of I part nitric

acid, 1 part sweet spirits of nitre, 2 parts alcohol,

4 parts copper sulphate, 2 parts tincture of iron

chloride, and GO parts water. The green Patina
effect of ancient bronze is frequently imitated by
coating new articles with a liquid consisting of

I part ammonium chloride, 3 parts cream of tar-

tar, 3 parts common salt dissolved in 12 parts

of boiling water, to which is added 8 parts of a
solution of copper nitrate. An antique appear-

ance is often produced on silver by exposing it to

the fumes of ammonium sulphide, or immersing
it in a similar solution. Ivory may be gilded by
immersing it in a solution of ferrous sulphate and
then in a solution of gold chloride; and to coat

it with silver the ivory is dipped in a weak solu-

tion of silver nitrate, after which it is immersed
in clear water and exposed to the rays of the

sun. The ivory then acquires a black color,
which, on being rubbed, is changed to brilliant
silver. In the bronzing of plaster or clay the
figure is usually coated with an isinglass size
until it will absorb no more. It is then slightly
coated with gold size, and after drying, the figure
is painted with bronze powder, and when com-
pletely dry the surplus powder may be rubbed
ofl", A bronze effect is produced on wood in a
somewhat similar manner. The wood is first

coated with a mixture of size and lampblack,
and then a suitable bronze powder, as of Dutch
metal or mosaic gold, is laid on with a brush,
and when thoroughly dry rubbed with a soft
woolen cloth,

BRONZINO, bron-ze'nu, Agnolo, or A_ngiolo
(1.51)2-721. An Italian painter, born at ilonti-
celli. He was a pupil of .Jacopo da Pontornio,
whom he assisted in many works, and painted in
both fresco and oil. He painted many portraits,
which are considered among the best of his time.
In his historical pictures he is an evident imi-
tator of Michelangelo, and ineontestably man-
nered. Despite defects of coloring, his works are
in the main .skillful. They include a "Descent of
Christ into Limbo" (1.55'2, Uflizi Gallery, Flor-
ence) ; Tjoung Sculptor" (Uffizi) ; "The Dead
Christ" (Florence Academy) ; and a portrait of
Duke Cosinio I,

BROOCH, bruch (variant of broach; ME.
broche, OF, broche, a spit. It, brocea, .split stick,
from lied, Lat, broca. brocus. a spit; cf. Gael.
brag, awl). An ornamental pin or instrument
for fastening the dress, consisting for the most
part either of a ring or disk or of a semicircle,
there being a pin in either case passing aci'oss it,

fastened at one end with a joint, and at the
other with a hook. Brooches were much used in
antiquity, and varied in form as much as in mod-
ern times. They were worn both by men and
women, and with a view both to ornament and
use, from the time of Homer to the fall of the
Western Empire. The oldest bit of Latin now
known to be in existence is inscribed ujwn a
brooch. See FiBri..\ Pr.enestina.

BROOCH OF VTJL'CAN, The. A title some-
times given to Chaucer's Complaint of Mars,
dealing with a brooch which Vulcan made at
Thebes.

BROOD BODY and BROOD BUD. See Veg-^
LT.\TIVE ProPAG.\TION.

BROOK, Master. An alias adopted by the
jealous Master Ford in Shakespeare's ilerry
Trues of Windsor. In the disguise of this fic-

titious character, he gains the confidence of
Falstaff, who confesses that he has designs upon
Ford's wife.

BROOKE, Celia. A character in George
Eliot's Middlemarch. She is the matter-of-fact
sister of the heroine, Dorothea.

BROOKE, Dorothea. The leading character
of George Eliot's Middlemarch, with philanthrop-
ic ideals. After an unsympathetic marriage with
Casaubon, she remarries and abandons her former
undefined strivings.

BROOKE, Francis Key (1852—). 'An
American Protestant Episcopal divine, Bishop of
Oklahoma and Indian Territory. He was bom
at Gambler, Ohio, and graduated at Kenyon Col-
lege, Ohio, in 1.S74, He has held rectorships at
Grace Church, College Hill, Ohio; Christ Church,
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Portsmouth, Ohio; Saint James, Piqua, Ohio;
Grace Church, Sandusky, Ohio; Saint Peter's,

Saint Louis, Mo. ( 1S8G-88) ; and Trinity, Atchi-

son. Kan. (1888-93).

BROOKE, Henry (c.1703-83). An Irish

author. He studied at Trinity College, Dublin,
and the Temple, Limdon, met Swift and Pope,
and in 17.3.5 published a poem entitlod Unii'ersal

Beuiitji, in the manner of Pope, by whom it was
probably revised. An adherent of Frederick,

Prince of Wales, he wrote, it is to be supposed,

at the instance of his political friends, the trage-

dy (lustaiiis Vasa (1739), in which he sought
to satirize Sir Robert Walpole in the person of

Trollis, vicegerent to King Christiern. and which,
prohibited from presentation in London, was
later successfully given in Dublin as The Patriot.

His ICorl of Essex ( 1749: performed in Dublin in

1749, later in London) contained the lines:

"For righteous monarchy,
Justly to judge, with their own eyes should see:

Who rale o'er Ireemen should thentselves be free,"

parodied by Dr. Johnson with,

*'Who drives fat oxen should himself be fat."

In 174.5 he was appointed by Lord Chesterfield

to the post of barrack-master. He is probably
best kno\\'n to later readers by liis hovel The
Fool of QuaUty (5 vols., 1766-70), abridged

(1780) bj' .Tohn Wesley, who thought highly

of it, and republished by Charles Kingsley (2

vols., 1859). He also translated (1738) three

books of Tasso's Gerusatemme Uberata. This

version, praised bv John Hoole. who rendered

(2 vols., 1763; 8th ed., 1819) the entire epic,

together with original poems, may be found in

Chalmers, \yorks of the English Poets, Vol. XVII.
(London. 1810).

BROOKE, Sir James (1803-68). A Rajah of

Sarawak, born at Coombe Grove, near Bath,

England. His father was an employee of the

Indian Government. James entered the East
India military service, was severely wounded in

the Burmese War, and furloughed in 1S2(!. He
lost his commission through overstaying his fur-

lough (on account of shipwreck), but coming
into a large property by his father's death, he

determined to devote himself to the task of

putting down piracy in the Eastern seas and to

gstiiblishing civilization in the islands. He was
one of the practical Nineteenth-Century knights-

errant in spirit. He ))urchased a yacht, trained

a crew of twentj- men on a |)reliminary cruise of

three years in the Mediterranean, and in October,

1838, sailed from London for Borneo. When he

arrived, lluda Hassim, the uncle of the Sultan

of Borneo, was engaged in a war with some rebel

tribes of Sarawak. Brooke lent his assistance

and in return received the title of Rajah of Sara-

wak. Brooke instituted free trade, and framed
a new code of laws. The c\istom of head-hunting

was made a crime punishable with death ; and
piracy was so vigorously attacked witli the as-

sistance of British vessels that over £20.000 was
paid in bounties for the killing of freebooters.

Returning to England in 1847, Brooke was cor-

dially received, made a Knight Commander
of the Bath and an Oxford P.C.L., and appointed

governor of the island of Labuan. near Sarawak,
and consul-general to Borneo. In 1857. owing to

charges in Parliament reflecting upon his integ-

rity, which were, however, declared not ])roven

by the commission that examined them, Brooke

was superseded in the g:overnorship of Labuan.
His house in Kuching, his Sarawak capital, was
attacked at night by a large body of Chinese, who
were irritated at his efforts to prevent opium-
smuggling, and he escaped with his life by swim-
ming across a creek. He promptly asseml)led
some natives, attacked the Chinese, defeated
them in several lights, and drove them into the
jungle. Ipward of 2000 Chinese were killed.
Keturning to England soon after this, Brooke lec-

tured in several of the chief towns on the advan-
tage of the possession of Sarawak. Brooke re-
turned to Borneo in 1861, but visited England
again twice before his death, .lune 11, 1868. He
was succeeded as Rajah of Sarawak by his
nephew. Sir Charles Johnson Brooke, born June
3, 1829. (See Borneo.) Consult: Jacob, The
llajah of Sarawak (London. 1876) ; Sir S. .Saint
John. Rajah ISrooke (London, 1899) ; and Life
of tiir Charles Brooke, Rajah of Sarawak (Lon-
don, 1879). The private letters of Sir James
Brooke ( 1838-53) were published in London, 1853.

BROOKE, John Mebcer (1826—). An
American physicist; born at Tampa, Fla. He
was educated at Kenyon College (Garabier,
Ohio), graduated in 1847 at the United States
Naval Academy, and in 1851-53 was stationed at
the Naval Observatory, Washington, D. C. Sub-
sequently he accompanied, as director of the
astronomical department, the VincenneS expedi-
tion for the exploration and surveying of the
North Pacific Ocean. In 1861 he resigned from
the United States Navy, and was appointed chief
of the Bureau of Ordnance and Hj-drograpliy in

the (iovornment of the Confederate States. He
invented the Brooke gun, and devised the plans
followed in refitting the ilerrimac ( Virginia) for

the contests at Hampton Roads. From 1866 to

1899 he was professor of physics at the Virginia
Military Institute ( I^exington ) . He has received

the gold medal of science of the Academy of Ber-
lin, and contributed articles on ordnance and
other subjects to technical magazines.

BROOKE, John Rutter (1838—). An
-Xmerican soldier. He was born in Pottsville.

Pa., and in 1861 entered the Union service as a

captain of volunteers. He soon rose to the rank
of colonel, and at the close of tlie war was com-
missioned l)riga(licr-general of volunteers for ser-

vices during tlie battles of the Wilderness. He
resigned from the volunteer service in 1866, be-

came lieutenant-colonel in the regular army in

the same year, and in 1S79 was commissioned col-

onel. He was commandant at Fort Shaw, Mont.,
from 1879 to 1888, when he was appointed briga-

dier-general, and from 1888 to 1800 commanded
fhe Department of Dakota, with headquarters in

Saint Paul, Minn. In 1898 he was appointed
major-general. In the same year, during the

Spanish-.\nicrican War, he was sent to Porto
Rico, where he served on the commission to

arrange for its evacuation by the Spanish troops,

and in October was appointed Military Governor
and commanding general of the department.
From December, 1898, until December, 1899, he
served as ]\Iilitary Governor of Cuba, and com-
manding general of the Division of Cuba, and in

.\pril. 1900, was assigned to the command of the

Department of the East, with headquarters at
Governor's Island, New York City.

BROOKE, SrorFOHi) .Aior.sri-.s (1832— ). An
Engli^li clergyman and author, born at Letter-
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kenny, Ireland, November 14, 1832. He was
f^racliiated at Trinit.y College, Dublin (1856);
took orders in the Anglican Church, and after

holding various curacies in London and its vicin-

ity was made chaplain in ordinary to the Queen
(1872). In 1880 he seceded from the Anglican

Communion, affirming his disbelief in the accept-

ed doctrine of miracles, .\mong his many works
whicli display literary sense may be mentioned:

Life of Frederick W. Jioherlsoii (18C5); The-

ology in the English Facts (1874) ; .1 Primer of

English Literature (1870), which was revised

and enlarged in 18i)G; .s'trmoMs (6 vols., 1868-

88) : Forms (1888) : .Study of Tennyson (1889) ;

and E)iglish Literature to the Xorman Conquest
(1898).' In conjunction with T. W. RoUeston,

he edited .1 Trcasuri/ of Irish Poetry in the Eng-
lish Tongue (1901)."

BROOK FARM. A socialistic community,
founded in 1S41, by the Brook Farm .\ssociation

of Education and Agriculture at West Roxbury,
Mass., which in its later history partially

adopted the views of Fourier. The organizer and
guiding spirit of the association was George Rip-

ley. He gathered around him a number of per-

sons of exceptional intellectual powers, chief

;imong them being Hawthorne, Alcott, George W.
Curtis. \V. B. Channing, Charles A. Dana, and
^Margaret Fuller. The aim of this association, as

explained by Ripley, was "more effectually to

promote the great purposes of human culture, to

establish the external relations of life on a basis

of wisdom and purity," and, especially, "to sub-

stitute a system of brotherly cooperation for one

of selfish "competition." All memliers. without

distinction of sex. had to labor an allotted period

each day for the common good, either on the farm
or in the workshop attached to the main institu-

tion. In pursuance of the attempt toward a more
just recompense for labor, all employments were
paid substantially alike. .VII shared the same
food at the same table, all owned a like portion

of the property belonging to theestablishment, all

had equal access to its educational and literary

advantages. The society trafficked with the out-

side world, selling its surplus produce, and edu-

cating children at a low rate of compensation.

But it was soon found that enough could not be

earned for the needs of the establishment, ilore-

cver, many of its brightest ornaments giewweary
and left it. The remainder were disheartened. On
March 3. 1846, a fire destroyed one of the most
important and costly buildings. The association

never recovered from this blow. It lingered on

for a while and finally dissolved in October, 1847.

.Much of the celebrity attached to this organiza-

tion is due to Hawthorne's Blithedale Romance,
in which, under the guise of fiction, he has evi-

dently utilized many of his experiences at Brook
Farm". Consult: CoAman. Brook Farm Memories
(Boston, 1849); Russell, Home Life of the

Brook Farm Association (Boston, 1900) ; Swift,

Brook Farm: Its Members, Scholars, and Vis-

itors (New York, 1900). See Communism;
FOURIEB.

BROOKTIELD. A city in Linn Cotmty,

Mo., about 100 miles east of Saint .Toseph : on

the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad.

It contains a public library. The industries are

represented by railroad shops, iron-works, lum-

ber-mills, flouring-mills, brick-yards, grain-eleva-

tors, etc. (Map: Missouri, C 2). Coal is exten-

sively mined in the vicinity, and forms, with

grain, farm produce, and live stock, the bulk of a
considerable export trade. Settled about 1860,

Brookfield was incorporated in 1865. Population,
in 1S90. 4547; in 1900, 5484.

BEOOK'HA VEN. The county-seat of Lin-

coln County, Miss., 55 miles south by west of

Jackson; on the Illinois Central Railroad (Map:
Mississippi, E 7 ) . It is the seat of the Whit-
worth Female College (Methodist Episcopal,

South), opened in 1857. The city is the centre

of an agricultural and lumbering region, has an
important cotton trade (between 25,000 and
28.000 bales annually), and contains machine-
shops, a cotton-compress, a cottonseed-oil mill,

lumber-mills, etc. The water-works and electric-

light plant are owned and operated by the city.

Population, in 1890, 2142: in 1900, 2678.

BROOK'ITE (named for the English crys-

talIograi)her H. J. Brooke). A yellowish to

reddish-brown and black titanium dioxide that

crystallizes in the orthorhombic system. Large
crystals of it are found in the Tyrol, and a

variety, called arkansite and consisting of thick

black 'crystals, is found at Magnet Cove, Ark.

BROOKLIME (Veronica bcccahunga). A
species oJ speedwell. It is common in ditches,

brooks, and wet places in Europe. In the United
States, Veronica .imericana, \\'hich is sometimes
called the American brooklime. occupies similar

situations. It is a perennial plant, with mostly
pedicled, ovate or oblong leaves, and bluish

flowers in aiLxiliary racemes.

BROOK'LINE'' A town in Norfolk County,
Mass., including the villages of Cottage Farm,
Long\vood, and Reservoir Station, 3 miles west
of Boston ; on the Boston and .Albany and the

New England railroads (Map: Massachusetts,

E 3) . It is one of the most beautiful suburbs of

Boston, with which it is connected by elec-

tric railroads: it is the seat of Riding Academy,
and has a public library of about 45,000 vol-

umes. There are manufactures of electrical

supplies and screens of various kinds. The
government is administered by town meetings.

First settled as early as 1635. Brookline was
known as the 'Hamlet of iluddy River' until, in

1705, it was incorporated as a town under the

present name. Frequent attempts have been

made to annex it to Boston, but have so far

failed. In 1800 its population was only 605, and
in 1840. 1265: but since it became a fashionable

residence district its growth has been more rapid.

Population, in 1890, 12,103; in 1900, 19,935.

Consult: Woods, Historical iSketches of Brook-

line (Boston, 1874), and Bolton, Brookline:

The History of a Favored Town (Brookline,

1897).

BROOKLYN, bruk'lin (originally, Breucke-

len; see below). A borough of New York City,

coextensive with Kings Coimty, N. Y., until 1898

a separate city, and the county-seat of Kings

County (Map:" New York, G 5). It is situated

on the western end of Long Isl.and, separated

from the Island and Borough of .Manhattan by

the East River, which connects New York Bay
with Long Island Sound. The borough and
county cover an area of aboiit 66 square miles,

extending north and south about 11 miles, and
east and west about an e(|ual distance. The
water-front extends from Newtown Creek along

the East River, upper and lower New York Bay,

the .Atlantic Ocean, and Jamaic:i P.ay, to Old
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Mill Creek, the boroiigli being sunouiideil by
water on three sides. Tlie iiortlieastcrn bound-
ary is an irregular line, vliich is crossed by
a broad range of low hills extending into

Queens County. The elevation of this district

varies from tlie tidewater marshes to a height

of about 10.) feet at Mount Prospect. Along
the shore opposite the lower point of Man-
hattan is an irregular blutV rising 70 to 100
feet, known as Brooklyn Heights. The southern
portion of the borough is low.

The RESinEXCE Town. Brooklyn lias been
called 'the Sleeping-Room of the ^Metropolis,' and
again 'the City of Homes,' and "the City of

C'hnrclies.' Within its broad limits there are
several tenement districts; along its western
shore are busy commercial and manufacturing
areas, and the southern shore has a peculiar

character of its own; but the main part of the

borough is made uj) of hundreds of miles of ave-

nues and streets lined with dwelling-houses. The
residence districts thus claim first attention as
the distinctive feature of the place. The oldest

part iif Brooklyn is solidly built up of brick and
frame houses set closely together; but even
liere the long and juetty rear gardens have
been a noted feature of Brooklyn. The old-

est fine Brooklyn houses on the Heights are
of brick and brownstone, and hotels, large
apartment-houses, and several club-houses also

are found here. Along Clinton and Washing-
ton avenues there is a fine array of frame and
brick villas, set in open grounds, with carriage-
drives, trees, and Hower-beds ; and a similar dis-

trict, more modern, is along Xew York, Brook-
lyn, and Saint Mark's avenues. Along Eighth
and Xinth avenues, in the new region close to
Prospect Park, and known as the Park Slope, is

another attractive residence district. In the
more distant parts toward the south, which a
few years ago were still rural townships, there
are large sections containing pretty detached
residences of a much more modest character.
The electric railroad is largely responsible for
this new development, which may be expected to
continue until the wliole soutliern ])art of Brook-
lyn is covered with these sul)urban homes. Be-
yond the still ujilniilt lands lie the beaches along
the southern shore, which occujiy an important
place in Xew York summer life. See Coney
Island.

The Bu.siness Distihct. Xear the lower end
of Fulton Street the great level of low buildings,

which arc characteristic of Brooklyn, is broken
by a cluster of tall strui'tures. marking one of

the most compact sliojiping distric-ts in the world,
a district containing both giant stores and small
shops by the st^ore. ,V short distance toward the

East River are the huge steel and masonry struc-

tures used for banks, insurance companies, and
mercantile oHices, centring around Jlunicij)al

Park, where are the municipal and county build-

ings, the Hall of Records, and the famous bronze
statue of Henry Ward B<eclier, by .7. Q. A. Ward.
On -Montague Street, which runs from Municipal
Park to the river, are a number of noteworthy
buildings. The Academy of Music, with a seat-

ing capacity of 2300, is the largest place of

anuisement in the borough ; the Art Association
Building, which adjoins it, is a Gothic struc-

ture of brown sandstone ornamented with colored

marble; opposite is the building of the Brooklyn
Library. Among other buildings on the Heights

may be mentioned the Hamilton Club, in front of

which is a bronze statue of Alexander Hamilton,
by W. O. Partridge; the hand.some l)uilding of

the Long Island Historical Society; the Church
of the Holy Trinity; the Cluirch of the Pilgrims,
and the famous Plymouth Church. On Washing-
ton Street, west of Fulton Street, is the ])ost-

otfice, a granite building of large [iroportions in

Romanesque style, with numerous turrets and a
high tower, but disadvantageously sitiuited on a
narrow street. Adjacent is the tall olliee build-
ing of the Jirookliin Daily Kinile. In this vicin-
ity, also worthy of note, are the buildings of the
Packer and Polytechnic institutes; somewhat
more remote are the Central Y. M. C. .\. and
Y. W. C. .v., each of which occupies commodious
and finely equi])ped quarters—a feature con-
nected with the former being the well-known
Association Hall, a popular concert and lecture
auditori\un. In various i)arts of the city are
the l)uildings of Pratt Institute; the Gernuinia
and Union League clubs, the latter fronted by an
equestrian statue of tien, U, S. Grant, by W. O.
Partridge; the Roman Catholic cathedral, and
numerous other ecclesiastical edifices; the new
Xaval Branch \'. M. C. A. building: armories
of the Tliirtccnth and Twenty-third regiments of

tlie Xational Guard; and several of tliecharitalile

institutions. On Wallabout Bay is the Xavy-
Y'ard, which, built in 1S24, is now the principal
naval station of the United States. It has a

total area of nearly 178 acres, of which amount
over 118 acres is water, and a wharfage of over
a mile. There are foundries, iiiacliine-shops,

etc., and two immense dry docks, 307 by !IS feet,

and 40.T by 210 feet, the latter admitting the
largest vessels. East of the yard are ofiicers'

quarters, barracks, and parade grounds, and still

farther east, across Wallabout Bay—on the ojipu-

site shore of which is Wallabout Market, an im-
jiortant centre of the produce trade of the bov
ough— is a United States Xaval Hospital.

iNTEKCOMJtrNiCATiON. A short distance be-
low tlie post-oBice are the entrance to Brooklyn
Bridge (sec Bridge) and the terminals of the
elevated railroads. To this point, also, there
come electric cars from every section of tlie bor-
ough, to join the endless chain across the bridge
to Manhattan. The elevated roads and all but a
few surface lines are now operated by a single
corporation, which ahso operates the municipal
railroad across the bridge: and Brooklyn pas-
sengers are now brought to Manhattan for a
single .5-cent fare. The bridge has thus liecome
more than formerly the [irincipal route to the
outer world. Yet the other means of transpor-
tation arc more crowded than before the bridge
was built. There are numerous ferry lines to
Manhattan and one to Jersey City; of the for-

mer class, the most important are those from
Atlantic and Hamilton avenues, and ^lontague
and Fulton streets, to the lower end of Manhat-
tan: and the lines to Roosevelt, Grand, Twenty-
third, and Forty-second streets from Broadway,
Broiiklyn, wliich connect with elevated roads and
surface lines from the northern parts of Brook-
lyn. A number of bridges are to be built across
the East River, besides at least two tunnels un-
der it. Work on a bridge from Broadway,
Brooklyn, to Delancey Street, Manhattan, was
begun in 1807. The Long Island Railroad, which
does mainly a local pas.senger traHic to outlying
towns, has its Brooklyn terminus at Flatbush
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Avenue, from which some trains are run over the

elevated tracks and the Brooklyn Bridge to Man-
hattan; it will shortly, however, build a tunnel

with a terminus in the heart of ilanhattan.

Parks, Boulevards, and Cemeteries. Brook-

lyn has a large number of parks and parkways
throughout its extended area. In the older

closely built section the largest, Washington or

Fort Greene Park, is in the Hill district, im the

site of the Revolutionary earthworks known as

Fort Greene. This park contains only about 30

acres, but has been called the nwst lieavitif\il

small park in the United States. The crest

of the hill affords a magnificent view of the first

city and one of the finest harbors in America, the

na\"y-yard, and other points of interest. From
this" point the ground slopes in grassy terraces,

beneath which arc the remains of the American
Revolutionary prisoners who died on the prison

ship Jcise;/. South from the older sections, but
near the present geographical centre of the bor-

ough, is Prospect Park, the largest of the Brook-

IjTi parks, which takes rank with Fairmount,
Central, and Druid Hill parks among early exam-
ples of municipal enterprise in this field. Pros-

pect Park is not so large as those of some cities,

but its 516 acres contain many natural beauties

in its lake, fine old trees, wooded hills, and broad

meadows: while its drives, ponds, playgrounds,

gardens, and other embellishments have been laid

out with taste and care. The lake, of Gl acres, is

attractive for boating in summer and for skating

in winter: and Lookout Hill, 185 feet above the

sea, commands an extensive view of Xew York
Harbor and Long Island, The principal entrance

is at Flatbush Avenue, and the circular plaza in

front is adorned by a large fountain and the im-

posing memorial arch in honor of the soldiers

and sailors of the Civil War, surmounted by a

large quadriga by FrederickMacmonnies. Within
the park, near the entrance, is a statue, also by
Macmonnies, of J. S. T. Stranahan, the creator of

the Brooklyn park and boulevard system. At oth-

er points are statues of Lincoln, J. Howard Payne,
Thomas Moore, and Washington Irving. A tablet

in Battle Pass commemorates the battle of Long
Island, and a monument on the slope of Lookout
Hill, the memory of the 400 Maryland troops who
fell in that battle, a great part of which was
fought within the park limits. From the Plaza
east runs a boulevard 200 feet wide, called East-

ern Parkway. Xear the southern entrance begins

(he Ocean Parkway, a niagnificent speedway witli

separate paths for bicycles and horses, leading to

Coney Island, S'-j miles distant. Forest Park, in

the northeastern part of the borough, contains 535
acres and is noted for its superb views and fine

trees; there are also, in various other sections,

smaller preserves, of which Tompkins, Winthrop,
and Bedford parks are prominent examples.

West of Prospect Park, on a high ridge over-

looking the bay. is Greenwood Cemetery, of 475
acres, the principal burving-ground in Brooklyn
and the most beautiful in the country, rich in

handsome monuments and mausoleums, many of

them erected in honor of persons of world-wide
fame. The Cemetery of the Evergreens and
Cypress Hills Cemetery, also, are worthy of

mention.

CufBCHEs; Charities; Schools and Libra-
ries, The social life of this city of homes centres
largely in the churches: and JBrookh-n has long
been distinguished for the number of these, and

for the brilliant and able preachers secured to

preside over the congregations. Among the
widely known Brooklyn preachers of the past
may be mentioned esi)ecially Henry Ward
Beecher and Lvman Abbott, of Plvinouth Church,
T. De\\itt Taimage, Richard S. Storrs, Theodore
L. Cuyler, and .J. A. F. Behrends.

In addition to the private charities of the
churches, many of the larger duiritable insti-

tutions have ecclesiastical relations. There are
also many institutions entirely undenomina-
lional: and altogether Brooklyn has some
iwenty-four dispensaries, eleven homes for the
aged, twenty-five orphan asylums and industrial

schools, six nurseries, several homes for in-

curables and consumptives, and an inebriates'

home. Of some twenty hospitals. Long Island
College, Saint Mary's, and Saint Peter's are of

particular interest. There are also several train-

ing schools for nurses. At Flatbush are the pub-
lic institutions., consisting of the almshouse,
hospital, and insane asylum, the last now part
of the State system. Kings County penitentiary,

one of the six in the State, is also in this local-

ity.

Brooklyn is celebrated for its educational
facilities, both public and private. Among its

private schools are the Packer Institute for

girls and the Polytechnic Institute for boys,

each with some 600 students, and Adelphi College
(co-educational), with about 150 students in the
collegiate department. Pratt Institute, with an
endowTiient of $3,600,000 from its foimder, fur-

nishes manual and industrial training. Among
other institutions are two Roman Catholic col-

leges, the iledical School of the Long Island

College Hospital, and the Brookhii College of

Pharmacy. The public schools of Brookl^Ti hold
high rank, the system including a ilanual Train-
ing High School, a Commercial High School, a
Girls' and a Boys' High School, a truant school,

and a training school for teachers, A unique or-

ganization is the Brooklyn Institute of .\rts and
Sciences, developing from an association founded
in 1823, chartered under its present name in

1843, and reorganized with a larger scope in 1887-

88. Its aim is the education of the people in all

branches of the arts and sciences by means of
lectures, classes, and collections. It includes
some twenty-five departments, each of which
holds class meetings and public lectures, and its

curriculvmi resembles that of a large university..

One section of an immense museum building has
already been built by the city on a conspicuous
site near Prospect Park.

Brooklyn has numerous libraries, among which
are: the Brooklyn, the Brooklyn Public, the
lilirary of the Brooklyn Institute, the Law
Library of the Second .Judicial District, the
Long Island Historical Society Library, the
Kings County iledical Society Library, the Pratt
Institute Librarv, the librarv of the Union for
Christian Work," and the Y. M. C. A. and Y. W.
C. A. libraries.

Theatres and Clubs. There are half a
dozen theatres in Brooklvn. of which the Park
is the oldest, and the Montauk and Colunibia
the finest: but these do not compare with
the metropolitan houses in Manhattan. In music,
however. Brooklyn has always had a high
reputation; and there are a niimber of societies
which secure the presence of the strongest mu-
sical talent in the countrv. The Boston Svm-
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phony Orchestra appears each year, and also tlie

singers from the Metropolitan Opera. 7>iterary

and dramatic clubs find an appreciative con-

stituency, the latter class being re])rosented by
such societies as the Amaranth, Booth, and
Florence, which liave more than a local reputa-

tion, and have served as training schools for not

a few members of the professional stage.

Social clubs, liowever, do not play so im-

portant a part as across the East River; but
there are several well known institutions, such

as the Brooklyn and Hamilton, lepresenting the

old residents on the Heights; the Lincoln. Ox-

ford, and I'nion Jjcague on the Hill: the Mon-
tauk on the Park Slope; the Hanover in the

Eastern District; the Algonquin of South Brook-

lyn: and the Crescent Athletic. Lesser clubs

abound in all sections of the city.

Trade and Industry. Viewed from the east

side of Manhattan Island, Brooklyn presents the

appearance of a smoky seat of manufactures. The
most notable establishments are the sugar-re-

Jlneries; coffee and spice mills: chemical works;
cordage and twine, and barrel factories : hat-

works; boot and shoe factories; foundries, and
boiler and iron works ; and ship-building yards.

The greater part of the sugar refined in the

United States is turned out in Brooklyn. These
factories are located, mainly, along the East
River shore, north of the Bridge, while south of

the Bridge is the region of commerce. There are

about 35 miles of water-front, along which nearly

fifty lines of steamers (some of them transatlan-

tic) dock, besides a large number of tramp steam-

ers. The Atlantic Basin, opposite Governor's Is-

land, has an area of 40 acres, with a wharfage
of three miles, in which 500 large vessels can be

accommodated at one time. The Erie Basin, to

the South, has an area of_ 60 acres, and the

Brooklyn Basin 40 acres. 'South of these are

dry-docks, among the largest in the United
States, one dock being GOO feet long and 124

feet wide. Its grain elevators and wareho)ises

mark Brooklyn as one of the largest shipping

points in the I'nited States, its trattic, however,

being included in that for the port of New York.

Kour-fifths of the grain received by the trunk
railroads an<l the Erie Canal is stored in the

Brooklyn elevators, which have a storage capac-

ity of 20,000,000 bushels, and a correspondingly

great transfer capacity.

Go\-EBNME?JT. See New York, paragraph on

Govcnimeiit.

Population. 1790, 4495: 1800, 5740: ISIO.

S.Sn.'!: 1820, 11,187: 18.30. 20..5,'?5 : 1840, 47,(il.'?:

18.';0, 138.882: ISfiO, 279.122: 1870. 419,921:

1880, 599,495: 1890, 838..547 : 1900, 1,166,582, in-

cluding 355,700 persons of foreign birth and 18,-

400 of negro descent.

Htstory. Long Island was originally occupied

hy thirteen tribes of the Algonquin nation, the

site of Brooklvn belonL'ing to the Canarsie tribe.

From them .Tacques Hent\-n and Willem Adri-

aense Bennett boiight, in 1636. a tract of 930

acres at Oowanus, extending from Twenty-sev-

enth Street to New I'trecht. Tn 1637 .Toris .Jan-

sen de Rapelje, a Walloon, bought 335 acres on

Wallabout Bav, called bv the settlers the 'Waal-

hogt.' The Indian name for this region was

Mervckawick Bav, and the Indian name for what

is now Brooklvn Heights was Ihpetonga. thehigh-

lands. In 1630 Jan Evertsen Bout settled on the

'maize lands of Meryckawick,' and, with others,

established Breuckelen, named for a town in Hol-
land, about 18 miles from Amsterdam. In 163S
the West India Company bought the land east
and southeast of Wallabimt Bay. where the ham-
let of Boswijck s])rang up. In 1042 a ferry was
established from a point near the present. Fiilton

Ferry to Peck Slip, and a hamlet called 'the

Ferry' sprang u]) about it. In 1646 Breuckelen
v.as organized, and the 'Five Towns'—Breucke-
len, Wallabout, the Ferry, Oowanus, and Bed-
ford, inland—were united, and received a patent
from Governor Xicolls in 1667. In 1651 Mid-
wout, later Flatbush. was founded, and the first

church was built there in 1665. In 1666 the
first Dutch church was built in Breuckelen. Af-
ter the Colony jinsscd into tlie hands of the
English, Long Island and Staten Island were
called ridings of Yorkshire— Kings County,
Staten Island, and Newtown constituting the
West Riding—and this designation was used until

1683. In 1698 tlie population amounted to 509
persons, including 65 slaves, and at the beginning
of the Revolution it was about 3500. On August
27, 1776, the battle of Long Island (q.v.) was
fought on the site of Brooklyn, and the village

was held by the British till November, 1783. Dur-
ing the Revolution the British prison-ships were
moored in Wallabout Bay, and it is estimated
that, during the period 1777-83, as manyas 11,500

prisoners died of fever, starvation, and ill-treat-

ment, the mortality on board the Xeir Irr.icii be-

ing especially great, and the sanitary conditions
especially revolting. In 1799 the first news-
paper in Brooklyn was started, the Courier and
Xew York and Lonr/ Island Advertiser. Brook-
lyn was incorporated as a village in 1810, and
received its charter as a city April 8, 1834. In

1848 occurred a disastrous fire, which destroyed
seven blocks of buildings on and near Fulton
Street. Williamsburg (to the north of Brooklyn,
adjoining the East River), which had become a
city in 1851, and Bushwick (including (Jreen-

point) were consolidated with Brooklyn! in 1855.

A new charter was granted in 1873, and amended
in ISSO and 1881. In 1886 the town of New Lots
(including East New Yorl<) was annexed; in

May, 1894, the towns of Flatbush and (;raveBend
were annexed; and New Utrecht, on July 1, 1894.

Flatlands was taken in on January 1, 1896, when
Brooklyn comprised all of Kings County, and
was the largest city in extent in the State, with
an area of 66.39 square miles. Under the act of

tlie Legislature of 1897, creating the City of

(ircater New' York, all of the City of Brooklyn
as then existing was designated as the Borough
of Brooklyn.

Consult: Stiles, ,1 History of the City of
Brookh/n (Brooklyn, 1869-70); Ostrander, A
History of the f'ily of Brooklyn and Kinys Coun-
ty (Brooklyn, 1894) : and Powell, Historic Toicns

in the Middle States (New York, 1899).

BROOKS, Charles William Shiki.et (1816-

74). An English atithor. He was admitted to

the bar, but adopted literature as a jirofcssion,

and was a frequent cemtributor to leading peri-

odicals and journals. He wrote several dramas,

among ihom The Creole (1847) ; and the novels.

The Gordian Knot (1860) and The Silver Cord

( 1861 ) . But it is by his connection with Punch,

first as contributor and then (after 1870) as edi-

tor, that Brooks is best remembered. His con-

tributions were signed "Epicurus Rotundus." In
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1S75 Wit and Humour, Poems fi-om Punch, ap-

peared.

BROOKS, Elbridge Gerry (1816-78). An
AuKi'itaii (.lergyman, born at Dover, N. H. He
studied law, but in 1837 became pastor of the
Vniversalist Church of West Amesbury, ilass.

Subsequently, he held pastorates at East Cam-
bridge, Mass. (1838); Lowell, Mass. (1845);
Lvmi. Mass. (1850); New York City (1859);
and Philadelphia, Pa. (1868). In 1867-68 he
was general secretary of the convention of the

Univcrsalist Church.

BROOKS, James (1810-73). An Amerie.m
jouniali-it and politician, born in Portland, Me.
He graduated at Waterville College in 1831, and
was principal of a Latin school in Portland. He
then became the Washington correspondent of

the Portland Advertiser, and originated the idea

of regular correspondence from the capital. He
was a member of the Maine Legislature in 1835,

and proposed a survey for a railroad from Port-

land to Quebec and Montreal. In 1830 he estab-

lislied the Xeic York Express, published morning
as well as evening. He was a member of the New
York State Legislature in 1847, and in 1848 was
elected to Congress. He favored the compromise
measures of Henry Clay, and during the 'Xative-

American' excitement of 1851-54 was a leader of

the Know-Xothing Party. After the outbreak of

the Civil War he left the Whigs and was elected

to Congress in 1865 by the Democrats. In 1872
lie was censured by Congress—as he thought, un-

deservedly—for his connection with the Credit
Jlobilier scandal. (See Credit Mobilier. ) He
published, in separate form, A Seven-Months'
Run Up and Down and Around the World ( 1872)
—a series of letters which originally appeared in

the Express.

BROOKS, John (1752-1825). An American
patriot. He was born in Medford. Mass.; studied

medicine, as an apprentice, under Dr. Simon
Tufts: settled in Reading, Mass., to practice his

profession; and there was chosen to command a
company of minute-men, which, on April 19,

1775, helped to harass the British on their re-

treat from Concord to Boston. He was chosen
major of a Massachusetts regiment in May, and
served thereafter until the close of the war, par-

ticipating in the siege of Boston, in the battles

of Saratoga, and in the battle of Monmouth, at-

taining the rank of lieutenant-colonel in Xovem-
ber, 1770, and strongly supporting Washington
in the so-called Xewburgh conspiracy- of 1783.

After the war he was frequently elected to the

General Court, was a member of the convention
which, in 1788, ratified for Massachusetts the

Federal Constitution; was appointed district

marshal and inspector of the revenue by Wash-
ington in 1795; served as adjutant-general of the

State from 1812 to 1815; and from 1816 to 1823,

when he refused to stand for reelection, was Gov-
ernor of Massachusetts, In 1792 he was appoint-

ed brigadier-general in the L'nited States Army,
but was honorably discharged four years later.

He was for some time president of the ^lassa-

chusetts Medical Society, and in 1810 received

the degrees of M.D. and LL.D. from Harvard.

BROOKS, Maria Convex (c.1795-1845). An
American romantic poet, bom in Medford, Mass.,

chiefl}- remembered as the author of Zophiel, or

the liride of Seven (1833). This was written

in Cuba, her home after marriage. The first

canto was published in Boston in 1825, and the
complete poem in London in 1833, under the su-
pervision of Southey, whom she had met on a
visit to France and England in 1830-31. In The
Doctor, Southey calls her 'the most impassioned
and imaginative of all poetesses,' and else-

where 'Maria of the West ' (Maria del Oeeiden-
te). In America the work found less favor. It-

was reedited in 1879 with somewhat greater suc-

cess. The poem is based on an incident in the
Apocryphal book of Tobit, telling of the love of

a fallen angel for the Hebrew maiden Sara. It

contains good passages, but is uneven. On
returning to America, Mrs. Brooks lived for a
time at West Point, and afterwards on Govern-
or's Island. In 1843 she published the .somewhat
autobiographical Idornen, or the Tale of Yu-
niuri. and wrote an Ode to the Departed. She
planned also an epic, Beatrix, tlie Beloved of Co-
lumbus. In December, 1843, she returned to Cuba
and remained there until her death. She wa&
undoubtedly a woman of much but unchastened
poetic power.

BROOKS, XoAit (1830-1903). An American
journalist and author. He was born in Castine,
Me., and was educated as an artist. In 1854 he
went West, and settled in California as a news-
paper man. From 1871 to 1875 he was a mem-
ber of the staff of the New York Tribune. He
became an editor of the IS'ew York Times in 1876,
and in 1884 editor of the X'ewark (X. .J.) Daily
Advertiser. He retired from journalism in 1892.

His many publications include : The Boy Emi-
grants (1870); The Fairport yine (1880);
American Statesmen (1893); Short Studies in

American Party Polities (1896) ; and The Story
of Marco Polo (1890).

BROOKS, Phillips (1835-93). A bishop-

of the Protestant Episcopal Church. He was
born in Boston, ilass., December 13, 1835;
graduated at Harvard in 1855, and at the P. E.
Theological Seminary, Alexandria, Va., in 1859.
lie became rector of the Church of the Ad-
vent, Philadelphia, in 1859; of Holy Trin-
ity there in 1802; removed to Boston as-

rector of Trinity in 1809: and was elected

Bishop of ^Massachusetts in 1891. He died in

Boston. January .23, 1893. He published Lec-
tures on Preaching (Y'ale lectures on the Ly-
man Beeeher foundation, 1877) ; The Influence of
Jesus (Bohlen lectures, Philadelphia Divinity
School, 1879) ; and several volumes of sermons.
He also wrote the favorite Christmas hymn, 0,
Little Town of Bethlehem. Consult his biogra-
phy by A. V. G. Allen (Xew York, 1901). He
was celebrated as a pulpit orator, and as a vigor-
ous and independent thinker. His freedom from
the ordinary sectarian trammels, his liberal

views of doctrine, with his profound convictions
as to vital Christian truths, and his deeply spir-

itual yet intensely practical preaching, gave him
groat ])opular power.

BROOKS, Preston Smith (1819-57). An
American politician, notorious for his assault on
Charles Sumner, in the United States Senate
Chamber, in 1856. He was born in Edgefield
District, S. C. ; graduated at South Carolina Col-
lege in 1839; was admitted to the bar in 1843;
was elected to the State Legislature in 1844; and
in 1846-47 served as a captain of volunteers in
the war with Mexico. In 1852 he w-as elected to
the House of Kepresentativci-. and was reelected
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in 1854. Soon after the adjournment of the Sen-

ate on !May 22, 18.56, two days after Senator
Sumner had delivered his speedi on "The Crime
Against Kansas," in which he hail, spoken with

great severity of South Carolina ane! of Senator

Butler, from that State (then absent from the

Senate), Brooks, who was related to Senator

Butler, assaulted Sumner wliile the latter was
writing ahme at his desk in the Senate Chamber,
repeatedly striking him on tlie head with a cane,

knockinghim senseless, and intlicting spinal in-

juries from whieli Sumner never fully recovered.

The House of Ke])resentiitivcs immediately ap-

pointed a committee to investigate tlie all'air, and
the committee rejiorted in favor of expelling

Brooks, but tlie necessary two-thirds vote could

not be "secured for the motion. Brooks resigned

voluntarily, however, after making a speecli in

justilication of liis act, but he was immediately

reelected by his constituents. Some remarks of

Representative Anson Burlingame, on June 21,

charging Brooks with cowardice and a lack of

fair play, provoked a challenge from the latter,

and a duel was arranged to take place in Canada,

near Niagara Falls: but Brooks declined to fight

at the place designated, for the reason that he

could not reach it "without running the gauntlet

of mobs and assassins, prisons and penitentiaries,

bailiffs and constables." The assault caused the

gi'eatest excitement all over the country. Tlie

North was fiercely indignant, while the South,

for the most part, upheld Brooks, and passed

xesohitions in his lionor.

BROOKS, William Keith (1848—). An
American zoologist, born in Cleveland, Ohio,

March 25, 1848. He took his baccalaureate de-

gree at Williams College in 1870, and his degree

of doctor of philosophy at Harvard in 1874. He
was assistant in the Boston Society of Natural
History in 1874-7.5, associate in .Johns Hopkins
I'niversity in 187ti, and has been professor tliere

since 1883. He has trained many of the promi-

nent embryologists of the country. His work has

lieen characterized by its relation to evolutionary

problems. He lias published lland-linok of In-

vertebnile Zooloyi/ (1882); Bereditii (1884);
The Dcrclojniu lit and Protection of the Oyster in

Maryland (1884) : Lucifer: A Htudy in Morphol-

ogy (1881); The HtoiiHitojiodd of'lI.M.H. Chnl-

Icnfier (ISSG) ; .4 Monoyruph of the (Icnus Hatpa
(ls;).'i); I'onndutions of Zoology (189S).

BROOKS, William RonEnx (1844— ). An
American astronomer, born in .Maidstone (Kent),
England. He received an academic education,

became an ex|)ert meclianical draughtsman, and
in 1881, with a telescope of liis own make, dis-

covered his first comet. In 1874 he established,

at Plielps, N. Y.. the Red House Observatory,
where he continued his astronomic studies, and
in 1888 was called to Geneva, N. Y., tliere to take
charge of tlie Smith .Observatory. He became
known largely tluough his di.scovery of comets,

twenty-three being the number with which he is

accredited, A frequent lecturer on astronomical
topics, he has also given much time to photog-
raphy of the heavens, lie was, in 1887, elected

a fellow of the Royal Astronomical Societj' of

Great Britain.

BROOKS, William Thomas Harbaugh
(1821-70). An -Vnierican soldier, born in New
Lisbon, O. He graduated in 1841 at the United
fcitatea Military .\cadeniy; served in the Third

Infantry during the Florida War, and on garri-
son duty in 1843-44. During the Mexican War
he fought at Palo .Vlto, Eesaca de la Palma, and
Monterey, and was brevetted major for meritori-
ous services. Subscfpieiitly he was on frontier

dtity in New Mexico and Texas. Shortly after

the outbreak of the Civil War he was appointed
brigadier-general of volunteers, and was promi-
nent in the Virginia Peninsular, Maryland, and
Rappahannock cani])aigns. In lSti3-04 he com-
manded the Department of the Moiiongahcla, and
in the latter year the Tenth Army Corps in the

army o])erating against Richmond. Va. He re-

signed with the rank of major ( Eighteenth In-

fantry).

BROOKS OF SHEF'FIELD, A fictitious

character spoken of in Dickens's Darid Copper-
field. David drinks confusion to him on a bach-

elor boating party, held during Jlr. ilurdstone's

courtship of David's mother; but he later dis-

covers 'Brooks' to have been u name given to

himself,

BROOKS'S, brook'sez, A Whig club founded
in London (17G4) by the Dukes of Portland and
Roxborough, Its place of meeting was originally

a sporting-house, the first ])r()prietor of which
was Almack, and the second Brooks. Its present

headquarters are 60 Saint .James Street, and it

continues to preserve its political nature,

BROOK'VILLE. A town and county-seat of

Franklin County, Ind., about ().5 miles east by
soutli of Indianapolis; on the White Water
River, and on the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago,

and Saint Louis Railroad (Map: Indiana E 3).

It has good water-power, and is chiefly a manu-
facturing place with furniture-factories, brick-

yards, and saw, paper, and flour mills. Popula-
tion, in 1800, 2028; in 1000, 2037.

BROOK'VILLE. A borough and county-seat
of .Tcflerson County, Pa., 10.) miles northeast of

Pittsburg, at the confluence of Red Bank Creek
with other streams, and on the Allegbenj' Val-
ley Railroad (Map: Pennsylvania, B 2), It

manufactures extensively varimis products of

lumber, and has also foundries. Ilour-mills, brew-
eries, glass-works, furniturcfaetory, brick and
tile works, etc. Population, in 1890, 2478; in

1000, 2472.

BROOM (AS, hrom. Dutch brem, OHG.
hramo; ef. bramble). A name given to a num-
ber of species of shrubs of the closely allied gen-
era Cytisus, Genista, and S])artiuni, of llic natu-
ral order Lcguniinosip, svibordcr Paiiilionace*,
all of them having long, slender branches, along
which are produced axillar_\- flowers. Common
liroom, Cytisus scoparius, the specific name be-

ing from the Latin scopce, long twigs, or a besom,
was once made the type of a genus under the
name of Snrothinnnus scoparius or eonimuni.i.

It is a well-known native of Europe, introduced
into the United States, growing in dry soils, and
in May and .June ornamenting hedge-banks, hills,

and bushy places with its large yellow flowers,

which are on short stalks, drooping, solitary, but
produced in considerable number along the
straight, slender branchlets. The whole aspect of
the plant is graceful. The lower leaves have
three oblong leaflets; the upper ones, which are
reduced to bracts, are simple. The branches are
angular and of a very dark green; very tough
and much in use for making besoms. The leaves
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formed by the young stems. They have also been
used for tanning and dyeing, and their fibre has
been woven into a coarse, strong cloth and even
made into paper. The whole plant is very bitter,

with a peculiar nauseous taste and smell when
bruised. The young tops and seeds are used in

medicine, being powerfully diuretic, and very
beneficial in some kinds of dropsy. They are

also mildly laxative, and, in large doses, emetic.

They are commonly administered in the form of

a decoction. Broom inhabits colder climates than
furze, reaching to a greater elevation on moun-
tains, and being found beyond the northern limit

of furze. In 1899 plants were killed by the

freeze in Washington, D. C, when the tempera-
ture fell to — 1.5° F. It varies in size from a very
humble shrub to one of 20 feet in height, and
when it reaches this size the wood is of great
value for the finer purposes of cabinet-makers
and turners. Irish broom {Cytisus or Sarotham-
litis j)atei's), not unfrequent as an ornamental
plant in British shrubberies, is not at all a na-

tive of Ireland, but of Spain and Portugal. Some
species of Cj-tisus are valued for the fodder yield-

ed by the yoimg, tender twigs. All of them are
excellent bee-plants. Portugal broom or white
broom iCyiisu.s albiis) , a native of the countries
bordering on the Mediterranean, is very often
planted as an ornamental shrub, and is much ad-
mired for the beauty of its fascicled white flowers,

which are produced upon long filiform branches.
Its leaves have three leaflets. It sometimes at-

tains a height of 1.5 or 20 feet. Ci/tisus prolifer-

vs allii's is an, important fodder-plant for dry
regions. It is a native of Madeira and generally

goes under the name Tagosasti
(
q.v. ) . Spanish

broom {!<partiiim junceum) is a native of the
south of Europe, generally growing in dry soils

and rocky situations, and attaining a height
of 8 feet or upward. Its branches are upright,
round, and rush-like, a characteristic of this

genus. They are smooth and bear only a few
small, simple leaves, which soon drop off. The
fibre of the branehlets is much used in some
parts of Italy, France, and Spain, for making
cloth, ropes, etc. In Spain a fine lace that is

much prized is made from the fibre of this plant.

In the south of France the plant is cultivated on
dry, unproductive soils. The branehlets are
made into bundles, dried, beaten, steeped, and
washed, in order to separate the fibre. The plant
possesses medical properties similar to those of

the common broom. A white-flowered species,

Hpartium monospermxun. more properly called

Genista monosperma. occasionally to be seen in

shrubberies, grows abundantly on the loose sands
of the coasts of Spain, and produces a similar
fibre. It is mentioned by Barth as growing in

great abundance in Africa to the south of the
great desert. Many species somewhat resembling
these are occasionally to be seen among orna-
mental plants, some of them often in greenhouses.
The Canary Isles produce some remarkable for
the fragrance of their flowers. The name broom
is not given to tho.se species of Cytisus (q.v.)

and Genista (q.v.) which do not display in a
marked degree the character of having long, slen-

der twigs. Butcher's broom is a plant of an en-
tirely different family.

BROOM-CORN. A plant of the order Gra-
minca?, generally regarded as a native of the East
Indies. It is cultivated in the United States and
southern Europe for the manufacture of brooms

and whisk brushes, which are made from the
open, long-rayed panicles. It is a variety of the
same species {Sorrihtnn sacchnraliiin) to which
doura, kafir corn, common sorghum, and other
plants belong. The chief difference between this
and other varieties of the species consists in the
greater length, strength, and straightness of the
fine stems composing the panicle. The plant
has a jointed stem growing 8 to 12 feet high, and
bears clusters of two and three spikelets on the
ramifications of an open panicle. The cultiva-
tion of broom-corn in the United States is nuioh
older than the cultivation of common sorghum.
Conditions of soil and climate suitable for maize
are also adapted to this plant. The greater por-
tion of the annual production is furnished by
New York. Illinois, Kansas, and Nebraska, but it

is grown in a number of other States. It is

planted in hills about IS inches apart in rows
from 3 to 4 feet apart. A yield of 500 pounds of
the brush or material for brooms is considered
an average crop. When the panicle is nearly full-

grown the stalks are broken over at a point 12
to IS inches below the head. This position of the
panicle tends to keep the brush straight. The
heads are harvested before the seed is fully ripe,

and while the brush is still green. They are cut
off with G inches of the stalk, the seed is then
removed by hand or machine, and the brush is

cured in the shade to preserve its color and
strength. The brush is pressed into bales weigh-
ing about 300 pounds. The United States exports
broom-corn to different countries. The bioom-
corn produced in southern Europe is inferior in

quality. As a forage crop broom-corn is not
verv important. For illustration, see Bbazilxut,
Pla'te.

BROOME, Sir Fredekick N.\pier (1842-96).
A British administrator and author. He was bom
in Canada, but was educated in England, and in

1857 went to New Zealand. He was appointed
Colonial Secretary to Natal (1875) and to ilau-
ritius ( 1877 ) . Lieutenant-Governor of Mauritius
(1880), Governor of Western Australia (1882;,
and Governor of Trinidad ( 1891 ) . As Governor
of Western Australia he promoted the construc-
tion of railroads and telegraphs, and in 1890 ob-
tained for the Colony its coveted Constitution. In
addition to his contributions to the Times, he
published Poems from yew Zealand (1808) and
The Stranger of Seriphos (18C9), a dramatic
poem.

BROOME, William (1689-1745). An Eng-
lish writer, coadjutor of Pope in translating the
Odyssey. For writing the notes and translating
eight books of the Greek text, he received £570,
a price which he considered too small. Com-
ments on this transaction annoyed Pope to such
a degree that he abused Broome in the Dinieiad.
Broome published Poems on Several Oecasions,
and translated some of Anaereon's odes. Con-
sult: Dr. .Johnson, "'Memoir of Broome." in
Lives of the Poets (London, 1779-81) ; also El-
win and Courthope, Pope's Correspondence (Lon-
don. 1871-89).

BROOM-RAPE (version of 'McA. Lat. rapum
genista-, \nt»:m knob or tuber, from rapum,
knob or lump formed by the roots of trees, and
genistw, gen. sing, of genista, broom), Orobanche
ramosa. An annual plant, 6 to 15 inches high,
with many slender stems of a brownish or straw
color, growing parasitieally upon the roots of
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hemp and tobacco. The leaves of the plant are

reduced to brown scales, and the light-blue flow-

ers are scattered along the stalks. Tlie broom-

rape is a native of Europe, and has become estab-

lished in some parts of llie United Strifes. The

l)hint fastens upon the roots of the tobacco or

licmp and sucks from them its nourishment,

eventually killing the host it lives upon. Its

seeds are" minute and very abundant, and from

the difficulty of its eradication, especial atten-

tion should' be given to the use of absolutely

clean hemp and tobacco seed in planting. For

illu-tr:itinn. see Plate of P.\RASITIC Plants.

BROOMS. See BRfsii and Broom.

BROOM-SEDGE. See Andropogon.

BROSBOLL. bros'bel, JoHAN Cael Cheis-

TIA.N (I81ij-1!H)0). A Danish writer, whose

pseudonym was Carit Etlar. He was born in

Frideric'ia, and studied painting at the Academy

of Copenhagen, but took up literature as a means

of livelihood. His works include novels, sketches

of travel, and dramas, which, though imagi-

nati\ely wrought, are marred by hasty composi-

tion. His Skrifter ('-Collected Writings") ap-

peared in Copenhagen in 1859-68 (24 vols.), to

which was added a Ny ^^amling ("New Col-

lection") in 1873-79 (5 vols.).

BROSIG, brf/ziK, MORITZ (1815-87). A Ger-

num iirganist and composer, born in Fuchswin-

kcl. Silesia. He studied in Breslau under Franz

Wolf, and in 1842 succeeded him as organist of

the Breslau Cathedral. In 1852 he was ap-

pointed kapellmeister at the cathedral, and in

1871 lecturer on music at the University of Bres-

lau. He published a text-book of harmony, and

valuable Church music, including seven masses

with orchestra, and many graduate and oiTer-

tories.

BROSSE, briis, Salojion pe. wrongly called

Jacques (c.lofi0-162fi) . -\ prominent architect

of the late French Renaissance, a relative and

follower of Androuet du Cerceau. His fame
rests largely on the ].uxeml)Ourg Palace (q.v.),

wliicli he hiiilt for Maria de' Medici (1015-20).

BROSSES, bros, Ch-arles de (1709-77). A
French historian. His first work was Lettres

si:r I'Hat de la ville soiiterrainc d'Bcrculee

(1750), the result of a tour through Italy in

1739. At the suggestion of his friend Bufl'on,

the naturalist, he wrote the Histoirc des imi i>i-

tions (tux terres aiistralcs (175G), in which he

described the supposed great southern continent

under the several names of Magellania. Australia,

and Polynesia. The last two of these names were

first employed by him. His next work was Dit

cuUc des d'ieux fetiches (1700). It was fidlowed

by a TraiU de la formation mevanique des

Ungues (1765), which, in spite of many errors,

contains many ingenious observations and conjec-

tures. He contributed articles on language to

the famous Kncifcloix'dic of Diderot, Voltaire,

and others. During the greater part of his life

he was busily engaged- in supplying the lacuna-

in the works of S'alhist ; and haying collected

about 700 fragments by this historian, he pub-

lished, with such interpolations as he deemed

necessary, the llistoirr tie la Rrpuhlique romaine

dans le cours du septieme siecle, par flalluste

(1777). Many of his manuscripts were pub-

lished after his death and a complete edition

of his works in fifty-two volumes has been

issued (1878-85).

BROTH (AS. hroth, OHG. irod. hrot, Gael.
brol, It. broth, from the root of brew, AS.
brcOuaii. OHIJ. hriiiiian, Ger. hraueii) . A liquid
preparation of animal food, which dill'crs from
soup in that it contains no vegetables. Tlie usual
broths are made of beef, mutton, or chicken and
are much used as food for invalids. The follow-
ing are the recipes for the production of broths,
taken from Curran's Siekness and Accidents
(Chicago, 1894). lieef lirofh (time, 1 hour).—
One pound of lean, juicy beef, one pint of cold
water, half teaspoonful of salt. Miiue the meat,
put it in a .stexypan with the water and ^alt and
boil slowly one hour, strain and add a little black
pepper, if allowed, and serve liot with strips
of dry toast. Mutton Broth (time. 2 hours).

—

Two pounds of lean, juicy mutton, one quart of
cold water, one teas])oonful of salt. Remove all

fat and skin, cut uji the meat, put it in a stew-
pan with the water and salt and boil slowly an
hour and a half. Strain, and set away to cool.

When cold remove all fat and dregs, and heat
a portion as required for use. Chicken Broth
(time, 2 hours).— Three pounds of tender
chicken, two quarts of cold water, two scant tea-
spoonfuls of salt. Skin the chicken (if it is

very fat), cut it up, pound the pieces with a
mallet until the bones are broken. Put it in a
stewpan with the water and salt and boil slowly
two hours ; strain and set aside to cool ; when
cold remove all fat and dregs and heat as re-

quired for use.

There is very little nutrition in broths, as
stated in the article Meat Extract. The
broth contains mainly gelatin, salts, fat,

and extractives; these, however, are easily as-

similated food upon which a convalescing pa-

tient may rely in part, as a change of diet for a
feeble stomach.

BROTHEL, brfiTn'fl (for ME.. OF. hordcl.

Med. Lat. bordcllum, little hut, brothel, dim. of

borda, hut, from Teut. bord, Engl, board, plank).
Another name for bawdy house, a house of ill

fame or house of prostitution : that is, a 'house
kept for the resort and convenience of lewd
people of both se.xes.' The keeping of such <a

house was a misdemeanor at common law, as it

still is, generally, under modern statutes. In the
language of Lord Coke, such a house "is a com-
mon nuisance, and is the cause of many mis-
chiefs, not only to the overthrow of the bodies
of people and wasting of their livelihoods, but
to the endangering of their souls." See Peosti-
TUTION.

BROTHERHOODS, Religious. Societies in-

stituted f(ir (liiius .Tud benevolent purposes,
numerous in the Middle Ages and in the Roman
Catholic Church of modern times. They are in-

stituted especially for those who wish to have
the help of organization and common aims, but
are not conscious of a vocation to join the strict-

ly religious orders. In some cases they appear
as affiliated societies to the latter, as in the case
of the Third Order of Saint Dominic and Saint
Francis (see Tertiarv), In the Middle Ages a
number of brotherhoods sprang up which either
did not seek or did not obtain ecclesiastical

recognition, and finally assumed the character
of sects, with more or less of heretical tendency.
To this class belonged, among others, the Beg-
hards and Bepuines (q.v.). the .Vpostolic Breth-
ren (q.v.), and the Flagellants (q.v.), who, while
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tolerated by the Church for a while, at last in-

curred its censure and were severely repressed.

We may also reckon among i-eligious Ijrotherhoods

the old building corjjorations from which sprang

the order of Freemasons (see Masons, Frke),
the character of whose secret societies indicated,

in the opinion of the Church, a peculiarly dan-

gerous tendency to Gnosticism: in modern times,

of course, the well-known association of free-

masonry on the Continent of Europe has given

more ample ground for its condemnation by
various Popes on the charge of atheism. Xearlv
all the professional and trade organizatiui.^

of the Middle Ages had, in accordance with
the spirit of the time, an essentially religious

character; and this side of their activity was of

equal importance with the secular side in the

minds of their founders. (See Guild.) A full

idea of the extent to which this view of the mat-
ter prevailed in England even in the Si.xteenth

Century ma\' be found in Gasquet. The Ere of the

Reformation (London, 1900) . Other confraterni-

ties which came into existence with the sanction
of the Church devoted themselves to the promo-
tion of religion, and. under its direct influence,

to the performance of many practical works of

charity, by assisting strangers, travelers, the un-

protected, the oppressed, the destitute, and the

sick. Typical examples of these mediaeval broth-

erhoods are the Bridge-building Brotherhoods
(q,v.), and. especially, the FrateUi delta Miseri-

cordia at Florence, still existing, whose work it

is to bury the dead, and under whose picturesque
costume are frequently concealed the features of

members of the noblest Italian houses.

The last two centuries have witnessed the
growth of a great number of Roman Catholic
confraternities, both for men and women, based
on the same principle as these earlier ones. Many
of them are more or less associated with the
religious orders; thus the League of the Sacred
Heart or Apostleship of Prayer, with millions
of members all over the world, under the direc-

tion of the Jesuits; the Rosary sodalities of the

Dominicans; and the confraternities of the

Scapular of the Carmelites.

BROTHERHOOD OF AN'DREW AND
PHIL'IP, A hrotlierliood formed in 1888 by
Rev, Rufus \V. Miller, associate pastor of the

Second Reformed Church, Reading, Pa. In 189.5

it had grown into an order for religious and
sotial service in the following denominations;
Reformed (Dutch and German), Presbyterian
(North and South, United and Canadian), Con-
gregational, Methodist (Episcopal and Protes-

tant), Baptist, English, Lutheran, and United
Brethren. It has now a membership of about
14,000 in 32 States and 10 denominations. Its

organ is The Brotherhood Star. It holds biennial

federal and annual denominational conventions.

For particulars, consult L. W. Bacon and C. A.

Northrop, Younn People's Societies (New York,
1900).

BROTHERHOOD OF ST, ANDREW. A
Protestant Episcopal organization, wliose object

is the spread of Christ's kingdom among men,
especially young men. It was founded in 188.3

in Saint James's Parish, Chicago, by James L.

Houghteling and others. The unit of organiza-

tion is the local chapter; of these, 1706 have been
organized. There is also a junior de]>artment
for work among boys, which has 484 chapters.

It is estimated that there are about 10,000

members in the Brotherhood proper, and 5000 in

in the Junior Department. The headquarters of

the Brotherhood are in Pittsburg. It holds an
annual convention, and publishes monthly an offi-

cial organ called St. Andrew's Cross. It has
spread from the United States to Canada, to

England, and to most of her colonial possessions.

For particulars, consult L. \V. Bacon and C. A.
Northrop, \ounq People's Societies (New York,

1900).

BROTHERHOOD OF SAINT PAUL. A
Jlethodist Episcopal fraternity of men of all

ages, for religious and social service. It has a
ritual and regalia, but is not secret. Its member-
ship is divided into three "orders.' (1) Order of

Jerusalem: for all new members and those not
professing Christianity ; (2) Order of Damascus;
for Methodist Episcopal Church members; (3)

Order of Rome: for advanced Christians. It was
organized in 189.5 by Rev. F. D. I^ete, Rochester,

N. Y.. and holds annual conventions. For par-

ticulars, see L. \V. Bacon and C. A. Northrop,
Young People's Societies (New Y'ork, 1900).

BROTHER JON'ATHAN. The name of

the liest-known personification of the L'nited

States, the origin of which is doubtful. The riiost

plausible explanation derives it from .Jonathan

Trumbull
(
q.v. ) , Governor of Connecticut dur-

ing the Revolution, and a highly esteemed friend

of General Washington, who. it is said, was ac-

customed to remark when per])lcxed by some
knotty question, "We must consult Brother Jona-

than." From its frequent repetition, the term
became widely known, and ultimately expanded
in meaning to embrace the whole American
people.

BROTHERS, Lay. An inferior class of

monks, not in holy orders, but bound by monastic

rules, and employed as servants in monasteries

(q.v.).

BROTHERS, The. A common name for

groups of small islands. ( 1 ) A group of small

islands in the Red Sea about 40 miles northeast

of Kosseir. (2) A group of small islands nearly

east of Cape Guardafui and about 30 miles south-

west of the island of Sokotra. (3) A group of

small islands lying in the entrance to the Bight

of Biafra, Gulf of Guinea, a little west of south

of Princess Island. (4) A group of small is-

lands lying in the Strait of ^Malacca ofT the north-

east coast of Sumatra in about latitude 3° 30'

N. and longitude 99° 40' E. (5) A group of

small islands in about latitude 22° 5' N. and
longitude 75° 41' W., near Columbus Bank of

the Bahamas.
BROTHERS, The. A club founded, June 21,

1711, at London, for the purpose of advancing

literature by sociability and the use of political

influence. Besides several Tory peers, Saint John,

Swift, Prior, Friend, and Arbuthnot were among
its charter members. It became, in 1714, the

Scrihlerus Cliih. a more purely literary and less

political organization, under the influence of

Swift. The members addressed each other as

'brutlier.'

BROTHERS, The. ( 1 ) A comedy by James
Shirley, licensed November 4, l(i2G, and printed

in a volume entitled Six New Pkn/s by the same

author, in lti53, (2) A tragedy by Edward
Young, produced at the Drury Lane, March 3.

1752, for the benefit of a religious society. It
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was not very successful, runniug for eight nights

and c'k^iring only £400. It was written during
tlie author's early life, and for a long time sujj-

pressed as inimical to his profession of clergy-

man. (3) A jilay by Richard Cumberland,
brought out at Covent Garden in ITliy. It was
the first real comedy of the author, and gained

for him the friendship of Garrick, by the flattery

of the |irologue.

BROTHERS, Richard (1757-1824). A re-

ligious fanatic. He was born at Plaeentia, New-
foundland, December 25, 1757. and was at one
time a lieutenant in the British Navy, which he
quitted on half pay in 1783, believing that a
military life was inconsistent with a Christian
profession. Having scruples against taking the

oath requisite to enable him to receive his half

pay, he was reduced to great distress, and ulti-

mately placed in the workhouse for a brief

period. He regained his liberty in 1792. Dating
his first call from 17!>0. he announced himself, in

1703. the apostle of a new religion, "the nephew
of the Almighty, and Prince of the Hebrews, ap-

pointed to lead them to the land of Canaan." In

1794 he published a book, entitled A Revealed
Knowledge of the Prophecies and Times, etc.;

and, in 1795, an exposition of the Trinity. He
was the author of several other publications

marked by a strange mixture of reason and in-

sanity, which made a temporary sensation. In

consequence of prophesying the death of the

King and the destruction of the monarchy, he

was committed to Newgate, but soon liberated.

Some of his political predictions, especially in

reference to the state of the Continent, were
either altogether or partially fulfilled: and many
persons were induced to sell their goods, and
prepare to accompany him to his New Jerusalem,

which was to be built on both sides of the river

.Jordan. Even men of ability and education were

deluded into believing in him, two of the most
eminent being Halhed, the Orientalist, and Wil-

liam Sharp, the celebrated engraver. .\s a dan-

gerous lunatic, he was at length committed to

a private asylum, but released in 180C, and died

in Lonilciii, .Tanuary 25, 1824.

BROTHER SAM. A play adapted by Soth-

ern and liuckstone in 1874, from John Oxenford's

comedy of the same name. It is a continuation

of Our American Cousin, the title character being

the brother of Lord Dundreary, the hero of that

pliiy.

BROTHERS and SISTERS OF CHARITY.
Under these names, there exist in the Ivcjman

Catholic (;hurcli two widely ramified beneficent

societies for the nursing of the poor and sick in

hospitals, without distinction of faith, rank, or

nation. The Order of the Brothers of Charity,

or Compassionate Brothers, was established in

1.540 at Seville, in Spain, by the Portuguese Jo.ao

de Dio (died 15.50), who had served in .\frica

under Charles V. The funds for the purpose

were obtained by begging. The primitive object

of the society was the care of the sick and tbe

reformation of women of immoral ciiaracter; it

was composed of lay members, imder no rule.

In the year 1572 the order received the Papal

recognition, and was subjected to the rule of

Saint Augustine. All the privileges of the men-
dicant Orders were conceded to it in the year

1624, and it was then divided into a Spanish

congregation, with a niajorgeneral in (iranada,

and an Italian or extra-Spanish congregation,
with a major-general in Rome. The political dis-

turbances of the Nineteenth Century abolished tlie

Spanish as a separate province; the whole Order
is now governed by a general who resides in

Koine. 11 has at the present time over a thou-
sand members, who bind themselves, besides the
usual three vows, by a fourth which recjuires

them to devote their whole lives to the care of
the sick and infirm. Their services to dis-

tressed humanity continue to be held in high
estimation. There are, in the Roman Catho-
lic Church, several Orders of female celibates

devoted to the care of sick and of children,

who are called 'Sisters of Charity,' or, from
their dress, "Gray Sisters.' The best known are
the 'Sisters of Saint Vincent de Paul.' They
were first called into existence in France in 1631,
by Saint Vincent do Paul (born 157(5), greatly
assisted by the noble-hearted and self-devoted

widow, Madame Louise (de Marillac) Le Gras.
The Archbishop of Paris raised the .society into

an order 'The Daughters of Divine Love,' and its

rule was confirmed by Pojie Clement IX. in

1668. In 1765 it already numbered 224 con-

vents. The French Revolution sorely interrupted
the abundant and benevolent labors of the Sisters

of Charity by the supjiression and ]U'oscription of

their convents in France; but Napoleon restored

the Order in 1807 by the convocation of a general
chapter of the scattered sisters, under the presi-

denc}' of the Kmpress mothei', and by the grant
of the necessary funds; and there exist at
present more than 300 assocuitioiis in France,
where, until lately, elementar}' education was in

great part conducted by them. They attend the

sick in all the great hospitals. The novitiate

covers five years and the vows are renewed each

25th of March. These Sisters of Charity of Saint
Vincent de Paul were introduced into the United
States by Elizal)eth .\nn Set on. at F.mmitsburg,

Md., in 1809. .\t first the American Sisters' rule

was a frank adaptation of the French, but they

were independent; hut since 1S50 they have been

united to the French body and come imder the

authority of the Mother (Jencral in Paris, who
is herself subject to the Superior-General of

the Priests of the Congregation of the Mission.

They had in this country, in 1901, 3600 mem-
bers". See Sisterhoods.

BROTHERS AND SISTERS OF T^E
FREE SPIRIT. .\ sect whidi s])rang up along

tlie Rliine toward the beginning of the Thirteenth

Century, and afterwards spread into France and
Italy. It based its peculiar tenets on the scrip-

tural doctrine that "where the Spirit of the Lord
is, there is liberty." Misconceiving the true na-

ture of spiritual freedom, the members of this

sect conceived themselves released not only from
ecclesiastical disci|)line. but also froir, the com-

monest obligations of morality. Tlie.v set aside

the marriage tie. and indulged in licentiousness.

A few even maintained the old Manichaan doc-

trine that the deeds of the body could not pos-

sibly afl'ect the soul. Intellectually, they arc said

to iiavc been inclined to Pantheism under the

teachings of Amalric of B^ne (q.v.). The synods

of Cologne in 1306 and of Treves in 1310 decreed

their suppression, and in the persecutions which

followed they seem to have been (ompletcly dis-

persed, although a few traces of their iulluence

could be found as late as the Sixteenth Century,
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for example, among the so-called Libertines of
Geneva.

BROTHERS OF COMMON LIFE (also
ealleil Bkuthers of Good Will, and Hierony-
MlTES, or Gregori.\ss, from their patron saints,
Jerome and Gregory the Gieat). A fraternity
founded at Deventer about 1376 by Gerhard
Groote (q.v.), whose successor was Florentius
Radewin (born 1350, at Leerdam in Holland;
died 1400). Thomas a Kempis, who was asso-

ciated with Eadewin, wrote the lives of both
these founders. The society grew very rapidly,

and under Gerhard's instructions, helped to found
several houses of Canons Regular of Saint
Augustine with which it was allied. But the
original society, which professed to be a copy of

the earliest Christian communities, was com-
posed of persons who desired to live a devout and
ascetic life in community without formal vows.
Community of goods, industry, care for the edu-
cation of the young, and a tendency to promote
reading of the Scriptures and public prayers in

the vernacular, are among their characteristics.

Despite the opposition of some of the older com-
munities, they were recognized by several Pojies

and by the Council of Constance (1414-18).
They became most numerous in the Xetherlands
and Germany, nearly everj- large town having
one or more of their houses, but spread also to

Italy and Portugal, so that by 1430 they reck-

oned more than 130 societies. The last was
founded at Cambrai in 1505. They seem to have
decayed after the outbreak of the Reformation,
which carried to more extreme lengths what l;ad

been distinctive principles of theirs. A number
of the brothers joined the reforming movement.
Some of their educational institutions were taken
over by the Jesuits. The most distinguished
members of the society were Thomas a Kempis
(q.v.), Gerhard Zerbold of Zutphen, and the
learned Cardinal Nicholas Cusa. Consult Ket-
tlewell, Thomas a Kempis and the Brothers of

Common Life (London, 1884).

BROTHERS OF THE CHRISTIAN
SCHOOLS. An order, commonly called Chris-

tian Brothers, established by Jean Baptiste de
la Salle at Rheims in 1684 and sanctioned by
Benedict XIII. in 1725, having for its object

the furnishing of the poor with instruction. In
Paris, in 1792, they refused to take the oath of

obedience to the civil Constitution, and were
driven from their houses and prohibited from
teaching. In 1801 they returned and soon spread
over France, Italy, and other countries. About
1830 they opened evening schools for adults.

Their mother house is in Paris, where the
Superior-General lives, and in 1900 they had
1100 houses, and altogether 1400 houses, with
13,000 brothers in charge of 2500 schools. There
are in the United States: Province of Baltimore,
220 brothers, 6384 pupils : Province of Xew York,
440 brothers. 16.927 pupils: Province of Saint
Louis. 197 brothers. 4100 pupils; Province of San
Francisco, 106 brothers. 3125 pupils. See La
Salle, Jean B.\ptiste de.

BROUCKERE, brHo'kar', Cir.*^ELE.s !Marie
JosFrpii CiinsL.\iN de (1796-1860). A Belgian

statesman, born in Bruges. He entered the

artillery service and fought at Waterloo. In
1826 he was elected deputy to the States-General

from the Province of Limburg. Here he was a
prominent advocate of Belgian independence.

He was Minister of Finance for the Provisional
Government, and after the establishment of the
representative monarchy was ajjpointfd by Leo-
pold I. ilinister of the Interior ( 1831 ) , and soon
afterwards ilinister of War. He reorganized the
army, but was attacked on the ground of ex-
travagant expenditures, and resigned (1832).
He was subsequently director of the mint, a pro-
fessor in the free L'niversity of Brussels, and
burgomaster of that city. Consult the Life by
Juste (Brussels, 1868).

BROUCKERE, Henbi de (1801-91). A Bel-
gian statesman, born in Briigge. He became
an advocate, was elected to the Xational Con-
gress, and represented Brussels in the Cham-
ber of Deputies from 1833 to 1848. In 1840 he
became Governor of Antwerp, in 1844 of Lifege,
and from 1849 to 1852 was Belgian Minister at
the Papal and other Italian courts. He was Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs in the so-called 'Ministry
of Conciliation,' formed after the overthrow of
the Liberals, and in that capacity did much to
restore friendly relations between Belgium and
France. At one time he was also councilor of
the Brussels Court of Appeals, and in 1855-70
represented !Mons as a Liberal deputy.

BROUGH, Fanny. An English actress, niece
of Lionel Brough (q.v.). She made her debut
in Manchester in 1869, when quite young, and
appeared in London in 1870, as Fernande, at the
Saint James Theatre. For a time she became
a leading member of the Caste company, and
otherwise has also toured extensively in the prov-
inces. Among her London engagements have
been those in fforresf (Princess's Theatre, 1886) ;

Civil War (with Mrs. Brown Potter at the
Gaiety Theatre, 1887) ; Little Lord Fauntieroy
(Terry's. 1888); Dr. Bill (Avenue. 1890); The
Henrietta (ib. 1891); Mrs. Othello (Toole's
Theatre, 1893); The Eider-doirn- Quilt (1896).
She has also played in the United States, where,
in 1900, she appeared as ^Irs. Reginald Main-
waring. Sr., in the production of My Daughter-
in-Liiir (L_vceum, Xew York).

BROUGH, John (1811-65). A famous Gov-
ernor of Ohio. He was born in Ohio, and. as a
printer's apprentice, earned his way through the
State L'niversity. He published several Demo-
cratic journals, held minor political posts, and
was regarded as the ablest speaker of his party
in the State. In 1864 he was nominated for the
GoAcrnorship of Ohio by the Republican L'nion
Party, and was elected over Clement L. Val-
landigham (q.v.) by the largest majoi-ity ever
giveu for a Governor up to that time. As a
Governor he was remarkably eflicient. and though
holding office only during a part of the Civil
War period, is generally called 'the war Gover-
nor' of (!)hio.

BROUGH, Lionel (1836— ). An English
comedian, born at Pontypool. Monmouthshire.
He was a son of Barnabas Brough, a dramatic
author, and a brother of William and Robert,
the 'Brothers Brough.' In his early life he was a
jounialist, beginning in a subordinate position
in the ser\'ice of the Illustrated London News,
and being after\vards on the Daily Telegraph,
of which he published the first issue, and at a
somewhat later period on the Morning Star.
For a time he gave 'ghost entertainments' at the
Polytechnic Institution and elsewhere. He had
made his first appearance on the stage in 1854,
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at the Lyceum, and at length devoted himself

permanently to the drama in 18(i3, when he

appeared at the Prince of Wales's Theatre,

Liveri)ool. In his long subsequent experience,

which lia.s included tours in the United States

and South Africa, he has gained popularity in

a great variety of comic and burlesque roles,

one of the best "known being that of Tony Lump-
kin in Shr Stoopx to Cottijucr, wliich he has
played nearly eight hundred times. Among his

other favorite parts have been those of Paul
Pry. Captain .Tolui Smith in I.rt belle sniii-afie.

4ind Black Brandon in My Poll and My Partner

Joe. In 1872 he was stage numager of the huge
spectacular production of Babil and Bijou, at

the Covent Garden Theatre, ilore recently he

was for several years under the management of

Beerbohm Tree, of the Hayraarket and Her
Majesty's theatres, appearing as the Laird in

Tr!7fci/'(1895) and in other of ^Ir. Tree's plays,

both in England and Anierica. In 1901 he was '

at the Haymarket in Sweet Nell of Old Drury.

BKOUGHAM, broo'am or broom, Henry
Petek. Baron Brougham and Vaux (1T7S1868).
A British jurist, orator, statesman, and scien-

tist, descendant of an ancient Westmoreland fam-

ily. He was born in Edinburgh, September 19,

1778. On the maternal side he was a grand-neph-

ew of the historian Robertson. He exhibited

signs of precocious talent and energy, and at an
early age was compared to the 'admirable Crich-

ton.' He was a brilliant scholar, both at the

Edinburgh High School and at the university,

at the age of eighteen sending a paper. Observa-

tions on Phenomena of Light, to the Royal So-

ciety, which was read and printed in its Trans-

actimis. He spent some time in traveling on
Ihe Continent, and in 1800 was admitted to

the Scottish bar. In 1802, with Jeffrey, Homer,
and Sydney Smith, he founded the Edinburgh
lievicn- and contributed eighty of its most pow-
erful articles to the first twenty numbers. His
liberal political views militated against his ad-

vancement in Scotland : and a reputation for ec-

centricity and indiscretion exchuled him from
any legal practice except the unreniunerative

work of the criminal courts. Aften seven years

•of this practice he sought a better field, and in

1808 passed at the English bar.

In London. Rrougha7n first attracted notice

at the bar of the House of Commons as counsel

for the Liverpool merchants who petitioned

against certain orders-in-eouncil. In 1810 he

entered Parliament, and soon after brought in

and carried an act making participation in the

slave trade felony. He was welcomed by the

Opposition leaders as a powerful assistant in

their attacks upon the Government. He suc-

ceeded in carrying the repeal of the orders-in-

•council shortly before the general election of

1812, and contested the membership for Liver-

pool against Camiing. He was defeated, and re-

mained without a seat in Parliament till 181(5,

when he was returned for Winehelsea. He es-

tablished a reputation in the law courts by
speeches of great ability in the defense of per-

sons prosecuted for libel by the Crown. His
most famous appearance as an advocate was in

defense of Queen Caroline in 1820. His elo-

quence and boldness forfeited him the favor of

the Crown, but gained liim that of the people,

and between 1820 and 1830 Brougham was the

popular idol. He made good use of his power.
In 1822 he siipported, though in vain, a .scheme

of national education, and to his activity was
due in great measure the establishment of the
London L'niversity, of the first Mechanics' In-

stitute, and of the Society for the Diffusion of

Useful Knowledge. In 1830. Brougham deliv-

ered a powerful speech against slavery, and in

consequence of it was returned as a member for

Yorksliire. The aristocratically disposed Whigs
would have excluded him from the Reform ilin-

islry of Earl Grey: but, in addition to enormous
popularity, he was virtually ilicir leailer in de-

bate in the Commons, and was indispensable.

The same year, after various intrigues, he was
olYcred the appointment of Lord Chancellor and a

peerage as Baron Brougham and Vaux, whicli

he accepted against his interests ami inclinv
tions. He assisted materially in carrying tlie

great measures proposed by the Liberal ilinis-

ters. He. however, developed eccentricity, and
by arrogance and self-importance shared in the

general unpopularity which afterwards attached
to the Ministry. When it was dismissed by
William IV. in 1834. Brougham left office, nev^r
to return. After that time he held in the Upper
House a position analogous to that formerly
held by him in the Commons, criticising freely

the conduct of successive administrations, but
steadily forwarding every measure for social

progress.

He is best remembered as a law reformer. In
1827. in a memorable speech which occupied si.x

hours in delivery, he enumerated the defects in

nearly every branch of English law, and made
proposals for dealing with law reform on a
proper scale. Among the measures proposed
were bills for the codification of the criminal
law, for the establishment in England of a sys-

tem of public prosecutors, and for the giving
of compensation to parties acquitted. Lord
Brougham's acts and hills touching on law re-

form, as well as those regarding the shave trade,

education, and otlier public questions, were col-

lected and published by Sir .1. E. Eardly Wilmot
(London. 1S57). The volume forms a fitting

moniunent to the activity, perseverance, and
public spirit of tlie man.
As an orator and parliamentary debater,

among his contemporaries he was inferior only
to Canning. His speeche^s, however, had too

large an admixture of exciting elements ; argu-
ment was mingled with fiery declamation ; ridi-

cule, sarcasm, invective, were freely used; and
these he employed with a vehemence and energy
that at times carried him beyond bounds. He
possessed the power of ready, rapid, and forcible

diction. Brougham also won repute in other
fields. He cultivated the niatbematical and pliysi-

cal sciences, ami ventured u]ion the domain of

metaphysics, aiul even of theology. His miscel-

laneous writings upon an incredible variety of

svdijects .served the purposes of the moment, and
display great powers of ra])id comprehension and
nervous, dear exposition, but contain few new
truths in polities or morals, anl no original dis-

coveries in science. Brougham acquired the
hcmors due to men of letters, and was succes-

sively made lord rector of (ilasgow University.

l)resident of University College, London, mem-
ber of the Institute of France, chancellor of the
University of Edinburgh, and lastly, D.C.L. of

Oxford.
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During and subsequent to his Chancellorship,
his public appearances in a little carriage spe-

cially built for him excited curiosity. This
vehicle became associated with his name, and
was the forerunner of the modern "brougham.'
When not engaged in Parliament, Lord Brough-
am resided chiefly at Cannes, in the south of

France. The growth and prosperity of this sea-

side resort is mainly due to Brougham, and he
is kept in remoubrance by a monument erected
by the grateful inhabit^vnts. He died there.

May 7, 1S6S. He left a memoir of his Life and
Times, 3 vols. (Xew York, 1871). Written in

his old age, it contains exaggerated statements;
while the partisan tone of his biographers is also

unreliable. See his Works (11 vols., 1S55-62),
and consult Campbell, Lives of Lord Lyndhurst
and Lord Browiham (London, 18(59).

BROUGHAM, John (1810-80). An Irish

actor and playwright. He was born in Dublin,
May 9, 1810. Educated as a surgeon, a reverse

of the family fortunes led him to the London
stage in 1830, wliere he achieved success as an
actor and writer of light burlesque, and col-

laborated with Dion Boucieault in the comedy
London Assurance. For a time he managed the
London Lyceum, but moved in 1842 to the L^nit-

ed States, where he became a member of the
stock company of Burton's Theatre, in New
York, for which he wrote several now-forgotten
comedies. He then undertook the management
of Niblo's Garden, and in 1850 opened Brough-
am's Lyceum (later Wallack's Theatre), an un-
successful venture. Then he became manager
of the Old Bowery Theatre, and finally accepted
an engagement at Wallack's, and soon after at
Burton's. For all these theatres he wrote dra-
mas of ephemeral interest, such as Playing icHh
Fire and The Game of Lore. The years of the
Civil War he passed in England. Returning to
New York, he made another unsuccessful at-

tempt in theatrical management. His last ap-
pearance on the stage was at Booth's Theatre,
October 2.5, 1879, and he died June 7, 1880, in

Xew York City. He was the founder of the
Xew York Lotus Club, and for some time its

president. He also launched a short-lived comic
paper. The Lantern (1852), and published two
volumes of miscellanies, .-l Basket of Chips
(1855) and The Bunshy Papers. In all, he
wrote about one hundred plays, none of them
notewortliy.

BROUGHTON, brou'ton, Hugh (1549-1612).
A Protestant Bible scholar. He was born at
Owlbury, Shropshire, England, and educated at
Cambridge. At an early age he distinguished
himself as a Hebrew scholar, and wrote and
spoke Hebrew, Greek, and Latin. He was a Puri-
tan preacher in London for a while, but deemed
it prudent to retire to the Continent in 1589, be-

cause the bishops thought his views dangerous.
Henceforth he went back and forth, and from
1003 to Kill was pastor of the English congre-
gation at Middelburg, Holland. He died in Lon-
don, August 4, 1612. Though as early as 1593
he had projected a new translation of the Bible,

and his fitness for the work was universally
acknowledged, he had no part in King .James's

Version. This was a great disappointment to

him, and he criticised the version unsparingly.
John Lightfoot, a still greater Hebrew scholar.

Vol,, in.—3«.

edited his literary remains, with a life (London,
1602).

BROUGHTON, brou'ton, John Cam Hob-
iiousK, Baron (1786-1869). An English states-
man and writer, the friend of Byron. He was
horn in Bristol, June 27, 1786. He was educated
at Westminster and at Cambridge, wliere, in 1808,
he obtained both the Hulscan prize and his B.A.
degree, graduating M.A. in 1811. In 1809 he
visited Spain, Portugal, Albania, Greece, and Tur-
key, with B_yron. In 1813 he followed the allied

armies, and was present at the battle of Dresden
and at Paris when Louis XVIU. returned in
1814. When Napoleon escaped from Elba, Hob-
house again sought Paris, and the following \-ear

pul)lishcd the Hundred Days in Paris. The
work, of Napoleonistic sympathies, gave great
offense both in England and France. The trans-
lator and printer in Paris were sentenced to fine

and imprisonment for an 'atrocious libel,' and
in London Hobliouse was confined in Newgate
nearly three months. On his release he joined
Byron near Geneva, and together they visited
Venice and Rome. As a martyr to Toryism, in

1819, he unsuccessfully contested tlie parliamen-
tary borough of Westminster, but the following
year he was elected by a large majoritj-. For 12
years he was an advocate of liberal measures,
among them the repeal of the Test and Corpora-
tions acts and Roman Catholic emancipation.
In 1831 he succeeded to his father's baronetcy,
and in the same year was Secretary of War in

the Grey Jlinistry. Subsequently he was cliief

conunissioner of woods and forests and presi-

dent of the board of control. In 1851 he was
raised to the peerage and created Baron Brough-
ton. At his death, June 3. 1809, the title be-

came extinct, while the baronetcy passed to his

nephew. Lord Broughton i^ublished: Imitations
and Translations from the Cla.isics (1809);
Journey Throuyh Alhania and Other Provinces
of Turkey (1812) ; and Historical Illustrations

of the Fourth Canto of Childe Harold (1818).
As Byron's intimate friend he was dissuaded
from replying to Lady Byron's Hemarks, but
wrote a manuscript, now" in possession of Lady
Dorehest<>r, containing a '"fun and scrupulously
accurate account of the separation, to be used if

necessary."

BROUGHTON, Phyllis. An English ac-

tress, who began her career as a London nuisic-

liall dancer, and afterwards gained popularity
in light comedy. Among the plays in which
she has appeared are: The Forty Thieves
(1880) ; Whittington and His Cat (1881) ; Alad-
din (1881); Paul Jones (1889); Marjorie
(1890); Blue-eyed Susan (1892); In Toicn
(1892) ; and Gentleman Joe (1895).

BROUGHTON, Rhoda (1840—). A popular
Englisli novelist. She was born in North Wales,
but has spent much of her life in Oxford.
Among her works, all of which are clever and
entertaining, but of inferior literary quality,
are: Cometh Up as a Flotcer (1867) : Xot ll'tse-

/)/ but too Well (1807) ; Ped as a Rose is She
(1870) ; Nancy (1873) ; Belinda (1883) ; Doctor
Cupid (1886) ; Alas! (1890) ; ficylla or Charyb-
dis (1805); Dear Faustina (1897); and Foes
in Law (1901).
BROUSSA, broos'a. See Brusa.

BROUSSAIS, broo'sa'. Fra.\<;'oi.s Joseph
VicTou (1772-1838). A French physician. He
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was liorn at Saint Malo, France, and was edu-

cated in the Dinan Public School. He volun-

teered at the outbreak of the Revolution, but

ill health caused his dischar<re from the army.

He then studied medicine under his father, who
was a physician, and returned to the service

with a sur!;eon"s commission, being attadu-d

first to the army and later to the navy. In

1790 he bejian a course of medical study in

Paris. From 1S04 to 1808 he was again a sur-

geon in the army, and from 1808 to 1814 he was
chief physician of a division of the French Army
in Spain. In 18:20 he was ajjpointed professor at

the military hospital of Valde-Grace. in Paris,

after serving a few years as assistant professor.

In 1830 he "became professor of {reneral pathol-

ofry and thera]>eutics in the Faculty of iledicine

in Paris, and afterwards was made a member of

the Institute. In 1841 a statue was erected to

his memory in the court of Val-de-Grfice. Brous-

sais's peculiar views are ably explained in his

chief works—the Histoire des phlegmasies ou
inflammalions chroniiiiies (1808) and Examcn
dp la doctrine mfdiriile riendrah'inent adoptee

( 1810) — -which assert tlie following principles:

No life is possible without excitation or irrita-

tion. As long as the excitation is evenly dis-

tributed throughout the organism and remains

within certain limits of intensity, the processes

of life go on in a normal physiological manner;
but if the limits are exceeded, i.e. if excitation

becomes either too strong or too weak, the re-

sult is a condition of disease. Disease, originally

local and generally caused by local over-e.xcita-

tion, gradually spreads in the body by physiolo-

gical sympathy, and thus becomes general. The
organs most subject to local over-excitement are

the stomach and the intestines, and hence a great

many general diseases are directly traceable to

local disease of these organs. Broussais's ideas,

which bear an unmistakable resemblance to those

of the Brunonian system of medicine, gained

many adherents, especially in France, who took

the name of 'the Physiological School.' The
historical importance of tlie theory lies in the

fact that it has led to a careful study of physi-

ological sympathies and of pathological anatomy.
and thus to the building up of important
chapters of modern medical science. Besides

the works already mentioned, Broussais wrote:

Traile de la physiologic appliquie a la path-

ologic (1824); Commentaires des propositions

de pathologic consignees dans I'cxamen (1820);

and Le cholera morbus fpidemi(iuc (18.32).

Consult Mont^gre, Soticc historique siir la vie,

les traiaiix et les opinions de Brotissais (Paris,

1839) : and Reis, Etude sur Broussnis et sur

son irurn (Paris, 1S(;9). See Bkown, John.

BROUSSON, broo'soN'. Claude (1647-98).

A French Protestant martyr, an advocate and
legal defender of the Iluguenots. His house

was the rendezvous of certain Protestant lead-

ers, and he was compelled to fly from his native

city (Toulouse), barely escaping into Switzer-

land. He ventured into' France twice afterwards,

at great peril, to preach and give comfort to his

co-religionists. Finally, in 1098, after a great

price iiad been set on his head, he was caught,

and on the flimsy charge of treason, in conspir-

ing with the Duke of Schomberg to invade

France, he was sentenced to be broken on the

wheel. He left a large number of works, one

of which was LVtat des rcformds de France

(1685). Consult Payne, The Evangelist of the
Desert (18.53).

BROUSSONET, broo'sft'nft'. Piebre Marie
AUGUSTE (1701-1807). A French naturalist.

He received his doctorate when only 18, and
visited London, where he published his lehthy-

ologiw Denis Prima (1782), and was made a
member of the Royal Society. He returned to

Paris in 1783, tatight in the College of France,
reorganized the Society of Agriculture, and in

1785 was made a member of the Academy of

Sciences. He was elected to the Legislative As-
sembly, but under the Convention «as suspected
of being a Girondist and fled to Spain. He went
as physician to an embassy which the L'nited
States sent to Morocco, and afterwards was
French consul at TenerifTe. In 1805 he was
appointed professor of botany at Montpellier.
Broussonet is stated to have been the first to in-

troduce the Angora goat and Merino sheep into
France. He published many memoirs on botany
and ichthyidogy.

BROUWER, brou'er, Adrian. See Brauwer.

BROWDIE, brou'di, John. A gigantic York-
shireman in Dickens's Xicholas Xicl:lebu. Al-

though somewhat suspicious of Nicholas at their
first meeting, he later becomes his firm friend.

He is finally married to the bewitching Tilly

Price. He rescues the recaptured Smike. and
also brings the news of Squeers's imprisonment
to Dothebnys Hall, and encourages the pupils in

making their escape.

BROWER, Daniel Roberts (1839—). An
American physician, born in Philadelphia, Pa.

He graduated at the Polytechnic College there

in 1800, at the medical department of the L'ni-

versity of Georgetown in 1804. and in that year
was appointed assistant surgeon of United States
Volunteers. From 18G8 to 1875 he was medical
superintendent of the Eastern Lunatic Asylum
of Virginia (\Villiam.sburg) , and later became
professor of nervous and mental diseases in the

Rush Medical College of Chicago. III. He was
also appointed professor of nervous diseases in

the Woman's Jtedical College of the Northwest-
ern University (Evanston), and in the Post-

graduate Jledical School. For several years he
was editor of the Medical Journal, and he has
published numerous monographs.

BROWN, Aaron Ven.\ble (1795-18.59). An
.American politician. He was born in Virginia,

but later removed to Tennessee. He jjracticed

law for a time in partnership with James K.
Polk, and was a member of Congress from 183£^

to 1845, when he was elected Governor of Ten-
nessee. In 1852 he was a delegate from Ten-

nessee to the National Democratic Convention
in Baltimore, where he reported the platform
ultimately adopted by the Democratic Party.

From 1857 until his death he was Postmaster-
General of the United States, and as such he es-

tablished a route to California by way of the

Isthmus of Teluuintepec, an overland route from
Saint Louis, and a thiid across the continent

by wav of Salt Lake. His speeches were pub-

lished "in Nashville (1854).

BROWN, .ViEXANDER (1843—). An Ameri-

can historical writer, the author of several

books on the early history of ^'irginia. He was
born in Glenmore, Va., studied for a short time

at Lynchburg College, served in the Confederate
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Army throughout the Civil War, and since then
has been engaged in mercantile pursuits and
farming. He has devoted most of his time, how-
ever, to the study of the early history of Vir-

ginia, from the standpoint of the Virginia Com-
pany, and by his writings has connected his

name with the view that the commonly accepted

account of the early Virginia history, based
almost solely, as it is, on works and documents
approved by the Court party, is largely inaccu-

rate, and is grossly unjust to the original found-
ers and their patrons. To establish this thesis,

and to correct current misconceptions and mis-
judgments, has been the aim of the various vol-

umes published by him. Besides numerous
magazine articles and papers read before his-

torical societies, he has written: Xew Victrs on
Early Virr/iiiia Uistorij. a pamphlet (1886);
The Genesis of the United States. 2 vols. (1890),
a valuable collection of previously unprinted
hi.-torical manuscripts and of rare tracts : The
Cabells and Their Kin (1895); The First Re-
public in America ( 1898) . an account of the early

history of Virginia; The History of Our Earliest
History (1898) ; and English Politics in Early
Virginia History (1901).

BKOWN, Bexjamix Gr.\tz (1826-85). An
American politician. He was bom in Lexing-
ton, Ky. ; graduated at Yale in 1847; practiced
law in Saint Louis; and during 1852-58 was a
member of the Legislature. In 1854 he started

the Missoitri Democrat. In the Civil War he
fought on the Union side, and rose to the rank
of brigadier-general of volunteers. He served

as United States Senator from Missouri ( 1863-

67), and in 1871 was elected Governor of the

State. In 1872 he was candidate for Vice-Presi-

dent on the ticket headed by Horace Greeley.

BROWN, CHABI.E.S Brockden (1771-1810).
An American novelist and editor. He was born
in Philadelphia, .January 17, I77I. As a boy
he was very precocious and at the age of 11 he
entered the school of Robert Proud, an historian

and noted teacher, where he remained for five

years, and by zealous application to his books
frequently overtaxed his naturally weak consti-

tution. He never after enjoyed perfect health.

On leaving school he studied law, but soon chose
literature as his profession. He wrote much verse

and practiced his pen in numerous essays for a
belles-lettres club, of which he was the leading
spirit. He now drew giadually away from the
Quaker modes of life and thought, and yielded to

the influence of the current French philosophy,

and to the social teachings of Godwin and other
Knglish radicals. Growing out of touch with
his Philadelphia surroundings, he moved to Xew
York, and in 1797 published Aleuyn: A Dialogue
o« the Rights of Women; but its radical teaching
on divorce attracted little attention. The next
year he issued his first novel Wieland, or the
Transformatioti, a story of ventriloquism. This
was his third attempt at fiction, and parts of

an earlier novel, i^ky Walk, were afterwards in-

corporated in Bdgar Huntley. Both of these
early novels are tales of terror, improbable,
sometimes horrible, but with scenes of great
power, though as radically morbid as the work
of his master. Godwin. During the next three
years he published four other novels

—

Arthur
Meriyn, Ormond. Edgar Huntley, and f'lara

Hoicard—establishing his rank as the first and

unrivaled American novelist, until the appear-
ance of Cooper's .Spy ( 1821 ) . During this period
of feverish activity. Brown attempted to estab-
lish a Monthly Magazine and .imcriean Re-
vietc, which did not outlive its second year. He
was more successful in 1803, witli the Literary
Magazine and .Imerican Register (1803-08),
and in 1800 began to issue a semi-anniial Ameri-
can Register, which continued till his death,
from consumption, February 22, 1810. He pub-
lished also another novel. Jane Talbot (1801),
did some translating, and wrote several political

pamphlets, of which the most noteworthy is an
Address to Congress on the Vtilily and Justice
of Restrictions on Foreign Commerce. Death
found him engaged in completing a System of
General Geography and a Treatise on Rome Dur-
ing the Age of the Antonines. Brown made early
use of American frontier life. Thus he suggests
Cooper, while his morbid ps^-chology has a tinge
of Poe, and sometimes seems precursive of Haw-
thorne. Like the English novelists of his school,
his work is improbable, sentimental, and unreal.
In construction it shows marks of haste, but it

never fails to bear witness to native genius.
There is a weird intensity of power in Wieland,
and the description given in Arthur Mcrvyn and
Ormond of the yellow-fever epidemics in Phila-
delphia is generally acknowledged to be mas-
terly. Prescott, iiargaret Fuller, and others
have praised him highly, but he has not held
his popularity. He should be remembered as the
first really professional American man of letters.
His novels were collected in seven volumea
(1827), with a Life by Dunlap, originally pub-
lished in two volumes (1815). These volumes
contain many minor Avritings of Brown. The
works were reedited in six volumes (Philadel-
phia, 1857), and again by McKay (1887). For
his biography, consult also: Prescott. Biograph-
ical and Critical .Miscellanies (Philadelphia,
1867).

BROWN, Ford Madox (1821-93). An Eng-
lish painter. He was born in Calais, France, of
English parentage; studied art on the Continent,
and in 1844 sent to Westminster Hall two car-
toons which won the admiration of Haydon and
of Dante Rossetti. A warm friendship l)etween
Rossetti and himself resulted, and wlien the
former founded the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood,
Brown, though he held himself aloof from actual
membership in the society, was generally looked
upon as one of its master spirits. Among his
best-known pictures are "Widiff Reading His
Translation of the Scriptures'' (1848); "King
Lear" (1849) ; "Chaucer at the Court of Edward
III." (1851); "Christ Washing Peter's Feet"
(1852); "Work" (1868); "Don .Juan" (1870);
and an historical series in the Town Hall, Man-
chester, 1890. Consult Hueffer, Ford Madox
Broun: .4 Record of His Life and Work (Lon-
don. ISIiin. containing numerous reproductions.

BROWN, Francis (1840—). An American
educator. He was born in Hanover, N. H., and
graduated at Dartmouth in 1870. and at Union
Theological Seminary, Xew York City, as fellow
of his class, in 1877. He then studied in Ger-
many (1877-79), was appointed instructor in
biblical philology- at the Union Theological Semi-
nary in 1870, and became associate professor of
biblical philology there in ISSl. and professor of
Hebrew and the cognate languages in 1890. He
has ])ublished some minor scholarly works, As-
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ayriology : Its Use and Abuse in Old Testament
Stiidji (1SS5), and fontrihutioiis In periodicals,

but his chief attention lias, since ISS;!, heen given

to the preparation, in collaboration with Drs.

BrigfTS and Driver, of the fJehrcu- and English

Lexicon of the Old Testament (New York, 1891,

part I'. lilOl), based on Gesenius.

BROWN, Sir George ( 1790-180.5) . A British

soldier. He was born in Scotland : entered the

army in ISOli, and was present at the capture of

Copenhagen. He distinguished himself in the

Peninsular War. was sent with General Ross to

the United States in 1814, was severely wounded
at the battle of Bladensburg, and was pro-

moted to be a lieutenant-colonel for his gal-

lantry. For the lie.xt twenty-five years he served

as a stafT ollicer, becoming adjutant-general in

1850. and lieutenant-general in 18.51. He then

served in the Crimean War (1854-55). and at

the battle of Inkerman (November 5, 1854) he

was severely wounded, and obliged td retire for

a short time to Malta. In the expedition to the

Sea of Azov, he commanded the British troops;

and in the first unsuccessful attack on the redan

of Sebastopol. he had the chief command of the

storming party. He was created G.C.B. in 1855.

and the next year was ra.ised to the rank of

general. In 1860 he became commander-in-chief

in Ireland.

BROWN, George (1818-80). A Canadian
journalist and statesman. He was born in Scot-

land, but removed to New York in his youth, and

in 1843 settled in Toronto, where he founded the

Globe new.^paper (1844). He entered Parlia-

ment in 1852, and in 1858 formed the Brown-
Dorion Ministry. Three da\s later he resigned

in consequence of a vote of want of confidence.

From lS(i4 until his resignation in 18(15, he was
. leader of the Reform element in the coalition Gov-

ernment. He entered the Senate in 1873, and
in 1874 was joint plenipotentiarj- with Sir

Edward Thornton to negotiate a commercial

treaty with the United States. In 1880 he was
shot by a discharged employe, and died a few

weeks '
later. Consult Mackenzie, Life and

Speeches of the Hon. George Brown (Toronto,

1882).

BROWN, George (183.5— ). An American
naval dHUcr. He was born in Indiana, and en-

tered the navy as a midshipman in 184!). He
sen'ed throughout the Civil War, especially dis-

tinguishing himself on the night of February 24,

18(53, when, in command of the Indianola at

Palmyra Island, he defended himself for an
hour and a half against four Confederate gun-
boats. Finally he was wounded and taken pris-

oner and his vessel was destroyed. He became a

commander in 1866 and a rear-admiral in 1893.

From that time until his retirement in 1897 he

commanded the Norfolk, Va., Navy Yard.

BROWN. George Lorino (1814-89). An
American jiainter. born in Boston. He fir.st stud-

ied wood-engraving under Alonzo Hartwell. and
when sixteen went abroad and remained two
years. On his return lie became a pupil of Wash-
ington Allston. In 1840 he went to Paris and
entered Isabey's studio. .-Vmong his pictures are

"Doge's Palace and Grand Canal," "Bay of

Naples," and "A Moonlight Scene." "The Crown
of New England" (ISC.l) and the "Bay of New
York" (18(10) were acquired by Edward VII.

One was bought by him. and the other given him

on his visit to America when he was Prince of
Wales.

BROWN, George Wili-iam (1812-90). An
American jurist. He was born in Baltimore,
-Md.. graduated in 1831 at Kutgers, was subse-
quently admitted to the bar, and was elected
mayor of Baltimore in ISUO. On .\iuil 19. 1801.
he nuirched through the city at the head of the
Sixth Massachusetts Regiment, then on its way
to the defense of Washington, and exerted him-
self to the utmost to quell the riot which had
arisen. He was a member of the Maryland con-
stitutional convention of 1867, and Chief Judge
of the Supreme Bench of Baltimore from 1873 to
1888. For a number of years he was professor of
international and constitutional law in the Uni-
versitv of Maryland, and he was one of the three
compilers of the first Digest of the Decisions of
the Maryland Court of Appeals (1847). He pub-
lished numerous addresses, such as Tlie Origin
and (Iroirth of Civil Liberty in Maryland ( 1850)

.

besides a Sketch of the Life of Thomas Donald-
son (1881), and Baltimore and the 19th April,
ISdl (1887).

BROWN, GooLD (1791-1857). An Ameri-
can grannnarian. He was born in Providence.
R. I., and for twenty years was a teacher in New
Y'ork. lie published a series of excellent Eng-
lish grammars, including .4 (Irammar of English
dranunars (1851), an exhaustive and highly
valuable treatment of the subject.

BROWN, Harvev (1796-1874). An Ameri-
can soldier, born in Bridgetown (now part of
Eahway), N. J. He graduated at West Point
in 1818; was aide-de-camp to Jlajor-General
Brown, then conunanding general of the United
States Army, in 1824-25; and. as lieutenant-
colonel, took part in the Seminole War of 1835-

38. In the Mexican War he served as major
under both General Taylor and (icncral Scott,

and earned special mention for gallantry at Mon-
terey, Cerro Gordo, Contreras, and the Gate of

Belen, City of ilexico. For his services in the

last two engagements he was brevetted lieu-

tenant-colonel and colonel respectively. In 1852-

53 he again served against the Seminoles in

Florida and in 1859-60 was inspector of artillery.

At the outbreak of the Civil War he was in

command at Washington and Fort McHenry
(from .Tanuary to .\pril, 1861), and was then
placed in ciinuuand of Fort Pickens, Fla., where
he earned the brevet rank of brigadier-general by
his "gallantry and good conduct' in repulsing
a Confederate attack on November 22-23, 1801.

He was afterwards in command of the defenses

of New Y'ork Harbor from April. 1802. to August.
1863, was military commander of the city of

New York from .January 15 to .luly 16. 1803, and
earned the brevet rank of major-general for his

distinguished services in the suppression of the
riots there on .luly 13-16. (See Dl{.\Fr KlOTS l\

New York.) On August 1, 1863, he was retired

from active service.

BROWN, Henry Bii.i.tngs (1836—). An
.American jurist, one of the associate justices of

the United States Suprenu> Court. He was born
in Lee. Mass., graduated at Yale in 1850. traveled

in Europe for a year, and tipon his return studied
law at the Yale and Harvard Law Schools. He
(hen removed to Detroit. Mich., where he was
admitted to the bar in 1800. From 1803 to 1808
he was assistant United States district attorney
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for the Eastern District of Michigan, anil for

several months in 1868 he was judge of the
Circuit Court of Warae County. In 1875 he
was appointed by President Hayes United States
district judge, which position he held until

December, 1890, when he was appointed by Presi-
ilcnt Harrison to the vacancy on the Supreme
Court bench caused by the death of Justice
Samuel ililler. In 1895 he compiled a valuable
volume of admiralty reports.

BROWN, He.\bt Kibke (1814-86). An
American sculptor, well known for works in

bronze. He was bom in Leyden, Mass., studied
portrait painting in Boston, spent several years
in Italy, and then settled in Brooklyn, X. Y. He
made the first bronze statue ever east in the
United States. His best-known statues are
those of De Witt Clinton (in Greenwood Ceme-
tery, Brooklyn), of Nathanael Greene and of
tieneral Scott (in Washington), and of Lincoln
(in Union Square, New York). In 1S57 he
undertook the decoration of the State House,
Columbia. S. C, which, however, was destroyed
during the Civil War. He also made portrait
busts of William Cullen Bryant and Dr. Willard
Parker.

BROWN, .Jacob (1775-1828). An American
soldier, prominent as an officer in the War of
1812. He was bom in Bucks County, Pa., re-

moved to New Y'ork in 1798 : taught school and
studied law in New Y'ork City: served as mili-

tary secretary to Alexander Hamilton, and, re-

moving to Jefferson County, founded the village

of Brownsville. He here entered the State mili-

tia, was made brigadier-general in 1810. and
early in 1812 was placed in command of the
frontier from Oswego to Lake Saint Francis. He
gained successes over the British at Ogdensburg
and Sackett's Harbor on October 4, 1812, and
May 29. 1813. respectively; and in July, 1813,

was appointed brigadier-general in the regular
United States Army. In Janu.ary, 1814, he was •

raised to the rank of major-general, and soon
afterwards succeeded Wilkinson as commander of

the Northern Department, though nominally
Izard, who was then busy with the Wilkinson
court of inquiry, was his superior. He took pos-
session of Fort Erie on July 3. defeated General
Rial I at Chippewa (where General Scott com-
manded) on the 5th, and on the 2oth met
General Drummond in the battle of Lundy's
Lane, General Scott having the principal com-
mand. After the war he remained for some
time in command of the Northern Depai-tment,
and from 1821 until his death he was general-
in-chief of the United States Army.

BROWN, J. Appletox (1844-1902). An
American painter, born in Newburv^port, Mass.
He studied in Boston under Benjamin C. Porter,
and afterwards under Emile Lambinet in Paris.
In 1891 he established his studio in New Y^ork
City, and the following year became a member
of the Society of American Artists. His last

picture, exhibited at the Society in 1902, "The
Grain Field," was a typical example of his

delicate personal handling of color. Other works
by him are: "Old Road Near Paris," and "On
the Merrimae at Newburyport."

BROWN, John, of Haddington (1722-87).
A Scottish clergyman and commentator. He was
born at Carpow, in Perthshire. He showed an
early disposition to piety, and a taste for learn-

ing as well. While herd-boy to a shepherd on the
hills, he acquired a good knowledge of Latin,
Greek, and Hebrew, so astonishing the country-
folk by his attainments that they credited him
with diabolical assistance. After a brief career
as a peddler, he enlisted in a regiment of militia

raised against the Jacobites in 1745; after the

need for these services was over, he became a
schoolmaster near Kinross, studying theology

in his spare hours. In 1750 he was licensed as a
preacher, and in the following year set over the
congregation of Haddington, which he never left,

though called (in 1784) to the pastorate of the

Dutch Church in New York. His holy and de-

voted character was universally respected.

David Hume was once prevailed upon to go and
hear him, and is said to have exclaimed: "That
old man preaches as if Christ were at his elbow."

His best-known work was the iielf-l>itcri>rftitig

Bible (1778), a complete library of scriptural

knowledge, long immensely popular in Scotland.

He published a great variety of sennons and
tracts. For his life, consult the preface to his

Select Reniains, ed. by his son, the Rev. William
Brown (Edinburgh, 1856).

BROWN, John (1800-59). An American
abolitionist of the extremely radical type. He
was born in Torrington, Conn., May 9, 1800, of
Puritan ancestry. In his earlier years he en-
gaged in the wool business and in a variety of
other pursuits, in all of which he was uniformly
unsuccessful. He was twice married, and be-

came the father of a score of children, but he
seems not to have shown either the disposition or
the ability properly to maintain a family. His
roaming career in Ohio, Connecticut, and New
Y'ork was not such as to secure for him the
standing even of an average citizen. He was,
however, a man of much natural force, and upon
becoming imbued with the single idea which con-

trolled his later life he appeared as an agitatof
of great power, although manifesting many of

the characteristics of the fanatic. His life work
has given rise to a marked diversity of opinion,
some considering his deeds highly reprehensible
if not criminal, while others have regarded his

life and death as scarcely different from those
of a martyr. The latter view was early prevalent
throughout the North, and was upheld by many
reputable abolitionists (q.v. ), by the leaders

among whom Brown seems to have been encour-
aged and assisted from the beginning of his work
in Kansas until the time of the final catastrophe
in Virginia. Brown first appeared as a public
character in the struggle which the free-State •

men were making for the control of Kansas
(q.v.). He was somewhat prominent at Law-
rence in the critical days of December, 1855. and
soon made himself notorious by the massacre of

five of his opponents at Pottawatomie on the
night of May 24, 1850.

This was followed, on -.June 2, by his capture
at Black Jack of Captain Pate. In the follow-

ing .\ugust he won national renown by the heroic
stand which he made at Osawatomie against
an overwhelming force of invaders from Mis-
souri. While he thus took a most vigorous share
in the critical border war, he became the expo-
nent of the bloodiest and most unscrupulous type
of frontier ruffianism. After the conclusion of
violence in Kansas Brown seems to have main-
tained relations with his respectable and wealthy
sjTiipathizers in the Northeastern States, and by
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them he was encouraged and materially aided in

his efforts to free the blacks. The culmination

of long secret planning came in the fall of 1859,

when, after having as a blind taken a farm near
his objective point, he led a band of fewer than

a score of followers into Harper's Ferry on tlie

night of October 10. lS5t). and seized the national

arsenal, thus giving what he sujjjjosed would be

the signal for a general insurrection of the slaves.

This audacious act, however, resulted only in

calamity for the participants, and in so embitter-

ing and arousing the South as to make any
peaceful arrangement of the slavery problem a
still more remote probability. Troops of the

regular army, under conuuand of Robert E. Lee
(q.v.i soon regained control of the arsenal, and
captured Brown and his followers. Brown was
tried, convicted of "treason, and of conspiring

and advising with slaves and others to rebel, and
of murder in the first degree:" was sentenced to

death, and was executed at Cliarlestown, W. Va.,

December 2. 1S5!). He was buried at North Elba,

N. Y. During the following years a popular
song in the Xorth had the refrain:

" John Brown's body lies a niouMering in the grave,
But his soul goes niareliint? on."

The general apjiroval of his deed in the North
served only to impress upon the South the ex-

tremes to which certain Northerners might go,

and the futility of hoping for any uncontested
maintenance of slavery in the Union. Brown's
biographer. Sanborn, has said: "Although .John

Brown would have justified a slave insurrection,

or indeed almost any means of destroying slavery,

he did not seek to incite general insurrection

among the Southern slaves. The venture in wliich

he lost his life was not an insurrection in any
sense of the word, but an invasion or foray." On
the other hand, a recent writer, speaking of the

Harper's Ferry affair, has said that "itwascrime,
and nothing but crime, conunon crime .ind i)ul)lic

crime, crime that made violent and destructive

means possible and actu;>l, and seemingly neces-

sary for the attainment in the Tnited States of

that principle of the world's civilization which
has decreed the ])ersonal freedom of all men."
Of his twenty children, eight died in early child-

hood. The sons who grew to manhood took an
active part in their father's work and obeyed him
imiilicitly. Five of them removed to Kansas in

18r)4 and immediately entered with enthusiasm
into the struggle with the pro-slavery settlers;

and four of tliem participated in the Harjier's

Ferry raid, of which Owen Brown, who died in

18S!I. was long the only survivor. A work en-

titled Life ami Loiters of John Brown, Liberator

of Kansas and Martyr of Virginia, edited by
F. B. Sanborn (Boston, 1885), gives a sympa-
thetic and exliaustive biography. For an unfa-

vorable estimate of Brown, consult Burgess. The
Ciril War and the f'onstitution (New York,
1001). For a judicial estimate, consult Rhodes,
}Iislori) of the T'niled Stales from the Compro-
mise of ISoO (New York. 1803).

BROWN, John (173ti-88). A Scottish phy-
sician, the founder of the Brunonian system of

medicine. He was born at Buncle Parish, Ber-

wickshire, the son of a day laborer. He was
educated at the granunar school of Duns, in

which he was subsequently an usher, and after

studying medicine at the Edinburgh University,

became tutor to the children of the celebrated

Dr. Cullen, and assistant in his university lec-

tures. He took the degree of M.D. at the Uni
versify of Saint Andrews in 1779, and in 17S0
published his Elcmenta Mcdicinw. -According to

ills system, all diseases are divided into the

sthenic, or those depending on an excess of ex-

citement, and the asthenic, those resulting from
a deliciency of it; the former to be removed by
debilitating medicine, as opium, and the latter

by stimulants, such as wine and brandy. His
system gave rise to much oi)position, but his par-
tisans were numerous, and for a time hisopinions
had some influence. He was also the author of

Ohserralions on the Old 8i/steni of Physic
(1787). Hi 1780. overwhelmed with debt, he
removed to London, where he died of apoplexy in

1788. His W(n-ks, with a menuur by his son, Dr.
William Cullen Brown, a|)peared in 1804 (3

vols.)

.

BROWN, .John- (173G-1803). An American
merchant, born in Providence, R. I., the most
energetic of the four sons of James Brown
( lC(i6-1732), commonly known as the 'Brown
brothers.' He was very successful in business,

and was also prominent in politics, especially

during the Revolutionary War. Foreseeing this

contlict, he brought to this country in his shijjs

large quantities of powder which was supplied to

the army at Cambridge when the soldiers had
only about four rounds to the man. He organized

and led the party which, on .lune 17, 1772, de-

stroyed the "British sloop-of-war Oaspee, and
was active in the anti-slavery movement. He
served in Congress from 1799 to 1801. For
twenty years he was the treasurer of the Rhode
Island College (now Brown University). He
laid the coi'ner-stone of the first building of that

institution, and contributed generously to its

endowment fund.

BROWN, .loii.N- (1744-80). An American
soldier, liorn in Sandisfield, Mass. He graduated
at Vale in 1771. studied law in Providence, and

' practiced his profession in what is now .Johns-

town. N. Y., where he became a King's attorney.

In 1774 he was sent to Canada to urge the peojde

there to join the tliirteen Colonies in tlieir oppo-

sition to the arbitrary measures of the British

(iovernment. He was with Ethan .Mien at the

capture of Ticonderoga. and at t^iu'bce when
.Montgomery was killed. Soon afterwards he was
made a lieutenant-colonel in the Continental

.\rmy. In 1777 he surprised the outposts at

Ticonderoga, was with (Jates when Burgoyne
surrendered, and was killed by Indians wliile on
the way to help Schuyler in the Jlohawk Valley
cam]iaign of 1780.

BROWN, .Tonx, D.D. (1784-1858). A Scottish

religious author, grandson of John Brown of

Haddington. He was born July 12, 1784, near
Whitburn. Linlithgowshire. He studied in Edin-
burgh Universitv (1707-1800) and the theologi-

cal hall of the church in Selkirk (1800-04). In

18()G he was ordained to the i>astorate of a

Burgher clmrch in Biggar. a small town in Lan-
arkshire, where he labored for fifteen years, eni-

])loving his leisure hours in tjuise studies wliich

sul)se(iuently enabled him to take a high rank as

a biblical expositor. In 1822 he was transferred

to Ro.se Street Church, Edinburgh, and in 1829

to Broughton Place Churcli in the same city. In

1834 he was appointed professor of ])astoral and
exegetieal theology in connection with the asso-

ciate synod. In 1847 he passed with his congre-
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^tion over into the United Presbyterian Church,

lie died in Edinburgh, October 13, 1858. As a

preacher. Dr. Brown was among tlie first of his

time. For clearness of scriptural exposition,

chaste and powerful language, and majestic

ardor and earnestness of manner, he had no
equal in his denomination and no superior in

Scotland. The attractiveness of his delivery was
heightened by a countenance singularly noble,

tender, and sweet. Among his works are The
Late of Christ Respecting Ciril Doctrine ( 1830) ;

The Itesurrcction of Life (1852); and his

important and scholarlv Ejrpository Discourses

on the Epistle of First Peter (3 vols., 1848) ;

Discourses and Sayinps of Christ (3 vols., 1850) ;

on the Epistle to the Galatians (1853) ; on the

Epistle to the Romniis (1857) ; and that to the

Hebreics (1862). For his life, consult Cairn's

Memoir (Edinburgh, 1860).

BROWN, .Joii.N- (1810-82). A Scottish phy-

sician and author. He was born at Biggar,
Lanarkshire. Scotland. September 22, 1810: stud-

ied in the University of Edinburgh, and practiced

medicine in that city. His practice was success-

ful, but not large, and his fame rests mainly on
liis literary works, which consist of the sketches

termed Horw Subsecivee (3 vols., 1858, 1861.

1882), and of the widely read Rab and His
Friends (1859). His literary motto was that an
author should not publish anj-thing "unless he

has something to say and has done his best to

say it aright," and for this reason he published

but little, distrusting his own powers and sub-

jecting what he wrote to the severest criticism.

But the little he did produce is marked by a win-

ning tenderness and humor. He died May 11,

1882, after an uneventful and somewhat melan-

choly life. Consult Peddie, Recollections of Dr.

John Brown (London, 1893).

BROWN, John Geoboe (isSl— ). An Amer-
ican painter. He was born in Durham, Eng-
land, November 11, 1831. and studied in Xew-
castIe-on-T\nie and in Edinburgh, wliere he re-

ceived a medal from the Royal Scottish Academy
in the antique class in 1853. In the same year
he took up his residence in America. He received

medals from Boston and San Francisco in 1877
and honorable mention at Paris in 1889. He was
an original meml>er of tlie Water Color Society

(1866), and in 1901 was its president. He is

also a member of tlie National Academy of De-

sign and of the Artists' Fund Society. His por-

trayals of New York bootblacks and street

urchins are widely known and very popular
with the general put)lic, more so, in fact, tlian

with artists or critics. Among the best of

his works are: "His First Cigar," ''The Pass-

ing Show" (1877), "A ilerry Air and a Sad
Heart" (1880), "Street Bov" (1882), "The
Gang" ( 1895 ) , and "Street Boys at Play" ( 1900)

.

BROWN, .John Lewis (1829-92). A French
painter, born in Bordeaux. He was a pupil of

Roqueplan and Belloc, and won fame by his pic-

tures of hunting and military scenes, and his

studies of horses and dogs. In method he is

classed with the impressionists. His works in-

clude the following titles from a very extended
list: "Steeple-Chase" (1861); "Interior of a
Stable" (1861) : "Horses on the Turf" (1861) ;

"Hunting Incident" (1864) ; "At the Outposts"
(1865); "Dogs Running" (1872); "Incident in

the Battle of Froschwiller" (1874); "Relay of

Omnibus Horses" (1884); and "Hohcnlinden"
(1887).

BROWN, .JoHX Newtox (1803-68). A Bap-
tist divine. He was born in New London. Conn.,
June 29, 1803, graduated at what is now Colgate
University, Hamilton, N. Y.. 1823; was pastor
in various places, professor of theology and eccle-

siastical history in tJie New Hampton 'I'lieologi-

cal Institution, New Hampshire, 1838-45, edi-

torial secretarj' of the American Baptist Pub-
lication Society, and editor of the Christian
Chronicle and Xational Baptist, Philadelphia,
from 1849 till his death in Germantown, Pa.,

May 15, 1868. He edited The Encyclopa-dia of
Religious Knowledge (1835), and wrote The New
lliititpshire Confession (1852), which has Ijeen

widely used.

BROWN, John- Y"orxG (1835-1904). An
-Vmeiican lawyer and politician. He was born
in Hanlin County, Ky., graduated at Centre Col-

lege, Danville, in ISoo. and was admitted to the

bar in 1857. He was elected to Congress in

1859, but not having reached the minimum age
]irescribed by the Constitution for Congressmen,
he was not allowed to take his seat until the

second session. He was elected to Congress again
in 1868, but was excluded by political disabilities.

He sat in Congress during 1873-77, after which
he devoted himself to his legal practice. He
served as ('iovernor of Kentucky from 1891 to

1895. and in 1897 ran for Governor as "an honest

election Democrat." against Taylor and Goebel.

He is widely known as an orator.

BROWN, Jo.SEPn Emersox (1821-94). An
.American lawyer and politician. He was born
in South Carolina, but early in life removed to

Georgia. He graduated at the Yale Law School in

1846, and immediately engaged in the practice of

his profession, but soon entered politics, and in

1849 was elected to the State Senate. He was
chosen Governor by the Democrats in 1857. and
by reelection held that office until after the Civil

\Var. He was an active secessionist, seizing the

Georgia forts before the State left the Union and
raising an army of 10,000 old men and boys to

prevent General Sherman from passing through
the State on the famous march to the sea. He,
however, opposed President Davis's conscription
measures, and in 1868 advised his State to ac-

cept the reconstruction policy. His party turned
against him when he supported Cieneral Grant
for the Presidency, and defeated him when he
sought election to the United States Senate as a
Republican. He was then appointed Chief .Justice

of the Supreme Court of Georgia, but resigned in

1870 to become president of the Western and
Atlantic Railroad Company. In 1872 he returned

to the Democratic Party, and in 1880 was elected

to the United States Senate. He made large gifts

for religious and educational purposes. Consult
Fielder. Life and Times of Joseph E. Brown
(Springfield, 1883).

BROWN, Mr. The name signed to a series

of letters to an imaginary young man about
town, which Thackeray contributed to Punch in

1849.

BROWN, Nicnoi AS (1769-1841). An Ameri-
can mercliant and philanthropist, born in Provi-

dence, R. 1. He graduated at Rhode Island Col-

lege in 1786. Five years later he inherited his

father's fortune and soon thereafter organized,

with Thomas P. Inez, the business house which
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nas since continued under the same firm name.
He was one of tlie most generous patrons of the

Khode Ishind College, and in 1840 that institu-

tion took his name in recognition of his bene-

factions. His gift* to the college aggregated
$100,000, and he also gave nearly $10,000 to the

Providence Athen;eum, and bequeathed $30,000

for an asylum for the insane at Providence.

Consult: Hunt. Lives of American Merchants
(New York, 1856).

BROWN, Robert (1773-1858). An eminent
Scottish botanist. He was born in Montrose,
December 21, 1773, the son of an Episcopal

clergyman, and was educated at Marischal Col-

lege, Aberdeen. Having studied medicine at the

University of Edinburgh, he became, in 1795, en-

sign and assistant surgeon in a Scottish fencible

regiment, with which he went to Ireland. De-

voting himself to the study of botany, he resigned

his commissions in 1800, and the following year

was, on the recommendation of Sir Joseph Banks,
engaged as naturalist in the expedition sent out
under Captain Flinders for the survey of the

Australian coasts. On his return, in 1805, he
brought home nearly 4000 species of Australian

plants, a large proportion of which were new to

science. Soon after he was appointed librarian

to the Linm^an Society. To the Triiiisactioiis of

the Edinburgh Wernerian Society and those of

the Linna'an Society, he contributed memoirs on

Asclciiiailca- and Proieacece, and published Pro-

droinus J'lorw yovw HoUandice ct Insulw Van
Diemen, Vol. I. (1810); a supplement to this

work appeared in 1830, relating to the Proteacew

only. He also wrote the General Remarks, Geo-

graithical and Systematical, on the Botany of

Terra Australis '(1814), attached to the narra-

tive of Captain Flinders's expedition. His adop-

tion of the natural system of Jussieu. the French

botanist, led to its general substitution in jilace

of the Linnajan method. Brown's numerous me-

moirs in transactions of societies, and other con-

tributions to botanical science, secured the uni-

versal approval of tlie title conferred on him by

Alexander von Humboldt of liotanicorum facile

Prineeps. In 1810 Brown received the charge

of the library and splendid collections of Sir

Joseph Banks", which, in 1827. were transferred

to the British Museum, when he was appointed

keeper of the botanical department in that es-

tablishment. In 1811 he became a Fellow of the

Royal Society, which in 1839 awarded him the

Copley Medai for his Discoveries During a Scries

of Years on the Subject of Vegetable Impregna-

tion. Oxford conferred on him the degree of

D.C.L. in 1832: the Academy of Sciences of the

French Institute elected him a foreign associate;

and the King of Prussia decorated him. He was

president of the I.innaan Society from 1849 to

1853, and died in London. .June 10. 1858. His

Miscellaneous liotanical Works (ed. Bennett)

were published in 2 vols., 1866-68. See Bbown-

lAN ^loVEMENT.

BROWN, Robert (1842-95). A Scottish scien-

tist and author. He was born in Campster,

Caithness, and studied in Edinburgh, Leyden,

Copenhagen, and Rostock. He visited Spitz-

bergen, Greenland, and the western shore of Baf-

fin's Bay (1861), and subsequently carried on

scientific investigations among the islands of

the Pacific and on the Venezuelan, Alaskan, and

Bering shores, making charts of all the un-

known interior of Vancouver, and writing much
on the fauna and flora of those countries. With
E. Whymper, in 1867, he attempted to penetrate
the inland ice of (ircenland, and made many dis-

coveries concerning its nature which have since
been confirmed by Peary. He afterwards trav-
eled in the Barbary States of >forth Africa, was
a lecturer on geology, botany, and zoijlogj' in

Edinburgh and (Jlasgow, and was a member of

many learned societies in England, America, and
on the Continent. He removed to London in

1876, and thereafter devoted himself entirely to

literary work. In addition to many scientific

memoirs, and articles and reviews in various
languages, his publications include Peoples of
the World (6 vols.. 18S2-85) : .S'cif»re for All (5
vols.. 1877-82) ; and a Manual of Botany (1874).

BROWN, Sir Samuel (1776-1852). An Eng-
lish engineer. He was born in London, served
with distinction in the British Navy, and became
a retired captain in 1842. He is best known for
his method of making iron chain cables, and as a
designer and builder (1822) of the first iron sus-

pension bridge in England, across the Tweed at
Berwick. He also designed the chain pier at
Brighton.

BROWN, Samuel Gilman (1813-85).. An
American educator. He was born in North Yar-
mouth, Maine, the son of President Francis
Brown of Dartmouth College, graduated at Dart-
mouth in 1831 and at Andover Theological Semi-
nary in 1837, was professor of oratory and belles-

lettres in Dartmouth from 1839 to 1803. and held

the chair of intellectual philosophy and political

economy from 1863 to 1867. From 1867 to 1881

he was president of Hamilton College. Among
his published works are Biographies of Self-

Taught Hen (1847) and an C-Xcellent and au-

thoritative Life of I!ufus Choate (2 vols.. 1862).

BKOWN, S.\Mi'EL ROBBINS (1810-80). An
American missionary to China. He was born in

Connecticut, graduated at Yale in 1832, studied

theology in Columbia, S. C, and taught for four

years (1834-38) in the New York Institution for

the Deaf and Dumb. In 1838 he went to Canton
and opened, for the Morrison Education Society,

the first Protestant school in the Chinese Em-
pire—a school in which were taught Yung Wing
and other pupils who afterwards came to the

I'nited States. After nine years' service, his

wife's health failing, Dr. Brown returned to the

United States and became a pastor and teacher

of boys at Owasco Outlet, near Auburn (1851-

59). He worked for the formation of a college

for women, which was situated first in Auburn
and tlien in Elmira, N. Y. When, by the Town-

send Harris treaty of 1858, Y'okohama and
Nagasaki in .Japan were opened to trade and
residence. Dr. Brown sailed for the former port

and o])ened a school in which hundreds of young

men. afterwards leaders in various walks of life,

were educated. He translated the New Testa-

ment, and taught and preached for twenty years.

He was one of the founders of the Asiatic So-

ciety of Japan, and in many ways was one of

the most prominent makers of the New Jap*n.

He is buried at Monson, Mass., his boyhood's

home. He has |)ublished: Colloquial Japanese

(1863), a grammar, i)hrase-book, and vocabu-

lary; Prendcrgast's Mastery System Adapted to

the Japanese; translation of Arai Hakuseki's

Sei Yo Ki Bun: or, Annals of the Western
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Ocean. Consult OrifTis. .1 Mal-er of the Xeic

Orient (Xew York, 1002).

BROWN", Sanger (1852—). An American
physician. He was born at Bloomfield (On-

tario), Canada, graduated in ISSO at the Bellevue
Hospital Medical College (Xew York City), was
assistant physician at the Bloomingdale Asylum
for the Insane (White Plains, X. Y.) in 1882-

85, and acting medical superintendent there in

1886. In 1890 he was appointed professor of

neurology in the Post-Graduate Medical School

of Chicago, and later became associate professor

of medicine and clinical medicine at the College

of Physicians and Surgeons in the same city. In

his experiments with E. A. Schiifer at University

College. London, in 1886-8". he was the first to

demonstrate conclusively that in monkeys the

occipital lobe is the centre of vision.

BROWN, Thomas (1663-1704). An English
wit and miscellaneous writer, born at Shifnal,

Shropshire. He studied at Christ Church, Ox-
ford, was usher and afterwards head master of a

school at Kensington-on-Thames, and for several

years maintained himself in London by trans-

lating from Greek, Latin, Spanish, and French,

and by composing those satirical pamphlets and
poems which led Addison to refer to him as "of

facetious memory." About 16iU he established

the Lacedwmonian Mercury, early defunct. His
Satyr on the French King got him into prison,

whence he is said to have obtained his release

by a plea couched in the form of a Pindaric ode.

It must be confessed that considerable of his

writing, such as the verses in which he apostro-

phizes Durfey as 'thou cur' and 'thou mongrel,'

is but the sheerest fury of abuse. He is prob-

ably best known in connection with the story

which relates that Dr. Fell, dean of Christ

Church, had threatened him with expulsion: but,

pacified by a supplicatory letter, agreed to let

him off if he would make an extempore render-

ing of Martial's epigram, i. 32:

Non amo te. Sabidi. Dec possum dicere quare;
Hoc tantum possum dicere, non amo 1^.

Brown is said to have responded forthwith:

I do not love thee, Doctor Fell,

The reason why I cannot tell;

But this I know, and know full well,

I do not love thee, Doctor Fell.

BROWN, Thomas (1778-1820). A Scottish

metaphysician, born at Kilmabreck, Kirkcud-
brightshire. He went to Edinburgh in 1792, but

without completing the course in arts he began
the study of law, and shortly abandoned it for

medicine. On completing his medical studies in

1803, he became (1806) the partner of Dr. Greg-

ory in his large practice. But his strong bent

was for literature and philosophical speculation.

At the age of 20 he had published a refutation

of Darwin's Zoonomia, and he contributed at the

outset to the Edinburgh Itevieic. In 1804 ap-

peared his Inquiry Into the Relation of Cause
and Effect, in which he holds that there is noth-

ing in a cause but the fact of immediate and
invariable antecedence to the change called it,s

effect. Dugald Stewart, professor of moral phi-

losophy in the university, being obliged, from
bad health, to retire in 1810, got Brown appoint-

ed associate, and later as his successor, which

office Brown continued to discharge till his

death. He was popular as a professor, and his

Lectures on the Philosophy of the Human Mind

went through a great many editions. He also

wrote some commonplace poetry. In some im-

portant respects Brown represented a reaction

from the anti-human philosophy of Eeid and
Stewart in the direction of Hume's views, but
without Hume's skepticism. Indeed, he claimed
that Ueid and Hume were not far apart, except

in that the former emphasized the need of a

faith in an external world the existence of which
could not be proved. Brown followed Berkeley

in making the consciousness of spatial external-

ity a development out of temporal experience,

and in general was true to the traditions of the

-Associationists, making much of 'suggestion.'

He is credited with having differentiated for the

first time the important class of muscular sensa-

tions. In his Lectures on Ethics (ed. by Dr.

Chalmers, 1856), he derived the moral feeling

from the social instincts.

BROWN, Thomas Edwabd (1830-97). An
English poet, born in the Isle of Man. the son of

a Manx clergyman. After attending King Wil-
liam's College (1845-49), he was admitted to a
serv-itorship at Christ Church. Oxford (1849).
Though he was much humbled by his quasi-

menial position, his university career was very
brilliant. He obtained a double first class

(18.53) and a fellowship at Oriel (1854). After
serving for a short time as vice-principal of

King William's College, in his native island, and
head master of the Crypt School, Gloucester,

he became assistant master at Clifton College,

Bristol, a post which he held for 30 years. In
1892 he resigned, and passed the rest of his life

on the Isle of Man. He died October 29, 1897,

at Clifton College, where he was on a visit.

Brown's published poems comprise: Betsy Lee
(1873); Fo'c's'le Yarns. Including Betsy Lee
(1881) ; The Doctor and Other Poems (1887) ;

The Manx "Witch and Other Poems (1889) ; and
Old John and Other Poems (1893). Outside of

Brown's friends, these poems attracted little at-

tention in England and none at all in the LInited

States. But when they were collected in 1900

and published simultaneously with two volumes
of letters, all the leading reviews took them up.

Written mainly in the Anglo-Manx dialect, they

possess great charm through odd and picturesque

phrases. For example, a periphrasis for morn-
ing is "When the sun was jus' puttin' on his

shoes." Though possessing marked lyrical quali-

ties, they are mainly narrative, and thus have
high significance aft^r the long reign of the

lyric. Indeed, The Doctor is a psychological

novel in verse. The most carefully drawn char-

acter in the poems is Tom Baynes, a Manx sailor,

who appears as narrator or actor. A like in-

dividuality pervades the strong and manly let-

ters, descriptive of travels, scenery, and work,
interspersed with fresh criticisms of many writ-

ers so opposite as Quarles and Flaubert. Con-

sult Collected Poems and Letters (London and
Xew York, 1900).

BROWN, Thomas, the 1''ounger. The nom
de plume signed to Thomas Moore's Intercepted

Letters, or the Two-penny Post Bag.

BROWN, Sir Wii.liam (1784-1864). An
English merchant and philanthropist. He was
born at Ballymena, Ireland, but in 1800 accom-

panied his parents to Baltimore, Md., where in

a few years he became his father's partner in
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the linen business. In 1809 he established a

branch of the business in Liverpool, and laid

the foundation of one of the largest mercantile

firms in the world—Brown, Shipley & Co. A
Liberal Reformer, he took a prominent part in

local and public alVairs, and served in Parlia-

nient for four terms, beginning with the year
1846. He was an able advocate of free trade

and the adoption of a decimal coinage. In 1857

he subscribed £40,000 for the establishment of a

free public library in Liverpool, and the original

library and museinn buildings were erected by
him.

BROWN, \VlLLI.\M JIONTCOMERY (185.1— ).

An Americ.Tn Protestant Episcopal divine. He
•was born at Orrville. Wayne County, Ohio, and
while in charge of Urace Church, (ialion, Ohio,

«rected seven missions in tlial district. He be-

came general missionary and Archdeacon of the

diocese of Ohio in 18'.n. Bishop Coadjutor of Ar-
kansas in 1398, and Bishop of Arkansas in 1899.

BROWN ALGM. See Algje; and Ph.so-
PHYCE.i;.

BROWN'-BAND'ED SNAKE. See Death-
adder.

BROWN BEAR, THRUSH, etc. See Beab,
TiiRrsii. etc.

BROWN BESS, A term applied to the Eng-
lish llintlocU in the latter part of the Eighteenth
Century. The adjective probably arises from
the brown color of the butt.

BROWN COAL. See Lignite.

BROWNE, Cuarles Farrar (1834-67). An
American humorist, best known as 'Artemus
Ward.' He was bom at Waterford, Maine, April

20, 1834. He began life as a printer in the

ofEce of the Slcoirhetjan Clarion, and at 15 was
a compositor for a co?nic weekly journal in Bos-

ton, The Carpet Hag, to wliich he made occa-

sional contributions. He then became reporter

of the Cleveland Plain Denier, and conceiving

the idea of writing in the character of a show-
man, he began a series of .irtemus Ward's Say-
ings, intentionallj- atrocious in spelling, but of

humor that soon gained him notoriety. In ISliO

he moved to New York, and joined the editorial

staff of Vanitii Fair. The first of his humorous
lectures. "The Babes in the Wood," was deliv-

ered in Brooklyn, and jiroved so successful that

he abandoned journalism for the platform. In

1862 he visited California and Itah, gathering

materials for a scries of comic lectures on tlie

Mormons, "whose religion is singular but their

wives are plural." These lectures, with a pano-

ramic accompaniment, attained great popularity

in America. Consumption attacked Browne in

1864. and for two years he withdrew from the

public. In 1866, his health improving, he un-

dertook a professional tour in England, where

he lectured with very great success for three

months, almost to the eve of his death, which
occurred at Southampton, March 6, 1867. His

lectures and humorous writings are collected as

Artemux Ward, His Book (1865); Artemus
Ward, His Travels (1805); Artemus Ward in

London (1S67). There is an edition of the

Works, with a biographical sketch by Melville

T). Landon (1875). Browne's extravagant humor
has scarcely held its own with the public, but

the genial character of the man and his pathetic

fate keep his memory fresh.

BROWNE, Charles Francis (1859—). An
American artist, born at Xatiek, Mass. He
studied at the Boston Art Museum, in Phila-

delphia, and inider Gcrome in Paris. He is in-

structor and lecturer on the history of art in

the .\rt Institute in Chicago, and has exhibited
lrci|uciitly liere and abroad.

BROWNE, Edward GRA^'^^I,I.E (1862—). An
English Oriental scholar, born at Uley. He was
educated at Pembroke College, Cambridge, stud-
ied medicine, but never practiced, and in 1887-88
traveled througli Persia. In 1887 he became a
fellow of Pemlu-oke College. Cambridge, and in

1888 lecturer in Persian at the university. His
publications include: A Year Among the Per-
S'lnis (189.3) ; a catalogue of the Persian manu-
scripts contained in the university library at
Cand)ridge (lSli;i) ; a translation from the Per-
sian. A Traveler's Sarralive, Written to Jlltis-

Irate the Episode of the Hiib, with Persian text
and notes (1891): The Xew History of Mirzd
Ali Muhammad the linh (1893) ; and numerovis
papers in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic So-
ciety.

BROWNE, EDw.\Rn Harold (1811-91). An
English bishop. He was educated at Cambridge,
where he held various professorships until 1864,
when he was consecrated Bishop of Ely. He was
transferred to W'incliester in 1S73. but resigned,

owing to ill health, in 1890. Among his writ-

ings are: An Exposition of the Thirty-nine Ar-
tieles (2 vols., 1850-53), and Sermons on the
Atonement and Other Subjects (1859).

BROWNE, Francis Fisher (1843— ). An
American editor, poet, and critic. He was born
at South Halifax, Vt., December 1, 1843, After
a high-school education Bi'ownc enlisted in the

Forty-sixth Massachusetts Volunteers (1862-

03); then studied law at Rochester and Ann
Arbor: edited the Lakeside Monthhi. Chicago
(1869-74), The Allianee ( 1878-79), and The Dial
(1880— ), a semi-montlily literary review that
has maintained a very high critical standard.

He has written Every-day Life of Abraham Lin-

coln (1886) and Volunteer Grain (1896), and
edited several anthologies, among whicli nuiy be
mentioned lUigle Echoes (188t!), a collection of

ixicnis evoked by the Civil War.

BROWNE, George, Count de (1698-1792).
.An Irish soldier, born in Limerick. He was
educated there, entered the military service of

Russia in 1730, attained the rank of general,

and was ca])tured by the Turks, After his re-

lease, he fought with distinction in the Swedish
War, with the r;ink of m;\jorgeneral, and dur-
ing tile Seven Years' War as lieutenant-general.

At Kolin, and again at Zorndorf, he greatly ai<l-

ed in effecting a victory for the Allies, liuler
Peter III. he became a field-marshal, commander
of the Russian forces in the Danish War, and
Governor of the Province of Livonia.

BROWNE, HA11I.0T Knight (1815-82). An
English caricaturist and book illustrator, well

known under the p.seudonym of Phiz. He first

came into ])r<miinence in 1835, when he succeed-

ed Seymour as the illustrator of the Pickwick
Papers: subsequently he illustrated many other
books, and was one of the best-known mem-
bers of the staff of Punch. Consult Thomson,
Life and Labors of H. K. lirowne (London,
1884).
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BROWNE, Isaac Hawkins (1705-CO). An
Knglish i)oet. He was born at Burton-on-Trent,

Stafford: was eihaatpd at Trinity Collejie. Cam-
bridge; and in 1744 and 1747 was elected as a
Whig to the House of Commons, where, accord-

ing to Dr. .Johnson, he "never opened his mouth."
His ode, A Pipe of Tobacco, was once popular;
but he is now chiefly known for his Latin poem, De
Animi Immortalitate (1754). an English trans-

lation of which, bv Soame Jenyns, may be found
in Vol. II. of the hitter's works (1793). His
contemporaries adjudged him a place among the

wits of tlie day.

BROWNE, John- Ross ( 1817-75) . An Ameri-
can traveler and author. He was born in Ire-

land, but wlien a child emigrated witli his par-

ents to Kentucky. .-\t the age of IS lie went
down the Mississippi on a flatboat, and for some
time was reporter of the Louisiana Senate.

Next he shipped on a whaler, and upon his re-

turn published a book of observations on Zanzi-

bar. He was for a time in the revenue service

in California, where he reported the sessions of

the first State Constitutional Convention. In

1851 he went as correspondent of a new.spaper

to Europe, visiting Italy. Sicily, and Palestine.

and giving an account of his travels in Ynsef
(1853). He subsequently visited Algeria. Ice-

land, Poland, and Russia, and published The
Land of Thor (1866) and An American Family
in Germany ( 1867 ) . In 1869 he made an elab-

orate report on the Resources of the Pacific

Slope. Hf was Minister to China in 1868-69.

BROWNE. Jrxivs Henri (1833-1902). An
American journalist, well known as one of the

correspondents of the Xew York Tribune during
the Civil War. He was horn at Seneca Falls.

N. Y., was educated at Saint Xavier College,

Cincinnati. Ohio, and for some time was en-

gaged in journalism there. At the outbreak of

the Civil War he was sent, as 'war correspond-

ent' of the Xew York Tribune, to report the

campaigns in the Southwest. Init in ilay. 1863.

was captured near Vicksburg by the Confed-

erates, and for two years thereafter was confined

successively in the Vicksburg, Jackson, Atlanta.

Richmond, and Salisbury prisons. He escaped

from Salisbury in December, 1864, with several

companions; accomplished the difficult feat of

crossing the mountains in midwinter; and after

a journey of 400 miles reached the Federal lines

at Knoxville. Soon afterwards he published a

book of war experiences, entitled Four Years in

>SVcessia (1865), which, though hastily prepared
and somewhat crude in literary form, contains

much interesting information concerning various

incidents of the war, and especially concerning

the conditions which obtained in Southern pris-

ons, and the life of the Federal soldiers confined

in them. After the war, and until his death,

Browne was engaged as a 'general writer,' and
contributed to many papers and periodicals in

the United States. In addition to Four Tears
in Secessia, he published The Great Metropolis

:

A Mirror of Ve»; Yorh; and Lights and Sensa-

tions in F.urope.

BROWNE, Maximilian Ulysses, Count von

( 1705-57 ) . An Austrian field-mar.shal, son of

an expatriated Irish Jacobite. He was bom in

I'asel, entered the Austrian service in 1717, and
after fighting against the Turks (1737-39),

served in Silesia. He commanded the right wing

against Frederick the Great at the battle of
>b)llwitz (1741), where Frederick won his first

victory in the Silesian War. During tlie Seven
Years' \\ar he was again defeated by Frederick
at Lobositz (1756), and at Prague, where he was
mortally wounded. Count von Browne was one
of the most distinguished field-marshals in the
army of Maria Theresa. Frederick the Great
was wont to speak of him as his 'teacher in the
art of war.'

BROWNE, Robert (c.l5.">0-c.l633). An Eng-
lish chTgyiiian. founder of the sect of Browniists,
or Independents, and the earliest post-Reforma-
tion speeder from the Church of England. He
was Ijorn at Tolethorpe. Rutlandshire, and edu-
cated at Cambridge. He tlien went to London,
wliere he preached in the open air. Returning
to Cambridge, he grew more radical in his views
of Church organization, and preached where he
pleased, without troubling to obtain the bishop's
license. In 1580 he formed a separatist congre-
gation at Xorwich. Coming thus more than once
into contlict with the law, he emigrated in 1581,
with liis friends, to Middleburg, in Zeeland,
wliere he published several controversial books,
including A Treatise of Reformation Without
Taryinp for Anie, and A liooke which Sheweth
the Life and Manners of All True Chrislians.
Browne's difficult temper, however, led to dissen-

sions, and ultimately to the l)reaking up of the
congregation. He went to Scotland in 1583. and
assailed the established Presbyterian order there
with his usual vigor; returned to England in

1584, was again imprisoned for several months,
and in 1586 excommunicated. This spiritual

penalty seems in some way to have affected him

;

certainly he ceased to preacli nonconformity, and
settled down to be master of Stamford Grammar
School for five years, and rector of Achurch,
Xorthamptonshire, from 1591 to the day of his

death, wliicli occurred, probably in 1633, in

Xorthampton jail, his last imprisonment arising
from his having struck a constable in a fit of pas-

sion. For the views adopted by those who fol-

lowed his early teachings, see Brownists; Con-
gregationalism ; and consult Dexter, Congre-
gationalism of the Last Three Hundred Years
(Xew York, 1880), which contains a careful
account of Browne's career.

BROWNE, Sir Thomas (1605-82). An Eng-
lish philosopher and miscellaneous author. He
was born in London, studied at Winchester, grad-
uated in 1626 at Broadgate Hall (now Pembroke
College), Oxford, and traveled through France to
Italy, where he attended lectures in the universi-
ties of Padua and Montpellier. Returning thence
through Holland, he was made doctor of medi-
cine by the University of Leyden in 1633. He
set up as practitioner at Xorwich in 1G37, and
soon attained to a very considerable professional
repute. Though Royalist in sympathy, he pur-
sued his researclies in fjuiet indifference to the
stirring events of the Civil War. His learning
was both multiform and extensive. He spoke
six languages, knew thoroughly philosophies
ancient and modern, and was versed in astron-
omy, ornithology, and liotany, as those sciences
then existed. In general literature he was obvi-
ously well read, liis quotation from the Inferno,
for example, showing liim to have been of the
few who were then familiar with Dante. Of the
four works published during his lifetime, the
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most famous and best are the Religio Medici

(first authorized and correct ed., 1G43). and the

Hydriotaphia. or Vrn-Biinat (1658). The former

was transhxted into Latin by John Jlerryweathcr

(1644). and in one year passed tlirough two

Levden and two Paris editions. It was subse-

quently rendered into French, German, and

Dutch". Alike in England and on the Continent

it aroused much controversy as to its orthodoxy,

and was assailed and defended with an equal

vehemence. The latter discusses the burial us-

ages of various times and places, and closes with

a chapter which for lofty and sustained elo-

quence must stand almost imequaled in English

literature. The Fseudodocria Epidemica, or En-

quiries info . . . Vtiiyar and Common Er-

rors (1646), is a mixture of cleverness and

credulity, science and superstition, quite worthy

of Plinv the Elder. The Oarden of Cyrus (1658)

contains some entertaining fantasies. A style

more individual than Browne's was never writ-

ten. Latin in derivation, it coins with an ease

permitted only while language is yet plastic,

and its periods move with a majestic solem-

nity. Respecting his thought, Dr. Johnson says

:

"He was always starting into collateral con-

siderations; biit the spirit and vigor of his

pursuit always give delight; and the reader fol-

lows him, without reluctance, through his mazes,

in themselves flowery and pleasing, and ending

at the point originally in view." And Charles

I-amb, \\ho owed much of his own diction and

viewpoint to Browne, has an acute phrase when

he speaks of Sir Thomas's 'beautiful obliqui-

ties.' The best edition of Browne's works is

that by Simon Wilkin (4 vols., London, 1835-

36), which includes all the posthumous publica-

tions, together with correspondence and other

new matter. The reprint of 1852 (London,

3 vols.) is abridged and otherwise inferior.

There is also an edition (1881) by Dr. Greenhill

of the Beligio Medici. Consult further the fine

essay on Browne in Pater, Appreciations (Lon-

don." 1889).

BROWNE, WiLLl.\M (1501-1643). An Eng-

lish poet. Little is known of his life, except

that he was in Exeter College, Oxford, and was

a tutor to Robert Dormer, afterwards Earl of

Carnarvon. He was of the school of Spenser.

and author of Britannia's Pastorals (1613) and

The Shepherd's Pipe (1(U4). Consult the com-

plete edition of his Works, edited by Hazhtt

(London, 1868).

BROWNELL, broun'el or brou-nfl', Henry
How.vHi) (1820-72). An American poet and his-

torian, born in Providence, R. I., February 0,

1820. He was graduated from Trinity College,

Hartford, in 1841, studied law, and was admitted

to the bar, but settled as a teacher in Hartford.

He published in 1847 a volume of Poetns, and in

1851 the People's Book of Ancient and Modern

History, and followed this in 1863 with The Dis-

coverers, Pioneers, and Settlers of ^^orth and

South America. But Brownell first attracted gen-

eral attention bv poems written during the Civil

War. The earliest of these was a stirring version

of the "General Orders" given by Admiral Farra-

gxit at the attack on the defenses of New Orleans

This led to his becoming attached to Admiral

Farraeut as private secretary. He was present

at the" naval battle in Mobile Bay, and after the

war accompanied the Admiral on his European

cruise. His best poems, "The River Fight"
and "The Bay Fight," deal with the naval ac-

tions at New Orleans and Mobile. "Tliey are
to all the drawing-iooin battle poems as the torn
flags of our victorious armadas to the stately

ensigns that dressed their ships in the harbor"
(O. W. Holmes). He collected his war poems
in Lyrics of a Day ; or. Newspaper Poetry by a
Yotunteer in the United States Sen-ice (1864).
A selection of his Poems, revised by himself, ap-
peared in 1866. His was the most popular battle

poetry produced in the North during the Civil

War; but his work is unfinished, uneven, often
undignified, and sometimes grotesque. At its

best, however, it sounds the lyric cry of a great
national emotion. There is an appreciative

essay on J?rowncll, by O. \V. Holmes, entitled

"Our Battle Laureate."

BROWNELL, William Craby (1851—). An
American essayist and art critic, born in New
York. He graduated at Amherst, and was for

two years art critic of the Nation (New York).
From 1890 he was a literary adviser of Charles
Seribner's Sons. His published volumes are

;

French Traits, an essay in comparative criticism

(1889); French Art, classic and contemporary
painting and sculpture ( 1892) ; Newport ( 1896) ;

and Victoria)! Prose Masters (1901). His treat-

ment of French life was recognized as remark-
ably subtle and sympathetic, and of French art

as very suggestive from a non-professional stand-

point. His studies of the later English prose

writers have been highly praised.

BROWN'HILLS'. A mining town in Staf-

fordshire, England, about nine miles east of

Wolverhampton (Jlap: England, E 4). It has
iron-foundries and collieries. Population, in

1891, 11,820; in 1901, 15,252.

BROWN'IAN MOVEMENTS (discovered

by the Scotch botanist. Dr. Robert Brown ) . The
motion of very minute particles suspended in a

fluid when seen through the microscope, often

mistaken for motions of living matter. The
cause of the movements has not been satisfac-

torily shown, but it has been surmised that heat

is the motive power. Consult Carpenter, The
Microscope and Its Herelations, eighth edition,

edited by Dallinger (Philadelphia, 1901).

BROWN'IE (Scotch, from his suppo.sed brown
color). A good-natui'ed and invisible goblin

in the old popular superstitions of Scotland, who
attached himself to farmhouses and other country

dwellings, and while the inmates were asleep per-

formed their labors, such aa churning and tfiresh-

ing, for them. In Cornwall a similar brownie

was evoked to assist at the swarming of tiees.

The resemblance to the Robin Goodfcllow (q.v.)

of the English and the Kobold of the Germans
is conspicuous, and the Roman Lar is also sug-

gested by this superstition.

BROWNING, Elizabeth Barrett (1806-

61 ) . An English poet. She was tlie eldest daugh-

ter of Edward Moulton, or Moulton-Barrett, as

he afterwards wrote his name, and JIary Graham,

and was born at Coxhoe Hall, five miles from the

city of Durham, March 6. 1806. In 1809 the

family settled in Herefordshire, among the Mal-

vern "Hills. Elizabeth early displayed great

precocity, eagerly read books beyond the com-

prehension of niost children, and when about

eleven years old, composed an 'epic poem,' "The

Battle "of Marathon," an echo of Pope's Iliad.
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Taking up the study of the classics in the orig-

inal, she read widely in Greek literature, nor was
she less acquainted with that of her own country-.

In 1826 she published anonymously An Essay on

Mind and Other Foenis, giving evidence of un-

usual powers. In 1S32 the family removed to

Sidmouth, and three years later to London, where

Miss Barrett established her reputation by The

Seraphim and Other Poems (1838). The burst-

ing of a blood-vessel in the lungs, added to the

shock caused by the death, in 1840, of a favorite

brother, endangered her life, and for seven years

she Avas confined to her room ; but even here she

resumed her labors, and in 1S44 published Poems,
including "The Cry of the Children," and 'Lady
Geraldine's Courtship." in which she praised

Robert Browning's verse. On May 20, 1845, she

first met that distinguished poet, and on Sep-

tember 12, 1846, they were married against her

father's wishes. Proceeding to Italy, they made
Florence their home, and there in 1849 a son

was born, Robert \\'iedemann Barrett, now
knoAvn as an artist and a poet. In 1850 appeared

a collected edition of Mrs. Browning's poems,

with revisions and omissions, containing also a

new translation of the Prometheus Bound, and
in 1856 Aurora Leigh, a romance, partly auto-

biographical, in blank verse. Casa Guidi ^yin-

dows (1851) and Poems Before Congress (1860),

were inspired by her ardent sympathy with the

movement to free Italy. By this time her health

had hegun to fail, and on .June 20, 1861, she

passed peacefully away. In 1862 Mr. Browning
published a volume of verses by his wife, Last

Poems; in 1863 her Greek Christian Poets and
the English Poets, essays and translations orig-

inally written for the Athencvum, and in 1866

Selections From the Poems of Elizabeth Barrett

Broirnirtg (2d series, 1880). The married life

of these brilliant poets was singularly happy.

and their mutual influence is clearly seen in their

verse, ilrs. Browning was slight in figure, had
brilliant eyes, and an expressive face, was deeply

spiritual, as all her writings show, fascinating

in conversation, and erudite without being pe-

dantic. Composing with great ease, she often

eraploved false metres and fell into affecta-

tions, but it was well said of her that her diction

was ''at times sublime, and always musical and
beautiful." The Sonnets From the Portuguese,

so called, written after her engagement to Mr.
Browning (privately printed in 1847 and in-

cluded in the volume of 1850), are unrivaled, of

their kind, in the English language. Consult:

Ingram, KlizahetU Barrett Broirning (Boston,

1888) ; Bayne. Two Great Englishwomen (Lon-

don, 1881 )": Letters of E. B. Browning, edited by
Kenyon (London and New York, 1897) ; Letters

of If. Browning and E. Barrett (London and Xew
York, 1890) ; and Letters to R. H. Home, edited

by Stoddard (Xew York, 1877).

BROWNING, Orville Hickmax (1810-811.

An American politician. He was born in Ken-

tucky, but removed to Illinois, and helped

Abraham Lincoln organize the Republican Party

in that State. He served in both Houses

of the State Legislature, was United States

Senator (1861-63), Secretary of the Interior

(1866-68), and acting Attornev-General of the

United States (1868-69).

BROWNING, Oscar (1837—). An English

author, born in London. He was educated at

Eton and at King's College, Cambridge, gradu-

ating in 1860 with classical honors. From 1860

to 1875 he was a master at Eton, then returned

to Cambridge, where he has since been lecturer in

history and political science. As principal of

the University Training College for teachers he

has also performed valu.able service. He was,

twice defeated as a Liberal candidate for Parlia-
.'

nient. Of his numerous publications in history,

biography, and education, may be cited: The
Netherlands in the Sixteenth Century (1860);

Thirty Years' 'War (1870); Modern England

( 1879) ; History of Educational Theories (1881) ;

History of England, in 4 vols. (1800); Life of

George Eliot (1890) ; Goethe: Life and Works
(1891) ; Life of Peter the Great (1898) ; Wars
of the yinetcenth Century (1899).

BROWNING, Robert (1812-1889). An Eng-

lish poet, distinguished for his original and
subtle thought. He was born in Camberwell. a

suburb of London, May 7, 1812. His father, Rob-

ert, was a clerk in the Bank of England, and his

mothei-, Sarah Anne, the daughter of a Hamburg
shipowner named Wiedemann, settled in Dundee.

The father was a good classical scholar, a lover

of old books, and a ready versifier. The mother,

who had some musical talent, was of an exalted

and lovely character. Both parents were Dis-

senters ; and Browning never quite escaped from
the consequences of his early religious training,

although in one direction he permitted himself

great breadth of speculation. Cardinal Wise-

man, indeed, reviewing Men and Women in

1856, detected "beneath the surface an under-

current of thought that is by no means incon-

sistent with our religion." The future poet

had a happy childhood, encouraged b\' his father

and mother in his refined tastes, and learning

less from his school than from them and from
the books they placed in his way. Among these

was Pope's Iliad, which he read and liked at the

age of eight. But his first master was really

Byron, under whose influence he had written by
1824 enough poems to form a volume. Fortu-

nately, this failed to find a publisher, for the

next year the works of Shelley and Keats came
into his hands, and, by revealing the possibilities

of poetry, dissipated his youthful ideals and
quickened his own development. After leaving

school. Browning studied under a tutor, then

attended a few lectures at University College,

London, deciding to complete his education by

travel on the Continent and a more intimate ac-

quaintance with foreign literature. His sym-

pathetic father had left him free to choose his

life work, and although he was at this time

known as an artist and musician lather than a

writer, evidently he had long felt a stronger

inclination in the direction of authorship : and an

early desire to produce a series of monodramatic
epics illustrating the life of typical souls now
revived itself urgently. Early in .January. 1833,

be put forth anonymously his first book. Pauline,

written the year before; a poem immature as a

w hole, but " abounding in passages of great

beauty. He spent the winter of 1833-34 in Rus-

sia. In 1835 he published a metaphysical drama,

entitled Paracelsus, which was hailed by John
Forster (q.v. ) as a work of genius, and secured

for Browning the friendship of Macready the

actor, to whom he dedicated the historical drama
Strafford (1837). From this time on until his

marriage Browning lived mostly in London and
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its neighborhood, studying life, nature, and books,

though in 1838 he visited Italy. In 1840 he pub-
lished Sordcllo, the second of his series of dra-

matic nionolomies. wliose iiicciJtion dates back
to 18.34. The period 1841-40 was well tilled by a
series of poems published in eight numbers, bear-

ing the collective title Rclls and Pomegraimtes,
and beginning with Pippa Passes, a lyrical

drama showing the power of unconscious influ-

ence, which received warm praise from .Miss Bar-

rett, afterwards Mrs. Browning. This remark-
able group embraced the plays King Mcfor and
King Charles { 1842) : The Ihturn of the Druses
(1843): Colombe's Birthdat) (1844). success-

fully acted in 1853; the tragedj' .1 Blot in the

'Scutcheon (1843), produced at Drury Lane that

same year: Dramatic Li/rics (1842). among
them "Cavalier Tunes" and '"The Pied Piper of

Hamelin"; Dramatic Romances and Lt/rics

(1845), including "How They Brought the Ciood

News," "A Lost Leader," and "The Flight of the

Duchess"; and closed with .1 Isold's Tragedii

(184G), a work of tremendous power. In 1840
Browning was married to Elizabeth Barrett, and
after that date resided in Italy, spending with
his wife some months in England and Paris,

1851-52, and in Normandy, 1858, and returning

to England to educate his son after !Mrs. Brown-
ing's death in 1801. Before this sad termination

of an ideal married life. Browning had published

(1850) Christmas Eve and Easter Day, a poem
defending catholicity in religion; and J/eii and
Women ( 18.35 ) , including "Evelyn Hope," "Fra
Lippo Lippi," and other now well-known poems,
''hen followed Drantalis I'crsoniv (1804 1, con-

taining "(icild Hair" and "Rabbi Ben Ezra": The
Ring and the Book (1808-00), an epic in 21.110

lines, dealin<; with the tyranny of the passions,

and considered by many his masterpiece: Bnlnus-
tion's Adventure (1871), including an English
version of the Alcestis of Euripides; Prince
Hohenstiel Schicangau (1871), a defense by the

prince (Napoleon III.) of the doctrine of expe-

diency: Fifine at the Pair (1872), a powerful

discussion of a question in morals: Red Cotton
yight-Cap Country (1873), the story of a fa-

mous Norman law case; Aristophanes's Apology
(187.')), including a transcript from Euripides:

The Inn Album (1875), a tragic story of betrayal

and suicide; Pacchiarolto and Other Poems
(1870) : The Agamemnon of .Eschylus (1877) ;

La Saisiaz and The Tico Poets of Croi.iic (1878),

the former asserting his belief in a future life;

Dramatic Idyls (1870-80); Jocoseria (1883), a

number of narrative poems: Ferishtah's Fancies

(1884) ; Parleyings uith Certain People of Im-
portance in Their Day (1887), the characters

ser\'ing as mouthpieces for the poet's opinions on

literary, artistic, and philosophical questions;

and Asolando. j)ublished in London on the day
of Browning's death, which occurred in Venice.

December 12, 1889. He was buried in Westmin-
ster Abbey.
Browning was below the medimn heijiht. in-

clining to stoutness, with a ruddy complexion,

large and bright gray eyes, fine features, a quick-

ness of speech and gait, and a magnetic address

which together with his liberal sympathy with

humanity enabled him to mingle freely with all

classes. His love for Italy was as deep and intel-

ligent as tlKit of his wife, and from that 'land of

lands' he drew the inspiration for many of his

finest poems; though the fact that liis grand-

father was a Grerman is recalled by his tendency
to Hegelian philosophizing and by his question-
ing and speculative habit of mind, as well as by
[leculiarities of synta.x and vocabulary.
What is called the obscurity of Browning's

poetry is the characteristic that first strikes
ordinary readers, and in many cases <liscourages
them from further study, it may be admitted
that he was often careless of artistic, and even of
grammatical finish—that if it came to a choice,
lie valued substance above form : but the ob-

scurity is often more apparent than real, and.
where it exists, springs usually from the marvel-
ous richness and fullness of his thought, and
from the rapidity of his mental process, which
passes from point to point more swiftly than the
average mind can follow, careless, sometimes, of

making the connection clear. The effort, how-
ever, which is necessary to apjirehend him is not
only a valuable mental tonic, but is frequently
rewarded by the discovery of real and satisfying

thought. The vast erudition of the poet, and his

habit of casual allusion to things met with in

out-of-the-way parts of his wide reading, also

ccmtribute to the impression of obscurity; but
these difliculties are not sufficient to prevent his

recognition as being, in his double capacity of

poet and thinker, one of the most |)owertul influ-

ences on the spiritual and ment;il life of our age.

It is possible that the choice of a vehicle of

expression which was forced ui)on him by the

time of his birth was in some degree an imfor-

tunate one. Had he lived in the age of Shake-
speare (ne.xt to whom he has been ranked for

insight into the springs of human character and
action), his genius, which was essentially dra-

matic, might more naturally and adequately have
expressed itself in the form which characterized

that period: or had iie begun to write half a cen-

tury later than he did. after the development of

the psychological novel, he would very jjossibly

have chosen to express in prose the \ast range of

thought on whose utterance the limitations of

metrical law have sometimes imposed burdensome
restrictions.

But such speculations are less important than
the recognition of the qualities which he actually

possessed, and which make him a vital force.

Not least among them must be reckoned his un-
swerving optimism, at which Tennyson gravely

shook his head, calling it 'depressing.' but which
has Ijeen the insjjiration of nuiny another soul.

He saw with the utmost clearness how eternally

insoluble is "the riddle of the painful earth'; he

was the last who would have delighted fatuously

in the arrangements of this as the best of all

possible worlds ; yet to the end he could describe

himself, in the epilogue of his last published

book, as

"Oiip wlio never (l<iul)t*d oloiuls would break.
Never drpiinipd. though right were worsted, wrong would

triumph;
Held, we full to rise, are baffled to fight better.

Sleep to ivake."

.-\n inevitable comparison is suggested by the

mention of Tennyson, whose name was generally,

in their lifetime," coupled with Browning's. Their

fir.st books were pul)lished within six years, and

the relations between them were always of the

utmost cordiality and friendliness, untouched

by any suspicion of the jealousy which might
have affected smaller minds. The contrast in

their style was happily defined in the aphorism

of Oliver Wendell Holmes: "Tennyson is the
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light meat. Browning the dark." The laureate

had a smoothness, a finish, and a grace whieh
Browning rarely disphxys. tliough lie slunved at

times that he could attain it; but from the

cloying sweetness of Tennyson's Vcrgilian verses

many will turn to the more manly and satisfy-

ing, if more rugged, tone of the robuster poet.

The force of the first of these comparative epi-

thets will be seen at once by recalling the attitude

of the unsuccessful lovers in "ilaud"' and "Locks-

ley Hall" on the one side and '"The Last Eide
Together" on the other.

If the Komantic movement be taken to stand

for the assertion of the individual, his rights

and his liLierties, against the conventional order

of the centuries, then Bro\™ing was essentially

a Romantic. Strongly inlluenccd as he was in his

early years by Shelley, he preached a similar gos-

pel of freedom from all restraints that hinder
the growth of natural character. It was the "life

of typical souls' that he set himself to write: and
always it is the typical soul that interests him

—

whether struggling to emerge from the confining

bands of the niediieval system, or expanding
amidst all the intricate complexities of modern
life, whieh he loved precisely because it made the

game harder to play, and thus more of an intel-

lectual exercise. Indeed, though he chose his

subjects frequently from the bygone centuries.

partly won by their picturesque quality and part-

ly obeying the fashion of his time, even in the

mediaeval period it was always the cliaracter

which he sought to reproduce rather than, like

Ilossetti. the environment. Typical souls, whether
good or evil in the world's estimation: men or

women indifferently (and that he could read

the one as luierringly as the other needs no fur-

ther witness than the poignant truth of his anal-

ysis of a woman's heart in the poem 'Tn a

Year")—these were his subjects, and in the life

of those souls, eminent moments, as Dowden puts
it
—"'moments when life, caught up out of the

ways of custom and low levels of prudence, takes

its guidance and inspiration from a sudden dis-

covery of truth through some high ardor of the

heart." Browning as a poet may most fitly be

classed with George Meredith as a novelist and
Wagner as a composer. Alike. decried as obscure

and unintelligible, they have all come to be rec-

ognized by the thoughtful as supreme : and they
are alike in their power to satisfy the deepest

intellectual cravings with a fullness which is

utterly beyond the power of their more popular
rivals. The Browning Society, established in

Loudon in 18S1 (four years after Professor Cor-
son had founded the Cornell Browning Club),
and the similar organizations throughout Eng-
land and the United States, have by their discus-

sions and publications done much to advance the

study of his works.

Bibliography. Only a few titles from the

immense literature on Browning can be given
here: Broicninf) .S'ocief.v Papers (London, 1881-

91) ; Bcrdoe. Sliidicis (London, 1895) ; S^Tiions.

Introduction to the Stiiilii of Browninq (London,
1886); OvT. Uiinilhook (Xew York, 1892) ; Por-

ter and Clark, lirovning Htud;i Prorirammes
(Xew York, 1900) ; Cook, /{roiCHiHf/ Guide-Bnok
(New York, 1891): Xettleship, Rohcrt Broun-
ing: Essai/s and Thoughts (London, 1890) ;

Fotheringham, Studies (London, 1898) ; Moli-
neux. Browning Phrase-Book (Boston, 1896) ;

Little, Essays (London, 1809) ; Orr, Life and

Letters (Xew York, 1891): Sharp, Life (Lon-
don, 1890) : Gosse, Personalia (Xew York,
1890); Waugh, Robert Broirning (London,
lUOO). See also Browning, Elizabeth Barrett.

BROWNISTS. A name current in England
toward the end of the Sixteenth Century and
applied indiscriminately to all seceders from the
Established Church, among whom Robert Browne
(q.v.) was especially prominent. His writing*
(1582-83) were widely read and did much to

foster those principles upon which the Separatist
churches of England and Holland and the later

Independent and Congregational churches of Eng-
land and America were founded, but the extreme
independency he advocated, together with his

illibcrality, was so distasteful, and his return to

the Church of England was regarded as such a
disgraceful rclajisc. that, in general, the Sepa-
ratists repudiated the appellation of 'Brownists'

as inappropriate and slanderous.

BRO'WrKr, JONES, AND ROB'INSON, The:
AuvEXTiRES OF. A series of luiuiorous sketches,

with e.xplanatory notes, by Richard Doyle (q.v.),

the English caricaturist. Many of them appeared
iu the London Punch; but they were later com-
pleted for Bradbury and Evans, who published

them in 1854. They deal with the mishaps of
three middle-class citizens of London—one tall,

one short, one fat—on their travels at home and
f.broad.

BROWN'LEE, William Craig (1784-1800).
An American clerg^Tuan. He was born in Tor-
foot, Lancashire. Scotland, and studied at the
University of Glasgow. After holding several

jiastorates in Pennsylvania and Xew .Jersey, he
became professor of Latin and Greek at Rutgers
College in 1825. In the following year he w'as

installed as one of the ministers of the Collegiate

Reformed Dutch Church in X'ew York City. He
edited the Dutch Church Magazine (4 vols.) and
published a number of independent works, among
which are; The Christian Youtli's Book: Chris-

tian Father at Home; History of the Western
Apostolic Church; and The Wliigs of Scotland, a
romance.

BROWNIiOW, WiLLiAjf Gannawat (1805-

77). An American journalist, born in Wythe
County, Va. He learned the trade of a carpenter,
but in 1826 liecame a Methodist minister, and
was for ten years an itinerant. He took an
active p.art in politics and advocated the reelec-

tion of Adams in 1S2S. In 18.39 he was editor of
the Knoxville Whig, and his bold and quaint
utterances soon gave him a wide reputation, and
gained him the nickname of 'the fighting parson.'

Though a strong advocate of slavery, he vigor-

ously opposed secession on the ground that the
South could best presen-e her institutions by
remaining in the Union. For this reason his
paper was suppressed, and he himself was first

arrested, and later sent into the Federal lines.

He returned to Tennessee in 1864. was elected

(iovernor in 1865, and in 1809 was .sent to the
United States Senate, where he remained until

1875. He had sold the Whig in 1869. but bought
a controlling interest in it again in 1S75. He
published The Iron Wheel Examined (1850), a
reply to attacks on the Methodist Church, and
Sketches of the Rise, Progress, and Decline of
Secession, with a Narratire of Personal Adven-
tures Among the Rebels (1802).
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BROWNLOW, ilR. The benevolent protector

of Olivor Twist in Diokens's novel of that name.
He first meets hi^; future charge at a bookstall,

where Oliver's companions pick his pockets. He
is left at the conclusion of the tale 'liUing the

mind of his adopted son, from day to day, with
stores of kiio\vledi.'c.'

BROWN'RIGG PAPERS. The title of a
series of sketches l>y Douglas Jerrold (IStiO).

BROWN-SEQXJARD, sii'kar', Charles Ed-
oUARn (1818-04). A French-American neurolo-

gist and physiologist, born in Mauritius. His
father, Edward Brown, was a native of Phila-

delphia: his mother was French, of the name of

Sequard. He took the degree of JI.D. in Paris,

1840, and afterwards spent much of his time in

America, investigating and lecturing. His contri-

butions to our knowledge of blood and animal
heat, as well as of the spinal cord and the ner-

vous system, were of the highest importance. He
was the first to demonstrate that the decussation

of the sensory conductors is in the cord itself,

and he has the reputation of having created the

phvsiolog^' of the sensory tract of the spinal

cord. From 1864 to ISCiS Dr. Brown-Sequard
was professor of physiology and pathologj" of

the nervous system in Harvard University. Re-

turning to France in 1869, he was appointed
professor of experimental and comparative physi-

ology' in Paris. He was founder and editor of

the Journal de la Pbt/siologie de I'llommc et des

Animaux from 1858 to 186.3. He established

Archives de la Pht/siolopie Normale et Patho-

loginiic in 1869. From IST-"! to 1878 he practiced

medicine in New York, and with Dr. E. C. Se-

guin ])viblished the Archives of Scientific and
Praclical Medicine. In 1878 he succeeded Claude
Bernard as professor of experimental medicine

at the College de France. He published Lec-

tures on the Diafjnosis and Treatment of the

Principal Forms of Parali/sis of the Lower Ex-
tremities (1861). In 1880, at the age of 71,

after a series of experiments upon himself, and
unfortunately for his reputation, he advocated

as a means of prolonging and invigorating

human life the hypodermic injection of a fluid

in which the testicles of sheep had been macerat-

ed—the 'Browu-Scfiuard Elixir,'

BROWN'SON, Orestes Augustus (1803-76).

An American theologian and author. He was
born in Stoekbridge, Vt., and was brought up
as a Presbyterian, but became a Universalist

preacher, and was a vig<irous and indefatigable

writer in support of whatever belief he for the

time adopted. In 1S2S he went into politics,

and tried to establish a Workingmen's Party in

New York, moved thereto by the ideas of Robert

Owen. In 1832 he was enthusiastic over Dr.

Channing, and became a Unitarian preacher. In

1830 he organized in Boston "The Society of

Christian Progress"' as a church, of which he

Avas pastor. At this period, also, Brownson was
one of the New England Transcendental ists, and
published .Yeic Vicirs of Christianity, Society,

and the Church, which was a moderate attack

on Protestantism. In 1838 he started the Bos-

ton Quarterly Review, which had existence for

about five years, and was then merged in the

Kew York Democratic Review, and from 1844

•was known as Pronnson's Quarterly Review.
This was written throughout almost entirely by
Brownson himself. In 1840 he published

Charles Elwood: or, The Infidel Converted, a
treatise, in the form of a story, in favor of the
Roman Catholic Church, toward which the au-
thor was drifting, and which he joined in 1844.
A deeply spiritual man. he gained a reputation
as a i)hilosopher and a powerful Catholic apolo-
gist, in spite of his frequent conflicts with thp
Church authorities. His most important writ-
ings, in addition to those mentioned above, are:
The Convert: or Leaves from My Experience
(1857): The American Reimhlic: Its Constilu-
iton. Tendencies, and Destiny (1870). His
Works have been republished by his son, H. F.
BrowTison, in 20 volumes (1882-87). The latter
has also published a Li'/e, in 3 vols. (1808-1900).

BROWN SPAR. A name popularly given to
certain varieties of mineral carbonates that are
colored brown, on accoimt of the presence of
iron o.xide, especially ankerite, dolomite, mag-
ncsitc, and siJrrite.

BROWNSTONE. A variety of sandstone, of
reddisli-brown color, used extensively as a build-
ing material. The brownstones of Connecticut
and New Jersey, which belong to the Triassie sys-
tem, are heavily bedded, iminire sandstones,
rather soft when first removed from the quar-
ries, but hardening with ex|)osure to the air.

They were much employed at one time in New-
York and other Eastern cities, but in recent years
they have been superseded in public favor by
granite and limestone. See Bulldino-Stone.

BROWN'S TRACT. A tract of land contain-
ing about 200,000 acres, situated in the Adiron-
dack Mountain region, in northern New York,
extending across Herkimer County into Hamil-
ton County on the east, and into Lewis County
on the west. It was purchased b}' .John Brown,
a ])atron of Brown University, from Alexander
McComli. The tract is magnificently wooded.

BROWNS'VILLE. A city and county-seat

of Haywood County, Tenn., 57 miles northeast
of Jlemphis, on the Louisville and Nashville
Railroad (Map: Tennessee, B 5). It is in a fer-

tile region, adaided to stock-raising and fruit-

growing, as well as to the cultivation of cotton,

which forms the staple of its trade and maini-

factures. Brownsville is the seat of Weslcyan
Female College (Methodist Episcopal, Soutli I

,

founded in 1870, and Brownsville Female Col-

lege (Baptist), established in 1851. Popula-
tion, in 1890, 2516; in 1900, 2045,

BROWNSVILLE. A city, port of entrj', and
county-.scat of Cameron County, Tex., opposite

Matamoros, Mexico, on the Rio (Jrande River
and on the Rio firande Railroad (.Map: Texas,

F 6). It has important commercial and stock-

raising interests, .and a large trade with Mexico.
Its not^able buildings include the Cameron Coun-
ty courthouse, a United States custom-house, a

Roman Catholic convent, and the Roman Catho-

lic cathedral. Settled in 1848, Brownsville was
incorporated in 1S:>3, and is now governed under
the ciiarter of 1875, which provides for a mayor,
elected biennially, and a city council, Browns-
ville is in the territory claimed after 1845 by
both the United States "and Jlexico. On May 9,

1846, the battle of Re.saea de la Palma (q.v.)

was fought 4 miles away, and at Fort Brown
(formerly Fort Taylor), near by, a garrison was
stationed throughout the Mexican War. On
September 28, 1859, Brownsville was captured
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bv a Mexican raiding party under Cortina.
Population, in 1S90, 0134; in "l900, 6305.

BROWN SWISS CATTLE. A breed of dairy
cattle, most highly developed in the Canton of

Schwyz, Switzerland, and introduced into the
United States in 18(39. It is one of the two prin-

cipal breeds in Switzerland, and is glowing in

numbers and favor elsewhere. See the article

C.\TTLK. and its Plate of D.MiiV Cattle.

BROWN UNIVERSITY (so named after
Xicholas Brown, one of its most munificent pa-

trons). One of the oldest institutions of learn-

ing in the United States, situated in Provi-
dence, R. I. The charter of the university
was granted by the General Assembly of Rhode
Island in 17G4, and instruction was begun in

Warren in 1765. The inception of the univer-

sity was mainly due to discriminations made
against Baptist students in existing American
colleges, and to the consequent desire of the Bap-
tists for a college under their own control.

Under the initiative of the Philadelphia Baptist
Association, Rhode Island was chosen as the

home of the new college, since that Colony
was Baptist 'in origin and popular attachment,'
and also recognized 'absolute religious liberty.'

The charter of the university provided for a
corporation of 12 fellows and 36 trustees; S of

the fellows, including the president, to be Bap-
tists, and the other 4 of any denomination, and
22 of the trustees to be Baptists, and the remain-
ing 14 of other specified Protestant denomina-
tions. At the same time the charter enacted that
into the 'liberal and catholic institution' so

created 'religious tests' should 'never be ad-

mitted,' but that, on the contrary, all the mem-
bers thereof should 'enjoy full, free, absolute,

and uninterrupted liberty of conscience.'

The first president of the college was the Rev.
James ilanning, a Princeton graduate. He es-

tablished a Latin scliool in Warren, preparatoiy
to the beginning of collegiate instruction, and
this school was removed, together with the col-

lege, to Providence in 1770, and has since existed
there as the University Grammar School. In the
spring of 1770 the foundations of the first per-

manent college building, the present University
Hall, were laid on the crest of a hill overlooking
the town and surrounding country of Providence.
In 1804 the name of the coHege was changed
from Rhode Island College to Brown University
in honor of Nicholas Brown, of tlie class of 1786,
whose gifts to the college amounted to not less

than $160,000. The growth of the university
was gradual until the election of its fourth
president, the Rev. Francis Wayland. in 1827.

In the twent-eight years of his administration
President Wayland brought about an entire re-

organization and a great expansion in the scope
of the work of the university. The elective prin-
ciple was recognized ; sciences were introduced
and made prominent in the curriculum ; the per-

manent funds were largely augmented, and the
influence and intellectual prestige of the institu-

tion were raised. But the work which President
Wayland had begun was not vigorously prose-
cuted after his resignation, and it was fiot until
the accession to the presidency in 188!) of the
Rev. Elisha Benjamin .\ndrews. a graduate of
the class of 1870, tliat tlie modern life of the
university, properly speaking, began. During
his term of office the number of undergraduate

Vol. III.—37.

students increased from 268 to 864, and of gradu-
ate students from 3 to 101 ; all scholastic de-
partments, and especially those in the liuman-
ities, were juueh enlarged, and in October, 1891,
the Women's College was founded. At first, only
the privilege of university examinations was
granted, but in 1892 all tlie university degrees,
and also tlie graduate courses, were o])ened to
women, and in 1897 the institution was formally
accepted by the corporation as the Women's Col-
lege in Brown University, and its management
vested in a dean, subject to the direction of the
president of the tniiversity.

Brown University ofl'ers courses leading to
the degrees of A.B., Ph.B., B.S., C.E., M.E.,
A.JI., and Ph.D. Candidates for the degrees of

A.B. and Ph.B. are otTered a large range of
electives after the freshman year. For the more
technical degree of B.S. less freedom of election
is given, while for the degrees M.E. and C.E. no
option is given. Of recent years Brown has
placed mucli emphasis upon post-graduate work.
The income of about 100 scholarships is avail-

able for needy students: in addition there is a
considerable aid loan fund.

The libraries number 110,000 volumes, besides

30,000 pamplilcts. These include various depart-
mental libraries, of which tlie most important
are the Ilarkness Classical Seminary Library,
the Romance Seminary Library, and the Conant
Gennan Seminary Library of 6000 volumes. In
the main library is the Harris Collection of

American Poetry, numbering .lOOO volumes. The
equipment of the university includes the Jenks
iluseum of Zoology, the Museum of Anthro-
pology, the Olney Herbarium, the Museum of

Classical Archieology, and the Ladd Astronom-
ical Observatory, furnished with a 12-inch equa-
torial and other minor apparatus. The Physical
Laboratory occupies a costly separate building,

and the Anatomical, Chemical, Botanical, Psy-
chological, and Engineering departments all

have important libraries.

In 1901 the endowments of the univci-sity

amounted to .$1,6.57,000. At the same time there

were 89 professors and instructors and a student
body of 872, of whom 94 were graduate students,

624 undergraduates, and 154 students in the
Women's College.

The presidents have been: James Manning,
1765-91; Jonathan Maxey, 1792-1802; Asa Mes-
ser, 1802-26; Francis Wayland, 1827-55; Barnas
Sears, 1855-67; Alexis Caswell, 1868-72; Ezekiel

G. Robinson, 1872-89; Elisha B. Andrews, 1889-

98 ; Rev. William Herbert Perry Faunce, A.M.,

D.D., 1899— . Consult: Broun University, An-
nual Reports of President (Providence, 1869, et

seq. ) ; E.xeeutive Board, Sketeh of the History

and Present Organization of Brown University

(Providence, 1861).

BROWN'WOOD. A city and county-seat of

Brown Couiily, Texas, 140 miles southwest of

Dallas; on Pecan Bayou, and on the Fort Worth
and Rio Grande and the Gulf. Colorado and
Santa FG railroads (Map: Texas, E 4). It is

the seat of Howard Payne College (IJaptistl and
Daniel Baker College (Prcsliyterian) , and has
fine public, business, and cliurch buildings. The
city has consideralile trade in cotton, wheat,
pecan nuts, and hides, and its industrial interests
are represented by cotton-gins, cottonseed-oil
mills, flour-mills, machine-shops, etc. There are
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deposits of oil in the vicinity. Settled m 1866,

Brownwood was incorporated in 1878. The gov-

ernment is administered under a charter of 1891,

which provides for a maj'or, elected biennially,

and a citv council. The waterworks are owned

and operated by the municipality. Population,

in 18!m, 2176; in 1900, 3905.

BROZIK, brfi'zhfk, V.\czlav (18.51-1901). A
Boliemian painter, born in Tfemoschna, Bohemia.

He was a pupil of the Prague Academy, and of

Piloty in ilunich, and in 1878 exhibited "Em-

bassv of I-adislas of Bohemia to Charles VII. of

France." The subjects of most of his works are

derived from the history of Bohemia, including

"The Ballad Singer." "'The Execution on the

White Mountain," and "The Imperial Councilors

Thrown Out of the Window at Prague," often

ranked as his best. In the Jletropolitan Mu-

seum. New York, there is a large picture by him

of "Columbus at the Court of Ferdinand and

Isabella."

BRTTANG, broo-ang'. See Sun-beab, under

Bear.

BBTJCE. A family illustrious in Scottish

history, descended from Robert de Bruis, a Nor-

man knight, who accompanied William the Con-

queror to England in lOGO, and died about 1094.

His son, Robert, was a companion in arms of

Prince David of Scotland, afterwards David I.,

from whom he received a grant of the lordship

of Annandale, held by military tenure. At the

commencement of the war in England between

Stephen of Blois and ^latilda, niece of the King

of Scots, Robert de Bruis adhered to the former,

and renounced his allegiance to David, resigning

his lands in Annandale to his son Robert. In

1138 he was sent by the barons of the north of

England to negotiate with David, who had ad-

vanced in support of his niece's claims as far as

Northallerton, Yorkshire. In the battle of the

Standard which followed, according to tradition,

he took prisoner his son Robert, then fourteen

vcars of age, wlio, as Lord of Annandale, fought

on the Scottish side, lie died in 1141. His

English estates were inherited by his eldest son,

Adam, whose male line terminated in Peter de

Bruis, Constable of Scarborough, in 1271. Rob-

ert de Bruis. second Lord of Annandale, had two

sons: Robert, who married a natural daughter

nf William the Lion, and died without issue,

before 1101; and William, whose son, Robert,

fourth Lord of Annandale, married Isabel, second

daughter of David, Earl of Huntingdon, brother

of William the Lion, and thus laid the founda-

tion of the royal House of Bruce. He died in

124.5.

BRUCE, Alexander Balmain (1831-99). A
Scottish divine and author, born at Aberargie,

in Perthshire. He was educated at the Univer-

sity of Edinburgh and at the divinity hall of the

Free Church of Scotland. In 1859 he was called

to Cardross, in Dumbartonshire, and in 1808 to

the Free Church of Broughty Ferry, in Forfar-

shire. In 1875 he was appointed professor of

apologetics and New Testament exegesis in the

Free Churcli Hall in Glasgow, a position which

he fdled with distinction till his death. In 1886

he was the Elv lecturer at Union Theological

Seminary, New" York, and in 1890-97 was the

Gilford lecturer at the University of Glasgow.

Bruce was among the most distinguished biblical

scholars of his time. His reputation was gamed

by his studies on the Gospels, entitled The Train-

ing of the Twelve (1871). On account of his

views concerning inspiration contained in The

Kinydom of God; or, Christ's Teachiiif/s Accord-

ing to the Si/noptic Gospels (1889), he was

severely criticised by the orthodox and received a

slight censure from the General Assembly. Among
his other books are: The Humiliation of Christ

(Cunningham Lectures, 1870) ; The Chief End of

Revelation (1881); The Parabolic Teaching of

Christ (1882); The Galilean Gospel (1884);

The Miraculous Element in the Gospels (1880) ;

Apologetics; or, the Cause of Christianity De-

fensively Stated (1892); With Open Face

(1896); The Providential Order of the ^\'orld

(189"); and The Moral Order of the ^yorld

(1899).' Under his superintendence were issued

The Free Church Hymn Book (1882) and the

Church Hymnary (1898K In conjunction with

Canon T. K. Cheyne, he edited the Theological

Translation Library (1894).

BRUCE, Blanche K. (1841-98). A colored

politician of some note. He was born in

slavery in Prince Edward County, Va., but

was educated with his master's son. He subse-

quently taught a school for negroes in ilissouri,

and w.is able to take a partial course at Oberlin

College. He then became a planter in Mississip-

pi in 1869, entered heartily into the Reconstruc-

tion movement, and held several local offices,

including that of county superintendent of edu-

cation. Early in 1875" he was elected to the

United States Senate as a Repviblican, and served

one term, being the first negro to serve in tins-

body. In 1881 President Garfield appointed him
Reg"ister of the United States Treasury, a posi-

tion which he held until 1885. President Mc-

Kinley appointed him to the same office in 1897.

BRUCE, David (1324-71). A king of Scot-

land, son of King Robert Bruce, whom he suc-

ceeded, in 1329, as David II. In accordance with

the terms of the treaty of Northampton, he had

married, when four ye'ars old, Joanna, daughter

of Edwiird II. of England, and on November 23,

1331, he was crowned with her at Scone. In

1332 the success of Edward Baliol (q.v.) and the

English party obliged David's guardians to send

him and his"consort to France; but on the dis-

persion of Baliol's adherents David returned to

Scotland, in 1341. He made unsuccessful in-

roads into England, and in 1346 was taken

prisoner at the battle of Neville's Cross, near

Durham, and conveyed to the To\\er of London.

Thence he was removed to Oldham, in Hamp-
shire, and not released till 1357, when his ransom

was fixed at 100.000 marks. His Queen died in

1302. and he m:irried JIargaret Logic, a Scottish

gentlewoman of singular beauty, whom he di-

vorced in 1369. He had no issue, and in his

later years he was engaged in several intrigues

with England, with the view of excluding his

iiei)hew. Robert, the Steward of Scotland and the

next heir, from the throne. He died at Edin-

burgh Castle February 22, 1371.

BRUCE, David (18.55—). An English army
surgeon and scientific writer, born in Melbourne,

Australia. He was educated at Edinburgh Uni-

versity, became a surgeon in the Royal Army
Medic"al Corps in 1883, and from 1884 to 1889

saw service in Malta and Egypt. In 1889-94

he was professor of pntliologv at the Army Medi-

cal School, Netlev, Hampshire; from 1894 served
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in South Africa, and in inni was assipicd to tlie

home district. He was promoted to lie surgeon-
major in 1895, ,Tnd lieutenant-colonel in IIIOO.

His publications inohuie several important ar-

ticles rejrardinj; Malta fever, on which he is an
authority, contributed to The Practitioner (1887-

88): to" the British Medical Journal (1889);
the Army Medical Ser\iee Blue Book (1890);
Quain's Dictiouary of Medicine, and Davidson's
Diseases of Warm Climates. He was chosen a
fellow of the Royal Society of Great Britain.

BRUCE, EinvARD ( 1 -1318). A king of Ire-

land, younger brother of Robert Bruce. He was
a chivalrous but rash and impetuous prince, and
was actively engaged in the struggle for Scot-

land's independence. In 1308 he made himself
master of Galloway. In 1315 the chieftains of

l_'lster tendered him the crox^Ti of Ireland, on
condition that he should assist them to expel

the English from the island. With an army of

about 6000 men he landed in Ulster in !May of

that year, and his rapid victories soon made him
master of the Province of Ulster. He was
crowned King of Ireland, but was slain at the

battle of Dundalk, in 1318.

BRUCE, Sir Frederick Wiii-i.^jr Adolphus
(1814-67). A British diplomatist. He was bom
in Broonihall. Fifeshire. and was the son of

the seventh Earl of Elgin. He was sent as
Consul-General to Eg>-pt in 1849, and was ap-

pointed Minister to China in 1861. In 1864 he
acted as umpire in the controversy between the
United States and the Republic of Colombia, and
in the following year succeeded Lord Lyons as
Ambassador to the United States. His discretion

and tact were important factors in preserving
peace at that time between the two governments.

BRUCE, Sir George Barclay (1821—). An
English engineer, born in Newcastle-on-Tyne.
He was educated as a civil engineer by Robert
Stephenson, was employed on various railways,

and in 1850 completed his work as resident en-

gineer upon the Royal Border Bridge, by which
the Newcastle and Berwick Railway crossed the

river Tweed at Berwick. In 1853 he was ap-

pointed chief engineer of the iladras Railway
(India), and subsequently consulting engineer

of the South Indian Railway. He was also en-

gineer of numerous lines in Europe, South
America, and New Zealand. In 1887-88 he was
president of the Institute of Civil Engineers.

BRUCE, .Iame.s (17.30-94). A Scottish trav-

eler. He was born in Kinnaird, Stirlingshire,

and educated in Harrow and the University of

Edinburgh. He did not enter the legal profes-

sion, as he had purposed, but' was for a time
(1754-61) a wine merchant. In 1762 he was
appointed British agent and Consul-General at

Algiers, but in 1765 resigned this post to study
and sketch the ancient ruins in Barbary. He
undertook in 1768 a journey of exploration
through Abyssinia; in 1770 rediscovered the

source of the Blue Nile, and after great hard-
ships arrived in November, 1772, at Assuan,
Egypt. His massive Travels to Discover the

Source of the Nile (5 vols., 1790) is a most in-

teresting, and in the main a truthful, narrative,

notwithstanding the fact that it suffers as re-

gards accuracy in many details from having been
begun as late as 1785, and then prepared with-

out reference to his journals. His veracity, at-

tacked by some contemporaries, has in general

been established. He spoke and read with ease
French, Italian, .\rabic, Ethiopic, and Amharic,
and was acquainted with Greek. Latin. Hebrew,
Chaldee, and Syriac: but he lacked critical schol-
arship. The Travis was translntcd into Frcncli
(1790) by Castera, and into (lennan (1790) by
Volkmann, Consult Murray, The Life and Wrii-
iiic/s of James Bruce (Edinburgh and London,
1808).

BRUCE, Michael (1746-67). A minor
Scottish poet. He was born in Kinnesswood,
Kinross-shire, the son of a weaver, and in his
earlier years was employed as a herd-boy. In
1762 he was sent to Edinburgh University to
study for the ministry, and when not at college
was employed as a village schoolmaster. His
poems, few in number but of a singular tender-
ness and pathos, were published in Edinburgh
in 1770 by the Rev. John Logan, his fellow stu-
dent and associate at college, who is accused by
perhaps the majority of literary critics of hav-
ing appropriated many of Bruce's poems, among
them the Ode of the Cuckoo. Consult Bruce's
Works, edited by Grosart (Edinburgh, 1865),
with memoir and notes.

BRUCE, Robert (1210-95). The fifth Lord of
Annandale, and competitor with John Baliol for
the crown of Scotland. On the death of his
mother, the I'rineess Isabel, in 1251, he did hom-
age to Henry III. for her lands in England, and
in 1255 was made Sheriff of Cumberland and
Governor of Carlisle. The same year he was
appointed one of the fifteen regents of .Scotland,
during the minority of Alexander III. In 1264
he led, with Comyn and Baliol, the Scottish aux-
iliaries to the assistance of the English monarch
at the battle of Lewes, where he was taken
prisoner, but was released after the battle of
Evesham the following year. In 1290, when the
Scottish throne became vacant by the death of
Margaret, the 'Maiden of Norway.' granddaugh-
ter of Alexander III., Baliol and Bruce claimed
the succession, the former as great-grandson of
David, Earl of Huntingdon, by his eldest daugh-
ter, Margaret ; the latter as grandson, by his
second daughter. Isabel. Edward I. of England,
to whom the dispute was referred, decided in

favor of Baliol, November 17, 1292. To avoid
swearing fealty to his successful rival, Bruce
resigned Annandale to his eldest son, Robert de
Bruce, Earl of Carrick. He died at his castle of
Lochmaben, Dumfriesshire, in 1295, leaving three
sons and a daughter.

BRUCE, Robert (1274-1.329). Liberator of
Scotland, and King of that country from 1306 to
1329. He was the grandson of Robert Bruce,
the competitor of Edward Baliol for the throne
in 1290. and was born .July 11, 1274. In the
early part of his career he seems to have been
guided entirely by selfish interests, and to have
played fast and loose with both English and
Scotch. At first he favored the English interests,

in the expectation, doubtless, of his father being
raised to the Scottish throne, and in 1296, as
Earl of Carrick, he swore fealty to Edward I.

at Berwick, and the following year he is said to
have renewed his oath of homage at Carlisle.

Shortly after, he abandoned the cause of Edward,
joined the Scottish leaders in arms for the inde-
pendence of their country, nuide his peace with
the English monarch by the capitulation of
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Irvine concluded July 9, 1297, and once more
took the field against liim.. In 1299, the year
after Wallace's defeat at Kalkirk. Bru<>e. again
in favor with Kdw;ird. was made one of the

four regents who ruled the kingdom in the

name of Baliol, but apparently took no jiart in

active hostilities, yet in the three campaigns
which took place previous to the final subjuga-
tion of Scotland, contrived to retain the friend-

ship of Edward. In ISO.') he was cousulted in

the settlement of the government. With John
Comyn, called the "Red Coniyn,' the nephew of

Baliol. he had long been at enmity. In an inter-

view between them, in the cliurcli of the Minorite
Friars at Dumfries, on February 10, 1,306, a
<iuarrel took jjlace. and Bruce stabbed Comyn
ttith his dagger. Hushing out to his attendants,
he exclaimed, it is said: "I doubt I have slain

the Red Comyn!" "You doubt!" cried one of

them; "I mak sikker!" (i.e. sure), and, running
into the church with some others, slew Comyn
and his brother. Bruce hastened to Loehmaben
Castle, as.sembled his vassals, and i)roclainied his

right to the throne. On Jlarcli 27 he was
crowned King at Sc(me. An Englisli army, under
the Earl of Pembroke, nominated by Edward
Governor of Scotland, took possession of Pertli,

and on June 19 attacked Bruce in tlie wood of

Methven, c<mipclling him to retreat into the
wilds of Athole. At Dairy, near the liead of

Loch Tay, Bruce was attacked by Alexander,
I.ord of Lorn, chief of the ^laedougals, related
by marri.age to the Red Comvn, and compelled to

retire. Sending his Queen and her ladies to

Kildrummy Castle. Bruce fled to the highlands,
and thence to the little island of Rachrine. on
the coast of .Vntrim, Ireland. In his absence
the English took the Queen and the Princess
Marjory from the sanctuary of Saint Duthac,
Ross-shire, ilany of Bruce's followers were be-

headed or hanged, all his estates were confiscated,

and he and his adherents were exconnnunicated
by the Pope"s legate at Carlisle. Persecution,
however, brought many adherents to Bruce. In

the spring of K'OT, with alxmt .'ioO men, Bruce
landed in Carrick, and at midnight siir|)riscd the

English garrison in his own castle of Turnberry,
but retired before a superior force into tlie

mountainous districts of Ayrshire. At Loudon
Hill, May 10, 1307, he defeated the English
under the Earl of Pembroke, and three days
after overthrew another army under the Earl of

Gloucester. In less than two years he wrested
from the English nearly the whole of Scotland.

Edward I. was dead, and Eilward 11. was without
the abilit}" to hold his father's conquests. In
the fall of 1312 the Scots invaded England,
but with little success. In the autunm of 13I.'i

Edward Bruce, brother of Robert, undertook the

siege of Stirling Castle, held by Sir Philip Mow-
bray for the English. A treaty was entered into

by which Mowbray bound himself to surrender
the fortress if not relieved before the 24th of

.lune in the following year. The anxiety of the
English to save the stronghold from falling into

the hands of the Scotch led to the memorable bat-

tle of Bannockburn, June 24, 1314. in which
Bruce commanded in person. The English, under
Edward II., numbering, it is said, about 100.000

men, were totally routed, leaving 30.000 dead
upon the field; while the Scots, who were only
.30,000 strong, with 1.5.000 camp followers, lost

about .5000. In 1317 Bruce passed over to Ire-

land to assist his brother Edward, elected King
of that country, and defeated the .\nglo Irish
under the Baron of Clare. In the spring of 1318
the Scotch army invaded England by the way of
Xorthumberland. The English King retorted by
an invasion into Scotland, but was compelled to
retreat, and was followed by Bruce, who be-
sieged Norhara Castle, and defeated Edward once
more at Biland Abbey, Yorkshire. A truce, to
last for thirteen years, was concluded at Berwick
on .lune 7. 1323. On the accession of Edward
111., in 1.327, hostilities recommenc^ed

; but the
Scots were again victorious, and a linal treaty
was ratified in a parliament at Xorthampton,
April, 1328, recognizing tlie independence of
Scotland and Br\ue's right to the throne. A vic-
tim to lejirosy, the King spent the last two years
of his life at Cardross Castle, on the northern
shore of the Firth of Clyde, and died June 7,
1329. His heart, extracted and embalmed, was
delivered to Sir .James Douglas to be carried to
Palestine and buried in .Jerusalem. Douglas w.as
killed fighting against the !Moors in Spain, and
the sacred relic of Bruce, with the body of its

devoted cham])ion. was brought to Scotland and
buried in the monastery of Melro.se. Bruce's
body was interred in the abbey church of Dun-
fermline, and in clearing the foundations for a
third church on the same spot in 1819 his bones
were discovered. He was twice married: (1) to
Isabella, daughter of Donald, tenth Earl of Mar,
by whom he had issue, a daughter, Marjory,
wife of Walter, the High Steward, whose son
ascended the throne as Robert II.; and (2) to
Elizabeth, daughter of Aymer dc Burgh, Earl
of Ulster, who bore him a son. who succeeded
him as David 11., and two daughters. Consult:
Kerr, Life and Ueign of Itohert the Bruce (Edin-
burgh, 1811) ; and Longman, History of the Life
(ind Times of Edward III. (London, 1809).

BRUCE, or BRUS, Tuii. See Bajsuoub, Joii:^.

BRU'CEA (named after the African traveler,
.1. Bruce). A genus of shrubs somewhat doubt-
fully referred to the order Simarubaceic. lirucea
antidysenterictt, or ferru(iineti, is an Abyssinian
species, the leaves of which are said to be tonic,
astringent, and useful in dysentery. Thb.se of
Hrueea sumatrana. a native of the Indian .Archi-

pelago, China, etc., possess the same medicinal
properties. The seeds of this species contain
saponin, quassin, a bitter principle, etc., and are
locally of repute as a specific for dysentery. They
are intensely bitter. The Al>yssinian species
acquired a fictitious importance in the beginning
of the Xineteenth Century from a mistaken belief

that it ])roduced the dangerous false Angostura
bark, and in this belief the name lirucine (q.v.)

was given to an alkaloiil really produced by the
Xu.\ vomica (q.v.) and other species of Stryeh-
nos (q.v.). See Angcsti BA Bakk.

BRUCE-JOY, Ai-BKRT (1842—). An Irish

sculptor, born in Dublin. He studied at South
Kensington and the Royal Academy, and after-

wards in Rome. He has made a number of

statues of prominent men for the public build-

ings of London. .Among these are "Matthew
.Arnold" (Westminster Abbey). ".Adams the

-Astronomer" (Westminster .Abbey), and the
"-Archbishop Benscm Memorial" (Rugby Chapel,

1898). His portrait bust of Depew is at the

Lotus Club, Xew York City, and he also produced
the Aver colossal lion in Lowell, Mass.
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BRUCH, brooG, ^IjlX (1838—). A German
composer. He was born in Cologne, of Jewish
parents, on Januan- G. 18.'J8. At first taught by

his mother, then by Breidstcin, he exhibited re-

markaldc precocity" producing a symphony at 14.

As a Moziirt scholar (ISo.'S-ST) he was instructed

by HiUer in theory and composition, and by Rei-

necke and Breunung in jiiano. In 180.3 he brought

out the opera Lorelei, with (ieibel's libretto, writ-

ten for and partly set to music by Mendelssohn.

In 18t).5 he was niade director of the ilusilvinsti-

tut in ("oblenz, and in IStJ" became kapellmeister

to the Prince of Schwarzbiirg-Sondcrshausen. In

1870 he went to Berlin, was conductor of the

Liverpool Philharmonic Society (1880-83) , of the

Breslau Orchestral Society (1883-90), and after-

wards lived in Berlin and Bonn. He visited the

United States in 1SS3 and conducted his oratorio

Arm 111 IKS in Boston, ilax Bruch ranks among
the first musicians of Germany as the representa-

tive of the epic cantata. His works include

orchestral and chamber music; the operas Jung-

frail von Orleans (Cologne, 18,59) and Hermione
(Berlin, 1872): Romischer Triumphgesang, for

male chorus and orchestra, op. 19; tlie cantatas

t'riihjof. Halamis. Sormamienzug, Die Flucht

der heiligen Faniilie, op. '20; .S'Wioii Ellen, op.

24; Odysseus, op. 41; Das Lied von der Glocke

(Schiller's poem), op. 45; and Achilleus, op. 50.

The Scenes from the Frithjof Saga are the best

known of his orchestral works. Kol Sidrei, a

Hebrew melody for the 'cello, and his violin con-

certo are the best known of his concert pieces.

Consult Fuller-JIaitland, Masters of German
Mttsic (London. 1894).

BRUCHSAIi, brooG'zal (Medieval Bruxole-

gum, from Ger. Briicke, OHG. brudca, Engl.

bridge + Saalbach) . A town of the Grand
Duchy of Baden. Germany, situated on the Saal-

bach, and on the railway between Heidelberg and
Karlsruhe, 12 miles northeast of the latter place

( Map : Germany, C 4 ) . Among its interesting

buildings are the Church of Saint Peter, the

burial-place of the bishops of Speyer, and the

old castle. Its manufactures include cigars,

soap, candles, lamps, barrel-slaves, and gun-

stocks. It is an important railwav centre.

Population, in 1890, 11,902; in 1900, l:3,.567.

BRtrCINE, broo'sin (from Brucea, for which
the Strychnos nux vomica was mistaken), CsjHm-

NjO,. One of the alkaloid constitutents of

poison-nut, the seed of Strychnos nux vomica,

and therefore present in the extracts and the

tincture of nux vomica, which are used in medi-

cine. It may be isolated from the seed by boiling

with water containing some oxalic acid. Its

physiological action is the same as that of

strychnine, though much less powerful. It is

scarcely soluble in water and insoluble in ether,

but is soluble in alcohol and in chloroform. It

dissolves in nitric acid with a beautiful blood-

red color, which turns yellow on warming the

solution; if stannous chloride is now added, an

inten.se violet coloration is produced. By this

reaction very small qiiantities of brucine may be

detected. Both strychnine and brucine are com-

bined in nux vomica with igasuric acid. The
tiln/chnos nux vomica is indigenous to India and
the Kast Indian Islands.

BRTJ'CITE (named for a Xew York miner-

alogist, Dr. Bruce). A native hydrate of mag-

nesium having the composition MgO.H,, but con-

taining also small quantities of magnesium car-

bonate. It is found at Hoboken, N. J., at Lan-
caster and Texas, Pa., and in several other locali-

ties. The mineral is completely soluble in acids.

BRTJCK, brook, ICabl Ludwio, Baron (1798-

1800). An Austrian statesman, born at Elber-

fcld. He formed the plan of consolidating all

the insurance societies of Tiiest into one com-
pany, and thus was originated the Triest Lloyd

(18:33), afterwards known as the Austrian

Lloyd. In 1848 he was a deputy to the National

Assembly at Frankfort, where he was appointed

the plenipotentiary of Austria to Archduke .John,

Vicar of Germany. He later became Minister

of Commerce in the Schwarzenberg-Stadion Cab-

inet, in which cajiacity be may be said to have

created a new industrial epoch in Austria. The
Austro-Gernian Postal Union (December 5,

1851), the .\ustro-Gennan Telegraph Union, and
conmiereial and customs reforms were the re-

sults of his administration. His policy w^as ut-

terly at variance with reactionary tendencies,

and in 1851 he was compelled to resign. He
was recalled in 1855 to accept the portfolio of

Finance, but later foimd himself unable to cope

with the disastrous conditions resulting from the

general political system of the country and the

obligations entailed by the Italian War of 1859.

The unfortunate state of the finances was attrib-

uted directly to the ilinister. Under these cir-

cumstances he demanded and received his release

from office, and on the day following (April 23,

18G0) conimitted suicide." An inquiry into his

official life, which was subsequently held, com-
pletely vindicated his integrity.

BRiiCKE, bruk'e, Ernst WrLiiELM von
(1819-92). A German physician and physiolo-

gist, born in Berlin. He studied medicine at the

universities of Berlin and Heidelberg, in 1846

became an instructor in anatomy at the Academy
of Fine Arts, Berlin, and in 1848 professor of

physiology at the University of Kiinigsberg. In

1849 he was called to the chair of physiology and
microscopic anatomy at the University of

Vienna. Among his more important works are

an Anatomische Beschreibitng des Augapfels

(1847); Grundziige der Physiologic und Sys-

tematik der Hprachlaute (185(5), and a .Vewe

Methode der phonetischcn Transkription (18G3).

BRUCKER, brnk'er. .Toh.\nn Jakob (1696-

1770). A (ieniian writer on the history of phi-

losophy. He was educated in Jena, and taught

there for some years, and then became pastor of

the Protestant " Church of Saint Ulrich in his

native place, Augsburg. He was made a member
of the Berlin Academy of Sciences in 1731. His

chief work was Histo'ria Crilica I'hilosophice (5

vols., 1742-44). which had a great success, and
formed the basis of many subse(]ucnt works.

He wrote many other works on philosophical sub-

jects, and superintended and corrected a polyglot

edition of Luther's translation of the New Testa-

ment (0 vols.. 17G(!-70).

BRUCKNER, brook'ner, Anton ( 1824-96 ) . An
Austrian organist and composer, born at Ansfel-

den. Upper Austria. He was an orphan and
largely self-taught, but such was his diligence

that in 1855 he won the position of org-anist in

Linz in an open competition. He later became

Court organist in Vienna, and a [irofessor at the

Conservatory of Music. .As a composer Briickner

sought to apply Wagner's dramatic effects to
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symphonies, with the result that they are harsh
anil unhannonic. In addition to his nine sym-
plionies, of which the best known is the seventh
in E major (1S85), he wrote a Te Dcum (188C),
Grand Masses, a Requiem, male choruses, etc.

BRtJCKNEB, bryk'ncr, Alexa.\i>ek (185f— ).

An Austrian Slavic scholar, lie was born in

Tarnople (Ualicia) and studied in Lemberg. Ue
niaile special researches regarding the history of

Polish literature during the Middle Ages and
in the Seventh Century. In 1892 he was ap-

pointed professor of Slavic languages and litera-

ture in the University of Berlin. He published
numerous essays in the Archiv fiir slaicische Phi-
loloijic; Die slaicischen Fremdnorter im I.itau-

ischen (1877); Die slawischen Ansiedliingcn
i)i der AUtnarIc und im Maydehurgisclwn (1879) ;

and other works.

BRttCKNER, ALEXA^-nER (1834-96). A Rus-
sian historian. He was born in Saint Petersburg
and studied in Heidelberg, Jena, and Berlin. He
was professor of history at the Imperial School
of Law (1861-67), private lecturer at the uni-
versity, and professor of Russian historv at
Odessa. Dorpat (1872-91), and Kazan (1891).
He is the author of a large number of important
works bearing upon Russian history and condi-
tions, including Finaitzgesehiehtlichc tiludien.
Kujifergeldkrisen (1807); /icon Possoshkoff.
Ideen und Zustiinde im Zeitalter Peters des
(Irosscn (1878) ; Die Europtiisierunri Ritsslands.
Land nnd Vulk (1888). The works written by
him in Russian includfi The Kusso-Siredish War
of 17SS-90 (1890) and Potemkin (1892).

BRTJEDEB-GEMEINDE (liru'dPr gp-mln'de)
MEN'NONITES. See ilEXXOXlTE.s.

BRUEGHEL. A family of Dutch painters.
See Kkeuuhei..

BRUGES, bn.izh (Ger. Hriigge, 'D\\ie\\ Brugge,
O. Dutcli liruggci), bridges, from OllCi. brueku,
Ger. Briickc, .\S. bnjeg, Kngl. bridge). An old
city of Belgium, capital of the Province of West
Flanders, situated about 8 miles from the Xorth
Sea, with which it is connected by two canals
(Map: Belgium, B 3). The town "is intersected
by luimerous canals crossed by fifty-four bridges,
from which latter it derives its name.
From a purely architectural point of view

Bruges, more than any other city of Belgium,
has preserved the characteristic a])pearance of
the Middle Ages. Among the most interesting
buihlings are the Hotel de Ville, a graceful
structure in pure Gothic style, with six turrets,
dating from the Fourteenth Century ; I.,es Halles,
erected in the Thirteentli Century, surmounted
by a superb belfry, with its forty-eight bells, re-

puted to be among the finest chimes in Euroiw;
the Palais de Justice, notable as containing in

one of its rooms a celebrated chimney-piece—an
exquisite specimen of wood-carving, with the
statues of Charles V., Maximilian, Mary of Bur-
gundy, and Charles the Hold amid a' maze of
ornaments, escutcheons, and ])ortraits. In tlie

ancient Hospital of Saint John, dating from the
Twelfth Century, are ])reserved some choice
paintings by Memling: his most famous, the
"Reliquary of Saint Ursula"; the beautiful
"Triptych of the Marriage of Saint Catharine,"
and the "Kpiphany." the best example of that
masters early style. Tlie Church of Notre
Dame, an early Gothic structure, with a tower
395 feet high, contains a number of valuable

paintings and sculptures, notably the tombs of
Charles the Bold and Mary of Burgundy, and an
e.xtjuisite life-size marble group of the Virgin
and Child, attributed to Michelangelo, by whom
it was undoubtedly at least designed. Horace
Walpole is said to have olfered 30,000 florins for

it. The Cathedral of Saint Sauveur is a plain
brick structure in the early (Jothie style, but its

interior has good proportions, is tastefully deco-
rated, and contains fine ])aintings by eminent
masters, two monumental brasses, and beautiful
choir-stalls. The CliapcUe du Saint-Sang is an
elegant two-storied building with line stained-
glass windows, the lower cliuroli dating from
1150, the upi)er from the Fifteenth Century, The
edifice was restored in 1819-39, Here, accord-
ing to tradition, Tlieodoric 'of Alsace deposited
some drops of the blood of the Saviour brought
from Palestine in 1149, the 700th anniversary of

which event was celebrated in 1850 with all eccle-

siastical pom]). The picture-gallery of the acad-
emy in the nuiseum is noteworthy for its choice
specimens by early Flemish masters,

Bruges contains an academy of art, a conser-

vatorv, and two hospitals. The population was
49.308 in 1846, 47,497 in 1899, and 52,867 in

1900.

It is believed that Saint Chrysolus preached
here as early as the Third Centurj-. In the
Middle Ages Bruges became one of the chief com-
mercial centres of northern Europe, with about
200,000 inhabitants. From 1240 to 1426 it was
a leading mart of the llanseatie League. It

formed ]iart of the possessions of the dukes of

Burgundy, and, with the rest of Flanders, passed
to the House of Hapsburg. Internal disorders,

coupled with the neglect of its port, led to a
steady decline of its commerce, and its great-

ness has long since left it. Hardly another city

of Europe has such a large proportion of pau-
pers. Bruges has extensive textile mills, brew-
eries, and ship-yards, and produces fine lace.

During the wars of the Spanish and .Austrian

successions the city was besieged by the Dutch
and the I'^rench. In 1794 it was taken by the

latter, and from 1814 to 1830 it belonged to the

Xctlu'rlands.

BRUGG, BRUG, or BRUCK (OHG. brucka,
Ger. Briicke, AS. brgcg. Engl, bridge, referring

to the stone bridge across the .-Var, built in the

Sixteenth Century). A village in the Canton of

Aargau, Switzerland, 1100 feet above the sea-

level, on the right bank of the Aar, and near the

mouth of the lieuss, about 13 miles niu'theast of

Aargau (itap: Switzerland. CI). Brugg occu-

pies a portion of tlie site of the ancient Helvetian
and Koman city of Vindonissa. The '"Schwarze
Turm" (Black Tower) was erected during the

Roman occupation. The town was the seat of the

Counts of Hapsburg, the ruins of their chief

castle being 2 miles to the southwest. Popula-
tion, ill liiiio, 2629.

BRUGMANN, brooc/nian, Friedricii Karl
(1849— ). A German conijiarative philologist,

born in Wiesbaden, March 16, 1849. He studied
in Halle and Lei]izig, and was instructor in the
gymnasium in Wieshaden from 1872 to 1873, and
in Leijizig from 1873 to 1877, In 1877 he became
l)rivatdoccnt at the University of Leipzig, and in
1882 was ajjpointed assistant professor. He was
called to the chair of cuiiipanitive jiliilnlogy in

I'reiburg in 1884, and in 1887, after the death of
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Curtius, he was recalled to Leipzig to succeed the

latter. With Osthoflf (of Heidelberg) Bruginann
liecanic the furi'inost representative of the new
«nd revolutionary school of philologists known as

Jiinggraminatihcr or 'Neo-gianimarians.' This
school followed Leskien, especially in urging the

inviolability of laws of sound-changes, and in em-
phasizing the working of analogy as an important
linguistic factor, as well as in laying stress on
the observation of phonetic laws and their opera-

tion in modern languages. These principles

Brugmann developed with Osthoft' in their Mm--
phologische Vntersuchungen aiif dem Gehict der

indoyermanischen Sprachen ( \'ol. I.-IV., 1ST8-

87; Vol. v., 1889). Very important in the his-

tory of the new movement was Bnigmann's arti-

cle on "Nasalis Sonans," in Curtius's Studien

zur griechischen tind latrinischen Grammatik,
Vol. ix. (Leipzig, 1897). The views advanced in

this paper were so much in opposition to the

ideas of Curtius that a persona! rupture between
the men was the final result. The theories of the

development of the Indo-Gennanic vocalic nasal

are. however, to-day universally acknowledged
by linguists, altho\igh the battle between the old

school and the new raged for twenty years.

Brugmann's greatest contribution to philologj' is

the monumental work. Gnindriss der vergleichen-

den Grammatik der indoyermanisehen Sprachen,

the first edition of which appeared in two vol-

umes of four parts each (18861900), with an
additional three volumes on Syntax by Delbruck
(1893-1900). This edition, without the synta.x,

was translated into English in a vols. (1888-95),

and the publication of a second edition was begun
in 1897. In this work Brugmann collects and
classifies with great learning the vast mass of

material bearing upon the phonology and inHee-

tion of the Indo-Germanic languages. Other

important works of Brugmann are: Ein Problem
der hotnerischen Textkritik (1870); Litauische

VolksUeder und Marchen, in collaboration with

A. Leskien (1882): Zum heutigen .S'fonrf drr

£prachirissenschuft (188.5); Oriechische Gram-
matik (2d ed., 1900) ; Kurze veryJeieJiendc Gram-
matik (1902). In connection with \V. Streitherg

he is editor of the IndogernianiJiche Forschtingcn

(Strassburg, 1892 et seq.) . He has been knighted
by the King of Saxony, and in 1896 he was in-

vited, with other distinguished scholars, to at-

tend the Jubilee of Princeton University, New
Jersey, where he received the degree of Doctor
of Laws.

BRTJGSCH, brooKsh, Heinrich Kabi, (1827-

t)4 ) . A ( icrnian Egyptologist. He was born in

Berlin, February 18, 1827. At the age of 10 he ap-

plied himself with signal success to the decipher-

ment of Demotic, which had been neglected since

the death of Champollion in 1832. Brugsch's work,
iicriptura .-Fytiptiorutn Demotica (Berlin. 1S4S),

containing the results of his studies in this difli-

<;ult branch of Egyptology, appeared while he

was a .student at the gymnasium. It was fol-

lowed by his yumerorum Demolirnruni Dortrina
(1849), and his Hammluny drmolisrher Urktin-

den (18.50). His Grammaire drmotir/iie (Paris,

1855) formed the basis of all subsetpient studies

in Demotic. After completing his philological

and archjeological studies, Brugsch visited the

museums of Paris, London, Turin, and Leyden,
and in 18.53 went to Egypt for a stay of some
duration. After this he returned to Berlin, where,

jc 1854, he was appointed privat-docent in the

university, and, in 1855, assistant in the Egyp-
tian department of the Royal Museum. He again
visited Egy|)t in 1857, and in 1800 accompanied
in an ollicial ca])acity the cml)assy sent to Persia
by the Prussian Government. On the death of the
chief of the embassy, Baron vcm Mi nutoli, Brugsch
assumed the management of affairs and acquitted
himself with credit. In 1804 Itc was consul at
Cairo. He returned to Germany four years later

and held, for a time, a professorship in Gottin-
gen : but in 1870 he was recalled to Kgv'pt by the

Khedive to take the direction of tlie Ecoled'Egyp-
tologie. In 1873 he represented the Egyptian
Government at the Vienna Exposition, and in the

same year received the title of Bey and was
placed in charge of the projected museum of

Arabic antiquities. He later received the title

of Pasha. In 1870 he visited America as com-
missioner oi the Egyptian Government to the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia. He re-

turned to Egv'pt, but failing to receive the posi-

tion of director of the Egyptian Museum at

Gizeh, left vacant by Mariette's death, Brugsch
took up his residence in Berlin. There he lec-

tured at the university, but was, in 1883 and
again in 1885, sent by the German Government
on a mission to Persia. After his return he
retired to C'harlottenburg, where he passed the
remainder of his days in literary work. He died
September 9, 1894. After his early achievements
in the elucidation of Demotic. Brugsch soon ap-

plied himself to other brandies of Egyptology,
and everywliere with remarkable success. Egyp-
tian grannnar and lexicography, together with
the geography, history, and religion of ancient
Egypt, were the subjects to which his attention
was chiefly directed. To his great natural abil-

ity he added an enormous capacity for work, and
he was a most prolific writer. Among the most
important of his works besides those mentioned
are his Geographische Inschriften (Leipzig,

1857-60); Histoire d'Egypte (Leipzig, 1859);
Recueil des monuments egypticns (Leipzig,

1862-63); Hicroglyphisch-dcmot inches Wortcr-
buch (Leipzig, 1867-82) ; Dictionnaire geograph-
ique de ranciennc Egypte (Leipzig, 1877-81):
H ieroglyphische Grammatik (Leipzig, 1872) ;

Geschichte Aegyptens (Leipzig, 1877); Religion
und Mythologie der Aegyptcr (Leipzig, 1887) ;

and Thesaurus Inscriptionum .Egyptiacarum
(Leipzig, 1883-91). He was the founder (1863)
of the Egj'ptological journal. Zeitsehrift fiir

Aegyptisehe Spraehe. The Influence of Brugsch
on modern Eg'vptology has been very great.

BRtJHL, brnl. Heinrich, Count von (1700-
63). Prime ilinister of Augustus III. of Poland
and Saxony. He was born near Weissenfels, in

Thuringia. His attractive personality and court-

ly address won him the favor of AugustusIL.and
after Augustus's death, that of his son. Rapidly
passing through various grades of office, he be-

came Prime ^Minister in 1746. and, obtaining com-
plete control of the Government, held it till his
death. Avarice was his guiding motive, and to

gratify this passion he burdened the country with
faxes, wrecked the treasury, S(diciled bribes, ap-

l>ropriated estates, and grasped the income of

numberless offices. He surrounded the weak Au-
gustus with spies, and made him absolutely pli-

able to his will. Vanity made him ostentatious
and impelled him to outdo all others, even the

King, in magnificence. In his foreign policy he
was vacillating and mercenary. The demoraliza-
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tion of the Saxon Army, the unwise alliance with
Austria, and the disaster at Pima (q.v.), may
be attributed to Briihl's course durin<r the wars
of Frederick. Kinj; and Minister lied to Warsaw
after the loss of the Saxon Army in 1750. Both
eame back to Dresden when peace was made at
lIubertsliurfT, and both died there in October,

1703. Consult- Justi. Lelien des Grafeii von
r.riihl 'Cr.ttiii^'en. 1700-01).

BRTTHNS. brfiijns, Kahi. Christian (18.30-

Sl). A (jennan astronomer, born in Pliin (Hol-

stein). He shidied practical mechanics, in 1852
was appointed an assistant in the Berlin Observa-

tory, and in 1S.>!) became a lecturer at the

iniiversity. In ISOO lie was appointed professor

of astronomy and director of the observatory at

the University of Leipzig. He discovered six

comets, in 1803 organized the meteorological

service of Saxony, and in 1878 established in

Leipzig one of the first Gernian bureaus for the

publication of weather forecasts (later trans-

ferred to Cliemnitz). His publications include

many contributions to periodicals and reports,

Die astronomischc Stralilenbrechvnri in Hirer

hixlorisclirn Untirickcliinfj (ISOl). and an excel-

lent biography (180l») of J. F. Encke (q.v.), the

Berlin astronomer.

BRUIN, SiK. The bear; the king's messen-
ger in The History of Reynard the Fox, who
speeds with Reynard to his own discomfiture.

See Bey.nard the Fox.

BRXJIS, bry'e', or BRUEYS, Peteb de. See
Brivs.

BRUISE (OF. hniinrr. Fr. briser. AS. hrysan,

to break, bruise), or Contisiox. An injury in-

flicted by a lilow or sudden pressure, in which
the skin is not necessarily wounded. Both terms,

and especially the latter, are employed in sur-

gery to include such injuries in their widest

range, from a black eye to a thonmghly crushed

mass of muscle. Tn the slighter forms of this

injury, as in ordinary simple bruises, there is

no tearing, but only a con<-ussion of the textures,

the utmost damage done being the rupture of a
few small blood-vessels, which occasions the dis-

coloration that is always observed in these eases.

In more severe contusions, the subjacent struc-

tures—nuiseles, connective tissue, vessels, etc.

—

are more or less ruptured, and in extreme cases

are thoroughly crushed, and usually become
gangrenous. The quantity of blood that is ex-

travasatcd mainly ilejicnds upon the size and
number of the ruptiired blood-vessels, but partly

also on the nature of the tissues injured. Thus,

a lax tissue, as that of the eyelids, favors the

escape of blood into the surrounding parts. The
most characteristic signs of a recent contusion

are more or less shock (q.v.), pain, swelling,

and discidoration of the surface from effused

blood. (See KofllVMOSis.) There is nothing

special in the character of the shock, but it is

worthy of notice that it is most severely felt in

injuries of sjiecial part-s—as the testes, the

breasts, and the larger joints, which are often

followed by reinarkahle general depression, faint-

ness, loss of musoilar i)ower. and nausea. The
immediate pain following the blow is succeeded

by a feeling of numbness, which, after a varying

time, unless the part is killed, gives place to a

heavy, aching pain, .\ltliough some depression

may usually be observed inunediaU-ly after the

infliction of the blow, swelling of the parts

rajiidly follows, as may be well seen in the case
of a child receiving a blow on the head, or of
the wheal that rises after the lash of ,a whip.
In lax parts, such as the eyelids, the swelling is

often considerable, and may remain for a week
or more : but in other parts it usually subside*
in two or three days. The discoloration passes
successively througli the variations of red. pur-
ple, black, green, and yellow. It is due to the
eiTused blood and the changes which subsequently
take place in it. The fluid part of the blodd and
the colorless corpuscles are reabsorbed in the
process of repair, but the red cor])Usclcs are left

behind, and it is the transformation of their
htemoglobin into hiematoidin which brings about
the characteristic color-changes.
As a result of contusion we may have a ha^na-

toma, or blood-tumor, sloughing of a part, septic

infection of the extravasated blood or abscess, in-

flammation of special structures, as nerve-trunks,
synovial meml)nines of joints, tendimsheaths,
the periosteum of hone. eU-. It seems fairly

recognized that certain tiunors. malignant and
benign, may be stimulated to growth from a con-

tusion. The treatment of contusion consists in

stimulating nieasiires to combat shock when
present: locally rest and elevation of the parts
are indicated, together with moist and cold or

hot applications in the first stage to allay pain
and inflanunation. \\ hen inlhuiunation has sub-

sided, massage and stimulating applications
should be eiuploycd to hasten absorption of the
effused blood- products.

BRULGRUD'DERY, Dennis. The Hiber-
nian host of the Kcd Cow, in Colman the Young-
er's comedy John Hull; a quaint character, with
all the humor of his race.

BRULL, bryl, Ignaz (1846—). An Austrian
pianist and composer, born in Prossnitz, Mo-
ravia. He studied the pianoforte under Epstein^
and composition imder Kulinatscha and DcssolT.

and appeared in concerts in ^'ienna and London
with success. His works for the orchestra have
given him fame as a composer, and he has mIso

written chumlier mvisic and several operas, which
have taken a place in the moiiern repertory.

The.se include Das gohlene Krcuz (Berlin, 1875),
his best-known work; Kuniyin Muriette (Miui-

ich, 1883) ; Das steinerne Uerz (Vienna, 1888),
and the comic opera Der Husar (1898).

BRUMAIRE, bni'm-lr' (Fr., from Lat.

hnniHi. winter I. The second month in the He-

piiblican calendar of France. It extended from
OctolKT 22 to Xovember 20 in the years l.-lll.

and \'.-VIll.; from Octol)er 23 to November 21

in the years IV., VIII.-XI., XIII. and XIV.; and
from October 2-1 to Xovember 22 in the year
XII. The celebrated 18th Bruniaire of the year
VIII., which witnessed the overthrow of the

Directory and the elevation of X'apoleon as First

Consul, corresponds with November 9, 1799. of the

Gregorian Calendar. See Calendar; France.

BRUMIDI, broo-me'd*. Constantine (1805-

80). An Italian historical painter, born in

Rome. He studied in Rome, and painted frescoes^

in the Vatican under Gregory XVI., besides

adorning many palaces of his native city. When
Koine was occupied by the French in 1849 he

came to America, and was naturalized in the

United States, in 1852. The first frescoes paint-

ed in America were the work of his hand, and
may be seen in the Capitol in Washington. Thejr
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represent scenes from American history (illus-

trating the career of Washington), in addition

to work of an alleynrieal c-liaraeter. He visited

Mexico in 1852, shortly after his arrival in the

fnited States. He decorated churches in Phila-

delphia and in the City of ^Fexico. He died in

Washinjrton.

BRTJM'MAGEM. A corruption of the name
of Birniingliani (q.v.), England. Of the many
ways of spell injr the name of this city, the oldest

is that jiiven in Domesdaii-liook—namely, Bir-

mingehani. This wgs corrupted into Brumma-
gem, a term which has become synonymous with
worthless wares with a glittering outside, since

various kinds of cheap sham ware, especially

jewelry, arc manufactured in Birmingham.

BRUMMAGEM JOE. A name contemptu-
ously L'iven by bis political opponents to the

Rt. Hon. .Joseph Chamberlain.

BRUM'MELL, Geobge Bryax (1778-1840).
An Englishman of wealth and fashion, better

known as 'Beau Brummell.' He was born in

London, and was celcliratod as an exquisite and
a fop. He became an intimate companion of the

Prince of Wales, afterwards George IV., and was
looked upon by the society of his day as the
'glass of fashion and the mold of form.' For
many years he was a veritable arbiter eleganti-

arum, and was regarded by the Court society as
an oracle upon all matters of dress and etiquette.

As long as his fortune lasted, or the Prince of

Wales would furnish the means, he kept up an
elegant baclielor establishment in London: but
he finally lost the favor of his royal friends,

became poor, gambled recklessly, fled from his

creditors, and died in Caen, France, in a liospital

for the mendicant insane. Bulwer's Pelham is

said to be founded on Brummell's life. Consult
Jesse, Life of George Brummell, Esq. (new ed.,

London, 188.5).

BRTTNANBURH, broo'non-burK. The scene

of .-Ethelstan's victory over the Scotch and Irish

in 937. The battle, which probably took place

in some part of Xorthumbria, is celebrated in

a ballad in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle.

BRTTNCK, broonk. Richard Fra>-<;'ois Phi-
lippe (1729-1803). A distinguished French class-

ical philologist, born in Strassburg, December
30, 1729. He was educated under the Jesuits

in Paris, but abandoned his studies, and for

some time was engaged as a military commissary
during the Seven Year.s' War. A professor in

Giessen, with whom Brunck happened to lodge

while the army was in winter quarters, revived

in him the love of classical studies, so that on
bis return to Strassburg he devoted all his spare

time to Greek, and soon distinguished himself
as an able but audacious critic and emendator.
His belief that all inaccuracies in ancient Greek
writings were introduced by copyists often led

him astray; but, in spite of this, he did good
service to Greek literature.

His first work, Analecta Veterum Poetarum
GroBcorum (1772-76), was followed by editions

of Anacreon (1778-80); Apollonius Rhodius
(1780); Aristophanes (1781-83); (Jnoniic Poets

(1784); Vergil (1785); and Sophocles (1786-

89). The last of these established a new era in

the criticism of the tragic writers. The outbreak
of the French Revolution interrupted Brunck'.s

studies. He ardently attached himself to the

popular side. During the Reign of Terror he
was imprisoned, but w:is liberated after the
downfall of liobespierrc. His means, however,
had been so nuich reduced that he was compelled
to sell his valuable library. From this time
(1801) lie turned his attenti(m from Greek to
Latin literature, and published editions of Plau-
tus and Terence. He died June 12, 1803.

BRXTNE, bri.in, GuiXLArME Marie Anne
(1703-1S15). A French marshal of the First
Empire, born at Brives-Ia-Gaillarde. He be-
came a journalist and a jjarticipant in the Revo-
lutionary movement, taking part \\ith Danton
(q.v.) in the establishment of the Cordeliers
Club. After the conquest of Belgium he was
sent as civil commissioner to that country, but
soon entered the military service. In 1796 he
was in the Army of Italy, where his abilities ad-
vanced him to the rank of division general.
In 1798 he was sent to organize the Helvetic
Republic, and after accomplishing his mis-
sion was appointed to command the Army of
Holland, where he enhanced his military reputa-
tion. In September and October, 1799, he de-
feated the English and Russian forces, and com-
pelled the Duke of York, commander of the
allied armies, to accede to the hiuniliating capit-
ulation of Alkmaar. After distinguishing him-
self in La Vendde, and subsequently in Italy, he
was sent on a mission to the Sublime Porte. In
1804 he was made a marshal, and the Legion of
Honor was conferred upon him. As Governor-
General of the Hansa towns he subdued Swedish
Pomerania. In 1814 Brune transferred his alle-

giance to Louis XVIIL, but became again a par-
tisan of Xapoleon. He was murdered by a Roy-
alist mob at Avignon, August 2, 1815.'

BRUNEI, broo-nl'. The most important
town of the State of the same name in British
Borneo. It is situated on the northern coast of
the island, above the mouth of the river of
Brunei (Alap: East Indies, D 4). It is exceed-
ingly unhealthful, and a number of houses are
built on the water.

, There is some trade with
Singapore. The population is estimated at
10,000.

BRUNEL', IsAMBARD Kingdom (1806.59).
An eminent English engineer, son of Sir Mark
Isambard Brunei. He was born in Portsmouth,
and was educated at the College Henri Quatre,
in Paris. His first practical engineering work
was under his father, then engaged in construct-
ing the Thames Tunnel. Brunei earlybegan the de-
signing of bridges, and several suspension bridges
were built from his plans. He is best known, per-
haps, as the designer and civil engineer of the
Great M'estern, 1838, the first steamship built
for regular transatlantic service; of the Great
Britain, 1845, the first ocean .screw-steamer; and
of the Great Eastern, 1858, for many years the
largest vessel in the world. In 1833 Brunei was
appointed chief engineer to the Great Western
Railway, and designed and constructed the tun-
nels, bridges, viaducts, and arches for this line

and its branches, giving the road a gauge of

seven feet. He designed many docks at English
seajiorts, including those of Monkwearmouth,
Plymouth, Briton Ferry, and Milford Haven.
In 1842 he was employed by the Government to
construct the Hungerford suspension bridge
across the Thames at Cliaring Cross, London.
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In 1850-53 he constructed the works of the Tus-

can portion of the Sardinian railway system.

BRUNEL, Sir Mark Isambard (17(!!)-1849).

An Eii_;;lis;li engineer, \v)io constructed tlie Thames
Tunnel. He wasborn at Ilacqueville, near (iisors,

7'ranee. He early showed an inclination for

mechanics, preferring the study of the exact

sciences to the classics. After leaving school lie

served in tlie French Navy for six years, and in

1793, forced to leave France on account of his

political opinions, he came to America. He
settled in New York as civil engineer and archi-

tect, and was engaged in a number of imi)ortant

surveys, including that of a canal between Lake
Champlain and the Hudson River. He prepared
a .set of plans for the Capitol in Washington,
which, while accepted, could not be carried out
on account of the expense involved ; he also de-

signed and constructed the Bowery Theatre in

New York. He was appointed chief engineer of

Xew York, and prepared plans for the defenses
of the city. He went to England in 1709, and
there made a numl)er of inventions. His method
for making ships' blocks was acquired by the

English Government, and resulted in the saving
of much money. His most noteworthy achieve-

ment was the Thames Tuiniel, whose construction

was commenced on plans devised by Brunei in

1825. In spite of many disasters, this work was
successfully carried through and the tunnel
opened in 1843. The strain, however, proved too

much for his health, and he survived the comple-
tion of the work but a few years.

BRUNELLESCHI, brUo'nfl-les'ke, Filippo
(c. 1379-1440) . The founder of Renaissance archi-

tecture. He was born in Florence, Italy. He
first learned the art of a goldsmith ; next, that of

a sculptor; and finally devoted himself to archi-

tecture. He competed in 1401 for the bronze
doors of the baptistery of Florence, but was
vanquished in the famous contest by Ghiberti

(q.v.) ; the panel of the "Sacrifice of Isaac,"

which he presented, is preserved. He was a real-

ist in sculpture, as is shown, among other works,

by his Crucifix. His goldsmith's work was good
and somewhat akin to Gothic work; witness his

share in the altar fnmt in the Opera del Duomo.
Having decided to study architecture and ancient

ruins, he went to Rome with his young friend,

Donatello (q.v.), who became afterwards the

leader in Renaissance sculpture. His residence

in Rome during the greater part of the years be-

tween 1401 and 1417 was largely sjient in study-

ing, drawing, and measuring the ancient Roman
buildings, which were then in comparatively
good ))r<'servation. before the vandalism of the

Renaissance had begun. He attempted not only

to revive the classic style in its artistic form,

but to master the mechanical knowledge that
underlay it; at the same time he did not vio-

lently break with medi;pval art, as was shown by
bis design for the facade of the Gothic Church of

Santa Maria Novella. In 1417 he returned to

F'lorciu'c as his permanent residence, and when it

was proposed to com|ilete the Gothic Catlicdral of

Santa Maria del Fiore by the construction of the

dome, he was one of the famous architects who
jire.sented models in the competition. Bruncl-

leschi was able to demonstrate not only how
defective all the other proposed domes were, but

that his own was the only solution. The archi-

tect was at first hampered by Ghiberti, a great

sculptor but an incompetent architect, who was

associated with him, but he soon became sole

director. Evidently he had reacquired some of

the skill in geometry as applied to architecture

which had cliaracterized the ancients and the
Gothic architects of France, but in which the
mcdiivval Italian had been deficient. Brunel-
leschi's dome was epoch-making—an octagonal
double-shell dome, crowned by a lantern, and
measuring 42 feet in diameter. Begun in 1420,

the dome was completed in 1430. It was the
greatest feat of mechanical skill then attempted
in Italy. At almost the same time Brunelleschi
began the Church of San Lorenzo (1420), in

which he revived the really antique type of basi-

lica (q.v.), with classic details, except for the
use of internal round arches. Jhich later, in

1430, he commenced another basilica, Santo Spi-

rito, which he did not have the opportimity to

carry out. But the gem of his art, in wliich l)otli

conception and execution were his, is tlic I'azzi

Chapel at Santa Croce (1430), in the form of a
Greek cross surmounted by a dome, with a
charming vestibule with dome and tunnel vault.

The second cloister of Santa Croce, the Badia
at Fiesole, the Loggia degli Innoeenti, the

Palazzo di Parte Guelfa, are proofs of his leader-

ship in Florentine architecture up to the time
of his death. His final masterpiece, begun in

1444, was the Pitti Palace, the most impres-
sive and ruggedly majestic of Italian palaces.

Brunelleschi trained several great architects who
took up the work and carried it forward ; chief

of them was Michelozzi (q.v.). For his biogra-

phv consult: Manetti, edited by Moreni (Flor-

ence, 1812); Fabriczy (Stuttgart, 1892); and
Scott (Lond.m, 1901)."

BRITNEL'LO. A baron in the suite of King
Agramant, in Ariosto's Orlando Furioso. He is

a lying dwarf, whom Bradamant outwits, and
Agramant himself finally hangs, despite the

interference of the enchantress, Marjdiisa. The
cliaracter also occurs in Boiardo's Orlando In-

namririito.

BRUNET, bry'nft', ,Tacque.s Charles (1780-

1867). A French bibliographer, born in Paris.

He publi.shed a supplement to Dudos's Diction-

nairc biblioyraphique, and in 1810 a widely used
Manuel du lihraire et de ramaleiir dcs Hires (3
vols.: 5th ed., vols., 1800-05; ed., with 3
sujiplemental vols., by Deschami)s and Brunet,
1870-80). His works also include, besides many
excellent catalogues, Xoureltrs rceticrcfies biblio-

riruplnques pour scrvir de suppliment au manuel
(1834), and Revhcrches sur les iditions origi-

nuhs de Rabelais (1852).

BRUNETIERE, brnn'tyflr', Febuinand
( 1.S49— I . The greatest systematic critic of con-

temporary French literature. He was born in

Toulon ; he studied there and in Paris, and first

came into prominence in 1875 by critical work
in the Ifeinic des Deux Mondes. a journal of which
be afterwards became the editor (1S95). In
18.S() lie was made professor of literature at the

Kcole Normalc in Paris, in 1887 member of the

l.,egion of Honor, and in 1893 lecturer at the

Sorbonne, and member of the Academy. In 1897
be lectured in the United States and afterwards
attracted wide attention through his increasing
zeal for Roman Catholicism as opposed to the-

lenets of the 'intellectuels' of France. His philo-

sophical iioinl (if view has sliiftcd from a mate-
rialistic to an i(U'alistic pessimism. His literary

criticism shows an immen.se and minute learning,
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apparent objectivity, and an impressive logical

sjTithesis, manifested in a style always keen and
cutting, often superciliously eonteinptuous; for

though outwardly impersonal, his criticism is in

fact strongly prejudiced. Hence he is more pojui-

lar with the public than witli liis feUow publi-

cists, who find liim more intent to "classify, weigh
and compare, than to enjoy or help others to en-

joy" (Lemaitrc). His greatest service to the

study of literature has been to place the classical

and romantic periods in true perspective with

the Eighteenth Century and the pi'esent day.

Throughout, he sees, with Taine, a natural evo-

lution in literary tradition, although he accords

greater play to individuality. Even the 'Natu-

ralists,' Zola, the Goncourts. and other of his

pet abominations, are grudgingly admitted to

nave been of service in "drawing our writers from
the cloudy summits of old-time romanticism to

the level plains of reality." Brunetifre's gieat-

€st work is his marvelously condensed .l/oH!/e(

de riiistoire dc la Uttcraturc fran^aise (1897),

which has been defectively translated (New
York, 1899), Other important works are:

Evolution des genres dans Vhistoire de la lit-

t&rature. Vol, I. (1890), a history of criticism;

Les epoques du theatre fran^ais (1892); L'evo-

lution de la poesie lyrique en France au XlXe.
Steele (1894) ; and Le roman naturaliste (1883).

Fifteen volumes of essays are collected under
various titles as Xouvelles questions de critique

(1890); Histoire ef Uttcraturc (1884-86);

Etudes critiques sur Vhistoire dc la. litterature

fran^aise (1880-98); Discours academiques

(1901). In recent years his work has appeared

less frequently and'is usually political, ethical,

or social even in its treatment of literary sub-

jects.

BRUNFELS, broon'fels. Otto (1488-1534). A
German physician and botanist, born in Mainz.

He became a member of a Carthusian community
near there, but subsequently turned Protestant,

and was pastor in Steinheim and Neuenburg.

Ultimately he abandoned his pastoral office,

studied medicine, and died as a physician in

Bern, In his Historia Plantarum (1530-36), he

was the first to de.scribe the native plants of

Germany. The text was accom[)anied by illus-

trations in outline.

BRUNHIL'DA, or BRUNEHAXJT, bn.in-hi/

(c.550-613). Queen of Austrasia and the daugh-
ter of Athanagild. King of the Visigoths.

Brunhilda was wedded to Sigibert I. of Aus-
trasia, while her sister, Galswintha, became the

wife of Sigibert's brother, Chilperic, King of

Neustria. Fredegunda* (q.v. ) , the former con-

cubine of Chilperic, soon recovered her ascend-

ency over the King and caused Oalswintlia to be

murdered in 567. Brunhibia determined to

avenge herself on Fredegumla, and the annals
of the next lialf-century in Gaul are filled with

the bloody deeds provoked by tlie enmity of the

two women. Brunhilda and her husband were
sucfessful at first, until Sigibert was murdered
in 575 at the instigation of Fredegimda. Brun-
hilda herself was captured by Cliili>eric; l)Ut her
l>eauty gained over Merovig, the son of Chilperic,

who made her his wife and assisted her to escape.

Merovig was put to deatli by his father, but
Brunhilda returned to Austrasia and governed
in the name of her son, Childebert I. Murders
and wars continued, however, as long as Brun-
hilda was alive, for she exercised the real power

in the kingdom, in the name of her .son and
grandson. Finally, the armies of Austrasia were
overthrown in 613 liy Chitaire II., son of Fre-
degunda ; the aged t^luccn was taken captive and
for three days sulijccted to insult and torture,
then bound to a wild horse and dragged to death.
Brunhilda was very beautiful, splendidly en-
dowed, an able ruler, religious, a founder of
churches, hospitals, and monasteries; but in her
revenge she was implacable, and the wars which
she brought about undermined the power of the
Merovingians.—Another Briniiii,i>.\ is the hero-
ine of the Norse legend of Sigurd or Siegfried,
traces of which are found in tlie Xihclungcniied.
She is a Valkyr, and is rescued from a couch
surrounded by flames, on which she lies in
enchanted sleep, by Sigurd, who bears her off and
marries her, but, under the inlhience of sorcery,
forsakes her. In her jealousy Brunhilda causes
him to be murdered, and immolates herself on
his funeral pyre.

BRUNI, broo'ne. A long, irregular island
southeast of Tasmania, lying south of Storm Bay
and d'Entrecasteaux Channel. Area, 160 square
miles. It is divided by a narrow isthmus into
North and South Bruni Islands. The latter has
a revolving light 335 feet above sea-level, and
contains coal-mines.

BRUNI, Leonardo (1369-1444). An Italian
humanist, born at Arezzo, and hence styled 'Are-
tino.' He was one of the most learned men who
flourished during the epoch of the revival of
(^reek learning in Italy. He first studied law
in Florence and R.avenna, but afterwards turned
his attention to classical literature. In Rome
he was Papal secretary under four Popes, and in

1414 attended John XXIII. to the Council of
Constance. On the deposition of that Pope, he
returned to Florence, where lie was of service to
the Republic in several important matters. His
Historiarum Florentinarunt libri XII. (Strass-
hurg, 1610) procured for him the rights of citi-

zenship, and in 1427, through the favor of the
Medicean family, he was appointed State Secre-
tary. He died in Florence, March 9, 1444. Flor-
ence and Arezzo vied with each other in the
splendor with which they celebrated his obsequies.

He aided in advancing the study of Greek litera-

ture mainly by his literal translations into Latin
of Aristotle, Plato, Demosthenes. Plutarch, and
others. Of his numerous original works the
following may be mentioned: Commentarius
Reruni Suo Tempore Gestarum (1476) ; De Romce
Origine ; Poliscene Comedia and Epistolw
(1472); and lives of Dante and Petrarch in

Italian (1672).

BRTJNIG (bri.i'nlKl PASS. A pass in the
Swiss Alps, on the frontier-line between the Can-
Ion of Bern and Obwaldeu (Map: Switzerland,
C 2), It lies at an altitude of about 3300 feet.

It is crossed by a road leading from Lucerne to
Brienz, constructed in 1857-62. Since 1889 there
has been a railway line leading over the pass, and
connecting Lucerne with Meiningen and Brienz.

BRUNIQTTEL, bru'nc'kel' (usually traced
back to l,>iii'i-ii Brunhilda or Brunehaut). A
prehistoric statiim in Tarn-et-Garonne, France,
where were found, in great abundance, the pe-

culiarly chipped stone implements characteristic
of the Magdalcniaii Kjioch of prehistoric archje-

ology. Consult Mortillet, />p /)/-<7iis<ori5«e (Paris,

1900), for numerous references.
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BBTJNTEES, Sir .Taxiks (1816-92). A
ScoUish civil enyiueer. born in Kelso. He stud-

ied at Edinliurjih Viiiversity. in IS.'iS became
assistant engineer in the buiklins of the Bol-

ton and Preston Railway, one of the first con-

strueted in England, and subsequently assistant

to Sir .John Hawkshaw on the Lancashire and
Yorkshire system. Among the more important
of his further works in railway construction were
the Sfio Paulo Railway of Brazil, and the Mer-
sey Railway, with the subduvial tunnel between
Birkenhead and Liverpool, in whicli latter Sir

Douglas Fox was Joint engineer. In lS(iS-77 he
built the Avonmouth docks for Bristol. He was
president of the Institution of Civil Engineers

in 1882-S.'J. His publications comprise several

reports and technical papers.

BRtJNN, bn.in (Czech, bruno, OCh. Slav. 5ru-

nijc. iiuid. Slav, brn, loam, clay, whence a sec-

tion of Altbriinn still bears the name Lehmstiitte,

'mud city'). The cajiital of the Austrian Crown-
land of Jloravia. beautifully situated at the con-

fluence of the Sclnvarz;iwa and the Zwittawa. at
the foot of the Spielberg, in latitude 49° 12' X.,

and longitude 16° 40' K., about 8!) miles north-

northeast of Vienna (Map: Austria. E 21. The
fortifications, which until 1800 surrounded the

old town, have been converted into ])leasant

promenades and handsome boulevards. Among
the most interesting buildings of Briinn are the

Cathedral of .Saint'Peter and Saint Paul, built

in the Fifteenth Century; Saint James Church,

a Gothic edifice, with a tower over 300 feet in

height, magnificent stained-glass windows, con-

taining file tomb of Count Radwit, the defender

of the town in 1G45 again-^t the Swedes: the

Church of the ilinorites. with handsome frescoes;

and the Church of the Capuchins, with the grave
of Colonel Trenek. Among the notable secular

buildings may be mentioned the Landliaus, the

meeting-place of the Provincial Diet, the Rathaus,
and the Episcopal Palace. At the summit of the

Spielberg stands the Citadel, once the )>rison in

which tlie Pandour leader Colonel Tri'Uck died

in captivity in 1740. and where the Italian au-

thor Count Silvio Pellico was detained a pris-

oner from 1822 to 1830. Briinn is the seat of

a United States consular agency. The city's af-

fairs are administered by a municipal council of

forty-eight and an executive board of.eleven mem-
bers. "The city owns its water-works, and oper-

ates gas and electric-light plants. Briinn is the

most important manufacturing town in Austria-

Hungary. It is particularly noted for ils woolen

industry. There are also manufactures of leather,

machinery, chemicals, and beer. Its railway fa-

cilities are excellent, and a steam tramway ac-

commodates local traffic. Population, in 1890,

94,500: in 1000. 108,000.

History.—Old Briinn dates back to the Xinth
Century, though the new town was foimdcd five

hundred years later. In 1278 Briinn became a

free Imperial city. The city has stood numerous
sieges, from the period of the Hussite wars to

the Au>i1 ro Prussian War of 18()G.

BRTJNN, IlEiNBicn von (1822-94). A Ger-

man archaeologist, born at Wiirlitz. in Anhalt.

After studying at the T^niversity of Bonn, as a

pupil of Welcker and Rilsehl. he assisted in the

work of the Areha>ological Institute of Rome
(1843-5.3). He was lecturer on archa-ology at

Bonn (1854-56); secretary of the Archa>o!og-

ical Institute of Rome (1856-65), and professor

of archteology at the University of Munich (from
1865 until his death). In addition to articles on
Creek painting and Etruscan art. contributed to
philological and archaeological reviews, his pvib-

lications include: (leschichte der griechisclicn
Kiiiisller (2d cd., 1889) and / rilicvi delle urne
elni.-.rlic. I. Cirlu froico (1870).

BRUNNEN, broon'ncn (Ger., well, mineral
spring). A village and port in the Canton of
Schwyz, Switzerland, on the Lake of Lucerne, near
the mouth of the Muotta (Map: Switzerland,
C 2). The town has much of the lake trafiic,

and also is a eonsideralde health resort. It is

beautifully situated at the southeastern bend
of the lake, and is celebrated in history as the
])lace where, in December. l.'ilS, the deputies of
the forest cantons, who twenty-four years before
had formed a plan for the liberation of their
country from the Austrian yoke, laid the basis
of the Helvetian Republic after the battle of
Morgarten. Population. 3000.

BRUNNER, IliixRicu (1840—). An Aus-
trian legal historian, born at Wels. After study
at the University of Vieniui, he became a profes-
sor at Lemberg'(180U), Prague (1870), Strass-
burg (1872), and Berlin (1873). His contribu-
tions to the study of Prankish, (ierman, Xornian,
and Anglo-Norman law are reckoned imjiortant.

He was the first to demonstrate the inlluence
exercised by the primitive legal institutions of

the Franks through the Normans upon the Eng-
lish system of trial by jury. Among the titles

of his works are Zciigen- und inquisilionsbcwcis

dcr karolingixchoi Zeit (1806), and Die Entstc-
huiifi drr Scliiriirficrichtc (1872).

BRUNNER, broo'ner, Sebastian (1814-93).
An Austri:in Roman Catholic theologian and
author. He was born in Vienna, studied there,

and was ordained priest in 1838. In 1848 he
founded the llioitr katholische Kirchen::eitiing,

which he edited until 1865, and from 1853 to

1857 he was university preacher in Vienna. In
18G5 he became apostolic prothonotjtry and prel-

ate of the Papal household. In his writings he
was didactic, militant, and voluminous. Among^
his Ultramontane polemics are a satire in verse,

Der Xebcljungoi Lied (1845; 4th ed., 1891),
directed against the Hegelians, and Der dcutsche
iliob (2d ed., 1846). His nesammcllc JJrz-iih-

lungen und poctische Hchriften appeared in 1864-

77. For his biography, -consult Scheieher ( Vien-

na, 1888).

BRUNNER'S GLANDS (after J. C. Brun-
ner. (Jeiiiian analoiiiist ) . Small glands of the

compound lidiular variety (see Gi.and) l)ing

in the subnmcous coat of the duodenum. The
tubular acini are lined with granular epithelium,

which .secretes a serous lluid. The ducts pierce

the muscubiris mucosa^ and open upon the sur-

face of the nuicous membrane between the villi.

BRUNNOW, brun'no, Puilipp Count (1797-

1875). .\ Russian diiiloniat, born in Dresden,

lie studied at the University of Leipzig, and
entered the diplomatic service in 1818. He took

part in the congresses of Troppau and Laibach,

acted for one year as secretary to the Russian

Embassy in London, attended the Congress of

Verona, and then occupied for a time a liigh ofTice

in Saint Petersburg. In 1840 he was accredited

ambassador to London. After the outbreak of

the Crimean War he represented Russia in Frank-

fort, and, with Count OrlolT, was sent to the
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Congress of Paris in 1856. Immediately after the
treaty of peace had been concluded, he was sent
on a special mission to London to reestablish

friendly relations between the courts of Saint
Petersburg and Saint James. He was afterwards
appointed to the Court of Prussia, bxit in 1S58 he
returned to his old place in London, He repre-

sented Russia at the conferences in London in

18B4 and 1S71. In recognition of his services he
was made a count by the Czar in April, 1871. In
1874 he retired to Uaniistadt, where he died in

the following year.

BRUNO, brnn'no, FiLippo Giord.\xo (1548-
1600). An Italian philosopher. He was born
at Nola (hence often called 'the Xolan'), in the
Kingdom of Naples, and entered at an early age
the Order of Dominicans : but later, when he
expressed doubts in regard to some Church doc-

trines, he was obliged to flee from his convent
(1576). Henceforth his life was unsettled by
reason of the theological and philosophical hos-

tility he aroused wherever he stayed. He first

went to Geneva, where he spent two years, then
to Venice, Padua. Brescia. Milan. Cjenoa. Tou-
louse, Paris, London. Oxford, Marl)urg. Witten-
berg, Prague, Helmstedt, Frankfort-on-the-Main,
Zurich, Padua, and back to Venice. In many of

these places he occupied professorial chairs or
delivered courses of lectures, as in Toulouse,
Paris, O.vford, Wittenberg, and Helmstedt. It was
in England, inider the protection of the French
Ambassador, and in the enjo\Tnent of the friend-

ship of Sir Philip Sidney, that he composed his

most important works (158385). In Venice, in

1592, he was arrested by oflicers of the Inquisi-

tion, and conveyed to Rome in 1593. He was now
subjected for seven years to persecution and im-
]>risonment, in the vain hope that he would
recant; but when all the endeavors of his ene-

mies proved inell'ectual, he was given over to the
civil authorities for final correction, with the
request that he "be punished as lightly as possi-

ble, and without bloodshed." He told his judges
that probably they feared the sentence they pro-

nounced more than he. He died at the stake,

Februarj- 17, 1600. In 1889. under Papal protest,

a monument was erected on the spot where he had
met his death. His published writings, of which
the most valuable are composed in Italian, dis-

play throughout a strong, courageous soul, sus-

ceptible of deep enthusiasm, and laboring to
attain to the truth. La Cena delle cciieri, or,

"Evening Conversations on Ash Wednesday," is

an apology for the Coperniean astronomy; the
^pacrio (lella brstia trtonftinte. or, "Expulsion of

the Triumphant Beast" (Paris, 1584), is a satir-

ical allegory in the style of the times.

His greatest works are metaphysical, such as
the Delia causa principio ed tino ("On the One
First Cause") and De Viii/iiiito vniverxo e mondi
("On the Infinity of the Universe and of Worlds").
The doctrine enunciated in these is pantheistic,

and was perhaps inspired by that of Nicolas of

Cusa (q.v.), who was himself decidedly N'eo-Pla-

tonistic. Bruno held that there is no form with-

out matter, and as spirit or soul is form, it can
exist only in material emb(]dinient. There is an
all-life, animating the whole \miverst>. which is

thus one living being with life in all its members.
Thi.s all-life is (Jod, also called natiira iiaturaiis,

who manifests himself in the visible world, or
natura naturata. In Ood all the seeming incon-

-sistencies of the sensible world are harmonized

[cmncidentia oppositorum). This thought of the
oneness of the universe led Bruno to expand the
Coperniean view of astronomy, which in its

founder's thought regarded ouly the solar sys-

tem, and to make it t;ike in all creation, which is

thus regarded as a system of innumerable worlds,
each with its own sun, each having developed out
of a primitive indefinitcness to its present form,
and each destined to decay and dissolve. Every
part of this universe is instinct with the life of
the whole. The tiltimate irreducible parts are
called numads. whicli are eternal, both spiritual
;incl corporeal : anil they are atoms, .subject to
mathematical laws on the corporeal side.

In logic Bruno Avas an opponent of the Aristo-
telian theory, as interpreted by the scholastics,

and was an ardent champion of 'the LuUian art'

(see LuLLY, Raymond), which he greatly im-
proved. He rejected the syllogism as yielding no
new truth, and emphasized the necessity of

studying things ratlier than analyzing concep-
tions.

Bruno's philosophy had a great influence on
subsequent thinkers. Descartes, Spinoza, Leib-
nitz, Biihme, Hegel, and many others were nuich
indebted to him. Original editions of Bruno's
works are very rare. His writings in Italian
were published by Wagner (Leipzig, 18-29). All
his Latin writings were published in Naples and
Florence (1880-89). Consult: Bartholom&ss,
Jordano Brutto (Paris, 1846) : Frith. Life of
Brvno ihe IS/olayi (London, 1887) ; Berti, Docu-
mrtiti intnrno a (riordano Bruno di \ola (Home,
1880) ; Sigwart, Die Lchensgeschichte Giordano
Brunos (Tubingen, 1880) ; Mariano. Giordano
Bruno: La vita e I'uomo (Rome, 1881) ; Brim-
hofer, Giordano Bruno's Weltanschauung und
VerhSngnis (Leipzig, 1882) ; and a luminous
treatment in Pater, Gaston de Latour (London,
1890).

BRUNO, S.\IXT (1030-1101). The fotinder
of the Carthusian order of monks. He was born
in Cologne, and received his earliest education in

the school attached to the Collegiate Church of

Saint Cunibert, in that city. Subsequently he
studied in Rheims, where he distinguished him-
self so greatly that Bishop Gervasius appointed
him in 1057 director of all the schools in his

diocese. Brimo. however, soon began to be trou-
bled by the wickedness of his time, and, anxious
to escape from what seemed to him the general
l)olhition, he took refuge, along with si.x pious
friends, in a desert place, 14 miles nortli of

Grenoble, and there, in 1084, foimded the Order
of tlipe Carthusians (q.v.), so called from the
monaster}-, now known as La Gramlc Chartreuse.
The present building was erected after the last

fire in 1676. Brimo and his companions had each
a separate cell, in which they practiced the sever-

ities of the rule of Saint Benedict, keeping
silence during six days of the week, and only see-

ing one another on Sundays. Pope Urban II.,

who was one of Bruno's most eminent scholars,

in 1090 summoned the saint to Rome to be his
adviser. Bruno obeyed the call reluct-antly, and
steadily refused all offers of preferment. He
was the comjjanion of Urban in his flight to the
Campagna from the threatened onslaught of the
Emperor Heni-y IV., and shortly after (1094)
established a second Carthusian monastery,
called La Torre, in a solitary district of Calabria,
not far from Squillace. on the bay of the same
name, and there died, October 6, 1101. He was
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canonized by Leo X. in 1514. Bruno loft no writ-

ten regulations for his followers. Tliese lirst

made their appearance in a complete form in

1581, and were enjoined on all Cartliusians by
Pope Innocent IX. Consult: Ta])pcrl. Life of

lirutw (Luxemburg, 1872); another appeared at

Mnntreuilsur-Mer (18'J8).

BRUNO THE GREAT (o.92.5n05). Arch-
bishop of Cologne, and Duke of Lorraine, one of

the nio.st eminent men of hi.s time. He was tlie

third son of Henry tlie I'owler, and the l)rother of

Otho I., Emperor of Germany. Bahlerich, Bishop
of Utrecht, was his instructor, and at an early age

he became noted for surprising knowledge, sagac-

ity, and eloquence which secured for him an im-

mense influence over the bishops and dergi;'. On
the other hand, his liberality, meekness, and
great earnestness of heart won the affections and
reverence of the laity. Summoned by Otho to

the Imperial palace in 0.39, he quickly assumed
an inlluential position among the choniclers,

poets, and philosophers of the Court. In 940 he
became Imperial Chancellor. lie accompanied
Otho to Italy in 951. and honorably distinguished

himself by his fidelity to his brother, when Otho's

own son, Conrad, and others of his kindred
rebelled against him. As a reward, the Em])eror

appointed him Archbishop of Cologne and Duke
of Lorraine, in 95.3. Bruno died at Rheims. Oc-

tober 11, 91)5. He wrote a commentary on the

Pentateuch, and several lives of saints. For his

life, consult F. I. Pieler, Gymnasial Program
(Arnsbcrg. 1851).

BRUNO'NIAN SYSTEM OF MEDICINE.
See Brown, .Johx.

BRUNS, broons, Ivo (1853—). A German
classical jihilologi.st and jirofessor in the Uni-

versity of Kiel. He was born in Halle, May 20,

1853. and is the author of Plato's Oesetze, etc.

(1880); Lucrezsiudien (1884); Litterarische

Porlriite der (iriechen (1890) ; Pcrsonlichkeit in

iler fjeschichtschreibung der Alten (1898), etc.

BRUNS, Iv^vRL Georg (1810-80). A German
jurist. He was born in Ilelmstedt, and studied

in Giittingcn, Heidelberg, and Tubingen. He was
professor of law at the University of Berlin from
1801 to 1880. Several of his works on jurispru-

dence are justly celebrated. They include: Das
Recht des licsilzes im Mittelalter uitd in der

(lerjenwart (1848)— a work worthy of being

ranked with that of Savigny; and Ponies Juris

Uonuini Aniii/iii (Cth ed., edited by Mommsen
and riradcnwitz, 1893).

BRUNS, Victor vox (1812-83). A German
surgeon, born in Ilelmstedt. He studied in

Brunswick, Tiibingcn, Halle, and Berlin, and
after practicing in Brunswick visited Vienna and

Paris, to perfect himself in the science of surgery.

In 1843 he accepted tlie ])osition of professor of

surgery at Tubingen. In 1855 he was ennobled.

He wrote numerous scientific treatises, and was
an authority on diseases of the lar.\nix, winning

the medical" i)rize of 20,000 marks olVercd by tlie

Academy of Turin with his work on the surgical

treatment of the larynx. Among his publications

arc: Die Durclischneidiing der (lesirhtsnerven

hcim Oesiehtsschmerz (Tiibingcn, 1859) ; Die

Lari/ngoskopie und laryngoshopische Chirtirgic

(Tubingen, 18C5) ; Die Ainputalion der (Hied-

masscn dureh Ziriclsehnitt mit vordcrm Uaut-

lappen (Tubingen, 1879).

BRUNSWICK, brunz'wik. A city, port of

entry, and county-seat of Glynn County. tJa., 90
miles south by west of Savannah, on Saint Si-

mon's Sound, 8 miles from the ocean, and on the
Seaboard Air Line, the Phint System, and the
Southern railroads (Map: (ieorgia. E 4). It is

connected also by steamshijis with \ew York
and Boston, as well as other jioints on the coast;

has a fine harbor, with a lighthouse over 100
feet high; and exports cotton, phosphates, tar,

rosin, turpentine, cross-ties, and pine lumber.
Truck-gardening and oyster and vegetable can-
ning are imjiortant industries. Brunswick is

popular as a summer and winter resort, and lias

many points of interest, among the more promi-
nent of which are the United States Government
building, the city hall. Oglethorpe Hotel. .Jekyl

Island Club (the 'ilillionaire's resort'), the his-

toric Saint Simon's Island, Cumberland Island,

(he burial-place of 'Light Horse Harry' Lee, the
site of Dungeness Castle of the Carnegies. and
the Shell Boulevard, 9 miles in length. Under a

revised charter of 1900, the government is vested
in a mayor, elected every two years, and a mu-
nicipal council, cho.scn on a general ticket, which
embraces all subordinate ollicials. Brunswick
was settled as earlv as 1735 bv James Oglethorpe
(q.v.). Population, in 1890, 84.59; in 1900,9081.

BRUNSWICK. A town in Cumberland
County, .Maine, including Brunswick Village, at
the head of navigation on the Androscoggin
River, and on the ilaine Central Railroad (Map:
Maine, 8). It is 9 miles west of Bath, and
opposite Topsham, with which it is connected by
bridges. Good water-power is afforded by tin-

falls of the river at the head of tidal waters. T,\\e

town manufactures cotton goods, l>ulp. flour,

canned goods, boxes, brass, steel, and wooden spe-

cialties, patent medicines, etc. It has a pidilic

library of over 9000 volumes, and is the seat of

Bowdoin College (q.v.) and the .Medical School
of JIaine. Brunswick was settled in 1628, and
originally was called Peje])scot. The town of

Brunswick was incorporated in 1717, and the

village in 1830. Population, in 1890, 0012; in

1900, 0800. Consult Wheeler. Tlislonj of Bruns-
icick, Topshain, and HarpstreU, Including the

Aneient Territory Known as Pejepscot (Boston,
1878).

BRUNSWICK, Dike of. See Charles,
Frkdeuu K Alia sris William.

BRUNSWICK, House of. Henry the Lion,
of the lliiuse of (iuclph, one of the great vassals

01 Frederick Barliarossa in the Twelfth Century,
was the founder of this house He held the old

Saxcm duchy and Bavaria, bvit lost all save his

allodial possessions, Brunswick and Lunehurg,
through his rel)ellious conduct. His son Otho
was German Emperor as Otho IV. Otho the

Child, a grandson of Henry the Lion, was recog-

nized as the lirst Duke of Brunswick in 1235.

The history of the House of Brunswick in the

course of the next four centuries jiresents a be-

wildering succession of divisions, rcvinions, and
ramifications. Ernst the Confessor, Duke of

Lunehurg, who lived at the time of the Reforma-

tion, and who introduced Protestantism into his

little State, may be regarded as the progenitor,

Ihrougli his grandson Augustus, of the modem
eliler ducal line of Brunswick ( Brunswick- Wolf-

enliiittel) which became extinct in 1884, and,

through his son William, of the new younger
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ducal line of Bninswiek-Liineburg (House of

Hanover). Krnst Augustus. Duke of Bninswiek-
Liineburg, wlio niarrii'd .Sopliia, a granddaugliter

of James I. of Knglaiul. was raised to tlie dignity

of ninth Elector of tlie Empire in 1692. His son,

George Louis, succeeded to the crown of Great
Britain in 1714. (See England and Hanover.)
The ducal residence, which had been at Wolfen-
biittel, was in 1754 removed to Brunswick by
J)uke Charles, who founded the famous Collegium
Carolinum, and was a faithful ally of England
during the Seven Years' War. He died in 1780.

His brother Ferdinand was the ablest of the lieu-

tenants of Frederick the Great, turned the tide of

battle at Prague, and won the battles of Crefeld

and ilinden. The son and successor of Duke
Cliarles, Charles William Ferdinand, was nephew
of F'rederick the Great, and married Augusta,
daughter of George III. of England. He fought
in the Seven Years" War, and played an impor-
tant part at the battle of Crefeld in 1758. In
1792 he was commander of the allied armies of

Austria and Prussia against France. He marched
into Champagne, but was compelled to conclude

an armistice with Dumouriez, after trying in vain

to force the position at Valmy. In 1800 he was
called to lead the Prussian troops against Napo-
leon, who defeated him decisively at Auerstiidt;

he retired, broken-hearted, and died soon after-

wards from the effect of his wounds. Napoleon
incorporated his duchy with the new Kingdom of

Westphalia, but after the txittle of Leipzig it was
restored to his son, Frederick William, who had
distinguished himself in the camjiaigns of 1792,

1793, 1806, and who fell at the head of his troops

at the battle of Quatre-Bras in 1815. His son,

Charles Frederick, was a minor, and up to 1823

George IV. of England acted as Prince Regent.
The people of Brunswick endured the misrule of

Charles Frederick for seven years; then they
revolted and drove him from his duchy in 1830.

He died childless in Geneva, in 1873. By an act

of the Germanic Diet the duchy was transferred

to his brother William. Prince of Oels (born in

1806), who assumed the government April 25,

1831. He died childless in 1884, and the suc-

cession passed to the Duke of Cumberland, son
of George V., the dethroned King of Hanover. As
the heir refused to recognize the new Constitution

of the German Empire, the Imperial Government
declined to allow the succession to take place,

and an interregnum occurred. In October. 1885,

Prince Albert, a nephew of the Emperor William
I., was elected Regent of the duchy by the Diet.

Consult: lialliday. Annats of the House of Han-
over (London. 1826) ; Fitzmaurice, Charles 'Wil-

liam Ferdinand. Duke of Brunsieick: An His-

torical Study (London, 1901); Heinemann, Ge-

schiehle von ISraunsehweig und Hanover (Gotha,

1882-02).

BRUNSWICK (Ger. Braunschweig). A
duchy in the north of Germany, composed of

three large and six small exclaves. It is bounded
mainly by Prussian territory (provinces of Han-
over, Saxony, and Westphalia), with a total area
of 1424 square miles (Map: Germany, D 2). The
southeast part belongs to the region of the Harz
Jlountains, and rises in some places over 3000
feet. The northern portion is only slightly ele-

vated, and is mainly hilly. Brunswick belongs
almost entirely to the basin of the Weser. The
soil is mostly well cultivated and productive.

due in great part to the division of the land into
very small holdings.

Agriculture is the leading occupation; over
50 per cent, of the total area is under tillage.
Wheat, rye. oats, and barley are the chief cereals
gro\\-n and potatoes, sugar-beets, and hay are
important crops. Vegetables are cultivated ex-
tensively, and fruit-culture has developed rapidly
under the encouragement of the State. Cattle-
raising is carried on only in connection with agri-
culture, but the live-stock returns of the duchy
for the last few years show a very large increase.
The mineral industries are important. Lignite,
iron, asphalt, lead, and copper are tlie principal
minerals, and the total annual output is about
25.000,000 marks (•$5,950,000).

The manufactures of Brunswick are diversified.
There are extensive sugar mills and refineries,

cigar and cigarette factories, hat-factories, ma-
chine-shops, chemical-works of different kinds,
glass-works, some weaving-mills, and a number
of breweries. The main domestic exports are
metals, textiles, huts, liquors, and building-stone.
There are over 300 miles of railway lines. They
belong largely to the Prussian State Railway-
system.
The Constitutional Government dates from

1830. although the Constitution was not adopted
until 1832. As amended in 1899, it provides for
one Chamber, composed of 15 members elected
by the towns, 15 by the rural communities, 2 by
the Protestant clergy, 4 by the landed aristoc-
racy, 3 by the manufacturing interests, 4 by the
professional clas.ses, and 5 by the highest-ta.xed
citizens. Members of the Chamber serve for four
years. It is summoned every two years. Bruns-
wick has 2 votes in the Bundesrat and 3 repre-
sentatives in the Reichstag. The highest execu-
tive body is the Staatsniinisteriuni, divided into
5 departments. For purposes of local admin-
istration Brunswick is divided into 6 circles, ad-
ministered by directors. Revenue is obtained
chiefly by taxation and by the exploitation of
State domains. The budget is made up for a
period of two years, the estimates for education
not being embraced in the general budget. For
1901-02 the budget balanced, the totals being 17,-

000.000 marks (nearly $4,000,000), excluding the
civil list of the Duke, 1,125,000 marks (.$267,750).
The public debt, not reckoning the premium loan
contracted in 1869, and payable in annual instal-
ments by 1024. amounted' in 1900 to 27,688,000
marks ($6,580,744), and was contracted prin-
cipally for railways.

Education is in the hands of a special com-
mission. The technological school in Brunswick,
however, is under the immediate charge of the
Ministry. There are aljout 415 elementary
schools, mostly in the rural districts, and a con-
siderable number of secondary and trade schools.
The military forces of Brunswick are now com-
liined with those of Prussia, but are controlled
to some extent by the Regent. In 1900 the popu-
lation—almost exclusively native and Protestant—was 464,251, showing 0.9 per cent, increase
since the census of 1895. The capital is Bruns-
wick (q.v.). For the history of the duchy, see
BlUNSWICK, Hoi'SE OF.

BRUNSWICK (Ger. ISraunschncifi, niedi-
.Teval ISrunstrirh. liruneswik. for Med. Lat. Bruno-
ni.i virus, the village of Bruno, son of Rudolf,
Duke of Saxony; cf. Engl, wick, AS. wic, town,
MHG. wich, Goth, wcihs, village). The capital
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of the German ducliy of the same name, situated

on the Oker, about 35 miles southeast of Han-

over, and in latitude 52° 16' N., and longitude

10° 32' K. (Map: Germany, D 2). The town is

irregularly built, and its crooked and narrow

streets lend it a mediaeval appearance, although

its fortifications have given way to parks and
promenades. The most noteworthy of the

churches are the cathedral, founded by Henry the

Lion in the Twelfth Century, and containing the

tombs of Henry and his wife; the Church of

Saint Catharine, begun by liim in the Twelfth

Century, and completed in the Fifteenth; and

the Church of Saint Magnus, the original of

which was built in the Eleventh Century.

Among the secular edifices, the most prominent

is tlie Ducal Palace, erected in 1831-30 on the

site of the (iraue Hof, and reconstructed after

the fire of 1865. It has an imposing fagade, sur-

mounted bv a fine quadriga in copper, and is

adorned with statues of Otho IV. and Otho the

Child. The Altstadt Kathaus (town-hall of the

old town) is a fine Gothic building, begun in

12.50 and completed in 1468. Its facade, having

open arcades and pillars, is adorned with the

statues of Saxon princes. Among other interest-

ing edifices are the old ca.stle, recently rebuilt,

and the beautiful Gewandhaus. Brunswick is

rich in monuments, including one to Lessing.

The chief industries comprise the manufactur-

ing of chicory, tobacco, woolens, paint, machines,

chemicals, articles of apparel, sugar, liquors, etc.

The commerce is considerable, but it has de-

clined of late, and the annual fairs have lost in

importance.
The city administration is carried on by a

numicipal' council of 36 members and an execu-

tive board of 8 members. Brunswick owns its

water-works, gas plant, a slaughter-house, and

markets. A municipal sewage farm has been

in operation since 1897. The city is well pro-

vided with educational institutions, among
which are a technical high school established in

1745, and several special schools and teachers'

seminaries. The Ducal Musuem contains fine

Dutch paintings and etchings. There are also a

municipal nniseum and a theatre. Population,

in 18!)0, 101.047: in 1900, 128,177. Most of the

inhabitants are Lutherans.

Brunswick is supposed to have been founded

in the second half of the Ninth Century. It ob-

tained municipal privileges from Henry the Lion,

by whom it was also strongly fortified. A mem-

ber of the Hanseatic League. Brunswick became

one of the most important cities of Northern (Jer-

many; but its prosperity did not outlive that of

the I^eague. In the Seventeenth Century began

a decline, to which the Thirty Years' War also

contributed. During 1806-13 Brunswick behmgcd

to the Kingdom of Westphalia. In 1830 it was

the scene of a revolution, which resulted in the

llight of tlic reigning Duke.

BRUNSWICK BLACK. A varnish em-

ployed for coating coarsely finished iron grates,

fenders, etc. It is mainly compounded of bitu-

men, lampblack, and turiicntine, and when ap-

plied with a brush, quickly dries, and leaves a

shining jet-black surface. A similar composition

of finer quality for finer work is known as Ber-

lin blaek.

BRTnrSWICK GBEEN. A name applied

to several diiTerent substances. It has been

used, in the first place, to denote a green pig-

ment obtained by heating, in a closed vessel, a
solution of ammonium chloride with copper fil-

ings, separating the resulting pigment from
metallic copper by washing, and then slowly
drying it. As thus obtained, the pigment is a
copper o.xychloride, essentially similar to the
mineral atucnniile, which was originally found
in Chile. Another use of the name is t« denote
the pigment precipitated by the addition of am-
monium carbonate to a solution of alum and
copper sulphate. Lighter shades of this pig-

ment may be produced by adding barium sul-

phate or alum. At present, however, the name
Brunswick green is generally applied to mix-
tiires of Prussian blue and cliroiiii' yellow.

BRTJSA, broo'sa, or BROUSSA (anciently,

Lat. Prusa). A town of Asiatic Turkey, the cap-

ital of the vilayet of the same name, situated at

the foot of Mount Ol^Tupus. about 20 miles from
the Sea of Marmora (Ma]): Turkey in Asia,

C 2). The town is divided into several parts
by a mountain stream, spanned by a number of

bridges. It has an old ruined castle in the

centre, and while its streets are not very wide
or straight, the town has a very neat and pic-

turesque appearance. Mosques are numerous,
and some of them—as e.g. the Oglu-Djami

—

jjos.sess architectural beaiity. There are also a
number of fine baths, khans, and bazaars, which
are well stocked with European goods imported
from Constantinople. In Brusa and its vicinity

are the tombs of several of the early sultans and
of a large number of Turkish notabilities. About
a mile west of the town are found four hot sul-

phur springs used for bathing. The industrial

importance of Brusa is considerable. It pro-

duces silk goods and garments of a ven- high
reputation in the Eastern markets, exported also

to Lyons. The port of Brusa is Mndania. with
which it is connected by a railway line about
20 miles long. Brusa had once a population of

100.000, which has dwindled at present to about
40,000, mostly Turks.
Brusa was built by Prusias II.. King of Bi-

thynia. In 1326 Orkhan, son of Othman, the sec-

ond Sultan of Turkey, captured it and made it

the capital of his empire, and it continued so

until the Sultan Anuirath 1.. the successor of

Orkhan, removed the capital to Adrianople. The
Tartars i)lundered it in 1402. It has suffered

miich from fire and earthquakes. Consult Wil-

son. Conslantinoplc, Brusa, and the Troad (L<m-
don. 18!)3).

BRXTSASORCI, broo'sA-sOr'chS. See RiCCio,

DOMKXICO.

BRUSH. This term is used in electricity,

first, to describe a particular form of discharge

from an electrical machine (q.v.), and. second,

as the name of the device by which contact is

established between the comnuitator, or other

revolving part of a dynamo or motor, and the

conductors leading to the line. The brush dis-

charge from a static machine takes place when
the machine is in operation, but no sparks are

drawn fr(mi the collector, and is in the form of

a brush of pale-blue liglit, visible in a darkened

room, and accompanied by a faint hissing or

crackling. It occurs at the brass ball which is

farthest distant from the collecting comb, and
appears very similar to a tree with its branches

and ramifications. The shape of the brush
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varies with the shape of the conductor where
the discharge takes phice. and has been examined
iiy means of revolvinfr mirrors (see CnRoxo-
scoPE) and found to consist of a series of par-

tial sparks. In the case of a dynamo or motor
the brushes are either bundles of strips of cop-

per or gauze or blocks of carbon, which press

against the commutator or collecting rings and
complete the circuit through the line. They will

be found described and illustrated in the article

i^YNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINERY.

BRUSH. Charles Francis (1849—). An
American inventor, born in Euclid, Ohio. He
graduated in 1809, at the engineering depart-

ment of the University of ilichigau. and was an
analytical chemist in Cleveland. Ohio, from 1809

to 1871. From 1871 to 1875 he was in the iron

industry. He perfected in 1876 the dynamo-
electric machine known by his name, and not
long after the "series' arc-lamp, which might,
with uniform results, be used in circuit in large

numbers. Since that time he has patented more
than fifty other inventions, chiefly detailed im-

provements on the two jireceding. He founded in

Cleveland the Bnish F.lectrie Company, which
controls all his American patents, and in 1899

received the Rumford medal.

BRUSH, Edward X. (1852— ). An Ameri-
can pliysician. He was born at Glenwood, Erie

County, X. Y. ; graduated in 1874 at the Uni-
versity of Buffalo; was editor of the Buffalo
Medical Journal in 1874-89. and assistant phy-

sician at the State Lunatic Asylum. Utica.

From 1884 to 1891 he was assistant at the Penn-
sylvania Hospital for the Insane, Philadelphia,

-and in the latter year became physician-in-

chief and medical superintendent of the Shep-

pard and Enoch Pratt Hospital, Baltimore, Md.
He was associate editor of the Ameriran- Journal

of Insaiiiti/ from 1878 to 1884, and again as-

sumed that post in 1897. He has written much
on insanity.

BRUSH, George de Fore.st (18.5.5— ). An
American figure-painter. He was born in Shel-

byville, Tenn.. September 28, 185.5, and was a
pupil of Gerome in Paris. Public notice was
iirst attracted to his work, in 1883, by his pic-

tures of Indian life in the West. In 1892 he
exhibited at the Society of American Artists
"The Portrait" and "Ossian and the Bard."
After his later visits to Paris his work was
more strictly confined to figure-composition, por-

traying mother and child, or children, in some-
what the manner of the Italian Renaissance
painters. He interested himself in plastic art,

\vith a view to improving works of handicraft

in general use. Brush took the Hallgartcn prize

of the Xational Academy in 1888, and received

a gold medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900.

He was chosen a member of the Society of

American Artists, and an associate of the Na-
tional Academy of Design. His color sense is

strong, and his canvases are composed with
great care. His work seems little affected by
the new school of light and air, but remains
faithful to the older traditions of 'seeing' and
of the manipulation of pigment.

BRUSH, George .Tarvis (18.31— ). An
American mineralogist, born in Brooklyn, X. Y.

He graduated at Yale in 1852. and later studied

in Munich and Freiberg. In 1855 he became pro-

fessor of metallurgy' in the Yale, now Shefiield,

Vol. in.—.)».

Scientific School, exchanging this chair for that

of mineralogy in 1804. He was director of the

scientific school from 1872 to 1898. He has con-

tributed much to the American Journal of Soi-

cnc'C and similar ])erio(licals. and has published

a Manual of Dcfcrininatirc Mincraloyij (1875).

BRUSH-BIRDS. Birds of the family Atri-

chiid;c. inhabiting the .scrub of Australia.

BRUSH and BROOM (bruah, OF. broche,

brosse. bush, brushwood, possibly akin to AS.
byrst, OHG. burst, Ger. Borst, bristle; and see

Broom). A brush is an instrument for sweeping
or rubbing surfaces, either to remove dirt or to

apply some material, as paint or blacking. It

is composed of a bunch or bunches of fibrous and
flexible material attached to a hiindle or back.

A broom is simply a long-handled brush. These
familiar instruments are of very ancient origin,

for they are mentioned in the writings of Homer.
They are used for a great variety of purposes,

and are made from an indefinite immber of ma-
terials. Among the commoner materials used in

their manufacture are bristles, feathers, whale-

bone, and rubber, the hair of the camel, Russian
squirrel, badger, bear, and goat, rattan, split

cane, broom-corn, and coir. The last-named ma-
terial, which is simply the husk of the cocoanut-

palm, is largely superseding hog's bristles for the

coarser kinds of brushes.

Brushes are said to be simple when they con-

sist of a single tuft, and compound when they

consist of a series of tufts. The crudest fonn of

all is the ordinary paint-brush, in which the

handle is forked at the end and a bunch of

bristles is inserted between the two prongs,

which are then bound together with twine and
secured with a coating of glue. Artists' paint-

brushes are made from camel's or Russian
squirrel's hair; the roots "are forced into a quill

which has been soaked previously, and which on
drying holds them fast.

In making the cheaper grades of compound
brushes, such as floor and scrub brushes, dusters

and blacking-bruslies. the tufts of bristles, coir,

or whatever the material used, are simply stuck

into holes bored in a piece of wood. Tbe.se holes

may be bored at an angle, so that the tufts will

project outward. The root-ends are dipped in

melted pitch, bound with thread, and then

dipped again and inserted with a twisting mo-
tion. In the finer grades of brushes the tufts

are tied in the middle witli wire or thread,

which is drawn up through the hole piercing the

wood, and are secured by interueaving at the

back. A veneer is then glued or cemented on

the back to cover the wires. The best brushes

are trepanned—that is, the holes are driven

longitudinally or transversely through the back,

and other holes sunk to niec?t them on the face

of the brush. The tufts are then tied in the

middle with strong threads, which are drawn
through the holes piercing the brush, after

which the holes running transversely or longi-

tudinally through the brush are plugged.

Brushes arc made by machinery, and nuiny dif-

ferent devices for tlicir construction have been

invented. In the Woodbury process—an Ameri-
can invention and one of the earliest in brush
manufacture — the back of the brush is tre-

panned, and as the holes do not go clear through
the wood, an extra back is not required. This
machine consists essentially of a metal comb
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of uniform thickness, filled with bristles which
are held in the middle, so that one half of the
bristles appear above the surface of the comb
and the other half beneath. The comb thus
charged moves in guideways, and discharges bris-

tles from each division successively into a chan-
nel in which thev are brought into a horizontal

Besides the commoner types of brushes and
brooms already described, there is an endless
variety constructed in special shapes and used
for special purposes.

The accompanying table gives the foreign

trade of the United States in brushes and brush-
materials :

Valce of Foreign Teade of the United States in Brushes axd Brush Mateeials
Compiled from the Statistical Abstract for 1900

year ending JUNE
30th
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mented by an inelosure containing several stat-

ues of scientists and authors ; the Place du Con-
gr&s, having a column 146 feet liigh. surmounted
bv a bronze statue of King Leopold I.; and the

Place Sainte Gudule, containing the famous
cathedral of the same name.
Among the ecclesiastical buildings, the Cathe-

dral of Sainte Gudule ranks first. It is an im-
posing structure in early Gothic style, begun
about 1220, on the site of an old church. It is

famous chiefly for its magnificent windows of

stained glass, belonging to different periods since

the Thirteenth Century. The two towers on
both sides and the statuettes of the portal are

of a recent date. The cathedral contains nu-
merous monuments of the royal family. Xotre
Dame des Victoires or du Sablon was originally

constructed in the early Fourteenth Century,
Avas completely rebuilt in the Fifteenth and Six-

teenth centuries, and is now being restored.

Other prominent churches are Notre Dame de
Finistfire and Saint .Jacques sur Caudenberg,
with a copper-roofed belfry. The finest speci-

mens of architecture, however, are found in the

secular edifices of Brussels, among which the

Hotel de Ville comes first. It is in the Gothic
style, aud its fagade, fronting the market, is

profusely adorned with statuary. In the centre

rises the tower, 370 feet, surmounted by a gilt

statue of Saint Michael, the city's patron saint.

The front part of the building dates from the Fif-

teenth Century : the rear portion was reconstruct-

ed in the Eighteenth Century, after the French
had destroyed the original structure in 1695.

The royal palace stands south of the park, and
contains pictures by Rubens, Vandyke, and Frans
Hals. On the north side of the park is situated

the Palais de la Xation, erected at the close of

the Eighteenth Century for the Council of Bra-

bant. It is now used by the Senate and the

Chamber of Deputies. The Palais des Acade-

mies, formerly belonging to the Prince of

Orange, is in the Italian style, and houses the

Academic Royale des Lettres, Beaux-Arts et Sci-

ences, and the Acad&raie Royale de JKdecine.

The Palais d'Areuberg dates from the Sixteenth

Century, and has a picture-gallery containing

examples of Rubens, Vandyke, Rembrandt, Te-

niers, and Frans Hals. The largest structure of

modem times is the Palais de Justice, begun in

1866 and inaugurated in 1883, on the occasion

of the fiftieth anniversary of Belgium's inde-

pendence. It is in the Grieco-Roman style, and
covers a site of 500 feet by 560. Pyramidal in

shape, it culminates in a dome with a cross.

Brussels has a number of markets, and the

Place Grande contains several guild-houses de-

voted to the use of various trades.

Admixistration. The capital is administered
by a burgomaster, assisted by five assessors.

The municipal council has twenty-nine members,
elected for six years. Brussels owns its tele-

phone lines, electric plant, water and gas works,

all of which it operates at a considerable profit;

while by the sale of the city's garbage one-fourth

of the cost of its collection is recovered. The
street railways, run by electricity, are owned
by private companies, which, however, are under
the strict control of the municipal government.
The sanitary conditions of the city are being con-

stantly improved, and the death-rate shows a sat-

isfactory decline. The annual budget of Brussels

is steadily growing, and in I'JOl reached the sum

of over 4.3,000,000 francs (about $S,300,000), of
which Sinn about 25 per cent, was re(]uired by
the needs of the municipal debt. The cost of
the administration amounts to a little over 3
per cent., an amount nearly equal to the profits
from the municipal gas plant. The municipal
debts of Brussels were consolidated in 1S86 into
a single debt of 289,000,000 francs (.$55,777,000),
payable in 90 years.

Education. Among the numerous educational
establishments, the university (q.v. ), with its

splendid library, stands first. There are also an
academy of medicine, a veterinary school, a mili-

tary school, a conservatory of music, numerous
scientific and art associations, and an academy
of art. The Royal Library, foinided in 1838,
has 500.000 volumes, about 25,000 manuscripts,
100.000 engravings and prints, and a vast collec-

tion of coins and medals. The Palais des Beaux-
Arts is a classical building, completed in 1880,
and devoted mainly to paintings and sculpture.

It contains about 600 paintings of the old Flem-
ish school, and a gallery of modern Flemish art
numbering about 350 canvases. Among the the-

atres the most important is the Theatre de la

Slonnaie, built in the beginning of the Sixteenth
Century and devoted to ojjera.

In industry and commerce Brussels occupies
a secondary position. The chief manufactures
are laces (for which this city has long been
famous), furniture, metal, and leather goods.
It is the centre of the national railway system,
and is connected with different parts of Belgium
by two canals. The population of Brussels has in-

creased with remarkable rapiditv. From 84.000
in 1825 it rose to 152,828 in 1850, 182,305 in

1890, and 211,429 in 1900. Including its sub-

urbs, the inhabitants number 500,000. The for-

eign element, especially natives of France, is very
prominent.
The hamlet of Brucselle (swamp dwelling)

first sprang up in the Seventh Century, round a

chapel erected by Saint Gerald, on an island in

the Senne. About 1050 it became a cathedral
town and acquired extensive municipal rights,

in defense of which it fought bitterly against
the Dukes of Burgundy, into whose possession

it came in 1430. ilar.y of Burgundy brought the

to\vn to her husband, Maximilian I. Under
Charles V. Brussels was made the Court resi-

dence in the Netherlands, and became after-

wards, under Philip II., the chief scene of the

Revolution and of the atrocities committed by
the Duke of Alva and the Inquisition. It sur-

rendered to Alexander of Parma in 1585. Brus-
sels suffered greatly in the war of Spain against
Louis XIV., in whose reign it was bombarded
by Marshal Villeroi, and in that of Austria
against Louis XV.; but still more from the con-

tinual prevalence of party animosities caused
by the policy of Austria. Under the mild rule

of Maria Theresa Brussels flourished greatly,

and in this time many of its best institutions
and public buildings were founded. In 1789
occurred the Brabant Revolution, under Joseph
II., and scarcely had Austrian rule been reestab-

lished, after a brief time of independence, when
Brussels fell into the hands of the French, under
Dumouriez (1792). After other changes of for-

tune, Brussels, with the other parts of Belgium,
was incorporated with the kingdom of the
Netherlands in 1815, and so remained until the
Revolution of 1830, when, after a four days'
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TOurderous struggle between tlie soldiers and
populace in the streets of the town, the inde-

pendence of Belgium was declared, and Brussels
was made the capital of the kingdom.

BKUSSELS, University of. A Belgian uni-

versity wliich derives its chief interest from the

fact that it wa.s founded without cooperation
«f State or Chiirch. and is in that respect unique
in Europe. The Hcvolution of IS.SO destroyed the

old University of Louvain, already shattered by
the French wars. Tlie Liberal Party, under the

lead of Theodore Verhaeghen, in 1834 establislied

in its place the Free University of Brussels,

largely by private subscription. This and the

number of students at first proving insufficient

to maintain the new foundation, as a result of

furtlier efTorts more money was secured from
private sources. The city of Brussels and the

Province of Brabant subsidized the institution,

and the city further gave it a building. In 11102

the university had over 1000 students, divided

among the faculties of philosophy, law, mathe-
matics and science, medicine, pharmacy, and a

polytechnic school. It comprises also a school

of political and social science.

BRUSSELS CARPET. See Carpet.

BRUSSELS CONFERENCE. An impoi-tant

international conference of the Powers of Europe
held in Brussels, Belgium. July 27, 1874. It was
called on the suggestion of the Russian Emperor,
with a view to ameliorate and render more
humane the rules and usages of war. The United
States did not send a representative, and Great
Britain sent but one, after notifying the Powers
that she opposed any consideration of the rules

of naval warfare by tlie Conference. All of the

leading nations of Europe were represented. A
draft code, or project, was prepared by Russia

and submitted to the other governments before

the meeting, with the understanding that it

should be freely discussed, and that, in case a
unanimous conclusion was reached, a new decla-

ration, embodying the opinion of Euiope thus

manifested, slumhl be publislied by the Powers.

Uptm many topics tlie representatives were

agreed, but upon others the differences of opin-

ion were found to be irreconcilable. There was
geneial unanimity as to the definition of com-

batants, non-combatants, and sjiies; as to

the legitimate means of injuring an enemy ; con-

cerning the conduct of sieges and bombardments,
the treatment of prisoners of war, as well as of

the sick and wounded, flags of truce, capitula-

tions, and armistices.

Tlie representatives could not agree, however,

as to what constitutes hostile occupation of in-

vaded territory. The view taken by England and
some other States was that a territory was not

to be deemed occupied by an invader, unless he

had force enough to repress any insurrection;

while Germany and other States held that the

rule applying to naval blockades did not apply

to occupation of invaded territory. It need

not he, at every moment, eli'ective. It was
enough that the invading army had broken down
organized opposition, and had assumed comjilete

control for a time, even though it had advanced

to other sections. Another point of ditVerence

related to the right of a people to rise en masse

and oppose invaders, even tlimigh not organized

as a part of a regular military force. Here,

again, England sided with the small States, and

refused to concur in a policy which, in her opin-
ion, would tend to paralyze patriotic resistance
by the masses of an invaded nation.
Although tlie Conference fell far short of ac-

complishing the purpose for which it was called,
it marks an important advance in international
law. See Ii.\ouE Peace Confeke.nce; Belliger-
ent; Spy, etc., and Interxatioxal Law, and
the authorities tliere referred to,

BRUSSELS LACE (so named as it is chiefly
made in Brussels). A pillow-lace (see Lace)
made with a hexagonal net having four twisted
and two plaited sides. iluch of the modern
Brussels lace is simply a pillow-lace pattern ap-
jdiqued in a machine net. (See Bobbinet.)
The l)est Brussels lace is of a very fine linen
thread, which has to be spun in damp cellars, for
if handled in the dr_v air it is likely to break;
the sjiinncr depends chiefly on her sense of touch
for making the thread even. The diHieulty and
unhealthfulness of the work naturally make the
product rare and costly. Tlie rarest qualities
liave a needlework ground called point a I'ai-

niiille. It is said that a ciioice piece of Brussels
la(^e passes through the hands of seven ditferent
workers, each of whom has her special depart-
ment and does not know what the final pattern
will be.

BRUSSELS SPROUT. A cultivated variety
of lirassicti ijlirana. distinguished by produc-
ing in the axils of the leaves buds or cabt)age-

like heads an inch or more in diameter. These
heads or 'sprouts' are prepared like cabbage
or cauliflower for the table. The plant is grown
as a fall crop and is cultivated in much the same
manner as cabbage. Some varieties attain a
height of 4 feet and produce sprouts on nearly
the whole length of the stem. The plant takes
its name from Brussels, Belgium. See Cabbage.

BRUT, broot. A work by Layamon (c.l200),
chronicling in 32,000 verses the wanderings of

Brutus the Trojan, and the early legends of

British history after his advent. The work is

an amplified \ersion of the French Brut of Wace,
whicli in turn is taken from Geofl'rey of ilon-
moutli. The British Jluseum contains the two
manuscripts of the work.

BRUTA. See Edentata.

BRUTE, Sir .ToiiN. One of the leading char-
acters in Vanbrugh's comedy The Proroked Wife.
He is a brutal <k''bauelu', who goads his wife to
rebellion, and then lacks courage to resent her
self-assertion.

BRtJTT, bryt, Ferdinand (1849—). A Ger-
man |)aiiiter, born in Hamburg. He studied at
the \\eimar art school. In 1876 he went to

Diisseldorf, and became a professor in the art
academy there in 1803. In 1000 he removed to

Cronlierg. His genre pictures are marked by
cleverness of characterization. A list of his

works includes "Disturbed Peasant." '"Peasant

Delegation." "The Prince on the Promenade,"
and "The Petitioner."

BRUT'TIL The name of an ancient tribe

and a territory of Italy, comprising the southern
extremity, or toe, of the peninsula, now called

Calabria. The people known as Bnittians be-

came rulers in this part of the peninsula about
ii.c. 3.50. Before that the inhabitants seem to

have been of some Pelasgian race, but at an early
date Greek adventurers started settlements on
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the coast, of which the more important were Cro-

tona, Rhegiuni, and Locri. The warlike Greeks
subjected the natives and held them in slavery

until after the Peloponnesian War. At that pe-

riod the Lucanians came in from the north and
still further oppressed the natives. At last, about
the middle of the Fourth Century n.c, the people,

rising against oppression, became their own mas-
ters; they gained power rapidly, captured some
of the Greek cities, and. assisted by the Luca-
nians, held their own against the (Grecian arms.
The Bruttii were powerful until after tlieir par-

ticipation in the Samnite War against Rome,
B.C. 282. Xot long afterwards they were sub-

jected to Rome an<l gave up much of their terri-

tory. In the Second Punic War they revolted

and assisted Hannibal, for which they were pim-
ished by Rome in the sacrifice of what little they

had left of independence. At that time the

Bruttii as a nation disappeared from history. In

the new reorganization of Italy imder Augustus,
BruHii and Lucnnin were joined to form the

Third Region, and after the time of Diocletian,

this region was organized as a province under
a corrector, or governor.

BRtr'TUS. A tragedy of Voltaire (1730),
which suggested the tragedies MarcKs Brutus
and JiDiiiis Brutus of Alfieri. (2) A tragedy of

Catherine Bernard, produced bj- the Comedie
Frangaise in 1000.

BRUTUS, or The Fall of Tabquix. The
title of a play by the American dramatist John
Howard Payne I

ISIS).

BRUTUS, or BRUTE, the Tro,ia>-. The
mythological first King of Britain, grandson of

Aseanius, the son of ^t^neas. He unintentionally

slew his father, Sylvius, and fled to Greece,

thence to Britain, where he founded New Troy,

or London.

BRUTUS, LuciL-s -Junius. A Roman who
figures in the legendary history of early Rome,
as the hero who overturned the monarchical, and
established the republican form of government.
The legend nms that he was the son of a rich

Roman. On his father's death Tarquin the

Proud took possession of the property, and put
an elder brother to death, and Brutus himself
escaped the same fate only by feigning idiocy

(hence the name Brutus, stupid). Sent with the

two sons of Tanjuin to consult the oracle of

Delphi about a prodigj', he asked the god who
should be the next king. "He who first kisses

his mother," was the reply. Returned to Italy,

the brothers hastened to Rome to kiss their

mother; but Brutus, pretending to slip, fell and
kissed his mother earth. Remembering his own
wrongs, and gifted with the strength and wisdom
of one who was fulfilling the decrees of fate,

Brutus, when the foul rape committed by one of

the royal family upon l^ucretia had shocked the

people, convoked them, placed himself at their

head, and drove the kings from Rome. He is

said to have been then elected one of the two
first consuls (n.c. .50!!). That his chara(-ter as

a stem old Roman hero might be comi)let«>, the

legend adds that he sacrificed to the new Republic
his own sons, detected in a conspiracy to restore

the monarchy; and that at last he fell in mortal
combat repelling an attack led on by one of the

sons of Tanpiin. Little more, however, can be

said to be established upon suHicient historical

evidence with regard to Brutus, than that there

existed a person of that name who held high
office in Rome at a very early period.

BRUTUS, JI.AKCus Junius (b.c, 85-42). One
of the conspirators against Ca>sar. His father

bore the same name, was a follower of JIarius,

and, sutt'ering defeat from Pompey, was at the

latter's direction put to death. At this time
the sou was but eight years old, and his educa-

tion was in part watched over by his uncle,

Marcus Cato, whose philosophy he adopted. He
studied and practiced law, like his father before

him. but civil life was interrupted by political

conditions. On the outbreak of hostilities be-

tween C'lesar and Pompey, he gave his support to

the man who destroyed his father. (';esar, how-
ever, Tictor at Pharsalia, pardoned him, took
him into favor, and appointed him Governor of

Cisalpine Gaul. Here his conduct was that of

a high-minded official, and in b.c. 44 the office

of prwtor urbanus was conferred upon him by
the same steadfast friend. It was while hold-

ing this place that he became a conspirator

against tlie promoter of his career. After the

assassination of Caesar, unable to win a follow-

ing, he escaped to Athens, and succeeded in rais-

ing a large force and becoming powerful in Slace-

donia. Cassius had been equally successful in

equipping an army in Asia, and together they
proceeded to Philippi, wdiere they joined bat-

tle with Antony and Octavius. As commander
of the Republican right, Brutus repulsed Octa-

vius; while Cassius, overcome by Antony, and
feeling that tlieir cause was lost, made an end
of himself. This example Brutus soon followed.

The glamor thrown over the character of Bru-

tus by Shakespeare will, unhappily, not bear
scrutiny. He was at one time a relentless

usurer, and did not scruple to apply to Cicero

as Governor of Cilieia for power to make unlaw-
ful exactions. His political affiliations, too, ap-

pear suspicious, and his joining the conspirator'*

seems to have been the result of the seductive

power of the astute Cassius rather than of any
deep-set convictions. Somewhere he was weak
or corrupt; but it is charitable to believe that

the principles of his Stoic philosophy grew ujion

him, and that he became worthier of his grand
old uncle, Cato. His studies present him in his

most amiable light: for, notwithstanding his

militarj' successes, he was a studei't, :iot a man
of action; a theorist, not a doer of deeds. All

his writings have been lost.

BRUX, bn.iks (Ger. Briickc, bridge: its Czech
name Most, bridge, being a mere translation).

A town in the Austrian Crownland of Bohemia,
on the Biela, about ."JO miles northwest of

Prague (Map: Austria-Hungary, C 1). Its

principal buildings are the new Rathaus and
the Gothic Dechanteikirche, built in 1.517. Briix

is the centre of a productive brown-coal district,

and manufactures sugar, cast iron, machinery,
potash, and enameled ware, and has several brew-
eries and distilleries. In the neighborhood are
the bitter-water springs of Piillna and Seid-

schiitz. Population, in ISflO, 14,i)00; in I90O.

21,500. The place was made a city in 1273 by
King Ottokar II.

BRUYAS, bn.i'ya', .Jacquks {1C37-1712). A
Frciirli .Irsuit missionary. Of the place of his
birth, or of his early career, little is known. He
went to Canada in IGOti, and was sent among the
Inxpiois Indians as a missionary. He studied
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the Mohawk language, and wrote a work in Latin
on the Mohawk Radicals, the most extensive

work vet written on the subject. He was one of

the first to work among those Indians, and may
be said to have established the mission there.

BBUYilRE, brv'yar', Jean de ia. See La
Bruy£:re.

BRUYN, broin, Barthel (1493-1556). A
Cierman historical and portrait painter. He was
born in Cologne. He successively revealed the

influence of Van Eyck, Jan Schoreel, and Hol-
bein ; but toward the close of his career he for-

sook these tendencies, and endeavored to imitate
Michelangelo and other masters of Italian art.

He was especially celebrated as a painter of

portraits, a genre in which he occupied a very
high rank. Among his numerous works in the

Cologne Museum are the following: "ilartyrdom
of Saint Ursula." "Adoration of the Magi,"
"Burgomaster Browillcr and Wife." His other
productions include: "Corpus Christi" (Cologne
Cathedral) ; "Altarpieee" (Saint Victor's Church,
Xanten), a chef-d'oeuvre: "Saint Catharine" and
eighteen others (Munich Gallery); "Madonna"
(Berlin Museum); "Burgomaster Ryth" (ib.);

also portraits in the Frankfort, Brussels, Bruns-
wick, and Gotha galleries.

BRUYS, bru's', BRTJIS, or BRUEYS, Pierre
DE ( ?-c.ll26). A French religious reformer,

founder of the Petrobrusians. Nothing is known
of him beyond what is contained in the Episiola

adrersiix Petrobrusianos Hwreticos, written by
Peter the Venerable (q.v.), Abbot of Cluny, to

certain of the bishops of Provence and Dauphine,
not long after the death of de Bruys. He was
originally, perhaps, a member of the secular

clergy in southern France. His aim seems to

have been to restore Christianity to its pristine

simplicity. This meant, for him, to reject infant

baptism, transubstantiation, prajers for the dead,

and, in general, costly churches. But his ill-

directed eloquence effected little save violence on

the jiart of his followers. He preached chiefly

in the dioceses of Aries, Die, Embrun, Gap, Xar-

bonne, and Toulouse, and was finally appre-

hended and burned at Saint Gilles. His follow-

ers united with the Henricians, which sect, how-

ever, did not last long.

BRY'AN. A village and county-seat of Wil-

liams County, Ohio, 55 miles west by south of

Toledo, on the Lake Shore and Michigan South-

ern and the Cincinnati Northern railroads (Map:
Ohio, A 3). Population, in 1890. 30U8; in 1900,

3121.

BRYAN. A city and county-seat of Brazos

County, Tex., 100 miles northwest of Houston,

on the Houston and Texas Central Railroad

(Map: Te.xas, F 4). It has a considerable trade

in live stock, cotton, and cotton-seed oil. and
manufactures of cotton-seed oil, flour, carriages,

etc. Population, in 1890, 2979; in 1900, 3589.

BRYAN, Mirn.\Ei. (1757-1821). An Eng-

lish art critic and connoisseur, born in Newcas-

tle-on-TxTie. He is the author of a biographical

and critical niclionary of Painters and IJni/ra vers

(1813-lfl), recognized as a standard work. It

•was revised by R. E. Graves in 1S8(;. In 1794

he was employed by the Duke of Bridgcwatcr

and other English noblemen to purchase certain

pictures in the Orleans collection of paintings.

BRYAN, William Jennings (1860— ). An
American politician, born in Salem, 111. He
graduated at Illinois College in 1881, and at the

Union College of Law, in Chicago, in 1883, and
practiced law in Jacksonville, 111., until 1887,
when he removed to Lincoln, Neb. From 1891

to 1895 he was a member of Congress. He at-

tracted attention as a public speaker soon after

beginning the practice of the law, and in Congress
he made several ell'ectivc speeches on free trade.

In 1893, and again in 1894, he sought unsuccess-
fully to secure an election to the United States
Senate. He was the editor of the Onuilia World-
Herald from 1894 to 1896, and made many
speeches on free silver throughout the Jlississippi

Valley. An eloquent speech against the gold
standard, which he delivered in the Democratic
National Convention of 1896, brought him the
nomination for President, and soon afterwards
he received the Populist nomination also. He
canvassed nuich of the country in person,

traveling more than 18,000 miles, and making
numer(nis speeches, but was defeated by Me-
Kinley by an electoral vote of 271 to 176. Dur-
ing the next four years, except for a short time
in 1898, when he served as a colonel of volun-
teers in the Spanish-American War, he devoted
himself assiduously to preaching the gospel

of free silver and opposing trusts and im-
perialism. In 1900 he was again nominated
for the Presidency, this time by the Silver Re-
publicans in addition to the Democrats and the

Populists. He again made an active personal

canvass, but was again defeated by ^IcKinley.

the electoral vote being 292 to 155. Soon after

the Presidential campaign of that year he estab-

lished a weekly periodical. The Commoner, which
he has since edited. He has published The First

Battle: A Stor;/ of the Campaign of 1896 (1896),
which also contains some of his speeches and a
biographical sketch by his wife.

BRYANT, Hexry Grieb (1859—). An
American explorer and traveler. He was horn
in Alleaheny, Pa.; graduated in 1S83 at Prince-

ton L'niversity, and in 1886 at the law depart-

ment of the University of Pennsylvania, and in

1892 was second in command in the Peary Relief

Expedition to Greenland. In 1894 he commanded
the Peary Relief Ex|)editio7i of that year, and
in 1897 the expediticm to Mount Saint Elias,

.\laska. He was honorary vice-president of the

International Geographical Congress in Berlin in

1899, and from 1897 to 1900 president of the

Geogra])hical Society of Philadelphia.

BRYANT, William CiT-LEN (1794-1878). A
distinguished American poet and journalist. He
was born in Cummington. Mass.. Novendier 3,

1794, the son of Dr. Peter Bryant, a jihysician

and a inember, for several terms, of the ilassa-

chusctts Legislature. He showed his precocity as

a poet by publishing verse, at the age of thirteen,

in the New Hampshire Gazette, and by writing

the following year a satirical poem, "The Em-
bargo," in the Eighteenth-Century manner; his

most famous poem, "Tbanatopsis," was ]irobably

conipo.sed in 1811, though it was not jjublisbed

till 1817. Bryant studied for a year at Williams
College, then took >ip law'. He was admitted to

the bar in Plymouth, Mass., in 1815, practiced

in Plainfield, "Mass., for a year, and in Great
Barrington for nine years. During this time

he was so well known as a poet that he was
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invited to deliver the Phi Beta Kappa poem at
Harvard College in 1821, and his poem on that
occasion, "The Ages," was published with several

others in the same year. In 1825 Bryant removed
to New York, where he became editor of the Xew
York Reinew. In the following year he became
assistant editor of the Xew York Evening Post,

and in 1828 was made editor-in-chief of that
paper—a post which he held till his death. Dur-
ing this time he wrote and published many poems
and several works in prose, besides his regular
newspaper articles. Aside from his poems,
which were published occasionally in various
newspapers and magazines, such as the now
forgotten United States Literary Gazette, the
Xew York Ledger, the Atlantic Souvenir, as well
as in the Xew York Evening Post, Harper's
Weekly, and the Xorth Aynerican Review, Bry-
ant's chief published works are the following:
Letters of a Traveler (1850); Letters from
Spain and Other Countries (1859); Letters

from the East (18G9) ; Orations and Addresses
(1873) ; and several volumes of collected poems.
During the period of his active literary work
he found time to translate the epics of Homer,
bis well-known version of the Iliad appearing
in 1S70, and that of the Odyssey in 1871-72. His
death occurred in Xew York, June 12, 1878, as
the result of a sunstroke, while he was making
an address at the unveiling of a statue in Central
Park.

The literary and journalistic career of Brj-ant
comprises nearly two-tliirds of a century. Noted,
as a boy for his precocity, and as a man, living

for fifty years in the largest city in America, for

the simplicitj- and wholesomeness of his life and
for his distinction of mind and bearing, his ca-

reer is one of the longest in the history of Ameri-
can letters. He is best kno\m as a poet. His
"Thanatopsis," "To a Waterfowl," "The Death
of the Flowers," "The Fringed Gentian," "The
Crowded Street," "My Country's Call," "The Bat-
tlefield," and several other poems are popular,

and such lines as "Truth, crushed to earth, shall

rise again" (from "The Battlefield"), and "The
melancholy days are come, the saddest of the

year" (from "The Death of the Flowers"), have
become household quotations. The poems named
were produced at widely different periods during
his life, but they may be taken as representative

of the quality of his work, which, during his

long life, changed very little. Generally speak-

ing, the poetry of Bryant is distinguished for its

restrained and grave thoughtfulness. Its proto-

types are to be found, if anywhere, in (Cray's

Elegy, the discursive ver.se of Cowper, and the

nature poetry of Wordsworth. Though in finish

of form, restraint, lack of fire, reflectiveness, and
sentiment, it belongs to the type of the Eigh-

teenth Century rather than to the period of

passionate expression which, in England, was
contemporaneous with it, Bryant's poetry,

nevertheless, is not wanting in originality. Be-

sides its frequent tenderness and sympathy with

sadness, one notes in it a feeling of refined

patriotism, a constant love of liberty, and a zt^al

for the institutions of freedom. Thus, the poet

frequently expresses his sympathy with the

Greeks in their struggle for liberty, and this emo-
tion grows stronger in face of the battle of the

North against slavery, rising, in "My Country's

Call," to more impassioned expression than is

ordinarily to be found in his verse. So, too, one

finds in his poetry admiration for whatever is

noble and generous in the life of the North
American Indian and other primitive peoples,
though his feeling for the red man is probably
based on a vaguer and even more remote tra-
dition than that of his contemporary. Cooper. In
all the poems, however, the constant note is

moralizing, void of subtlety. Most of the poems
of Bryant are short, and the verse-forms are not
very nimierous; the one in which he attained
greatest skill is a simple blank verse, as in
"Thanatopsis." This verse is employed in his
translations of the Iliad.

As a journalist, Bryant, though less popularly
known to-day than such an editor as Horace
Greeley, may be regarded as among the most
distinguished of Americans. For a full half-
eentury he was. as proprietor and editor of the
ycic York Evening Post, one of the most insist-

ent and uncompromisingly urgent of all the anti-
slavery propagandists -of the North. The prose
style of his editorial articles was simple, straight-
forward, and vigorous, lacking in subtlety and
ambiguity, and never failing to make its point,
and is marked, in substance, by common sense
and breadth of view. Like all ephemeral writ-
ing, Bryant's leading articles are unread; and
the same remark, in general, applies to his more
elaborate prose productions—his books of travel,
his addresses, his few stories, and his literary
essays, of which that on Irving is the best.

These essays belong to the judicial manner of Dr.
Johnson rather than to a more modern and im-
pressionistic school of criticism.

It should be added that Bryant has had no
superior a,s a poetic describer of American scen-
ery, especially in its larger, more spacious
phases. It is worth noting, also, that between
1828 and 1845, when the cares of journalism
pressed heavily upon him, his poetic produc-
tivity suffered. After the latter date almost to
his death he showed a rather surprising affluence
and power, publishing many of his best poems,
such as "The Flood of Y'ears." Finally, readers
should be cautioned against believing that
"Thanatopsis" is entirely the product of a mere
youth, since the famous passage about the quar-
ry-slave was apparently added several years
after Bryant reached his majority.
The best edition of Bryant is that of his son-

in-law, Parke Godwin, in six volumes. The Life
and Works of William Cullen Bryant (New York,
1883-84). There is a Life by John Bigelow. in

the American Men of Letters series (Boston,
1890). Good critical appreciations are those of

E. C. Stedman, in Poets of America (Boston,
1885), and of Prof. Barrett Wendell, in A Lit'-r-

ary History of America (New Y'ork, 1900).

BRYAXIS (Gk. Bpia^is). A Greek sculptor,
contemporary of Scopas. Timotheus, and Leo-
chares, with whom he participated in the work
on the Mausoleum at Haliearnassus about B.c

3.50. He also created five colossal figures of the
gods at Rhodes, statues of Bacchus at Cnidus. of

.^^sculapius and Hygeia at Megara, of Apollo in

the grove of Daphne at .^ntioch, of Serapis at
.Mexandria, and a portrait of Seleucus. In 1801
a basis for a tripod, bearing his signature and
three small reliefs, was found in Athens, and
has suggested the possibility of identifying his
work among the reliefs from the Maiisoleum.
His statue of Serapis seems to have given the
type for all the later heads of this deity. Con-
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BBYCE, James (1838—). An eminent Eng-

lish writer and legislator. He was born in

Belfast, Ireland, studied at Glasgow University,

and in 18fi2 graduated at Trinity College, and

won a fellowship in t-)viel C<dlege. Oxford. In

18G4 he published a monograph, The Holy Uoman

Fmijire, which, subsequently much enlarged,

quieklv gave him a reputation as an historical

writer of unusual insight and ability. Scholarly,

brilliant, and original in treatment, marked

throughout bv careful thought and painstaking

research, a niodel of condensation and lucidity,

this book has been widely read in England, m
America, and on the Continent of Europe, has

been translated into several European languages,

and is still regarded as the standard compendious

work on the subject. In 1867 ilr. Bryce became

a barrister at Lincoln's Inn, and practiced until

188-^ He was appointed regius professor of civil

law at Oxford in 1870, but resigned in 1893, after

twentv-three years of successful service. In 1880

he entered political life as a member of Parlia-

ment for the Tower-Hamlets, and attained imme-

diate prominence as a Liberal and a follower

of Gladstone. He became Under-Secretary ot

State for Foreign Affairs in Gladstone's Govern-

ment in 1886, Chancellor of the Duchy of Lan-

caster, with a seat in Gladstone's Cabinet, m
1892, and president of the Board of Trade in 1894.

In 1894 he also served as chairman of the Royal

Commission on Secondary Education, and was

elected fellow of the Royal Society. As a poli-

tician he has consistently taken the Liberal side

in all the great c(mtroversies that have arisen

since his election to the House of Commons, and

has been especially conspicuous as an advocate

of home rule for' Ireland, of the abolition of

university tests, of international copyright and of

the thorough revision of the statute law. 1 hough

thus prominent as a teacher and a politician, he

is much better known as a writer, and espe-

cially a.s the author of The American Common-

wealth (last ed. 189.5), the material for which

he collected during three visits to the United

States in 1870, 1881, and 1883. In this work he

aives with remarkable accuracy, sympathy, and

insight, probably the best "7™"*
^'^^Z^^"""

of the political institutions of the United States,

considered in their relation to the history, the

character, and the habits of the American people.

Besides numerous essays and magazine articles,

he has published two excellent books of travel:

,^an7e,L,sia and Ararat (4tli ed^ 1896), and

Impressions of South Africa (189^), and a

volume of Studies in History and Jurisprudence

(1901).

BBYC'TOK", Henry tie.

for r>R.\fTOX.

Occasional variant

BBYDGES, brij'ez. Kir Samuei. Egerton

(176-^!S:)7K An' English bibliographer and

genealogist. He was educated at Cambridge, and

was admitted to the bar, but never practiced.

His best works were an extensive edition of tol-

lins's Peerage (1812) and editions of early Eng-

lish writers. He also published Cenitura Lxle-

raria (180.5-09); The British BiWographer

(1810-1.5); and The Autohiography, Times,

Opinions, ami Contemporaries of Sir Egerton

Brydges (1834).

BRYENNIOS, (Ik. pron. Bre-gn'nf-os, Phelo-

TiiEos (1833— ). A Greek theologian. He was

born in Constantinople, was educated in the

Patriarchal Seminary at Chalkis, and attended

courses at the universities of Berlin. Leipzig, and

Munich, where he became familiar with German

theology. He consorted with Western tlieolo-

cians more frequently than is customary among

Greek ecclesiastics, and attended the Bonn Con-

ference of Old Catholics in 1875. He was pro-

fessor of church history at Chalkis, Metropolitan

of Seres, and afterwards Metropolitan of Nico-

media. He was the discoverer of the first com-

plete manuscript of the two Epistles of Clement,

published in 1875, and of the only known manu-

script of The Teaching of the Ticelre Apostles.

The publication of the latter, in 1883, along

with notes and prolegomena, all in Greek, was

one of the most notable theological events of the

day, and led to the production of an extensive

literature. Both manuscripts were found in

1873 in the Monastery of the Holy Sepulchre,

Constantinople, in one cover along with four

others. See Teaching of the Twel\-e Apostles.

BBYM'NEB, Douglas (1823—). A Cana-

dian iounialist and archivist. He was born in

Greenock, Scotland ; was educated in a grammar

school there, and in 1857 removed to Canada,

where for a time he devoted himself to farming.

He afterwards became a journalist, and for some

time was editor of the Presbyterian (the official

or-'an of the Presbyterian Clinch in Canada ) ,
and

aslociate editor oif the Montreal Daily Herald.

In 1872 he was appointed Archivist of the Do-

minion of Canada, and in this capacity he has

rendered important services to students of Ameri-

can history by issuing a series of volumes con-

taining abstracts of the valuable manuscripts

stored in the Canadian archives.

BEYN MAWB (miir) COLLEGE. An insti-

tution for the higher educaticm of women at

Brvn Mawr, Pa., about 10 miles northwest of

the centre of Philadelphia. It is beautifully

situated, at an elevation of about 400 feet above

the sea. The college was fcninded by Joseph \\ .

Taylor was incorporated in 1880, and opened for

stiidents in 1885. Mr. Tayhu- was a member of

the Society of Friends, and he provided that the

trustees of the college should be members of

that body.
Bryn Mawr is distinctive among women s col-

leaes"in that its course and method of study are

ba'sed upon the university model. The systeni of

'major and minor electives in fixed combination'

has been adopted; students are grouped in ac-

cordance with the work they have actually ac-

complished, instead of by arbitrary 'classes';

original research is in all cases encouraged ;
and,

in pursuance of the same policy of placing the

scholarship of the college upon a basis of pure

merit, candidates for admission as undergrad-

uates are not accepted upon certificate, and hon-

orary degrees are not granted. The college offers

the "giaduate degrees of A.B., A.M., and Ph.D.

Eleven resident fellowships, eight graduate schol-

arships, and three European fellowships arc

offered to graduate students, and there are also

scholarships and a students' loan fund for un

del-graduates.

Bryn Mawr has grown rapidly since its foun-

dation, and in 1902 had 45 ])rofessors and in-

structors, and a student body of 425. The library,

largely designed for specialized study, contained
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in the same year over 33,000 bound volumes and
8000 paniplilcts, inchulinj; the classical library

of Professor Sauppe of (;otlin<»en. The college

buildings include live halls of residence, accom-
modating about (iO students each—Taylor Ilall

containing the lecture-rooms, library, and offices

of aduiinistration, a well-equipped gjinnasiuni,

and r>alton Hall, containing the scicntilii- lecture

rooms and laboratories. The <'ndo\vinent fund of

Uryn ilawr College is $1,000,000, the value of

the buildings and grounds is ."ii'.lfiO.OOO, and the

annual income is about S10(i,000. President,

Miss M. Carey Thomas, LL.D. Consult the

President's Annual Itcport (Philadelphia, 1887,

et seq. )

.

BRY'ONY (Lat. Iryonia, Gk. ^pvupia, hry-

on'ui, from Spveiv, hrycin, to teem, swell). A
genus of plants of the order Cucurbitaceu-. The
common Bryony I Bryonia dioica

) ,the only British

species, is fretpient in hedgerows in England, but
is not indigenous to Scotland. It has cordate-

palmate leaves, axillary bunches of Howers, and
red berries about the size of a pea. It abounds in

a fetid and acrid juice. The root is perennial,
very large, white and branched, has a repulsive
smell, and is acrid, purgative and emetic.
Bryonia alba, common in the middle parts of

Europe, possesses similar properties. The root
of both is applied locally to bruises, and was
formerly very much in use as a purgative. It

contains a bitter glucoside, called bryonin, to

which it seems to owe its properties. The j-oung
shoots of both species are. however, so free from
acrid and dangerous qualities, that they may be

used as pot-herbs. The roots of the other species

of the genus are also acrid and purgative. Bry-
onia Abyssinica. the roots of which are eaten,

more properly belongs to the genus Coccinia.
Black Bryony (Tamus communis) is a plant of

a ditfercnt order. Dioscoreaeea;.

BRY'OPHYL'LUM: (Gk. (ipiov, bryon. a
mossy seaweed, blossom + ov'/.7mv, phyllon, leaf).

A genus of plants of the natural order Crassu-
laceae. BryophylUtvi calyrinvm, a succulent
shrubby plant, a native of the Moluccas, with
qiiinate or almost pinnate leaves, oblong deeply
crenulated leaflets, and panicles of large pen-

dulous greenish -yellow flowers, is not unfrequent
in hothouses, being regarded as an object of in-

terest, on account of its producing Inids on the
edges of the leaves. If a leaf be placed upon moist
sand or earth, in a short time new plants will ap-
pear from its indentations. This curious mode
of propagation is foimd also in the bog-orchis

(Mulaxia pnivdosa) , a plant of a very diflerent

natural order.

BRY'OPHYTES (Gk. [ipior, bryon. a mossy
seaweed, blossom + ilrvrdv, phyton, plant). One
of the four primary groups of the plant kingdom,
containing the two great divisions popularly
known as Mosses (Musci) and J.,iverworts (Hc-
palicw). The liverworts are considered to have
been derived in some way from the green Alg.T,

and to have given rise in turn to the mcisses. It

is the liverworts, therefore which represent the
transition between the aquatic life of .\lg.T and
the terrestrial life of most Bryophytes. As a
consequence of this transition from the aquatic
to the terrestrial habit, great changes in structure

were produced, so that the Biy<jph.\tes are very
different from the .\lgir.

One of the most important facts connected with
Bryophytes is the distinct Altcrnaliim of Gen-

erations (q.v. ) which they exhibit. The group
is also distinguislicd by the free and many-celled
sex-organs. The antheridium (male organ) is a

body of various shapes, from ovoid to club-

shaped, and consists of a single layer of sterile

cells, which serves as a wall; within this there is

a compact mass of very small and numerous
mother-cells, each one of which organizes a single

liiciliated sperm. The sperm of Bryophj-tes is

one of their distinguishing characters, the body
being small, little if at all curved, and always
bearing two cilia. The archegonia are thisk-

shaped organs, consisting of neck and venter, the

latter containing the single large egg. See Ak-
THEKiKUJt and AKCiiix.oxifii.

The fertilized egg lies within the venter of the

archegonium. and when it l)egins to germinate
the venter also begins to increase in size and in

character. In the true mosses the young sporo-

gonium grows faster than the venter, and finally

breaks it, carrying the whole top of the modi-
fied archegonium upon its apex like a cap. This
loose cap may be found upon the capsules even
when tliey are ready to shed si>ores, and is known
as the calyptra. The gradual evolution of the

sporophyte, from its simplest form in the liver-

worts to its most complex form in the true

mosses, is of great morphological interest. The
simplest sporophyte in Bryophytes is that of

the liverwort known as Eiccia, in which it con-

sists of nothing more than a capsule with a single

layer of sterile cells for a wall, all of the cells

within being devoted to the production of spores.

As one passes from Riccia to the higher forms,

there is a gradual diminution of the tissue de-

voted to the production of spores, and therefore

a gradual increase of the sterile tissue. Finally,

in the true mosses the sterile tissue far exceeds

in mass tiie sporogenous, the former consisting

of foot, seta, and the bulk of the capsule: while
the latter is restricted to a single laj-er or two
of cells within the capsule.

The opening (dehiscence) of the capsule is

also a matter of interest among the Bryophytes.
In the lower liverworts the wall merely dec-ays

or bursts, liberating the spores. Amoug the

leafy liverworts it splits into four distinct

\alves, which spread apart. Among the liver-

worts of the genus Anthoccros the capsule is

elongated like a very slender pod and splits into

two valves like a pea-pod. Among the mosses,

however, a distinct lid ('operculum" I is devel-

oped, which is pushed aside when the capsule is

ready to discharge its spiu'cs. In the true mosses
a further elaboration of the capsule usually oc-

curs in the formation of what is calleil tlic "peri-

stome.' a set of tooth-like processes often of beau-

tiful ])attern, which spring from tlie rim of the

cajisule and stretch toward the centre. These
are hygroscopic, and by their curving in and
straightening out help to loosen tip the spores.

-Among the liverworts there is also a device for

assisting in spreading and somewhat scattering

the spores. Certain mother-cells do not produce
spores, but become nio<lilicd into long fibre like

cells, which are spirally tliickened. These cells

are known as 'elaters,' and by their jerking,
jumping movements when alternately moistened
and dried they help to scatter the spores with
which they are in contact.

The sex-organs of Bryophytes are borne in a
variety of ways. Among the liverworts they are
sometimes scattered over the back of the thallus
budv; in others thev are collected in definite
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groups upon tlie body ; in still others, as in Jlar-

chantia, they are carried upon a special branch,

at whose summit there is a disk in which they
are developed. In the mosses the antheridia and
the archegonia occur in clusters at the ends of

main axes or branches. In some cases the anthe-

ridial and archegonial clusters are separated ; in

others, the two organs arc found in the same clus-

ter. The leaves at the tips which bear the se.x-

organs become more or less moditicd, forming a

rosette, and, usually being larger than the ordi-

nary leaves and sometimes differently colored,

they have been called 'llowers.' Among the sex-

organs, and especially among the antheridia,

there often occur hair like outgrowths, known as
paraphysps'

(
q.v. ) . For a further account of

the two great groups of Bryophytes, see Hep.\ti-

CM and JIusci.

In addition to the books cited under MoR-
I'HOl.ocy, all of which treat more or less fully of

this group, consult Campbell. Mosses and Ferns
(New York, 1895), which gives a more detailed

account of the structure and development of

Bryophytes. For works on classification, see au-
thorities referred to under T.\xoxoiiY.

BRY'OZO'A (Gk. jii>vni\ hryon, a mossy sea-

weed + sV"'', ~0on, animal). A class of marine
animals allied to the brachiopods and worms,
and called Bryozoa by Elirenberg. in 1832, on ac-

count of the moss-like habit of many members of

the group. In the early days these animals
were usuallj- confounded with the Hydroids, to

some of which they are quite similar, and al-

ready in 1830 they had received at the hands of

J. V. Thompson, a British zoiilogist, the name
'Polyzoa,' in reference to the colonial habit of

the organism. This latter name has been used to

great extent by the British zoologists, often to

the entire exclusion of the term Bryozoa, while
American and French authors have preferred
the name given to the group by Ehrenberg. In
accordance with the classification adopted bj-

Parker and Haswell, which is followed in its

main features in this Encvclop;rdia, the animals
of this group are described under the name
POLYZOA.

BRY'SON, See Antipiiox and Bryson.

BRYLOFF, bn.i'luf, Ivarl Pavlovitcii
(17'J9-1852| . A celebrated Russian painter,

born in Saint Petersburg. He was one of

a family of artists descended from a French
refugee, and early showed such promise that he
was sent to Italy with his brother to study. One
of his best-known works, executed while there, is

"Pompeii" (1833). After leaving Italy, he vis-

ited Greece, Turkey, and the Holy Land, and on
his return to Russia settled in JIoscow. After-

wards he resided in Saint Petersburg, where he
was professor at the Academy, and the master
of many pupils. Among his works are some
notable portraits, genre scenes, historical jiaint-

ings, particularly "The iMurdcr of Inez dc ('as-

tro" (in tlie Hermitage at Saint Petersburg);
some frescoes in the C'athedral of Saint Isaac,

and many religious i)icturcs,

BRZEZANY, b'zhft-zhii'ni (from OCh. Slav.

hri'zn, Pol. hr:o::a. AS. birre, Engl, birch).

A town in the Austrian Crownland of Galicia. on
the Zlota-Lipa, near the Dniester, .'50 miles south-

east of Lcmberg (Map: Austria, .12). It manu-
factures leather, distills alcoliol, and has a trade

in wheat and agricultural products. Population,

in 1890, 11,221 ; in 1900, 11,244, half of whom are

Jews.

BITACHE, bA-iish' (after the French geogra-
pher Huaclie), or Garden Isl.4nd. An island of

Western Austrulia, measuring 6 miles by I, and
situated near the mouth of Swan River, in lati-

tude 30° 10' S., and longitude 115° 40' E. It is

important as sheltering from the open ocean the
deep and spacious anchorage of Cockburn Sound,
which Hows between it and the mainland.

BUACHE, bv'ash', Philippe (1700-73). A
Frencli scholar and geographer, born in Paris.
)n 1721) lie was appointed royal geographer, and
in 1730 a meml)er of the Academy of Sciences.

He was distinguished for his system of ])hysical

geography, according to which he divided the
earth's surface into river-valleys and water-
sheds, and arranged the ocean by means of sub-
marine mountain chains, whose presence he held
to be indicated by shoals and islands. His most
important works are Considerations gfograph-
iijues et physiques sur les noiivelles decouvcrtes
au nord de la grande mer (1753) ; and an Atlas
physique (1754).

BTJANSTJ, boo'an-soo'. The Anglicized native
name, in the Himalayan region, of the Indian
wild dog (Cyon Deccanensis) , known by other
names elsewhere in India. See Dhole and Dog.

BU'BALIS, or BU'BALE (Xeo-Lat., Gk.
/3oi'/3«/>.(f, houbiiUs, an African species of ante-
lope). .-Vn antelope ( Alcelaphus htibalinus) , on&
of the North African hartbeesls, supposed to

be the bubalus of the ancients. It is alxmt the
size of a large stag, with a long, ox-like head
and muzzle, and heavily ringed lyrate horns.
The color is bay, with a black tuft on the end
of the tail. It is now nearly extinct in the east-

ern Sahara. See Hartbee.st and Plate of
Antelopes.

BTJBAS'TIS, or BTJBAS'TUS (Gk. Boiv'Snffnf,

Boubastis, Bov/iaaro^, Ii<juhaslos) . The Greek
name of the Egyptian city Pe(r) -Ubastet
(House of Ubastet), mentioned in the Bible
(Ezek. XXX. 17) as I'i-beseth. It was a place
of considerable importance, devoted, as its name
implies, to the worship of the goddess Ubastet
(q.v.), and was the home or birthplace of the
Pharaohs of the twenty-second and twenty-third
dynasties. The site of Bubastis is marked by
the ruins of Tell-Basta, near Zagazig, on the line

ipf railway between Cairo and Suez. These ruins
oH'er little to attract the attention of tourists,

but excavations conducted on the spot by Na-
ville, in 1887-88, brought to light many remains
of fine temples and sculptures. The results of

these excavations have been published by the
Egypt Exploration Society in Memoir VIII.,
llubastis (1891), and in ^lemoir X., The Festi-
vul Hall of Osorh-on II. (1892). In the neigh-
borhood is an extensive cemetery, in which cats
—the animal sacred to the local goddess—-were
buried in such numl)crs that their bones have
recently been employed in the manufacture of
fertilizer.

BUBASTIS (Egyptian Ubastet). A goddess
of the Egyi)tians, worshiped at the city of the
same name. Her sacred animal was the cat,

and she is represented on the monuments either
as a cat or as a woman with a cat's head. The
Greeks identified her with Artemis, though the
ground of this identification is not clear. Bu-
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bastis was rather a solar than a lunar divinity,

and, unlike Artemis, she was a goddess of joy
and mirth. Her great annual festival at Bubas-
tis was usually attended with excessive revelry.

BUBBLE. An English term, defined by
Blackstone as an imwarrantable >nidertaking by
unlawful subscriptions, subjecting the parties
who originate and put them in operation to the
penalties of jir(rpiuture (q.v.). The South-Sea
Scheme and the Mississippi Scheme (q.v.) are
examples. The Bubble Act was "enacted the

year after the infamous .South-Sea project had
beggared half the nation," to punish the fraud.

It was repealed, however (6 Geo. IV. c. 91), and
such companies are now dealt with by the com-
mon law. Consult The Bubbles of Finance (Lon-
don, 1865).

BUBBLE. The 'city gallant' in Cooke's play
which was originally kno%\-n by the latter title,

but which came finally to be called Greene's Tu
Quo(]ue. The part of Bubble was originally

played by the famous comedian Greene. The
rOle is that of a servant who becomes rich and
affects the niceties of speech. A pet phrase of

his is 'tu quoque,' which is constantly on his

lips. Greene's lisping of the words became so

famous that the play came first popularly, and
then authoritatively, to possess its present title.

BUBBLE-SHELL. A mollusk of the large

ani widely distril)uted marine gastropod family
Bullidse. whose shells are egg-shaped (often as

large as a hen's egg), and so thin as to suggest
a likeness to bubbles. They are protected by
wide, upturned flaps of the mantle, also used,

it is said, in swimming. They frequent muddy
and sandy bottoms, hiding under seaweed or
burying themselves in the mud. All are animal
feeders, and have large mouths, and the giz-

zard \ery muscular; and among its thick coats,

in many species, are found calcareous bony
plates, which, being moved against each other by
its muscles, ser^e to grind down the food. A
species of the eastern American coast is Bulla
solitaria, having a brown-spotted shell.

BUBI, bijoTje. A Bantu tribe of Fernando
Po, in the Gulf of Guinea. The tribal name
means 'men,' and they call their island the uni-

verse. They number about 30.000, and are com-
monly held to be feeble and treacherous.

BU'BO (Med. Lat., from Gk. pmp'jv, bonbon,
groin). A tumor con.sisting of a swollen lym-
phatic gland in the groin, armpit, or neck, the
inflamed condition being secondary to an infec-

tion elsewhere, such as gonorrhoea (q.v.). chan-
croid, or syphilis (q.v.). Bubo is a prominent
symptom of bubonic plague. See Plagce.

BUBON'IC PLAGUE. See Plague.

BUCARAMANGA, boo'ka-ra-man'gft. The
capital of the Department of Santander. Colom-
bia, situated on the Lebrija River, over .3000 feet

above sea-level (Map: Colombia. C 2). It is

the seat of a United .States consular agent, and
is the chief market for the western part of San-

tander, a district producing tobacco, cotton.

cacao, etc. There are also valuable deposits of

gold, copper, and iron. Population, about 20,000.

BUCCANEER' (Fr. hournnier, from boucan,
smoke-house, or place for curing meat; see be-

low). A title applied to the adventurers who
were known to the French as Flibuslieris, to the

Spanish as 'demons of the sea,' and among

themselves as 'brethren of the coast.' These
pirates infested the Caribbean Sea and harried
the Spanish ^lain and the coasts of Xorth Anicr-
ice in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth centuries.
The ruthless religious wars of the Sixteenth
Century in EurofJC produced a body of daring
fighters and seamen, like Drake, Hawkins, and
Davis, who obtained large wealth in privateer-
ing operations against Spain, which were little

l)etter than legalized piracy according to the
standards of a more humane age, although
justified by the ideas and methods of their own
time. Xaturally enough, when in 1680-85 the
English Government undertook the suppression
of freebooting and the semi-legal waj- was closed,
open piracy was resorted to by the wild and
reckless spirits whom the region and the age
produced in such numbers. 'Buccaneers' is the
name especially applied to the pirates of the
Seventeenth Century ; those of the Eighteenth
were known as 'marooners.' The buccaneers at
first had their headquarters on the little island
of Tortuga del ilar, off the northwest coast of
San Domingo, in the Bahama Channel, which was
the main line of Caribbean commerce. They
raided San Domingo, and, taking the cattle from
the Spanish plantations, dried the meat in build-
ings known in French as boucan, and sold it to
passing vessels which put in for provisions. Later
they made these very ships a prey, and took to
the sea themselves. From the Elizabethan sea-

men, who made war according to the ways of
their age upon Spain, through the earlier buc-
caneers like Sir Henry Morgan, who confined
his attacks to Spanish towns and vessels, and
was given a kind of left-handed recognition by
Spain's enemies, and Captain Kyd, who repre-
sents the transition to the out-and-out pirate,
the line of development continues straight
to the notorious marooners like Blackbeard,
Koberts, and Avery. The name 'marooners' came
from the practice of the later pirates of maroon-
ing, or putting their victims whom they did
not otherwise dispose of ashore on desert islands
or other inhospitable coasts.

The story of the buccaneers, as it has been
told, is much encumbered with fable. Its prin-
cipal sources are the narrative of the Dutch-
man Esquemeling, who served with ^Morgan, and
seems to have told a fairly correct story. This
narrative was translated from the Dutch into
French and English. Capt. Charles .Johnson
edited, in the early part of the Eighteenth Cen-
tury, numerous chap-book histories of pirates
and highwaymen. His first edition was entitled

tlrnrral Uistori/ of the Fyrates of New Frori-
(lOire (1724-27), and the second, The Histori/

of Hirihu-aj/men and Pirates (1734-42). Con-
sult, also, History of the Buccaneers of Amerira
(London, 1816; reprinted 18!)1); Archenholz,
The History of the Piriites, Freebooters, or Buc-
caneers of America, translated from the German
(London, 1807) ; Pyle, editor, The Buccaneers
and Marooners of America (L(md(m, 1801),
which contains the narrative of Esquemeling;
and Stockton, Buccaneers and Pirates of Our
Coasts (Xew York, 1898).

BUCCANEER, The. A poem, by Richard
Iliiirv Dana, the scene of which is laid partly
at lilock Islaiul. It was published in 1827. in

Bostim, and was reviewed by William Cullen Bry-
ant in the Xorth American Review (Vol. XXVi.,
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page 239). It was republished in a collected

edition of his prose and verse, in 18.33.

BUCCARI, book'kA-r^. or BAKAR. biil^ar.

A free port of Croalia-Slavonia, Austria-Hun-

gary, on tlie Gulf of Quarnerno. 5 miles east-

southeast of Fiume (.Map: Austria-Hungary,

D 4). It is situated on the slope of a hill

crowned by a fine castle, and has a small but

safe harbor. It has linen manufactures, ship-

building and fishing industries, the tunny-fisheries

being especially important. The grapevine is

extensively cultivated in the neighborhood, and
good wine is manufactured. Population, ehieliy

lishermcn and sailors, in 1800, 1950.

BUCCEXLATI, boo'chel-la'to, Abate Axtonio
(1831-90). .\n Italian jurist and writer, born

in Milan. He was appointed professor of law
at the University of Pavia, where he lectured

chietly on canonical and criminal law. He
wrote some monographs on Dante, but is better

known for his works on law and penology, as:

Somiiti principii del diritto penale (1865) ; Pena
mUitare (1871); Le st/stime cellulaire (187C1;

and II nihilismo c la ragione del diritto penale

(1882).

BUC'CINA'TOR (Lat. hilcinator, trumpeter,

from hficiiKi, trumpet). A muscle situated in

the substance of the cheeks. It is so called be-

cause, when the cheeks are distended with air,

as in blowing, the contraction of the buccinator

muscles forces it out.

BUCCIN'ID.ffi (Xeo-Lat., from Lat. bucinum,

a shell-fish used in dyeing purple, from huciita,

trumpet) . A family of gastropod mollusks, with

meditmi or small-sized, heavy, ribbed, spiral

shells, having a notch through which the long

siphon is extended, instead of a long siphonal

canal, as in the JIuricidiE and other related

forms. It has many genera and species, widely

distributed, and includes some of the most fa-

miliar shells of the North Atlantic, as the whelks

(Buccinum), conchs or winkles (Fulgur and
Sycotypus), ivory-shells (Eburna), periwinkles,

drills (Nassa, etc.), purple-shells (Purpura),

etc., besides many stranger tropical forms. See

Whki.k.

BUCCLEUCH, bnk-kln'. One of the oldest

and most distinguished ducal families in Scot-

land. It traces its descent from Sir Richard le

Scott (1249-85). The ancestor who first became

historically conspicuous was Sir Wai.tek Scott

of Branxliolm and Buccleuch (? 1490-1552), a

brave and i)owerful border chieftain who (lour-

ished in the reign of James V, i)n some incidents

in his life his great namesake founded the Lay of

the Last Minstrel. Buccleuch. from this early

period associated with the family title, is a lonely

estate in the vale of Rankleburn, Selkirkshire. Sir

Walter fought bravely in the battle of Pinkie,

1547, and was slain "in an encounter with Sir

Walter Kerr, of Cessford, in the streets of Edin-

burgh. 1552. He was succeeded by his giandson,

Sir Walter Scott of Buccleuch (died 1574). a

'knight wise, true, and modest,' who wassucceeded

by his only son ( 15ti5-lfill ) . who bore the same

name. This Sir Walter is celebrated for his mili-

tary exploits im the border, not the least daring

being the rescue of one of his attendants, Kin-

mont Willie, from the castle of Carlisle. For his

ser\icc to the State, including organizing the bor-

der niiirauders for service in foreign wars, he was
raised to the peerage, 1000, as Lord Scott of

Buccleuch, Subsequent titles borae by the fam-
ily are Barons of Eskdale, Earls of Buccleuch,
1619; Earls of Dalkeith. 1042; Earls of Don-
caster and Barons Tynedale, England, 1002;
Lords Scott of Whitehester, 'Dukes of Buccleuch,
1063; Viscounts of Xith, Torthorwold, and Ross,
Barons Douglas, Dukes of Queensberry, .Mar-
que^sses of Dumfriesshire, Earls of Drundanrig
and Sanquliar, 1084. The .ducal title was con-
ferred on tlie natural son of Charles II., James
Scott, Duke of ^Monmouth (q.v. ) of rebellion
fame (1049-85). Previously known as Fitzroy
and Crofts, he was raised to the dukedom and
assumed the family name of his wife. Countess
Anne, daughter and heiress of the second Earl
of Buccleuch. when he married her in 1603. In
1085 the Duke was beheaded. He left four sons
and two daughters, and his duchess retained
her honors, titles, and estates in her own right.

She afterwards uuirricd Lord Cornwallis, by
whom she had a son and two daughters; she died
in 1732. Jajies, her eldest surviving son, pre-

deceased his mother, and his son Francis, by the
death of his grandmother, succeeded to the title

of Duke of Buccleuch. Henry, third Duke of
Buccleuch (born 1740), was the greatest and
most estimable of his family. He had for tutor
and friend Dr. Adam Smith, and his talents
were directed toward the improvement of the soil,

the planting of trees, the making of roads, the
improving of the breed of sheep, and the social

elevation of the numerous tenantry on his ex-

tensive estates in the south of Scotland. He died
in 1812. and was succeeded by his eldest son,

Charles, fourth Duke, who, dying in 1814, was
succeeded by his son, Walter Francis, born
1806. He is noted for the creation of the deep-
water harbor and port of Granton, two miles from
Edinburgh, the greatest public improvements
ever executed in Scotland by an individual at his
own private cost He was Lord Lictilenant of
Midlothian and Roxburghshire, and capt;iin of
the Queen's bodyguard in Scotland. He died in

1884, and was succeeded in the title by his son,

William Henry Walter (born 1831). Consult
Scott, Manuscript of William Henri/ Walter
Douglas Seott, t^i.rth l)\il;e of liuccleueh and
Queensberry (London, 1897).

BUCEN'TAUR (Gk. /3«fjf, hous, ox -f wi-rav-

/)of, keiitdiinjs. centaur). The name of the vessel

from which the doges of Venice, on Ascension
Day, celebrated the marriage of the city with
the Adriatic. This ff-te was instituted at the
close of the Tenth Century to commemorate the
subjugation of Dalmatia. .\t the close of the

Twelfth C<ntury the eeremimi<>'i for the wedding
of the -Vdriatic received a definite form. .\ splen-

did water procession was formed, with the Doge
in the Jiucentaur and tlie nobles of Venice in

gondolas and feluccas. When the vessels, arrived

at the mouth of one of the channels opening into

the Adriatic, the Doge dropped a ring into the

water, using the words, "We wed thee with this

ring in token of our true and perpetual su])rem-

acy." The name Hurcntiiur for the vessel first

appears in 1289. The last ship was built in 1722-

29, and was destroyed bj- the French in 1797.

BUCEPH'AIiUS (Gk. JinvKii>,a7.o(, lionkephn-
los. litcnilly, ox-headed, from ^wif, bous, ox 4-

KeOa'/.l/, hephalf: head). The name of the favor-

ite charger of .Alexander the Great. It was prob-

ably also the name of a peculiar breed of horses-
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in Thessaly. According to tradition, Alexander
in his boyhood was tlie first to break in tlie

steed Buoephahis, and thus fulfilled ttie condition

stated by an oracle as necessary tor f;aininf! the

crown of Macedon. The town Bucephalia, on the

river Hydaspes, in India, was founded near the

grave of Bucephalus, which died during Alex-
ander's Indian expedition.

BU'CER. .ir BU'TZER, M.\rtin (UOM.i.tI).
.\ Church rcfuniicr of the Sixteenth Centurv.
He was born November 11, 1401, at Schletlstadt

in Alsace. His real name was Kuhhorn (tier.,

cow-horn), but. in accordance with the fashion

of his time among scholars, he changed it into

its Greek equivalent. Bluer being derived from
./Soiif, boiis, ox, cow + Kffaf, keras, horn, and
this combination was Latinized Hucerus. In 1506
he entered the Order of Dominicans. At the sug-

gestion of his superior, he went, in 151", to

Heidelberg to study theology, devoting his at-

tention, however, at the same time to the Greek
and Hebrew languages. An acquaintance with
the works of Erasmus had already inclined Bucer
toward Protestantism, and his views were con-

firmed by the influence of Luther at the Heidel-
berg disputations in 1518, at which Bucer was
present. In November, 1520. Bucer left his cell

and was for a couple of years chaplain to the
Elector of the Palatinate. In 1521 he was re-

leased altogether from his monastic vows, and in

1522 he retired in disgust from the Court. Fol-

lowing the example given by Luther at the Diet
of Worms (1521), Bucer became one of the bold-

est and most decided of the German reformers.
In 152.'i he went to Strassburg, where he intro-

duced the doctrines of the Reformation. It was
his great desire to avoid theological divisions,

and so he advocated compromises and the use
of dubious formulas. Thus in the disputes be-

tween Luther and Zwingli he adopted a middle
course, and endeavored to make reconciliation

between them : but his view of the sacraments,
which approached that of Zwingli, exposed him
to Luther's harsh reprobation, while at the Diet
of Augsburg (1530), where he conducted him-
self with great circumspection and moderation,
he generally accorded with the Lutheran views;
but, along with other theologians, declined to

subscribe to the proposed confession of faith,

and afterwards drew up the Confessio Tetropoli-

tnna—i.e. the confession of the four cities:

Strassburg, Constance, Memmingen, and Lindau.
An agreement, however, was subsequently entered
into between Bucer and the Lutherans, and. as

a disciple of Luther he appeared at the religious

conference of the Keformers held in Leipzig. He
also tried to unite Protestants and Roman Catho-
lics, as in the Diet of Hatisbon, 1541. He de-

fended the bigamy of Philip of Hesse. In con-
sequence of his refusal to sign the Interim—

a

temporary creed drawn up by order of the Em-
peror Charles V.—Bucer was compelled to leave

Strassburg, and therefore accepted the invitation

of Archbishop Crnnnier (1519), and went to

England to teach theology at Cambridge, and
assist Paul Fagius and others in forwarding the
Reformation. His modesty, blameless life, and
great learning won him many friends in England;
but his labors were soon interrupted by death,

February 28, 1551. His remains were interred

in Saint .Mary's Church at Cambridge with great
.solemnity: but during the reign of Mary his

bones, with those of Fagius, were taken from

their graves and burned in the market-place.
His constant attempts to express himself in lan-

guage agreeable both to Luther and Zwingli in-

duced in him at times an obscure, ambiguous,
and elusive kind of tliought, to which, perhaps,
Bossuet refers when he stigmatizes Bucer as 'the

great architect of subtleties.' The religious

l)assions of the time prevented his contempora-
ries from forming a fair estimate of his char-

acter. By some Pmtestant writers he is ranked
as a theidugian above even Lutlier and .\lelanch-

thon. His best work is a translation and expo-

sition of the Psalms, which he published under
the pseudonym Aretinus Felinus (Strassburg,

1529). Conrad Hubert intended to edit the

whole of Bucer's writings in ten volumes, but
only one volume appeared (Basel, 1577), Tomiis
Anglicanus, or those writings which he produced
in England. No collected edition has since ap-

peared. A. Lang published Der Evaiigelien-kom-

menlar Martin liut::crs und die Grnnd:iige
seiner Theoloijie (Leipzig, I'JOO). For biblio-

graphy, consult: F. Mentz and A. Erichson, Ztir

-'lOO-jahrigen Gehurfsfeier MnriinBiitzers (Strass-

burg, 1891) ; for biography, .J. W. Bauni, Capita
und Butzer (Elberfeld. 18(10) ; for Bucer's rela-

tions with Servetus, see H. Tollin. Hervet und
Butzer (Berlin, 1880).

BUCH, bOoG, Cjirtstian Leopold von (1774-
1853). A celebrated German geologist, regarded
by Humboldt as the greatest geologist of his

age. He was born at Stolpe, and received in-

struction under Werner at the Mining Academy
of Freiberg. He afterwards traveled for purposes
of geological study through Germany, Scandi-
navia, Great Britain. France, Italy, and the

Canary Islands. As a result of his investiga-

tions, the importance of chemical and volcanic

processes in nature gained wide recognition

among geologists. His chief writings are Geo-
gnostische Beobachtungcn auf Keisen durch
Deutschland und Italien (1802-09) : Reise
dureh yoricegen und hajipland (1810); Physi-
hiilifiehe Besehreihung der Can^irischen Inseln

(1825) ; Beitrage zur Bestimmung der Gebirgs-

forniatinnen in kussland (1840) ; besides sever<al

monographs on paleontological subjects. He was
also the author of an excellent geological chart
of Germanv and the neighboring States, pub-

lished in 42 plates (2d ed. 1832). Consult an
English translation of Flourens, "Slemoir of Leo-

pold von Buch." in the Smithsonian Report
(Washington. 1802).

BUCHAN, bid<'an, Axexander (1829—). A
Scotch meteorologist, born at Kinnesswood. Kin-
ross-shire. He was educated at Edinburgh Uni-
versity, was a teacher from 1848 to 1800, and in

the latter year was apjiointed secretary to the

Scottish Meteorological Society. In 1871 he be-

came a member of the meteorological council of

tlie lloyal Society, and in 1878 of the council of

tlie Koyal Society of Edinburgh, of whose library

and museum he was at tile same time made
curator. He has published contributions on
"Atmospheric Circulation" and '"Oceanic Circula-

tion" to the reports of the Challenger expedi-

tion; A Uandy Book of Meteorology ( 1867) ; and
an Introductory Text-Booh of Meteorology
( 1871) . He also wrote the article "Meteorology"
for the Eneyelopwdia Britannica, 9th ed.

BUCHAN, David ( 1780-C.1837). An English
naval otlicer and explorer. He attained the
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grade of lieutenant in 1810, that of commander
in 1816. In 1818 he was appointed to the com-
mand of the expedition dispatclifd tliat year by
the Admiralty for the discovery of tlie North
Pole. With the ships Trent and Dorothea he
reached latitude 80° 34' N., but after futile at-

tempts to gain a more northerly point was
obliged by stress of weather and floating ice to

make for Deptford. During a second expedition
his ship was lost at sea. lie made some interest-

ing contributions to science with regard to the
compression of the earth at its poles, deep-sea

and surface temperatures, and other subjects.

BUCHAN, or Simpson, Elspeth (1738-91).
A Scottish religious enthusiast. She was born
near Banff, and was the daughter of John
Simpson, an inn-keeper and member of the sect

known as 'Burgher Seeeders.' Shortly after
lier separation from her husband, slie went to

Glasgow, where she was so impressed by a lec-

ture delivered in 1783 by Hugh White, of the

Kelief Church at Irvine, that she removed
thither, and persuaded Mr. White to believe that
she was the woman mentioned in Rev. xii.,

through whom the divine light was restored to

men, and further converted liim to tlie belief

that he was the man child she had conceived.
Thus arose the sect known as Buchanites, which,
banished from Irvine in 1784 by a popular up-
rising, removed with about forty-six converts
to Xew Cample. The doctrine of the Buchanites
was based upon the earh' expectation of the end
of the world. They did not marry, renounoed all

sensual pleasures, and lived like one family, en-

joying community of goods. The sect became
e.xtinct in 1848. See Buchanites.

BUCHAN, William (1729-1805). A Scottish

physician, born at Ancrum. He published a work
on Domestic Mcdieine (1769), which reached its

nineteenth edition during his lifetime, and has
been translated into many European languages.
Buchan died in London, and was buried in W'est-

minster Abbey.

BUCHANAN, bfl-k.nn'an, Frankli.v (1800-

74). .\ii American naval officer, prominent in

the Confederate service during the Civil War,
born in Baltimore, Md. He entered the United
States Navy at the age of fifteen ; became a lieu-

tenant in 1825, and in 1H41 was promoted to the

rank of master-commandant. In 1845 he organ-

ized the United States Naval Academy at An-
napolis under the direction of the Secretary of

the Navy, and for two years acted as its first

superintendent. He then served in the Jlexican

War, commanding the Qerinantown during tlie

siege of Vera Cruz, and in 1852-53 connnanded
Commodore Perry's flagship, the Susfjuehaniia,

in tliat officer's famous expedition to Japan. He
was promoted to be captain in 1855, and was
placed in command of the Wasliington Navy
Yard in 1859, but in 1861 (April 22) he resigned

on the assumption tliat his State would soon

secede from tlie Union. Maryland remained
loyal, however, and he asked to be restored, but
his request was refused by Secretary of the Navy
W'elles, and in September, 1861, he received a
captain's commission in the Confederate Navy.
He commanded the Merrimac in the attack upon
the Federal fleet in Hampton Roads, and was
severely wounded. Soon afterwards he was
promoted to tlie rank of admiral, and for some
time wus senior officer in the Confederate Navy.

In 1863 he became commander of the naval
defenses of Mobile, Ala., and in this canacity
constructed the iron-clad ram Tennessee. In
August, 1864, lie commanded the Confederate
fleet in Mobile Bay, so thorouglily defeated by
Farragut (see Mobile Bay and Farragut, David
Glasgow), and on this occasion lost a leg and
was taken jirisoner, though he was soon after-

wards exchanged. After the war he was for some
time president of the Marjdand Agricultural Col-

lege.

BUCHANAN, George (1506-82). A Scot-

tish liistoriau and poet, noted as tutor of James
I. He was liorn of poor parents in Killeani,

Stirling, Feliruary, 1506. He was sent to the
University of Paris by his uncle, who died two
years afterwards, leaving Buchanan witliout the
means of prosecuting his studies. He returned
home and, at tlie expense of liis health, fought
against the English, being present at the siege of

Werk, October, 1523. He entered Saint Andrews
University as a pauper student in 1524, in the
following year taking his degree of B.A. In
1526 he went to Paris, was admitted B.A. at the
Scots College on October 10, 1527, and attained
his M.A. degree in Jlarch. 1528. He subse-

quently obtained a professorship in the College

of Saint Barl)e, but returned to Scotland about
1537. During liis residence on the Continent
Buchanan adopted the Reformed faith. A satire
entitled ffomniuin, arraigning the Franci.scans,

aroused their indignation, and he resolved ujioii

seeking safety in his old college in Paris, when
King James V. took him under his protection

and intrusted him with the education of one
of his illegitimate sons. At the request of the

King, Buclianan wrote another satire against
the monks, entitled Franeisciinus (1504), increas-

ing their natural resentment and bringing upon
himself the powerful displeasure of Cardinal
Beaton, who had him arrested and imprisoned
for his diatribe. Though the publication of the

satire was due to James, he did not protect tlie

poet, wlio escaped to Paris. After spending some
years in Bordeaux and Paris in tuition, he accom-
panied the learned Portuguese Govea to the [uni-

versity of Coimbra, in Portugal. After the death
of Govea Buchanan was arrested as a heretic, and
was for some time detained in a monastery,
where he began his splendid Latin metrical ver-

sion of the Psalms. Restored to liberty in 1551,

he went to England, but soon afterwards again
sought Paris, .\bout 1560 he returned to Scot-

land, and made confession of Protestantism. His
reputation as a scholar gained liim a good re-

ception at the Court of Mary, whose classical

tutor lie became. But liis religious and political

principles attached him to the party of tlie Re-

gent Moray, by whose influence he was appointed
principal of Saint Leonard's College, in Saint .An-

drews University, in 1566, the complimentary
inscription on the register reading. "Hujus sa>culi

poetaruni facile princeps," In the following year
he was chosen Moderator of the General Assemlily
—a rare honor for a layman. Siding as lie did

with tlie Reform party, Buchanan arrayed himself
against Mary, and he accompanied Aloray to

England, to give evidence before the commission-
ers a])pointed by Elizabeth to inquire into lier

guilt. His Deteetio Mnriir Repina: laid before

these functionaries, was industriously circulated

by the English Court. It. however, contains
gross exaggerations, which have been condemned
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by partisan as well as non-partisan historians.

In 1.570 Buchanan was appointed tutor to .lames

VI. (afterwards .James 1.). who owed to him tlie

erudition of which in later life he was so pe-

dantically vain. No considerations of the future

position of his pupil were allowed to interfere

with Buchanan's treatment of him, which was
strict, if not even stern. In dcdicatinjr his De
lure Regni apud t<rotos to the younj,' monarch in

1579, he warned him against favorites with re-

markahle freedom, and his dictum that "Kings

existed by the will of the people' was of special

import in the succeediuf; century. In 1.570 Bu-

chanan was appointed Director of Chancery and
Keeper of the Privy Seal. He resigned office in

1.578 and devoted the rest of his life to the com-

position of his Historii of Scotland (published in

1582). He died 30 days after its publication,

on September 28. 15S2, and received public burial

in Greyfriars Churchyard. Edinburgh. As a

scholar. Buchanan was unrivaled in liis age, and
he wrote Latin poetry 'with the purity and ele-

gance of an ancient Koman.'
He was alike humorous, sarcastic, and pro-

found. His Histori/, written in Latin, is re-

markable for the richness, force, and perspicuity

of its style, though its narration of contemporary

events shows partiality. Two years after the

author's death, it. as well as De lure Hermi, etc.,

was condenmed by the Scottish Parliament, and
every person possessed of the copies was ordered

to surrender them within 40 days, in order that

they might be purged of 'the offensive and ex-

traordinary matters' they contained. The latter

work was again condemned in 1GG4, and in 1683

was burned by the loyalist scholars of Oxford.

Two collected editions of Buchanan's works
have been published—one by Ruddiman (2 vols.,

Edinburgh, 1715) and another by Burmann (2

vols., I.eyden, 1725). Translations that have
appeared'do little justice to the original. Con-

sult Dr. Irving, iJcmoirs of the Life and Writ-

ings of George Buchanan (2d ed. Edinburgh,

1817).

BUCHANAN, George (1827—). A Scotch

surgeon and autlior. He was appointed surgeon

to the Royal Infirmary of Glasgow, accompanied

the British forces as a civil surgeon during the

Crimean War, was chosen vice-president of the

surgical section of the British jledical Associa-

tion in 1872, and president of the same in 1888.

From 1874 he was professor of clinical surgery

in the University of Glasgow, but in 1900 re-

signed the chair. He edited the tenth edition of

the Anatomist's Tade Mecum, and published On
Lithotrity (1880), Talipes Varus (1880), and
other technical works, and an important article

entitled "Ana-sthesia .Jubilee: a Retrospect"

(1807) in the Edinhurgh Medical Journal.

BUCHANAN, .James (1791-18G8). The
fifteenth President of the United States (1857-

1861). He was born near Mereersburg. Pa.,

April 23, 1791. graduated at Dickinson College

in 1809, was educated for the bar, and began to

practice law in Lancaster, Pa., in 1812. Though
a professed Federalist, he ser\'ed as a private in

the second war with England. In 1814, as also

in 1815. he was a member of the Pennsylvania
I-cgislature, and in 1820 was elected to Congress,

where he served through five terms. In 1828

he favored .J.ickson for President, and in the

Congress of 1829-1831 made important proposals

as chainiian of the Committee on the Judiciary.

After leaving Congress he was sent by Jackson
as Minister to Russia, where he concluded the
first commercial treaty between the two coun-
tries, securing valuable privileges in the Black
and Baltic seas. Returning home in 1833, he
was in the following year chosen to the United
States Senate, to wliich he was twice reelected.

He viniformly supported Jackson, especially in

the latter's claim that as President he had power
to remove executive ollicers without reference to

the Senate, and in his financial measures.

When it was proposed to exclude from Con-
gress petitions for the abolition of slavery, Bu-
chanan upheld the right of petition, but declared
that Congress had no control over slavery in

the States, and that petitions for the abolition
of slavery in the District of Columbia should be
uniformly rejected. He favored the bill prohib-
iting the use of the mails for the distributiim of
abolitionist literature. He supported the 'ex-

punging resolution' of Senator Benton, and in

the atTair of the American claims on France
he supported Jackson's emphatic demand for

payment, and his implied threat of war in case
of a persistent refiisal on the part of the French
Government. During Van Buren's administra-
tion Buchanan supported the independent treas-

ury scheme and favored the preemption of public
lands.

He sustained the veto power under Tyler,
and opposed the ratification of the Ashburton
Treaty, which settled the dispute concerning the
northeastern boundary. When the question of

the annexation of Texas came to the Senate, Bu-
chanan was the only member of the Senate Com-
mittee of Foreign Affairs to report in favor of
annexation. He had declined the office of At-
torney-General in 1839, and in 1844 was men-
tioned for the Presidency. Finally he left the
Senate in 1845 to become Polk's Secretary of

State. In this capacity he had to deal with
the northwestern boundary question, whence
arose the famous partisan cry "54° 40' or fight."

Both England and the United States had for-

mally claimed the territory between the Pacific

Coast and the Rocl-cy ilountains up to the Rus-
sian boundary, but after much negotiation the
line of 49° was agreed upon. During the war
with ile.xico Buchanan was successful in avoid-

ing or preventing the interference of other na-
tions. He was in private life during the discus-

sion and a<loption of the Compromise Jleasures
of 1850, but fully approved them. When Pierce
became President, in 1853, Buchanan was sent
as Minister to Great Britain, where he was en-

gaged in endeavors to settle a series of questions
concerning Central American affairs. With .1.

\. Mason and Pierre Sonic, he signed the Ostcnd
Manifesto (q. v.), recommending the acquisition

of Cuba, but although the measure was so evi-

dently pro-slavery in tendency and unjust to
Spain that it met with the disapproval of Marcy,
the Secretary of State, nevertheless it helped Bu-
chanan to gain the Democratic nomination for

President, while his absence in England during
the Kansas-Xebraska excitement was also in his
favor, and he was nominated in 1856. The elec-

toral vote was: For Buchanan, 174: for .John C.

Fri-mont (candidate of the newly organized Re-
publican Party), 114; for Millard Fillmore
(Native American), 8. The pop\ilar vote was:
Buchanan, 1.838.169; Fn'-mont, 1.341.264; Fill-

more, 874,534; majority against Buchanan, 377,-
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629; plurality for him. 496,90.5. He had the

votes of every slaveholding State except Mary-

land, which went for Fillmore. The vote also

•are Buchanan Indiana. Illinois, Pennsylvania,

California, and New Jersey. In the executive

chair he was uniforinlv subservient to Southern

politicians, and allowed their threats of seces-

sion to influence his actions. Among other acts

of his administration were the temporary sup-

pression of the Mormon troubles and the vetoing

of the Homestead Bill. -Ifler Lincoln's election

Buchanan was more than ever anxious to sti-

fle the slavcrv discussion, and in his last mes-

sage to Congress (.ointedly charged the North with

havino brought about the existing crisis in na-

tional affairs bv a discussion which had "pro-

duced its malign influence on the slaves, and in-

spired them with a vague idea of freedom.

While holding that the States had no right to

secede, he weaklv added that the nation had no

power to prevent"it ; for it could not employ force,

he said, except upon the demand of the lawtul

authorities of the State, and in South Carolina

no such authority then existed. A few days later

he was confronted bv conimissioners from South

Carolina (that State having passed an act of se-

cession on December 20, 18G0), who came to de-

mand the surrender bv the President to the

seceded State of all public property, and to ne-

gotiate for the continuance of "peace and amity

between that Commonwealth and the Government

at \\ashington." His reply was that he had no

power, and could only refer the matter to Con-

gi-ess; he could only receive them as "private

gentlemen of the highest character," and treat

Tespectfullv such propositions as they might

make. He'did, however, decline to accede to their

demand for the removal of the troops from

Charleston Harbor. The Cabinet was immediately

reorganized. Cass was Secretary of State, but

resigned when the President refused to order re-

inforcements to the Charleston forts; the Sec-

retary of the Treasury and the Secretary of the

Interior had already gone, and the Secretaiy of

War also resigned. Under the influence of the

reorganized Cabinet, including J. S. Black. John

\ Dix J. Holt, and E. il. Stanton, Buchanan

displayed less timidity, attempted a reinforce-

ment "of Sumter, refused to surrender the

United States property to South Carolina, and

announced his intention to protect it it assailed,

measures which gained for his administration,

during its last months, more of the conhdence of

the nation. After the accession of Lincoln Mr.

Buchanan wrote to John A. Dix: '"The present

administration had no alternative but to accept

the war initiated by South Carolina or the South-

ern Confederacy.
' The North will sustain the

adn.iinistration almost to a man, and it ought to

be sustained at all hazards."

Buchanan's administration was marked by con-

siderable activity in diplomatic afltairs. He se-

cured a satisfactory commercial treaty witli

China and the recognition by England of the

rights of neutral ships. Relations with Mexico

continued to be important as well as nnsatisfac-

torv. In his attitude toward the struggle^ in

Kansas and his action upon the Lecompton Con-

stitution (q. v.) Buchanan subjected himself to

severe criticism. Shortly after his retirement,

lie published what may be termed a defense, en-

titled Mr. liuchaiian's Administratton on the Lve

of the Reunion (New York, 1866). The chief

authority for his life is the Memoir by George

Ticknor "Curtis (2 vols.. New York, 18S3). In

ISSS the messages of Mr. Buchanan were col-

lected and published by J. Buchanan Henry, with

an appendix containing a number of letters from

members of his Cabinet at the close of his Presi-

dential term (New York, 1888). He died in

Lancaster, Pa., June 1, 1868. See United

St-^tes.

BUCHANAN, Robert Christie (1811-78).

An American soldier. He was born in Baltimore,

Md. ; graduated at West Point in 1S30; took part

as second lieutenant in the Black Hawk War of

1832, being in command of the gunboats on the

Wisconsin during the battle of Bad Axe River;

and in 1837-38 served in the Florida, or Semi-

nole, War. In the Jlexican War he participated

in both the Northern and the Southern cam-

paigns, and was brevetted major and lieutenant-

colonel, respectively, for gallantry at Palo Alto

and ilolino del Rey. Soon after the outbreak of

the Civil War he was promoted to be lieutenant-

colonel, and in 1862 commanded a regiment, and

later a brigade in the Peninsular Campaign.

From November, 1862, to March, 1863, he served

as a brigiidier-general of volunteers in the Rap-

pahannock campaign, and at the close of the

war he was brevetted brigadier-general in the

regular army for gallantry in the battle of Mal-

vern Hill, and major-general for gallantry in

the .second battle of Bull Run and the battle of

Fredericksburg. He commanded the District of

Louisiana from January, 1868, to January, 1869,

and the Department of Louisiana from .January

to .March, 1869; and in 1870 retired from the

service.

BUCHANAN, Robert William (1841-1901).

Aw English poet, dramatist, and novelist. He
was born in Cavcrswall, Stafl'ordshire, was

educated at the University of Glasgow, shared

hardships in London with the promising Scotch

poet David Gray (q.v.), and gradually became

known as a journalist. His first juiblication,

Undertones, a collection of verse, appeared in

1862, and was followed in 180.5 by Idylls and

Legends of Ifiverhurn, and in 1S66 by London

Poems. In 1860 he gave in London a series uf

selected readings from his poems. comi)lete edi-

tions of which wore published in 1874 (3 vols.),

and 188') (1 vol.). He early essayed the drama,

in which field his most noteworthy success was

Sophia, a skillful adaptation of Tom Jones; and

from 1876 wrote a number of novels, such as

God and the Man (1881). In 1880 he visited

America. In verse he displayed at his best an

unstudied strength of genius, but by degrees

grew definitely assertive and painfully egoistic,

as he is, for' example, in The Wainlcriiui Jew

(1893) . As a critic, he was indeed acute and sin-

cere: but in his judgments was by many accused

of the same bias and intolerance which disfig-

ured the art of his later poetry. Two reviews

by liini, "The Fleshly School of Poetry: D. G.

R'ossetti" (in the Contemporary Revieir for Oc-

tober, 1871, with the signature Thomas Mait-

land) and "The Voice of the -Hooligan'" (an ar-

raignment of Rudvard Kipling, in the Contem-

porary for December, 1899), evoked much eon-

troversr. It has been said that his chief defect

was one of taste; he was qualified for creative

work, but he preferred critical aggressiveness.
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BUCHANITES, buk'-nn-its. An extraordi-

nary sect of tauaties_. which sprang' up in the

west of Scotland in ITS;!, but has now become
extinct. The founder of the sect was Elspeth

Simpson, the daughter of John Simpson and Mar-
garet Gordon, and she was born at Fatniacken,

near Banff, northeast Scotland, whore her father

kept an inn, in 1738. She married Robert
Buchan, a potter of ttreenock, hut not being

happy with liini. she removed with her children

to Glasgow in 1781, and subsequently was di-

vorced from him. In Glasgow, in 1783, she be-

came acquainted with the Rev. Hugh White,
minister of the Relief congregation in Irvine,

10 miles north of Ayr, a weak, vain man, and
coarse declamatory preacher, and moved to Ir-

vine to be in his congregation. She converted

him and his wife to the belief that she was the

woman mentioned in Rev. xii., and that he was
the man child whom the woman bare! She also

claimed to be able to impart the Holy Ghost by
breathing. A little company of believers in their

claims, and others of like nature, was collected.

Then the customary persecutions began and tlie

customary village gossip that their meetings
were licentious orgies. Robert Burns, in a let-

ter to J. Burness in August, 1784, repeats the

tale. White was deposed from the ministry and
the company banished from the burgh. They
went about 50 miles southeast and settled at

Xew Cample, 10 miles north by west of Dumfries.
There Mrs. Buchan died in JIay. 1701. The sect,

which never numbered more than a handful, be-

came extinct in 1848. Consult Train, The
Buchanltes from First to Last (Edinburgh. 1846)

.

BUCHAREST, or BUKHAREST, boo'k,i-

rest'. The capital of Rumania, situated on both

sides of the Dimbovitza, in latitude 44° 25' N.
and longitude 20' 7' E. (Map: Balkan Penin-

sula, F 2). The two parts of the city are con-

nected by twelve bridges, five of iron and seven

of stone. The general appearance of the city,

with its green gardens and numerous church
cupolas, is very attractive, although many of

the streets are narrow and crooked, still retain-

ing some of their Oriental characteristics. These
streets, however, are confined mostly to the sub-

urbs, and the city itself is practically modern.
The fortifications of Bucharest, completed in

1896, are very extensive and formidable, con-

taining eighteen forts and forming a circle of

over 40 miles in circumference around the city.

The chief streets, such as the Boulevard. Calea,

Victoria, Lipscani, and Karlstrasse, are well
laid out. and lined with numerous fine buildings.

Bucharest contains over 120 churches, mostly
Greek Orthodox. The most prominent secular

buildings of the capital are the royal palace, the
university, the national theatre, the palace of

justice, and a number of other Government build-

ings, besides numerous private palaces. Bucha-
rest has a number of fine monuments, including
one to .Joan Heliade-Radulescu. the father of

Rumanian literature, and one to the Waywode
Michael the Brave.

Industrially Bucharest is of comparatively
little importance. Most of the manufacturing
establishments are in the hands of Germans and
Hungarians, and the production is only slightly

above the local demand. The chief manufactur-
ing products are fiour, beer, soap, candles, brick,

some textiles, and iron articles. Tlie commerce
Vol,. III.—39.

is more developed, and a considerable part of

the im|)orts of Rumania come to Bucharest.
Bucharest is administered by a town council,

consisting of seventeen members. The water-
.-upply and the sewers are inadequate, and most
of the streets are lighted by gas, while there are
still some lighted bv oil. Electricity is u.sed only
for illuminating the royal palace and the larger

public buildings. For local transportation there

are a number of horse-car lines and one electric

railway.

The chief educational institutions are the uni-

versity; the veterinary institute; the Ruma-
nian Academy, with valuable collections and a
library; the museum of zoiilogj-, anthropology,
and ethnology; the botanical museum; the

museum of antiquities ; and the Rumania Geo-
graphical Society. The charitable institutions

are very numerous, and include ten public hospi-

tals, a number of poorhouses, and kitchens for

the poor. The population was 282,071 in 1899.

Over 200,000 are Greek Orthodox, over 43,000
Jews, and the rest Roman Catholics, Protestants,
Mohammedans, and Armenians.

Bucharest became the residence of the Princes
of Wallachia at the end of the Fourteenth Cen-
tury. It was taken by the Austrians in 1789,
and held for two years. The town has suffered

greatly from pests and earthquakes. On May
28, 1812, a treat}' was concluded here between
Russia and Turkey, by which the former ob-

tained Bessarabia, the Pruth being made the
boundary between the two empires. In 1862
Bucharest became the capital of Rumania.

BUCHAREST, University of. The State
university of Rumania. It was founded in 1864,
and in 1902 had over 4300 students in mathe-
matics and science, philosophy, law, medicine,
and theology. It comprises, also, a school of

pharmacy and a number of laboratories and
museums. The library contains about 11,000
volumes.

BtJCHELER, buK'e-ler, Franz (1837—). A
German philologist. He was born in RUeinberg,
studied in Bonn, became professor in Freiburg
in 1858 and in Greifswald in 1866, and in

1870 was called to Bonn. His investigations

in the department of ancient Italian dialects are
very valuable. Especially important is his

Grundriss der lateinischen Dehlination (1866;
a new edition by Windekilde, with the admirable
additions of the Frencli translator. Havet, in

1879). He also published editions of Frontinus,
De Aquis Ui-his liomw (1858); I'etronius

(1862) ; the Hymniis Cereris Homericus ( 1869) ;

the Rclifjuicr of Quintius Cicero (1869); and
Hcronda; Mimiatnbi (1892). In 1878 he be-

came one of the associate editors of the Jihein-

ischcs Museum filr Philologie. He is renowned
equally for his great learning and his discrimi-

nating critical talent.

BUCHER, buoG'er, Anton von (1746-1817).
A t;erman author, known for his polemics against
the Jesuits and for his labors in behalf of the

German schools. He was born in Munich, stud-

ied in Ingoldstadt, and took orders. In 1771 he
was appointed rector of the German schools of

JIunich. He was hittcrl}' antagonized by the
Jesuits, and finally was removed from his posi-

tion (1778) by Maximilian Josejih II., who, liow-

ever, compensated him bj' bestowing upon him
the benefice of Engelbrechtsmiinster. Here he
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published his satires against the Jesuits, such
as Charfreitagsprozession, Spottspiel von der
t^iindflut, and Die Jcsuiten aiif dem Lande.
His collected works were published in 1819-20.

BUCHER, LoTiiAR (1817-92). A German
dipluinat, bom in Neustettin (Pomerania). He
ivas educated at the University of Berlin, and in

1848 entered the Prussian National Assembly for
the city and district of Stolp. In 1850, under
]>olitical charges, he fled to England, where he
acted as correspondent for the yulional Zeitutig.

After his return to Germany he was appointed
by Bismarck to a post in the Foreign Office, and
obtained the rank of reporting councilor in the

Ministry for Foreign Affairs. He was for many
years the confidential assistant of Bismarck in

diplomatic afi'airs, and accompanied the Chancel-

lor during the peace negotiations with France.
In 1876 he was made a Privy Councilor. His
publications include Bilder aus der Fremde (2
vols., 1862-63), a selection from his contribu-

tions to the National Zeilung, and Kleine Schrif-

ten politisclien Inhalts (1893). Consult the
Lehen und Werke, by Poschinger (Berlin, 3 vols.,

1890-94),

BtrCHEZ, bu'sha', Philippe Joseph Benja-
min (1796-1865). A French political and social

philosopher. He was bom in Matange-la-Petite
(then in the Department of Ardennes, now in

Belgium), studied medicine, was admitted to

practice as a physician in 1825, and was inter-

ested, as an opponent of the Bourlion restora-

tion, in the organization of the French Car-
bonari Society. The discovery of the conspiracy
led to his arrest, and his release was obtained
only by a disagreement among the judges. He
then became chief editor of the journal des
Progris des Scienees et Inxtitutions Midicales,
and a collaborator on the Producteur, a period-

ical in advocacy of the doctrines of Saint-Simon.
Subsequently he withdrew from Saint-Simonism
and founded VEuropcen, later called La Revue
Nationnle, in which, as well as in his Introdue-
tion a la science de I'histoire (1833), he ex-

poimded his philosophical system, styled by
himself 'Buchezism.' .\fter the Revolution of

1848 he was for a short time deputy mayor of

Paris, and was elected to the Constituent Assem-
bly, of which he became president. His publica-

tions include the e.\tensive compilation, L'His-

toire parlementaire de la Revolution francaise,

with Rou.x Lavergne (40 vols., 1833-38) ; Essai
d'tin traits complct de philosophie au point de
rue du catholieisme ct ilu progrrs (1840) ; and
Histoirc de la formation de la nationalile fran-

Saise (1859).

BtrCHHOLZ, boiir/hcMts. A town of Saxony,
(Jerniaiiy. on the river Sehma, IS miles .southeast

of (^'hcmnilz. Its ]irincipal building is the tine

Gothic Church of Saint Catherine, which eon-

tains some good paintings. The town owes its

origin to its silver-mines, discovered in 1497.

Tt has important industries, including wood-
pul]) and pa])er-making mills, lace and embroid-
ery mills, and bonklunding establishments.

Population, in 1895, 7989.

BtrCHHOLZ, hoor.'h.Mts, Reinhold( 1837-76)

.

A German zoologist and traveler. He was born

in Frankfort-on-lhe-Odcr, and studied medicine

in Greifswald and Berlin. After practicing a

short time in (ireifswald he gave up medicine

for zoiilogj', and sjient some time in Italy, study-

ing marine life. He accompanied the North
Polar F.xpedition of the Haiisa (1869-70), and
in 1872 nuide an unsuccessful attempt to explore
the mouths of the Niger. He became professor

of zoology in Greifswald in 1872, and director of

the zoological museum in 1876.

BUCHHOLZ FAMILY, The (in tier., Uic
I-\itiiiln lliirliliiil: ) . l')ntertaining sketches of

middle-class life in Berlin by the German author
Julius Stinde. They dei)ict the petty interests

and strivings of the family in a life-like and
amusing fashion, and have been exceedingly pop-
ular in Germany, reaching the eighty-fifth edi-

tion in 1900. The books were greatly liked by
Prince Bismarck, whose commendatory letter to
the author is published in the later editions.
The author pursued the same vein less success-

fully in M'ilhelmina Buchholz's ilemoirs; The
Biieliholzes in Italy, Paris, the Orient, etc.

BUCHLOE, bu'kl6-e. See Buffalo Grass.

BtJCHNER, biiK'ner, Friedrich Karl Chris-
tian LuDWid (1824-99). A German philosoph-

ical writer, born in Darmstadt. He studied at
the universities of Giessen, Strassburg, Wiirz-

burg, and Vienna, and for a time practiced medi-
cine in his native city. In 1852 he was appoint-
ed a lecturer in Tiibingen, but the publication in

1855 of his Kraft und Stoff compelled him to re-

sign his post and resume medical practice in

Darmstadt. In Kraft und St off (19th German
ed., 1898; an English translation by CoUing-
wood, 1855; a 2d Eng. from the 10th German
ed., 1870) he maintained the indestructibility of

matter and forct—a doctrine now generally ac-

cepted by philosophers. Hut he likewise insist-

ed on the finality of physical force, identifying

brain and mind, and denying the existence in

nature of either plan or deity. The book was
scarcely original, and was soon discredited by
thinkers; but in that it alTorded many errors
for correction, may have contributed something
to permanent philosophic thought. Other works
bv this author are: Aus Xatur und M'issen-

s'chaft (Vol. I., 18()2: Vol. II.. 1884) ; Licht und
Leben (1881); Fremdes und Eigencs aus dem
peistigen Lehen der degcnKart (1890); Dnr-
minismus und i<ori<itisnnis (1894) ; and Im
Dienstc der Wahrheit (1899). Consult: Frauen-
stjidt, Der Materialismus (Leipzig, 1856), and
Janet, The Materialism of the Present Day: .1

Criticism of Dr. Biiehner's Hystem, translated by
Masson (London, 1867).

BUCHNER, Geobg (1813-37). A German
pod, brother of the preceding, born in Goddclau,
Hesse. He studied at the universities of Strass-

burg and Giessen. Because of the publication of

a brochure on behalf of political liberty, entitled

Der hessische Landliotc, he was compelled to take
refuge in Strassburg. Later he went to Zurich,
where he became lecturer at the university, and
where he died. His ])owerful dramatic poem,
Danlons Tod, appeared in 1S35. He also made
translations from Hugo, and left in MS. a Oe-
schichte der philosophischen Systeme voti Car-
lesius his Spinoza.

BUCHNER, booo'ncr, Hans (1850—). A
German hygicnist and bact<>riologist. He was
born in .Munich, studied at the universities of

Munich and Leipzig, and ;it the former became
in 1880 lecturer on hygiene, and in 1892 pro-

fessor. His investigations in the field of bac-

teriology are numerous and important. In 1877
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he demonstrated the resistance oflfered by the

physical organism to microscoiiic bodies pres-

ent in states of ulceration, intlamniation. and
fever: and in IS'.lO sliowcd this resistance directly

to dejiend upon the presence in the blood-serum

of certain clearly defined albuminous substances.

BtrCHNER, ".ToiiANN Andreas (1783-1852).

A German pliarniacist. born in Munich. He
studied pharmacy under Tronimsdorff in Erfurt,

and in ISIS was appointed professor of pharmacy,
toxicology, and the theory of prescription at the

University of I.andshut. This chair he retained

upon the transfer of the universitj- to Munich in

1820. In 1827 he became a member of the Bava-

rian Academy of Sciences. From 1815 to ISol he

published 110 vohmies of his Rcportoriutn fiir

Pharmacie, then the most widely circulated

periodical of the sort in Germany, and in 1815-

18 edited the Aiizeiger fiir Kunst und Gewerb-

fleiss in liayern. He discovered saliein and ber-

berine (qq.v.), and by his writings greatly aided

in the establishment of pharmacy upon a scien-

tific basis. His chief publication was the un-

completed Inbegriff der Pharmacie (1821.3(5), to

which other scientists contributed, and for which

he himself wrote an Einleitung in die Pharmacie
(1821): Toxikologie (1822); Grundriss der

]'hiisil{ ah Vorbereitung zur Chemie (1823) ; and
Gr»»'/ri.-s der Chemie (1830-36).

BUCHON, bu'shoN', Jean Alexandre (1791-

1846). A French historian, born at Menetou-

Salon (Cher) . After extensive travels for the col-

lection of material, he published, in 1824-2G, his

edition of the Chroiiiques de Froissart ( 15 vols.)

,

a portion of his Collection des chroniqnes »io-

lionales francaises cc^ites en langue wlgaire
du Xllle au XYIe siecle (47 vols.. 1824-29). In

addition to some volumes of travel, such as

La Gri'ce continentale et la Moree (1843), his

works include Chroniques etrangeres relatives

ttux expeditions frangaises pendant le Xllle
siecle (1840), Esquisse de.i principaiix faits de

nos annales natiunales du Xllle au XVIIe siecle

(1840), and Xouvelles recherches historiques sur

la principaute frangaise de Moree (1845).

BUCHSWEILER, booGs'vi'ler. The capital

of a canton in German Alsace, 20 miles north-

vest of Strassburg. It was the ancient capital

of the 'Hanauer Liindschen,' part of Hesse-Darm-
stadt, prior to the French Revolution. It has

some fine media>val residences and public Iniild-

ings, including the Rathaus and the gymnasium.
The curious Bastberg Hill, the scene where nu-

merous legendary myths are laid, is noted for its

lignite-mines and fossils. Population, in 1900.

3101.

BUCHTA, booo'ta, Richard (1845.-94). An
Austrian explorer, born in Radlow. Galicia. In

1877 he visited Khartum, where Chinese Gordon,

then Governor-General, facilitated his journey to

Emin Pasha at Lado. on the Upper Nile. In

1885 he made another tour through Egypt and
journeyed through the desert to Fayum. He was
a collaborator on the first volume of .Timker's

celebrated work on Africa, and published the

following interesting works : Die obern Xilliinder,

etc.. with 160 photographic views (1881); Der
Kiidan und der ilahdi. Das Land, die Bewohner
utid der Aufstand (1884): Der Sudan unter
iiggplisrhrr Ilerrschaft (1888).

BUCHTEL (buk'tr!) COLLEGE (after .Tohn

R. Buchtel, who gave it in aggregate about $500,-

000). A college founded by the Universalist

State Convention of Ohio. It was opened at
Akron, Ohio, in 1872. In 1901 the endowment
was $1.50,000, and the value of the college build-

ings and grounds, $150,000. At this time the

faculty numbered 17, and the students 282, of

wlicim 92 were in the collegiate department.

BUCK, Carl Darling (1860— ). An Ameri-
can comparative philologist, born in Bucksport,

Maine, October 2, 1866. He received the degrees

of A.B., 1886, Ph.D., 1889. at Yale University.

He is the author of Vokalisnius der oskischen

Uprache (1892); The Oscan-Umbriun ^'erb Sys-

tem (1895) ; joint author (with \V. G. Hale) of

J:atin Grammar (1902); and a contributor to

Vol. V. of the Papers of the American School of

Classical Studies (Athens), American Journal

of Philology, etc.

BUCK, Charles (1771-1815). An English

independent minister. He is remembered for his

Collection of Anecdotes (1799), and especially

for his Theological Dictionary (2 vols., London,

1802), which was once one of the most widely

used of religious reference books and repeatedly

republished and reprinted in England and Amer-
ica. At the time of his death he was pastor in

London.

BUCK, Dudley (1839— ). An American or-

ganist and composer, born in Hartford. Conn.,

March 10. 1839. A commercial career was chosen

for him, but he early showed such aptitude for

music that his father allowed him to leave col-

lege, 1858, in order to prosecute his musical stud-

ies at the Leipzig Conservatory, under Richter,

Hauptmann, and Rietz. Returning to the United
States, 1862, he soon became noted as a musical

leader, composer, and organist. He furnished the

music for Lanier's cantata, sung at the opening
of the Centennial exhibition. Philadelphia, 1876,

and gained tlie prize of $1000 ofi'ered by the Cin-

cinnati Musical Festival of 1880 for the best

cantata, choosing Longfellow's Golden Legend
as his text. His works include other cantatas,

among them King Olaf's Christmas; Voyage of

Columbus; The Light of Asia; and the series of

five cantatas entitled The Christian Year; the

comic opera, Deseret; the symphonic overture,

Marmion : and organ-music.

BUCK-BEAN, or Marsh-Trefoil (Menyan-
thcs Irifoliata). A plant of the natural order

tientianaceae, the best-known species of its genus,

widely distributed in all the colder parts of the

Northern Hemisphere, and common in America.

It has been de.seribed as 'perhaps the most beau-

tiful' of all British plants. It grows in marshy
places, its creeping rootstocks (or rhizomes) and
densely matted roots often rendering boggy

ground firm. The leaves are ternate, like those

of the trefoils or clovers, and are supported on
pretty long stalks. The flower-stalk, which is

about a foot high, bears a compmind raceme of

ten to twenty white flowers, externally tipped

with red. The leaves are destitute of smell, i)ut

very bitter. From them is jjrepared a valuable

bitter extract, menyanthin, which has long been

used in cases of d}'spepsia and disorders of the

bowels, and which was also formerly employed
in intermittent feters. .An infusion is also some-

times used, and sometimes the dried and pow-
dered leaves. The whole plant seems to possess

the same bitter and tonic i)roperties. It is some-
times used in Germany as a substitute for hops.
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The rootstock, which is black and jointed, con-

tains a considerable quantity of starch. For
illustration, see Brazilnut.

BUCKBOARD (probably so called because
of its hiickiiiij or bouncing). A four-wheeled

vehicle in which a loni; elastic board or platform
is used in place of the ordinary body, springs,

and gear. It is fi.Ked a.s a connection between the

fore and rear axles, and may have one or more
seats. It is thus the most simply constructed

of any f(rar-wheeled vehicle. Buckboards were
first used only in mountain districts wliere the

roads are rugged, and were for a long time

BUCEBOARD.

rudely and simply built. When the Adirondack
region and Mount Desert became fashionable

resorts, the summer visitors to these places had
the primitive buckboards reproduced in more
elegant form \>y carriage-buiklers, so that the

buckboard now usually seen differs greatly from
the Tnodel. being made in handsome woods of a

light color, ash or hickory, with springs, silver

mountings, and cushions of russet leather.

BUCKEBURG, bi.ik'c-boorK. A garrison

town, capital of Schaumburg-Lippe, northern

Germany, 30 miles southwest of Hanover (Map:
Germany, C 2). Its chief features are a ducal

palace and castle, a Seventeenth Century Lu-

theran church, and a fine park. Population, in

1900, .5(i32.

BUCKET (origin uncertain). The name given

in mechanics to the vanes of a water-wheel, or to

the scoop of a dredge or of an elevator for han-

dling grain, coal, etc. See Water - Wheel;
Dredges: Grain-Elevator. Buckets for me-
chanical purposes are made of wood, cast iron,

and sheet steel or other metals.

BUCKEYE. See Horse-Chestnut.

BUCKEYE STATE. Ohio. See States,
Popi L-\R Names of.

BUCK'HAM, Matthew Henry (1832—). An
American e<UKator, born in I^eicestershire, Eng-

land. He graduated at tlie University of Ver-

mont in 18.51 : was appointed professor of Greek

and became i)resident of the institution in 1871.

BUCKHANNON, buk-iln'on. A town and
county-seat of I'pshur County, W. Va., 40 miles

south of Clarksburg, on the Buckhannim Kiver

and on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad (Map:
West Virginia, D 3). It is the seat of the West
Virginia Conference Seminary (co-educational) ;

and has tlour. lumber, and woolen mills, tannery,

etc. I'opulation, in 18!)0, 1403; in I'JOO, 1589.

BUCKHOUND. See HouNn.

BUCKIE. A seaport and police burgh of

Bantl'sliire, Scotland, on the North Sea, near tlic

entrance to the Moray Firtli. 13 mill's northeast

of Elgin by rail. It has a tine Roman Catholic

church with a painting of Saint Gregory by one

of the Carracci. and there are numerous fine resi-

dences in the vicinity. A good modern harbor
ati'ords facilities for its fishing industries, which
are tlie most imiiortant of tlie surrounding dis-

trict, ropuhitioii. in ISnl, >S34 ; in 1!)01, 6541.

BUCKINGHAM, buk'ing-um. Dikes of. See
ViLLIEUH.

BUCKINGHAM, .Tames Silk (1786-1855).
An English traveler and editor. He was born in
Flushing, near Falmouth, Cornwall, and at ten
years of age went to sea. In 1818 he established
the Calcutta Journal, which was a commercial
success, but because of its strictures on the
Indian Government was suppressed, while he,

himself, was expelled from the Piesidency of
Bengal. His lectures, on his return to England,
against the East India Company's monopoly, and
in su])port of opening the trade to China, tended
greatly to direct pulilic attention to the sidiject.

In London, he estal)lished the Oriental Herald in

1S24. and in 1828 the Athrnwum, now one of tlie

leading weekly critical journals of England.
Subsequently he traveled through the United
States, and from 1832 to 1837 was a member of

Parliament from Shcliield. He was projector and
secretary of the British and Foreign Institute
from 1843 to 1840, and president of the London
Temperance League. He was the author of nu-
merous works of travel on the Continent, in the
East, and in America, and at the time of hia

death was engaged on an Autobiofiraphy, two
volumes of which were published (London, 1855).

BUCKINGHAM. .Toseph Tinker (1770-
18(51). An Ameriran journalist. He was born
in Connecticut, was bred a printer, and in 1800
went to Boston, where, six years later, he began
The Polyanthus, a monthly magazine, which was
soon suspended, but was resumed in 1812. In
1809 he published a weekly called The Ordeal;
from 1817 to 1828 The Xew Enyland (lalaxy and
Masonic Magazine; and during 1831-34 The New
Enffland Mafiuzine. In 1824 he established the

Boston Courier, of which he was editor until

1848. He published Specimens of Xeuspaper
Literature, with Personal Memoirs, Anecdotes,
and Rem iniseenees (IH50) , and Personal Memoirs
and Recollections of Editorial Life (1852).

BUCKINGHAM, William Alfred (1804-

75). An American politician, best known as the

'war Governor' of Connecticut. He was born in

Lebanon, Conn. ; received a common-school edu-
cation ; taught school: worked on his father's

farm: and in 1825 began business for himself
in Norwich, ultimately accumulating a consid-
erable fortune as a dry-goods merchant and a

manufacturer, first of carpets and afterwards
of india-iaibber. He look an active interest in

politics; was elected nuiyor of Norwich in 1849,

18.50. 18.50. and 18.57; and from 18.58 to 18G0,

when he declined renomination, was Governor
of Connecticut. His term thus included the
])eriod of the Civil War, and he became widely
known as one of the ablest and most energetic

of the 'war Governors,' actively upholding the
Administration throughout, and exerting himself
to the utn-.ost to raise and equip troops. In
September, 1862, he wrote to the President,
"This little State has already sent into the

arniy. and has now at the rendezvous, more than
one-half of her able-bodied men between the ages
of 18 and 45 years, and has more to oiler if

wanted;" and, largely owing to his influence,
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Connecticut sent into the field, before the close of

the war, nearly 55,000 men mit of a population
which numbered only between 400,000 anil 465,-

000 souls. From ISO!) until his ileath, Bucking-
ham was a member of the United States Senate.

He took an active interest in teni])erance reform,

serving for some time as president of the .\meri-

ean Temperance Union, and in addition was an
influential member of the .\merican Board of

Commissioners for Foreign Missions, and jircsi-

dent of the first National Congregational Coun-
cil. He gave .$25,000 to the Vale Theological

Seminary, and was a liberal contributor to va-

rious philanthropic enterprises. Consult Mrs.
Stowe. Men of Our Tinirs ( Xcw York, 1808).

BUCKINGHAM AND NOR'MANBY, .John
Sheffield. Duke of ( ie4i)-1721 ) . An English
naval oflicer, politician, and author. He was
privately educated, in 1000 and 1672 enlisted

as a naval volunteer in the wars against the

Dutch, in 1673 was appointed to the com-

mand of a ship, and in the same year to the

colonelcy of an infantry regiment. In 1680

he commanded a successful expedition to relieve

Tangier, then besieged by the Moors. He be-

came, in 1685, Lord Chamberlain to James II., in

1094 cabinet councilor to William III., and in

1702. at the accession of Anne. Lord Privy Seal.

In 1705 he was obliged by Whig hostility to re-

sign his offices, but in 1710 was appointed Lord
Steward of the Hoiisehold, and in 1711 Lord Pres-

ident of the Council, He out-Cibbered Cibber by
rewriting Shakespeare's Jiiliiifi Crrsar, which he
divided into two tragedies, called, respectively,

Julius Ccesar and Marcus Brutus. His poems
were much praised by contemporaries, including

Pope and Dryden ; but, to quote Dr. Johnson
{Lites of the Poets), "criticism is no longer

softened by his bounties or awed by his splen-

dor, and . . . discovers him to be a writer that
sometimes glimmers, but rarely shines. . .

."

His Essay on Satire, containing an attack on
Rochester, wa,s by that penetrative worthy at-

tributed to Dryden, who was in consequence se-

verely beaten by rufTians, at his instigation, in

the public street. The collected works, compris-

ing, besides the poems, historical memoirs,
speeches, and other miscellanies, were edited by
Pope (London. 1723).

BUCKINGHAMSHIBE, A south-midland
county of England (Map: England. F 5). Area.

743 square miles. The soil is good, chalk and
clay predominating. About half the county is

under tillage, the rest is in meadow and pasture.

Wheat and beans are the principal crops. The
chief dair\" product is butter. In the vale of

Aylesbury, fattening of cattle is extensively car-

ried on ; the sheep are noted for fine and heavy

fleeces, and large numbers of ducks are reared

for metropolitan consumption. The Chiltern

Hills are in the northern portion, where there

are woods of considerable extent. The chief man-
ufactures are paper, straw-plait, and thread lace.

The chief rivers are the Thames, bordering the

county on the southwest, the Ouse, the Ousel,

CoUe," and Thame, the latter two flowing into

the Thames, The Grand .Junction Canal, and the

Great Western and Nortliwestern railwaj-s inter-

sect the county on the east and south. Chief
towns, Aylesbury, Buckingham, Marlow, and
Wycombe. Buckinghamshire formed part of the

ancient kingdom of Mercia ; it contains British

and Roman remains, such as traces of Watling,

lekncld, and Akeman streets or roads. Many
events of historical interest occurred in this

county. It was the scene of contest in the civil

war of Stephen and John. Population, in 1891,

185,284; in 1901, 19.5,234.

BUCK'LAND, Fkanois Trftvklyan (1826-

80). .\n English naturalist, the son of William
Buckland (q.v, ), canon of Christ Church, Ox-
ford. Tie was educated at Winchester School,

and at Christ Church College, Oxford; devoted
himself to the study of medicine; was house
surgeon for a time at Saint George's Hospital,

London : and was appointed assistant surgeon to

the Second Tiife Guards in 1854, retiring in

1863, From his boyhood he was an enthusiastic

student of natural history. He contributed nu-

merous papers to Field and Land and Water
(which he established in 1866), and was the

author of Curiosities of "Satural History (4 vols.,

1857-72); Fish Hatchini/ (1803); Logbook of

a Fishernnui and Zoologist (1870); Natural
History of British Fishes (1881) ; an edition of

White's Natural History of Helhorne, with notes

(1876); and numerous oflicial reports as in-

spector of fisheries. He was an acute observer,

and his writings on subjects of natural history

exhibit in great part the results of fresh and
original observations, which his sprightly style

presents in an interesting manner. He took a

great interest in fish-culture, and about 1805,

at his own cost, established at South Kensington
a 'museum of economical fish-culture." illustrat-

ed by models and casts largely made with his

own hands. This at length expanded into the

International Fisheries Exhibition of 1883. For
his life, consult Bompas (London, 1883).

BUCKLAND, William (1784-1856). A dis-

tinguished British geologist, born in Axniinster,

Devonshire. He was educated in Winchester
and Oxford, and in 1813 he received an appoint-

ment as reader of mineralogy in Oxford Univer-

sity, and was elected a fellow of the Geological

Society of London, of which he was twice presi-

dent. In 1825 he was appointed a canon of

Christ Church, Oxford, and in 1845 he became
Dean of Westminster. He contributed many
valuable papers to geological publications, for

one of which he received the Copley Medal. His

most extended work, (leology and Mineralogy

Considered vith Reference to Natural Theology,

was first published in 1836, as a Bridgewater

treatise, and subsequently passed through three

editions.

BUCKLAN'DIA (after the English natural-

ist Buckland). A magnificent and beautiful

evergreen tree of the order Hamamelidacc*. a

native of the mo\intains of .Java and India. The
only species, Bucklandia popuhica, is said to

grow unbranched to the height of 40 feet, the

trunk sometimes 21 feet in girth at 5 feet from
the ground. The foliage is thick, bright, and
glossy. The timber is valuable. See Witch-
IIazel.

BUCK'LAW, Laird of. The title of the hus-

band of Lucy Ashton in Scott's Bride of Lam-
inennoor (q.v.). He is the inncK'cnt cause of the

tragic conclusion of the story. He is a good-

natured youth, in spite of loose habits, and im-

presses the reader as more sinned against than

sinning. His family name is Frank Hayston.

BUCKLE (Fr. bouclc, buckle, earring, from

Lat. buccula, the beaver of a helmet). A metal
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clasp, consisting of a rim and tongiio, used for

fastening straps or bands in dress and harness.

Buckles for harness and men's clothing are usu-
ally stamped or drop-forged from iron or brass;

but in making buckles for women's girdles and
other articles of dress, the precious metals, often
ornamented with gems and of ornamental design,

are also employed. The use of buckles instead of

shoestrings was nitroduced into England during
the reign of Charles II. They soon became very
fashionable, attained an enormous size (the lai'g-

est being called .\rtois buckles, after the Comte
d'Artois, brother of the King of France), and
were usually made of silver, set with diamonds
and other precious stones. In the latter half of

the Eigliteenth Century the manufacture of

buckles was carried on 7uost extensively in Bir-

mingham, there being at (me time not less tlian

4000 people employed in that town and its vicin-

ity, who turned out J..'iOO,000 pairs of buckles
annually. Wlien tlie trade was at its hciglit,

however, fashion changed, and in 1791 the
buckle-makers petitioned the Prince of Wales
for sympathy, on the ground tliat tlie introilue-

tion of shoestrings had nearly ruined their trade.

The Prince promised to assist them as far as he
could, by wearing buckles himself and enjoining
his household to do the same : but fashion was
too strong even for him, and they became almost
extinct, except as a part of the English Court
dress.

BUCKLE, Henry Thomas (1821-62). An
Englisli liistorian, who became famous upon the
publication of the first volume of the work en-

titled Thr History of Civilhation. He was born
at Lee, Kent, November 24, 1821, and came of a
well-known London family of mercliants and
ship-owners. He was a delicate child, and after

a short session at a school in Kentish Town
his furtlier studies, at his request, were pursvied
at home,, under the direction of his father and
mother. In his thirty-first year he had a knowl-
edge of nineteen modern languages. The death
of his father in 1840 left him an independent
fortune, which enaliled him to travel and devote
himself to literature. From 1840 to 1844 he
traveled in Europe, and it was during this period
that he resolved to write a history of the Middle
Ages. In 1851 he enlarged the scope of his work,
and during the next six years was engaged in

writing, rewriting, altering, and revising the
first volume of his Hixtor// of CiviH::alioii, which
appeared in 1857. It achieved immediate suc-
cess througliout Europe and America. liuckle
was elected a member of various exclusive clubs,

and on March 1!), 1858, the first and only lecture
that he ever delivered was given at the Koyal
Institute. His topic was "The Infiuence of

Women on the Progress of Knowledge." This
lecture was publi.shed in Fra.ier's Magazine
(London, .-\pril, 1858). The second volume of

his Ilislory of Ciiilization appeared in .January,
1801, and he then souglit recuperati<m in travel
through the Orient. He contracted typhus fever
at Nazareth, and died at Damascus, May 20,

1802, in his forty-first year.

Buckle's fame has diminished rather than in-

creased with age, and critical estimates of his

work vary as to its value. His great work is

in reality an unfinished introduction, which seeks
to establish history as an exact science, by a
novel method of study and deduction. Before

tracing the particular history of English civili-

zation, he enters into a general consideration of

tlie progress of those countries—Great Britain,

Germany, France, Spain, and the United States

— in which the elements of modern civilization

originated. The two volumes are occupied with
this preliminary examination, which they do
not even comidete. His objects, however, are
clear. By ingenious but non-conclusive evidence
he maintains that climate, soil, food, and the
mutabilities of nature form the character of a
peojile : that skepticism is the true source of
intellectual progress ; that the retarding force is

credulity, and that the excessive protection exer-
cised by governments, the nobility, the Church,
and other agencies over the people, has dwarfed
and retarded the spirit of freedom and civiliza-

tion. His work is characterized by high ideals,

vigor, and elegance of style ; but although his
arguments are admitted to contain much sound
truth, he is accused of being frequently one-
sided, and of drawing sweeping deductions from
an imperfect survey of facts. Consult: itiscel-
laneons and Posiluimouf: ^Yorks of H. T. Buckle,
edited by Miss Taylor (London, 1872; new edi-
tion by Grant A'llen, 1885) ; Huth, Life of
Huckle (London, 1880); Robertson, Buckle and
His Critics (London, 1895).

BUCKLER (Fr. bouclier, so named from the
boss, bijucle, on it). In old armor, a kind of
shield worn on the left ann. The name is some-
times applied to the smaller ancient shields. In
the iliddle .\ges the buckler was round, oval, or
square in shajje, and was frequently made of
wickerwork or of hide, strengthened by metal
plates.

BUCK'LEY, .L\MES Monroe (1836—). An
American clergyman. He was born in Rahway,
N. J., ^\as educated at Pennington Seminary and
Weslej'an University, and studied theology in
E.xeter, N. H. He entered the ministry in 1858,
joined the New Hampshire Conference of the
-Methodist Episcopal Cluirch in 1859, and
preached successively in Dover, Manchester. Con-
cord. Detroit, New York, and Brooklyn, holding
the last charge from 1807 to 1880. "Since 1872
he has always been prominent in the General
Conferences of his Church, and is one of the most
influential men in the denomination. He has
been editor of the New York Christian Adim-
rate since 1880. Among his publications are:
Christians avd the Theatre (1870) ; Thr f.nnd of
the C:ar and the \ihilist (1880) : Failh Hcalin(j

(1892); Trarel-s in Three Continents (1895)';

Ilislory of Methodism in the United States
(1897) ; and Extemporaneous Oratory (1899).

BUCKLEY, SA.Mrr,L Botsford (1809-84) . An
.\merican naturalist, born in Torrey, Yates Coun-
ty. N. Y. He graduated at Wcslevan University
in 18;i0, and in 1842 traveled through the South-
ern States, where he discovered twenty-four new
species of plants and the genus now known as
Bueklrya distiehophilla. IJuring a sub.sequent
ex|)edition through Florida, he discovered thir-

teen new s|)ecies of shells. By barometrical
measurements he determined in i858 the height
of .several mountains in North Carolina and Ten-
nessee; one of wliicli. Mount Buckley, in North
Carolina, was named after him. He afterwards
.successively became assistant naturalist and geol-

ogist in the State Survey of Texas 1)800 til).

State Geologist of Te.vas (1866-07), and scientific
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editor of the State Gazette, Austin 1 1871-72). A
list of scientitic papers written by him is con-
tained in the Alumni Record of \\'cslei/an Uni-
versiti/ (1SS3).

BTJCK'MAN, James (1814-84). .\n English
geologist. He was horn in Cheltenham, studied
in London, and in 1 842 was appointed curator
of the Birmingham Philosopliical Institute.
From 1847 to ISii.i he was professor in the
Cirencester Agricultural College. He wrote on
agricultural botany, archaeology, and geology, his
geological papers treating cliietly of the strati-

graphy and paleontology of the .Jurassic series
of Somerset. Dorset, and other English districts
with which lie was familiar.

BUCKTHINSTER, Joseph Stevens (1784-
1812). An American Congregational clergyman.
He graduated at Harvard in 1800, and was after-

wards a teacher in Phillips Exeter Academy, where
Daniel Webster was one of his pupils. In 1804
he was made pastor of Brattle Street Church,
Boston: in 1808 he supervised the publication of
Griesbach's Xeic Testament (in Greek), and in
1811 he was appointed first lecturer on biblical
criticism at Hars-ard. He belonged to the ad-
vanced literary Congregational school of his day,
that, soon after his death, became Unitarian.
He was a man of remarkable oratorical ability,

and his sermons were finished literary produc-
tions. He was a member of the famous .Anthol-
ogy Club of Boston, and contributed to tlie

Monthly Anthology. In 1839 his collected works
were published in two volumes. Consult Lee,
Memoirs of the Buckminsterx (Boston. 18.51).

BUCKTSTELL UNIVERSITY (renamed in

1886, from Tlie University at Lewi^burg in honor
of William Bueknell, its liberal benefactor). A
Baptist institution of liberal arts. It was
founded in 1S4G. at Lewisburg. Pa. The endow-
ment in 1901 was $425,000, and tlie value of the
college buildings over $3.50,000. At the same
time the faculty numbered 31, and the students
500, of whom one-third were in the preparatory
departments. The presidents have been : Howard
Malcolm, LL.D. ; Justin R. Loomis, LL.D. : David
J. Hill, LL.D. ; and John Howard Harris, LL.D.
(since 188!)).

BUCK'NER, Simon Boliv.\r (1823—). An
American soldier and politician. He was born in

Kentucky, graduated at West Point in 1844. and
was assistant professor of geography, history, and
ethics there in 1845-46. He then served in the
Southern campaign under General Scott during
the ile.vican War. and received the brevets of

first lieutenant and captain respectively for gal-

lantry at Churuhusco and ilolino del Rey. From
1848 to 18.50 he was again at West Point, as
assistant instructor of infantry tactics, but re-

signed from the service in 1855, after wliich he
practiced law, first in Illinois and then in Ken-
tucky, where he is said to have been a prominent
member of the Knights of the Golden Circle

(q.v.). In 18G0 he was made inspector-general

of the State and commander of the Home Guards,
and on the outbreak of the Civil War he be-

came a brigadier-general in the Confederate ser-

vice. He was the third officer in rank at Fort
Donelson at the time of the attack of the Federal
army and lleet early in 1802, and. Generals
Floyd and Pillow withdrawing during the night
of February 15, it devolved upon him to sur-

render the fort and garrison to (ieneral Grant.

(See Fort Hexuy .vxu Fort Donelsox.) In the
following -Vugust he was exchanged, and subse-
quently commanded a division under Bragg in

Tennessee, and, as major-general, took a con-
spicuous part in the battle,* of .Murfreesboio and
Chickamauga. On May 20, ISCio, liaving pre-

viously attained the rank of lieutenant-general,

he surrendered with Gen. Kirby Smith's army
at Baton Rouge, La. After the close of the war
he returned to Kentuck}-, and from 1887 to 1891
was Governor of the State. In 1890 he was the
candidate of the National (Sound Money) Demo-
crats for \'icc-President of the L'nited States on
the ticket with J. .M. Palmer (q.v.).

BUCK'NILL, Sir .Iohx Ch.\rles (1817-97).
An English alienist, born at Market Bosworth.
He received liis medical education at University
College, London, and became councilor, censor,
and Lumleian lecturer in the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons there. He originated, and
for some time edited, the publications entitled
The Brain and The Journal of Medical Science.

Among his numerous works, the following are
especially deserving of notice: Unsoundness of
Mind in Relation to Criminal Acts (1857), a very
valuable work: The Psycholoyy of Shakespeare
(1859) ; The .Medical Knowledge of Shakespeare
(1800); Notes on American Asylums (1876);
Care of the Insane and Their Legal Control
(1880).

BUCK'RAM (OF. boquerant, bouqueraii, in

popular etymology later referred to buck, Ger.
Bock. goat). A coarse linen or cotton cloth,

sized witli glue. It is used as a stiffening in

making clothing, and also in bookbinding. The
name was originally applied to a more costly

material, which was used for ecclesiastical pur-
poses and for garments.

BUCKSHOT WAR. See Pennsylvania.

BUCKSKIN. .\ term applied in .\raerica

to deerskin or sheepskin made pliable by dressing
it with oil or brains, and formerly used by the
Indians and frontiersmen for clothing, but now
consumed almost exclusively in the manufacture
of gloves. In England, buckskin is used to de-

note a strong-twilled woolen fabric for breeches.

BUCKSTORT. A town in Hancock County,
Elaine. IS iiiih's south of Bangor, on the Penob-
scot River, and a branch of the Maine Central
Railroad (Map: ilaine, F 6). It has a good
harbor with water transportation throughout the
year, and is engaged chiefly in shipbuilding, fish-

ing, and leather-tanning. A United States sal-

mon preserve is located in the adjoining town
of Orland. Bucksport contains the Buck Me-
morial Library, and the East Maine Conference
Seminary. It was settled in 1762, and incorpo-
rated in 1792. The government is administered
bv town meetings, which convene annually.
Pojuilatinn. in 1890, 2921; in 1900, 2339.

BUCK'STONE, John Baldwin (1802-79).
-An English comedian and dramatic writer, bom
September 14, 1802, at Hoxton. London. Prefer-

ring the excitement of the stage to the monotony
of an attorney's otlice. he found an opportunity
in a provincial town for the display of his

theatrical abilities. .After a probatiim in the
country, he appeared at the Surrey Theatre in

1823, and his success was so unequivocal that
he was soon engaged by the manager of the
.Adelphi Theatre, where he continued for some
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years as leading low comedian. In 1840 he vis-

ited the I'nited States. He afterwards played

at the Haymarkct, Dnirj' Lane, and Lyceum
theatres, of the first of which he was lessee for

twenty-three years, retiring from its manage-
ment a short time before his death, October 31.

1879. Buckstone's acting was not more noted

for its comicality and hnmnr, which never degen-

erated into vulgarity, than for its distinct appre-

ciation of the peculiar traits in each individual

character he assumed. Yet his odd personal

style and voice were always noticeable, as ap-

peared once with unexpectedly droll effect, when,
at the Haymarket Theatre, he sustained the part

of the First Witch in Machelh. Buckstone was
also a prolific dramatic author, and of about one

hundred and fifty pieces he wrote for the stage,

several have been highly popular. Among the

best known are: The Green Bushes; The Floicers

of the Forest; Luke the Labourer; The Wreck
Ashore; The Rough Diamottd; Oood for Noth-
ing; The Irish Lion; The Alarminii Sacrifice;

Victorine; and Popping the Question. Consult
Marston, Our Recent Actors (London, 1890).

BUCKSTONE, Luc? Lsabella (18.58-93).

An English actress, the daughter of .John Bald-

win Buckstone and sister of John C Buckstone.

also a well-known comedian. At the Hajiuarket
Theatre, London, under her father's management
she made her appearance as Ada Ingot in David
Qarrick (187.5), after some experience in the

provinces. Among her later roles were those of

Annette, in The Bells, at the Lyceum: Lucy Or-

Diond, in Peril, at the Prince of Wales's Theatre;
and (jiwcndolen Pettigrew, in a successful revival

of The Parvenu, at the Globe Theatre (1891).
She died in London March 17, 1893.

BUCKTAILS. A name for the members of

Tammany Hall from about 1817 to 1826. It also

came to be applied to the political i)arty which
opposed De Witt Clinton during his campaign
for reelection to the Covernorship of New York
State in 1820.

BUCKTHORN (Uhamnus). A genus of

shrubs or small trees of the order RhamnaeeiB.
They are numerous, and natives of most of the

tropical and temperate regions of the world.

The common buckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica)

is a deciduous shrub or low tree, frequent in Eng-
land and in other parts of Europe and the north
of Asia. The leaves are ovate, crenate. and
bright green; the branches spiny: the (lowers

small, yellowish-green and densely clustered

;

male and female flowers on separate plants; the

berries about the size of peas, globular, blue-

black, nauseous, and violently jmrgative. They
were formerly much used in medicine, but now
more rarely, and only in tlic I'orni of a .syrup

prepared fioin their juice. Tiiey supply the sap-

green or bladder-green of painters. The bark
affords a beautiful yellow dye. The buckthorn
is sometimes planted for hedges, but is of too
straggling a h.ibit. The alder buckthorn, or
berry-bearing alder ( h'lianinus (ranguhi) , is also

a native of Great Britain and is frequent in

woods and tliickets thrmighout Europe. It is <a

shrub, rarely a small tree, with spineless

branches, oval entire leaves, and small, whitish
.axillary flowers, which are, in general, somewhat
clustered. The charcoal of the wood is light, and
is used for the preparation of gunpowder. The
bark, leaves, and berries are used for dyeing; the

bark for dyeing yellow, and, with preparations
of iron, black ; the unripe berries to dye wool
green and yellow; the ripe berries to dye it

bluish-gray, blue, and green. There are about a
dozen native species in the United States, one
of the most important being Rhamnus purshiana
of the Pacific States, where it is known as
Cascara sayrada. It is a tree 15 to 20 feet in

height and its bark is extensively used in medi-
cine. It contains tannin, three resins, and other
principles, and has a considerable reputation
as a tonic, vermifuge, and purgative. Rhamnus
C'aliforniea. an inferior s])ecies. is also some-
times called Cascara sagrada. Dyer's buckthorn
{Rhamnus infcctoria) is a low shrub, abundant in

the south of Kuro|)e, whose unri])e fruit yields a
brilliant yellow dye. The berries and inner baik
of Rhamnus tinctora, a native of Hungary, are
also used in dyeing; as also are the berries of

Rhamnus saxalilis, a procumbent shrub, grow-
ing among rocks as far north as Switzerland.
The 'French berries,' 'Avignon berries,' or 'yellow

berries' of dyers are the fruit of Rhamnus in-

Jectoria, saxatilis, oteoidcs, and alaternus. The
sea-buckthorn is a shrub of a different genus and
order. (See Swai.i.owthdun.) liumelia lanugi-

nosa, a small tree \\i(li hard wood and useful for

hedges, is also called buckthorn.

BUCKWHEAT {buck, AS. bOc, bece, beech -f

u-heal, tier. Wcizen, so named in allusion to

its triangular seeds, which look like beechnuts).
A genus of plants of the natural order Polygo-

naceie, or, according to many botanists, a subge-

nus of Polygonum, distinguished by the central

embryo, and by racemes of flowers grouped in

panicles. Common buckwheat (Fago]>yrum es-

culenlum or I'oli/gonum fagnpi/runi) is a native

of the basin of the Volga, the shores of the Cas-

pian Sea, and many parts of Central Asia. Its

introduction into Europe, the details of which
are not definitely known, took place during the

Middle Ages. In the Sixteenth Century it spread
toward the centre of Europe and has since ex-

tended over the entire Continent and the Brit-

ish Isles. The plant is upright, branched, 1

to 3 feet in height; the leaves are triangular,

heart-shaped or halberd-shaped: the flowers

pale red, the seed (nut) black and triangular,

the angles even (not toothed). It is culti-

vated as a food and forage plant in Europe
and America, and very commonly serves as a
crop for green manuring. Over eleven million

bushels were grown in the United States in 1899.

In Germany buckwheat is miich valued as a
crop, p.'irticularly for moorlands and other poor
soils. It is of easy cultivation and requires very
little nitrogen in the soil, l>ut responds cpiickly

to applications of potash and lime. Tliirty bush-

els or more per acre may be expected, weighing
46 or 48 pounds per bushel. In America the

seed is usually sown broadcast over the land,

which has been plowed in autunm or early spring

and well scarified or harrowed. About a bushel

and a half of seed is recpiired when sown broad-

east, but a bushel is sudicicnt if drilled. In the

latter case it should not be sown in narrower
drills than one foot apart, but two feet is recom-
mended as being better for the succeeding crop,

as the wider intervals can be properly cultivated.

It should not be sown too early, as the young
plants are very sensitive to frost. When the

lower seeds are ripe, it should be mown, as they

are easilv shed out if allowed to stand too long.
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Wet weather during the harvesting season is

more injurious to buckwheat than to most other

cereals. Tartarian buckwheat (Fagupyrum or

Polygonum Talaricum) , a native of Siberia, is

distinguished by the toothed edges of the seeds

and its more vigorous growth. It is liardy and
very productive, but the seeds fall out when ri])e

more readily tlian those of the common species,

and the Hour is darker colored and somewliat bit-

ter. It is well adapted for green manuring. Notch-

seeded buckwlieat ( Fagopyrum or Polygonum
emarginaUim ) is said to be a native of China. Its

seeds are larger than those of common buck-

wheat, and their angles are winged. When
grown in Great Britain, many of its flowers

are generally abortive. Perennial buckwlieat

(Fagopyrum or Polygonum cymosum) is a native

of Nepal, very vigorous in its growth, but pro-

ducing, at least in Great Britain, comparatively

little seed. The triangular black seed of climb-

ing buckwheat or blackbine (Fagopyrum or

Polygonum convolvulus) greatly resembles buck-

wheat, but is smaller. The plant—a very com-

mon weed in gardens and corn-fields in Great
Britain—also exhibits much similarity, notwith-

standing its different habits and twining stem.

For illustration, see Plate of Bh.^zilnut.

Food Value. The grain of buckwheat and its

various by-products are used to a limited extent

for feeding farm animals, as are also the green

plant and the straw. Buckwheat flour and grits

are used as human food. The plants are some-

times grown as bee-plants for the honey they fur-

nish, the Japanese buckwheat being especially

satisfactory for this purpose. The buckwheat
grain has the following percentage composition:

Water, 12.6; protein, 10; fat, 2.2; nitrogen-free

extract, 04.5; crude fibre, 8.7; and ash, 2. It

contains rather more crude fibre and less nitro-

gen-free extract than other common cereal grains.

Buckwheat has been successfully fed to pigs,

being not quite equal to wheat for this purpose.

It does not appear that, as sometimes claimed,

it is a cause of soft pork. It is also used as a

poultry food. The hulls are woody and have lit-

tle feeding value. The portion next to the hull,

which is known as middlings, has a high feeding

value. A rai.xture of the hulls and middlings, com-
monly called buckwheat bran, is much inferior

to the middlings on account of the admixture
of the comparatively worthless hulls. Buckwheat
middlings and bran are usually fed to dairy

cows, ilie floury portion of the grain may be re-

garded as a valuable and economical feed. Green
buckwheat forage is sometimes fed to stock, but

often has an injurious effect on sheep. The
straw is sometimes fed to sheep. Buckwheat
flour is proportionately richer in nutrients than

is the whole .seed, as the crude fibre is prac-

tically all removed in milling. It is used very

largely in the United States for making griddle

cakes or pancakes, less commonly as a breadstuff

and in other ways. Much is used in the manu-
facture of prepared flour. In Russia buckwheat
porridge is a conunon article of diet. Buckwheat
flour is often adulterated with wheat middlings.

This grain has been used for brewing and for the

manufacture of distilled liquor.

BUCKWHEAT FAMILY. See Poltgo-
SACE.C
BUCKWHEAT-TREE. An evergreen shrub,

C'liftonid monophylla, of the order Cyrillacese.

It grows around ponds and streams in the Gulf

States of North America, and bears fragrant

white blossoms. Its name is derived from the

sliape of its penduhMis fruit.

BUCURESCI. Rumanian name of Bucharest.

BUCOL'IC (Gk. /3oiwoAiKOf, boukolikos, rus-

tic, pastoral, from Puvk6'ao(, boukolos, cowherd,
herdsman ) . A term derived from the Greek, and
equivalent to the term pastoral, of Latin deriva-

tion. See Pastokal Poetky.

BU'CRANE (Gk. ^ovKpaviov, boukranion, ox-

head, from /Soff, bous, ox -|- npaviov, kranion,

skull). A decoration consisting of an ox-skull,

usually carved on Greek or Roman altars as a

traditional ornament, and connected often with
festooned wreaths of flowers. This motive passed

from altars to friezes and other architectural

details. Ranis' heads and other animals' heads
are often also called bucranes.

BUCY'RUS. A city and county-seat of Craw-
ford County, Ohio. 61 miles north of Columbus,
on the Sandusky River, and on the Columbus,
Sandusky and Hocking, the Toledo and Ohio Cen-

tral, and the Pennsylvania raih'oads (Map:
Ohio, E 4). It is in an agricultural and stock-

raising region, with numerous mineral springs,

and has e.vtensive manufactures of clay-working

and general machinery, ventilating and heating

apparatus, office and school furniture, fans and
blowers, plows, carriages and wagons. The
more prominent features of the city are a park,

well-paved streets, the county and school build-

ings, the Sandusky River and bridges, and the

water-works and reservoir. Settled in 1818, Bu-

cyrus was incorporated first in 1829. The gov-

ernment is administered under a charter of 1885,

which provides for a ma_vor, elected biennially,

and a city council. Population, in 1890, 5974;
in 1900, 6560.

BUCZACZ, boo'chach. A town of the Aus-
trian Crownhind of Galicia, situated on the

Strypa, a tributary to the Dniester, about 35

miles east-northeast of Stanislaus (Map: Aus-

tria, J 2). It has a handsome Rathaus and the

ruins of an old castle. It is famous for its

hardy breed of horses. The principal industry is

agriculture. In 1672 a treat}- of peace was
signed here between the Poles and the Turks, by
which the former relinquished to the latter con-

siderable territorv. Population, in 1890, 11,096;

in 1900, II,-504.

BUD (Late ME. hudde, Dutoli bot. probably

under the influence of OF. boton, Ft. bouion, bud,

button ) . An undeveloped shoot, in which the

older leaves overlap and protect the younger
leaves and the growing-point of the axis. They
may be considered under two heads, (1) leaf-

buds and (2) flower-buds ("alabastra')

.

Leak-Bui>s. Among seed-plants, leaf-buds are

distinguished as either terminal or lateral in po-

sition. The terminal bud, if developed, continues

the axis, while the lateral bud gives rise to

branches. For the most part, the lateral buds
hold a definite position in reference to the leaves,

the rule being that such a lateral bud is de-

veloped in the axil of each leaf. Of course in

many cases there are leaves without such buds
visible, or even formed in any way. Occasion-

ally there are cases in wliicli more buds than one

appear in a single axil, a gioup of two, three,

or more appearing, as in maples, certain willows,

etc. These additional buds are spoken of as

'accessory buds.' There are also cases in whiih
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buds appear without any relation to the leaf,

and such are known as "extra-axillary' buds.

Again, buds may ocuur upon the older parts of

stems and roots, or even on leaves, arising ili this

way out of their natural order of suceession,

and such are said to be 'adventitious.' In some
cases buds are formed which do not develop fur-

ther, and may even be overgrown by the outer

layers of the plant-body. Some condition, as a
wound, may suddenly afford them opi)ortunity

to develop, and they are likely to be mistaken
for. adventitious buds. Such concealed or hid-

den buds are Icnow^n as 'latent' or 'dormant'
buds.
The terms just given have to do with the vary-

ing positions of buds. There is another set of

terms based upon the presence or character of

the overlapping leaves. In the 'scaly buds,'

which are well known in connection with trees

and shrubs of the temperate regions, the old
overlapping leaves assume the form of more or
less heavy and indurated scales, which serve well

to pfotect the delicate structures within. The
protection against moisture and sudden changes
in temperature is often still further increased

by a coating of some waxy or resinous substance,
as in the horse-chestnut and balsam poplar.

The scales are often also lined, and the delicate

leaves within cov-

ered, with dowTiy
hairs. As distinct

from the sealj' buds
there are also
'naked buds.' that
is, those in which
there is no special

organizationof pro-

tecting scales, the

ordinary leaves
serving the purpose
as far as necessary.

There are also
'fleshy buds,' in

which the investing

leaves or scales be-

come gorged with
food- substances
forming the so-

called 'bulbs' (q.

V. ) . Buds or bud-
like .structures may
not merely con-

tinue the growth
of an axis or give

rise to branches,

but may also be

used in propaga-

tion. Wlien they

are definitely organized to be separated from the

parent plant for this purpose they are known as

'brood-buds.' Brood-buds are very commonly
formed by mosses and ferns, as well as by various

groups of seed-plants. The arrangement of the

leaves in the leaf-bud is called 'vernation,' a fanci-

ful term given by Linnanis to indicate that it is

the spring condition of the plant. The term 'proe-

foliation,' which is a much better one, is some-

times used. Prominent among the terms of ver-

nation are the following: 'Plicate' or 'plaited,'

in which the young leaf is folded upon its ribs

like a closed fan, as in the maple and currant

;

'conduplicate,' in which the leaf is folded length-

wise on its midrib, as in the magnolia ; •convolute,'

in which it is rolled from one margin to the other,

BudB of horse-chestnut, hi surface
view (a) and in section (b).

as in the cherry; 'involute,' in which both margins
are rolled toward the middle of the ufiper face,

as in the violet; 'circinate,' in which the leaf

is coiled from the apex downward, as in all

true ferns.

FlowkkHlos. In flower-buds the idea of pro-

tection is also evident, and the older overlapjiing

leaves of an ordinary bud are represented func-
tionally by the older overlapping sepals. In
many cases, however, the sepals furnish no |)ro-

teetion, and in some cases the necessary i)rotec-

tion is provided by bracts, or leaves entirely out-
side of the structures of the flower. The arrange-
ment of the members of the flowers in the l)ud is

called 'aestivation,' a term proposed by Linna>us
as indicating the summer condition of the plant.

A much better term is 'praefloration,' but neither
of them is of any special use at present. Cer-
tain arrangements of the sepals and the petals
in the flower-bud are of considerable value in

classification, because they may be constant in

plant groups. Prominent amon.ir these terms
are the following: "Valvate,' in which the mar-
gins meet each other directly without any over-
lapping, as in the caly.x of fuchsia ; imbricate,'
in which the parts overlap one another in the
same manner as do the shingles of a roof, a
condition well illustrated bj' the involucres of

Compositic; 'convolute,' in which the sepals or
petals appear as if enwrapping one another and
then twisted, as in gentians, polemoniums, etc.

;

'plicate' or 'plaited,' in which a tubular corolla
or calyx is folded into narrow plaits overlap-
ping one another, as in the common jimson-
weed.

BUD^'US, or BUDE, by'dA', Gtjillaume
( 14fi7-15K)) . A French scholar, one of the great-
est of his age. He was born in Paris, and studied
there and in Orleans. His works on philology,
philosophy, and jurisprudence disjilay extensive
learning; the best known are Annotationes in
,TA7r. Libros Pandectonim (l.'JOS) ; De Asse et

Partibus Ejus (1514), an investigation of an-
cient coins; and the Commentarii Lingua' Gracce
(1519), which greatly advanced the study of

Greek literature in France. Bude's abilities were
shown not only in literature, hut in public busi-

ness. Louis XII. twice sent liim to Kome as
ambassador; and Francis I. also employed him
in several negotiations. At Bude's suggestion,
Francis founded the Coll^ge de France, and was
also persuaded to refrain from prohibiting print-

ing, which the Sorbonne had advised in 15.'i3.

Bud6 held several important offices—those of

royal librarian, maitre des requetes, and provost
of Paris. He died August 23, 1540. A collected

edition of his works appeared at Basel in 1557.

Hude was suspected of a leaning toward Calvin-

ism. Certain circumstances render this highly

[irobable, for in his correspondence with his friend

Krasmus he repeatedly expressed his contempt for

monks and ignorant ecclesiastics, and on one oc-

casion termed the doctors of the Sorbonne 'prat-

ing sophists.' Besides, what is perhaps even more
conclusive, shortly after his death his widow
and several members of his family moved to

Geneva, and openly abjured Catholicism. Con-
sult: E. de Bude, lie de QuilUnune Bud6 (Paris,

1884); Lcttres incdites (Paris, 1887).

BUDAPEST. boo'dA-pest. Runrj. pron. boo'-

do-pesht (Hilda, named after Buda. brother of

Attila + Pest, from O. Slav, peiti, Russ. pechi,
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oven, referring to its Uiuc-kiln: Ofcit, the Ger-
man name of Buda, across the river, likewise

means 'oven'). Tlie capital of the Kingdom of

Hungary, the transleithan portion of the Aiistro-

Hungarian Monarchy, situated on both banks
of the Danul)e in latitude 47° 31' X.. and longi-

tude 19^ 5' E.. al)oiit 173 miles east-southeast of

Vienna by rail (Map: Hungary, F 3). It con-

sists of Buda (Ger. Ofen) on the right bank,
and Pest on the left bank, connected by five

bridges. The JIargaret Bridge, opened in 1S7G,

an iron structure in the form of an obtuse angle,

crosses the river just below Margaret Island
(Ger. Margarethen Iiisel: Hung, ildrijit-liziget)

,

to which a connecting bridge has been extended.
Below this in order come the Suspension Bridge,

erected 1842-49 by English engineers, the Queen
Elizabeth Bridge, with one great span, the Franz-
Josef Bridge, opened by the Emperor-King in

1896, and the iron railway bridge. Buda, the

more ancient and formerly the more important of

the two divisions, is picturesquely situated on
and around two hills—the lower and more north-

erly of the two. crowned by a fortress, destroyed
by the Hungarians in 1849, but rebuilt for even
greater strength ; and by the palace erected by
Maria Theresa, which has been greatly extended
and beaiitified. The latter contains the Hun-
garian Regalia and is the scene of the opening
of the Hungarian Diet. In the Georgsplatz,

which is adorned with a monument of General
Hentzi, who fell while defending the fortress in

1849 against the Hungarians, stand the palaces

ot Archduke Jo.seph, of the Minister President,

and the ilinistry of National Defense. A little

to the north stands the Parish Church, which is

believed to have been built in the Thirteenth Cen-
tury, and which served during the Turkish occu-

pation as a mosque. In it Francis Joseph and
Elizabeth were crowned in 1867 as King and
Queen of Hungary. On a hill at the north end of

the town, in the midst of vineyards, is the small
Turkish mosque surmounted by a crescent erected
over the grave of the Turkish saint. Sheik Giil-

Baba. The Blocksberg, standing to the south of

the castle hill, is surmounted by a citadel. At
the foot of these hills near the river are a number
of strong sulphur springs, around which have
been erected most commodious and luxurious
bathing establishments. The famous bitter-water
springs, such as the Ilunyadi-JSnos, Arpfid, etc.,

are also situated here.

Pest presents a marked contrast to its neigh-

bor on the opposite side, being built upon a flat,

sandy plain, and although of more recent origin,

it has far outstripped Buda in growth and gen-

eral improvements. The old inner town known
as the city (fitadt; Belvaros) lies along the bank
of the river and has been partially surrounded by
an irregular semicircle of boulevards called Die
Innere liingstrasse, from which radiate several

broad avenues connecting the old town with the

new suburbs. The finest of these is the broad
AndrSssy Strasse (Andrassyiil) extending in a

straight line for a <listance of about two miles

from the inner ring to the park or Wn-osUget
(Stadtii:aMchen) . Because of its great breadth,

varying from 100 to 140 feet, the excellence

of its paving (wood), and the uniform merit of

its architectural features, it well desen'es the

reputation of being one of the handsomest streets

in Europe. About a mile out from the inner
ring, the radials are crossed by another semi-

circle of boulevards called Die G-rnxsc Ringstrasse,
extending from the Margaret Bridge to the Borii-
ros Platz. Still others arc planned for the fu-
ture. One of the most striking features of Pest
is the magnificent ()uays extending along the
Daiuibc t'(n- a distance of abcnit three miles from
the JIargaret Bridge to the huge muniidpal grain-
elevator, and lined with many handsome mod-
ern buildings. Traffic is excluded from certain
sections which contain the fashionable cafes and
form a favorite promenade. The most notable
of the buildings found here is the magnificent
new House of Parliament in the Gothic style,

covering an area of nearly four acres and opened
with much pomp on the occasion of the Millennial
celebration in 1806. Among others may be men-
tioned the Academy of Sciences (1862-64), con-
taining a library of 180,000 volumes and the
National Picture Gallery, the Palace of Prince
Coburg, the so-called Redoute Buildings, contain-
ing a concert - hall, ball - rooms, etc., and the
custom - house. Among the noteworthy public
buildings in other parts of the town are the new
Palace of Justice, erected in 1896; the court-
house of the Royal Supreme Court; the national
museum, containing a library of over 467.000
volumes and collections of antiquities, modern
paintings, etc. ; the university, with a library of
over 2"25,000 volumes; the Miicsarnok, con-
taining the Industrial Museum ; the Royal Opera
House, one ot the handsomest in Europe; the
National Theatre; and several of the other nu-
merous theatres.

Among the notable ecclesiastical buildings are
the Parish Church, the oldest in Pest, built about
1500, the Greek chapel, and the Jewish si,nia-

gogue. In tlie matter of parks and recreation
grounds. Budapest has the Stadtwiildehen, a park
covering about 1000 acres, with a charnnng lake,
zoological garden, and numerous booths and side
shows, similar to those found in the Wurstel
Prater in Vienna. At the entrance of the park
at the end of the AndrSssy boulevard is an arte-
sian well over 3000 feet in depth yielding over
260,000 gallons of water daily of a tempera-
ture of 165° F. ilargaret Island, the property
of Ai-chduke .Joseph, formerly the scat of a con-
vent founded by Saint Margaret in the Thirteenth
Century, is now a park and is open to the pub-
lic. Budapest is the seat of the highest adminis-
trative authorities of the kingdom, of the Su-
preme Court of Justice, of the Prince Primate
of Hungary (alternately with Gran), of a Roman
Catholic vicar-general, a bishop of the Greek-Ori-
ental Church, and of a United States consulate.

For administrative p\irposes Budapest is divid-

ed into ten municipal districts (Bezirke) , three of

which are on the Buda side and the other seven on
the Pest side of the river. The city's affairs are
administered by a First Burgomaster appointed
by the King, a Burgomaster, two Vice-Burgo-
masters, and an executive board of eight mem-
bers, chosen for a term of six years by the nnini-
eipal council of 400 members, who are themselves
elected for the same term. Half of this numljcr
are chosen by the voters out of 1200 of the larg- •

est taxpayers, men of superior education being
rated at double the capital on which they actu-
ally pay taxes, thus providing special opportuni-
ties for the university element to assert itself in

the council. As a result of the general efTiciency

of the municipal authorities, as well as of the
desire of the inhabitants to make Budapest one
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of the leading capitals of Europe, the changes
and improvements introduced since the granting
of the new Hungarian Constitution in 1868 have
been highly important. One of the first great
problems which confronted the authorities was to

provide better sanitary conditions for the city.

A huge filtering plant was established for the

treatment of the Danube water, which had hitli-

erto been used unfiltered for drinking purposes;
and the system of sewers was largely extended
and improved, although refuse is still discharged

into the river. The overcrowded dwellings of the

poor and the damp cellars which slieltered a
great part of the working people were found also

to contribute largely to the high death-rate. To
remedy this, ordinances were passed proliibiting

living in cellars, a great many of the crowded
quarters were demolished, and in place of the

one-story dwellings formerly so numerous, large

airy tenements of from three to four stories have
been erected.

At the head of Budapest's educational institu-

tions is the university, fovmded in 1G35 at Tyrnau,
which was removed to Buda in 1777, and to Pest

in 1783, and in 18fi7 was completely transformed
from a German to a Hungarian basis. Next fol-

low the Academy of Sciences, for the fostering

of the Maygar language and the sciences; the

Royal Polytechnic : the Royal Veterinary Col-

lege; the Roman Catholic and Reformed semina-

ries, and the Military Academy (Ludovica).

There are some 10 gymnasia, a number of high

schools, over 30 upper grammar schools, and more
than 160 elementary schools, in which both Hun-
garian and German are taught. In addition to

these there are innumerable mercantile and trade

schools of every description, music and art

schools, and educational institutions for the blind

and for the deaf and dumb. The charitable in-

stitutions include a large general municipal hos-

pital, two belonging to the Red Cross Society,

two military hospitals, and a number of others

run by various charitable organizations, several

lunatic asylums, a blind asylum, two orphan
asylums, and two poorliouses.

Perhaps the most important branch of indus-

try is the production of flour and bran in the

model mills, which have made Budapest one of

the greatest milling centres in the world. In

connection with this industry the municipality

built a huge grain-elevator on the Danube quay,

for the purpose of demonstrating the modern
methods of handling grain. The manufactures

have developed within late years into gn'at prom-

inence and embrace a wide variety of articles.

Among the more important are machinery, agri-

cnltural implements, carriages, cutlery, glass,

majolica, porcelain, metal and leather wares,

musical and scientific instruments, starch, ce-

ment, liquors, and beer. There are also a large

Government firearms factory, three Government
tobacco factories and shipbuilding yards. Buda-

pest is not only the largest industrial centre of

Hungary, but contains tlic greater part of its

modern" large industrial establislimcnts. The
numljer of stock companies doing business in the

citv increased from 42 in 18S!t to 140 in 1898,

and their capital from $18,000,000 in the former

year to .$6ii,000,000 in the latter. The trade is of

jjerhaps greater importance than tlic man\ifac-

tures, the chief articles of commerce being grain,

wine, alcohol, tobacco, hemp, honey, wax, hides,

feathers, and cattle, sheep, and swine. In 1880

the imports amo\inlcd in metric tons to 1,566,-

238, the exports 806.41!); in 1890, 2,420,027 and
1,322,718, and in 1898, 4,606,.584 and 1,860,824
respectively. The connncrcial im|)ortance of
Budapest is materially increased by the fact
that it is the central point of all the Hunga-
rian railways, and in consequence the greater
part of the agricultural produce is exported by
way of the capital. The Danube also plays a
prominent part in its commercial activity, as
most of the grain is brought from the interior in

huge barges, often having a ca|)aeity of over 600
tons, by way of this great waterway and its

tributaries. As regards its street railway facili-

ties, Budapest compares favorably with any of

the great capitals. It l)ears the distinction of

being the first city successfully to demonstrate
tlie entire practicability of the electric imder-
ground trolley system. The first line was opened
in 1889, and has proved entirely satisfactory,
both from a mechanical and financial standpoint.
An electric underground road opened in 1896
extends from the Giselaplatz near the river to

the Stadtwilldchen ; innumerable overhead trol-

ley lines and steam tramways connect the capital
with its suburbs and neighboring towns, while
the various hills on the Buda side of the river
are ascended by cable or cog roads. Most of

these lines were built and operated by private
companies, but at the expiration of their char-

ters are to become the pr(q)erty of the city. The
growth of population is shown by the following
figures: in 1780 it was 35,21.5; in 1810, 60,2.59;

in 1841, 107,240; in 1880, 360,551; in 1890,
492,237; in 1900. 713,383, or an increase of more
than 45 per cent, in the last decade of the cen-

tury.

History. It is known that in the Second Cen-
tury Buda was the site of a Roman camp, Aquin-
cum. Pest is first heard of in the Thirteentli

Century, when it appears as a populous town
inhabited mainly by Germans. In 1444 Matthias
Cftrvinus fortified Buda and made it the capital

of the country, but the citadel fell into the hands
of tlie Turk>'after the liattle of Mohfics in 1526,

and from 1541 remained continuously in their

possession till l(i86. During this period of 160

years it stood six sieges, while the town of Pest
was almost com))letely destroyed. Reoccupicd by
the Hapsbvirgs in 1686, Buda became a free Im-
])crial city and [)rospered wonderfully in spite of

a disastrous inundation wliich wiped out a large

part of the town in 1838. On May 21. 1848. after

a heroic defense by Hentzi, the citadel of Buda
was stormed by the Hungarians under Giirgei,

and Pest was for a brief time the capital of the

revolutionary government. After the Aiisi/liich

of 1867 Pest became the capital of the Hungarian
Kingdom. In 1873 Buda and Pest were united
;is Budapest.

BiBLlouuAi'uy. Szalay and Kahn, Die Ungar-
isvlw Melropolc (Budapest, 1889) ; Hevest,

Hudapest und Heine Umytbungen (Budapest,

1873) ; "Budapest und Fiume," in Oesterrcich-

ixch-Vtigarische Monarchic in Wort und liild,

^'ol. Ili. (Vienna, 1893) ; GellC-ri, IJngarns Mil-

Iciniium (1896); Kiiriisy, Ktntistisches Jahr-

hiich der Unnpt- und licsidcnz-Sladt liudapest

(Hudapest. 1891) : Shaw, Municipal flovem-

mcnt in Continental Europe (New York, 1897) ;

Lewis, "Antiquities at Buda-Pest." in Archmo-
logical Journal, Vol. L. (London, 1893).
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BUDAPEST, Univebsity of. The Royal
Hungariau uuivfrsitv, which has followed the

varied foruiues ot" its native land. A univeisitj-

was established at Budapest in 138'J-'J0 by King
Sigismund on an older foundation. This dis-

api)eared in the next century, and another was
founded at the end of the Fifteenth Century by
Kin<; ilatthias, which was in turn destroyed by
the Turkish invasions of the Si.\teenth Centurv.
In the first half of the Seventecntli Century a
national university was founded by Archbishop
Cardinal Peter of Pazniany at Tyrnau, partly
under .Jesuit control. At the faU of the .Jesuits,

this obtained some of their property. In 1769-

70 Maria Theresa finally established the national
university on a firm basis. In 1777 it was
removed to Buda, and in 1783 to Pest, where in

1786 a building was given it by Joseph II. It

was reorganized in 1850 on the Austrian model,
but since that time has come entirely under Hun-
garian inrtuences. It had in 1902 over .5000

students. Its faculties include theology, law and
politics, medicine and philosophj-, arts and sci-

ence. Its librarv was founded in 1635 and con-
tains 25.000 volumes and 2048 manuscripts.

BUDAUN, boo'dii-onn'. A town of India, 140
miles northwest of Lucknow. giving its name to

a British district of the Rohilkund division of

the Northwest Provinces (Map: India, C 3). It

is situated in latitude 28° 27' N. and longitude
79° 11' E. Population, .35,000.

BUDD, .Joseph L.\nc.\steb (1835— ). An
American horticulturist, born at Peekskill, X. Y.

In I90I he occupied the chair of horticulture and
forestry in the Iowa Agricultural College. He
introduced many specimens of fruits and orna-
mental trees indigenous to Russia into the United
States, and in this way has contributed greatly

to the arboriculture and horticulture of the
Northwest.

BUDDE, bood'de, Karl Ferdinand Reinuard
(1850— ). A German theologian : bom at Bens-
berg, near Cologne. He was inspector of the
Evangelisches Theologisehes Stiff at Bonn from
1878 to 1885, professor extraordinan- at Bonn
University from 1879 to 1889. and became, suc-

cessively, professor ordinary at Zurich and Strass-

burg. His publications include: Die Biicher
Richter und ^umnel, ihr Aiifbau tind Hire Qiiel-

len (1890) ; "The Religion of Israel to the Exile,"
in American Lectures on the History of Religions
(1899) ; and numerous translations.

BUDDHA, bnnd'a. See Gautama Buddha.
BUDDHISM, boodlz'm. The religion known

as Buddhism, from the title of 'The Buddha'
(meaning in Sanskrit the wise, the enlightened),

acquired by its founder, has existed now for

nearly twenty-five centuries, and is, next to Chris-

tianity,, the most extended religion of the world

;

but in this estimate all the Chinese and .Japanese

are classed as Buddhi.sts. In Hindustan, the land

of its birth, it has now little hold, except among
some of the northern tribes; but it Iwars full

sway in Ceylon, Nepal, and over the whole Indo-

Chinese Peninsula. It shares the adherence of

the Chinese with the systems of Confucius and
Lao-tse, claiming perhaps two-tliirds of the popu-

lation. It prevails also in .lapan. although not

the established religion ; and north of the Hima-
layas it is the religion of Tibet (where it assumes
the form of Lamaism), and of the Mongolian
population of Central Asia, and extends to the

Tery north of Siberia, and even into Lapland. Its

adlierents are estimated at from 100,000,000 to

400,000,000. Yet, until near the middle of the
Nineteenth Century, nothing was known in Eu-
rope respecting tlic nature and origin of this

world religion, beyond the vaguest notices and
conjectures, .\bout the year 1828 Mr. B. H.
Hodgson, British Resident at the Court of Nepal,
where Buddhism prevails, discovered the exist-

ence of a large set of writings in Sanskrit lan-

guage, forming the national canonical books.
Tliese books have since been found to be texts

from which the Buddhist scriptures of Tibet
iXongolia, and China must have been translated.

Tlie books of tlie Ceylon Buddhists are in the lan-

guage called Pali. They arc not translations of

the Nepalese standards, thougli they are found
to agree with them in .some jiarticulars. Most
scholars now think that the Pali canon is older

and more authiuitaitve than the Sanskrit (North-
ern) canon. Translations from the Ceylon
standards are used by the Buddhists of Burma
and Siani. Copies of the Sanskrit books of

Nepal were sent by ilr. Hodgson to the Asiatic

societies of London and Paris, and they engaged
the attention of the eminent Oriental scholar
Eug&ne Burnouf (q.v.), who published in 1844
his Introduction to the History of Buddhism;
and this book may be said to have been the be-

ginning of correct information on the subject
among the Western nations.

The most diverse opinions had previously pre-

vailed as to the time and place of the origin of

Buddhism. Some looked upon it as a relic of

what had been the original religion of Hindu-
stan, before Brahmanism intruded and drove it

out; a relic of a widespread primeval worship,
whose ramifications it was endeavored to trace

by identifying Buddha with the Woden of the

Scandinavians, witli the Thoth or Hermes of the

ancient Egyptians, and with other m3'thological

personages. Others held that it could not be

older than Christianity', and must have originat-

ed in a blundering attempt to copy that reli-

gion, so striking are the many points of resem-

blance that jiresent themselves. Although the

means are still wanting of giving a circumstan-
tial history of Buddhism, the main outline is no
longer doubtful. Most Oriental scholars now
fi.x the date of its origin about the middle of the

Sixth Century B.C., and all agree that it arose in

the north of Hindustan. .According to the Bud-
dhist books, the founder of the religion was a
prince of the name of Siddhartha, son of Sud-
dhodana, the petty raja of Kapilavastu. on the

southern border of the District of Nepal. He
is often called Sakya, which wa.s the name of

the family, and also Gautama. The name Sakya
often becomes Sakya-muni ( muni, in Sanskrit,

Uicans 'solitary'), in allusion to the solitary

habits assumed by the prince. To Gautama is

frequently prefixed Hramana, meaning ascetic.

Of the names, or rather titles, given to Sid-

dhartha in his state of perfection, the most im-

portant is the Buddha* which is from the root

• There 1« a roiifusiiiff varipty hi the modes in which this

miiiie 18 Hpelled l).v Kuropeau writen*. S. Hardy, in hl»

Manual ot HuJdbisni. gives more tlian flfty foniiB that

have come under his notice. Some ot the more common
are Hud, Bod. Buth. Budh. Boodh. Bhood. Budo, Bud-
dow. Bijutta. I'oota. Poth, Pot. The Chinese, owing to

the ineaifrenesH of their nrticulutions. sei'in to have been

unable to come nearer to the real sound than Fo. Foe. or

Fohi; trom the same cause, they convert Brahma Into

Fan.
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hudh, to know, and means 'enlightened' or 'he

to whom tnitli is known'; it is indicative of the

leading dm-trine of his system. Other attributes

are the blessed" (Bhagavat) ; 'tlie venerable of

the world'; 'the Bodhisat,' the import of whieh
will be afterwards explained. Tlie history of

' this person is overlaid with a nia.ss of extrava-

gant and incredible legend, and the eminent
Orientalist Senart thought it doubtful whether
the legendary Buddha was an actual historical

personage and not rather an allegorical lignient.

But by Oriental aiithorities generally tlie Buddlia

is received as the actual personal founder of

the religion that goes by his name.
Assuming that the Buddha was a real person,

and that there is a basis of fact under the mass
of extravagant fable with which he is surround-

ed, the history of Buddhism may be thus briefly

outlined: The prince Siddhartha gives early in-

dications of a contemplative, ascetic dis-

position; and his father, fearing lest he should
desert his high station as Kshatriya (see

Caste) and ruler, and take to a religious life,

has him early married to a charming princess

and surrounded with all the splendor and dis-

sipation of a luxurious court. Twelve years
spent in this environment only deepen the con-

viction that all that life can oflfer is vanity and
vexation of spirit. He is constantly brooding
over the thought that old age, withered and
joyless, is fast approaching; that loathsome or
racking sickness may at any moment seize him

;

that death will at all events soon cut off all

present sources of enjoyment and usher in a
new cycle of unknown trials and sutTerings.

Tliese images hang like Damocles's sword over
every proposed feast of pleasure, and make en-

joyment impossible. He therefore resolves to try
whether a life of austerity will not lead to

peace; and, although his father seeks to detain
liim by setting guards on every outlet of the

palace, he escapes, and begins the life of a re-

ligious mendicant, being now 2!) years old. To
mark his breaking oiT all secular ties, he cuts off

the long locks that were a sign of his high caste;

and as the shortened hair turned upward, be is

always represented in figures with curly hair,

which induced early Kuropean writers to con-

sider him a.s of Ethiopian origin. He commences
by stiulying all that the Br.ahmans can teach
him, but he finds their doctrine unsatisfactory.

Six years of rigorous asceticism are equally vain

;

and resolving to return to a more genial life,

he is deserted by five disciples, who had been at-

tracted to him. At tliis time he triumphantly
withstands the temptation by the demon Mara.
But no discouragement or opposition can divert

Sakj'a-muni from the search after deliverance.

He will conquer the secret by sheer force of

thinking. He sits for weeks phniged in abstrac-

tion, revolving the causes of things. If we were
not bom, he reflects, we should not be subject to

old age, misery, and death; therefore the cause

of these evils is birth. But whence comes birth

or continued existence? Through a long coneate-

nation of intermediate causes he arrives at the

conclusion that ignorance is the ultimate cause

of existence; and therefore with the removal of

ignorance, rebirth, and all its consequent anx-

ieties and miseries, would be cut olf at their

source. Passing through successive st.tges of

contemplation, he realises this in his own per-

son, and attains the perfect wisdom of the
Buddha. The scene of this final triumph received

the name of Bodhimanda ("the seat of intelli-

gence'), and the tree under which he sat was
called Bodliidruma ("the tree of intelligence'),

whence bo-tree. The Buddhists believe the
spot to be the centre of the earth. Twelve
hundred years after the Buddha's death, Hiouen-
Thsang, the Chinese pilgrim, fotmd the Bodhi-
druma—or a tree that passed for it—still stand-
ing. There are, about 5 miles from Gaya (near
Patna), extensive ruins and a temple, which are
believed to uia»k the place. Behind the temple
there fiourished. in 1812, a peepul-tree, a])par-

ently 100 years old, which may have been planted
in the place of the original bo-tree. A young
tree now stands in its place. The temple is re-

stored and a Buddhist monastery has been built

near by, and it remains as the only home of the
faith in India proper.

Having arrived at the knowledge of the causes
of misery, and of the means by which the»>e

causes are to be counteracted, the Buddha was
now readj- to lead others on the road to salva-
tion. It was at Benares that he first preached,
or, in the consecrated phrase, "tunied the wheel
of the law" ; but the most important of his early
converts was Bimbisara, the sovereign of Maga-
dha (Behar), whose dynasty continued for many
centuries to patronize the new faith. During
the forty-four years that he continued to preach
his gospel he appears to have traversed a great
part of northern India combating the Brahmans
and everywhere making numerous converts. He
died at Kusinagara (in Oude) at the age of
eighty, probably in the year B.C. 47"; and his
body being burned, the relics were distributed
among a number of contending claimants, and
monumental tumuli were erected to preserve
them. See Tope.

The most important point in the history of

Buddhism, after the death of its founder, is that
of the three councils, which arc said to have fixed

the canon of the sacred scrii)tures and the dis-

cipline of the Church. The Buddha bad com-
posed no work himself, but his chief followers
assembled in council immediately after his death
and proceeded to reduce his teaching to a canon.
These canonical works are divided into three
classes, forming the Tripitaka, or 'triple basket.'
The first class consists of the rimiya, or disci-

pline; the second contains the sutriis, or dis-

cmirscs; and the third the abhidharma, or psy-
chology. The other two councils are said to
have further settled the canon and revised the
belief of the Church. It is, however, exceedingly
doubtful whether the first coimcil had such a
character as tradition assigns to it, and tlie

very existence of the second council is doubted
by competent scholars. The second council is

said to have been held one hundred years after
Buddha's death; the third in B.C. 240. Still an-

other was held between .^.1). 70 and 100. At
precisely what date the Pali canon as we have it

was fixed is still uncertjiin, but probably it was
in the main what it is now as early as the Third

• From a too literal Tiiiderptniidin^r of a metaphor have
ariHeii, probably, those pra,vtii»J:-whfi'ls. or rntlier whwls
for rnociitntujii, w»en etandin^ bcforf Budiiliist nionnsteriee
in Tibet and elsewhere. Tlie doelriiies of Buddha are in-

flerlbed on the wheel, which in then set In motion by a
windlass, or even by liorHe-power. The Individual ninnkti
have imrtable ones, with whieh they perform their devo-
tions wherever they may happen to be.
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Century B.C. The canon was not reduced to

writing till the First Century B.C. Besides the
Tripitaka referred to above, the canon of the
Great Vehicle iifahOyatui) contains two special
works, dating not certainly earlier than the
times of Kanishka, and of the First Century
A.D. These are 'The Lotus of the Good Law.' and
the Lalita Vi.ttara, the latter of which contains
the life of Buddha. To these may be added the
Mahavastu, which belongs to the Second Cen-
tury B.C. All the northern Buddhists recognize
these books as authoritative. The Btiddha-
carita. the earliest life of Buddha, dates from
the First Century A.D. I See Asv.^ghosh.\) .

The Buddhist religion early manifested a zealous
missionary spirit, and princes and even prin-
cesses became devoted propagandists. A prince
of the royal house of Magadha, JIahindo, car-

ried the faith to Ceylon, B.C. 307. The Chinese
annals speak of a Buddhist missionary as early
as B.C. 217; and the doctrine made such progress
that in A.v. Co it was acknowledged by the
Chinese Emperor as a third State religion. The
Chinese Buddhists have always looked on India
as their 'holy land,' and, beginning with the
Fourth Century of our era, a stream of Buddhist
pilgrims continued to flow from China to India
during six centuries. Several of these pilgrims
have left accounts of their travels, which throw
a light on the course of Buddhism in India, and
on the internal state of the country in general,

that is looked for in vain in the literature of
India, itself. See Hiouex-Ths.\ng.
A prominent name in the history of Buddhism

is that of Asoka, King of Magadha in the Third
Century of our era, whose sway seems to have
extended over the whole peninsula of Hindustan,
and e\en over Ceylon. (See Asoka.) This
prince was to Buddhism what Constantine was
to Christianity. He was at first a persecutor of

the faith, but being converted—by a miracle, ac-

cording to the legend— he became a zealous
propagator of the religion—not. however, as
princes usually promote their creed, for it is a
ilistinguishing characteristic of Buddhism that
it has never employed force, rarely even to resist

aggression. Asoka showed his zeal by building
and endowing viharas or monasteries and raising
topes and other monuments over the relics of

Buddha, and in spots remarkable as the scenes
of his labors. Hiouen-Th>ang. in the Seventh
Centuiw of our era, found topes attributed to

Asoka from the foot of the Hindu Kush to the
extremity, of the peninsula. There exist, also,

in different parts of India, edicts inscribed on
recks and pillars inculcating the doctrines of

Buddha. The edicts are in the name of King
Piyadasi.
Not a single building or sculptured stone has

been discovered in continental India of earlier

date than the reign of this monarch. A remark-
able spirit of charity and toleration nms through
these royal sermons. The 'king beloved of the

gods' desires to see the ascetics of all creeds

living in all places, for they all teach the essen-

tial rules of conduct. "A man ought to honor
l;is own faith only; but he should nevei abuse
the faith of others. . . . There are even

circumstances where the religion of others ought
to be honored, and in acting thus a man fortifies

his own faith and assists the faith of others."

For the glimpses we get of the state of Bud-

dhism in India we arc indebted chiefly to the

accounts of Chinese pilgrims. Fa-hian, at the

end of the Fourth Century, found some appear-
ances of decline in the east of Hindustan, its

birthplace, but it was still strong in the Punjab
an<l the north. In Ceylon it was flourishing in

full vigor, the ascetics or monks numbering from
.50,000 to 60.000. In the Seventh Century^that
is, 1200 years after the death of tlic Buddha

—

Hiouen-Ths.mg represents it as dominant but de-

caying, though patronized by powerful rajas.

During the first four or five ccnturie-s of our era,

and in some instances much earlier. Buddhists,
perhaps driven from the great cities, retired

among the hills of the west, and there construct-

ed those cave-teraplcs which, for their number,
vastness, and elaborate structure, continue to

excite the wonder of all who see them. There
are reckoned to be not fewer than 900 Buddhist
excavations still extant in India, nearly all with-
in the Presidency of Bombay. How the destruc-
tion of the Buddhist faith in Hindustan came
about—whether from internal corruption, or the
persecution of powerful princes, adherents of the
old faith—we are utterly in the dark. But it is

certain that from the time of Hiouen-Thsang's
visit its decay must have been rapid beyond
precedent, for about the Eleventh or Twelfth
Century the last traces of it disappear from the
Indian peninsula.
What, then, is the nature of this faith, which

has been for so long, and is still, the sole light
of so many millions of human beings? In an-
swering this question we must confine ourselves
here to a brief outline of the intellectual theory
on which the system is based, and of the general
character of its morality and ritual observances,
as they were conceived by the founder and his
more immediate followers; referring for the
\arious forms which the external observances
have assumed to the several countries where it

ia believed and practiced. See BiiiMA ; Ceylon
;

China : .Japax : Lamaism.
Buddhism accepts without questioning the doc-

trine of transmigration, which lies at the root of
so much that is strange in the Eastern character.
For a particular account of this important doc-
trine or notion, which seems ingrained in the
constitution of Eastern minds, and without a
knowledge of which no phase of thought or feel-

ing among them can be understood, the reader is

referred to Metempsychosis; while the peculiar
cosmogonj' or system of the universe with which
it is associated, and which is substantially the
same among Hindus and Buddhists, will be
described under Ixdia. It is sufficient here to
say that, according to Buddhist belief, when
a man dies he is immediately bom again, or
appears in a new shape ; and that shape may,
according to his merit or demerit, be any of the
innumerable orders of being that compose tlie

Buddhist universe—from a clod to a divinity.

If his demerit would not be sufficiently punished
by a degraded earthly existence—in the form,
for instance, of a woman or a slave, of .a perse-

cuted or a disgusting animal—he will be born in
some one of the 1.30 Buddhist hells, situated in
the interior of the earth. These places of pun-
ishment have a regular gradation in the inten-
sity of the suffering and in the length of time
the sufl'erers live, the least term of life being
10,000,000 of years, the longer terms being al-
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most heyond the powers of even Indian notation
to express. A meritorious life, on tlie other
hand, secures tlie next birth either in an exalted
and happy position on earth, or as a blessed
spirit, or even divinity, in one of the many heav-
ens, in which the least duration of life is about
ten billions of years. But however long the life,

whether of misery or of bliss, it has an end. and
at its close the individual must be born afrain.

and may again be either happy or miserable

—

cither a god or. it may be. the vilest inanimate
object.* The Buddha bimself, before his last

birth as Sakyamuni, had gone through every
conceivable fonn of existence on the earth, in

the air, and in the water, in hell and in heaven,
and had filled every condition in human life.

When he attained the perfect knowledge of the

Buddha he was able to recall all these exist-

ences; and a great part of the Buddhist legend-

ary literature is taken up in narrating his ex-

ploits when he lived as an elephant, as a bird, as

a stag, and so forth.

The Buddhist conception of the way in which the
quality of actions—which is expressed in Sanskrit
by the word karma, including both merit and de-

merit—determines the future condition of all

sentient beings, is peculiar. They do not con-

ceive any god or gods as being pleased or dis-

pleased by the actions, and as assigning the

actors their future condition by way of pimish-

nient or of reward. The very idea of a god. as

creating or in any way ruling the world, is ut-

terly absent in the Buddhist system. God is

not so much as denied : he is simply not known.
Contrary to the opinion once confidently and
generally held, that a nation of atheists never

existed, it is no longer to be disputed that the

luimerous Buddhist nations are essentially athe-

ist; for they know no beings with greater super-

natural, power than any man is supposed capable

of attaining to by virtue, austerity, and science.

The future condition of the Buddhist, then, is

not assigned him by the Ruler of the I'niverse;

the 'karma' of his actions determines it by a

sort of virtue inherent in the nature of things

—

by the blind and unconscio\is con<at<'nation of

cause and effect.. But the laws by which conse-

quences are regulated seem dark, and even

capricious. A bad action may lie donn.ant, as it

were, for many existences; the taint, however,

is there, and it will some time or other break

out. A Buddhist is tluis never at a loss to ac-

count for any calamity that ma3' befall hini-self

or others.

Another basis of Buddhism is the assumption
that human existence is on the whole miserable,

and a curse rather than a blessing. An ener\at-

ing climate and political conditions may have

aided in producing the feeling common to Brah-

man and Buddhist that life is evil. But the root

of tlie matter is philosophical. Life is a whole:

nature is a whole; to be born is to become sepa-

rate or individualized from the whole. Individ-

uality implies limitjition: limitation implies er-

ror; error implies ignorance. Hence birth is an

•Accordinp: to one legend the Bhajfavat, in order to im-
press upon the monies of a nionjist^'ry the iniportanre of

their duties, pointed to a beBoiu, and. by his supernatural
insight, he revealed to them that It had once beenanovire.
who had been negligent In sweeping the hall of asweinbly.

The walls and pillars, again, he told them, had onoeexisted
as monks, who soiled the walls of the hall by spitting upon
th«m.

evil because it is inseparable from ignorance, and
it is only the removal of ignorance which can
lead to the suppression of desire, while only the
suppression of desire can lead to peace. The
little value that Hindus set upon their lives is

manifested in many ways. The jmnishment of

death, again, has little or no terror for them,
and is even sometimes coveted as an honor.

In the eyes, then, of Sakyamuni and bis fol-

lowers, sentient existence wa.s hopelessly miser-
able. Misery was not a mere taint in it, the
removal of which would make it happy—misery
v.as its very essence. Death was no escape from
this inevitable lot, for, according to the doctrine
of transmigration, death was only a passage
into some other form of existence equally
doomed. Even the heaven and the state of god-
head, which form part of the cycle of changes
in this system, were not final ; and this thought
poisoned what happiness they might be capable
of yielding. Brahman philosophers had sought
escape from this endless cycle of unsatisfying
changes by making the individual soul be ab-

sorbed in the universal spirit (Brahman) ; Gau-
tama had the same object in view—viz., exemp-
tion from being born again; but he had not the
same means of reaching it. He recognized no
soul, and his philosophy was utterly atheistic.

Gautama sees no escape but in what he calls

Nirvana, literally 'extinction,' 'blowing out,' of

desire ; but most (Irientalists are agreed that in

the Buddhist scriptures generally it is equiva-
lent to annihilation. Even in those schools
which attempt to draw a distinction, the distinc-
tion is of the most evanescent kind. See Nik-
van A.

Tlie key of the whole scheme of Buddhist sal-

vation lies in what Gautama called his four
sublime verities. The first asserts that pain
exists; the second, that the cause of pain is

desire or attachment—the meaning of which will

appear further on ; the third, that pain can be
ended by suppressing desire ; and the fourth shows
the way that leads to this. This way consists in

eight things: Right faith, right judgment, right
language, right purpose, right practice, right
effort, right thinking, and right meditation. In
order to understand how this method is to lead
to the proposed end. we must turn to the meta-
physical part of the system contained in the
"concatenation of causes,' or 'chain of causation,'

which may be looked ujion as a de\elo])ment of

the second 'verity'—namely, that the cause of

pain is desire—or rather, as the analysis upon
which that verity is founded. The "immediate
cause of pain is birth, for if we were not bom
we should not be ex])osed to death or any of the
ills of life. Birth, again, is caused by previous
existence; it is only a, transition from one state

of existence into another. All the actions and
alfcctions of a being throughout his migrations
leave their impressions, stains, attachments ad-
hering to him, and the accumulation of these

determines at each stiige the peculiar modifica-

tion of existence he must next assume. This is

the only soul that Buddha recognizes. These ad-

hesions or attachments, good and bad. depend
upon desire. We thus arrive at desire—includ-

ing both the desire to possess and the desire to

avoid—as one link in the chain of causes of

continued existence and pain. Beyond this the

dependence of the links is very difficult to trace;
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for desire is said to bo caused by perception,
perception by contact, and so on, until we come
to ideas. Ideas, however, are mere illusions,

the results of ignorance or error, attributing
durability and reality to that which is transi-

tory and imaginary. Cut otJ" this ignorance,
bring the mind into a state in which it can see

and feel the illusory nature of things, and forth-

Avith the whole train vanishes; illusory ideas,

distinction of forms, senses, contact, perception,
desire, att;ichment, existence, birth, misery, old
age, death

!

Morality and Religious Ohserva)wes.—The
eight parts or particulars constituting the theo-
retical 'way' (to Xirv.ina), were developed by
Gautama into a set of practical precepts enjoin-
ing the various duties of common life and of

religion. They are all ostensibly intended as
means of counteracling or destroying the chain
of causes that tie men to existence and necessi-

tate being born again, especially that most im-
portant link in the chain constituted by the at-

tachments or desires resulting from former
actions: although the special fitness of some of
the precepts for that end is far from being
apparent. In delivering his precepts, the Buddha
considers men as divided into two classes—those
who have embraced the religious life {Srama-
nas) , and those who continue in the world, or
are laymen. These last are considered as too
much attached to existence to feel any desire
or have any hope of emancipation—at least at
this stage. But there are certain precepts which
it is necessary for all to obey that they may not
bring greater misery upon themselves in their

next births, and rivet the bonds of existence
more indissolubly. There are ten moral pre-

cepts or "precepts of aversion.' Five of these are
of universal obligation—viz., not to kill : not to

steal: not to commit adultery: not to lie: not
to be drunken. Other five are for those entering
on the direct pursuit of Xirvana by embracing
the religious life : to abstain from food out of

season—that is, after midday; to abstain from
dances, theatrical representations, songs, and
music; to abstain from personal ornaments and
perfumes; to abstain from a lofty and luxurious
couch : to abstain from taking gold and silver.

For the regular ascetics, or monks, there are a
number of special observances of a very severe

kind. They are to dress only in rags, sewed
together with their own hands, and to have a
yellow cloak thrown over their rags. They are

to eat only the simplest food, and t« possess

nothing except what they get by collecting alms
from door to door in their wooden bowls. They
are allowed only one meal, and that must be

eaten before midday. For a part of the year
they are to live in forests, with no other shelter

except the shadow of a tree, and there they must
sit on their carpet even during sleep, to lie down
being forbidden. They are allowed to enter the

nearest village or town to beg food, but they

must return to their forests before night.

Besides the absolutely necessary 'aversions

and observances' above mentioned, the trans-

gression of which must lead to misery in the

next existence, there are certain virtues or 'per-

fections' of a supererogatory or transcendent

kind that tend directly to 'conduct to the other

shore' (Nirvana). The most essential of these

are almsgiving or charity, purity, patience, cour-

Voi.. III.—w.

age, contemplation, and knowledge. Charity or
benevolence may be said to be the characteristic

virtue of Buddhism—a charity boundless in its

self-abnegation, and extending to every sentient
being. The benevolent actions done by the
Buddha himself, in the course of his many mil-

lions of migrations, were favorite themes of his

followers. On one occasion, seeing a tigress

starved and unable to feed her cubs, he hesitated

not to make his body an oblatiim to charity, and
allowed them to devour him. Benevolence to

animals, with that tendency to exaggerate a right

principle so characteristic of the Kast, is carried

among the Buddhist monks toi the length of

avoiding the destruction of fleas and the most
noxious vermin, which they remove from llicir

persons with all tenderness. The sect of llic

Jains carried this to absurd extremes.

There are other virtues of a secondary kind,

though still highly commendable. Thus, not con-

tent with forbidding lying, the Buddha strictly

enjoins the avoidance of all ofl'ensive and gross

language, and of saying or repeating anything
that can set others at enmity among themselves

;

it is a duty, on the contrary, especially for a

Sramana, to act on all occasions as a peace-

maker. Patience under injury and resignation

in misfortune are strongly inculcated. Humil-
ity, again, holds a no less prominent place

among Buddhist graces than it does among the

Christian. The Buddhist saints are to conceal

their good works and display their faults. As
the outward expression of this sentiment of hu-

mility, Gautama instituted the practice of con-

fession. Tw-ice a month, at the new and at the

fall moon, the monks confessed their faults aloud

before the assembly. This humiliation and re-

pentance seems the only means of expiating sin

that was known to Gautama. Confession was
exacted of all believers, only not so frequently

as of the monks. The edicts of Piyadasi recom-

mend a general and public confession at least

once in five years. The practice of public confes-

sion would seem to have died out by the time of

Hiouen-Thsang's visit to India.

Such are the leading features of the moral
code of the Buddha, of which it has been said

that "for pureness, excellence, and wisdom, it is

only second to that of the Divine Lawgiver him-
self." But the original morality of Buddhism
has, in the course of time, been disfigured by
many subtleties, puerilities, and extravagances,

derived from the casuistry of the various schools

of later times. The theory on which the Buddha
founds his whole system gives, it must be con-

fessed, only too much scope to such perversions;

for, on that theory, truth is to be spoken, self to

be sacrificed, benevolence to be exercised, not for

the sake of the good thus done to others, but

solely for the effect of this conduct on the in-

dividual himself, in preparing him for escape

from existence. To teach men 'the means of

arriving at the other shore' was another expres-

sion for teaching virt\ie; and that other shore

was annihilation. On this principle the Bud-
dhist casuist can, like the Jewish, render of no
effect the universal law of charity and the duty
of respecting and aiding parents, on which the

Buddha laid such stress. Thus, a Bhikshu, or

Bhikku—that is, one who has engaged to lead

a life of self-denial, celibacy, and mendicancy,
and is thus on the high road to Nirvana— is
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forbidden to look at or converse with a female,

lest any disturbing emotion sliouUi rnflle the

serene injifferonee of his soul ; and so important

is this that "if his mother have fallen into a
river, and be drowning, he shall not give her his

hand to help her out ; if there be a pole at hand
he may reaeh that to her; but if not, she must
drown."

—

Wilson.
Contem])lati(m and science or knowledge (i.e.

of the concatenation of ca\ises and effects) are

ranked as virtues in Buddhism, and hold a
prominent place among the means of attaining

Nirvana. It is reserved, in fact, for abstract

contemplation to effect the final steps of the

deliverance. Thought is the highest faculty of

man, and, in the mind of an Eastern philosopher,

the mightiest of all forces. A king who had
become a convert to Buddhism is represented as

seating himself with his legs crossed, and his

mind collected : and 'cleaving with the thunder-

bolt of science the mountain of ignorance' he

saw before him the desired state. It is in this

cross-legged, contemplative position that the

Buddha is almost always represented—that

crowning intellectual act of his, when, seated

under the bo-tree (q.v.), he attained the full

knowledge of the Buddha, saw the illusory na-

ture of all things, broke the last bonds that tied

him to existence, and stood delivered for ever-

more from the necessity cf being born again,

being considered the culmination of his charac-

ter and the highest object of imitation to all his

followers.

'Complete' Nirvana or extinction of desires,

which, in the original meaning of the term, is

attainable during life, was, in fact, attained

by Gautama himself. The process by which the

state is attained is called Dhyana, and is neither

more nor less than ecstasy or trance, which

plays so important a part among mystics of all

religions. The individual is described as losing

one feeling after another, until perfect apathy is

attained, and he reaches a state 'where there are

neither ideas, nor the idea of the absence of

ideas!'

The ritual or icorship of early Buddhism—if

worship it can be called—is very simple in its

character. There are no priests, or clergy,

properly so called. The Sramanas or IShikshus

(mendicants) are simply a religious order—

a

kind of monks, who, in order to the more speedy

attainment of Nirvana, have entered im a course

of greater sanctity and austerity tlian ordinary

men; they have no sacraments to administer nor

rites to perform for the people, for every Bud-

dhist is his own priest. The only thing like a

clerical function they discharge is to read the

scriptures or discourses of the Buddha in slated

assemblies of the people held for that purpose.

l!ut in northern Buddhism there is a complete

ritual, with rites and worship strangely like

that of the Roman Catholic Church, through

whose missionaries these traits nuiy have been

introduced. In some countries the monks are

exceedingly numerous; around Lhassa in Tibet,

for instance, they are said to be one-third of the

population. They live in vihdras or monasteries,

and subsist partly by endowments, but mostly

by charity. Except in Tibet, they are not al-

lowed to engage in any secular occupation. The

vow is not irrevocable. This incubus of monas-

tieism constitutes the great weakness of Bud-

dhism in it-s social aspect. Further particulars
regarding Buddhist monks and monasteries, as
well as the forms of Buddhist worship generally,
will be given when speaking of the countries
where the religion prevails. See Lamaism.
The adoration of the statues of the Buddha and

of his relies is the chief external ceremony of
the religion. This, with prayer and the repeti-

tion of sacred formulas, constitutes the ritual.

The centres of the worship are the temples
containing statues, and the topes or tunnili

erected over the relics of the Buddha, or of his

distinguished apostles, or they are located at
spots which have become sacred as the scenes
of the Buddlia's acts. The central object in

a Buddhist temple, corresponding to the altar in

a Roman Catholic church, is an image of the
Buddha, or a dagoba or shrine containing his
relics. Here flowers,* fruit, and incense are
daily offered, and processions are made with
singing of hymns. Of the relics of the Buddha,
the most famous are the teeth that are preserved
with intense veneration in various places.

Hiouen-Thsang saw more than a dozen of them
in different parts of India; and the great mon-
arch Siladitya was on the point of making war
on the King of Kashmir for the possession of

one, which, although by no means the largest,

was yet an inch and a half long. The tooth of

the Buddha preserved in Ceylon, a piece of Ivory
about the size of the little finger, is exhibited
very rarely, and then only with permission of

the English Government—so great is the con-

course and so intense the excitement. See C'ET-

LON.
There appears at first sight to he an inconsist-

ency between this seeming worship of the Bud-
dha and the theory by which he is considered as
no longer existing. Yet the two things are
really not irreconcilable—not more so, at least,

tlian theory and practice often are. With all

their admiration of the Buddha, his followers

have never made a god of him. Gautama is only
the last Biiddha—the Buddha of the present
cycle. He had predecessors in the cycles that
are past (twenty-four Biiddhas of the past are
enumerated, and Ga\itama could even tell their

names) ; and when, at the end of the present

cycle, all things shall be reduced to their ele-

ments, and the knowledge of the way of salva-

tion shall jierish with all things else, then, in

tlie new world that shall si)ring up, another
Buddha will appear, again to reveal to the

renascent beings the way to Ninana. Gautama
foretold that Maitreya, one of his earliest ad-

herents, should be the next Buddhat (the Bud-
dha of the fut\ire), and he gratified several of

his followers with a like pros|)eet in after-cycles.

The Buddha was thus no greater than any mor-
tal may aspire to become. The prodigious and

•The quantit.v of flowers \lsp(i as offerings Is prodigious.
A royal devotee in Ceylon, tn tlie Fifteenth Century, offered
on one occasion G,480,:l'J0 tiowers at tlie slirine of tlietooth.
At one t4Mnple it was provided that tliere stinnld be offered
"every day 100, (MX) flowers, and each day a different flower."

lOnewiiois on the wa.v to become a supreme Buddha,
and has arrived at that stage when lie has only one more
l)irth to undergo, is styled a lioflliisut (having the essence
of knowledge) ; a mere eandiiiale tor Xirvflna is an jtrhat
(veTierable). 'I'he Northern liuddliitit.'^ aim nt beeoming
JiodliisHts. or future saviors, and this niarl<8 tlieni off from
the old*'r (seltlHh) ideal of becoming an jirltnt. The former
Ih called the religion of the Great Vehicle, the latter that of
the I.ittlo Vehicle (mahayana and hlnayana).
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supernatural powers wliiih tlu> legoiuls represent

him as possessing are quite in ateordanoe with
Indian ideas; for even the Brahnians believe tliat

by virt\ie. austerities, and seieneo a man may
acquire power to make the gods tremble on tlieir

thrones.

The Buddlia, then, is not a god ; he is the ideal

of wliat any man may become : and the great
object of Huddhist worship is to keep this ideal

vividly in the minds of the believers. In the

presence of the statue, the tooth, or the foot-

print, the devout believer vividly recalls the

example of him who trod the path that leads to

deliverance. This veneration of the memory of

Buddha is perhaps hardly distinguishable,

a]nong the ignorant, from worship of him as a
present god: but in theory, the ritual is strictly

commemorative, and does not necessarily involve

idolatry, any more than the garlands laid on
the tomb of a parent by a pious child. See
Tope.
The prayers addressed to the Buddha are more

difficult to reconcile with the belief in his having
ceased to e.xist. It is improbable, indeed, that
the original scheme of Buddhism contemplated
either the adoration of the statues of the Buddha
or the offering of prayers to him after his death.
These are an aftergrowth—accretions upon the

simple scheme of Gautama, and in a manner
forced upon it during its struggle \\ith other
religions. For a system of belief that seeks to

supplant other systems finds itself enticed to

present something to rival and outdo them, if

possible, in every point. Even the Christian
Church, in the Middle Ages, adopted with this

view many of the rites and legends of paganism
that were quite inconsistent with its own char-

acter; merely casting over them a slight disguise

and giving them Christian names. Prayer, too,

is natural to man—an irrepressible instinct, as
it were, tliat has to be gratified. And then the

inconsistency in uttering prayers wlien there is

no one to hear or answer, glaring as it appears
to us, is by no means great to the Eastern mind.
Prayers, like other formulas, are conceived less

as influencing the will of any superior being to

grant the request than as working in some mag-
ical way—producing their effects by a blind force

inherent in themselves. They are, in short, mere
incantations or charms. Even the prayers of a
Brahman, who believes in the existence of gods,

do not act so much by inclining the deity ad-

dressed to favor the petitioner, as by compelling
him tlirough their mysterious potency—through
the operation of a law above the will of the high-

est gods. The Buddhist, then, may w-ell believe

that a formula of prayer in the name of 'the

venerable of the world' will be potent for his

good in this way. without troubling himself to

think whether any conscious being hears it or

not.

The element in Buddhism which more than any
other, perhaps, gave it an advantage over all sur-

rounding religions, and led to its surprising ex-

tension, was the spirit of universal charity and
sympathy that it breathed, as contrasted with
the extlusiveness of caste. In this respect, it

held much the same relation to Brahmanism that
Chri>tianity did to Judaism. It was. in fact, a
reaction against the exelusiveness and fonnalism
of Brahmanism—an attempt to render it more
catholic, and to throw off its intolerable burden
of ceremonies. Buddhism did not expressly abol-

ish caste, but only dechiivil tbat all followers of
the Biuidha who embraced the religious life were
thereby released from its restrictions; in the
bosom of a comnuinity who had all equally re-

nounced the world, higli and low, the twice-born
Brahman and tlie outcast were brethren. This
was the very way that Christianity dealt with
the slavery of the ancient world. This opening
of its ranks to all classes and to both sexes—for
women were admitted to ecjual hopes and privi-
leges with men. and one of Gautama's early
female disciples is to be the supreme Buddha of a
future cycle—no doubt gave Buddhism one great
advantage over Bralimanism. The Buddha, says
Ma.x Miiller, "addressed himself to castes and
outcasts. He promised salvation to all; and he
commanded his disciples to preach his doctrine
in all places and to all men. A sense of duty,
extending from the narrow limits of the house,
the village, and the country, to the widest circle

of mankind, a feeling of sympathy and brother-
hood toward all men, the idea, in fact, of human-
ity, were first pronounced by Buddha," This
led to that remarkable missionary movement,
already adverted to, which, beginning B.C. 300,
sent forth a succession of devoted men, who spent
their lives in spreading the faith of Buddha over
all parts of Asia.
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BUDDING. A method of rcprodiu-ing plants

and for perpetuating varieties by inserting a bud
or bud-soion into a .stock. There are numerous
styles of budding, such as shield budding, square

and circular shield budding, flute budding, and
ring budding: here, however, only shield bvul-

ding, the method in most common use, will be

described. The bud is taken from wood of the

present season's growth. Since the work of bud-

ding is done during the season of active growth,

the bud-sticks are usually prepared so that tlie

petiole or stem of each leaf is left attached, to

serve as a handle to aid in pushing the bud home
wlien inserting it beneath the bark of tlie stock.

The stock for budding should he at least as thick

aa an ordinary lead ])cncil. With the apple and
pear a second season's growth will be necessary

to develop this size, but with the peach a single

season will suffice, i.e. peach-stocks can be budded
the same season the pits are planted; conse-

quently the peach is left until as late in the sea-

son as" is practicable in order to obtain suitable

size of stocks.

The height at which Imds are inserted varies

with the operator. In general, the nearer the

ground, the better. The cut for tlu- reception of

the bud is made in the shape of a letter T. I'su-

ally the cross-cut is made at a slight angle with

the bodv of the tree, instead of at right angles to

it, and the stem to the T starts at the cross-cut

and extends toward the root for an inch or more.

The flaps of bark caused by the intersection of

the two cuts are slightly loosened w ith the ivory

heel of the budding-knife, and the bud, grasped

by the leaf-stem as a handle, is placed iinder the

flaps and firmly pushed in place, until its cut

surface is entirely in contact with Ihe peeled

body of the stock. A ligature is then tightly

drawn about, above, and below the bud. to hold

it in place until a union shall be formed. Bands

of ralBa 10 or 12 inches long make a most con-

venient tying material. As soon as the buds

have united with the stock ('taken'), the ligature

should be cut. in order to prevent girdling the

stock and bud. This done, the operation is com-

plete until the following spring, when all the

trees in which the buds have 'taken' should have

the top cut off just above the bud. This forces

the entire strength of the root into the bud, and

since the root itself had not l)een disturbed by
transplanting, a more vigorous growth usually
results from the bud than from scions in whip or
crown grafting.

Budding is one of the most economical forms of
artificial reproduction, and each year witnesses
its more general use. Some nurserymen have gone
so far as to use it as a substitute for all other
modes of grafting, save whip grafting, in the
projiagation of the dwarf jiear. Budding is eco-

nomical in the amount of wood used from which
to tiike buds or scions, since a single bud does the
work of the three or more upon the scion of the
cleft or whip graft. But it is expensive in the
use of stocks, a seedling being required for each
tree, while with the piece-root system of grafting
two, three, or more stocks can be made from a
single seedling.

The one objection to budding is that it causes
an unsightl.v crook in the body of the tree, unless
the tree is planted deeply enough in the orchard
to cover the deformity. In rigorous climates,
where trees upon tender roots are likely to suffer
from severe winters, a bud of a hardy sort ujjon

a tender root is no hardier than the root, l)ecau.se

budding leaves a portion of the stock ex])osed
above the surface of the soil, and thus precludes
the possibility of the development of roots from
the portion above the hud; while a piece-root
grafted tree with a long scion is practically the
same as a tree propagated from a cutting, as
the scion will strike root and the new plant will

be upon its own root. In regions where severe

winters do not enter as a factor, there are un-
doubtedly a number of reasons why Inidding will

be the most desirable method of reproducing hor-

ticultural varieties. See BUD, and Grafting.

BUDDLEIA, bvid-lc'ya. A genus of shrubs of

the natural order Loganiacea?, all natives of the

warmer parts of the world, comprising about 70
species. Some of the hardiest are cultivated a.-i

ornamental shrubs. They blossom freely in sum-
mer, producing violet or yellow flowers in pani-

cles or globose heads. They are not quite hardy
in the north. Buddleia Japoniea, gluhosa. variii-

bilis. Lindleyana. and Colvilei are among the

hardiest and most beautiful species.

BUDE (bud) LIGHT. A brilliant light ob-

tained liy introducing oxygen into the centre of

an oil or gas flame. The "Bude burner' employed
for this purpose consists of two or more Argand
burners arranged concentrically. The name is

derived from Bude, Kngland, the residence of Mr.
Gurney. who invented the burner. The Bude
light is comparatively expensive, and therefore

seldom used.

BUDENZ, boo'dAnts, Joseph (1836-92). An
Hungarian philologist. He was born at Rasdorf,

CJermany, and was educated at Marl>urg and
(iiittingen. In 18.58 he went to Hungary, where

he became a member of the Academy of Sciences

(1802), and professor of comparative Altaian

philologj' at the University of Budapest. His
important and varieil contributions to this s>ib-

ject include Finn nyelvtan ("Finnish Grammar,"
5th ed., 1900). and Matjyar-uyor osszehasonlito

s^oltir (1873-81).

BUDGE, Ernest A. Wali.is. An English

Orientalist. He was educated at Christ's College,

Cambridge, where he became distinguished in the

Semitic langviages, and afterwards was appointed

keeper of Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities in
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the British Museum. Of his numerous scliolarly

works may be cited: Assyrian Texts (I88O1;
Inscriptions of Sebuchadnez^ar (1883); Baby-
lonian Life and History (1884) ; The Dwellers
on the A lie (1885) ; Coptic Martyrdom of George

of Cappadocia (1888) ; History of Alexander the

Great (1889); The Life of liabban Uormizd
(1894); Coptic Saint Michael the Archangel
(1894); Oriental Wit and Wisdom (1896);
Laughable Stories, Translated from the Syriac
(1899) ; The Miracles of the Virgin Mary, The
Life of Hanna, Maqical Texts of Za-Walda-
Bau-Ar-Yat, etc. (1900).

BUDGE, .Ttxri-.s ( 181 1-88) . A German physi-
ologist. He was born at Wetzlar, and studied at
the universities of Marburg, Wiirzburg, and Ber-
lin. He aftensards successively became extraor-
dinary professor at Bonn (1S47-.56) and profes-
sor of anatomy and physiology at Greifswald.
where he was also director of the anatomical
institute. He pointed out the relation between
])arts of the brain on the one hand and the
genito-urinary organs on the other, and made the
important discovery that tlie sympathetic ner\e
has its origin in the spinal cord, and not in the
peripheral ganglia. He also discoAered the capil-
laries of the gall. Among his principal works
are the following: Die Lehre vom Erbrechen
(1840); Allgemeine Pathologic (1843); Lehr-
btich der speziellen Physiologic des Mensehen
(8th ed., 1862) : Kompendium der Physiologie
(3d ed.. 1875).

BUDG^ELL, Eustace (1686-1737). An Eng-
lish essayist and miscellaneous writer. He stud-

ied at Trinity College, Oxford, and at the Inner
Temple, and was admitted to the bar. In 1709 he
was appointed a clerk, and in 1715 under-secre-

tary to his second cousin, Joseph Addison, who
in those years was Secretary for Ireland. He
also held office as chief secretary to the lords jus-

tices and deputy clerk of the council, and was
elected to the Irish House of Commons. In 1717,

upon Addison's departure for England to become
first Secretary of State, he obtained through him
the lucrative post of Accountant-General. Soon,
however, he quarreled with Webster, the new Sec-

retary for Ireland, lost his places, and returned
to England. Having invested in Law's South Sea
Bcheme, he lost, he says, "above twenty thousand
pounds ... by that notorious piece of vil-

lainy." He wrote violent pamphlets against the

Government, and from February, 1733, to .June,

1735. published The Bee, a weekly periodical.

Already in poverty, harassed by controversies

and suits at law, and apparently mentally un-

balanced, he was, in 1733, accused of having
made away with a bond for £1000 advanced to

him by Matthew Tindal. and with having entered

interpolations in Tindal's will. The charge,

though not proved, rciidcrcd him desperate, and
he drowned himself in tlie Tliames. He wrote

for the Spectator, for the most part over the sig-

nature 'X.,' thirty-seven papers, of which "Sir

Roger as a Hunter" (No. 110, Friday, July 13,

1711) is perhaps as good as any. He was also

the author of a translation (1714) of the

XapoKT^pec of Theophrastus, and of the Memoirs

of the Life and Character of the Late Earl of

Orrery and the Family of the Boyles (1732).

For an autobiographic account of his grievances,

consult his Liberty and Property: A Pamphlet
(London, 1732).

BUDG'ERIGAB' (Anglo-Australian). A
dealer's name (variously spelled) for tlie com-
mon Australian grass-parrakeet. "Every one
knows the little parrakeet, often called the Aus-
tralian parrakeet, but which rejoices in such a
multiplicity of names, among [them] . . .

that by which it is most usually known in Eng-
land, namely, budgerigar, undulated grass-parra-

keet, zebra antl shell parrot, warbling grass-

parrakeet." etc.

—

English Illustrated Magazine,
Vol. IX. (Ix)iidon, 1893). See Parr.\keet, and
Plate of Parrots axu Pasbakeets.

BUDGET (Fr. hougette, bag, wallet, dim. of

OF. boiige, a leather bag; hence a bag with its

contents, as e.g. of news, information; cf. Lat.

fiscus, originally basket, then money-basket, then

public treasury). In its primary significance a
term which designates the periodical financial

statements laid before a legislative body. As
such it embraces the report of receipts and ex-

penditures for a prior fiscal period, and an esti-

mate of the receipts and expenditures for a
future period. From these preliminary esti-

mates, which are the basis of legislation, the

term has been extended to cover the aggregate of

legislative enactments relating to the receipts

and expenditures of a given period. The method
of preparing and voting the budget varies

greatly. An ideal budget would calculate rev-

enue and expenditure witli such nicety as to

bring about an exact balance ; but such precision

is practically impossible except when the revenue

system by its elasticity permits an adjustment
of income to expenditure.

In England the Chancellor of the Exchequer
submits to Parliament an annual statement of

the expenditures deemed necessary by the Ciov-

ernnient. He is responsible for the entire expen-

diture, both in the departments of other minis-

ters and in his own. It is therefore his duty to

harmonize the estimates of the several ministers,

and in so doing he may curtail the appropria-

tions requested by some of his colleagues. The
revenue as a whole is fixed and is not voted an-

nually by Parliament. Yet it is the practice in

England to regard the income tax and the tea

duties as variable elements to be increased or

diminished, as occasion arises. Proposals for

such changes are an essential part of the budget.

In the United States the budget is practically

prepared in the House of Representatives. To
the latter at the opening of each session of Con-

gress the Secretary of the Treasury submits a

book of estimates of expenditures to be made
for the coming fiscal year. He transmits without

revision the estimates made by the several Cabi-

net officers, and the heads of offices not directly

subordinated to the eight executive departments.

These estimates form the basis upon which the

i:everal appropriation bills are prepared by the

committees of the House of Representatives.

Th\is the work of preparing the budget is decen-

tralized, and the adjustment of exiMmditurcs to

income which results is not so satisfactory as in

other countries. Although the term "budget' is a

component part of parliamcntarj' language, it

has not come into common use in the discussions

of Congress. Consult: Wilson, The National

Budget (London, 1882) ; Adams, Finance (New
York, 1900). See Finance; Tax and Taxation;

Debt, Pubuc.
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BiJDINGER, by'ding-ei, Max (1828-1902). A
German historian, born at Cassel and educated

at the universities of Marburg, Bonn, and Berlin.

He was professor of history at Zurich from 1861

to 1872, and at Vieima from 1872 to 1809. The

scope of liis researches is suggested by the follow-

ing titles of some of his books: Osterreichische

Geschichte bis -urn Ausgange des dreizehnten

Jahrhunderts (Vol. I., 1858); Ein Buck ungar-

ischer Geschichte (3 vols.. 1870) ; and Die Unv-

versalhistorie im Mittelalter (2 parts, 1893).

BXJDCJS-HEGY, bu'de.«h-hed'y' or Budas-
r.ERG (Hung. BiidOs, stinking, referring to the

sulphurous exhalations, and hegy, mountain).

A mountain belonging to the Carpathian system,

situated near the southeastern border of Tran-

sylvania, in latitude 46° 12' N. and longitude

25° 40' E. It is quite isolated and steep-sided,

densely wooded on the lower slopes, and has an

elevation of about 4000 feet. It has numerous
caverns, that emit sulphurous exhalations, and
from its base issue strong sulphur springs.

BUDRUN, biTo-droon', or BTJDRUM, bi3o-

drooni'. A seaport town of Asiatic Turkey, in

the Vilayet of Smyrna, finely situated on the

north shore of the Gulf of Cos, about 96 miles

south of Smyrna (Map: Turkey in Asia, B 4).

It occupies tiie site of the ancient Halicarnassus,

the birthplace of Herodotus and Dionysius, the

historians, and the massive remains of the old

city, which was 'the largest and strongest in all

Caria,' bear witness to its former magnificence.

A fortress, built by the knights of Rhodes in

1402, occupies a projecting rock on the eastern

side of the harbor, which is shallow but well shel-

tered, and resorted to by Turkish cruisers. Popu-

lation estimated at GOOO.

BTJDWEIS, bood'vis (Czech Biidijovice, the

district of lint villages, from Gcr. Bude, Slav.

buda. Engl, booth). A town of the Austrian

Crownland of Bohemia, situated on the iloldau

at its junction with the Maltsch, 1235 feet above

the sea-level and about 77 miles south of Prague

(Map: Austria-Hungary, D 2). Budweis is

well built and has three suburbs. Its most note-

worthv buildings are the cathedral, -ivith a de-

tached bell-tower ; the old and the new Rathaus ;

the Gothic Church of Saint Jlary. and the bish-

op's palace. The town's afi'airs are administered

by a nuinicipal council of 36 members. It owns

its water-supply and gas-works. Its educational

institutions, in which instruction is given in

both the Bohemian and German tongues, include

two gj-mnasia, two high schools, a teachers' sem-

inary
,"

agricultural, trade, and industrial schools,

as well as numerous preparatory schools. Among
its charitable institvitions arc a numicipal hospi-

tal, a i)oorhouse, and an orphan asylum. Its

industry consists of manufactures of earthen-

ware, porcelain, majolica, lead pencils, sugar,

beer, and siiirits, and it has a considerable trade

in grain, wood, and salt. In the neighborhood of

the" town stands the fine Castle of Fraucnberg,

belonging to Prince Schwarzenberg. The town

has a comparatively I'ig'i death-rate, which ex-

ceeds 25 per 1000. 'Population, in 1890, 24.500,

of w-hich 40 per cent, were Germans, GO i)or cent.

Czechs: in 1900. 39,400. Budweis was founded

in 1265 by King Ottokar II. After the Thirty

Years' War it received many privileges, and be-

came in 1783 the capital of an episcopal see.

BUDWORM. See Bollworm.

BU'EL, S.\MlEL (1815-91). An American
clergyman, born in Troy, N. Y. He graduated
at Williams College in 1833, and at the General
Theological Seminary (N. Y.) in 1837, and was
rector in ilarshall," Mich.: Schuylkill Haven,

Pa.; Cumberland, JMd. ; Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,

and New York City. Subsequently he was pro-

fessor successively of ecclesiastical history and
of divinity at the Seabury Divinity School, Fari-

bault, Minn., and from 1871 to 1888 professor of

systematic divinity and dogmatic theologj- at

the General Theological Seminaiy. His publica-

tions include The Apostolic System of the

Church Defended (1844) and The Eucharist to

Presence, Sacrifice, and Adoration (1874).

BTJELL, Don Carlos (1818-98). A distin-

guished American soldier, prominent on the Fed-
eral side in the Civil War. He was born near
Marietta, Ohio, within the limits of the present

Lowell; graduated at West Point in 1841. and
served in Florida in 1841-42 against the Semi-
noles, on the frontier of Louisiana in 1844-45,

and in Texas in 1845-46. During the Mexican
War he participated in the battles of Palo Alto,

Resaca de la Palma, and ilonterey under General

Taylor, and in those of Cerro Gordo, Contreras,

and Churubusco under General Scott, and for his

gallantry at Churubusco. where he was severely

wounded, was lu'evetted major. L'ntil the out-

break of the Civil War he served as assistant

adjutant-general of various departments in turn,

and in May, 1861, was appointed brigadier-gen-

eral of vohuitecrs. He assisted for two months in

organizing the army at Washington, and in No-
vember replaced Gen. W. T. Sherman in command
of the Department of the Ohio ( the newly reor-

ganized and enlarged Dejiartment of the Cumber-
land). He occupied Bowling Green. Ky.. on Feliru-

ary 14, 1862, and. advancing into Tennessee, took

possession of Nashville on February 25. On March
21 he was raised to the rank of major-general of

volunteers, his department at the same time

being merged into that of the Mississippi, then

imder the command of General Halleek. On
April 6-7 he took a prominent iiart in the battle

of Shiloh, bringing his fresh troops upon the

field toward the close of the first day's fighting,

and on the following day helping to defeat the

weakened Confederates.
" (See SuiLon, Battle

OF.) On .lune 12 he assumed command of the

Army of the Ohio, and soon afterwards was called

ujjon to repel Bragg's invasion of Kentucky.
After an exciting march he arrived first at Louis-

ville on September 24, and then, turning upon
the Confederate Arnn', forced it to retreat, over-

took and crippled it at Perr_\'ville on October 8

(see Perryville, B.\ttle of), and pursued it

across the State, though, according to some mili-

tary critics, his pursuit was marked by an un-

fortiuuite lack of enterprise and vigor. On the

24tl'. he was replaced by (ieneral Rosecrans, and
from November, 1862. to Jfay, 18fi3, was before

a military connnission appointed to investigate

his cam])aign in Tennessee and Kentucky. This

commission presented an adverse report, which,

however, has never been published in full. Buell

refused to acce|)t any further assignments to

active duty, though several ""'re olVered him, and

on .lune 1, 1864, he resigned from the service.

After the war he was jiresident of the Green
River Iron Works from 1865 to 1870, and sened
as United States pension agent at Louisville,

Ky., from 1885 to 1889. There has been nuich
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discussion with regard to liis career as a soldier,

but by the majority of military critics he is con-

sidered to have been an able officer and a good
strategist, whose usefulness was impaired by an
unfortunate lack of tact in dealing with his

subordinates, and especially with civilians, and
a tendency at times to be somewhat dilatory in

his movements. His own side of the controversy

with regard to the Kentucky and Tennessee cam-
paign is presented in the t^tatement of Major-
Gcncral Biiell in Reiiew of the Evidence Before

the Military Commission Appointed by the War
Department, and in Frv, Operations of the Army
Under Buell (Xew York, 1884).

BUELL, JiAKcrs D.4.Rros (1S51— ). An
American theologian, born in Wayland, X. Y.

He was educated at Boston University School of

Theologj-. at Cambridge, England, and at the

University of Berlin. He became professor of

Xew Testament Greek and exegesis at Boston

University in 1S84, and dean of the theological

faculty of that institution in 1889. His princi-

pal work is entitled Studies in the Greek Text of

the Gospel of Saint Mark (1890).

BUENA VISTA, bwa'na ves'ta (Sp., good

view). A small settlement in Mexico on the San
Juan, a tributary of the Rio Grande, 7 miles

south of Saltillo." Here, on February 22 and 23,

1847. during the war between the United States

and Mexico, about 4800 Americans under General

Tavlor defeated fully 20,000 Mexicans under

Geii. Santa Anna in the most brilliant battle

of the war. The Americans, having taken up a

position of great strength on the 21st, stood on

the defensive and awaited Santa Anna's attack.

On the afternoon of the 22d the Mexicans began

the battle, though tlie main attack was made on

the 23d, the conflict continuing with slight inter-

mission throughout the day, and the troops on

each side fighting with the utmost gallantry.

The American artillery was served with remark-

able efficiency, and Santa Anna's attacks were

uniformly repulsed, so that early on the 24th he

was compelled to retreat. The Americans lost

746 in killed and wounded, the Mexicans fully

2000. The battle virtually closed the campaign

in the north, and, by weakening and detaining

Santa Anna, contributed materially to the suc-

cesses of General Scott in the south. An inci-

dent during the battle furnished the theme of

Whittier's famous poem, ''Tlie Angels of Buena

Vista." Consult: J. H. Carleton, The Battle of

Buena Vista (Xew York, 1848) ; H. H. Ban-

croft. History of Mexico, Vol. V. (San Francisco,

1885) ; and O. O. Howard, General Taylor (Xew
York, 1892).

BTIENAVISTA, Sax Jos£ de. See San Josfi

I)E BlENAVISlW.

BITEN AYBE, bwan i'ra, or BONAIBE ( Sp.

huen, Fr. bon. fair, good + Sp. ayre. Fr. air,

Eng. air). One of the West Indian islands, be-

longing to the Dutch, situated in latitude 12° 2'

X. and longitude 68° 22' W., 30 miles east of

Curacao (Map: West Indies, X 8). It has an

area of 129 square miles, and a population of

(181)9) 4926.

BtTENDIA, bwan'd«-a, .Juan (1814—). A
Peruvian general. He was born in Lima, entered

the army at an early age, and gradually rose to

the rank of general, in which capacity he put

down the insurrection of Pierola in 1874. Dur-

ing the greater part of the Chilean War of 1879

lie commanded the Army of the South. On Xo-
vember 8, at the head of a combined Peruvian
and Bolivian force, he attacked a Chilean army
numbering about 10,000 on the heights of San
Francisco, but was utterly defeated and was com-
pelled to retreat to his headquarters at Tara-
pacS, where, rallying his demoralized army, he
repulsed the pursuing Chileans and captured a

large part of their artillery. He then withdrew
to Arica and afterwards participated in the de-

fense of Lima.

BUENOS AYRES, bwa'nos I'ras (Sp., good
air; see Buen Ayre). The largest and most im-

portant province of Argentina, on the eastern

coast, bounded by the river Parana and the
provinces of Santa F<? and Cordoba on the north,

by the Atlantic on the east and south, and by
the Territory of La Panipa and the Provin<« of

Cordoba on the west (Map: Argentina, E 11).

Area, 118,000 square miles. Excepting the south-

ern part, whicli is crossed by two mountain
chains, the province consists of an extensive plain

dotted with small lakes and intersected in

every direction by short streams. The coasts are
generally low and sandy, and only slightly in-

dented, though the southeastern part has a num-
ber of promontories. The chief rivers of the

province are the Parana (with its estuary, the

Plata River), which borders it on the north-

east, and the Rio Salado. There is. however,
no scarcity of water, as the numerous lakes

and lagoons are connected by short streams, too

shallow for navigation, but of considerable value

for purposes of irrigation. The climate is health-

ful, with a temperature considerably reduced by
sea breezes. The southern wind which blows in

summer occasionally reaches the velocity of a
hurricane, when it is known as the Pampero, and
is at times quite destructive. The soil is very

fertile, and especially adapted to grazing and
the growing of cereals, though at present the

raising of domestic animals is by far the leading

occupation. The wealth in live stock was esti-

mated in 1895 at about 52.000.000 sheep, 7,200,-

000 cattle, and 1.700.000 horses. During recent

years the live-stock interests have sho\vn a ten-

dency to decline, due in a measure to the in-

creased activity in agricultural pursuits. The
cultivation of wheat has of late been receiving

more attention, and corn, which is used in the

local distilleries, is raised in large quantities.

The commerce and shipping are naturally very

extensi\-e, both on account of the large volume
of local products and from the fact that through

its geographical position the province controls

the foreign commerce of the republic. The chief

exports are wool, beef, and other animal prod-

ucts. Of manufactured products very little is

left for export, after domestic consumi)tion.

Railways connect all important centres, affording

excellent transportation facilities.

In its administration the province is entirely

independent of the central Government, not only

in local affairs, but also in external financial

transactions. The executive power is vested in

a Governor and Vice-Governor, elected indirectly

for a period of three years. The legislative

power is exercised by a (Congress consisting of a
Chamlwr of Deputies of not more than 100 mem-
bers, elected biennially, and a Senate of not more
than 50 members, elected triennially. Congress
holds annual sessions from May 1 to August 31.

The whole province is divided into four .sections
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for judicial purposes, and there is a Supreme
Court at La Plata. Administratively the prov-

ince is composed of 100 districts, under the con-

trol of their chief municipalities. Capital, La
Plata. Population, in 1881, 084..').').5 ; in 1895,

921,168; in I'.lOO (estimated), 1,140,007.

BUENOS AYRES. The capital of Argen-
tina (Map: Argentina, F 10), on the southern
bank of La Plata River, 175 miles from its

mouth, and 125 miles west of Jlontevideo (lati-

tude 34° 36' 21" S., longitude 58° 21' 33" N.).
The river here is 30 miles wide, and the city is

only 15 to 25 feet above sea-level, in a flat plain.

Buenos Ayres enjoys a moderate temperature,
wliich does not vary greatly (the average
being 62.6° F.), and which usuall,v ranges
between 79° in January and February and
55° in •Jul,y and August. Winds and rain-

storais are frequent. The city has an area
of 72 square miles, and is regularly laid

cut, the streets for the most part crossing at
right angles. They are lighted by gas, petroleum,

and electricity, and compare favorably in ap-

pearance with those of large European cities.

There are many beautiful thoroughfares, squares,

and parks, the finest avenue being the Avenida de

Mayo, 98.5 feet wide. The Plaza de la Victoria,

over 1200 feet long and 640 feet wide, is sur-

rounded by many handsome buildings, such as

the episcopal palace, the cathedral, the hall of

Congress, the exchange, the post-office, the Gov-
ernment Palace, the Palace of Justice, the nuuii-

eipal building and department of police, and the

Hotel Argentina. In the middle of the square
stands a magnificent statue of Liberty upon a
handsome column; and an equestrian statue of

General Bclgrano is erected before the Govern-

ment Palace. At the northern end of the city is

the Parque Tres de Febrero (3d of February),

of 300 acres, containing zoological gardens, an
aquarium, lakes for boating, etc. There are sev-

eral Roman Catholic and Protestant churches

besides the cathedral, a magnificent edifice in the

style of the ]Madeleine, Paris. The city has

about twent.v theatres, of which the most impor-

tant is the Teatro de la Opera. There are also

a race-track, situated in the suburb of Palermo,

and public places for games and athletic sports.

.VDMIXISTRATION and PrBLIC IXSTITl-TIONS.

The city is divided into 14 sections, ^vhich elect

the municipal council, and for the administration

of justice into 20 districts, each with a justice of

the peace. Numerous electric and horse tram-

ways facilitate communication throughout the

city. There are six railroad companies con-

necting Buenos Ayres with the north, south, and

west, while numerous steamers run from here

to Mont<'video and towns along the Parana and

Uruguay rivers as far as tlie confines of Brazil.

The city is connected with foreign countries by

cable, and has an extensive telegraph and tele-

phone system.
Primary education is provided in more than

220 schools, with nearly 00,000 pupils. There

are four colleges for secondary education, in-

cluding commercial and normal schools. The

National University, founded in 1821, ranks

among the finest in South America. It pos-

sesses a library of 36,000 volumes. There are

two public libraries, the municipal and the

Saint Christopher. The number of private

schools exceeds that of public schools, and there

are also various professional institutions, a nui-

seum of natural history, with the famous Bur-
mcister collection, and numerous scientific and
literar,v societies and clubs. The newspapers
and jieriodicals publislied in the citv number
more than 100, 25 of tlieni being issued daily, in
Spanisli, German, Italian, French, and English.
There are 15 hospitals for French, German, Eng-
lish, Italian, and Spanisli patients, and one for
women, besides lunatic, foundling, and orphan
as.vlums, and a shelter for immigrants, the last

being aided b.v the State. The city also main-
tains shelters for the night, a Pasteur institute,

and a crematory. There are many jihilanthropie

societies, notably the Sociedad de Beneficencia,

founded by Bernardino Rivadavfa in 1823, and
composed of women, and tliose founded for the
care of immigrants of tlie diU'crent nationalities.

On account of the low situation of the city,

improved methods of drainage and house and
street cleaning have been |)Ut into operation, the
refuse collected being l)\irned bv the cit,v. Water
is supplied by the nuuiicipality, drawn from the
La Plata just north of the city, and ])urified by
filtration. There is a well-organized system of

police and fire protection. Formerly Buenos
Ayres was at a disadvantage becau.se of the lack

of a harbor, the Plata being so swift and shallow
at this point that sailing vessels had to anchor
14 miles down the river, the cargoes being trans-

ported to the eit,v in lighters. At present there

is a large and complete system of basins along
the water-front, permitting vessels of 22 feet

draught to dock within a short distance from the

principal business jjortion of the cit,v, and to

connect at the water's edge with the railroad

terminals.

Maxlfactures and Trade. There is consid-

erable manufacturing, the numerous factories in

the city giving employment to more than 100,000

persons. The principal establishments are those

manufacturing furniture, carriages, machinery,
leather, shoes, hats, woven goods, tobacco, and
liquors. Buenos Ayres is the port for more than

one-half the exports of the entire country, the

annual value of which is equal to about .$150,-

000,000. The most important articles of export

are wool, sheep, and cattle products, as well as

live stock, and notably grain. Exports go chiefly

to Europe, though the cit,y has a large trade with

the United States. The total tonnage of the ves-

sels entering the port at its three harbors, Puerto
^ladero, Puerto Riachuelo. and Rada. exceeds

3.000,000 tons annually, and inchides over 2200
sailing vessel.s of less than 500,000 terns, and
over 2300 steamers of more than 2.500.000 tons.

l'oinL.\TiON. Buenos Ayres contains a large

]iroportion of foreigners; over 80 jier cent, of all

immigrants to Argentina land here. Its growth
dates from the middle of the Nineteenth Cen-

turv. Tn 1801 it had 40,000 inhabitants; in

1852, 76,000; in 18f)9, 178,000; in 1895, 663,-

854: in 1900, 800,951, of which about 50 per

cent, are foreign, mostly Italians, Spaniards, and
French.

History. Buenos .\yres has plavcd an impor-

tant part in South American history. Founded
in 1535 by Don Pedro de Mendoza, it received flie

name of' Ciudad de la Santfsima Trinidad y
Puerto de Santa Marfa de Buenos Ayres, after

Our Lady the Virgin JIary of good airs or winds.

After being twice destroyed by the natives, the

city was firmly established in 1580. It success-

fully resisted attempts of the French and Dutch,
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to capture it during the Seventeentli Century,
and in 1776 it became the capital of the new
viceroyalty of the Rio de la Plata or Buenos
Ayres. After driving out the Enijlish. who had
taken the city by surprise, in 18U(i. the inhabi-

tants repelled another aitack in tlic following

year. The congress whioli jiroclainied the inde-

|)endence of the country from Spain on May 22,

ISIO, met here, and the city became capital of

tile Republic of the United Provinces of the

River Plata in 182G. The port was blockaded by
the French and English in 184.5. After the strug-

gle between Rosas and I'rquiza in 1851, Buenos
Ayres seceded from the Republic, and till 1859

formed, with the surrounding province, a sepa-

rate State. Since that time the city has been

part of the confederation, and. liy a decree of

1880. has been definitely made the capital of

Argentina and is divided from the province bear-

ing its name. In 1871 the city suffered a ter-

rible epidemic of yellow fever.

Consult: Txirner. Argentine and the Argen-
tines (New York, 1892) ; Bureau of the Ameri-
can Republics. Handbook of Argentine Republic,

Bulletin 61 (Washington, 1892); Anuario esta-

distico de la eiudad de Buenos Aires; Curtis,

"Buenos Avres." in The Vhautauquan, Vol.

XXIX. (Meadville. Pa., 1899).

BUENOS AYRES, Uxiver-sitt of (Univer-

i-idad Xaeiondl dc Buenos Aires). The largest

educational institution in South America. It

had, in 1900, some 2665 students. Its faculties

include law and government, mathematics,
science, and philosophy.

BUFARIK, biTo'fa-rek'. See BouFF.\RlK.

BUFF, bfTTTf, Heineich (1805-78). A German
physicist and chemist. He was born at Rodel-

lieim, near Frankfort, and studied at the uni-

versities oP Gijttingen and Giessen (under Lie-

big), and with Gay-Lussac in Paris. He was
for many years professor of physics at the Uni-
versity of Giessen. His principal works are the

following: Grund:^iige des chemischen Teils der
Xaturlehre (18.32) ; Grundriss der Experiniental-

physik (1853) ; Lehrbuch der physikalisehen und
theoret ischen Chemie, in collaboration with Kopp
and Zaniminer, as Vol. I. of Otto's well-known
Lehrbuch der Chemie (3d ed. 1885). He was
associated with Liebig in founding (1847) the
celebrated Jahresiericht iiber die Fortschritte
der Chemie.

BUFFALMACCO, boo'fal-niiik'ko. BuoK.\-
Mico. The adopted name of Buonamico Chris-
tofani, an Italian painter of the Florentine
School, who is supposed to have lived in the
Fourteenth Century. He is reported by Vasari
to have been a pupil of Andrea Tafi, and to have
executed the splendid frescoes in the hall of the
Campo Santo in Pisa, illustrating the Passion,
as well as a number of paintings in Bologn.a
and Assisi. He is mentioned in the novels of
Boccaccio and Sacehetti ; and, in the absence of
reliable information concerning him, is believed
by many to have been a mythical figure.

BUFFALO (Sp. biifalo, Med, Lat. bufalus,
Lat. buhiilus, wild ox, from Gk. pui-^a'/Mr^ bouba-
los, a species of African ant<?lope). Properly, an
ox of the restricted bovine genus Bubalus, and
specifically Bubalus buffelus. of India. The
word, however, has been broadly applied not only
to many heavy oxen, such as those of Africa, and
to the American bison (»ee Bison), but also to

certain large antelopes (see Buiialis, to which,
perhaps, it originally belonged), and to other
large ruminants: thus the city of Buffalo. N. Y.,

probably derives its name througli a misnomer
by early wanderers of the wapiti. The bullaloes

(irojier form a group of o.\en "chieHy character-

i/.ecf by their more or less llattened and angulated
luuns. which incline upward and backward, with
an inward curve toward their tips, and are
placed before the . . . vertex of the skull."

The type is the Indian or Water Buffalo, of
which small wild herds still exist in many parts
of India, the finest belonging to Assam and
Burma. This animal, called by the natives 'arnee'

(Hind., masc. arna, fcm. ami), is the largest of

w'ild cattle, standing 6 feet high at the withers,
and having a spread of horns sometimes exceed-
ing 6 feet. It is bluish-black, nearly hairless,

and frequents swampy jungles, where it is re-

garded as exceedingly dangerous, as it will

charge a man entirely unprovoked, and when,
perhaps, its presence is unsuspected. A band
forming a circle, with lowered heads, around the
cows and calves defy the bear or tiger, and a,

lone bull has been known to vanquish a tiger in

single combat; combats between them have been
a favorite sport among Indian princes. This
buflalo has long been domesticated, first on the
Indian plains, whence it was carried elsewhere in

prehistoric times. It is highly valued in Malaya,
China, and Japan, especially where rice is cul-

tivated, and the earabao of the Philippines is

only a variety of it. It reached Kgypt very long
ago, but subsequently to the era of the nioini-

ments and picture-writings; and it has gone far

up the Nile, and will probably be carried much
farther into the swamjiy region now opening to

civilization, becau.se of its usefulness in soft,

wet lands, and its fondness for coarse aquatic
vegetation in preference to dry and more costly

forage. It has long been used, also, in the Niger
Valley. It was introduced into Italy later than
Roman times, and thrives in the Pontine
marshes on the pestilential Maremma ; and it

plays an important part in western Asia, Turkey,
Hungary, and southeastern Spain. "The buffalo

loves mud and moist ground." says Hornaday
(Two Years in the Jungle), "and nature has pro-

vided these broad splay feet to prevent the ani-

mal from sinking too deeply in the mud. He
carries his head precisely like a camel, low down,
with nose thrust far forward . . . and to
look at the whole head one would say that the
beast was created with especial reference to

running rapidly througli very thick brush," It is

said to be far more powerful than the ox. and
capable of dragging or carrying a far heavier

load. The female yields a much greater (luantity

of milk than a cow, and of excellent quality, from
which the ghee or semi-lluid butter of India is

made. The hide is greatly valued for its strength

and durability, but the flesh is very inferior to

that of the ox. See Catti.e.

The African Buffaloes are of two species,

the South African or Cape Buffalo [Bubalus
caffer) , which also extends northeasterly to

Abyssinia; and the West -\frican species (Bubalus
pumiius) . These may be separable into several

distinct sjiecies or varieties. The ty|iic;il and
well-known South African buffalo is nearly the

equal in size of the Indian one. and like it has
a bluish black hide, in old age almost completely
li:iirless. Its horns, however, are somewhat
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shorter, and spread sideways, with up-cuivcd

ends, from the forehead, where tlie hases nearly

meet in a broadly llattened expanse, making a
rough buckler of horn. They frequent marshes
and rivers, wading about in the water most of

the time and eating the aquatic vegetation.

Formerly they gathered in large herds, but now
are rarely seen except in small bands, and they

have disappeared entirely from all the settled

regions. Their scent is remarkably keen, and
they are warned of the approach of a distuiber

by the birds (see Bi:ffalo-13iri)) , which remain

near them and are vigihmt. They are justly re-

garded as exceedingly dangerous by sportsmen,

since when wounded they will charge with ex-

treme speed and ferocity. They are, however,

overcome by lions and leopards, and sometimes
pulled down by crocodiles or chased to exhaus-

tion by packs of wild dogs. This animal has

not been tamed or domesticated; but its hide

is much valued for its thickness and strength.

The West African species is smaller, has sliorter

and less massive horns, and is ruddy brown in

color, its habits seem to be similar to those of

the more southern species, and it is widely dis-

tributed in Central Africa. The zaraouse of

Sierra Leone is typical of this species. The small

wild ox of the Celebes is a near relative of the

bulfaloes. See Anoa ; Bantexg: Bison; Gavr;
Yak; Exti.\ct Animals.

BUFFALO (named from Buffalo Creek).
The county-seat of Erie County, X. Y., one of
the most important commercial ports of the
Great Lakes, and, next to New York, the largest
city in the State (Map: New York, B 3). It

is at the eastern end of Lake Erie, at the head
of the Niagara River, 20 miles above Niagara
Falls, 540 miles east of Chicago. 207 miles west
of Albany, and 410 miles by rail northwest of

New York.
Description, The city occupies an area of

42 square miles. It is situated on ground rising

gradually from the lake to an extended ])lain at
an elevation of 50 feet (altitude 600 feet above
sea-level). The streets generall.v are broad and
cross each other at right angles, are beautifully
shaded and well paved, considerably more than
half (35(; miles) of the total street mileage
being paved, and about two-thirds of this dis-

tance (233 miles) with asphalt, ilain Street,
the principal business thorouglifarc, runs north-
erly from the lake-front. Near Lafayette Square,
Niagara Street, the main road to Tonawanda,
starts from Main Street on a diagonal line.

This is the centre of the business district. IJere

are the large oflice buildings, including man.v
tall, steel-framed structures. The residential sec-

tions of BulValo are marked by the large i)ro-

porlion of detached houses owned by the occu-

pants. In the fashionable di-^trict tlic jirincipal

avenues are Delaware .\venue and North Street:

here the houses are surrounded by ami)le lawns
and trees and shrubs, which give this section of

the city the picturesque appearance of a suburb.

The same features of domestic architecture are

carried out in the newly developed sections of

the North Side. Many handsome buildings

adorn the city; among these mention mav be

made of the new United States Government
Building, which cost about $2,000,000; the city

and count.v hall, of granite, with a tower 245

ieet high; the State Armory and -Vrsenal; Music

Hall; Merchants' Exchange; Masonic Temple;
Y. M. C. A. Building; Fitoh Institute; General
ffospital ; State Insane .\sylum ; the Erie County
Penitentiary; Buffalo Library; Grosvenor Li-

brary'; the Roman Catholic and Protestant Epis-

copal catliedrals ; Board of Trade Building; the

]Orie Count.v Savings Bank; BuH'alo Savings
Bank; Mutual Life and Prudential buildings;

the D. S. Morgan Building; and Ellicolt .Square,

the last named covering an entire block, and
said to be the largest otiice building in the world.
The Bull'alo street railways were among the

first to ado])t electric traction and the system of

free transfers. Numerous lines, the entire system
covering 185 miles, fiirnish transit to all see-

lions of the city, and also to neighboring towns,
-Vii abundant water-supply is derived from the

lake, and the sewerage s.vstem, comprising 41(i

miles of mains (140 paved with brick and 276
with tile), not only covers the whole cit.v, but
has a large outfall sewer discharging into the

swift current of Niagara River,

The park system of Buffalo includes over 1000
acres, and consists of a chain of parks and park-
wa.vs nearl.v encircling the city. The principal

plots are the Front, of 45 acres, where the
waters of the lake form themselves into the Ni-
agara, and north of which is Fort Porter, a
small military post ; the Delaware Park, of 365
acres, adjoining which are the State Insane
Hospital grounds, of 200 acres, and Forest Lawn
Cemetery, of 230 acres; Humboldt Park, includ-
ing about 56 acres, and three large parka in the
south; Stony Point, on the lake shore: South
Park; and Cazenovia Park. Besides these, and
llie connecting |)ark boulevards and circles, there
are minor spaces scattered about the to«Ti aggre-
gating about 60 acres. The principal public
monuments are the Soldiers and Sailors', in

Lafayette Square, and those to Red Jacket and
President Fillmore, in Forest Lawn Cemetery.

Institutions. Besides its manv churches of
all denominations, and a large variety of charit-
able institutions, Buffalo is noted as the home
of the first Charity Organization Society in the
countrv (founded in 1877). Its home in the
Fitch Institute is the heachpiarters for a large
amount of philanthropic work, prominent among
which is the creche, or da.v nurser.v for children
whose mothers are at work, with its kinder-
garten and training school for nursery maids.
.\mong other philanthropic institutions" may be
mentioned the Orjdian Asylum, Home for the
Friendless, Saint Vincent's and Saint Joseph's
(Roman Catholic) orphanages, State In.sano

-Asylum. Buffalo General Hospital, Church Home
for Aged Women, Saint .John's Orphan Home,
Saint Mary's -Asylum for Widows and Found-
lings, Saint IMary's Institution for Deaf Mutes,
and Ingleside Home for Erring Women.

Educational institutions are numerous and
ellicient, one-fifth of the annual tax levy being
allotted to the educational department of the
city. In addition to the public schools, which
include three high schools, a training school for
teachers, and many kindergartens, there are a
State Normal School, the University of Buffalo,
Saint .loseph's and Canisius's colleges (Roman
Catholic), the German JIartin Luther Seminary
( l'"vangolical Lutheran), -Academy of the Sacred
Heart, Holy Angels' Academy, etc. Two mu-
nicipal libraries, aggregating about 235,000 vol-
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umes, are supplemented by school and collegiate,

and Historical Society, Society of Natural
Sciences, Law (Eighth judicial District), Erie

Railroad, German Voung Men's Association,

Lutheran Young lien's Association, Merchants'
Exchange, and V. M. C A. lihraries. The Buf-

falo Libraiy Building is occupied also by the

Fine Arts Academy and the Society of Natural
Sciences, both of which have interesting col-

lections illustrating many subjects in their par-

ticular lines.

Commerce .\xd Lmdustry. Buffalo is one of

the most marked of large American cities in its

recent development, and owes its prosperity to

conniierce. Although the city is so well located

for a great commercial centre, originally the only
harbor was in the shallow water of Buffalo Creek.
The United States Government ha,s constructed

a series of breakwaters, forming both an inner

and outer harbor, and is building a new break-
water to Stony Point, which will increase great-

ly the area protected from storms. The State

has constructed Erie Basin, at the terminus of

the Erie Canal, and the city has deepened Buf-

falo Creek, and constructed a ship canal to in-

crease the wharf facilities. There is now a
wharf frontage of 8 miles, with ample room for

further extensions along Niagara Kiver and
along the lake.

Several great steamship lines and innumer-
able independent vessels ply to the chief ports
on the Great Lakes, and there are several ferries

to the Canada side, besides the International

Bridge, completed at a cost of $1,500,000. The
city is connected with the tide-waters of the

Hudson by the Erie Canal, and with ports on
Lake Ontario and the Saint Lawrence River by
the Welland Canal, and is also the terminus
or connecting- point of a score of railroads.

Among them are the Lake Shore and Michigan
Southern; Michigan Central; Grand Trunk;
New York Central; West Shoi-e: Lackawanna;
Wabash: Pennsylvania; New Y'ork, Lake Erie
and Western; Lehigh Valley; Western New
York and Pennsylvania: Buffalo, Rochester and
Pittsburg; and New York, Chicago and Saint
Louis. A belt-line railroad encircles the city,

affording valuable facilities for intercommunica-
tion.

The commerce of Buffalo by these various
means of transpoi-tation is very great. With
a season of only about 240 days in the year,

Buffalo ranks with the leading American and
European ports in extent of traffic. The im-
mense quantity of Hour and grain moved from
the Western States to the seaboard constitutes

the most important feature of its commerce;
but live stock, lumber, and coal, iron ore, and
fish, also, are of importance. Some part of the

lumber and iron ore which arrive at this end
of Lake Erie is received at Tonawanda (q.v.),

a suburb to the north, on Niagara River, but
Buffalo receives large quantities of each. Over
L5,000,000 pounds of fish are received annually,
mainly from Georgian Bay, and are distributed
as far east as Boston and as far west as Denver.
The horse market and sheep market of Buffalo
are the largest in the United States, and in the
trade in cattle and hogs Buffalo is among the
leading American cities. The material facilities

lor handling this enormous traffic form a most
important feature of Buffalo. The first grain-

elevator in the world was built in Buffalo in

lS-13. and now there are some fifty elevatora,
transfer towers, and floating elevators. These
represent an investment of over $1,3,000,000,
can handle in one day 5,000,000 bushels of

grain, and store at one time 2(1,000,000 bushels.
The coal-docks have a capacity of 20.000 tons
n day, and on the eastern outskirts of the city

are the enormous coal-stocking trestles, in which
the railway companies keep their accumulated
supply. In East Buffalo are the railroad stock-

yards, 75 acres in extent, affording transfer fa-

cilities for through freiglit, and sales-yards for
the local supply of live stock.

In a<ldition to vast commercial activities, Buf-
falo's manufacturing interests are extensive and
varied. In the production of foundry and ma-
chine-shop products, including stoves, nails, etc.,

and agricultural implements, the city ranks
among the foremost. Other industries are
slaughtering and meat-packing, refining petro-
leum, and ship-building; clothing, flouring and
grist-mill products, brick, stone, lime, and stucco,
malt and distilled liquors, soap and candles,

starch, furniture, and tobacco and cigars, are
extensivelj' produced. Besides these are im-
mense establishments manufacturing saddlery
and harness, cars, awnings, tents, sails, willow-
ware, carriages, wagons, cutlery, patent medi-
cines, surgical appliances, etc. Power from the
new electric plant at Niagara Falls (q.v.),

brought through three circuits with an aggre-
gate capacity of 30,000 horse-power, is already
used in Buffalo to a large extent, and the cheap
and abundant supply from this source justifies

the prediction of a rapid expansion of manufac-
turing industries in the near future.
The receipts for 1900 of the Buffalo post-

office amounted to over .$800,000, a figure which
represents an increase of nearly 100 per cent,

in the last decade.

Government, Municipal Espenditubes, etc.
The government is vested in a mayor, elected
every four years; a bicameral city council; and
administrative departments, of which the health,
fire, police, civil service, and park boards are
appointed by the mayor; the city clerk, elected

bj- the council ; and all other nmnicipal officials

chosen by popular vote.

Buffalo spends annually, in maintenance and
operation, about $0,000,000, the main items of

expense being about $1,140,000 for schools,

$050,000 for interest on debt, $780,000 for the
police department, $700,000 for the fire depart-

ment, $190,000 for parks and gardens, $120,000
for street cleaning and sprinkling, $350,000 for

the water-works, nearly as much for municipal
lighting, $155,000 for charitable institutions,

$110,000 for garbage removal, $100,000 for li-

braries. The water-works, which were built in

1808 at a total cost of over $9,100,000, are
owned and operated by the city, the entire

water-works sj'stem now including about 400
miles of mains. During recent years great
municipal activity has been displayed in the
improvement of the water-supply service; in

the laying of asphalt pavements; in the con-
struction of natural-gas mains, facilitating the
substitution of this fuel for coal; in the re-

moval, in the business district, of overhead tele-

phone and telegraph wires to subways, in which
are carried also the fire-alarm and police wires
of the city; in the establishnu-nt of the great
public librarj- (1897) and of municipal baths;
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and in harbor improvements, supplemented by

Government expenditure. The city has entered

also into a plan to abolish railroad grade cross-

ings, mostly at the expense of the railroads.

ButTalo has' a bonded debt of over $10,000,000,

.and the assessed valuation of property (real and

(personal) amounts to nearly $-250,000,000.

Population. Buffalo is one of Amerii'a's

most rapidlv growing cities, as is shown by the

following census figures: 1820,2095; 1840.18,-

213; 1860. 81,129; 1880, 155,134; 1890. 255,604;

1900, 352.387. During the last decade it rose

in rank from eleventh to eighth place among
the cities of the United States. The foreign

bom number 104,000, and the native bom of

foreign parents number 100,000. The C4enuans

number over two-fifths of the total foreign bom,
the principal other nationalities i-epresented

being the Canadian, Irish, Poles, and English.

The negro population is small—1600.

History. In 1079 La Salle visited this lo-

cality, and built near the present city the first

ship that was navigated on Lake Eric—a little

vessel of only 60 tons, called the Griffin. In

1792 there was only one settler here, a trader

named Winney, and in 1795, according to the

French traveler Liancourt, there was only "a

small collection of four or five houses." In

1792-93 the Holland Land Company, so called,

bought a large tract of land in this vicinity,

which during 1798-1803 was laid out into town-

ships by Joseph Ellicott. Inlluenced by EUi-

cott, commonly called the 'founder of Buffalo,'

the proprietor's decided, in 1801, to establish a

town ( New Amsterdam ) at the mouth of Buffalo

Creek, and in 1803-04 a village was laid out

imder Ellicott's supervision. Though legally

New Amsterdam, this new village soon came to

be called Buffalo, probably from the immense

herds of bison which had formerly frequented

the salt licks several miles away, and in 1810

the township of Buffalo, with limits including

the present city, was incorporated. In 1811 the

first newspaper, the Buffalo Qazette, was pub-

lished, and in 1818 the first steamboat, ^Yulk^

in-the-Waler, was built. On December 29, 1813,

a British and Indian force of 1200 men, under

General Riall, captured Buffalo, and on the

oOth, and January 1, almost completely destroyed

it by fire. In " 1815 it was rebuilt, biit its

growth was very slow until after the comple-

tion of the Erie" Canal in 1825, when it became

a distributing centre between the East and the

West. In 1832, with ii. population of 15,000, it

became a city, and since 1857 it has been noted

for its maniifactures and commerce. In 1853

Black Rock, which for many years was Buffalo's

great rival, was brought within the city limits.

Buffalo was the home for a time of Millard

Eillmore and Grover Cleveland, the latter serv-

ing as mayor in 1882. In 1901 (May I to No-

vember I) the Pan-American Exposition was

held at Buffalo. At this exhibition occurred the

assassination of President Melvinley, on Friday,

September 6, 1901. See Pan-AmericaiN" Expo-

sition.

Consult: Smith, Hislon/ of the City of Buf-

falo and Erie County (Syracuse, 1884) ; Keteli-

um. An Authentic and Comprehensive History

of Buffalo (Buffalo, 1864-65) ; and Powell, His-

toric Towns of the Middle States (New York,

1899).

BUFFALO. A town and county-seat of John-
son County, Wyo., in the northern part of the

county ( Alap : Wyoming, F 3 ) . The people are

engaged principallv in agriculture and stock-

raising. Population, in 1890, 1087; in 1900,

710.

BUFFALO-BERBY {Shepherdia argentea).

While familiar to horticulturists for many
years, the butt'alo-berry has but recently taken
rank as a fruit-plant. It is a native of the

cold, dry northwestern part of North America,
where it has achieved its greatest success under
cultivation. The buffalo-berry is a shrub with
small silvery leaves, short thorny spines or

branches, upon which the fruits, of about the

size of a connnon currant, are borne. The plant

is dioecious, consequently both male and female

forms must be planted in order to insure fruit

production. The two forms are easily recognized

by the form and distribution of the winter buds

;

tiie staminate or male plant bears small rounded

buds in dense clusters scattered all along tlie

spurs; the pistillate, or female plant, bears fewer

and more elongated buds, usually in pairs along

the sides of the spurs. The fruits are cither red

or yellow, are used for jellies, and often serve

instead of currants for this purpose. There are

no cultivated varieties on the market. The plant

is valuable as an ornamental shrub. See El.eag-

NUS.

BUFFALO BILL. See Cody, William F.

BUFFALO-BIRD. A bird closely associated

with wild oxen or buffaloes, picking the parasites

from their hides to eat, and warning the animal

ol possible danger by the expression of its own
alarm. (I) An ox-pecker (q.v.). (2) A tick-

bird. See Tick.

BUFFALO-FISH. One of several suckers

(CatastomidaO of the Mississippi Valley, com-

prised in the genus Bubalichthys or Ictiobus, ami

so called because of the humped outline of the

back, the large head, and dark colors. The red-

mouthed butt'alo-fish (Ictiobus cyprinella) is

brownish-olive, and reaches a length of nearly

3 feet, and a weight of 20 to 30 pounds. The

big-nmuthed one (letiohus urux) is also large

and very dark, with all the iins black ; while the

small-mouthed (Ictiobus buJialus altiis) is paler

and more southerly in its habitat. The flesh is

poor.

BUFFALO-GNAT. A gnat (Simulium meri-

dionalc), closely related and similar to the north-

ern black fly (q.v.), which swarms in the val-

leys of the Mississippi and Missouri rivers.

"they rival the mosciuito in their bloodthirsty

tendencies," says Howard, "and not oidy do they

attack human beings, but poultry and domestic

animals are frequently killed by them. . . .

In certain seasons tl'iey multiply enormously,

aliglit in thousands on cattle (as formerly they

did on the bison), and i)roduce death through

tlu'ir poisonous bites as well as from loss of

blood. Unlike mosquitoes, they fly and bite in

the davtime. and are often seen" in large numbers-

living 'in bright sunshine. The larviP are aquatic,

aiul unlike moscpiitocs again, the htn'a- of which

live in stjignant water. Siuudium larviE fre-

qiient w^ell-aerated and freciueutly swiftly run-

ning streams." Consult: Osborn, /fiscc/.s' .4/fcc(-

ing Domestic Animals (Dept. of Agriculture,.

Washington, 1896).
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BUFFALO-GKASS, or Bi:ciiix)e {Bulbilis

liactyluidcs} . A toimuon grass of the Western
United States, ranging from Manitoba to Texas,
where it is one of the best pasture grasses. It is a
low, spreading grass seldom more than 6 inches
in height. It spreads rapidly by runners, soon
forming a dense sod. The grass is dioecious, the
male (lowers conspicuous, while the female tlow-

«rs, which occur on a different plant, are easily
overlooked. It is readily propagated by seed
or sod, and is improved by cultivation. Sod
transplanted from the plains to Washington,
D. C, quickly covered the ground, and is \)eT-

fectly adapted to its surroundings. It turns
brown after frost, but during the summer pre-
sents a dense growth of fine lierbage. It is ap-
parently very nutritious and is relished by all

kinds of stock.

BtTFFALO-MOTH, See Cahpet-Beetle,

BXrFFER (OE, buffe, slap, blow), Buffing
Api'aratis. An arrangement projecting from
the frame of a railway car to prevent injury
from violent contact or collision, or to deaden
the effect of the concussions caused when the
velocity of a part of the train is cheeked, or
when the engine is starting the train. Buffers
are used .on passenger-cars in America, and con-
sist of three parts—the head, the bar, and the
stem. The stem passes through the spring and
buffer-spring beam ; the shoulder formed by the
junction of the stem with the bar bears directly,

or by means of a plate, against the spring, which
is usually of the volute or spiral type. This
buffer- is placed at the centre of each end of the
car. In English railway practice two buffers

are used at each end of the car, one on each side

of the centre. The general construction is much
the same as that described above, except that
flat springs, somewhat like a carriage-spring,

are employed.

BUFFET, bufa', Louis Joseph (1818-98).
A French politician. He was born at ilirecourt,

Vosges, and in 1848 entered the Chamber of

Deputies. Under the Presidency of Louis Napo-
leon he held the portfolio of Commerce and Agri-
culture. He afterwards became leader of a 'Tiers

Parti,' which tried to reconcile liberal reforms
with loyalty to the Government, and in January,
1870, joined il. Emile OUivier's Cabinet as
Finance ifinister. but resigned in April. He was
elected to the National Assembly (1871), of
which he became president in 1873, and formed
a Cabinet in 1875, taking the portfolio of the
Interior. In this latter office, however, he made
himself obnoxious to the Republican Party, and
when, in 1870, he failed to secure a reelection

to the Assembly, he resigned. During the same
years (1876) the Senate elected him a life

member.

BUF'FINGTON, Adelbert Rinaldo (1837
— ). An American soldier. He was born at
Wheeling, W. Va.. and graduated at West Point
in 18G1, He was brevetted major for meritorious
service in the ordnance department in 186.5. and
has t)een commander successively of the United
States ordnance de])ot at Wheeling, W. Va., and
of the arsenals in Xew York, Baton Rouge, Wa-
tertown, Mass., Watervliet, Indianapolis, Pitts-

burg, Springfield, Mass., and Rock Island. In
189t) he was appointed chief of ordnance, and was
raised to the rank of brigadier-general. He is the
inventor of a magazine firearm, a 'rod-bayonet,'

and a rear sight for military firearms. Many
other improvements in firearms have been intro-

duced by him.

BUFF LEATHER. A leather made out of

salted and dried South American light oxhides
and cowhides. Butt' leather is very pliant, is not
liable to crack or rot, and is used for soldiers'

Ijelts and cartridge-boxes. The natural color of

the leather is light-yellow, but it is sometimes
bleached white. It was formerlj' tanned soft and
white and used for armor.

BUFFLEHEAD (from Fr. buffle, buffalo;
referring to the size of its head). A fresh-water
duck [Ckaritonetta albeota) of North America,
so named from the apparent bigness of the head,
due to the elongated feathers. It is also called
butterball,' for its fatness, and 'dipper' and
'spirit duck,' from its amazing skill in vanishing
and reappearing. The body-colors of the drake
are black and white, with the crested head "rich,
silky, dark metallic green, bronze, and violet pur-
ple," with a patch of white behind the eye. The
female is dusky brown, with white markings.
The length is about 13 inches. This small and
beautiful duck frequents inland waters, espe-
cially deep lakes, on its spring and fall migra-
tions, and is a favorite with sportsmen, but not
common, and hard to get. It breeds from the
Great Lakes and New Brunswick northward to
the Arctic Circle, in holes in trees, or, in the
absence of trees, in gopher-burrows and similar
holes in banks, and lays about twelve eggs, larger
and darker than those of a teal. See Plate of
Wild Ducks.
BUFFON, bu'foN', George Louis Leclebc,

Comte de (1707-88), A French naturalist and
philosopher. He was born in Montbard, Sep-
tember 7, 1707, and died in Paris, April 16, 17S8,
He received a liberal education and traveled in

Italy and England. His father was an eminent
lawyer and wished his sou to follow his pro-
fession; but the boy evinced a stronger liking
for the sciences, and devoted all his earlier life

to studies in mathematics, physics, and agricul-

ture. In 1739 he was elected a member of the
Academy of Sciences and also appointed keeper
of the Royal Gardens and Museum in Paris, out
of which were .subsequently formed the .Jardin

des Plantes and the Museum of Natural History,
Here he lived for several months of each year,

in a large house, which is still standing, and
which, after his death, became successively the
lodging-place of many famous naturalists. The
remainder of the time he lived in the rural vil-

lage of Montbard, where, and not in the presence

of the specimens in the museum in Paris, his

Xatural History was written. His position, per-

sonal influence, and wealth enabled him to be

of great service to several students who became
eminent investigators, the most important of

whom was Lamarck, Buffon himself was never
an investigator, nor even an observer. He wa.s

a compiler and popularizer of scientific matters,

which he presented in an attractive, even bril-

liant way, and upon which he framed theories

and generalizations, some of which were notable

as foreshadowing the evolutionary notions of the

succeeding generation, "His single positive addi-

tion to zoological science," says Packard, "was
generalizations on the geographical distribution

of animals." His elaborate and picturesque

theories in respect to the geological history of
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the earth were erroneous and fantastic, yet had
the virtue, as was pointed out by Cuvier, of

calling attention clearly to tlie fact that the his-

tory of life upon the globe was the history of

a succession of advancing changes. Soon after
' taking charge of the museum he l>egan the great

work upon natural history, Histoirr natiireltc,

,in'ncralc et i>articiilierc (44 volumes, quarto,
Paris, 1749-1804 ), with which his name is most
commonly associated, and which was completed
by Lacep&de after his death. It passed through
several editions, and was the first work which
brought together the information of the lime in

a manner interesting and intelligible to the gen-

eral reader, illustrated by really good pictures.

Scattered through this work are passages of

speculation and suggestion, which seem accident-

ally thrown out rather than carefully considered,

and which are often so tinged with irony as to

make it difficult for the modern critic to deter-

mine whether their author really believed what
he said—an efi'ect in jjart due, no doubt, to the

danger of uttering new ideas in the political and
social atmosphere of his time. Some of these
suggestions seem definitely to anticipate the evo-

lutionary ideas of Lamarck and the two Dar-
wins, and to assert the mutability of species, but
they are rarely complete in statement. He seems
to have been most impressed with the influence

of climate as a factor compelling variation in

animals and species, and hints that thus many
species in the past may have been extinguished
or created. He even asserts, in a hypothetical

way, the idea of the derivation of species by de-

scent and variation from earlier forms, but fol-

lows it by a denial. Dr. A. S. Packard, who col-

lected all the views of Buffon bearing upon
biological evolution, as the term is now under-

stood, concludes an examination of them as

follows: ''The tentative views of Buffon . . .

would now be regarded as in a degree superficial

and valueless. But they appeared thirty-four

years before Lamarck's theory, and, though not
epoch-making, they are such as will render Buf-

fon's name memorable for all time."

Buffon was admitted to the French Academy
in 1753, when he delivered as his inaugural ad-

dress the famous Discotirs sur Ic xti/lc. He was
also perpetual treasurer of the Academy of

Sciences, fellow of the Royal Society of Lon-

don, and member of all the prominent scientific

societies of Europe. He married in 1752, and
his son became an officer of the French Army,
and was executed in 1793 for political reasons.

Consult: Flourens, Histoire des travaux ct des
idics de Buffon (Paris, 1844), and Packard,
Lamarck (New York, 1901).

BTJFFONE, buf-fo'na, Carlo. In .Jonson's

Every Man Out of His Humour, "a slave that

hath an extraordinary gift in pleasing his

palate, and will swill up more sack at a sitting

than would make all the g\iard a posset. His
religion is railing and his discourse ribaldry."

He is intended as a caricature either of Marston
or of Dekker.

BUFFOON (Fr. bouffon. It. buffone, from

huffa, jest, buffarc, to puff, buff, blow). A low
jester. The Italian biiffo (from buffa, a farce)

is the name given to a comic singer in an opera.

In the corrupt Latinity of the Middle Ages buffa

meant a slap on the cheek; and in the Italian

iuffare signifies the puffing of wind through the

mouth. It is probably from the favorite trick

played by clowns in farces—one swelling out his

cheeks with wind, the other slajjping them, so as

to make a ludicrous explosion—that the terms
buffones in Latin, buffoni in Italian, bouffons in

French, and in English buffoon, were derived. In

Italy, the buffo cantunic is distinct from the

buffo comico; the former having greater musical
talent, and sustaining a more important part,

the latter having greater license in jocoseness.

The voice of a buffo cantanle is generally a bass,

but sometimes a tenor buffo is introduced.

BU'FORD, John (1826-63). An American
soldier, prominent as a cavalry leader on the

Federal side in the Civil War. He was born in

Woodford County, Ky., graduated at West Point
in 1848; was assigned to garrison duty in the

West; participated, as first lieutenant, in the

Sioux expedition of 1855, and in the Utah expe-

dition of 1857-58; and from 1859 to 1861 was
stationed at Fort Crittendon, Utah. In Novem-
ber, 18(il. he was appointed assistant inspector-

general with the rank of major, and in .July,

1862, after having served for several months in

the defenses at Washington, was raised to the

rank of brigadier-general of volunteers. He was
then placed in command of a cavalry brigade

in the Army of Virginia, took a prominent part

in General Hooker's campaign of 1862, and was
wounded in the second battle of Bull Run. In

ilcClellan's ilaryland campaign, he served as

chief of cavalry in the Army of the Potomac, and
took a prominent part in the battles of South
Moxintain and Antietam, replacing Stoneman on
llcClellan's staff' after the latter. Soon after-

wards, upon the reorganization of the cavalry

by Burnside, Buford was placed in command of

the Reserve Cavalry Brigade, and in this capa-

city took part in the battle of Fredericksburg, in

the famous Stoneman's Raid, and in the spir-

ited cavalry engagements at Brandy Station. He
then served under Meade in the Pennsylvania
campaign, was engaged in numerous cavalry

skirmishes, and displayed remarkable gallantry

in the battle of Gettysburg, which he began, be-

fore the arrival of Reynolds, on July 1. By many
he is credited with having deliberately chosen the

field on which this great battle was fought, and
with having so manteuvred as to bring Meade
and Lee together here. Thus the Comte de Paris

says, "It was Buford who selected the battlefield

where the t\NO armies were about to measure
their strength" {Historii of the Civil War in

America, 111.. 545). Buford jnirsued the Con-
federates to Warrenton. and was afterwards en-

gaged in many operations in Central Virginia,

rendering a particularly valuable sei-vice in

covering Meade's retrograde movement to Bull

Run in October, 1863. He withdrew on sick

leave in November, and on December 16 died in

Washington, receiving a commission as major-
general on the day of his death. A monument
was erected to his memory on the Gettysburg
battlefield in 1895. Consult a biographical

sketch in the Proceedings of the Buford Memorial
Association (New York, 1895).

BUFORD, Napoij:o.\ Bonapahte (1807-83).

An .\mcricaii soldier and clergyman. He was
born in Kentucky, and graduated at West Point

in 1827. He then studied law at Harvard, was
assistant professor at West Point, and in 1835

resigned from the service to become an engineer.
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He afterwards engaged in iron-manufacturing
and banking at Peoria. III., and became president
of the Rock Island and Peoria Railroad. In the
Civil War he was first a colonel of volunteers
and then a brigadier-general, took part in the
sieges of Corinth and Vicksburg, and in )S6.^

was brevetted major-general of volunteers. Gen-
eral Buford was Government inspector of the
Union Pacific Railroad from 18G7 to 1869 and a
special commissioner of Indian affairs in 1867-68.

BUG, boog. Two rivers of Russia. The first,

a tributary of the Vistula, rises in Galicia.

Austria-Hungary, and entering Russia, flows at
first north, along the eastern borders of Poland,
and then west, and joins the Vistula at the
fortress of Xovogeorgieosk. after a course of

over 450 miles (Map: Russia, B 4). It is

navigable for over .300 miles, and is of great im-
portance to the lumber trade of Russia. It is

connected by canals with the Dnieper and the

for piercing and sucking. Nearly all bugs sub-
sist on the juices of plants, a few part.ake of
animal juices alone, and sevei-al of both animal
and vegetable lluids; hence, economically, the
order is very injurious. A few forms are pre-

daceous and hence helpful. Certain others, such
as the cochineal and lac-dye insects, and their
secretions, such as china-wax and shellac, are
articles of considerable commercial importance.
-Many bugs secrete a substance characteristically
pungent, penetrating, and often having dis-

agreeable smell and taste. The metamorphosis
of bugs is incomplete— i.e. they do not transform
completely at once: and the parasitic forms are
wingless. Some of the species are very large,

certain aquatic ones reaching a length of 12

centimeters. A loathsome, long - known, and
widespread pest of man is the bedbug (q.v. ).

In Chile a very large bug hides in the thatch of
bouses, and, like the bedbug, comes out at night

TYPICAL Bros AND 8TBUCTUBE.

1. Adult Squash-Bng Mna^a arroigrera). 3. Principal Features of a Typical Bug: a, head: fc. prothorax: p. scutel-
lum o! mesothorax : d, sejjmente of abdomen : e. left wings folded over the back {position of rest); f, g. right wings
extended (as in flight). 3, \iouth-Pai-t8 of the Squash-Bug; a, labium; b, maxilljp, so close together as to appear as
one; c, mandibles; d, upper lip. 4. An Aquatic Bug (Xotonecta), showing third pair of feet modified into oars.

Niemen. The second river, the ancient Eypanin,
or Bogus, whence the name, rises in the southern
part of Volhynia. and flows in a southeastern
direction through the governments of Podolia
and Kherson, emptying into the Black Sea near
Nikolayev, where it forms a wide estuary con-

nected with the DnieiHT Liman (Map: Russia,
D 5). Its total length is about .500 miles, and
it is navigable for small craft as far as Voz-
nesensk, while larger steamers can ascend only
to Nikolayev. Its chief tributary is the Ingul.

BUG (Welsh bwy, spectre. Corn, biicca, bug-
bear; cf. Lith. baugus, terrific). The common
name applied to the various members of the
order Hem iptera (Ok. ^u(-, Acnii-, half -{- -repuv,

pteron, wing), so named because the basal half
of the wing in many of the forms is thickened
like the wing-covers of beetles, while the distal

half is membranous and wing-like. The mouth
parts are in the form of a beak, and are fitted

to suck blood. In England there is found on
the birch-tree a bug that has the rare habit
among insects of caring for its young. Among
all the bugs injurious to agriculture, the chinch-
bug (q.v.) (Blissus leucopterus) ranks first

in the United States; and it is in the Missis-
sippi Valley that it does the most harm, de-

stroying entire crops of wheat, oats, and Indian
corn, especially during dry, warm summers.
The squash-bugs destroy squash and pump-

kin vines. t)ther bugs feed on cabbage,
radishes, and turnips. The true lice, both of
man and beast, are bugs ; so also are the cicadas,
which include the seventeen-year locust. Cer-
tain plant-sucking bugs cover themselves in

their immature stages with a mass of foam,
which is commonly known as 'frog-spittle.' To
the bugs belong the aphids, plant-lice which prey
on the root, stem, or leaf of all sorts of plants.
Closely related to the latter are the scaly bug^
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so common on the oleander, lemon, and orange.
Indeed, were it not for the many insect and
larger foes of bugs, as well as for the fungus
and other diseases they are subjected to, vegeta-

tion could not possibly exist. Consult, for fur-

ther particulars, the special articles under the
names above mentioned.

BUGASON, boo'gii-son'. A town of Panay,
Philippines, in tlie Province of Antique. It is

situated on the coast. 24 miles north of San Jos6
de Buonavista. lUigason was founded in 1700.
Population, in 1898, 14,104.

BUGBANE. See Cimicifuga.

BUGEAUD DE LA PICONNERIE, bu'zh6'

dt' la pi'''kuu're', Thomas Koheet, Due d'lsly

(1784-1849). A French marshal. He was born
in Limoges, Department of Haute-Vienne, France,
and in bis twentieth year entered the army as a
private. His conspicuous bravery in the Prus-
sian, Polish, and Spanish campaigns gained bini

rapid promotion. Shortly before the fall of Na-
poleon Bugeaud was made a colonel, and in

1815 commanded the advance-gviard of the army
corps of the Alps. He afterwards retired to his

estates, but was called into public life by the

July Revolution of 18.30. He was elected deputy
for Perigueux in 1831, and gained the esteem of

Louis Philippe. In 1834 he put down an insur-

rection in the streets of Paris. The next year he

voted against electoral reforms and >iniversal suf-

frage, denounced the 'tyranny of the press,' and
soon contrived to make himself very unpopular.
In 1840 he was appointed Governor-General of

Algeria. He immediately set about organizing
the celebrated irregular force known as the Zou-
aves, and in a few years the French arms were
everywhere triumphant over the Arab tribes.

The cruelty of some of Bugeaud's proceedings
excited strong feelings of rejjrobation at the

time in France and in Europe generally. In
1844 he gained a victory over the Emperor of

Morocco's forces at Isly, for which he was cre-

ated a marshal of France and received the title

of Due d'lsly. At the outbreak of the Revolu-
tion of February, 1S4S. Marshal Bugeaud re-

ceived the command of the army in Paris, but,

having counseled the strictest measures in order

to quell the outbreak, he was dismissed by the

frightened King the following day (February
24). When Louis Najiolcon became President

he intrusted the chief command of the Arm.y of

the Alps to Bugeaud, but he soon after died of

the cholera in Paris. He left behind him his

M^moires, which were translated into English

in 1882.

BUGENHAGEN, boo'gcn-ha'gcn, .Ioiiann,

suriianied Poiikuaki'S, or Dr. PoMMEB (1485-

1 558 ) . A German reformer. He Wiis bom at Wol-
lin, near Stettin, in Pomerania. June 24, 1485.

He studied at Greifswald. and as early as 1504

became rector of the academy at Treptow ; became
a priest in 1.509, but did not give up his school,

which greatly pros])ered under him. There he

lived quietly, fulfilling the duties of his office

until 1520, when his religious views were
changed by reading Luther's little book De
Captivitate Jiabi/lonica. Bugcnhagen was now
seized, as it were, by the zealous spirit of the

Reformation, and to avoid the persecutions of

the Old Church Party, he betook himself to

Wittenberg, where he matriculated (1.521), and

where his talents procured for him in succession
several high positions. Bugenhagen's remark-
able philological and exegctical powers were of
great service to Luther in his translation of the
Bible. In 1525 be opened the controvei'sy be-
tween Luther and Zwiiigli by a treatise against
the latter, to whic'h Zwingl'i ably rei)lied. He
possessed a remarkable talent for organization,
establishing churches in Brunswick, Hamburg,
Liibeck, and in Pomerania. In 1537 he was called
to Denmark by Christian III. to reform the ec-
clesiastical establishment of that country. He
accomplished this so admirably that the" Danes
to this day consider him their own reformer. In
1542 he returiK'd to Wittenberg, and continued
bis energetic ellorts to extend the new theology
throughout his native land. He died there,
April 20, 1558. His best work is his Interpre-
tiitio in Lihrum I'salvionim (1523), but his
works have not been collected. Letters of his
«ere published by O. Vogt in Stettin, 1888; ad-
ditional ones in 1890; but many still exist un-
printed. For his life, consult:" C. A. T. Vogt
(Elberfeld, 1807). with selections from his writ-
ings; and H. Hering (Halle, 1888).

BUGGE, bug'ge, Elseus Sophus (1833—).
A Norwegian philologist. He was born at Laur-
vig, and was educated at the universities of
Christiania, Copenhagen, and Berlin. In 1866
he became the first professor of comparative
philology and of the Old Norse language at
Christiania, a chair which was founded by the
Storthing. His princi])al work is an edition of

the songs of the Edda. which he published under
the title Xorroen Fornkva-di (18G7), and which
has supplanted all previous editions. Bugge
is the leading authority on Northern languages.
Some of his works on this and kindred subjects
are: Ganile norske Folkeviser (1858); A'or-

roene Skrifter of sagiihistorisk Indhold (1864-

73) ; a splendid edition of the Volsuniia and
Hervarar sagas; and TnUnuntj af Runehidskrif-
ien paa Rokstcncn i Oeslergiitland (in Anti-
fjvari.tk Tidskrift for Svorige, Vol. V.).

BUGIS, boo'jez. The natives of the country
of Boui, in the southwestern Celebes, whose
State once held sway over a large portion of the
island. They belong physically to tlie lighter
and more attractive -Malay type, and their lan-

guage is closely related to that of their neigh-
bors, the Macassars: but they have an alphabet
and a literature of their own. They jirofess the
religion of Islam. The Bugis are much devoted
to the arts of peace, and as traders and seamen
they are found all over the arclu])elago, from
Malacca to New Guinea. In Perak, Borneo, etc.,

their colonies are quite numerous and large.

Their governmental institutions seem to have
been more liber:il and their folk-life more ad-

vanced than those of the other peoples of Cele-

bes. Socially and morally they rank with the
best of the Malays, and have a reputation for

honesty, in spit<? of the unprepossessing looks

of many of the sailor sort. Of recent lit>erature

may be mentioned P. B. van Staden ten Brink,

Zuid Celebes (1884). See Celi:be.s.

BUGIARDINI, boo'jar-de'nf, Giuliano
(1475-1554). .\n Itjilian painter, known as

rlulianus Floi-entinus, bom in Florence. He
was a pupil of Mariotto Albertinelli and Do-
minico Ghirlandajo. and was the assistant and
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lifelong friend of Michelangelo. His favorite
theme is the Madonna, whom he frequently por-
trays in association with the youthful Saint
.John. The following are a few of hi* principal
works: "Birth of Christ" (Sacristy of vSanta

Croce) ; "Wepping Madonna" (UfBzi Gallery,

Florence) ; "Madonna and Saint John the Bap-
tist" (Leipzig Museum) : "Xativity" (Berlin

Museum) ; "Marriage of Saint Catharine" (Bo-
logna Gallery).

BXTG-JAEGAL, t)u'zhar'gal'. The chief char-

acter—a lujrio prince who loves a white woman
—in the novel of the same name by Victor Hugo.
The first sketch of liug-Jargal appeared in the

Conservateitr IHt&raire, founded in 1819 by Hugo
and his brothers.

BUGLE, bu'g'l (Fr., from Late Lat. biigillo,

a plant). AJtipa, a genus of hardy herbaceous
plants of the order Labiatse, having an irregular
corolla, with verj- short upper lip and trifid

lower lip and protruding stamens. The species

are mostly natives of the colder parts of the Old
World, and several are British. The common
bugle (Ajiiga reptans) is abundant in moist
pastures and woods. Its flowers^ are generally
blue, but varieties occur with white and purplish
flowers, which are often introduced into flower
borders. The .\lpine form is one of the beauti-
ful flowers of the Swiss Alps.

BUGLE (origin obscure). A musical wind
instriuueut of brass or copper, used mostly as a
signal instrument in military evolutions. The
bugle is made in three pitches, Bb, 0, Eb, and
has seven harmonic tones. Between 1815 and
1835 its power and range were increased by the
additions of sound-holes and keys ; and, upon the
introduction of valves, from the bugle were
formed the tuba (q.v.) and saxhorn (q.v.).

See Ba5d; Wir^D I:nstbujie>'ts.

BUGLE and TRUMPET CALLS. Military
signals sounded l)y trumpet or bugle to notify

troops of an order to be executed. The use of

trumpets, as all earlier forms of bugles and
trumpets were called, dates from the very earli-

est times, and the primary purpose of the his-

toric ram's-horn and the modern bugle were
practically identical. Changes in military con-

ditions and tactics have only served to invest

the bugle with increased importance. Indeed,

the scattered disposition of troops in modem
battle formations, the necessity for extended
intervals in even the smallest command, to-

gether with the practical hiding of many of the
details under cover, make the modern bugler or

trumpeter more necessarily the mouth[)iece of

the oliicer to-day than at any previous period of

militarj- history. The bugle possesses an added
importance in the moral support and strenuotis

encouragement which results from its strident

tones. In times of peace the uses of the bugle
are far more manifold and scarcely less impor-
tant. From the sounding of reveille, that sum-
mons the troops from slumber, to the last note
of taps, the routine life of the army post is

punctuated by the notes of the bugle or trumpet
calling the men to their various duties, drills,

and parades. In the United States Army the
chief trumpeter ranks next above battalion or
squadron sergeant-majors, while in England he
is described as bugle or trumpet major, and

Vol. Ill—11.

ranks as next junior to the color-sergeants in
infantry, or troop sergeant-majors in cavalry

—

an equivalent rank to first sergeant in the
United States Army. Another custom, as uni-
versal as the use of the bugle, is to furnish
officers and a proportion of non-eommissi(med
ollicers \\ith ^\histles, by wliich means orders can
be given and men controlled on occasions when
a trumpet would be unwise or impossible. In
the United States Army the quartermaster's de-
partment is ordered to'supply to each field bat-
tery two small brass Bb bugles, and to every
other company two G trumpets with F slides
or detachable F crooks.

Bugle or trumpet calls may be grouped under
four general headings, as: warning calls, for-
mation calls, alarm calls, and service calls. The
'calls' that follow are taken from the Infantrif
Drill Regulations, United States Army. A
prominent feature of this code is the excellent
manner of arrangement, by which the memorizing
of the calls is much facilitated. For instance,
all movements to the right are on the ascending
chord; the corresponding movements to the left
are corresponding signals on the descending
chord; and the changes of gait all upon the
same note.

The music here reproduced is written an
octave higher than the tnimpet scale, and is

adjusted to the scale of the bugle.
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Quick.
Reveille.

g 2zm^ JS=

Slow.

Taps.

JKoderate.

Retreat.

For further information, consult Littleton,^

Trutnpelcr's Uand-hook and Instructor (Kansas
City. l'J02).

BXI'GLOSS (Fr. huglosse, Lat. huglossa, from
Gk. /Joif, 6oHs, ox + y'f.unaa, glossa, tongue). A
name jiopularly applied to many plants of the

order Boragiiiaeea", as to the species of Anehusa
or alkanet (q.v.), etc. In some botanical works
the name is confined to the genus Lycopsis,

which difi'ers from Anehusa in the curiously

curved tube of the corolla, and of which one

species (Lycopsis arvensis) is a common weed
in grain fields- in Great Britain. The beautiful

genus Eehium is called viper's bugloss. See
ViPEii's Bugloss.

BU'GONG. A food prepared by the native

Australians from a butterfly of the genus
Danais. See DanaXs.

BTJGtrBUSLAN, boo'goo-roo-slan'. A dis-

trict town of the Russian Government of Sa-

mara, situated on the river Kinel, 178 miles

northeast of Samara (Map: Russia, H 4). It

contains a monastery, and the chief occupations

of its inhabitants are farming and gardening.

There is some trade in local products. Popula-

tion, in 1897, 12,141, including about 1200 JIo-

hammedans. The town was foimded in 1748.

BU'HACH. See Fi.eabake.

BTJHI, boo-e'. A town of Luzon, Philippines,

in the southern part of the Province of the

Camarines. It. is situated on the bank of Lake
Buhi. 34 miles southeast of Nueva CSeeres.

Population, in 1898, about 10,000.

BUHL, biJol, Ludwk; von (1816-80). A Ger-

man physiologist, born in Munich. He did mudi
work in physical diagnosis, pathological anat-

omy, and microscopy. In 1850 he became pro-

fessor of general pathology and pathological

anatomy at the University of Munich, and in

1875 was appointed director in the pathological

institute in that city. His most important pub-

lication is the treatise on pulmonary diseases

TS^ entitled Lungenentziindung. Tuherkulose und
r^ achwindsiickt' (\S7i; 2d ed. 1874).

BtJHLEB,, by'ler, Hans der, or Hans von
BriiFi,. A media-val German poet of the Fif-

twntli Century. He was born in Alsace, and .it

tlie beginning" of the Fifteenth Century was in

the service of Frederick 111. of Saarwerden,
Archbishop of Cologne. His two principal poet-

ic productions, both of which are based upon
popular romances, are respectively entitled,

Die Ktinigstochter von Frankrcich (1400) and
Dioclctians Lehen (1412), published by Keller

(1841).

BtJHLEB, JoiiANN Georo (1837-96). A
German-British Sanskrit scholar and Indologist,

boni at Borsted, in the kingdom of Hanover,
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July 19, 1837. He studied in GSttingen, Paris,

and London, and in 1863 he was appointed pro-

fessor of Oriental lani;uagos at Eli>liinst<)ne Col-

lege, Bombay. Durinfr the years of liis stay in

India he took an active part in the work of the
department of public instruction in the Hombay
Presidency. His untiring zeal at the same time
in searching for manuscripts and gathering ma-
terial in Gujerat. Kajputana. Kashmir, and in

Central India, yielded rich fruits for the history
of ancient Hindu literature. With his colleague,

Kielhorn, of the Dekhan College. Poona, he
founded the valuable Bomhay Hunskrit iierics

in 1868, and he collaborated with Sir Raymond
West in a Digest of Hindu Law (1867-84).
Other publications on the Indian law-books ap-
peared from his pen in Max Miiller's series of

l?acred Boohs of the East (Oxford, 1879-86).
In 1880 Biihler returned from India to take the
chair of Sanskrit and Indology at the L^niversity

of Vienna. He joined with his colleagues of the
Vienna Oriental Institute in establishing the
Wiener Zcitsehrift fiir die Kunde des Morgeit-

landes (1887 et seq. ). Still more important
was his founding the Grundriss der indo-arischen
Philologie und Alterthumskunde (Strassburg,
1896 et seq.), upon which he was still engaged at

tlie time of his sudden death by drowning in

Lake Constance, April, 1896. The editorial work
upon this monumental publication has since been
carried on by Kielhorn. Biihler's name was au-
thoritative in almost every branch of Indian phi-

lology-, archsologj', and religion; but perhaps
most important are his contributions on Indian
epigraphy. Consult: Epigraphia Indiea (Cal-

cutta, 1888 et seq.) ; Indian Antiquary (Bom-
bay, 1872 et seq.) ; and the Grundriss, or Ency-
clopa'dia of IndoAryan Research.

BtTHL'WOKK. See BouiiE, A>-dre Ch.\rles.

BTTHRSTONE, ber'stOn', or BUE.RSTONE
( 6ur -j- stone, referring to its bur or rough sur-

face). A siliceous rock, containing many small
empty cells, which represent the casts of fossils.

The quartz of which the rock is composed repre-
sents an amorphous form of silica that has been
deposited either chemically from solution, or
through the action of certain low forms of or-

ganisms. Buhrstone is used for making- mill-

stones, the presence of the pores preventing its

wearing smooth. It is found chiefly in the
Eocene period of the Tertiary, in France, Bel-

gium, Wales, Scotland, and Alabama. The
French buhrstone commands the highest price
and is exported to the United States. There are
different varieties of buhrstone, which vary in

respect of the size, freqviency, and manner of

distribution of the cells. It is not unusual to
form millstones of wedge-shaped pieces of buhr-
stone bound together by iron hoops. The stone
is found in beds or in detached masses, and the
mode of quarrying is peculiar. When the mass is

large, it is cut into the form of a huge cylinder;
around this grooves are cut, at distances of

about eighteen inches, the intended thickness of
the millstones; into these grooves wooden wedges
are driven and water is thrown upon the wedges,
causing the wood to swell and thus to split the
cylinder into the required sections.

The term buhrstone is sometimes erroneously
applied to millstones made of sandstone or con-
glomerate. The German buhrstone is a variety

of cellular basalt. See Millstone: Abrasives;
Tehti.vky System.

BITHUANO, boo-nwil'nd, or BITJUANO. A
head-hunting tribe in Isabela de Luzon I'rovince,
Luzon. See Philippines.

BXriL, b\v("d, Bkknardo. See Boil, Bernardo.

BUILDING (AS. hytdan, to build, hold,
Icel. bol, house, from Icel. bua, to live, abide,
dwell; cf. OHG. bCian, Goth, bauan, to dwell, in-
habit, Ger. bauen, to build. Skt. hhu. to be). A
term used in two senses, applying either to the
art or trade of erecting structures, or to a
structure itself. Building should ])roperly be
distinguished from both architecture and "con-
struction. All architecture is building with
something added; all building is not architecture,
because it may not have any artistic qualities.
Then again, all construction* is building with
something added; but all building is not con-
struction, because it may lack in scientific quali-
ties. Still, loosely speaking, building as a more
general term is made to include both the others,
especially as in modern usage a builder is one
who has general supervision over the several dis-
tinct arts and trades concerned in making a
building complete in every part, in which case
he is also called the contractor. At the head of
the building trade is the architect, who is em-
ployed to draw plans, and to make drawings and
specifications for the work to be done. At present
the architect and the building contractor are al-
ways two distinct persons, with divergent inter-
ests; but it was not always so, and it will be in-

teresting to examine into the history of building
before studying present conditions. This arti-
cle, supplemented by the articles on Brick;
Stonework; JIasonrt; Fireproof Consstruc-
TioN; Concrete; Vault; etc., covers the tech-
nical side of building as well as all the main
divisions of materials. There is also included in
this article a rgsura^ of the scientific issues in-
volved in building, together with a discussion
of the personality, duties, and relations of build-
ers, contractors, and architects. The historic de-
velopments are treated under the general head-
ing Architecture.

Building has been in the past carried on ac-
cording to three methods: (1) by forced, or
otherwise unpaid labor and contributions; (2)
by paid day's work; (3) by contriict. The last
mentioned is tlie common modern method, and ac-
counts for the defective and inartistic quality,
especially in details, of most present work; but it

is only gradually that contract work gained its

present supremacy. The first method, by unpaid
labor, was common in despotic communities like
Egypt and Assyria ; the forced labor of the Israel-
ites in Egj'pt was matched in the same country
down to the present century, and is still found
in Turkey. Of course, this meant a mass of un-
trained laborers with only a few skilled men in
charge, and involved imperfection of detiiil. As
a system it was beautifully organized by the
Roman Empire, which was' able to cover the
world with superb buildings at small cash ex-
penditure. In the first place, all the materials
were furnished free as part of tribute or tax
by different provinces or cities, and were trans-
ported free by vessels or carts in return for
trade privileges; in the second j)lace, the Roman
Army was turned into an immense building or-
ganization, with engineers, stone and brick ma-
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sons, and carpenters attaelicd to each legion.

Not only were bridges and aqued\icts built by
them, but entire cities, without pay. Finally, all

arts and trades were separately organized with
a nienibcrsliip known to and controlled by the

State, and were corporatcly bound lo furnish free

lobor to the State in rct\irn for monopoly in each

occu])ation, which no one not belonging to the

association could practice. This obligation be-

came finally so lieavy a burden to the corpora-

tions as to lead to their decay. All this explains

both the immense quantity and the lack of indi-

viduality in Roman work.
Free labor, however, was not always forced.

MediiEval building shows this. It was at first,

during the Monastic Age (Eighth to Eleventh
centuries), a modification of the Roman, with
this dift'erence, that in its artistic branches it is

a labor of love. '9\ie monasteries taught all the

arts and trades, and were, in fact, the only
schools for them : the institutes of technology

and of art. T!ie masses of workmen so developed

were of two classes : either members of the mon-
astery—full monks, lay brothers, and novices;

or they were laymen who were the property or

dependents of the monaster^-, organized by trades,

living in its shadow and obliged to give their

work free. Neither class worked for pay—the

one did it for love, the other for <luty. There-

fore, while knowledge was less than in the Roman
7)eriod, intention was better, and love is show-n in

the details which were usually the work of the

members of the monastery. When the monopoly
of art passed from the monasteries in the Elev-

enth Century, the organization of free lay asso-

ciations of arts and trades put an end to this

condition. Only sporadically do we henceforth

find free labor and free material playing any
large part in building, in such cases as wlien a

whole community threw itself, under the reli-

gious enthusiasm of the Crusading Age, into the

erection of some great cathedral.

As for the second method, building by paid

day's work, we know very little about it until

the historic age in Greece, when we find it the

prevailing method. The State engiiged directly

each workman, whether slave or free, and paid

him individually, and appointed olficials to over-

see the work. There were a business committee

and technical overseers, the latter including an
architect and a clerk of the works. The State

supplied all materials by dealing directly with

individuals, for tran.sportation, quarrying, etc.

Tlie reports of these overseers and committees,

the accounts rendered with itemized details, are

extant in a number of cases, even for such im-

portant buildings as the Krechtbeum and Proi)y-

la»a at Athens, the tem))les of Elcusis and the

Parthenon. The ]>erfection of Greek work of the

Golden Age in all its details is partly accounted

for by the individual responsibility thus placed

I'.poneach workman. The Greeks never entirely

gave up the direct engagement of workmen by
day's work or job work in monuments of the first

class, especially temples, nor did they ever leave

the quantity of the materials to be used at the

mercy of the contractor, even in contract work,

but saw that they were supplied by the State.

The contract method first obtained a foothold in

Greece in works that belonged to engineering

rather than architecture; in the erection of city

walls, like those of Athens, of arsenals, like that

of the PirEEUs; in the draining of lakes, etc.

Ihen, in the Fourth Century B.C., this method
invaded the finer branches of building, but even
tlien no one contractor was given the entire work;
it was jiortioned among a nudtitude of small
contractors, and a considerable i)art of the work
was kept out of the contractors' hands alto-
gether, being under the direct supervision of the
State architect.

The Romans never appear to have used such
free and individual labor. Livy's references
show that in Republican times the State, repre-
sented by tile Censors, had public structures put
up for a lump sum by a single contractor. With
the Greeks the contractor and the architect had
rarely been the same man; but contractors and
l>uilders were identical. Among the Romans the
same man was often both architect and con-
tractor, as well as builder, except in eases where
contracting was indulged in without technical
knowledge as a mere speculation, which led to
many abuses, as in the famous ease of Verres.
Contract work thus shared forced labor with the
Romans. Organized, not individual, labor was
their watchword, but not free organization. This
was carried to an extreme by the Byzantine
State, which governed the arts and trades with an
iron hand. The individual responsibility of

workmen and the system of days' work was not
revived until, after an interval of over a thou-
sand years, the organization of the lay artists

and artisans of Italy in the Eleventh, Twelfth,
and Thirteenth centuries, which spread gradually
to the rest of Eurojje, and is accountable for the
return of artistic quality in the details of archi-
tecture of the late Romanesque, Gothic, and
Renaissance periods. Membership in tlie guilds,
wliich represented the culminaliou of this organ-
ized labor, besides conferring freedom to work,
entailed obligations of good work, and if work
was defective, expulsion followed. The labor as-

sociations of those days, ditTerent from our own,
gave m(ue thought to the quality of their work
and the developmcit of their art than to the
assertion of claims. Architects, sculptors, and
painters, even those of the highest merit, belonged
to these guilds. The architects of this period
usually possessed what those of Greece had pos-
sessed, a general and even pr.actieal knowledge
of the principal related arts of architectural
decoration, desigrf, sculpture, and sometimes even
of painting. Even more than in the Golden
Age of Greece, all work was done by the
employer dealing directly with individual work-
men, eillier by day's work, or, what is its practi-

cal eciuivalenl, job work. The liead arcliitect was
engaged in the same way, and he was tlius the

head builder, but not the contractor. It is in-

teresting to note how, as was the case in Greece,
contract work crept in with the decay of the
Renaissance, though it did not become general
until the last century.

At present the architect and the builder are
more clearly in separate spheres than ever be-

fore, though each must, in his way, keep in touch
with all the arts and trades that are required

to make a building complete. The difTerentiation

of these occupations has steadily increased, as

well as their efliciency in practical ways. The
architect and builder must keep informed of all

such changes. They nuist also know abo\it the

State and city legislation alTecting building,

frontage, projections, stoops, drainage, use,

strength and quality of material, context and
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registration of contracts, etc. Each country,
each large city is likely to vary in such regula-

tions. Another necessary preliminarj' is a knowl-
edge of the locality, especially the subsoil, lay

of the land, transport facilities, etc., as this

affects the placing and price of the building. The
first step toward a building on the part of the
employer is the selection of an architect. In the
case of large jnihlic or corporate undertakings,
this is often left to competitive examination,
open to all comers, but ordinarily an arcliitect is

chosen outright and asked to submit a prelimi-

nary sketch. If approved, this is followed by a set

of specifications covering every detail of con-
struction and finish ; size, kind, and quality of

materials; and descrijition of its mise en oeuvre.

In making this the architect has due regard
to the amount the client wishes to spend. Then
a list of contractors is made out to whom the
architect sends copies of these specifications, and
they send in their bids. The lowest responsible
bidder is usually chosen. A contract is then
drawn up, usually a modification of a printed
formula suj^plied by the architect. It is made to

include the specifications, mentions a date for
the completion of the work, often with a money
penalty for delay, and often stipulating that the
contractor should furnish a bond, and that the
payment should be made in installments, at cer-

tain periods of the work's progress, on the archi-

tect's certificate. As one of the great troubles
has been the desire of employers to make changes
in the course of the work, there is usually some
clause regulating how this shall be done so as to

avoid dispute. The site is then surveyed and
work begun. Great power of decision is given
the architect, who either visits the building
himself periodically or appoints a clerk of the
works to exercise constant supervision to in-

sure the exact carrying out of the contract. The
usual architect's fee is 5 per cent, of the cost

of the completed building, but much less if he
exercises no supervision. His greatest work is

the preparation of the detailed working plans
and drawings, with which he must supplj' the

contractor in advance of the work. As for the
contractor or master-mechanic, it is customary
to employ a single general contractor (though
the heating apparatus is often done by separate
contract) who is virtually the constructor and
manager, and sub-lets to others certain special

parts of the work, such as excavating, masonry,
ironwork, plumbing, inside woodwork, painting,

etc., making contracts with these mechanics, and
becoming responsible for their work, or else, as in

England, he himself employs these different

classes of mechanics. These sub-contractors, and
even individual workmen, if unpaid, can, in cer-

tain countries, get out mechanics' liens on the
building—a sort of first mortgage. The final

payment is not made until the work has been ap-

proved by the local in: pectors (e.g. plumbing)
and accepted by the architect. Modern methods
of turning out all classes of material mechani-
cally in great quantities at scheduled prices

facilitates estimates and makes quick work
easier, but leads to a dead level of uniformity.

Modem architects have advanced in the qualit3'

of their designs far more rapidly than our
mechanics and manufacturers have in the artis-

tic or even careful treatment of details.

To carry, the designs of an aichiteet into effect

many mechanical operations are necessary, to

all of which collectively the term building is ap-
plied. The principal materials used in building
are stone, burnt-clay products, cement and lime
mi.xtures, wood, glass, and metal. In addition
must be considered secondary building materials,
among which are included a variety of mineral,
vegetable, and animal products, of which paint,
varnish, papier-maclu', cloth, and leather are
familiar examples. Building operations in their
broadest sense include all the operations neces-
sary to shape these materials into suitable
structural forms, and to combine these forms
into a finished structure or building. Xowa-
days, however, the shaping of building material
into structural forms suitable for building pur-
poses is done wholly or in great part in factories

and workshops, thus leaving only their erection

and some small part of their shaping to be ac-

complished on the site of the structure being
built. Building operations in their narrowest
sense, therefore, include only the erecting and
shaping operations actually carried on at the
site of the building. To illustrate, the cutting
and dressing of stone; the molding and burn-
ing of brick and tile; the rough-sawing and
dressing of timber into beams, boards, clap-

boards, lath, and shingles ; the turning of wooden
balusters and pillars, the making and glazing of

window-sash, the making of doors, mantels,
moldings, newel-posts, railings, etc.; the rolling

and framing of steel girders and columns; the
forging and founding of grill-work, screws, nails,

hinges, and builders' hardware generally, are
to-day carried on in factories and workshops,
and are essentially manufacturing processes. On
the other hand, the laying up of stone and brick

into walls, columns, and arches ; the framing of

timber into beams, joists, and rafters, erecting
them and covering them with sheathing, clap-

boards, and shingles; the erection and fire-proof-

ing of steel beams and columns ; the setting in
place of doors and windows, are of course all

done on the site of the building, and are essen-

tially building processes.

These building processes alone, as distin-

guished from the manufacturing processes indi-

cated above, and as applied to the construction

and erection of buildings for the housing of per-

sons and projjerty, are considered below. The
principal building processes maj- be enumerated
as follows: Stonelaying; bricklaying; fireproof-

ing; lathing and plastering; carpentry; glazing;

plumbing; painting; and decorating.

Stonelaying is the process of laying up or

joining together stone to foi-m stonework. Stone-

work in buildings includes walls, piers, arches,

and trimmings. Walls are generally either rub-

ble or ashlar stonework. Rubble stonework is in

general used only for foundation walls and for

exterior walls— (1) when suitable stone for cut-

ting cannot be ol)taincd, ( 2 ) when the expen.se of

cut stone is not warranted, and (3) when a rus-

tic appearance is desired by the architect. In
laying rubble walls (Fig. 1) the rough projec-

tions on the stones as they come in various sizes

from the qiuirry are broken off. The stonelayer

then places the stones in the wall, choosing and
alternating the large and small stones so that

they will fit together as compactly or with as

few void spaces as possible, so that the front and
back of the wall is well tied or bonded together,

and so that the exposed face of the wall shall
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present the neatest possible appearance. All

void spaces are packed with spalls or stone chips

and flushed full of mortar, llortar is also placed

between the stones, so that tliov do not touch

them, and as fast as the facing is carried up it

i.i followed by the supporting rubble or brickwork
backing. At intervals a facing-stone of unusual
depth is inserted, which extends back into the

hacking and ties the facing to the backing.

Sometimes metal ties are used in place of deeper

facing-stones to insure this bonding together of

the wall. The arranjtement of the stones com-
jKising the ashlar facing, or, so to speak, the

FIG. 1. RUBBLE-STOSE VALL.

each other, but are held together by the hardened
matrix. All rubble stonework is built substan-

tially as described, except in some cases the face-

stones have their joints dressed (Fig. 2) so that

FIG. 2. bubble-sto.m: avall, \\itii dres.sed joint.

when laid up the face of the wall lias a mosaic-

like appearance, while in other cases round field-

stones or cobblestones are used for the facing.

Ashlar stonework, or stonework of rectangular

cut stone (Figs. 3 and 4). is used for walls in

which the solidity and regularity is desired that

is given only by stones cut and dressed to perfect

parallelopipedons. Walls are seldom built of

ashlar cut stone for their whole thickness, but

are composed of an ashlar facing, backed by
rubble stonework or bv lirickwork.

V
FIG. 3. RANDOM ASHLAR 8TO.NK WALL.

In laying ashlar facing, the slonelayer super-

imposes one stone upon another side by side, or

end to end, with thin mortar joints between
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platform cun-od to the exact arc of the intrndos
of the arch. Work is then begun by laving' the
bottom voussoir on each side of the arch. The
s\ieceeding voussoir;- are then laid, one after an-

no. 6. CEXTEE FOR COXSTHUCTIXG 8T0XE ARCS.

other, working from both sides toward the top,

and finally the top voussoir, or keystone, is in-

serted. Between the voussoirs are mortar joints.

Until the l<eystone is inserted, the .support of

the centre is absolutely necessary to keep the
arch from falling, and as a matter of fact it is

usually left standing for some time after the
keystone is in place, so that the mortar joints
may harden before the strain of supporting
itself is put upon the arch bv removing its cen-

tre.

Arches in building are constructed in a va- '

riety of styles, flat (Fig. 7i. elliptical, pointed,

FIG. (. FLAT ARCH OF STONE.

polycentrie, etc., but all styles are laid up ex-
actly in the way described above. Piers in build-
ing are column-like structures, used mostly as
intermediate supports for interir)r columns or
for girders. They are built of both rubble and
cut stone, but more commonly of brick. In lay-

ing stone piers, the mode of procedure is prac-
tically the same as in laying walls. Trimmitigs
in building usually denote all moldings, caps,
sills, cornices, lintels, etc. Such pieces are usu-
ally cut and dressed to form and dimensions ac-
cording to the architect's drawing, and are fur-
nished to the stonelaycr ready to set in place.
In laying trimmings the stonelaycr has, there-
fore, only to place them in their designated po-
sition, with suitable mortar joints, and to bind
them to the adjoining walls. Arch rings and
trimmings are often ornamented by stone-cut-
ting, and frequently this work is done after they

arc set in place in the building. See Stone-
ciTTi.xfi; Scri.PTiRE; Maso.nry; Cement;
FoiND.\Tioxs ; and Hiildino-Sto.ves.

Bkicklatixc. is tlie process of laying up or
joining together brickwork. Brickwork in build-
ing includes piers, walls, arches, vaults, chim-
neys, fireplaces, and various ornamental details
and trimmings. Xo material except wood is

so extensively used in building as brick. Bricks
are made from clay and sand formed in molds
and burned in kilns; they are produced in a
great variety of shapes, sizes, colors, and styles
suitable for the numerous purposes to which
they ai'e put in building construction. (See
Brick.) With the exception of arches, the
process of bricklaying is practically the same for
all kinds of brickwork used in building. It will
be unnecessary, therefore, to consider separately
walls, vaults, chimnejs, etc., as enumerated
above. To build any kind of a brick structure
so as to make it a strong and durable piece of
work, it is necessary to have a bed of some
kind of mortar between the bricks. Brickwork,
therefore, consists both of mortar and bricks.
The majority of brick buildings are built with
common lime mortar, to which natural cement
is sometimes added. For brickwork below
grotind. hydraulic lime or cement mortar is

used. In brickwork of common brick, the thick-
ness of tlie mortar joints is from 3-lG of an inch
to 3-8 of an inch, and every void in tlie work not
occupied by other materials is filled with mortar.
The usual way to specify the thickness of joint

in brickwork of common brick is by the height of
eight courses of the brick measured in the wall;
this height should not exceed by more than
2 inches the height of eisht courses of the same
brick laid dry. As common bricks are usually
quite rough and uneven, it is not always easy to
determine the thickness of a single joint; hence
the larger unit of measure furnished by eight
bricks is employed. Pressed bricks being smooth
and true, enables the thickness of single joints
to be specified. This is usually one-eighth inch.

The methods of bricklaying for all kinds of
brickwork except arches and trimmings can be
illu.strated by describing wall-construction. A
brick wall consists of two outside courses, joined
together by one or more interior courses or fill-

ing courses. The usual method of construction
is to lay the outside courses first. The most ap-
proved procedure in laying an outside co\irse of
bricks is as follows: The bricklayer first spreads
mortar with a trowel along a bed for the brick,

and also .scrapes a dab of mortar against the
outer vertical angle of the last brick laid. He
then presses the brick into its place with a sliding
ntotion, which forces the mortar to fill the joints
completely. Having continued the two outer
courses of brick to an angle or opening, the next
task is to fill the space between them or to lay
the filling courses. This is done by filling the
space witli a thick bed of soft mortar and press-
ing the bricks into this mortar with a downward
diagonal motion, termed 'shoving,' so as to
press the mortar u]) into the joints. By a repe-
tition of the process described, the wall is con-
structed, except that, if the face of the wall is

to be plastered, the mortar projecting from the
face-joints is scraped off llu.«h with the brick;
or, if the wall is to be exposeil. tlie joints are
'struck' by holding the trowel obliquely and cut-
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ting out the joint, so that the mortar has a slant

like a roof to shed water.

Tlie face-brick are often laid in a mortar of

lime paste and dry, fine sand, colored with some
pigment. Frequently, also, the face-joints are

pointed. The filling cour.ses are sometimes laid

dry on a bed of mortar, and the vertical joints

poured full of grout or thin lir|iiid mortar. The
arrangement or 'bond' of the brick in the outside

courses of walls is determined by current prac-

tice or by the specifications of the ardiitect.

There are several bonds in common use, which

dilfer chietty in the difl'erent arrangement of the

headers and stretchers. A header in brick ma-
sonry is a brick set so that its end is exposed;

a stretcher is a brick set so that its side is ex-

posed. It will be plain that a brick laid as a
header projects back into the filling, and acts as

an anchor bond to bind together the outside

FIG. 8. BEICKWORK, COM.MON BOND.

courses and the filling courses. When a course

of headers is laid between every four or six

courses of stretchers, the bond is known as

common bond (Fig. 8). English bond (Fig. 9)

II
iHEA||DER||S
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the same as in stone arches, the work of setting

the arch-bricks beginning at the bottom en each
side, and progressing unilornily upward until the
two si<lcs meet at the crown of the arcli.

FiKEi'ROOFiXG is the process of laying up or
applying tireproof materials to Iwams, columns,
etc. (See FiRKi'BOOF Construction.) The more
common fireproof materials are burned-clay prod-
ucts, plaster mixtures, and concrete. Burned-clay
fireprooting and fireprooling of plaster mi.xtures

are usually furnished by the manufacturers in

molded blocks ready for erection : concrete fire-

proofing is manufactured on the building-site,

and is applied to the member to be protected in a
plastic condition and afterwards hardens in

place. Floor-construction and cohinm-proteetiou
and partitions are the principal classes of fire-

proofing work. Tile, terra-cotta, and plastic com-
position blocks for fireproof floors are so made
that when laid together they span the space be-

tween floor-beams and imbed the beams them-
selves. Floor-arches are built on centres, as are
brick and masoniy arches, and by practically the

same mode of procedure. To illustrate, a terra-

cotta floor-areh is made up of two skewback
blocks, which come next to the beams and are
mokk'd so as to fit and enfold them, of a centre

block or keyblock, and of several intermediate
or haunch blocks. To erect such an arch the

mason first suspends a centre of timber between
the floor-beams. On this he sets the skewback
blocks with a mortar joint between them and
the beams. The haunch-blocks are then set one
after another, with mortar joints, working from
both ends, and last the keyblock is set. Finally
the tops of the blocks are covered with a layer of

concrete. Concrete iloor-arehes are built by sus-

pending a suitable centre, spreading the concrete
in layers and packing it firmly in position where
it hardens, after which the centre is removed.
Terracotta and plastic composition blocks for

column-protection are so molded as to fit the
column and are laid up with mortar joints much
as brickwork is laid. Concrete fireproofing is

applied to columns by placing molds around the
columns and packing the annular space with con-

crete which hardens in position. Partition-blocks
are laid up with mortar joints exactly like ash-
lar stonework.
Lathing and Plastering are the processes of

finishing walls and ceilings with lath and plaster.
The very general practice of plastering walls and
ceilings dates back only about a century; pre-

vious to that time walls and ceilings were either
wainscoted, boarded, or covered with canvas or
tapestries, or else left unfinished. Brick walls
and hollow tile, plastic composition and concrete
ceilings and partitions have an affinity for plas-

ter, and it may be applied directly to them : all

other constructions require some form of lathing
to serve as a ground to receive and hold the
plaster. Practically, all dwellings of moderate
cost, and a large proportion of other buildings,

are lathed with wooden lath. Wooden lath is

furnished the luiilder in strips about one-quarter
of an inch thick and 1% inches wide and 4 feet

long.

Lathing is the process of nailing these strips

parallel to each other, with one-quarter of an
inch space Iietween them to the ceiling or jiarti-

tion studding. Tn recent years the tendency
toward fireproof construction has led builders
and manufacturers to devise various stvlcs of

metal lathing. Coarse-mesh wire cloth, ex-

panded metal (Fig. 13), and perforated metal
(Fig. 14) are the most familiar kinds of metal
lathing. These metal lathings are made in strips

or sheets which are cut to the proper dimensions

FIG. 13. EXPANDED METAL LATHIXG.

and applied to the ceiling-joists and partition-
studding by the lather who fastens them with
nails or with wire clips of some form.
The purpose of lathing, as already stated, is to

form a ground to receive and hold plaster. Plas-

ters for interior work may be divided into lime
plasters and hard-wall plasters, and hard-wall
plasters are susceptible of division into natural
cement plasters and chemical or patented plas-

FIG. 14. PERFORATED METAL LATHING.

ters. Lime plaster is composed of quicklime,
sand, and hair, or some fine fibre. For the Ijest

lime plasters the proportion of the ingredients
is generally about one part lime and two parts
sand, with 1% bushels of hair to each 200 pounds
of lime. The mixing of lime plaster is usually
done on the building-site; but in some of the
large cities there are special' establishments
whose business it is to mix plaster by machinery
and furnish it to builders ready for use. The
general mode of procedure in mixing lime plas-
ter on the building-site is as follows: The lime
is first slacked in a tight box by adding water
and then the hair is added and thoroughly in-

corporated with the lime; lastly, the sand ia

added and thoroughly mixed with the lime and
hair. Usually, the whole process occupies but
one or two hours; but to get the very best plas-

ter possible, the slacked lime should be allowed to
stand from twenly-fcnir hours to seven days be-

fore the hair and sand are added, and then the
mixture should stand about a week; it is then
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mixed with water to the proper plasticity and
immediately applied to the lathing.

Xatural-ceineiit jjlasters are made from certain

kinds of eartlis found in Kansas and Texas,
which assume a pulverized form when calcined,

and when mixed with water will set like hydrau-
lic lime or cement, but much more slowly, so that

ample time is ali'ordcd for applying the plaster.

The chemical or patented plasters connnonly used
are of a secret composition ; but it is known in a
general way that they are com])ounds of gypsum,
to which some chemical is added, which has the

efl'ect of retarding the naturally quick setting

of that material. Plastering on lathing is gen-

erally done in three coats, known as the first or

scratch coat, the second or brown coat, and the

third or white coat, skim coat, or finish. The
scratch coat is always made rich, and contains
plenty of hair or fibre, since it forms the founda-
tion for the brown and finish coats. The scratch

coat is generally put on from three-sixteenths to

one-quarter inch thick over the laths, and is

pressed by the trowel witli sufficient force to

squeeze it between and behind the laths so as to

form a key or clinch. It is this key which holds
the plaster to the laths.

When the first coat has commenced to harden,
it is scored or scratelied nearly through its thick-

ness witli lines diagonally across each other and
about two or three inches apart. This scratch-

ing gives a better hold to the second coat. Pref-

erably the first coat should be thoroughly dry
before the second coat is put on: b\it as it tiikes

more labor and time to do this, plasterers seldom
wait for the first coat to dry before applying the

second, unless the specifications stipulate lliat

they must. The second, or brown coat, is put
on from one-quarter inch to three-quarters inch

thick; with this coat all surfaces should be

brought to a true plane, the angles made straight,

the walls pUnnb, and the ceilings level. This tru-

ing up and leveling of the work is tlie most par-

ticular and difficult task that confronts the

plasterer. On tlie walls the plastering can gen-

erally be brought to a true plane by means of tlio

grounds, if the laths are set true and the wall

is not too large or without openings. On ceilings,

however, there is usually nolliing to guide the

plasterer in his work ; and the consequence is,

that most ceilings, particularly in domestic work,
have 'rolling* surfaces. The only way of obtain-

ing a true plane on ceilings and on walls where
the grounds are not sufficient is by screeding,

which is done by applying horizontal strips of

mortar G or S inches wide and from 2 to 3 feet

apart all around the room. These are made to

project from the first coat out to the intended

face of the second coat, and while soft are made
perfectly straight and out of wind with cacli

other by measuring with a plumb, straight edge,

etc. When the screeds are dry. the second coat

is put on. filling up the broad horizontal spaces

between them, and is readily brought to a per-

fectly flat surface corres]jonding with tlie screeds

by long straight edges extending over tlieir sur-

face. Screeding is expensive work, and is seldom

practiced except in the most costly buildings.

The finishing coat differs somewhat in different

localities. In many of the Eastern States this

coat is called the skim coat, and is made of lime

putty and fine white sand. It is put on with a

trowel, floated down, and then gone over with a
bi-ush and small trowel until the surface becomes

hard and polished. In most parts of the United
States, however, it is tlie praeiice to finish with
a thin coat of lime putty, plaster of Paris, and
marble-dust. caHed a white coat. It is applied
much as is the skim coat first described.

W hen a rougli finish is desired, a sand coat con-
sisting of lime putty and coarse sand is used.
Tlie preceding description applies particularly to
the laying of lime plaster, but the hard-wall
plasters are apjilied in almost the same man-
ner. Stucco-work is ornamental interior plaster-
work, such as cornices, moldings, and centre-
pieces. For such work a mixture of lime ])aste

and plaster of Paris is use<l except for cast-work,
which is made entirely of plaster of Paris. Plain
moldings of all kinds are usually 'run' in place
by hand. Tlie process consists in placing on the

surface of the wall or ceiling a sufficient body
of plaster and forming the molding by running
along it a sheet-iron template cut to the re-

verse profile of the molding. Stucco-work is al-

ways done before the finishing coat of plaster-

ing is applied. If the cornice or molding con-

tains much ornamental work it is usually cast

in molds in about two-foot lengths and cemented
in place with a wash of plaster of Paris. Sca-
ijliola is a coating applied to walls, columns, etc.,

to imitate marble. The base or groundwork is

usually a rich lime mixture containing a large

proportion of hair. After this has been set and
dried, it is covered_with a coat of plaster of Paris
or Kane's cement mixed with various coloring
matters in a solution of glue or isinglass. When
thoroughly dry, this coat is rubbed with pumice-
stone and carefully polished. External plaster-

ing is usually either rough-cast work or stucco.

Rough-cast work consists of two coats of rich

lime plaster applied to lathing nailed to the

outside sheatliing and finished with a semi-lluid

mixture of clean, fine gravel, lime, and water,
which is cast or thrown against the wall. E.x-

tcrnal stucco-work consists of two or three coats
of cement and sand plaster ap|)lied much as is

interior plaster, but usually with the final coat
marked with lines to imitate stone masonry
and colored w'ith some pigment. Staff is a mix-
ture of plaster of Paris or lime plaster witli

water and liemp-fibre, which is cast in molds into

blocks, slabs, and trimmings of all sorts, and
fastened by nails to wooden frames and boarding.
Tlie great majority of modern exhibition build-

ings have been made of staff.

C.VKPKNTRY is the process of cutting, framing,
and joining tlie timbers of buildings by means of

band-tools. In building work, it includes the

framing of the main structural skeleton or
framework, covering it with rough boarding,
clapboards, .shingles, etc., the construction of

windows and door-frames and of cornices, gutters,

etc. Interior woodwork is here classed as joinery;

but the distinction between the two processes is

not sharply defined in practice, and in America
("irjienters erect the interior woodwork as well as

otlicr parts. In modern building jiractice wooden
buiklings are framed in three ways. Previous
to 1830 the braced or full frame was alone used.

In this method of framing the sills, girts, posts,

and plates are made of heavy timbers, and are

all mortised and ]iinned together. Braces are mor-
tised and pinned to post, sill, and girt, and stud-

ding is mortised and jiinned to sills, girts, and
plates. To frame a building in this way, it is

necessary to cut all the pieces and make all the
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mortise-holes, etc., on the ground; then fit the

pieces together, and finally raise the whole side

of the framework at onee. I'or the smaller and
cheaper wooden bviildings, balloon framing (Figs.

15 and 16) is now nearly always used.

FIG. 15. B.VLLOO.\ SIDE AND FLOOR FRAMING.

In this method of framing the timbers used arc

comparatively small and light, and all connec-

tions are made by nailing and spiking. The usual

mode of procedure is to lay the sills, which are

halved and spiked together at the corners, and
then connect them with the first floor-joists com-

FIO. 16. BALLOON HOOF-FEAinNO.

plete. The posts are next erected and held in
place by spiking them to the sill and by tem-
porary bracing. The common studding is next
erected and secured in a similar manner to the

posts. Generally the posts and studding ex-

tend from the sill to the plate without splicing.

At the second-floor level a timber called a false

girt or ribbon is notched and nailed to the in-

side edges of posts and studs, to carry the ends
of the second-floor joists. On the top of the

posts and studs is placed the plate which carries

the attic-floor joists and the lower ends of the
rafters. It will be noted that in this method the
framing of joists is <'onfined practically to the
simple process of halving and notching.

For the better classes of residences and frame
buildings, a combination of braced and balloon
framing is often employed. The braced frame
is adopted as far as the sills, joists, girts, and
braces are concerned : but the common studding
is mortised at the lower end only, and spiked
at the upper end, and generally the j)late is made
of two thicknesses of plank spiked together and
to the studs exactly as in simple balloon framing.

For buildings of a moderate size, simple tim-
bers are adequate in most cases for even the
largest members of the framework : but in large

buildings, where long beams and 'girders are re-

quired for roof-trusses and other purposes, it is

necessary to use combination members made up
of two or more timbers ingeniously spliced and
clamped together, so as to act as a single timber.

These special constructions are considered further
on, in connection with the di.scussion of joints,

splices, etc. When the framework has been
erected, the next process is to cover it with its

integument of sheathing and roofing.

The first covering of the sides consists of

rough boarding or sheathing nailed to the out-

side edges of the studs. On this sheathing are

nailed the clapboards, siding or shingles which
form the outside surface of wooden buildings

generally. Roof-boarding varies from a cover-

ing of closely matched and dressed boards for

tin roofs to slats laid at inten-als of two or three

inches for shingle roofs. The process of rough-
boarding is one of the most simple processes in

the art of carpentry. The laying of clapboards

and shingles, however, calls for more skill—first,

to preserve uniform widths exposed to the

weather; and. second, to insure that the verti-

cal joints do not coincide and leave a crevice for

moisture to pass through. Clapboards are nar-

row, thin boards, thicker at one edge than at the

other. The usual dimensions are: length, 4 feet;

width, G inches; thickness at butt, Va inch;

at opi)osite edge, % inch. They are laid hori-

zontally with the butt edge downward, the butt
of each overlapping the thin edge of the next,

and are nailed to the sheathing. SirHnif has a
similar section to clapboards, but is thii-ker. and
is sawed in lengths of 10 to l(i feet. It is applied

similarly to clapboards. Shhifilci are used to

cover both sides and roofs. They are put on by
commencing at the eaves or lowest ccu'ner, and lay-

ing horizontal courses either to line or straight-

edge. Each course is partially overlapped by the
course next higher, and is nailed to the roof-

boarding.
In carpentry, join fa and fnxtcninfis of numer-

ous forms are used: they all, however, serve
either to join two timbers end to end to form a
continuous beam, or to join the end of one tim-
ber to the side or edge of another. One method
of leng-thening a beam or of joining two timbers
end to end is fo abut the ends, place a timber on
each side, and firmly boll all three timbers to-

gether. This is termed fishing or a fished joint
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Another method, used when it is desirable to
preserve the same breadth and depth tlirough-

out, is to cut the beams partly throu<jh a little

distance back from the ends, one on the top and
the other on the bottom, remove the portion cut
through and lap the halved ends tojrether with
bolts. This process is called scarfing. To con-

nect the ends of one timber to the side or edges
of another various forms of notched and mor-
tised and tenon joints are used (Figs. 17 to
20). These various joints and fastenings are

FIG. 17. MORTISED FOR TENONED JOINTS AND NOTCHED
FOR FLOOR-JOINTS.

FIG. 18. TYPES OP MORTISE AND TENON-JOINTS FOB
JOISTS AND GIRDERS.

On
i«>n)

FIG. 19. MORTISE AND
TENON-JOINT

OP GIRT AND POST.

FIG. 20. MORTISE AND
TENON-JOINT

OF BRACE AND POST.

explained by the accompanj-ing illustrations.

Various methods of building up beams from
two or more timbers arc employed in carpen-
try, but the most efficient beam of this char-

acter has been shown to consist of two timbers
bolted together with a key between every pair of

bolts (Fig. 21). The tools used by the carpen-

FIG. 21. JOINTS—A AND R, BUTT-JOINTS; C. D. E, AND F,

TONQOE AND OEOOTED JOINTS; O, SPLICED JOINTS.

ter comprise handsaws for cutting timber to

length
;
planes of various sorts f(n- smoothing the

ends, edges, and surfaces of timber; mallets and
cliisels for cutting mortises; tenons, notches, etc.

;

and hammers, hatchets, axes, adzes, squares,
rules, bits, augers, etc., for general work. For
the various uses of these tools, see Wood-Work-
ing Maciiinekv; Boring Machinery; etc.

cesses of cutting, framing, and joining wood for
interior finish and fittings. As a matter of
fact, a large part of what once eonstitutcil join-

er's work is now done at mills or woodworking
shops. Interior woodwork is usually diviclcil

into standing finish, that is, the woodwork tliat

is affixed to the walls as casings, baseboards,
wainscoting, etc., and fittings like cases, cup-
boards, drawers, and shelves. A very important
requirement for interior woodwork is that all

joints shall be as tight and inconspicuous as
possible, and in fact it was in the character of
the joints and in the smooth surfaces and
smaller dimensions of the pieces that the origi-

nal distinction between joinery and carpentry
arose.

The various joints made in connecting interior
finish and fittings may be classified under one
or more of the following kinds, namely: butt-
joints, tongued and grooved joints, spliced
joints, mitred joints, coped joints, covered or
housed joints, glued and blocked joints, and dove-
tailing; and the work is said to be butti'd,

notched, mitred, coped, housed or rebated, glued
and blocked, or dovetailed, according to tlie kind
of joint that is made. Very frequently two or
three operations are combined in a single joint.

The accompanying illustrations show the na-
ture of the joints named (Figs. 22 to 25). As

FIG. 23. COPED JOINTS.

FIG. 2.5. FOR.MS OF MOLDINQ.

JoiNEKV, as stated above, is here considered a nile, ca-sings, baseboards, moldings, and wains-
to comprise the more intricate and careful pro- coting boards are cut and dressed at the mill.
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so tliat the carpenter's work at the l)uililing com-
prises the joining and erecting. Doors, cases,

paneled work, staircases, and mantels are nearly
always made at the shop, and liave only to be
erected by the carpenter. The illustrations show
some of the many forms in which moldings, cas-

ings, etc., are supplied by the mills (Figs. 26
and 28).

MITRE CA5WCS

FIG. 26. FOB.MS OF CASINGS.

FIG. 27. DOVETAILF.D JOINTS: A, CO.MMON; B, LAPPED:
C. SECRET.

Glazing is the process of applying glass to

windows, doors, etc. Windows and doors are

usually glazed at the mills and supplied ready
for erection. Common window-glass is almost
always set with putty and secured with triangu-

lar pieces of zinc, called 'glazier's points.' driven

into the wood over the glass and covered with
pulty. In the best work, a thin layer of putty
is first put in the rebate of the sash, and the

glass placed on it and pushed down to a solid

bearing. This is called back-puttying. The
points are then driven about eii^ht or ten inches

apart, and putty applied over the glass and
points so as to fill the rebate. Outside windows
are always glazed on tjie outside of the sash.

Plate-glass windows are back-puttiod and se-

cured by wooden bends. Leaded glass is usually

finished and set by firms wliicii make a specialty

of ornamental or 'stained' glass.

Plumbing and IIeatinu .\.nd Ventilation
also must be considered in their relation to
building, and will be found discussed under these
heads.

FIG. 28. STAIB-FRAMING.

Bibliography. The books treating of build-
ing processes are very numerous and a number of
periodicals are also supported by the various
building trades. The best general treatises on
American building practice are Kidder, Building
Construction (11 vols., New York, 1898); id..

Architects' and Builders' Pocket-book (New-
York, 1898) ; Anderson, The Strength of Mate-
rials and atruetures (London, 1887) ; Becker,
Allgemeine Bauhunde des Ingenieurs (Leipzig,

1882) ; Huss, Rational Building, translated
from article 'Construction" in Viollet-le-Duc,

Dictioniiairc Jiaisonne (New York, 1S9.5) ; Xotes
on Building Construction (London, 1875) ; Ad-
vanced Building Construction (London, 1892),
both of the above issued for the South Kensing-
ton Schools; Baukunde des Architekten (Berlin,

1890) ; Guastavino, Essay on the Theory and
History of Cohesive Construction (Boston, 1893).

BUILDING ACTS. Statutes restricting to

a greater or less extent the common-law right of

landowners in cities to erect buildings on their

land. They often prescribe the materials of

which buildings shall be constructed; the man-
ner in whicli they sh:ill be lighted, ventilated, or
drained; the amount of open space about them,
as well as their height and their distance from
the street line. In general, the interference of

such statutes with the property rights of the
citizen is justified by considerations of public
policy. Specifically their object is to secure
proper sanitary conditions and to diminish the
frequency and disastrous consequences of fires in

citJes. In the United States the constitutionality

of such legislative interference willi |)ropcrty

rights has been sustained as coming within the

police powers (q.v.) of Congress and of the .sev-

eral States. The most important statutes of this

kind in England are the London Building .Act of

1894 and the Public Health Act of 187.5. In the

United States such matters are usually regulated
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by city ordinances, iilthougli the construction and
sanitation of tenement-houses in New York and

other large cities lias become the subject of State

legislation. Consnll: Eniden, Line h't-lulhiy to

Building (London, 1895) ; Ash, Huildiny Code of

'Sew York City (New York, 1809) ; "New York
Tenement House Act," Laics of New York, 1901,

chap. 3:U.

BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIA-
TIONS. Private cor])<)rati()ns designed to fur-

nish a safe niean.s for the accumulation of sav-

ings, accompanied witli an opportunity to secure

money at reasonable rates for the jjurpose of

building homes. The terra is here used to cover

a variety of organizations with similar purposes

and methods of business, as mutual loan asso-

ciations, homestead aid associations, savings fund
and loan associations, cooperative banks, cooper-

ative savings and loan associations, building
societies, etc. In Great Britain the organizations
exist under the latter title, while in Germany
they are known as Baugenossenschaften. The
first in England was organized in Birmingham in

1781. They became numerous during the Nine-
teenth Century, and acts were passed in 1838

. and in 1874 regulating them.
The first association of this character in the

United States was organized in Frankford, a sub-

urb of Philadel])hia, in 1831. under the title of

The O.xford Provident Building Association.
Many were organized in the decade from 1840 to

1850. which may be considered as the real period

of their inception in this country. According
to the ninth report of the Commission of Labor,
issued in 1893, there were at that time 5838
building societies in the United States, of which
5598 were local and 240 were national organiza-

tions. Pennsylvania led the other States in the

number of these organizations, having 1079

;

while Ohio followed with 721. The total amount
paid in, plus the profits in all the associations,

amounted to .$450,667,594; but 35 of the asso-

ciations showed a loss at the close of the fiscal

year amounting to $23,332.20.
When a man becomes a shareholder in a build-

ing and loan association, he pays a certain sum
each month until the aggregate amount paid,

increa.sed by profits, equals the maturing value
of the shai'e, which is usually $200. If a man
becomes the possessor of a share and pays $1
a month, it would re(iuire 200 months (16%
years) to pay for the stock; in practice this

time is very much shortened, as the money paid
in is immediately loaned out. and members get

the advantage of compound interest on all sums
paid in. The capital of the association is thus
made up of the savings, and interest upon the

savings, of its members, and is increased from
moiitli to month and from year to year. Pro-
visions are made in all associatbms for the with-

drawal of members before the shares mature.
On this account, a sharp, before it matures, may
be said to liave two values—the holding and the

withdrawal values. The former is the actual

value at a particular time. The latter is fre-

quently much less than the actual value. .\11

associations stipulate the ccmditions under which
members may withdraw before their shares ma-
ture, and, while these conditions difl'er, they are

of such a nature as to discourage severing con-

nection with the association.

Tlie second purpose of the associations is to en-

able people to borrow to build homes. For this

purpose provisions similar to the following are
made: If a man owns a lot and desires to bor-

row $1000 to build a home, he must purchase five

shares of stock at $200 each. If the stock sells

above par, those borrowing must bid a premium,
and the highest bidder receives the loan. He
gives a mortgage on the lot and pays in monthly
installments, which include principal and inter-

est, until the stuck is paid for.

The building and loan associations in the Unit-
ed States are divided into the national and local
associations. These difl'er mainly in the scope
of their operations, as the methods of organiza-
tion and management of them are practically
identical. The local association limits its oiiera-

tions to a community, often a county, while the
national association makes loans anywhere and
sells shares to individuals regardless of resi-

dence. Both organizations are under the control
of a president and board of directors ; however,
the secretary and the treasurer are usually the
most important factors in their management. A
property committee usually passes judgment on
securities before money is loaned. Failures of

the associations are due to ineflicient manage-
ment and especiall}' to granting loans without
adequate securitj'. Five States, New Y'ork,

JIassachusetts, New .Jersey. Ohio, and Illinois,

require these associations to make annual re-

turns, the same as is required of savings banks.
In all the other States, no control whatsoever is

exercised over them.
There can be no doubt that if people would

save and place their money at interest in savings
banks until an adequate amount had been accu-
mulated to enable tliem to build, it would be much
less expensive to secure homes in this way than
by purchasing building and loan association

stock. The way in whicli the borrowers in build-

ing and loan associations receive interest on all

sums paid in bliuj^s them to the real rate of
interest they pay. The non-borrowers often re-

ceive 10 per cent, interest and over on all sums
invested, and the borrowers, as a class, must pay
this. Few men of means would think of building
from funds received from building and loan asso-

ciations. These associations liave an advantage
over savings banks in one respect—as the dues uf

members must be [laid regularly, there is a con-

stant pressure to save. The educative inlluence

is its most commendable feature. People are
taught to save and become property-owners, and
are interested in providing for the future, who
otherwise would live a hand-to-mouth struggle

for existence. Consult: Rigley, How to Manage
Building Associations (1873) ; Dexter, A Treat-

ise on Coopcrafire l^arings and Loan Associations
(New York, 18S9) ; Thompson. .1 Treatise on
Building Associations (2d ed., Chicago, 1899) ;

Ninth Annual Report of Commissioner of Labor
(Washinglon, 1893).

BUILDING LOANS. Loans made to {)er-

sons who are owners or lessees of land, to be

used by them in defraying the cost of buildings

to be erected by them on such land. Such loans

are usually made under a contract, which re-

cites the nature of the borrower's interest in

the land, sets out in detail the character and
estimated cost of the •structure to be erected,

and contains a promise by the borrower to use

the money so obtained exclusively for the build-

ing operations mentioned in the contract, and
according to its terms. The loan is generally
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secured l)y a mortgage on the property in ques-

tion to cover the future advances on the loan,

which are made in stated installment-s as the

building progresses. Such loans are usually

somewhat precarious investments, because of

the danger that Uie builder may not be able to

complete the structure, in which case the incom-

pleted building usually cannot be sold for what
it cost, and the mortgagee is forced to foreclose

the mortgage, buy in the property, and complete

the building, in order to protect himself. Build-

ing loans, tlierefore. bear a higher rate of inter-

est than is usual in loans on real-estate security.

Many States have provisions for the filing of

such contracts in some office of public record,

as well as for recording the mortgages, regulat-

ing their priority with reference to other liens,

as judgments and mechanics' liens (q.v.). Such
loans are usually paid ofl' when the building is

completed, because of the high rate of interest,

the money being obtained on a 'permanent loan'

(that is, a loan for a definite number of years)

at a lower rate of interest. Building loans of

this description have become very common in

recent years, especially in large cities. The term
is also applied to loans by building and loan

associations dj.v. i.

BUILDING OF THE SHIP, The. A poem
by H. \V. Longfellow (1849).

BUILDINGS, Fireproof. See Fieeproof
CoNSTKrCTIOX.

BUILDING SOCIETIES. See Building
Axn I.OAX Associations.

BUILDING-STONE. A stone suitable for

structural engineering and architectural pur-

poses. To be suitable for these purposes, stone

should be durable and of a go<Ml and permanent
color, should have strength and toughness, and,

finally, should be inexpensive to quarry and
work. The majority of the best building-stones

belong to one or the other of the following gen-

eral classes of rocks: (1) Crystalline siliceous

rocks, of which granite is the most familiar

example; (2) calcareous rocks, to which belong

limestones and marbles; and (3) fragmentary
rocks, in which class sandstones and. slates are

included.
Gr.^xite. Of the crystalline siliceous rocks,

granite (q.v.) is undoubtedly the best known
and most deservedly popular as a building-

stone. Commercially, this term granite is ap-

plied to all igneous and metaniorphic rocks

(see Igneous Rocks; ilETAMoRPUic Rocks);
but still the use of true granites predominates.
They, together with syenites, include the strong-

est of building-stones, ranging in crushing
strength from 25,000 to 30,000 pounds per square
inch or more. They are very resistant to frost

action, and are conmionly permanent in color.

Until comparatively rtcent times, on account of

its great hardness, granite was employed almost
wholly for massive masonry, since it could be
used there with a comparatively rough dress-

ing; but with modern improved stone-cutting
and dressing machinery, it is now turned and
i-arved into columns, pilasters, et«., and polished
with the utmost perfectness. In all times, how-
ever, granite has been one of the most popular
of building-stones. The red granite of Syene,
Egypt, was fashioned bj- the ancient Egj'ptians
into obelisks, sarcophagi, and colossal statues,

and employed by them in building their temples.

pyramids, and palaces. The Egyptian granite

was red in color. Modern granites range in

color from nearly white to dark gray, and from
a delicate pink to a deep red. The average
weight of granite is about IGC'/i pounds per
cubic foot, and its crushing strength is from
0000 pounds to 20,000 pounds per square inch.

SuiUible granite for building purposes is found
widely distributed. The Scotch granites are

the coarse red from Peterhead and the gray
from Aberdeen. It is of the latter stone that
the city of Aberdeen is largely built. Scotch

granite is quite largely imported to the United
States for monimiental work. Both gray and
red granite aie qiuirried in Canada, stone of

one or both colors occurring in British Colum-
bia, near Victoria: in Quebec, in many localities

around the Lakes at the heads of the Saint Fran-
cis and Jlegantic rivers; in Ontario, near King-
ston: in Xew Brunswick, near Saint George;
and in Xova Scotia, near Shell)unic. The prin-

cipal English granite is perhaps that from West-
moreland County.

In the United States, granite is quarried in

practically every State bordering on the Appala-
chian ^fountain Range, and in California. Colo-

rado, ^Montana. Wyoming. Wisconsin, and Mis-
souri. The greatest supply of granite in this
country comes from JIaine and Massachusetts.
The Maine granites are mostly fo\ind in shades
of gray, but there are a number of pink and red
granites quarried. In ilassachusetts. the dark
blue-gray granites quarried in the vicinity of

Quincy are the best known. Other noted gran-
ites come from Concord, X. H., Westerly, R. I.,

Richmond. Va., Iron County, Mo., Barre, Vt., and
Saint Cloud, Minn. Besides granite, the crystal-

line siliceous rocks include porphyry, syenite,

gneiss, and trap. Porphyry makes a very hand-
some building-stone, showing large crystals im-
bedded in an amorphous ground-mass, the crys-

tals usually being of a contrasting color to the
ground-mass, and these colors ranging through
the shades of pink, gray, red, white, and black.
Porphyry is so extremely hard that no com-
mercial means have been found for cutting and
polishing it, but it is used to some extent
in rough construction. JIassachusetts, New
Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and North
Carolina contain fine beds of unusually beauti-

ful porphyry. Syenites difler from granite in

containing no quartz. They are found in con-

siderable quantities in the United States, and
make a very handsome stone, but so far they
have not been quarried to any extent. Gneiss
is a rock much resembling granite in composi-
tion, but is unlike granite in having well-de-

fined planes of cleavage, which allow the rock
to be split into thick slabs. Trap includes a

number of crystalline siliceous rocks, generally
sombre in hue and very difficult to work. Ex-
cept as crushed for making concrete or road
material, or when cut into paving-bloeks, trap is

seldom used for constru<tion purposes. A dark-
colored trap commercially known as "black gran-
ite' is quarried near Duluth. Minn.: at Keese-
ville, N. Y. ; Vergennes, Vt. : on the ilaine
coast; and at some other points, and is exten-
sively used for tombstones.
Limestone. Limestone consists of carbonate

of lime and some impurity which gives the stone
its color, these colors ranging through various
shades of blue, green, yellow, pink, red, and
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black. Dolomitie limestone, or dolomite, is a spe-

cies which contains mafrnesia in addition to car-

bonate of lime. The distinction between limestone

and marble is one of (|uality ratlier tlian one of

composition, marble beinfr a crystalline limestone

capable of taking a hiah polish, and having a

coloring or marking which adapts it to orna-

mental work. Tlie coarser grades of limestone

are widely distributed, and nearly every State

of the United States has quarries which are

worked to supply at least the local demand.
Perhajis the most w-idely kno\ni of the lime-

stones of this country are those of Indiana and
northern Kentucky. These are oolitic limestones;

they are very fine and even in texture, strong

and easily worked, and of handsome color. This

limestone is po]>ularly known as "Bedford stone.'

At Lamont and Joliet, 111., there are also not-

able quarries of finegrained, light-drab lime-

stone, which is extensively emidoyed. Among
the foreign limestones, the Portland stone, from

the Isle of Portland, England, has been favor-

ably known for a great many years. It W'as

used in the reconstruction of Saint Paul's

Cathedral. The Caen stone (q.v.) of France is

one of the most noted limestones of the world.

It is a soft, fine-grained stone, very light colored,

admirably adapted for carved work, but so ab-

sorbent as to be entirely unfitted for out-of-door

work in a cold climate. The stone is quarried

near Caen, Normandy.
The principal sources of American marble are

in the States bordering the Appalachian Moim-
tains, and particularly Vermont, ilassachusetts,

western Connecticut, eastern New York, Georgia,

and eastern Tennessee. Nearly 60 per cent, of

the marble quarried in the I'nited States conies

from Vermont. Vermont marbles range through

all varieties of texture and various shades of

color, from pure, snowy white to quite dark-

bluish and greenish stone, the white stone often

being beautifully mottled and veined with the

darker stone. The 'principal centres of the Ver-

mont marble induslrv are West Rutland, Dor-

set, Wallingford, Pittsford, Brandon, and Mid-

dlebury. Next to the Vermont marbles, those

of Tennessee merit the most particular notice,

because of their beautiful variegated colors,

among which are found chocolate, red, pink,

olive, green, brownish-red with white spots, gray

with lemon spots, and other combinations of

colors. Georgia contains very large marble de-

posits, some of which furnish very beautiful

stone, and this, with the fact that the climate

permits (luarry-ing the year roiuid, is developing

an active'marble industry in tliis State. Besides

the Appalachian marl)les, there are deposits of

this stone in several of the Rocky Mountain

States, but these have not been nuich worked.

Among the most notable foreign marbles are

the brilliant red marble found at several locali-

ties in the French Pyrenees, and the Languedoc

marble, having a brilliant scarlet color blotched

with white, found at Black Mountain, in the

Pyrenees. Broeatelle marble, having a light yel-

low Ijody traversed by irregular veins and

blotches of dull red, is another famous French

marble. Belgium is exceptionally rich in col-

ored marbles, but white is not found. The deep

blue-black marble with white veins, known as

Saint Anne marble, and the pure Idack niarlde,

known as Belgian black, are i)arti(ulnrly well-

known Belgium marbles, ilost of the other Bel-
gium marbles are dull red, of light and dark
shades, variously sjiotted. flecked, and veined
with white and gray. The Italian marbles are
proverbial for their quality and variety. The
two most noted are the white statuary marble
with its fine grain and pure color, which, when
polished, gives a waxy appearance found in no
other marble: and the Siena marble with a
bright yellow ground blotched with slight pur-
plish ami violet shades. The black and gold
marble, with a black ground carrying yellowish
and reddish veins, is another noted Italian mar-
ble. Germany, Spain. Portugal. Austria, and
Ireland furnish marbles notable for texture and
color. A form of marble—variousl\- known as
onyx, or onyx marble, or alabaster, but really a

travertine formed by the evaporation of water
holding carbonate of lime in solution—is found
extensively in Algeria and Mexico, and is much
used for table-tops and other small decorative

and ornamental work. A good quality of on\-x

marble is found in Arizona and Southera Cali-

fornia, in the United States.

Sakd.stones. Sandstones (q.v.) are composed
of rounded and angular giains of sand, so ce-

mented and compacted as to form a solid rock.

The cementing materials are silica, oxide of

iron, and carbonate of litne. Silica cement gives

a white colored stone, very firm and durable, but
difficult to work: oxide of iron cement gives a

brownish or reddish stone of fair durability and
fairly easy to work: and carbonate of lime gives

a grayish stone soft and ea.sy to work, but less

durable than when either oxide of iron or silica

forms the cementing material. Some sandstones

have a clayey cement, which is more objection-

able than any of the others, and other sand-

stones contain little, if any, cement, owing their

tenacity to the pressure under which they were
consolidated. Often the cemented grains com-

prise feldspar and mica, as well as sand. The
texture of sandstones varies from exceedingly

fine-grained stones to those composed of pebbles

of various sizes. The latter are called conghmi-

erates if the grains are rounded, and breccias if

they are angular. Sandstones vary in color;

light gray, bufV, drab, blue, brown, pink, and
red being the colors of well-knowm varieties.

Sandstones generally are softer when (juarried

than after a period of seasoning.

(iood sandstone for" structural purposes is

found so widely distributed in the United States

tliat it is impossible to mention all of even the

notable deposits. The Berea stone, of Ohio: the

^ledina stone and bluestone. of New York: the

Portland stone, of Connecticut and Massaclui-

setts; and the red and brown sandstones, of New
Jersey, are among the most extensively quar-

ried and best known. Of the foreign sandstones

the variety is quite as great as in the United

States.

Sl.\te. Slate is an indurated siliceous clay

which easily splits into sheets of considerable

thiimess. It is \ised chiefly for roofing purjioses,

mantles, floor-tiles, and flagging, billiard-tables,

sinks, and blackboards. Slate is quarried in a

number of States, but principally in Maine, New
York, Pennsylvania, and \'crmont, the produc-

tion of the last two States being the greatest.

Since ISO" the United States producers have be-

gun to build up an export trade which bids fair

1
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to become permanent. In Europe the Welsh of crystallization. In sedimentary rocks the
slate-quarries and tliose of Ardennes, France, individual grains are bound together by cement-
an> the greatest producers. ing material, such as silica, iron oxide, or lime
QlARRYiXG .\XD Drkssin'G. The methods of carbonate, which has been deposited between

quarrying building-stone vary according to the them as described ;il)ove. In trying climates a
nature of the stone. In all methods tlie object stone nuist be bard and dense to insure dura-
aimed at is to obtain large and well-shaped bility, but in mild climates very soft, porous
blocks free from incipient fractures. For this atones can often be emi)b)yed. Tlie resistance

reason the use of explosives is resorted to as lit- which a stone offers to frost action is often tested
tie as possible. (See Qiaruy, Quarrying.) by soaking it in water, and then freezing it, the
Dressing stone is very largely hand work, al- iJrocess being repeated a number of times, and
though many kinds of machinery are also em- note taken of any disintegration that occurs,

ployed f<n- polishing, planing, aiid sawing soft A second but inaccurate method consists in boil-

stones, and for splitting slate. See Stone-Cut- ing the stone in a sulphate of soda solution and
TING .\.Ni) Dressing. then allowing it to dry; the swelling of the

rni?ABii.iTY. The ability of a stone to resist soda-crystals in forming as the water evaporates
deterioration by changes in weather and tern- exerts a far greater press\ire than frost action,

perature. by chemical agencies in the atmos- The liability of building-stone to decay is some-
phere and rain, by growing organisms, and by times increased by tlie presence of injurious min-
ordinary wear and tear—or^ in other words, the erals. Pyrite grains decompose, yielding rust-

durability of a building-stone—is obviously an stains, and mica at times behaves in a similar

important factor in its value for construction manner. Marbles may contain both pyrite and
purposes. Granites are liable to disintegration actinolite, the decomposition of the latter yield-

chielly from the constant contraction and expan- '"S I'^tle bits of greenish clay that absorb mois-

sion caused bv natural temperature chanses. ture.

Tliev absorb verv little water, and thus suffer The crushing strength of a stone is often very

verv little from 'the expansion of the contained fireat, indeed far greater than is really necessary,

water when frozen, and thev are not nnioh affect- 'Granite and syenites are among the strongest,

ed bv anv of the chemicals' ordinarilv carried in having a crushing strength of 25.000 to .30,000

the "air and rain. Limestones suffer less than l"™"'ls per square inch; sandstones range from
granite bv mere expansion and contraction, but 10>t)00 to 1,5,000 pounds; and limestones and
make up for this bv greater susceptibilitv to the "larbles 8000 to 12,000 pounds per sqxiare inch,

chemicals in the air and rain. They "do not The lower limit even is probably sufficient in

absorb much water, and are therefore but little "lost cases.

disturbed bv its freezing. Sandstones, being "^ anous kinds of solutions have been tried for

porous, absorb more water than limestone or pieserving the life of stone, but none of them have

granite, and are particularlv subject to dis- ^"^''^ f''""'^ *« ''" perfectly satisfactory. For the

integration bv freezing. The" following figures strength of various kmds of building stones, see

from the United States census of 1890 show the ^teengtii of Materials. See also B.vthstone;

life of various kinds of building-stone in Xew Browxstone; Caen Stone: Freestone; Gban-

York Citv:
^'''^' Limestone; Marble; Sandstone; Slate;

'

Stone, Aktificiai. ; Building ; and Masonry. For
Ki.ND OF STONE LiFE IN Yeabs comprehensive popular treatises on building

Coarse brownstoue ,. 5to 10 stones consult- Hall Trenthtp mi the lii/ililiiin
Fiue laminatedbrownstone 20to 50

sioiies, toubuii
.

nan, irear^e onine liuiMmg
Coniiiaetbrnwnstone 100 to 200 "«» Ornamental l>tone.<i of Great Britain (Lon-
Uoaise fossiliterous limestone 20 to 40 don, 1872); Merrill. Stones for Building and

M^:s:'^ardX^itie:;:::::::::::::::::::::::
""" t Decoration (New York, isod; joimsm^ r^e

.Marble, flni-doloioitic 60to 80 Malrriah of Constrnclion (New \ork, 1899).

GraulU^"" ??to2M
BUISSON, bwe'.SON', FERDINAND EdOUARD

Nova Sc'otia Wiidstone.'."!!;!!!!".".'.'!!.'.".'!.'.'.'.';.'! 60 to 200 (1841— ). A French adininistralur, publicist, and
pedagogue. He was born in Paris. In 1871 be

Speaking generally, the durability of any stone was appointed inspector of elementary schools by
depends on its relation toward atmospheric -Tules Simon, then Minister of Public Instruction,

agencies. If a stone is dense, there is little pore- His nomination was bitterly attacked, more par-

space for moisture to soak in and exert a pi"ying ticularly by Dupanloup. Bisliop of Orleans, who
action when it expands in freezing. Many stones denounced in the National Assembly several

contain small quantities of moisture naturally, pamphlets publislied by P.uisson in which lie rec-

Tvhich is known as quarry-water, and tlie freez- ommended the exclusion from the schools of all

ing of such water, if the stone is quarried in cold moral instruction not purely secular, and tlie

weather, may aid in the disintegration of the omission of sacred history from the curriculum
rock. If the rock is quarried in warm weather, of the younger pupils. Compelled to resign,

the quarry-water is evaporated, and any mineral Buisson was afterward.s appointed commissioner
matter which it holds in .solution is de|iosited to the expositions held in Vienna (1873) and
around the gi-ains of the .stone, cementing them Philadel])hia (187(i). In IS7S he became chief
together, and this is why some stones harden inspector of elementary education, and in the fol-

after quarrying. The porosity of building-stone, lowing year ,Iules Ferry appointed him director
or its absorption, is variable, being from ^.^ to 2 of that department. The introduction of the
per cent, in granites. 2 to 4 per cent, in lime- new education in the elementary schools uniler
stones, and 2 to 8 per cent, in sandstones. The his jurisdiction has been remarkably rapid. In
hardness and crushing strength of a stonedepends 1896 he resigiied and was appointed to the chair,
on the firmness with which the particles are of pedagogy in the Facultf' (les Lettres at Paris,
bound together. In igneous and metamorphie He is the author of a Dietiuiinairv dc pedagogic
Tocks the particles are interlocked as the result (1882-84).

Vol.. III.—»2.
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BtriTENZOKG, boi'Un-zorK (Dutch buiten,

without + ~orii, tier. Sorge, Kngl. sorroic

;

equivalent of the French sans-souci) . A town of

Java in the Presidency of Batavia, about 40 miles

south of the capital (Jlap: Australasia, C 3).

It is a place of exceptional natural lieauty, and
its elevated location (about 750 feet) makes it

one of the healthiest settlements in .Java. It is

the real seat of the (!overnor-(4eneral, whose maj;-

nificent jialace is situated amid the botanical

eardens, which are considered the finest examples
of the horticultural art. It is also the most
fashionable summer resort of the island and is

connected by rail with Batavia.

BXTJALANCE, buo'Hi-liin'tha (probably the

ancient Vogia). A city of Andalusia, Spain,
about 20 miles east of Cordova (Jlap: Spain,

C 4). It is surrounded by a moat and a wall
flanked with old towers, and contains an old

Moorish castle (935) and a college. The city

has maiuifactures of leather, W(M)lens, glass, and
pottery, and exports of agricultural produce. An
important cattle fair is held here. Population,
in IfiOO, 11,245. Various remains found in the

vicinity bear witness to the antiquity of the city,

but its identity as an ancient town is in doubt.
Bujalance attained to prosperity under the
Moors, and in 1227 was conquered by Ferdi-
nand III.

BUKA, boo'ka. Tire northwesternmost of the
Solomon Islands, separated by Bougainville
Strait from Bougainville Island. Mangrove
swamps line the coast. The interior is moun-
tainous and densely populated.

BTTKHAREST. See Bucharest.
BTJKHARI, bi.i-Kii're, or BOKHARI, b6-

Kii're, Am: Abd.\li,.vu Muhammad ib.\ Ismail al
(810-870). An Arabic scholar, the great imam
in the science of the hndith, or traditions. He
W'as born at Bokhara (whence his name), and he
early devoted himself to the study of Mohamme-
dan traditions. At the age of 17 he made the

pilgrimage to Mecca and to Medina, and he
subsequently visited nearly every part of the
Mohammedan world, associating with the most
distingtiished representatives of the harlith, and
collecting in Khorasan, in the cities of Irak, in

the lledjaz, in Syria, and in Egypt a great number
of traditions, 7275 of which he arranged and
classified in his celebrated work, Al-jami al-

Sahih (The Authentic Collection), regarded by
iMohammedans as the most sacred book after the
Koran. It is said that flO.OOO persons had
learned the Sahih from Bukhari. He died in

prison at Bagdad. There is an edition of Buk-
hari's work pulilished in three volumes by Krehl
(Leyden, 18t;7(lS).

BTJKIDNONE, boo'ked-nr/na, or Buquidxoxe.
A wild Malay people in Jlisfimis Province, Min-
danao. See Philippines.

BUKIL, bnn-kel', or BuQuiL. See Manguian.

BUK'KUM WOOD. See Safan Wood.

BTIK'K'CrB. .\ fortified island of the Indus,

in Sindh. British India, in latitude 27° 39' N.

and longitude (18° 5(j' E. It is 400 yards from
Eori, on the left bank, and 100 from Sukkur, on

the right. Bukkur is no longer of any miliUiry

value, commanded, as it is, on both sides, by
higher grounds, but is important as the central

point of the great railway cantilever bridge 1200

feet long spanning the Indus here since 1889.

BTJKOWINA, boo'ko-ve'na ('the country of

beech-trees,' from Slav, bukii, Ger. Iiiich>\ Eng.
bcecli ) . A duchy of the Austro-Ilungarian mon-
archy, inchuled' in Cisleithania, bounded by
Galicia on the north and northwest, Hun-
gary on the west, Rumania on the south, and
Kimiania and Russia on the east. Its area is

4035 square miles (Map: Hungary, J 3 ) . Buko-
wina belongs mainly to the region of the Car-
pathian Mountains, by which it is traversed in

several parallel chains. It is watered chiefly by
the Pruth and the Dniester, besides a few minor
streams taking their rise in the province. The
climate, although somewhat raw, is generally

healthful. The soil is very productive, especially

along the Pruth and Sereth. About 28 per cent.

of the iiroductive land is tmder.tillage, while over
43 per cent, is under forests. The ccmmon Euro-
pean cereals and industrial plants are raised in

abundance, and the extensive areas of pasture-

land render the country well adapted for cattle-

raising. The mineral production is of little im-

portance, and the manufacturing industries are
largely confined to brewing and distilling. The
commerce is little developed, although the prov-

ince is well provided with transportation facili-

ties, both in the shape of roads and railways, as
well as waterways. The Diet of Bukowina is

composed of 31 members, of whom 10 represent
the landed aristocracy, and 12 the rural com-
mvmities, the remainder repi-esenting cities,

chambers of commerce, etc. In the Lower House
of Austria, Bukowina is represented by 11 dele-

gates, including 2 elected by universal suffrage.

Education is well advanced in Bukowina, which
possesses, besides the university at Czcrnowitz,
a number of gymnasia and other institutions
for secondary education. The 379 elementary
schools were attended in 1898 by about 73,000
children, or 70 per cent, of the total school
population. According to the census of 1900,
Bukowina had a population of 729.921, show-
ing an increase of 12.9 per cent, for the dec-

ade. About 70 per cent, of the people adhere to
the Greek Orthodox faith, over 11 per cent, are
Roman Catholics, and al)out 13 per cent. .lewish.

In regard to nationality, 42 per cent, are Ruthe-
niitn, over 32 per cent. Rumanian, and about 21
per cent. German. The capital is Czernowitz,
with a population of 70,000.

Bukowina was included in the ancient Roman
Province of Dacia, and during the Middle Ages
was settled by peoples of different stocks.
About the beginning of the Fourteenth Century
it came into the possession of Moldavia, and its

principal town. Suczawa, was the seat of the
Moldavian ITospodar. It was accpiired by Aus-
tria in 1777, and made a crownland in 1849.
Consult Kaindl. Gfxchichte der Htikowina (J
vols., Czernowitz, 1895-98) ; BuUouina (Vienna,
1899).

BTJLACAN, boo'Ia-kan'. A province and a
town of Luzon, one of the Philippine Islands
(Map: Luzon, Philippine Islands, V 7). The
former covers an area of 965 square miles and
has a population of about 230.000. The surface
is mountainous and the soil is fertile and well
cultivatccl. The province produces svigar, cacao,
rice, indigo, and fruits. It contains some de-
posits of iron and magnetite, and the rivers
yield small quantities of gold. The principal
manufactures are cotton and silk fabrics. The
capital is Malolos (q.v.). The town Bulae&n
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is sitnatod about •12 miles from Manila by rail.

It is built mostly of stone and has a population
of about 13,200.'

BXJXAK, boTT-lak'. A suburb and port of

Cairo, Ejrypt, situated on the ri^lit bank of the

Xile, 2 or 3 miles north of Cairo (Map: Kjjypt,

E 2). It is connected with Cairo by an electric

tramway and contains a fine mosque, foundries,

a paper-mill, a factory of arms, and one of the

]ar;;cst printing houses in Egypt. Tlie Egypto-

logical museum formerly located at Bulak has

been transferred to Ghizeh.

BtrLALACATTNTO, boo-la'la-kou'nd. A wild

Iilalayan people in central Palawan Island. See

Pjiiltppinks.

BULAMA, boo-lii'ma. One of the Bissagos

Islands (q.v.;.

BXILAN, brTu'lan. A town of Luzon, Philip-

pines, in the Province of Albay. It is situated

21 miles from Albay, the capital, and has a pop-

ulation of 11,000.

BtTLATJ, boo'lou (Malay), or TiKUS. A rat-

like insectivore {Giiminira liafftcsi) of the Ma-
layan Islands, closely akin to the hedgehogs, but

without spines or ability to roll into a ball. The
body is 12 to 14 inches and the tail 9 or 10

inches long ; the color is black and white, with a

black stripe over each eye; the fur mixed with

long bristly hairs, and tail nearly naked. The
animal feeds on insects, and secretes a strong

odor of musk.

BTTLATJ, bii'lou, Friedrich (1805-59). A
(Jerman writer on political economy. He was
born at Freil>erg and studied at the University

of Leipzig (1823-26), where he was appointed

in 1833 to the chair of applied philosophy and

political science. The principal works of this

prolific writer include: Encyklcrpadie der Staats-

uissenschaften (2d ed., 1855) ; Geschichte des

eiiropiiischen fftaatensijstems (1837-39); Wahl-
recht ttnd Wahherfahren (1849); Geheime Ge-

schichten und riitselhaffe Menschen (12 vols.,

18.50-60: 2d ed., 1863-64).

BTJLB (Fr. bulhe, Lat. bulbus, from Gk.

/3o//3i}f, bolbos, bulbous root). A leaf-bud, mostly

BULB OF TCUP.

subterranean, in which tlic leaf-bases are thick-

ened, being full of stored food. The thickened
leaf-bases are very much crowded together and
form the conspicuous part of the bulb. 'Scaly'

bulbs are those in which tlie leaf-bases are com-
paratively narrow and small, and are imbricated,
as in the common lily. 'Tunicated' or 'coated'

bulbs are those in which the leaf-bases are very
large and completely enwraj) one another, form-

ing concentric coats, as in the onion and tuli]).

When fresh, the scales of the tunicated bulb are
rather thick, but when dry they become tliin. and
even papery. 'Bull)lets' are small aerial liulbs

which cither replace llower-beds, as in the onion,

or which arise from the axils of leaves, as in the
tiger-lily.

The significance of bulbs in the life history of

the plants which produce them is that they en-

able the plants to develop new working struc-

tures with great rapidity. For example, a new
plant completely equipped for work may be de-

rived from a bulb in very much shorter time than
from the seed. Such a habit enables plants to

take advantage of short seasons of opportunity.

See Geophyte.

BUXBtTL, bulljiil. Originally an Arabic-
Persian name for the Persian nightingale {Duti-

lins Ihifi:!), which found its way into English
poetry chielly through the patronage of Lord
Byron. But the same name is given in southern
and southeastern Asia to various birds of the

family Pycnonotida?, especially to those of the

genus Pycnonotus. These are small birds, often

of very brilliant plumage, closely allied to the
thrushes, occurring in India, Persia, and Pales-

tine, and southward to South Africa. The com-
mon bulbul of India (Pijcnonotiis hwmorrlwiis)
is a familiar visitor in small companies- to all

gardens, tea-plantations, etc., from Ceylon to

Bengal. It ''not infrequently builds its nest in

verandas, and is consequently a universal favor-

ite with Europeans." Its singing is a 'chirruping

warble,' and it feeds upon fruits. The crested

males are highly pugnacious—a trait utilized for

amusement. Says Murray, Avifauna of the

Island of Ceylon (London,' 1890) : "It is com-
monly caged throughout India, or kept tied by a
cord around the waist. Being pugnacious, they

are made to fight for small prizes, and when
being trained for this purpose are fed on minced
meat and a compound made of wheat flour, sugar,

and milk, boiled together." A South African

species (Pycnonotus tricolor) has the amusing
habit of becoming intoxicated upon syringa-ber-

ries and fermenting fruits, when it reels along
the ground and is easily captured ( Layard, Birds

of Houth Africa, London, 1875-84). See Colored

Plate with Tuiasii, and Plate of Lyre-uikd, etc.

BTIL'FINCH, CnAHi.ES (1763-1844). An
AmcriciiM architect. He was born in Boston,

graduated at Harvard in 1781, and spent the

years 1785-87 in travel and the study of archi-

tecture abroad. His first important work was
the designing in 1793 of the old Federal Street

Theatre, Boston, the first playhouse erected in

Kew England. In 1795 he drew the plans for

the 'new' State House in Boston, which was com-

pleted in 1798. In 1805 he remodeled Faneuil

Hall; in 1810, designed the Suffolk County Court
House, in Boston, and in I8I4 designed the Uni-

versity Hall, in Cambridge. From 1798 to 1818

he was elected annually chairman of the Board
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of Selectmen of tlie tow-n of Boston, an office

corresponding closely to the later office of mayor,
und during this period endeavored to secure the

straightening and widening of the streets, to

provide a system of street-lighting, and other-

wise to modernize the old town. He designed the

Massachusetts tJeneral Hospital, the cornerstone

of which was laid in 1S18, and in the same year

succeeded }5enjamin H. Latrobe as architect of

the National Capitol in Washington. He built

the rotimda from drawings of his own. after

plans suggested by Latrobe. and himself designed

the west apjjroachrs and the portico, completing
the building in 1830. Consult Ellen S. Bul-

finch, Lrifc and Letters of Chiirles liulflnch.

BULFINCH, TnoMAS (17H0-1S67) . An
American author, born in Boston. Mass. He
graduated in 1814 at Harvard, was in mercantile

pursuits until 1837. and subsequently was con-

nected with the Boston Merchants' Bank. His

literary reputation is based on his Age of Fnhle

(18.5.1)", intended, in his own words, "to popu-

larize mythology, and extend the cnio\Tuent of

elegant literature." The book sought to connect

the old Greek. Roman. Norse, and Oriental nar-

ratives with modern literature. The Norse sec-

tion was derived from Xorthern Antiquities

(Loudon, 1770). a translation by Tliomas Percy

of a portion of the Introduction « I'histoire du
JJuiHiiLUrk tLupenhagen, 175o-5tJ) of the Genoese

historian Mallet. In the Greek and Roman stories,

ancient classical texts—in particular those of

Homer, Vergil, and 0\ul—weie closely followed,

and often freely translated. His work has been a

perennial favorite, both as school book and gen-

eral manual, has appeared in a revision (1881)

by Dr. E. E. Hale, and was the acknowledged

source of the considerable part of the material

of another similar volame^The Clussiml Myths

in KnqJish Litcriiturc, edited by C. M. Gayley

(Boston, 1804). Bulfineh was a friend of H. W.
Longfellow, and further published Hebrew Lyri-

cal History (1853); The Aye of Chivaby

(1858); The Boy Inventor {\8ii0) ; Legends of

Chnrlemaqne (1803); I'oelry of the Age of

Fable (IS'CS) ; and Oregon and EUorado (18GG).

BULGA^RIA. A principality in the north-

eastem part of the Balkan I'cninsula (cj.v.), sit-

uated mainlv Ix-tween latitude 41° 30' and 44°

15' N andhmgitiidc 22° 30' and 28° 30' E.

(Map: Turkey in Europe. E 3). It is bounded

by Tiirkev on' the south, Sen-ia on the west, Ru-

mania on the north, with the Danube forming

iuost of the northern boundary, and the^ Black

Sea on the east, and covers, including Eastern

Rumelia. an area of 38.080 scpuire miles. Bul-

garia like most of the Balkan countries, is very

mountainous, being traversed by the Balkan

Alountain chain from west to east. 1 he south-

west corner of E.astern Rumclia is covered by a

portion of the Rhodope Mountains, forming deep

valleys, and connected by elevated passes. The

highest summits, situated in the extreme west of

Bul"aria, include ^^Tusalla. IHilO feet; Vitosha,

7517 feet; and Rila. 8773 feet. Most of the

rivers of Bulgaria empty into the Black Sea,

some of them directly, and oth<-rs through the

Danube The most important of them are the

Omist Tsker, Vid, Osma, and Lorn, tributaries

of the Danube. The Kamtchik and Devna empty

into the Black Sea, while the IMaritza (which

with its nflluent. the Tunja. drams a great

part of Eastern Rumclia) and the Struma How

southward toward the .^geaa Sea. Geologically
the elevated terraces of Bulgaria are composed
of Tertiary deposits, with foundations of Ju-
rassic and Cretaceous limestones and sandstones.
Deposits of gypsum and coal are found, and
evidences of gold, iron, and peat.

Ci.iM.\TE. The climate of Bulgaria is on the
whole healthful, with the e.vception of the low-
lands along the Black Sea, which are often vis-

ited by malaria. The climate in Eastern Ru-
mclia is considerably milder than in Bulgaria
])roper, which is generally attributed to the fact
that the former is protected on the north by the
Balkans. Winter in Bulgaria usually begins in

the middle of November and lasts till March,
wliile in Rumelia its duration seldom exceeds two
months. The rainy season is in early spring and
in autumn. The yearly temperature is about
50°, while the lowest for Bulgaria is about —8°,

and for Rumelia 8°. The flora of Bulgaria is

of a somewhat mixed character, combining most
of tlie common European plants with some
belonging to the East. The mountains are gen-
erally covered with trees, which are almost en-
tirely absent from the valleys. The fauna is of

considerable variety. The mountains abound in
bears, wild boars, dili'ercnt species of deer,

chamois, and most of the common European s])e-

cies of wild fowl. The domestic animals include
the butt'alo. which, together with the bull, is used
for agricultural purposes instead of horses,
which are scarce and of a ])oor breed.

Agriculture. Like most of the Balkaa
States, Bulgaria is primarily an agricultural
country. A fertile soil, in conjunction with a
favorable climate, counteracts to a large extent
the effect of the primitive methods of cultivation
in vogue, and the crops are generally abundant.
The land is greatly subdivided among the peas-

antry, who cling tenaciously to their small liold-

ings. The land belongs nominally to the Govern-
ment, and its occupants may hold it in per-

[letuity, paying the Government a certain rent in

the form of a tiix ; the only exception is in the

case of woodland and ])asture-land. which are

held in common by the comimmes and are shared
liy all members without payment to the tJovern-

ment. Of the total area of the country, about 48
]ier cent, is under pasture, 25 per cent, is culti-

vated for cereals and vegetables, less than W^
per cent, is under vineyards, over 17 per cent,

under forest and heath, the rest being under

jirairies, roads, dwellings, etc. The principal

grains raised in the country are wheat and corn,

yielding from 20,000.000 to 40.000.000 bushels

each annually, according to the condition of the

crops. Next in importance are barley, oats, rye,

and potatoes. Fruits and vegetables are culti-

vated extensively, and considerable quantities of

:ittar of ro.scs are exiiorted. The cultivation of

silk, once a very important industry, is now al-

most extinct. Grapes of an excellent quality are

cultivated all over the country, but the wine pro-

duced is po(U-, owing to the careless and anti-

quated methods employed in its production. A
considerable hindrance to the development of

agriculture is found in the present system of

levying tithes in kind, which destroys every in-

centive to improvement. The mineral lands, as

well as the agricultural, belong to the State,

which works some of the coal mines on its ow^n

account, obtaining over 100,000 tons of coal ai>
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nually. Besides coal, salt is also niineil, and
stone is quarried.
Commerce a>'1) TR.\NSPORTATio?r. The chief

exports of the eoimtrj' are grain, animals and
their products, tobacco, fruits, cloth, and attar
of roses. The imports consist mostly of textiles,

metal products, arms, and coal. The trade is

mostly in the hands of Greeks. Austrians, Ru-
manians, and Jews, and the countries participat-
ing in it most are Austria-Hungary, Germany,
Great Britain, Kraiice. and Turkey. The volimie
of commerce shows a considerable decline during
the last years of the Nineteenth Century. The
value of the inipoi'ts averaged over $13,000,000
for 1S!16-1'J00. and ransed from over $10,000,000
in 1897 to less than >8.000.000 in 1900. The
exports averaged during 1890-1900 over .$13,500,-

000. ranging from nearlv .$20,000,000 in 1896 to
less than ^lO.-'iOO.OOO in 1900. Bulgaria has
seven seaports and nine river ports, with a total

annual shipping of about 5,000.000 tons. The
chief financial institution of Bulgaria is the
National Bank, with headquarters at Sofia and
branches at the more important towns. It has a
capital of 10.000,000 francs ($1,930,000) and
the right to issue gold and silver notes not ex-

ceeding 13,000,000 francs ($2,509,000). There
arc also a large number of agricultural banks
with an aggregate capital of $6,000,000. The
railway mileage of Bulgaria is rather small in

comparison with the area of the country. Includ-
ing the railways of Eastern Rumelia, the total

length in 1900 was 980 miles, of which nearly
800 miles belong to the State. Sofia, the capital,

is connected by rail with Constantinople and the
chief centres of Continental Europe.

GovERXiiEXT. In accordance with the treaty
adopted by the Eurojiean Powers at the Berlin
Congress of 1878, Bulgaria was constituted an
hereditary and constitutional monarchy under
the suzerainty of and tributary to the Turkish
Government. Eastern Rumelia. prior to 1885
an autonomous province of the Ottoman Emj^ire
and administered by a Christian Governor, ap-
pointed by the Turkish Government, was put, in

1886, under the direct supervision of the Prince
of Bulgaria, and is at present practically a part
of Bulg-aria. The Constitution of Bulgaria, adopt-
ed in 1879, and amended in 18ii3, places the execu-
tive power in the hands of the Prince, while the
legislative power is shared by him with the
National Assembly, or Sobranje, which consists

of a number of deputies—one for every 20.000 of
population—elected by universal manhood suf-

frage. All legislative measures passed by the As-
sembly must receive the sanction of the Prince to
l>econie laws. The initiative may be taken both by
the Prince and by the Assembly. In extraordinary
cases the Grand Assembly (Great Sobranje) is

convened, consisting of double the number of

deputies of the ordinaiy Assembly, and elected in

the same manner. The Jlinistrv is responsible

both to the Prince and the Assembly, and is di-

vided into eight departments. The Ottoman Em-
pire is represented by a commissioner. For ad-
ministrative purposes Bulgaria is divided into 22
districts or ohriiffn. subdivided into 85 oknlici.

All of them are administered by local councils

elected by the people. For the administration of

justice there are district courts and justics of the

peace, which have been instituted following Rus-
sian occupation. There are also three courts of

appeal and a Supreme Court in Sofia, the capital.

Education is free and compulsory between the
ages of 8 and 12. The cost of maintaining the
scliools is covered by the State and by tlie muni-
cipalities and village communities. Tliere are
some 4700 elementarv schools, with 8000 teachers
and nearly 350,000 pupils; Ki gymnasia. 120
lower middle schools, and 21 special and tech-

nical schools. The university at Sofia has three
faculties and is attended by over 350 students.

The annual budget at the beginning of this cen-

tnrj- exceeded tlie sum of $18,000,000. Tiie reve-

nue is derived chielly fnmi direct and indirect

taxes and from taxes en commerce and industries.

The public debt of Bulgaria amounted at the

end of 1900 to over $43,500,000. mostly at C per
cent. In 1899 the Bulgarian Government was
authorized to convert the entire debt into one 5
per cent, loan of a nominal amount of $50,180,-

000. Military sen-ice is obligatory for every
able-bodied male resident, while those unfit for

active service are obliged to pay an annual tax
ranging from 10 to 200 francs for ten years. The
period of actual service is only two years in

infantry regiments and three years in other
arms, and the yearly number of recruits is esti-

mated at 16,000. The armed strength of Bul-
garia is estimated at nearly 210,000 men, includ-

ing 6 regiments of cavalry, 6 regiments of field

artillery, and 3 battalions of garrison artillery.

The navy of Bulgaria consists of a few steam-
ships of from 400 to 800 tons, one torpedo gun-
boat, two armored gunboats used for the defense

of the Danulie. and several small steamboats.
See .-Vkmies and Navies.
The Bulgarians, who constitute the bulk of the

population of Bulgaria, are a different people

from the ancient Bulgars who settled in the
region twelve centuries ago (see paragraph on
Hi.sroBT). Linguistically, they constitute a
branch of the South Slavic stock (see Bulgarian
LangT'age). They may now be termed an ethnic
group, made up of Slavic (Teuto-Slavic). Gothic
(Teutonic), and Mongoloid (Finno-Tatar) ele-

ments, to which Mussulman and Greek have
added a consideiable percentage. The Bulgarian
nationality numbers about 4.000.000 souls, of

whom about three-eighths live outside of Bul-

garia—in Turkey. Russia, Rumania, and Austria-

Hungary. The bulk of them belong to the (Jreek

Church ; but there are several hundred thousand
^Mohammedan Bulgarians, called Pomaks, who
are found mainly in the Rhodope Mountains, in

Turkish territory.

The population of Bulgaria, including that of

Eastern Rumelia, was 3..310,713 at tlie census of

1893, and 3.733,189 at the census of 1900. Ra-
ciallv the population was divided in 1893 into

2.50.5.326 Bulgarians, 569,728 Turks, 62.628 Ru-
manians, .58,518 Greeks. 52,132 gyjisies, 27,.531

Spanish Jews, 16.290 Tatars, and 18.560 con-
sisting mostly of foreigners from European conn-
tries. The ( onstitution of Bulgaria guarantees
religious freedom: but the Greek Orthodox is

recognized as the National Church, and numbers
among its adherents by far the largest part of the
population, including the Prince's familv. The
clergy of both the national and theothercliurches
are paid by the State. Next to the Greek Ortho-
dox Clmrcli. with 78.7 per cent, of the population,
the Mohammedan has the largest number of ad-
herents— 19.4 per cent.

lliSTOKV. Modem Bulgaria includes the
greater part of the Roman Province of MoBsia
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and a portion of Thrace. At 'the time of the
great mijrration of nations which ovcrwhehned
the Roman Empire i)f the West, the Slav.s pressed
forward into this region, jjushinj; aside the Ger-
manic invaders who had preceded them. About
the close of tlie Fifth Century .\.d. the Bulgars,
a people of Finnic stock, probably akin to the
Huns, whose early home a])pears to have been
the steppes of southeastern Russia, begin to
make their a])pea]-ance in the repon of the Lower
Danul)e, and in the rcipi of .Justinian (.527-li,T)

chey liffure anions; tlic enemies of the Byzantine
Empire. Toward the close of the Seventh Cen-
tury they pushed across the Danube and occupied
Lower Jloesia, wliere they erected a strong and
\^arlike State, which narrowed the boundaries of

tlie Byzantine Empire, and for a time even threat-
ened its existence, .\bout 8()2 their khan was
converted to Christianity. Not being numeri-
cally powerful enougli to attack the Slavic
and otlier elements in tlie ro^^ion wliich they
had occupied, the Bulgarians gradually became
merged in the subjected population, and a Slav
Bulgarian ))eople were evolved out of the ad-
mixture. The Bulgarians borrowed nuich from
their tJreek neighbors. The B\ilgarian realm at-

tained a high pitch of power at the beginning
of the Tenth Century under Symeon. who as-

sumed the title of Czar, and whose dominions
extended to the Adriatic. Soon after a disruption
of the realm into two parts took [ilace. The
eastern half was con(|uercd by the Byzantine
Emjieror, .John Zimisces, and the western suc-
cumbed in 101 S to the arms of the Emperor
Basil II. In 1186 the Bulgarians, under the
lead of John Asen. rc'voltcd against the Byzan-
tine rule, and established a new realm, the
capital of wliich was Tirnova. This soon rose-
to be a powerful State; but after a time it was
outstripped by Servia, which in the middle of

the Fourteenth Century was the great Slavic
power of the South. In }3ni the Ottoman Turks
first obtained a foothold in Eurojie, and their
conquest of Adrianople in 1301 brought them
close to the frontiers of Bulgaria. In 1388-9.S.

under Amurath I. and Bajazet I'., they overran
and conquered the country. The prostrate nation
ceased to have a history of its own until the
latter half of the Nineteenth Century. In 187(! a
slight revolt broke out among the Bulgarians
against the intolerable oppression and misrule
of the Ottoman Ciovernment. Its immediate oc-

casion was the settlement among the peaceful
peasantry of Circassians, who made the native
population the victims of brutal barbarity.
The Bashi-Bazuks, an irregtdar police enrolled

by the Turkish commander to put down the
revolt, were largely comjiosed of these alien

colonists, and the sujqiression of the rebelliim

was accompanied by the most horrible outrages.
The 'Bulgarian atrocities' shocked the civilized

world, and gave Russia the excuse she had been
seeking for declaring Avar on Turkey. Bulgaria
was the principal theatre of the war of 1877-

78. (See Russo-TfBKisii War.) Russia hoped
to bring all of the Slav peoples of the Balkan?,

under her hegemony; and, by the Treaty of San
Stefano, Bulgaria was made an autonomous
principality tributary to Turkey, with bound-
aries wider than those of the ancient kingdom
and a coastline on the .Egean. The Bowers, at

the Congress of Berlin (1878), refused to allow
such a great curtailment of the Turkish terri-

tory, but made Bulgaria north of the Balkans
an autonomous principality, tributary to Turkey,
with a prince to be elected by the people, suli-

ject to the confirmation of the Porte with the
assent of the Powers. The Province of Eastern
Rumelia, to be administered by a Christian Gov-
ernor, was erected south of the Balkans, out of
part of the territory which the treat.v of $an
Stefano had included in Bulgaria. (For terms of
the treaty of San Stefano. see Berlin, Con'Gukss
OF.) Alexander of Battcnberg (q.v.) was the first

Prince of Bulgaria under this settlement. An
outburst of Bulgarian national spirit brought
about in 188.5 a revolution, by \\hich Eastern
Rumelia united itself to Bulgaria. The pro-
test of the Porte received no encouragement
from the Powers. Russia alone opposed tlie

union, because of what it regarded as the un-
grateful spirit of independence shown by the
Bulgarian people, who had taken up the "prob-
lems of their newly recovered national life with
an unexpected sj)irit and vigor. The bitter
struggle between the Russian Party and the
Nationalists has since complicated the political
life of the i)rincipality. Another opponent of the
aggrandizement of Bulgaria was found in her
neighbor and ancient rival, Servia, which put an
army into the field to oppose the union by force.

In a short and .sharp campaign in the closing
montlis of 1885, Prince Alexander and the Bul-
garian troops defeated the larger Servian army,
and were only restrained from invading Servia
by the intervention of Austria-Hungary. Prince
Alexander, after a shameful conspiracy against
him excited bj' Russian intrigues, abdicated the
crown in September, 1886, in the hope that it

would lead to a more friendly attitude on the
I>art of Russia, and Prince Ferdinand of Coburg
was chosen to succeed him in July, 1887. Rus-
sia, which had opposed the election of Prince
Ferdinand, withheld its recognition of his title
to the throne, as did the other great Powers.
Nevertheless, Ferdinand maintained himself in
his position, owing mainly to the ability of his
Prentier, Stambulotf. The fall and subsequent
assassination of StambulofF (July, 1805) paved
the way for a better understanding with Russia;
and when 1'>rdinand consented to have his son,
Boris, received into the Greek Church ( FebruaTy
14. 180fi), Czar Nicholas II. formally acknowi-
edged Ferdinand as Prince of Bulgaria. This
step was followed by the recognition of Ferdi-
nand on the part of the other European
Powers. Ferdinand's son has been confirmed by
the Sobranje, or National Assembly, as heir
to the title. Bulgaria's hereditary hostility
toward Greece, enhanced by their common desire
for the possession of Macedonia, and the jealousy
between Bulgaria and Servia, stand in the way of
that Balkan unity which has been so much "dis-

cussed. Bulgaria is known as the "Peasant State,'
and is not wealthy; but it has, in the years of its
practical inde|)endence, develolied politically, eco-
nomically, and intellectually, in a way that has
surprised both its friends and its enemies. See
Political Parties, paragraph lialkan Htatcs.

Bnti.loCRAPiiY. For a general description, con-
sult: Kanitz, DonauhuUiuricn und dcr Itiilkun

(Ix'ipzig, 1882) ; Tum.a', Dir usllichr lUilhaii

Imlbinscl, militiir-geograpkisch, statiKtisch jiiid

kricgshistorisch darficstelll (^'ienna, 1880) ; Sam-
uelson, liithiuriu, Past and Present (London,
1888)—perhaps the best comprehensive account
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to that date in English; .Tireeek, Das Fursten-
turn Bultjaricn (Vienna, 1S!)1). For the most
authoritative history nf l!iilj;aria for the period
up to 1870, eons\ilt: Jirecok, Ucschichic dcr Uul-
(/ureti (Prague, 1S7G). For the later history:
iluhn. The struggle of the Bulgarians for Xa-
tioiial Independence Under Prince Alexander,
translation (London, 1886) ; id., The Kidnapping
of Prince Alexander of Battenherg, translation
(London, 1887); KooJi, Prince Alexander of
Battenherg (London, 1887). Consult also: Bat-
tenberg. Die volksicirtschaftliehe Enticicklung
Bnlgariens ran ISIU bis zur Gegenwart (Leipzig,

ISyl): Drandar, Les evenements politiques en
Bulgarie depuis lS7li jusqii'a nos jours (Brus-
sels, 1896) ; Beaman, Twenty Years in the Xear
Hast (London, 1898) ; Strauss, Die Bulgaren
(Leipzig, 1898) ; Falkenegg, Aus Bulgariens
yeryangenheit und Gegenicart (Berlin, 1900) ;

Dieey, The Peasant State (London, 1894) ; Mil-
ler, The Balkans—llumania, Bulgaria, Hervia,

und Montenegro (Xew York, 1896) ; and Travels
and Politics in the \ear East ( 1899) : MacOahan,
Tlw Turkish Atrocities in Bulgaria (London,
1876) ; Gladstone, The Bulgarian Horrors and
the Eastern Question (London, 1876).

BTJXGA'RIAN LANGUAGE. A language
spoken by nearly j.OOU.OOU people and belonging,

with the Church Slavonic, Serbian, and Slove-

nian, to the southern group of Slavic languages
(q.v.). Although it stands with the other lan-

guages that do not possess the so-called Yolllaut,

it shares with the Russian its absence of syllabic

quantity and possesses a peculiar accent of its

own. The ancient nasals have become obscure,

indefinite sounds. Jlost striking in morphology
is the post-positive use of the article at the end
of the noun. Of declension in modern Bulgarian
there is but little, the adjectives having lost their

degrees of comparison; in conjugation only the

present tense remains, all the other forms being

periphrastic. Lexically it shows that it has
been much influenced by the Turkish, Albanian,

Serbian, and Rumanian languages. In reality

there is no Pan-Bulgarian language as such.

There is a great variety of dialects, which fall

into three groups—Southern Thracian. Rliodo-

pian. and Western Macedonian. The written lan-

guage used in antiquity was the Church Slavonic

or a dialect closely resembling it, and known as

'Old Bulgarian.' The 'Middle Bulgarian' dates

from the Twelfth Century. The Turkish yoke
brought a long interruption in the development
of the language, which lasted until nearly the

Nineteenth Century. Some of the modern writers

have used the Church Slavonic forms, while

others have preferred the popular speech. Of late

the majority of writers have been inclined to

favor the Danubian dialect for literary pui-jjoses.

The Cyrillic alphabet is used and the system of

spelling has been modeled on the phonetic Serbian
spelling of Karajieh. The best grammar is that

of Kyriak Cankof (Vienna, 18.5'2), and the best

dictionaries are those of BogorotT, Bulgarian-

French and French-Bulgarian (Vienna, 1809),

and Duvemois, Russian - Bulgarian (Moscow,
188.5-89). A German-Bulgarian dictionary has
been published by Miladinow (Sofia, 1897).

BULGARIAN POLITICAL PARTIES. See
PoiiTicAi. Pautik.s, paragraph Balkan Ulates.

BULGARIN, hTTol-gu'rin, Faddeh: Vejjtedik-

ToviTcii (1789-1859). A Russian author, bom

in Lithuania. He fought in the campaign against
France, but afterwards served in the Polish
army under Xapoleoii. On Napoleon's fall he
returned to Saint Petersburg (18-JO) and dc'voted
himself to literature, attracting considerable at-
tention by the biting sarcasm of his articles in
his daily, the Ttorthcrn Bee, founded in 182.3.

He was a servile follower of the Absolutist
rC'gime. Through his intimacy with the mem-
bers of the secret jjolice he was enabled to do
nuich harm to his numerous op])onents. Some
of Pushkin's bitterest epigrams have given Bul-
garin a notoriety more lasting than the fame of
liis own literary efforts. Of tht'sc.Ican \'yzliigin :

0), the li'ussian (HI Bias (1S29), with its sequel,
Peter Ivanoviteh Viizhigin (1831), Dinitrii/

(1830), and ilazcppa (1834) were much in
vogue in their time. In 1837 he published under
his own name the work of N. A. Ivanofl", i)rofes-

sor at Dorpat, Russia in Her Historical, statis-
tical, Geographical, and Literary Aspects (6
vols.. Saint Petersburg).

BULGARIS, Bool-gil'res, Dejietrius (1803-
78 ) . A Greek statesman, bom at Hydra. He
fought in the Greek War of Independence, and
in 1831 was one of the opponents of Capo d'ls-

tria, and upon the downfall of the latter con-
ducted the Ministry of Marine. He resigned his
position upon the arrival of King Otho, but after
the revolutionary movement of 1843 resumed his

political activity as a member of the Senate. In
1847 he became Minister of Marine, in 1848 Min-
ister of Finance, and after the Crimean \\'ar lie

was appointed president of the Cabinet, in which
capacity he restored order and conciliated

the Powers. Afterwards he became one of the
foremost opponents of the Bavarian djTiasty in

the Senate. TTpon the outbreak of the Revolu-
tion of 1862, Bulgaris was proclaimed co-regent
with Rufos and Canaris, but was deposed by
Canaris in 1803. He served as president of the

Ministry in 1803-04, 1865, 1866, 1868, 1871, 1874.

BULGABIS, EuGEXios (1716-1806). A
Neo-Greek educator and theologian. He was a
teacher at .Tanina (after 1750), and director of

the academy on !XIount Athos from 1753 to 1758,

when he was compelled to resign owing to Turk-
ish intrigues. After conducting a similar acad-
emy in Constantinople for two years, he was
again compelled to renimnce his position, and
went to Berlin. Here Frederick the Great gave
him a letter of introduction to Catharine 11. of

Russia, who appointed him .Vrchbisluq) of Slo-

vensk and Kherson. He prepared several valu-
able text-books in metaphysics and logic, made
notable contributions to the theological litera-

ture of his country, and by his translations
brought to the attention of the Greeks some of

the best .examples of European literature. His
style was long accepted as a model, and his range
of subjects was extensive. Among his original
(5reek works arc the following: Opinions of
Philosophers (1804); The First Century of
Church History (1805) ; Treatise on Tolerance
(1768).

BUL'GARS, or BULGARIANS. An an-
cient jjeojile of Finnic stock, jirobably akin to
the Huns. They first appear in history about
the close of the Fifth Century a.d., at which
time a part of the nation, advancing westward
from the steppes of southern Russia, made its

appearance in the region about the mouth of the
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Danube. Two centuries later they took posses-

sion of Lower Moesia, south of the Danube, to

which country they gave their name. Tlie de-

scendants of these invaders became Slavieized

(see BuT.nARiA, parajjraph on Ui.itorn). The
part of the nation which had remained behind in

iheir ohl homo in the Russian steppes founded
a realm known a.s that of the \'olf;a Bulgars.

These northern Bulgars embraced Islam. The
ruins of their old capital, Bulgar or Bolgara,

may he seen near the village of Bolgary in the

Russian Government of Kazan. See Bolg.\ry.

BDLGA'BTJS. The most celebrated of the

famous 'four doctors' of the law school of Bo-
logna. He was a native of that city, and was
regarded as the Clirysostom of the gloss-writer.s.

He lived to a great age, becoming childish before

liis death in llOti. Bulgarus was one of the most
trusted advisers of the Emperor Frederick I.

The commentary De Negulis luris is his most
celebrated work. It was edited by F. G. C.

Beililiaus (Bonn, 1850).

BULHAO-PATO, boo-lyouK' pii'tA, Rai-
MUNDO Antonio de (1829— ). A Portuguese
poet, born in Bilbao. At the age of 9 he was
taken to Lisbon. He is a pupil of Garrett and
Herculano, and a pronounced exponent of the Ro-
mantic School. He became a member of the

Academy of Sciences, and, as chairman of tlie

commission intrusted by that body with the pul)-

lication of the Monumcntos ineditos, he edited

the Cartas de Affonso de Albuquerque (Lisbon,

IS84). His independent works include the fol-

lowing: Verson (18;)0 and 1857): Paquita, a
narrative pcKmi (1800); Cancoes da Tarde
( 1807) : Flares afirestes (1870) : Cantos e satiras

(1ST3).

BtTLIM'IA (Meo-Lat., from Gk. fiovc, bous,

ox -|- /.(uiif, limos, hunger). A term applied to

the rapacious appetite manifested by the insane.

It is a condition of frequent occurrence in cases

of general paresis (q.v. ), less often in cases of

mania (q.v.). It is partly of direct psychical

origin, partly due to atony and anaesthesia of the

stomach.

BULI'MTJS. A genus of land-snails (see

SxAii,). having an elongated spiral shell with a
thickened reflected lip, and often handsomely
ornamented. Host of the 300 or more species are

tropical, and belong to South America, where
they are found mainly on trees and bushes.

".Most of the species are large, some being among
the giants of tlie pulmonates, only cxcee(le<l by
the Achatino'. (See Agate-siiell.) The largest

species is liiilimus ovatus, wliich is common in

the forests of southern Brazil ; the shell reaches

a length of six inches. Tliis species is an article

of food, and is sold in the markets of Rio Janeiro.

Its eggs are also very large; they have a white

calcareous shell and equal in size those of a

pigeon." Several species occur along the south-

ern border of the United States. See Colored

Plate of Snails, Figs. 24 and 27.

BULKELEY, Morgan Gardner (1837—).
.'*.n American financier and politician. He was
born in East Haddam, Conn., was educated in

Hartford, and became a merchant in Brooklyn,

N. Y. In 1872 he returned to Hartford. :ind

was president of the ITnited States Bank until

1879, when he accepted the presidency of the

.'Etna Life Insurance Company. He was Mayor
of Hartford for eight years (1880-88), and in

1880 became Governor of Connecticut. At the
election in 1891 no candidate received a con-
stitutional majority, so that Governor Bulkeley,
though not a candidate, continued to act as the
executive until 1893.

BULKELEY, Peter (1583-1659). An Ameri-
can colonist, the founder of and first minister of
Concord, Mass. He was born in Bedfordshire,
England, the son of a Non-Conformist minister;
was educated at Saint Jolin's College, Cambridge,
where he was for some time a fellow, and for
twenty-one years was rector of a parish in Bed-
fordshire, i'o secure greater freedom of worship,
he emigrated to America in 1035 and settled at
Cambridge. .Mass. In the same year " he carried
a good uuml)er of planters with him up further
into the woods" (Mather's Maf/ualia, I., 400),
and founded Concord, where he remained as
"teacher' and pastor until his death. He was a
profound theologian, was a good classical scholar,

and, according to Cotton Mather, had throughout
life ''a competently good stroke at Latin poetry"
(Magnalia, I., 403). He wrote some English
verse, including an elegy on Thomas Hooker
(published in Morton's .Vch- England Mcmo-
riuU) , and a learned theological worlc entitled

The Gospel Covenant; or, the Covenant of Grace
Opened (1G46)—"one of those massive, exhaus-
tive, ponderous treatises." says Tyler, "into
which Puritan theologians put their enormous
biblical learning, their acumen, their industry,
the fervor, pathos, and consecration of their

lives" (Tyler, History of American Literature^
Xew York, 1878). Consult an interesting sketch

in Mather's ilagnatia (London, 1702), and an
article, "Life and Times of Rev. Peter Bulkeley,"
in the -Ycir Enqlnnd Historical and Genealogical
Uegister. Yol. X.KXI. (Boston. 1877).

BULKHEAD (hulk or balk, Ger. Balke,
beam, bar). 'J'he name sjiven to n variety of con-
structions in civil and marine engineering. In
tunneling a bulkhead is a vertical partition
of timber or masonry intended to prevent the
passage of water, air, or mud. Tunnel bulkheads
nuiy be made solid or they may be provided with
a door to give passage to workmen and materials.

In harbor work the term bulkhead is often ap-

plied to the sea-wall which nuirks the shore-line,

and from which the piers or quays project out
into the water.
On shipboard a bulkhead is a partition sepa-

rating the compartments of a ship. In modem
vessels bulkheads are chiefly of steel, like the rest

of the hull. .Ml vessels are now divided into

several compartments by watertight bulkheads
as a matter of safety, so that tlie breaching and
consequent tilling of one compartment witli water
need not necessarily cause the ship to founder.

W'ater-tiglit bulklieads are both transver.se and
longitudinal, the fonuer dividing the ship into

several great compartments, and tlie latter sub-

dividing these. In addition to the main bulk-

heads, many parts of war-sliips, like magazines,
shell-rooms, etc., are especially inclosed. In mer-

chant vessels the principal transverse bulklieads

are wittioiit any holes throiigli them below the

w."iter line: but in men-of-war the necessity for

communication below lias necessitated" the cut-

ting of doors wliich are designed to lie water-

tight, but many of them are probal>ly not wholly
so. In sliips having two or three screws, the

engines for each are in separate compartments,
the boilers are placed in one or more compart-
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ments, and the coal-bunkers are divided into sev-

eral. In most merchant vessels a cotUsion bulk-

hciid is fitted a short distance from the stem, and
several steamers have been saved by it from

foundering.

BTJLK'LEY, L. Dcncax (1845—). ^Vn
American phvsieian. He was bom in New York

and was educated at Yale (18G0). and at the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York

(ISOy), and afterwards took a supplementary

course in derniatolog>- abroad. In 1901 he was

attending phvsieian at the New York Skin and

Cancer Hospital, at the Hospital for Ruptured

and Crippled, and at the Manhattan Eye and

Ear Hospital. He was also consulting physician

at the Xew York Hospital, and dermatologist at

the hospital on Randall's Island. The following

are some of his principal publications: Analifsis

of Eight Thousand Cases of Skin Disease (1882) ;

Acne and its Treatment (1885) ; Syphilis in the

Innocent (1894); Manual of Diseases of the

Skin (1898) ; Eczema and its Treatment (1901).

BULL (Lat. huUa, anything round or swelling,

a boss, knob). Originally the name of the cap-

sule of the seal appended to letters, afterwards to

the whole seal, and later to the document itself;

in its earlier use sometimes applied to documents

issued bv the emperors, as in the ease of the

celebrated Golden Bull (q.v.) of the Emperor

Charles IV., 1356. the Byzantine and early

Frank emperors being accustomed to use a golden

seal. The name is "now applied exclusively to

documents put forth in the name of the Pope.

They are issued by the Apostolic Chancery, and

differ in several particulars from briefs. (See

Brief.) In cases of granting favors, the seal

is appended to the open letter by a yellow or red

silk cord: but in the administration of justice a

gray cord is used. The Gothic character was

used for bulls, as distinguished from briefs iovm

to 1878, when Leo XIII. ordered the use of the

ordinary character. At the same time he re-

stricted the use of the very ancient leaden seal

previously employed to the more important bulls,

replacing it for other cases by a simple red one

stamped on the parchment. All bulls begin with

the name of the PofX!. followed by the title

Servus servorum Dei. The greeting is followed

by a general introduction, the first words of

which are usually adopted to designate the bull;

for example, thebull Exsurrje Domine, issued by

Pope Leo X. and b\irned by Luther; In Cena

Domini, the celebrated declaration against here-

tics, first issued by Urban V. in 13ti2; the famous

Vnigeniius, which condemned Quesnel in 1713:

Dominus ac Kedemptor noster, which abolished

the Jesuits, and Sollicitudo omnium, which re-

stored them; Ineffabilis, which proclaimed the

doctrine of the Immaculate Conception in 1854;

and Pa.^tor aternus, which defined the Papal in-

fallibilitv in 1870. The fullest collection of

Papal bulls is that l)egun by Coquelines (1733-

62) and continued by Barberi and Gaude.

BULL. A ludicrous and unintentional blun-

der in speech due to the conjunction of coiilradie-

torj- or incompatible ideas. Some would trace

the" origin of the term to the Papal bulls, in

which the Pope styles himself 'the servant of

servants.' but claims spirifunl authority over the

world. The following aphorism, ascribed to a

soldier who hn<\ run awav. is a t'ood illustration

of a bull: "Well, it's better to be a coward for a

few hours than to be dead all the rest of your

life!" The Irish are noted for their bulls. Con-

sult Edgcworth, .In Essay on Irish Bulls (Lon-

don, 1802). See RocuE, Sib Boyus.

BULL. See Os.

BULL, CnABLES Stedman (1846— ). An
American physician, born in New York City and

educated at Colimibia University and at the Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons ( 1868). He was-

house physician and surgeon at Bellevue Hospital

for eighteen months, and then went abroad,

where he studied for two jears in Vienna, Hei-

delberg, Berlin, Utrecht, Paris, and London; and

was a pupil of Von Arlt, Graefe, and Donders.

He is professor of ophthalmology in Cornell Uni-

versity iledical College and consulting ophthal-

mic surgeon to the Presbyterian, Saint Luke's,,

and Saint Jlarv's hospitals. New York. Dr. Bull

is ranked among the greatest living oculists.

He is the author of a large number of medical

works, among which are the following: Choroi-

ditis Following Cerebrospinal Meningitis

(1873) ; Influence of the Fifth ycrve in Iritis and

Choroiditis (1876); Symptomatology and Path-

ology of Intracranial Tumors (1875). He ed-

ited the third and fourth editions of J. Soelberg

\Aells's Treatise on Diseases of the Eye, to which

subject he has also contributed nimierous origi-

nal papers.

BULL, George (1034-1710). An Englisk

bishop and theological writer. He was born at

Wells and studied at Oxford, whence he retired

in 1649, having refused to take the Conuuon-

wealth oath imposed by Parliament. He received

holy orders when 21 years old. and was appointed

pas'tor of Saint George's. Bristol: later he had

the two parishes of Suddington Saint Marys and

Suddington Saint Peter's, "in 1669 he published

his Uarmonia Apostolica, the object of which

was to reconcile the apostles Paul and James on

the subject of justification. His work occasioned

considerable controversy among clergymen, and

in answer to criticisms Bull published, in 1675,

his Examen Censurce and Apologia pro Bur-

monia. In 1678 he was presented to a prebend

in Gloucester Cathedral, and made rector of

Avening. Gloucestershire. In 1679 he was in-

stalled Archdeacon of Llandall', and received the

degree of D.D. from Oxford University. In 1685,

to vindicate himself from the charge of Socinian-

ism, he published his Defensio Fidei Siccena; in

which he gives the testimony of the anti-Nieene

fathers on the doctrine of the Trinity. This was
supplemented in 1694 by his Judicium Ecclesiie

Catholicw, for which the thanks of the whole

French clergj' were sent to him through the cele-

brated Bossuet. His last work, also on the

Trinitarian controversy, was Primitica et .Apos-

tolica Traditio. In reply to Bossuet, who had
expressed wonder that Dr. Bull remained sepa-

rated from the Church of Rome, he published

The Corruptions of the Church of Rome (1705-

07). He was consecrated Bishop of Saint David's

in 1705. A complete edition of his works, in-

cluding his sermons and his life by Robert Nel-

son, was published at the Clarendon Press (Ox-

ford. 1827).

BULL, Golden. See Golden Bull.

BULL, John. A popular sj-nonj-ra for the

English people. Arbuthnot first gave it literary

currency in his History of .John Hull (1712), a
piditical allegory intended to satirize the Duke
of .Marlborough," and to increase feeling against
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the war with France. John Bull is well known
in current comic periodicals as a burly country
squire, impetuous, honest, narrow-minded, dog-

matic, and easily imposed upon. This ligure

was first gradually evolved in the pages of

Punch.

BULL, John (c.1563-1628). An English or-

ganist and composer. He was appointed organist

in the Cha])cl lioyul in l.iltl, and next year was
made doctor of music by Oxford University. On
tlie foundation of Gresham College he W'as ap-

pointed lirst lecturer in music. Later he went to

Belgium and became organist to the cathedral in

Antwerp, where he died. The claim that he com-
posed the English national anthem has not been

sustained.

BULL, OLE BORXEMANN (1810-80). A re-

markable Norwegian violin virtuoso. Ue was born

in Bergen. He showed remarkable musical pre-

cocity. In the mountains he fiddled away for

hours and hours, as his father would not tolerate

the instrument in his house. .\t 18 he appeared

at a concert and aroused extraordinary enthusi-

asm. He broke with his parents and went to Cas-

sel (1829) to study under Spnlir (q.v.K but was
so coldly received that he decided to forsake

nuisic, and turned to jurisprudence in Giit-

tingen. Soon, however, he returned to Ber-

gen and prac'ticed assiduously at his instru-

ment until 1831. Cholera was then raging in

Paris, and Bull, who went there to give a concert,

)iad to delay his appearance from montli to

month. His savings were consumed, he fell ill,

and thieves stole all his belongings, including his

violin. In despair he threw himself into the

Seine, but was saved, and a wealthy woman, Vil-

leniinot, who took a great interest in him. pro-

vided him with necessary comf(ut and a Guarneri

instrument. His debut' (1833) was a triumph,

Paganini being in tlie audience. A hearing of

this master caused Bull to cultivate the Paganini

method. His subsequent appearances were equal-

ly .successful, but Italy received him coldly.

Only in Florence, when acting as substitute for

Bi'r'iot, he shared Uie honors with Alalibran.

Similar ovations were accorded him in Naples,

where he was ranked with Paganini. With
imdiminished success he played throughout

(Jeruiany, France, Russia, England, and Ire-

land, but in 1839-40 fortune turned against him.

Jlolique ovei-shadowed him in Paris: London
and Gernumy were equally unkind. Disheart-

ened, he went into relirement (1840-43), and
then proceeded to America, where he won enthu-

siastic recognition. \N'ith the nu)ney earned here

he returned to Norway, and built a national

theatre in Bergen, but soon quarreled witli the

authorities and again went to the United States

(1852). He amassed a fortune, bought 12.5,000

acres of land in Pennsylvania, and founded a

Norwegian colony, hut was swindled out of

his possessions and money, and in 181)0 re-

crossed the Atlantic. His European tour in

1805-60 brought little money and evolctd scant

enthusiasm, for Europe had ado|)ted new stand-

ards of violin-playing. Subsequently he (estab-

lished a violin school of his own, and repaired

his fortune by several visits to the United States

(1868-69, 1870-79), where he nuirricd. He
bought a house in Cambridge, JIass., and during

the last years of his life spent nmch of his time

there. He died at his summer residence

near Bergen, Norway. Bull was a rare phe-

nomenon in the history of music. His tone
was mellow and powerful ; in the matter of

mere techni<iue he excelled even Paganini, and
probably never had his equal ; all the difficulties

of the violin, double and even quadruple stop-

ping, were as mere child's play to him. And
yet a critic could discern the self - taught mu-
sician behind this prodigious technique. As a
nmtter of cour.se. he ])articularly excelled in

compositions putting the player's nimbleness of

fingers to a severe test ; yet Joachim says of

him : "No artist in our time has possessed Ole
Bull's poetic power; no one has ever surpassed
his playing of the adagio." Of all the masters,
he jireferred to interpret the works of Mozart

;

but his own compositions (chiefly fantasias on
national themes, which he invested with a pe-

culiar fire of his own) best exhibited his mas-
tery over his instrument, and were the favorites

with his audiences. As contributions to the

literature of the violin they are of little value;
snatches of genuine inspiration occur here and
tliere, but otherwise they are but clever show-
pieces. Consult: Sara C. Bull, Ole Bull: A
Mcnwir (Boston, 1883) ; and a biography in
Nonvegian by O. Vik (Bergen, 1890).

BUL'LA (Lat., boss, knob). A collection of

serous fluid, sitiuited immediately beneath the

cuticle, and separating the latter from the true
skin. BulliE ditl'er from vesicles only in size,

and no veiy definite line can be dra\ra between
a large vesicle and a small bulla. Bullie usu-
ally vary in diameter from a quarter of an inch
to two inches. They ma.y be followed by cnists

or by ulcerations. See Bleu,

BULLACE, byl'lis (Gael, hulaistcar, bullace,

sloe). A shrub or small tree {I'riinus insi-

titia), larger and much less spiny than the sloe

(I'riiinis spinosd), but very closely allied to it,

as it is also to the plum, so that numy botanists

regard them all as one species, an opinion con-

firmed by the circumstance that the varieties

pass into each other by imperceptible grada-
tions. The bullace may be regarded as a form
intermediate between the plum and the sloe.

Its leaves, however, are generally broader in

l)roportion to tlieir length than those of either

of these, and its fruit-stalks njore frequently

in pairs; it differs also from both of them in its

downy fruit-stalks-, and in having the under
side of its leaves permanently downy. The
flowers are rather larger than even those of the
plum; the fruit is larger than the sloe, is gen-
erally globose, and although it partakes in some
degree both of the acidity and the roughness of

the sloe, it is not unpleasant, especially after

having been mellowed by frosts, and it makes
excellent pics or tarts. The bullace is connuon
in hedges, copi)iccs, and banks in England and
in many parts of lOurope, but is rare in America.

BULLANT, InriiiN', Jean (1575-78). A
Frencli architect. He began his reproduction of

the classic style at tlie Chateau of Ecouen
(c.1550), and was then appointed supervisor of

the royal buildings (1557), and worked on the
Petit Chateau of Chantilly. As a designer of

sculpture his masterpiece is the monument of the
Jlontmorencys. He was architect of the Tuile-

ries in 1570, after Philibert de rOrnic, and built

the famous Hotel de Soissons for Catlierine de'

Medici (1572). He also wrote on architecture.
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BULL-BAITING. A barbarous sport, once

popular in Kiijiland among all classes of society,

but declared illegal in 1835. It consisted in

causing a bull to be attacked by dogs, and to in-

crease the fury of the bull his nose was some-

times blown full of pepper. Another form of

the sport was to fasten the bull to a stake by a

long rope, and to set bulldogs at him, one at

a time, which were trained to seize him by the

nose, an act called pinning the bull. The specta-

tors especially appreciated the success of the bull,

wh6n, lowering his head, he caught the dog on

his horns and tossed him to a great distance. In

some plans bull-baiting took place regularly as

an annual event, and funds were sometimes left

to provide for it. King .James 1. delighted in

this sport. When, as a prince, the Czar Nicho-

las I. of Russia visited England in 1810, he at-

tended a boxing-match and a bull-baiting, which
were organized as samples of English sport.

An equally barbarous sport, termed butl-run-

ning, was formerly practiced at Stamford and
Tutbury, where men and women maddened the

bull with hideous noise, and then pursued and
beat him with 'bull clubs' till he expired.

BtTLLBAT (so called from the noise it

makes and its flying mostly at dusk) . A local

name of the night-hawk (q.v.).

BULLCALr. A recruit in Falstaff's 'ragged

regiment.' in Shakespeare's Henry IV., Part II.

He appears in act iii., scene 2, and is described

as 'a diseased man.'

BULLDOG (for origin of name see below). A
kind of dog which has existed as a distinct race

in England for many centuries. It is regarded

as a variety of the mastiff, or a cross between

the mastitl' and some other breed, and seems to

have originated in a variety of great courage and
tenacitv developed in boar-hunting. Short-eared

mastiffs, called 'alaunts' {Alan of heraldry),

were so used in early English boar-hunting: and
modern bulldogs seem to have been developed

out of them by the sport of baiting animals so

prevalent from Norman times to the Eighteenth

Century. The worrying of a bull in particular

required a dog of ferocious courage, considerable

weight, the instinctive habit of seizing the enemy
by the nose, and indomitable strength and tenaci-

ty of jaw. These requirements were perfected

V)'y breeding, and the modern bulldog, which be-

gan to be recognized and cultivated early in the

Seventeenth Centurj', is the result.

Modern standards call for a dog of the form
shown in the plate of Dog.s, weighing about 50
pounds. He nmst have a compact, thick-set,

low-swung body, short and strong in the back,

where the loins should be slightly elevated above

the line of the withers upon mu-icular hind legs.

The verv wide shoulders and stuidy fore limbs

characteristic of the breed must not be carica-

tured into uselessness, as is sometimes done: the

dog must be able to walk any reasonable distance

without exhaustion. The veiy large head, in

circumference before the ears equal to the dog's

height, must have an extremely short, heavily

wrinkled face, forming at the throat a dewlap
in two loose folds; the teeth should show, and
the eyes be round and dark, and the ears be of

the 'rose' form—never erect. The small breeds,

called toy bulldogs, must conform to the model.

Colors are various, but solid black undesirable.

Red or some other pure brindle is at present pre-

ferred, and next to that solid white, red, fawn,
or piebald.

These dogs were reared after the extinction of

bull-baiting mainly for fighting in dog-pits, but
latterly they have been largely bred and vari-

ously nlodilied as watch-dogs and as pets, and
their dispositions have been found no less faith-

ful and kindly than in the case of many other
dogs gently treated.

The French bulldog is a small, compact breed
of terrier form and pug-like face, having high,

erect, bat-like ears. It originated in Brussels,

became fashionable as a pet in France, and first

appeared at American sliows in 1896, and has
rapidly become poj)ular as an interesting little

house-dog of good disposition.

BULLE. bul'lc, KoNSTA.\Tix (1844—). A
German historian. He was bom at Minden,
Westphalia, and studied philology, theolog\', and
history at the Universities of Jena and Bonn. He
is the author of the following important works:
(leschiclite der neueaten Zeit 1815-85 (1887):
Geschichte der Jahre i77i-77, a continuation of

Becker's Weltgeschichie (1878): Geschichte des
ziceiten Kaiserreichs und des Konigreichs Ita-

lien, in Oncken's Allgemeine Geschichte (1890).

BULLEN, bul'len, Fr.ixk Thomas (1S57— ).

An English author and lecturer, born at Pad-
dington, London. After meagre schooling, and a
three-j'ears' experience as errand-boy and gamin,
he went to sea. He continued afloat until 1S83,

and rose from able-bodied seaman to chief mate.
In 1883-99 he was junior clerk in the British
meteorological office. His varied experiences on
board ship throughout the globe afforded him
material for what many critics have regarded as

the most noteworthy contribution made by an
Englishman to sea literature since the days of

Marryat. Of his books the earliest, The Cruise

of the 'Cachalot' (1898), is the best known.
Others are. The Log of a ,S'ea Waif (1899) : A
Sack of Shakings (1901); and Deep-Sca Phin-
derings (1901).

BULLER, bi.il'lor, Sir Red^-ers Henry (1839— ). A British military officer. He fought
through the Ashantee, Kaffir, and Zulu cam-
paigns, winning the Victoria Cross in the last

for the gallant rescue of three comrades. Later
he served in the Boer War of ISSl : in the
Eg,\-ptian War of 1882: and in the Sudan Cam-
paign of 1SS4-S5. and received the K.C.B. in

1885. From 1887 to 1890 he was quartennafter-
general. and in the latter year became adjutant-
general. He was promoted to be lieutenant-gen-
eral in ISni, and received the G.C.B. in 1894.

In 1898 he was placed in command of the First
Army Corps and the g:irrison of Aldershot. and
in November, 1899, succeeded to the supreme com-
mand of the British forces in South Africa.
Great things were expected of him there, for he
bad been regarded as one of the most active and
indomitable fighting generals in the British
Army; but he suffered several serious reverses
about Ladysmith, and was superseded by Gen-
eral Roberts and returned to Aldershot. In con-
sequence of an ill-advised speech in London, soon
after his return, he was retired. The unwise
championship of friends also brouffht out facta
regarding his South .African leadership. The
Secretary for War made public through the reg-
ular nnrliamentarv channel^ the fact that Gen-
eral Buller, after his first reverse, had advised
by heliograph message that General White, the
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lieroic defender of Ladysmith, abandon the siege

and surrender liis troops to the enemy, advice

which the latter refused to adopt \inder any cir-

cumstances. The Secretary for War, in com-
menting on the incident, said tliat had this been

carried out, it wouUl have been tlie "most calam-

itous reverse in Knglish military history." With
the publication of these oflicial doeiuuents and
statements was swept away the last vestige of

Buller's reputation as a war commander.

BULLET (Fr. bouMtc. dim. of OF. boule,

ball, from Lat. bulla, knob, boss). The projec-

tile discharged from a rifle, pistol, machine-gun,

or similar weapon. For military purposes, in its

spherical form, it is practically olisolete, its i)lace

being taken by various forms of elongated projec-

tiles. The small-bore bullets of modern rifles

have a pressed leaden core, and a covering or

thin envelope of steel, copper, or nickel, and are

gradually becoming longer in length. The cop-

per-coated bullet is generally condemned becauae

of its poisonous cliaracter. Formerly bullets

were placed in the firearm independent of the

powder; both are now contained together in the

cartridge. See Amjiuxition; Cartridge; Pro-

jectiles; and Smali, Arms.

BULL-FIGHT. A combat of men with bulls,

for the entertiiinment of the public. They were

common in tlrcece, particiilarly in Thessaly. and

at one time in Rome under the emperors. Tliey

are still a favorite pastime in Spain and Mexico,

and, in a modified and more merciful form, in

Portugal. In Spain they were abolished by

Charles IV. : but Joseph', Napoleon's brother,

reestablished them out of policy, the mass of the

Spanish popul.ation being passionately fond of

the sport. The most magnificent bull-fights were

at one time instituted by the monarchs them-

selves: at present, both in the capital and in the

larger towns of Spain, they are held either as

private speculations or for the benefit of public

institutions. In Madrid, during the bull-fighting

season, there is at least one afternoon in every

week devoted to the sport. The fights take place

in a kind of open-air circus, called the /'/<i^(( de

Toros, round which the scats rise one above an-

other, with a tier of boxes over them. The
/-Voc;a is capable of containing from 10.000 to 12,-

000 people. The best Andalusian bulls are bred

at Utrera. the best Castilian ones on the .Tarama,

near Aranjuez. The latter are the breed usually

employed in Madrid. The bull-fight has been

described as a tragedy in three acts. The i)rinci-

pal performers in the first are the picmlores or

horsemen ; in the second, the haiidrrilleroti. or

footmen, are the actors: the third act devolves

on the matador, or swordsman. The piradores.

dressed in picturesque Spanish costume, and
armed with a lance, take up their position

in the middle, of the circus, opposite the bull-

stalls. The bandcriUcroR. gay with ribbons and
bright-colored cloaks, distribute themselves in

the space between the barriers. The matador,

or chief combatant, is also on foot. He is, dur-

ing the preliminary parade, handsomely dressed,

but when he ent(?rs the ring for luisiness he has

dolled his expensive trappings, and holds in the

right hand a naked sword, in the left the mu-
leta, a small stick, with a scarlet-colored silk at-

tached. On a sign given by the chief magistrate,

a bull is let out from the stalls: the picadores

stand ready in the arena, lance in hand, await-

ing his charge. With a brave bull, they find all

their skill requisite in acting on the defensive;
with a cowardly one, they act on the offensive,

and should their stabs be ineffectual in rousing
the animal to the requisite fury, the poor beast
is hooted by the crowd, and ultimately stabbed
ingloriously in the spine. Whenever a horse is

wounded, the rider betakes himself to flight; and
when either the above casualty happens or a
picador is thrown, the banderilleros rush in, and
attract the bull by their cloaks, saving llicm-

selves, if need be, by leaping over the palisade
which incloses the circus. When the bull begins
to Hag, the picadores are succeeded by the ban-
derilleros. who bring with them the baiiderillas.

i.e. barbed darts, about two feet long, ornamented
with colored paper flags, which they stick into-

the neck of the anim;il. Sometimes these darts
have firecrackers attached to them, the ex-

plosion of which makes the bull furious. The
matador then enters alone to complete the tragic

business. As soon as the bull's eye catches the
scarlet-colored silk by means of which the iiiala-

dor lures the bull, he generally rushes blindly at

it; and then the matador, if he is well skilled,

dexterously plunges the sword "between the left

shoulder and the blade,' and the animal drops
dead at his feet. Sometimes the matador essays
a bolder coup, and with his cape crossed over
his breast, awaits the onslaught, or he may leap

over the charging bull and stab him with a

fioador's lance; or he deftly jiUices two lances,

one from each hand, between the shoulder-blades
of the bull. The victorious matador is greeted
w'ith acclamations, and not less so the bull,

should he wound or even kill the matador, in

which case another matador steps forth into the
arena; but human life is rarely sacrificed.

Eight or ten bulls are often dispatched in a sin-

gle day, twenty minutes being about the time
usually t.-ikcn to slay one.

BULLFINCH. A finch of the genus P.vr-

rhula, characterized by the short, thick, rounded
bill, bulging at the sides, and hence suggesting
the liead of a bull; specifically the familiar I'^uro-

pean species (I'l/rrhula Kv.ropwa) , cultivated as

a cage-bird. The bullfinch has very soft and
dense plumage, delicate bluish-gray above, the

under parts bright tile-rcd, the crown of the

head and the beak jet-black, which color also ap-
jiears in the greater wing and tail coverts, in

the quills, and in t!ie tail-feathers; the wings
are crossed by a conspicuous white bar. The
colors of the female are less bright than those

of the male. It frequents woods and gardens,
builds its nest in low trees or Ijushes. feeds

chiefly on seeds and l)erries in winter, and in

spring IS excessively destructive to the buds of

fruit-trees in those localities in which it is

abundant, as it selects the flower-buds.

The song of this bird, in a wild state, is very
simple, and has no particular (piality to recom-
mend it; but it is remarkably susceptible of im-
provement by education, and trained 'piping"

bullfinches of superior acquirements are sold at

a very considerable price. Some of these birds

learn to whistle an air very accurately, and with
a power and variety of intonation far exceeding
their natural song. The ability to whistle as
many as six airs well has been attained. The
training of these birds is a work both of time
and trouble; it is chiefly carried on in (xermany,
where regular 'schools' exist for the purpose, and
where various hybrid races are produced for the
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market. (See Cage-Birds.) The bullfinch is capa-
ble of very strong attachment to those who feed
and caress it, ami often becomes so thoroughly
domesticated as to exhibit no desire for liberty.

It is replaced in Eastern Europe and Asia by
other species, and one (Pyrrhula Cassini) in-

haliits Alaska. See Plate of C.\ge-Biri)s.

BULLFROG. The largest of Xorth Ameri-
can frogs (liana Vutesbiaiia) , and the largest
representative of a genus of aquatic frogs widely
distributed over the Xorthern Hemisphere. It

is common in sluggish waters from Kansas east-

ward, and has received its name on account of
its loud, bellowing, bass voice. It reaches a
length of 7 or S inches, and is green in various
shades, biightest on the head, and blotched about
the legs. The eggs are laid in strings, and the
tadpoles require two or more years to gain ma-
turity. The hind legs of this frog taste like deli-

cate spring chicken, and are often found in

American markets, especially in the region of

the Great Lakes, along whose borders these frogs
are particularly large and abundant. (See col-

ored Plate of AsiERicAX Frogs axd Toads.)
Frogs of great size and power of voice are given
the same name in some other parts of the world;
thus the 'bullfrog' of English-speaking people of
Siam and Malay is Callula ptilchra, which is ex-
cessively noisy during the rainy season.

BULLHEAD, or BULLPOUT (so called on
account of the size of its head ) . Any of the sev-

eial fishes of the families SiluridiE and Cottidse.

In the United States most commonly the small
catfish or horned pout {Amiurus nebulosus) of

the fresh waters of the North and East, which
varies from yellowish-brown to black, and grows
to a length of 18 inches. It has been acclimated
in California and is important as a food-fish in

the Sacramento Basin, where it is known as
"Sacramento eat.' and is in great demand among
the Chinese. "The horned pout," says Dr. Theo-
dore Gill, ""is a sluggish fish, fond of the mud,
and growing best in weedy ponds and waters
which have no current. They stay near the bottom
and move slowly about, with their barbels widely
spread, watching for anything eatable. They
will take any kind of bait, from an angle-worm
to a piece of a tin tomato-can They
are very tenaciou.s of life, and will live in any
sort of a pond or pool where frogs or salamanders
can exist. . . They spa\vn in the spring,

and the adult fishes lead the young in great
schools near the .shore, apparently caring for
them as a hen cares for her chickens." For il-

lustration, see Catfish..
In (Jreat Britain the name is given mainly to

the ugly spinous fishes of the genus Cottus. They
are mostly small and abundant in clear streams
in northern Europe, Asia, and America. ( See
iliLLER's TirtJMB: SctTLPiN.) The name 'armed
bullhead' is often given to one of the gurnards
(q.v. ), a marine fish of a related genus
( Aponus )

.

BULLIER, by'lyfi', Bal. A noted place of

resort, especially for students, in Paris, first

calleil the Pra<lo d'Et^, and later named for the
founder, Bullier.

BULLINGEB, byl1ing-er, Heixrich (1.504-

75 ) . \ Swiss reformer. He was bom at Brcm-
^rten. in the Canton of Aargau, July IS, 1.504.

He was sent to the school of the Brothers of

tte Common Life at Emmerich when twelve

years old, and there sang on the streets for
his support as Luther did at Eisenach. In 1519
he went to Cologne to study at the famous Uni-
versity, and there he became acquainted with the
writings of Luther, so that when he took his de-
gree in 15.52 he was already a Protestant. He
taught at the school attached to the Cistercian
Monastery at Cappel, near Zurich, from 1.522
to 152!), and aided in the introduction of the
Reformation into Cappel, which took place
gradually in 1525-20. He made Zwingli's ac-
quaintance in 152;3 and participated in the dispu-
tation with the Anabaptists at Zurich in 1525,
and in the religious conference held at Bern in
.January, 152S, the result of which was the
reformation of that canton. In June, 1528, he
became evangelical pastor at Cappel. In 1529
he married Anna Adlischwyler, formerly a nun,
who bore him eleven cliildren. In 152!) he suc-

ceeded his father as pastor at Brcmgarten, and
by a powerful sermon which he preached there
he induced his whole congregation to bum the
images in the church and pass reform laws.
But after the defeat at Cappel, October II, 1531,
his position became insecure, and on the night of
November 20-21 he fied to Zurich, where, on
December 9, he was appointed pastor of the
principal church in succession to Zwingli, and
did a great work in building up a vigorous or-

ganization in the canton. He was, indeed, the
second founder of the German Reformed Church.
He also exerted great influence upon the Church
of England through the Marian exiles (15.53-.58)

whom he sheltered and counseled. They dis-

played their gratitude in various ways, and in

1586 Convocation enjoined the reading of his
sermons upon 'inferior ministers.' In the con-
troversy on the eucharist and the affairs of the
Anabaptists, Bullinger distinguished himself by
his integrity and moderation, and in his house
in Zurich several German theologians, com-
pelled to leave their country, found a haven of
refuge. He shared in the first (1536) and was
sole author of the second Helvetic confession
(1566). He died in Zurich, September 17. 1575.

His writings are numerous, but uncollected and
unreprinted. The most important is a Hislory of
the Reformation, in Swiss-German (first edited
and printed, 3 vols., Frauenfeld. 1838-40). Sev-
eral of his treatises have appeared in German,
and especially fifty of his sermons, divided into
five decades, hence commonly known as Bullinger's
Decades (London. 1577), reprinted by the Parker
Society, Cambridge, England (lS4!)-52). For his
life, consult: Solomon^Hess (Zurich, 1828-29)

;

Carl Pestalozzi (Elberfeld, 1858) ; also R. Chris-
totfel, llcinrich BuUinyer und seine Gattln
(Zurich, 1875) : G. R. Zimmerman, Die Ziirichcr

Kirche und ihre Antistes (Zurich, 1877).

BULLION, bul'yon (Low Lat. hullio, mass
of gold or silver, dimin. of Lat. bulla, boss,

stamp, seal, or jjcrhaps corrupted from Fr. billon,

Sp. vellon, base coin. Low Lat. billio, bullion).

This term is usually employed to designate un-

coined gold or silver, which has been reduced to

the standard fineness of the coinage of a country,

but is sometimes used to designate the metals

generally, whether coined or uncoined. The lat-

ter use is quite common in England, where the

metallic reserve of the bank is reported as so

muili liiillion. In the United States bullion is

rarely applied to coin. Gold in bars answers
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some of the monetarj' purposes of coined gold
when it is used as a reserve for note issues. The
act of ilarch 3, 1803, wliich authorized the issue

of gold certificates, provided that they could he
issued apiinst either j;old coin or bullion de-

jiosited in the treasury of the United States,

which, on June 30, 1!)()1. in aggrc-jate gold liold-

ings of $405,000,000, held .$109,000,000 in bars.

In the same way the great national banks
of Europe, which, like the United States treas-

ury, are storehouses from which gold can be
drawn for exportation, hold a portion of this

reserve in bars. For international sliipments
gold bars possess certain advantages over coin,

and a large part of the gold shipped from the
United States is in this form, in the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1901, $43,658,107 were ex-

ported. See PrKCIOL'S ilET^VLS.

BULLION STATE. Missouri. See States,
Popular Xaj[es of.

BXJLLOCK, bul'lok, Alexander Hamilton
(1810-82). An American politician. He was
born in Royalston, JIass. : graduated at Amherst
College in 1830, studied at tl\e Harvard Law
School, was admitted to the bar in 1841, and
practiced law in U'orcester. He was a member
of the Massachusetts House of Representatives
from 1845 to 1S47, and again from 1861 to 1805,
and was its Speaker during the latter period.

He was also a member of the State Senate in

1849. Besides holding several judicial offices,

he was flavor of Worcester in 1859, and Governor
of Massachusetts in 1866-08.

BULLOCK, RvFUS Brown (1834— ). An
American ))olitieian. He was born in Bethlehem,
X. v., but in early life went to Augusta, tia., to

organize the Southern Express Company. Dur-
ing the Civil War he served as acting assistant

quartermaster-general in the Confederate Army,
and in 1867 he was a delegate to tlie State Consti-
tutional Convention. In ISOS he was elected

Governor of Georgia. Soon afterwards the col-

ored members were expelled from both Houses
of the Legislature, ajid (Tovernor Hulloekappealod
to Congress to restore them to their seats. The
next legislative election, however, bro\ight in

such a large majority opposed to the reconstruc-

tion policy that he resigned his olliee. Since then
he has been president of the Macon and Augusta
Railroad, president of the Atlanta Cotton Mills
and of the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce, and
Government director of the Union Pacific Rail-

road.

BULLOCK, William A. (1813-07). An
.Vmerican inventor. He was born at Greenville,

X. Y., and early h^arned the trade of iron-founder

and machinist. About 1855 he went to Xew York
City, where he constructed a fast press on the

planetary system for an illustrated weekly. The
remarkable success of this invention encouraged
him to perfect a printing-press embodying in one
machine automatic adjustment and feeding, 'per-

fecting,' as printing on both sides is called, at

a high rate of speed. Thus was invented the

web ])erfecting press, capable of turning otit

30,000 newspapers, cut apart and folded, within
an hour. While engaged in setting up a new
press in Philadelpliia, -Mr. Unllock was acci-

dentally caught in the main driving-belt and sus-

tained injuries which caused his death.

BULLOCK'S-HEART. Sec Custari)-.\pple.

BULL RUN, First Battle of. Ihe first

important battle of the Civil AVar. It was
fought on Sunday, July 21, 1801, near a small
stream of this name, in northeast Virginia,

about 30 miles southwest of Wasliiuo^tcui, be-

tween a Federal army tnider General JuDowell,
and a C<mfederate army under Generals Beaure-

gard and Johnston. On each side the troojjs

were green, poorly drilled, and wholly inexperi-

enced. The Federal right, under Himter, liegan

the battle at 10 a.m. by a Hank attack, and,

supported by the centre under Tyler, drove the

Confederate left before it until stopped, while

ascending a slope, by a brigade under .Jackson,

who here earned the sobriquet •Stonewall.'

'/'^ tl /HOO/li

POSITION OF OPPOSING FORCES OS JCLV 20, 1S«1.

After several stubborn attacks JIcDowell final-

ly (about 3 P.M.) gained the disputed ground,
and held it for an hour; but a Confederate re-

(nforcement having arrived, Johnston, who had
been posted in tlie rear of the Confederate lines,

suddenly attacked in force, and drove the Fed-
eral troops in great confusion, first from their

position, and then from tlie field. The defeat be-

came a rout and then a panic, and the troops Hed
in wild disorder, reaching Washingttm in a state

of utter demoralization. The Confederates, dis-

organized almost as much by victory as the
Federals were by defeat, made no attempt at
pursuit. McDowell had at his dis|)osal about
'Jn.OOO men, and Johnston about 28,000. though
the number actuallv eiiiraged wa.s oiilv about
18,000 on each side," of which the Federals lost,

in killed, wounded, and captured or missing,

about 2800; the Confederates about 2000. The
battle caused great consternation in the Xorth
and great enthusiasm in the South, while
abroad, and especially among the upper classes

in England, it wa.s regarded as conclusive proof
of the superior fighting capacity of the Con-
federate troops. It may be regarded as having,
in etl'cct, changed the status of the conflict from
that of a rebellion to that of a civil war. By
the Confederates the battle was generally called

the 'Battle of Manassas.' Consult: U/fUiul Hcc-

ords, Vol. II. (Washington, 1880) ; Ropes, Story

of the Civil War (2 vols., Xew York, 1894-98) ;

Johnson and Buel (editors). Battles and Lead-
ers of the Civil War, Vol. IV. (4 vols., Xew
York, 1887) : and Xicolav and Hav, Abraham
Lincoln: A Jlixlory (10 vols.. New York, 1890).

BULL RUN, Seco.nd B.\ttle of. .Kn impor-
tant battle of the Civil War, fought August
29 and 30, 1862, between a Confederate army
of about 50,000, under General Lee, and a Fed-
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eral army of about 70,000, under General Pope.
While Pope, at the head of the Army of Vir-
ginia and a larpe part of the Army of tlie Po-
tomac, was facing Lee along the line of the Rap-
pahannock, Jackson, by a forced march, at-

tained his rear through Thoroughfare Gap, with
a force of about 25.000, and destroyed (August
20) the Federal supplies and munitions of war
at Manassa.s and Bristow stations. Pope then
turned, and on August 28 faced .Tackson near
Bull Run, but delayed his attack for a day, and
at 10 A.M. on the 29th, I^e and Longstreet, hav-

8ECOXD BATTLE OF BULL RUN.

ing passed through Thoroughfare Gap almost
unopposed, effected a junction with Jackson.

At 3 P.M. Hooker, under Pope's orders, made the

first serious attack on Jackson, but was driven

back with considerable loss. Subsequently
Kearny and McDowell also attacked, with some-

what more success. Meanwhile Porter, on the

Federal left, had held Longstreet in check,

though Pope, who did not know of the Confed-

erate reenforcenient, had-expected him to attack

Jackson in Hank and rear. At the close of the

day each siile claimed a victory. This first

day's fighting is sometimes called the battle of

Groveton, from the small village which formed
the centre of Jackson's position. At noon on
the 30th Pope ordered ilcDowell, Porter, and
Heintzelman "forward in pursuit of the enemy."
Their attack w'as repulsed with great loss, and
Longstreet, by a counter-attack, gradually forced

the Federal army off the field. Pope, cross-

ing Bull Run, took up a position at Centrcville

during the night of the' 30th, and on Septem-

ber 1st withdrew to the defenses about Washing-
ton, fighting the battle of Chantilly (q.v.) en

route. The Federal loss, though never accu-

rately determined, was about 14,500, while that

of the Confederates was about ft.iOO. The battle

closed Pope's campaign, by forcing his army
back upon Washington, and enabled Lee to take

the aggressive and invade JIaryland. (Sec

Antietam, BATTI.E OF.) By the Confederates it

was called the Second Battle of ilanassas. Con-

sult: Official Rccordi, Vol. XII. (Washington,

ISSfi) ; Ropes. Story of the Civil liar (2 vols..

New York, 1804-98), and Tlie Arm;/ Under I'ope

(New York, 1881) ; Cox, The Second Battle of

Jliill Hun (Cincinnati, 1882) : and Buel and

Johnson (editors). The Buttles and headers of

the Civil War (4 vols., New York, 1887).

BULLS AND BEARS. A common designa-
tion in the stmk markets for two classes of
operators, the "bulls' being those who seek to
advance prices, and the 'bears' those who en-
deavor to bring them down. A fanciful deriva-
tion of the term is that a bull tosses up with
his horns, while a bear tears down with his
claAvs.

BULL-SNAKE. See Pine-Snake.
BULL-TERRIER. A cross-breed between

the bulldog and some terrier. See Terrier.

BULL-TROUT. (1) A salmon-like trou.t

{Salmo trutta) of northern Europe. (See
Salmon.) (2) The Dolly Varden trout. See
Thoi T.

BULMER, bul'mer, Valentine. In Scott's

Saint llonan's Well, the pretended Earl of Heth-
erington, who enters into a clandestine mar-
riage with Clara Mowbray and attempts to rob
Francis Tyrrel, Jhe real earl, of the jjroofs of
his identity. He is finally shot by the deceived
wom.'in's lirother.

BULNES, bnoFnus, Manuel (1799-18G6). A
Chilean statesman, born in Concepcion. At the
age of sixteen he was imprisoned as a revolu-

tionist by the Spanish authorities, but was soon
released, and in 1818 joined the army of San
^Martin (q.v.) under whom he served as colonel

throughout the Chilean Revolution. After a
continuous warfare of three years (1820-23),

he accomplished the temporary conquest of the

Araucanian Indians. He was appointed briga-

dier-general in 1831 ; commanded the Chilean

army sent in 1838 against General Santa Cruz in

Peru; and, after taking Lima and winning tlie

battles of Huarez and Puente del Bunin, com-
bined his forces with those of Ganiarra and de-

feated Santa Cruz at Pan de Azflcar (January
19, 1839), thus putting an end to the confedera-

tion between Peru and Bolivia. In rec-ognilion

of his services he was appointed lieutenant-gen-

eral and created Marshal of Ancaeho. After-

wards he served for two successive terms (1841-

45, 1840-50) as President of Chile, and by his

firm and able administration greatly contribut-

ed to the prosperity of the country.

BULOW, bulo, Bernhaed, Count von (1849
— ). A German statesman, bom at Klein-Flott-
beck, Holstein. He studied in Lausanne. Leip-

zig, and Berlin, served in the Franco-Prussian
War, and in 1874 entered the Gernuin Foreign
OtTice. He became secretary of legation at Rome,
Saint Petersbiirg, and Vienna, was charge
d'affaires at Athens during the important period
of the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78, and was
appointed a secretary at the Berlin Congress.

After further diplomatic service in Paris and
Saint Petersburg he was sent as Minister to

Rumania in 1888. and as Ambassador to Italy

in 1893. In 1897 he was appointed Foreign
Secretary, and in 1899 concluded with Spain the
treaty by which Germany acqiiired possession

of the Caroline. Pelew. and Ladrone islands.

He became Chancellor of Uie (Jermau Empire
and Prime Minister of Prussia in 1900. His
policy !!as been one of imperial expansion.

BULOW, Dietrich .Adam Heinrick, Baron
(1757-1807). A German military historian,

born at Falkenberg. Prussia, and educated at
the military school in Berlin. In 1792 he came
to America, where several years after\vards he
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lost his entire fortune. Upon his return to

Berlin he wroto his principiil work, Dcr Ocist

des neuen Krirgnnystcms (IT'.'S; 3d ed., 1835),

which created a "rcat sensation. Afterwards
he lived in London (where he was imprisoned

for debt) and in Paris, whence he was banislied

in 1804. In consequence of his extremely satir-

ical work entitled Per Fcldzug von ISOo (I>eip-

zig, 1800), he was imprisoned at the request of

the Russian CJovernnicnt, tirst in Berlin, then in

Kollierjr, and (inally in Kiga, wliere he is said to

have died in great misery. By his admirable

writings on military tactics he greatly furthered

"the science of war.

BULOW, FaiEDRicii Wii.iiklm, Baron von.

Count von Dc-nnewitz ( IVSo-lSUi) . A Prussian

general in tlie War of Liberation, brotlier of

the preceding. He was born at Kalkenberg,

and entered the army in his fourteenth year.

In 1S13 Billow was the Prussian commander in

the first successful encounter witli tlie French
at Miickern (April .5), and later at Halle. His
victories over Oudinot at Grossbeeren and Ney
-at Dennewitz saved Berlin and inllicted severe

loss on the enemy. He acted a conspicuous part

in the battle of Leipzig, and by taking posses-

sion (if ^lontmartre finished the campaign of 1S14.

The King acknowledged his services by an es-

tate worth .$1.50,000 and tlie title of Count von
Dennewitz. In the campaign of 181.5 he joined
Bliichcr by forced marches, and headed the col-

umn that first came to the aid of Wellington at
Waterloo. He was made a Knight of the Black
Eagle, and after Waterloo a Prussian regiment
received his name. He died in Kiinigsberg,

February 2.5, ISlti. A marble statue to his

memory wa^ erected in Berlin.

BULOW, Hans Gutdo von (1830-94). A
German pianist and conductor, born in Dresden.

He studied the jjianoforte under Friedrich Wieck,

and harmony and counterpoint under F.berwein

and IIau])tmann. In 1848 he entered the Uni-

versity of Leipzig to study law. but the next year

went "to Berlin, and :ifter hearing a performance

of Lohenfirht. conducted by Liszt in Weimar in

18.50, he resolved to make music his profession,

much to the disappointment of his father, Eduard
von Billow, a litterateur of reputation. He jjlaced

himself under Wagner in Zurich; but subsequent-

ly went to Weimar to study the pianoforte with

Liszt. In 1853 and 1855 he made concert tours

in Gernianv and Austria with moderate success.

In ]S55-()4" he was principal instructor of the

pianoforte in the Conservatmy of Berlin, where

he organized symphony and chamber concerts,

and contributed" musical articles to the press to

advance the theories of Liszt and Wagner, and

also edited the yciie Zeiisclirift fiir Musik. In

1804 he became director of the conservatory and
conductor of the royal opera in ]\lnnich, wliere he

conducted the first ])erformances of Wagner's

Trixlan und Inoldc and J>ic Meistrrsiinier. In

18(;!t the relations of his wife (t;osinia Liszt,

whom he had married in 1857) with Wagner
comiielled him to leave her. This personal wrong

did not in any way affect his worship of Wagner
the musician, altliough he never wanted to meet

again \Vagner the man. He .settled in Florence,

and until 1872 gave numerous concerts to spread

German music in Italy. -Afterwards lie went to

Ixindon, and in 1875-70 visited the United States.

Subsequently he was conductor of various orches-

tras in Germany, and again visited .America in

1880 and 1890. " He died in Cairo. Billow was
one of the greatest pianists of his century, and his

fame as a conductor was equally gieat. His per-

formances were characterized by the complete
sinking of his o\vn personality in the genius of

whatever master he was interpreting and by at-

tention to minutest details. His memory was
extraordinary: lie jilayed and conducted every-

thing without notes, altliough his repertory in-

cluded all the important literature for the piano-

forte and orchestra. He was, perhaps, the most
erudite of musicians, and his scholarly attain-

ments extended beyond his profession. \'on Biilow

was the greatest authority on Beethoven, and
published a valuable edition of his pianoforte

works. He also made pianoforte transcriptions

from Wagner, Liszt, and Berlioz. His original

compositions include: Music to Shakespeare's

Julius. Cwsar, op. 10: Des Hiiuriers Flucft, bal-

lad for orchestra on Uhland's poem. op. 10: and
Nirwami. a 'syniphouisches Stimiiiungshild,' for

orchestra, op. 20. His Letters (3 vols., 1895-08)

were published bv his widow, English transla-

tion by C. Baelie (1st vol., 1897). Consult
Pfeilfer, Studien bei Hans von Biilow (Berlin,

1 804 )

.

BULOW, IvABL Eduard vox (1803-53). A
German author. He was born at Berg vor
Eilenburg, and was educated at the University
of Leipzig. His literary fame rests chielly upon
his XoveHeiihuvli (1834-30), which contains 100
novels, based on older specimens in Italian,

Spanish, French, German, English, and Latin.
This publication was followed by several others
of a similar character.

BULOW, Makgarete vo.\ (1860-84). A Ger-
man novelist. She was bom in Berlin, and
spent her early years partly in Thuringia and
partly in Smyrna, where her father was Prus-
sian consul. She was drowned in the Rummels-
burger Lake, near Berlin, while endeavoring to
save tlie life of a boy who had broken through
the ice while skating. Iler novels, several of

which attained a rapid popularity, include the
following: \ovelleu (1885); Xeue Xovellen
(1890) ; Jonas Briccius (1886) ; BeiT im House
(1880).

BULOZ, h\\'W, Fraxcoi-s (1803-77). A
French editor. He was bom at \'ulbens, in

Haute Savoie, settled in Paris, and became a
proofreader and translator. In 1831 he took
charge of the Ifevue des Deux Mondes, which
had been established two years before. This bi-

monthly, probably the most celebrated review in

the world, he edited with conspicuous ability

until his death. He also conducted the lierue

de Paris from 1835 to 1845. During the ten

years 1838-48 he was director of the ComOdie
Francaise.

BULRUSH (so called from its large size).

A popular name for large rushlikc or reedlike

plants growing in marshes. Some authors em-
ploy it in a restricted sense as the designation of

plants of the genus Typha, also known as cat-

tail or reed-mace. It is perhaps more commonly
restricted to large species of the genus Scirpus,

also called club-rush, and particularly to Scirpus
lacuslris, a common plant, found in all the north-

ern parts of the world, growing about the muddy
margins of lakes and ponds, with a creeping root

and round stems varj'ing from 2 to 10 feet in
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height, which are almost leafless, .and bear their
flowers in compound umbels of small brown
spikelets. Tlie root is astrin<;ent and diuretic,

and was formerly employed in niedieine; but the
stems are the most useful part of the ])lant, being
much employed for making chair-bottoms, mats,
etc. : also by coopers for filling up spaces be-

tween the seams of casks, to which purpose their

spongy nature particularly adapt.s them, and not
unfreiiiiently for thatch ing cottages. A variety,

conunon in t'alifornia, is much used as covers for

wine-bottles in packing. There are a number of

other tnll-growing species of Scirpus in diflereut

parts of tiie world that resemble the bulrush in

appearance and uses. See Typiia.

BULSAR'. A seaport of British India, in

the District of Surat. Bombay, on the estuary
of a small river of the same name, which
falls into the Gulf of Cambay. It is 44 miles
south of Surat (Map: India, B 4). It is a
thriving place, with manufactures of ginghams,
and a considerable trade in grain, salt, and
sugar, and the export of timber. Population,
about 13.200.

BULTHAUPT, boolfhoupt, Heinrich (1849
— ). A (jerman poet, dramatic author, and law-
yer, city librarian of his native town. Bremen.
Jn both the lyrical and the dramatic genres, Bult-
lutupt gives evidence of exceptional talent and
versatility, and many of his works have achieved
great popularity. His dramatic productions in-

chide Saul (1870); L'hi corsisches Trauerspiel
(1872) ; Die Arbeifpr (1877). in which work a
distinctivelv modern subject is treated with ad-

mirable skill; Gerold We'tidel (2d ed., 1800) : Die
Kopisten, comedy (1875) ; Lebende BUder. com-
edy (1875). He also furnished the text to sev-

eral oratorios composed by Bruch and Vierling,

has prepared adaptations of Shakespearean
dramas {Cymbeline, 1885, and Timoii von Athen,
1894) : and has written a number of poetic works
{Durcli Frost iind Gluten, 2d ed., 1892), and
criticisms, notably that entitled Shakespeare und
der Xaiuralismus. as well as four novelettes.

The work by which he has achieved especial dis-

tinction, however, is the Drar.iaturgie der Klassi-

ker (1882. et seq., and frequently reprinted)—

a

splendid exposition of the dramatic art of Shake-
speare and of the German classicists and their

successors of the Xineteenth Century.

BTJLTJWAYO, boo'!r)o-wa'y6, or BTILA-
WAYO. The capital of Matabeleland. and chief

commercial town of British Rhodesia. Central
Africa, situated about 250 miles southwest of

Salisbury (Map: Africa, G 7). It has a number
of mercantile houses, banks, schools, churches,
and several newspapers. It is connected by rail

with the British possessions in South Africa, and
its white population numbers over 7000.

BULWARK (Dan. bulrark. from bul. trunk
of a tree + vwrk, Ger. Werk. Engl, icork). In
military matters, the old name for a rampart
or like defense. In a ship, the Imhvarks are the

part of a ship's side which projects above the

level of the upper deck. In ordinary vessels

they form a parapet, protecting the seamen trom
the waves, and preventing loose articles from
being swept off the deck; in men-of-war they, in

addition, serve to protect the men from an ene-

my's small-arm fire.

BXJL'WER-LYT'TON, Kdward Geobge
Karle, first Lord Lytton ( 1803-73) . An English

Vol.. III.—43.
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novelist, bom in London, May 25, 1803. He was
the youngest son of William Earle Bulwer of
lleydon Hall. Norfolk, and Elizabeth Barbara
Lytton of Knebworlh, Hertfordshire. His father
died in 1807; and on the deatli of liis mother in

1S43, Buhver assiuned her surname. After at-

tending various schools, he proceeded to Cam-
bridge, and graduated B.A. from Trinity Hall in

182G. At the university he read extensively in

history, won the chancellor's medal for a poem,
and was regarded as one of the best speakers in

the Union Society. Parts of 1825 and 182G he
passed in Paris, where he was admitted into the
'most brilliant houses of the olil noblesse.' He
returned to England, a typical dandy of the
]ieriod, and married (1827) a clever Irish girl

named Rosina Doyle W heeler. As the marriage
caused an estrangement between mother and son,

Bulwer was thrown largely on his own resources
for a living. He wrote extensively for the maga-
zines and the annuals, and produced novel after

novel. The marriage proved most unhappy, and
a legal separation was granted June 14, 1831),

On the death of his mother, lie succeeded to the
Knebworth estate. Bulwer sat in Parliament
during two long periods, first as a Protectionist

Liberal and then as a Conservative (1831-41 and
1852-66). In 1858 he was appointed Secretary
for the Colonies, and in 18GG was raised to the
peerage as Baron Lytton. Though not a ready
debater, he stieceeded well with prepared speech-

es. He died in Torquay, .January 18, 1873, and
was buried in U'estrainster Abbey. Bulwer was
a versatile writer. He composed verse at the age
of seven and published a volume when a school-

boy (1820). Other volumes followed in 1823,

1825. and 1827. At this time Bulwer was pass-

ing through several phases of Byronic influence.

Among his later poems are The Xeir Timon
(1846), King Arthur (1848), and Saint Ste-

phens (I860). The first has become memorable
for a fierce assault on Tennyson and for Tenny-
son's reply in Punch. Of the various metres
Bulwer essayed, he succeeded best in the heroic

couplet. He wrote several plays, which, though
mediocre as literature, have long kept the stage;

among them are The Ladi/ of Lyons (1838),
Richelieu ( 1838), and I/oney (1840). Attempt-
ing the work of Gibbon, he wrote Athens, /M
Rise and Fall ( 1837 ) , but it was never completed.
As a novelist he played many parts, adapting
himself to public taste. He began with Falkland
(1S27), an interesting imitation of tlie Sorrows

>'f ^]'erther. His success as a novelist was assured
by Pelham (1828). deemed by many critics the

most delightful of all his books. He had now
passed beyond the influence of Byron and Ger-

man sentimentalism, and presented the public
with a new type of gentleman, the cynic in black

waistcoat moving in high society. Pelham be-

came in a way the type of the novel of contempo-
rary manners to which Hulwer reverted at inter-

vals: as in Ernest Maltravers (1837); Alice

(1838); yir/ht and Morniny (1841); The Cax-
tons (1850); My yovcl (1853); and Kcnelm
Chillingly (1873)'. The last three have the added
aim of humor in the manner of Sterne. Taking
up the criminal novel as left by William Godwin,
Bulwer published Paul Clifford (1830) and Eu-
gene Aram (1832). An experiment with the
historical novel in Devereux (1829) led to the
widely popular Last Days of Pompeii (1834);
Uicnzi (1835); Leila, or the Siege of Oranada
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(1838); The Last of the Barons (1843), by
far his most solid aohievement in liistorical

Hetion; Harold (1848) ; and I'aiisaiiius the Ifpar-

tan (187G). Komance was cssaved in The Pil-

grims of the Rhine (1834) ; Zaitoni (1842) ; The
Haunted and the Haunters (1859), a capital

ghost storv: and .1 i^tranr/c Stonj (18G2) and
The Coming Race (1871). With the oiities Bul-

ver has never found much favor. His work pos-

sesses none of the art of the great cniftsmen

and it is affected in sentiment and style. But
in spite of these faults, which were often pointed

out hy his reviewers, Bulwer gained the attention

ot the puhlic at largo, and still holds it. The

Caxtons and The Coming Race, though published

anonymously to test the public, were as well

received as any of the other novels. Bulwer's

continued popularity rests upon the fact that he

had something to say that is still of interest.

His manner is wisely overloqked. Consult: Life.

Letters and Literary Remains of Edirard Bulwer,

by his son, the Earl of Lytton (London, 1883),

containing the fragment of a poetic autobiog-

ri'phv: and the biographies by Cooper (London,
1873') and ton Brink ( Leyden; 1882).

BULWER-LYTTON, Edward Robert. See

Lytton. )m)w.\rd Korert Bi'lwer.

BULWER, bijl'wer, Willi.\m Henry Lytton
E.\RLE, Baron Dalling and Bulwer (1801-72). An
English diplomat and author, familiarly known
for years as Sir Henry Bulwer. He was born

in London, February 13. 1801. a descendant of

illustrious families on both sides, and was edu- .

cated at Sunbury. Harrow, and Cambridge. In

1822 he published his first literary work, re-

markable tor its ijrojihetic dedication to his

younger brother, Edward Lytton Buhver. In

1824, as agent for the London Greek conuuittee,

with a large amount of money consigned to

Prince JIavrocordato. he made an adventurous

journey to Jlorea. which he dcscril)ed in An
Aulunin in Greece (182(;). He entered the army,

but abandoned it for the diplomatic service, and
from 1827 was attached successively to the Brit-

ish embassy at Berlin, Brussels, and The Hague,

acquiring a brilliant reputation. In 1H30 he en-

tered I'arliament as an advanced Liberal, and in

1837 became secretary of embassy at Constanti-

nople, where he negotiated aiul concluded a treaty

whicli is the foundation of (ireat Britain's com-

mercial system in the East. In 1843 he was
made Minister Plcnii)otentiary to the Court of

Madrid, and concluded the j)eace between Spain

and Morocco in the following year. While in

Spain his firnuiess and candor proved inconve-

nient to Xarvaez, the Spanish soldier-dictator,

who, accusing him of plotting against the Span-

ish Government, ordered him to leave Madrid,

May 19, 1848. Parliament apjiroved of Bul-

wer's conduct, and he was awarded the highest

decorations of the Order of the Bath. In 1849-

.52 he was Minister at Wasliington, where he

negotiated the Clayton-Buhver treaty in 1850.

(.See Clayton, Joun .Middi.eton.) In 1852 he

went to Tuscany as Knvoy Kxiraordinary, and in

1850 was nominated commissioner at Bucharest

for investigating the state of the Danubian prin-

cipalities. He was appointed .Vmbassador to the

Porte in 1858, and helil the position until lS(i5.

In 1871 he was created Lord Dalling and Biilwer.

He died in Naples May 23, 1872. His works

include France, Social, Literary, and Political

(London, 1835-36); a Life of Byron (1835);

Historical Characters (1808-70); and an unfin-
ished I. iff of Palmerston (1870-74).

BUM'BLE. A fat. pompous beadle in Dick-
ens's Olitcr Tu'-ist. After terrorizing the starved
denizens of the workhouse for many years, he
'sells himself to the matron of that jjlace, Mrs.
Cornish, for "six teaspoons, a pair of sugar-
tongs, and a milk pot; with a small quantity
of second-hand furniture and twenty ])(nnids in

money," and is terrorized by her himself. From
his character, the word 'Bumbledom' sprang into
couunon use, being csjiecially taken up in Punch,
in tlic caricatvires by Leech and Tenniel.

BUMBLEBEE, or HriiiiLEBEE. One of the
social bees of the genus Bombus. It has a thick
and very hairy body, the hairs often arranged in

colored bands; and differs from the honey-bees
in having the tibia; of the hinder legs terminated
by two spines. The species are numerous and are
found in almost all parts of tlie world, from the
equator to tlie utmost polar limits of vegetation,
but they seem to abound most of all in tem-
perate climates. None is to be found in Aus-
tralia and New Zealand, so that it was necessary
to acclimatize these bees in those countries before
clover could be successfully grown there, since
that plant depends upon this kind of bees for fer-

tilization. Consult Insect Life, Vol. IV. (Wash-
ington, 1891 ) . (See Cro.ss-Fertiuzation.) The
form ot the name 'humblebee,' conimonh- hoard
in Great Britain, is a nuidification of hu)ninel,
or hunimer-hee, and, like our 'bumblebee,' refers
to the loud droning sound produced partly by the
wings, but mainly within the trachea; of "these

insects.

Bumblebees do not form communities so large
as those of honey-bees, seldom more than two
or three hundred occupying one nest, and in

some species not more than fifty or sixty. The
females are nuich less ])r(dific than those of
honey-bees. The community is dissolved on the
approach of winter, since males and wcukers die,

and only females remain in a torpid state

—

among moss, in rotten wood, or in some other
situation where they may enjoy protection from
frost, and eonceahnent from enemies—to per-
petuate the race by foujuling new communities
in the ensuing spring. A fertile female selects

for a nest a hollow log or cavity among stones,

or some deserted mouse-nest or other hole in sod.

Then she procures a mass of pollen and honey,
and in the mixture deposits a few eggs. The first

brood consists entirely of workers. When some
workers aie matured, the fertile female aban-
dons the collection of pollen and confines her-

self to the duties of egg-laying. The workers
collect the food, assist the young out of their
cococms, and enlarge the nest to meet the needs
of the increasing numbers of the C(dony. The
workers build ruilc waxon cells, but without the

orderly arrangement of those of the honey-bee.

(For picture of nests and eggs, see Plate of Wii.n
Bees.) Workers are chiefly produced in the

earlier part of the season, males and perfect

females in the latter part of it. The females are
larger than the males and workers. Bumblebees
diiter from honey-bees in that their females e.xist

together in the same comnumity without seeking
to ilestroy one another. There is among them
nothing analogous to swarming. Their combs do
not exhibit the beautiful regularity of structure
which characterizes those of the honey-bees; but
cells of a comparatively coarse appearance are
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clustered together, with silken cocoons of pupse,

balls of the kind already noticed, and open tells

or pots lilU'd with honey. These are preyed ujjon

by mice and many larpe animals, wliich devcmr
the brood as well as tlic lioney. See colored

Plate iif Inskc'ts for portrait. See Bee.

BTJMBLEFOOT (from bumble, a bungle,
botch, referring to the misshapen foot). The
name applied to a peculiar corn or abscess on
the bottom of the foot of fowls. Some breeds are
believed to be more susceptible to the trouble

than are others. The disease is considered to be
due to sitting on narrow perches or to walking
on sharp gravel or on cement. Some cases are

incurable, but the daily application of lunar
caustic usually gives good results. Where pus
is formed tlie abscess may be lanced or cut- out.

BUMBOAT (perhaps Dutch bumboot. from
bun. chot -r boot, boat). A boat carrying pro-

visions and other articles to ships lying in the
stream—i.e. at anchor, and not alongside a
wharf. In the case of men-of-war, bumboats are
commonly allowed even when the ship is at a
wharf, as very few of the crew can go on shore
except on certain days. In the United States
Navy the bumboat is inspected by the master-
at-arms as soon as alongside, in order to see that
no unauthorized articles are on board, and by
the surgeon if the climatic conditions are sucli as
to render special attention to diet necessary.

Only persons of good reputation are allowed to

traffic with the men. and these only after obtain-

ing the consent of the executive officer. The
bumboats ordinarily have for sale pastry, milk,

fruit, confectionery, tobacco, cigars, cigarettes,

stationery, sewing materials, handkerchiefs,

towels, soap, etc. Nearly all large vessels of the

navj' have a commissary's store, frequently called

the canteen, in which the same class of supplies

are to be had as in the bumboat, but of greater
variety and at much lower prices, as the prices

charged are only about sufficient to insure

against loss. Any profit which may accrue is

applied to the general mess fund of the enlisted

men. As might be expected, the commissary's
store has rendered the bumboat of much less im-
portance to the men.

BUM'MALO'TI (E. Ind.). A marine fish

(ninpoil'jii tirhrreux) of the family Synodont idse,

which is rather closely related to the Salmonidse.

It is a native of the coasts of India, particularly

of the Bombay and ilalabar coa.sts, from which
it is exported in large quantities, .salted and
dried, to other parts of India and other places.

It is higlily esteemed for its rich flavor, and often

used as a relish. In commerce, it is known not
only as bummaloti. but also by the singular name
'Bombay duck.' It is a fish of elongated form,

with large fins and a very large mouth, the gape
of which extends far behind the eyes, and which
is furnished with a creat number of long, slender

teeth. It is very voracious.

BXTMBTER, Sir H.\rrt. One of Charles Sur-

face's dissolute friends in Sheridan's School for

Scandal. He appears in .\ct iii. Scene 3, and
sings there the jovial drinking song, "Here's to

the Maiden of Bashful Fifteen," etc.

BUMPING POSTS. Devices erected at the

ends of railway tracks in yards and stations to

prevent cars from running otT the track onto

the ground or across the platform. A pile of

cross-ties or a bank of earth or cinders are

sometimes used as bumping posts, and sometimes
tile ends of the rails are turned up and have a
strong timber bolted to them extending across

the track. The usual construction uf bumping
Iiost is a strong timber frame carrying dead-

woods or buft'ers at the proper height to receive

the blows of the car coupler or platform. Some-
times the buffer consists of a hydraulic cylinder

carrying a piston with a piston-rod provided at

its outer end with a heavy disk against which the

car strikes. The purpose of the liydraulic buffer

is to reduce the shock of the striking car. Spiral

spring buffers are used for the same purpose.

Portable bumping posts of metal are made,
which are attached to the rails wherever de-

sired. These portable bumping posts are com-
monly called stop-blocks. A great variety of

si)ecial and patented forms of biunping posts are

made and used.

BUMP'PO, X.\TTY. See Le.\therstockino.

BUMP'US, Hermox Caret (1862—). An
American educator, born in Buckfield, Maine.

He graduated in 1884 at Brown University, and
from 188G to 1889 was professor of biologj' in

Olivet College. In 1890 and 1891 he was as-

sistant professor of zoology in Clark University,

from 1891 to 1892 associate professor, and in 1892

was appointed professor of comparative anatomy
in Brown University. He also became, in 1898.

director of the biological laboratory of tlie United
States Fish Commission at Woods Holl. Mass.,

and in 1901 assistant to the president and cura-

tor of the department of invertebrates in tlie

American Museum of Natural History in New
York. In addition to many articles and mono-
graphs, he has published .1 Laboratory Course in

Invertebrate Zoology (1893).

BtJNAU, bv'nou, Heixrich, Count (169T-
1762). A German statesman and historian, born
in Weissenfels. He studied law at the Univer-
sity of Leipzig, and successively occupied several

of the highest judiciary offices in Saxony, and
later entered the service of the Emperor Charles
VII. He was a patron of scientists and one of

the ablest historians of his day. The following

are some of his principal publications: Deutsche
Kaiser- und Reichshistorie (1728-43). an admir-
able work, but uncompleted; Historic des
Krieges zicischen Frankreich, England und
Deutschland (1763-67).

BUNCE, Francis Marvin (1836-1901). An
American naval officer. He was born in Hartfonl,

Conn., and graduated at the United States Naval
Academy in 18.57. At the beginning of the Civil

War he was executive officer on tlie Penobscot,

which ^^as engaged in the blockade ofl' Wilming-
ton, N. C. (1862). and he afterwards commanded
tlie expedition which resulted in tlie capture of

Morris Island. S. C. (July 10. 1863). He served
'

on the monitor I'atapsco at the siege of Charles-

ton, where, in November, 18(!3, he was woimded.
Jn 186.5 he took the monitor Monadnoek from
Philadelphia to San Francisco upon the first ex-

tended sea voyage ever made by a monitor. He
became a lieutenant-commander in 1863, a com-
mander in 1871. a captain in 1883. and a com-
modore in 1895. He was commander of the naval
training station at Newport. R. 1., from 1891 to

1894. and was commandant of the North Atlantic
station from 1895 to 1897, and of the New York
Navy Yard from 1897 to 1899. On December 25,

1898, he retired with the rank of rear-admiral.
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He liad charge of the naval demonstration at the

dedication of General Grant's torn!) on Ajiril 27,

1897.

BTTNCE, John or Jack. The lieutenant of

the pirate sloop Fortune's Favorite, in Si-otl's

novel Tlir I'irate. An actor in his younger days,

he pi-efers 'Frederick Altaniont.' liis stage name,
to his humbler baptismal name. He protects

Magnus Troil and his lovely daughters when they

are captured off the coast of Orkney.

BXJNCE, Oli\-er Beli, (1828-90). An Ameri-

can author. He was horn in Xew York, where,

lor several years, he edited Appleton'n Journal.

He was the originator and editor of Picturesque

America ; wrote several novels; Ifuchelor Bluff

(1882), a collection of social essays; and a small

book on manners, entitled Don't (1884), wliich

passed through many editions, and was trans-

lated into several foreign languages.

BUNCH, Baknaby. A humorous mender of

old clothes, in Webster's play. The Weakest Goes

to the ^\'all.

BUNCH, Mother. The imaginary author of

certain jest books and fairy tales, wliicli ap-

peared in 1604 and 1760. The name is also de-

risively given to an alewife, liy Tucea, one of the

characters in Dekker's Satiro-niastix.

BUNCHBERRY. See Doowoon.

BUNCO, bun'ko (of doul)tful origin: com-

monly derived from It., Sp. banco, bank). A
term borrowed from the arf/ot of tlie police, to

describe a method of swindling much practiced in

large cities. Tlic sliarper learns the name and

residence of a wealthy stranger, accosts him in

the street, pretends to be a relative of some

prominent citizen of the stranger's town, and

after .securing his confidence, manages to rob him

in any one of several customary ways, eitlier by

inducing him to cash a check, to bet. to lend

money, ur to buy alleged counterfeit money.

BUNCOMBE, lifin'kum, or BUNKUM ( from

Buncombe County, N. C). A term uriginating

in the United States, but now adojitcd in England

as well, to signify an oratorical display not ac-

companied by conviction, but niade merely to

catch i)opular applause ; also used loosely for any

unreal professions. The word is said to he de-

rived from the name of Buncombe County. N. C,

whose rei)resentative in the Sixteenth Congress

{ 1819-21) made a very lengtliy oration upon the

Missouri Question, and informed the impatient

members who interrupted him that he was

'speaking for Buncombe.'

BUN'DABERG. A port of Queensland, Aus-

tralia, at the mouth of the Barnett. ISO miles

northwest of Brisbane (Map: Queensland. H 8).

It is an important centre of the svigar-growing

industry. Bop\ilation. 4000.

BUNDAHISH, boTTn'da-hesh. One of the

Zoroastrian sacred books dealing with the imi-

versal order and government.

BUNDELKHAND. bun'd'lknnd (Skt. Ban-

dcla Khanda, land of the Bandelas). A political

agency of Central India which embraces a

territory comprising several large and petty

native States lying between the British District

of Jhansi on the west and Baghelkand on the

east (Map: India, C 3). It formerly included

Banda, Jalaun, .Tliansi, and Hamirpur. four dis-

tricts belonging to the British Northwest Prov-

inces. Area of agency, 10,214 square miles. Pop-

ulation, in 1891, 1,508.000; in 1901, 1..309,.300.

The ])rincii)al rivers aie the Sindh, Betwfl. Bai-
ghin, and Tons. The district is noted for its

rich diamond-fields and de])osits of iron ore. The
chief towns are I'anna. tlie scat of the jirinci-

pal diamond-beds, Kalingar, Clihatari>ur, and
Bijavvar.

BUNDI, boon'de. A town of India, in lati-

tude 2.')° 2(j' X.. and longitude 75° 4:i' K., 100
miles southwest of Agra, the capital of a small
Rajput State of the same name (Map: India,

C 3). It is situated in a valley nearly sur-

rounded by rocky hills, and commands the chief

hill pass. It has over 400 temples and shrines.

The State of Bundi has an area of 2300 square
jniles. The rajali and dominant portion of the
inhabitants are Rajputs; in the mountains are
the Minas, supposed to be an aboriginal race.

Topulation, in 1S91. 296.000; in 1901. 171.227.

BUNGALO'W, l)fin'g:i-lo (Hind, banyla. adj.

of Btint/a. Bengal). An Anglo-Indian term mean-
ing in India a species of rural villa or house of

light construction, usually of unbaked bricks with
a thatched roof. Bungalows which are the resi-

dences of Europeans are of all sizes and styles,

according to the taste and wealth of the owner.
Some are of two stories, but usually tliey consist

of only a ground lloor with a central hall, and
are invariably surrounded with a veranda, the
roof of which affords a shelter from the sun. In
the chief cities of India some of the bungalows
are really palatial residences, while in the coun-
try they are of more moderate pretensions. In
general, they are provided with exterior offices,

to acconmiodate tlie large retinue of domestics
conunon in Indian life. Besides these private
bungalows, there are military bungalows on a
large scale for acconnnodating soldiers in canton-
ments; likewise public bungalows, maintained by
the Government for the acconuuodation of trav-

elers, and in which .seem to be blended the char-
acters of an Knglish roadside inn and an Eastern
caravanserai. These bungalows are quadrangular
in shape, one story high, with high-peaked roofs,

thatched or tiled, projecting so as to form por-
ticoes and verandas. The bungalow is divided
into 'suites' of two. three, or four rooms, pro-
vided with bedsteads, tables, and chairs; win-
dows of glass, and framed glass doors. Off each
room is a bath-room, and earthen jars of cool

water. Travelers are exjjected to carry their
servants, cooking apparatvis, wine, beer, bed-

ding, etc., with them ; but the khitmutgar of

the better class of bungalows supplies table-

ware, condiments, and even sometimes food and
liquors, and he is usually skilled in conking.

The Government charges I rupee, or 2 shillings

a day, to e:\ch traveler for the vise of the bunga-
low. Natives seldom stop in these public bun-
galows, but frequent the .scpialid village "dhur-

rumsala.' At every travelers' bungalow is sta-

tioned a Government peon, who acts as watchman
and is bound to assist travelers' servants in pro-

curing sujiidies of fuel and food in the nearest

village. The distance between the bungalows
on a trunk-road is generally about 12 or 1.5 miles
—an Indian day's journey. The introduction of

railways is putting an end to this slow and an-

noying system of traveling in India. Sometimes
modern siunnier cottages of a single story and
projecting roof are called bungalows.

BUNGAY, bun'gft, Friab. A conjurer famous
in the reign of Edward IV. He is described in
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contemporary works as "'a frreat scholar and a
niaffieian (but not to be conipareil with Krypr
Bacon)." He was a firont friend of tlic hitter

philosopher, and is reputed to have aided him
in making the fabulous 'Brazen Head,' which
spoke only the words "Time is! Time was! Time
is past!" and then broke in pieces. Another
story has it that Bungay and the great German
necromancer Vandermast contested together for

supremacy, and were snatched away to other
realms by the devil. Robert Greene wrote a play
called after him, in 1594, and in T)ic Last of the

Haron.i Bulwer introdu(es him as a union of

necromancer, 'Merry Andrew.' and friar. Bungay
wrote several works in Latin.

BUNGE, boong'e, Alexander vox (1803-90).
A Russian traveler and botanist. He was born
in Kiev, and was edvicated at the Univereity of

DorpaK His extensive and important travels

through Asia (18'2fl-'29) with Ledebour are re-

corded in the work entitled Karl Friedrich von
Lcdebours Rcisc diirrh das Altaigcbiffic imd die
dsungarischc Kii'iiscnstcppe (1829). In 1830
be accompanied a missionary expedition to
China a-- naturalist, and later published the re-

sults of bis botanical investigation on the steppe
of Gobi and in the environs of Peldn in the
works entitled Eniimcratio Plaiitarum Quas in
China Boreali CoUegit (1831) and I'hintarum
Mongholico Chinensium Dccas I. (183.5). He
was appointed professor of botany and director
of the botf.nical garden at Dorpat in 1836.

BUNGE, Friedrich Georg von (1802-97).
A German legal historian, born in Kiev, and
educated at the University of Dorpat, where, in

1831, he was appointed professor of law. Bunge
was the editor of several periodicals, and pub-
lished a large number of works on the laws of

Livonia, Esthonia, and Courland, on which sub-
ject he was probably the greatest authority of

his day. His principal writings include: For-
schtitigcn ntif dvm Oebiete d<r Liv-, Esth- und
Kiirlandischen Rechtsgesrhirhte (1838) and
Das Liv- und Esthlandischf Privatrecht (2 pts.,

1847).

BUNGE, XiKOL.\i Khri.sti.\novitch ( 1823-

93). A Russian political economist. He was
born in Moscow, and was educated at the imiver-

sity in that city. In 1881 he was appointed
assistant to the ilinister of Finance, Abaza, and
in 1882 he succeeded him. The condition of the
Russian finances at this time was extremely un-
favorable. The war debt of 1877 had not been
paid, the deficit in the national exchequer had
steadil}' increased, and the paper currency had di-

minished in value. Xevertbeless Bunge succeeded
in establishing important reforms. He increased
the national prosperity by abrogating the poll-

tax and the tax on salt, by establishing agrarian
banks in order to facilitate the acquisition of

land by the peasantry, and by enacting various
other measures tending to improve the condition

of the rural population. His works, which are
written in Russian, are devoted principally to a
discii>>iiMi cif current economic questions.

BUNGEN, boong'en (Ger., to drum). The
'drumless' or 'silent' street in Hamelin, down
which the Pied Piper is supposed to have led the

children. In this street dancing and playing
were forbidden; even processions were obliged to

interrujit the music while passing through it.

BUNGERT, bwng'ert, Aigi.st (1840-). A
German musician, born in iliilhcim, Rhenish

Prussia. His masters were Kufferrath, Matbias,
and Kiel, and he also studied in the Cologne and
Paris conservatories. By many German musi-
cians he has been regarded as one of the greatest
composers of the Wagnerian school, but his tril-

ogy based on the Homeric poems, and written
directly on Wagnerian lines, seems not to have
reached the spirit and significance of the modeL
His songs, however, are among the modern mas-
terpieces of that kind of music. The two great
opera cycles he has worked on include Die Ilias,

comprising Achilles and Klytemnestra, and Die
Udyssce (1896), including Kirke, A'n usifcao,

Odgsseus' Heimkchr (performed in Berlin in

1898), and Odysseus' Tod. There is an overture
for each of these divisions; the entire work is en-
titled Homerische ^Velt. His other compositions
include the comic opera Die Studenteii von Sala-
manca (1884); a symphonic poem, Auf der
Wartburg ; Hohes Lied der Liebe; Alccrlieder;
and Liedcr einer Kunigin.

BU'NIAS. A genus of plants of the natural
order CruciferiP, distinguished by incumbent
linear, spirally twisted cotyledons (q.v.), and a
nut-like silicule (or round pod) with two to four
cells. The few known species are mainly natives
of Sovitheastern Europe and the Levant, but
several are reported indigenous to France.
Bunias orientulis. introduced into Western Eu-
rope, is grown as a forage crop, and in some
regions has escaped from cultivation. In Russia
it is also used as a vegetable. Although a hardy
plant, its cultivation is not general. The amount
of herbage is small, and, on account of its hairy
covering, is not readily eaten by cattle. It is

sometimes called hill-mustard.

BUNION (It. bugnone, knob, OF. bugne,
swelling, from Icel. bunga, elevation). A term
applied in surgery to an enlarged bursa, or syno-
vial sac, situated over the metatarsal joint of the
first or the fifth toe (see Foot) , and accompanied
by more or less distortion of the joint. In the
great majority of cases bunions are directly pro-
duced by the pressure of badlj' fitting boots ; and
if the boots are of patent leather, or any mate-
rial which stops the e.vcreting action of the skin,
this, too, may be regarded as an indirect cause
of their formation. A bunion begins as a pain-
ful and tender spot over one of the metatarso-
phalangeal joints; the part gradually enlarges,

and there are indications of an efl'usion into a
natural bursa or a newly formed sac. The
progress of the affection may stop here, the bursa
remaiiaing, and serving to protect the subjacent
|iarts from pressure: but far more frequently a
corn develops on the summit of the bunion, or
suppuration results, with great suffering. Thick-
ening of the periosteum may result in enlarge-

ment of the articular ends of the bones and per-

manent deformity.

In its early stage the treatment must be
palliative. Pressure must be removed and wet
dressings applied. If pus forms, the swelling
must be incised. Ulceration must be treated as
any similar wounds (q.v.), and internal sup-
portive and tonic treatment is necessarJ^ Ex-
cision of diseased bone or even amputation maj
l)e required. The ulcers resulting from the burst-

ing of a bunion are very difficult to heal in old
persons whose circulation is languid. Stimulat-
ing local a])plication such as ointment of resin

should be applied, while stimulants should lie

prescribed for internal use, together with nour-
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ishing diet. Such iilcers, under the best treat-

ment, not very infrequently form the starting-

point for senile gangrene.

BUNKER HILL, B.\ttle ok. The fir.st se-

vere battle of the Ameriean Revolution, fought

June 17, 177.'), on Breed".s Hill and Bunker Hill,

Charlestown, JIass., between about :it)00 British

troops under General Howe and about 1500

Americans under Col. William Prescott. On the

night of the Itith Prescott was sent to fortify

Bunker Hill, the possession of which would com-

pel the evacuation of Boston by tlic British ; but

he threw up an earthwork on Breed's Hill in-

stead, and there awaited the English attack.

On June 17, at 3 r.M., the British charged up

the hill, but were driven back with great loss.

A second charge also was rc])ulsed. At 4..30

o'clock, however, the British advanced again, and

this time, the powder of 'the Americans being

spent, succeeded in dislodging Prescott's men
and forcing them from the field. The losses in

killed, wounded, and missing were 1054 (includ-

ing 157 officers) for the British, and about 450

for the Americans, .\mong those killed on the

American side was General Warren. In the

course of the engagement Charlestown was set

on fire by British shells and «as burned to the

ground. Though Howe secured a strategic point

which enabled him to retain his hold on Boston,

the battle was morally a victory for the Ameri-

cans, in that it <lemo'nstrated their fighting ca-

pacity, and greatly increased the s|)irit of resist-

ance "throtighout the country. The best account

of the battle is probably that in Richard Froth-

ingham, Sieqe of Boston (Boston. 184!)). Con-

sult, also, G. E. Ellis, nistorii of the Rattle of

Bunker's (Breed's) Hill (Boston, 1875) , and an

excellent and discriminating article by C. F.

Adams. Jr., in Vol. I. of The American Histori-

cal Ifcririr (New York. ISiU)).

BUNKER HILL MONUMENT. An obe-

lisk comiuemoraling the battle of Bunker Hill.

It stands on the battle-ground on Breed's Hill

(now Bunker Hill), Boston. The shaft is of

Quincy granite 221 feet high with interior steps

leading to an outlook at the summit. General

Lafayette assisted in laying the cornerstone in

1825J on which occasion Daniel Webster deliv-

ered his famous dedicatory oration. The monu-
ment was formally dedicated in 1843, Webster

being again the chief speaker.

BUN'NER, Hexby Cuyi-ER (1855-00). An
American novelist and humorist : editor of Ptich

from almost its beginning till his death. Hewas
bom in Os^^ego and educated in Xew York,

whither he came as a youth. After a brief ex-

perience of business life he essayed journalism

on the statT of tlie short-lived Arrndian., and

passed thence in 1877 to the editorial office of

I'uek. a journal to which he gave a certain

dignity and authority in political matters, foreign

to the usual standard of the comic i)ress. His

editorials were honest, independent, never ran-

corous, never cynical, never time-serving. His

satire seemed to spring from knowledge. Those

who winced felt that the writer was one of

themselves. He could be counted on as a force

for political honesty and social sanity, an enemy

of all visionary schemes of I^opian agitators

and socialistic extremists. But besides this edi-

torial work, the memory of whose worth and

power is slowly fading away, BuBner distin-

guished himself "as a novelist, a story-writer, and

a poet. Both The Midge (1886) and The Story

of a Xew York Hoiisv (1887) showed a sym-
pathetic feeling for the artistic elements in New
York life, but his genius was even more marked
in short stories, admirable in their restrained
)>athos, unobtntsive humor, and simplicity of

structure, barbed often with a political or social

moral, and touched .sometimes with an idyllic

charm. Of several volumes of these stories, the

most popular arc Zadok Pine (1891); Short
Sixes (1801) ; More Short Sixes (1804) ; Lore in

Old ('loathes (189G) ; and .Jersey Street and Icr-

sey Lane (1806). Of imique interest is Made
in France (1893), stories adapted from ilau-

pas.sant (q.v.), with a remarkable skill, that

occasionally betters the French originals. Bun-
ner's verses, which are marked by grace and
charm, are collected in Airs from Areadij (1S84)

and Roiren. He wrote also a plav. The Toner of

Babel (1883). He died in Xutlev. X. J.. :Mav 11,

1896.

BUN'NING, Herbert (1803—). An English
composer and uuisical director. He was born in

London, was educated at Braseuose College. Ox-
ford, and in 1884-80 was a lieutenant of the

I'ourth Hussars. From 1880 to 1890 he studied

music in France and Italy, and from 1805 to

1890 was director of music at the Prince of

Wales's, London. His publications include a
Villpge Suite (1896), for orchestra, and con-

sideral)le instrumental and vocal music.

BUNSEN, boTinsVn, Chrlsti-ax K.\rl Josias,
Baron (1791-1800). A German scholar and di-

plomatist. He was born August 25, 1701, at Kor-
l)ach, in the Principality of Waldeck, and studied

pliilology at Giittingen under HeTOe. He taught in

the Latin school there and was private tutor to

W. C. Astor. of Xew Y'ork, \\ith wjioni he traveled

in Germany in 1813. To extend his knowledge of

the Teutonic tongues, Bunsen went to Holland
and afterwards to Copenhagen. The work and
character of X^iebuhr (q.v.) aroused his enthu-
siasm, and he spent some months of 1815 in Ber-
lin in the company of the historian. In 1816
he went to Paris, and studied Persian and Ara-
bic under Sylvestre de Sacy. and in the same
year removed to Rome, \\here he married. X'^ie-

buhr, then Prussian AnAassador, took the great-

est interest in the scientific i)ursuits of Bunsen,
and procured (1818) his appointment as secre-

tary to the embassy. While Frederick William
III. was in Rome in 1822. he formed a favorable
opinion of Bunsen's abilit\' and character, and
requested him to continue in the State service.

On X^iebuhr's departure from Rome (1824), Bun-
sen conducted the embassy provisionally for a

time, and was then appointed Resident jlinister

(1827). Living in intimate intercourse with
Xiebuhr, Bunsen had employed the time in prose-

cuting his investigations into the philosophy of

language and religicm, and had made, on the one
hand, the |)hilosoi)hy of Plato and the constitu-

tions of antiquity, and, on the other, biblical in-

quiries. Church history, and liturgies, objects of

si)ecial attention. Though not within the scope
of the great plan of his life, he contributed large-

ly to the Bcschreihunfi dcr StadI Horn (3 vols.,

1830-43) the greater part of the topographical
commtmications on ancient Rome, and all the in-

vestigations into the early history of Christian
Rome. The first visit of the Egyptologist Cham-
pollion (q.v.) to Rome formed an epoch in

Bunsen's antiquarian studies. He became him-
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self a zealous auditor of CliaiiipolHon. and also

encouraged Lepsius (([.v.) in the study of hiero-

glyphics. The ArcluvolcTLrical Institute, estab-

lished in 1829, found in Jiunsen its most active

supporter. He founded the Protestant hospital

on the Tarpeian Rock in IS3.i. During his resi-

dence in Rome he contrihuted largely to the re-

vision of the Lutheran liturg^•.

In 1841 Bunscn was sent on a special mission
to London and was shortly afterwards appointed
Ambassador at the English Court. In Berlin, in

IS44, he was asked to set forth his views on
the question of granting ,a constitution to Prus-
sia : and he presented a series of memorials repre-

senting the need of a deliberative assembly, and
also nuide a plan of a constitution modeled
on that of England. In the Sehleswig-Holstein
question, Bunsen strongly advocated the German
view, in opposition to Denmark, and jjrotested

against the London protocol of 18.50, although he
was prevailed upon to sign that of 1852 respect-

ing the succession in Denmark and Sehleswig-

Holstein. In the midst of all his political duties,

Bunsen continued unabated his literary and phil-

osophical pursuits, the results of which appeared
from time to time. Because he differed from his

Government as to the part Prussia should take
in the Eastern Question (q.v.), Bunsen ceased in

1854 to represent Prussia at the Court of Eng-
land, and retired to Heidelberg. He had a deep
appreciation of English national characteristics.

In England he was regarded by those who knew
him as the most philosophical and most reverent
of lay theologians. His chief works are: De
lure Atheniensiiim Hcereditaiio (1813): Die
Kirchc der Zukunft (translated into English,
and published by Longman, 1845) ; Ignatius von
Antiochien iiitd seine Zeit (1847): Die drei
echten und die vier unechten liriefe des Ignatius
von Antiochien (1847) ; Aegiiptcns Stelle in der
M'eltgeschichte (translated into English by Cot-
trell, 1845-47) : Die liasiiik-en des chrisilichen

Roms (1843) ; Hippo!ijttis und seine Zeit (1851) ;

Christianity and Mankind (1854); Gott in der
Geschichte (1857); and Vollstiindigcs Bibel-

werk fiir die Geineinde (9 vols., 1858-70). This
Bunsen hoped to make his chief woik, but he
only completed the first, second, and fifth vol-

umes, the others being from his notes b}- Holtz-
mann and Kamphausen. Bunsen was created a
baron in 1857, and died in Bonn. Xovember 28,
1860. Consult A Memoir of Baron Bunsen, by
his wife (London, 1868).

BUNSEN, Fr.\xces, Baroness (1791-1876).
The wife of the preceding, of whom she pub-
lished a biography under the title A Memoir of
Baron Bunsrn, Draun Chiefti/ from Family
Papers, by His Widow, Frances, liaroness Han-
sen {

ISfiS). She was an Englishwoman by birth.

Consult Hare, life and Letters of Frances, Bar-
oness Bunsen (London, 1882).

BUNSEN, Robert Wn.nELji (1811-99). A
distinguished German chemist. He entered the
University of Ueidell)erg and devoted himself to

the study of geology, chemistry, and physics.

He afterivards continued his studies in Paris,

Berlin, and Vienna. After having held the post

of professor in Cassel, Marburg, and Breslau,

successively, he was, in 1852. appointed to the

chair of chemistry at the University of Heidel-

berg, where he remained until 1880, when he re-

tired from active service. Bunsen's discoveries

have formed important contributions to the

progress of science in the latter part of the
Nineteenth Century. His discovery jointly with
KirchhoH', of the method of si)ectrum analysis,
has led to the discovery of the alkali metals, ca'si-

um and rul)idiiun, and, )nor(^ recently, of a num-
ber of other elements; with the aid of the
spectroscope we are enabled further to analyze
the fixed stars by analyzing tlie light we receive
from them and ascertaining the lines character-
istic of the several elementary substances com-
posing the visible universe. Bunsen's flame tests

(see Analysis and Flame) have formed another
method in analytical chemistry, remarkalile for
its neatness and simplicity : the flame reactions
are usually observed with the aid of the well-

known burner of Bunsen's invention, which
furnished a smokeless, non-luminous flame of

high temperature: the principle of the Bunsen
burner is now extensively utilized in the house-
hold for cooking purposes. Bunsen also carried
out a series of interesting researches on the
double cyanides; and the cacod^l (q.v.) groups
discovered by him soon after Wohler and Liebig
had discovered the benzoyl group, served to con-

firm the idea that the nature of an organic com-
pound depends U]ion the radicals of which it is

composed—one of the fundamental principles
of modern organic chemistry. He further de-

vised a process for making the metal magnesium
on a large scale and showed how to obtain an
exceedingly brilliant light by burning magne-
sium wire; discovered the fact that hydrated
oxide of iron is an excellent antidote for arsenic
poisoning, etc. Only a few of his more impor-
tant contributions to physical chemistry can be
mentioned here. He investigated the absorption
of gases by liquids at difl'ercnt temperatures and
under dillerent pressures: he showed tliat the
melting temperature of substances which, unlike
water, e.xpand during the change from the solid

to the liquid state, rises with increase of external
pressure; he studied the chemical distribution
of a given gas between two other gaseous sub-

stances, when exploded with a mixture containing
an excess of either: invented the ice-calorim-

eter, which is often indispensable in thermo-
chemical determinations; jointl}' with Roscoe, he
adapted John W. Draper's actinometer for use in

work of precision, and, by the use of the improved
instrument, carried out, together with Roscoe,

a series of important photo-chemical measure-
ments. He invented also the filter-pump, a
photometer, a galvanic cell w'hich is extensively

used in physical laboratories, and other useful
apparatus. Among his publications nuiy he
mentioned: Gasomctrische Metlioden (1857);
Chemisehe Analyse dnrrh Hprkt ralbcobacht ungen
(jointly with Kirchhoff, 1861); and Flummen-
reaktioncn (1880).

BUNT (perhaps a corruption of burnt). A
disease of wlieat due to a parasitic fungus. Til-

letia trilici or Tilktia fwtens. Bunt is also

called Stinking Smut, Pe/iper Brand, and some-
times iS»i«f B(i7?. Wheat attacked by this fungus
assumes a bluish-gi"een color and the plants never
take on the characteristic color of ri])encd grain.

The individual grains in the head are attacked,
and if broken open will be found filled with black
spores of a jjcculiar fetid odor, hence the name
of stinking smut. It is one of tlic most com-
mon and injurious diseases of wheat, often af-

fecting a great part of a croj). although iis prev-

alence has been greatly diminished by care on
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the part of tlie farmers, and particularly by the

seloction of dean seed, and tlie dressing of the

seed, before sowing, with some substance whicli,

without injuring its vitality, destroys that of

the spores of the fungus. Even washing with

water has a good effect, but the best results are

secured by treating the seed wheat with solu-

tions of copper sulphate, formalin, or the Jensen
hot-water method, as recommended for smut
(q.v. ). Bunt is believed to be propagated by any
contact of sound with unsound grain, by thresh-

ing, which causes the bunt spores to ily about,

or by manure, in which the straw of infected

grain has been mixed. Upon this knowledge the

means now adopted for its prevention are

founded. A considerable mixture of bunt is not

supposed to render flour absolutely unwholesome,
at least when made into fermented bread, but

the bread is of peculiar flavor and very dark
color.

BTTNTER, boont'er (shortened from Ger.

hiiiitcr Saiulsteiii, variegated sandstone). A series

of rocks occurring in Europe, where it constitutes

the lowest niennber of the Triassic System. In

central England it includes mottled sandstones

and conglomerates, with a maximum thickness of

about 1700 feet, which rest unconformably on
Ferniian and Carboniferous strata. The Bunter
attains its greatest development in Germany,
particularly in the Black Forest, the Vosges, and
in the central and northern parts. Here the pre-

vailing rocks are variegated sandstones and con-

glomerates, which grade toward the top into

limestones and marls, and at the base pass in-

sensibly into the Permian sandstone. They are

divided into three stages: Lower Bunter—fine-

grained, reddish sandstone, several hundred feet

thick; Middle Bunter^-coarse sandstone, about

1,000 feet thick: Upper Biniter—red and green

marls of variable thickness, inclosing' salt-beds.

The Bunter is generally devoid of organic re-

mains; footprints of amphibians and animal and
plant fossils have been found, however, in both

tlie English and German beds. The plant life in-

cluded ferns, cycads, and conifers; the animal life

was characterized by the prevalence of batrachi-

ans. the most t\-pical foniis being the labyrinth-

odonts. (See Stegoceph.^i.ia.) Consult G^ikie,

Tcdf Boo!: of Gcolo'jn (London, 1893).

BTJNDEK SANDSTEIN, boont'er sant'stin.

See BuxTEK.

BUNTING (origin uncertain). A light,

loosely woven woolen material, of which the Hags

and signals of ships are usually made, and which

is also iiscd for women's dress gooils.

BUNTING (origin obscure). One of a group

of .seed-eating birds, sometinu's classified as the

family Embcrizid;p. intermediate between the

finches and the starlings. The most marked char-

acteristics are a short, straight, conical bill, an-

gvilar gape, and a hard, rounded knob on the in-

ner surface of the ui>per mandil)le. The typical

sijccies is the British corn-l)untlng (Embci-iza

m iliaria )—a bird considerably larger than a house

sparrow, brown, with darker streaks on the upper

parts, whitish brown, with spots and lines of

dark brown on the under parts, and with a
slightly forked tail. It is numerous, particularly

in low-cultivated grounds, in most ])arts of Eu-

rope, extending ;ilso into Asia, living in jiairs

during spring and summer, but in flocks in win-

ter and often visiting barnyards at that season.

along with chaffinches and sparrows. This bunt-
ing often i)asses the night on the ground in stub-

ble-fields, and is taken in the nets employed for
catching larks, and brought with them to market.
It usually builds its nest on or very near the
ground. Its notes are harsh and unmusical.
The reed-bunting [Emberiza schaiiichis) is com-
mon in marshy situations; a very pretty little

bird with black head and throat, strikingly

contrasted with the white nape and sides of the
neck. The cirl bunting ( £,'»i 6eri>(( cirliis\, of

which the head is olive-green, with black streaks
and with patches of bright lemon-yellow on the
cheeks and over the eyes, belongs chiefly to the
south of Europe and the north of Africa. Other
common European species are the yellow-hammer
{Emherha citriiwUa) and the ortolan {Emheriza
hortulann) , elsewhere described. The term is lit-

tle used pojiularly in America, but applied in

the older books to several more or less related
birds, as the snow-bunting (q.v.), the* black-

throated bunting (see DiCK-CissEL) , the bay-

winged bunting (see Vesper-Sp.\rrow) . the lark-

bunting (q.v.), the cow-bird, and bobolink. See
Plate of Bu:ntings.

BUNTING. The Pied Piper of Hamelin. so
named from his variegated attire.

BUNT'ING, J.\BEZ (1789-1858). An English
Wesleyan minister, sometimes called the 'second

founder of Jlethodisra.' He was born in Man-
chester, and at the age of twenty entered upon
ministerial work, in which he was very suc-

cessful, holding charges successively in Manches-
ter, London, Sheflield, Liverpool, and Leeds. He
was president of the conferences of 1820, 1828,

183C, and 1844. In 1835 he was chosen presi-

dent of the theological institution belonging to

the Wesleyan Methodist body, and for more than
twenty years was senior secretary of the mis-
sionary society in connection with his denomina-
tion. He was the chief authority in all matters
relating to the government and policy of Wes-
leyan Slethodism. His power became so great
that the conference was virtually an embodiment
of his will. This was one of the reasons for the

formation of the Free Methodist cluirchos. Two
volumes of his Hcrmons were published posthu-

mously (1801-ti2).

BUNTA-BUNTTA, or BUN'YA. See
AR.\UC Alil.V.

BUN'YAN, .Tonx (IC28-88). The author of

Tlic rilrjriDi's J'ro'iress. He was born in Elstow.

near Bedford, 1028. He was brought up to his

fathei-'s trade of tinker, and spent his youth in

the practice of that humble craft. It has gen-

erally been taken for granted that his early life

was very loose and profligate, on the sole ground
of his terrible self-accusations in after years,

when, from the height of religious fervor and
Puritan strictness, he looked back on dancing
and bell-ringing as deadly sins. But there is no
good reason for believing that he was really

a bad character. He served for a short

time (probably 1044-46) in the Civil War, and
most likely on the side of Parliament: but be-

yond his taking some active ])art in the great

struggle, nothing is precisely known. In 1(548

or early the next year, he married, and through
the influence of his wife and her 'godly hooks.'

there was brought about a complete reformation
in his life. In lfi53 he joined the Nonconformist
body of which she was a member, and two years



BUNTINGS AND GROSBEAKS

1. ORTOLAN (Emberlza hortulana).
2. REED BUNTING (Emberlza schoenlclus).
3. DICK-CISSEL 'Splza americana).
4. CARDINAL GROSBEAK I Cardlnalls cardlnalis).

5. ROSE-BREASTED GROSBEAK (Habia ludovlclana)

6. PINE GROSBEAK iPinlcola enucleator).
7. SNOW BUNTING I Plectrophenax nivalis^.

8. YELLOW BUNTING (Emberlza citrlnella).
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later he removed to Bedford. There the wife to

whom he owed so much died. In 1657 he was
formally reeognized as a preacher. "All the mid-
land counties," says Fronde, "heard of his fame,
and demanded to hear him." After the Restora-

tion it was made illejral to conduct divine ser-

vice except in accordance with the forms of the
Established Church. Bunyan, who persisted in

his irrejiular preaching, was confined in Bedford
(.'ovinty jail for twelve years (l(>00-72), though
during a part of this time he was allowed a large

ilegree of freedom. Here he supported liis family
—he had married again—by making tagged
laces. His library consisted of the Bible and
Fox's Marti/rs. He was again imprisoned for sis

months in 1675, when he probably finished Pil-

i/iim's Pronress. After his enlargement his fame
as a preacher increased more and more till his

death, which took place in London, August 31,

1GS8. Tliough Bunyan is best known by Pil-

grim's Progress (1st part 167S, 2d part 1684),
lie wrote much else. The Life and Death of Mr.
Hadman, which shows the rapid descent of a
man from sin to sin. and Grace Abounding, a
narrative of Bunyan's own spiritual life, are
masterpieces in realistic literature, and The
Holy ^S'ar is a beautiful allegory. Among his

sermons should not be forgotten "The Heavenly
Footman." Editions of Pilgrim's Progress are
numerous. A fac-simile reprint of the original
edition was published (London. 1885). Consult:
Brown, -John Bunyan, His Life, Times, and Works
(London. '8881; Fronde, John Bunyan ( Xew
York. 1888) : Venables. Life of John Bunyan
{Oxford, ISSS) : and Macaulay's famous essay.

BUNZrAXr, boonts'lou (from Slav. Boleslas,

so named after its founder). A town of Prus-
sia, in the Province of Silesia, situated on the

Bober, about 60 miles west-northwest of Breslau
(Map: Prussia. F ;j I . An obelisk to the Rus-
sian General KutusofT, who died here in 1813,
adorns the market-place. Its manufactures in-

clude tiles, pottery, glass, and linen. There are
also stone-cutting establishments, iron-foundries,

and saw-mills. It is the birthplace of the poet
Mar'.in Opitz. Population, in 1890, 12,921 : in

1900, 14.600.

BtrOL-SCHAUENSTEIN, liTTo'OI shou'en-
stin. Karl Febdina>-d, Count (1797-1865). An
Austrian statesman. After filling subordinate
diplomatic posts, lie became Ambassador at
Karlsruhe in 1828: Stuttgart in 1838; and Turin
in 1844. Leaving Turin on the outbreak of the

war in 1848, he went as Ambassador to Saint
Petersburg. In 1851 he represented Austria in

London. On Schwarzenberg's death, Buol-Schau-
enstein was recalled to Vienna, and became For-
eign Minister. In can-ying out the wavering pol-

icy of Austria in relation to the Eastern question,

he succeeded only in materially reducing that
country's influence in European affairs, and
showed himself a weak disciple of ilettemich
and Schwarzenberg. (Sec Crimean War. I After
defending in diplomatic notes and circulars the

position which Austria had taken with refer-

ence to Sardinia Buol-Schauenstein suddenly, on
the actual commencement of the Italian cam-
paign of 1859, resigned his place, which was
filled by Count Eeehberg. He died October 28,

13ii.">.

BTJONAROTTI, bwo'na-r*t't<^, Fmppo (1761-

1837). An Italian revolutionist, born in Pisa.

He was a devoted follower of Rousseau. In 1787

he founded a journal antagonistic to the Govern-
ment of Tuscany, and was banished. He then
withdrew to Corsica, where he established the
paper entitled L'Ami dc la Liberie Italienne. Ho
brought about the anne.\ation of the island of

San Pietro to the Republic of France, and be-

came a French citizen, and subsequently the
founder and president of the Pantheon Society,

which aimed at a restoration of the Constitu-

tion of 1793. Upon the dissolution of this so-

ciety by the Director^' he became implicated in

the conspiracy of Babeiif, and was sentenced to

deportation, but afterwards was pardoned. He
died in coni])arative obscurity.

BUONARROTI, bwoniir-ro't^, JiIichelan-

GELO. See MlCIIEL.i.N't^ELO.

BUONCOMPAGNI, bwon'kom-pa'nye, Bax-
D.\SSARE, Prince (1821-94). An Italian scholar.

He was born in Rome, and was a descendant of

the Princes of Piombino, who count among their

members several cardinals and Pope Gregory
XIII. In 1847 he became a member of the Pon-
tifical Academy de' Xuovi Lincei, of which he
was afterwards appointed secretary and libra-

rian. He published the following important
works: Delia vita e delle operc dl Guidone Bo-
natti, astrologo ed astronomo del secolo decimo-
terzo ( 1851 ) ; Delia vita e delle opere di Leonardo
Pisano (1852): Intorno all' opera d'Albiruni
siill-Indin (1869).

BUONTIGLIO, bwfin-fe'lyo, Benedetto. See
BOXFIULIO.

BUONONCINI, bwo'non-che'nd, Giovanni
B.^ttist.\. See Boxoxcixi.

BUONTALENTI, bwon'ta-len'te, Bernardo,
called Berxardo Dei.i.a Girandole (1536-1608).
An Italian painter and architect. He was born
in Florence and studied with Bronzino, Vasari,

Salviati, and ilichelangelo. Although extremely
versatile, he acquired fame chiefly through his

splendid architectural works in the form of

villas, artificial fountains, palaces, bridges, and
fortifications. Among these may be mentioned
the facade of Santa Trinitil in Florence, the

Palazzo Reale in Siena, and the palace of the

Grand Duke in Pisa. He was one of the fore-

most exponents of the baroque style of Italy, and
several of the most celebrated buildings of Flor-

ence and Pisa were designed or completed by
him.

BUOY, bnn'i, or BOY, boi (OF. boye. fetter,

chain, Lat. boia, leather collar, Gk. /SoEof,

boeios, of ox-hide, from ^ovc, hous, ox: alluding

to its being fastened by a chain). A floating

body intended as a mark for the limits of a chan-

nel, the position of a shoal, rock, wreck, or the

like. It is made either of wood or metal. Buoys
are moored by chains to heavy anchors or weights.

It is the custom in northern latitudes, where
more or less ice is expected in the winter sea-

son, to replace the hollow metal buoys by wood-
en spar buoys until the ice has disappeared, as
there is less danger of the spar being swept
away or damaged. Buoys are of dilTcrent kinds
and shapes, according to the purposes they are
intended to serve—as can buoys, made of sheet

iron, in the form of a cylinder, with a hemi-
spherical l)ase: spar buoys, made of a wooden
spar or log which is anchored at one end; nun
buoys, which are conical above water: bill

buoys, surmounted by a bell which is rung by
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the action of tlis waves (there is no clapper,

but iron balls roll about on a plate under the

bell's mouth, and striking against the inner

surface of the bell, make a noise that can be

heard at a considerable distance) ; and tchistling

tain important channels, thus permitting the

safe entrance and exit of vessels at night. They
are provided witli a reservoir of compressed illu-

minating gas under a pressure of 150 to 180

pounds i)er square inch, which is sufficient to

last from 85 days to a year, according to the

size of the buoy and the degree of compression

of the gas. The cost is estimated at less than
seven cents per day (the light is not extin-

guished night or day) and the reservoir may
be filled in a few minutes by means of a hose

1 AXD 2, CAN BOOTS ; 3, NTT OH NCN BUOY.

iuoys, which are fitted with an apparatus by
which air compressed by tlie movements of the

waves is made to escape through a whistle, and
so gave warning of danger. Cages or shapes are

sometimes put on buoys as further marks of dis-

tinction.

In the United States the following system of

placing buoys as aids to navigation is prescribed

by law: Red buoys mark the starboard or right-

hand side of a channel when coming from sea-

ward, and Hack the port or left-hand side;

mid-channel dangers and obstructions are marked
with danger buoys, having black and red trans-

verse stripes, and mid-channel buoys marking
the fairway have longitudinal black and white
stripes ; and wreck buoys marking sunken wrecks

are painted green; buoys mnrkinij anchorage
limits or dumping limits are painted white. The
<}iiarontinc buoy, if there be one. is painted yel-

low. The starboard and port buoys are num-
bered from the seaward end of the channel in

large white or black numbers, odd white num-
bers on the black buoys, and even black num-
bers on the red. The life buoy now in common
use in the navy consists of a hollow copper ring

having on each side a long tube swinging freely

on a pivot and weighted so as to keep in a

vertical position. In the bulb at the bottom
there is a burning composition which takes fire

upon contact witli tlie water, the gas Inirning at

the top of the tube with a bright llame wliich

can be seen at a considerable distance at night.

This machine is hung over the side of the vessel

near the stem, and is dropped by means of a

trigger.

An anchor buoy is a small metal buoy made
fast to the anchor by means of a rope, and it is

used to mark the position of the anchor, so that

should the ridingcliain (the chain the s!iip

liangs by) part, tlie whereabouts of tlie anchor

is still indicated by tlie buoy, and it may be re-

covered. Gas buoys are used for marking eer-

mj
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leading from the gas - tanks of the supply
steamer or buoy-tender. The body of the buoy
is sufficiently large to give proper buoyancy,
and is held upright by a centre weiglit at the
bottom. On top of it there is a wroughtiron
tower, about fi feet high, upon which is mounted
a Fresnel lens lantern, which is protected by a
wii'e cage. A tilling valve and a regulating

valve are provided. The lanterns may be so

made as to give flashes of dilVcrcnt duration or
of different colors. They nuiy lie seen from 6
to 8 miles. Electrically lighted buoys have been
used in United States harbors since 1888. They
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have replaced gas buoys in certain localities,

particularly when there is much Uoating ice,

for the electric lights may be placed on the

ends of spars designed specially for winter ser-

vice. The cables require [irotection or armor-

ing, but if properly equipped electric buoys give

good rcsulls.

BUOYANCY (for derivation, see Bcoy).
The quality which causes a body to float or tend

to float in a liquid, and depends upon the rela-

tive densities of the liquid and body. The centre

of buoyancy is the point at which all forces

which produce the buoyant effort (i.e. those

which resist the tendency of an object to sink)

may be considered to act. When the floating

object is at rest in stable equilibrium, the centre

of buoyancy is in the same vertical line as the

centre of gravity and at a distance above it.

f^ce St.vbility: Hydrostatics.

BUTALUS (Gk. Boi-rraPof, Boiipalos) and
ATHE'NIS CAffirvic). Sons of Archennus of

(_liio.s. famous sculptors of the time of Hipponax
(n.c. 540). They are said to have made a carica-

lure of the poet, who retorted with verses of bit-

ter satire.

BUPHCNIA (Gk. -a ^ov<f.6via, ta bouphonia,

from ^if, bows, os + :fi6vog, phonos, slaughter).

.\n ancient Greek sacrificial ceremony, consist-

ing of the slaying of an ox, performed at the

Zeus festival Dipolia, on the fourteenth day of

the month Seirophorion, which corresponded to

the last part of Juno and the first part of .July.

BUQUITNON, boo-ket'non. A name of the

wild \'isaya people on Negros Island. See
Philippines.

BUB. The slight ridge of metal raised on the

edges of a line engraved either by the burin or

by the dry point. Tliis is removed usually by
a scraper, as it retains too much ink in print-

ing the plate and produces the effect of a blur
or a smear. Seymour Haden and other etchers

often retain it for enriching their shadows.
Plates by Rembrandt show that he also made
use of it for this purpose. See Etching.

BURANO, boo-ra'nf). A city in Xorth Italy,

!> miles northeast of Venice, on an island of the
same name in the Lagoons (Map: Italy, G 2).
The chief industries are market-gardening, boat-
building, and fishing; the women are employed
in lace-making. To Burano belongs Torcello,
on an adjacent islet, with two museums of

antiquities, and a cathedral built in the Seventh
Century, rebuilt in 8C4, and partially rebuilt in
lOOS. and containing valuable mosaics. Popula-
tion, in issl (commune), 081)11: in l!)01, 81G9.

BURBAGE, bfir'bjj, or BURBADGE, Rich-
ard (c. 1.507-1619). .Vn English actor. He was
the son of James Burbage, an actor and the build-

er of the first theatre in London, and before 1.590,

he had acquired reputation as a tragedian, though
little absolutely authentic information concern-
ing him exists before lt!0.3, in which years his

name appears as one of the leading members of

the Lord Chamberlain's company together with
that of Shakespeare. Some years before this

(1.599) Burbage had erected the Globe Theatre,
associating with himself Shakespeare and others.
At the Globe Theatre and at the Blackfriars.
which he also owned, he continued to act till

his death, achieving an unchallenged reputation
as the foremost of English players. His chief

aptitude was for tragic riJles, and there is little

doubt that he was one of the earliest, if not the

earliest, of Hamlets, Lears, and Othellos. His
most successful impersonation seems to have been
that of Richard IIL He also appeared in the
most important plays of Ben Jonson, Beaumont
and Fletcher, and Webster. Trustworthy evi-

dence ascribes to him unmatched power of vocal
and facial expression and a capacity for thor-

oughly sinking his personality into his rdle. He
was also an excellent painter in oils.

BUR'BANK, Alfred Post (184fi-94). .\n

American elocutionist. He was born in Chicago,
and received his education at the university in

that city. At the age of 17 he enlisted in the

army, and served in Tennessee. He afterwards
devoted himself to teaching, and was long asso-

ciated as principal with the Dearborn and
Douglas public schools of Chicago. Afterwards
!ic nuide frequent tours as a professional reader
through every portion of the United States, and
al.-'o visited London.

BURBANK, Luther (1849—). An Ameri-
• an horticulturist, the originator of new varie-
ties of fruits, flowers, and vegetables. He was
born on a farm at Lancaster, Mass., and was
educated in the academy of that town. In 1875
he moved to Santa Rosa, Cal., where he estab-

lished an experimental farm. He has originated
the Burbank potato ; Gold, Erickson, Apple,
October Purple, Chalco, America, and Climax
plums; Giant, Splendor, and Sugar prunes;
Peachblow, Burbank, and Santa Rosa roses;

and the Giant and Fragrance callas.

BUR'BON. A character in Spenser's Faerie
Oiiernc. a noble knight who is beset by a throng
of common folk, but who makes his escape and
rescues his mistress. In the allegory he stands
for Henry W . of France, who escaped, together
with his bride, from the massacre that took
place during his nuptial festivities, August 24,

1572, in Paris.

BURBOT (corruption of Fr. harhole. from
Lat. baria, beard, referring to its barbels).
The only fresh-water fish (Lota lota) belong-

ing to the GadidiB, a family including the cod,

haddock, pollock, etc. It occurs in certain riv-

ers of England, Northern Europe, and in Asia.

It never enters salt waters. It may grow to a

weight of 12 pounds, but in English waters it is

usually about one-fifth as great. The burbot,

like the ling (q.v.), has an elongated form;
the head is rather broad, and the tapering pos-

terior of the body compressed. It is covered
with very small, imbedded scales. The mouth
is large, and the chin has a well-developed bar-

bel. The first of the two dorsal fins is short,

the second very long, and the anal fin is also

very long. The caudal fin is rounded. The
American burbot {Lota maculosa), which oc-

curs in the lakes and sluggish streams of the

northern and ea.stern portions of America, is

probably identical with the European burbot.

BUIfBRIDGE, Stepifen Gano (1831-941.
An -American soldier. He was born in Scott
County. Ky., and was bred to the law, but engaged
in mercantile business and farming. When the
Civil War began he entered the Union service,

and was distinguished for bravery in many en-
gagements. He was promoted brigadier-general
of volunteers at Shiloh, and earned the brevet
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rank of major-general of volunteers by defeat-
ing General Morgan and his raiders in 1864.
He resigned in 1865, and retired to private life

in Kentucky.

BTJR'CHARD, Sami-ei, Dickinson (1812-
01 ) . All American Presbyterian clergyman,
born in Steuben, N. Y. He graduated at Cen-
tre College in 183G, and soon became promi-
nent in Kentucky as an anti-slavery and tem-
perance lecturer. He became pastor of the
Houston Street Presbvterian Churcli in New
York City in 1839, and of the ilurray Hill

Church in 1879, but in 1885 he witlulrcw from
active work, and became ])astor emeritus. On
October 29, 1884, toward the end of the bitter

Blaine-Cleveland Presidential campaign, he was
tlie spokesman of a large party of clergymen of

all denominations, who waited upon Blaine at
the Fifth Avenue Hotel in New York City to as-

sure him of their su]jport. Toward the end of

his generally temperate address, he character-
ized the Democratic Party as the party of
Rum, Romanism, and Rebellion.' This unfor-
tunate alliteration, which Blaine did not at the
time take the pains to repudiate, was immedi-
ately made use of by the Democrats as campaign
material. The words were printed on leaHets
which were spread broadcast among the voters,

flaring placards, ringing endless changes on the
letters 'R. R. R.,' were exhibited in all the large
cities, and the Democratic press persistently at-

tributed the sentiment to Blaine himself and
charged him with being a rabid anti-Catholic. It

is generally believed that tlie plirase alienated
enough Catholic voters in New York State alone,

where the Democratic majority was only 1047
votes, to turn the national election, which
hinged on the electoral vote of New York, to
Cleveland.

BTJRCHARDI, burK'iir-de, Georg Ciiris-

TIA.N (179.5-1882). A German jurist. He was
born at Ketting, in the island of Alsen, and was
educated at the universities of Kiel, Berlin, and
Gottingen. His numerous contributions to the
history and the nature of Roman law arc im-

portant. His principal publication is Die Wis-
senschaft u>td Kiinst drr Rechtsfindung (1869).

BTJR'CHELL, William .Joiix (c.l782-18G3).

An English explorer and naturalist, born in

Fulham. He was 'schoolmaster and acting bota-

nist' on the island of Saint Helena for the Kast
India Company, from 1805 to 1810, and then
proceeded to South Africa. Here in the cour.se

of several years of solitary exploration he accu-

mulated a collection of (53.000 natural objects,

."lOO drawings, and much material on astronom-
ical, meteorological, and other subjects. Many
of the specimens collected on this journey are
now in the British Museum. In 1825 he made an
extended tour tlirough Soiitli .\merica, where
also he was gcneralh- unattended. He proceeded
through the Province of Goyaz as far as Porto
Real and Para. The entomological collection

alone, vvhicli he accumulated on this journey, is

said to have been eight or nine times as large

as that previously made in Africa. In recog-

nition of his valuable services to science, many
of the animal and vegetable species discovered

by him were named in his honor. See Zebra in

colored Plate of Hohsks.

BURCHIELLO, bimr-kyel'lA, Dojienico
(c.13901448). An early Italian satiric poet.

whose real name seems to have been Domenico di
Giovanni. He is known to have kept a bar-
ber sliop in Florence, which was a favorite
place of meeting, for a circle of artists and
men of letters, among them heon Battista Al-
bert! and Giovanni Aquettini da Prato. Sub-
sequently he lived in great poverty in .Siena, and
finally died in Rome in 1448. Burehiello is inter-
esting as illustrating the type of burlesque pwtry
prior to Francesco Berni. His favorite form
was the soiuxtto caudato, or sonnet with a tag
of three extra lines. His poems are often tinged
with vulgarity and are written .so largely in tlie

current slang of his day that they would "scarcely
be intelligible now, even aside from the references
to people and places long since forgotten. In
1553 they had already become so obscure that
the efforts of his first commentator, Doni. to ex-
plain them make strange and curious reading.
Of the numerous editions of his sonnets, may
especially be mentioned : Honnetti del Burchirllo,
del Belliiicioiii c d'altri poeti fioretitini (London,
1757). Consult Gargani, Sulle poesic del Biirciii-

cUo (Florence. 1877).

BURCKHARD, boork'hiirt, JUx Eigen
(1854— ). An Austrian poet and writer on
jurisprudence, born in Korneuburg. After uni-
versity study in Vienna, he became a member of
the Ministry of Education, and in 1890 direc-
tor of the Vienna Court Theatre, on whose black-
list he placed the dramas of Ibsen, Hauptmann,
and Sudermann. His publications include. In
verse. Das Lied rom Taiinhiiiiser (1888), and. in
prose. System des oslerreicliischeii Friiatrechtt
(1883-89) and (_lrset:e iittd Verordinuigen in

Kullussachi II (1S87; 3d ed., 2 vols., 1895).

BURCKHARDT, Heinrich (1811-79). A
German forester, born in Adelebsen. He studied
at the University of Gottingen. and entered the
Government service of Hanover as an under-for-
ester. In 1858 he was appointed director of
forests as a member of the Ministry of Finance.
When Hanover was consolidated with Prussia
(1866) he was retained as a Prussian chief
ranger. He wrote Forstliche Hilfstafeln (3
pis., 1852-58; Hiieii und J'/laiizcn (1855; 6th
ed. 1892) ; and Der Wuldiccrt in Bezichuny auf
^'( ruusseruitg (18U0).

BURCKHARDT, .lAKon (1818-97). A Swiss
historian. He was l)orn in Basel, studied at the
universities of Basel and of Berlin, and was ap-
pointed professor of the history of art and civili-

zation in the former. He afterwards taught a
few years at the Polytechnic Institute of Ziirich.

His works, characterized alike by th(uough re-

search, sound learning, and an excellent style,

include Jakob ron llochsladni. Erzbischof von
hiilii (1843) ; Die Zeit Koiistantiiis des (Irosseii

(18.53); Cieerove (1855; (ith ed. by W. Bode,
1893), a kind of guidebook, containing a history
of art in Italy, together with descriptions of the
more important art-works of that country; Die
Kultur dcr Renaissance in Itulien (6tli ed.,

1898) ; and a valuable Geschiehte der Renais-
sance in lialien (3d ed., 1890-91).

BURCKHARDT, .Tohann K.\rl (1773 1825).
A matheniatician and astronomer, bom in .Leip-

zig. He studied at the University of Leipzig,
pursued a course in astronomy under Zach in

Gotha, and was appointed assistant astronomer
in the Bureau des Longitudes. Paris. In 1807 he
became the director of the observatory of the
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Ecole Militaire. His treatise on the comets of

1770 was crowned by the Academy. His lunar

tables (1812) were long tbe best. He translated

into German ;; part of Laplace's Mvcuinquc cc-

Icstr and published several valuable astronom-
ical treatises.

BURCKHARDT, .loiix Lewis (1784-1817).
An explorer in the service of the African Asso-
ciation of London. He was born in Lausanne,
Switzerland, of English parentage, was educated
in Leipzig and Giiltingen, and in ISOli went to

London, where he was introduced by Sir Joseph
Banks to the African Association, which sent

him to explore the interior of Africa. From
JIalta he proceeded, under the disguise of an
Oriental, to Aleppo, where, within two years, lie

became so proficient in the vulgar Arabic that

he could safely travel as an Oriental merchant.
He visited Palmyra. Dama.scus, and the Lebanon,
and went through Palestine to Cairo. In 181-t

he traveled through the Nubian Desert to tlie

shore of the Red Sea and then from .Tiddah

proceeded to Mecca and visited the Prophet's
tomb at Medina. In 1815 he returned to Cairo,
and in the following year ascended Mount Sinai.

Just as he was about to set out from Cairo
on a journey to Sudan, he was seized with
dysenterj- and died within a few days. As a
holy sheik, he was buried with all funeral honors
by the Turks in the Moslem cemetery. His col-

lection of Oriental 3ISS., in 3.50 volumes, was left

to the University of Cambridge. His journals of

travel, remarkable alike for their interest and
evident truthfulness, were published by the Afri-

can As.sociation. He published Trarels in Xubia
(1819); Travels in Syria and the Holy Land
(18-22) ; Travels in Arabia (1829) ; Sotes on the
Bedouins and Wahabys (1830); and Arabic
Proverbs (1830).

BURCKMAIR, or BTJRGKMAIR, boork'-

inTr, H.\NS ( UTS-Li.'Sl ) . A German painter and
wood-engraver. He was born in Augsburg, and
was the brother-in-law of the elder Holbein, and
the friend of Albert Diirer, whose influence is

manifest in his works. Several excellent paint-
ings by him are preserved in the galleries of

JIunich, Berlin. Augsburg, and Vienna. He is

best known, however, as a wood-engraver, his

cuts numbering nearly 700. Among the most
celebrated of these is his "Triumph of the Em-
peror Maximilian I.." in 135 cuts, with a descrip-

tion by the Emperor liimself. Another fine series

of 237 cuts, called "The Wise King," represents
the deeds of Maximilian.

BTJRDACH, boor'diiG, Kabl Friedrich (1776-

1847). A licrnian physiologist, born in Leipzig.

He was graduated in medicine there in 1800;
became professor of physiologj- in the University
of Dorpat in I81L and four years later took a
similar position in Kiinigsberg. .Among his nu-

merous works is Die I'hysiologie uls Erfahrungs-
wissenschaft ( 1 826-40 )

.

BtJR'DEKIN. A river in northeastern Aus-
tralia, in the State of Queensland (Map: Queens-
land, E •>). It is 350 miles long, and Hows into

Up.start Bay, on the Pacific Ocean.

BURDEN (AS. byrfen. Icel. hyrfr, Ger.
liiirdc, Iliad, from the root of bear, AS. beran ; cf.

Gk. <t>6pTos, phorlos, load, from <t>{pti,v, pherein,

to carry). A term of broad significance, equiv-

alent in meaning, in general, to charge.obligation,

incumbrance, servitude, etc.; as, burden of proof

{onus prohandi] ; l)\ii(li'n ujinn lands, etc. Tho
term is the one ordinarily used in the law of
Scotland to signify any restriction, limitation, or
inoumlirance allecting eitlier person or properly,
the burden being called real when it is a charge
upon lands themselves, and otherwise personal,
the term, as thus used, being substantially equiv-

alent to the tenn obligation (q.v.) in English
and American law, and the phrase real burden
to servitude or incumbrance (q.v.).

BURDEN, Henry (1791-1871). An Ameri-
can inventnr and manufacturer. He was boru
in Scotland, studied science and engineering in

Edinburgh, and came to the United States in

1819. The next year he invented and patented
the first cultivator used in agriculture in tliis

country. His inventions inchule improvements
in plows; a machine for making iron spikes by
which the cost of railroad-building was greatly
reduced, and One for making horseshoes, which
produced sixty shoes per minute from the bar.

He was for many years proprietor of the Troy
Iron and Nail Works, one of the largest manu-
factories in the world.

BURDEN OF PROOF, or Onus Probandi.
This term has two significations in the law of

evidence. First it means the obligation resting
upon the party having the affirmative of the issue

in a litigation to prove his case. In this sense,

the burden of pr6of is generally upon the plain-

tiff. If, however, the defendant sets up an af-

firmative defense, the burden is upon him. An
example of such a defense is afforded when an
insurance company, sued upon a marine insurance
policy, sets up as its only defense the unsea-
worthiness of the insuied ship. In such a case
the defendant has the burden of proving that the
ship was unseaworthy. Second, the term means
the obligation to give evidence at some particular
stage of the trial. For example, if the party
having the affinuative of the issue has given
evidence enough to entitle him to a judgment,
tlie burden of giving further evidence rests upon
his opponent. When the term is used in this

sense, it is proper to say that the burden of

proof shifts from one party to the other during
the trial. When used in the first sense, it is

incorrect to say that the burden of proof shifts.

The burden of making out his ease is always upon
him who has the aliirmative of the issue. Hence,
in a criminal ease, it is always upon the Govern-
ment, which is also bound to make out its case,

i.e. to establish the guilt of the prisoner beyond a
reasonable doubt. In civil cases, the one having
the affirmative of the issue uuikes out his case

if he convinces the jury that the preponderance
of proof is on his side. Consult Thayer, Pre-
liminary Treatise on Evidenev at the Common
Lair (Boston. 1898). See Evidence; Proof.

BURDETT', Sir Francis (1770-1844). An
English liberal politician. He was born .lan-

uary 25, 1770, and was educated at Westmin-
ster and Oxford. He spent some years on the
Continent, and was a witness to the progress of
the first French Revolution. In 1793 ho mar-
ried Sophia Coutts, heiress of the wealthy Lon-
don banker; in 1796 was elected member of Par-
liament for Boroughhridge. Yorksliire, and in

1797 succeeded to the liaronetcy. lb' made him-
self conspicuous by his opposition to tlie (iov-

ernment and the French War; advocated Parlia-

mentary reform. Catholic emancipation, and
other liberal measures, and, as an effective polit-
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ical speaker, for many years was the idol of

the London populace. Having obtained a Par-
liamentary inquiry into tlie abuses of the metro-

politan prisons, lie was returned in 180" for

Westminster, which he represented for nearly

thirty years. Burdett, in 1810. published, in

Cobbett's Political Ucijistcr, a letter to his con-

stituents, declaring the conduct of the Commons
illegal in imprisoning Jolin Gale Jones, a radi-

cal orator, who had questioned their authority

in excluding strangers from tlie House. The
Speaker issued a warrant for Burdett's arrest as

guilty of a breach of privilege. Refusing to sur-

render, he for two days barricaded his house,

the populace supporting him in liis i"esistance;

but on April 9, the sergeant-at-arms, aided by
the police, obtained an entrance, and conveyed
him to the Tower. The prorogation of Parlia-

ment restored him to liberty. Prosecuted in 1819

for a letter on the "Peterloo massacre,' strongly

condemning the authorities, he was sentenced to

three months' imprisonment and a fine of £2000.

In 1835 he joined the Conservatives, and in 1837

was returned for Wiltshire, wliich he repre-

sented till his death, .January 23, 1844. Burdett
maintained the freedom of public speech in Eng-
land by a fearless and untiinching attitude

against all attempts at suppression.

BTJRDETT-COTTTTS, bflr-det' koots', An-
GEL.\ (iKORGiNA, Baroness (1814— ). An English
philanthropist, daughter of Sir Francis Burdett.

In 1837 she inherited much of the property of

her grandfather, Thoma.s Coutts, the banker.

The liberal and public-spirited use she has made
of this wealth, in her efforts to mitigate the suf-

ferings of her fellow-creatures and the lower

animals, has rendered her name well known in

England and America. Besides spending large

sums in building and endowing churches and
schools, she endowed the three colonial bishop-

rics of Cajie Town, Adelaide, and British Colum-
bia, at an outlay of about £50,000, and founded

an establishment in South Australia for the

improvement of the aborigines. In her zeal for

the good of her own sex she effected imjiortant

reforms in the teaching of girls at the national

schools, and established a shelter and reforma-

tory for fallen women. To the city of London
she has presented, besides several handsome
fountains, the Columbia Market. Methnal (ireen,

for the supply of good and wholesome food in a

poor district. She also built Columbia Sijuare,

consisting of model dwellings at low rents for

about 300 families; and, taking great interest in

emigration, has assisted many poor families in

their passage. Her private charities have been

on a corresponding scale, and she is also a lib-

eral patroness of art. In 1871 she accepted a

peerage from the Government, with the above

title. In 1872 tlie freedom of the city of Lon-

don was conferred u])<m her (the first woman
who ever received it), and in 1874 the freedom

of Edinburgh. She was married in 1881 to W.
L. Ashmead-Bartlett (born in New .Jersey), who
by royal license used the surname Burdett-

Coutts.

BTJRDETTE, Robert .Joxes (1844— ). An
American humorist and clergyman, who became

famous through his paragraphs in the Burling-

ton (Iowa) Hawkcyc. He was born in Greens-

boro, Pa., and received a secondary school edu-

cation in Peoria, 111. During the Civil War he

served as a private soldier. In 1869 he became night
editor of the Peoria Daily Transcript, and after-

wards was associated with other papers. He
joined the staff of the Bnrlinjiton Haickeyc in

1872, and his humorous paragraphs soon began
to be ijuoted in newspapers throughout the coim-

try, with the result that, beginning in 187(1, he
made a number of very successful lecture tfiurs.

lie became a licensed minister of the Baptist
Church in 1887, and afterwards took charge of

the Baptist chapel at Gladwyne, Montgomery
County, Pa, His books include: The Rise and
Fall of the Mustache and Other Hawkeyetems
11877); Uawkcyes (1880); lAfe of ^yilUam
Penn (1882) ; Innach Garden and Other Comic
Sketches (1880); and Chimes from a Jester's

Hells (1897).

BtTR'DICK, Francis JIabion (1845—). An
American professor of law. He was born at

De Ruyter, N. V., graduated at Hamilton Col-

lege in 1869, and in 1872 at Hamilton College

Law School, and from 1872 to 1883 practiced

law. He was Mayor of Utica, N. Y., from 1882
to 1883, professor of law aiid history in Hamil-
ton College from 1882 to 18S7, and professor of

law in the law school of Cornell LTniversity

from 1887 to 1891. In 1891 he was appointed
professor of law in Columbia University. He
has published: Cases on Torts; The Laio of
l<alcs: and other legal works.

BURDOCK {hiir, the globular seed-ease -f
docA. the plant; see Dock) {,Arctium). A genus
of plants of the order Compositie. The heads
of rtowers are globose, or nearly so, and each
of the scales of the involucre runs out into a
long, rigid prickle, which is hooked at the point.

By means of these hooks the flower-head

—

popularly called a bur—readily lays hold of

the clothes of a passer-by, the wool of a slieep,

or the like, and thus the seeds are transported

from one place to another. The common bur-

dock (Arctium lappa) is abundant in waste
and bushy ]ilaces, by waysides, etc., in Europe,
and is naturalized in the I'nited States. Its

root is biennial, large, and lleshy, somewhat
carrot - shaped; the root • leaves large, stalked,

heart-shaped; the stem stiff', upright, somewhat
branched and leafy, 3 feet or more high. The
root is sometimes used in medicine, being di-

ajihoretic and diuretic, and acting upon the
cutaneous system and the kidneys. It is ca-

pable of being made a substitute for sarsajiarilla.

In autumn young roots are often found to con-

tain as much as 45 per cent, dry weight of

inulin. In many countries the roots, young
shoots, and young leaves of burdock are used
in soups, and the plant is cultivated for this use

in Japan. The roots are said to resemble arti-

chokes in taste. The leaves and their expressed

juice are sometimes applied to burns and sup-

purations.

BURDWAN, bilrd-wiin'. See Bardwan.

BUREAU (Fr., from OF. hurel, coarse woolen
clotli, because a bureau was originally covered
with brown baize). A writing-table or desk
with drawers. The use of the French word in

this sense is at least as old as Swift, and became
common in England in the latter half of the

Eighteenth Century. In America it is used to

signify any chest of drawers. The word is also

applied to an ollice for transacting business^
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and hence to a department of public officials.

Bureaucracy is, accordiiifily. a government liy

orticcholders characterized by adhereiuc to offi-

cial traditions and 'red tape.' For the history

of the article of furnitiire, consult VioUet-le-Duc,

Dictioiiiiaire raisonne dit mobilier fraii(ais (Paris,

IS.iS-T.i).

BUR'EL, or Bure.w (OF. hiirel, a coarse

cloth, rusaet-colored, from Lat. burnis, dark
red, Low Lat. burra. coarse red cloth). A cloth,

generally of coarse texture, manufactiired in

England' in the Middle Ages for cloaks and other

outer garments.

BURETTE, by-ret' (Fr., little vase, from
OF. buire, flask, from Lat. bibcre, to drink).

A measuring apijaratus invented by Gay-Lussac,

and much used in chemical laboratories. It con-

sists of a graduated glass tube terminating in a

narrow opening. By means of an attachment, as

a stop-cock or rubber tulie with a spring clamp, a

liquid contained in the burette may be drawn off

lay drops. The burette is usually employed when
it is necessary, for analytical purposes, to use

precisely measured volumes of liquid reagents.

BURG, boorK (Ger., fort— it is a walled

town). A town of Prussia, in the Province of

Saxony, situated on the Ilile, about 13 miles

northeast of Magdeburg (Map: Prussia, D 2).

!lt has long been famous for its extensive woolen

manufactures. It has also manufactures of

gloves, shoes, starch, and tobacco, dye-works,

tanneries, brick-kilns, distilleries, foundries, etc.,

and a large trade in farm produce. Population,

in 1S90. 17,.500: in 1000, 22,500.

BURGAGE TENURE (from OF. boiirgaze,

Med. Lat. hurfimiuin. from biirgus. borough).

A form of tenure of real property which prevails

both in England and Scotland, although some-

what differently regarded in these two coun-

tries. In England it is a variety of socage

(q.v. ) tenure, and obtains where the King or

Other person is lord of an ancient borough in

which the tenements are held by a certain and
determinate rent. Burgage tenures are char-

acterized by a variety of curious customs, af-

fecting the alienation and inheritance of the

lands so held, and differentiating them from the

more usual common-law tenures. Such, for ex-

ample, is the custom that the wife shall be en-

dowed with all her husband's tenements, and
not with the third ]iart only, as at common law.

In Scotland, by this tenure is meant a peculiar

sort of military holding affecting property in

royal burghs, the sovereign being superior or

over-lord, and each individual proprietor or

l.'urgess holding direct of the Crown, for the

reddendo, or service, of u-atching and uarding,
' this service is now merely nominal. If the

l)urgh, as such, ceases to exist, the Crown
does not thereby lose its rights over the pro-

prietors, for th'ey continue as Crown vassals

(q.v.). The statutes .SI and .32 Vict. c. 101, and

32 and 33 Vict. c. llti, abolished many useless

forms of this tenure. (See Tenure.) Consult:

Blackstone, Comwentnrici on the Laws of Eng-

land; Pollock and Maitland, History of English

Law (2d ed., Boston, 180!)) : Stephen, \ew Com-
mentarif.i on the Laus of Ennlnnd.

BURGAS, boor-gas' or BOURGAS. A sea-

port town of Eastern Rumclia, situated on the

bav of the same name. abo\it 7(! miles northeast

of.Adrianople (Map: Turkey in Europe, F 3).

Burgas is the terminal of the Sofia-Burgas
Railway, and contains several mosques and
Christian eliurches. It carries on some trade in

grain and animal products. Pojjulation, in 1001,

11.700, chielly Uulgarians.

BURGDOBF, lioorK'dorf (Fr. Berthoud. in

local patois Iliirtlcf, founded by Bcrthokl V.).

A town in the Swiss Canton of liern, situated on
the Emme, 14 miles from Bern. It is over 1800
feet above sea-level, and consists of a lower and
an upper part, wliich are connected by spiral

streets (Map: Switzerland, B 1). There is an
ancient castle in which Pestalozzi had his school

for a number of years. The town contains also

ribbon, tobacco, and chocolate manufactories,
and carries on a large trade in dairy products.
Population, in 1900, 8400.

BtfRGEL, bur'gel, Koxstantin ( 1837—) . A
German composer. He was born in Liebau, Sile-

sia: studied under Brosig in Brcslau, and Kiel

in Berlin : and in 1809-70 was an instructor in

Kullak's Xeue Akademie der Tonkunst in Ber-

lin, He then became a private teacher of piano-

forte method. His compositions include a suite

and variations, and two sonatas, for the piano-

forte; a symphonic march; and a quintet for

pianoforte and strings.

BURGEO (bflr'ge-o) ISLANDS. A group of

small islands off the southern coast of Newfound-
land, in latitude 47° 33' N., and longitude .57'

44' W. (.Map: Xewfoundland. C 5). The scen-

ery is very picturesque, and Burgeo, the chief

village (population 900), is a favorite resort for

artists. The islands are valuable fishing sta-

tions. Here, in 1765, Captain Cook made an
observation of an eclipse of the sun.

BURGER, bur'ger, Gottfried August (1747-

94). -V German poet. He was born in Molmers-
wende, the son of a country clergyman, and
studied theology at Halle and law at Gottingen,
where his poetic genius was fired by the works
of Shakespeare and by Percy's Iieliqucs. He
became a leading member of the Gottingen
Poets' Union {Dichierbund) , contributed to its

organ, the M uaenalmanach, and from 1779 until

his death was its editor. The University of

Gottingen gave him an honorary' degree in 1787,

and soon after made him professor (without
salary) of philosophy and iesthetics, a curious

post for one of dissolute youth and discreditable

manhood. The greatest work of his misgtiided

genius was prodiiced while he was still young.

His best ballad. Lcnore (1773), coincided in

date with Goethe's (!6tz von Berlichingen, and
the beginning of the decade of literary storm
and stress. Goethe, who was soon to speak of

him as a 'sad example,' thought his earlier

poems 'worthy of a better age.' Critics to-day

see in them the most potent influence toward the

revival of the ballad form in which so much
of the best German poetry of the next generation

was cast. These ballads are classics familiar

to every German schoolboy. Some of the most
striking, besides the incomparable Lenore, are

Der icilde Jiiger, Das Lied vom braven Mann,
Die Weiber von Weinsberg, Der Kaiser und der

Abt, and Biirger's own favorite Lenardo und
Blandinc. Biirger also revived the sonnet form
in German, and his experiments in it were
praised as models by Schiller, who, however,
severely criticised some of Burger's more popu-
lar poems. His ballads have retained their pop-
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lilarity to this day, and his poems have appeared

in many editions. His collected works were

edited by his friend Reinaid (4 vols., ITOti).

He was introduced to Kiislisli readers in TVi7-

iiam and Helen (177.J). Waller Scott's version

of Lenore. The elder Dumas translated Leiiorc

into French. Burger's imagination was fresh

and naive, but it was not ricli or sustained.

His taste was more elegant than delicate: his

style was studied, though clear and forcible. The
moral tone of his poems, virile and almost uni-

formly noble, contrasts strangely with that of

his life. His qualities were those which com-
mand po])ular favor, and his defects tho.se wliicli

the majority of readers readily condone. His
place in Cierman letters is apparently secure.

BURGER, buTTr'ger, .Toh.\nn (1820- A
Swiss engraver, born at Burg, in the Canton of

Aargau. He was a pu])il of Suter at Zofingen,

and from 1850 to 1S.")() of Thiiter at the Jlunich

Academy, and engraved as his first plate "The
Stoning of Saint Stephen," after Schraudolph.

His further works include "Lady Macbeth"
(1858), after Cornelius: three plates illustrat-

ing scenes from the life of Saint Bonifacius,

after Hess; and ''Aurora" (1887), after Guido
Reni.

BURGER, LuDWiG (1825-84). A German
painter and illustrator, born in Cracow. He
studied at the Berlin Academy, and was a pupil

of Couture in Paris. His drawings include il-

lustrations for the works of La Fontaine and a

series of plates, entitled Die Kanone (1866-67).

He executed some fine interior decorations, in

particular those for the city-hall of Berlin.

BURGERS, boor'gfrs, Tiio>(as Francois
(1834-81). A President of the former Trans-

vaal Republic. He was born in Cape Colony, of

an old Dutch family, was educated at tlie L'ni-

versity of Utrecht, Holland, and became a min-

ister of the Dutch Reformed Church at Hanover,

Cape Colony. He was an ehKiuent preacher, but

his rationalistic views brought upon him a trial

for heresy, in which, however, he was acquitted.

In 1872 he was elected President of the Transvaal

Republic by the Liberals, succeeding Preto-

rius, and continued in olhee until the annexation

of the republic by the British in 1877. His Presi-

dential policy was characterized by brilliant hut

impracticable schemes, aiming chietly at terri-

torial expansion.

SURGES, l)ur'jes, Tristram (1770-1853). An
American politician. He was born in Rochester,

Mass., and in 1700 graduated at Brown Universi-

ty. He became one of the leaders of the Federal

Party, was Chief Justice of Rhode Island, and

from 1815 to 1825 was a professor in Brown Uni-

versity. He then served in Congress from 1825

to 1835. where he favored a protective tariff, and
attracted attention by his brilliant replies to the

abuse heaped upon New England by John Ran-
dolph. Consult Bowan, Memoirs of Tristan Bur-

yes (Providence, 1835).

BURGESS (OF. burgeis, Fr. bourgeois, Med.

Lat. biirgcnsis. from burgh, town, borough). A
citizen or freeliolder in a municipality: one en-

titled to full rights of citizensliip from his po-

sition as a householder or tra<lcsman, and duly

enrolled as such on what is known as the 'free-

man's roll.' The word in time came to moan,

in some places, chief magistrate of a community,

and it is still used in that sense to-day in the

towns of Connecticut and Pennsylvania, where
the borough is a distinct political division. The
first American representative legislative body
was the 'House of Burgesses" of \'irginia, which
was called together l)v the Governor of the Col-

ony in loll). Jt consisted of two delegates from
each of the 11 settlements embraced in his juris-

diction. The name was continued until about the
time of the Revolution, as also in Jlaryland.
The word has also been used in England to de-

note a member of Parliament returned from a
borough, in contradistinction to a shire or county
niomber. See BoBOlGH.

BURGESS, Alexander (1819-1901). An
American Protestant Episcopal divine. He was
born in Providence, R. I., and graduated at
Brown L'niversity (1838), and at the General
Theological Seminary, New York (1841). He
held reotoratcs in Augusta, 'Me., from 1843 to

1854; Portland, Ale., from 1854 to 1807; Brook-
lyn, N. Y., from 1807 to 1809; and Springfield,
ilass., from ISO!) to 1878. Upon the formation of
the diocese of Quincy, 111., he was consecrated as
its first bishop, Jlay 15, 1878. He also served as
a deputy of the General Convention of the Episco-
pal Church from 1844 to 1877, representing the

dioceses of Maine, Long Island, and Massachu-
setts.

BURGESS, Edw.U!d (1848-91). An Ameri-
can yacht-designer, born in West Sandwich, Mass.
He was educated at Harvard, graduating in 1871,
and became secretary of the Boston Society of

Natural History, in which capacity he edited
the publications of the society. In 1879 he be-

came instructor in entomology' at Hai-vard, re-

maining until 1883. Financial reverses caused
him to turn his attention to naval architecture,
especially as to yachts. From his designs the
I'lirilan was built, which proved the best Ameri-
can yacht, and easily defeated the Genista
(English) in the races for the Ameriea's cup in

1885. In 1886 his Mai/flower easily led in the
race with the English Galatea. In 1888 his

fishing schooner Carrie E. Phillips distanced
four competitors in the Fishermen's race held
in Boston Harbor. His Volunteer won the
Ameriea's cup against the Thistle, the special
product of British genius, in the international
races of 1887. His other yachts included the
Marifjuita, Minerva, and Gossoon, all of them re-

markably swift sailing craft.

BURGESS. Frank Gei.f.tt (1806—). An
American humorovis autluu" and artist in the
grotes(]ue. born in Boston, Mass. He graduated
in 1887 at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, from 1887 to 1890 was a draughtsman
on the Southern Pacific Railway, and in 1891-94

was instructor in topographical drawing at the
University of California. He was a designer front

1894 to 1895, and then established in San Fran-
cisco a fantastic jieriodical dubbed The I,ark,
which in 1897 expired with an Fpilark. This he
followed by other e|)hemeral magazines. Since
that time he has been a familiar contributor to

English and American publications. He is the
author and illustrator of such delightfully
whimsical works as The Purple Cow (1897);
The Lark .Mmanac (1898) ; The Nonsense Alma-
nac ( 1898) ; Goops and How to Be Them ( 1900) ;

and .4 Gage of Youth (1901).

BURGESS, Frederick (18.53—). An Ameri-
can clergyman. He was born in Providence, R. I.,

I
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and was educatetl at Brown University, at the
(jeneral I'lieologifal Seminary, Xew York City,

and at O.xford. After his ordination to the
priesthood, lie was successively in charge of
Grace Church, Amherst, Mass.. from 187S to
1883; Christ Church, Pomfret, Conn., from 188.3

to 1S89: at Bala, from 188!) to 1S9G: Christ
Church, Detroit, from ISHti to 1898; and Grace
Church. Brooklyn. In 190-i he was made Bishop
of the diocese of Long Island.

BURGESS, George (1S09-66). First Protes-
tant Episcopal Bishop of Maine. He was born in

Providence, K. I., graduated at Brown l"nivcrsity
in IS'26, and afterwards studied in Germany. In
1.S34 he became rector of Christ Church. Hart-
ford, Conn., and in 1847 was chosen Bishop of

ilaine, ofliciating also as rector of Christ Church
in Gardiner. He went to Hayti to restore his

health, but died there. He published Pages from
the Ecclesiastical History of Xetv England
(1847); The Last Enemi/ ('oiiqiieriiifi mid Con-
yuered (18.50) ; sermons; and a metrical version
of the Psalms. Consult Memoir, bv his brother,
A. Burgess (Philadelphia, 1869)."

BURGESS, .James (1832—). A Scottish
archaeologist, bom in Kirkmahoe. He was edu-
cated in Glasgow and Edinburgh, went to India
in 1855, and in 1873 was appointed director of

the archaeological survey of Western India.

From 1886 to 1889 he was director-general of

the arehseological surveys of India. He was for

some time fellow of the University of Bombay,
and founded the Indian Antiijuary. He pub-
lished numerous valuable works, including The
Temples of tihatrunjaya (1869) ; The Rock Tem-
ples of Elephanta (1871); Scenery and Archi-
tecture in Gujarat and Uajputana (1873) ; The
Cave Temples of India (with James Fergusson,
1880); and The Gandhara Sculptures (1899).
His writings are also to be found in the Epi-
yraphia Indica (of which he was an editor) and
in the Archa:ological Reports (1874-87), on the
cave temples of India. He was also engaged to

contribute to the volume on the (Jraphic Art of
India in Biihler's Grundriss, or Enryclopccdia of
Indo-Aryan Research (Strassburg, 1890, et seq.).

BURGESS, John William (1844— ). An
American educator and waiter on history and
political science. He was born at Cornersville,

Tenn., and studied at Cumberland University,
and afterwards at Amherst College. Mass., where
he graduated in 1867. He then turned his at-

tention to law, and was admitted to the Massa-
chusetts bar in 1809, but did not practice, and
for two years was professor of English literature

and political economy in Knox College. Hesubse-
quently devoted two years to study in Gottingen,
Leipzig, and Berlin, and upon his return (1873)
became professor of historj- and political sci-

ence at Amherst. In 1876 he accepted a similar
position in Columbia College, where he also

lectured on international law. Later, his title

was changed to professor of political science

and constitutional law, and in 1890 he became
dean of the faculty of political science. He has
published a valuable treatise entitled Political

Science and Comparative Constitutional Law
( 1890) ; The Middle Period of United States His-

tory (1897) ; I'hc Civil War and the Constitu-
tion (2 vols., 1001); Reconstruction arid the
Constitution (1902).

BURGESS, Neil (1840—). An American
comedian, born in Boston. Early in his career

Vol.. lU.—u.

an accident turned his attention wholly to per-
sonating female cliaracters. An elderly actress
was taken suddenly ill one evening just before
the curtain rose, and Burgess hastily assumed
her part. The quaint humor he put into the
work produced a sensation, and he decided to
make a specialty of female roles. Josinh Allen's

Wife was written for him, but his greatest suc-

cess was doubtless in Widouy licdott, in which he
first appeared in Providence, in 1879, and at
Haverly's, Xew York, the year following. \ im,
an old play of his under a new name, was pro-
duced at the Bijou Opera House, New Y'ork, in

1883, and became very popular. In 1880 he pro-
duced The County Fair, a play that had a suc-

cessful run of more than two years in New York
theatres, and has been widely repeated. He has
also, in recent years, been engaged in vaudeville.
Consult Clapp and Edgett, Players of the Pres-
ent, Dunlap Soc. Pub. (New Y'ork, 1899).

BURGH, berg, Scot. pron. bur'r6, or BOR-
OUGH I AS. burh, Goth, bourys, Ger. liiiry,

probably from AS. bcoryan, Goth, huirgan, Ger.
bergen, to protect). A term confined chiefly to

Scotch towns and cities incorporated in a man-
ner similar to those of English boroughs. There
were originally four classes of burghs: Royal
burghs, burghs of barony, burghs of regality,

and free burghs. The first derived their cor-

porate powers from a grant of the Crown; the
second from that of a baron, temporal or spir-

itual; the third were originally burghs of

barony, but by special royal grant had their

powers greatly increased; the fourth, to which
class all burghs of onr day practically belong,
originally asserted their own corporate freedom
and were in general free from the great burdens
of taxation, etc., common to the other forms of

burghs.

BURGH, HuPERT DE. See Hubert de Burgh.
BURGHER, burg'er, and ANTI-BURGH-

ER. In some burghs of Scotland the following
oath was exacted of all who would become bur-
gesses : ''Here I protest before God and your
lordships, that I profess, and allow with all my
heart, the true religion presently professed
within this realm, and authorized by the laws
thereof; I shall abide thereat, and defend the
same to my life's end; renouncing the Koman
religion called papistrj'." In 1747 the Synod
of the Secession Church of Scotland divided
upon the construction to be put ujion the words,
"The true religion presently professed.' Some
held that they referred to the ^Established Church
of Scotland, which they all considered so corrupt
that they had separated from her; consequently
to take the oath was tantiunount to pledging
themselves to support what they could not in con-

science sujjport; accordingly these persons re-

fused to take this oath. They formed the General
Associate Synod, but were ])opularly called the

Anti-burghers. The others held that the words
meant no more than the Protestant religion.

These formed the Associate Synod, and were
]ioi)ularly called the Burghers. Both bodies still

further disintegrated. In 1799 the Constitu-
tional Associate Presbytery was formed out of

the Anti-burghers, and its adherents were called
the Old Light Anti-burghers; in 1806 the Original
Burgher Presbytery was made out of the
Burghers, and its adherents called Old Light
Burghers. Those who opposed each party were
called New Lights.
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BUBGI, tii.ir'gii, JoBST. See Btrgius, Jus-
Ti s.

BURGKMAIR, biJork'mer. See Bubchmaib.

BURGLAR-ALARM. See Alarm.

BURGLARY (tiora AngloFr. bourg, OF.
borg, borough + lairc, Lat. latro, robber). A
coiiimon-laAv olfense, defined by Coke to l)e the

breaking and entering by night into the mansion
house (that is, in modorn parlance, dwelling-

house) of another with intent to commit a
felony therein. Every essential word of this

delinition contains an element that is necessary

to the completion of the crime. (1) There must
be a brcal.iiuj, actual or constructive. But the

term 'breaking' does not necessarily imply vio-

lence; thus, the lifting of a latch, or undoing of

a window-fastening, or even the compelling by
threats of violence of the unlocking of a door

from the inside, constitutes a breaking. It has

been said that it is a burglarious breaking to

come down a chinuiey because it is 'as much
closed as the nature of things will permit,' for

the essence of crime consists in violating the

security of a dwelling. The breaking may even
be for the purpose of exit: thus, if one enters a
house by an open door with the intent to steal

and it is afterwards locked and he breaks his

W'ay out, he completes thereby the crime of bur-

glary. To enter an open door or window or

climb through an a])erlure already made is not

a breaking. One who has lawfully entered one

part of a house which is divided into separate

residences may be held guilty of burglary if he

break into another part. ('2) The entering need

not be of the whole person ; the insertion of tlie

hand, or even of an instrument or tool, for the

purpose of completing the felony is sulbcient to

bring the offense under the head of burglary.

Thus, where a man breaks a window and inserts

a cane or hook to draw out goods, the ofl'ense is

common-law burglary, other conditions agreeing.

The entering need not take place immediately

after the breaking in order to be burglarious, but

it must be connected with it as ])art of the crimi-

nal intent, as where a man Wreaks a window
open on one night and, returnuig the night after,

eomidctes the crime. (3) The building entered

must be a da-elling-hoiifsc, or a part thereof, in

actual use as a residence, and to which the ])er-

son accrused has no legal right of entrance. For

the purpose of the definition any outhouse prop-

erly appurtenant to the dwelling and within a

coiinnon inclosure or curtilage is a part thereof.

This would not include, however, a distant barn

or disconnected storehouse, or the like, .\part-

ments under the same roof used for residence,

and entered tlirough separate outside doors, form
separate dwelling-houses in the legal sense; so

are, also, suites of rooms in a college or lodging-

house wliere the actual owner does not reside.

By English courts a church was held subject to

burglary as being 'the dwelling-house of God.'

(4) The breaking and entry must be in the night

time. This is considered to include the time be-

tween the disappearance of daylight and its

reappearance in the morning: daylight is further

defined as existing when a man's f;ice can be dis-

tinguished tliereby; the existence or absence of

nioonliglit has no eflect in the consideration of

this point, as 'the malignity of the ofTense does

not so properly arise from its being done in the

dark as at the "dead of night.' (.')) There must be

intent to commit a felony. It is immaterial

whether the intended felony be larceny, arson,

rape, or murder; but in the last three eases, as.

the ofl'ense is greater than that of burglary alone,

the prosecution would naturally be for the most
serious crime, or its attempt. If no felonious

intent exists, the breaking and entering in the

liigiit amount only to trespass.

The common-law definition of burglary has

been changed by statute in many States of the

United States. In .some, conuuon-law burglary

and statute burglary e.xist side by side; in

otliers, statute burglary is defined as of a

second degree to couunon-law burglary. The
extension of the definition of the crime in some
States covers the breaking and entry in the
daytime as well as the night, and of shops,,

factories, warehouses, etc., as well as of dwell-

ing-houses. In a few of these States burglary
has been extended to cover practically the break-

ing and entry of any building at any time
with intent to commit any crime. The ])unis!i-

ment for burglary under the English law extend-

ed even to penal servitude for life; in this coun-

try imprisonment for twenty years is probably
the maximum punishment. The killing of a bur-

glar, in defense of self, family, or in-oijerty, is

justifiable homicide (q.v.). The practice of in-

suring against burglary is now common, both in

England and in this country. (See Insur.\nce.
)

Consult the authorities referred to under Crim-
I.XAL Law'.

BURGLEN, byrK'len (Ger. Bilrglein, dim. of

Burg, fort, town). A village of Switzerland,

in the Canton of Uri, 1800 feet above sea-level

and about 2 miles from Altorf (Jlap: Switzer-

land. D 1). It is the reinited birth])lace of Wil-

liam Tell. Population, in 1000, 1700.

BURGMULLER, boorK'nuil'ler, Norbert
(1S08HG). A German composer, bom in Diis-

•seldorf. He was a pupil in Cassel of Spohr and
Hauptmann, and was much esteemed l)y Schu-
mann, who {ViCsammcUc Schriften, III., 145)
refers in high terms to his ability. His compo-
sitions, which give evidence of great imaginative
and inventive power, include portions of two
symphonies, of which one was finished by Schu-
mann, an overture, and a ])ianoforte concerto.

These, with soiiu' other nuisic, were collected and
published ill Leipzig.

BUR'GOMASTER. A sailor's name for cer-

tain large gulls, as the glaucous gull of Green-
land (Lrinis ghiiiriis).

BUR'GOMASTER, or BURGERMEISTER,
bur'gcr iiii'slcr, 'I'lic title of the chief magistrate
ot a city or town in (icrmany, analogous to the

French maire, the English miii/or, and the Scotch

provost. The oflice is now elective, but in most
parts of Germany the Government reserves the
right to confirm or reject the selection of the
people.

BUB'GON, John William (1813-88). An
Eiigli-h clergyman and scholar, born in Smyrna,
in -Asia Minor. He studied at Worcester College,

Oxford, took orders in 1848, and in 18U3 was ap-

pointed vicar of the Church of Saint Mary the
\'irgin at Oxford. In 1870 he became dean of

Chichester. From the long list of his works, the
following may be cited: Oxford Ueformers
( 18.54) ; A Plain Commentary on the Four Holy
(lospcls (1855; new ed., 4 vols., 1877); Plain
Commentary on the Book of Psalms (2 vols.,

1857); In.ipiration and Interpretation (18tJl);
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The Athanasiah Creed (1872) ; and The Rcrision
Jfcvised (1883). For his life, consult Goulburn
(Lonilon. 1892).

BTTIl'GOO (origin unknown). A name used
in some parts of tlie United States for barbecue
(q.v. ). Tlie reader is also referred to Norton's
Political Americanisms (London, 1890).

BXTRGOS, brior'gos (Sp., pUir. of biirgo, Ger.
Burg, fort, castle; cf. the city's Iberian name
Briga, hill, fort). A city of Spain and capital

of the province of the same name, situated in a
fertile valley at the foot of tlie Sierra de Oca. on
the right bank of the river Arlanzon (ilap:

Spain, D 1). Burgos has an old quarter with
narrow, crooked streets, and a quarter with fine

buildings and broad promenades. The castle and
walls are in ruins. Tlie cathedral, founded in

1221, is the most elaborate Gothic structure in

Spain. The city possesses numerous monuments
and relies of old Spain, of the time of the Cid.

The industries include woolen-cloth weaving, hat-

making, etc. Burgos is the great wool mart of

Old Ca.stile, and also exports consideraljle grain.

Population, in 1900. 31,41:5. Burgos was founded
about the close of the Xintli Century as the capi-

tal city of the Counts of Castile and Leon, and
soon became a prosperous city. When Alfonso
VI. removed his residence to Toledo in 1087 the

city declined in political importance and popula-
tion. Consult Wilson, '"Burgos Cathedral," in

The Churchman, Vol. LXXXII. (Xew York,
1900).

BUKGOYNE, bnr-goin', JoHX (1722-92). An
English general in the American Revolutionary
War, also known as a successful dramatist. He
was reputed to be a natural son of Lord Bingley,

but his father was Captain John Burgoyne, son
of Sir John Burgorae of Bedfordshire. He was
educated at \A'estminster, where he made friends

with Lord Strange, eldest son of the Earl of

Derby, and presently eloped with his sister. Lady
Charlotte Stanley, and married her in 1743. He
had early entered the army, and through his

marriage received promotion. In 1759, as lieu-

tenant-colonel of the Coldstream Ciuards, he
served at Belle-Isle. On his initiative light cav-

alry was introduced in the British Army the same
year. He was elected member of Parliament and
gave evidence of statefcianship in criticising the

colonial administration. In 1702 he commanded
a force sent into Portugal for the defense of that

kingdom against the Spaniards, where he sur-

prised and captured Alcantara. In 177.5-76 he
served in Xorth America, and then returned to

England. He landed in America again early in

1777, having been placed in command of a pow-
erful expedition with orders to penetrate from
Canada into Xew York State, march south

along the valley of the Hudson, and join Howe's
forces, so as to divide the American Confeder-

acy in twain. Including a body of *everal hun-

dred Indians, the total force at his command
when he set out was not far from 10,000 men. He
captured Ticonderoga on July 6, but failed to

jireserve his communications with Canada in

the face of an ever watchful foe. On August 16

a detachment of his army was almost annihilat-

ed at Bennington by Stark. A severe engage-

ment with General Gates at Stillwater, on Sep-

tember 19, resulted unfavorably for the British.

Burgoyne now found himself beset. He fought

a second battle at Stillwater (battle of Sara-

toga) on October 7, and suffered a decisive de-
feat. On Octot>er 17 he surrendered to Gates
with between .5000 and 0000 men. The success of
the Americans in this campaign was due in great
measure to Schuyler. Washington allowed Bur-
goj-ne to return to England, wliere, denied audi-
ence of the King and refused a court-martial,
he went over to the opposition party and re-

signed his appointments; but on a change of
ilinistry at the close of tlie American War he
was appointed commander-in-chief in Ireland.
He retired with his political friends two years
after and devoted his time to literature. His
writings include: State of the Expedition from
Canada (1780: new ed., 1865), a vindication
of his campaign; satires against Pitt's ad-
ministration (in the Westminster Guide, 1783) ;

and stage works. The ilaid of the Oaks, The
Lord of the Manor (comic opera libretto,
1780), and The Heiress (1780), a successful
work subsequently translated into several lan-
guages. His last political appearance was as
a manager of the imjieachment of Warren Hast-
ings in 1787. He died suddenly, January 3,

1792, and was buried in Westminster Abbey.
Consult: De Fonblanque. Episodes from the Life
and Correspondence of Burgoyne (London. 1876) ;

O'Callaghan. ed.. Orderly Book of lAeutcnant-
Gencral John Burgoyne (Albany, 1860) : and
Stone, Campaign of Lieutenant-General Burgoyne
(Albany, 1877).

BURGOYNE, Sir John Fox (1782-1871). An
English military engineer, the eldest of four nat-
ural children of General John Burgoyne. He
was educated at Eton and the Royal Mili-
tary Academy at Woolwich, and entered the
Royal Engineers in 1798. From 1800 to 1807 he
served in the Mediterranean ; was with Moore at
Conmna in 1809. and served under Sir Arthur
Wellesley in the Peninsula until 1814. In 1814
he was commanding engineer of the expedition
to Xew Orleans. In the Crimean War he was
chief of the engineering department of the Brit-
ish Army until recalled in 1855. For his services
at Sebastopol he was made by the Sultan a knight
of the Order of the Medjidieh and by the French
Emperor a grand officer of the Legion of Honor.
He became general in 1855, was created a baronet
in 1850, and in 1868 was made a field-marshal.
Many of his writings were republished in Mili-
tary Opinions of General Sir J. F. Burgoyne
(1859). For his Life and Correspondence con-
sult Wiottcslcy (London, 1873).

BTTRGRASS, or Sandbur (Cenchrus). A
genus of 10 or 12 si>ecies of grasses, distributed
throughout warm temperate and tropical coun-
tries. The common burgrass ICenchrus trihu-

loides) is an annual grass, frequent in sandy
soils along river-banks. The fertile spikelet is

surrounded by several sterile spikelets which
develop sharp, rigid awns. Injuries from tliese

are painful to man or animal, and frequently
cau,se trouble with sheep, their wool becoming
matted with them. It is one of tlie worst weeds
wherever it becomes abundant. The stems are
prostrate, 1 to 2 feet long, and the spikes are
composed of 10 to 20 spiny burs. Wherever
this pest appears everv- eflort should be ex|)ended

to eradicate it. A second species. Cenchrus echi-

nalus. occurs in the Southern States, wliere it is

known as cock-spur. It is a stouter plant than the
common burgrass and is just as troublesome.
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BUR'GRAVE, or BURG'GRAVE (OHG.
hunjffrfivo; of. Ger. Burg, town + iiraf, coiuit,

governor). In the Middle Ages, an iniperiiil

lieutenant in command of a castle or bnrg. The
burgrave was an important factor in the develop-

ment of towns and he held the rights of judi-

ciary, surveillance, and police. Occasionally the

jurisdiction of the burgiave extended to the coun-

try immediately surrounding the stronghold

proj)er. As a rule the ollice was given to a mem-
ber of the lower nobility, and soon became heredi-

tary. With the growth of ])0wcr in the cities,

however, the dignity was abolished. The bur-

graves of ilainz. Jlagdeljurg, and Nuremberg
possessed extensive powers. In the last city the

post was held by the Hohcnzollern family.

BURGSCHMIET, bnorK'shmet, J.^kob Dan-
iel (1700-1858). A German statuary, born in

Nuremberg. He studied sculpture under Eeindel,

and in 1S25 was commissioned to execute from

Heideloff's design a statue of Melanchthon for

Nuremberg. His other works include a notable

Diirer statue for Nuremberg, one of Beethoven,

after Hiihnel, for Bonn, of the Emperor Charles

IV. for Prague, and of Luther, after Miiller, for

Mohra.

BURGUN'DIAN CROSS. See Saixt Ax-
DREW'S (ROSS.

BURGUNDIANS. A people descended from

a tall, blond Teutonic ancestry, who moved into

Gaul in the Fifth Century. The present ])opula-

tion of the region they occupied (see BvRGfXDY)
has largely reverted to the Alpine tyi)e. and is

said to be mole French than the Auvergnats.

Consult Kiplev, llaces of Europe (New York,

1899).

BUR'GUNDY (Fr. Hourriogne) . A name
applied at dillVrent periods during the Middle

Ages to a number of kingdoms and principalities

which arose in the region of western Switzerland,

Savoy, and the valley of the Rhone. The nanie

was derived from the Burginulians. a Gernuxnic

tribe whose original home was located between

the river Oder and the Vistula, and who in the

first decade of the Fifth Centurj- invaded Gaul.

After suffering defeat at the hands of the Ro-

mans, the tribe, with the consent of their con-

querors, passed across the Jura ilountains (443)

and established the Kingdom of Sapaudia. the

modern Savoy. In 470 their dominion embraced

the entire valley of the Rhone north of Provence,

with their chief strongholds at (Geneva. Lyons,

and Vienne. They early embraced Christian-

ity. In 534 they were s'ubdued by the Franks.

When the Prankish territories, upon the death

of Clovis. were divided among his three sons,

the name Burgundy was applied to one of the

three kingdoms, comprising the country between

the Loire! the Alps, the Vosges, and Provence.

In the general dismemVierment which followed

upon the partition of the Prankish Empire at

Verdun in 843, a new kingdom arose known as

Provence, or, more frequently, Cisjurane Biir-

gundv. It was founded by Boso of Vienne in

879, and included besides Provence the southern

part of Savoy, the region between the .Jura and

the Saone, and Dauphinc. Rudolph, a brother

of Boso, established, in 888, the Kingdom of

Transjurane Burgundy, which comprehended the

northwestern part of Savoy and all that portion

of Switzerland lying between the Reuss and the

Jura. Those two kingdoms were united in 933

and constituted the new Kingdom of Burgundy,
more commonly known as Aries or the Arlate.
The dynasty of Arletan kings became extinct in

1032, when the territory was annexed to the
Germanic Emi)ire by Conrad the Salic. Though
the formal title was vested in the Emperor, the
establishment of his authority over the country
l)roceeded with great ditliculty, and for more
ihan 300 years Aries was the subject of continu-

ous dispute between tlie French and German in-

lluence, a conflict which finally terminated in
favor of the former.

\\'hen the two Burgundies had united in 933 to

form the Kingdom of Aries, a small portion on
the northwest, with Dijon as its chief town, re-

mained an independent duchy, which came finally

under the suzerainty of France. Up to 1301 its

rulers were members of tlie House of Capet. In
that year this ducal line became e.xtinct and the
duchy reverted to the French Crown. In 1303 it

was conferred as an appanage upon Pliiiip tlie

Bold, the favorite son of John 11. of France.
I'nder the energetic descendants of Philip the
territories of the duchy were increased, and
through marriage alliances and otherwise, Flan-
ders, Artois, Franche-Comte. Namur. Brabant,
Limburg. Holland, Hainaut, Zealand, Friesland,

and Luxemburg were brought under the rule of

the Bingundian dukes. By the middle of the

F'ifteenth Ci'ntury these ha<l eomp to rank among
the most powerful princes of Europe by reason
of the extent of territory they controlled and
the wealth which they derived from the flour-

ishing cities of the Low Countries; and in-

deed it seemed not improbable tnat between
the German Empire and France a middle king-

dom would arise equal in power to either.

Especially dangerous were the diikes of Bur-
gundy to the French kings, their feudal lords,

whose territories they threatened from tlie Vosges
Mountains and the Rhine on the east, and from
Flanders on the north. The antagonism between
the dukes of Burgundy and the French kings
broke out in fierce wars carried on by Cliarles

llie Bold (q.v.), who made himself the cham-
))ion of feudal rights against the centi-alizing pol-

icy of Louis XL Trium]>hing at first in his
struggle with France, Charles the Bold met his
fate when, carried away by his ambition, he
made an attack upon the Swiss of the Jura
iMountains. He was defeated in two great battles
and slain in the third, the battle of Nancy
(1477), and the bulk of his possessions, passing
to his daughter JMary, became merged, by her
marriage to the Archduke Maximilian, with the
possessions of the House of Hapsburg. The
i)uchy of Burgundy itself, however, did not fol-

low the fortunes of the great Burgimdian realm,
being immediately seized by Louis XL as a fief

of the French Crown. ( See Netherlands. ) In
1512 the Burgundian territories were formed into
one of the t»n circles of the Empire.

BURGUNDY, Loiis. Duke of (1682-1712).
The grandson of Louis XIV. of France, and Dau-
phin of France after the death of his father. He
was born in Versailles. Even in childhood he
was ungovernable, and in youth he became ex-

cessively violent and haughty, and abandcmed to

sensual pleasures. Although educated under the

care of the Abbf- FOnehm, lie used to divert him-
self with drowning flies in oil and blowing up
living frogs with gunpowder. He had the mis-

fortune to be deformed: his deportment and man-
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ners were undignified, and his mind was imbued
with bigotry. When only about fifteen years of

age he was married to the Princess Adehiidc of

Savoy, and spent his time wholly in amusements
in the company of his spouse, and of the ladies

of the Court. In 1701 he was appointed general-
issimo of the army, which was really under the
command of the Duke of V'endome. and is said
to have shown some spirit in a cavalry tight at
Nimwegen; but he <iuarreled with \"endume, lost

the respect of the army, and was exposed to many
humiliations, partly proceeding from intrigues set

on foot against him by his father, on whose death
he became heir to the throne and was known as
the Grand Dauphin. He died suddenly in the
year 1712. A few days previously his wife and
his son, the Duke of Sretagne, had died, and the
same hearse carried father, mother, and child to

Saint Denis. The Duke of Orleans, subsequently
regent, and his daughter, the Duchess of Berry,
were accused, but without reason, of having
caused them to be poisoned. The Duke of Bur-
gundy was the father of Louis XV. Consult
Saint-Simon, Uemoires (Paris, 1829-30),

BURGUNDY PITCH. A resinous substance
used as a basis for plasters in pharmacy, and
for a variety of other purposes. It is obtained
from the resinous exudation of the Abies excelsea
(natural order Coniferje), growing in Southern
Europe. The exuded resin is melted in hot
water to remove part of the volatile oil contained
in it, and strained through coarse cloth. It is

quite hard and brittle, has a brown color, a
sweetish taste, and an agreeable odor similar to

that of turpentine. It is composed mainly of

resin and a volatile oil. A substance resembling
Burgundy pitch can be prepared from common
resin and palm oil; this substance, however, is

insoluble in glacial acetic acid, in which genuine
Burgundy pitch dissolves almost entirely.

BURGUNDY WINE. See Wine.

BURHANPUR, bCor'han-pUor' (Bohra, a
Mohammedan sect -\- Skt. pura. city). A town
in the Nimar District. Central Provinces. British
India, once the capital of Khandesh, 210 miles
east of Surat, with a population of about 32..300

(Map: India, C 4). It is on a high bank of the

Tapti River, surrounded by a rampart of brick,

and has in the centre a palace of brick known as

the Red Fort, built by Akbar, who adorned the

town with marble halls, a mosque, and gardens,

now nearly in ruins. It was formerly a city of

great importance, noted for manufactures of gold
and silver brocade, silks, cotton, and muslin,
which are still carried on, although not so exten-

sively as formerly. Under the Moguls the city

had an area of 5 square miles.

BURHEL (bflr'd), or BHARAL (E. Ind,).

The blue wild sheep (Oris nahura) of Tibet,

which resembles the aoudad in many particulars,

and is a transition form between the goats and
sheep, "both these species having no suborbital

gland and no lachrymal fossie, while their com-
paratively smooth ami olive-colored horns show
a decided approximation to those of the goats."

Other similarities exist in the skull. This spe-

cies is 3 feet tall, and in winter its coarse fleece

is dark ashy blue, but in summer it is much
browner, with the ventral surfaces and the tail

white, and the nose, throat, and front, and a line

along the sides deep black. The horns of the

ram are smooth, rounded, start "very close to-

gether on the forehead, describe a half-circle of
2 feet or so, and are directed very nuich out-
ward and backward." Those of the ewe are only
8 inches long and simply curve backward. A
sportsman, writing in The Field, of London, .lan-

uary 19, 1890, of his experience with this animal,
says: "This sheep is very generally distributed
over the mountains of the district which it in-

habits (never below 10,000 feet), and one is

constantly coming across tracks of tlocks com-
prising from 2 or 3 to 40 or 50 individuals;
but I have found it quite as hard to approach as
any of the sheep—-in fact, tlie circumstance that
the old males are frequently in company with the
rest of the tlock all the year round, instead of
separating fnmi the females and the young rams,
as is the case with most wild animals, renders
it often very difficult to make a successful stalk.

The ewes are excessively wary, and one or two
seem always to post themselves as sentinels while
the rest of the flock are grazing or lying down.''
Consult books mentioned under Qoatc and Sueep;
and see Plate of Wild Goats and Sheep.

BURI, boo're, or BURE, A mythical being
who stands in Norse mythology as the grand-
father of Odin, the supreme deity in that relig-

ion. In the Younger Edda ( see Edda ) , the fol-

lowing account is given of the creation of the
world: Many ages before the earth was made,
Xiflheim (the nebulous or shadowy region) was
formed; in the middle of Xiflheim was a spring
called Hvergelmir (the roaring cauldron), from
which twelve rivers flowed. When the rivers
had flowed far from their sources the venom
which they rolled along hardened, as does the
dross that runs from a furnace, and became ice.

The ice stood still, and the vapor that gathered
over it froze into rime, or frosty snow, and in

this manner were formed the Ginnungagap (the
yawning abyss, or all space), many layers of con-
gealed vapor, piled one upon another. But the
southern part of Ginnungagap was filled with
sparks and flashes of lire that flew into it from
Muspelheim (the home of elemental fire). In
the conflict of elements the rime was melted, and
the melted drops took a human semblance, and
the being thus formed was named Ymir ( the pri-

mordial giant). Another creature formed from
this conflict of heat and cold was a cow named
Audhunila (darkness), and from her teats ran
four streams of milk, on which Ymir was fed.

"But," asked Gylfi, "on what did the cow feed?"
The answer was that she supported herself by
licking the surrounding stones, which were cov-

ered with hoar-frost and salt. The first day she
licked there appeared the hair of a man ; the sec-

ond day the head came to view; and the third
day the whole man appeared. This man was
called Buri or Burc. This first creature in the
form of a man was the father of Biir (meaning
born), who took for his wife Bestla, the daughter
of the giant Bolthorn (calamity or evil), and
this pair were the parents of Odin, the \orse all-

father, and his brothers Veli and \ e. Xo wife is

named for Buri, nor is anything further related

of him.

BURIAL, ber'i-nl (AS. byrgels, tomb, from
hyrgan, to bury, hide in the ground, Ger. bcrgen,

to. hide, conceal). The method prevalent among
civilized nations of disposing of the dead by hid-

ing them in the earth. Although some peoples

have had other customs—as that of the Guebres,
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who left the corpses to birds of prey, or that of

the Hindus, who consij^nied them to tho river

Ganges—the general tendency of mankind has
always been to bury the dead out of sight of the
living. \'arious as the methods of accomplish-
ing this end liave been, they resolve themselves
into three great classifications: (1) Inhumation,
or tlie consigning of the body to the earth; (2)
incineration, or the burning of the body and the
burial of the ashes; and (3) the embalming of

the body. It is natural thai tlie lirst and sim-
plest of tliese methods should have prevailed
among savage and semi-civilized i)eoi)lcs, as, for

example, during the states of the early and late

stone ages, when the dead were simply hiid away
in cases in crevices. In civilized communities
the methods of burial varied with country, race,

and religious practices rather than with periods
of civilization, and the same race sometimes
altered its customs tlirough the inlluence of re-

ligious change or foreign conquest.

BAiiVLOXi.\. The earliest burial practices of

civilized nations seem to have originated in Baby-
lonia. Inhumation was the rule, and cremation
practically unknown. The bodies were often

placed on the ground or near the surface and a
mound raised over them. Sometimes they rested

on a wooden board, were wrapped in a mat of
reeds or palm-fil)res, and were placed on the side

or back or doubled up in a sitting posture. The
custom then arose of placing the body in an
earthen dish or jar, or in two jars fastened to-

gether by bitumen at the mouth. Tlie dead were
buried in their garments, with their stall' and
signet ornaments. wea])ons and utensils. The
priests were called in to burn incense, sprinkle
water, and conjure the evil spirits. There were
professional mourners also, lamenting and sing-

ing dirges, who followed the bier to the grave.

Tile cemeteries were laid out in regular streets,

but the .se]nikhral vaults were extremely simple.
No stately tombs or mausoleums have been found
in Babylonia. The belief in the after life and its

material existence is sliowu by the practice of

taking to the grave food of all sorts, and water.
Offerings and libations to ancestors were com-
mon. Jfotwithstanding the fearful floods and the
primitive character of the brick vaults, the care-

ful methods of dosing the graves and of under-
draining them have kept these Babylonian ceme-
teries in remarkable preservation.

EcYPT. The earliest P^gyptians buried their

dead in earthen jars like the Babylonians, but at
a very early date religion decreed the preserva-

tion of the body liy eml)alniing and the construc-

tion of a tomb of considerable size. Of the four
elements composing man, the body, the double
or ka, the soul or hi, and the spiritual flame or
khu, each had to be provided for in the burial

arrangements. On the preservation of the body
dcpende<l the continued existence of the other
til fee elements. Tlie 'double' lived always with
the mummy, and consumed the ollerings period-

ically brought to its reception chamber. The soul

and the spirit returned after a long period from
the other world to renew contact with their for-

mer envelope. Portraits of the deceased were
placed in the tomb so that they could still be rec-

ognized by tlieni, even if the mummy were in-

jured or destroyed. The clearer conce|)tion of the

after-life in its material aspect held by the Kgv])-

tians made them develop fully what is found only

in germ in Babylonia. Immediately after death.

the priest came w-ith his assistants to take entire
charge of the body and funeral. He closed the

eyes of the deceased; Iianded his body over to

the embalmers; saw to the preparation of the

mausoleum with its paintings and images—if the

deceased were well-to-do; engaged the mourners
to parade the streets at stated intervals with
loud lamentations, and directed the exhibition of

family grief and the prejia rations for the pro-

cession, ileanwhile the embalming had been pro-

ceeding. First the viscera and heart were re-

moved, stutl'cd with unguents, and jilaccd in four
jars; the brain, also, was set aside to dry, and
ttie body placed to soak for seventy days in liquid

litron or natron.

Phci;nicia. The Phoenicians imagined the soul

to be a restless and jiitiable double, abiding
either near the body of the decea.sed or in a
gloomy under-world. The body was not fully

embalmed, but was anointed and enveloped in

linen bandages impregnated with substances to

retard decomposition. Bodies were placed in

natural grottoes or artificial chambers, or else

laid in the bare earth; though they were com-
monly inclosed in collins or sarcophagi, some-
times of anthropoid shape, in imitation of Egypt.
Around the dead were objects of daily use and
ornaments. The cippus or stele to mark the

tomb developed often into a monument or chapel,
especially in Hellenistic times. The early He-
brew custom is shown by Abraham's purchase of

the cave of JIachpelah, and their occasional use
of embalming in the ca.se of the kings is proved
by II. Chron. .xvi. 14.

Pebst.\. Among the Persians, especially the
stricter following of the ilagi, the ritual forbade
the consigning of the body to earth, water, or

fire, as these elements would thereby be polluted.

The less strict Persians coated the liody with a
thick layer of wax and then buried it. The
stricter devotees exposed it in the open to birds

and beasts of jirey. and the more thoroughly it

was cmisumcd by them the better the omen. The
bones were then placed in an urn or a rock-cut
tomb above the ground level. The soul, after

dwelling near the body three days, dejiarted on
the morning of the fourth for the place of judg-

ment. If the soul had been sinful it was accom-
panied over tainted plains by an evil wind and
preceded by a hideous female, emblem of its evil

deeds; and after being condemned in the eternal

judgment liall was cast over a bridge into the
abyss. The rigliteons soul, preceded by a beauti-

ful maiden typifying its good deeds, passed
safely, at the end of its luminous journey, into

paradise.

Greece. In the .-Egean civilization the prehis-

toric stage is represented by some graves near
Troy (Hissarlik), where the bodies were buried
in simjile trenches or iu terra-cotta jars with
utensils in stone and bone. The JIyeen«an Age
is best represented by th(? royal tombs found by.
Schliemann at JIycena\ These were rectangular
trenches cut in the rock to a depth of 10 to l(i

feet, and closed by stone slabs. They were al-

most chambers, and held more than one body.
The bodies, which may have been slightly em-
balmed before burial, wore all their most beauti-

ful jewelry and ornaments or arms, and even
had gold face-masks. A seuliitured stele marked
the site at the ground level, and the entire group
was surrounded by a stone inclosure. These
tombs and the other two Mycenojau types, those
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cut into the face of the rock and the doinical

tombs, are one and all family tomhs, and show
the universal use of inhumation, as opposed to

incineration. The presence of numerous bones
of many kinds of animals shows the custom of

ortering sacrifices to the deceased through a long

period. The lavish burial with the body of the

choicest costumes, ornaments, utensils, furni-

ture, arms, and religious objects shows that the
» deceased was supposed to continue in the tomb

itself a life analogous to his earthy one. Vaphio.
Mycena\ Palaniidi, Dimini. Orchomenos, Argos
(Heviieum), Sparta, Jlenidi, Epidaurus, and the

islands, such as Rhodes and Melos, have fur-

nished every variety of such forms of burial. In
the Homeric Age these primitive customs were
modified, mainly by the introduction of incinera-

tion as the prevailing fashion ( Hind, xxiii. 16-1,

ITS; xxiv. 47-78; Odyssey, x. 570 ; xi. 27), ac-

companied by human sacrifices, which may have
also been known in the Mycenieau Age. The
burning and burying of the body forces the soul
to abandon the earth for Hades. Burial was uni-

versally obligatory: its neglect by relatives, a
crime. Tlie ceremony preceding burial was: The
closing of the eyes and lips : the rubbing, anoint-

ing, and robing of the body; the exposure on the
funeral bed in the house for a number of days,

after partial embalming, with much lamentation
and chanting ; the burning of the body on a pyre
together with the favorite animals and objects,

so that they could accompany the deceased to

Hades: the extinguishing of the bier with wine,

gathering of the bones and ashes into urns or

vases, which were buried under a mound marked
by a stele; finally, a funeral repast and games.
The same material view of the future life pre-

vailed during the succeeding historic period,

although extravagances of grief and of expense
and great length of e.xposition of the body «ere
discouraged by law. There \\ere four regular
stages: (1) Arranging for the funeral ; (2) ex-

position;- (3) transportation; (4) burial. In
preparing the body a new class of ornaments was
created—rings, necklaces, diadems, brooches,

amulets—too light for use and made for the

express purpose of burial. It was in Asia ilinor

and the region of the Bosporus especially that

great luxury was attained in this branch of art.

In the exposition (prothesis) one white covering
was placed over the bed, a second one around the

body, and a third over all. Noisy demonstra-
tions and the hiring of foreign singers were for-

bidden. The time for the transportation of the

body was toward the close of night, to avoid pol-

luting the rays of the sun; and during it no
name of a god was jironounecd. The funeral
bed was often crowned by a canopy, and was
either carried by bearers (who were always at
first the parents, but later hired men), or on a
chariot drawn by two horses or mules. The laws
of Solon curtailed the magnificence of the proces-

sion. The common disposition of the remains
during this period was inhumation in a trench,

though cremation was sometimes practiced, and
the ashes then commonly placed in a bronze urn.

Large necropoli were now formed by the joining
of family groups of tombs—always outside the

city, except in Sparta. The site of the tomb was
marked in several ways— by mounds, steles,

sdicula, or cippi. After the burial there were
libations, with the breaking of vases and fig-

urint3 and the burj'ing of objects. The continu-

ous cult of the tomb, with anniversary libations
and visits, was rigorously observed. However,
the absence of games and festivals, except in the
case of public funerals of the greatest men, made
the ceremony less conspicuous than in prehis-
toric times.

Italy. The Etruscans and other early It.tlian

races practiced inhumation at first, as is shown
I'y primitive coffins hewn out of tree-trunks, by
the persistent use of the rite of huiiiatiu. and by
imanimous antique literary tradition. Still, the
earliest necropoli yet excavated show the univer-
sal practice of incineration in the Ninth and
Eighth centuries, during the 'Villanova' period.
The primitive cinerary Villanova or Cabin urns
containing the ashes and a few rude vases and
ornaments were lowered into small cylindrical
well tombs. The Seventh Century brought a
change: inhumation displaced cremation, and
trench tombs with long stone sarcophagi and a
richer sepulchral furniture replaced the urn
and well tomb. Chamber-tombs soon became the
fashi(m, and led to the use of highly carved and
painted sarcophagi of terracotta and marble
until the Roman conquest. The numerous fres-

coes and sculptures in these chambers and their
varied furniture give the only information avail-
able regarding Etruscan burial customs. They
show clearly various stages after death: the clos-

ing of the ej'es; the arraying; the exposition of
the body on a couch at the entrance of the house

;

the ofSci,al act of mourning to the accompaniment
of music ; the funeral procession, often of a tri-

umphal character, with musicians, quadriga,
friends, and mourners; the deposit of the body
on a stone bench in the tomb or on a funeral bed
or in a sarcophagus; the funeral banquet, which
was so favorite an observance with the Etrus-
cans, accompanied by music, dancing, and games,
including races, wrestling, plays and shows, and
even gladiatorial contests.

Roue. The Romans carried burial ceremonial
to a pitch of intricacy and splendor surpassing
all nations except, perhaps, the Egyptians.
While they at first practiced inhumation, the
practice of cremation became supreme in the
Second Century n.c, lasting until it was largely
superseded again by inhumation under the Anto-
nines (Second Century .\.d.). The burial rites
varied according as the funeral was public or
private, plebeian, patrician, or military. In im-
portant cases all citizens were invited to take
part by the public crier; but ordinarily only
the parents and friends. In the interval between
the death and the funeral the usual ceremonies
take place: closing of the eyes by the children
or other relatives; the calling aloud on the de-

funct ; the washing, anointing, and robing of the
body in white, and the placing of a crown on the
head, ami sometimes of a coin in the mouth. Par-
tial or complete embalming was practiced. The
body remained from three to sev(;n days on a
state couch in the vestibule of the house, sur-
rounded with flowers and burning perfumes. The
funeral procession took place at night by torch-
light; but under the Empire daylight funerals
became the rule except for children and the poor.
The body was actually carried on its litter by
pallbearers—the nearest relatives—but a figure
of the deceased was often diawn in a chariot.
Extravagant demonstrati<ms of grief were pro-
duced by hired mourners, and there was a hand
of musicians, mainly trumpeters and flute-
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players, to whom, on special occasions, singers,

buffoons, and actors were added. Tlic giowinj;

umvillingness of parents and friends to walk in

the funeral procession— in iniiierial times—is

shown by testanienlary inducements to do so.

The proper mourninf; costume was prescribed.

The procession went directly to the tomb, in case

of inhumation, or to the funeral pyre, in case of

cremation. Arms, ornaments, favorite animals,

and numerous presents were thrown into the
burning pyre. The tombs where many persons
were buried together by the rite of cremation
were called columbaria. In both rites the tombs
were ordinarily on the person's private property.

Elaborate ritual and memorial ceremonies fol-

lowed burial.

The Eakly Christians. Christianity abol-

ished cremation. The belief in the resurrection

of the body made inhumation preferable. Em-
balming was not practiced, except occasionally,

thimgh spices and unguents were used to retard

decay. Several of the Roman burial customs
survived in certain regions until the Middle
Ages, such as the placing of a small coin (obo-

lus) in the mouth and the use of charms. The
use of separate tombs was abandoned in favor of

cemeteries. These were either subterranean—

a

class popularly called catacombs (q.v. )—or above
ground {sub dio) . The catacombs could be used
only where the sub-soil contained strata of rather

soft, friable rock, like tufa. They consisted of

narrow galleries cut in the solid rock, in which
the side walls were honeycombed with rows of

narrow niches just long enough and deep enough
to receive the body or bodies, the opening being
then closed with a slab on which the name of the

deceased was usually inscribed. The more distin-

guished persons were buried in chambers opening
out of these passages in marble sarcophagi, often

carved, or in table tombs under aiched tops.

AVith the close of the era of persecution in the

Fourth Century, these subterranean cemeteries
wore discontinued, and as all tlie burial cere-

monies were in the hands of the clergy-, it became
natural to attach the cemeteries, wherever pos-

sible, to the churches, especially to suburban
churches. Often there were built parallel brick

walls with rows of shelves for the bodies. There
were no sepulchral chanibei-s, but tlie bixlies were
laid in regular rows of trendies, sometimes
merely excavated, sometimes constructed of brick

or stone work, while at other tiim-s tlie trenches

contained plain sarcoi)liagi of different materials.

This custom has continued with but (me impor-

tant variation, the introduction during the Jlid-

dle Ages of the custom of burying within the

church itself, and in the cloisters attached to it.

This led to the use of magnificent sepulchral

monuments, which became an important part of

church ornament. Each monastery also buried

its members in a cemetery attaclicd to its church.

Often the space under the pavement of chiirches

was lioiicycombed with tombs, freipiently marked
by sepulchral slabs. Certain cliurches. such as

Westminster Abbey and Saint Denis, became
national funerary Halls of Fame. There were
also, from an early date, special sepulchral chap-

els and oratories for saints, martyrs, and other

personages.

The Northern nations, such as the Goths, pre-

served after their conversion some of their old

funeral customs, such as the burial of arms,

jewelry, and other objects of value in great

numbers with the deceased. As a rule, however,
the ancient custom of burying articles of value
in the tomb gradually ceased during the poverty
of the early Aliddle Ages, and was never revived.

The ceremonial connected with Christian burial

is a regular part of the liturgy of the ditl'erent

branches and denominations, and took definite

form at an early date. (See Liturgy.) While
at first the dead were buried at the cost of the
Church, after the Fourth Centni-y this was done
only for the ]ioor. The eyes and mouth were
closed by the nearest relative, the body washed
and anointed—a custom which became obsolete
after the Tenth Century. The ointments used
were for partial preservation of the body. The
body was then closely swathed in white linen
and bound. Very soon the custom was intro-

duced, especially in the case of the clergj' and the
nobility, of burying in the richest vestments, and
the finest examples of early stuffs have been
found in tombs. After the exposure of the body
in the house—usually in an upper or inner cham-
ber—the bishop, with his clergy, visited the
house, recited prayers, and sprinkled it with holy
water; and the ceremony included a eulogium
of the deceased, which was often pronounced in

the church. Alost of these early customs have
survived.

For furtlier informatiim as to burial rites, see

JIa.n. paragraph liophioloyn ; Mohtiarv Cus-
toms. See also Cemetery Laws; Coki'se.
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BURIATS, boo're-.ats' (in Russ. bunjati/,

from their ancestor Barriubator, or, according
to another legend, liuriiaduy) . A Jlongol people
numbering some 250,000, inhabiting tlie region
about Lake Baikal (particularly the Irkutsk
country), in Southern Siberia. In their less

marked Mongolian physical characteristics, their

tendency to bc<iimc farmers, and the preserva-

tion by a considerable portion of the primitive
Shamanism of (he original stock, the Huriats
differ from their kindred, the eastern and west-

ern Mongols. In some branches of industry
{metal-work, etc.) they .show much skill, and
certain members have even acquired some scien-

tific education. Before Russian contact the Biiri-

ats were subject more or less to Chinese influence

and intermixture with other Siberian peojiles.

The best account of these people is that of Dr.

N. JlelnikofV in the Internationales Arehiv fiir

Ethnographie for 1899, where the good and bad
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effects of Rus:?iaii inniieiicc and the present con-
dition of tiie Buriats are discussed at length.

The Buriats are increasini;' in numbers, and as-
simihition with the Russian popuhition of Si-

beria, not extinction, seems to be their destiny.
See Siberia, paragraph Ethiiologi).

BURIDAN, by'ie'diix', Jea.x (c.l.SOO-c.'iS).

A I'niioh siliolastio metaphysician of the n(mii-

nalistic party. Ue was bom at Bethune, in Ar-
tois, studied in Paris under Occam, and was
rector of the university there in 1327. Little is

known of his life. It is related, but alsodisputed,
that Buridau was driven from France, Hed to

Austria, and there gave the impetus to the found-
ing of the University of Vienna. He took no part
in theological discussions. His name is popularly
connected with the pons asinonim (in logic, not
in geometry) and with the ass twtween two hay-
stacks. The former was a name given to any
laboriously obtained syllogistic middle term,
which acts as a bridge to connect major and
minor terms. (See Logic.) Such a term was
called 'an ass's bridge,' because, according to

Aristotle, in a clear reasoner's thought this mid-
dle term is spontaneously suggested. The other
ass, carefully placed between two equally allur-

ing bundles of hay (called 'Buridan's ass'), es-

tablished the doctrine of determinism (q.v. ).

Neither the ass nor his bridge appears in Buri-
dan's extant writings, and they are probably
inventions, the former of a hostile caricaturist,
the latter of some friendly wit. His chief works
are iiiimma de Dialeotica (1487); Compendium
Loqicm (1489); In Aristotelis Metaphysica
(1518); and Quwstiones in Decern Libros Elhi-
lorum Aristotelis (1489). Consult Prantl, Qe-
schichte der Logik, Vol. IV. (Leipzig, 185.5-70).

See XoMix.iLisM.

BTJ'RIN. A port of entry, capital of a dis-

trict of the same name. Newfoundland, on Pla-
eentia Bay, 190 miles south of Saint John's
(Map: Xewfoundland, E 5). It has a well-pro-
tected harbor, important fisheries, and carries on
a considerable trade with Saint Pierre. Popula-
tion, 3000.

BIT'RIN ( Fr.. probably from OHG. bora. Engl.
lore, gimlet), or Graver. The principal instru-
n^eiit used in line-engraving. It is made of
tempered steel, and is of prismatic form, the
graving end l>eing ground off obliquely to a sharp
point. The style of a master is frequently de-
scribed by the expressions soft burin, graphic
burin, brilliant burin, or whatever other charac-
ter may belong to it. See Etching.
BURITI (bu'ri-te') PALM (Portug., from

native Brazilian). A beautiful palm which
grows in great abundance in the swamps of some
parts of the north of Brazil. It is Maurilia
vinifera, one of several species of the genus Man-
ritia, and is one of the loftiest of palms. Its

leaves are fan-shaped, and form a large globular
head at the top of the stem. It produces a great
number of nuts about the size of a small hen's

egg, covered with rhomboidal scales arranged in

a spiral manner. Between these scales and the
albuminous substances of the nut there is an
oily, reddish pulp, which is boiled with sugar
and made into a sweetmeat. .An emulsion is also
l)repared from it, which, when sweetened with
sugar, is a very palatable beverage. The juice

of the stem also makes a very agreeable drink.
To obtain it, the tree is usually cut down, when

several holes about 6 inches square, 3 inches
deep, and 6 feet apart, are cut in the trunk with
a snuiU axe: and these in a short time arc filled

with a reddish-colored liquid, having much the
flavor of sweet wine. There are six or seven
sjjecies of Mauritia, all of them American.
BURKE, Edmun-d (17'29-97). An English

statesnuui and orator. He was born in Dublin,
where his father had an extensive practice as an
attorney. As a schoolboy he displayed those
traits of character and the germs of those pow-
ers which ultimately gave liira greatness. His
preparatory training was gained at a school in
Ii:illitore, County Kildare. kept by Abraham
Shackleton, a member of the Society of Friends.
To this man, whom he always held in affectionate
esteem, he believed he owed the best part of his
education. In 1743 Burke entered Trinity College,
Dublin, where he seems mainly to have devoted
himself to his favorite studies of poetry, oratory,
history, and metaphysics. He made him.self ac-

quainted with Latin writers, particularly with
Cicero, whom he accepted as a model 'in elo-

quence, in policy, in ethics, and philosophy.' In
February, 1748, he graduated B.A., and in 1751
took his degree as master of arts. In the inter-

val (1750), being destined for the English bar,
he proceeded to London, to keep his terms at the
Middle Temple, where he had been entered in

1748. To legal studies, however, he never took
kindly, and ultimately he abandoned the idea of
becoming a barrister. During the years 1750-56
he would appear to have occupied himself mainly
in traveling through England and on the Conti-
nent, enjoying the society of literary men.
When yet at the university Burke had achieved

a local reputation for literary talent and elo-

quence. Among the compositions of his under-
graduate life the most noticeable perhaps is his
translation of the conclusion of the Second
Georgic of Vergil, which shows poetic talent of
no mean order. His first important publication,
however, was the celebrated Vindication of Nat-
ural l<ociet!/, written in imitation and. ridicule
of the style and reasoning of Lord Bolingbroke,
in which, with well-concealed irony, he endea-
vored to confute his lordship's views of society
by a reductio ad absiirdum. Tliis work, pub-
lished anon\Tnously in 1756, attracted consider-
able attention. Soon after, in the same year, ap-
peared his well-known essay. The Philosophical
Inquiry Into the Origin of Our Ideas on the tiab-

lime and Beautiful—a work which gained the
praise of Johnson and Lessing.
The essay on the Sublime and Beautiful, al-

though of little real value, attained a rapid pop-
ularity, and its author soon found himself court-
ed by all the eminent men of his time. (Jarrick
was already one of his friends; among them he
soon could count Reynolds. Soame Jenyns, I-ord
Lyttelton. (Joldsmith. Hume, and Dr. .lohnson.
Notwithstanding this pojiularity, his progress
continued slow ; for three years he had to occupy
himself with periodical writing, devoting his lei-

sure principally to political subjects. What is

considered a joint work of Burke and his cousin,
William Burke, appeared in 1757

—

An Account
of the European Hcttlements in America—and
shows how carefully at this date he had studied
the condition of the Colonies. During the next
year he liegan his writing for the Annual Regis-
ter, the first volume of which appeared in 1759.
In 1701 Mr. W. G. Hamilton ('Single-speech'
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Hamilton), then Secretary for Ireland, having
appointed him his private secretary, he returned
to Diililin, where, during two years' service, ho
demonstrated his aptitude for jjolitical business,

receiving in 17li3, in reward for his services, a
pension on the Irish establishment of £300,

wliich, however, he did not long enjoy.

Returning to London in 1704, lie became a
member of the literary club wliich met at the

Turk's Head in Gerard Street, and whose history

is associated with ahiiost every eonsicU'ral)le name
in the literature of tlie period. But literaiy so-

ciety did not call oil' liis attention from the

chances of a political <"ireer. He became private

secretary to the Jlarquis of Rockingham, on his

becoming Premier (1705), and entered Parlia-

ment as a member for Wendover (1700). Here
his elo(|uence at once gave him the reputation of

being "the first man in the Commons.' The Rock-
ingham Administration, however, lived onlyafew
months, and with it terminated this, his second

political employment. He was successively niem-
lier for Wendover, Bristol, and Malton; his Par-

liamentary life extended without intermission to

1794. Twice he held the post of paymaster of

the forces, once under Rockingliam, and again
nnder Lord North, with the standing of a privy

councilor. -After a career in Parliament remark-
able for the laboriousness, earnestness, and brill-

iancy with which every duty was discharged, and
extending over nearly thirty years, he retired at

last, receiving the thanks of tlie Commons for his

numerous public services, and rewarded by tlie

Government, on the express rcijuest of liis sov-

ereign, with jiensions amounting in all to several

thousand pounds. He administered the office of

paymaster of the forces with scrupulous regard

to public economy, and sacrificed all the perqui-

sites of his office, exiiibiting a severe integrity

then unusual among public men. In his relations

with the constituency of Bristol, which was alien-

ated from hitii by his advocacy of the claims of

the Roman Catliolics and of tlie opening up of

the trade of Ireland, he was the lirst to maintain
the doctrine of the independence of Parliamen-

tary representatives—that they are not machines
to vote for measures approved by their constitu-

encies simply for that reason, but men and think-

ers chosen by them calmly to consider and legis-

late for the good of the ('ommon wealth. During
his career he rendered inure important service to

the cause of liunianity tlian any other man of his

time in Eurojie: he prepared the way for the

abolition of the slave-trade, a measure which was
destined to ripen to success in the hands of Wil-

herforce; he advocated the clause of liunianity in

India against the voracious greed of stocklioldcrs,

who regarded its millions simply as materials for

plunder, and largely contributed to improve the

government of tliat country. Toward America

he advocated a policy of justice and conciliation,

which had it been adopted wouUl have averted

the liorrors of tlie War of Independence, and re-

tained the Colonies in amity witli the motlier

country. To the advocacy of every cause wliicli

he espoused he brought a capacity for patient

research that was unlimited, and an eloquence

that has seldom been equalled.

Burke produced a vast numlier of writings on

many subjects. Among tlie more im|)ortant are:

Obscnaiions on a Pamphlet on the Present Slate

of the Xation (170!)), replying to a paper vari-

ously ascribed to Fox or Grenville; On the Cause

of the Present Discontents (1770) ; the celebrated

speech in 1788 opening the trial of Warren Hast-
ings (q.v), and the equally famous speeches on
American Taxation (1774) and on CuneUiatiun
leith America (1775), which may perhaps he re-

garded as the most splendid monuments of his

eloquence and statesmanship. On the other hand,
with strange inconsistency, Burke resisted the

movement for the reform of Parliamentary repre-

sentation; and he failed utterly to grasp the true
meaning of the French Revolutidu. In 1790 ap-
peared his Reflections on the Rerolution in

France, which had a remarkable success. Eleven
editions were issued within the first year, and by
1797 more than 30.000 copies had been sold. It

was received with delight by George III., and by
every enemy of the Revolution; yet, as a contri-

bution to the literature of social history, the
book is worthless. Burke was an ardent lover of

order ; and, deceived by the violence of the Jaco-
bins, the man who had stood so bravely for the
rights of the English colonists and the Hindus
was unable to perceive that tlie French people
were struggling to free themselves from a class

despotism far more oppressive. In liis Rights of
Man, Thomas Paine made a trenchant reply to

Burke's book ; and it was also answered by Mack-
intosh in Vindiciw (lallicce.

Few men liave been the subjects of higlier

panegyric than Burke, and, on the whole, few
have better deserved praise. He was noble-mind-
ed, pure in his life, and a purist in politics. In-

tellectually, he was most richly endowed. Pos-
sessing imagination, rare powers of observation,
and indefatigable industry, there was no subject
which he could not master, and none wliich, hav-
ing mastered, he could not expound with un-
paralleled richness of language. But with the.se

virtues and powers were conjoined defects, wliicli,

without bating their greatness, largely neutral-

ized their influence. He was, it may be said, too

literarj' to be a philosopher, and too philosophic

to be a politician. His career would seem to il-

lustrate this position. His oratory astounded by
its lirilliancy rather than persuaded by its tone
and argument; and in the long run the eloquence
wliich f.ailed to command the reason ceased to

captivate the ear. The man who at first evoked
the enthusiasm of the House by the brilliancy
and power of his eIo(]ueiice, did actually at last

eni])ty it by persistence in the monotonous s|deii-

dors of his spceclics. Passionate and in a great
degree intractable, he was unsuited for i)arty
politics, and drifted from all his connections,
breaking U]) slowly all party ties, and even the
tics of friendship, till he reached at last almost
a state of political isolation. At the same time,
it must not be forgotten how great an inlluence
he, half pliilosopher, half politician, exercised on
the coun.sels of the State; many of his views on
politics and public economy were anticipations of

science, as many of his previsions of the course
of events were prophecies. He died on Julv 7,

1797.

There is an excellent edition of Burke's Marks
in 12 volumes (Boston, 1871); reprinted in

volumes in the Bohn series (London, 1880). His
Letters, in 4 volumes, were edited by Earl Fitz-

william and Sir R. Bourke (London," 1844) ; and
they are reprinted in the edition of the Works
(London, 1852). Consult: A. J. George, editor,

Speeches on the American War, and Letter to

the Sheriffs of Bristol (Boston, 1891); James
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Prior, Life (5th ed.. London, 1854) ; C'rolr, Mem-
oir of the Political Life of Burke (Edinburgh,
1840) ; Maeknight, History of the Life and Time
of Burke (3 vols., London, 1858) ; Morley,
Burke, in the "Men of Letters Series'" (New
York, 1879), and Hi.itorical Study (New York,
1867) ; and Hunt, in Dictionary of Xational Bi-
ographii. VII. ( Xew York, 1891).

BURKE, .loii.N (17S7-1S48). An Irish gene-
alogist. He began literary work in London, but
later made a study of genealogy-, and in 18-6 be-

gan the publication of the Gcnealoijical and Her-
aldic Dictionary of the I'rrrage and Biironetaye
of the Vnited Kingdom (9th ed., 1847), the first

compilation of the sort to include both baronets
and peers in alphabetical order. Chief among
his other publications are: A General and Her-
aldic Dictionary of the Peerages of England, Ire-

land, and Scotland—Extinct, Dormant, and in
Abeyance (1831; 3d ed.. 1S46) ; and A Genealogi-
cal and Heraldic History of the Commoners of
Great Britain and Ireland (4 vols., 1833-38),
later editions of which appeared under the title,

A Dictionary of the Landed Gentry ( 1855-57).

BURKE, Sir John Bekx.\rd (1814-92). An
Irish genealogist, son of the preceding. He was
born in London, was educated at Caen College

(Normandy), studied law at the Middle Temple,
was admitted to the bar in 1839. and in 1853
became L'lster king-at-arms. In 1855 he was ap-
pointed keeper of the State papers in Ireland.

In this capacity, in 1866. he visited France for

the purpose of studying the record system in use
there. From 1847 until his death he edited the

annual Genealogical and Heraldic Dictionary of

the Peerage and Baronetage of the Vnited King-
dom. At various times he was also editor of

other works of a similar character. Among his

original publications are The Romance of the

Aristocracy (1855) and The Book of Precedence

(1881).

BURKE, :MArRicE Fraxcis (1845— ). An
Ameriran prelate, bom in Ireland. He was edu-

cated at Saint Mary's L'niversity, Chicago. III.,

and the American College, Rome. Italy, and was
ordained priest of the Roman Catholic Church in

1875. Pastor of Saint Mary's Church, .Joliet, 111.,

from 1878 to 1887, he was in the latter year con-

secrated Bishop of Cheyenne. Wyo. In 1893 he

was transferred to the see of Saint -Joseph, Mo.
He is an accomplished linguist.

BURKE, Robert 0'H.\ka (1820-61). An
Irish e.xplorer, born at Saint C'leram (County
Gahvay). He was educated in Belgium, and
afterwards enlisted in the Austrian Army, in

which he rose to be captain. In 1848 he became
a member of the Irish constabulary. In 1853 he

emigrated to Australia, where he was appointed

inspector of police in Victoria. He received in

1860 the command of an expedition sent out to

cross the continent from south to north. With
W. J. Wills he reached the tidal waters of the

Flinders River, l)eing thus one of the first white

party to traverse .\ustralia. On the return jour-

ney both he and Wills died of starvation near

Cooper's Creek. Their bodies, recovered in 18G2,

received a public burial early in 1803 and me-
morial statues were erected in ilelbourne. Con-
sult Howitt, History of Discovery in Australia,

Vol. II. (I-ondon, 1865).

BURKE, Thomas :\Iartin Alot.sius (1840

— ). A Roman Catholic prelate.' He was born

in Ireland, .January 10, 1840; was educated at
the College of Saint Michael. Toronto, and at
Saint Charles College, Maryland: gi-aduated from
Saint Mary's Seminary, Baltimore, was ordained
to the Roman Catholic priesthood and assigned
to duty at Albany, N. Y., 1864; became Vicar-
General of the diocese in 1887: and was conse-
crated the fourth Bishop of Albany in 1894.

BURKE, TnoM.A.s Xicnor„\s (1830-83). A
Roman Catholic orator known as 'Father Tom.'
He was born in Galway. Ireland: .studied theol-
ogy in Rome and Perugia

;
joined the Order of

Saint Dominic, and after remaining five years in
Italy was sent by liis superiors to England. He
soon established a reputation as an orator:
preached in Ireland. England, and Italy; and in
1872 visited tlie United States, where his course
of lectures in answer to Froude gained much at-
tention. His lectures were reprinted under the
title of English Misrule in Ireland ( 1873) . Con-
sult: his Life by W. J. FitzPatrick (London,
1885) and The 'inner Life of Father Thomas
Burke (London, 1894).

BtJRKEL, bur'kcl, Heixrich (1802-69). A
German painter, born at Pirmasens, Bavaria. He
studied at the Munich Academy and in Italy,
and painted chiefly genre pictures in a style
which is truthful and sometimes himiorous. His
pictures include "Scenes in an Inn;" "Fetes in
the Alps;" and "Winter Scene in the Tyrol."

BURK'ING. A colloquial term in England
for murder committed for the purpose of selling
the victim's body for dissection. It came into
use after the conviction, for an atrocious crime
of this character, of William Burke, executed in
Edinburgh, January 28, 1829.

BURKLEIN, boork'lin, FRrenRicH (1813-72).
A German architect, born at Burk, in Franconia.
He studied at the Munich Academy as a pupil of
Gartner—whom he assisted in the consti-uction of
the royal palace in Athens—and was active in

the architectural development of Munich under
King Maximilian II. He designed the ilaximil-
ianstrasse and built the Maximilianeum. As
Generalbaudirektor, hg had charge of many pub-
lic works. His style combined the Renaissance
and the Romanesque types.

BURLEIGH, ber'ii. Lord. See Cecil, Wil-
liam .

BURLEIGH, Lord. A character in the
parody on heroic tragedy which Sheridan intro-
duces into The Criti-c. According to Mr. Puff,
his creator, he can express volumes with liis nod
alone.

BURLESQUE. A dramatic or literary com-
position tending to excite laughter by an exag-
gerated travesty of some more serious work, or by
a ludicrous contrast between the subject and the
manner of treating it. A burlesque is distinct
from a parody or satire, being of a broader, more
pronounced type, and difi'crs from a farce in

being even more extravagant in its construction.
The burlesque in literature was first used as a

distinct style by Berni, an Italian poet, who,
early in the Fourteenth Century, published a vol-

ume of Burlesque Rhymes. The success of this
book Ijrought forth a host of imitators, among
whom were Mauro and Caporali. and introduced
the burlesque into France, where Sarrazin, and,
later, Scarron. carried the new form to a high
degree of excellence. L'EnMde travestie was the
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beginning of a long line of travesties in whicli

Scarron burlesqued Paris. Amsterdam, society,

etc., and by which he established lirmly his repu-

tation as tiie greatest French writer of burlesque.

In England burlesque developed early, along a

somewhat irregular line. Chaucer, for instance,

in his Rime of Si> Thopas, ridicules the long,

dreary tales of the Middle Ages; Beaumont and

Fletcher's Knight of the Burning Pestle is a tra-

vesty on ultra-chivalric romances; Butler's Uu-

dihras contains burlesque motives ; and still later

The Rejected Addresses of the brothers Smith

brought the English form of burlesque to a high

level. In Spain Cervantes, with his immortal

Don Quixote, created a new type of burlesque,

which was imitated in the ne.vt century by Le

Sage in France with his diverting history. of Gil

DlSs. During the later history of literature

there have been innumerable travesties, parodies,

and burlesques of contemporary poems and au-

thors, but. with the possible exception of those

by Thomas Hood, none of them are of importance.
" The dramatic burlesque has varied greatly in

its form. Aristophanes uses it in his comedies;

PJuripides and Plautus contain germs of it; the

Italian dramatist Gozzi employs it most success-

fully in his tragi-comedies; and under Molifere

burlesque per se reaches its highest dramatic ex-

cellence. The most noted of English burlesques

on the stage are those of Planehe, brought out

in London in the vears following 1818; and a

rich vein of travestv runs through many of the

plays of W. S. Gilbert (q.v.). But in modern

times burlesque has degenerated from comedy to

farce, and from farce to a musical medley of

travestv and vaudeville. Indeed, in France the

'vaudeville' corresponds to the English burlesque.

Consult: Flogel, Geschichte des Burlesken

(Leipzig, 1793) ; Morillot, Scarron et le genre

burlesque (1888); Burlesque Plays and Poems,

in Jlorley's Universal Lihrary.

BUR'ilNGAME, A.nsox (1820-70). An
American politician and diplomatist. He was

born at New Berlin, N. Y., but removed with his

father to Ohio in 1823 and to Michigan ten years

later He graduated at the University of Jliehi-

gan in 1841, and at the Harvard Law School m
1846, and subsequently practiced law m Boston.

In 1852 he became a member of the State Senate,

and in the following year was sent to the State

Constitutional Convention. He was an enthusi-

astic worker in the Free-Soil Party, especially m
the Presidential campaign of 1848; and in 18a4

ioined the American Party, and became one of

its representatives in the Thirty-fourth Congress.

His denunciation of Brooks's assault upon Sena-

tor Sumner provoked a challenge from Brooks,

which he at once accepted, naming rifles as the

weapons. Brooks did not fight. Burlingame was

a Connressman until 1861. and in that year was

sent al Minister to Austria, where the feeling

against him, because he had favored Hungarian

independence, led to a positive refusal to receive

him as a diplomatic represenfaitive. He was then

sent to China, where he remained as ;Minister un-

til 1867, when, having completely gamed the con-

fidence of the Chinese Government, he was ap-

pointed special Chinese envoy to the Ln.ted

States and various European Powers. In 1868 he

negotiated with the United States Government

the "Burlingame Treaty." notable as marking the

first acceptance by China of the principles of in-

ternational law, and as granting important re-

ciprocal privileges to the two Powers. Subse-
quently he negotiated important treaties with
Denmark, Sweden. Holland, and Prussia, and in

1870 he died in Saint Petersburg while arrang-

ing the terms of a treaty with Russia.

BURLINGAME, Edward Liveemoee (1848
— ). An American magazine editor, born in

Boston. !Mass. He was educated at Harvard
and Heidelberg, and became editorially connected
with the yen- York Tribune in 1871. From
1872 to 1876 he was a member of the staff for

the revision of Dana and Ripley's American Cy-
clopfedia, and in 1879 joined the editorial force

of Charles Scribner's Sons. In 1886 he became
editor-in-chief of t^eribner's Magazine.

BUR'LINGTON. See Beidlington.

BURLINGTON. A city, railroad centre, and
county-scat of Des Moines County, Iowa, 206
miles west-southwest of Chicago, 111., on the

right bank of the Mississippi River, and on the

Chicago. Burlington and Quincy and several

other railroads (ilap: Iowa, F 4). Burlington,
sometimes called the "Orchard City,' occupies a
natural amphitheatre, formed by the limestone
bluffs that slope back from the river, and on
which many of the residences are built, and is

regularly laid out. The river here is broad and
deep, and is spanned by the railroad bridge of

the Chicago. Burlington and Quincy Railroad.

Burlington is cojmected by steamboat lines with
important points on the Mississippi, and its

river commerce is important. The industries

are the manufacture of machinery, wagons,
wheels, desks, furniture, lumber, agricultural

implements, screens, mattresses, brooms, soap,

flour, linseed oil, etc.; pork-packing and the

quarrying of limestone found in the vicinity.

The extensive machine and repair shops of the

Chicago. Burlington and Quincy Railroad are

located here. Among the prominent buildings are

the opera house, Young ifen's Christian Associa-

tion building, court-house, city hall, and hospi-

tals. The city has a public library of over 17,000
volumes, Burlington Institute College, besides

high schools and grammar schools. Crapo Park,
of 100 acres, situated in the southern part of the

city, has a fine location and scenery not excelled

along the Mississippi. The city is governed by a

mayor, elected for two years, and a city council,

which has the power of appointment to most of

the city's offices. Burlington was named from
the city of Burlington, Vt., by its first settlers.

A ftir-trading post was established here as early

as 1829; the first dwelling-houses were erected in

1833, a town was laid out in 1834 and incorpo-

rated in 1837, and the citv chartered in 1838.

It was the capital of Iowa from 1837 to 1840.

Population, in 1890, 23,201.

BURLINGTON. A city and county-seat of

ColTey County, Kan., 60 miles south of Topeka,

on tiie Neosho River, and on the Atchison,

Topeka and Santa Fe, and the :Missouri, Kansas

and Texas railroads (Map: Kansas, G 3). It

is the centre of an agricultural and stock-raising

district, in the principal products of which it

has considerable trade, is supplied with good

water-])ower, and contains flour-mills. The city

has a public librarj'. Population, in 1890, 2239;

in 1900, 2418.

BURLINGTON. A city and port of entry

in Burlington County, N. J., on the Delaware
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Kiver. 18 miles above PliilaiUMpIiia. and on the

Pennsylvania Kailroad (Maji: New Jersey, G
3). Bv\r!in!rton has a public library, and is the

seat of Burliniztou CoUejro. fiumded in 1S4G, and
Saint Mary's Hall for n;ins (Protestant Episco-

pal). There are manufactures of shoes, stoves,

iron pipe, carriages and harness, and canned
goods. Biirlin<;ton is governed under a charter

of 1851 (revised 1808). which provides for a

mayor, elected every three years, and a munici-

pal council. The city owns and operates its

water-works. Population, in 1800, 72(34; in

1900, 7392.

Burlington was settled in 1077 by London and
Yorkshire Friends, and before receiving its pres-

ent name, was called first Xew Beverly, and
then Bridlington. After 1080, until Trenton was
made the capital of Xew Jersey, the Legislature

met alternately at Perth Amboy and Burling-

ton. A city charter, granted by (JoAcrnor Cosby
in 1733, was confirmed by the Legislature in

1744, and in 1784 a new charter was issued.

The city was fired upon by the English and
Hessians in 1770. and again in 1778, when much
property was destroyed, though no lives were
lost. Consult Woodward. Uistorjt of Burlington
and Mercer Counties (Philadelphia, 1883).

BURLINGTON. A city, port of entry, and
county-seat of Chittenden County, Vt., 40 miles

west by north of Montpelier, on the eastern

shore of Lake Champlain, and on the Rutland
and Central Vermont railroads (Map: Vermont,
.-\ 4). Burlington has a beautiful situation on
high ground, and is laid out in broad, well-shaded
streets. In the centre of the city is a large

public square, near which are the handsome
court-house, the city hall, the L'nited States

post-office and eustom-house, and the Young
.Men's Christian Association building and the
site of the new public libraiy. The L'niver-

sity of Vermont and State Agricultural Col-

lege (q.v.), founded in 1791, is finely located on
a hill; the Billings Librarj-, designed by H. H.
Richardson, is the most notable of its buildings.

Among other features of the city are the

Fletcher Free Library, the Howard Opera
House, the Masonic Temple, the Roman Catholic
cathedral, Saint Paul's Episcopal Church, the
Mary Fletcher Hospital, Home for Destitute

Children, Louisa Howard Jlission, Providence
.\syluni. Saint Patrick's Academy, Saint JIary's

Academy. Bishop Hopkins Hall, Edmunds High
School, Vermont Episcopal Institute, Batteiy
and College parks, the latter containing a statue
of Lafayette, and two cemeteries—Lake View,
situated near the lake, and (ireen ilount, over-

looking the Winooski Valley, and containing the
grave of Col. Ethan Allen, with a monument.
An artificial breakwater forms a safe harbor,
connected by steam and sailing vessels with
leading ports on ihe lake. Burlington is one of

the largest lumber markets in the country, the
product being brought principally from Canada;
and extensive quarries of marble, limestone, and
other building-stone in the vicinity furnish
material for another branch of its commerce.
There are also imjiortant manufatrtures. to some
extent promoted by the water-])ower furnished
by the Winooski River, which include lumber,
furniture, chairs, refrigerators, packing-boxes,
brushes, patent medicines, cotton and woolen
goods, paper, etc. Under a revised charter of

180G, the government is vested in a mayor, an-
nually elected; a city council, of which the
executive is a member: and administrative offi-

cials, the majority elected by the council. The
water-works are owned and operated by the
municipalitv. Popul:\tinn. in 1880, ll,3Gd; in
1890, 14,590; in 1900, 18.640.

Burlington was chartered in 1763, but no set-

tlement was made until about 1774, and it was
not regularly organized as a town until 1797.

In 1809 the Vermont, one of the first steam-
boats to be built in the country, was launched
here. Burlington was chartered as a city in

1865.

See Vol. I. of Verinont Historical Oazetteer
(4 vols., Burlington, 1807-82), and a sketch in

the -Vfir England Migazine (Vol. XI. second
series )

.

BURLINGTON ARCADE, The. A paved
and roofed passage, raised a few steps above the
street, running between Piccadilly and Burling-
ton Gardens, London. On each side are small,
open-fronted shops, where minor wares of all

sorts can be purchased.

BURLINGTON HOUSE. An old mansion
in Piccadilly, London, between Old Bond and
Sackville streets, Viuilt for Richard, Lord Bur-
lington, in 1095-1743. It was a meeting-place
of Eighteenth-Centuri' notables, and is still a
literaiy and scientific centre. It was purchased
by the British Government in 1854. On part of

the old garden stands the new Burlington
House, finished in 1872, the home of the Royal,
Geological, and Antiquarian Societies, and other
learned bo<lies.

BURLINGTON LIMESTONE. A lime-

stone of Carboniferous age, and a valuable ma-
terial for building, found in aljundance near
Burlington. Iowa, and elsewhere in the Missis-

sippi \'alley. It is divisible into two members,
the upper one being nearly pure carbonate of

lime, the lower one containing magnesia. This
formation is peculiar for the abundance of fos-

sils found in it, especially of Crinoidea and
corals.

BURLOS, boor'los (from the cape BruUns)

.

A lagoon in the Nile delta, Egypt, begiiming
about 5 miles east of Rosetta, It extends east-

ward for about 38 miles, and is separated by a

narrow strip of land from the Mediterranean,

with which it connnunicates through a narrow
channel (Map: Egjpt, D 1).

BUR'MA (corrupted from ilrumurS, ilyam-

ma, Barma, Hamu, probably connected with

the introduction of Brahmanism). The largest

and easternmost province of British India. It

is included within the parallels of 10" and 28°

X., and the meridians 92= and 101° E., and ex-

tends from the soutliern border of Tibet far

down into the Malay peninsula, with a total

length of 1230 miles. The eastern boundary of

Burma follows a meridian approximately
throughout the whole extent from north to

south. The east and west extent, however, varies

extremely, the country beginning at the south

as a strip of territory 30 or 40 miles wide, and
broadening toward the west, at about latitude

IG" or 17° X., to a width of 200 miles. Above
latitude 20° it again broadens slightly toward
both east and west, reaching its greatest width
of about 550 miles in latitude 21° N. North of
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latitude 24° the breadth rapidly decreases to
about 125 miles on the northern border. Hunna
has an area, exclusive of dependcut native States,

of 108,550 square miles, and is divided for ad-

ministrative purposes into Upper and Lower
Burma. Lower Burma occupies the narrow strip

of coast south of about latitude 22°, and l^pper
Burma occupies the remainder of the country ex-

tending inland as far south as latitude 18°

30'. Lower Burma comprises the former King-
dom of Arakan (q.v. ) in the north and Teu-
asserim (q.v.) in the soutli (both acipiired

by the Britisb at the close of the first Huriiiese

War in 182U), and between these two the terri-

tory of the old Kingdom of Pegu (q.v.), acquired
by the British at the close of the second Bur-
mese War in 1852. Ui)per Burma corresponds
to the Kingdom 'of Burma as it existed at the
time of the British conquest in 1885. Burma is

bounded on the north by Assam and Tibet : on
the cast by China, Frencli Indo-China, and Siam;
on the south by the Bay of Bengal ; and on the
west by the Bay of Bengal, Bengal, and Assam.
It extends from the lower waters of the Bay of

Bengal on the south to the eastern end of the
Himalayan ^lountains on the north. It is trav
ersed by a series of mountain ranges lying nearly
north and south, while in the intervening val-

leys flow the waters of the two great rivers,

the Irrawaddy and the Salwin. with many large
branches, and also several smaller rivers reach-

ing the coast. Thus the surface consists of many
mountain ranges alternating closely with val-

leys, most of which are narrow, the valley of

the Irrawaddy being by far the broadest and
most important economically.
The mountains on the northern boundary,

sepaiating Burma from Tibet, reach a height
of 15,000 feet. The ranges which traverse the
country in general diminish in height south-
ward. Vantring from 8000 to 10,000 feet in the

nortli to UOOO to 8000 feet in the latitude of

Mandalav, and to 4000 to (iOOO feet between
the parallels of 18° and 20°. The Irrawaddy and
Salwin rivers rise in Tibet and are large streams
at their entrance into Burma. The ujjper part
of the valley of the Irrawaddy is narrow, as are
the valleys of its upper trilmtaries. Indeed,
above Bhamo, at the month of the Taping, the
main river Hows in a mountain gorge, and im-
mediately below this jioint, in cutting through
a mountain range, it llows in a narrow canon.
A few miles above Mandalay it enters a broad
plain, through which it passes; a hundred miles
below Jlandalay it is joined by the Cliindwin,

its largest branch. Its delta is veiy extensive,

being nearly 200 miles in length, with an area
of 18.000 s(piare miles. These delta lands are
extremely fertile, are densely populated, and are
highly cultivated. The mean discharge of the

river at its mouth is estimated at 480.000 cubic

feet per second, or about the same as that of the

Ganges. It is subject to great floods in the rainy

season, the flow at this time being often eighteen

times as great as at low water. It is navigable

for large river steamers as far as Mandalay, and
for smaller craft some distance above Bhamo.
The Salwin is second only to the Irrawaddy in

volume. This river throughout its course in Bur-

ma flows in a narrow valley, hemmed in by moun-
tains, and affording little level land for cultiva-

tion. It is navigalde for only a short distance,

owing to frequent rapids. The Sittang heads

south of Mandalay, and flows in a broad valley
between the Irrawaddy and the Salwin. Thereare
hundreds of minor streams in this well-watered
country, but as they partake of the nature of

mountain torrents, or are fed by them, they are
useless for navigation, at least during the dry
season. After the rainy season has begun the
larger rivers are crowded with the native boats,
for the waterways are the highways of the coim-
try. Even before the rain sets in the great riv-

ers Ix-gin to swell, owing to the melting of the
Himalayan snows. Toward the beginning of July
the rivers and tlieir tributaries usually rise ten
to twenty feet, submerging tlieir banks and Hood-
ing the low lands. In many places, where in

dry weather a cart-track is found, there is, dur-
ing the wet season, a creek navigable by heavily
laden boats. The whole aspect of the country
and the mode of life are thus changed with the
alternations from dry to wet seasons. The vil-

lages of the delta are accessible by water, and it

is at this season that the heavy tratlic of the
coxintry is carried on. At ilandalay. where the
Irrawaddy is about 2 miles wide, the water rises

30 feet, and in the Salwin there is a rise of 50
feet. These high-water levels are maintained
with some fluctuations till September.

Climate. The climate of Burma ranges from
that of the eastern Himalayas on the north to
that of tlie tropical oceanic regions on the
south, most of the country being in the torrid
zone. The monsoons have a powerful ef-

fect upon the climate: in winter they blow from
the north and northeast oft' the land, and pro-

duce the dry season, and in summer they blow
from the south and southwest off the sea, caus-
ing a heavy rainfall on the coast, and, moving
up the river valleys, they carry a heavy precipi-

tation far inland. The rainfall on the coast
ranges from 120 to lOO inches, and is much
greater than this in some special localities. In
the interior it is distributed irregularly, being
aftected by the local topography, but it is al-

most everywhere ample in amount, and in many
places excessive, ranging from 40 to ItiO inches.
The temperature changes with the latitude and
altitude and proximity to the sea. and with the
direction of the monsoons. The coast tempera-
tures are very constant, ranging from 80° to !)0°.

In tlie interior the contrast is greater, tlu' tem-
perature ranging from 50° or tiO° in winter to 80°
or 00° in summer, while at considerable altitudes,

in the north, the country is subject to frosts in
the cold season. The great fertility of the soil

in Burma is further increased in the lowlands
by the fertilizing overflows of the rivers.

Flora. All the land not under cultivation is

clothed with dense tropical forests, containing
numy fine dye and cabinet woods; and in the
nortliern jiart of the country there is a great
deal of teak, one of the most im])ortant exports.
This wood has a peculiar odor, due to the pres-

ence of an oil whicli rejiels insects and protects
it from decay. The oil-tree, yielding gallons of

oil every season, is found at the headwaters of

the Salwin. Ironwood, which grows in among
tlie bamboo, is abundant and widely utilized.

Below the upper forests are the sandstone and
laterite, on which the forests are open and
stunted. Other trees are the palm, cocoanut,
betel, and palmyra. Breaking tlie ever-green

monotony of the riverside is llie iiipapalm. with
immense fronds somewhat like the cocoanut. The
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bamboo is universal and exceedingly useful.

Planted in front uf the liouses are eoooanut and
betel palms, giant bamboo, tamarind, mango, and
jack, useful for their fruit and shade. The screw
pine, castor-oil plant, crotons, begonias, cala-

diums, balsams, arc cultivated in many places.

Other fruits are limes, citrons, jujube, guava,
cashew, custard-apple, orange, mangost<>cn, and
durian, the latter being highly prized. The
plantain and lianana are the leading fruits of

Burma ; pineapples and many garden vegetables
also abound.
Fauxa, Elephants, rhinoceroses, tigers, leop-

ards, four species of deer, bulfaloes, oxen, and
goats, bears, tapirs, boars, wildcats, monkeys,
gibbons, and crocodiles furnish game for the
hunter. The Asiatic elephant attains a larger
size here than elsewhere,

Burma is. in fact, the land of elephants; they
are not only still plentiful in the wild state, but
are used to a large extent as draught-animals.
The ox, horse, and buti'alo also serve the purjioses

of labor, and especially among these the buffalo,

which is a valuable draught-animal in the muddy
regions. Peacocks ( the national emblem

) , silver

pheasants, and jungle - fowl of various sorts

abound, as do also many other birds that are
hunted for sport and food. Kats are almost a
plague in the north provinces.

iliNEBAL Resoi'Rces. Burma is believed to be
very rich in mineral resources, though little be-

yond a rough survey has been made, and most of

the gold and silver used is imported from China,
India, and Europe. Some of the rivers contain
gold in the sand, which is washed out by the na-
tives. Silver, copper, lead, iron, antimony, bis-

muth, and tin are also mined, but not, as yet, in

large quantities. Xitrates, salt, limestone, and
amber, serpentine, coal in abundance, and petro-

leum are found. The chief mineral wealth thus
far developed has come from the mines of jade,

amber, ruby, and sapphires, which are discovered
in the sand and gravel of Upper Burma. Jlining
is still in its rudimentarj- stages, but in recent
years modern machinery has been introduced,
and the amount of metal obtained from the ore,

and the size of the slabs of the more valuable
kinds of stone, are much larger than formerly.
The finest variety of white marble found near
Mandalay is much used in the Buddhist sculp-
tures, and in the decoration of temples.

Agblcultuee and Other Industries. Like
most Indian provinces, Burma is chiefly agricul-
tural. The prevailing system of tenure is the
rdyaticdri, i.e. the farmer leasing his land direct-
ly from the State, and being assessed a tax in
proportion to the area cultivated. The main ag-
ricultural product is rice, gro«Ti almost exclu-
sively in the lowlands. About one-tenth of the
area of the province can be utilized for the culti-

vation of riee. The extension of rice-culture has
been very rapid, and Hurma is now looked upon
as a chief source for the world's supply. Out of

a total area of over 0,.500.000 acres under culti-

vation in Upper and Lower Burma in 1899-1000,
over 8,000,000 acres were in rice, and the remain-
der in grains, oil-seeds, cotton, tobacco, sugar-
cane, tea, and indigo. The methods of cultiva-

tion are primitive, and elephants are not infre-

quently used in farming. The native religion
prohibits meat-eating, consequently there is no
raising of cattle for beef. Burma has few
large manufacturing establishments. The weav-

ing of silk in Lower Burma and of cotton in
Upper Burma is almost universal. Pottery is
also produced extensively in both parts of the
countni'. A immbcr of industries are carried on
on a small scale, often as adjunets to agricul-
ture. There are many skillful workers in gold,
iron, and wood, and the native products have
high ai'tistic value.

Commerce and Transportation. Tlie com-
merce of Burma has develo|)ed along with agri-
culture, and as the largest product is rice, it is

also the chief article of export, usually consti-
tuting about 80 per cent, of the total' exports.
The foreign trade is wliolly controlled by for-
eigners, mostly English and Chinese, while the
internal trade is in the hands of the natives.
Usury prevails to a great extent, the rate of
interest ranging from 1 to (5 per cent, per month.
The sea trade of the province (excluding Govern-
ment imports and exports) steadilv increased
from .$75,000,000 in 1891-92 to $10i.200,000 in
1899-1900. In 1899-19(10 the excess of exports
over imports was Rs.0,00,00.000 ($19,440,000).
Besides rice, the export,s include teak, about 9
per cent.; catechu; raw hides, 2.4 per cent.: raw
cotton; india-rubber, about 2 per cent. The im-
ports embrace cotton, wool, and silk goods, raw
silk, metals and metal products, and fish. The
foreign trade is witli Great Britain and its colo-
nies, and to some extent with America. Tlie in-

land trade, at the end of the centurv, was a little

over Rs.3,00,00,000 ( $9.720,000 )
, of which about

60 per cent, was with Western China, and the
rest with the Shan States and Siam, Rangoon is

the chief conunercial centre of the province, and
receives about 80 per cent, of the total trade.
The merchant marine numbers over 6200 ves-
sels, with a total tonnage of over 4,000,000.

Under British rule new systems of roads and
bridges have been introduced, three navigable
canals dug, the Irrawaddy embanked and fur-

nished with a large fleet of steamers, the chief
cities fortified in modern style, and hospitals,
court-houses, and churches built in many places.
The chief railways extend from Rangoon to Man-
dalay and Jlyitzyina, with a branch from Meik-
tila to Myingyan, and one from Rangoon to Tha-
yetmyo. From JIandalay the road extends intc>

Ihe region of the jade and amber mines. Another
road is projected from ilandalay to Kun-lon,
which is the Jlandalay-Salwin line. It is on
this line, between Mandalay and Kun-lon, that
the famous Gokteik viaduct has been built over
the gorge through which flows Chunzzoune
Creek. Here. .'iOO feet above the water, rises a
remarkable natural bridge of limestone, and upon
the top of this freak of nature rests the 320 feet

of steel trestle-work that forms the Gokteik via-

duct—2260 feet long and about as high as the
towers of the new Brooklpi bridge. All the ma-
terial and skilled labor in connection with that
structure came from tlie United States. In 1896
this Burma Ruilwav Companv, with a capital oi
$10,000,000, had 1()00 miles "op.-'n to traffic, the
Government guaranteeing interest at 2% per cent.,

and .a participation in the surplus profits. The
roadbed passes through jungles not long since

occupied by elephants and tigers.

Government. Burma, before it came under
the rule of Great Britain, was a despotic

monarchy, though the King, or "Lord of the
White Elephant,' was assisted by a high coun-
cil of four Ministers of State, wlio gave or-
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ders to the governors of provinces. The Hindu
Code of Manu, translated into Burmese, served

IS a body of laws ; decrees were often issued by
the Ivin<i; but custom played the most impor-

tant i)art in the legal system. The insignia of

royalty were the white elephant and white um-
brella.' There was no hereditary nobility, but
rank was conferred by office, and its various de-

grees were indicated by the different shades of

garment, furniture, or utensils, and especially

by the color of umbrellas. 'J'lie lower grades of

office, however, were, and still are, hereditary.

This is especially true of the headmen, who
levy the taxes from the people. The extortion

of officials frequently drove the villagers to as-

sassination ; the common term for 'the people'

was "the poor,' and the popular category of the

five enemies were Fire, Water, Robbers. Rulers,

and Ill-wishers. The governors and deputies

who acted as judges heard cases in an open slied

in a ])ul)lic place, but e\'ery cause was iiresenteil in

the lirst instance at the official's house, to wliich

none could come empty-handed. The village

elders constituted the ultimate tribunal of gov-

ernment, and they were consulted by the officers

on all matters affecting the people. Burma is

now under the \'iceroy of India, and is governed
by a Lieutenant-Govenior, assisted by a Legis-

lative Council at Rangoon. In each of the eight

divisions is a commissioner, who is the chief ju-

dicial and executive officer. Each division is

again sulidivided into districts, townships, and
village communities, in which Burman magis-
trates preside. The headmen of the village still

retain local police and revenue powers, and each
village has its judicial commissioner and re-

corder. The police force is made up of natives

jind Indians, under the conunand of European
officers. There are 37 districts, about 500 mag-
istrates under salary, and 12.") native honorary
magistrates. The chief revenue sources are the
tax on land, amounting to about 40 per cent, of

the total; the poll-ta.x (4 rupees per head)
;

customs: forests; opium and salt monopolies;
and the income tax. In 1899-1900 the revenues
and expenditures of Bunna were Rs. 7,04,30.240

($24,050,000) and Rs.4..57 ,3:5.1 16 ($16,006,000),
respectively.

'The principal towns of Burma .are Mandalay,
Rangoon, and Maulmain.

PopiLATioN. In 1901 the inhabitants of Bur-
ma, mostly native, numbered 9.221,101, the in-

crease being over IS ])er cent, since 1891. Tlie

original Burman tribes are believed to have de-

scended southward from Tibet. Tlie tribe of

Bama. or Burma, settled on the northern Irra-

waddy, where they came into contact .
with the

Peguan or Mun race, probably of .Annamitic ori-

gin. The Burmans are Mongoloid, with a sugges-

tion of the Aryan, with Hal faces and broad
skulls, black hair, rich brown skin, and brilliant

black eyes. They are usually well-formed, me-
dium-statured, thick-set. the men being fond of

athletics. They wear a simple dress, consisting of

-paxo and tnmriit, the former for men. 10 yards

long and a half-yard wide, which is hitched round
the loins and disposed in various ways over the

body, making a dress without buttons or strings,

but with pockets and infinite capacities. The wo-

man's gamient, only 4i-j feet long, is of cotton,

silk or calico. The white cotton coat is connnonto
both sexes. The old costume seems now to be giv-

ing way to a new tartan-like dress or garment.

about 9 or 10 feet long. On their heads they usu-
ally wear a knot of their own hair or bright-

ligured silk kerchiefs. They are veiy fond of

personal decorations, and the native jewelers are
expert at gold and silver work. The smoking of

tobacco and the chewing of betel-nut are almost
universal. The houses, usually set on piles, on
account of river Hoods, are made of bamboo, laid

on timber framework, and covered with the leaves

of the palm, or by other suitable Vegetable leaf

and libre. The Burmese are fairly industrious,
but the women excel tlie men in variety of domes-
tic employments. They are temperate and hearty,
but not fond of continued labor. The number
of festivals is very great, and they are enthu-
siastically kept and enjoyed bj- the peo])le at
large. Among the amusements may be mentioned
boxing matches, pon3', bullock, and boat races,

cock-fighting, 'splitting the eocoanut,' chess,

dominoes, and various sorts of juggling, snake-
charming, etc. The Burman is excessively fond
of pageants and frolics. In theatrical represen-
tations, as a rule, the hero and heroine are prince
and princess, the countryman is a jester or clown,
and the King's officer are courtiers or execution-
ers. The King is consistently idealized, while bis

deputies are travestied. The ballet is very gay
and animated, the dancers dressing in superb cos-

tumes. The entertainment often lasts several
days or nights in succession, and it may consist
of dialogues, music, interludes of dancing and
posturing.
Other races besides the Burmans proper dwell

within the limits of Burma ; the Shans inhabit
tlie eastern highlands, where they have semi-
independent States, and the Kachins the north-
ern. The Karens, in many respects an interest-
ing people, are the most important hill race of

the country, and best exemplify the mode of life

of the aboriginal tribes, who have been kept out
of the plain-lands by the more powerful Bur-
mans. Those living in the mountains between
Burma and Siam get their living by making
forest clearings, on which they i-aise one crop,
removing to another site every season. Those set-

tled in the lowlands are more civilized, and speak
and dress like Burmans. Noted for their hospital-
ity, trutlifulness, cliastity, and spirit of equality,
they are nevertheless given to drunkenness and to
superstition. They are shorter and stouter than
the Burmans, and of much fairer complexion.
They employ elephants, and are good hunters,
and do not marry until reaching mature life.

The language of the Burmese belongs to the
same grouj) as the s|)eeeh of the Annamese, Siam-
ese, and others speaking monosj-llabic tongiies.

The alphaliet seems to be a rounded form of -Pali.

The forms of speech tend to preserve relative

ideas in the same categories as the terms ex-

pressing the ideas. The root remains unaltered;
thus, instead of our 'herb,' 'shrub,' 'tree,' the

Burman speaks of grain-plants, creeper-plants,

timber-plants. Written Burmese literature goes

back for over 800 years, and it is everywhere
colored by Hindu iuHuences.

Religion. The Burmese are the practical

Buddhists of the world, their religion being of

the Southern (Ceylonese) or purer variety,

which most closely ap|)roximates the original

form taught by Gautama. Even the Siamese
are lax in comparison to the Burmese. Burma,
isolated geograiihically lietween the mountains
and the ocean, has remained, since tlie Fifth
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Century, tliorouglily imbued with Buddhism.
It has been their great teacher and eivili/.er,

stinuilatinjr the growth of a folk-lore and a na-

tional literature. It has prevented easte, and
has covered the settled part of the country with
temples, shrines, and monasteries, the latter

being well organized. Theoretically, every boy
in the country, while at the temple sduxil, be-

comes a monk, though he is not bound by vow3
to remain. Tolerant and free from fanaticism,

as well as from blood feuds, the lUirmans show
the blessings of the gentle teju-hings of the

purer Buddhism. In sacred edifices the country
is verj' rich : the toi^e. dag<)l>a, or shrine is a
solid mass of brickwork, sha|)ed like a bell and
crowned by an umbrella-like open ironwork.
The temples contain many images of the En-
lightened One, or Gautama, the Buddha of his-

tory; and the people never tire of plastering
these images over with gold-leaf. The temples
bristle on the sides and toj) with pointed pro-
jections which are usually gilded. The most
famous temple in the country is in Pagan, a
city founded a.d. 100. It flourished about a.d.

1000, and later fell into decay, its ruins cover-

ing nearly eight square miles. A tremendous
expense was incurred in temple-building. At
every shrine great bells are hung by metal
clasps of rich design. At Mingum, near ilan-
dalay, the bell, cast in 1790, weighs 88 tons. It

is 17 feet in diameter, and the metal is IS inches

thick. The monastery buildings have roofs of

several diminishing stages, elaborately adorned,
but the special feature of Burman architecture
is the pointed arch, used not only for doors and
windows, but also in the vaulted coverings of

passages. The ancient temples of Pagan con-

sisted almost entirely of brick corridors, one
within the other, with vaulted tent roofs, of

masonry springing from the outer or lower wall
to the iinier or higher. Among the non-Bud-
dhist tril)es, spirit, nature, or demon worship
prevails in more or less degrading fonu.
The early history of Burma is mythical and

obscure. As is the case with many other peo-

ples, the legendary- accounts, preser\ed in old

chronicles of the country, seem to point to an
early immigration of the dominant race. It is

supposed that the ancestors of the modem Bur-
mese came from the Indian Highlands, on the
northwest, at a period from "2000 to 2.500 years

ago; entered the valley of the Irrawaddy, the

great river highway along which the whole his-

tory of Hurma has been enacted; conquered the

Mongoloid peoples then inhabiting the country,

and gradually built up a new State. Tagoung,
en the Upper Irrawaddy, the ruins of which still

remain, is reputed to have been founded .about

H.C. 800. In the Eleventh Century a.d. Pagan,
in Central Burmah, was the seat of power; its

kings consolidated the country, and conquered
the land of Pegu on the south. The power of

Pagan declined through the decadence of its

rulers, and received a fatal blow from the as-

sault of the ilongols, in the time of Kublai
Khan. The Fourteenth Century saw the rise of

the [lower of the rulers of Ava, the new centre

of the kingdom, and the beginning of the long
rivalrj- between Ava, the northern kingdom,
and Pegu, in the south. The chronicles of the

Kings of Ava claim for tliem descent from early

Buddhist rulers in India, even going back to

Vol. III.—is.

Cautaraa himself. The power of Ava reached
its zenith in the Fifteenth Century, when the
history of the country becomes clearer through
the accounts of Portuguese and other Euro-
pean traders, who entered the country and de-

scribed its conditions. The supremacy passed
temporarily from the Burmans to a line of kings
from the Shan trilies on the Siamese border; but
in 1580 the southern Kingdom of Pegu became
dominant over all Burma. The Pcguan suprciu-

acy continued until 1752, but during the last

centurj' of this period there was a steady de-

cline of the Burmese power. The French and
English, meanwhile, secured a foothold in the

Irrawaddy delta. In 1752 Alaunghpra, or Alom-
pra, the energetic warrior-chief of a village of

Ava, headed a rising, overthrew the dominion
of Pegu, and reorganized the Burmese Empire.
He founded Rangoon (17551, the commercial
centre of Burma. Troubles began in his reign

with the English East India Company, which
had established a factory in Burmese territory.

Alompra died in 1760. during an invasion of

Siam. The dynasty which he founded degener-

ated rapidly through intermarriage among its

members. With one exception, Jlindohn Min
(1^52-78), the successsors of Alompra were
bloodthirsty and tyrannical.

In 1795, in consequence of the violation of

British territory by a Burmese force in pursuit
of certain rebels, troubles arose, which were,

however, quieted for a time. Difficulties over
trading privileges followed, and frontier disputes

occurred, culminating, in 1824, in a collision be-

tween armed forces of the East India C4ovem-
ment and of Burma, on the Assam frontier.

War was declared, and British forces at once in-

vaded Burma. The common error of British

campaigns, that of despising an unknown foe,

led to failures at the beginning, but ultimately
the Burmese were pressed so hard that a treaty

was made at Yandabo, February 24, 1826, by
which Burma renounced its claim on Assam and
ceded to the British Government Arakan and
the coast of Tenasserim, including Martaban,
east of the Salwin River. Their defeat was a
great blow to the national pride of the Burmese.
King Tharawaddy. who obtained the throne in

1837 by the deposition of his brother, declared

the treaty of Yandabo void, and treated English
envoys with studied contempt until, in 1840, re-

lations between the British and Burmese Gov-
ernments ceased altogether. The extreme devel-

opment in Tharawaddy and his son. Pagan Jlcn,

of the homicidal mania, which was the curse of

the line of Alompra, led to a revolt which, in

185.3, seated the brother of Pagan Men, Mindohn
Min, on the throne. At the same time the in-

tolerable treatment of English citizens had
brought on the second war between Great Brit-

ain and Burma. In the spring of 18.52 a British

force captured Martaban and Rangoon, and the

Peguans took the ]iart of the British against the

Burmese. In .lanuary, 1853, Pegu was pro-

claimed a (lart of the British Empire, which
thus obtained control of the Burmese coast and
of the mouths of Bunna's three navigable rivers.

Mindohn Min [>roved to be a wise and just

ruler. Diplomatic relations w-ere resumed in

1807 between Burnui ajid Great Britain, and a
commercial treaty was made. Two years before,

a superstition had caused the abandonment uf
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the capital, Amaurapoora, for the new city

Mandalay. Mindohn Jlin died in 1878, and the

principal Queen, having no sons, married one

of her daughters, Supayali Lat, to Theebaw, one

of the youngest of the late King's sons.
^
The

other princes were seized and executed. Thee-

Baw, arrogant, cruel, and weak, was a tool of

his sanguinary Queen, who put all her rivals to

death. The d"isorder resulting from the tyranny

of their rule affected British trade, and led to

new troubles with Great Britain; while an ef-

fort was made to establish a favorable connec-

tion with France. Trouble between the Bur-

mese Govenmient and the Bombay-Burma Com-

pany, which held a concession in the teak for-

ests^ presented an excuse for British interven-

tion, which seemed necessary to prevent French

influence from becoming paramount. The Brit-

ish invaded Burma, and on Xovember 28, 1885,

occupied Mandalay. The King and Queen were

made captive and" taken to Madras; all of Bur-

ma passed into British control, and in 1886 the

annexation of Upper Burma to the dominions of

the Queen-Empress Victoria was formally pro-

claimed. For several years there was much law-

lessness, chiefly in the form of brigandage by

the dacoits, or" robbers, but by 1895 the country

was practically pacified, and entered upon a new
era under British rule. It is incorporated as a

province of the Indian Empire under a Lieuten-

ant - Governor. An agreement was concluded

with France on January 15, 1896, making the

Jilekong River the boundary between the Shan
States of Burma and French Indo-China. This

boundary agreement gave France some territory

east of the Upper Mekong, which formerly be-

longed to Burma. The development of railroads

in Burma has now begim, and will open the re-

sources of the country. The connection of

Shanghai with India by way of the Upper Yang-

tse Valley and Upper Burma is claimed by some

students ' of the Far Eastern situation to be

essential to the maintenance of Great Britain's

position in the East. See F.\R Eastebn Qlt:s-

TIOX.

BlisuoGR-i^PHV. Spearman, The British-Bur-

ma Gazetteer, compiled by authority (Rangoon,

1880) : Schmitz, "Birma, die ostlichste Provinz

des indischen Kaiserreichs," in Mitteilungen der

geographischen Oesellschaft (Vienna, 1898) ;

jiason, Burma: its People and Productions,

notes on the fauna, flora, and minerals, etc.,

rewritten and enlarged by Theobald (Hert-

ford, 1882-83) ; Bird, Wanderings in Burmah
(London, 1897) ; Ferrar, Burmah (London,

1898) ; Hart. Picturesque Burma—Past and

Present (London, 1897) ; Voe, I'he Burman, his

Life and Notions (2d ed., London, 1890) ; Smea-

ton,r;ie Loyal Karen of Burma (London, 1886) ;

Phayre, History of Burma (London, 1883) ;

Harmer, The Utory of Burma (London, 1901) ;

Yule, Narrative of the Mission in lSo5 (London,

1858) ; Gearv, Burmah After the Conquest

(London, 1886), The writings of Archibald

Colquhoun deal with the railway and frontier

problems affecting Burma. An account of mis-

sionary activity in Burma will be found in Way-

land, Life of Adonirarn Judson (Boston and

London, 18.53).

BTJRMANN, bixir'mftn, Peter (16681741).

.\ Dutcli pbilologist. He was born in Utrecht,

and studied law at the universities of Utrecht

and Leyden, taking his degree in 1688. After

practicing as an advocate for some years, he

was appointed professor of history and rhetoric,

and later became professor of Greek in Utrecht.

In 1715 he removed to the I'niversity of Ley-

den. His chief works are editions of the Latin

classics—Petronius, Velleius Paterculus, Quin-

tilian, Valerius Flaccus, Pha-drus, Ovid, the

Poetie Minores, Suetonius, Lucan, Horace, and
Vergil. They are characterized less by critical

acumen than by learning and fullness.

BUR-MARIGOLD. A popular name of the

widely distributed genus Bidens, of the order

Compositic. This genus includes a large number
of annuals and perennial plants among which,

in America, are the weeds called 'beggar-ticks,'

•Spanish needles,' and 'stick-tights.' Some spe-

cies have very showy flowers, one of the finest

in cultivation being the Bidens grandiftora, a

native of South America. The botanic name
Bidens is descriptive of the bidentate top of the

seed or ]iapinis.

BURMEISTER, boor'mis-ter, Hermann
(1807-92). A German naturalist, born in Stral-

sund. He studied medicine and natural history

at Halle, and in 1837 became professor of zool-

ogy there. In 1848 he was a deputy to the

German National Assembh', and afterwards was
a representative in the Prussian First Chamber.
In 1850 he traversed part of Brazil in the inter-

est of science, and visited other parts of South
America a few years later, becoming in 1861 di-

rector of the National iluseum at Buenos Ayres,

where he died. He published many elaborate

works on zoology, among them Handbuch der

Entomologie (18"32-55); Systematische Ueber-

sicht der'Tiere Brasiliens (1854-56) ; and Physi-

kalische Beschreibung der Argentinischen Re-

publik (1875).

BURMEISTER, Richard ( 1860—) . A Ger-

man-American pianist and composer, born in

Hamburg. He studied under Liszt in 1881-84,

made concert tours through Europe in 1883-85,

and from 1885 to 1897 was the head of the piano

department of the Peabody Institute in Balti-

more. From 1897 to 1899 he was director of

the Scharwenka Conservatory in New York
City. His compositions include a concerto in D
minor for pianoforte and orchestra, a ballade for

pianoforte, an arrangement for pianoforte and
orchestra of Liszt's Concerto pathctique for two

pianofortes. The Chase After Fortune (described

as a 'symphonic fantasy") for orchestra, and a

reorche'stration of Chopin's F-minor concerto.

BURMESE (btir-mea' or-mes') WARE (first

impurtcd from Burma). Small cups and other

vessels, made of strips of bamboo woven like fine

basketwork, ^^ith the interstices filled w ilh paste

made of wood-oil and fine powders. When suffi-

ciently hardened, the surface is smoothed with

pumice-stone and water.

BURMESTER, boor'me-stgr, Willy (1869

— ). A German violinist, born in Hamburg.

He stiulied in 1882-85 under Joachim at the

musical high school in Berlin, became known for

the brilliancy of his technique, and. in 1890-01

was an instructor in the conservatory of Sonders-

hauseu. In 1895, at the instance of Georg Hen-

schcl, he appeared in England.

BUR'NABY, Freiierick Gistatus (1842-85).

.\n Knglisb traveler and soldier. He was born
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in Bedford, England, and was educated at Har-
row and in Germany. Early in his life, he dis-

played his fondness for adventure. Ho entered
the army in 1S59, and by 1881 had command of

his regiment, but he spent much of his time in

travel, going first to Central and South Ameri-
ca. He was military correspondent for the Lon-
don Times with Don Carlos in Spain: and liy

that journal was sent to join (Jordon in the Su-
dan. In 1875 he undertook his famous ride to

Khiva, making his way. unaided and alone, to

the heart of Asia, notwithstanding the Oriental
laws forbidding the passage of foreigners into

certain districts, and the efforts of the Russians
to intercept him. In 1876-77 he rode on horse-

back through Asia Minor, and from Scutari to

Batum. In 1880 he contested unsuccessfully, in

the Conservative interest, the Birmingham seat

in Parliament. He took part in the Egyptian
campaign, and was killed in an engagement with
the ilahdi's troops in January, 1885. Two of

his books, in which he describes his exploits,

reached enonnous circulations: A Ride to Khica
(1876) and On Hnrseback Through Asia Minor
(1877). They are both marked by strong anti-

Russian and 'jingo' sentiments.

BTIRNAND', Sir Fh.^^ncis Covvlet (1837—).
An English writer. He was educated at Eton and
Cambridge, and was called to the bar in 1861.
His success as a writer of burlesques led him to
adopt literature as a profession. He has pro-
duced nearly a hundred dramatic pieces, among
which Ixion and the burlesque of .Jerrold's

Bluck-Ei/ed Sunan had remarkable runs. He
became one of the leading contributors to Punch,
and in 1880 succeeded Tom Taylor as its editor.

From the pages of that periodical he has col-

lected a number of volumes, among which the
best known are Happy Thoughts (1870) ; More
Happy Thoughts (istl); Happy Thought Ball
(1872); Quite at Home (1890). He has also
written two light operas in collaboration with
Sir Arthur Sullivan. He was knighted in 1902.

BXJRNE-JONES, Sir Edward Colet, Bart.
(I833-lt8). An English painter. He was bom
in Birmingham, August 28, 1833. He was in-

tended for the Church. In his youth he was
sent to King Edward's Grammar School in his

native town, and entered Exeter College,

Oxford. There he formed his intimate and life-

long friendship with William Morris, who, him-
self leaning to poetry and the decorative arts,

encouraged Burne-Jones as well to seek art as a
career. Later, in Eondon, Dante Gabriel Ros-
setti also strove to impress upon him the same
idea. So, under the influence of these two men,
Bume-Jones cut short his university course and
established himself in London, with Rossetti as

his master. In order to support himself while
studying and painting, he designed numerous
cartoons for stained-glass windows. Among these

works is the Saint Cecilia window at Christ
Church College, 0.\ford. Burne-Jones early made
the acquaintance of Ruskin, whose writings,

no doubt, greatly influenced him in his art.

Of the Pre-Raphaelite painters of that period
(see PBE-RAPHAEUTES)he seems to have been the
one who in time became most completely emanci-
pated from the vagaries and extravagances that
marked the early works of that school, and by
his serious devotion to art made himself worthy
of the cult and following which he afterwards

created. .V man of wide culture and great po-
etic feeling, he naturally found inspiration for
his brush in romantic legends and classic song
and story. His master, Rossetti, says of his pic-
tures that "they exhibit gorgeous variegation of
color, sustained pitch of imagination, and wist-
ful, sorrowful beauty, all conspiring to make
them not only unique in English work, but in
the work of all times and all nations." Burne-
Jones has been extravagantly worsliiped and
praised, while at the same time his work was
subject to the most hitter dctraeticm. It was
even hehl up to ridicule in the pages of Punch,
and he himself alluded to by W. S. Gilbert in
Patience as the "greenery-yaliery, Grosvenor-gal-
lery' young man. But years of patient, cheer?ul,
dignilied work, marked by strong personal
thought and expression, brought Burne-Jones at
last to a sound reputation. He was made a
D.C.L. of Oxford, was decorated with the French
Legion of Honor, and in 1894 was made a bar-
onet. The Royal Academy also elected him an
associate in 1885, but, as it did not further ad-
vance him to the full honors of academician, he
afterwards resigned the associateship. Among
his best-known works are "Venus's Jlirmr."
"Chant d'Amour," "The Golden Stair," "The
Wheel of Fortune," and "Cophetut and the Beg-
gar Maid." Among his finest water-color draw-
ings are the "Wine of Circe," "Love Among the
Roses," "Dies Domini," and "Spring, Summer,
Autumn, and Winter." Burne-Jones died in Lon-
don, June 17, 1898. Consult Bell, Edward Burne-
Jones (London, 1892).

BXJR'NELL, Arthcr Coke (1840-821. An
English Sanskrit scholar, born in Saint Briavels.
He studied at Bedford and King's colleges, and
from 1860 to 1880 was coimected with the civil

administration of India. Everpvhere he bought
or copied Sanskrit jNISS., 350 "of which he pre-
sented in 1869 to the India Library. For the
Madras Government he compiled what is, per-
haps, his greatest work, a Classified Index to the
Sanskrit M8S. in the Palace at Tanjore (1880).
He was ver.sed in Sanskrit and the dialects of
Southern India, and also knew something of Java-
nese, Coptic, and Tibetan. His i<outh Indian
PaUrography (1871, 2d ed., 1878) has been char-
acterized by Prof. F. ilax-Miiller as "indispens-
able to every student of Indian literature." He
further published translations from, and com-
mentaries on, numerous Sanskrit MSS.

BURNES, Sir Alexaxdeb ( 1805-41 ) . A Brit-

ish olhccr and traveler. He was born in Mon-
trose. Scotland, and belonged to the same family
as Robert Burns, the poet. He early entered the
Indian Army, and through his knowledge of

Oriental languages gained rapid promotion.
After undertaking several important missions
for the Indian Government he was sent to ex-

plore the countries bordering on the Oxus and
the Caspian. For greater safety, he adojited the

dress and usage of the Afghans. On his return

to England he was highly honored by the Royal
Geographical Society and other associations, and
was lionized gener.ally. In 1839, having pre-

viously been knighted and promoted to the rank
of lieutenant-colonel, he was appointed political

resident at Kabul, where he was murdered on the
breaking out of the insurrection in that city. He
{>ublished Travels into Bokhara (2d ed. 1829).
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BUR'NET (OF. hniiiete; cf. Med. Lat. hur-

netu, si)riugwort). The name of two allied and
often united geneia of Rosacea'—Sanguisorba and
Poteriuni. Sanguisorba has hermaphrodite flow-

ers witli four stamens: in Poterium tlie flowers

are polygamous and the stamens indefluite in

number." In both the calyx is four-i)arted and

the corolla wanting. The great burnet (San-

guisorba officinalis) is common in meadows in

all parts of Europe, particularly where the soil

is cakareous. It has a stem 1 to 2 feet high,

pinnate leaves, with about four jiairs of ovate-

serrated leaflets and an odd one; the flowers are

crowded in dark-red spiUes. In Germany it is

grown as a forage crop for cattle. The root is

astring(!nt, and was formerh' used in medicine.

The conmion or lesser burnet (I'otcrium snn-

guisorba) grows on dry, calcareous soils in Eng-
land and in Central and Southern Europe. It

much resembles the great burnet, but the leaf-

lets are smaller, and the reddish-gieen flowers

are arranged in dense heads on long furrowed

stalks. It is very resistant to drouth and cold,

and its culture for forage has been recommended
on dr}\. calcareous soils. Although it forms a

great part of the natural pasture of the South
Downs and other sheep-raising districts of Eng-

land, it is not generally regarded as a very val-

uable forage plant. It is sometimes cultivated in

gardens for its slightly astringent leaves, which
are used for flavoring soups and salads. This

plant has been introduced into North America,
and grows wild in the northeastern part of the

United States. Both this and the preceding are

perennial plants. There are several other spe-

cies, both of Sanguisorba and Poterium, some of

the latter shrubby, natives chiefly of the warmer
temperate parts of the world. Poterium Cana-
dense is found in the northeastern United States.

BURNET, Gilbert (1643-1715). A British

prelate and historian. He was born in Edin-

burgh, September 18, 1043, the youngest son of

Lord Crimond. At the age of 10 he entered

Marischal College, Aberdeen, being admitted JI.A.

at the age of i4. He inclined to the study of

civil and feudal law, but at his father's wish,

applied himself to divinity, and at 18 was or-

dained. In lti(i3, he made a six months' stay in

Oxford and Cambridge, visited London, and next

year journeyed through Holland and France, in

Amsterdam perfecting himself, under a learned

rabbi, in the Heltrew language. In KM!.') he be-

came minister of Saltoun; in 1(509, professor of

divinity in Glasgow University, but resigned in

1674, having incurred the enmity of his patron

Lauderdale, by mixing in the polemics of the

time. He removed to London, and was made
preacher of the Rolls Chajiel and lecturer at

Saint Clement's. In 1070 he published his

Memoirs of the Dukes of Hainillon, and in 1070

the first volume of his History of tlic Refoniia-

lion, for which he received a vote of thanks

from Parliament. Next year appeared Some
Passages in the Life and Death of the

Earl of Rochester, in which Burnet records the

religious interviews which led to that profligate

nobleman's conversion to Christianity. In 1081

he published the second volume of his nistonj of

the Reformation, and in 1028 his Life of Sir

Matthew Hale. Renewed ett'orts were made to

induce him to' break with the Liberal Party and
to attach himself to the King. He was otVered

the Bishopric of Chichester, but refused it, and

in 1083 narrowly escaped trouble in connection
with the Rye House Plot. He conducted the
defense, and attended the execution and vindi-
cated the memory of his friend Lord William
Russell. The King retaliated by depriving Bur-
net of his Saint Clement's lectureship. On the
succession of .James II. he went to the Continent,
and traveled through France, Italy, Switzerland,
and Geraiany. In 1084 he was introduced to
the Prince of Oi-ange, and, when William went to
England, accompanied him as royal chaplain,
shortly after being appointed Bishop of Salis-

bury. He entered on his duties with ardor, but
his first pastoral letter, in which he based the
right of William to the throne on conquest, gave
offense to Parliament, and they ordered it to be
burned by the common hangman. William, who
Icnew the excellent qualities of the Bishop, was
not impressed by this solemn performance, and
continued to trust Burnet to the end of his life.

In 10118 F.urnet was appointed preceptor of the
Duke of Gloucester, and in lOD'J published his
exposition of the Thirty-nine Articles, which was
condemned as heterodox by the House of Lords.
In 1714 appeared the third volume of his History
of the Reformation. He died of pleurisy in Lon-
don, Mareli 17, 1715. Soon after his death ap-
peared Bishop Burnet's History of His OwnTime,
from the Restoration of King Charles II. to the
< onclusion of the Treaty of Peace at Utrecht, in
the Reign of Queen Anne. It was sarcastically
but foolishly abused by Swift, Pope, Arbuthnot,
and other Tory writers of the day. Burnet was a
Broad Churchman, and was a man of almost puri-
tanic virtue. He was distinguished by charity,
geniality, and moderation. His style is neither
elegant nor correct, and his judgment not always
reliable; but honest simplicity and vigor, as well
as fullness of detail, make his w'orks valuable to
the student of history. The best editions are
the Hi.ilory of His Otcn Time (0 vols., Oxford,
1833) ; History of the Reformation, edited by
Pocoek (7 vols., Oxford, 1805). Consult "Bi-
ography of Burnet, by His Son," in the Histmy
of His (hrn Time.

BURNET, Jacob (1770-1853). An Ameri-
can jurist, prominent in the early history of

Cincinnati, Ohio. He was born in Newark,
N. .J., graduated at Princeton in 1791, studied
law under .iHdge Boudinot. and was admitted
to the New .lerscy bar in 1796. In the same year
he removed to Cincinnati, then a straggling vil-

lage, and from tluit time until his death was
closely identified with public affairs in both city
and State. He was a member of the Legislative

Council of the Territory of Ohio from 1799 to

1802, was elected to the'State Assembly in 1812,

was one of the supreme judges of Ohio from 1821
to 1828, and from 1828 to 1831 was a member
of the United States Senate. It was largely
through his influence tliat the people in the
Middle West were relieved, in 1821, of part of

their heavy debt to the national (iovcrnment for

public lands, and in 1830 he took an active part
in securing legislation which made possible the
completion of the Miami Canal. For more than
50 years he was a leader in nearly all the public

enterprises imdertaken in Cincinnati. He helped
establish the Lancastrian Academy there; was
one of the founders of Cincinnati College, of

which he was also first president; was president
for several years of the Oliio -Medical College,

and of the Cincinnati Colonization Society; and
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for some time was at the head of the Cincinmiti
branch of the United 8lates Bank. He published

\otes on the Early Settlement of the North-
tcestern Territory (1847), a work which contains
much interesting information, and has been of

value to subsequent writers on tlie history of

the Northwest, and especially of Ohio.

BURNET, John (1784-1868). A Scottish

painter, engraver, and author. He was born in

Edinburgh, and was apprenticed to Robert Scott,

the landscape engraver. He was lirst brought
to the notice of the public through his engrav-
ings of David Wilkie's works, which he executed
in an admirable manner. Of his own paintings,

the best-known engraving is that of "Greenwich
J'ensioners Receiving News of the Battle of Tra-
falgar." He wrote several works of art, illus-

trated by drawings and engravings of his own,
the most important of which is a Practical Trea-
tise on Fainting ( 1827 ) . He was also the author
of Hcmbrandt and His ^yorlcs (184!)); and. in

collaboration with Peter Cunningham, of Life
and Works of J. II. ^Y. Turner (London, 1852).

BURNET, John (1803—). A Scottish scholar,

born in Edinburgh. He studied at the University
of Edinburgh and at Balliol College, O.vford, and
in 1888 became an instructor at Harrow School.

In 1890 he was appointed a fellow of Merton
College, Cambridge, and in 1892 professor of

Greek in Saint Andrews University. He has
published scholarly works on Early Greek Phi-
losophy (1802), a most excellent treatise, follow-

ing in general the lines of Zeller's Philosophie
der (Iriechcn (187(i) ; Greek Rudiments (1897) ;

and The yicomaehian Ethics of Aristotle (1899).
He has also edited Plato in the Oxford Classical

Texts series.

BURNET, Thomas (c.1635-1715). An Eng-
lish writer. He was bom in Yorkshire, was edu-
cated at Cambridge, and in 1685 was elected

Master of Charterhouse. Later he succeeded
Archbishop Tillotson as chaplain in ordinary
and clerk of the closet to William III. His
Telluris Theoria Sacra, of which the first part
appeared in Latin in 1681 and in English three

years later, is an ingenious work, though its

science was crude even for those times. In 1692
Burnet published his Arrhwoloijiw Philosojihirce,

sive Doctrina Antiqua de Rerum Oripinibus' (also

in English), which displayed great learn-

ing; but as it treated the Mosaic account of the
fall as an allegory, and in particular burlesqued
the conversation between Eve and the serpent, it

gave great offense. His style, in both Latin and
English, is dignified and often eloquent; but his

speculations, once solemnly praised for their pro-

fundity, are now interesting only as a study in

the history of philosophy, or for their colossal ab-

surdities.

BURNET, William (1688-1729). An Ameri-
can Colonial Governor, born at The Hague, Hol-
land, the son of Bishop Gilbert Burnet. He was
appointed Governor of New York and New Jer-

sey in 1720, and immediately began to take an
active interest in the competition between France
and England for the control of the Indian trade.

In 1722 he established, at Oswego, the fir.st Brit-

ish trading post on the Great Lakes, and five

.years later, in spite of the vigorous protests of

the French Governor of Canada, Beauharnais,
and the niggardly support of the New York .As-

sembly, built here a fort, which served to divert

much of the Indian trade from the French post
at Niagara, and later played a prominent part in

the French and Indian wars. In 1722, also, Bur-
net summoned to .\lbany, N. Y., the Governors
or representatives of several other Colonies and
persuaded them to unite with him in threaten-

ing war against the Eastern Indians, in case they
did not agree to a satisfactory treaty with the

English. He soon aroused the opi)osition of the

traders and many others in the Colony, however,

by his rigid enforcement of an act prohibiting

the sale to French traders of goods commonly
used in the Indian trade. In 1728 he exchanged
the Go\'ernorship of New York and New .Jersey

for that of Massachusetts and New Hampshire,
but in this latter position almost immediately
became embroiled with the Massachusetts Assem-
bly over the old question of the payment, of a
li.xed salary to the Governor, the Assembly stub-

bornly insisting on its right to raise at its own
discretion all money needed for the administra-
tion of the Colony. In this matter Burnet merely
acted under tlie explicit instructions of the home
Government, the House of Commons having
passed a resolution that the contention of Massa-
chusetts tended 'to shake off the dependency of

the said Colony upon their kingdom'; but the

Assembly remained obdurate, and Bumet was
never able to carry his point.

Though obstinate and headstrong, and fre-

quently without tact, Burnet was an honest and
capable administrator, and sincerely desired to

promote the welfare of the Colonies over which
he presided. He deserves especial praise for his

far-sighted Indian policy in New York, which
did much to further the interests of England in

the long and stubborn contest with France for

commercial and territorial supremacy in the
Northwest.

BURNETT', Frances Eliza Hodgson- (1849
— ). A novelist who was born in England, but
has been identified with American literature.

She was born in Manchester, Noveml)er 24. 1849,
came to the United States at the close of the
Civil War, and lived in Tennessee until her mar-
riage (1873) to Dr. S. il. Burnett. She has
since lived in Washington and Europe. She first

gained notice by "Surly Tim's Trouble," in

Scrihn-er's Magazine (1872), and her reputation
was firmly established by That Lass o' Lowrie's
( 1877 ) . The most noteworthy of her later novels
are Ilaa-orlh's (1879) and A Ladi/ of Quality
(1896), both dealing with English 'life ; .1 Fair
liarbarinn (1881); Through One Administra-
tion (1883) ; and [n Connection with the Dc ll'ii-

loufihby Claim (1899). Her most successful
book, Little Lord Fauntleroy (1886). is an
Anglo-American story, and has been dramatized
by its author. She also wrote a I)lay. Esme-
ralda (1881), with W. H. Gillette, founded on
t,ne of her short stories: and. in collaboration

with Stephen Townsend, dramatized A Lady of
Quality. Divorced from Dr. Burnett in 1898, she
afterwards married Stephen Townsend. She pub-
lished in lilOl The Miikiny of a Marchioness.

BUR'NETT, James, Lord Monboddo (1714-
99). A Scottish writer and judge. He was bom
in Kincardineshire, and was educated at Aber-
deen and Groningen. He early exjrascd himself
to ridicule by asserting that man, is but a civil-

ized species of monkey. This theory be elabo-
rated in his Disscrl<itiun on Lanyiiaye (6 vols.,

1773-92) and in Ancient .Metaphysics (6 vols..
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1779-99), written respectively to show the su-

periority of the ancients in literature and in

philosophy.

BURNETT, Peteb Habdeman (1807-95).

The lirst Civil Governor of Califoniia. lie was
born in Tennessee, but early removed to Jlis-

souri, and afterwards emigrated to Oregon, where

he took a prominent part in the organization of

its Territorial Government and served two terms

in the Legislature. In 1848 he accompanied one

of the lirst companies of gold-seekers to Cali-

fornia. Here he soon attracted attention by

urging the organization of a civil government

for the State without awaiting Congressional au-

thority. Immediately after the adoption of the

new Constitution he was elected Governor, but

resigned in 1851, and was afterwards judge of

the Supreme Court (1857-58) and president of

the Pacific Bank of San Francisco (1863-80).

He published The Path Which Led a Protestant

Lawyer to the Catholic Church (1860); The
American Theory of Government Considered unth

Iteference to the Present Crisis (1861) ; RecoUec-

iions of an Old Pioneer (1878); and Reasons
Why Me tihoidd Bclicie in Vod, Love God, and
Obey God (1884).

BURNETT PRIZES, The. Two prizes in

theologj' founded by John Burnett of Dens, Aber-

deenshire. This gentleman, who was born in

Aberdeen in 1720. and died there in 1784, was
a general merchant in Aberdeen, and for many
years during his lifetime spent £300 annually on

the poor. On his death, he bequeathed the for-

tune he had made to found the above prizes, as

well as for the establishment of funds to relieve

poor persons and pauper lunatics, forinocuhition,

and to support a jail chaplain, in Aberdeen. He
directed the prize fund to be accunuilated for 40

years at a time, and the prizes (not less than

£1200 and £400) to be awarded to the authors of

the two best treatises on "The evidence that tliere

is a Being all-powerful, wise, and good, by whom
everything exists; and particularly to obviate

difficulties regarding the wisdom and goodness

of the Deity; and this independent of written

revelation, and of the revelation of the Lord
Jesus; and from the whole to point out the in-

ferences most necessary and useful to mankind."

The first prize was awarded in 1815 to \Villi.am

Laurence Brown, and the second to John Bird

Sumner, in 1848 Arclddshop of Canterbury; in

1855 the first to Robert A. Thomson, and the

second to John Tulloch, in 1860 princi))al of

Saint Andrews, and the essays were publislied.

The fund was in 1883 applied to the foundaticni

of a lecturesliip on natural theology in the Uni-

versity of Aberdeen.

BURNETT SALMON. A local name in

Queensland for tlie -Australian lungfish (Cerato-

dus Fosteri) . See Barramuxua.

BUR'NEY, Ciiarle.s (1726-1814). An Eng-
lish composer, well known as the author of a
General History of Music. Ho was born in

' Shrewsbury. Having studied nuisic in his native

city, in Chester, and under Dr. .Arne in London,
he began to give lessons in music. After com-
posing three pieces

—

Robin Hood, Alfred, and
Queen Mab—for Drury Lane, Burney left Linichm

and settled as organist at Lynn, in Norfolk,

where he planned his work on tlie History of

Music. In 1770-72, he traveled in France, Italy,

the Notlierlands, and Germany, collecting mate-

rials for his projected work, and published an
essay on the Present State of Music in France
and Italy, etc. (1772); The Present Utate of

Music in Germany, the Netherlands and United
Provinces, etc. (1773). This was followed by
his General History of Music from the Larliest

Ages to the Present Period (4 vols., 1770-89).

It has retained a good deal of its value, especially

in the early parts of the work treating of the

music of the ancients. Besides some minor
works, Burney wrote a memoir of Handel and
nearly all the musical articles in Rees's Cyclo-

ya'dia. He was appointed organist at the hos-

pital in Chelsea in 1789. He died in Chelsea.

He was intimately acquainted with many of the

most eminent men of his time, including Edmund
Burke and Dr. Johnson. His second daughter
was the famous writer Frances Burney (after-

wards Madame D'Arblay).

BURNEY, Frances. See D'Abblay, Frances.

BURNHAM BEECHES. The remains of

an ancient forest in Buckinghamshire, England,
twenty-five miles northeast of London, noted for

its immense beech-trees. The poet Gray, early

in the Eighteenth Century, aroused interest in

this wild and picturesque tract. In 1879 the

London corporation purchased the surrounding
374 acres, and in 1883 set them apart for public

use. Consult Heath, Burnham Beeches (Lon-
don, 1880).

BURN'HAM, Sherburxe Wesley (1838—).
An .American astronomer, born at Thetford. Vt.,

!ind educated at the academy there. Although a
stenographer by profession, he became interested

in astronomy and particularly in double stars,

a field in which he soon had made many im-
portant discoveries. In 1870 he became asso-

ciated with the Chicago Observatory, then with
the Lick, and finally accepted the chair of prac-

tical astronomy at the University of Chicago.
In 1894 he was made a fellow of the Royal
Astronomical Society and was awarded a gold
medal in recognition of his achievement of hav-

ing recorded 1274 new double stars. His
general catalogue of stars which he discovered

was issued in 1900 as Vol. I. of the Publica-
tions of the Yerkes Observatory.

BURNING BUSH. See Spindle-Tbee.

BURN'LEY (the Hrun or Burn river + ley,

lea, AS. Icah, meadow, field). .\ thriving town
and Parliamentary and county borough in Lanca-
shire, England, on the Brun. and on the I^eeds

and Liverpool Canal. 24 miles north of Man-
chester (Jlap: England, D 3). The town was
incorporated in 1861 and made a county borough
in 1889. It owes its prosperity and rapid growth
to the development of the textile industry. It

has factories for the weaving, spinning, and
printing of cotton, and for the manufacture of
weaving machinery. There are slate-quarries
and collieries in the vicinity. The town owns
its water-works, gas-works, and electriclighting
plant, public markets, and slaughter-houses, all

of which yield a substantial income. In 1887
it bought out the sewage works and added a
profitable sewage plant in 1889. The city pio-
vides public baths, a nuinicipal technical school,

a sanatorium, and the Victoria Hospital. The
population has risen from 29.000 in 1861, to
87.000 in 1801, and 97,000 in 1001.

BURNOOSE, hnr-noos', or BURNOUS (Ar.
humus, humus, a hooded cloak, whence Fr.
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burnous, Ger. Burnus, Russ. buniusa, hurnuzii).

The name of a garment worn in parts uf Xortli

Africa. It is a large woolen mantle, worn above
the other attire of the natives, and having a
hood, which is thrown over the head in rainy
weather. The burnoose is generally w lute, tliougli

distinguished individuals wear it of various col-

ors. It has been long in use among the Spaniards
under the name of alboriioz. Through the con-

quest of Algeria by the French, the burnoose was
imported into France and England, although its

original form has been considerably altered.

BURNCUF, byr'noof, Emile Louis ( 1821— ).

A French Orientalist, cousin of Eug&ne Burnouf.

He was born in Valognes, France, August 25,

1821; lectured for a time in Xancy, on ancient

literature, and subsequently was director of the

French School in Athens. Among his works are

Methode pour etudicr la Uimjuc saitscrUe (3d ed.,

1885) ; Essai sur Ic Veda (1803) : Dictionnaire
classique sanscrit-frani^ais (1863-65); Histoire

de la litliraturc qrecque (1809): La ville

et I'Acropole d'Athines atix diverses epoquea

(1877); La mythologie dcs Japonais (1878);
and Lc vatholicismc contcmporain (1879).

BURNOUF, Eugene (1801-52). A French
Orientalist, one of the most distinguished of

modern times. He was born in Paris, August 12,

1801. and, after entering on the study of law,

devoted himself to the Oriental languages, espe-

cially those of India and Persia. In conjunction
with Professor Lassen of Bonn, he published, in

1820, Lssai sur le Pali, which was followed, in

1827, by Observations grainmaticales surquclques
passages dc I'essai sur le Pali. His great aim,
however, at this time, was to obtain a com-
plete knowledge of the remains of the language
and religious literature of the Avesta (q.v. ),

which had been neglected since the time of

Anquetil-Duperron, or, at least, not philolo-

gically and critically examined. Burnouf under-
took to decipher those curious MSS. which An-
quetil-Duperron had brought home with him,
and which lay unregarded in the Bibliothfeque

Impcriale. He commenced by causing the Vendi-

dadSdde to be lithogiaphed with great care and
published from time to time in the Journal
Asiatique. In 1832 he became a member of the

Academy of Inscriptions, and in the same year
succeeded Chezy as professor of Sanskrit in the

Coll&ge de France. In 1834 he published the first

vohmie of his J'ommentaires sur le Ya^na, I'un

des livres liturgiques des Parses, a work which,
for the first time, rendered possible a knowledge
not only of the dogmas, but also of the language
of Zoroaster. It is a masterpiece of conscientious

industry and scholarly acumen for the time, but
too comprehensive in its scope to allow the work
ever to he completed. His studies in the Avestan
language indviced him to make an attempt to de-

cipher the cuneiform inscriptions of Persepolis,

in his Menwire sur deux inseriplions cuneifonnes
I Paris. 1830). In 1840 he published the text

along with a translation of the IShngnra/l'urana,
a system of Indian mythology- and tradition. As
the fruit of his study of the Sanskrit books of

the Buddhists, he published in 1845 the Intro-

duction a I'histoire du liouddhisme indien. (See
Buddhism.) This great work absorbed for six

years the whole energies of Burnouf, who was
now the recognized successor of Silvestre de Sacy.
He died -May 28, 1852.

BURNOUF, Jean Louis (1775-1844). A
Frcncli philologist, bom at Ur\'ille (Manche).
In 1S07 he became an assistant professor at the
Coll&ge Charlemagne, and in 1816 professor of
eloquence. From 1840 he was librarian of the
university. He did much to promote the inter-

ests of classical studies in France, in particular
through such works as his Mfthode pour etudier
la langue grecque (1814; last ed. 1893). He
also prepared an excellent translation of Tacitus
(6 vols., lasted. 1881).

BURNS, Anthony (c.1830-62). A celebrated
fugitive slave. He escaped from slavery late in

1853, but was arrested in Boston on May 24,
1854, under the provisions of the Fugitive Slave
Law of 1850, and, pending a trial, was confined
in the Boston Court House. Xews of his arrest
spread rapidly and the people of Boston, already
indignant over the passage of the Kansas-
X'ebraska Bill (q.v.), were quickly aroused to a
high pitch of excitement. On the evening of the
26th a great crowd met in mass meeting at
Faneuil Hall and listened to fiery addresses by
Wendell Phillips and Theodore Parker, but soon
adjourned, amid scenes of great excitement, to

help forward a premature effort at rescue then
being made by a small party under Thomas \^'.

Higginson (q.v.). The attempt completely
failed, however, after one of the marshal's posse
had been killed and a number of the rescuing
party had been more or less severely injured, and
on .June 2 Burns was formalh' adjudged to his
owner by the United States Commissioner. Un-
der the escort of a strong guard, he was taken
tlirough the streets and placed on board a Unit-
ed States revenue cutter, the houses along the
line of march being draped in deep mourning
and flags being everywhere placed at half-mast.
Burns's freedom was procured in the following
year with money collected by a colored preacher
of Boston. He subsequently studied at Oberlin,
and for several years was pastor of a church
in Saint Catharines, Canada. He was 'the last
fugitive slave ever seized on the soil of Massa-
chusetts.' Consult: C. E. Stevens, Anthony
Burns: A Eistorjj (Boston, 1856), and interest-
ing accounts in T. W. Higginson, Cheerful Yester-
days (Boston, 1898), and C. F. Adams, Jr.,

Richard Henry Dana, A Biography (Boston,
1891).

BURNS, .John (1858—). An English labor
leader, born in Vauxhall. London. From 1808
he was apprenticed to various trades, finally to
engineering at Millbank, and for a year was a
foreman engineer in West Africa. By his plat-
form oratory, he became prominent as a repre-
sentative of working men, and as an official of

the Amalgamated Engineers' Association was
also well known. He defended the right of public
meeting in Trafalgar Square in 1887. and was
imprisoned for six weeks for resisting the police.

In 1885 he was defeated as Socialist candidate
for Parliament from West Xottingham, and in

1889 was a member of the committee which
eflfected a settlement in the gieat London dock
strikes of that year. He was a member of the
London County Council, and was in 1892 re-

turned to Parliament for Battersea. He has pub-
lished pamphlets and speeches.

BURNS, KoBEBT (1759-96). The great lyric
poet of Scotland. He was born at AUoway, in
Ayrshire, January 25, 1759. His father, then a
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nursery gardener, and afterwards the occupant

of a small fami, had to struggle all his life with

poverty and misfortune, hut made every exertion

to give his children a good education : and the

boy was able to enjoy a considerable amount of

instruction and miscellaneous reading in spite

of his poverty. Among the books placed in his

way were the Specfalor, Locke's Kss/n/, and
Pope's Iliad. He learned French and some
Latin; and he knew Allan Ramsay and the

popular songs of Scotland. In his seventeenth

jear he wrote his first poem, adressed to Xelly

fKilpatrick, by whose side he had worked in the

fields. In 1777 he was sent to study suneying
in the house of his uncle, Samuel Brown, at Bal-

lochneil. Here he fell into the company of

some 'jovial smugglers,' and began to realize the

force of the traditional association of wine,

woman, and song. His father was now trying

another farm at I.ochlea, near Tarbolton, to

which the young poet returned, probably feeling

himself not a little of a man of the world. In

1780 he was one of the founders of a 'Bachelor's

Club' at Tarbolton, at whose meetings such

weighty topics as the relative merits of love and
friendship were gravely discussed. The love

affairs which have provoked so much ethical

controversy continually beset him. The gen-

erally lax" morality of " the Scotch peasantry at

the period may partly account for. if not excuse,

his failings in this direction. He was for a

while seriously smitten by the charms of a farm-

er's daughter "named KUison Begbie, who is sup-

posed to be the original of his !Mary Jlorison;

but she prudently declined an alliance, and in

the summer of 1781 he went to Irvine to join a

relative of his mother's in a flax-dressing busi-

ness ; but a convivial celebration of the next new
year's advent ended in the burning down of the

shop. Returning to Lochlea, he lived quietly

and temperately after this reverse: and after

his father's death, in 1784, he and his brother

Gilbert settled on a small farm, which they had

taken in the previous autunm at Jlossgiel, near

Jlauchline. Here he became acquainted with

several educated men and wrote some of his finest

poems, such as "The Jolly Beggars," "The Cot-

tar's Saturday Night," and the lines "To a

Mouse." He "had already begun to think of

publication, his brother having assured him
that his "Epistle to Davie" would 'bear being

printed,' when the perplexing consequences of

his love affair with Jean Armour (to whom he

had given, under pressure, a written certificate

that she was his wife, but who had been induced

to repudiate him) determined him to emigrate.

He accordingly published a volume of poems in

July, 1780, with a view to making his passage-

money to Jamaica. Meantime, from May to

I

October of the same year (while still able to

protest on June that he loved Jean to dis-

traction), he develo])ed a passionate attachment
to Mary Campbell, >\ho died of a fever, and was
commemorated by some of his most pathetic

poems, "To Mary in Heaven" and "Higliland

Mary." The success of his little vulumc and
negotiations for a second edition decided him
to stay in Scotland, and finally in November
drew him to Edinburgh. Here he was received

with enthusiasm in good society, and made a
favorable impression by the 'dignified plainness
and simplicity' of which Scott, who then sawhiui.

speaks. From the second edition of his poems
(April, 1787) he received in the end about
£.500. While waiting for payment he traveled
agreeably in various company, and renewed his
old relations with .Jean Armour, to whom h&
was legally married in August, 1788. Before
this, in March, he had been appointed to a place
in the excise, and had taken the lease of a farm
at Ellisland, near Dumfries. The farm not pay-
ing too well, Burns took up his duties as excise-
man, and discharged them vigorously, though not
with excessive sternness. Here he wrok; "Tam
o' Shanter" in a single day for Grose, the anti-
quarian, in whose Antiquities of ticotland
(1791) it was first published. In December,
1701, having given up his farm, he settled in
Dumfries on a salary of £70 a year. Some un-
guarded political e.xi)ressions drew upon him the
suspicion of the Government, and he came near
losing his post. Possibly embittered by what he
felt to be injustice, he allowed his habit.s of dis-
sipation to grow on \\\m, to the detriment of
both his reputation and his health. .\ll the
while, however, his poetical activity continued,
though he indignantly refused offers of a regu-
lar salary for contributions to the London Utar
and Morninij Clironirle. Broken in health and
spirits, he died .July 21, 1796.

Burns was of about the average height and of
heavy build, with features inclined to eoar.se-
ness. According to Scott, the portraits (of which
the most trustworthy is that by Xasmyth. 1787)
have unduly refined them. His face became
singularly animated and expressive in conversa-
tion, and numerous observers have conunented
on the extraordinary glow of his fine eyes. "I
never saw such another eye," says Scott, "in
any human head." His character has perhaps,
been sutticiently indicated above : but if regret-
tably weak in certain directions, it had very
respectable elements—an honorable pride, a
sense of duty toward his relatives, and a real
desire to act a manly and not a heartless part.
His poetry was nearly always written on the
spur of the moment—the resjjonse of the feel-

ings to the immediate circumstances. Its charm
and power lie in the justness of the feelings ex-
pressed, and in the truthfulness and freshness
\\hich it derives direct from life. Seldom have
such manliness, tenderness, and passion beto
united as in the songs of Burns. He is weak
only when, acting on bad advice, like David in
Saul's armor, he tries to write -in the conven-
tional English instead of the simple, natural
Scottish dialect. He had no slight infiuence
in preinu-ing the way for that outburst of the
natural in English poetry, whose epoch-making
date, the publication of the Li/rical lidllmls. falls
only two years after his death. The liuiidrcdth
anniversaries of his birth and death wire cele-
brated with immense enthusiasm, not onlv in
Scotland, but throughout the English-speaking
world.

For editions of Burns consult: Chambers, with
Life and Letters, revised by Wallace (4 vols.,

Ediiil)urgh, 180(i) ; Douglas, with Life and es-
timate iiy Xichol (7 vols., Edinburgh, 1896);
lienlev and Henderson, centenarv edition (4 vols.,

Edinburgh, 1800-97); and for his life. Lock-
hart (latest edition, Edinburgh, 1800); Shairp,
in "English Men of Letters .Series" ( London,
1879) ; .-Vngellier, Robert Hums, sa vie ct ses
ccucrcs (Paris, 189;i) ; and Higgins (London,
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1893). Consult also: Wallace (editor). Cor-
respondence Uelicccn Burns and Mrs. Dunlop
(London, 1S98) ; Carlvle, Essays (London,
1847 ) ; Stevenson, "Robert Burns," in Familiar
Studies of Men and Books (London, 1882) :

MeKie. Bibliography of Burns (Kilmarnock,
1381).

BURNS, \Vii,ij.\M Chalmees (1815-68). A
Scottish Protestant missionary to China. He
was born at Dun, Forfarshire, April 1, 1815;
was educated in Aberdeen: practiced law; then
became a minister in 1839. He carried on ex-

tensive revivals in Great Britain. Ireland, and
Canada, but in 1847 went out as a Presbyterian
missionary to China. He adopted Chinese dress

and lived like a native. He had much facility

in acquiring the spoken language, and labored
with great enthusiasm in many places. In this

way he became widely known. Everywhere he
commended himself by his faith, piety, courage,
and unsel fislmess, and is still held in loving re-

membrance. He died at Xieu-chwang, April 4,

1868. Consult Burns. Memoir of William
Chalmers Burns (Xew York, 1870).

BURNS, William Wallace (1825-92). An
American soldier. He was bom in Coshocton,
Ohio, and in 1847 graduated at West Point. He
served in the war with Jlexico, and was in the

(ield with the Army of the Potomac from 1801
to 1863, during which time he attained the rank
of major-general of volunteers. Later he became
chief commissary of the Department of the
Xorthwest, and during the last part of the war
was chief commissary of the Department of the

South. He received the brevet of brigadier-gen-

eral in 1865, and was on duty in the Commissary
Department at Washington until 1889, when he
retired, with the regular rank of colonel.

BURNS AND SCALDS. A burn is an in-

jury to the body jiroduccd by heat or corrosive

substances. A scald is an injury produced by a
heated liquid or vapor. Practicalh- three de-

grees of bums are recognized by surgeons : ( 1 )

'

Bums resulting in a simple reddening of the

skin. (2) Burns characterized by the forma-
tion of vesicles or blebs. (3) Burns resulting

in sloughing and the formation of a scar, includ-

ing all gradations of severity, from partial de-

struction of the true skin to incineration of

skin, muscle, and bone. Symptoms: Pain and
shock, to be relieved by opiates and stimulants.

If the denuded surface be large the patient may
suffer from cold, in addition, to be combated
with voluminous dressings and artificial heat
from bottles and hot enemata. Cleanliru'ss

and exclusion of air are sought in local dress-

ings, to lessen suppuration, and the object of

later treatment is promotion of the growth of

skin. Vaseline or preparations of boric acid are

useful. Contracting scars often result, causing
deformity. To obviate this re-sult, skin-grafting

and splints so adjusted a.s to secure surface ex-

tension are employed. Later plastic operations

may relieve deformities. (SeeAiTOPLASTV.) The
extent of surface affected determines in part the

danger of a bum. Death may follow injury to a
third of the surface of the body ; it is quite cer-

tain to follow injury to one-half the surface.

Children bear burns very badly, and burns about
their faces or necks are more dangerous than
those of similar extent in other regions.

BURN'SIDE, Ambro.se Everett (1824-81).
.\ii iiniiii'nt American soldier, prominent on the
Federal side during the Civil War. He was
born in Liberty, Ind. ; attended a village school,

and at seventeen was indentured to a merchant
tailor; but soon afterwards was appointed to
the I'nited States Slilitary Academy, where he
graduated in 1847. He then spent some years in

garrison duty, but later resigned from the ser-

vice, ami from 1853 until 1858 was a manufac-
turer of firearms at Bristol, E. 1., inventing
the Burnside breech-loading rifle in 1856. On
the outbreak of the Civil War he entered the
Federal Army, and from May to August. 1861,

was colonel of Rhode Island volunteers, partici-

pating as such in the first battle of Bull Run.
He became brigadier-general of volunteers on
August 6, was engaged in organizing the 'Coast
Division' of the Army of the Potomac from
October, 1861, to January, 1862. and commanded
the Department of North Carolina from January
to July of this year, during which time he cap-

tured Roanoke Island, occupied Newbern, N. C.,

and forced the surrender of Fort Macon, Beau-
fort. On March 18, 1862, he was raised to the
rank of major-general of volunteers. He was then
placed in command of the reenforcement-s intend-

ed for the Army of the Potomac, which later

constituted the Ninth Army Corps, and in .July

was offered, but emphatically refused, the chief

command of the .-Vrmy of Virginia. After the
second battle of Bull Run he was again offered

the chief command, the Army of Virginia now
being merged into the Army of the Potomac

;

but he again declined it, and sened under Mc-
Clellan as commander of the Ninth Corps in the
Maryland campaign against Lee, participating
in the battle of South Mountain, and command-
ing the left wing in the battle of Antietam on
September 17. (See A>-tiet.\m, Battle of.)

Though still feeling that he wa-s unqualified for
the position, he was finally—on Novcmlior 10

—

placed in command of the Army of the Potomac,
and conducted the campaign against Lee. which
virtually ended with the overwhelming defeat
of the Federals at Fredericksburg, on December
13. Burnside attacked on this occasion with
foolhardy recklessness, and, in general, proved
unequal to the task assigned to him. (See
Fredericksburg, B.\ttij: of.) On January 26,
1863. he was replaced by Hooker, and from
March to December he was in comnuind of the
Department of the Ohio, during which time he
captured Cumberland Gap, marched into East
Tennessee, and occupied Knoxville. where for
some time he was besieged by the Confederate
General Longstreet. On April 13 he issued his

famous '"General Order No. 38," directed against
the 'Copperheads' in his department, and espe-

cially against Vallandigham, who was soon
afterwards arrested, convicted, and imprisoned.

(See Valla.ndigiiam, Cleme.nt L. ) This order,

together with his "General Order No. 84," which
prohibited the circulation of the New York World
and suppressed the Chicago Times, aroused the
most violent opposition as striking at the free-

dom of speech and of the press, and President
Lincoln yielded to the popular demand so far as
to re.scind that part of the latter order which
suppressed the Times. From May to August,
1864, Burnside served under Grant, as command-
er of the Ninth Corps in the Richmond Cam-
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paign. taking part in all the important battles

during that time, and having charge of tlie mine
oi)eriiti<)ns at Petersburg. For his coiuluct on
tili^s latter oecasion, he was subsequently cen-

sured by a court of in(iuiry which, after a pro-

longed investigation, found him. along with sev-

eral other officers, "answerable for the want of

success.' Many military critics, however, have
since contendeil tliat Burnside was not really at
fault, and that the responsibility for the fiasco

should be placed elsewhere. l)n April 1.5, 18li5,

Burnsi(k' resigned from the service, and subse-

(piently was prominent as a projector and man-
ager of railroads. He was Governor of Khode
Island from lS(it! to 18(!!), and from 1875 until
his death was a member of the United States
Senate. In 1870 he visited Europe, and during
the siege of Paris acted as a medium of com-
munication between the French and Germans.
As a soldier he rendered valuable services in the
capacity of corjjs commander, but proved unable
to cope with the problems and difficulties which
fall to the lot of a commanding general. Con-
sult: Poore, Life and Public Services of Ambrose
H. Burnside (Providence, 1882), and Woodbury,
Major-General Uurnside and the Xinlh Army
Corps (Providence, 18()7).

BURNTISLAND, bfirnt'ihiud. A seaport
of Fifeshire, Scotland, on the north shore of the
Firth of Forth, about eight miles north-north-
\vest of Edinburgh (Jlap: Scotland, E 3). Its

streets are clean and well kept. Burntisland is

an important station of the North British Rail-
way, having a steamboat ferry connecting it

with Granton, the station on the opposite side
of the Forth.' It has a commodious harbor,
which was greatly improved in 1870. Its in-

dustries consist princi])ally of distilling, oil-

refining, and the shipping of coal and iron. In
summer it is much frequented as a watering-
place. Together with Kingliorn, Dysart, and
Kirkcaldy it sends one member to Parliament.
Population, in 1801, 4002; in 1001, 4720.

BURNT SIENNA, si-en'na. A fine orange-
red pigment, transparent and ]iermanent, used
in both oil and water-color painting. It is ob-
tained by simply burning the ferruginous
ochreous earth known as terra di Sienna. E.x-

cellent greens are produced by nii.\ing it with
Prussian blue. It mixes well with other pig-
ments generally, dries quickly, and is most valu-
able in warming and enriching shadows.

BURNT STONES. A variety of carnelian
usually found in ruins. They have a dull appear-
ance externally, but exhibit a beautiful re<l color
when held up to the light. This jieeuliar effect is

supposed to have been ])rod\iced by lire, and has
been imitated by burning the upper surface of

the geni with a hot iron. They were formerly
highly iiriz<>d, es])ecially if handsomely cut.

BURNT UMBER. A pigment of a russet-
brown color. It is semi-transparent, mixes well
with most other iiigments. and dries quickly. It

is obtained by burning umber, an ochreous earth
containing manganese, and deriving its name
from the place where it was first discovered

—

Umbria, in Italy.

BUR-OAK. See Oak.
BURR, Aaron (1710-57). An American

clergyman and educator. lie was born in Fair-
field, Conn., and graduated at Vale in 17;!0. Two
years later he became i)astor of the Presbyterian

church in Newark, N. J., and in 1748 second
president of the College of New Jersey, now
Princeton University. As his predecessor, Jona-
than Dickinson, was president only a few months.
Dr. Burr, in his administration of nine years,
really laid the foundations of the college. He
was a thorough scholar and an eloquent preacher.
His wife was the daughter of Jonathan I'^dwards.
He was the father of Aaron Burr (1750-1830).
Dr. Burr published a Latin grammar known as
The Xcwark (Irammar (1752); The Supreme
Divinity of Our Lord Jesus Christ (new cd.,

1701), and several sermons.

BURR, Aaron (1756-1836). An American
politician, Vice-President of the United States
from 1801 to 1805. He was born in Newark,
N. J., February 0, 1750, and was the son of the
Rev. Aaron Burr, D.D., second president of

Princeton College, and the grandson of Jonathan
Edwards (q.v. ), the famous theologian. His
paternal grandfather, according to Hildreth, was
a German who had settled originally at Fair-
field, Conn. His father died in 1757 and his
mother in the following year, and he, with his

sister, was brought vip by his maternal uncle, the
Key, Timothy Edwards, at Elizabethtown, N. J.

He graduated at Princeton in 1772, studied
theology under the Rev. Dr. Bellamy, of Beth-
lehem, Conn., and then (1774) studied law with
Tappan Reeve, his brother-in-law, in Litchfield,
Conn. He entered the Continental Army in 1775,
soon after the battle of Bunker Hill; took part
in Benedict Arnold's Canadian expedition ; be-

came in turn a member of Washington's military
family (April, 1770), and an aide to General
Putnam (June, 1770) ; served with distinction
as lieutenant-colonel at Hackensack and Jlon-
mouth (q.y. ), where he commanded a brigade;
was placed in connuand of the American lines

in Westchester County (N. Y.)—in the so-called

Neutral Ground—in January, 1770; and inMarch
of this year resigned from the service. He was
involved in the opposition to Washington, and
at the time of the more serious friction sided
with Ia^c and Gates. (See Conway Caual. The.)
In 1782 he began the practice of the law in

Albany, N. Y. In July of the same year he
married Mrs. Theodosia Prevost, the widow of a
British officer who had died in the West Indies,
and in the following year their only child, Theo-
dosia, was born in New York. (See Burr, Theo-
iio.siA.) In 1S3:! Burr, then in his seventy-
eighth year, married JIadame Jumel, the widow
of a French merchant, who had an estate
in the northern part of ilanhattan Island, and
who possessed some property. JUuch of this,

property was soon spent by Burr, and the ccmple
separated, but were never divorced.
Burr definitely established his home in the

city of New York, in December, 1783, soon
after his first marriage, and his political activity
and advancement there soon became marked. He
was a member of the State Asseml)ly in 1784-
85, and again in 1707-00; was .Vttorncy-General
of the State in 178)); was a member of the Unit-
ed States Senate from 1701 to 1707; an<l in

1801, just before becoming Vice-President, was
chairman of the Constitutional Convention of
New York. In 1702 he declined a nomination to
the .Supreme Court of New York. He was an
early, zealous, and unscrupulous leader among
the Republicans (afterwards Democrats), and
the especial rival of Alexander Hamilton, the
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prominent leader of the Federalists. In the Presi-

dential struggle of 1800, John Adams (then

President
)

, Thomas Jefferson, Charles C. Pinek-
ney, and Burr were the candidates, and the votes

for .Jefferson and Burr, the two Rei)ul>liean can-

didates, were equal—73 for each. As the Con-
stitution then provided, the person having the
largest- number of electoral votes was to be I'resi-

dent. and the person having the next largest

number was to be Vice-President. The ecpuil

division threw the election into the House of

Representatives, where each State had one vote
only, the vote of a majority of all the States
being necessary for a choice. After a week of

balloting .lefferson was chosen President, and
Burr therefore became Vice-President. He was
charged, unjustly it seems, with having exerted
himself to defeat Jefferson, who was the regular
Presidential candidate of his party, and his

alleged intrigues to this end ruineti him politi-

cally as a Republican. In 1804, however, he ran
as an independent candidate for Governor of

New York and received the support of some of

the Federalists, but was defeated by Morgan
Lewis. For this Burr blamed Hamilton, who
had undoubtedly used all of his inlluence against
him, both on this occasion and in ISOl, and these
disappointments and failures, added to the in-

tensely bitter character of the partisan warfare
of the time, led to a duel, at Weehawken, X. .1.,

on July 11, 1804, in which Hamilton, who dis-

charged his weapon into the air. was killed by
Burr. In the spring of 180.5 Burr started for
the western part of the country, bent upon the
conquest of Mexico and the establishment there
of a separate government, with himself as chief.

It was in the course of these operations that he
brought ruin upon his friend Harnian Blenner-
hassett (q.v. ). In ISOG President Jefferson was
informed, in part, of Burr's schemes by General
Wilkinson, in whom Burr had partially confided,
and Burr was soon arrested at Frankfort, Ky.
He was defended by Henry Clay, and was acquit-
ted after an exciting trial. He was again ar-

rested at Natchez in January, 1807, but was
released by the Grand Jury, and on February
19, in Alabama, he was a third time arrested.
After a long and memorable trial at Richmond,
Va., first on a charge of treason and then on a
charge of misdemeanor, he was again acquitted,
and in June, 1808, sailed for Europe to raise

means for prosecuting his schemes. Four years
of effort in England, Sweden, Germany, and
France resulted in nothing but failure, and in

1812 he returned in extreme poverty, and opened
a law office in New York ; but his course had
alienated the people, and he met with only mod-
erate success.

Henry Adams, after showing how Burr had
"endeavored by the foul means of a Federal alli-

ance to acquire the Presidency," goes on to say,

with a vehemence which is really partisan, that
'"a more gross betrayal of confidence could
hardly be conceived, even in political life. He
had made it clear that his heart was set upon
personal aggrandizement, and not upon a Repub-
lican success. His untrustworthiness appeared
the more despicable by comparison with the
strictly honorable conduct of Jefferson, who
might have excused endeavors on his own be-

half upon the plausible ground that he was only
forwarding the avowed will of the party. The
antipathy with which many persons had long

since learned to regard Burr now became the
sentiment of all honest and intelligent men in

the nation." Schouhr, after referring to the
brilliant and captivating manners of Burr, de-
scribes him as "one whose restless and romantic
ambition was the more dangerous because of
his utter want of conscience and generosity. He
was socially well coiiMccted. and had, like llaiuil-

ton, won a fair military reputation in the war
for a young officer, gaining on its close later
distinction as an advocate at the New York
bar, where these two were professional competi-
tors under an act which disqualified all Tory
practitioners." Hildreth designates Burr as
"artful, affable, and fascinating," and he thus
sums up the closing years of his life: ''Arriving
in New York, he found himself, in his old age,
and still harassed by his creditors, obliged to
resume the practice of the law for support. The
death of his only daughter, lost at sea on a voy-
age from Charleston to meet him. left him with-
out family ties. Yet, amid all this loneliness and
embarrassment, his remarkable equanimity did
not desert him, and he lived twenty-four "years
longer, shrouding himself with that mystery and
obscurity which he so much affected, and dying at
last (1836) after surviving almost all his con-
temporaries, at the age of eighty—a remarkable
example of the nuitability of political fortune."
His death occurred, September 14, 1836, at Port
Richmond, on Staten Island, N. Y., and his
body was placed with his father's in the bury-
ing-ground at Princeton. Consult: Parton. L'ife

of Aaron Burr (New York, 1858) ; Davis,
l/cmoir.s of Aaron Burr (2 vols., New York.
1836) : the interesting Private Journals of Aaron
Burr duriiif/ his Residence in Europe (2 vols..

New York, 1838), edited by Davis; and the
brief sketch by Merwin, Aa'ron Burr (Boston,
1899), one of the "Beacon Biographies:" Adams,
History of the United States (9 vols.. New York,
1889-91), has much useful material; also
Schouler, History of the United States of Amer-
ica Under the Constitution (6 vols., last edition.
New York, 1899). For a strongly favorable
view of Burr's life and character, consult Todd.
The True Aaron Burr (New York, 1902), and
for a bibliography virtually complete to date of
publication, consult Tompkins, Burr Bibliogra-
phy (Brookl\Ti, 1892).

BURR, ExocH Fitch, D.D., LL.D. (1818—).
An American Congregational divine. He was
born at Westport, Conn., October 21, 1818;
graduated at Yale College, 1839, and became
])astor at L^-me, Conn., 18.50. He lectures on the
scientific evidences of religion. Of his numerous
publications, all of which sold widely, nmy be
mentioned Ecce Ca-lum (1867); Pater Mundi
(1869) ; Ad Fidem (1871) ; Ecce Terra (1884) :

Celestial Empires (188.5); Universal Beliefs
(1887) ; Long Ago 0,1 Interpreted by the Yi;ie-
teenth Century (1888); Supreme Things in
their Practical Relations (1889) ; besides several
historical stories, e.g. Aleph (n.e., 1902) and
Eahius (1897).

BURR, George Lincoln (1857— ). An
.\merican historian. He was born at Oramel,
N. Y.; graduated in 1881 at Cornell, and stud-
ied at Leipzig, the Sorbonne, the Ecole des
Chartes, and Zurich, in 1884-86 and 1887-88.
In 1888 he was appoint^l professor of ancient
and mediaeval history at Cornell. He was his-
torical expert for the Venezuelan boundary com-
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mission in ISOGO". He is l^nown chiefly as a
student of the history of superstition. His works
include The Literature of ^yitchcraft (1890)
and The Fate of Dietrich Flade ( 1891 )

.

BTJBR, Theodosia ( 178;M81.3). The daughter

of Aaron Burr, famous for her beauty, her ac-

complishments, and for her devotion to her

father. She was born in New York City; was
carefully educated by her father, showing con-

siderable precocity, especially in linguistic

studies; and after her mother's death, in 1704.

until 1801 was mistress nf her father's house-

hold. In 1801 she married .Joseph Alston, a

wealthy South Carolina planter, who subse-

quently was elected to the Governorship of the

State. She did much to arouse a feeling of

sympathy for her father at the time of his trial

for treason as well as thereafter. In 1812 she

started from Charleston in the pilot-boat Patriot

for New York, but the vessel was caught in a

storm and was probably wrecked off Cape Hat-
teras, though its fate was never definitely ascer-

tained. A tradition of uncertain origin makes
the Patriot to have been taken by pirates and
all those on board put to death.

BURR, William Hubebt (1851— ). An
American civil engineer, bom at Watertown,
Conn. He received his education and profes-

sional training at the Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute and, after several years' engineering

practice, was appointed professor of mechanics

at the Institute. In 1884 he resigned the pro-

fessorship to become assistant engineer to the

I'httnix Bridge Company; subsequently he was
appointed general manager to this company, and
in 1801 was made vice-president of a company of

contracting engineers. In the following year he

accepted the professorship of engineering at

Harvard, and early in 1803 a similar posi-

tion at Columbia University, in New Y'ork.

The duties of his chair, however, did not pre-

vent him from continuing his practice of

engineering, and he repeatedly rendered im-

portant services to the city of New York, as well

as to the national Government. After 1893 he
acted as consulting engineer to several city de-

partments of New Y'ork, and in 1900 was
awarded the first place in the competition for

the proposed Memorial Bridge across the Poto-

mac. His published works include the follow-

ing: Stresses in Bridge and Roof Trusses,

Arched Ribs, and Suspension liridges (1879);
The Theory of the Masonry Arch (1881); and
The Elasticity and Resistance of the Materials

of Engineering (1883).

BUR'RAGE, Hexry Swef.tser (1837—). An
American Baptist minister and author. He was
horn at Fitchburg, Mass., and was educated at

Brown University, Newton Theological Institu-

tion, and at the "University of Halle, Germany.
He served in the Thirty-sixth Massachusetts Vol-

unteers from 1802 to' 18fi.5, and was brevetted

major at the close of the war. In 1873 he became
editor of Zion's Adroeatr. Besides several reviews

and historical papers and his edition of the works
Brown University in the Ciril War (18C8) and
Rosier's Relation of Waymnutft's Voyage (1887),

his publications include The Act of Baptism in

the History of the Christian Church (1870);
History of the Anabaptists in Smitzerland

(1883); Baptist Hymn -Writers and Their

H limns (1S88) ; History of the Baptists in \ew
England (1894).

BUR'RARD IN1.ET. An arm of the (;!ulf

of Georgia in southwest British Columbia. It
is nine miles long; its shores, backed by the
snow-capped Cascade and Olympic mountains,
and covered with forests of cedars, spruces, firs,

and pines, abounding in game, are a favorite
resort of sportsmen. The waters of the inlet

abound in unique specimens of marine biology
and also afl'ord good fishing and bathing. Van-
couver, the western terminus of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, is situated on its north shore.

BUR'RELL, David .James (1844—). An
Ameriiaa clergyman and author. He was born
at Jlount Pleasant, Pa., and graduated at Yale
in 1807, and the Union Theological Seminary in

1870. After being engaged in mission work at
Chicago for four years, he successively held
pastorates in the Second Presbyterian Church,
Dubuque, la. (1870-77); Westminster Church,
Minneapolis (1887-01); and the Marble Colle-

giate Church. New' York (founded in 1028. and
the oldest church on the continent). The follow-

ing are a few of his most important woi'ks:

The Religions of the World; Hints and Helps (3
vols, on Bible studies) ; The (lospel of (,'lnd-

ness ; The Early Church; The Religion of the
Future.

BURRIANA, boor're-ii'na. A town of Spain,
in the Province of CastellOn, about 8 miles
south of the town of that name, situated in a fer-

tile plateau on the left bank of the Rio Seco,

about 1 mile from its mouth in the Mediter-
ranean (Map: Spain. E 2). Its inhabitants are
chiefly engaged in agriculture and fishing, though
a considerable trade in wine. oil. and fruit is

carried on. Population, in 1897, 11,700.

BUR'RILLVILLE. A town in Providence
County, R. I., 23 miles northwest of Providence,

on the New Y'ork. New Haven and Hartford
Railroad. It is noted principally for manufac-
tures of woolen goods. Wallum Lake, a sum-
mer resort, popular for its fishing and fine scen-

ery, is a noteworthy attraction of'the town. The
government is administered by a town council,

annuallv elected. Population, in 1890, ,5492; in

1900, 0317.

BUR'RITT, Eliiiu (1811-79). .\n American
philanthropist and linguist. He was born at

New Britain, Conn., and first followed the oc-

cupation of blacksmith, which f.act. together with
his extraordinary aptitude for languages and
his marvelously rapid mastery of thcni. gained
for him the title of the 'Learned Blacksmith.'

During a visit abroad in 1840-47 he was grc;itly

touched by tlic suffering of the Irish peasantry in

the awful famine of tliat year. His diary of a
tour tlirough Ireland, at this tinu% for the pur-
pose of relieving the destitution and misery, is

one of the most graphic and touching descrip-

tions of human suffering ever |)ul>lished. In
1848 he organized the first international congress
of Friends of Peac{>, which ciinvcncd in Brus-
sels in September of that year, and which was
followed in 184!) by a second 'Peace Congress' in

Paris, presided over by Victor Hiigo. Burritt
next lectured throughout the I'nion, and then
returned to Europe to attend the peace con-

gresses in Frankfort-on-the-Afain (IS.'iO), Ixm-
don (1851), Manchester (18.52), and Edinburgh
(1853). His conceptions of universal brother-
hood and international arliitration received a
rude shock \i|)oii the outbrc:\k of the Crimean
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and Civil wars. It has been claimed that his

efforts in behalf of universal peace led to such re-

sults as the Geneva tribunal, the Washington
treaty, the Paris Bering Sea tribunal, and the
representjitions of the United Stjites and the
other Powers to Turkey regarding the troubles in

Armenia. For his biographv, consult Xorthend
(New York, 1S79).

BURRO, biir'rfi (Sp.). The small donkey
widely used as a pack-animal in Mexico and
the soutliwestern United .States. A company of

them ii^ called a burro-train.

BURROUGHS, bfir'roz, Geobge (c.16.50-92).

A Colonial dergjman in America, the most
prominent victim of the Salem witchcraft de-

lusion of 1092. He graduated at Harvard in

1670. subsequently preached for several years at
Falmouth (now Portland, Maine), and from
16S0 to 1683 was pastor of the church at Salem
Village (now Danvers), Mass. In 1685 he
returned to Falmouth, but afterwards removed
to Wells, where he was living at the time
of the witchcraft delusion of 1692. Owing prob-
ably to the personal hostility of some of his

former parishioners at Danvers, he was arrested
early in 1692 on a charge of witchcraft, his in-

dictment asserting that he, on May 9 "as well
before, as after, Certaine Detestable Arts called
Witchcrafts and Sorceries, Wickedly and ffel-

loniously hath Vsed, Practised, & Exercised
. . . in, Vpon, & agt one Mary Walcott of

Salem village by which said wicked Arts the
said Mary . . . was and is Tortured, afflicted.

Pined, Consumed, Wasted, and Tormented against
the Peace of our Sovereigne Lord & Lady, the
King and Queen." Burroughs was also charged
with having likewise bewitched three other
girls, and at the trial "was accused by five or
six of the Bewitched as the Author of their
Miseries ; ... by eight of the Confessing
Witches as being an head Actor at some of Their
Rendezvouses, and one wlio had the promise of

being a King in Satan's Kingdom, now going to
be Erected : by Nine Persons for extraordinary
Lifting and such feats of strength, as could not
be done without Diabolicall Assistance." He
was finally convicted on each indictment, in spite
of the report of a jury, ordered to search his

body for witch marks, that "Wee find nothing
upon ye body of ye Sayd Inirroughs Vmt wt is

naturall:" and on August 19 he was executed on
Gallows Hill, Salem, making a speech on the
scaffold which moved the spectators to tears
and called from Cotton Mather, alarmed lest the
proceedings be discontinued, the assurance that
"the Devil has often been transformed into

an Angel of Light." Burroughs was the only
minister who lost his life during the witchcraft
delusion. Consult Sprague, Annals of the Ameri-
can Pulpit, Vol. I. (New York, 1857-69): Sib-

ley, flraduutr'f: of Harvard University, Vol. II.

(Cambridge. 1873-85). and l^pham. Lectures
on Salem Witchcraft (Boston, 1867).

BURROUGHS, .Tohx (1837—). An Ameri-
can essayist and critic. He was born at Rox-
bury, N. Y., April 3, 1837, the son of a farmer.
He spent his youth between study and work In

the field, and has said that his originality was
fostered by growing up among people who neither
read books nor cared for them. He was, however,
a bom author, and at fourteen began to write
essays, which have remained always liis favorite
form of expression. His first efforts were labored

imitations of the ponderous lucubrations of
Johnson: one of the first luxuries that he per-
mitted himself having been the purchase of that
autlior's works. .\ more congenial inspiration
soon came to him from Emerson, whose Essays
and Miscellanies he assimilated eagerly, and at
nineteen he succeeded in gaining admission to
The Atlantic Monthly with an essay on Expres-
sions. -\ftcr Emerson, to whom Burrouglis as-

cribes the awakening of his religious nature and
a revolution in his literary expression, the great
influences in his literarj- life were two: Walt
Whitman, who was to him a great humanizing
power, and Matthew Arnold, from whom he
gained clarity, alike in thought and expression.
.All these influences came to him in their fullness
before the publication of his first book, ^ynlt
M'hitman as Poet and Person (1867). Mean-
time, he had been engaged as teacher, as journal-
ist, and as an official of the Treasury Department
at Washington (1863-73), He was for some
years afterwards special national bank examiner,
but during 1870-74 passed most of his time on a
farm in Esopus, N. Y., where he divided his time
between fruit-culture and literature. Besides
frequent contributions to periodicals, chiefly

studies of nature and animal life, he wrote Wake
Robin (1871): Winter liunshine (1875): Birds
and Poets (1877): Locusts and Wild Honey
(1879) ; Pepacton (1881) ; Fresh Fields (1884) ;

Signs and Seasons (1886) ; Sharp Eyes (1888) ;

Indoor Studies (1889); Riverhy (1894): A
Study (1897): The Light of Day (1900);
Squirrels and Other Fur-Bearers (1900). Bur-
roughs's work, whether as a critic of literature,

as in his works on Walt Whitman, Emerson, and
Thoreau, or of religion, as in The Light of Day,
most fully reveals the original personality of

the man. They are strongly subjective, but they
have found an enthusiastic response in a limited
circle. In books, as in nature, it is the uncon-
ventional that appeals to him, and his own
literary quality gains its fascination rather
from the acuteness of his observation than from
any elaboration in literary expression. He sees

so clearly that he makes his reader see the in-

dividualized lives of birds, flowers, fishes, and
fven insects. Burrouglis is a born naturalist,

and his wide reading in English literature has
been done with an eye to nature that gives to his

similes and descriptive phrases a distinct literary

flavor. Here his nearest analogue in Englisli

literature is White of Selborne. A collected

edition of Burroughs's Works was begun in 1895.

BURROUGHS, Marie (1866—). The stage
name of Lillie Arrington, an American actress,

bom in San Francisco. She made her first ap-
pearance in New York, at the Madison Square
Theatre, in the part of Gladys in The Rajah.
Other early successes were won in Alpine Roses:
Partners : and Saints and Sinners. Afterwards
she appeared for several seasons with E. S. Wil-
lard (q.v. ), in such plays as The Middleman
and -Judah. and as Ophelia (1894). In 1894 .she

began starring in The Profligate and other pieces.

Later she played in The Gadfly with Stuart
Robson. and in The Meddler. In 1900 she ap-
peared as Guida ]>andresse in The Battle of the
Strong. Miss Burroughs is the wife of Robert
Barclay MacPhcrson, her second husband, to
whom she was married in 1901. Consult Strang,
Famous .Actresses of the Day in America (Bos-
ton, 1899),
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BURROWING BEE. Any of several kinds

of bees that form burrows in the ground as nest-

ing-places. Prominent among tliem are the genera

Andrena and Halictus. See Bee; and Plate of

Wild Bees.

BURROWING OWL, or Coquimbo. A small

owl {S/itolylo ciiiiicularia) , that dwells in

the abandoned burrows of various fnssorial

(luadrupeds. It al)ounds on tlie open ])Uiins of

both North and South Ameriea, tho.se of South
America constituting a well-marked geographi-

cal race; races also dwell .scantily in Florida,

and the islands of Bahama and Guadeloupe.

They are of small size, about \)Y> inches long,

and have very long legs, scantily feathered ; the

tail is very short, there are no ear-tufts, and
the sexes are alike in size and color, which is

brownish above and buffy below, variously

barred and spotted with somewhat darker tints.

The South American race (called 'coquimbo")

inhabits old burrows of the vizcacha, the Pata-

gonian cavy, or even of armadillos and large

lizards, and it is "generally believed that when
they do not find suitable accommodations of

this kind they dig holes for themselves." This

race differs from the North American bird,

which is diurnal, in being "crepuscular or noc-

turnal, . . . seldom feeding at all until

toward sunset, when it becomes very active. On
the pampas it is iisually very tame, . . . but

after sunset it becomes very vigilant, flying up
and hovering at a height of 30 or 40 feet, and
uttering its screams of protest whenever an in-

truder appears in sight, thus giving ample

warning to its neighbors, the vizeachas" {Stcj-

neger) . The North American burrowing owls

have been very thoroughly described by Dr. El-

liott Coues in his Birds of the Northwest, from

which the following is quoted:

"The burrowing owl is the only bird of its

family inhabiting, in any numbers,' the entirely

treeless regions of the West, and may be con-

sidered characteristic of the plains. Wherever
it can find shelter in the holes of such animals

as wolves, foxes, and badgers, and especially of

the various species of marmot squirrels, there

it is found in abundance; and in not a few in-

stances small colonies are observed living apart

from their ordinary associates, in holes ai)i)ar-

ently dug by themselves. They constitute a nota-

ble exception to the general rule of arboricole

habits in this family, being specially fitted by

their conformation for the subterranean mode of

life for which they are designed, and are further-

more exceptional in their gregarious disposition,

here carried to the extreme. The difTusion of

the species in the West is so general that there

is little occasion to mention particular localities.

"The notes of the burrowing owl are peculiar.

The birds do not 'hoot,' nor is there anything

lugubrious or foreboding in their cry. Some-

times they cluickle. cbalter, and scpical in an

odd way, "as if tlicy had caught a habit of bark-

ing from the 'dogs' they live with, and were try-

ing to imitate the sound. But their natural cry

is curiously similar to that of the rain-crow,

or cuckoo "of America—so much so that more

than one observer has been deceived. They

scream hoarsely when wounded and caxight,

though this is but seldom, since, if any life re-

mains, they scramble quickly into a hole and are

not easy "to recover. The flight is perfectly

BURSAR.

noiseless, like that of other owls, owing to the
|)eculiar downy texture of the plumage. By
day they seldom fly far from the entrance of

their burrow, and rarely, if ever, mount in the

air. 1 never saw one on wing more than a few
moments at a time, just long enough for it to

pass from one hillock to another, as it does by
skimming low over the surface of the ground
in a rapid, easy, and rather graceful manner.
They live chiefly upon insects, especially grass-

hoppers; they also feed upon lizards, as 1 once
determined by dissection, and there is no doubt
that young prairie-dogs furnish them many a
meal. Under ordinary circumstances they are
not very shy or diflicult to procure; 1 once se-

cured several specimens in a few minutes, and,
1 fear, left some others to languish and die in

their holes. As commonly observed, perched
on one of the innumerable little eminences that
mark a dog-town, amid their curious surround-
ings, they present a spectacle not easily for-

gotten. Tlieir figure is peculiar, with their

long legs and short tail ; the element of the
grotesque is never wanting; it is hard to say
whether they look most huiicrous as they stand
stiffly erect and motionless, or when they sud-
denly turn tail to duck into the hole, or when
engaged in their various antics."

Their nests are made of soft materials in this

underground chamber, and contain seven or
eight white eggs. Thej- remain throughout the
winter in and about their holes, though some
may migrate from the most northerly and in-

clement part of their range. The story that they
hibernate is fictitious. It is scarcely necessary
also to refute at length, as does Dr. Coues, the
fable that they live harmoniously—a sort of

happy family—with the prairie-dogs and preva-
lent rattlesnakes. They are unwelcome neigh-
bors to (not co-tenants with) the squirrels, and
the rattlesnakes enter the burrows as enemies to
both. Sec (IWL ; and Plate of OwLS.

BURROWING PERCH. See Culpee.

BUR'ROWS, William (1785-1813). An
American naval oflTicer. He was born near Phila-
delphia, entered the United States Navy as a
midshipman in 1709, and served as an acting
lieutenant in the Tripolitan War. In the war
with England he commanded the Enterprise in

the engagement with the Boxer off Portland,
Maine, on September 5, 1813. The Boxer was
taken ; but Burrows was mortally wounded, and
lived only long enough to receive the surrender
of Capt. Samuel Blythe, the English conunander,
who was also killed. The bodies of the two
officers were buried side by side in Portland.

BURRSTONE. See Buhrstone.

BURSAR, BURSARY, or BURSE {Burse
is a doublet of jtiirse, Vv. hoiirsi; pouch, from
Low Lat. bursa, pur.se. Ok. ^ifian, hiirsa., hide,

skin). In tiie universities of (ireat Britain,

especially in those of Scotland, and in early New
England usage, the term bursar was not restrict-

ed to the kee])er of a burse or purse—the

treasurer—but it might mean, and often did

mean, the recipient of a burse, or bursary, or,

as we should say, the holder of a scholarship.

The conditions under which these bursaries

have l)een bestowed vary in different places. In

Scotland tlie numl>er of bursaries or foundations

for the encouragement of students has been very
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larjrP. and in recent years there lias been a jireat

deal of discussion of their inthience—whether or

not the conditions under which they have been
awarded are as favorable as they might l>e to
the promotion of learning:. In a monastery the
bursar would be the one who held ami disbursed
the income. In this sense the office is still main-
tained in Harvard University, where the bursar
is a sort of sub-treasurer, charged with certain

intramural duties, under the direction of the
treasurer.

BURSCHENSCHAFT, boTTr'shcn-shilft (Ger.

Uursvhc, fellow, apprentice, student, from MHG.
burse, purse; society, especially of students, with
a common purse | . An association of student-s

in the German universities to promote patriot-

ism, morality, and love of liberty. The earli-

est organization was at Jena in 1815, and its

membership was chiefly made up of students
who had fought in the War of Liberation.

The idea spread to Tiibingen, Heidelberg, Halle,

and Giessen. In 1817, the occasion of the three

hundredth anniversary of Luther's initiation of

the Reformation, a general gathering took place

at the Wartbiirg, and the following year a con-

stitution was adopted by delegates from fourteen

universities. Black, red. and gold, since taken as

the national colors of the new German Empire,
were adopted as the colors of the association.

The murder of Kotzebue by Sand, a fanatical

student, in 1819, injured the movement for

freedom in tJerniany and led to repressive

measures, such as the Karlsbad Decrees (q.v. ),

which required the suppression of the Burschen-
schaft, but secret meetings were still held, and
there was a revival of the organization in 1827.

The Burschenschaft participated in the Liberal
demonstration known as the Hambach Festival
in 1832. A revolutionarj- attempt took place at

J'rankfort-on-the-^Iain in 18.3.3, in which nearly
2000 students were implicated, and in nearly all

of the German universities students were arrest-

ed, imprisoned, and disfranchised. The ideals of

the Burschenschaft were unattainable and vague;
Imt they sened well at a trying time to keep
alive the spirit of German imity.

BUR'SERA'CEJE (Xeo-Lat. Bursera, from
Joachim Burser, a German botanist). An order
of dicotyledonous plants with 13 genera and
more than 300 species, most of which occur in

the tropics of both hemispheres, although a
single species of Bursera is found in Florida.

The species of this family are trees and
shrubs with alternate—mostly compound—dot-

ted leaves. The entire order is noted for the
balsams and resins obtained from its repre-

sentatives. The flowers are generally small,
4-5 parted, carpels 3-5, with usually 2 ovules

in each. The fruit is a drupe or a capsule.

The chief genera are Commiphora, Bursera, Bos-
wellia, Canarium, and Protium. For some of

their products see Elemi ; Myrrh ; Balsam;
BdELLH M ; Ol.IRANrM; Fraxkixcexse. etc.

BURSIAN, boor'se-an, KoXRAD (18.30-83). A
German arch^ologist and classical philologist.

He was born at Mutzschen, in Saxony, was edu-

cated in Leipzig, and held professorships in the

universities of Leipzig. Tiibingen, Zurich, .lena,

and ^Iiinivh. His chief works are (leofiraphie

run flrievhenlnnd (18(52-72) and flmrhichli' drr
klassischen Philolofiie iu Deutxrhlniid (1883).
He also founded (1873) and edited the Jahren-

bciichl iihvr die Forlschritte dcr klassischen .17-

terlli u mmiisscnxsc)iuft.

BURStEM (Bi/riford's dwelling on the loam,
AS. hini. (iir. I. thin. clay). A town of Stafford-
shire, England, on the Trent and Mersey Canal,
about 20 miles north-northwest of Stafford. It
is in the pottery district (ilap: England. D 3).
Its two jjrincipal buildings are the Wedgwood
Memorial Institute, opened in 1870, and contain-
ing an art school, a library, and a museum; and
a fine town hall, erected in lSt;5. The town was
incorporated in 1878. The abundance of coal and
the variety of clays have made Hurslem. since the
Seventeenth Century, one of the chief scats of
the fictile manufacture. Porcelain and pottery
of all kinds—Parian, iron, and stone ware, etc.

—

are produced on a large scale, as well as encaus-
tic tiles. There is also a glass manufactory here.
The town's sewage is disposed of by irrigation
and the refuse by a destructor. It owns its gas-
works, on which it makes a small annual profit;

and its markets, which net about .$5000 annually.
There are public baths. At Birche's Head, a mile
and a half from Burslem, stands a large service
reservoir of the Staffordshire Waterworks Com-
pany, from which the town and neighborhood are
supplied with excellent water. Population, in
185)1 . 32,000; in 1001, 38,800. Burslem was the
native place of .Tosiah Wedg^vood (q.v.).

BXTBT, Wii.i.iAM A. (I792-I858). An Ameri-
can sur\eyor. He was born in Worcester, Mass.,
but in 1824 settled near Detroit, Mich. He be-
came United States dep\ity surveyor in 1S33,
and in this capacity surveyed nearly the whole
of northern Jlichigan (1840-47). He invented
the solar compass, and in 1851 received the
prize medal for it at the London Industrial
Exhibition. He was judge of the Michigan
Circuit Court, and as a member of the Legisla-
ture in 1852 was prime mover in the construc-
tion of the Sault Ste. Marie Canal.

BTJR'TON (origin doubtful). A tackle used
for special purposes. In rigged ships lop bur-
tons are hooked to burton pendants hanging
from the topmast-head. They are also used as
additional supports to yards when the latter
are rigged for hoisting hea\'y weights and for
other similar purposes. A sail-burton is a
tackle for hoisting sails up to the yards for
bending; the chief peculiarity is a runner, or
guide-block, which is lashed to the lower block
of the purchase and travels on the hauling part,
thus preventing the tackle from twisting and
the sail from .swaying about as it goes aloft.
See Tackle.

BURTON, .Toiix Hill (1809-81). A Scotch
jurist, historian, and encydopa-dist, born in Aber-
deen, August 22, 1809. He graduated at Maris-
chal College, Aberdeen, studied law, and was
admitted to the Edinburgh l)ar. but supported
himself chiefly by literature. From 1833 he
contributed articles on law, history, and politi-
cal economy to the Westminster TfeVicic. literary
sketches to Blaekwood's il(iria::ine, and also
wrote for the Cyrlopcrdin of Vnit-ersal Biogra-
phy, Waterson's Cyelopwdia of Vommeree, and
Chambers's Kncyclopwdia. In 1854 he was re-
lieved from monetary prccariousness by a gov-
ernmental appointment. His most iinporUint
original work is The History of Scotland, front
Agricola's Invasion to the Uccotution of ItiSS

(7 vols., 1867-70). A new edition, enlarged and
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partly rewritten, appeared in 8 vols., 1873. In

1879 "he published a Histonj of the Itcign of

Queen Aitm. The merits of Burton's historical

works are universally admitted. He held the

ancient olliee of hislorioKrapher royal for Sect-

land, was L1,.D. of Edinburgh I'niversity, and

D.C.L. of O.Kford. He died near Edinburgh,

August 10, 18S1. Consult: "Memoir of Burton,"

in Blackwood's Magazine (September, 1881);

and a Memoir by his wife, prefixed to The Book

Hunter I New York, 1863).

BURTON, KiCHARD (1S.59— ). An Ameriean

poet. He was born in Hartford, Conn., March

14, IS,")!!. He was graduated at Trinity College

(1883) and ,fohns Hopkins (1887) : was manag-

ing editor of The Churchman (188!)-!I0) ; literary

editor of the Hartford Courant (1890-97), and

professor of Englisli literature in the University

of Minnesota (1893-1902), and afterwards liter-

ary advis<r of D. Lothrop & Co. His poems are

eoilected in Dumb in June (1895) : MemorialDay

(1897) : and l.yrics of Brotherhood (1899). He
published also Dogs and Dog Literature. Liter-

ary Likings (1898), John Greenleaf AVhittier

(1901), and Forces in Fiction (1902).

BURTON, Sir Richard Francis (1821-90).

A Britisli traveler and author, born in Hert-

fordshire. England. March 19, 1821. In 1842

he entered the Indian Army, and served many
years in Sindh. In IS.'jl he published his first

"important work

—

Hind, and the llaces that In-

habit the ^'alIey of the Indus, full of graphic

description, and interesting to all readers. Bur-

ton acquired a very familiar acquaintance with

Hindustani. Persian, and Multani, and learned

to speak Arabic like a native. Thus equipped,

he resolved to explore Arabia in the disguise

of an Afghan pilgrim. Political commotions

prevented liim from traversing the whole coun-

try, as he intended: but liis Personal Xarratirc

of a Pilgrimage to El Medinah and Mcccah

(1855) records an extraordinarily daring feat.

His next journey was into the country of the

Somalis, in Eastern Africa. His companion.

Lieutenant Stroyan, was killed and he himself

was wounded. He succeeded, however, in reaching

Harrar, a town not before visited by any Euro-

pean, and in penetrating a vast and jioijulous

region scarcely known to geographers. Toward
the end of 1850 he set out, in company with

Lieutenant Speke. also of tlie Indian Army, to

ascertain the truth of tlie reports collected by

the missionaries that a vast lake existed in the

heart of Africa. The journey led to the discov-

ery in 1S58 of the great lake of Tanganyika

(followed by the discovery of the Victoria Nyanza
by Speke) ami the opening up of the eastern part

o"f the continent. In I8IJ1 Burton was api)ointed

consul at Fernando Po. off the wi^st coast of

Africa, and while holding this appointment he

visited tin- Kamerwn Mountains, and went on

a mission to the King of Dahomey, the incidents

of both journeys being recorded in two of his

most interesting works. He was subsequently

consul at Santos in Brazil and at Damascus,

and on the death of Charles I.«ver. in 1872, he

succeeded to the post of British consul at Triest.

He died October 20. 1890. Among his many
works are the following: Sind : or. the Un-

happy Valley (1851) ; Goa and the Blue Moun-
iains (1851): Falconry in the Valley of the

Indus (1852): First Footsteps in Fast Africa

(185C) ; The Lake Kegions of Equatorial Africa
(1800) ; The City of' the Saints (1801) ; .Iheo-

kuta: or, the Cameroon Mountains (1863);
The Nile Basin (1864); A Mission to Oelele,

King of Dahomey (1864): Explorations in the

Highlands of Bra::il (1809); Vikram and the

Vampire (1870); Zanzibar (1872); Gorilla
Land (1875): Ult.ima Thule; or, a Summer- in

Iceland (1875); Etruscan Bologna (187G);
Sind Iievisitcd (1877); The Gold Mines of
Midian and the Ruined Midianitc Cities (1878).
In 1885-88 he published, with a remarkable in-

troduction and valuable notes, a literal transla-

tion of the Arabian Sights under the title of

The Thousand Sights and a Sight (10 vols.,

and 6 vols, of supplement), of which his wife
issued an expurgated edition in 6 vols. (1887).
In 1894 appeared the Library edition, 12 vols.,

an abridgment of the original publicati<m. He
left a manuscript to his widow. Lady Isabel

Burton, consisting of a translation, with origi-

nal notes, from the Arabic of The Scented Gar-
den, which she destroyed as a moral act, though
it was deemed of great importance by scholars,

and had been valued at $30,000. A literal trans-
lation of the Pentamerone bj' Burton was pub-
lished posthumously (1893). To Burton we
are also indebted for the best English translation
of the Lusiads and the lyrics of Caraoens ( 1881-

84). For his life, consult: Hitchman (London,
1887): Lady Burton (New York, 1893): and
Stisted (New York. 1897); also Lady Burton
and W. H. Wilkins, The Romance of Isabel, Lady
Burton (New York, 1897).
BURTON, Robert (1577-1640). The author

of the Anatomy of Melancholy. He was bom at
Lindley, in Leicestershire, February 8, 1577,
and was educated at Brasenose and Christ
Church, Oxford. In 1616 he was appointed to

tlie vicarage of Saint Thomas, in the west sub-
urbs of O.xford : and about 1630 to the rectory of

Segrave in his native county. Though he offici-

ated at Saint Thomas for a time, he passed his

life almost wholly at Christ Church, where he
died January 25. 1640, at or near the time he
had foretold by the calculation of his horoscoi)e.

To the Bodleian Library he left his rare collec-

tion of books. His brother erected a monument
to his memory in the Cathedral of Christ Church.
Anthony Wood, in the .-Lthcnw. thus wrote of him :

"He was an exact mathematici;in, a curious calcu-

lator of nativities, a general read scholar, a thor-

ough-paced philologist, and one that understood
the surveying of lands v;e]l. As he was by
many accounted a severe student, a devourer of

authors, a melancholy and humorous person, so

by others who knew him well, a person of great
honesty, plain-dealing, and charity. I have
heard some of the antients of Christ Church
often say tlmt his company was very nu'rry. fa-

ccte, and juvenile." The Anatomy was first pub-
lished in 1021. Burton was constantly revismg
his work, of which four more editicms appeared
during his life. After his death the final ver-

sion was printed from his annotated cojjv

(1651-52). Burton dedicated himself to melan-
choly, analyzing its various manifestations after

the formal manner of tieatises on divinity. His
book is one of the most curious and interesting

in the whole realm of literature. Dr. .lohnson

said that it "was the only book that ever took
him out of bed two hours so(nicr than he wished
to rise." Milton read it, deriving hints for II
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Penscrof:o : Sterne pillaged it; Lamb admired it

and imitated its quaint style. Consult; The
Anatomy, edited by Shilleti). with introduction
by Bullen (London and Xew York, 18!).3).

BURTON, William Kv.vxs (1804-60). An
Eiifrlish :i(tor and pliiywriglit, bom in London,
a son of William George Burton, author of

Biblical Researches. He was intended for the

Cluireh, and received a classical educiition, but
at eighteen took charge of his father's printing
establishment and edited a magazine Kroni
amateur acting he drifted toward the regular
stage, and made a successful debut at the Hay-
market in 1832. He began also to write dramas.
one of whicli was played simultaneously at five

London theatres. ]n 1834 he came to the United
States, where he was prominent as actor or
manager, chiefly in Baltinuue. Philadelphia, and
Xew York. In Philadel])liia he established the
Gentleman's Magazine, a literary monthly. His
greatest success was in the management of the
Chambers Street Theatre, in Xew York City,

where, with Brougham and others, he produced
dramas from several of Dickens's novels. His
own forte was low comedy, and some of his char-
acters were very popular. Such were Captain
(^uttlc, Toudlcs, Micaicher, Aminadab Sleek, Paul
Pry, and others. He was a fine scholar, and
had a superior library, particularly of Shake-
spearean literature, lie was for several years
the editor of the Literary Kouvenir, and pub-
lished in two volumes a Cyclopwdia of Wit and
Hum or.

BURTON JUNIOR. The nom de plume
under which Charles Lamb wrote "On the Jlelan-

cholv of Tailors." in Leigh Hunt's Magazine,
The' Jfeflretor (1810).

BURTON-UPON-TRENT. A town in Staf-

fordsliire. England, about 11 miles southwest of

Derby, on the river Trent and the Trent and
Mersey Canal (ilap: England, E 4). A bridge
of 34 arches, built before the Xornian Conquest,
crossed the river here, but was replaced in 1804
by a new one of 29 arches. Burton-upon-Trent
at one time was quite celebrated for its cotton-

mills, but this industry has been entirely super-
seded by that of ale-brewing. There are over
thirty breweries in Burton, some of them on a
scale of unparalleled magnitude. The two estab-

lishments of Bass and Allsopp cover together
more than 250 acres of ground, and can produce
yearly ab<mt 2,000.000 barrels of ale. The town
was incorporated in 1878. Its water-works are in

the hands of a private company. Its sewage is

disposeO of by irrigaticm. 'The towTi has owned
its gas-works since 1876, and makes an annual
profit of about .$.'iO.OOO. It has also operated
an electric-light plant since 18f>4 at a consider-

able profit. It maintains public baths, markets,
a cemetery, and a library. The increase of the

population since 1870. when it was about 20.000,

has been very rapid. In 1891 it was 46,000,

and in inoi, 50,400. The town dates from the

end of the Xinth Century, when it grew up
around an abbey founded at that time. It suf-

fered severely during the civil wars in the
Seventeenth (.'entury.

BURTSCHEID, boort'shit (Lat. Porcctum,7T.
liounith I. A srjuthern suburb of Aix-la-Cha-
pelle iq.v.), formerly an independent munici-
pality in the Rhine Province. Germany. It is

noted for its numerous thermal springs and
Vol. III.—16.

nianuf:ictures of iron, steel, needles, and woolen
goods. Po]udation, in 1895, 15,871.

BURT'SELL, Ricii.vrd Lalor (1840-1902).
An Anicriran Koman Catholic priest. He was
b(un in Xew York, April 14, 1840. He jnir-

sued his studies at the Propaganda in Borne,
taking his degree there, and receiving his ordi-

nation in 1862. Kcturning to Xew York, he
was appointed assistant pastor of Saint .Vnne's

Cl\urrh. and in 18li8 assigned to the new parish
of the Epipliany. He was the first incumbent in

the office of "Defender of the Marriage Tie"
Iq.v. ), instituted in America by the Third
Plenary Council of the Catholic Church, held

in Baltimore in 1884. In 1887 he identified him-
self with a movement in which the Rev. Dr.
McGlynn (q.v. ) was concerned, and was counsel

and advi.ser to Dr. McGlynu after his suspension

from priestly functions. This involved him in

personal trouble. He was removed from the
office of "Defender of the Marriage Tie" in 1887

;

official notice of his action was taken in 1889;
and he was ordered to retire from his position

as pastor of the Church of the Epiphany to a
small parish in Rondout, X. \". He appealed
from the order of the Archbishop to the Propa-
ganda at Rome, and by that body was ordered
to make his submission to the Archbishop. He
preached his farewell sermon to his congrega-
tion in .luly, 1890; appealed to Rome for rein-

statement, and was refused in 1896.

BURU, boo'i-nTT. BOEROE, m- BOORO. An
island of the Molucca group of the Dutch East
Indies, situated about 40 miles west of Amboyna
and Cerani, from which it is separated by Burn
Strait. It lies between latitudes 3° and 4° S.,

and longitudes 126° and 127° 20' E. (Map: East
India Islands, G 5). Its length is about 90
miles, and its area about 3380 square miles. It

is very mountainous, especially in the western
part. Mount Tumaha rising to 8530 feet, and i-i

thickly wooded. The population is estimated
at 60.000; the chief town is Cajeli, on the east-

ern coast. Administratively it is a dependency
of Amboyna.
BURUJIRD, bfio'rmT-jcrd'. A town in the

Province of Irak-.\jenu, Persia, situated in a.

fertile valley about 190 miles northwest of Ispa-
han. It has a castle and several mosques, and
some manufactures of cotton goods and felt. It

has a trade in skins with Russia and is connected
l)y roads with Ispahan and Hamadan. Popula-
tion, about 20.001).

BURUNDUK, bnn'nni-doUk' (Russ., a species
of squirrel). A striped ground-squirrel (Taniias
Asiaticus) of Xorthern Asia and Europe, closely

resembling in appearance and habits the Ameri-
can chipnuinks.

BURY, ber'i (AS. hurh. fort, borough). A
flourishing manufacturing town in the southeast
of L.-uicashire. England, on rising ground, backed
liy hills on the north and east, and on the Irwell,

8 miles northwest of ilanche.ster (Map: Eng-
land, D 3). Bury obtained a charter of incor]>o-

ration in 1876. The town's affairs are adminis-
tered by a mayor, a municipal council of 29. and
a board of aldermen of 10 members. (See Great
BritaI-V, liiienl (lorirnmenl.) The town has an
excellent water-supply, with a daily output of
nearly 7,000,000 gallons, and niod<Mn sewage-
works, and it has owned and operated gas-works
since 1858 and an electric-light plant since 1896.
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Among other municipal undertakings are public

baths, opened in 18G4, markets, and an infectious

diseases hospitul. Bury was early a seat of

the woolen manufactures, carried on by Flem-

ings; but these, though still considerable, now
yield in importance to those of cotton. Besides

spinning and weaving factories, tliere are impor-

tant print, bleach, Jiaper, and dye-works, and
some large foundries and engine manufactories.

In the vicinity are excellent freeslone-(|uarries,

and abundant" coalmines. Population, in 1891,

57.26-i: in 1901, 58,028.

BURY, bu'ri, .John B. ( 1861 — ) . An Irish

scliolar. He was educated at Trinity College,

Dublin, of whieli lie became fellow and tutor in

1885. In 1893 he was appointed professor of

modern history in Dublin University. In 1898 he

was transferred to tlie cliair of (ireek. He edited

the Xemean Odes of Pindar (1890), the Isthmian
Odes (1892), Freeman's Ilistury of Fcdrral Gov-
ernment in Greece and Italy (1893), and Gib-

bon's Decline and Fall (1890-99). His other

publications include a Ilintori/ of the Later Ko-
)iian Empire from Arradius to Irene (1889) and
a Student's History of the lioman Empire from
Auyustus to Marcus Aurelius (1893).

BURY, RiCH.-VRD DE (1281-1345). An Eng-
lish prelate, so called from his birthplace. Bury
Saint Eduumds; his real name was Aunger-
ville. He was educated at Oxford and became
a Benedictine monk at Durham ; was tutor

to Edward III.; was appointed Dean of Wells

in 1333, and in the same year was sent on a
mission to the Pope, who made him Bishop of

Durham. He lield the office of High Chancellor

(1334-35), and then Ijecame one of the King's
ambassadors in foreign countries. He was noted

for his beneficence, and founded a large library in

connection with Durham College, Oxford (after-

wards suppressed). His chief work, Philohiblon

(English version, London, 1834), describes his

manner of collecting books, and gives an account

of the state of learning in England and France.

He was a friend of Petrarch at Avignon.

BURY (ber'i) FAIR. The title of a play

following the lines of Moli&re's I'rccieuses ridi-

cules, by Thomas Shadwell (1090).

BURYING BEETLE. Tlic largest of the

carrion-liectlcs, Silpliiibc, belonging to the genus
Xecrophorus ((ik. «*.p6s, dead 4- <t>^pu, carry).

The name burying or sexton liecUcs lias been

given them on account of their habit of l)urying

the dead bodies of small vertebrates as a nidus

for their eggs and food for the young. This they

accomplish by digging away the earth beneath

the body until the latter sinks below the surface

of the ground. The excavated soil is then heaped

over the body, after which the female burrows
down to it aiid deposits lier eggs in it, and when
the larva' hatch they feed on the carcass. The
largest North American species is Xccroithorus

A)nericanus, IV< inches long. It is a black beetle

with a red head and two red s])ots on the elytra.

A smaller form is common in the eastern United

States. See colored Plate of Bkiviles.

BURY SAINT EDMUNDS, or SAINT ED'-
MUNDSBURY (burougli in iiiciiicuy (if Saint

Edmund, the martyr). A market town and an-

cient borough in Suffolkshire, lOngland, on the

Lark. 2fl miles northwest of li>swich (Jlap:

England. CJ 4). It is well built and delightfully

situated. The chief commercial interest of tlie

town is in the corn and cattle markets held there.

The town abounds in historical remains, the more
important of which are: the ruins of the famous
Benedictine abbey, consisting of a western gate,

a handsome specimen of decorated Gothic, and the
tower or church-gate, a fine example of massive
Xornian ; and the Gothic churches of Saint James
and Saint Mary, the latter containing the tomb
of Mary Tudor, daughter of Henrj' VII. of Eng-
land and wife of Louis XII. of Fr.iuce. The town
sends one memlicr to Parliament. It owns its

water-works, and maintains public baths, mar-
kets, a hospital, and a school of art. Population,
in 1891, 16,030; in 1901, 10,255.

Bury Saint Edmunds, originally Beodrics-
weorthe. received its name from Edmund, the
Sa.xon King and martyr, who was killed here in

870 by the Danes, and whose tomb became a
noted shrine of pilgrimage. Here Canute raised

a Benedictine abbey, which after Glastonbury be-

came the richest and most important in Enghind.
Between the abbots and the townspeople frequent
battles occurred. From 1020 to its dissolution

by Ileni'j- VI 11., it was ruled over by a line of

33 abbots. Consult Hill, "Antiquities of Bury
Saint Edmund," in Archceoloyical Journal, Vol.

XXI. (London, 1865).

BUSACO, boo-sii'kA. A ridge on the north
side of the River llondego, in the Province of
Beira, Portugal, about 20 miles north-northeast
of Coimbra. Here Wellington, with about 40.000
British and Portuguese troops, repulsed the at-

tack of JIassena with 05.000 French, Sejitember

27, 1810. Unable to force the ])osition, ilasseiia

turned it by passing over an adjoining ridge, and
Wellington retired behind the lines of Torres
Vcdras.

BUSBECQ, bys'bek', BUSBEC, or BUSBEK,
Al'oiiiR GuisLAIN DE (Latinized Busbcquius)
(1522-92). A Flemish diplomat and scholar,

born at Comines. He received the best university
training of his day at Louvain, Paris, and various
Italian universities, and entered the service of

Ferdinand, King of the Romans, whose ambassa-
dor he accompanied to England in 1554. From
London he was sent to the Turkish Court, where
for eight years he rendered imjiortant dijilomalie

services. In 15(i2. however, he was recalled to
become tutor and guardian to the sons of Maxi-
milian I-L, and from 1570 he held the post of

master of ceremonies to the Archduchess Eliza-

beth, widow of Charles IX. of France. He was
also emplojed by the Emperor Rudolph II. as
ambassador at Paris. On quitting this post in

1592, Busbecq .set out for Flanders, but jicd on
the way at the castle of Maillot, near Rouen,
October 28, 1592. Busbecq's most im])ortant
work is his volume of letters from I'lirkcy

—

Lraa-
tionis Turciccp Kpistolw Quatuor (Paris. 1589)—

a

scholarly study of the Ottoman power. His
Epistola' ad h'odoliihum II. lynperatorcm, e (lal-

lia t'Icriptw ( Brussels. 1031) contains much inter-

esting information on contemi)orary French his-

tory. His other works have been lost. A col-

lected edition of his extant works appeared at
I-eyden (1033), and another at Basel (1740).
He has been frequently translated into French,

(ierman, and English. His Latin style is pure,

elegant, and simple. Busbecq was a great col-

lector of manuscripts, and gave over one hundred
to the library at N'ienna. He was also a bot;xnist

and introduced the horse-chestnut tree into

I
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Europe. Consult: Forster and Daniell, T^e ii/e
and Letters of Ogier Ghiselin dc liimbecq (Lon-
don, 1881), which contains his most important
writings; also, De Thou, JJistoirc dc muii (chi/js

(Paris, 1604): Saint-Genois, Les voyagcurs
beiges (Brussels, 1847): Diipuis, "Etude sur
I'ambassade d'Augier de Busbecques en Turquie,"
in ilfmoires de la Societi des Sciences de Lille.

BUSBY, biiz'b! (probably from a proper
name). The full dress or 'review' uniform head-
gear of different branches of the British Army.
In the Hussar Cavalry and Royal Horse Artillery

the busby is of fur, with a cloth top, from which
is suspended on the riglit side a cloth bag, known
as the busby-bag, which is of the same color as
the facings of the regiment, as is also the tuft or
plume worn on the top front of the busby. The
massive busby worn by the Foot Guards is made
of expensive bearskin over a skeleton framework,
and in the case of commissioned officers sur-

mounted by a lofty white plume. The Highland
regiments wear a busby after much the same
pattern as the Foot Guards, but of somewhat
smaller proportions and far less intrinsic value.

The Ride Brigade wear a busby of modified
shape, made of astrakhan with a small stiff

plume in front. In the case of the Guards, High-
landers, and Rifle Brigade, the busby is with-
out bag or busby-cords. Tlie busby, like the bril-

liant uniform of which it forms a part, is worn
only in times of peace. On active ser\-iee it is

superseded by the helmet and 'puggaree.'

BUSBY, Ricn.\En (1606-95). A noted Eng-
lish schoolmaster. He was born in Lutton (or

Sutton), Lincolnshire; was educated at West-
minister School and at Oxford, and in 1638
received the provisional appointment of head-

master of Westminster School, the duties of

which office he continued to discharge until his

death. As a pedagogue he was conspicuous alike

for learning, assiduity, and the application of the

birch. He was a most successful teacher, and at

one time could point to no less than sixteen occu-

pants of the bench of bishops who had been edu-
cated in his school. Altogether, he has the repu-

tation of having "bred up the greatest number of

learned scholars that ever adorned any age or
nation.' Drj'den, Locke, and Robert South were
among his pupils. Dr. Busby published several

works, but they were chiefly expurgated editions

of the classics for school use.

BUSCH, bush, Mobitz (1821-99). A Ger-
man publicist. He was bom in Dresden, studied

theology and philosophy in Leipzig, and began
literary life as a translator of Dickens. Thack-
eray, and other English authors. In 1851 he
visited the United States, and on his return pub-

lished ^Yanderungetl zic-ischen Hudson und Mis-

sissippi (1853) And Die Mormonoi (1857). He
then engaged in newspaper work, and attracted

Bismarck's attention by his articles in the

Grenzhoten. On April 1, 1870, he received an
appointment in the (Jennan Foreign Office, but
his real function was that of a reporter for the

press to Prince Bismarck. From that time and
for many years he was the inseparable com-
panion and confidant of the Chancellor, taking
daily notes of his sayings and doings, and earn-

ing for himself the title of 'Bismarck's Boswell.'

In 1878 he published a part of his diary, kept
during the Franco-Prussian War, under the title

of <!raf Bismarck und seine Leute ictihrend des

Kriegs mit Frankreichj this was published also

in English in 1879. In 1884 he published the
life of his hero, which was soon issued in an Eng-
lish translation under tlic title Our Chancellor.
Two montlis afler tlic death of Bismarck Dr.
Busch pul)lished a large work, which was imme-
diately translated into English under the title
liismnrck: Some Secret Pages of His Historu
(1898).

"

BUSCH, WiLHELM (1826-81). A German
surgeon, born in Marburg. He studied at the
Lniversity of Berlin; was in 1855 appointed
professor of surgery at Bonn, and afterwards
acted as consulting surgeon-general in the army
in 1866 and during the Franco-Prussian War.
His published works include the following: Chi-
rurgische Beohachtunyen, gesammelt in der
Klinik zu Berlin (1854) ; Lehrbuch der Chirur-
gie (2 vols., 1857-69).

BUSCH, WiLiiELM (183-2—). A German
humorous artist and rhymester, born at Wieden-
sahl. Hanover. He began to draw for the Flie-
yendc Blatter in 1859. His earlier manner dis-
played satirical skill and much facility in char-
acterization by slight outline strokes, but his
later work lacks form and finish. He published
a series of sketches, for which he himself com-
posed suitable text, and which have become ex-
ceedingly popular throughout Germany. This in-
cludes Max und Moritz; Hans Huckcbein, der
Vngliicksrahe: Der heilige Anfonius von Padua;
Die fromme Helene; and Pater Filucius.

BUSCHE, bu'shc. Herm.\nn von dem ( 1468-
1534) . V (Jerman scholar, born at Sassenberg, in
Westplialia. He studied at Heidelberg, at Tiibin-
gen, and in Italy, where he became versed in
Latin, and after his return to Germany traveled
about from one university centre to another, lec-

turing on the classic literature and antiquities.
He is said to have written some of the Epistolw
Ohscurorum Virorum. At all events, he joined
the leaders of the Reformation., was a friend of
llrich von Hutten, and in 1527 was appointed
first professor of classical literature at the L'ni-
versity of Marburg, founded in that year by
Landgrave Philip the Magnanimous. He wrote
three books of epigiams, a defense of humanistic
studies entitled Vallum Huma7iitatis (1518),
and other works. Consult Liessem, Hermann von
dem Buschc, sein Lcben und seine Schriften (Co-
logne, 1884-89), which contains a bibliography.

BUSCHING, bu'shing, Antox FRtEORicH
(1724-93). A German geograplier. He was born
in Stadthagen. in Schaumburg-Lippe, and studied
theologj' at Halle, where he enjoj-ed the friend-

ship of Baumgarten. In 1754 he was appointed
professor of philosophy in Giittingen, but in 1761
accepted an invitation to Saint Petersl)urg a3
I)reacher to a Protestant congregation there. In
1766 he was called to Berlin as superior consis-

torial councilor and director of a gjTnnasium, and
died there. Until the appearance of Biiscliing's

S'eue t'rdhesclireibung (11 vols.. 1754-92) .neither

(iermaiiy nor any other nation possessed a geo-

graphical work which made any pretension to
scientific treatment or completeness of execution.

Political changes have deprived the work of its

original value, but it has been corrected and
edited by subsequent writers. Of his other nu-
merous publications, the most important is the

Mngazin fiir Hintoriographie und (leographie (25
vols., 1767-93).
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BTJSCHING, JoHASN Gustav Gottlieb

(ITSSIS^'.M- A German antiquary, son of the

preceding, born in Berlin. He studied at Kr-

laugen and Halle, was appointed royal archivist

at Breslau in 1811. and in 1817 professor of ar-

chjeolojrv in the University there. His knowledge

of subjects appertaining to the Germany of the

Middle Ages was remarkable. His works include

a Sammliuui deul.schcr Liedcr, with musical ac-

companiments (1807); Deutsche Gedichte des

Mittelaltcrs (3 parts, 1808-25) : and Ves Deut-

sche}! Lebcn. Kiinst, und Wissen im Mittelalter

(4 vols., lSlG-18).

BTJSCHMANN, bush'man, Johann Kakl Kd-

UARD (1S0.5-S0). A German philologist, born at

Magdeburg. He studied at the universities of

Berlin and Gottingen. and collaborated with the

brothers von Humboldt in the preparation of

their works, particularly with Alexander in the

Kosmos (1845-58). His researches in compara-

tive philology were very important. They were

directed chiefly toward the dialects of Malaysia

and Polynesia and those of Central and North-

western America. Many of the results of this

work are to be found in the Kawisprache auf der

Insel Java (3 vols., 1836-39) of W. von Hum-
boldt, which, after Humboldt's death, Busch-

mann completed and edited for the press. His

own publications include Apergu de la latigue des

lies Marquises et de la langue tattienne (1843) ;

Uefter die aztekischen Ortsnamen (1853): Z>ie

Spuren der aztekischen Sprache im nordlichen

Mexiko (1859) ; and Grammatik der sonorischen

i^prachen (3 parts, 1864-69).

BUSENBAUM, boo'zcn-boum, Hermaxn
( 160U-(iS I . A German Jesuit, known as a casuist.

He was born at Notteln, in Westphalia, and

entered the Jesuit order in 1619, taught scholas-

tic and moral theology in Cologne, and was rector

successively of Jesuit colleges in Hildesheim and

Miinster. In 1645 he published his Medulla The-

ologice Moralis, Facili ac Perspicua Methodo Re-

solvens Casus Vonscieniice, in seven books. This

work passed through forty-five editions between

1645 and 1670, and has "since been frequently

reprinted. It met no considerable opposition

until it appeared in 1729 in Lyons and in 1716-33

in Cologne, edited by Lacroix, with a commen-

tary and supplementary material from other

casuists. The long controversy over its teachings

on regicide was altogether unwarranted by the

text, for when sifted down, it simply meant the

right of self-defense. It was publicly condemned

by the Parliament of Paris, and burned by that

of Toulouse. Although less bold in its declara-

tions than some other Jesuit books, such as, for

example, the Defensio Fidei (1613) of Francisco

Suarez. it was the most complete and systema-

tized in its exposition, and served as a type for

siucceding treatises of the sort.

BITSENTO, brio-sen'tt) (anciently. Lat. Buccii-

tius). A small stream in South Italy, which

flows into the Crati at Cosenza (q.v.), and in

the bed of which Alarie (q.v.) is said to have

been buried, the stream having been temporarily

turned aside from its channel in order to provide

a secret grave.

BTJSH, George (1796-1859). An American
biblical scholar, born in Norwich, Vt. He grad-

uated at Dartmouth College in 1818 and studied

at the Princeton Theological Seminary from

1820 to 1822. He was pastor of a church in

Indianapolis from 1824 to 1829, and was profes-

sor of Hebrew and Oriental literature at the Uni-
versity of the City of New York from 1831 to

1848. Among his works of that period were a
Life of Mohammed (1832) ; a series of biblical

commentaries under the title of yotes on Genesis,

Exodus, etc. (1840-52); and Anastasius; or the

Doctrine of the Resurrection (1844), in which
he denied the existence of a material body in a
future life. He embraced the doctrines of Swe-
denborg in 1847, and became editor of the Xew
Church Repository. For his biography, consult

Fernald (Boston, 1860).

BTJSHBUCK (Dutch hoschhok, bush-goat).
A sportsman's name for several African antelopes
frequenting bushy regions, especially two groups:

( 1 ) The genus Tragelaphus, otherwise known as
"harnessed' antelopes because of the often conspic-

uous vertical whitish stripes that characterize

all except the most familiar bushbuck of South
Africa, Trayelaphus sylruticus (See colored

Plate of Antelopes), which is also one of the

smallest. These are among the handsomest of all

antelopes in form and richness of color (which
differs in the sexes), and they have been nearly

exterminated by sportsmen south of the lake

region. Another, the guib (Tragelaphus scrip-

ius), is not larger than a goat, but the bongo of

the equatorial west coast is 3 feet 7 inches tall

;

the nakong ( Tragelaphus Spekei ) is large and
plain in color, and has a mane. (Compare
Koodoo. ) A very complete account of these ante-

lopes was given by R. Crawshaw in the Proceed-

ings of the Zoi'dogical Society of London. 1890.

He says they are remarkablv quick of hearing,

and have an exceedingly loud and far-resounding

bark. Leopards are their natural enemy, but in

some regions they enjoy immunity from harm by
men. "They are almost sure to be found in the

native burial-places, which are grown up to

thickets and avoided as ghost-haunted. , . .

This fact has caused bushbucks to be regarded by
many Nyassa natives as uncannj'. an<l some na-

tives will not eat their meat and do not like even
to touch the skin." (2) The genus Cephalo-
lophus. Sec Duiker.

BTISH-DOG. (1) A small wild dog [Icti-

cyon renaticus) of the Guiana highlands, "with

close hair and short legs and tail, distinguished

from all other dogs by its small size and by the
reduction of the molar teeth to one in the upper
jaw." It resembles a fox in appearance and
hunts in packs. Consult: Proceedings of the

Zoological Societi/ of London (1879, p. 604:

1880. p. 70); Field (London, Feb. 21, 1880).

(2) Tlie potto.

BtrSHEL (OF. hus.'iel. Low Lat. iu-isellus,

from bussuld. dim. of Lat. buxus, box: literally,

something made of boxwood). A dry measure
used in America for grain, fruit, etc. The quarter
contains 8 bushels, and the bushel 8 gallons, the

gallon measuring 277.274 cubic inches, and hold-

ing 10 pounds avoirdupois of distilled water.

BUSH-GOAT. A bushbuck (q.v.).

BUSH-HOG. The bosch-vark or river-hog.

Sec Swim;.

BUSHIDO, boo-shO'do (literally bti, military

-f shi, knight -f do. way). The precepts of

knighthood, under which that unique figure in

Japanese and Asian history, the Samurai (q.v.),

was reared. -\s in Europe, chivalry grew out of

feudalism. Christianity interjireting it with coa-
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Tenient concessions, yet infusing it with spirit-

ual data; so of Japanese chivalrj-, there were
several sources. Buddhism, Shinto (q.v.), and
Confucianism. (See Chu Hi.) The cliaracteris-

tics of bushido were rectitude or justice, courage,

benevolence, politeness, truthfulness, honor, and,
above all, loyalty. It further inculcated in the

Japanese knight, gentleman, and ladj-, self-con-

trol—the acme of which was realized in the in-

stitutions of suicide (see H.\ra-kiri ) and re-

venge, tlie girded sword l>eing the soul of the
Samurai. It gave lofty ideals and training, and
a position to woman remarkable in Asia. Despite
the abolition of feudalism, its mother and nurse,

and the introduction of modern ideas and codes
of law, bushido is still powerful as a regulator
of Japanese life and institutions. Consult:
Griffis, The Religions of Japan (London, 1895) ;

Knapp^ Feudal and Modri-n Japan (Boston,
18!)") : and Inazo Nitobe, Bushido, the Soul of
Japan (Philadelphia, 1900).

BUSHING (Dutch bus. Ger. Bi/r/isc, box, from
Lat. buxus). A perforated piece of metal
screwed or pressed into place in certain machin-
ery or objects for- the purpose of receiving the
wear of moving parts, to decrease the size of

holes, or to secure a better joint, or one which
will not stick; in the latter case the bushing is

made of metal not very easily oxidizable, such
as brass or bronze.

BXJSHIRE, bnn-sher'. See Abushehr.
BUSHMAN RIVER. A short stream in the

southeastern part of Cape Colony, South Africa,
about 100 miles long (Map: Cape Colony, L 9),
It flows southeast and empties into the Indian
Ocean a few miles east of Cape Padrone.

BUSHMASTER ( 'master of the bush' ) . The
hirgest known venomous snake {Lachesis inutus)

,

a pit-viper of the rattlesnake family, closely re-

lated to the fer-de-Iance, and inhabiting the
Amazonian region. "In length it equals the
hamadryad, and in thickness the large African
viper." Specimens 9 feet in length were meas-
ured by Catherine Hopley. who thinks the snake
may sometimes exceed this length ; but Water-
ton's often-quoted description of size and 'rain-

bow colors' is certainly greatly exaggerated. In
color it is pale yellow, darker on the back and
lighter below, with a chain of rich chocolate-
brown jagged rhomboid spots, edged with a
darker color, along the back. Tlie tail tapers
suddenly, and terminates in several '"rows of spi-

ral scales, which are slightly recurved or hooked
at their summit," forming the rudiments of a
rattle, and ending in a horny tip or spine. Its
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teeth and poison apparatus resemble those of a
rattlesnake and the fangs are immense, making
it a most deadly serpent, and one very greatly

dreaded. It is said to prey largely upon other

snakes, and its venom has been utilized in medi-

cine. It is terrestrial in habits, not climbing

trees, but living in dens and holes in the ground,

and frequenting river-banks. Darwin made the

following interesting remarks upon it in his

A Xaturalist's Voyage (London, 18C0) :

"Cuvier . . . makes this a sub-genus of
the rattlesnake, and intermediate between it and
the viper. In conliimation of this opinion, I ob-

served a fact, whicli appears to me very curious
and instructive, as showing how every character,
even though it may be in some degree indepen-
dent of structure, has a tendency to vary by slow
degrees. The extremity of the tail of this snake
is terminated by a point, which is very slightly

enlarged; and as tlie animal glides along, it con-
stantly vibrates the last inch; and this part
striking against the dry grass and brushwood
produces a rattling noise, which can be distinctly

heard at the distance of 6 feet. As often as the
animal was irritated or surprised its tail was
shaken, and its vibrations were extremely rapid.

. . . This Trigonocephalus has, therefore, in

some respects the structure of a viper with the

habits of a rattlesnake : the noise, however, being
produced by a simpler device."

This habit of vibrating the tail when excited
is, however, common to many serpents, as, for

example, the North American copperhead (q.v,).

The French name for this snake is le muet ; and
'bushmaster' is sometimes applied in Guiana to

any large and dreaded serpent. The native name
most widely accepted is surucucii. Consult:
Hopley, Snakes (London, 1882) ; Bates, A Xat-
nralist on the Ritrr Ama::on (New York, 1884) ;

Moles and L'rich, ''Serpents of Trinidad." in Pro-
ceedings, Zoological Society of London (London,
1894). See colored Plate of Foreign Venomous
Serpents, with the article Snake.

BUSHMEN (bush + man, from Dutch 6o.sc7i-

jcsmaii. as living in the bush), or Hottentots.
Peoples of the deserts of Southern Africa, com-
prising wandering bands of hunters, almost the
lowest of human beings. They are short of stat-

ure (1.5'29 meters) and yellow-brown in color.

Their language is harsh, abounding in clicks and
having few words. They subsist on wild roots,

berries, and plants, insects, snakes, and game,
usually half cooked, though they are acquainted
with boiling and make fire with the two-stick

fire drill. Game is taken by means of traps, and
fish are caught in nets, by poisoning the waters,

or with harpoons ; the dog is the only domestic
animal. The Bushmen live in clefts of the rock
and caves in the mountains ; in the plains a
hole dug in the ground and roofed with reeds

forms the house. They keep a fire burning dur-

ing the night. Their social organization is not
well understood ; yet they appear to be the rem-
nant of an old stock, for their legends are nu-
merous, and zootheistic in character. They have
a rude artistic sense, evidenced by rock paintings
and petroglyphs. See colored Plate of Afric.\,

D.\RK Racks.

BUSH'NELE, Horace (1802-76). An Ameri-
can theologian. He was born in Litchfield,

Conn., April 14, 1802 ; graduated at Yale in

1827. where he studied law and theology; in

183.'! became pastor of the North Congregational
Church in Hartford, resigned 1859, and died
there February 17, 1870, He was a voluminous
writer on theological subjects, some of his

works being Principles of National Greatness

;

Christian Nurture (1847); Ood in Christ

(1840); Christian Theology (1851); Sermo7is

for the Neui Life ( 18.58) ; Nature and the Super-
natural (18.58) ; Work and Play (I8G4) : Christ

and tlis Salvation (1804); U'omo/i'.s Suffrage,
the Reform Against Nature (1869); The Vica-
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rious Sacrifice (1865). He was also a writer for

various periodicals and newspapers. He was a
bold and orij^inal thinker, uith peculiar elo-

quence of style. Though strongly evangelical in

belief, he denied the L'alvinistic theory of the

atonement (known as the "satisfaction theory'),

and gave less than the ordinary emphasis to the

distinction between the persons in the Trinity.

These, witli other divergences, led to his being
accused of heresy; but ultimately the fellowship

of the Congregational churches was foiuid broad
enough to include him, and he kejit his standing

therein with growing inlluence until his death.

During his later years his health compelled his

relimiuishmcnt of the active pastorate, but his

labors in authorship were unintermitted. While
his theory of the atonement, the so-called 'moral-

power' view, has not conmiended itself in its

exact form to the majority of evangelical Chris-

tians, and is adhered to by no organized sect or

party, it cannot be denied that his moral earnest-

ness, his spiritual power, his wondrous suggest-

iveness, his brilliancy of thought and style, and
his broad mental scope, have profoundly modified
the thinking of the present age, through almost
the whole circle of Protestant denominations.
Indeed, with his detestation of all provincialism
and sectarianism, be would have chosen any
other form of influence rather than that which is

e.xereised by the leader of a party in the Church.
His select works appeared in a collected edition

(8 vols., 1876-77). For his life, consult: M. B.

Cheney, Life and Letters of Horace Bushnell
(New York, 1880); T. T. Munger (Boston,
1899).

BUSH-QUAIL (Anglo-Indian), See Bctton
QlAII..

BUSHRANGERS. An Australian term origi-

nally aiiplied to runaway convicts, who had
taken to the 'bush' and become robbers. Early in

the Nineteenth Century they established a reign

of terror in sparsely settled Van Diemen's Land.
In 1814 a band of bushrangers, 27 in number,
carried on their operations till, in 1815, martial

law was proclaimed. Under Governor Arthur
(1824-36), 103 of these criminals were executed

in two years. In 1830 a severe Bushranging Act
was passed in New South Wales, where a gang of

50 desperadoes fought regular engagements with

the settlers and police, and surrendered only

when a detachment of soldiers was brought up
from Sydney. In later years bushranging has

been facilitated by the local land laws, which
allow people to settle in isolated spots among
the mountains, outside the range of police super-

vision, and thus any scoundrel is permitted to

choose the most remote haunt for his headquar-

ters. The thickly wooded mountainous districts

of eastern Victoria and New South Wales, with a

cattle-dealing population that incluilcd numer-
ous 'synii)athizers,' oli'ered shelter to many bush-

rangers. Among the more notorious bushrangers

were Geary, in 1817 leader of a dozen despera-

does, who was hunted down and killed by sol-

diers; Michael Howe, the self-styled 'King of the

Kanges,' killed in 1818; Morgan, after a series of

murders and robberies, surrounded and shot in

1865; and the Kelly gang of four armor-clad men
whose list of outrages ended at (ilenrowan, Vic-

toria, in June, 1880, when three were shot and
the leader captured and hanged in :Melbourne in

November.

BUSH-TIT (titmouse of the bush). One of

the diminutive titmice of the genus Psaltri-

parus. They are plain ashy-gray or olive-gray

pygmies, paler or whitish below, without bright

colors or conspicuous markings, and are scarcely

4 inches long. They are found in the Western
and Southwestern United States and in Mexico.
The nests are large, woven of various vegetable

tissues, pensile, and with a lateral entrance. The
eggs are six to nine in number, white, without
markings.

BUSHWHACKER (bush + vhnrk. to beat

or hang about : hence to carry on guerrilla war-
fare). A term nuich in use during the Civil War
in the United States (though well known before)

to indicate men who pretended peace or neutral-

ity, but who were ready to nuike secret attacks
whenever opportunity offered. They were nu-
merous in some Southwestern States, where
many of them were stunmarily shot as outlaws.

BUSHY RUN, B.iTTLE of. See Bouquet,
11e>ky.

BUSINESS HOURS. Those hours of the day
during which places of business are customarily
open. The business hours of banks vary in dif-

ferent places, but ordinarily cover a shorter

2)eriod tlian the business hours of mercantile or
manufacturing establishments. When negotiable

paper is payable at a bank, it is to be presented

for payment within the regular banking hours.

When payable at any other place of business,

presentment is good if made within the ordinary
business hours of such places.

BUSIRANE, bu'si-ran'. A magician in

Spenser's Faerie Queene. For a long time he

holds Amoret, Belphoebe's sister and Sir Scuda-
mour's mistress, in his thrall. He is named after

a mythical King of Egypt, Busiris, who was
killed by Hercules.

BUSI'RIS (Gk. Boi/ffipis, 'House of Osiris'). A
city of ancient Egypt devoted to the cult of the

god Osiris. It was situated about the centre of

Lower Egypt, and is usually identified with the

modern Abusir, just south of the parallel of 31°.

There were several cities of the same name in

Egypt. Another Busiris, whose modern name is

also Abusir, was situated not far from Memphis,
and is well known for the pyramids in its

vicinity.

BUSK, George (1807-86). An English scien-

tist, born in Saint Petersburg, Russia. He
studied surgery, in 183'2 was appointed assistant

surgeon to the seamen's hospital ship Grampus,
subsequently was transferred to the Dread-
nauffht, and retired in 1855 with the rank of full

surgeon. Subsequently he was occupied entirely

with scientific pursuits. A^ the result of his

earlier study he published his Catalogue of Poly-

zoa in the British Museum (1852-54), and his

monograph on I'olyzoa of the Crag (under the

direction of the Paheontographical Society,

1859). Later he turned his attention to the

Post-Tertiary nuunnuilia derived from valley

deposits and bone caves, and wrote papers on
the rhinoceros, the hyena, the elephas (African

elephant), and the extinct bears. He was also

interested in ethnology. In 1850 he was elected

a fellow of the Royal Society, and in 1859 fellow

of the Geological Society of London. .Vt the time
of his death he was considered an authority on
the lowest division of the moUuscan series.
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BUSK, Hans (1815-82). One of the foremost
orijiiiuitors of the volunteer movement in Eng-
land. He was edueated at King's College, Lon-
don, and Trinity College, Cambridge, and in 1841

was called to the bar. While an undergraduate
he souglit to interest the Government in the
establisliment of rille olnbs as a means of na-

tional defense. Though discouraged by Lord
Melbourne, he formed a ritle ehib at the univer-

sity, in 1858 rehabilitated the Victoria Rifles,

then the only existing volunteer corps, and fur-

thered the enterprise by monographs and lec-

tures. He was the first to suggest the advisa-

bility of life-ship stations, and equipped at his

own expense a model ship. He also assisted in

the founding of a school of cookery at South
Kensington. His most important publication is

The ytn-irs of the World. Their Present State
and Future Ca[nibiUties (1859).

BUSKIN (of uncertain origin). A kind of

half-boot, lacing tight to the leg. The ancient
tragic actors wore buskins {cothurni} , often with
thick soles, to add to their stature. Hence the

buskin is often put for tragedy, as the slipper or
sock {soccus, a flat-soled shoe) for comedy. The
name is sometimes used by modern writers to de-

scribe the hunting boots worn by Diana, and
often bv other hunters or liorsemen in ancient
art.

BUS'RA. See Basra.

BUSSA, boos'sii. See Bussang.

BUS'SANG. A town of Central Africa, in

the British Protectorate of Northern Nigeria
(Map: Africa, E :i) . It is situated on an island
of the Niger and is surrounded by a wall. Its

population is estimated at about 12,00(1. Bus-
sang was the scene of Mungo Park's death.

BUSSEY, bus'l, Be.n'JAMIJ,- (1757-1842). An
American merchant and philantliropist. born in

Canton, Mass. He served as a private soldier

throughout the Revolutionary War; then began
business in Boston, and accunmlated a large
fortune, which he bequeathed to Harvard Uni-
versity—one-half for the support of the law and
divinity school and one-half for the foundation
of the Bussey Institute, a school of agriculture
and horticulture, for which special object he
gave a large farm near Boston. His total bequest
was estimated at $350,000.

BUSSLER, bus'Ier, Ludwig ( 1838-1900) . A
German musical instructor and critic, born in

Berlin. He was a pupil of Grell, Dehn, and
Wieprecht, was for some time a musical director
at Memel, in East Prussia, and later became an
instructor in various conservatories in Berlin.

In 1883 he was appointed musical critic

of the Berlin National-Zcitung. He published a

number of text-l)ooks, including Musihalische
Klcmcntarlehre (1867; 7th ed., r8!)7); Kontra-
punlcl und Fuge im freien Tonsatz (1878);
Musikalische Formenlehre (1878; 2d ed., 1804) ;

Konipoaitionstehre (2 pts.. 1878-70) •,a.Ueschichte

dcr Musik (1882); and a I.exikon der niusik-
nlixihin llarmonien (1880).

BUSSON, bv'sON', CiiABLES (1822—). A
Frencli painter, born at .Montoire, Loir-et-Clier.

He was a pupil of Kfmond and l'"ran<;ais, and
first exhibited in lS5(i. His lan<lscapes have a
poetical charm, and a certain elegance, but they
suffer by comparison with tlie riclier. weightier
Barbizon pictures. His "La Chasse au Marais"

and "Lea Ruines du Cliateau de Lavardin" are in
t)ie Luxembourg.

BUSSONE, boHs-so'na, Francesco. See Car-
MACiXOLA.

BUSSORA, bOTTs'sA-ra. See Basra.
BUSSU (l)ns'snr;) PALM (native Brazilian

name). {Manicaria saccifera.) A South Ameri-
can palm, growing in the tidal swamps of tlie

Amazon. The stem is 10 to 15 feet high, curved
or crooked, and deeply ringed. The leaves are
simple or undivided, and are the largest of the
kind produced by any known palm, being often 30
feet long, and 4 or 5 feet wide. The flower clus-
ters are branched, drooping, and the fruit is of an
olive color, large, hard, and three-seeded. The
leaves make excellent and durable thatch, being
split down the midrib, and laid obliquely on the
rafters, so that the furrows formed by the veins
lie in a nearly vertical direction, and "serve as so
many little gutters to carry off the water. The
spathe, taken oS entire, is used by the Indians
as a bag, or the larger ones are stretched out to
make caps. When split, the spathes make a
kind of strong, coarse cloth. A second species
was formerly reported from Guatemala, but they
are probably identical.

BUSSY D'AMBOIS, bu'se' daN'bwii'. The
title of a play by George Chapman. The date
of its first production is placed, on internal evi-

dence, in 1004. A sequel, under the title The
Revenge of Bussy d'Amboia, appeared in 1613,
and an adaptation by D'Urfe in 1691.

BUSSY-RABUTIN, bu'se' ra'bu'taN', Roger,
Comte de (1618-03). A French soldier and
courtier, the author of the Histoire amoureuse
des Gaules (16G5). This work is a thinly veiled
version of the notorious Court scandals of his own
time, and in part, at least, of his own creation.
It created a deep sensation and influenced the de-
velopment of the realistic novel toward the ficti-

tious memoir. Bussy-Rabutin was a relative of
Mme. de SSvigne (q.v.), came of an illustrious
family, and was educated by the Jesuits. The
Histoire was written for private circulation
among friends, but was surreptitiously copied
and published by the Marchioness de Baunie in
Holland with an entirely superfluous kej'. Bussy-
Rabutin was arrested (1665), imprisoned for
thirteen months in the Bastille, and then exiled to
Burgundy, where he spent the remainder of his
life in peace. Meanwhile the work grew by un-
authorized and more outrageous additions in
prose and verse. Bussy's original portion is an
airy, graceful, but very realistic picture of a
corrupt society, which perhaps no other author
could have given. Bussy's Mrmoires, of minor
interest, appeared in 1096, and his Lcttres 1607-
1700.

BUST (Fr. buste, It. busto, from Med. Lat.
bustum, the trunk of the body). In plastic art,

the name given to a representation in the round
of the head, neck, and breast of the human body.
It was a form of sculpture apparently unknown
to Egyptian, Assyrian, and other Oriental arts,
though the Egyptians of the early Empire made
fine portrait heads. As early asthe Si.xth Cen-
1ury B.C. the Greeks made Herime. heads of
Hermes or Dionysus, mounted on pillars, and
this form, common for the ideal heads of the
Sixth an<I Fifth centuries, was used as the
favorite form of bust until the Roman period.
At this time they were often made ilouble—two
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heads back to back. It was not until Alexander's

time tliat busts were commonly used fur ))ur-

poses of portraiture in Greece^ for until then

sculpture had concerned itself less with realistic

reproduction than with types. After that time

tiie bust became perliaps the favorite form of

portraiture. The two most important known
series are portraits of Alexander—with the liead

drawn down on one side and tlie eyes raised—and

of his successors the Ptolemies of Egypt and the

Seleucids of Syria, as well as the minor kings

of the Hellenic* East, such as the Attalids. An-
other large class of Hellenistic busts are those

of men of letters—poets, philosophers, orators

—

such as Plato, Zeno the Stoic, Epicurus, and
other philosophers, Isoerates, and Demosthenes.
To these authentic portraits should he added
ideal heads of earlier personages, such as Homer,
Peric-les, .\naxagoras, and other early philoso-

lihers. of whom there were certainly no contem-

porary likenesses. At this time bronze was
even more popular than marble as a material for

busts. Various sizes were in vogue; some were

more than life-size, for use in public places,

others were diminutive, for chamber decoration.

Founders of museums and libraries and wealthy

amateurs sought to procure sets of such busts.

The portraitists of this period showed great

ability in expressing the dominant traits of char-

acter' without descending to realism. In this

respect they differed from those other great

portraitists of the ancient world, the Etruscans

and Romans. The custom of these two peoples

of preserving and carrying in procession the

imagines, wax portraits of ancestors who had
distinguished themselves, contributed to the

popularity of portrait busts. Tlie superb bronze

Etruscan' bust of the elder Brutus in the

C'npitoline probably antedates any of the Greek

portraits, and its form of draped shoulders in

place of the herm-shape was afterwards almost

universally adopted. The Forums and other

public places were encumbered under tlie Re-

])ublic with marble and bronze portrait figures.

Still, the busts preserved to us seem all to be-

long to the Imperial period, or the generation

preceding it: those that represent Republican

worthies being a])parenlly not contemporary.

Even the heads of the elder Scipio Africanus are

of doubtful authenticity. The custom of col-

lections of lures and pe)i(ites popularized the use

of busts, as did the founding of libraries, mu-
seums, and private collections. Villas, hoiises.and

public l)uildings were filled with busts. There is

an uniiiterrujited chronological series from Au-
gustus to .Julian the .\postate. The most nnmer-

o\is series is that of the Emperors and members
of the Imperial family. The largest collection of

these is at present in the Capitoline Museum;
the next in the Vatican Museum in Rome. The
British Museum and Louvre have some good

examples. It is by means of a comparison with

coins and medals that most of these can be iden-

tified with certainty, for the inscriptions on

busts are not always rcliiible. The series of

jiortrait busts of philosophers and poets was

far less popvilar than before the Empire. Pri-

vate collectors of busts were not unknown, as,

for instance, those of M. Terentius Varro and
Pomponius Atticus. The letters of Cicero and
Pliny show how they were made. One s\ich col-

lection has fortunately been unearthed in the

Villa dei Papiri at Herculaneum, belonging to

a philosopher of the time of Cicero. Tliis gi-oup,

now in the Naples iluseum, and mainly of
bronzes, is the finest of its kind preserved from
antiquity. The collector's taste was catholic.

His busts begin with c.500 B.C., and the earliest

are ideal heads of athletes: each century is

represented \x ith exquisite works ; tlie ages of
Polycletus. of Praxiteles, of Lysippus. The
masterpieces are perhaps some large heads of

royal personages of the .\lexandrian .\ge, su])-

jiosed to represent some of the Ptolemies, the
so-called 'Plato,' "Berenice,' and 'Seneca.' In
the set of miniature busts, for the decoration of

library or larariuin, are a number of great

philosophers and orators, some inscribed with
their names.
The great period of portraiture closes with

Septimius Severus and Caracalla, at the liegin-

ning of the Third Century a.d., and the decadence
is then continuous to the time of .Justinian in the

Sixth Century, when busts ceased to be executed.

It remained apparently a lost art until the
Thirteenth Century. Then, curiously enough, a
proto-Renaissance in Southern Italy, under Fred-

erick II., included the revival of portraiture in

the form of busts, such as those of Fredei ick liiiu-

M'lf. and of his ministers, evidently imitated from
the antique. The art of the Fifteenth Century
was so thoroughly humanistic that portraiture

was one of its favorite modes of expression. The
permanent resurrection of the bust was then
effected by Donatello, who was equally success-

ful in his portraits of men, which were forceful,

of women, which wei'e graceful, and of children,

where the real child-type was for tne first, time
expressed in art with perfect mastery. His little

busts of the Infant Christ and Saint .John are

among his most charming works. Tlie Floren-

tine School continued in this new field. Desi-

derio da Settignano and Mino da Fiesole were
especially successful. In the Sixteenth Century
the Lombard School of Portraits was more real-

istic, especially the branch established at Mo-
dena, which was partial to terra-cotta ;uui colored

busts. The fashion then spread to other nations,

esiiecially to France and Germany, wliere busts

were executed in the prevalent styles, though
none equal those of the Fifteenth Century, ex-

cept a few of the most recent examples, especially

in France.
Since the Sixteenth Century, portraiture has

preferred to express itself in painting, and this

|)art of the plastic sense has not been active.

How far short ordinary modern acliievement

falls in this field may be judged by comparing
the series of marble busts of great Italians dot-

ted about the Pincian Gardens in Rome with any
corresponding collection of ancient busts. King
Ludwig I. of Bavaria gathered in his W'allialla

a remarkalde collection of busts.

BiiiLiooRAPiiT. Several attempts have been

made to publish sets of illustrations reiiroduc-

ing ancient busts. Such was the \ irum llliis-

Irium Imnniiics of Fulvio Orsini (Rome, l.^fiO;

Antwerp, lOnO). The first scientific classification

was by Visconti (q.v. ) in his Iciinoijrnphie

firecquc (Paris, 1811), and Ironofiraphir Uitine

(Paris. 1817). Bernouilli has given in his Die

crluilteiu'ii liildnisse beriikmler (Iriechcn (Basel,

1877) a brief and very incomplete account of

Greek portraits, and in his Riimische Ikono-

graphic (4 vols., Stuttgart, 1882-94) a far fuller

reproduction of Roman portraits. The dorpus
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1. GREAT BUSTARD (Otis tarda).
2. HOUBARA I Otis macquoenj).
3. SUN BITTERN lEuropyga hellas) ; nuptial

display.

4. THICK-KNEE OR STONE CURLEW ICEdlcnemua
cedlcnemusl.

5. KAGU (RhinochtBtus jubatusK
6. LITTLE BUSTARD (Otis tetrax).
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for this subject will bo Briinn and Ariult.

(Iricchischc uiid romischc I'ortriitii (Munich,
1891, et spq.), a large folio publication with
fine photographs and careful doscri])tions.

Correspondingly important for the 2)ortraits of

the Italian Renaissance is Bode's folio work,
also with superb photographs. Die UcnJcmiiler der

Henaissance in Italien (Munich, 1894).

BTISTAMANTE, boC'sta-man'ta. Carlos Ma-
ria i)E I1774-1S48). A Jlexican historian, born
at Oajaca. In 1812 lie connnanded a regiment un-

der Morelos in the first Mexican war for inde-

pendence, and in 1821 marched with Santa Anna
to the capital. From 180,5 he was editor of the
Diario de Mejico. He wrote several works of

value for the study of modern Me.\ican history.

These include Ciiadro historico de la revolucioyt,

mexicana (2 vols., 1823: 6 vols., 1843-4G) ; £fis-

toria del Emperador Don Agustin de Iturbide;
and Historia de In invasion de los Atigl-o-Ameri-

canos en ilcjico (1S4T).

BUSTAMENTE, boo'sta-man'ta, or BUSTA-
MANTE. l)rTn'sta-man't«. Axa.stasio (1780-

ISo.S). A Mexican politician. He was born in

Tiquilpan (iliehoacan) , Mexico, became a phy-
sician, and joined the militia in 1808. He waa
among the earliest supporters of Iturbide when
the revolt against Spain began in 1821. When
Iturbide was overthrown in 1823, Bustamente
went into retirement, but in 1829 he was chosen
Vice-President of the Republic, exercising the full

powers of President. He resigned when Santa
Anna's revolution of 1832 proved successful,

and the next year was exiled, living in Europe
until 1836. After the downfall of Santa Anna,
in 1836, he was recalled, and in 1837 was elected

President. After a prosperous administration,
he was compelled by disturbances to resign the

Presidency in favor of Santa Anna in 1839 and
again went to Europe, returning in 1845. He
participated in the war with the United States.

BUSTAN, bUo-stan' (Pers. 6k, fragrance -f

stan, place; cf. Afghani.sfau, BaluchisfoH, Kur-
distan, etc). The title of a number of Persian

works, the best known of which is by Sadi
(q.v. ). The term means literally a flower-gar-

den, and suggests our own use of the word an-

thologi,-. i.e. a collection of beautiful writings.

BUSTARD (variant of bistard, OF. Ustarde,
ountardi, from Lat. avis tard<i ; avis, bird,

tarda, slow). One of the large game-birds of

the Old World family Otididae, which partakes of

the characteristics of both the cranes and the

jdovers. They inhabit o|)en country, being par-

tial to the steppes of Russia and ^southwestern

Asia, and to the plains of Africa ; and are both

swift runners and powerful on the wing, although
the species vary in their liking for flight. The
great bustard (Otis tarda), extinct in Great
Britain, but found in open regions "from Spain
to Mesopotamia," is a large bird, weighing from
25 to 30 pounds ordinarily, gay in color, with
wings strongly marked with black and white,

and the back, shoulders, and breast (of the male)
ornamented with russet, bay, and black. It

feeds mainly on leaves, buds, fruits, etc., but
seems to take insects, worms, or anything edible

it meets. Its flesh is tender, and it is regarded

as a first-class game-bird. The little bustard

(Otiii tetrax) is a smaller and more handsome
species, inhabiting both shores of the ileiliterran-

ean. The houbaras {Otis houbara and Otis

Macqurcni) range from Morocco to India, and
form the favorite game-birds of the .Asiatic

plains, where they are nuich hunted on camel-
back, the sportsman .so mounted being able to

get near a Hock that would take early alarm at
his approach on foot. The Anglo-Indian name,
'florican,' is applied to .several snuilb'i' Indian
species, and tho.se of the South African plains are
called knoorhaans by the Dutch an<l English col-

onists. Australia possesses a species, hut none
occur in the Xew World, so that the distribution,

as well as the ornithological alfinilies of these

birds, is very puzzling. A structural point of

interest is the presence in several species of a
highly distensible gular pouch, with an opening
under the tongue, concerning which much specu-
lation has been indulged in. Stejneger is no doubt
right in declaring that it is simply a secondary
se.xual character, for display in courtship, com-
parable to that of the pectoral sandpiper.
Attempts to domesticate these birds have failed,

although individuals may easily be tamed, from
their inability to breed in confinement. Cer-
tain other birds are erroneously called bustards;
as the Magellanic goose of Argentina. Consult
Chapman and Buck. TFi7<i Africa (London. 1893).
See Pla(e of Bi stai!ds.

BUSTARD QUAIL (Anglo-Indian). See
BVTTO.X tJUAIL.

BUSTO-ARSIZIO, boo'sto iir-se'tso-C. A city

in Xorthcrn Italy, 21 miles northwest of Milan.
The church, which was designed l)y Bramante,
contains frescoes by Gaudenzio Ferrari (Jlap:
Italy, C 2). The town has manufactures of cot-

ton goods and a trade in wine. Population, in

ISSl. 13.000; in UlOl, 19,673.

BUSULUK, boo'soolook'. See BuzixuK.

BUSY, biz'i, Zeal-of-the-Land. A carica-

ture of the Puritan, occurring in Ben .Tonson's

comedy, ISartholomeic Fair. He is a glutton and
a boor, a philistine and a hypocrite. The name
has since liecome typical of a notorious class.

BUSYBODY, The. The nom de plume signed

by Benjamin Franklin to a series of papers writ-

ten in the manner of Addison's Spectator. They
a])peared at the time of his purchase of the
I'hiladclphia Gazette.

BUSYBODY, The. A comedy by Mrs. Cent-
livre, produced at Drury Lane, May 12, 1709, and
])ublished in quarto the same year. It is partial-

ly founded on .JoiLson's The Dernl is an Ass
and first introduces the famous character
of Marplot, after which the sequel of the play,

produced at Drury Lane. December 30, 1710. and
printed in quarto 1711. is called. Henry Wood-
ward ])roduced a revision of the latter play under
the title of Marplot in Lisbon.

BU'TADES. .\ Greek potter of Sicyon, prob-

ably before n.c. 000. A clay relief dedicated by
him at Corinth was believed to be the first

ever made, .\ccording to the legend. Butades,
seeing on a wall a drawing in outline of his

daughter's lover, molded the face in clay, and
baked it with the tiles which it was his business
to make. This raised relief, and also the relief

formed by pressing in the background with a
stamp, were first used to ornament the ends of

roof-tiles, and later for other jjurposes. All this

is probably Corinthian legend, and little more
than the existence of the ancient relief with the
name of Butades can be regarded as historicaL
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BIT'TANE (from Lat. htilyrum; see Butter)
and I SOBU'TANE. Two gaseous coiiipoiuuls

of carbon and hydrogen similar to marsh-gas.

They are isomeric, i.e. tliey liave the same molec-

ular formula ((.",H,„). yet differ in their physical

and clicmical properties. Butane is one of the

gases found dissolved in crude petroleum.

BTJTCH'EE., Samvei, Hexry (1S.')0— ). A
British classical scholar. He was born in Dublin,
studied at Marlborougli College, and then became
i\ fellow of Trinity (.'ollege. Cambridge ( 1874-70),
and fellow and lecturer in University College, Ox-
ford (1S7C-82). He became professor of Greek at
the University of Edinburgh in 1882, succeed-

ing .John Stuart Blackie. \Yith Andrew Lang,
he published an admirable prose translation of

the Odyssey (187!)). His own published works
include a small volume on Demosthenes (1881) :

Home .1.^7*fc^s of the ij'reek Oenius (1801) ; and
Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and the Fine Arts,
with a Critical Text and Translation of the
Poetics (18!t5).

BUTCHEE-BIRD. A shrike, so called from
its habit of hanging up on thorns, fence-posts,

*tc., the animals it captures for food. A belief in

Kurope that these victims numbered nine in each
place gave it the German name 'nine-killer.' See
Shrike.

BUTE, biit (from Gael. 6(r/;i. 6o?7i, 5i(f, dwell-

ing, Engl, booth, referring to the cell of Saint
Brandon ) . An island in the Firth of Clyde,
forming, with Arran, o miles southwest, and
some smaller islands, the County of Bute, Scot-
land (Map: Scotland, C 4). It is separated from
the coast of Argjde by a strait less than 1 mile
wide, called the Kyles of Bute. It is about 10
miles long, from 1^ to O'/i miles broad, with an
area of CO square miles. The surface to the north
js high, rugged, and barren; in the centre and
south, low and undulating, and comparatively
fertile. The highest point rises 875 feet. The
coast is rocky and has some bays. The island has
several small lakes. The climate is milder than
in any other part of Scotland, and is much re-

sorted to by invalids. The chief town is Rothesay
(q.v. ) . Most of the island belongs to the Marquis
of Bute, Whose beautiful seat. Mount Stuart, is

about 4 miles south from Rothesay. Among its

antiquities are Rothesay Castle, Karnes Castle,
Kilmorie Castle, Saint Blaine's Chapel, Dun-
gyle, a remarkable vitrified fort on a high crag
on the southwest coast, and the Devil's Cauldron,
a circular erection, the original purpose of which
is unknown. Bute .and the neighboring isles were
for nianv centuries subject to the Norwegians.
Population, in 1891, 11,740; in inOl, 12,174.

BUTE, John Stuart, third Earl of (1713-02).

A British statesman whom Wilkes reviled, at
whom .Junius thundered, and against whom
Chatham declaimed as "one behind the throne
greater than the throne itself." He was born in

Ediid)urgh, May 25, 171.3, and succeeded to the
peerage' in 172.1. He was educated at Eton and
early showed a taste for mathematics, mechanics,

and natural science, especially botany. About
1737 he attracted the favorable notice of Fred-

crick, Prince of Wales, who ai)pointed him a

lord of the bedchamber. After the death of the

Prince he became Groom of the Stole to his son,

afterwards George 111., over whose mind he ob-

tained a strong influence. In March, 1701, he

fcccame Secretary of State, and was Premier from

May, 1702, to April, 1703. His Government was
one of the most unpopular that ever held office in

Britain, its fundamental j'rinciple being royal

autocracy, with an executive government of ol>e-

dient servants. In peril from mob violence, he re-

signed, but was always hated for his influence

over the King. He devoted himself to the sci-

entific pursuits which had early attracted him

;

was a liberal patron of literature and art, and
left an immense lilirary, a fine collection of as-

tronomical and philosophical instruments, and a
gallery of splendid pictures, preserved to this

day. He died March 10, 1792, in his seventy-
eighth year, from the effects of a fall from a
elift' while botanizing.

BUTEA (Neo-Lat., from John, Earl of

Bute). A genus of plants of the order Legu-
niinosa". The best -known species are Butea
frondosa and Butea superba, natives of India:

the former are very widely diffused throughout
that country, generally appearing as a sort of

shrub in the neighborhood of villages, but in

the jungles growing into a small tree. These
trees present a gorgeous sight when covered
with racemes of large, deep-scarlet tlowers. They
have trifoliate leaves, with roundish leaflets,

velvety beneath. They yield a resinous exuda-
tion, which occurs in the form of lurid red tears,

often covering the twigs, and is one of the kinds
of lac brought to the market in India. Butea
frondosa is called the Dhak or Pulas tree in In-

dia. The bark and roots are very fibrous, and
the strong fibre is used for calking boats, rope-

making, etc. The flowers, called t<?esoo or kee-

soo, yield a beautiful yellow or orange dye. The
gum exuded by Butea frondosa is said to contain
more than 70 per cent, tannin.

BUTESHIRE, but'sher. A county in the
west midland division of Scotland, comprising
the isles of Bute (q.v.), Arran (q.v.), and the
Cimibraes, Holy Isle, Pladda, Inchmarnoch, and
other smaller islands (Map: Scotland, C 4).
Area of the whole, 218 square miles, of which
about one-sixth is cidtivated. The county town
is Rothesay, in the island of Bute. Population,
chiefly engaged in fishing, in 1801, 11,800; in
1851," 16,000; in 1891, 18,404; in 1901, 18,800.

BUTIN, by'tfm', Ultsse Louis Auguste
(1838-83). A French artist, born at Saint
Quentin, Aisne. He studied under Picot and
Pils. His works are genre subjects, usually
studies of fisher folk, and the following in this

manner are notable: "Les Jlouli&res iV Viller-

ville" (1874) ; "Le Depart" (1881) ; -'La Pf-che,"

"L'Attente," "Jj<! Cabistan" (1870), and "L'En-
terrement d'un Matelot :^ Villerville " (1878),
in the Luxembourg.

BUT'LER. A borough and county-seat of
Butler County, Pa., on Coneepicnessing Creek,
31 miles north of Pittsburg, and on the Penn-
sylvania, the Pittsburg and Western, the Buf-
falo, Rochester and Pittsl)urg, and the Besse-
mer and Lake Erie railroads (Map: Pennsyl-
vania, B 3). The surrounding country is rich
in oil, natural gas, coal, and iron. Glass manu-
facture, including bottles and plate glass, is the
chief industry; there are also planing-mills,
flour-mills, and manufactories of silk, carriages,
white lead, and oil-well tools. Extensive steel-

car works are in course of erection. Butler has
a fine court-house and a well-equipped, thougli
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small, public library. Settled about 1798, But-
ler was first incorporated in 1803. It is gov-

erned by a burgess, elected for three years, and
a borough council. Population, in 1880, 316.3;

in 18!10. 8734; in 1900, 10,853.

BUTLER, Alb.\x (1711-73). An English
hagiographer. In 1719 he was sent to the Eng-
lish Roman Catholic College at Douai, where he
was professor of philosophy, and afterwards of

divinity. He traveled on the Continent, was
chaplain to the Duke of Norfolk, and was presi-

dent of the English College of Saint Omer, where
he died. His great work, the I/ires of the
Saints, a kind of latter-day Acta Sanctorum
(4 vols., 1756-59), required thirty years for its

completion, and shows vast erudition and re-

search. The second edition (with previously
omitted notes) was published in twelve volumes
after his death, and many editions and transla-
tions have been issued since.

BUTLER, Amos William (I860—). An
American anthropologist and ornithologist, born
at Brookville, Ind. He was educated at the
University of Indiana, at Bloomington; was one
of the founders of the Indiana Academy of Sci-

ence, and in 1895 was elected its president.

From 1890 to 1897 he was ornithologist to the
State Department of Geology and Xatural Re-
sources of Indiana. He was secretary of the
Section of Anthropology of the American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science from
1880, of the section of biology from 1889. and
general secretary of the association from 1891.

In 1900 he became a vice-president of the asso-
ciation, in charge of the Section of Anthropol-
ogy. His publications include Xotes on, the
Sange and Habits of the Carolina Parrakeet
(1892): Urodela— the Salamanders. Genus
Cryptohranchus Leuckart (1892) , and a work on
The Birds of Indiana.

BUTLER, Andrew Pickens (1796-1857).
An American politician. He graduated at
South Carolina College, and in 1817 became a
lawyer. He sen-ed in the Legislature in 1824,

and in 1833 was appointed judge of the Circuit
and Supreme courts. In 1840 he was appointed
Vnited States Senator, and served as such
imtil his death. It was Sumner's reply to But-
ler's last speech in the Senate that led to the
assault upon the former bv Preston S. Brooks
(q.v.).

BUTLER, Benjamin Fban-klin (1795-1858).
An American lawyer and politician. He was
bom at Kinderhook Landing, N. Y., received
a district-school education : studied law, and
was admitted to the bar in 1817. He was a
partner of JIartin Van Buren until 1821, and
gained rapid eminence in his profession. In
1825-27 he was associated with Messrs. Duer and
Spencer on the commission to revise tlie statute
laws of the State, and with them carried through
the work in such a way as to win the enthusias-

tic praise of the New York bar. He was elect-

ed to the State Legislature in 1827, was the
representative of Xew York on the commission
which, in 1833. readjusted the Xew York-Xew
.lersey boundary: was Attorney-General in the

Cabinet of Jackson from 1833 to 1837. and in

that of Van Buren from 1837 to 1838; and from
October, 1836, to March 4, 1837, acted also as
Secretary of War. From 1838 to 1841 he was
district attorney for the United States at Xew

York City; in 1844 he was at the head of the
Electoral College in Xew York; and from 1845
to 1848 he was again district attorney, having
declined the position of Secretary of War in
President Polk's Cabinet. He organized the de-
partment of law in the College of the City of
Xew York, and for some time was the principal
professor. After 1848 lie devoted himself wholly
to his private practice, and was engaged in sev-
eral notable cases; but in 1858, owing to failing
liealth, he visited Europe, and on Xovember 8
died in Paris. As a lawyer he was recognized as
one of the foremost members of the Xew York bar,
and practiced on equal terms with such men as
Van Buren, Henry, Duer, Spencer, and X"elson.
Chancellor Kent once said of him: ''The student,
in pursuing his studies, is surprised to find in all
his books such vast and various memoranda of
the professional labors of this remarkable law-
yer." In politics he was for the greater part
of his life an enthusiastic Democrat, but, dis-
approving of his party's attitude toward the
Kansas-X'ebraska Bill and the repeal of the Mis-
.*ouri Compromise, he joined the newly organized
Hepublican Party in 1856 and voted for Fre-
mont. A number of addresses delivered bv him
before the Xew York Historical Society" were
published under the title Outlines of the 'Consti-
tutional History of yew York (1847). For a
biographical sketch, consult Proceedings and
Addresses on the Occasion of the Death of Ben-
jamin F. Butler (X'ew York, 1859).

BUTLER, Benjamin Franklin (1818-93).
An American lawyer, politician, and general.
He was bom in Deerfield, X. H., Xovember 5,
1818; graduated at Waterville College (now
Colby University), Maine, in 1838; was ad-
mitted to the bar in 1840, and began at Low-
ell, ilass., a practice which soon became large
and gave him a wide professional repute. He
entered political life as a Democrat, was sent
in 1853 to the State Constitutional Conven-
tion and to the State Legislature, where he
was instrumental in effecting the passage of a
bill for reducing the hours of labor in factories
from thirteen to eleven, and in 1859 was elected
to the State Senate. He was a delegate to the
Xational Democratic Convention at Charleston,
S. C, in 1860, and to the subsequent convention
at Baltimore, and was among those who with-
drew from the latter. In the same year he was
an unsuccessful candidate for Governor of Mas-
sachusetts. Upon the outbreak of the Civil
War he was a brigadier-general of the State
militia. After taking possession of Annapolis
he occupied Baltimore without opposition, and
in May, 1861, was made a major-general of
volunteers and put in connnand of the Depart-
ment of Eastern Virginia, with headquarters
at Fortress Monroe. While here he refused to
surrender fugitive slaves who penetrated his
lines, and in this connection issued his famous
order designating slaves as 'contraband of war.'
After taking some part in the operations against
the coast forts of Xorth Carolina, he was sent,
in the following spring, to Ship Island and up
the Mississippi. Wlicn the expedition against Xew
Orleans was org-anized he was placed in com-
mand of the troops, and on May 1, 1862, after
Farr.agut had run by Forts Jackson and Saint
Philip, and had destroyed tlie Confederate fleet,

Butler took possession of Xew Orleans, and in-
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stituted a vigorous administration which,

though characterized by great ability and for

the most part by good judgment, was warmly

criticised. Especial notoriety attached to his

'•Order No. 28," issued after considerable provo-

cation, in which he directed that any woman
who should publicly insult United States offi-

cers should be -'regarded and held liable to be

treated as a woman of the town plying her avo-

cation." The order aroused the intense anger

of the South, and, for this and other acts dur-

ing his administration, President Jefferson

Ditvis in December ordered by proclamation

that Butler should be considered as a felon and

an outlaw, and if captured should instantly be

hanged. Butler's order also caused nuich indigna-

tion abroad, and especially in England, and for

some time threatened seriously to compromise

the relations between the British and American

Governments. Butler was relieved from his

post by Gen. K. P. Banks (q.v.), in December,

1862, and toward the close of 1863 was made

commander of the Department of Virginia and

North Carolina, in which capacity, after being

hemmed in for some time at Bermuda Hundred

(q.v.), he cooperated in Grant's general move-

ment against Petersburg. In October, 1864^ he

was temporarilv put in command at New York

City, in view of anticipated disturbances dur-

ing the approaching election, and in the follow-

ing December commanded an expedition against

Fort Fisher. His conduct during this move-

ment led to his removal by Grant, whose orders

he had disregarded, and to the ending of his

military career. Devoting himself thereafter

to law and politics, he was elected to Congress

as a Republican in 1866, remained a member

during ten of the following twelve years, took

an active part in the debates over the various

Eeconstruction measures, and was one of the

seven managers, for the House, of the impeach-

ment trial of President Andrew Johnson. In

1871 he was the Republican nominee for Gov-

ernor of ^Massachusetts, but was defeated. Hay-

in" left the Republican Party and allied himself

with the Greenback and Labor movement, he be-

came an independent Democratic candidate for

Governor in 1878, and again in 1879, but \vas

each time defeated. He acted regularly with

the Democrats in the campaign of 1880, and was

finallv elected Governor by that party in 1882.

In the following vear he was defeated for the

same office, and in 1884, refusing to be bound

by the action of the Democratic National Con-

vention, of which he had been a member, he ac-

cepted a Presidential nomination from the

Greenback-Labor and Anti-Monopolist parties;

but was defeated in the ensuing election. He

died suddenly at Washington, January 11, 1893.

He published The Atitobiography and Personal

Reminiscences of Major-Cfeneral B. F. Butler:

Butler's Book (1892). Consult: Yarton, But-

ler in Neio Orleans (New York, 1863) ;
and

Bland, Life of Benjamin F. Butler (Boston,

1879).

BUTLER, Chari.es (17501832). A prolific

English writer, nephew of Alban Butler (q.v.).

He was educated at Douai, was entered at

Lincoln's Inn in 177.5. and first practiced as a

conveyancer, but was reg\ilarly called to the

bar in 1791, when the disability under which

the Roman Catholics suffered was removed.

Throughout his life he labored earnestly for the
repeal of the law against English Catholics. His
literary activity was enormous. Among his

works were lives of Erasmus, Grotius, Fene-
lon, Bossuet, Alban Butler, and others. He
also published a continuation of his uncle's

Lives of tlie Saints, and completed Hargrave's
edition of Coke tipon Littleton.

BUTLER, CnARi.E,s (1802-97). An Ameri-
can lawyer and philanthropist. He was born
at Kinderhook Landing, Columbia County. N.
Y. ; studied law in the office of ilartin Van
Buren at Albany, N. Y.; was admitted to the bar
in 1824; became assistant district attorney of

Genesee County; and as agent of the New York
Life Insurance and Trust Company, was influ-

ential in building up the western part of the
State. He obtained extensive interests in land
on the site of the present cities of Chicago, 111.,

and Toledo, Ohio, and by this means, by large

railway investments, and by his adjustment of

the State debts of Indiana, Michigan, and Il-

linois, accumulated a fortune. In 1835 he was
a founder of the LTnion Theological Seminary,
New York City, and in 1836 was appointed to

the council of New York University, of which
he was long president.

BUTLER, Clemetv't Moore (1810-90). A
Protestant Episcopal clergvman, born in Troy,
N. Y. He graduated at Trinity College in 1833,

and at the General Theological Seminary in

1836, and was rector of churches in Boston and
Washington, and, from 1862 to 1864. of Grace
Church, Rome, Italy. For the next twenty years
he was professor of ecclesiastical history in the
Protestant Episcopal Theological School, Phila-

delphia. He published: The Book of Common
Prayer Interpreted by Its History (1846) ; Old
Truths and New Errors (1850) ; Saint Paul in

Rome (1865) ; Inner Rome (1866) ; and Manual
of Ecclesiastical History (2 vols., 1868-72).

BUTLER, Henry Mo>:tagu (1833—). An
English clergj-man and educator, born at Gaj'ton,

Northamptonshire. He studied at Trinity Col-

lege, Cambridge, and was headmaster of Har-
row School from 1859 to 1885. In 1885-86 he

was Dean of Gloucester, and in 1897 was ap-

pointed honorary Canon of Ely. He became
master of Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1886,

and vice-chancellor in 1889 and 1890. His pub-

lished works, consisting chiefly of volumes of

sermons, include: Sermons Preached in the

Cluxpel of Harrow School (1861; a second series

in 1866) ; Belief in Christ, and Other Sermons

(1898) ; Words of Good Cheer for the Holy
Communion (1898); and University and Other

Sermons (1899).

BUTLER, Howard Russell (1856—). An
American landscape and marine painter, and

also a la^vyer. He was born in New York,

March 3, 1856, graduated at Princeton College,

1876, and at the Columbia Law School, 1881.

He studied painting at the Art Students' League

in New York, and in Paris. His pictures are

painted with direct reference to nature, good

in color, and vivid as impressions of the scene. It

was largely through his instrumentality that

the structure which is the hotae of the Fine

Arts Society, of which he was the first presi-

dent, was built.

BUTLER, James. See Ormonde.
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BUTLER, James Glextworth (1821—). An
American clergjiiian of the Presbyterian Church.

He was; born in Krooklyn, X. Y... studied at

Yale, the Union Theolosieal Seminary, and Y'ale

Divinity School, and from 1852 to 1868 was
pastor "in West Philadelphia, Pa. From 1868 to

1871 he was secretary to the American and
Foreign Christian Union of New York City, and
from 1S71 to 1873 was pastor in Brooklyn,

X. Y., Eastern District. Subsequent to 1874 he

was occupied wholly with literary work, in par-

ticular with the preparation of liis commentary,

Bible Work (Vol. 1., 1ST8; Vol. VIII., 1893,

incomplete). He also published The Fourfold

Gospel (ISitO).

BUTLER, Jonx ( ? -1794). A Tory leader

in the American Kevolution. He was bom in

Connecticut, but early became a resident of

Tryon County, X. Y. He commanded the Indians

in Sir William Johnson's Niagara campaign of

1759, and in the Montreal expedition of 1760;

joined the British at the beginning of the Revo-

lution, and led many Indian and Tory expedi-

tious against the frontier settlements, making
himself notorious by his numerous cruelties and
atrocities. At the battle of Oriskany (q.v.),

in 1777. he commanded a company of Indians
and Tories organized by himself, and in 1778
led the force of 1100 which devastated the
Wyoming Valley and massacred the inhabitants.

(See Wyoming Vallet.) He fought against

Sullivan in 1779, when that officer made his fa-

mous expedition against the Iroquois in Xew
Y'ork, and the following year engaged in Sir

John Johnson's raid against the Schoharie and
Mohawk settlements. At the close of the war
he settled in Canada, where, until his death, he

was an agent for Indian atTairs.

BUTLER, .Joseph (1692-1752). An English
theologian, bom at Wantage, in Berkshire.

With a view to the ministry of the Presby-

terian Church, he attended a Dissenting acad-

emy at Tewkesbury, in Gloucestershire. At
the age of 22 he gave proof of high meta-
physical ability in a letter to Dr. Samuel
Clarke, usually appended to that celebrated

writer's a priori demonstration, to which it

offers some objections. About this time he
made up his mind to join the Church of Eng-
land, and in March, 1714, entered Oriel College,

Oxford. In 1718 he graduated, took orders, and
was appointed preacher at the Rolls Chapel,
where he preached those remarkable sermons
which he published in 1726. The first three,

"On Human Xature," constitute very important
contributions to moral science. Against hedon-

ism (q.v.) he urges that before one can find

pleasure in an object one must have a disin-

terested desire for the object. Hence, disin-

terested benevolence is possible. Indeed, it is

one among many impulses of human nature,

which is a system of impul.ses, each having its

own right. Butler sometimes represents con-

science as the supreme regulative principle, con-

trolling all the other impulses; sometimes rea-

sonable self-love and benevolence are coordinate

and harmonious supreme principles; sometimes
to self-love is attributed the final word in the

(for him impossible) case of a conflict between
self-love and benevolence. Just what conscience

is for Butler it is hard to ascertain. In 1725

Butler was presented to the rich benefice of

BUTLER.

Stanhope in the county of Durham, to which he
removed in the following year. Here he resided

in great retirement till 1733. Thomas Seeker,

afterwards archbishop, desired to see him pro-

moted to some more important position, and
mentioned his name once to Queen Caroline.

The Queen thought he had been dead, and asked
Archbishop Blackburne if it were not so. "Xo,
madam," said the Archbishop, "but he is

buried." In 1733 Butler became chaplain to

his friend. Lord Chancellor Talbot, and some
time afterwards a prebendary of Rochester.

In 1736 he published The Analogy of Keligion,

yatural and Revealed, to the Constitution and
Course of Nature. Although the argument is

ingenious, and for a century and a half has
been praised in the highest terms, it cannot be

said to have any logical value. The leading

aim of the Analogy is to show that all the ob-

jections to revealed religion are equally ap-

plicable to the whole constitution of nature,

and that the general analogy between the prin-

ciples of divine government, as revealed in the

Scriptures, and those manifested in the course

of nature, warrants the conclusion that they

have one Author. Soon after the publication of

this work, Butler was appointed Clerk of the

Closet to the Queen, who greatly prized his con-

versation. In 1738 he was made Bishop of Bris-

tol; in 1740, Dean of Saint Paul's: and in 1750

he was translated to the see of Durham. He
lived to make but one visitation of his diocese.

His 'charge' on . the occasion, in which he em-
phasized the importance of a due maintenance
of the externals of religion, subjected him to

much censure as betraying a tendency to Roman
Catholicism. In character Butler was grave

and judicious, meek and generous. His inter-

course with his clergy and people was frank

and humane, and his episcopal treasures were
wisely and munificently distributed. His works,
with a Life by Kippis and notes by Halifax,

were collected and published at Edinburgh
(1804) and reprinted at Oxford (1807): a
sumptuous edition, with 'studies.' was published

by W. E. Gladstone in 1896. There are good
separate editions of the Analogy and of the

Three .S'ermons. Consult: Collins, Butler (Lon-

don, 1889) ; Lefevre, "Significance of Butler's

View of Human Xature," in Philosophical Re-

view for 1899.

BUTLER, ilATTHEW Calhraith (1836—).
An American soldier and politician. He was
born in South Carolina, and spent two years

at tlie State University. He entered the Con-
federate Army as a captain, in 1861, and at-

tained the rank of brigadier-general in 1862 and
of major-general in 1863. In 1863, at the

battle of Brandy Station, he lost his right leg.

He was elected to the State Legislature in 1866,

was a candidate for Lieutenant-Governor of

South Carolina in 1870, and from 1877 to 1889

was a Democratic member of the United States

Senate. In 1898 he was appointed major-gen-

eral of volunteers for ser\-ice in the Spanish-

American War, and in tlie same year was a
member of the commission appointed to arrange

for the evacuation of Cuba by the Spanish
forces.

BUTLER, XiCHOLAS Murray (1862—). An
-Xmericaii educator. Ho was born in Elizabeth,

X. J., graduated at Cohinil)ia in 1882, and was
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fellow in philosophy there from 1882 to 1884.

He then spent a year in study in I?eilin and
Paris; returned to Columbia University as as-

sistant in philosopliy in 1885: and, after hold-

ing various minor positions there, heoame pro-

fessor of philosophy, ethics, and psychology, and
first dean of the faculty of philosophy in 1890.

In 1887 he organized and became the first presi-

dent of the New York College for the Training
of Teachers (now Teachers College, Columbia
University). In 1891 he founded the Educa-
tional Renew, of which he has since been editor;

and, in addition, he has edited the Great Edu-
cators Series; the Teachers' Professional Li-

brary; and the Columbia T'nivcrsity Coiitribu-

tions to Philosophy and Education. In 1894

he was elected president of the National Edu-
cational Association, and on the resignation of

Seth Low from the presidency of Columbia in

1901, he became acting president, and soon

afterwards was regularly chosen as president of

the university. He is the author of a great

many addresses, papers, essays, and reviews,

some of which have been collected in a volume,

under the title. The Meaning of Education
(1898).

BTJTLER, Pierce Mason (1798-1847). An
American soldier and politician. He was born

in South Carolina, entered tlic army as second

lieutenant of infantry in 1810, and became cap-

tain in 1825. He resigned his commission in

1829, and was president of a bank in Columbia,

S. C, from 1829 to 1836, but served as lieuten-

ant-colonel during the second Seminole War.
He became Governor of the State in 1838, and
after the expiration of his term was Indian

agent until the beginning of the Mexican War.
He then was appointed colonel of the Palmetto

P»egiment, and in this capacity served with

great gallantry in several engagements, but was
killed at the battle of Churubusco, August 20,

1847.

BUTLEB, Reuben. The husband of Jeanie

Deans, in Scott's novel. The Heart of Mid-

lothian ; a Scotch minister and 'a puir creetur.'

BUTLEB, Samuel (1612-80). An English

satirist. He was baptized at Strensham, Worces-

tershire, February 8, 1012, and educated at the

Worcester Grammar School. It is a tradition

that he also attended one of the universities,

most likely Cambridge. When a young man
he entered the household of the Countess of

Kent, where he became acquainted with Sel-

den. He also studied painting at tliis time.

Leaving the ser\ice of the Countess, he be-

came attendant to a succession of country gen-

tlemen. During this period he wrote much of

Hudihras, the hero of the poem being one of

his masters—Sir Samuel Luke, of Cople Hoo,

near Bedford. In 1060 he was made secretary

to the Earl of Carbery, who appointed him
steward of Ludlow Castle. Soon after lie mar-
ried a woman of good family and some prop-

erty, which, however, was lost in bad securities.

He published the first part of Hudihras in

IOCS, and its reception at Court was immediate
and triumphant. Then the cofTee-houses and
taverns took up the poem. Tho\igh the King
had wit enough to see the merit of tlie work, he
lacked generosity to relieve the necessities of

the writer. Poverty is almost the only thing

in Butler's life that one is certain of. In 1004

he published the second part of his book, and
a third part appeared in 1678. He died in Rose
Street, Covent Garden, September 25, ICSO.

Hudihras is a kind of metrical Don Quixote.
The Puritans are the subject of ridicule, and
King Charles must have felt tliat the poet
avenged for him the battle of Worcester. But-
ler thinks in witty couplets, he argues in them,
he spears his foes with a jest, he routs and
ihases them into oblivion with inextinguishable
laugliter. His best things have become proverbs.

In 1759 appeared The Genuine Semains, in

Prose and Verse, of S. Butler (London), which
contains a series of character sketches and
much brilliant satire in the manner of Hudi-
hras. Consult: The new edition of Hudibras,
in Morley's Universal Library (London, 1894) ;

and Poetical H'orAs, edited by .lohnson (London
and New York, 1893).

BUTLER, Walter ( ? -1634). An Irish

soldier in the Austrian service. He rose to be a
colonel of dragoons in the arm}- of Wallenstein,
in whose murder he was an accomplice. (See
Wallenstein.) Subsequently lie distinguished
himself at Niirdlingen. He appears in Schiller's

Wallriistein.

BUTLER, William Allen (1825-1902). An
American lawver and satirical poet. He was
born in Albany, X. Y., February 20, 1825, the
son of Benjamin F. Butler (1705-1858), a prom-
inent New Y'ork lawyer and politician. He
studied law in his father's oflice, and became
a successful lawyer, finding time, however, to

contribute papers and poems to various maga-
zines. He is best known for his satire entitled

"Nothing to Wear," published anonymously in

Harper's Weekly in 1857. This was widely cir-

culated and was translated into French and Ger-
man. It has recently (1899) been republislied,

with others of his poems. Mr. Butler first col-

lected his poems in 1871 ; he also wrote
quite a number of prose works, among them a
sketch of ilartin Van Burcn (1862) ; and Do-
mestieus, a story dealing with the labor ques-
tion (1886).

BUTLEB, WiLLi.\M Archer (c.1814-48). An
Irish moral philosopher and clergyman of the
Est.ablished Church. He was born at Annervel,
and was at first educated as a Roman Catholic,

but became a Protestant, and graduted at Trin-

ity College, Dublin, where he was subsequently
scholar in 1834-36. In 1837 he was appointed
professor of moral philosophy at Trinity Col-

lege, and having been at about the same time
ordained as a clergyman, received the prebend
of Clondehorka, and in 1842 the rectorship of

Raymoghy. His best-known works are the /?er-

mons. Doctrinal and Practical (1849), and the

eloquent Lectures on the History of Ancient
Philosophy (1856).

BUTLEB, Sir William Francis (1837—).
A British soldier, born in County Tipperary,

Ireland. He was privately educated, entered the

army, and rose to be lieutenant colonel in 1880.

He served in the Ashanti War (1870), the Zulu
War (1879), and the war in the Sudan (1884-

85), and commanded the English troops at

Alexandria in 1890-93. In 1898 he was in com-
mand of the army in South Africa, and, in 1899-

1000, of the troops of the Western District. He
was promoted in 1900 to be lieut<'nantgcneral,

and wa.s appointed commanding oflicer at .\lder-
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shot. He has published The Great Lone Land
(1872); Far and Out (1880); Charles George
Gordon (1889): a life of Sir George Pomeroy
Colley (1839) ; and other works.

BXJTLEB, WiLUAM JfoRRis (1850—). An
American physician. He was born at JIaine,

N. Y., studied at Hamilton Collesc and the New
York College of Pliysicians and Surgeons, and
in 1874 became connected with the State. Ho-
mteopathie Hospital at Middletowii, N. \'. In
1883 he began practice in Brooklyn, N. Y.,

where he was appointed visiting physician of

the Homteopathie Hospital and consulting

physician of the Memorial Hospital. He be-

came, also, professor of mental and nervous
diseases in the Metropolitan Pastgraduate
School of Medicine, Xew York City. His publi-

cations include Home Care for the Insane.

BUTLER, WiLLi.\M Orlando (1791-1880).
An .American soldier and politician. He was
born in Jessamine County. Ky. ; early removed
with his parents to Bullitt County; and in

1812 graduated at Transylvania University'.

On the outbreak of the War of 1812 he joined a
company of Kentucky volunteers, and subse-

quently participated in the engagements of

January 18 and January 22, 1813, on the river

Raisin. (See Frenciitowx. ) He was held for

some time as a captive, but afterwards took an
active part, as captain, in the engagement at
Pensacola, in that of December 23, 1814, at New
Orleans (for which he was brevetted major),
and in the famous battle of New Orleans, on
January 8, 1815. In May, 1817, he resigned

from the service and returned to Kentucky,
where he became a successful lawyer and poli-

tician. He ser\'ed for three consecutive terms
after 1817 in the State Legislature, and from
1839 to 1843 was a member of Congress. In
1844 he was Democratic candidate for Governor
of the State, and. though defeated, reduced the
Whig majority from "28,000 to something over
4000. He was appointed major-general of vol-

unteers in June, 1846, for service in the Mexican
War; joined General Taylor soon afterwards;
took a prominent part in the northern cam-
paign, distinguishing himself particidarly at
jlonterey, where he was wounded ; joined Gen-
eral Scott at Mexico City, with a considerable
reinforcement; and participated in the final

operations of the southern campaign. On Feb-
ruary 18, 1848, nine days after the signing of

the preliminary treaty with Mexico, and about
three months before the proclamation of peace
(on May 29), he superseded Scott as command-
ing general of the American Army. On August
15, 1848. he again left the service, and in the
Presidential campaign of that year he was the
Democratic candidate for Vice-President on the
ticket with General Cass. Subsequently, until
his death, he lived almost wholly in retirement,
though in 18ljl he attended the celebrated
'Peace Conference' at Washington. He pub-
lished a collection of poems entitled. The Boat-
man's Horn, and Other I'octn.i. For his life,

consult Blair, The Life and Puhlic Services of
General William 0. Butler (Baltimore, 1848).

BUTLER, Zebllo.n- (1731-95). An American
soldier. He was born in Connecticut, served in
the French and Indian War of 1755-03, and set-

tled at Wyoming. Pa., in 17(i9. He was lieuten-

ant'Colonel of the Connecticut troops in Xew

Jersey in 1777-78, commanded the garrison of

Forty Fort at the time of the Wyoming massa-
cre (see Wyoming V.^lley), and in 1779 sened
in Sullivan's expedition against the Indians.

BUTLEROFF, boot'ler-6f, Alexander Mi-
KiiAii.ovic'u (1825-80). A Russian chemist. He
was liorn at Tchistopol (Government of Kazan)
and was educated at the University of Kazan,
where, in 1858, he was appointed professor of

chemistry. He also held the position of rector

at that institution. In 1808 he was called in

the same capacity to the University of Saint
Petersburg. Besides publishing a valuable work
on the general principles of organic chem-
istry, Buderoti' carried out a number of inter-

esting original investigations. His be.st-known

contribution to science was the discovery of the
so-called tertiary alcohols (see Alcohols), and
of a general method by which the subst:inccs of

this class may be readily prepared ( 'Bulleroff's

reaction'). His scientific papers may be found
in the publications of the academies of Saint
Petersburg and Paris, and in Liebig's Ayinalen.

Butlerofl" was a strong believer in spiritualism,

and even published a work in French on this sub-

ject, entitled Etudes psychiques.

BU'TO (Gk.BouTii. Boutu). The Greek form
of the Egyptian Pe(r)-Vzoy(t) (House of
Uzoyt), the name of a city which, in prehistoric

times, seems to have been the capital of Lower
Egv'pt. The goddess Uzoyt, from whom the city

took its name, was the patroness of the Delta.

She is represented in the form of a serpent, and
was identified by the Greeks with Latona. The
city of Buto appears to have been situated on an
islatid of the modern Lake Burlos, but the exact
location is unknown.
BUTON, buo'ton. BOETON, or BUTUNG.

An island of the Dutch East Indies, situated
southeast of Celebes, from which it is sep-

arated b}- Buten Strait. It is included be-

tween latitudes 4° 25' and 5° 45' S. and longi-

tudes 122° 3-2' and 123° 30' E. Area, about 1700-

square miles. It has an elevated surface and is

fertile and thickly wooded. It is an adminis-
trative dependency of Celebes, but is governed
by a native chief under a Dutch resident. The
chief town is Buton, at the southwest extremity
of the island. Population, estimated at 100,000,
ehielly Malays.

BUTSCHLI, but'shle. Otto (1848—). A
German zoologist, born in Frankforton-the-
Main. He studied at the Karlsruhe Technical
School and at the University of Heidelberg, be-

came a lecturer at the former (1870-78), and in

1878 was appointed professor of zoology at the
latter. His early researches concerned the his-

tory of the evolution of gastrojjods, worms, and
insects, and the anatomical structure of the
nematodes and other worms. In bis "Studien
iilicr (lie Zclltcilung imd die Konjugation der In-

fusorien" (in \'ol. X. of the At)handlunrjrn of the
Sneckcnherg Society, 1876), he was a pioneer in

cstahlishing modern scientific knowledge of nu-
cleus and cell division. His studies of the con-
stitution of protoplasm and the structure of
bacteria have aroused wide scientific interest

and discussion. His imblications include an im-
portant volimie on the Protozoen"( constituting
\'ol. I. of Bronn's Klassen and Ordnungen des
Tierrciehs, 1880-89) ; Untersuchungen iiber

uiihroslcopische Schiiume und das Proloplasma
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(1892) ; and Uiitersttchungen iiber die Mikro-

strukliir kiinstlicher viid natihlicher Kiesel-

sduregalUrlcn (1900).

BUTT, ls.\AC (1813-79). An Irish politician.

Ho graduated at Trinity College, Dublin, in

1835; was professor of political economy there

from 1830 to 1841, and became a member of the

Irish bar. He was one of the counsel for Smith

O'Brien and others tried in 184S for treason, and
also for the Fenians tried in 1SU5. In 1852 he

was chosen to Parliament from Voughal as a

Liberal Conservative: and in 1871 was returned

from Limerick, and was for many years leader of

the Home Rule Party. He was one of the pro-

jectors of the Dublin University .l/af/u^iHC, of

which he was editor from 1834 to 1838. Among
his published works are a History of Italy

(1860) and The Problem of Irish Education

(1875).

BUTTE, but (Fr., mound, hillock, elevation;

cf. Engl, iiutt). A hill or knoll rising abruptly

above the surrounding level. Buttes abound in

the Rocky .Alountain region. Often the name is

applied to high mountains, as the Do\\'nieville

Buttes, Sierra County, Cal., which are over 8500

feet.

BUTTE. A city and county-seat of Silverbow

County. Mont., on" the western slope of a range

of the Rocky Mountains, and on the Oregon Short

Line, the Northern Pacific, the Great Xorthern,

and the Jlontana Union (owned by the Xorthern

Pacific) railroads (Map: Montana, C 2) . It has

a healthful location at an altitude of 5800 feet,

is the seat of the State School of Mines, and

contains a fine public fountain, a public library

of about 30.000 volumes, a private academy, and,

among the more notable buildings, the jail and
court-house, the high school, completed at a cost

of .$125,000, city hall, and opera house. The
famous .\naconda Coi)per and Silver Mine is

located here, and within a radius of a few miles

are many other productive gold, silver, and cop-

per depo'sits, the ind\istries of the fity centring

almost entirely in the mines. In copper, the

production of Butte is placed at about one-half

of the entire output of the United States, and
the amount of gold and silver mined is also con-

siderable, the value of the annual production of

these three minerals being estimated at nearly

$50,000,000. Besides the mines, there are im-

mense mills and smelting-works. The govern-

ment is vested in a mayor, biennially elected,

and a city council. Butte spends annually in

maintenance and operation over $500,000 (in-

cluding amounts for the school district extend-

ing beyond the municipal limits) : the principal

items of expenditure being about .$190,000 for

schools, the district, as above stated, comprising

more than the city limits. $00,000 ior the fire

dep;irtmcnt. $55,000 for the police dcp:utmcnt.

$40,000 for street cleaning and sprinkling, and

$20,000 for municipal lighting. Uutto was set-

tled in 1804, and laid out in 1800. but its pros-

perity dates from the successful operations in

quartz mining in 1875. It was incorporated first

in 1879 by an act of the Territorial Legishiture.

and in 1888 was reincorporated. In 1S81. upon

the creation of the county. Butte was chosen the

countv-seat. Population, in 1870, about 3:50; in

1880, ^.^dS : in 1890, 10,723; in 1900, .30,470.

BUTTER ( Lat. lutyrum, Gk. [from Scythian,

probablyl ^ovTvpov, hoiityron. from jiovi. hoits.

cow + Tvpii, tyros, cheese). A substance made
from the fat of milk or cream by churning and
working to separate the water and other con-

stituents. It has been known since a period prior

to the beginning of the Christian Kra, being used
as food to some slight extent in early days, but
mostly as a medicine and as an ointment after

bathing, and sometimes for burning in lamps in

the place of oil. The Greeks probably derived
tlieir knowledge of it from the Scythians or
Thracians, and the Romans from the Germans.
Butter was first made from the milk of sheep
and goats, and later from that of cows. It was
churned in a very crude manner in skin bags
or pouches and was evidently a very inferior

article. It was not solid, but liquid, and is

always spoken of as being poured out. The
manufacture and use of butter as a staple article

of food is com]iaratixely recent, and in Southern

Europe it is still sparingly used, being replaced

in great measure by olive and other oils. In the

art of butter-making the Danes have long occu-

pied a foremost place, and Danish butter brings

at present a higher average price than that made
in any other country. Denmark has become the

leading butter-exporting country of the world,

surpassing France, which formerly led in this

respect. The exports of Danish butter in 1898

reached 160.143.255 pounds, valued at $34,575,-

034. In the United States the production of but-

ter has made rapid growth since the introduction

of the creamery system, and a product of high

quality is now made. According to the .statistics

of the" United States Department of Agriculture,

the amount produced in 1899 was 1,430,000,000

pounds, valued at $257,400,000.

Butter may contain a small quantity of salt,

added to make it more palatable and to aid the

keeping qualities, or it may be fresh (unsalted),

as demanded by the taste of the consumers. Un-
salted or slightly salted butter is consumed large-

ly in England and in some parts of Europe, and
the European countries in general salt their but-

ter to a less degree than is customary in America.
The natural color of butter is a golden yellow,

varying in intensity with the feed, the animal,

and the stage of lactation. To make the color

more uniform throughout the year, a little color-

ing matter is commonly added in the making,
usually some artificial butter-color (q.v. ). The
demand of different markets varies considerably

in regard to the shade of color desired. Some
South American countries prefer a deep orange
or red color, and butter prepared for export to

those countries is colored in accordance with this

taste. The other qualities taken into account

in judging butter are the llavor, texture or

grain, and the 'finish' or general appeanince. The
llavor usually counts 40 or 45 points on :i scale

of 100. It is largely a matter of individual judg-

n\ent, the high flavor preferred by some verging

on rancidity, while others jirefer a mild, delicate

flavor. The characteristic llavor should be well

pronounced, and there should be an absence of

rancidity or any extraneous flavors. The texture

is the .appearance when the mass of butter is

l)roken in two or when a knife or trier is passed

through it. Under this term is also implied the

hardness or firmness.

The composition of butter varies considerably

with the process and the conditions of manufac-

ture. According to the most reliable data avail-

able it may be said to be approximately as fol-
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lows: Water, 11 per cent.; fat, 85 per cent.;

protein (curd), 1 per cent.; and ash (mostly

salt I. 3 per cent. The average ot" over 350 but-

ter analyses made during the World's Fair

Dairy Test at Chicago was: Water, 11.57; fat,

84.7; curd, 0.95; and salt, 2.7S per cent. By
far the most variable constituent is water, and
its proportion very largely determines the per-

oentage of fat in butter. The water content is

(luitc largely within the control of the maker.

It may run" as high as 20 or 25 per cent., and
even to 45 or 50 per cent, in very exceptional

cases. In such cases, however, it has either been

intentionally incorporated, or left there through

carelessness, and is in the nature of an adultera-

tion. There seems no good reason why, with

proper making, butter should contain over 15 jjer

cent, of water or less than SO per cent, of fat,

and this has been accepted as a standard in

some places.

The most common adulterant of butter is, of

course, oleomargarine (q.v.). rnfortunatcly. the

detection of this with absolute certainty is a

dillicult matter, especially when the proportion

is not large. This is on account of the variations

in the volatile, fatty acids, in the saponification

equivalent, and in other factors of normal butter,

due to the feed, to the breed of cows, and to the

stage of lactation. The extent to which adultera-

tion is practiced has thoroughly aroused the

dairymen, and it is responsible for the agitation

against oleomargarine as a food jiroduet. Cotton-

seed and other oils have been used for adulterat-

ing butter, and attention has recently been called

to the use of glucose as an adulterant of butter

]iut up for export to South America, the makers
claiming that the glucose was added as a pre-

servative. A variety of preservatives have been

used in butter, especially in inferior butter or in

that intended for long shipment. The most
usual are mixtures of borax and boric acid.

Snch preservatives are usually regarded as adul-

terants.

Renovated' or 'process' butter is butter of

inferior quality which has been treated by me-
chanical and chemical processes to remove the

disagreeable taste and odors, and to eliminate

its rancidity, and then incorporated with a quan-
tity of milk or cream to give the mass a
semblance of grain and tlavor. A great deal of

poor country butter is worked over in this way,
and considerable of this is sold as good creamery
butter, of which it is a fair imitation while fresh.

Although it does not contain any excessive

amounts of water or curd, it may well be doubted
from its history whether as a food product it is

as good as average butterine or oleomargarine.

Food Value. Butter is used as an article of

diet, as a fat for frying, and as one of the in-

gredients of a large number of foods. Like
other edible fats, it is a source of cnergj- in the

diet. Of the 0.17 to 0.33 pound of fat required

per man per day, according to the amount of

work performed, a considerable part may be fur-

nished by butter, since experience has demon-
strated that no fat is more wholesome. In 185

American dietary studies, it was found that

butter furnished, on the average, 1.9 per cent, of

the total food and 19.7" per cent, of the total fat

of the daily food.

Butter is very thoroughly asRimilatcd, the co-

efficient of digestibility of" butter-fat being 98

per cent, or over.

Vol- Iir—47.

Fresh and salt butter are equally wholesome.

Clarified butter is used for a number of culinary

purposes. It is prepared by heating the butter

until all frothing and deposition of casein has

ceased, and the liquid has become clear and free

from water. The butter made in India from
sour milk and called yhcc (q.v.) is often clari-

fied.

BUTTEE, Aktificial. See Oleomarcvbine.

BTJTTER-AND-EGGS. See Toauflax.

BUTTERBUR. See Tussil^vgo.

BUTTEB-COLOR. An artificial preparation

used for coloring butter and imitation products,

to give them the desired golden-yellow hue.

Butter is colored to give the jiroduct a more uni-

form appearance throughout the season, and
when butter from a number of factories or

dairies is 'Ijlended' it is necessary to color it to

prevent its being streaked. There are a variety

of butter-colors on the market. Annatto was
formerly the active principle of most of them,
but of late it has been replaced to some extent by
coal-tar colors, such as anilin yellow and butter

yellow. Other coloring matters occasionally em-
jiloyed are turmeric, saffron, marigold-leaves,

oarrot-juice, and chrome yellow. The coloring
matter is usually dissolved in some oil. The
preparations are usually of such strength as to
require the addition of only small quantities to

tlie cream to produce butter of the desired color.

Kxjieriments have indicated that in the small
proportions in which they are present in butter,

they are generally entirely harmless.

BUTTERCUP. See Raxunculus.

BUT'TERFIELD, Daniel (1831-1901). Ab
American soldier. He was born in Utica, N. Y.,

graduated at Union College in 1849, and subse-

quently engaged in the transportation and ex-

press business. In April, 18G1, he entered the

Federal Armj^ as colonel of the Twelfth New
York Jlilitia, and soon afterwards commanded
a brigade in Patterson's incfTective campaign in

Virginia. He was raised to the rank of briga-

dier-general of volunteers in October. ISUl, and
commanded a brigade in the Fifth Corps of the

Army of the Potomac during the Peninsular cam-
paign. He took part in nearly all the engage-
ments, was wounded at Gaines's Mill, and in the
.second battle of Bull Run commanded a division

under Pope. In November, 1802, he was ap-
poinl(!d major-general of volunteers. He com-
numded the Fifth Army Corps at Fredericksburg,
and at Chancellorsville and Gettj'sburg was chief

of staff under Hooker and Meade respectively. In
October, 18G3, he joined the Ariii3' of the Cum-
berland, and, as chief of staff to Hooker, partici-

pated in the battle of Chattanooga, lie then
commanded a division of the Twentieth Corps
in Sherman's Georgia campaign, and at the close

of the war was brevettcd brigadier-general and
major-general in the United States Army for

"gallant and meritorious conduct in the field."

He was in command at Xevv York City from
1800 to 1809, when he resigned from the service;

and in 1869 and 1870 was I'nitcd States sub-
treasurer there. In 1889 he organized and com-
manded the great Washington centennial parade
in New York City, in which over 100,000 men
participated. He wrote: .1 f<ijslctit of Culls, Picket
and Outpost Duty, Corps Badges and Flags
(1802).
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BUTTERFISH (for origin of name see be-

low). Any of several fishes. The best known is

a bleniiy
'
(.Uiirfrnouics ifuiDicllus) . about 12

inches lonj?, olivo-brown in color, witli obscure

bars and spots, called also 'gunneir and 'rock-

eel.' It is abundant in the North Atlantic.

( See GuNNEix. ) In New York and .Massachusetts

the name applies to one of the harvest-fishes of

the Stroniateidje, allied to tlie mackerels. It is

oval, about 10 inches long, bluish above and

silvery below, and known to science as Jllioinbiis

iriacandius. It owes its name to the bulter-likc

feeling of its surface, and it is highly esteemed

as food. Lafayette, har\est-fish ( referring to the

time of its ajipearance), and dollar-fish (due to

its roundish form and silvery hue) are other

local names. Similar species belong to the north-

west coast. A third 'butterfish' is a small yel-

low or reddish serranid {Epinephelus punctatus)

of Florida and the West Indies—one of the

groupers (q.v.) ; and a fourth is a popular long-

tin {Chilndaclijhis nigricans). See Longfin;
Habve.st-Fisii.

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS ( the name is

])rolialily due to llic ]iii]iular In-lii-f tliat it steals

butter and milk; or it may refer to tlie color of

the excrement; cf. JI. Dutch botcrscliijlc, Scheie}.

Insects of the order Lepidoptera which are not
separable by any distinct line of structural char-

acters. (See Lepidoptera.) They agree in

essentials and their popular separation is a prac-

tical rather than a natural one. Perhaps tlie

nearest we may come to a definite distinction is

to call hultci'flies all those Lepidoptera whose
pairs of wings are never fastened together in

flight; and call moths all those whose wings are

so united.

"The popular division of Lepidoptera into

'butterllics' (Rhopalocera ) and 'moths' (Hetero-

cera) is quite unscientific, the butterllics being
more nearly ndatcd to the higher moths than
these to the lower mollis. It has been proposed
to separate the three lowest families • which
have ... a jugum on each fore wing, as

Jugatie, from all other Lepidoptera—Frenatic;

also to divide the families with incomplete
pupa> (Ineompletae) from those with obtect pupae
(Obtecta") ; also to separate the lowest family
on account of the structure of the first maxilla;

as a suborder (Laciniata) distinct from all other

families (Ilaustellata) . On the whole, it is bet-

ter not to adopt any division of the Lepidoptera
between the order and the family." (G. H. Car-
penter, Insects, New York, 1899.)

Butterllics, as a rule, go abroad in the daytime,
seeking no concealment, and are brightly colored,

while moths more usually fiy in the twilight or

at night, and are sut)ducd in hue. Uulterllies

are distinguislied by the terminal knob (or occa-

sionally hook) of the antenmie, whence the com-
mon group-name Ithopaloccra, while the antenniE

of moths (Heterocera) are usually otherwise in

form, often filiform or feathery. Bulterfiies have
the habit of holding the wings in a vertical posi-

tion over the back wlien at rest, while moths
usually keep them flat.

Of the Lepido])tera represented in North Amer-
ica, the following families may be called butter-

flies: Hesperiida', Lyc;enid«, Lcmoniidsp. Nym-
phalids, and Papilionidie; and all the rest

moths, among which the Pterophorid;r. Tineidse,

Tortricid.T, Pyralida-, Geonietrid*. Nootuidie,

Bombycida", Zygtenidse, .iEgeriidoe, and Sjiliingidte

are most important. Other families of both sorts

belong only to South America or the Old World.
StkuctI'RE, The head in this group is distinct

from the thorax, clothed witli hairs, and bears

large, compound eyes, and moths have also sim-

ple eyes (ocelli). The antenna' are always pres-

ent, and important not only as feelers, but as
organs of hearing and smell (see Insect), the

latter service being probably a verj' important
one in this group. These antennic take various
shapes. Among butterflies they are thickened
at the end, sometimes into a rounded club, but
more often into a spindle-shape terminating in

0- bent point. Of the moths "some have thread-

like antenniE tapering to a fine point ; others

have feather-shaped antennse; others still have
antenna? which are prismatic in form, and pro-

vided with a little hook or spur, at the end:
and there are many modifications and variations

of these forms." Tlie sha])e, or at least the

size, usually varies between the se.xes, being

larger in the male than in the female—a fact

connected with his duty to search for her, and
especially observable in moths. The same may
be said of the eyes, which, in the nocturnal

species, cover the whole side of the head and
have an enormous number of facets—27,000, it is

said, in some hawk-moths.
The mouth in the Lepidoptera is modified into

a sucking-organ, enabling tliis insect to feed on
the nectar of flowers and the sap of trees and
plants. The mandibles are rudimentary or ab-

sent, and the maxillfe. by a very extraordinary
development and modification, are formed into a

sucking-tube, called the proboscis, wliidi. when
not in use, is coiled up between two forward-
Itrojeeting organs, the labial palpi. It is "com-
posed of three distinct hollow tubes, soldered

to each other along their inner margins," and
"has much the appearance of a double-barreled

gun, with a third tube lying below." Nutrition
is imbibed tlirougli the lower or central tube, by
a regular pumping, produced by the alternate

muscular pinching and loosening of a bulb-like

arrangement in the head; and the other tubes

admit air. In some of the spliinx-moths the
])roboscis may be ten inches long, and in others

its tip is armed with spines which serve to

break or cut the surface of fruits, the juice of

wliich is sucked up.

Wini/s.—The thorax bears the legs and wings.
Tlie former are weak and are merely used as
organs of support when the insect is at rest, and
the front pair of legs may be short or rudimen-
tary, as is the case in Vanessa. The four mem-
branous wings are usually large in comparison
with the size of the body; expanse of wing and
strength of flight, however, are not exactly cor-

related, for some of tlie hawk-moths with pro-

[lortionately small wings are the most enduring
flyers, yet the large-winged forms probalily fly

with less exertion. In actual size Icpidopteraiis

vary from almost microscopic species, hiding in

the moss, to tropical monarclis 12 inches in ex-

panse. These transparent membranes are sup-

I)orted by a framework radiating from the
thoracic joints, which consist of double horny
tubes (veins or 'nerves' and nervules) one within
the other, the inner being filled with air and the
outer with nutritive fluids. "These 'nerves,' as

custom will jiersist in terming them, in the but-

terflies, take a bow-like or ellipsoidal sweep from
the base of the wing, forming what is the 'discoi-

dal cell,' whence there branch off to the edges a
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series of horizontal, almost parallel, slightly di-

vergent nervules. On the position of these the

identification of species is most securely based.

. . . In the moths, on the other liand. the dis-

eoidal cell is less conspicuous." The names of

the parts of the wing, and of its veins and
nervules, used by entomologists in their descrip-

tions of species, are given in the accompanying
illustrations. To further increase the power of

the pinions, the pair on each side are made to act

as one. This adjustment is effected either by an
overlapping of the bind wing by tile front wing
(buttertiies or some of the larger moths) or the

posterior wing possesses a 'frenulum.' composed
of one or more bristles, which fits into a 'retina-

culum,' a membranous llap or a bunch of scales

on the anterior wing (otheii moths) . According

to Hampson, "the form of the frenulum is of use

in determining sex, as in the males of all the

forms that possess it it consists of hairs firmly

soldered together so as to form a single bristle,

while in nearly all females it consists of three

or more bristles, separate and shorter than that

of the male."

Stales.—The wings of all Lepidoptera, as the

word implies, are clothed more or less completely

with scales, which are modified hairs—hairs that

are very short and much widened; and every

gradation may be found, in a species like Itho-

uiyia, between the hairs on the body and wings

and the scales. They are like small chitinous

bags with the sides pressed together, and each

one has on its proximal end a short stalk which
fits into a cavity of the wing-membrane. They
are of various shapes, notched on the posterior

margin, striated, etc., and "the males of many
species have peculiarly shaped scales arranged

in tufts and folds, which are called 'androeonia,'

and are useful in microscopically determining

species." The scales are in rows, and overlap

much as do the scales on a fish or the shingles

on the roof of a house. They rub off easily, and
entomologists know how to remove them with-

out serious injury: but when taken from a living

insect they diminish or destroy its ability to fly.

They numljer hundreds of thousands, and their

use is to strengthen the membranous wings, and
when they overlap the wing-membranes at the

adges to a considerable extent, as occurs in some
cases, they also increase the wing-area. Another
use is to bear the colors of the wings, for when
the scales are removed the color is gone. This
color is due either to pigment contained within

the scale or its walls, or to the fine striations

on the upper surface which give rise to metallic

'interference colors.' Both albinism and mela-
nism occur. The pigments are perhaps in the

nature of biliary excretions, such as urates from
nitrogenous matter and melanins from carbona-

ceous matter.

Distinciicms of Sex.—^The abdomen is com-
posed of segments, nine for the female and ten

for the male, and contains the viscera, and the

lateral spiracles by which air is admitted to the

respiratory system. It is shorter in most butter-

flies than the hinder wings; and in most moths
is tufted along the dorsal line and on the end.

The terminal .segment has various appendages,
and contains the sexual organs of both sexes.

There is often a very striking difference in size,

color, and form t)etween the females, especially

among the butterllies, where procreation may be

the sole duty of the imago during its brief sum-

mer existence. In case there are several broods
of butterflies in a season, each brood may have
its characteristic coloration. Our Ajax butterfly
is three-brooded, and before the facts of its life-

history were known, each brood had been given
a specific name. By artificially varying the tem-
perature or moisture, any or all "the sea.sonaI
forms may be produced at" will from one and the
.same laying of eggs. The males, which are usu-
ally more gayly decorated than the females and
e.Kceed them in number, are continually in search,
about the food-plants, of mates, wlio exert a far-
re.iching attracting power. Collectors utilize
this instinct: having caught a female they ex-
pose it in a cage and soon are likely to" find
several males flocking about it. Under certain
circumstances eggs may be laid by an unferti-
lized female (for which see Repeoductiox and
Pabthexogexesis ) . Adherents of the doctrine of
sexual selection believe the female exercises a
choice among these assembled suitors, selecting
for her partner the best, according to the stand-
ard of the species, and so maintaining the high
quality of the race. A single impregnati(m is

sufficient, and the impregnated females soon
begin to lay eggs, having accomplished which,
they die, in the great majority of cases, the ex-
ceptions being those which are double-brooded,
or (a -very few) where the adults largely survive
the winter.

Hibernation and ^Migration. A few butter-
llies, such as the mourning-cloak, are able to en-
dure in a state of torpidity the winters of the
north. .\ large number winter over as pupie, and
others, like the brown and black Isabella cater-
pillar, as well-grown caterpillars. Others hatch
out only in time to go into winterquarters. Many
winter over as eggs, and not a few in two differ-
ent stages, the latter having a double chance of
surviving. It has been established by at least
one set of careful observations that the cabbage
butterfly (see Cabbage Insects) of Southern
Europe migrates or flies in a general southerly di-

rection in the fall and northerly in the spring. In
the United States the milkweed butterfly (q.v.)
sometimes so migrates in enormous swarms. Such
migrations are even more common in the tropics.
In his work on Ceylon, Sir .Tames Tennent writes
of "the extraordinary sight of flights of these
delicate creatures, generally of white or pale yel-
low hue, apparently miles in breadth, and of such
jirodigious extension as to occupy hours and even
days uninterruptedly in their passage." These
migrations are at times occasioned by lack of
food-plants on which to deposit eggs. In other
cases we know they are seasonal. By going
south the butterflies find a climate in which
they are able to winter.

Reproductiox and Metamorphosis. The
esgs of all Lepidoptera are laid on or near the
food-plant, that is. the plant upon which the
young must feed. In number they vary from less

than one hundred to several thousand, and are
deposited continuouslv and rapidly, as a rule.

They may be placed singly, as is coniUKm among
butterflies, or, as is more usual among moths, in

clusters or masses, adhering to their support
and perhaps to each other by a glutinous coat-

ing; while some moths prepare a sort of nest
of hairs plucked from their bodies upon and
within which the eggs rest, or otherwise protect
them from observation or the weather, ^specially

tho.se destined to last through a northern winter
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or tropical season of drouth. Their membranous
shells take various forms, and are often exceed-

ingly beautiful when seen tliTough the iiiiero-

scope. "Some," says Holland, "are spherical.

BTTTTEKFLIES.

scope. , . .

others hemispherical, conical, and cylindrical

Some are barrel-shaped, others have the shnpe of

a cheese, and still others have the form of a

turban. Jlany of them are angled, some de-

pressed at the" ends. Their surface is variously

ornamented. Sometimes they are ribbed . . .

[and] between these ribs there is freqtienlly

found a fine network of raised lines variously

arranged. ... As there is great variety in

the form of the eggs, so also is there great

variety in their color. Brown, blue, green, red,

and yellow eggs occur. Greenish or greenish

white are common tints. The eggs are often

ornamented with dots and lines of darker color.

. . . Fertile eggs, a few days after they have

been deposited, frequently undergo a change of

color, and it is often possible with a magnitying-

glass to see through the thin shell the form of

the embryo which is being developed within the

egg." Tlie eggs may hatch in a few days or only

after mouths, for numerous species pass the win-

ter or the dry season in the egg. The larva

which is born "in the egg, and which escapes by

an opening, of curious structure, at the upper end

of the shell, called the micropyle, is known as a

caterpillar.

This larva, or 'caterpillar,' is a worm-like

creature, and takes a form, color, etc., character-

istic of its group and si)ecies. The term properly

is restricted to lepidopterous larvie alone, though

sometimes applied to other larva>. as those of the

saw-flies. The head of the caterpillar is con-

spicuous, often large, and composed of horny

(chitinous) material, taking various shapes.

It is provided with six simple eyes (ocelli), usu-

ally to be seen only with the aid of a lens, which

are either just above each mandible, or on each

side of the head: there are two rudimentary an-

tenna!. The mouth is adapted for tearing, cutting,

and masticating the substances on which the

cateri>illar is destined to feed, which are

very various in the different species, although

in all extremely difl'erent from the food of the

perfect insect: "it is provided with strong ujjper

and lower jaws: a labium, or lower lip: and four

palpi. In the mouth (labium) also is situated

the spinneret of those species which, when tliey

chanse into the chrysalis, envelop themselves in

silken cocoons. (See Silk.) The first three seg-

ments of the body are each furnished with a

pair of short legs,, which are hard, scaly, and

clawed, and represent the six legs of the jierfect

insect: some of the remaining segments are also

furnished with short feet (prolegs), varying in

all from four to 10 in number, the last pair sit-

uated at the posterior extremity of the body

:

but these are membranous or fleshy, and armed

at their extremity with minute hooks. Those

caterpillars in which the prolegs (which are

shed in the last molt) are pretty equally dis-

tributed along the body, nu)ve by a sort of regu-

lar crawling motion; but those which have only

four such feet, near thfe posterior extremity, move

by stretching the body out to its full length, tak-

ing hold by tlieir fore feel, and then bending the

body into'an arch, thus bringing the hind feet

forward, when the body is stietclied out again

for a new step, and so on; this last is the method

of progression of the geometrid moths, called

loopers, inch-worms, or measurers. The larva
appears to guide itself by its feelers (palpi).
The heads of many caterpillars also have de-
fensive spines, or arrangements for emitting
noisome liquids or odors, to be referred to later.

The body of the caterpillar contains nearly
all the organs of the adult butterfly or moth.
Respiration goes on through nine spiracles on
each side, two on each ring, except the second,
third, and last. There are no external traces of
sexual organs, but tliere arise, during this stage,
the 'imaginal disks,' which develop into tlie wings
and legs of the adult insect. Tliese rudiments
of wings exist even in very young caterpillars
as a thickening and bagging in of the hypodermis.
Into this bag, trachea and blood make their waj-.
,Iust how these intewial wings reach the outside
is not known ; probably by the destruction of the
outside hypodermis. If the wing-membrane
breaks during development, so that the blood or
lueniolyniph exudes, the injured wing will lie

smaller or deformed. Sometimes the wings fail

to expand pro)ierly because they dry too soon,
and a wet sponge under a bell-jar, with trans-
forming Lepidoptera, will aid in the production of

perfect specimens.
Feeding Habits and Mischief.—Caterpillars

find themselves at birth in contact with propei
food, and begin at once to devour it. and to obev
certain other instincts necessary to their life and
prosperity. This is the stage in which the but-
terfly or moth gets most of its nourishment and
growth, none taking food in the next or pupal
stage, and many not feeding at all, as imagos.'
The gi-eat majority are vegetable-eaters, many
being limited to a particular kind of plant, or to
a few nearly allied plants. Some feed on flowers,
some on seeds, some on roots, and some even on
the wood}' portions of stems; some on wool, hides,
furs, and other animal substances ; a few on lard,
and other kinds of fat. Some feed in the dark,
and some in the light. Some kinds seem to eat
almost incessantly, but most of them have alter-
nate periods of ravenousness and quiescence. .\s

many of the favorite food-plants have been cul-
tivated by civilized man. and other sub.stances
eaten by these creatures have been made
use of by him, he has multiplied by his'
operations the supply and consequently tl»e

numbers of certain species until they have
become pests, destructive of his work and
]>rofits. It is in the caterpillar stage that
almost all the dcstructiveness of the l^epidop-
tera is acconnilished. On certain years they suc-
ceed in denuding whole forests or many fields. The
cutworm, the army-worm, and the cottnn-worm
are well-known pests. Their voracity is remarka-
ble. .-Vccording to Trouvelot, when a Polyijhemns
caterpillar hatches, it weighs one-twentieth of a
grain, and when it is 50 days old. it weighs 207
grains, and has consumed 120 oak-leaves, weigh-
ing three-fourths of a pound. "So the food
taken V)v a single silkworm in 56 days equals in

weight 8G.000 times the primitive weight of the
worm. What a destruction of leaves this sin-

gle species of insects could make if only a one-
hundredth jiart of the eggs laid came to matur-
ity! A few years would be sufficient for the
propagation of a number large enough to devour
all the leaves of our forests."

Taken as a whole, caterpillars are economically
80 injurious that were it not for the gieat de-

pletion of their numbers by their multitudinous
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foes, they would soon destroy the vegetable king-
dom. They injure, or even kill, shrubs and trees,

as well as all sorts of jrarden vejidables. They
eat woolen stutFs of all kinds and furs. To offset

all their destruotiveness, they ofl'er little save
silk that is, at present at least, known to be use-
ful to man. There are a few species that are
helpful to vegetation, such as the Lycaenidse,

which feed on phint-lice and scale-insects. One
such species (Feniseca I'arquinius) occurs in the
United States. A few forms are aquatic and
feed on plants under water.

Self-I'rotcction in Cdtcrpillars.—The skin of
some caterpillars is naked, that of others is cov-

ered with hairs, spines, or tubercles, ilost are
solitary, but some make for themselves nests or
tents of silk, under ^\hich they dwell in societies,

j)rotected from the inclemency of the weather.
Many construct cases or sheaths by agglutinat-
ing various substances togetlier. as the caterpil-

lar of the common clothes-moth. Some roll to-

gether leaves, and li.x them by threads, so form-
ing a dwelling for themselves; and a few bur-
row and excavate galleries in the substance of
leaves or in the pith of plants, ilost of them
are in color brown or green, while those hidden
in galleries are whitish; but many carry gaudy
colors and numerous ornamental or strange pro-
tuberances. All these characteristics are con-
nected with Nature's eft'ort to protect them from
their enemies. Alfred Russel Wallace has made
clear the fatality to caterpillars of even slight
wounds, for "a slight wound entails great loss

of blood, while a modest injury must prove
fatal." Therefore devices that enable caterpil-

lars to escape tlie notice or the attacks of ene-
mies are very u-seful to them. Many caterpillars
possess a disagreeable smell, or a nauseous taste,

or both. Thus, those of the swallow-tailed but-
terflies "are provided with a bifurcate or forked
organ, generally yellow in color, which is pro-
truded from an opening in the skin back of the
head, and which emits a powerful odor; this

protrusive organ evidently exists only for the
purposes of defense." Most caterpillars resist
an attack by hurling their bodies violently from
side to side. Others assume startling attitudes,
or have a surprising arrangement of color. These
terrifying attitudes ma\' accompany disagreeable
tastes and so serve more vividly to impress upon
the foe the unpleasant quality of the prey.
Nevertheless, as Professor Poulton has stated,
liungry animals may come to eat and like dis-

tasteful caterpillars. Certain caterpillars es-

cape the enemy by resembling the color of the
background, concerning which more is to be said
elsewhere. Others, such as the geometrids or
measuring worms, may coml)ine with this pro-
tective eohiration the capacity of attaching tliem-

selves 1)3' the liind end and stretching out in the
air like a twig. This rigid attitude thej' may
maintain for some time, imitation may even be
carried to the length of mimicking other kinds of

animals. Thus the huge eye-spots, peculiar folds,

and marks on the anterior end give some forms
the appearance of snakes or other strong animals.
The color of caterpillars is due to two sources:

(1) Pigment gained from the food: (2) pigment
inherent in the deep-lying tissues or .s^in. Most
green caterpillars seem in some way to be col-

ored by the chlorophyll of the food-plant. Yel-
low is derived mainly from .\;intliophyll of

plants. Pigment derived from food-plants tends

gradually to give the caterpillar the coloration
of the surroundings. See Protective Colora-
TIOX ; illMlCRY; etc.

iilruyyie for Existence.—Only a few out of the
vast hosts of caterpillars ever reach maturity.
Many are destroyed by cold, wet, droutli, or lack
of food. Vast numbers fall prey to birds, reptiles.,

and mammals. Many others are caught by wasps
and stored up as food for the young, or are cap-
tured by adult and larval predaceous beetles. Ich-

neumon Hies deposit their eggs witliin great num-
bers of caterpillars, where they develop and
eventually kill the caterpillar or pupa. Tachina-
llies also lay their eggs on caterpillars and the
larv;e are parasitic within them. In addition,
caterpillars are subject to fungus and various
other contagious diseases which are particu-
larly fatal to the cultivated silkworm.

Molting.—Soon after the caterpillar begins to
take food and increase in size, it is obliged to
shed its skin, which has become too tight. To
take its place, a larger, soft one is developed be-

neath the old one. This new skin becomes, in its

turn, too tight and unelastic, and must be shed.
A number of such moltings or eedyses take
place before the embryo attains full size. These
normally occur at regular intervals, and four or
live molts complete the growth ; but "in cases
where caterpillars hibernate ... a long inter-
val necessarily elapses. Some Arctic species are
known in which the development from the egg
to the perfect insect covers a period of two or
three years." The manner in which the molt-
ing is effected is very interesting. When the
necessity is felt, the caterpillar ceases feeding,
attaches itself firmly to some object, and becomes
quiet for a time. "The process begins with a
splitting of tlie skin on the upper surface of the
thorax; this is continued forward to the head,
which opens along the sutures. The head and
thorax of the new stage, or 'instar'. are then
worked out by an energetic wriggling motion of
the insect, and the old skin is gradually stripped
off from before backward., like the finger of a
glove. In caterpillars it is known that a fluid,
secreted by glands in the hy[)odermis, is present
at molting-times between the new and the old
skin, which it helps to separate." (Carpenter.)

The caterpillar may be regarded as a recapitu-
lation of one stage in the phylogenetic develop-
ment, that is to say, in the evolution of the
lepidopterous insect. It may indeed be said to
leproduce a stage in the i)hylogeny of insect.s

best represented to-day by Peripatus, a primitive
and w-idely distributed genus that serves to con-
nect arthropods with worms.

Pupation.—After a caterpillar has passed
through the period of successive feedings and
moltings which the economy of its species re-

quires, it prepares to pass into the second lar\-al

stage and becofue a pupn, in which tough integu-
ments cover the developing organs instead of
soft skin. Pupae may cover themselves with a>

case of silk or other materials, called a cocoon,
or may remain naked, in which ease they are
known as chrj-.salids (sing, chrysalis) . The for-

mer is the custom among the moths—tlie latter

among the butterflies. The insect in this stage is

utterly helpless, and a cocoon serves as a pro-
lection. It is spun :is the last act just before pass-
ing into the pupal stage, and is formed of silken
threads, produced by the hardening of the fluid

secreted by the spinning glands. These may be
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wound round and round the l&tva, until the

silken case thus made sutEces; or they may form
merely the lining of an earthen cell (for many
si)ccies i>upate under ground), or they may serve

to bind into the cocoon their own hairs, chips of

wood, or other materials, or to tie down rolled

leaves, or form a web-like network luiii^ like a
bag or a liammock from some supi)ort, or making
a fuzzy mass in some crevice or among leaves

and twigs. When the work of spinning the

silk is once begun, it is carried on almost without
cessation for several days. The forms of cocoons

are various: when not concealed, they are usually

of a tint that blends well with their surround-
ings, leaving them inconspicuous, while their ma-
terial is calculated to resist the attacks of insect-

eating birds and mammals, or of ichneumon-ilies

and other intending parasites.

Cocoons are mainly the work of moths, to

which the term "pupa' is now frequently restricted,

for the butterllies pass their pupal stag*; incased

in comparatively rigid integuments, which form
a 'chrysalis.' They vary greatly in form, some
being acorn-like, others very angular, etc., and
most are obscure in tint, so as to be easily over-

looked, but some are brilliant in color, usually
of golden or metallic hues, ^\hence tlie name
chrysalis. Some butterfly chrysalids (Xymphali-
d:p) are simply suspended from the posterior

end (Suspensi); those of others (Papilionidse)

are held in place by an additional strand or gir-

dle of silk ( Succincti) . Within the chrysalis or
cocoon is the immature butterfly or moth, and all

the parts belonging to the future adult insect

may be found by examination. Breathing goes

on through air openings, and the parts steadily

develop. "The pupae of the vast majority of

moths, of butterflies, and of two-winged flies

have the limbs and wings not merely pressed
close to the body, but immovably fixed thereto by
a general hardening and fusion of the outer skin.

Such pupop are distinguished as 'obtect.' But al-

though the limbs are incapable of motion, certain
abdominal segments remain free, so that the

hind Ijody can be, to some extent, bent and
turned about : and, by means of rows of spines

on the abdominal segments, the pupa is, in many
cases, enabled to work its way out of its shelter,

when the time for the final change has arrived."

Such are styled 'incomplete.' The pupal stage

may be of long or short duration. JIany Lepi-

doptera pass the winter or the tropical dry sea-

son as pupip. Some iiave several broods a year,

and in such the pupal stage of the hibernating

brood will last longer than that of the others.

The Imago.—When the pupa has arrived at

maturity; its coverings split and allow the emer-
gence of the 'imago" or perfect insect. "Hardly
anything m Ihc range of insect life," remarks
Dr. W. J. Holland, "is more interesting than the

rapid development of the butterfly after its first

emergence from the chrysalis. . . The imago,

as it first emerges, is provided with small, flac-

cid wings, which, together with all the organs of

sense, such as the antenn;e, require for their com-

l)lete development the injection into them of the

vital fluids, which, upon first emergence, are

largely contained in the cavities of the thorax

and abdomen. Hanging pendant on a projecting

twig, or clinging to the side of a rock, the in-

sect remains, fanning its wings, while by the

strong process of circulation, a rajjid injection

of the blood into the wings and other organs

takes place, accompanied by their expansion to
normal proportions, in which tliey gradually at-
tain to more or less rigidity. . . The body
is robbed of its liquid contents in a large de-
gree ; the abdomen is- shortened up ; the chitinous
rings which compose its external skeleton be-

come set and hardened; the wings are expanded,
and then the moment arrives when, on air^- pin-
ions, the creature that has lived a worm-like life

for weeks and months, or which has been ap-
jiarently sleeping the sleep of death in its cere-
ments, soars aloft in the air, the companion of
the sunlight and the breezes."

It is impossible here to go into any descrip-
tion of buttei-flies and moths. Butterflies, as a
rule, are more brilliant than moths, many of
them, in the tropics, especially resplendent in
metallic hues, rivaling those of the 'eyes' of
peacock-plumes. Moths, on the contrary', are
more usually dull of hue, and less given "to ap-
pearing in open places, even when they fly by
day, yet some are high-colored and beatitiful.

Both butterflies and moths, and their caterpil-
lars, may resemble to some extent the shape of
the object or the coloration of their background,
or of other insects. Thus they illustrate most
strikingly and copiously various phases of 'mim-
icry' and 'protective coloring.'

Butterllies, like bees and many other insects,
carry pollen from flower to (lower, and hence aid
gieatly in the formation of seeds. See Cross-
rEI!TII,IZ.\TIOX.

Geographical Distbibi-tion. Lepidoptera oc-
cur wherever plant-life suited to the nourishment
of the caterpillars is present. They are siui-loving

forms, and are most numerous in species in the
tropics. However, in numbers of individuals,
some of the temperate zone forms far outrank
any of the others. Some species occur in the
Arctic zone and on the tops of snow-clad moun-
tains. Certain forms flourish in the far north.
in Greenland, Labrador, and Iceland, or on tops
of snow-capped mountains. Some species are re-

stricted by temperature or food-plant to a very
limited area, while others are practically of
world-wide distribution. Widely distributed
forms either feed on widely distributed plants,
or can feed on a number of different food-])lants.

The delicacy of the Lepidoptera has prevented
their common preservation as fossils. The Ter-
tiary rocks of the Western United States, and
the rocks from the time of the British chalk down,
have yielded remains of a few scattered species.

About 50.000 species of T-epidoptera are known,
of which (i.OOO occur in America north of Mexico.
Of skippers there are two families—the large
skippers, Megathymidie, and the smaller skippers,

Hesperiida'. The butterflies include the Papili-

onidae, Pieridie, Lyca>nidie, and Nymphalida'. and
all other families (over 40) belong to the moths.

Bliu.U)(:R.\pnY. For general works, see bibliog-

raphy under Insects; A. Hyatt and J. !M. Arms,
"Cleaning of iletamorphosis," Natural Science,

nil. (London, 1896); E. B. Poulton, "Neurol-
ogy of Pupa\" in Transactions of the Li'tinwan-

Society (London, 1800) ; T. A. Chapman, "Pupa;
of Moths," in Trnnsuctions of the Entomoloiiical
Society (Lcmdon, 1893); and subsequently W. F.

Kirby, Haiuiboolc to European liuttcrflic.t and
.Moths (with guide to literature of the order, 5
vols., London, 1895) ; S. H. Scuddcr, liuttcr/licsof

Xew Enqland (3 vols., Cambridge, 1889) ; W. J.

Holland, r/ie Butterfly Book (New York, 1898) ;
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G. H. Frencli, liutter/lies of the Eastern United

States (Philadelphia, 1895) ; A. Weismann, .Veic

Ex'ijeriments on the l^easonal Dimoriihism of

Lcpuloiitera, trunslatcd by W. E. Nicholson in

Entomolofiist. .Tanuary-Au^nist (London, 180G) ;

Walker, British Museum Cutoloijue of Lrpidop-

ieia (London, 1854-56) ; Herrioh-Schatrer, Sys-

tematische liearbeitung der tiehmetterlintie von
Europa (Regensburg, 1843ofi) : Donbloday and
Westwood. Ccnera of Diurnal Lrpidoiitern (Lon-

don, lS4t!r.2) : H. .1. Elwes, "The Uistribution

of Buttertlios," in Procecdiiir/s of the Entomolog-

ical iiociety (London, 1894) ; A. S. Packard,

Text-linol- 'of Entvmoloyii {'Sew York, 1898).

For works relating to special families and spe-

cies, see their names.

Plate of Butterflies axd Moths.

I. Butterfly's wings, giving: names of parts.
'2. Wings, giving names of veins and nervules: T. T. inter-

nal veins; C^, postal veins. SO, subcostal vein ; SC. 1. 2,

3. i. 5, subc'Dstal nervules; t'U, upper radial; LK. low-

er radial ; M. median vein ; M. 1. 2. 3. median nervules;

SM. submedian veins; PC, precostal nervule ; UDC,
.\IDC. LDC. upper, middle and lower discocellulars

[after Holland].
3. Resting position of a butterfly.

4. Typical antenna of a butterfly.

3. Resting position of a moth (with typical plumose
antenna?).

«".. Mouth-parts of a butterfly, showing the extended dou-
ble proboscis (maxilla, mx), mandibles (m), labrum (/).

labial palpi (/p). and base of the antennee (an) between
the great eyes.

7. Sonie of the many forms of lepidopteran eggs; a, one
with a lid lifted at hatching for egress of larva.

5. 9. Forms of wing-scales.
lu. .\rrangement of the scales clothing the wing.

II. .\ caterpillar, showing parts: A. cephalic segments
(head) : B. thoracic segments; C. abdominal .segments:

a. rudiments of the six true legs ; h. four pairs of pro-

legs.

v.. Caterpillar of a njoth iStauropils tiigl). showing use of

prolegs in walking, and extreme development of tho-
racic larval legs.

13. Caterpillar of a Papilio. showing its retractile osma,-

teria protruded from the neck.

14. Caterpillar of a puss-moth, showing retractile anal
mastigia extended.

15. Caterpillar or measuring-worm of a georaetrid moth
in an erect and stiffened, position simulating a dead
twig.

IG. Parts of a pupa (chrysalis of a Sphinx-moth): a,

tongue-case; b, eye-case; c, trunk-case; d, first ab-
domitial segment: m, point terminating abdomen; s,

spiracles, or breathing-pores. oi)eniag into trachea.
17. Process of change of a butterfly (Anosia ph-xippuf!)

caterpillar into a pupa (after Riley) : a, caterpillar just

before the rending of the skin; b, chrysalis just Invd
from the molted caterpillar skin, except the cremas-
ter; c. pupa holding itself in place, head down, by seiz-

ing the folds of the shed skin between the edges of its

abdominal segments while it searches with its cremas-
ter tor the bntton of silk, attached to a twig or leaf, in

which it will h<jok the cremaster and hiing; c7. fully de-

veloped form of the chrysalis (light green with gold
"buttons"). This is an example of a suspended pupa
(Susitensi).

18. A belted pupa (Cincti).

19. History of transforniationin theLepidoptera(amoth):
a, egg: b, young larva; c, mature larva (caterpillar);

(1. \}\\\»i, within a cocoon; e, mature moth (imago).

BUTTERFLY-FISH. .\ fish of a tropical

marine family ( ChictodontidsE ) , so called because

of its gay colors and tluttering activity about

the coral' reefs, atnong whose growths it chicUy

makes its home, and where it lives by capturing

small animals, darting about with an irregular

agility suggestive of a butterlly in a garden. It

is small, short, very much compressed and
deep, and the scales extend over the dorsal and
ventral fins so that it is diiricult to say where the

fins merge into the body. The flesh is excellent

food. See Cobalfish.

BUTTERFLY-WEED (possibly on account
of its gaudy orangc-rcd llowers), or PlJiLulsY-

liOOT (Asciepius tulivrusa) . A plant found in

many parts of the United States, and which has
obtained a considerable reputation for the medi-
cal virtues of its root. The root is large, formed
of irregular tubers, or spindle-shaped branches,
externally yellowish-brown, internally white,
with a somewhat acrid, nauseous taste when
fresh, merely bitter when dried. It yields its

properties to boiling water, and is usually admin-
istered in the form of a decoction, fluid extract,
or sometimes as a powder. It is diaphoretic ami
expectorant, and has been found useful in the
early stages of ])ulinonary aU'ections, in rheuma-
tism, and in dysentery. Tlie stem of the plant
is erect, 1 to 2 feet high, and hairy; the llowcrs

a brilliant orange-yellow. The sap of the plant,

is not milky. See Asclepi.\.s.

BUTTERINE. A name for a butter substi-

tute, used interchangeably with oleomargarine.
See Oleomarg.\ri.\e.

BUTTER-MAKING. The pi-ocess of making
butter from cow's milk is divided into the opera-
tions of creaming, churning, and working or
finishing. The fat in milk exists in the form
of minute globules in suspension. In the opera-
tion of creaming, the separation of these globules

from the rest of the milk is effected either by
setting the milk in shallow pans or in deep cans
in cold water, or by means of a cream-seijarator.

It is possible to make butter by churning the
whole milk without first creaming it, and this

was undoubtedly the practice in earlier days, but
there is far greater loss of fat in this way, and
the churning of large quantities of milk is very
laborious. In both shallow and deep setting the
creatn is raised by gravity. The fat-globules,

being lighter than the water and other con-
stituents of the milk, gradually rise to the sur-

face on standing, carrying with them some of

the other constituents also. The time required
and the completeness of the operation depend
upon the size of the fat-gobules, which dift'ers

in tjie case of different breeds of cows, the larger
globules rising more readily. The fat left in tlie

skim milk consists mostly of small globules
which failed to rise as soon as the others. The
fat content of the skim milk is the measure of

the efficiency of creaming. In shallow setting

in pans the force of gravity alone is relied u])on,

the milk being set as quickly as possible after

it is drawn, and the cream skimmed off after
standing twenty-four hours or longer. The loss

of fat by this method is quite large, amounting
to about 20 per cent., and the skim milk contains
from 0.5 to 1.5 per cent, of fat. In deep setting,

cans about 18 inches deep are used, and these are
immersed or partially sulunerged in cold water,
preferably at about 40° F. The low tempera-
ture causes the globules to rise more rapidly and
more completely than in shallow setting. The
milk is allowed to stand in these cans for eigh-

teen to twenty-four hours, and the cream is then
removed froni the top by means of a dipper, or
tlie skim n)ilk is drawn oil' from below, leaving

the layer of cream in tho can. The latter method
is the least wasteful, and by it the fat in the

skim milk may b<: reduced to as low as 0.2 jier

cent, under favorable con<litions. Efficiency in

deep setting de])ends upon cooling the milk
rapidly as soon as it is drawn, and in maintain-
ing a temperature a little above freezing. If

the temperature is allowed to rise there is a
material loss of fat in the skim milk. The
separator has quite generally superseded deep or
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shallow setting in creameries and in large dairies

during the past few years. In this method the

cream is separated from the milk by centrifugal

force, in a bowl or drum, revolving at a high

rate of speed, from .iOOO to 8000 revolutions a
minute and even more. The milk enters through

a tube reaching to the centre and near the bot-

tom of the bowl, where the high rate of speed

causes the heavier milk tluid (the serum) to

gravitate toward the circumference of the bowl,

while the lighter cream remains near the centre

and rises to the upper part of the bowl. The
skim milk Hows out through a side tube, and the

cream through a second tube leading from the

centre near the top. The operaticm is continuous,

milk flowing into the bowl and .^kim milk and
cream ilowing out of it without interruption.

The rate of separation varies with the size and
capacity of the machine, the smaller hand sejia-

rators skimming from 200 to .'jOO pounds an
hour, and the larger fonns 2000 pounds and over.

By means of various appliances within the bowl
the separation of the fat is made quite complete,

the skim milk from a good separator properly

operated containing only about 0.1 per cent, of

fat and in some cases only 0.05 per cent.

The cream obtained by setting or by the

separator may be churned at once, as is the

case in making sweet-ercam butter, or may be

first 'ripened' or soured. The object in ripening

is to develop the characteristic flavors of butter

and a slight acidity which aids in churning and
affects the texture' of the butter. Eipening is

elTected by adding to the cream a 'starter' of sour

skim milk, buttermilk, or cream from a preceding

churning, or a commercial preparation of the

desired micro-organisms called a lactic femient
or pure culture. It is necessary to prevent ac-

cess to the cream of any germs which may cause
im|)roper souring, or impart an undesirable

taste or qualit.v to the butter, and it is with this

view that pure cultures are used for ripening.

Pasteurization of the milk or cream used in

butter-making, which is practiced quite exten-

sively in some countries, has the same object,

the tlieory being to kill all the germs which may
he in the milk or cream, and add only such as

are desirable.

The cream is ripened with the aid of the

starter mentioned, by keeping it at a constant
temperature (00° to" 70" F.) until the proper

amo\mt of aeid has developed, the time required

dei)ending upon the number of germs present and
upon the temi)erature. It is then ready for

churning. In this process the cream is agitated

in a churn (([.v.) to cause the particles of biitter

fat to \niite into masses so that they can he
separated from the buttermilk. This is ac-

conqilished at a temperature of from 30° to Go"
]''., the larger fat-gloliulos congealing and uniting

first, and the smaller ones adhering to these as

they come in contact with them. Finally the

whole body of fat may be brought tog<'ther in a
practically solid mass and the buttermilk di'ained

off. .\fter washing, the butter is worked by hand
or by machine (see Bitter-Worker) to remove
the buttermilk and washings more completely, is

salted to suit the taste, and ttien is either packed
in tubs or boxes, or made into |)rints.

Various factors affect the quality of butter

aside from the care in making, .\mong these are

the feed of the cows, the conditions under which
they are kept, the stage of lactation of the cows,

the handling of the milk and cream to avoid ab-
sorbing odors or becoming tainted, etc. The per-
fection of the sei)arator aiul other dairy machin-
ery has led to material improvement in the
quality of American butter, and has made it

possible to make good butter in almost all parts
of the United States. Scrupulous cleanliness and
close attention to every detail, from the produc-
tion of the milk to the tinal packing of the
finished product, are i>rime requisites to suc-
cess. Since the introduction of the creamery
system the amount of butter made on farms h.aa

greatly decreased, but there is still much more
butter made on farms than in creameries, al-

though creamery butter controls all the large-

markets. See, also. Creameries and D.\tryijig.
Fur more detailed accoimts of the processes of
Imtter-making, the i-eader is referred to H. H.
Wing. MUk and Its Products (New York, ISnO)

;

••IJutler-iiaking on the Farm," United Stales
Department of Agriculture, Farmers' Bulletin,
No. .57 (Washington, ISilit) ; and Handbook of
Experiment Station Worh, also issued by the
United States Department of Agriculture.'

BUTTERMILK. The liquid remaining after
till' liutter fat has been separated from cream by
churning. It consists largely of the water,
sugar, casein, and ash of the cream, together v.itli

a small amount of lactic acid produced in the
ripening of the cream (see Bltter-M.vkixg),.
which gives it a slightly acid taste. It also con-
tains a small amount of fat. depending vipon the
completeness of churning, which failed to sepa-
rate from the serum. Its composition varies,
but is approximately as follows: Water. 91;
casein, 3; milk sugar, 4.8; fat, 0.5; and ash,
0.7 per cetit. It is a healthful and nutritious
beverage, much relished by some j)ersons. In
many localities it is used to a considerable ex-
tent for feeding pigs, corn-meal or some other
grain being usually added to it. For this pur-
pose it has been found to be nearly equal to
skim milk, which contains about one-fifth more
solid constituents. The pork produced upon it

is of excellent quality. See BLTTER-ilAKi>>G.

BUTTERNUT (so called on account of its

oil), or White Walxit IJur/lans ciiieren). A
large, wide-spreading American tree 50 to 75
feet high, ranging from Xew England to Georgia,
and west to ilinnesota and Kansas, with nearly
smooth bark, and large comiimmd leaves. The
leaves and green nuts are clanuuy and pubescent.
The nuts are well known, and form agreeable
food when dried: when taken green and pickled
they are prized for the table. The nuts contain
as much as 4 per cent, of fixed oil, which is

sometimes extracted or expressed. Sugar can be
made from the sap, but it is much inferior to

that made from the maple. The timber is useful

for coach and cabinet work, posts, rails, and
wooden bowls. The bark of the root is mildly
cathartic. .\ dyeslutr was formerly prepare<l

from the bark and husks, and was quite widely
used at one time for dyeing woolens, etc., a light

reddish brown. For additional illustration, see

riate of Brazilnut. See Walxi't.

BUTTER, KocK. See Rock Bitter.

BUTTER-TREE. .\ name given to several

trojiical trees, of different orders, the fruit of

which yield complex fi.xed oils, having somewhat
the appearance, and used for the purpose, of

butter. The butter-trees of Ijidia and .Vfrica
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BUTTERNUT ijuglans cinerea). Nopthern New Jersey, early May.
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belong to the genus Bassia, of the order Sapo-

tacede; the butter-trees of Guiana and Brazil

to the genus Carvooar (q.v.), of the order Caryo-
caraeeoe. The oil-palm (q.v.) ajid the Cocos

butj-racea (see Cocoaxut) may also be regarded

as butter-trees, although not generally receiving

that name.
The mahwa, madhuca. or mahowa of the

East Indies {Bassin hitifolia) attains a height

of 50 feet and is found in stony and mountain-

ous parts of India. The succulent corollas of

the flowers are eaten raw, and a kind of spirits

is distilled from them. They also yield an

essential oil. The seeds yield by expression a

thick, gi-eenish-yellow oil used as food and also

for lamps. The Indian butter - tree, Bassia

hutyracea, occurs in the more mountainous parts

of India. The tree grows to a height of 50 to

60 feet. The wood is light and of no great im-

portance. The fruit is eaten to some extent,

and from the seeds is expressed the oil or butter,

which is white, and is extensively used. The

Indian oil-tree. Bassia loiiffifoUa, is a related

species, the seeds of which are used in a similar

manner to the others. The wood is said to

resemble teak in its strength, hardness, and

durabilitv. Bassia pallida is said to yield gutta-

percha. The butter-tree of Central Africa,

described by Mungo Park, is now known as Buty-

rospermuni Parkii, although formerly considered

a species of Bassia. It produces the Galam lat-

ter, also called Hliea butter (i.e. tree-butter),

which is highly valued and forms an important

article of internal commerce in the interior of

Africa. The seeds of the fruit, which resembles

an olive, are dried in the sun. or in a peculiar

kind of oven, and the kemels are then boiled in

water, in order to obtain the butter from them,

which not only keeps for a whole year without

salt, but is also -whiter, more solid, and more

pleasant to the taste than the butter of cow's

milk. This butter is used both as an article of

food and of medicine. It has been supposed that

the introduction of this tree might be of great

importance in other tropical- countries.

BTTTTER-WOEKEB,. A machine for work-

ing butter to remove the buttermilk and wash-

ings, to incorporate the salt, and to bring the

butter into compact form. (See BrxTER-il.vK-

ING.) Both hand and power workers are used:

and there are also several forms of the combined

churn and butter-worker, in which the butter

is worked within the churn without removing it.

Tlie latter are always operated by power. But-

ter-workers reduce the labor of butter-making,

and aid in producing a better butter. They

make it unnecessary for the hands of the maker

to come in contact with the product, and, as the

grain of the butter is least alfected by working

it at a teMi[)cralure of from 45° to 55°, this is

an important advantage. They are now very

generally eni])loyed in creameries and large

dairies.
" See Bt;TTER-:MA.KiNG.

BUTTEBWORT (a wort, or root, secreting a

greasv, butter-like substance) { Finf/uicula) .
A

genus" of plants of the onler Lentibulariaeete.

The species are small plants with rosettes of

radical leaves that secrete viscid fluid, which

catches in.seets. They are found in bogs and

-aasf. marshes of different parts of the world.

The flowers have spurred bilobed corollas,

and often have some beauty, especially those

of Piiiguicula grandiflora, a rare native of the
south of France and of Ireland. The com-
mon butterwort (Pinyuicula vulgaris) is abun-
dant in the northern parts of Great Britain and
Europe. It has the power of coagulating milk.

The Laplanders pour reindeer-milk warm from
the animal upon the leaves of this plant, strain

it, and set it aside for two or three days, till

it acquires the consistence of cream and some
degree of acidity, when it is with them a
favorite article of food. A little of it in this

stale will produce the same effect on warm
reindeer-milk which was at first produced by
[he leaves of the plant. The origin of the Eng-
lish name, butterwort, is sometimes referred to

the power of coagulating milk, sometimes to the
peculiar texture of the leaves.

BUTTEE"WOaTH, Hezeki.vh (lS3n-1005).

An .\nicrican cilitor. juvenile writer, and poet. He
was born at Warren, R. I., December 22, 1839.

After a common-school education, Butterworth
traveled widely in America and Europe, and be-

came (1871) editor of The Youth's Vompanioiu
Among his popular juvenile books are: Zigzag
Journeys (1876-90); A Knight of Liberty; The
Boyhood of Lincoln; The Patriot Schoolmaster;
and The Wampum Belt (1896). He has pub-
lished, also, Poems for Christmas, Easter, and
Seic Year (1883); Poems and Ballads (1887),
dealing with American history; and Songs of
History ( 1SS7).

BUTTMANN, boot'man, Philipp Karl (1764-
1829). An eminent German classical scholar,

lie was born in Frankfort-on-the-Main, and
studied in Giittingen under Heyne. He became,
in 1789, assistant in the Royal Library in Ber-
lin, and rose successively to be secretary and
librarian (1811). He held at the same time
(1800-08) a professorship in the Joachimsthal
Gymnasium in Berlin, wliich he afterwards ex-

changed for a professorship in the newly found-
ed university of that city. He died .June 21.

1829. Buttmann is best known by his Greek
grammars, the flriechisehe Grammatik (22d ed.,.

1869), and his Griechische. Schulqrammatik
(14th ed., 1862). His Leicilogus (2d"ed., 1860)
is a study of the difficult words in Homer and
Hesiod. His other important works are: Aus-
fiihrliche griechische ^jirachlehre (1819-27);
editions of selected dialogues of Plato ; Demos-
thenes In Midiam; Sophoclcs's Philocetes, Ara-
tus's Piufnoniena, and seholi:i to the Odyssey.
Valuable, also, was his Mylhutogus (1828-29), a
collection of essays on myths of the ancients, lie

continued the gi'eat edition of Quinlilian begua
by Spalding.

BUTTNER, l)iit'ner, K.vrl Gottiiilf (1848
— ). A (iernuin missionary and linguist, born
in Konigsberg. He studied theology at the

University of Konigsberg, in 1872-80 worked
under commission of the Rheinische Missions-

gesellschaft in Dnniaraland, and at the same
time conducted a school for native teachers at
Otyimbingwe. From 1886 to 1889 he was in-

spector of the Ostafrikanisehe Missionsgesell-

schaft in Berlin, and in 1887 was appointed an
instructor in the Seminary for Oriental Lan-
guages. He publislied a Sprachfiihrer fiir

h'eisende in Damaraland (1888); a Worterbuch
der Suahelisprachc (1891); and Lieder und
Oeschichten der Suaheli (1893).
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BUTTON (Fr. bouton, bud, button, knob,
litei:illy something pushing out, from houtcr,

to push; cf. Engl. butt). A term applied to the

well-known appendages to dress used either for

fastening or for ornament; to a sort of oblong
lateh used by joiners and cabinet-makers for

fastening the lids of boxes, doors of closets, etc.

;

and. in technical language, to the mass of fused

metal found at the bottom of a crucible or cupel

after fusing or assaying.

The use of buttons as an article of dress is a
product of modern civilization, as savages em-
ploy strings to fasten their clothing together.

The tireeks and Romans also employed strings

and girdles, the loose, flowing nature of their

<;arments not requiring a more secure fastening.

Buttons were first fastened to the clothing for

ornamental purposes. The next step was tlie

use of loops and buttons, the evolution of the
buttonhole coming last of all. Buttons were
first c-mi)loyed in Southern Europe in the Thir-

teenth or Fourteenth Century, and the manu-
facture of buttons in England dates only from
the reign of Elizabeth as a trade of any impor-
tance. It has undergone several extraordinary
changes, produced chiefly by the ever-varying
fashions in dress; but also by some simple,
though ingenious, inventions, as well as by for-

eign competition. In Great Britain, Birniing-
ham has always been the principal seat of the
button manufacture. What has been called the
'Augtistan Age' of button-making in that <'ity

included th.e latter portion of the Eighteenth
and the early part of the Nineteenth centuries,

when it was the fashion to wear coats 'loaded
with innumerable gilt buttons,' and when em-
plovers on a moderate scale in this manufacture
were making incomes of from £2000 to £3000
a year, and their workmen from £2 to £4 per
week.

Tliere are, in general, three kinds of buttons:
Those whicH are sewed to the garment through
holes in the button itself; those which have
shanks of metal ; those which have, in place of

the metal sliank, a tuft or layer of felt or other
cloth. The last two kinds are usually made
on the shell plan, there being two plates of

metal with a filling of pasteboard or cloth be-

tween, each having the edges tuined back, and
the one securely pressed into the other by ma-
chinery. The face oi the button may be covered
with cloth or may be of decorated metal. The
back has a hole or collet in the centre, through
which the metal shank or cloth tuft is intro-

<hiced. The shell button was invented by B. 8an-
<lers, a Dane, who. in 1807, moved from Copen-
hagen to Birmingham, and there began the manu-
facture of biittons. He used a metal shank, and
his son introduced the cloth tuft in its place.

A further modification of the button was made
later, when in place of the tuft a thin layer of

cloth was se(nired by a metal plate to the back
of the button, which was to be sewed on by
means of tliis loose layer of cloth. At the close

of the Nineteenth Century the tendency of

fashion was to abandon in a considerable degree
the shell button, and to return to the older form
with two, three, or four holes. Shanks, when
used, are often fastened directly to a solid but-

ton, especially if it be of metal.
Among the other materials which have had a

great success in their day, it is found that but-

BUTTON.

tons made of hoof, under the name of 'horn
buttons,' originally introduced more than a half-

century ago by E. Bassot of Paris, \\ere for a
good many j-ears most extensively manufac-
tured at Birmingham and sent to all parts of
the world. The hoofs are first boiled in large
kettles and then cut into fragments. These
are shaped into buttons, which are then placed
under a hydraulic press to stamp various pat-
terns on them. Another machine bores the
holes, and still another polishes them. An
average factory produces from 1500 to 2000
gross per week.

Vegetable ivory has long been a favorite ma-
terial for the manufacture of buttons, because
it is readily dyed and turned in the lathes.

(See Attalea.) It is the fruit of a South
American palm called the coroza-nut, and re-

sembles in appearance true ivory, thougli some-
what softer. The nuts cost in France, in 1809
(according to a United States consular report),
from $3.81 to .$5.71 per 100 kilograms (220
pounds). The nuts are first shelled by means
of a rotary sheet-iron drmn, provided on the in-

terior with sharp, three-edged irons. The nuts
are then cut into halves, out of which buttons
are bored, or into blocks which are formed into

buttons by a shaping machine. The dyeing
))rocess requires much skill and chemical knowl-
edge, and each factory has its carefully guarded
secrets. The buttons are dried in wire trays,

where they are subjected to a certain degree of

heat. They are then polished by means of a
large, revolving, felt-lined barrel, by polishing
stones, and by hand.

Metal buttons are a niuuerous class, and in-

chide buttons for uniforms, trouser buttons,
fancy buttons, which are gilt, stamped, chased,
or enameled, and many cheap varieties in iron

and other metals. Numerous kinds of compos-
ite buttons are also partly composed of metal.
Glass buttons form another interesting branch,
as do also porcelain buttons. Vulcanite hut-

tons have been very extensively made in the
United States., As to other materials, a Bir-
mingham manufacturer once said it would be
easy to write out a long list from which buttons
have been made, but very difficult to name one
from which they have not been made. In mak-
ing metal buttons, circular disks, called
'blanks,' are first cut out of sheet brass or
other metal by means of fly-presses, usually
worked by girls. The fiy-press consists of a
vertical iron screw with a triple thread, to
whicii screw is attached a horizontal arm, bend-
ing downward at the end to form a handle. A
punch attached to the press rises and falls with
the motion of this handle, and rapidly cuts out
the blanks. W)ien large quantities of one pat-

tern are required, a self-feeding, self-acting ma-
chine is used, which cuts out the blanks in rows
at one blow. After being annealed, the blanks
are next made convex by a blow from a stamp.
The shanks arc formed of wire by a separate
machine, which cuts ofl' pieces and bends them
into loops of a required form. When these are
soldered on, the buttons are dressed on a lathe.

They are then gilded and burnished; some, how-
ever, are only lacquered; and some, though
gilded, are finished in a dead or frosted style.

Livery and other buttons having a device in
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strong relief are stamped by a die placed in a

stamping-press. See Dies.

Buttons with lioles, wlien of pearl-shell, bone,

wood, or ivory, are cut \\ith a tubular saw,

turned separately in a lathe, and drilled. When
of n)etal the blanks are punched, then stamped

in dies to the required form ; the holes are

punched and finished smooth, so as to round the

sharp edges that would otherwise cut the thread.

Glass buttons are usually made by taking a

rod of glass of any color, softening the end by

heat, and pressing it into a mold, each half of

which is fixed to one limb of a pair of pincers.

The shank is placed in a hole in the mold be-

fore the melted glass is inserted.

The manufacture of pearl buttons was intro-

<luced into the United States about 1855. The
raw material at first came from China, and
entered free of duty. In Bohemia and else-

where such buttons are manufactured in fam-

ilies and by the poorer classes often as a house
industry in which all members of the family can
engage, the smaller children sewing the buttons

on cards. In Austria, France, and Germany the

work has largely been done by convicts. The
shells are brought from the Red and Mediter-

ranean seas, and there is said to be gieat danger
that the beds will be exhausted, as it takes them
twenty years to mature.

During the last decade of the Nineteenth
Century the manufacture of pearl b\ittons in

the United States received a great impetus,

owing to the discovery of fresh-water mollusks

in the Mississippi River admirably adapted to

this use. Of the 400 species of mussels found
in the river, several varieties are suitable for

button manufacture, but the best is the Quad-
'iiila ebena, or 'nigger-head.' which has a very
thick shell, a black or dark-brouTi outside skin,

and a glistening white interior. The fishing is

conducted throughout the year, even in the

coldest weather, under the ice, when shells are

in best condition, being less brittle. On account
of the shallowness of the river, fishing is ex-

tremely easy, and is carried on so unceasingly,

even during the spawning season, that imless

measures are taken to regulate the matter, the

banks will inevitably be exhausted. Another
enemy to the life of the mollusks is the sewage
pollution of the river. After the shells are

purchased from the fishermen, they are soaked
in barrels of fresh water from three to six days,

to render them less brittle. They are next
sawed into blanks with saws formed by steel

strips bent into tubular form. A fine spray of

water plays on the shell, to keep it cool and
lessen the dust, which is very irritating to the

respiratorv organs. The back of the button is

then ground, to remove the skin and even the

surface, and the front is polished and the de-

pression made by means of an emery wheel.

The holes are then drilled, and the buttons are

ready for sorting, carding, and packing. The
manufacture of buttons in the Mississippi Val-

ley began at Muscatine, Iowa, in 1890. It is

now the princi7)al business along a section of

the river over 200 miles in length, extending
from Fort iladison, Iowa, to Sabula, Iowa. In
1898, 7000 tons of mussels were used, at a cost

of .$72,000; the manufactured output consisted

of 2,2.50,000 gross of buttons, at a market value
of $500,000. The unit of measure in button

manufacture is a line, or one-fortieth of an

inch, and it is stated that—in the United States

at least—the cost of manufacture varies pretty

directly ^^ith the diameter or number of lines

of the button. The whole subject of the pearl-

button industry of the Mississippi Valley Avas

investigated in" 1809, by the United States Fish

Commission, from whose reports much informa-

tion concerning the industiy can be obtained.

An interesting account of the development of

the button industrv in the Unitc4 States will be

found in Bulletin No. 172 of the Twelfth Census

of the United States. It is here stated that

brass buttons were manufactured in Philadel-

phia as early as 1750, and, soon after, the numu-
facture of "hard-wood buttons was begun by

Benjamin Randolph in the same city. The first

button-factory in Waterbury, Conn., which city

is now the centre of the nietal-button industrj-,

was established about 1800. The manufacture of

covered buttons by machinery instead of by hand
was begun in 1827 by Samuel Williston, of East-

hampton, ]Mass. Horn buttons were made as

early as 1812, the hoots of cattle forming the

raw" material. Vegetable-ivory buttons have been

made in the Unified States since 1859, and this

branch now ranks third in the button inilustry.

Various kinds of composition buttons have been

made since the industr.y was started at Newark,
N. J., in 1862, where "a button resembling veg-

etable ivory was produced from certain fossil

and vegetable gums, combined with finely com-

minuted carbonate of lime, feldspar, or mica.

Composition buttons are now made of many ma-
terials, among them the Irish potato, which,

\\hen combined with certain acids, becomes as

hard as stone. Other materials are the casein

from skim milk, blood, and brown sea-weed.

Prior to 1900, 348 patents for button-machines

and 1355 for the making of buttons had been

issued by the United States Patent Office. A
unique branch of the button industry is the

manufacture of campaign and society buttons,

and of buttons on which photographs are repro-

duced. These are usually made from celluloid.

The centres of the different branches of the

button industry in the United States are as fol-

lows: Bone buttons. Pemisylvania; brass but-

tons, Connecticut, New York ; cloth buttons,

Massachusetts ; composition buttons, Pennsyl-

vania, New York; freshwater pearl-button

blanks, Iowa, Illinois ; fresh-water pearl but-

tons. New Y'ork, Iowa, Pennsylvania ; horn but-

tons, Connecticut; ocean-pearl buttons. New
York, New .Jersey, Pennsylvania : paper buttons.

New Hampshire ; tin buttons. New Jersey ; veg-

etable-ivory buttons. New Y'ork, Massachusetts,

New Jersey. In 1850, according to the Census
Bulletin named above, 59 button-making estab-

lishments in the United States had an output
valued at $9(U,359, while in 1900 the 238 estab-

lishments reported valued their productions at

$7,095,910. The value of imported buttons de-

clined from .$2,170,046 in 1891 to $600,982 in

1900.

In China a knob, or so-called button, is worn
in the hat as a sign of rank, there being nine

ranks, each of them signified by the material of

which the button is made. The highest rank

is indicated by a ruby; second by a coral; third,

a saj)iiliire; fourth, lapis lazuli; fifth, crystal;

sixth, white stone: seventh, plain gold; eighth

and ninth, differently marked gold.
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BITT'TON, Sir Thomas ( ? -1634). An Eng-
lish navigator, the successor of Henry Hud-
son in the search for a nortliwest passage. In
1612-13 he was frozen in and wintered on the

west coast of Hudson's Bay. Tlie next summer
he explored that coast, returning to England in

the autumn.

BUTTON QUAIL. A peoiliar quail-like

bird of the genus Turiiix, family Turni<'id:r. order

Hcmipodii (see Hemipode). found in the tropi<al

and sub-tropical portions of the Old World.
It is also called bustard quail, bush-quail, orty-

gan. and hemipode. .\boiit twenty species are

known, (me of which—the torillo of Spain
{Tuniix siilrntira)— occurs in Southern Europe.
They are almost the smallest game birds known,
and frequent wooded places, in small coveys,

feeding on seeds, berries, and insects, and fre-

quently visiting plantations. The females are

more brightly colored than the males, and more
forward in their manners than is usual among
birds; and their extreme pugnacity is taken
advantage of in India in trapping them by the

help of a decoy, which they try to assail.

BUTTON'S COFFEE-HOUSE. A famous
place of assemblage for wits in Addison's time,

situated in Russell Street, C'ovent Garden,
London.

BUTTONWOOD. See Piane.

BUTTRESS (OF. hoiilerets, from bouter,

hoter, to thrust). A structure, usually in the

form of a pier, erected for the purpose of giving

additional stability to a wall. It is not par-

ticularly necessary, except in vaulted construc-

tion, so little trace of it is found in Egyptian
or Greek art. As its purpose is to "balance the

outward pressure or thrust, it was not re-

quired in the concrete Roman structures, where
the pressure, as in a easting, was only down-
ward. The use of buttresses begins in Byzan-

tine architecture (see Byzantine Art), is con-

tinued in Romanesque (see Romanesque .\kt),

and receives its complete and logical develop-

ment in Gothic (see Gothic Akchitectiike),
for these styles used a system of balanced
thrusts. This balance was at first largely secured
without buttresses, which are useful only where
the pressure is concentrated at certain given
points, which the buttresses are used to

strengthen. For instance, in a Romanesque
tunnel-vaulted church, the thrust of the high
vault of the nave is continuous, and is met, say,

by semi-tunnel vaults over the aisles, whose out-

line is like that of the later Gothic flying but-

tresses—like a ccmtinuous Hying buttress. But-
tresses are of four main varieties: (1) Inter-

nal; (2) external: (3) pier buttresses: (4)

flying buttresses. In Saint Sophia, at Constan-
tinople, two enonnous pier buttresses brace the

central dome on either long side, doing what
the semi-domes perform on the other sides; but
the main Strain is passed down toward the

ground by a skillfully arranged series of vaults

over galleries, aisles, etc. In other and less bold

Byzantine constructions, all the buttressing is

internal. As early as the Romanesque period

there is a stronger tendency to reveal structural
methods on the outside. The use of exfemal
buttressing in the fonii of piers became then
very common, but they remained secondary in

usefulness to the aisle vaulting, in resisting the

pressure of the rave vaulting, and their capa-
bility by increased projection to strengthen the
outer walls was not thoroughly utilized. But
when, as in Norman Romanesque, ribbed cross-
vaulting was adopted, which concentrated the
tbru,sts on the piers and on the points in the
walls opposite them at the base of the vaulting
compartments (see Vault), then the buttress
was enabled to fulfil its real function. The
Gothic framework which then developed was
composed of three interacting parts, which se-

cured a perfect equilibrium : ( 1 ) The cross-
ribbing of the vaults: (2) the supporting piers;

(3) the retaining buttresses. These Gothic but-
tresses consisted of two parts—pier and tl.ving^

arch. The flying buttress was a purely Gothic
invention. Suppose a five-aisled Gothic cathe-
dral, with buttresses outside opposite the fall

of each vaulting compartment, L.nd occupying
substantially all the space between the large
stained-glass windows. A hea\y buttress pier
rises from the ground, projecting from the outer
aisle wall to a point about o])posite the base of
the vaulting of the nave. It is divided into
three stories—the first is part of the outer aisle
wall, and receives its vault thrust directly; the
second is joined to the upper part of the wall
of the gallery, over the inner side aisle, by a
flying half arch abutting against its pier but-
tress; the third is joined in the same way by a
longer arch to the base of the vault of the main
nave. These ll.ying arches receive the thrust
and transmit it along the line of greatest re-
sistance to the main pier buttress. The de-
velopment of this system by Gothic architects is

one of the most interesting details of the style.
The earliest examples—in about 1140, at Saint
Gernicr—are low and ineffective; they increase
in height and heaviness as the Twelfth Century
advances (Esserent, Noyon) ; and toward 120O
architects Icnow just what form, position, and
size are the most effective. They are then able
to reduce them in bulk, the more skillfully they
use thcui, and tliey begin to use for decorative
purpose what ^^ould seem likely to be an awk-
ward blemish on the exterior of their buildings.
A comparison of the buttresses of the cathedrals
of Soissons, Notre Dame, Amiens, and Rheima
will show how this was managed during the
course of the Thirteenth Century in France.
Colonnettes against the piers, pinnacles and
finials as a crown, tabernacles, engaged shafts
and blind arcades, gargoyles and grouped mold-
ings, contributed, together with increased ele-

gance of form and harmony of proportions, to-

make the developed Gothic buttress a beautiful
detail, as well as the most vital part of Gothic
structure, by which heavy walls were rendered
unnecessary. On French facades, the four great
piers that divide them into tliree sections are
buttresses, though other Gothic schools besides

the French used the buttress ; but as they did

not develop it nor thoroughly grasp its function

in all its delicacy, they used it less successfully

and generally. The Spanish school follows the
French most closely, liut often omits the see-

ondarv- pier buttress (cathedral at Burgos).

Next in purity comes the Knglisli, where some-

times, as at Westminster, an approach is made
to French perfection. Then comes German}', at

a great distance : while in Italy, with its de-

fective grasp of constructive principles, the
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Uothic buttress is iised iu two or three oases
•only (e.g. Frari, Venice). Since the Gothic
period the buttress has been practically elimi-

nated. The Eenaissance returned to the Roman
method of concealed balance of thrusts, and the
same method was followed by subsequent styles.

BUTURLINOVKA, boH toor'lo-nAf'kiV (ori-

jjinally the estate of Coiuit Butiirlin), or Pe-
TROVSKO-kT:. A village in the (iovernment of
Voronezli, Russia, 35 miles southeast of Bobrov.
It has n nu!ul)cr of tanneries, (lour-mills, and
brickvanls. Population. 1807, 23.400.

BUTYB'IC ACID (I,at. huti/rum. butter;
see BiTTEin. C',H,0,. One of the so-called fatty

^cids. It is an important constituent of but-

ter, in which it exists in the form of a glyceride—i.e. an ester of glycerin. The free acid has
a disagreeable odor similar to that of stale

fiweat, in which it is found in small quantities.
It is a thick liquid, somewhat lighter than
xvater, and boiling at 103° C. It mixes with
•water in all proportions. It is usually prepared
T)y a double process of fermentation. First,

milk-sugar is exposed to the action of the lactic

ferment present in the air. which transfomis
the sugar into lactic acid. The lactic-acid solu-

tion thus obtained is then subjected to the ac-

tion of another ferment, the huti/ric ferment,
present in decaying cheese: and by this second
process of fermentation the lactic acid is gradu-
ally transformed into butyric acid, provided the
solution is kept neutral by the addition of

chalk. Tlie butyrate of lime thus obtained is

<Jecomposed with dilute hydrochloric acid, and
the free butyric acid is separated by distilla-

tion. Butyric acid may also be prepared from
butter by boiling (saponifying) with caustic
potash. The acid called ixohuli/ric acid has the
same molecular composition as butyric acid,

though the two differ distinctly in their physical
and chemical properties; thus isobutyrie acid
boils at 155° C. and, unlike butyric acid, has a
limited solubility in water. The constitu-
tional formula assigned to butvric acid is

CH,.CH,.CH,.CO()H ; that assigned "to isobutyrie
acid is (CIT:;)X'II.COOH.

BUTTKIC ESTER, or Pin-eappie Oil. An
exceedingly fragrant oil obtained by distilling

a mixture of butyric acid, alcoliol. and sulphuric
acid. The butyric ester which passes over is

generally mixed with alcohol, and sold in com-
I'leree as arti/icii.il pineaj>plc oil. Its odor re-

sembles that of pineapples. Tlie substance is

used in the manufacture of fruit candy and in

perfumery. In its formation, ordinary alco-

hol (C.H5OH) combines with butyric acid
(CjHjCOOH). according to the following chem-
ical equation

;

C,H,OH + C,H:C00n = C,II,C00C,H5+ HjO
Butyric est*'r. or
Kth.vl but.vrate.

See also Kster.s.

BUXTEHUDE, buks'tfi-hoo'dc. Dietkku
(1037-1707). A noted German organist and
•composer, bom at Elsinore, Zealand. Denmark.
Nothing is Icnown regarding his musical train-

ing. He must have achieved a considerable
reputation by IH(i8, for in that year he was ap-
pointed organist of the Marienkirche of Liibeck,

at that time one of the most important posts of
the sort in (ierniany. There be exercised a
powerful intlucncc upon the musical history of

his time. Not only was he distinguished as an
organist, but he established the 'Abendmusiken,'
famous throughout Germany even into the Nine-
teenth Century. These were services, comjiris-
ing organ music and concerted works for chorus
and orchestra, given annually in the Marien-
kirche, on the afternoons of "the five Sundays
preceding Christmas. It is recorded that to
hear these performances in 1705 Biich walked
50 miles, from Ariistadt to Liibeck, where he
I'roliinged his month of leave to three months.
Buxtchude was suri>assed in the choral by the
Pachclbel (q.v. ) school, but he was eminent as
a jiioneer in purely instrumental music, later
carried to its full development by Bach. Jlany
of his compositions have been lost. Fourteen
Choral-Bedrbeittinyen have been edited by Delm
(Leipzig), and the organ works that are still ex-
tant by Spitta (2 vols., Leipzig, lS7(i-78). Vari-
ous separate pieces have appeared in Busby's
History of Music (London, 1819) ; CommeV's
^flfsira fiiirni (2(! vols., Berlin. 183!) et seq..

Vol. I.) : Ritter's Kiinst des Orgelspiels (Leip-
zig. 1877) ; and other works.

BUX'TON (AS. 60c, Ger. Buche, Scotch, buck,
Engl, beech + AS. tun, Engl, toicn). A market-
town and watering-place in Derbyshire, England,
33 miles northwest of Derby (Map: England,
K 3). It lies 900 feet above the sea, in a deep
valley, surrounded by hills and moors, which
have been tastefully planted, the only approach
being by a narrow ravine. Buxton is famous for
its calcareous springs, tepid (82° F. ) and cold
(discharging 120 gallons of water per minute),
and its chalybeate springs. It is visited annual-
ly from ,Tune to October, by 12,000 to 14,000
persons, the waters being taken for indigestion,
gout, rheumatism, and nen-ous and cutaneous
diseases. There is a small industry in ornaments
made from alabaster and spar. Buxton is in
direct railway conuuunicatiou with London. 100
miles distant. Near Buxton are Diamuiid Hill,
famous for its crystals, and Poole's hole, a
stalactitie cavern about 500 yards long. About
five miles east of Buxton is Chee Tor, a jier-

pendicular limestone rock 300 feet high. Po])u-
lation. in 1891, 7540; in 1901, 10.181. The
Romans had baths here, ilary Queen of Scots
resided for some time at Buxton when in the
custody of the Earl of Shrewsbury.

BUXTON, Jedediaii. See Calculators, Re-
M.4.KKAM.E.

BUXTON, Sir Thomas Fowell (1780-1845).
An English philanthropist. He was born at
Eail's Colne, Essex, the eldest son of a wealthy
family. At liis graduation from Trinity College,
Dublin, at 21 years of age, he was asked to
represent the university in Parliament, but de-

clined. He married a sister of the celebrated
Mrs. Elizabeth Fry in 1807, entered business as
a brewer, and by his energ\' and great business
ability ultimately accunuihited a large fortune.
He at once interested himself, also, in local

charities, and in educational and religious enter
prises. In 1818 h(f entered Parliament as mem-
ber for Weymouth, which he continued to repre-
sent for about twenty years, taking a prominent
l)art in all debates on such questions as the
amelioration of criminal law and of prison dis-

cipline, the suppression of the suttee in Indi:i,

and the emancipation of slaves. The latter, in

|>articular, engrossed a large share of his activity
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for many years, and no one displayed more
indomitable zeal and firmness in its advocacy.
In IS.'S" lie was rejected by his constituency, and
refused ever after to stand for a borough. In
1840 he became a baronet. For his life, consult
Me)noir.<i of Sir T. F. litixton, Bart., edited by his

son, t'harles Buxton (London. 1872).

BUXTORF, byks'torf, Joiianx, the Elder
(1564-1629). A German Orientalist. He was
born at Kamen, Westphalia, l^cember 25, 1564.

His student years were spent at Marburg, Hcr-
born, Heidelberg, Basel, Zurich, and Geneva, and
after traveling through Germany and Switzer-
land he settled at Basel, w'here he became pro-
fessor of Hebrew in 1591, at the instance of his
teacher, Grvmrus. and there died of the plague,
September "l3, 1620.

It was while studying at Herbom under Pisea-
tor that he imbibed his love for Hebrew, to the
studj' of which and of Rabbinical literature he
devoted his life. He associated much with learned
Jews, and so great was his acquaintance with
Jewish writings that he was frequently consulted
by .Tews on matters relating to cereiunnial laws.
His learning gained for him the title 'Master of
the Rabbins.' His most important works are
Synaqoga Jxtdaica hoc est Schola Jiidworuin
(1604); his liiblia Behraica Rabbinica (1618-

19) ; his Tiberias; sive Commentarius Massore-
Ihicus (1620) ; his Lexicon Chaldaicum Talmudi-
cum et Rabhinictim (1639), a most comprehen-
sive work of which a new edition was issued by
Fischer (1866-74) ; and his Concordant iw Biblio-
riim UebraicoriDn (I6.S2; new ed. by Biir, 1862-
63). The two last-named works were, liowever,
not completed by Buxtoif, and were published
after his death in completed form by his son,
Johann Buxtorf. Consult Kautsch, Johann Bux-
torf dcr A elfere (Tubingen, 1880).

BUXTORF, Johann. the Younger (1599-
1664). .Son of the preceding, also an Orien-
talist. He was born at Basel, August 13, 1599.
At the age of 12 he entered tlie university
at Basel, and at 16 he received the diploma
as Master of Arts from the hands of his father.
.\fter finishing his studies he proceeded to Hei-
delberg and subsequently to Geneva. In 1623
he was offered the chair of logic at Lausanne,
but declined, preferring to return to Basel,
where, after holding various clerical offices, he
was elected, in 1629, to succeed his father at
the university. He remained in Basel, holding
during his residence various chairs until his
death on August 16, 1664. He was married four
times; his first three wives dying shortly after
marriage. Of his children, all died ' young
except two boys, one of whom, Johaim Jacob,
.succeeded his father in the chair of Hebrew-.
Much of his life was spent in controversies re-

garding disputed biblical and theological ques-
tions, notably regarding the antiquity of the
vowel system in Hebrew. Besides liis Lexicon
Chaldaicum et Si/riacum. which appeared (Basel,

1622) with a preface by his father, he completed
and ijublished from the MSS. of his father the
Lexicon Chaldaicum, Talmudicnm, et Ilabbinicum
(Basel, 1639) and (^oncordantiw Bibliorum Be-
braicnrum (Basel, 1632).

BUX'US. See Box.

BUYS-BAIiLOT, bois'ba'lf/, Curistophorus
Henrici s DiDKRicr.s (1817-90). A Dutch
meteorologist, born at Kloetinge, and educated at

the University of Utrecht. He became professor
of mathematics in the university (1847), and
professor of experimental physics (1870). In
1854 he was appointed director of the Royal
meteorological institute at Utrecht. He was the
first to make a practical application of a sys-
tem of storm-signals in Europe and invented the
aerochinoscope, used on the Dutch coast to com-
municate to vessels at a distance the direction
from which wind or storm is to be expected. He
is, perhaps, best known for the Buys-Ballot Law,
a statement expressing the connection of wind-
directions with a given storm-centre. He was
active in endeavoring to obtain an international
uniformity in meteorologic observations. His
publications include Changements jiiriodiques de
hi temperature (1847); Eenige regelen voor
te wachten van iceerr-erandering in Nederland
(1860: "Some Rules Regarding Weather Changes
in Holland"), and 40 volumes of the Annual of
the ileteorological Institute.

BUZAU, brio'tsou, BUZEO, or BUSEO. The
capital of a district in western Wallacliia, Ru-
mania, on the Buzau River, and on the Ruma-
nian-Bucharest Railway. It is an episcopal see,

with a cathedral establishment and other pub-
lic buildings, and has a considerable domestic
trade. Population, in 1899, 21,561.

BUZ'FUZ, Sergeant. A caricature of a con-
temporary class of barrister in Dickens's Pick-
tcick Papers. He is counsel for Mrs. Bardell ia
her breach of promise suit against Pickwick.
His firm has taken up her ease thinking that the
latter will pay the costs; and when they lose
tlieir fees by the defendant's choice of jail in-

stead of blackmail, they very nearly land their
own client in prison. Buzfuz is inimitable at
showing dark intentions in the most innocent
actions and speeches of Pickwick.

BUZULUK, bw'zoo-look' (founded in 1756
on the Bunuhik River). A district town in the
Government of Samara, Russia, 110 miles east-
southeast of the city of Samara (Map: Russia,
H 4). The chief industries include the casting
of church bells and the preparation of sheep-
skins. Poi)ulation, in 1897, 14,500.

BUZZARD (OF. buzart, Fr. buse, from Low
Lat. busio, Lat. 5«feo, akind of falcon or hawk).
A hawk of the genus Buteo, a widely distributed
group. They are of medium or rather large size,

heavy-bodied, of strong but measured llight.

They are not so spirited as the falcons (<i.v.)

and capture their prey more stealthily. They
live very largely on the smaller mammals, sucli
as field-mice and squirrels, but they also often
capture bird.s, and arc frequent visitors to the
poultry-yard. The wings are rather long and
pointed, exceeding the tail; feet robust, with
tarsi partially feathered. The type of the genus
is the common buzzard of Europe (Buteo vul-
garis), which measures about four feet across
the wings, and is prevailingly brown, with a con-
siderable mixture of black on the upper parts,
and of white or grayish white on the under. In
America this species is replaced by Swainson's
buzzard (Buteo Su:ainsoni) , which is one of the
commonest large hawks from the Mississippi
westward to the Pacific. It occasionally strays
eastward through the Northern States. In color
it is only slightly difi'erent from the European
species, but it is somewhat larger. Some nine
or ten other buzzards occur in the United States,
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Imt only two or three of them are wideh* dis-

tributed. The most common of these is tlie red-

tailed hawk ( liutco borealis) , found over all Xorth
-America. The tail of the adult bird is a rich

rufous, tipped with white and with a narrow
black band near the tip. The red-tail is one
of our largest hawks, measuring from four and
a half to five feet across the wings. Though
often called the 'hen-hawk,' he seldom attacks

poultry, and feeds largely on frogs and insects,

as well as mice and sciiiirrels. The nest is a
largo alfair of sticks built in a tree from 30 to

70 feet from the ground. The eggs, laid very
early in the spring, are usually three or four in

number, dull white, soniewliat marked with
brown. Closely allied to the red-tail is the red--

shouldered hawk {liutco Uncdtiis) , a somewhat
smaller bird, and easily recognizable by the
rufous wing coverts, forming a bright patch at

tiie bend of the wing. The red-shouldered hawk
has about the same range as the red-tail and is

often confused, with it under the names 'hen-

hawk' and 'chicken-hawk,' but poultry is really

a very insignificant part of its diet. Its breeding
habits are similar to those of the red-tail. The
broad-winged hawk {Buteo latissimiis) is much
smaller than either of the preceding, and is

confined to the eastern part of the continent. It

feeds very largely on insects.

The name is often extended to the genus of

which the rough-legged hawk {Archibiiteo, logo-

pus) is the best-known species. These buz-

zards are easily recognized by the feathered

tarsus, the feathers extending clear to the toes in

front. The rough-leg is one of the most wide-
ranging hawks known, being found in the Old
World from Lai)land to the Cape of Good Hope,
and in America us far south at least as Virginia.

It is somewhat darker than the European and is

ranked as a separate subspecies. ( See Plate of

Eagles and Hawks.) In the western part of

North America is found a closely allied species,

the 'California squirrel-hawk,' which is consid-

ered "one of the largest, handsomest, and most
distinctively marked hawks of North America."
Besides these various buzzards already men-
tioned, about twenty other species are known.
found in all parts of the world. In America, the
name buzzard is commonly given to the Ameri-
can \'ultures (q.v.), of which the common tur-

key-buzzard is the most familiar example.

BUZZARD, ;Mr. .ItSTiCE. An ignorant and
corrujit judge in Fielding's Amelia.

BUZZARD-EAGLE. See Eagle.

BUZZARD'S BAY. A bay on the south coast

of -Massachusetts, about 30 miles long by 5 to 10

miles wide, sheltered from the ocean and partly
separated from Vinevard Sound (q.v.) bv the
Elizabeth Islands (Map: Massachusetts, F 4),
which form a portion of the southern boundary.
Buzzard's Bay is a favorite summer resort. In
the bay are the harbors of New Bedford. Ware-
ham, Sippican, Nasketucket. and Mattapoiset.

BY-BIDDING. A fictitious bidding at an
auction sale on l>ehalf of the vendor, at his

request or with his connivance, for the purpose
of enhancing the price and without the intent of

buying. Another name for this practice is 'pufT-

ing.' In England, secret by-bidding or pufTmg by
a single bidder will vitiate .a sale at an auction

advertised as being without reserve. Such ap-

pears to be the rule generally prevailing in the

United States. When the auction is not announced
to be without reserve, there is considerable au-
thority both in England and in the United States
for the view that a single pufVcr will not invali-
date the sale, if he is employed to prevent a sacri-
fice of the property at too low a i>rice, and does
not run the jirice up unduly. The safe and honor-
able course for an owner, however, who wishes
to save his property from sacrifice at auction, is
to give notice that he reserves the right of
bidding, or of withdrawing the property, if satis-
factory bids are not made. An agreement by the
vendor to pay the ])ufTer for his services is un-
enforceable whenever the services are illegal.

See Auction ; Contract.
BYBLOS, bib'los (Gk. Biflog). An aticient

city of Pliienicia, more properly Gyblos, now
called Jel)eil, situated at the base of tlie Lebanon,
about half way between Tripoli and Beirut. It
is frequently mentioned in Phoenician inscrip-
tions under the form G B L and appears in cu-
neiform documents as early as the Fifteenth Cen-
tury B.C. as Gubli, in later inscriptions also as
Gubal. From the el-Amarna tablets it is evident
that it was a place of considerable imi)ortance
alread}' at a remote period, and was prominently
involved in the western campaigns of Tiglatli-
pileser III. and Shalmaneser IV. (Eighth Cen-
tury B.C. ) . How the change from initial G to B
was brought about is not known, but among
Greek writers (e.g. Strabo), it is invariably
Icnown as Byblos. Byblos was the seat of \\or-
ship of Adonis of Tammus and of Astarte under
the name of Baalet-Gublu (lady of Gulilu or
Byblos). The town is called Gebal in the Bible:
Ezek. xxAii. 9 mentions the maritime pursuits
of the inhabitants. The remains of the town
are rich in ruins, dating from Roman times and
tlie period of the Crusades. It was the birth-
place of Philo.

BYELINSKI, bye-Wn'ske, Vissarion Gbi-
GORVEVITCH (1S10-4S). A Russian literary critic.
He was born at Sveaborg. the son of a physician.
He attended the gymnasium at Penza and stud-
ied philology at the University of JIoscow, where
he became intimate with the 'idealist' circle of
Stankyevitch, Herzen, and' others. In 1832. on ac-
count of a tragedy directed against serfdom, he
was expelled from the university, ostensibly on
the ground of 'incapacity.' In 1,S34 he made his
debut with the famous Lilerari/ Rercries—

a

brilliant survey of the historical development
of Russian literature—in Rumor, and contrib-
uted to it and the TelcHcope until their sup-
pression in 1S3G. Two years later, with sev-
eral friends, he undertook to edit the .Moscow
Ohserver. Under the influence of Bakunin and
a one-sided interpretation of Hegel's proposi-
tion, 'all that exists is rational,' he preached
complete acceptance of and conciliation with
reality. At the same time he advocated the the-
oi-y of pure art, which aimed at an artistic
embodiment of 'eternal ideas' and not at a re-
production of life. In 1839 he went to the capi-
tal and became principal contributor of the
Annals of the Fatherland. 'Reality' soon fright-
ened him here, and all the fiery striving for truth
and right now turned into deep grief ov.er this
reality. From 1 840-40 he wrote a series of long
es.says on Derzhavin, LermontofT, Gogol, Kolt-
sofT, Pushkin (the last a volume of Over 600
pages), and other popular writers, the whole
forming practically a history of Russian litcra-
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ture from Lomonosoff down to his own day.

Byelinski's critiques now acquired a social char-

acter, and he appeared not only as a keen ces-

thetie jud'ie, but as a passionate eritico-publicist

as well, lighting for personal rights, unmasking
social and literary hypocrisy, scourging stagna-

tion, routine. ai?d lack of humaneness in society.

In 1S4G he began to contribute to the Voiitem-

]iorari/, rejuvenated under the editorship of the

poet XekrasolV. Uis last great effort was his

Literary Review (or the Year JS.'/7, in which he

saw the hope of Russian literature in the 'natu-

ralistic' works of Turgenieff. Gontcharoll'. Dos-

toyefski, and others. His health was under-

mined, anil the trip abroad could not delay the

progress of consumption, which brought him to

the grave on the eve of his arrest by the police

on account of his radical views.

A (icrfect master of style, passionate, and en-

dowed with a brilliant "fanc.y, with a natural

bitterness greatly increased by physical ailing

and the hardship's of life, he poured all his heart

and soul into his work. Greeting with ardent

delight the appearance of every new gifted

writer, he unerringly foretold his future develop-

ment, basing his opinion upon a careful analysis

of his work. Besides giving correct estimates of

all the chief Russian writers and bringing down
the history of Ru.ssiau literature to certain well-

defined periods, he was the first Russian to estab-

lish riglit conceptions of art and literature, and
to point out the direction which literature must
take to become a social force.

His works, in twelve volumes, were published

in 18r)9-()'2, and later. In 1898, after the copyright

ceased, several new editions appeared. The best is

l\ow ( 1902) in the course of publication, with pro-

fuse notes by S. Vengeroff (to be in twelve vol-

umes). Consult A. Pypin, Bt/elinski: Eis Life
and Cftrrrnpondence (Saint Petersburg, 1876).

BYELOSTOK, bya'lS-stok'. See Bialystok.

BY'EKLY, William Elwood (1849—). An
American mathematician. He was born in Phila-

delphia, Pa., and in 1871 graduated at Har\ard.
He was assistant professor at Cornell (187.3-7G),

and since then has been at Harvard, first as as-

sistant professor, and then, after 1881, as full

professor of mathematics. He became a Fellow of

the American Academy of Sciences in 1878, and
has published Elements of Differential Caleulus

(1879) ; Elemcntfi of Integral Calculus (1881) ;

a Treatise on Fourier's Series and Spherical. f'\j-

lindrieal. and Ellipsoidal Harmonics: and Prob-

lems in Differential Calculus (1895),

BYERIiY TURK, The. The sire of the

Herod race-horse stock, ridden in the Irisli Rcl>cl-

lion of 1089, by one Captain Byerly and named
after him. He" was one of the triad from which

all Englisli thoroughbreds mentioned in the stud-

book are traced. See GouoLPUlx Barb.

BY'FORD, William Heath (1817-90). An
.American physician. He was born in Eaton,

Ohio, graduated at the Ohio Medical College in

1844, and became professor of anatomy in the

Evansville (Ind.) Medical College in 18.50. In

18.57 he was appointed professor of obstetrics and
di-seases of women and children in the Rush
Medical College (Chicago) , where he became pro-

fessor of gynecology in ISSO. He was president

and professor of clinical surgery in the Women's
Hospital Medical College from its organization in

1862 until 1880; was twice president of the

BYXES.

American Medical Association; and was presi-

dent of the American Gynecological Society.

Among his works, the best-known are: Surgery
Applied to Diseases of Women (1865, 2d ed.,

1871) and Philosophy of Domestic Life (1868).

BY'INGTON, Ezra Hoyt (1828-1901). An
American Congiegational scholar. He was
born at Hinesburgh, Vt., September 3, 1828,

graduated at the University of Vermont, 1852,
and at -\iidover Theological Seminary, 1857; was
pastor in various places. He wrote The Puritan
in England and Xcw England (Boston, 1896, 4th

ed., 1900) ; Tlte Puritan as Colonist and Re-
former (1899) ; also the histories of the Congre-
gational churches at Hinesburgh, Windsor, and
New Haven, Vt. ; a memorial of Rev. E. Cutler,

D.D., and a volume of sennons. The Christ of
Yesterday, To-Day, and Forever (1897). He died
at Newton, Mass., May 16, 1901.

BY-LAW (probably on tlie analogy of by-

path, by-way, corrupted from byrtaiv; see Byb-
LAW), As the term itself indicates, it was first

applied to the local rules or laws of a township,
manor, or vill, but, as used at present, the term
includes all rules or legulations made by puli-

lic or private corporations, or even by unincorpo-
rated societies, for their own management or for

the government of their members. The power to

make and to change its by-laws belongs to every
corporation, even without an express grant of

authority. When the power is conferred by
charter, or by a general statute, upon particular
persons, such as a board of directors, it can be
validly exercised only liy such persons. In the

absence of any limitation, however, the power
belongs to the members at large. A by-law which
is repugnant to a constitutional provision or

to a .settled rule of law, or which is unreason-
able, is invalid. A valid by-law of a municipal
coi'poration (or ordinance, as it is usually called

in this country) is a true law, for it has the

authority of the State behind it. A breach of it

subjects the offender, generally, not only to an
action for a penalty, but to a criminal prosecu-

tion. By-laws of private corporations or of

unincorporated societies are rather agreements
binding on the members, than laws, in the true
sense of that term. See Corporation, and con-

sult the authorities referred to under that arti-

cle; also Boisot, By-Laws of Private Corpora-
tions (2d ed., Saint Paul, 1902); Pollock and
Maitland, History of English Law (2d ed., Bos-

ton, 1899).

BYLES, bllz, Mather (1706-88). A New
England clergyman and poet, distinguished for

wit and repartee. He was born in Boston, March
26, 1700, graduated at Harvard in 1725. and after

being ordained to the ministrv. received charge,

December 20, 173.3, of the Ho'lfis Street Congre-
i.'ational Church, Boston. He was distinguished

as a pulpit orator, and his published sermons
show a considerable command of language. He
corresponded with Pope and Swift, and wrote
a Poem on the Death of George I. (1727); a
Poetical Epistle to Governor Belcher on the

Death of His Lady (1736); and Miscellaneous
Poems (1744), which were lauded by his con-

temporaries to an extent that now seems ludi-

crous. Byles was a consistent Tory, and in 1770

left his parish on that account. In 1777 he was
denounced as an enemy of his country, tried, and
condemned to imprisonment and banishment, but
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he was suffered to remain in his own house,
"guarded, regarded, and disregarded," as he said,

and lived in Boston till his death (July 5, 1788),
bequeathing his Royalist sympathies to his daugh-
ters. His son, Mather (1730-1814), also a cler-

gyman, became an Episcopalian in 1708, and on
the founding of Saint John. Xew Brunswick, by
the Tories, who had been expelled from Boston,
became tluir rector till his death (18141.

BYLIITA, bl-le'na (Kuss., the past, from
tiiti, Skt. i</iii, to be, as it is historical in char-
acter). The epic songs of Russia, covering a pe-
riod from mythological to comparatively modern
limes. Their heroes, hogalijri (paladins), are
either mythical, types of the forces of nature, or
historical personages. The foniier, the so-called

'elder paladins,' occupy a small part of the epic
songs, the bulk of them dealing with the latter,

or "younger paladins.' In the cycle of 'younger
paladins,' aside from the minor portion dealing
with the later SIoscow period, two main earlier

sub-divisions are distinguished: one clustering
around the' Southern capital. Kiev, and its Prince
Vladimir, the other around the free city of
Novgorod. The central figure in the Kiev period
is Ilya Muromets (q.v. ). The bi/Iinas have been
<ollected from bards in the northern part of Rus-
sia and in Siberia, particularly in the govern-
ments of Olonetz. Arkhangelsk, and Tomsk. Con-
sult: Rambaud. La Iiussie cpique (Paris, 1876) ;

\\ esselofsky, "Beitrage zur Erklilrung des russ-

ischen Heldenepos." Archh- fiir slavische- Philo-
logic. Vol. III. (Berlin, 1879) ; Epic Honqs of
JtiiKiia, translated bv Isabel Hapsood (New York,
1880).

BYLLYNGE, bll'ling. Edwabd ( ? -1687).
An English Colonial proprietor. With .John

Fenwicke, he purcliased in Xew Jersey an ex-

pensive tract of land, including that part of

the province north of an imaginary line dra«Ti
from Burlington to Barnegat. A quarrel regard-
ing the division of the land having somehow
arisen between these Quaker associates, William
Penn, as arbiter, adjudged nine-tenths of the
total property to be Byllynge's. Byllynge, how-
ever, soon made an assignment in favor of his

creditors, and his holding, long styled the 'Byl-

lynge tenths,' was disposed of to two organiza-
tions of the Society of Friends. In 1677 he was
elected Governor of West Jersey Province.

BYNG, bing, George, Viscount Torrington
(1063-1733). A British admiral, bom at
Wrotham, Kent, January 27, 1663. He entered
the na\-y at the age of 15, and was rapidly pro-

moted. In 1688 he gained the favor of the
Prince of Orange by activity and zeal in his

fause, and received the rank of captain. In 1703
he was made Rear-admiral of the Red. The at-

tack on Gibraltar was confined to his command,
and for gallant conduct at Malaga he was
knighted by Queen Anne. In 1700 he was
elected to Parliament, and represented Plymouth
until 1721. In 1708 he became Admiral of the

Blue, and commanded a squadron fitted out to

oppose the Pretender's intended invasion of Scot-

land from France. He pursued the French fleet

to the Firth of Forth, took one ship, and forced

the fleet back to Dunkirk, on whicli occasion he
was presented with the freedom of Edinburgh.
On the breaking out of the Rebellion of 1715,

he was appointed commander of a squadron in

the Downs, and for important services against
Tou III—18.

the French, was created a baronet. In 1718 he
commanded the English fleet sent to Sicily for
the protection of the neutrality of lUily, and
gained a striking victory over the Spanish fleet

olT ^Messina. Soon after he was appointed treas-
urer of the navy and rear-admiral of Great Brit-
ain. In January, 1721, he became a privy
councilor, and in September following was cre-
ated Baron Southill and Viscount Torrington.
On the revival of the Order of the Bath, in 1725,
he was installed one of the knights, and on the
accession of George II. was nominated first

Lord of the Admiralty. He held this office till

his death, January 17, 1733.

BYNG, JoH.x (1704-57). A brave but ill-

fated British admiral, fourth son of Admiral
George B_^Tig, \'iscount Torrington. He entered
the navy early, served under his father in 1727,
became captain, and by 174S attained the rank of
Admiral of the Red. In 1756 he was promoted
Admiral of the Blue, and appointed to command
a hastily equipped squadron of ten ships, sent
to the relief of Jlinorca, at that time blockaded
by a French fleet under La Galissonni^re. Ou
the 20tli of Jlay Byng gave the signal to en-
gage, which was ol)eyed by Rear-Admiral West,
but Byng, through ill manoeuvring, failed to sup-
port him, and the French, acting on the defensive,

remained victors. Byng did not consider him-
self justified in making other elTorts, and left

Minorca to its fate. The dissatisfaction in Eng-
land, when the news arrived, was taken advan-
tage of by the Ministry to divert public odium
from their inefficient measures. Byng was tried

by court-martial and condenmed to death, for a
breach of tlie Twelfth Article of War, but recom-
mended to mercy. Sacrificed to the general in-

dignation, he was shot on board the ilonarch, at
Portsmouth starch 14, 1757, meeting his fate
with lirmness and resignation.

BYNKEESHOEK, bin'kers-hook, Cobxelius
VAN (1673-1743). A Dutch jurist, born at ilid-

dleburg, in Zealand, ilay 29, 1073. He studied
at the University of Franeker, took the degree of

doctor in 1094, and immediately after commenced
to practice as an advocate at The Hague. In
1703 he was elected by the States-General a
member of the supreme council of Holland, Zea-
land, and West Friesland, and, in the exercise of

his functions, soon had occasion to observe how
defective was the common law of the country.

With a view to remedy this, he published various
works on the civil law, the most important of

v.hich was the Observatioites Juris Ilomani. In
1724 he was elevated to the dignity of president

of the supreme council. His works on interna-

tional law acquired wide celebrity. The most
famous arc Dr Uominio Maris (1703) and Quces-

tiones Juris Puhlici (1737). In addition to these,

he made a digest, under the title of Corpus Juris
Uollandici ct Zelaiidici, of all the laws of his

own country. He died April 10, 1743. A com-
plete edition of his works was published at
Geneva in 1701.

BYN'NER, Edwin Lassiteb (1842-93). An
-American novelis't and librarian of the Boston
Law Library. His best stories are three his-

torical tales: Agnes Surriage (1886), The Be-
gum's Daughter, and Zachar;/ I'hips. Of minor
significance are Tritons (1878) and Penelope's

Suitors (1887). The Chase of the Meteor is a
juvenile. Numerous other works are negligible.
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RoBEKT. See Bayer, ICabl Robert

BYRON.

BYR, 1)1.1

Emmkrh II.

BYRD, bt'id, William (1674-1744). An
American author, son of Col. William Bynl, a

Colonial olllcial. He was born at Westover. Va.,

educated in Knf.'land for the law, and, on his re-

turn to liis Colonial estates, became a man of

great inlluenco in llie Colony. He was a mendu'r

of the King's Council for 37 years, and finally its

president. Ue lived in lordly state at his plan-

tation, Westover. and gathered the most valuable

library in the Colony, numberinf; about 4000

volunies. He was tjie founder of Richmond

(17;!:5)', also one of the eouimissiouers on the

North Carolina boiindary, and did much to en-

courage immigration. He was a patron of art

and soienic, and a Fellow of the Royal Society

of Great lirilain. Byrd is best remembered

as the author of the Westover jl/an«scrip(s, pub-

lished in 1841 under three titles: The History of

the Dividing Line; A Journey to the Land of

Eden; and .1 Progress to the Mines, all re-

markable for their "style, wit, keen obseiTation,

and intrinsic interest. The best edition of these

is that of ..(. S. Bassett ( 1901 ) . Byrd's interest-

ing letters have been published in The Virginia

Magiizinf of History and Biography (1902).

BYRGITTS, ber'jr-us, Justus, or Jobst Bijrgi

(lo.'ii-lll^'i). A Swiss mathematician and in-

ventor of various astronomical instruments. He
was born at Lichtensteig, Canton of Saint Gall,

and was emploved as a meehanician first in the

service of Wilhelm IV'., Landgrave of Hesse, then

of Emperor Rudolph II. Among his inventions

may be noticed the proportional compasses. He
also found a method of resolving spherical tri-

angles, and is said to have hit upon the idea of

logarithms.

BYRLAW, bPr'la (Ice!, liyr, AS. by, Engl.

hi/, settlement + log, Engl. law). In early Eng-

lish and Scottish history, the local custom or

law of a township, village, or rural district.

This law appears to have been administered by

poi>ular local tribunals, having no connection

w ith the regular courts of the kingdom, and to

have been concerned, for the most part, with dis-

putes as to boundaries, trespass of cattle, etc.

It prevailed extcnsivelv in England, especially

in Kent, as late as the" Thirteenth Century, but

has now almost everywhere yielded to the com-

mon law and the regi'ilar tribunals.

BYRNE, bcrn. Thomas Sebastian (1842—).

An .Xmcrican Roman Catholic divine, born at

Hamilton, Ohio. He received his education at the

public schools, the Preparatory Seminary of Saint

Thomas, Bardstown, Ky., and Saint Mary's Col-

lege of the West, where he graduated in 18G4.

.'Vfter a supplementary course at the American

College, Rome, he was ordained priest in Cin-

cinnati (1800). and became instructor at Mount

Saint ]\Iary's Seminary. He was subseqtiently

placed in ciiarge of the Cincinnati Cathedral, and

upon the reopening of Saint Mary's Seminary

he became rector of that institution. In 1804

he was appointed Bishop of Xashville. In col-

laboration with the Rev. Dr. Pabisch. he trans-

lated Hr. Alzoy's Church History (3 vols.. 1874-

78). His other publications include Man from a

Catholic Point of Vien-, which was read at the

Parliament of Religions (Chicago, 1803).

BYRNIE, ber'ni (AS. byrne. corselet. OHG.

hrunna, Olcel. hrynja, breastplate; cf. Olr.

hruinne, breast). A shirt of mail. In the time

of the Carolingians it reached only to the hips,

but in the Tenth Century it extended to the

knees. The sleeves were made wide and short,

allording no protection to the forearm. See Coat
OK Mail.

BY'RON, Anne I.sabella Milbanke (1702-

IStiO). The wife of Lord Byron, and the only

child of Sir Ralph Milbanke. " She was born May
17, 1702; married Lord Byron January 2, 1815,

and separated from him in Februarv of the next

year. On the death of Lord (properly Baron)

"Scarsdale, she became Baroness of Wentworth,
and for several years before her death employed

her large income in works of charity. She died

]\lay 10, 1860. One child was borne by lier to

Byron, "Ada, sole daughter of my house and
heart," who married William, Lord King, after-

wards Earl of Lovelace. Consult Stowe, Lady
Byron Vindicated (Boston, 1869).

BYRON, George Gordon, sixth Lord (1788-

1824). One of the greatest of English poets. He
was born in London. January 22. 17S8. and was
the only son of Capt. .Tohn Byron, of the Guards,

and Catherine Gordon of Gight, a Scottish

heiress. Captain Byron and his wife did not

live happily. The husband was a profligate, and
the wife's fortune was soon squandered at the

gaming-table. Separated from her husband. Lady
Byron retired on an income of £1.50 a year, to

Aberdeen, with her lame boy, wliom in ln'r ca-

prieiousness she treated with alternate violence

and affection. In his eleventh year Byron suc-

ceeded his grand-uncle, William. Lord Byron,

and mother and son immediately left the north

for Newstead Abbey, the ancient seat of the-

family, a few miles distant from Nottingham, in

the romantic district of Sherwood Forest. On.

succeeding to the title, Byron was placed in a

private school at Dulwieh, and thereafter sent to

Harrow (1801). The most remarkable thing

about his early years was his extraordinary at-

tachments. In "his eighth year, in Aberdeen-

shire, he fell in love with Mary Dull'. His
cousin, Margaret Parker, who died early, was-

his next idol. His strongest passion, however,

was for IMary Chaworth, whom he first met when
on a visit to'Newstead in 1803. Miss Chaworth's-

father had been killed in a duel by Lord Byron,

the grand-uncle of the poet, and marriage would
have healed the family feud and joined rich es-

tates. But it was not to be. Miss Chaworth
was Byron's senior by two years, and evidently

felt little flattered by the worship of the lame
Harrow boy. Next year came the parting inter-

view described in The Dream. In 1805 Byron-

entered Trinity College, Cambridge. The next

year he had a' Newark bookseller print for him
a volume of his verse, the entire impression of

which he was induced to destroy. With addi-

tions and omissions, the volume was republished

in 1807. Later in the same year Byron made his

first real appearance before the ])\iblic in Hour.i

of Idleness. The poems contained in this volume

were not absolutely without merit: but they

might have been w'ritten by any well-educated

boy who, in addition to ordinary cleverness, pos-

sessed the slightest touch of poetic sensibility.

The volume was fiercely assailed by Brougham
in the Edinburgh Revietr, and his sarcasms stung

Byron into becoming a poet. Byron attributed the^

attack to Jetrrey. The satire Eni/lish Hards and

ficotch Reviewers was written in reply to the
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article in the Ediiiburyh, and the town was taken
by a phiy of wit and a mastery of versification

uncqualcil since tlie days of Pope. Byron now
witluirew from Knjihind, visiting Portugal,
Sjiain. Turkey, and tJreece. On his return lie

published the lirst two cantos of Childc Ilnrold

(1812), with immense success, and was at onco

enrolled among the great poets of his coiuitry.

During the next two years he produced The
Giaour, The Bride of Abydos, The Corsair, and
Lai-a. While these brilliant pieces were flowing

from his pen, he was indulging in all the revel-

ries and excesses of London society. What was
noblest in the man revolted at this mode of life,

and in an effort to escape from it, he married,
in 1815, Miss ililbanke, daughter of Sir Ralph
Milbanke. This union was unfortunate. It

lasted only a .rear, and during the brief period
money embarrassments, recriminations, and all the

miseries incidental to an ill-assorted marriage
were of frequent occurrence. After the birth of
her child, Ada, Lady Byron retired to her father's

house and refused to return. Byron became the
theme of all uncharitable tongues. The most
popular poet, he was for a space the most un-
popular individual in the country. In one of his

letters, written from Italy some years later, re-

ferring to the slanders current at the time, he
said: "I was accused of every monstrous vice
of public rumor and private rancor. Hy name,
which has been a knightly or a noble one since

my fathers helped to conquer the kingdom for
\\ illiani the Xorman, was tainted. I felt that
if what was whispered, and muttered, and mur-
mured was true, 1 was unfit for England; if

false, England was unfit for me. I withdrew."
The separation from his wife and the departure
from England in 1816, never to return, mark a
stage in the development of Byron's genius. A
new element of power now entered into his verse.

Jlisery and indignation stimul&ted him to re-

markable activity. Six months' stay at Geneva
produced the third canto of Childc Harohl. and
The Prisoner of Chilian. Manfred and The
Lament of Tasso were written in 1817. The next
year he was at Venice, and finished Childc Harold
there : and, in the gay and witty lieppo, made an
experiment in the new field which he was after-
wards to work so successfully. During the next
three years he produced the first five cantos of

Don Juan, and a number of dramas of various
merit, Cain and M'crncr representing opposite
poles. In 1821 he removed to Pisa, and worked
there at Don Juan, which, with the exception of

The ^'ision of Judgment, occupied his pen almost
up to the close of his life. In 1822 Byron. Shel-

ley, and Leigh Hunt started a journal called The
Liberal. After the tragic death of Shelley in the

summer of this year, Byron and Hunt quarreled,
and the journal came to a quick close. Morally,
Byron's Italian life was licentious, and his

genius was tainted by his indulgences. The least

censurable of all his moral lapses was his liaison

with the Countess Guiccioli. Xear the close of

his career he was visited by a new inspiration;

the sun so long obscured shone out gloriously

at its setting. In the summer of 1823 he sailed

for Cephalonia to aid the Greeks in their strug-

gle for independence. From Cephalonia he went
to Missolonghi at the beginning of .lanuarj'. 1824.

There he found nothing; but confusion and con-

tending chiefs; but in three months he succeeded

in evoking some kind of order out of the chaos.

His health, however, began to fail. He died from
exposure and fever. April Ifl, 1824. His body was-

conveyed to England, and buried in the family
vault in the village church of Hucknall, uear
Newstead.
Lord Byron is a remarkable instance of the

fluctuations of literary fashion. Elevated to
the highest pinnacle of fame by his contem-
poraries, he was unduly decried after his death,
when the romance which he had thrown around
himself and his writings began to wear away;
and it is only during the last twenty or thirty

years that the ])roper place has been found for

him in the public estimation. The resources

of his intellect were amazing. He gained his

first reputation as a depicter of the gloomy and
stormful passions. After he wrote Bcppo, he
was surprised to find that he was a humorist;
when he reached Greece, he discovered an ability

for military organization. When all the school-

girls of England fancied their idol with a scowl-

ing brow and a curled lip, he was laughing in

Italy, and declaring himself to be the most un-
romantic being in the world. And he was right.

Take away all his Oriental wrappings and you
discover an honest Englishman, who, above all

tilings, hates cant and humbug. In Don Juan,
which is his masterpiece, and in his letters,

there is a wonderful fund of wit, sarcasm, humor,
and knowledge of man. Few men had a clearer

eye for fact and reality. His eloquence, pathos,
and despair, as in Manfred and Childe Harold,
were only phases of his mind. Toward the close

of his life, he was working toward his real

strength, and that lay in W'it and the direct

representation of human life.

ilurray, Byron's original publisher, has issued
several editions of the complete works. Consult
Henley, ^Vorks of Lord Byron (London, 1897-

— ). The latest edition is that by Coleridge and
Prothero (London, 1898-1901). The best esti-

mate of Byron is to be found in Matthew Arnold,
Essays in Criticism, second series (London,
1888). The main source of information as to his

life is Moore. Letters and Journals of Byron, with
Xotices of His Life (London, 1S30, new ed.

1874). Consult, also: ilacaulay, Moore's Life
of Lord Byron (London, 1831); Elze. Lord
Byron (Eng. trans., London, 1872) ; Jeaifreson,

The Real Lord Byron (London, 1883) ; Xichol,

"Life," in English Men of Letters series (London,
1880) ; Countess Guiccioli, Jjord Byron jugi par
les tcmoins de sa vie (Paris, 1868) ; English
translation by Jcrningham as My Recollections

of Lord Byron and Those of Eye-untnesses of Bis
Life (Philadelphia, 1809); Lady Blessington,
Conrersalions xcith Lord Byron (London, 183-1) ;

Trelawny, Recollections of Shelley and Byron
(Boston, 1858) ; Himt, Lord Byron and His
Contentjinrarics (London, 1828).

BYRON, IL\ERIET. The author of most of

the imaginary epistles which compose Richard-
son's »Sir Charles Orandison. She is a youthful
sentimentalist, and an orphan.

BYRON, Henry James (1834-84). An Eng-
lish pla>'wright and actor, horn in Manchester.
He studied medicine and then law, but soon
became an actor and a pla\^vright. and will be
remembered as the author of a number of suc-

cessful plavs, the earliest of which was Era
fiiaro/o (1858). Our Boys (1878) had a long
riui, but Cyril's .S'l/cccss is generally regarded as
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the best of his plays. Among his other works BYWAYS OF EUROPE Descriptions of

Bal>cs in the Wood, War to the Knife, travel by Bayard Taylor (1869).

A Hundred Thousand Pounds, and .In Amrn-

con Lady, .all of which display iiiscnuity rather

than invwition. IIo published one novel, Paid

in Full (IStia) ; was the tiist editor of /'»»;

and established a short-lived paper called The

Comic Times.

BYRON, John (1723-8G). An English ad-

miral and circumnavigator, the grandfather of

Byron, the poet. He accoTnpanied .\nson around

tlie world, suffering shipwreck and enduring

great hardships in Patagonia, and as command-

er of a fleet he circumnavigated the glolie in

1764-06. In 1700 he was Governor of Newfound-

land, and in 1770 became vice-admiral. In 1778

he was sent with a fleet to watch the move-

ments of Count d'Estaing. who had gone to the

assistance of the I'nited States in their war
against England: and in .T\ily of the next year he

fought the Count of Grenada, but the action was

of little importance. In 1768 he published an

account of his shipwreck on the coast of Pata-

gonia. It furnished some hints to the author

BYZANT, biz'ont. See Bes.\nt.

BYZAN'TINE ART. Broadly speaking, the

art tliat nourished throughout the Byzantine
Empire, from the time vhen Constantine the

Great made Constantinople (Byzantium) his

capital, A.D. .330, to the capture of the city by
the Turks in 14.5,S. The term may be applied

to Christian art of the Oriental and Hellenic

]ieoples. as soon as it began to differ from
the stj'le of early Christian art, which both
East and West had largely in ({inimon at the
beginning. Its historic development falls into
six periods: (1) Formative Aye, Fourth to

the Fifth Century, in which experiments were
tried and various forms of architectui-e and
jiainting |)ut to the service of religion, but
no lixed formulas were found. Egj'pt, Syria,

.Aisia Minor. North .Africa, Greece, all erected
monuments that dilVered very njuch from the
official t.vpe of Uoman Christian basilica ; and
it was the Hellenic painters who then depi<'t-

ed, both in manuscri])ts and on church walls.

of Don Juan, who refers to "my grand-dad's nar- ^lie fu-st portraits of Christ and the earliest
rative.

BYRON BAY. An open bay, about 50 miles

•wide, on the east coast of Labrador. North

America, in latitude 55° N. and longitude 58°

W. (IMap: CaniHla, T 6).

BYRON ISLAND. See Gilbert Islands.

BYSTROM, bu'strOm, -TonAN Niklas (1783-

1848). A Swedish sculptor. He was born. De-

cember IS, 178:5. at Filipstad. in the Prov-

ince of Wcrmland, Sweden, and educated under

Sergell, of Stockludm. In 1800 he obtained the

systematic series of Bible illustrations. (2)
The Golden Age of Justinian, began about 500
A.D.. and established the true norms of classic

Byzantine art. These were, in architecture,

the use of the dome on j)endcntives. with otlier

forms of vaulting in subordination : the deco-
ration of surfaces, mainly by deeply colored
mosaics and rich marble facings, without the
light and shade of heavy architectural projec-

tions or relief ornaments. The standard set by
Saint Sophia was never afterwards equaled.
The centre of official art was at Constantinople,

highest prize in the Swedish Academy of xVrts, and the clergy gradually assumed its cimtrol.

and in the following year went to Borne, where "— '
.----•-

he executed his first independent work, a

"Drunken Bacchante," and sent it home. It was
leoeived with great approbation, and Bystriim

had to repeat it thrice. In 1815 he returned

to Stockholm, and surprised the newly elected

Crown Prince (Bernadotte) by exhibiting a co-

lossal statue of him.self, which he had finished all

but the head in Rome, and had found means to

This school declined during the Seventli Cen-
tury. (3) The /coiitti-lasiic Ar/e, lasting sub-

stantially throughout the Eighth Century, whilfe

it seemed to give a death-blow to certain fcu'nis

of religious art, really led to a healthy reform.
It temporarily killed religious painting, from
an exaggerat(!d fear of tlie idolatrous tendcney
of painted ima.ares of sacred ])ersonages, but de-

veloped decorative and lloral design, and its

I

complete (luielly in Stockholm. The Crown Prince renovation of social and political life reacted
was highly gratilied, and commissioned BystriJm

to execute colossal statues of Charles X., XL, and
XII. After 1838 he resided in Stockholm: but

returned to Rome in 1844, and died there March
13, 1848. His chief works are: "A Nymph
Going into the Bath," a "Reclining Juno Suck-

ling the Young Hercules," "Hygieia," "Pandora
Combing Her Hair," "A Dancing Girl," a statue

•of Liniia^us, and colossal statues of CHuirles

XIIL, Gustavus Adol])hus, ami Charles XIV.
Bystriim excels in the delineation of females and
children, but his male figures are not strongly

characterized: his conceptions are always true to

nature, his grouping skillfid and pleasant, and
his execution is clear and distinct.

BYHIVATER, Ingram (1840—). An English

classical philologist, born in London, June 27,

1840. He received the degree of A.M. in Queen's

OoUege, Oxford, 1803. and was tutor, and, from

1883, university reader in Greek. In 1893 he

succeeded Professor Jowett as regius professor

of Greek. He is the editor of Fragments of

Beraelitus (1877); Prisnanns Lydiis (1886);
Nicomachean Ethics (1890); etc.

healthily on art, preparing the way for (4) The
Macedonian licriral of the Ninth and Tenth
centuries. The sturdy rulers of the Jhicedonian
dynasty counteracted the morbid and unliealthy

tendencies of Byzantine art and fostered the

return to classic models. The reigns of Basil

the Macedonian, Constantine, and Nicephorus
Phoeas saw a second Golden Age of sujierb munu-
inents. The imperial palaces were as magnificent
as the palaces of the CsEsars in old Rome. ;ind the

industrial arts reached an unequaled perfecfion.

(5) The Age of the Comneni, during the Elev-

enth and Twelfth centuries, at its beginning
was as splendid as the preceding. A gn'at ih'W

school of art was established at Mount Athos.

This moiuistic school spread its influence far

and wide. Many cities and monasferies be-

came special art centres, no longer dependent
on Constantinople. Thessalonica continued fts

traditions. The monastic churches of Chios,

Daphne, Mount Helicon, Meteora, are a few of

the monuments of this age. It was now that

Euro])e, through the Crusades, through the trade

with Venice, Pisa, Genoa, and other Italian
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cities, and through the Greeks in Sioil.v and
South Italy, came to feel most intensely the in-

fluence of Byzantine art, by wliich the barbarism
of Euro|)ean nations was modified and their
newly awakened artistic instincts directed. (0)
The Age of the Palaohyi, during the Tliirteenth

and Fifteentli centuries, is that of decadence.
The decline was hastened by the barbarous con-

quest of Constantinople and the Empire by the
Crusaders in I'lOi. The stream of fruitful art
was dried u|) and the works of this age, which
helped to influence Italy in the revival of paint-
ing, were unworthy of tliis high office, and have
helped to give the mistaken idea, of Byzantine
painting gencraUy current. The churches at
Trebizond show the decline in architectural
grandeur and decorative ability.

Byzantine art was a composite picture, for it

had come into a varied inheritance. It derived in-

tense love of color from the Orient, power to
idealize from the Greeks, ability in architectural
composition from the Romans. Its use as an im-
pressive part of the pomp of imperial power in
palace, processions, and ceremonials was thor-
oughly Oriental. Its exquisite treatment of every
detail, where Roman art was so careless, wa.s thor-
oughly Hellenic; its development of interior ef-

fects, its centralization and use for a systematic
propaganda of ideas was thoroughly Eonmn.
But in none of this was Byzantine art a plagiar-
ist : it simply utilized these various elements in
the service of a perfectly original scheme. Its

most important additions to the general fund
of the art assets of the world were: the dome
on pendeniives, which made it possible to sus-
pend one or more domes over anj' kind of a
ground-plan, thus securing superb interiors;

figured mosaic ir<iU-paittti7tgs, the most harmo-
nious surface decoration for architecture, the
most impressive expression of dogmatic religious
art: a systrm of Christian iconogriphrj, corre-
sponding to the system of classical mythology
and embodying in art the same ideas that were
expressed in creeds, dogmas, proceedings of
the councils, and writings of the Fathers, and
so sen-ing as an imjiortant vehicle of religions
instruction; the preservation of classic tradi-
tions, which would otherwise have been broken,
and the imparting of them in modified form to
the Mohammedans and Europeans of the Jliddle
Ages; the development of the minor arts to a
higher pitch of perfection than ever before, giv-
ing models to all branches of art elsewhere. It
is well known how Byzantine ivories, miniatures,
and enamels were the inspiration of medi;eval
sculptors and painters in Europe, their minute
figures being enlarged in monumental copies.

When Byzantium was transformed into Con-
stantinople by Constantine, the enlargement of
the old city was made by the work of a large
number of artists and artisans imported bj' Con-
stantine from all parts of the Empire, but espe-
cially from Rome. A second pillaging of the
artistic treasures of the ancient world took place
for its benefit. Its forums, basilicas, baths, thea-
tres, circus, were filled with work.s of fireek sculp-

ture. While even then there was undoubtedly a
considerable Hellenic element, the transformation
of Christianity from a Roman to a Byzantine cult

was gradual during the Fifth Centur)', and is sym-
bolized by comparing the basilica of Saint John
(c.450), still in the Latin style, slightly modi-
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fied, with the 'little Saint Sophia,' or Church
of Saints Sergius and Bacchus, in which, c.525,
the elements of the Byzantine style were largely
embodied. Probably these elements had been
first worked out in i7iore purely Hellenic soil and
then brought into Constantinople; as, for in-
stance, was the case with the scheme of Saint
Sophia, brought in by architects from Asia
Minor. The \arious stages in the school of Con-
stantinople before and after the time of Justin-
ian are illustrated by the many magnificent cis-

terns with tlieir forests of columns ( Fourth to
the Tenth Centurj'). the scanty remains of some
of the old palaces ( Boucoleon ) and monasteries,
the churches of Saint .John (Fifth), Saints Ser-
gius and Bacchus (Sixth), Saint Irene (Eighth),
Theotokos (Tenth), Mone-tes-Khoras (Eleventii
to the Thirteenth), Pantokrator (Twelfth). It
is this central school which developed mosaic
painting, a form of decoration that is seldom
found in Asia Minor, Syria, Palestine, Egypt, or
other paits of the Empire. It is difficult to fol-

low the geographical intricacies of Byzantine art,

for to the division into schools are added the
territorial fluctuations. The official and central
school at Constantinople was followed more or
less strictly throughout the Greek provinces;
almost as closely in parts of Asia Minor; still

less closely in Syria. Certain large territories
which were wrested from the Empire by the
Arabs in the Seventh Century were at' that time
beginning to feel the strength of the influence of
Constantinople, though they had not yet lost
their artistic independence. Such were the prov-
inces of Xorthem Africa and Egypt, of Mesopo-
tamia, and part of Syria. The Coptic ^school lit

Egypt had some of its roots in ancient Egyjjtian
art. but the churches of Old Cairo and the monas-
teries of the desert show that especially in decora-
tion Byzantine art had obtained a strong footliold
and that the Byzantine reminiscences found in.

the later Mohammedan art of Egypt are largely
attributable to this source. Other regions of the
East which remained iineonquered by the Mo-
lianmiedans mingled local traits with prevalent
Byzantine characteristics. This was especially
the case in Armenia, Georgia, and the neighbor-
ing regions of the Caucasus, where the central
dome, or pendentive and high drum, and the
Greek-cross plan govern nearly all churches from
the Seventh to the Fifteenth Century, as at
Dighur and Pitzounda, while their surface deco-
ration is jjeculiar and akin to what we know as
Celtic and northern ornament. Of all Eastern
churches, those of Asia Minor—such as those of
Cassaba, Myra, and Xiciea—are almost alone the
exact echoes of the school of Constantinople, ex-
cept for the productions of Greece itself and the
present provinces of Euro[X!an Turkey. One of
the most important functions of Byzantine art
was its influence outside of its home sphere. It
is quite certain that if, when the northern tribes
wiped out Roman culture in the West, Byzantine
influence had not been actively e.xertcd in Italy;
if R:ivenna and thenX'enice liad not been preserved
as liyzantine outposts, and Rome resuscitated
by By/.antine monks and immigrants; if Greek
colonies had not been thrown into southern Italy,

if Sicily under the Xornians had not subjected
herself to Byzantine influence, and if the great
maritime republics that held the trade of the
world in their hands from the Xintli to the Thir-
teenth Century—Amalfi, Venice, Pisa, Genoa

—
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bad not brought to the West all portable works
of Byzantine art and themselves become impreg-

nated witli the artistic atmosphere of the P^ast;

and tiiially, if the Crusades had not opened up
before the barbarous West superb vistas of the

artistic civilizations of Byzantines and !Moham-
luedans—if all this had not liappencd as it did,

the torch of j)roi,'ress would not luive been handed
on and the great Gothic and Renaissance eras

would not have been wliat tliey were.

Arcuitectlke. Byzantine arcliitecture is the

complete monumental ex])ression of Hellenic

Christendom. The Greek Cliurch in most higher

branches of culture imposed itself upon the

Latins, but it began by accepting the Latin
scheme of basilical architecture. After experi-

menling with it for a while (Fourth to the Fifth
Century), the Greek genius selected tlie Roman
dome as its fundamental unit, in place of the

wooden roof, and by the use of lofty piers and
pendentive was able, in the Sixth Century, to

suspend the dome and use it with any kind of

ground-plan, even multiplying domes at will in

the same interior. (See Dome.) It was in the
abstract a higher forai of architecture than
either Roman or early Christian, and was the
real link between Rome and the Jtiddle Ages,
because it showed liow the vaulting systems of

Rome could be adapted to the form of the Chris-

tian Church, and, taking uj) the dome at the
point to which tlie Roman architects had devel-

oped it, carried it a step further and made possi-

ble all styles of architecture that have come, even
after the Renaissance. The Romans had gone no
further in weakening the solid circular wall that
supported their domes than to cut niches in it;

the early Christian architects had gone a step

further and turned tlie lower part of this wall
into a colonnade, which opened into one or more
concentric aisles. But the Bj-zautine architects

of Asia ilinor invented the pendentive, which
made it unnecessary that the supports sliould

follow the outline of tlie dome. The preliminarj'

stages are shown in buildings like San Vitale at
Ravenna, the cathedrals of Ezra and Bosra in

Syria, and Saints Sergius and Bacchus at Con-
stantinople, all Iniilt early in tlie Sixth Century.
Then came the masterjiiece, Saint Sopliia (q.v.)

at Constant ino])lc. Iniill by Anthemius (q.v.) and
Isidore, arcliitects of Asia Jlinor, who here sus-

pended the I'antlieon dome in tlie air far more
truly than Jlichelangelo did at Saint l^eter's. Its

two great semi-domes Hanking the central dome
made possible an oblong plan without breaking
the unity. The apse, side aisles, and galleries are
all more thoroughly subordinated to the central
nave than in any oilier Christian structure. (For
details, see under Saixt Sopiii.\.) No other
Byzantine ehurcli undertook to rival or imitate,

even in plan. Saint Sophia. The great variety in

plan and elevation of Byzantine churches is in

strong contrast to the tiniformity of early Chris-

tian churches. Some are in the form of a (Jreek

cross, like Saint Mark's in Venice, with fivo

domes ; t!ie commonest form is oblong, witli each
bay covered by a small dome. I'sually there is a
central dome, raised on a drum above the rest,

and sometime;^ cross-vaults or tuniud-vaults take

the place of minor domes. In course of time the

churches became smaller, the domes were erected

on higher drums, the closed porch or narthex
became larger and was usually doiiied. the ex-

teriors, instead of being of plain bricks, had alter-
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nate courses of brick and stone or marble, and
«ere diversified by inset panels and patterns in

relief, as well as by pilasters and arcades. Saint
Irene represents the middle and the Tlieotokos
and Pantokrator the final stage of this develop-
ment at Constantinople. The churches of the

Apostles, of Saint Klias, and of the Virgin at
Saloniea are among the most exquisite of this

class in proportions and details, with tower-like
domes and eli'ective exteriors. In (ireece proper
the city churches, like the cathedrals at .\tliens

and Mistra, are very small, and are excelU'd in

size and decoration by the monastic churclios,

such as those of tlie Basilians at Chios, Mount
Helicon (Saint Luke), Daphne, and Mount
Atlios, built between the Tenth and Fourteenth
centuries. On a somewhat larger scale were the
churches in the East. Syria, as shown by such
churches as those of Damascus, Dana. Antioch,
Edessa, held mainly to the basilical style up to

the time of the Persian and Jlohamniedan in-

vasions of the Si.xth and Seventh centuries,

which put an end to Christian architecture in

that region. But Asia jSIinor, the source of By-
zantine domical construction, still shows many
churches of this style, such as those at Jlyra,
Ancyra, Cassaba, Ephesus, Nictea; Armenia,
Georgia, and the Caucasus adopted for a period a
pure Byzantine style, while at other times they
develo])cd local peculiarities, such as stone con-
struction, pitched roofs, polygonal domes, carved
ornamentation, etc. Churches Eft Ani, Dighnr,
Pitzunda, Etchmiadzin, etc., show how active
this region was under its kings between the Tenth
and the Fourteenth centuries. Near them was
Trcbizond. which shows churches belonging to the
time in the Thirteenth Century when it was the
Byzantine capital, while Constantinople was oc-

cupied by the Crusaders. Passing eastward, we
find that the Byzantine style has penetrated into
the northern provinces connected with the Em-
pire of the East, into Sei-via and other Danubian
provinces (as at Kurte d'.'\rjish, Studenitza, and
Scmendria), and into Russia (Saint Sophia at
Kiev), where Slavic taste degraded it gradually
until the bulbous domes and exaggerated and
overloaded details placed Russian Byzantine
architecture upon a level with Mongol and Indian
monuments.

Byzantine architecture existed even beyond the
jiolitical limits of tlic Empire. Parts of Italy were
pervaded by it between the Sixth and Twelfth
centuries. Ravenna is a well-known exam-
ple of the earliest period, with its San Vitale.

its mausoleum of Oalla Plaeidia, and its baptis-
teries. Venice also was an outpost of the East.

Saint Mark's was a reprodm-lion of (he Church
of the Apostles at Constantinople, with its five

domes on a Greek cross and with its superb
series of mosaic and marble decorations. It is

decoratively at least a better representative of

Byzantine art than Saint Sophia. The earliest

palaces of Venice also are thoroughly Byzantine,
not only in style, but in plan, as, for instance, the
Fondaco dei Turchi and many of smaller size

but better jirescrvation. Santa Fosca at Torcello

is also ])urely Byzantine. Farther south it is

common to find Byzajitine inlluence combined
with Mohammedan. This is the case in Sicily

—as in the Eremitani and San Cattaldo at

Palermo—and in Campania. But tlirougliout

Calabria the churches are as jiurely Byzantine as
in Greece, and other examples are scattered
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elsewhere, as the cathedral at Capri and San
Gerniano at Jlonte Cassino. Even Germany
(AL\-liiChapellc, I'aderboni) and France (whole
of POrigord, c^jKHially Saint Front at Furi-

gneiix), were s[)c)radioally invaded. It was nat-

ural that the less civilized northern and east-

ern nations on the borders of the Byzantine
<loniinion should receive its architecture. The
monuments of the countries in the northern part
of the Balkan Peninsula are of this class. Ser-

via, Bosnia. Bulgaria, all borrowed from Byzan-
tium, and it was the same even with the more
powerful States.

The main classes of Byzantine architecture
are: (1) Churches; (2) monastic establishments;

(3) palaces; (4) fortresses. So little remains of

lainur classes, such as private houses, hospit;Us,

fountains, civil edifices, etc., that we can get
only vague ideas as to their style. The imperial
palace at Constantinople exists no longer except
in the descriptions of its gorgeousness. The for-

tresses have frequently survived and serve to show
that in Africa, Syria, and Asia Minor they served
as models to the Jlohammcdans, and subse-

quently to the Crusaders, thus revolutionizing
the military architecture of Europe, as well as
the East. The monastic establishments are even
more important for architectural history tlian the

corresponding ones in the West (see JIoxastic
Art), because Byzantium always remained sub-

ject to monastic art. v.hereas Europe was so
only for a short time. There were of course cer-

tain great centres of monastic architecture, such
as the Mount Athos monasteries, those of Thes-
salj- (Meteora), the Stoudion near Constanti-
nople, and Saint Simeon Stylites in Syria; but
the monastic influence was not concentrated, as
in the West, in a few large establishments, nor
did the monks, as there, shun the cities. Every
city was filled with them, and there were few
churches that had no monastery attached to

them, .\mong good e.\am])les are the monastery
of the Eleventh Century on the island of Chios,

that of Daphne, and Saint Luke on ilount Heli-

con in Greece, of the same period ; but greatest of

all is Motmt Athos (q.v.). The Byzantine archi-

tects made but little use of concrete; building of

brick, they were able to decrease the thickness of

their walls. For their domes they used hollow
conical bricks of very light clay, which fitted

into each other. This gave a minimum of weight
and a maximum of cohesion. Altliough they did
not use any flying buttresses nor advertise their

methods of construction as the Gothic architects

did, they nevertheless invented a system of equi-

librium through interacting thrusts and a con-

centration of thrusts upon given points, which,
although not apparent, was none tlie less elicct-

ive. At Saint Sopliia there is a pyramidal pro-

gression, the thrust of the dome being received

on two sides by semi-domes, on two others by
immense buttresses, and then transmitted to the

gallery vaults over side aisles and narthex, until

it dies away in the low walls of the exterior.

But the mathematical knowledge required to

carrj- out the principle successfully on so large

a scale was not to survive Anthemius very long.

No subsequent attempts equal Saint Sophia. The
nearest approach, the palace church of Basil the

Macedonian, has been destroyed. In the decora-

tion of their interiors Byzantine architects loved

color as much as did the Romans, and tlicy car-

ried it out more thoroughly than the early Chris-

tian architects of the basilical style, for their
system was an incrvistation of marbles and mo-
saics far richer than that used in the West,
whose architects wore often satisfied with thin-

colored wall paintings. The entire system of
Christian ictmograjiliy was often given in mosaic
pictures, and the lower walls covered with pat-
terns of opus sectilc. The pavements also were of

mosaics. This applies ])articularly to the cen-
tral and most strongly Hellenic parts of the
Byzantine dominions and less so to frontier jiniv-

inces, sucli as Syria, Egypt, and Asia Minor.
The classic orders were almost wlioUy discarded;
capitals, friezes, cornices, and jilacpics were deco-
rated in low relief, basl<et-work (undercut and
openwork), and Oriental patterns, often bor-

rowed from stulFs, and heavy ])rojections were
avoided. Sculptural became more and more sub-
ordinated to color effects.

Sculpture. There are few works of Byzan-
tine figured sculpture, on account of both the
Oriental incapacity in drawing the figure after
the Roman decadence and tlie iconoclastic jjreju-

dice against images. There are a few early
works, such as the Ambone at Salonica, some
sarcophagi at Ravenna, the wooden doors of
Santa Sabina in Rome, wliich show how closely

akin its style was during the Fifth and Sixth
centuries to early Christian sculpture, with add-
ed imagination and Hellenic refinements. One of

the latest echoes of this stage is the colossal
bronze statue of a Byzantine Emperor from Bar-
letta, now in Naples, the last of the imperial
statues. The stift'er late Byzantine methods
which prevailed between the Tenth and Fifteenth
centuries are sho\ra in the Madonna of the cathe-
dral at Ravenna, the reliefs of Christ and angels
at the Eski-Diuma jNIosque in Constantinople,
and a few reliefs at the Mount Athos monas-
teries. While of rare occurrence, works of sculp-
ture never lapsed into the state of barbarism
current in Europe from the Seventh to the
Twelfth Century, but always retained artistic

qualities. Decorative sculpture especially was
developed on principles of design more Oriental
than classic; the stereotyped orders, anthemion,
honeysuckle, egg-and-dart, and pearl motives, be-

ing superseded by a great variety of floral, geo-
metric, an<l animal forms, sometimes free, some-
times schematic in arrangement. The techniqvie

also difl'ered from that of classic ornament; the
relief was usually slight, the surfaces ratlier flat,

and the effectiveness secured by undercutting or
sharp arrises, with violent rather than delicate

transition of surfaces. Tliis was carried to an
extreme in the 'basket' capitals and similar
works, where the design is almost entirely cut
away from the ground, and in the altar and
choir screens, where the main outlines arc cut
through the slab. The churches of Ravenna,
Parenzo, Venice. Constantinople, and Salonica
are rich in such works of the central Byzantine
School, while a con-esponding but independent
development appears in the numerous churches of

central Syria, where the design is freer and less

like an adaptation of patterns from stuffs ap-
plied to sculpture. Byzantine ornament pre-

vailed throughout Italy (except Lombardy) until

the Eleventh Centtiry, and lay at the basis of

much of Mohammedan design in Egj-pt. Spain,

and the East. It thus, more or less directly, per-

meated the Middle .\ges. The minor branches of

sculpture are described under Minor Arts.
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Painting. The methods of fresco or wall

painting, of mosaic, and of panel painting were

all practiced by tlie Byzantine School. The less

durable wall paintings and panels of the early

period have disai)peared throughout the East,

and it is only from tlie mosaics that any idea of

the history "of Byzantine jiainting before the

Twelfth Century can be gained. Its inlluenee

was even more universal than that of Byzantine

architecture or sculpture, and dominated ]irac-

tieally all schools of Christian art until the

Kenaissance. It was felt even in the later fres-

coes of the Roman catacombs. The destruction of

examples in tlie East itself, first by the persecu-

tion of tlie Iconoclasts (see IcoNOCLASM), then

by the vandalism of the Mohammedans, has

obliged historians to rely largely on examples

preserved in the West. The earliest stage ap-

pears at Kavenna in the mosaics of the two bap-

tisteries and especially in the mausoleum of

Galla Placidia, an exquisite scheme of color

and decoration typifying the classic stage of the

Fifth Century. "The second period (of Justin-

ian) is shown in mosaics at Saint Sophia in Con-

stantinople and at Salonica, and especially in

those of San Vitale and Sant' Apollinare Nuovo
at Ravenna, in which the mosaics form substan-

tially the entire sclieme of internal decoration

both figured and ornamental, with scenes from
)oth the Old and New Testaments. Ordinarily,

it was only in the apse, tlie dome, and the tri-

umphal arch that so expensive a form of orna-

ment was employed. There was a period of

decadence during the Seventh and Eighth cen-

turies, of which some examples remain in Ra-

venna (Sanf Apollinare in Classe) and Rome
(Sanf Agnese and San Venanzio), though hard-

ly anything remains of this time outside of

Italy. During the revival under the ilaeedonian

dynasty (Ninth to the Eleventh Century), the

cycle of subjects represented by Byzantine paint-

ing was enlarged and systematized into a com-

plete iconographie cycle, which furnished themes

and their melluid of treatment to later art in the

West. The most superb single group of monu-
ments in which the niosaicists showed their .skill

was the imperial palace and chapel at Constanti-

nople. To the close of this period belong the

mosaics of Nicaea. of Saint Luke on Mount Heli-

con, of Chios (monastery of Basilians), of

Daphne, and of Saint Sophia at Kiev in Russia

;

while its earlier years may well be re])resented

by the great series in Santa Prassede at Rome.

in Saint Irene at Constantinople, and Saint

George at Salonica. With the middle of the

Eleventh Century a new stage of activity opens

for Byzantine painting. In reality its decadence

has commenced. Imt the revival of art in Europe

at that very time gives it a far broader scope

beyond the" now much-narrowed limits of the

Ea.stern Empire. The Italian States, such as

Venice (mosaics of Torcello, Saint Mark's, and

Murano) and the Norman kingdom in the south

(Cefahl, Martorana, and Capella Palatina at

Palermo), employed Byzantine niosaicists; who
trained local imitators. The Roman School was

newly founded in this manner (Grottaferrata,

Santa Maria in Trastevere) ; so was the great

Benedictine School of Monte Cassino under

Desidcrius. These three centuries (Eleventh to

the Thirteenth) furnish for the first time numcr-

ous extant frescoes, from the scattered examples

in the Greek monastic chapels of Calabria to the

large coordinated series in the monastic churches
of Mount Athos and Campania (Sanf Angelo in

Forniis, Sessa, and San Niccoh") near Monte
Cassino). Besides these and other centres of

Byzantine influence in Italy, the Russian, Bul-
garian, Ai-menian, Georgian, and other schools

of painting are founded on Byzantine models.
The rules for painting, both as to technical

method and treatment and arrangement of sub-

jects, are embodied in manuals, such as that

attributed to Panselinos and used for centuries

by the painters of ^Macedonia and Jlount Athos
(Didron and Durand, Manuel d'lconogntiiliie

Vhretietinc, translated from the Greek, Paris,

1845). These carefully detailed directions, writ-

ten and arranged in the form of a book, were
circulated everj'^vhere, and while facilitating

quick execution, called for little exertion of

artistic imagination or taste, and hastened the
decadence of true art in the Byzantine school.

When Italian fresco painting, as well as mosaic
painting, was revived in the Thirteenth Century
from one end to the other of the peninsula, the
native artists went to the Byzantines to be
taught. Such leaders as Giunta at Pisa, Mar-
garitone at Arezzo, Guido and Duccio at Siena,
Cimabue at Florence, Cavallini at Rome, ado]ited

Byzantine methods wholly or in part. The Four-
teenth Century witnessed the complete emanci-
pation of the West, as well as the complete de-

cadence of painting in the East. Sucli mosaics
as those of Bethlehem (Church of the Nativity)
and of the Kachriye Djanii at Constantinople
sliow the approaches of this decadence, which
becomes plain in the mass of frescoes at Jlonnt
Athos and Meteora in Thessaly, at Mistra and
Trebizond. Since then there has been nothing
but lifeless repetition in the monimients of the
Greek and Russian churches.

iMiNOR Arts. The medisval artists of the
Byzantine Empire excelled in the arts of luxury,
decoration, and industr}'; in the illuminating of

manuscripts; the carving of ivory book-cov(>rs,

boxes, and diptychs; the weaving of tapestries,

hangings, and rugs ; the making of superb vest-

ments for the priesthood and nobility; the carv-

ing of cameos and precious stones, glassware, and
faience : the easting, embossing, chasing, and
enameling of works in gold, silver, and bronze.

Churcli treasuries and palaces were ecpially filled

with a multitude of such works. The description
of the ceremonial of the imperial palace by the
Emperor ConstantinePorphyrogenitus. the tcxta

relating to Saint Sophia, the report of the em-
bassy of the Lombard Luitprand, and many other
texts are confirmed by the surviving examples ex-

ported to the West. The superb collection of

church vessels in the treasury of Saint JIark's in

Venice is mainly part of the loot of 1201 from Saint
Sophia. The imperial dalmatica at Saint I'eU^r's

in Rome is the most beautiful of Byzantine fig-

ured stnlTs, which were among the most valuable
exports from the East. The enameled rclic|uary

at Limburg (!)48-.5n) and the crown of Saint
Stephen (1071-78) at Budapest also stand at the

head of their class, being surpassed only by the

famous Pala d'Oro at Saint Mark's. That the

artists of Constantinople often received orders

from the West is shown by the bronze doors deco-

rated with designs in niello executed for Italian

cluirches in the Eleventh Century, such as tho.se

of .\malfi, Monte Cassino, Sanf Angelo, At rani,

and Saint Paul's at Rome. The ivory carvings

I
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still extant are very numerous. The golden agies

for their production were the Fifth to the Sixth
and tlie Tenth to the I'-leventh centuries, though
perfection in Uiis branch of art was more con-

stant than in any other until the Thirteenth Cen-
tury. Among the most beautiful early pieces are
theJIonza diptych of Galla Plaeidia (c.440), the

Archangel of the British Museum, the Brescia
box. and especially the marvelous episcopal ivory

throne at Ravenna. Of later works, some of the

finest are the "Virgin and Child." the "Cruci-
fixion" triptych and the "Coronation of Romanus
and Eudoxia" in Paris. One especially interest-

ing class is that of the ivory oblong boxes, the
only large series that are not religious in charac-

ter, caned with lifelike scenes of daily life or
borrowed from classic legend and myth—a pecu-

liar survival. These can be seen at Sens, Cor-
tona, Florence (Carrand), Saint Petersburg, New
York (Metropolitan Musevim), London (Saint
Kens), and in nearly all large collections of nie-

diseval ivories. Surpassing even the ivories, both
in their importance for the history of art and in

remaining examples, are the Greek illuminated
manuscripts. It was in the East that the first

works of this sort were executed. The idea of

making pictures of all the main events of the

Old and Xew Testaments in chronological series,

starting in this way, passed into tlie field of

monumental painting in the Fifth Century, and
was most fruitful in results. The gold ground,
the brilliant coloring, the idealistic qualities, and
the opposition to realism of this branch of art

made it peculiarly suitable as an expression of

the Byzantine spirit. It followed the same his-

toric vicissitudes as ivory-carving. The Rossano
Gospels, the Vienna and London Genesis, the
Vatican roll of Joshua and Topography of Cos-
mas, the Syriac manuscript at Florence are the

leading early works (Fifth to the Sixth Ceu-
turjl. For the middle period, with its peculiar

combination of asceticism and classic revival, the

typical works are the Homilies of Gregory Na-
zianzen and the Psalter in Paris ( BibliothSque
Xationale), and the later Menologium of Basil at

the Vatican (Xinth to the Tenth Century). A
certain number of manuscripts executed by im-
perial command are especially magnificent, such
as Saint John Chrysostom for Xicei)horu3 Botani-
ates (1078-81) at Paris, the Panoply for Alexis
Comnenus (1081-1118), and the Evangeliarium
for John Comnenus (1118-4.3) at the Vatican.
The decoration has become extremely rich at this

time and the figures reduced in size or surround-
ed by heavy borders. Classic traditions no longer
obtain, and asceticism dominates. The connec-
tion with monumental painting during all these
centuries has remained very close, and as there

is an imbroken series of examples, in contrast to

the scarcity and breaks in larger works of mosaic
and wall painting, the miniatures supply invalu-

able material for the history of medieval paint-

ing. In this branch only does the East preserve
many examples, in the libraries of many monas-
teries, such as those of Mount Sinai, Mount
Athos, and many more throughout the Levant.
Still it is in Western collections, such as the

\'atican, BibliothCquc Xationale, and British

JIuseum libraries, tliat the bulk ha.s found ref-

uge. Being a common object of commerce, these
manuscripts, imported into Italy, Germany, and
France, furnished lo(;al sculptors, painters, and
decorators with models and motives in nearly

every branch of art during all the centuries
before the Renaissance. Finally, there are a few
other categories which may he mentioned, though
of lesser importance. There were little portable
mosaic tablets, such as the diplychs in the 0])era.

del Duomo in Florence ;ind the Transtigiu'atioa
in the Louvre, of marvelous delicacy of execu-
tion. The panel pictures, which were of consid-
erable size in Italy, appear to have been smaller
in the Byzantine School. The remaining exam-
ples are mostly later than the Twelfth Century.
There are interesting collections at the Vatican,
at Ravenna, and at Palermo. Earlier panel pic-

tures are some of the so-called miraculous paint-
ings of the "Virgin and Child," some supposed
to be painted without hands. A number are in
Rome (e.g. Santi Domencio e Sisto and Santa
jiaria Maggiore), Venice (Saint JIark's), Bo-
logna (San Stefano), and throughout Italy.

Crete was the centre for a school of panel paint-
ing, one of its leaders being Rico. It influenced
the Itali.an .schools in the Thirteenth Century.
In Venice it.self was established, in the Eleventh
Century, a school of Byzantine painters. In the
vexed question of Byzantine influence over Euro-
pean art, there is one point where no reasonable
doubt can exist: that in all these minor arts the
far more advanced culture of the Ea-st furnished
the standards, not only for technique and artistic

form, but for treatment of theme. The silk and
tapestry workers of Sicily, Venice. Rome, and
Flanders, the gold, silver, and enamel workers of
the Rhine, the mosaicists of Campania and Ven-
ice, the panel painters of Tuscany, the ivory-

carvers and goldsmiths of the monasteries every-
where, learned their art from Byzantium.

BiBLioGB.\PHT. Bayet, L'Art Bi/zanI in (Paris,

1892), is a convenient handbook. The literary

sources are collected in Unger, Quellen der byzan-
tinischen Kunstfieschichte (Vienna, 1878). In
Garrucci, fitoria deW arte cristiana (Prato,
1879-99), are reproduced the miniatures, ivo-

ries, mosaics, and other works earlier than the
Ninth Century. KondakoflF. Eistoire de I'art

hyzantin (Paris, 1886-91), is a careful study of

the history of Byzantine illuminated manu-
scripts. Labarte, Uistoire des arts industriels

(Paris, 1873), though tincritical, is very impor-
tant as the only general treatment of all the
minor arts, well illustrated. The great collec-

tions of Cahier and Martin, Melanges d'archeolo-

gie (Paris, 1847-5fi), and id.. Xouveaux me-
langes d'archeologie (Paris, 1874), contain many
ivories, stuffs, and illuminations. For enamels
the best work is KondakoflF, fleschichte tind Denlc-

miiler des hyzantinischen Emails (Frankfort,
1889-92). For an account of the great share
taken by the monasteries of Mount Athos, con-

sult Brockhaus, Die Kiinst in den Athos-Klos-
tern (Leipzig, 1891); for methods of construc-

tion, Choisy, L'art de bdtir cliez les Byzantins
(Paris, 1883) ; for groups of monuments, Pul-
gher. Les anciennes cjr/iscv byzantines de Con-
stantinople (Vienna, 1878) ; Salzenberg, Die
altchristlichrn Baudrnl;mah- ron Knnstnntinopel
(Berlin. 18.54) ; Texier and Pullan, Bijznntino

Architecture (London, 1884). Historical synop-

ses may be found in Essenwcin, Byznntinische
Bnukunst (Darmstadt. 1886), in a German series

of handbooks edited by Durm, and in Kraus,
(Irschiehte der christlichen Kunst, I. (Freiburg,

1896),
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BYZANTINE EMPIRE, also styled the

East Euiium, Kasteni, Greek, or Later Roman
Empire; but a better name is 'the Empire of

Xew Rome.' On the death of Theodosius (q.v.),

in 395, the Roman Empire was divided between
his two sons, Areadius, who had the eastern half,

with his capital at Constantinople, and Honorius,
who had tlie western half. This event is gener-

ally taken for the beginning of the so-called

Byzantine Empire, which took its name from
Byzantium (q.v.), the ancient name for its capi-

tal. It came to an end in 1453, when Constanti-
nople was capti'ircd by the Turks.

Areadius (395-408) was weak and wholly un-
der the domination of his successive ministers,

Rufinus, Eutropius, and Gainas, of whom the

first and the last were Genuans; Gainas, who
had murdered Rufinus, was succeeded in power
by the Empress Eudoxia. Only after her death,

in 404, was Areadius at all independent. He
was succeeded by his son Theodosius II., a boy
of 7, who ruled from 408 to 450. During his

whole reign the government was ably carried on
by his sister Pulcheria, who was noted for

her rigid virtue. During his reign the Huns
under Attila exacted repeated contributions of

money and gifts. Attila's demands ceased as
soon as they met with a firm refusal from Mar-
cianus (450-457). whom Pulcheria married after

the death of Theodosius. Leo the Thracian ( 457-

474) was elevated to the throne by the German
general Aspar, who was all-powerful imtil he
was murdered by the Emperor in 471. Zeno
( 474-491 ) , son-in-law of Leo, succeeded, although
the latter's son Leo II., a boy of 4, was at first

proclaimed Emperor. After the death of Zeno
his widow married Anastasius I. (491-518), who
obtained the Empire through her favor. Justin
(518-527) was an Illyrian peasant, of Slav de-

scent: as a soldier of fortune he had risen rap-

idly. He put an end to the religious troubles

which had existed under his predecessors. Leo,

Zeno, Anastasius, and Justin were all men of

experience, who pursued a cautious policy, re-

cruited an army of natives, and made adminis-
trative and financial refonus, and left the treas-

ury full, the army strong, and the Empire intact.

But for their labors, the reign of Justinian the

Great (527-5(35) would have been impossible.

By his conquests and able administration he
raised the Empire to a higher degree of prosper-

it.v and power than it was ever again to experi-

ence. 'His entire policy was directed toward
unity, and this formed the keynote for the future
history of the Byzantine Empire. He sought to

bring all under one State, one Church, and one
law. The Roman law was compiled and pub-
lished under his auspices in the form of a monu-
mental code. After his death the Empire declined

rapidly. His great enterprises had exhausted the
treasury and necessitated heavy taxation. His
successor, Justin II. (505-578), without his abil-

ity, aspired to greater glory. The Persian War,
which he provoked needlessly, drained the re-

sources of the Empii-e, taxation became a cnish-

ing burden, the Avars and Slavs devastated the
northern border, the Lombards overran most
of Italy. Inefficient or unfortunate rulers suc-

ceeded, Tiberius Constantius (578-582), Mau-
rice (582-602), and Phocas (602-610)—until,
after the death of the last, Heraclius became Em-
peror (610-641). He humbled Persia, which had
been the great opponent of Byzantium, and by

628 he had restored the Empire to its old su-

premacy in the East and was hailed as 'the new
Scipio.' But the provinces of the Empire were ex-

hausted by the long wars and had .suffered from
the hostile occupation. Consequently, when the
Arabs began their great missionarj- conquests the
emperors were too ^^eak to oppose tliem success-

fullj' and were forced to see one after another
of their provinces wrested from their grasp. The
house of Heraclius furnished two other able
emperors—Constans II. (641-668) and his son,

Constantine ( 668-685 ) , who fought bravely
against the Mussulmans and checked their ad-

vance. But the reign of Justinian II. (685-695
and 705-711) was disastrous, and after his death
anarchy brought the Empire to the verge of ruin.

The rebel, Leo the Isaurian (717-741), saved the

State. He defended Constantinople during the

long siege by the Saracens, and reorganized the

Empire, which, in spite of the efforts and ability

of Heraclius and his grandson and great-grand-
son, had been steadil}' decaying. Leo's descend-
ants are remembered chiefiy for their efforts to

restrict the worship of images. (See IcoNO-
CL.iSM.) But this is not just, as the Empire
gained in strength and prosperity under the
Isaurian dynasty. Constantine Copronymus
(741-775) was a great warrior and extended the

boundaries of the Empire both in Asia and
Europe. He reformed the administration, plant-

ed colonies along the frontiers, and encouraged
commerce. His son, Leo IV. (775-780) , was able,

but he was succeeded by his son, Constantine

( 780-797 ) , a boy of 9. The latter was under the

guardianship of his mother, Irene, imtil he was
21. Then the two reigned conjointly imtil 797,

when Irene had her son blinded and deposed. Her
five years of rule (797-802) were very disastrous

to the Empire. Nieephorus I. (802-811) was
compelled to pay tribute to the Caliph Harun-
al-Rashid in order to make peace with him. and
was slain by the Bulgarians. After two .vears of

disaster, Leo the Armenian (813-820) defeated
the Bulgarians and began a prosperous reign,

only to be murdered by conspirators. Under
Michael the Amorian (820-829) the Saracens
conquered Crete and began the subjugation of

Sicily. His son, Theophilus (829-842), was en-

gaged in almost constant warfare, bloody hut
indecisive, with the Caliphs. His reign, however,
was pros]ierous at home, and be was renowned
for his justice and the great buildings which he
constructed. The Empire in his time was
wealthy, and Constantinople was the centre of

Euro2)ean trade. His son. Michael III. (842-

867 ) , was only 4 years old when he became Em-
peror. He grew up a drunkard, and no one at-

tempted to revenge his death when Basil the
Macedonian (807-886), whom he had made co-

Emperor, caused him to be murdered.
Under the emperors of the Macedonian line the

government was strengthened by the regular
transmission of the imperial power. In fact, the

whole period from 717 to 1057 was a time when
the Empire was on the whole prosperous, well
administered, and triumphant. Basil was suc-

cessful in all his wars, except in Sicily, where
Sj'racuse was captured by the Saracens in 878.

He had great ability; his code of laws remained
in use for centuries. His son, Leo the \\'ise

(886-912), and his grandson, Constantine Por-
phyrogenitus (912-959), were literary men of no
mean ability. Fortunately, the Empire was pros-
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perous and its enemies were weak. Romanus II.

(95O-!)0;5), son of Constantine. reconquered Crete
tlirou<;li his able general. Nieepliorus Phocas.
The latter became Emperor (;)G3-itGl)) by marry-
ing Komanus's sister, but he ruled the Empire
in the name of his two step-sons. Basil II. (963-

1025) and Constantine VIII. (003-1028) . and the
same was done by John Zimisces (!)G9-!)78), who
murdered Xicephorus and married his widow.
Like Xicephorus, John Zimisces was an able sol-

dier. He defeated the Russians and reconquered
Antioch and Edessa fiom the Saracens. Basil II.

succeeded to the Empire, crushed the Bulgarians,
and extended his dominions farther than any
Emperor since Justinian. Constantine VIII.
was sole Emperor from 1025 to 1028. He had
taken little part in the government before and
was very weak. On his death without a son the

Lusbands'and creatures of his daughter Zoe ruled
the Empire for twenty-six years. It was on the

whole a very disastrous period. But Theodora,
Zee's sister, who ruled from 1054 to 1057, was
able and virtuous. With her the Macedonian
line ended.

For twenty-six years there was a succession of

emperors of little importance, none of them able

to cope with the Seljukian Turks, who rapidly
conquered all of the Asiatic possessions of the
Empire. Alexis Comnenus (1081-1118) was
compelled to face new dangers from the attacks
of the Xormans and the armies of the Crusaders.
He struggled bravely and was successful in many
respects. But, unfortunately, the tinances of the
Empire were seriously impaired by the diversion
of commerce from Constantinople occasioned by
the growth of the Italian cities and the founda-
tion of the Kingdom of Jenisalem. In addition,

the policy of Alexis caused the Greeks to be
bitterly hated by the Crusaders. Alexis was
succeeded by .John the Good { 1118-43), who was
vigorous and warlike. He was constantly en-

gaged in fighting the Seljuks, Hungarians, Ser-

vians, and Armenians. Manuel Comnenus (1143-

80) engaged in many wars for his own personal
glory, but neglected the finances and government,
so that he left the Empire in a bad condition. In
the next twenty-four years incompetent rulers
brought the Empire to the verge of ruin. Cyprus
was lost, Bulgaria became independent, and the
Seljuks threatened to conquer Constantinople.
The Venetians were hostile, and allied themselves
for an expedition with the Crusaders, who covet-

ed the riches of Constantinople, which seemed to

them fabulous. In 1204 Constantinople was
taken and sacked and the Latin Empire estab-
lished. This was very weak and lasted only until

1261, when Michael Palaeologus, the ruler of
Xicaa, the strongest of the Greek States which
had arisen when the capital was captured by the
Franks, expelled the Latins and reestablished .a

Byzantine Empire. But this empire was much
smaller than it had been in 1204, and the ruling
familv, the PaUeologi. were unable to make it

powerful. Michael \ail. (1201-82) attempted to

gain allies by offering to bring the Greek Church
under the authority 6f the Pope. His son, An-
dronicus II. (1282-1328), was utterlj' incompe-
tent, and the last years of his reign were filled

with civil wars. \ period of disaster followed.

The command of the sea was lost, the finances

were in hopeless disorder, and the rulers were
weak. The Ottoman Turks were now establish-

ing their pnwf-r nn tlip ruins of the Seljukian

realm in Asia Minor, and one by one they con-

quered the provinces of the Empire.. Under John
V. (1341-91) the Turks made their first perma-
nent conquest in Europe bv seizing Gallipoli in

1.354. .Manuel II. (1391-1425) and .John VIII.

(1425-48) were feeble rulers and practically vas-

sals of the Sultan. Constantine XIII. (1448-53)
struggled bravely but unsuccessfully to retain
his capital, the only portion of the Empire which
was left, and finally, in 1453, Constantinople
was taken by the Turks. The capture of the
capital marks the end of the Byzantine Empire.

Until recently it has been the fashion to treat
the Bj'zantine Empire with contempt. CJibbon
described its history as " a tedious and uniform
tale of weakness and misery." Voltaire spoke
of it as "a worthless repertory of declamation
and miracles, disgraceful to the human mind."
Montesquieu wrote: "The history of the Greek
Empire, from Phocas on. is merely a succession
of revolts, schisms, and treacheries." Taine con-
demned it as "a gigantic moldiness lasting a
thousand years." In 1854 a writer in an Eng-
lish review "rejoiced over the supposed momcut
when the last Byzantine historian was blo\ni into
the air by our brave allies the Turks." But in
the last half-century all this has been changed.
Scholars now recognize the inestimable debt
which we owe to the Byzantine Empire. They
realize that for eight centuries the Roman Em-
pire, transplanted to Xew Rome, i.e. Constanti-
nople, persisted in its task ; that law, literature,

industry, and commerce did not cease to flourish

;

that Constantinople stemmed the tide of invasion
from the East, which otherwise might have en-
gulfed all Europe. They have learned that the
most striking feature of Byzantine history is

"its constant vitality and power of revival," its

"marvelous recuperative energy," shown at every
crisis in its historv.

It is impossible to characterize this history as
a whole, because it covers a period of time
greater in length than the history of England
from the Xorman Conquest to the present day.
For more than a thousand years d.\'nasties

changed, wars and revolutions took place, the
fortunes of the Empire sank and rose again. Of
the 107 persons who ruled from 395 to 1453 as
emperors or associates of emperors, 20 were as-

sassinated. 18 were blinded or otherwise muti-
lated, 12 died in a monastery or a prison, 12
abdicated uiider compulsion or of their own free

will, 3 died of starvation. 8 died in battle'or as
a result of accident—a total of 73. Vice, corrup-
tion, and cruclt.v were the dominant features at
some periods; the government was despotic; the
people were superstitious, effeminate, and ser-

vile. Yet the Empire lived on; the administra-
tion and organization remained effective; the
traditions and civilization of Old Rome were
maintained. Great wealth, which was a source
of wonder to all visitors, was accumulated, and
great armies, which were the most eft'ective in the
world, were maintained. If an.v scholar, in spite
of the complexitv of B.vzantine history, should
attempt a generalization, probably he would say,
as Frederic Harrison has said—"Irst, that the
Byzantine Empire preserved more of the tradi-

tion, civil and military organization, wealth,
art, and literature of the older Rome than existed
elsewhere: and. secondl.v, that in many essen-

tials of civilization it was more modern than
the nascent nations of the West." These are the
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two facts which are most striking, its antiquity

and modernity, and just here is one of the rea-

sons why Byzantine history is not attractive to

us: its antiquity seems only an aping of the

past; its modernity fails to interest us because

we have reached a higher development than the

Byzantine Empire ever did.

'New Rome, like old Rome, had a wonderful

capacity for absorbing and assimilating less civil-

ized peoples. The Empire included representa-

tives of all the races of eastern Europe. It

opened to all full participation in its life. Its

emperors might be of any nationality. Any bar-

barian of ability, if baptized, was welcome to its

armv, administration, and Court. This was one

of tile causes of its strength. A second was the

position of Constantinople. The city could not

be reduced by starvation. Its walls, luitil 1-04,

proved strong enough to defy all invaders. Then,

too, while the Western Empire was being overrun

by the barbarians, the Asiatic provinces of New
Rome enjoved an almost continuous peace. From
their wealth the Empire secured the resources

necessary to hold its European possessions, and

to carry on the wars of Justinian. Finally, it

was fortunate in having a large number of able

emperors, ilost of them were not brilliant per-

sonalities who command admiration, but rather

cautious administrators, indefatigable workers,

who labored slowlv and steadily to strengthen

the Empire, to fill'the treasury, and to improve

the administrative service.

The Emiiire. although conservative, was not

wholly unprogressive. This is exemplified in

its military organization, its law, its art, and

its manufactures. Thus, after the battle of

Adrianople (q.v.), the Byzantines realized the

fact that the old infantry army was no longer

efficient, and formed a new army mainly of

cavalry. The infantry they supplied with bows

and lances in place of swords and javelins. They

developed armor for protection. They used a

smaller and more effective tactical unit than the

old legion, and they recruited an army of sub-

jects, not mercenaries. They developed the art

of fortification and the use of Greek fire. They

built a great navy. Oman says: "The art of war

as it was understood at Constantinople in the

Tenth Century was the only system of real merit

existing in tlie world: no Western nation could

have afforded such a training to its officers till

the Sixteenth, or we may even say the Seven-

teenth Century." Tlie Corpus of Justinian con-

tinued for centuries to be the law of the Byzan-

tine Empire. But it was constantly modified and

expanded to suit new conditions. In the Ninth

Century a new code was drawn up (see Basil-

ica) ill which the influences of Christianity and

advancing civilization are marked. In the

Eighth Century a maritime code, a military code,

and a rural code were developed to meet the

ehanscd conditions. The first, es]>eeially, is of

great importance in the history of legal ideas.

Byzantine art (q.v.) is treated at length else-

where. Here it deserves mention as an indica-

tion of the gi-eat influence which the Byzantine

Empire exercised on Russia, on the Moliainmcdan

caliphates in the East and West, on the south of

Italy, on Venice, and on some parts of France

and Germany. To-day examples of Byzan-

tine architecture are to be found in every Chris-

tian and Mohammedan country. In the manu-

facture of mosaics, silks, and embroidered satins,

the Byzantine Empire was preeminent for cen-

turies. The samite and sendal of the niediieval

romances came from Constantinople.
The direct services of the Byzantine Empire

to Europe were many and varied. Four, in par-

ticular, desene emphasis. (1) It was the bul-

wark of Europe from which host after host of in-

vaders were oeaten back. For seven centuries,

almost unaided, it bore the brunt of every at-

tack, and thus enabled the Western nations to

develop and gain strength. (2) It preserved

the Greek and Roman culture and transmitted

it to western Europe as the people of the young-

er nations became sufficiently advanced to share

iu the priceless heritage, home of this culture

was constantly filtering through, but during the

period of the Crusades and later the transmission

was most marked. (3) it maintained the world's

commerce, which for centuries was centred at

Constantinople. The pupils whom Constanti-

nople had formed, Venice and Amalfi, wrested
the sceptre of the seas from her only in the

Eleventh Century. (4) it was the civilizer of all

eastern Europe, where the influence of the

Greek Church, Greek art and architecture, and
Greek administration is everywhere evident at

the present day.

BiiiLiOGitAPUY. The original authorities for

the history of tlie Byzantine Empire are the

authors whose works are included in the col-

lection of the Byzantine Historians. The first

edition was published iu Paris, in thirty-six vol-

umes, between 164S and 1711. This collection

was reprinted with additions in Venice, 1727-3;!.

in the Nineteenth Century, Niebuhr, assisted by
Bekker, the Dindorfs, and others, edited the so-

called 'Boim Edition' under tlie name of the

Corpus Hcriptorum HisloricE ByzantinW. But
this last ecUliou is extremely unscliolarly. There
are separate editions of the most jiromuient

chroniclers, which will be found under their re-

spective names. Of the secondary works, the fol-

lowing may be mentioned: Finlay, Utstory of

(Jreece jrom B.C. 1-^6 to A.JJ. 1604, edited by

Xozer (7 vols., Oxford, 1877) ; Gibbon, Uecliite

and Fall of the lioman Empire, edited by Bury

(7 vols., London, 1890-1901) ; Kaiimbacher, Ge-

schichte der byzaniinischeii Littcratur (Mmiich,

1897 ) ; Bury, The Later lioiiiaii Empire (^e\v York,

ISS^J) ; Heyd, Bistoire du commerce du Levant au
Moyen Age (Leipzig and Dessau, 1885) ; Krause,

Die Byzantitier des Mittelalters in ihrem Utaals-,

iJof- mid Frivatlehen (Halle, I8G9) ; Raml>aiid.

L'empire grec au Xme siecle (Paris, 1870) ;

Pears, Fall of Constantinople (New York, 1885) ;

Oman, Byzantine Empire (Loudon, 1892) ; Har-

rison, Byzantine Histoiy in the Early Middle

.iges (London, 1900). The last gives an excel-

lent select bibliography of the monographs on

special phases of Byzantine history. Very use-

ful bibliographical clues can also be found in the

appendices and notes to Bury's edition of Gibbon.

List of Empeeobs of the Btzaktixe Empire

Arcadius. 395-408. Justinian I.. 527-565.

Tll.-iHlosius II.. -108^50. .Tustin II.. .105-578.

Marcian, i.iO-l.'i?. Tiberius ConBtaDtiuUB, 57&-

I,co I.. tJie'lhraclan. 457-474. 582.

Zeno thBlsaurian, 474-491. Maurice. 582-602.

AnnHtasius I., 491-518. Pliocas, 002-ClO.

Justin I.. 618-527.
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Heiucuan Dynasty, 610-717

Heraclius I., 610-641.
Heruolius <.'onstnntinus» 641.
Heracleonas, 641.

Con8tantinu6 (ConstansII.).
641-66S.

Constantine IV. orV.,Fo^o-
DH t us, 668-688.

Justiuian II.. 685-695.

Syrian (iBAtjBUN) Dynasty, 717-S20

LeoIII.,theI.«aurian."lT-741. Irene. 797-«i02.

Constantine V., or VI., Cop-
ronvmus. 741-77.5.

Leo IV.. the Chaza, 775-780.

Couatantine VI. or VII., 780-
797.

AHOiUAN Dynasty, 820-867

Michael II., the Stammerer, Theojihiluo. 829-842.
820-829. Michael III., the Drunkard,

S42-SG7.

Basili-an or Armenian (Macedonian) Dynasty, 867-1057

Leontius, 695-697.
Tiberius .ipsimams. 697-705.
Ju^tiniau II. (restored), 705-

711.

PhilippicusBardaiies,711-713.
Art*?!!! i us .\ uastaslus.713-716.
Tbeodosius III.. 716-717.

Xicepliorus I., 802-811.

Stauracius. 811.

Michael LMbaaga be. 811-813.
Leo V..the Armenian,81S-820.

Basil I., the Macedonian, 867-
886

Leo VI.. the Wise. 886-912.

Con.^tantine VH.. or VIII..
Porjthyrtf^nitas, 912-959.

Alexamler. associate Emper-
or. 913-913.

Rouiauusl.. Lecapenas, 919-
944. (.\ssociate Emperor
together with his three
sons. Christopher, Stephen
and Constantine.)

Romanus II., 959-963.

Basil 11., BulgaroctoB us, 963-
1025.

Kicephorus II. Phocas. 963-
969, associated with Basil
U.

John I., Ziniisces. 969-976, as-
soiiat<il with llasil II.

Constantine Vni.orIX.,1025-
102s.

Uonianus III.,,4r^rrus, 1028-
1U34.

Michael FV.. the Faphlago-
nia!i. 1U34-1041.

Michael v.. lim-1042.
Coustantiueix. orS., J/ona-

niarbtis, 1042-10.55. (Reigns
with his wife Zoe.)

Theodora. 1055-10.56.

Michael VI., i,'trarioljcus,1056
-1057.

Isaac I., ComnenuR. 1057-1 059.

ConstantineX. orXL.Ducas,
1059-1067.

Eudocia (i!i the name of her
sons. .Michael TTI., Andron-
icus and CO!!StaDtine. and
with her second husband,
Konia!ins IV.). 1067-lOn.

Michael VII. (see above), 1071
-107S.

Nicephorus UI., Botaniates,
1078-1081.

Comnenlan Dynasty, 1081-1185

Comneuus, 1081- Aleiius II. Comnenue, 1180-
118;i.

Andronicue 1.. Comnenns,
1 183-1185.

Alexius I
m».

John II., or Calojohannes,
Comnenos. 1118-1143.

Manuel I., Comnenus, 1143-

U80.

The ANGELliS DrSABTY, 1185-1204

Isaac n., Angelas., 1185-1195. Isaac II. (restored) 11203.

Alexius III., Angelus, 1195- Alexius n., AngelusJ 1204.

1203. Alexius v., Ducas, 1204.

1,ati.s Emperors of the East, 120H261

Robert. 1221-1228.

John of Brienne. 1229-1237.

Baldwin II., 1237-1261.

Baldwin I.. 1204-1206.

Henry of Flanders. 1206-1216.

PeterofCourtena.T, 1216-1219.

Tolande, 1219-1221.

Nn:SAX Ehpebobs, 1206-1260

Theodore I. .Lascaris.1206-22. Theodore II., Ducas. 1254-68.

John III., Iiucas. 1222-54. John IV.. Ducas. 1258-60.

The Empire Uestobed: The Paleologi, 1261-1453

Michael Vm., Paleologus,
12r.l-82.

Andrnnicus II., PaleolognS}
1282-1328.

Andri)iiicii8 III., Paleologus,
' 1328-11.

i John v., PalculoBUS, 1341-91

BYZANTINES. In niiraisraatics, the term
spplicil to coins of the Byzantine Empire. By-
zantine coins are of gold, silver, and bronze;
bear impressions distinct from those of the

(John VT., Cantacuzenus,
Co-emperor, 1341-54).

Manuel II., 1391-1425 (John
VU., Co-emperor, 1398-1402).

John VIII.. 1425-48.

Condtautiue XI., 1448-53.

earlier Roman coins; and were copied in several
countries wliere the Byzantine standard was
adopted. The commercial relations of the East-
ern Empire served to distrihute its coinage over
almost all the then known world. It was cur-
rent in India, as well as in the north of Europe.
Consult Saulcy, Ksxai de classification dc suites
monetaircs byzantines (Metz, 1830), and see
Bes.\xts.

BYZANTIUM, bi-zan'shi-um (Gk. BvCnv-

Twi\ tiyzantiun) . A city which stood on the
Thracian Bosporus, at the east end of the Pro-
pontis. It was founded about R.c. GOO, by
Dorian colonists, probably from Megara, and
rapidly rose in imiiortance as a seat of com-
merce. Its position was at once secure and en-
chanting; it commanded the .shores of Europe
and -\sia. and had magnificent facilities for

trade. .\fter a time of subjugation under
Darius Hystaspis, Byzantium was occupied by
the Spartan general Pausanias. Later the city

joined the Delian League, and its importance
is show7i by its large contributions. At the
time of the Samian revolt (B.C. 440), Byzan-
tium seems to have tried to withdraw, but
reappears in the tribute lists two years later,

and remained loyal to -\thens until B.C. 411,
when it joined Sparta. Retaken by .\leibi-

ades (B.C. 409), it was again captured by Ly-
sander after the battle of .^^gospotami. Spar-
tan tvranny led to a change of feeling, and
about B.C. 390 Thrasybulus, the -\thenian, re-

established the democracy, and before B.C. 378
Byzantium concluded a treaty of alliance with
Athens. This friendship was of short duration,
and finally, in B.C. 357, Byzantium leagued itself

with Chios. Rhodes, and King ilausolus II. of
Caria, in the Social War. In B.C. 341-40 Philip
of Macedon advanced against the city, and,
imder the influence of Demosthenes, the citizens

once more joined Athens. Lender -Alexander the
Great and his successors, Byzantium retained
its independence, but for some years after B.C.

278 was subject to a heaw tribute imposed by
the Celts. The duties imposed to meet this

burden led to a war with Rhodes, in which the
city was supported by Attalus I. of Pergamiun.
During the Roman wars Byzantium seems to
have supported Rome, and, as a result, in spite
of some suffering in the Mithridatic wars, en-
joyed considerable prosperit_^'. In the civil war
between Septiraius Severus and Pescennius
Niger, Byzantium sided with the latter. It was,
therefore, besieged by Sevenis, and, after a
brave defense of three years' duration, was cap-
tured in A.n. 196 and reduced to ruins. Severus,
repenting the desolation which he had made, re-

built a part of the city, ornamented it with
baths, porticoes, etc., and restored to the in-

habitants their ancient privileges. In a.d. 330,
after the defeat of Licinius, Constantine made
the city the capital of the Roman Empire, under
the name of Constantinople (q.v.).
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CThe third letter in the Latin, as

in all alphabets, like the Romance
and English, that are derived from

it. In position the letter c corre-

sponds to the Greek gamma (F)

from which its form is actually de-

rived throujjh curvature or rounding. Its shape

is ultimately traceable, it is thought, to a hiero-

glyijhic pictograph for a throne. See Alphabet.
Phonetic Chabacter. In sound the Latin c

originally had the same force as the Greek
gamma (r) • from which it is adapted, and this

old. value is seen in such Latin abbreviations of

proper names as C. for Gaius, Cn. for Gnieus;

but in Latin C later began to take on the force

and function of K, which was falling into dis-

use, and a new letter tf (a modification of C)
was introduced to represent that voiced guttural

(/-sound. (See G. ) The 7;-sound of c continued

in Latin down to at least the Eighth Century
of the Christian Era; and that is also its power
in the Anglo-Saxon or Old English, when 'king'

is written cyniiHi, and 'queen' eicen, as there

was no q during that period. The later differ-

entiation or changes of the sound of c from the

old stop or /.-sound in come to the hissing or

sibilant .s-sound in cetaceous, with similar modi-

fications, is largely due to the influence of a

following i, e. These front vowels being farther

forward in the mouth than a, o, u, tend to

change the character of the checked sound into

a split or hiss. As examples of such sibilant de-

velopments, compare the pronunciation of Latin

Cicero (Kikero). Italian Chichero. English

Sisero, or again the common English pronuncia-

tion of vici, 'I conquered' ('visi' instead of

weke'), in veni, vidi, vici. Of like character is

such an interchange as I^atin centum, 'hundred;'

Sanskrit, sata. E.xamples of palatalization or

splitting of c to ch. before i, e are especially

common from Anglo-Saxon into modern English,

through the Southern Dialect—e.g. AS. cild

{kild), Eng. child; AS. ceorl, Eng. churl; AS.
Kccati, Eng. seek and beseech; or, again Lat.

caput, 'head;' Fr. chef, Eng. chief; Lat. canto,

Eng. chant. The phonetic laws governing such
interchanges as c with g, h in tlic Indo-Germanic
languages may be better understood by pro-

nouncing in succession the syllables ac, ca (with

perfect closure), ag, ya (with the same closure,

but voiced), and <i/i, ha (with imperfect clo-

sure) ; hence, sucli alternates as Lat. ager,

'field,' Eng. acre; Lat. due (lead, draw), Eng.

tug ; Lat. canis, 'dog,' Gk. kvv-, kun-; AS. hun-cL,

•hound.' (See Phonetic Laws.) In usage, as

a letter compared with /,-, the Germanic alpha-

bets, which are under obligation to the Greek

as well as to the Latin, adopted /,-, from the

Greek kappa, to represent the gutt\iral sound.

For this reason, c in German and Swedish, etc.,

hardly occurs outside of words of Romance ori-

gin. In Modern English c is practically su-

perfluous, as far as sound-representation is

necessarily concerned ; 'the letter k might easily

take its place in recording the stop-sound of c

before a, o, u, and the letter s might readily

be substituted for the hissing sound of c be-

fore e, {.

As ABBRE^^ATIOX. In music C is the first

tone, or keynote of the diatonic scale of C major.

C = 100; C. = Centigrade (thermometer scale) ;

B.C. = before Christ; e. = cent, centime, etc.;

and it is used in some other familiar abbrevia-

tions.

CAABA, kifba or ka'a-ba. See Kaaba.

CAAING (ka'ing) WHALE (Scotch ca, caa,

to drive), or Blackfish. A large, porpoiselike

cetacean, of the Killer family ( Delphinidie) and
genus Globiocephalus, principally characterized

by its globose head. Thsy go in large schools,

crowding after a leader; and as they yield a fair

amount of oil similar (but inferior) to sperm-
oil, and their flesh i,s savory, they are inci-

dentally an object of the sea-chase. The caaing

whale proper {Globiocephalus melas) is 20 feet

long, black, with a white aljdominal area, has
very long and narrow pectoral fins, and inhabits

the colder parts of the Atlantic, appearing on

our coast southward to New York, south of

which it is replaced by a short-finned black spe-

cies {Globiocephalus brachypterus). The Pacific

has a widespread species {Globiocephalus Seam-
moni), wholly black, and much pursued by

whalemen. The food of all is mainly squids, but

fish arc also eaten. See Whale.

CAAMA, k:i'm!\, or Kaama. (1) A small

South African fox or fennec {Fennecus eaama).
now rare, whose fur is valuable. It has the

habits of a fennec (q.v.), and lives largely on

tlie eggs and yomig of ostriches and other

ground-building birds. It is also called 'asse.'

(2) The Bubalis cama. See Hartbeest.

CAAZAPA, ka'a-sa'pil. A town of the Re-

public of Paraguay, situated 2,5 miles south of

Villa Rica with which it is connected by rail-

00
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road (Map: Paraguay, F 9). It is the centre

of a fertile agricultural region. Population,
about 12.000.

CAB. See C.VKBIAGE.

CABABISCH, kA-bii'bfsli. An Arab tribe in

Africa, inhabiting the immense deserts of east-

ern Sudan, between Dongola,- Darfur, and Kor-
dofan.

CABAL' (Fr. cdbale, from cabbala-, on account
of its secrecy). The designation of an unpopu-
lar English ministry (10(57-73), composed of

ClilTord, Ashley, Buckingham, Arlington, and
Lauderdale, the initials of whose names coinci-

dent ly spelt Cabal.

CABALLERO, ku'na-lya'ro. Feenax (1797-
1S77). The jiseudonym of Cecilia Biihl von
Faber, a Spanish novelist. She was born in

Switzerland and educated in Germany, but in

1813 accompanied her father to Spain, and soon
became enthusiastically attached to her adopted
country. She was married three times, her last

husband being a lawyer named Arrom. Her
first novel, La Gaviota, was published in 1849,

and was followed by jiiany others, the chief of
which are: La faiiiilia Aliareda (1880): Cle
meiicia (1S87); and Klia. She also published
the first collection ever made of Spanish popular
tales and poems, Cucntas y poesius populares an-
<laluces (18.59). Her principal novels have been
translated into most European languages.

CABANATUAN, ka-Ba'na-twan'. A town of

l.uzon. Philippines, in the Province of Xueva
Ecija. situated K! miles north of San Isidro. It

has a telegraph station. Pop., in 1898. 12,000.

CABANEL, ka'ba'nel', Alexandre (1823-89).

A French historical and portrait painter. He
was born at ilontpellier, studied with Pieot. and
obtained the Pri.x de Rome in 1843. Ilxtremely

popular from the beginning, liejwas the recipient

of numerous medals, elected to the Institute in

1863, and made professor in the Acadgmie des

Beaux-Arts. As siU'cessor of Ingres at the head
of the classical scliool. he was completely aca-

demic in his methods—correct in line and compo-
sition, indifferent in color, and lacking in feeling.

His taste and distinction of style eminently
adapted him to portray the nobility, and he be-

came the vogue in these circles. Among his

sitters were Xapoleon III. and his ministers, but
he succeeded best with his portraits of women.
Though beautiful in features and distinguished
in ap])earance, his portraits lack strength and in-

dividuality, and are consequently insipid. Like
his historical paintings, they have been very pop-
ular in the United States; the Metropolitan Mu-
seum, Xew York, has a good example, "Miss Cath-
erine Wolfe." His chief historical paintings in-

clude "Death of Moses" (Corcoran (lallcrv', Wash-
ington) ; "Birth of Venus," reputed his masterpiece
( 1803, Louvre; replica in Metropolitan Museum)

;

the "Expulsion from Paradise" (18G7, Maximili-
anum. ilunieli) : "Death of Francesea and Paolo"
(Lou\Te) ; and large decorative paintings illus-

trating the history of Saint Louis, in the Panthf-on.

CABANIS, kli'ba-nes', Jeax Louis (1810—).
A German ornithologist, bom in Berlin, and edu-
cated at the university there. In 1839-41 he made
omithologic researches in Xorth and South
Carolina, and in 1849 was appointed custodian
of the ornithological collections of the Berlin
Zoological Museum, The investigations which

had so important an effect in determining a
natural system of classification were published
by him first (1847) in Wiegmann's Archiv fiir
Xuturgeschichte, and more fully in the Museum
Hcineunum (4 parts, llalberstadt, 18.50-03). He
founded the Jourval fiir Oinithologie in 1853.
His other works include the ornithological por-
tions of Schomburgk's Jfeixcii in liritisch-Guay-
atta (Berlin, 1848), and of von der Decken's
Reisen in Ostafrika (Berlin, 1SG9),

CABANIS, Pteree Jeax Georges (1757-
1808). -V French physician and philosopher. He
was born in Cosnac; studied in Paris, and in the
year 1773 went to Warsaw as secretary to a
Polish magnate. On his return to Paris, "he was
for some time engaged in literars- pursuits, from
which he turned his attention to the studv of
medicine. During the Revolution, whose "ten-
dencies he fully approved, he became the warm
friend and physician of ilirabeau. After the
death of the latter, in order to refute the
charge of having poisoned him, Cabanis pub-
lished the Jovrnal de la maladie et dc la moit de
Honore de Miraheau (1791). Among the papers
of ilirabeau was found an extensive work on pub-
lic education in the handwriting of Cabanis.
This had been used by Miraheau in his public dis-
courses. Cabanis took a leading part in the re-
organization of the French schools of medicine
and held several professorships in tliem. He was.
one of the Council of Five Hundred, and after-
wards a member of the Senate. The contribu-
tions of Cabanis to philosophy and science may-
be briefly summed up as follows: In the first
place, he was the first to demonstrate empirical-
ly the reciprocal influence and the ultimate
unity of life and mind, a unity which Herbert
Spencer presents as the fundamental principle
of inductive psychologj'. Further, Cabanis was
the first to pro^e that the newly bom living being
is not "like a musi<nl instrument which in itself
contains neither soiiuds nor harmony," but that
it has more or less well-defined instincts and in-
clinations; that the form and development of
ideas are caused not only by physical agents from
without, but also by internal "(visceral) impres-
sions—a principle which is at the verj' founda-
tion of an important part of psychology. In his
])sychological investigations Cabanis steered clear
of metaphysics. Thus he remained strictly within
the domain of experiment when inquiring into
the origin of psychological impressions and into
the influence of age, sex, temperament, disease,
diet, climate, etc., on the development of ideas,
instincts, and passions. His .scientific views on
subjects of this nature have led many to believe
that Cabanis was a materialist and "an atheist.
It must be borne in mind, however, that when
thought is studied in its dependence on the brain,
it could not possibly be treated but as a function
of that organ. And if Cabanis speaks of the
brain from a physiological point of view as
assimilating impressions and .secreting thought,
just as the stomach digests food, he is not there-
fore necessarily a materialist. As a matter of
fact, in his metaphysical Lettres sur les causes
prcmirres, in which he formulates his dreams of
the ultimate nature of the ego. he clearly ex-
presses his belief in a spiritual and immortal
.soul and in a personal God. The best edition of
Cabanis's chief work, the Rapports dn phijsiquc et
du moral de I'homme, was published by Piesse
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(Paris, 1844). Consult Dubois, Examen des doc-

ilriiirn lie Cahanis (2 vols., Paris, 1842).

CAB'AEET (Fr., of disputed origin; Low
Lat. caparetum, from Lat. caupo, huckster, inn-

keeper, lias been suggested ) . A tavern -, a public

house where beer and spirits are retailed.

CABARRUS, ka'Bi'riis', Fran^^ois, Comte de

(1752-1810). A Spanish financier of French

l>irth. He organized the San Carlos Bank
and a company for trade with the Pliilippine

Islands ; was one of the Council of Finance under

Charles III., and proposed many reforms. Under
Charles IV. he was accused of embezzlenien: and

was imprisoned, but was soon released and raised

•to the rank of count. Joseph Bonaparte made
liim Minister of Finance, in which office he died.

His daughter Ther&se, under the name of Mme.
Tallien, afterwards Princess of Chimay. Wxas

conspicuous in the closing days of the French

Revolution.

CABAT, ka'ba', Nicolas Loms (1812-93).

A French painter, born in Paris. He was a pupil

of Flers. and became one of the leaders of the so-

called realistic landscape school. His works in-

clude "Pond at Ville d'Avray" (1834) ; "Winter

Day" (1836) ; "A Spring in the Wood" (1864) ;

"A Morning in the Park of llagnet" (1877).

CABATUAN, ka'Ba-twiin'. A city of the

Province of lloilo. on the island of Panay,

Philippines. It is situated on the River Tiguni,

and is connected by roads with the important

towns on the island. Population, in 1898, about

18.000.

CABBAGE (OF. cahus in chmi cnhus, headed

cole, OHG. Kahu::. Ger. Koppus, Eappes, from

Lat. cn/)«f, head) (Brassica oleracea) . A plant

in general cultivation for culinary- iiurjioses and

ior feeding cattle. It is a native of the rocky

shores of Great Britain and other parts of

Europe, and in its wild state is generally from a

foot to two feet high. It has been cultivated in

Europe from time immemorial and has developed

into several different forms, such as cabbage,

kale (q.v.), kohl rabi (q.v.), cauliflower (q.v.),

and Brussels sprouts (q.v.).

The wild cabbage has smooth, sea-green leaves,

waved and variously indented; under domestica-

tion these have developed into a head, which is

the ])art eaten.

There are two general classes of cabbages

—

smooth-leaved and wrinkled-leaved. The smooth-

leaved cabbages may be either green or red. the

head mav be conical, oblong, round, or flat, and
there are early, medium, and late maturing

kinds. Red cabbage is ehielly esteemed for

pickling; while green cabbage is the kind most

generally grown in the garden and for market.

More than 100 varieties are in cultivation in

the United States. The wrinkled-leaved or Savoy

cabbage is a cabbage of e.\cellent qiuility. but is

little grown, because it is not so productive as

the common green kind. Cabbage demands a

rich loam soil with plenty of manure. Seed for

the early crop is sown in the hotbed. The plants

are set in the field, as soon in s])ring as the frost

is out of (he ground, in rows three feel a]iart and
two feet distant in the row. For the late crop

the seed is sown in beds or in hills in the open

in May. The early cabbage will mature in

July, while the late crop may not be harvested

until freezing weather. Cabliage may be winter-

stored by putting in pits head down and cover-

ing with straw and earth or by storing in a cold,

damp cellar. The tree-cabbage or cow-cabbage is

a variety cultivated for cattle, especially in the
Channel Islands and the north of France, the
leaves of which do not close together into com-
pact heads, but which is remarkable for its great
height, reaching, when it is in tlower, 10 feet on
rich soil.

Cabbage Diseases. Cabbage is subject to two
parasitic diseases, both of which are often very
destructive. The first of these is clubroot, due
to a low fungus, Plasniodiopltora brussicce, which
causes peculiar swellings and outgrowths from
the roots of the cabbage, often the whole root

system being involved. ( See Clubkoot. ) The
other disease is a brown or black rot caused by
attacks of bacteria, I'seudomoitas c<impestris. It

has been known in the United States for a dozen
years, and has become widely distributed. It is

known to occur also in the west of Europe, and
is a destructive disease, often devastating whole
fields. The disease attacks the cabbage at any
stage of growth and often dwarfs the heads or
makes them one-sided. If sever'^, no lieads are
formed, and the whole plant may be killed. Fre-

quently the heads rot and fall off, but this is

due to other agencies than the disease itself.

Cut stumjis of diseased cabbage show brown or
black rings, and these may be traced into the
head. On the leaves the margins become yellow
and tlie veins black. The disease seems to enter
by the leaves and progresses toward the stem.
In many cases the leaves fall off. leaving bare
stumps. The disease attacks, in addition to cab-

bage, turnips, cauliflower, kale, and rape. On
the turnip it causes an internal brown rot. It

seems to gain entrance through the gnawing of

insects, slugs, etc. It remains in the soil for

some time, just how long is not known, and is

spread through manure and rubbish. For reme-
dial measures it is advised to rotate the crop,

destro}' all cabbage insects, pay strict attention

to the seed-bed, and plant on new soil whenever
possible.

CABBAGE-BARK. See Akdiea.

CABBAGE INSECTS. Many insects infest

cabbage-plants, the chief of which are as follows:

Cnhbrir/e-Aphis.—A plant-louse {Aphis hras-

sicw) brownish-black above, light-green below,
which infests the leaves of cabbages and turnips
in both Europe and America. See .\phius. Cab-
hage-Ilup.—A pentatomid bug (Margaiilia his-

tricmica) called the 'harlequin.' on account of its

brilliant coloring (black, yellow, and red), which
has spread within the last half-century from
Central America throughout the United States,

and plays havoc with cabbages and similar

plants. It hibernates in tufts of gi-ass and
weeds, and attacks the young plants; a strong
wash of lime-water is recommended as a remedy.

Cabbatje-Butterfly.—A name common' to sev-

eral species of wliite butterflies of the family
PieridiP, whose larvir, known as eabbage-worms
or kale-worms, feed on the leaves of tlie cabl)age

and other cruciferous plants. About a dozen
species occur in North America, the most de-

structive of which is Pieris rapw, a European
species introduced by way of Canada about 1800,

and now spread over nearly all the United States.

In the North it is three-brooded, and in the

South is probably even more prolific. Its I'ater-

l)illar has the green color of the cabbage with a
Icmon-vellow dorsal band; and it not onlv eats
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1. TURNIPS (Brassica campeslrls). 4. CABBAGE (Brasslca oleracea var.).

2. KALE 'Brassica oleracea i. 5. KOHLRABI (Brasslca oleracea var.).

3. BLACK MUSTARD (Brasslca nigra). 6. CAULIFLOWER (Brasslca oleracea var.).

7. BRUSSELS SPROUTS (Brasslca oleracea var.).
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tlie leaves before lieading-tiine of the plant, but
burrows tlirough the heaus. Since Paris fjroen

and other poisons cannot be used on the cabbage,

this is a difficult pest to combat. Pyrethruiii and
kerosene emulsions are most to be relied upon,
and must be ap]>lied Iwfore the cabbage heads.

The pupa is bare, and suspendoil by means of a
caudal attachment and a iuedium girdle. The
butterlly is white and pale yellow, the fore

wings tipped with black; the female has two ad-

ditional dots and the male one. As in all other

cases of introduced pests, the cabbage butterfly

does not cause as much danuige now as when first

introduced. Either it has acquired new para-

sites and other foes which keep down its num-
bers, or its old ones have been able to overtake
it in the new country. Pieris olcracea is a
native white form, with little or no black mark-
ings, of the northern part of the United States

and southern Canada : its lanae may also feed

on the cabbage, as well as turnips, radish, cauli-

flower, mustard, and various other plants of

economic value to man. Pieris protodicc, whose
wings are marked with grayish brown, occurs
over nearly the whole of the United States; its

larvae, striped with alternate golden and green-

ish purple bands, may likewise feed on cabbage.
There is a very marked sexual dimorphism in

this species, the female being much the more
darkly marked. Pieris brassicw and Pieiis napi
are two other European agricultural pests of

this same family, and several very beaiitiful spe-

cies occur in South America. Our native forms
are diminishing in numbers, since they cimnot
well compete with the hardy foreign Pieris
rapw.

Cabbage-Cutworm.—The destructive larva of a
cabbage - moth. Culbaf/e - Flea. — A flea - beetle

(q.v.) which attacks this and similar plants, as
Haltica eonsnbrina : there are many forms.
Cabhaqe-Fhi.—A small gray flj' [Phorbin bras-

sicw) whose maggot preys upon the roots of cab-

bages; it is related to the housefly and is one of

a group of garden-pests, such as the tiirnip-fly,

onion-fly. etc. Cabhape-Moth.—A noctuid moth
{Mamcstra picta) whose larva is called the
zebra caterpillar, being yellowish, marked by
three longitudinal bands of black. It feeds on
cabbage and turnip leaves and also on the cran-
berrj'. The change to the brown pupa is made
in the ground in the autunm. The chestnut-
brown fore wings of the moth are mottled with
dark brown and white; the hind wings are pale
yellow. Th? chrysalids should be destroyed
whenever dug up with the soil, and the cater-

pillars shoiild be removed from the plant and
destroyed. Grooves in the soil, encircling the
plants and filled with tar. gas-lime, or quicklime,
are said to be a protective. Cabbnije-Worm.—
Any caterpillar injurious to cabbage; specifically

that of the cabbage-butterfly.

CABBAGE-PALM, or
" CABBAGE-TREE.

A name given in ditTerent countries to diflferent

species of palm, the large terminal bud of which
is eaten like cabbage. The cabbage-palm of the

West Indies is Areca olerarea, or Oreodoxa
oleracca. The Southern T'nited States also have
their cabbage-palm, or cabbage-tree, other\nse
called the palmetto (Sabal palmetto). .See

AoECA : P.vi.METTo; Falsi.

CABBAGE-TREE. See Axdira.

CAB'BALA (Med. Lat., Ileb. qaUuUh, re-

ception, as of traditional doctrine, from qibbSl,

Vol. Ill—I'.'.

to receive, accept, admit). The designation of
a mystical system of philosophy which aro.se

iunong the Jews at the beginning of the com-
mon era, as a reaction against the sober and
austere form assumed by Rabbinical Judaism.
It attained a great vogue after the Twelfth
Century, spread among Christian scholars in

the Fifteenth and Sixteenth centuries, and still

l)revails among the Jews of eastern Europe,
though now dying out. Its adherents claimed
that their doctrine rested on a revelation made
to Abraham, and, according to others, to Adam
through the angel Raziel. The teachings were
orally transmitted to the days of Moses, who
in turn transmitted them to Joshua. By Joshua
they wei'e communicated to the seventy elders,

and since that time pa.sscd down without inter-

ruption through chosen individuals until cir-

cumstances arose which rendered it desirable to

convey the mystic lore in pernument written
form. There are two ^vritten sources recognized
by the Cabbalists— (1) the Sefer Jezirah, 'Book
of Creation,' and (2) Sefer Zohar, 'Book of

Light,' commonly kno\\'n as the Zohar. The
former is ascribed tn Rabbi Akiba (died a.d.

135) ; the latter to Simeon ben Jochai, a pupil
of Akiba. The Sefer Jezirah is couched in a
Hebrew similar to t'.iat found in the ilishnah,
but the work now extant under that name can-

not date back earlier than the Eighth Century,
and may be considerably later; tlie Zohar, writ-

ten in a rather obscure Aramaic, belongs to the
Twelfth or Thirteenth Century of our era, and
was probably composed by Moses de Leon of

Spain. The Sefer Jezirah consists of a series

of monologues ascribed to Abraham, in which
the patriarch sets forth how he came to the
recognition of the true God, and then establishes

in a series of aphorisms the hai-mony between
created things on the one side, the thirty-two
ways of wisdom, the ten fundamental numljers,

and the twent.y-two letters of the Hebrew alpha-

bet on the other, as manifested hy the divine

will. A Sefer Jezirah is referred to in the Baby-
lonian and Jerusalem Talmuds; but while it can
liardly be identical with the book now extant
luider that name, yet our Sefer Jezirah repre-

sents a point of view which is not far removed
from the tendency manifested in certain por-

tions of the Talnuul itself to interpret the doc-

trines of Judaism in a mystical sense. Ezekiel's

vision of the heavenly chariot drawn by cheru-

bim (see CiiKBUii! , and the mysteries of creation

as described in Genesis, furnished the points of

departure for mystical speculations regarding
the divine nature. The dangers involved ta

such speculations were recognized by the rabbis,

and yet we find the best of them prone to in-

dulge in them. The significance attached in the

Sefer .Jezirah to the letters of the alphabet is

paralleled by the principle of Gematria (the

term for the numerical sum of the letters com-
prising a word), which is recognized in the

Talmud as an e.xegetical principle. The Sefer

Jezirah, however, passes far beyond the current

of mystic thought to be detected in the Talmud.
It endeavors to explain all things as an emana-
tion of the one Being, and that nothing exista

but this Being and its manifestations. Passing
still further, it endeavors to show the evolu-

tion of one Being itself, which, becoming con-

scious of itself, is transformed from a virtual
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into an actual Being, capable of manifesting it-

self. The manifestations of its Being are of two
kinds—as thought and as word. As thoiight it

is the general intelligence; as word it includes

the general as well as the specific ideas, dis-

tinguished from one another and expressed by
combinations of the letters of the alphabet. The
teachings of the Sefer Jezirah niaj' be summed
up as follows : ( 1 ) There are four fundamental
principles, one always the emanation of the

other, (a) The first is the breath of the living

God, without beginning or end; (b) breath of

breaths, a condensation of the primeval breath

;

(c) primeval waters, an emanation of the

breath of breaths; (d) primeval fire, .arising

from the primeval waters. (2) Everything in

the universe forms an external circle. Prime-
val elements are combined and again dissolved.

(3) In all manifestations the law of contraries
prevails. These doctrines are more fully devel-

oped, considerably amplified, and set forth in

great detail, in the Zohar, which has been prop-
erly designated as the Bible of the Cabbalists.
The name is based on Dan. xii. 3, with wliich
verse the book begins. The Zohar is in the form
of a homiletical commentary on the fifty-four

divisions into which the Pentateuch is, according
to Jewish tradition, divided. The Old Testa-
ment characters and events are not interpreted
in a literal sense, but everything is viewed as
symbolical. IMystical thoughts are woven into
the sacred name of God, each letter being spe-

cially taken up, and even the vowels and accents
do not escape this process of interpretation.
There are various older books than the Zohar in

which the Cabbalistic doctrines are set forth,
and numerous later ones: but there is none
which enjoys such authority among Cabbalists.

In its developed form, and on the basis of the
various works which, besides the Sefer Jezirah
and the Zohar, may be regarded as authoritative
sources, the religious philosophy of the Cabbala
may be suumiarized as follows;

(1) In regard to God, the Cabbala teaches that
He is the original principle of All Being, with-
out end and without limitations. Hence the
common designation of God in Cabbalistic works
is Kn-Sof—i.e. without end. He is absolutely
perfect and unchangeable. Human wisdom can-
not fathom His Being, and hence no definition

can be given of Him nor any conception be
formed of Him. He is the Secret of Secrets, the
First of the First, the Oldest of the Oldest, the
Ultimate Principle.

(2) Creation, according to the Cabbala, is a
process of emanation. There are ten divine
emanations, known as the ten Sephiroth (lit.

eniuncrations) . The first four (as above set

forth). Breath, Breath of Breaths or Air,
AV'ater, Fire, one eman.Tting from the other.

Upon these four Sephiroth follow six directions

of space—height, depth, cast, west, south, and
north. Besides being called Sephiroth, they are
also designated as tools used by God at crea-

tion. Out of air the intelligence in the universe

is formed ; out of water, tlie material world

;

out of fire, the spiritual \iniverse (angels and
the divine throne). At this point, however, dif-

ferences of opinion among Cabbalists and con-

siderable confusion of ideas arise. It is not
made clear whether these ten Sephiroth repi'e-

sent real acts of creation or merely emanations

CABBALA.

by means of which His essence becomes clear to
us; and, again, it is uncertain whether the
Sephiroth are independent beings intermediate
between God and the material world, or merely
manifestations of the Divine Being himself. The
ten Sepliiroth in the developed Cabbala are de-
nominated: (1) Crown, (2) \Yisdom, (3) In-

telligence, (4) Love, (5) .Justice (also called
:Might and Fear), (6) Beautv (also called
ilercy), (7) Victory, (8) Splendor, (9) Foun-
dation, (10) Kingdom. These ten Sephiroth
are variously subdivided as Sephiroth of the
world and Sephiroth of construction, or into
three groups as metaphysical, spiritual, and
physical Sephiroth. The Sepliiroth were com-
monly pictured by the Cabbalists under a
human fonn, and the ten emanations divided
among his various organs and limbs. Crown rep-

resenting the head. Wisdom the brain, and In-

telligence the heart; while Love, Justice, and
Beauty corresponded to the right arm, left arm,
and breast respectively, with Victory, Splendor,
and Foundation symbolized by the right and left

thigh and the genital organs respectively. 'King-
dom' rests luuler his feet, wliile God towers
above his head.

(3) Thei-e are two classes of Sephirotli : (a)

Heavenly or Sephiroth of light; (b) Sephiroth
of darkness and wickedness. The Sephirotli of
darkness produce the evil demons, at the head
of whom stands Samael. Tlu'ough the demons,,
the work of creation is constantly threatened
with destruction.

(4) The end of the powers of evil can be
brought about through the triumph of morality
and goodness among men; and that again is

dependent upon the supremacy of the spirit of

jnan over his desires. Wlien the mind of man
is in full control, the Messiah will appear and
restore the world to its original perfect state.

(5) JIan himself is a type of a divine heaven-
ly man known as Adam Kadraon. He re]uesents
in liis person the whole scheme of creation, and
is, therefore, a microcosmus. All parts of the
human body have, therefore, a symbolical sig-

nificance.

( G ) Asa means of penetrating into the di-

vine secrets, writing was revealed, and hence
words, letters, vowels, and accents all symbolize
certain teachings, the secrets of which are only
revealed to those who can jienetrate beneath the
surface. It is in the coml)ination of letters and
endless meanings attached to the munerical
value of such combinations that Cabbalistic
writers indulge, each one trying to outdo the
other in mystical interpretations.

From this rajiiJ survey it is evident that
various factors arc involved in Cabbalistic teach-
ings. The theory of emanation that lies at the
basis is an echo of the Idealistic philosopliy of

Plato, in combination with Neo-Platonism.
Christian Gnosticism represents a second fac-

tor tliat accoimts for some of the m_ystieal aspects

of the Cabbala, while in its developed form traces

of mystical ideas in Islam may be detected. The
infiuence of Cabbalistic teachings on Judaism
was fraught with serious consequences. It led

to divisions, and to the formation of new -sects,

which shut themselves from the influence of cul-

ture and were hostile to reasoning that did not
conform to Cabbalistic teaching; and wlieu the
Cabbala spread to tlie Christian world, its influ-
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enoe, though not so extensive, was most baneful,

and checked for a time the progress of rational

philosophic thought.

BiBUOGRAPHY. Latin translation of the Sefer

Jezirah, with five commentaries (Mantua, 1562) ;

German translation by Meyer (Leipzig, 1830) ;

Knglish translation bv Kalisch (Xew York,

1877). Consult, also: "Xholuck, ^yichtige SteJ-

Ifn des rabhiiiischen Biiches Sohar (Berlin,

1824) ; Joel, Die Religionsphilosophie des Sohar
(Leipzig, 1849) ; Franck, La Kabbale (Paris,

1843) : Jellinek, Beitriiqe ziir Geschichte der
Kabbala (Leipzig, 18r)'l-52) ; Ginsburg, The
Kabbala (London, 18(35) ; Kubin, Beidentum
und Kabbala (Vienna, 1893) : id., "Kabbala," in

Hamburger, /{calcnci/klopadic fur liibcl i(nd

Talmud. II. (Strelitz, 1883) ; Bloch, "Die
Jiidische Mystik und Kabbala," in Winter and
Wunsche. Jiidische Litteratur, Vol. III. (Trier,

1896) ; Wiinsehe, "Kabbala," in Herzog, Real-

encyklopiidie fiir protestatitische Theologie viid

Kirche, 2d ed., Vol. IX. (Leipzig, 1901) ; Graetz,

Geschichte der Juden von den iiltesten Zeiten

bis auf die Gegenicart (Berlin and Leipzig,

1853-70) ; Jost, GeschicMe des Judentums iind

seiner Sekten (T^ipzig, 1857-59) : Cassel, Ge-
schichte der jiidischen Litteratur (Berlin, 1872-

73) : L'eberweg, Grundriss der Geschichte der
Philosophic (8th ed., Berlin, 1896-97) : Ritter,

Geschichte der Philosophic (12 vols,, Hamburg,
1829-53) ; Tennemann, Gesrhirhte der Philo-
sophic (11 vols.. Leipzig. 179S-1819).

CABECA DE VACA, ka-uu'sa da va'ka. See
Xr.xEz ( Ai!i;<A ur. Vaca. ALV.\i.

CABEI'EI, or CABIRI (Lat., Gk, Kafieipoi,

Kaheiroi) . Divinities worshiped anciently in

many parts of the Greek world—in Leranos, Im-
bros, Samothraee, and at cert.iin points on the
adjacent coasts of Europe and Asia Minor, as
well as in a few other places, as at Thebes in

Bceotia. The myth of the Cabeiri is obscure, and
variously given by different authors. In Lemnos
they were represented as sons of Hephoestus,
whose ministers they were and whom they as-

sisted at his labors. Being by nature beneficent,

they gave the Argonauts a kind welcome when
the latter touched at the island. In Samothraee
they were honored as the protectors of sailors in

time of peril. These Grecian Cabeiri. two,
three, or four in number, are said to have been
worshiped by the early Pelasgian inhabitants of

the Grecian islands, and are to \>e distinguished
from another group of eight (called Eabirim),
which were of Phoenician origin. Among tlie

later Greeks and the Romans tlie tendency was
to identify the two sets, the process of identifica-

tion being assisted by the meaning of the word
Kabirim (the strong, the powerful, the Greek
Cabeiri being also called Qeol luydXoi, Svmrol,

Consult: Lobeck, Aglaophamus (KBnigsberg,
1829) ; Schiimann, Griechische Altertiimer, II.

(Berlin, 1897) ; Preller, Griechische Mythologie,
I. (Berlin, 18941; Welcker, Griechische Giitter-

Irhrr. 1., III. (Giittingen, 1857-62) ; Lenorraant,
in Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire des an-
liquilfs, I. (Paris, 1892).

CA'BELL, James LArBEKCE (1813-89). An
.\merican physician. He was bom in Nelson
County, Va.; graduated at the University of

Pennsylvania ; studied medicine there, in Balti-

more, Philadelphia, and Paris; and became pro-

fessor of anatomy and surgeiy in the University
of Virginia. He had charge of the Confederate
military hospitals during the Civil War, and
subsequently was chairman of the National
Sanitary Conference and president of the Na-
tional Board of Health. lie published The
Testimony of Modern Science to the Unity of
Mankind (1858).

CA'BER, Tossing the (Gael, cabar, pole).
An athletic exercise or feat practiced wherever
there are Scottish athletic contests. A beam
heavier at one end than the other is held per-
pendicularly against the chest, small end down-
ward, and tossed so as to fall on the heavy end
and turn over, the farthest toss and straightest
fall winning. Competitions where the powers of
the opponents are unknown are generally started
with a caber of 2t or 25 feet, from which the
thick end is sawn off by degrees, until the proper
length is reached. The usual size is 16 feet long,
with ends of 5 and 11 inches diameter respec-
tively.

CABES, kanj^s, or GABES (anciently, Ta-
cape). An important seaport and capital of the
Tunisian Province of Arad, situated on the Gulf
of Cabfs, on the eastern coast of Tunis (Map:
Africa, F 1). The harbor is too shallow for
larger vessels, but the trade of the port is

nevertheless of considerable importance. The
place, which practically consists of several vil-

lages, contains an Arabic school and a French
garrison, and is the seat of the Governor of the
province. The population was 12,600 in 1896.

CABES, or GABES, GrLF of. An open gulf
of the Mediterranean, on the east coast of Tunis.
Its mouth, about 75 miles across, is partly
blocked on the extreme south by Jerba Island
(-Map: Africa, F 1). The town" of Cabes is at
the head of the bay,

CABESTAING, kaTifs-taN', CABESTANH,
or CABESTAN, Guillaume de, A Provencal
poet belonging to the later half of the Twelfth
Century. Some of his verses have been published
in the collection cf Ravnouard. Consult the
study by Hiitfer (Berlin," 1869).

CABET, ka'bil', Etiexxe (1788-185(5). A
French Communist, bom January 1, 1788, at
Dijon. Cabet was a true product of the intel-
lectual and social reconstructionists of the
era of the Revolution. He was educated as a
lawyer, became an efficient Government official as
Procureur-Gf'nf'ral in Corsica, representing the
Government of Louis Philippe, after having
headed an insurrectionary committee and par-
ticipated actively in the July Revolution of 1830.
In 1831 he took his seat with the extreme Radi-
cals in the Chamber of Deputies as representa-
tive from Cflte d'Or. His Radicalism and his
revolutionary denunciations aroused the active
opposition of the Govenunent. which gave him
the choice between two years' imprisonment and
live years of exile. He chose the latter, and
lived in England studying and thinking out his
social philosophy, and finally accepting eonunii-
nisni as the only solution o'f the problems pre-
sented by excessive wealth and excessive poverty
side by side in modern society. He retumed to
France in 1839, and published Voyage en Icarie, a
popular romance, setting forth his new commu-
nistic ideas, which won followers by thethotisands
and drove its author to take steps to realize his
Utopia. In 1841 he revived the Populaire (orig-
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inally founded by Iiim in 1833), which was

widely read by French workinojnien, and from

ISiS to 1847 he printed an Icarian almanac,

a number of controversial pamphlets, a book

on Christianity (Le vrai christianisine suivant

Jesus tluist), which makes out Christ's mis-

sion to be to establish social equality, and

contrasts primitive Christianity with modern

ecclesiasticism to the disparagement of the latter,

and a popular historv of the French Kevulutions

from 1789 to 1830," in five volumes. In 1847

there were probably 400,000 adherents of the

Icarian school, and Cabet turned his attention to

a project for a real Icarian colony in America.

Influenced by Owen he took a large tract of land

in Texas, anil sixty-nine men entered into a social

contract, making "Cabet the dircctor-in-chief for

the first ten years, and embarked from Havre,

Februarv 3, 1848, to take up land on the Red
River iii Te.\as. Cabet came later at the head

of a second and smaller band. Texas did not

prove to be the Utopia looked for, and. ravaged

by disease, about one-third of the colonists re-

lumed to France, while the remainder went

to Xauvoo in Hancock County, 111., on a beauti-

ful bend of the ^Mississippi River, where the

Morinuns had made a prosperous town 'before

public opinion had driven them to Utah. The

new commimity at Xauvoo prospered, but the

location was regarded only as a temporary abid-

ing-place, and Government land was acquired^ as

early as 18,52 in southwestern Iowa with a view

to removing the community thither, which re-

moval was finally accomplished in 18G0 after a

split in the community at Xauvoo, part going to

Cheltenham, near Saint Louis. Cabet died sud-

denlv of apoplexy in Saint Louis, X'ovember 8,

1856. a broken-hearted and disappointed man.

He was the inspirer of modem communism at its

best, and a writer of more literary merit and

moral worth than the calumny which contem-

poraneous writers in France succeeded in weav-

ing about his name would lead us to believe.

The failure of the Cheltenham colony, to which

faction Cabet belonged, and which therefore was
recognized in France as the true Icaria, came
quickly, and the subsequent history of the Ica-

rian communitv in .\dams County. Iowa, was a

record of stmggle with debt until 1863, when war
prices gave their agricultural products excep-

tional values. This temporary relief was fol-

lowed bv years of privation, declining numbers,

and vanishing hopes. Another split Occurred in

1870 between the younger and older members of

the community, resulting in a division of the

propertv. the younger element retaining the title

and old habitat, while the 'party of the elders'

accepted, with a bonus of .$1500, the eastern divi-

sion of the land, and organized a 'X^'ew Icarian

Community' about one mile distant from the

original village. Consult Shaw, Tcnrin : A Study

in Conimumstic History (Xew York, 1884). See

COMMIXISM.

CABINDA, kft-ben'dA. or Kabixd.v. A sea-

port t<»vn of Portuguese West -Vfrica, situated in

latitude 5° 30' S., and longitude 12° 10' E., north

of the estuary of the Cimgo (Map: Congo, etc.,

B 4). Since the introduction of a high tarifT in

Congo Free State. C.abinda has incieised its

commerce considerably. The name Cabinda is

also applied to the entire portion of Portuguese

West Africa situated nortli of the Congo.

CABINET (Fr. dim. of cabane, cabine, cabin,

from Gael, and Irish cabait, booth, hut, tent).

Originally a small chamber set apart for some
special purpose, such as private interviews, or

study, or for collections of objects of art or

curiosity. Sovereigns, ministers, and other higli

officials always had such cabinets in coimection
with larger reception-rooms. The term then
came to be applied to the closets or show-cases
in which the collections were kept in many such
rooms; and even to the collections themselves.
Cabinet collections are always supjiosed to be of

small objects, and in this sense we speak of a ^
cabinet picture. Cabinet-work is, by extension, ^M
the art of fine woodwork such as was used at one ^B
time largely in making the delicate decorative

furniture for such rooms and collections.

CABINET {originally the closet or private
apartment of a monarch, in which he consults
with his most trusted advisers ; hence, some-
times as a term of contempt, those who frequent
the king's closet. See Cabinet above). The col-

lective body of official advisers of the executive
head of the State. In modem times the term
is usually limited to the ministers, or heads of

the great departments of State, in a constitu-

tional government, but there is no reason for

restricting it to such heads of departments, nor
in refusing the title to the chosen advi.sers of

an absolute monarch. The powers and functions
of cabinets vary greatly, even in modern constitu-

tional States.

In England the Cabinet is virtually a com-
mittee of the House of Commons, aaid it consti-

tutes the supreme executive authoritj- of the

realm. In the United States the term is applied
to the group of executive heads of the Federal
Government, who have no authority outside of

their several departments, and whose function
as Cabinet ministers is purely an advisory one.
The Cabinets of the two countries are alike in

this respect, however, that they are composed
exclusively of the members of the dominant po-
litical party—a result insured in England by
the fact that the Cabinet, being a committee
of the legislature, is dependent on a party
majority for its continuance in oflice, and in

the United States by the assumed obligation
of the President to appoint only members of his
own political party to the chief offices of the
State. In the constitutional governments of the
Continent of Europe and in Japan, as well as in

the self-governing British colonies, the model
of the English Cabinet has usually been followed.
There being in those countries, with the excep-
tion of Finance and Switzerland, no opportunity
for the popular will to express itself directly in

the choice of the chief executive, popular govern-
ment is conceived of as signifying parliamentary
government, and the attempt is made, with vary-
ing degrees of success, to secure to the legislature

a substantial measure of executive power through
a responsible Cabinet, subject to its control. It

is only in Great Britain that this transfer of
executive power from the titular head of the
State to the legislature has l)e('()iiie conijilete. and
that we find Cabinet Qorcrnment in its most
highly developed form. In France, however, it

is practiced with a large measure of success, and
is completely accepted in theory, whereas, in
most of the Continental States whidi have -

adopted the device of the parliamentary Cabinet,
it is still imperfectly accepted and applied.
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France is the only iiuijuilaiit instance of the

adoption of Cabinet fi;iivcrnincnt l>y a iv|)ul)lic.

In the free States, in which the popular will tinds

e.\pression in the choice of the head of the Slate,

it has not iisnally been decineii necessary to de-

prive that head of his executive autliority, nor
to set tip a competing executive, deriving its au-

thority less directly from the people. Hence in

Switzerland and the republic of the Western
World, the American model—a Caliinet responsi-

ble not to the legislature, but to the President or

Governor—has been adopted. In this system the

Cabinet, as a body, has no othcial existence, the

persons composing it being individually, and not

collectively, responsible to the head of the State,

and usually holding their oUices as well as their

advisory rclatinn to him subject to his will. In

the Federal (iovcrnnient of the United States this

relation is clearly indicated in the phrase 'the

President's Cabinet,' by which his oliicial advisers

are commonly referred to. .\ccordingly, the dis-

missal of a Cabinet minister, or even of the

whole Cabinet, may be etTected without altering

the political complexion or the policy of the ad-

ministration; whereas, under the English system,
the Cabinet is 'the Government.' its members
stand or fall together, and its dismissal involves,

in the full sense of the phrase, a change of gov-

ernment.
The advantages and disadvantages of these

two contrasting forms of popular government are
elsewhere set forth (see Government: Paklia-
MEXT), but the fact should here be noticed that

a Cabinet representing the legislature and re-

sponsible to it is necessarily deeply concerned
in the legislative as well as in the executive busi-

ness of the .State. The British ilinistry. repre-

senting the dominant political party in Parlia-

ment, has assumed complete control of legislation

;

and this, it is conceived, must always be the
tendency of an executive .so constituted and so

related to the legislating body, whereas a Cabi-

net of the American type (even when made up,

as it visually is, of party leaders), having no
official relation to the legislative branch of the
Government, is strictly confined to its foreign
executive functions. In some of the foreign

States which have adopted the American form
of executive, the members of the Cabinet have
a place—for purposes of discussion if not of

voting—in the legislature; but in the United
States the fear of impairing the mutual inde-

pendence of the legislative anil the executive de-

partments of the Government has caused a
similar tendency to be successfully resisted.

The Prefiidcnt's Cabinet.—The Constitution of
the United States made no provision for the
creation of executive department's, but vested the
sole executive power in the President. The sev-

eral executive departments through which the
President exercises this power have been created
by successive acts of Congress, under the author-
ity conferred by Art. I., Sec. 8, par. 18, of the

Constitution, authorizing the Congress "to make
all laws which shall be necessary and proper for

carrying into e.xecution the foregoing powers, and
all other powers vested by this Constitution in

the Government of the United States, or in any
department or officer thereof." At the first ses-

sion of Congress, in 1780, the departments of

State (first called Foreign Affairs), of the Treas-

ury, and of War (which included naval as well

as military affairs) were established; and the

heads of these departments (called Secretaries of

.state. War, and the Treasury, respectively), to-

gether with the Attorney-General, who was then
a part of the judicial establishment, constituted

the first President's Cabinet. The office of Post-

master-General, created upon the organization of

the post-office system in 1704, was not deemed of

sufficient importance and dignity to entitle its

incumbent to a scat in tlic President's councils,

and it was not until 1,S20 that, by the action of

President .Jackson, the Postmaster-Generalship
became a Cabinet office. In the meantime
the Navy Department had been set apart from
that of war, and the Secretary of the Navy
created a Cabinet officer, in 1708. In the same
way, fifty-one years later, the Department of

Internal Atl'airs was set apart from the Depart-
ment of State, and the ofiice of Secretary of the

interior created and as recently as 1880 the
Department of Agriculture was established, and
its head, the Secretary of Agriculture, added to

the list of Cabinet officers.

It is obvious that there is no natural order
of precedence among the chiefs of the great
executive departments of the Government, and
prior to 1886 there was no legal discrimination
between them. But in that year the succession

of the members of the Caliinet to the Presidential
office, in the event of the death or disability of

both the President and Vice-President, was estab-

lished by act of Congress, in the order in which
they are named above. Even under this statute,
however, there is no justification for the journal-
istic practice of referring to the Secretary of

State as the 'premier' of the administration,
there being no analogy between his position and
that of the Prime !NIinister in a Cabinet of the
English model. The President's Cabinet, there-

fore, consists of his oflicers of administration,
whom he calls into consultation when he desires

their advice. They hold their meetings in a
room in his official residence, no record is kept
of their proceedings, and he is not bound to heed
their advice.

The Brilish Cahinet.—There is a curious lack
of correspondence between the legal and actual
functions of the Cabinet in the Government of

Great Britain. Legally it is merely a committee
of the Privy Council, originally chosen by the
King for advice "in his most secret affairs."

Actually it is, as has been said, the executive
committee of the House of Commons, entirely

independent of the Crown and of the Privy Coun-
cil, and wielding the supreme authority of Par-
liament in the administration of the State. It

has had a long and varied history. Prior to 1782
it contained honorarv or 'non-efficient.' as well as
active and 'efiicient' members. Since that date
it has been made up exclusively "of the persons
whose responsible situations in office require

their being members of it." The number of these

may vary somewhat, but modern usage has fixed

the number at not less than eleven. These are
usuallv the First Lord of the Treasury, the Lord
Chancellor, the Lord President of the (Privy)

Council, the Lord Privy Seal, the Chancellor of

the E\chc(iuer, the First Lord of the Admiralty,

and the five principal Secretaries of State, viz.

for Home Allairs, for Foreign Affairs, for the

Colonies, for India, and for War. To lliese may
be added the Chief Secretary for Ireland, the

Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, the Post-

master-General, the President of the Board of
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Trade, and one or two other high officials, but
the tendency at present is to limit the number
to the principal oflieers of State above enumer-
ated. All of these officers of the Government are
appointed on the recommendation of the Prime
Minister, wlio makes up his Cabinet from anion-;

them, and who may or may not hold one or more
of those olliees himself. He presides at meetings
of the Cabinet, but his preeminence gives him no
legal control over that body or over its individual

members. Its deliberations are secret, and it

alwaj-s acts as a \mit, the defection of a member
involving his retirement from the Cabinet and
from the otiice held by him. All of its members
are also members cf one or the other of the

Houses of Parliament and take part in the pro-

ceedings of tliat House.
The term "Cabinet' is sometimes applied, by

courtesy, in the United States, to the principal

officials of a State Government, whomay be called

together by the Governor to advise him on (]ues-

tions of policy, and sometimes, in the same
sense, the chief executive officers of a municipal
government are called a 'ilayor's Cabinet.'

The literature of the subject is very extensive
and will be found more fully referred to luider

the general heads of Governmext and P.^^rlia-

MENT. The historical evolution of the British

Cabinet and its relation to Parliament and the

Crown are fully set forth in Anson. The Laic and
Custom of the Constitution (Oxford, 1S92) ; and
in Todd. On Parliamentary Government in Eng-
land (2d ed., London. 1887). Interesting com-
parisons of the British and American systems
of cabinet government are to be found in Bage-
hot, The Enf/Iish Const iliition (London and Bos-

ton, 1873). and Bryce, The American Common-
wealth (.3d ed., London and Xew York, 1900).

CABI'RI. See Cabeiki.

CABLE (OF., Low Lat. capulum, caplum, a
strong [liolding] rope, from Lat. capere, to take,

hold). A stnuig chain or rope used to hold a
ship to her anchor. Practically all cables are

now made of chain, only very small craft using
rope. See Axciicii. and Chain.

CABLE, Atlantic. See Atlantic Tele-
grapu, and Telegr^vphy, Submarine.

CABLE, Electric. Strictly speaking, a com-
bination of two or more separately insulated
electric conductors with a protective covering
or armor. Popular usage sanctions the extension
of the term electric cable to simple insulated and
armored wires and to ropes of twisted wires
without either insulation or armor. Retaining
for the present the limited definition first given,

an electric calile may be described as consisting

structuially of, first, the conducting wires or

core; second, the insulating material separating
the several wires; and third, the protective cov-

ering or armor. Cables may l)e aerial, sub-

marine, or underground, depending on their

position; classed according to their uses they

are telcgi'aph, telei)hone, electric-liglit, and ])ower

cables, and as to the arrangement of their

conductors they are straightway or twisted.

Cables for dilVerent purjxjses difTer somewhat
in the details of their construction, but their

general construction is substantially similar, and
the following description of underground cables

for electric lighting will answer for cables for

other purposes, with such exceptions as will l>e

noted farther on. Klectric-light cables for use

underground are of two classes, according as the
insulation is or is not moisture-proof. In the

first class the insulation is rubber or bitumen and
the lead covering is for protection from mechani-
cal injuries only. The second class is insulated
with jute, liemp, or paper impregnated willi oil.

wax, or resinous compound, and the lead cover-
ing for this cable is absolutely necessary on
account of the hjgroscopic nature of the insula-
tion. The manufacture of a cable of the first

class may be described briefly as follows: To
insulate the conductor it is first wrapped around
with one or more layers of pure rubber tape put
on spirally, the direction of the spiral being
reversed for each successive layer. On top of

this rubber compound is applied in two or more
separate coatings, each coat being put on by
pressing the partially formed cable with two
strips of rubber compound, one above and one
below it, between a pair of rollers which fold

each strip half around the cable and press the

edges of the two strips together so as to make
a good joint along each side. When a sufficient

number of layers of rubber compound have been

Rubber

AS UNDEHGROCSD CABLE FOB ELECTEIC LIGHT1^'0.

put on to give the requisite thickness, the core
is tightly bound in a spiral wrapping of pre-

pared rubber tape and then vulcanized. After
this the cable is tested to determine the efficiency

of its insulation. If this test is satisfactory the
I'able is taken to the taping and braiding macliine,

where the external covering of tapes and braid-

ing is put on. The next step is to armor the
cable with lead. This may be done by drawing
the cable into a lead tube, which is then drawn
through a die and made to fit the core tightly; or
the last cover may be put on in a hydraulic
press, the hot lead being forced out through an
amuilar die aroimd the cable. The accompanying
skelcli shows the make-up of an electrii'-light

underground cable before it is armored. Of
cables of the second class the Siemens cable and
the ])aper cable are representative examples. In
the Siemens cable the conductor is wrajiped with
jute and impregnated with a special bituminous
compound mixed with heavy oil, and is then cov-

ered with lead. Paper cable consists of paper
wcnmd on in strips spirally over the conductor,
and as each strip is applied the whole is passed
through a die which presses it into a eonip.act

mass. The core is then dried at a temperature of

250° F.. to expel the moistuie from the payer, and
immersed in a bath of speciaMy prepared com-
pound, from which it passes directly to the lead-

covering press.

The standard type of cable for telephone work
consists of 400 insulated wires twisted in pairs
with about three-inch lay; and the pairs are

cal)led in reverse layers, fonning a c.ible about
two inches in diameter. The 200-i)air cable is

used for main routes, but lOOpair. .50-pair, and
smaller cables are used for distribution. The in-

sulation consists of dry paper wound loosely on
the wire, and the whole is annored with lead
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pipe. Submarine cables for telefjraph and tele-

phone lines are much like the iinderjiround cables

of the first class for electric li,i.'hlin<;, but arc

commonly armored with strands of iron wire.

(See Tei.egrapiiy, Submarine. ) Aerial cables for

long-distance power transmission are commonly
neither insulated nor armored. For example,
the aluminium cable for the ISl-mile transmis-

sion line of the Hay Counties Power Company, in

California, is seven-eighths of an inch in outside

diameter and consists of 37 aluminium wires
twisted into a rope without insulation or armor.
These cables carry a current of 40,000 volts.

Aerial cables for local distribution are usually

insulated. This insulation is usually in two
parts: one of insulating material impervious to

moisture, placed next to the wire, and the other

of some substance which resists abrasion or other

mechanical injury. In the most expensive grades

of wire more than two coatings are employed.
Various special cables are employed. For ex-

-ample, there is in use in Xew York City a three-

conductor cable for transmitting three-phase

lighting current from the main stations to sub-

stations. This cable may be broadly described

as consisting of three separate insulated cables

of .37 wires, twisted together with the s])aces

filled with jute and the whole lirst insulated and
then armored with lead pipe. Concentric cables

are another special form. They consist first of

one wire core of twisted wires, second a thick

layer of insulation, third a layer of spirally

•wound wire or wire strands, fourth a layer of

insulation, and fifth a protective coating or
armor. See Telegraphy, Submarine. Consult the

sections relating to electric cable construction to

be found in Crocker. Electric Lighting, Vol. II.

(New York, I'.iOl) ; Foster, Electrical Engineer's

Pocket-Book (Xew Y'ork, 1901); Houston, A
Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms, and
Phrases (Xew York, 1894).

CA'BLE, George Washixgtox (1844—). An
American novelist and writer on social ques-

tions. He was born in Xew Orleans, October
12, 1844. On his father's side he is of Vir-

ginia stock, and on his mother's side of Xew
England ancestry. After scant schooling, Cable
became a clerk in Xew Orleans, and in 1863 en-

tered the Confederate Army, where he served in

the Fourth Mississippi Cavalry. At the close of

the war he became a civil engineer, but malarial
fever drove him back to mercantile life and he
was emploved as accountant in a firm of cotton

factors '.ill 1879. During this period he wrote
for the X'ew Orleans Picayune, under the pseudo-

nym of Drop Shot, and it was at this date that
he published his first volume of fiction. Old
Creole Days, a collection of short stories dealing

with the then unexploited types of social life in

Xew Orleans and Louisiana. This was followed

by The (Jrandissimes (1880), which is probably
his best work: Madame Delphine (1881); Dr.

Sevier (1883): lionarcnture (1888); Strange,

True Stories of Louisiana ( 1880) ; and, less valu-

able and interesting, John March. Soiithcrni r

(1894). These constitute an original and uni(|ue

body of fiction. His most recent novels are The
Cavalier (1901), and Byloic Hill (1902). Cable

is less popularlv known in his more expository

books. The Creoles of Louisiana (1884), The
Silent South (1885), and The \egro Question

(1890). In 188.5 Cable removed to Xew Eng-

land, living first at Simsburj', Conn., and later at

Xortliampton, Mass. (1886). The value of
Cable's best work is recognized by all students
and critics of American literature, and a|>prccia-

tions of his work are to be found in contemporary
reviews.

CABLE MOLDING. In architecture, a mold-
ing cut in the form of a rope, the twisting lieing

priiniinently shown. It was much used in later

Xorman work.

CABLEWAY. A hoisting and conveying de-
vice, employing a suspended cable as a trackway,
and ditlering from ropeways (q.v.), which can-
not be used for hoisting, being limited to the
sole function of conveying. Wliile ropeways date
back to the early part of the Xincteenth Cen-
tury, the cableway had its origin practically in

an inclined hoisting and conveying device in-

vented about 1800, and still extensively used in

the slate-quarries of Vermont and Pennsylvania.
These first cableways consisted of a winding-
engine with one drum, a suspended cable, a cable-

carriage traveling on the suspended cable, a fall

block adapted to rise and fall from the cable-

carriage, and a hoisting-rope operating the same.
The suspended cable or track cable of these
cableways ran on an incline from the top of a
trestle tower to a ground anchor. Horizontal
cableways of short span were used in the con-
struction of the piers of the Saint Louis Bridge.
As the span of cableways became greater the
necessity arose of supporting the hoisting-rope

or fall rope between the tower and the c-arriage.

Tlie devices for supporting the fall-rope are
lemied fall-rope carriers. One of the earliest

arrangements of this sort consisted of a series

of blocks, at the upper end of each of which was
a sheave riding on the track cable and through
the lower end of which was a hole for the fall

rope. These blocks were connected by a light

chain, one end of which was also connected to
the head tower and the other end to the carriage;

as the carriage moved out from the head tower
it strung the blocks at intervals along the track
cable, and as the fall rope passed through a hole
in each block it Has supjjorlcd and prevented
from sagging unduly: as the carriage returned
to the tower it gathered up the blocks into a
bunch at the tower. This system of fall-rope

carriers was objectionable chiefly because of tlie

weight of the connecting chain, and although it

is still used in its essential features, the heavy
chains have been replaced by light steel wire con-
nections and other import.tnt reductions made in

the weight.

A second form of fall-rope carrier arrangement
much used may be described as follows: Anauxil-
iary rope is suspended above the main cable and
held in a parallel position to the main cable by
]>assing under wheels in the cable-carriage. On
this rope a series of buttons are secured whose
diameter increases with the distance from the
head tower; slots in the beads of the carriers,

corresponding to the diameter of the buttons, al-

low each of the carriers in passing out from the
head tower to be stopped at its proper button.

The carriage distributes and picks up the car-

riers in its forward and return journeys.
Described briefly, the modern cableway consists

of a heavy steel cable called a track cable or main
cable, suspended with a slight sag between the tops
of two timber towers so placed that the main
cable .spans the quarry, canal, foundation pit. or
other work on which it is to be used. On tliis
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main cable a carriage runs, being draw-n back ami
forth by an endless rope passing around suitable

sheaves* at the tower-tops and oiierated l>y a s]ie-

cial hoisting-engine mounted at the bottom of one

of tlie towers. From tlie same engine a hoisting

or fall rope passes to the top of the engine

lower and thence tlirough the fall-rojie carriers

to the carriage, where it connect-s witli a fall

block by means of which the load is hoisted. The
fall-rope carriers have already been described.

The operation of the cableway is as follows: The
carriage is run out on the main cable to a point

directly over the place from which the load is

to be picked up: the fall block is then lowered

by running out tlic fall rope, and when it reaches

tile ground the load is attached; the fall rope

is then hauled in, raising the load high enough
to clear obstructions, and, finally, the carriage

is hauled to the point of the main cable directly

over the place where the load is to be deposited,

and the fall rope then runs out, lowering the load

io the ground. In work such as canal excava-

tion, for example, where the purpose is simply

to hoist the load of earth or rock, convey it to

the bank, and deposit it as quickly as possible,

the discharge of the load is effected in mid-air by
special meclianism. In other cases the towers

earrving the cables are mounted on wheels so

that the whole cableway plant may be moved
easily from one position to another.

The traveling cableway is particularly adapted

to canal work, where the towers are placed on

opposite banks, with the cables spanning the

channel, and are moved along the banks as the

excavation progresses. C'ableways are built of

varying capacities and lengths of span, depending

in each case upon the work which they are re-

quired to perform. They are sometimes, though
seldom, used for passenger traffic. Mr, Spencer
Miller, the inventor of the Miller cableway,

places the following limitations on the practical

applications of cableways: Span (single), 2000

feet; load, 25 tons; speed of travel, 1800 feet per

minute: and speed of hoist, 900 feet jier minute.

The average practice, however, is about as fol-

lows: Span, 000 to 1200 feet; loads, 3 to 7

tons; speed of travel, 500 to 1000 feet per

minute; speed of hoist. 150 to 300 feet per

minute. The files of the engineering journals

and the excellent printed matter prepared by
manufacturers of cableways should be consulted

for further information on this subject,

CABLING. The cylindrical molding by which
the hollows in the flutes of columns and pilasters

are sometimes partially filled, though seldom be-

yond the third part of the height from the

ground,

CABOCHED, kti-bosht', or CABOSHED (OF.

caboche, It. ciipocrhia. knob, from cdjio, Lat. ca-

put, head). An heraldic term, denoting the head
of an animal, borne without an}' part of the

neck, and cxhildtcd fiill face.

CABOCHIENS, k;Vb<*.'shy:-iN'. A political fac-

tion in I'aris. in the reign of Charles VII., named
from one of the leaders, Simon Caboche. It com-
prised a large nundier of members of tlie butchers'

trade, and was organized in the years 1411-13, to

obtain reforms from the royal Government, and
to aid the party of Burgundy against the Arma-
gnacs. Many Government ofiicials sympathized
with the Cai)ochiens. They became quite pow-

erful by the year 1413, organizing the I'aris mi-

litia, exercising a general supervision of trade,

and by a series of riots in the same year forcing
Charles VII. to recognize their demands by let-

ters patent. As a result, the Cabocliiens re-

formed the whole royal administration; but a re-

action occurred, the Armagnacs gained the up])er

hand, the Duke of Burgundy lied from Paris, and
the fortunes of the Cabochiens waned, in 1416
the guild of butchers was abolished and their
privileges annulled.

CABOOL, ka-bool'. See Kabul.

CABOT, krib'ot, Georoe (I751-1S23), An
American politician. He was born in Salem,
Mass.; studied for two years at Harvard Col-

lege, and then went to sea and became a captain
before reaching his majority. He was chosen to
the Massachusetts Provincial Congress in 1775;
was also a member of the State Constitutional
(Convention, and was United States Senator from
1791 to 1796. When the office of Secretary of

the Navy was created, in 1798, he was appointed
to it by President Adams, but lie declined to

serve, though he actually held the otlicc for a
month and thus became the first head of the Navj''

Department. In 1814 he was elected president
of the famous Hartford Convention (q.v. ). Con-
sult Henry Cabot I,odge. Life and Letters of
deonjc Cahot (Boston, 1877),

CABOT, John (14.50-98). An Italian navi-
gator sailing under the English flag. His na-
tive name was Giovanni Caboto, and he was.
born in Genoa. He removed to Venice at an
early age, acquired citizenship there, and traded
thence to all the important Aleditcrrancan ports.

About 1490 he removed to England, and settled

in Bristol. If, as has been stated witliout any
convincing historical authority, he was engaged
by King Henry VII. to settle certain difliculties

between the Danish Government and the English
merchant-factors resident in that country, he
nuist have acquired a position of .some conse-
quence. On March 5, 1496, he secured from
King Henry VII. letters patent autliorizing him
to take possession of any lands he might dis-

cover. He sailed in May, 1497, and on June 24,
after a rough passage, landed on the North
American coast, probably near Cajie Breton.
He returned to England, where he landed on
-August 10, and was rewarded by the King with
the post of Great Admiral. He began innne-
diately to prepare for a second voyage, with
the purpose of exploring and colonizing the new-
foinid land. Several Bristol merchants cooper-
ated to fit out a fleet, equipped with every-
thing needed for the complete exploitation of .a

new country. Cabot set sail with five vessels in

the spring of 1498. One of the ships put back
and landed on the Irish coast, whence the crew
returned to England with the news that the fleet

had rini into a severe storm, which had forced them
to make for land. No further news was ever
received of the fate of the discoverer or of his
ex])edition. A number of early narratives, which
are sometimes said to refer to this I49S voyage,
and speak of Cabot as sailing along tlie whole
North American coast, from Florida to New-
foundland, probably describe a voyage made by
Sebastian Cabot.

CABOT, Sebastian (1475-1557). An English
navigator, born in Venice. He was one of the
three sons of .Tohn Cabot, his brothers being
Lewis and Sanctus. There is no conlempoiary
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evidence that Sebastian accompanied his' father

on either of the two voyages to America, in 1497

or 141IS. After his father's ilciith, Seliaslian took
lip the profession of navigation. He was also a
<artOf;rapher of some repute, lieing employed to

prepare the maps for an Knf;lish military ex-

l)edition to southwestern France (1512). He
aeoonipanied the English forces, and while away
was induced to enter the service of the King of

Spain. He soon rose to an inlluential position

as the head of the Spanish navigation office, with
the title of pilot-major, a post he held for ;U)

years. There is some evidence, however, tliat in

l.il" or 1518 he led an Euglisli expedition in

search of a northwest passage to Cathay. In 152(j

(. harles V. gave him the command of an expedition

which was intended by its promoters to pass

tlirough the Strait of Magellan and trade in the

Spice Islands. Acting probably under secret or-

ders from the Kilig, Cabot entered the estiuiry of

the river which he afterwards named La Plata, in

the hope of finding another passage through to the

Facilic. Misled by the stories which he liad lieard

from the Indians, who told him that silver and
gold ( really to be found in Peru ) were to be had
at the lieadwaters of this river, he spent three

years in trying to reach these sources of wealth.

As a result the undertaking turned out a ruin-

ous failure, and Cabot, after his return to Spain
in 1530, was tried and found legally culpable for

the disaster. The King, however, pardoned him
and restored him to his office as pilot-major. In
1548 Cabot went back to England, and accepted
a pension from the Government of Edward VI,
for his services as Great Pilot. He became gov-
ernor of the Company of Merchant Adventurers,
and was a prime mover in organizing and equip-
])ing the expedition of Willoughby and Chan-
cellor to Asia by the northeast sea route, in

1553, and that of Stephen Burrough by the same
route in 1550. He died in the winter of 1557-58.

The character of Sebastian Cabot has been vari-

ously estimated. English writers, supposing him
to liave been born in Bristol, eulogize his every
trait and action. Consult XichoUs, lieinariahie
Life of Sebastian Cabot (London. 18G9). In re-

action against this view, consult Henry Harrisse,
John Cabot and His Sou Sebastian (London,
1S9U), than whom there is no more learned au-
thority, and who describes him as a renegade and
traitor, an unfilial boaster, without a single re-

deeming quality. The truth is presumably mid-
way between these two extremes. Consult Win-
ship, Cabot Bibliography (London, 1900).

CABKA, kii'bra (anciently, Aepabro; Sp.
cabra-, Lat. capra, goat). A town of Spain in
the Province of Cordova, situated on the northern
slope of the Sierra de Cabra, 47 miles southeast
of Cordova (Map: Spain, C 4). It contains an
old Moorish mosque, now a church, several mon-
asteries, and a theatre. Population, in 1897, 12,-

803.

CABRAL, ka-briil', or CABRERA, kil-bra'ra,

Pedbo Alvarez ( 1400-1520) . A Portuguese navi-
gator. His public life, as far as known, was lim-
ited to the brief period 1.500-01, when he was
in charge of a lleet fitted out by King Emmanuel,
destined for the East Indies." Witli 13 ves.sels

and about 1200 men Cabral left Lisbon on March
9, 1500, intending to follow the route previously
taken by V'asco da Gama, by way of the Cape of
Good Hope. Either to avoid storma or calms, he
took a course west of that of Vasco da Gama, and

was carried to the coast of Brazil by the strong
southern equatorial current. Pinzon had touched
on the northeastern coast of Brazil in the very
beginning of the same year, somewhat north of

where Cabral landed. Pinzon, however, did not
seem to recognize the signilicance of liis discovery,

and Cabral regarded the coast as part of the

Eastern Hemisphere, the non-Christian portions
of which had been assigned to Portugal. He
accordingly 'took possession' in the name of the-

Portuguese King, calling the coiLutry Terra Sane-
tw Crueis. Had Columbus failed in his original

enterprise, the New World would not long have
remained unknown to Europe, for the Portuguese
followed up this accidental discovery of Brazil,

and would in this way have opened' uj) the West-
ern C(mtinent. Leaving Brazil, Cabral sailed
eastward to India, making important discoveries
on the way. He founded a trading i)Ost at Cali-

cut, and concluded the first commercial treaty
of Portugal in India. On his return to Portu-
gal, he was for some reason not retained in ser-

vice, and sinks again into obscurity. "This ad-
venture of Cabral's had interesting consequences.
It set in motion the train of events which ended^
after some years, in placing the name 'America'
upon the map." Consult Fiske, Discovery of
America, Vol. II. (Boston, 1892) ; Capistrano de
Abreu, Descobrimento do Brasil (Rio de Janeiro,
1883).

CABREBA, ka-bra'ra (anciently, Lat. Capra-
ria, goat island, from caper, capra, goat) . One of
the Balearic Islands (q.v. ), situated about 10
miles south of Majorca (Map: Spain, G 3). It is

about 3 miles in length and breadth, with an ir-

regular coast. Fishing is the chief industry. Its
permanent population amounts to only a few
hundred. During the war in the Peninsula, Ca-
brera formed a Spanish dejjot for French pris-

oners, who were crowded by thousands into the
desolate spot and treated with great barbarity.

CABRERA, Kamon (1810-77), A leader of
the Carlist party in Spain, born at Tortosa, in
Catalonia. At the outbreak of the civil war,
following on the death of Ferdinand VII., in
1833, Cabrera joined the Carlists (q.v.) and
soon rose to a high command. Such was his
reputation for cruelty that the Government gen-
eral Mina had Cabrera's mother arrested and
shot "to restrain by a just system of reprisals
the excesses of the bloodthirsty Cabrera." After
penetrating as far south as Andalusia, his forces
were completely routed by the royal troops on the
borders of Aragon, and he himself, severely
wounded, escaped with difficulty. He soon re-

appeared at the head of 10.000 foot and 1600
horse. Invading the Province of \'alencia, he
overthrew the royal army at Buiiol (February 18,

1837), and again, on March 19. at Burjasot; but
was in turn vanquished at Torre Blanca, and
once more compelled to seek a hiding-place, but
only to reappear soon after. Madrid itself was
threatened by Cabrera, who about this time re-

ceived from Don Carlos the title of Count of Mo-
rella for his vigorous defense of the fortress of
that name, and was also appointed Governor-Gen-
eral of Aragon, Valencia, and Murcia. The Car-
lists now believed that the triumph of absolutism
was approaching, when tlie treachery of the Car-
list general Maroto changed the whole aspect of
affairs, and Don Carlos lied from Spain. Ca-
brera held out until, hemmed in by Espartero,
he was forced to quit the country, .July, 1840. He
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then entered France, where he was taken pris-

oner, and confined for a short time in the fort-

ress of Ham. In 1845, when Don Carlos re-

nounced his rights to the throne in favor of his

son, Count Jlontemolin, Cabrera accompanied
the hitter to England. On the outbreak of the
French revolut-on in 1848, he renewed the strug-

gle on behalf of absolutism in Spain, but the
adventure proved a miserable failure, and after

the encounter of Pasteral, January 27, 1849, he
recrossed the Pyrenees, to live in retirement. He
afterwards married an English lady. Miss Jlari-

anne Catherine Richards. When Alphonso XII.
was proclaimed King of Spain, in 1875, Cabrera
advised the Carlists to submit to him, chiefly be-

cause he was "a good son of the Church." He
died jAIay 24, 1877. Consult: Valras, Don Carlos
VII. et I'Espagne carliste (Paris, 1870) ; Arjona,
Pages d'histoire dti parti carliste: Charles YIl.

et Ramon Cabrera, translated from the Spanish
(Paris, 187.5): Diaz and Cardenas, (laUria de
Espafiolcs celehres contcmpordneos, Vol. I. (Ma-
drid, 1841).

CABRERA BOBADILLA CERDA Y MEN-
DOZA, lio'iui-De'lya tlifir'du e man-do'tha, Lris
Oeuoxymo Fernandez de (c.1590-1647). A Span-
ish administrator, born in Madrid. From 1629
to 1639 he was Viceroy of Peru. His administra-
tion was at the outset rendered difficult by the
constant clamor for money on the part of the

royal treasury. Spanish cruelty aroused among
the Uru Indians of the Lake of Titicaca an in-

surrection which in 1632-34 he arduously sup-

pressed. It was during his viceroyalty that dis-

covery was made of the febrifuge properties of

cinchona bark, and that the third navigation of

the Amazon was accomplished.

CABRILLA, ka-bre'lya (Sp.). One of sev-

eral serranoid lislics, especially a gi'ouper (q.v.)

of Floridian and West Indian waters {Epinrplir-

lus capreoliis) ; also the name of certain small
fishes of the coast of southern California.

CABUL, ka-bOol'. See Kabui..

CACAO, ka-ka'o or kii'kS, or COCOA, ko'ko

(Sp., from Mex. eaea iiatl, coca-tree). The ditTer-

ent kinds of cacao eitlier consist of, or are pre-

pared from, the seeds of trees of the genus Theo-
broma (Gk., 'food of the gods') , which contains a
number of sjiecies, trees of moderate size with
large, Tindivided leaves and clustered flowers, all

natives of the trojiical parts of America, By far

the most important species of this genus is Theo-

hroma cacao. H should not be confounded with
the cocoa-tree, from which we get tlie cocoanul,

or with the shrub Erythroxi/lon coca, from which
the alkaloid cocaine is obtained. It is c.\ten-

sively cultivated in tropical America and the

West Indies, and its cultivation has lx>en intro-

duced into some parts of Asia and Africa. It

requires a deep, rich soil, heat, and moisture,

for the most favorable growth. Sheltered valleys,

free from hard winds, are desirable, and shade

from other tall-growing, spreading trees is neces-

sary. It generally rises with a bare stem 6 or 7

feet, dividing into many branches, and attaining

a height of only 16 or 20 feet altogether, al-

though it is sometimes twice that height. The
fruit is somewhat like a cucumber in shape, and
is 6 or 8 inches long, yellow, and red on the side

next the sun : the rind is thick and warty, the

pulp sweetish and not unpleasant; the seeds are

numerous, compressed, and not unlike almonds,
with a thin, pale, reddish-brown, fragile skin or
shell, covering a dark-brown, oily, aromatic, bit-

ter kernel, which consists mostly of the wrinkled
cotyledons. These .seeds are the cacao-beans of

commerce. The cacao-tree produces larger seeds

in cultivation than in a wild state. The tree

bears in four or five years, attains its full vigor
and productiveness in twelve years, and generally
yields two principal crops in the year. When
gathered, the fruit is subjected to four to seven
days' fermentation in earthen "i^essels, or in heaps
on the ground, or it is buried for a while in the
earth, till the pulp becomes rotten. The latter

method is said to produce the best cacao
("earthed cacao,' or cacao terre) . The fermen-
tation is induced by an unorganized ferment in-

herent in the pod, and upon the proper handling
of the bean during this period largely depends
the quality of the product. After fermentation,
the beans are hulled and are carefully dried

under uniform conditions of heat and moisture.

The average yield per tree under favorable con-

ditions will reach 7 pounds annually of cured
cacao. Usually, however, the yield is from 2

to 3 pounds per tree, or 400 to 600 pounds per

acre.

In manufacturing cacao, the seeds are screened,

roasted, and decorticated, the kernel being known
as cocoa-nibs. The hulls make a cheap substi-

tute known as miserabile. About two-thirds of

the fat is removed and placed on the market in

cakes known as cocoa butter, and is thus used

for emollients, pessaries, etc. The residue of

the cacao-nibs is ground, .boxed, and sold as

'cocoa,' or is pressed into cakes after being

sweetened and is kno\vn as 'chocolate.'

Cacao is very nutritious. The princip.al con-

stituent of cacao-beans is the soft, solid oil which
forms more than 50 per cent, of the whole shelled

bean, about 22 per cent, being starch, giun. nnici-

lage, etc., and 17 per cent, being gluten and
albumen. They contain also a crystallizable

principle called theobromine (see Theobromine;
C.A.FFEINE) . The following figures show the aver-

age of analyses of cocoa and chocolate bought in

open market:
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is obtained from it by fermentation and distilla-

tion. For illusiiation, see Beverage Plants.
CACCIANIGA, kii'olm iu"'-;i. A.ntomo (1823-

1!I03). An Italian autlior. horn at Tieviso. In

1848 he founded in Milan the satiric periodical

Lo Spirito FoUetio. After the revolution of

1848 he was for six years in exile, living as a
journalist in Paris. Subsequently he was elect-

ed mayor (podestil) of Treviso and a Parlia-
mentary Deputy. His works include: II pro-
scritto (185.3); Bozzctti morali ed cconomici
(1S69); La r:ita campestrc (new ed., 1870);
and Villa Ortciisia (1876).

CACCINI, ka-che'ne, Gimjo (c.lo58-1618).
An Italian musician, born in Rome, and often

called Giulio Romano for that reason. He learned

to sing and to play the lute under Scipione della

Palla, and in 1.57S went to Florence, where he
spent most of his life. He is said to have been
the first to emphasize the importance of musical
accompaniment for the voice, and he illustrated

the dramatic possibilities of this by accompany-
ing himself on the theorbo while he sang a kind
of recitation. The experiments of Caccini. Corsi.

Bardi, Galilei, and others may fairly l)e called

the beginnings of modern opera. He was the
composer of Euridice (IGOO), a musical setting

of the drama by Rinuccini, Le nuove musiche
(1602), group of songs for a single voice; II

CI]mbattimen to d'AppoUine col serpente; and
parts of several choruses.

CACERES, ka'tha-ras (anciently, Lat. Castra
(cecilia). A town of Spain, capital of the
Province of CSceres, in Estremadura, situated on
a river of the same name. 25 miles west of

Trujillo, in a rich agricultural district (Map:
Spain, B 3). It is famous for its bacon; has
manufactures of linen, woolens, leather, hats,

soap, etc., and controls a large trade in the pro-

duce of the district. Poptilation, in 1897, 15,400.

CACERES, AN-DRE.S Avelino (1836—). A
Peruvian statesman and soldier. He was born
at Ayacucho, in southern Peru, November 10,

1836. At an early age he participated in the

rising of Castillo, distinguished himself at the

taking of Arequipa, and from 1857 to 1860 was
militarv attache to the Peruvian legation at
Paris. 'He fought in the Chilean War (1879-83),
in which he was raised to the rank of general.

After the capture of Lima he became the head
of the provisional government. In 1884. in try-

ing to dislodge Iglesias, whom the Chileans
had set up as President, he w-as repulsed before

Lima, but he gathered a larger force, entered
the city in the following year, and induced the

I'resident to refer the Presidential question to

a popular election. The result was favorable to

C'i'iceres, who was chosen President and inau-

gurated in .June, 1886. In 1890 he was succeeded
by Bermudez. and went soon afterwards as Peru-
vian Minister to France and Great Britain. Upon
the expiration of Bermudez's term of othee, in

1894, the adherents of Cileeres seized the gov-
ernment and forced the Congress to choose him
President. The party of Pierola took up arms,
Lima was I)esieged, and on March 18, 1S95, the

city was taken by assault after a murderous
fight. In a treaty of peace concluded between
the two factions, C.lceres resigned the Presidency,

and soon afterwards fled the country. Pierola

was elected President in his stead.

CACERES, XtEVA. See Xveva C.icERES.

CACHALOT, kash'a-lot. See Whaxe.
CACHE, kash (Fr., from cacher, to hide).

The name given by parties of travelers in unin-
habited parts of North America to places for
concealing provisions and other articles. Design-
ing to return on their tracks, they disburden
themselves of what articles can be spared, and,
to conceal them from Indians or others, construct
places of dejjosit in the wilderness. A hole is

dug to a depth of perhaps 6 or 8 feet and several

feet broad, and. the articles being interred, the
surface replaced with care, and all traces of the
excavation obliterated. The situation of the
cache is afterwards found by some landmark or
other sign. If containing provisions, the cache
needs to be made to resist the depredations of

animals, hence it is often covered with rocks.

Prominently marked caches are built by expedi-
tions in the Arctic regions as supply stations, or
for the use of distressed mariners.

CACHEO, ka-sha'o, or CACHEU. A forti-

fied town in Portuguese Guinea, West Africa,

situated on the river Cacheo, about 10 miles in-

land ( Map : Africa. C 3 ) . It was foimded in

1588 and has an estimated population of 15,000,

mostly natives. It has some trade in ivory and
gold-dust.

CACHEXIA, ka-keks'i-a (Neo-Lat.. Gk. Ka-

X^i'i, Cachexia, from nanoi;, kakos, bad + fj'f,

hexis, state). A medical term used to denote a
general condition of the body resulting from a

wasting disease ; a depreciated condition due to

disordered nutrition and impoverished blood. Tlie

condition is noticeable in the case of persons suf-

fering from malaria, cancer, tuberculosis, gout,

kidney disease, etc. In the cachexia of kidney dis-

ease, for example, the face is thin, pale, and
\\axen, the ears semi-translucent, the lips pallid,

the lower eyelids baggj' and dark, the forehead at
times swollen with fluid and pitting on pressure,

the expression sad.

CACHOEIRA, ka-shwfi'e-ra (Portug., water-
fall, cataract). A town in Brazil, situated on
the Rio Paragiiassu, 62 miles northwest of

Bahia, with which it is connected by rail (Map:
Brazil, K 6). The to\m manufactures tobacco

and cigars, the suburb Saint Felix giving its

name to the best brand of Brazilian tobacco. It

also exports coffee, cotton, and fruits. Popula-
tion, about 15.000.

CACHOLONG, kash'6 long (probably Cacli. a
river of Bokhara, where it was originally found

-f Kalmuck chalonr/. stone). An opaque milk-

white, sometimes yellow or red. variety of opal.

It has a conchoidal fracture and a pearly lustre,

in con.sequence of which it is sometimes called

pearl opal, or mother-of-pearl opal. It has also

been found, associated with chalcedony, in Nova
Scotin. on the Bay of Fundy.

CACHUCHA, ka-choo'cha (Sp.). An Anda-
lusian dance of much grace. Its origin is un-
known. It is written in 3-4 time, and resembles

Uie bolero (q.v.). The caehucha is usually

danced with castanets. It was introduced on
the stage by Faimy Elssler, in the ballet of Lc
dinhlc boitriix.

CACIQUE, k-A'sek'. A title borne by the na-

tive princes or chiefs of Cuba, Haiti, Mexico, and
Peru, besides other parts of America, at the time
of Spanish discovery and exploration. In more
recent times the title has been bestowed upon
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the chiefs of independent Indian tribes. Locke
iidopted this title in his Fundamental Constitu-

lioiix of Carolina (1600). In this revival of

feudal society there were to be. according to

TJte Grand Model, two county dignitaries who
shdiild bear the title caciqne, and rank nent
after tlie landgrave.

CACIQUE, or CAS'SICAN (Sp., from native

Haitian). Any of several icterine birds of Cen-
tral and South America, allied to the Baltimore
oriole, and forming the genvis Cassicus. They
are noted for their intricately woven pensile

nests, composed of grass or thin bark, in the

fonn of a purse or poucli, sometimes a yard long,

and suspended from tlie extremity of a branch
of a tali tree, apparently to insure safety from
monkeys and serpents. Several of these nests

are often to be seen hanging from the branches

of the same tree. (See Plate of Pensile Nests
OF Birds, with the article NimFiCATioN.) The
name "cassiean" is also given sometimes to the

l)il>ing crow of Australia and Papiui.

CAC'ODYL, or KAK'ODYLE (Gk. mKuih^,
kakddi'f:, ill-smel!ing + »'/'/, Inile, wood, stuff,

matter). An organic substance composed of

carbon, hydrogen, and arsenic. It is a highly
poisonous liquid, spontaneously taking fire if

exposed to the air. Its formula is As2(CH3)j.
Its oxide. As, (CH,)40, is obtained by distilling

a mixture of arsenious oxide and potassium
acetate ; in the pure state it does not, like cac-

odyl, take fire on exposure to the air; it read-

ily combines with acids to form salts, such as
cacodyl chloride. As(CH3)X'N; eacodyl cyan-
ide, As(CH3)oCN, etc. The eacodyl group,

As(CH3)., was the first metallo-organic radical

known to chemists. Its discovery by Bunsen,
following Wiihler and Liebig's discovery of the

benzoyl group, had an important influence on
the development of the science of organic chem-
istry.

CACOMISTLE, k.nk'Omls-el (native Mex.).
A small animal {Bassariscus astutus) of the

raccoon family, inhabiting Mexico and adjacent
parts of tlie United States. Its body is about
16 inches long, and its tail about 15. It is

rather slender, with a sharp, fox-like face, and
large, bright eyes, surrounded by light patches,

which, with the erect ears, give an alert and
pleasing expression to the countenance. The
fur is lon,2, soft, and light brown above, darker
along the back, and the long, bushy tail has six

or eight broad, white rings; the under parts are

white. It has much the same habits as a rac-

coon, catching small nuimmals. birds, and in-

sects, and is often tamed and regarded as a most
pleasing pet among miners, who usually call it

the American civet-eat. Consult Bulletin Am.
.1/«s. Xat. Hist. (New York, 1895). See Plate
of Carnivores (Minor American).

CACOS, kfi'kos (Sp., pi. of caco, pickpocket).
An epithet applied to the 'Separatist' Party of
1820 in Guatemala. A faction in Haiti has also
received the name.

CACOUNA, ka'kuona. A picturesque and
fashionable watering-place in Temiscouata Coun-
ty. Quebec, Canad.i" (Map; Quebec, G 3). It is

situated on the right bank of the Saint Lawrence
Kiver, 114 miles from Quebec. It contains nu-
merous summer cottages of wealthy Canadians,
has good hotels and boarding-houses, while a

smooth, sandy beach affords admirable bathing
facilities. It is also resorted to for trout-fish-

ing and hunting. A small Indian settlement is

located near the beach. Population, in 1891,
620: in 1001, 589.

CACTA'CEiE. See Cactus.

CACTUS (Lat., from Gk, A-d/c-oc, l:aktos) . A
general name given to the peculiar plants which
belong to the family Cactacete. These plants
have been specially adapted to the arid regions
of America. They are chiefly displayed in
Mexico, but are very abundant also along the
Mexican border of the United States, and some
of them extend even far north on the plains.
They are also found to some extent more east-
ward, in the West Indies, and also southward in
.South America. Aside from a few African spe-
cies, the 1000 known forms are restricted to
America. However, the common prickly pear, a
species of Opuntia. has been long naturalized
throughout the Mediterranean region, where its

fruit is known as the "Indian fig.'

The peculiar habit of the family seems to have
been the result of perennial drouth conditions,
to which they have become better adapted, per-
haps, than any other plant forms. The two-
fold problem which is presented to them is to
])revcnt any unnecessary loss of water contained
in their tissues, and to retain all of the scanty
supply which reaches them. As a result, their

bodies are very succulent, containing a large
amount of water-storage tissue, which retains
water with great tenacity. Their bodies are
also very much reduced in surface exposure,
leaves being abandoned, and the stem often as-

suming cylindrical to globular forms. The
globular form is perhaps the most complete an-
swer to the problem of reducing surface ex-

posure and retaining mass. Instead of leaves

and branches which appear upon ordinary
plants, the cactus forms display various ephem-
eral or abortive structures, the most notable of
which are the bristles and spines. The cactus
forms are not all of compact habit, for species

of Pereskia are climbing and woody, with well-

developed leaves. The flowers of tlie group are
usually conspicuous and remarkably brilliant in

color. The largest forms are species of Cereus,
with thick columnar and fluted bodies, bearing
a few clumsy branches, and sometimes attaining
a height of 50 or 60 feet. These tree-like col-

umnar forms are especially well developed in

the drainage basin of the Gulf of California, and
sometimes occur in extensive masses known as
'cardon forests.'

About twenty genera of cacti are recognized, of

which only five occur in the United States. The
generic lines are, however, very uncertain and
shifting, so that no definite number can be given.

The most common genera are as follows: Mamil-
laria includes the globular to short cylindrical

forms, which are not ribbed, but which have
prominent tubercles bearing clusters of spines.

it is the largest in point of numbers of all the

genera, containing nearly three hundred species.

Echinocactus also contains globular to short

cylindrical forms, but they aie stronglv ribbed,

and are usually larger than any of the ^lammil-
laria forms. It is the second genus in i>oint of

numbers, containing al)Out two hundred s[x'cies.

Cereus contains species with mostly elongated
stems, which are stout, columnar, or sometimes
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cylindrical, and always ribbed or angled. Spe-

cies of Pilocereus are often seen in greenhouses,

and resemble the columnar forms of Cereus,

but have an abundance of white hairs instead of

rigid spines, and are frequently sjjoken of

as 'old-man cactus.' Opuntia contains about
one hundred and fifty species, and includes forms
which are branched and jointed, the joints

being flat or cylindrical. The ilat-jointed forms
are the well-known 'prickly pears.' Consult:
Engelniann and Bigelow, "Description of Cac-

tace;p," in I'ltited fStates IViir Department lie-

ports of Kxploration for Railroad to the Pacific

(Washington, 18.50) ; Kunzi, Cactus; Its Bis-

inry. Classification, . . . aaid Therapeutical
Application (Albany, 1875) ; Coulter, Prelim-
inary Heiision of the y'orth American Species of
Cactus, Anhaloniiim, and Lophophora (Washing-
ton, 1894-98) : and Preliminary Revision of the

yorth American Species of Eehinocacttts, Cereus,

and Opuntia (Washington, 1896).

CACTUS-WREN. See Wrex.

CA'CUS. In Roman legend, a monstrous be-

ing (son of Vulcan, by some accounts) who
dwelt in a cave on the Aventine Hill, before the

foundation of Rome. When Hercules, returning
to Greece with the cattle of Geryon, stopped to

rest in the grassy plain by the Tiber, Cacus,
selecting the most beautiful of the cows, drew
them into liis cave backward, by the tail, so that
their tracks might not betray him: but their low-

ing, as Hercules, wonder-stricken, drove their

mates away, attracted attention to the cave, and
he slew Cacus. The story is told in Li^•y.

CADALSO, ka-DJil'sS, or CADASALSO,
ka'Da-iil'so, Jose de (1741-82). A Spanish jinct,

Josfi DE (1741-82). A Spanish poet of note,

bom in Cadiz. He distinguished himself in the
war against Portugal, and rose to be colonel.

At the siege of Gil)raltar he was killed by the

explosion of a bomb. His works include the
tragedy Saneho Garcia (1771); the satire Los
eruditos a la Xiolcta (1772); and Poesias

( 1773). Tliey appeared in a complete edition in

1818. as Colcceion de obras en prosa y en verso

(Madrid).

CADA MOSTO, ka'da mo'sto. or CA DA
MOSTO, Alois, or Iaigi d\ (c.1432-c.80). An
Italian navigator and discoverer, bom in Venice.
He made some commercial voyages about the
Mediterranean and the Atlantic, and in 1455,

under commission of the Infante Dom Henrique
of Portugal, sailed, by way of Senegal and Cape
Verde, to the mouth of the Gambia. In 1450
he undertook a second journey, discovered the
Cape Verde Islands, and thence reached the
mouth of the Rio Grande. He wrote an exceed-

ingly interesting account of his voyages. El
libra de la prima naviyazione per ocrano alle

terre de' yiyri della Bassn Etiopia (1507).

CADASTRAL SURVEY (from Fr. cadastre,

'a pulilic ri-^isler of llio quantity, value, and
ownership of the real properly of a country').

A term applied to a topographical survey, in

mapping which the various artificial and natu-
ral objects are drawn to exact scale instead of

being exaggerated for the sake of clearness, as is

usually done in ordinary topographic mapping.
See SUR\T.TING.

CADDIS-FLY. A neuropteroid insect of the

order Triclioplcra, the larvae of which, usually

aquatic, are commonly known as case-worms.
Caddis-flies show much resemblance to small
moths, on account of tlioir long antennae, moth-
like wings, and nocturnal flight. The body and
wings are hairy, and some species possess scales.

Four wings are generally present, but Thanuistes
has only the anterior pair, while in Anamalop-
teryx there is a curious dimorphism, tlie wings
being quite short in the male, but of normal
length in the female. They are seen mainly
about streams and ponds, but a few arc marine,
and the genus Onoicyla is terrestrial. "The eggs
are laid in a double mass, which is gelatinous
and usually green in color. They are usually at-

tached to the surface of some water plant. . . .

The lan'it are all aquatic, . . . and they are
nearly all protected by a case of some .sort."

These larva; are long and cylindrical, with a
hard head and thoracic segments, but soft ab-

domen, to cover which the worm forms a tubular
shelter, composed of bits of sticks, moss, leaves,

sand, or small stones, bound together with silk;

and this is dragged about, or may be attached to

some submerged object, prcferablj' a stone at the

bottom of rapidly running but shallow water.

These cases are very diverse, from simple tubes
to sjiirals very closely resembling snail-shells.

Since they open behind, a current of water is

allowed to pass through, and thus the respira-

tory filaments on the abdomen are aerated. The
case-worm retains its hold in the tube by means
of a pair of claws located at the apex of the

abdomen. These larv;e are largely vegetable feed-

ers, but will oeeasionall}' eat insects, and such
species spin near the mouth of the tube a net
of silk which is cup-shaped when drawn out by
the water-current, and catelies prey. The caddis-

worms ('cad-bait' of anglers) live several months
in this condition, and some regularly through
the winter. "When ready to transform to
pupa," says Howard, "both ends of the case or
tube are protected by a silk netting spun by the

larva, which transforms in security, well di'awn
back from either orifice. When ready to trans-

form to the adult stage, the pupa works its way
through the guarded orifice, swims to the sur-

face of the water, and crawls out."

These insects have been but little studied in

America ; yet about one hundred and fifty species

are known. They may be studied to advantage
by placing the larvae in a wire cage in their na-
tive stream, the cage extending above the water,
so tliat the insect may emerge, but not escai)e.

The most prominent family is Phryganeidip,
which contains the species of largest size. Con-
sult Mcl.achlan. Monofiraph of the Trichoptcra
(London, 1874-80), the authority for European
forms. A list of species and key for genera, by
N. Banks, may be found in Transactions of the
American Entomological Society (Philadelphia,

1892) ; also a paper by Xeedham and lictten in

the .Vcic York State Museum Bulletin \o. .}7

(Albany, 1002).

CADDO, kiid'dd. An important Indian con-
federacy, from which the Caddoan stock derives
its name, formerly holiling the territory from the
middle Red River in Louisiana westward nearly
to the Brazos River in Texas. The name by
which the tribes call themselves is Ilasinai,

whence the French Asinais and Cenis. Caddo
being the abbreviated form of the name of their

principal trilw. There are about a dozen sub-
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tribes, with ten gentes. Like most tribes of tliis

stock, the Caddo were sedentary and agricul-

tural, and were especially distinguished in early

years for their friendly and hoipitalile character.

They now number about 500, residing on allot-

ments within their former reservation in west-

ern Oklahoma, which was opened to white settle-

ment in 1SK)1.

CAD'DOAN STOCK. An Indian linguistic

group rejiresented in the South by the Caddo
and Wichita and associated tribes, and in the

Xorth by the Pawnee and Arikara (q.v.). Their

original home seems to have been the lower Red
River country of Louisiana and Arkansas,

whence the Caddo and ^Vichita moved westward

into Texas and the Indian Territory, while the

Pawnee moved nortliwestward and settled upon
the Lower Platte in Nebraska. The Arikara of

North Dakota are a comparatively recent off-

shoot from the advance guard of the Pawnee.

Like the Southern Indians generally, the Cad-

doan tribes were agricultural and more or less

sedentiiry. In all their shifting they have re-

tained these characteristics, preferring solidly

built houses of earth-covered logs or grass thatch

to the portable tepee, and depending more upon
their gardens of corn and pumpkins than upon
tlie buffalo-hunt. They have dwindled almost

to disapiJearance, the entire stock numbering now-

only 1870 souls, although within living memory
the Pawnee alone numbered 10.000.

CADE, .T.\CK ( ? -1450). The leader of an
insurrection beginning in Kent, England, June,

1450. He was of Irish birth, and had served in

the French wars. Assuming the name' of Morti-

mer, and clainiing relationship with the Duke of

York, Cade marched with 20,000 to 30.000 armed
men on London, and encamped at Blackheath,

whence he kept up a communication with the

citizens, many of whom were in secret sympathy
with the rising. The Court sent to inquire why
the 'good men of Kent' had left their homes.

Cade, in a paper entitled "The Complaint of the

Commons of Kent," replied that the people were

being robbo'd of their goods for the King's use:

that mean and corrujjt persons, who plundered

and oppressed the commons, filled the high offices

at Court; that it was "noised that the King's

lands in France had been aliened" ; that mis-

government had banished justice and prosperity

"from tlie land: that the men of Kent were espe-

cially ill-treated and overtaxed, and that the free

election of knights of their shire had been hin-

dered. In another paper, called "Tile Requests

by the Captain of the Great .\ssembly in Kent,"

Cade demanded that the King should resvuue the

grants of tlie Crown, which he complained the

creatures about the royal person fattened on,

while the King was compelled to live on taxation :

that the false progeny of the Duke of Suffolk

should be dismissed; and tliat the Duke of York
and others should be restored to favor, and a

number of persons punished. The Court sent its

answer in the form of an army, before which

Cade retreated to Seven Oaks, where he awaited

the attack of a detachment, wliich he defeated.

The royal army refused to fight against their

countrvinen ; the Court made some concessions,

and Cade entered London on July 3. For two
. days he maintained the strictest order; but he

forced the Lord Mayor and the judges to pass

judgment upon Lord Say, one of tlie King's most

unpopular favorites, whose head Cade's men
immediately cut off in Cheapside. On the third

day some houses were plundered, the leader him-
self, it is said, setting the example. Cade, who
at night lodged his army in the suburbs, received

news that the citizens intended to prevent his

entrance into the city on the next day, and in

the night he made an attack on the bridge, but
was defeated. The promise of pardon sowed dis-

sension among his followers, who dispersed, and
a price was set upon Cade's head. He attempted
to reach the Sussex coast, but was slain near
Lewes by Iden, the sheriff of Kent, on July 11.

CADELL', Francis (1822-79). A Scottish

explorer, born at Cockenzie. In 1S3U he entered the

service of the East India Company as midship-
man, and in 1844 was appointed to command a
vessel. In 1848 an examination of tlie mouth of

the Murray River, in .\ustralia. convinced him
of the navigability of that river, as to whicli he
was further satisfied by an extended tour of ex-

ploration undertaken in 1850. He iJionioted the

formation of a navigation company, the first of

Avhose steamboats accomplished, in 1853, a voyage
of 300 miles. Until 1850 he was busily con-

cerned in explorations. In 18G7. when sailing in

command of a vessel from Amboyna to the Kci
Islands, he was murdered by the crew.

CADENCE (Med. Lat. cadentia, from cadcre,

to fall). The "fall' or close of a musical phrase
or period. The terra may apply to a melodic as
well as an harmonic ending, and does not neces-

sarily imply a "fall' in pitch. In the most satis-

factory final cadence, called Perfect, the melody
passes upward to the final chord, so the term
merely implies a subsiding from motion to rest,

partial or complete. The word cadence is so

inseparably associated with harmonic effects that
we usually consider it in its specific sense, as

'

the group of chords which form the harmonic
turning-point or ending of every plirase, section,

period, or complete movement. Cadences may
be said to be the punctuation marks of the lan-

guage of music. Some give the effect of finality

—the full stop, or period. Others are merely
pauses, like commas, and others, in their un-
certiiin, questioning efl'ect, are like interrogation
marks. A final cadence, to give perfect satis-

faction, must leave the tonality clearly defined
by ending on the tonic chord; and its efl'ect will

be strengthened if the tonic tone is made espe-

cially prominent bj' appearing in the soprano as
well as the bass. When the dominant or domi-
nant seventh chord precedes the tonic, the ca-

dence is called Authentic; where tlie subdomi-
nant chord precedes it, the cadence is Plagal.
When, in either of these forms, the two chords
are in fundamental position (in ritord), and the
soprano passes upward to the tonic, the cadence
is Perfect. With any other movement of the
voices, it is Imiierfect.

The names Authentic and Plagal were used in

early ecclesiastical music; and the latter cadence,
called also the Amen cadence, is rarely used ex-

cept in sacred music.
Directly opposed to the final character of the

Authentic cadence is the Half-Cadciicc, called
also the Ilalf-Close, which ends on the dominant
chord, preceded by the tonic. This gives the
effect of an incomplete or partial close, and may
be compared to a semicolon. When tlie chord of
the dominant is followed by any other chord
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except the tonic, the effect is that of avoiding or
postponin'T the conclusion ; and the cadence is

called, variously. Avoided, Deceptive, or Inter-

rupted. This harmonic turning-point is simply
a pause, like a comma, or in some cases like

an interrogation point. Illustrations of the va-

rious cadences will be found in any text-book on
harmony. Consult, also, Gow, I'he Structure of
Music (Xew York, 1895).

CADENCY (Med. Lat. cadentia, from cadere,

to fall). In heraldry, the marks by which the

shields of the younger members of families are
distinguished from those of the elder, and from
each other. The study of such devices consti-

tutes an extensive and important branch of the

heraldic science. Xiue marks of cadency are
recognized in modern heraldry. The first son
bears the label (fig. 1 ) : the second, the crescent
(fig. 2); the third, the mullet (fig. 3); the
fourth, the martlet (fig. 4) ; the fifth, the annu-
let (fig. 5) ; the sixth, the fleur-de-lys (fig. 6) :

the seventh, the rose: the eighth, the cross-

moline; the ninth, the octofoil. Tliis system may
be indefinitely continued, by charging label upon

label, etc., for the grandsons. No distinction is

usually made by writers on heraldry, and prob-

ably the practice of heralds in general scarcely

admits of any being made, between marks of

cadency, differences, distinctions, or even hris-

vres, though the last term is quite constantly

and appropriately used, to include not only dif-

ferences in general, but also abatements (q.v.

)

or bearings by which the arms of the family are

broken or diminished. See Batox.

CADETfUS. A name assumed by .Jonathan

Swift in a poem addressed to Miss Vanhomrigh.
and entitled Cadenus and Vanessa, which the

lady's executors published in Dublin, in 1726,

but which had been written more than ten years
before. The name is an anagram for the Latin
word decanus, i.e. dean. See Vaxessa.

CADEN'ZA, It. pron. ka-dan'tsi (It., descent,

from Lat.. It. cadere, to fall I. In music, a bril-

liant passage of ornamental notes introduced
toward the end of a musical composition and
designed to give it a better roimding off. In in-

strumental pieces, it is usually based on themes
of the work itself. In former times it was left

to the performer to improvise his own cadenzas,

but Beethoven was the first to compose them
himself rather than rely on inapt performers.

The practice of writing cadenzas is still kept up
by famous i)layers, as e.g. Ysaye in violin con-

certos, and Uo.senthal and Sauer in piano-music.

CAD'ER ID'RIS (Welsh, chair of Idris. the
giant). A picturcsciue mountain ridge in Mer-
ionethshire. Wales, five miles south-southwest of

Dolgelly (Map: Wales, C 4). It is seven miles
long, and one to three miles broad ; the highest

peak, Pen-y-Gader, reaches an elevation of 2925
feet. The view from the cairn at the summit
extends across the Irish Sea, and as far as the
Wrekin in Shropshire.

CADET, Military (Fr., younger brother,
Proveni.al capdet, from Med. Lat. capitellum,
dim. of Lat. caput, head; so called to distin-
guish him from the elder brother, who was the
real head of the family, after the father. The
military meaning arose from the fact that the
younger sons of the French nobility were gen-
erally provided for in the army). A student or
an accepted candidate for a military commission.
In the United States Army, cadets are educated
at the Military Academy (q.v.). West Point,
N. Y., and the present method of their appoint-
ment has been in operation since 1843. The
age for admission to the ililitary Academy is
between 17 and 22 years of age, appointments,
as a rule, being made one year in advance of the
date of admission. Application is permissible at
any time, by letter to the Secretary of War, to
have the name of the applicant placed upon the
file, from which it is furnished to the proper
Representative or Delegate when a vacancy oc-
curs. Application may also be made to the'Con-
gressman direct. Each Congressional district and
Territory—also the District of Columbia—is en-
titled to have one cadet at the Academy. Each
State is entitled to have two cadets from the
State at large, and thirty are appointed from
the United States at large. The appointment
from a Congressional district is made upon the
recommendation of the Congressman from that
district, and those from a State at large upon
th'e recommendations of the Senators of the State.
Similarly, the appointment from a Territory is

made upon the recommendation of the Delegate
in Congiess. Each person appointed must be an
actual resident of the State. District or Territory
from which the appointment is made. The ap-
pointments from the District of Columbia and
from the United States at large are made by the
President of the United States upon his owti se-

lection. These latter appointments were orig-
inally designed for the benefit of sons of army
officers, who, having no permanent abode, are
thus debarred from securing an appointment in
the usual way. The course of instruction covers
a j)eriod of four years, and at its conclusion the
cadets are commissioned second lieutenants in
the United States Army. See iliLiTAHY Acad-
emy, United States, for account of the educa-
tion of cadets, and also for an historical sketch
of the institution.

In England, cadets are triined at Woolwich
(q.v. ) and Sandhurst (q.v.), artillery and engineer
cadets going to the former, and those destined
for cavalry and infantry going to the latter.

A similar system of appointment, preparation,
and education of military cadets prevails among
all £uri)pean armies, further details of which
may lie found under Military Eulcatio.n ;

Saxdiivrst; Staff Colu:ge.

CADET, Xaval. The lowest grade of oflieers
of the line, or executive branch, in the United
States and other navies. In the United States
'Savy the title was cadct-inidsliipnian until
changed by act of Congress in 1882. In 1902 an
act of Congress was passed and approved restor-
ing the old title of midshipman. Tlie cadets
are under instruction at the Naval Academy,
Annapolis, for four years, and then serve two
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years at sea in regular cruising ships, when tliey

are eoniniissioned as ensigns. The ages of en-

trance to tlie Academy are from 15 to 20 years,

but efforts are being made to reduce tlie upper age

limit to eighteen. According to the present law,

the number of cadets allowed at the Academy is

one for eacli Ixeprosentative and Delegate in Con-

gi-ess and appointed by them, and ten at large

and one for the District of Columbia, appointed

by the President. See Naval Academy, United

States.
Tlie number of cadets in foreign navies is

limited by the number of applicants or the re-

quirements of the service. The examination of

cadets for the British Navy takes place in Lon-

don and Portsmouth in JIarch, July, and Novem-

ber, and the limits of age are UVi and lo'A

years. The cadets are trained on board the old

iine-of-battlo ship Britannia. In France the

school for naval cadets is on board the stationary

training-ship Borda. at Brest. The period of

training is two years, and the age of entrance

is from 14 to 18 years. In Germany the naval

cadets are instructed at the Naval Academy at

Kiel. The age of entrance must not exceed 19

years, and tlie requirements are sucli that very

few boys under IG are likely to pass tlie entrance

examination.

CADI, Arab. pron. k-i'de, or KADI (Ar. qadl,

judge, from qaday, to judge). The title of an
inferior judge among the JMohanimedan nations,

-who, like the :Molla"h (q.v.), or superior judge,

was originally also a theologian, since all law

is founded upon the Koran. The Cadi is differ-

ently appointed in different countries; in Tur-

key," where he is also called Naib, he is afp-

pointed by the Mufti or Sheikh ul-Islani, the

lead of tiie Mohammedan Church, and receives

a fixed salary; in Persia and in Middle Asia the

Cadi"s office "is more in the nature of a private

affair.

CAD'ILLAC. A city and county-seat of

Wexford County. Mich.. ilS miles north of Grand

Kapids. on the Ann Arbor and tlie Grand Rapids

and Indiana railroads (Map: Michigan. H 4).

It is iHcturesquely situated on Little Clam Lake

in a noted hard-wood timber region, and has ex-

tensive lumber interests. Settled in 1871. Cadil-

lac was incorporated in 1874. and is now gov-

erned under a revised charter of 1895, which pro-

vides for a mavor elected annually, and a city

council. Population, in 1800, 4461; in 1900,

5997.

CADILLAC, kA'dS'yak', Antoixe de la

MoTHE (c. 1000- 1720). A French military officer,

the founder of Detroit. Mich. II<' was born in

Cia.scony. of a noble French family, spent some

time in Acadia as a captain in the French Army,

and in 10;)4 was appointed by 'Frontenac com-

mander of Miehilimackinac. Here he remained

until 1G97. when he laid before Louis XIV. his

plan for a permanent settlement as a trading-

post for the Northwest. With the King's aj)-

proval he founded Detroit in 1701. with fifty

settlers and fiftv soldiers. He was Governor

of Louisiana fr«im 1712 to 1717, when he re-

turned to France, where he died. Consult Park-

man. A Half Century of Conflict (Boston. 1892).

CA'DIZ, Sp. pron. ka'Dfth (Fr. Cadix; an-

cientlv. Lat. Aiir/uiita lulia Onditana. earlier

Gades,' Gk. TdSci'pa, Oadcira, from Phoenician

Oadir, hedge, stockade, fort). A city of Spain,

in Andalusia, ca])ital of the province of its name
and one of the most important seaports of the
kingdom, situated on the Atlantic (Map: Spain,

B 4). It is built on a narrow tongue of land pro-

jecting from the Isla de Leon. The harbor of Cadiz
is spacious, strongly fortified, and divided into two
parts, the large roadstead between Santa Cata-
lina and Cadiz, and the smaller but safer harbor
between the fortifications of Matagorda and
Puntales. The town is surrounded by strong
walls on the northwest and south, and by nu-
merous fortresses which guard the entrances to

the outer and inner harbors.

Cadiz presents a picturesque appearance, the
whiteness of its buildings forming a striking con-
trast with the blue ocean. In its arrangement,
it is one of the most modern of Spanish cities,

and although its limited site does not admit of

wide avenues or extensive squares, its narrow
streets are well paved and lighted, and scrupu-
lously clean. The houses are invariably white-
washed, and in most cases surmounted by towers,
or mirudorcs, affording an excellent view of the
sea. The main street is the Calle del Duque de
Tetuan, and the chief squares are the Plaza de la

Constitucion. Plaza de Mina, and Plaza de la

Catedral. Cadiz has a fine jjromenade, the
Alameda de Apodaca, extending along the water
on tlie north, and the extensive Parque Genoves
with a summer theatre. The two cathedrals are
of recent construction, and possess little archi-

tectural merit. In the southern part of the city

is situated the old Capuchin convent, now used
as an asylum, with the small church of Santa
Ci.talina, containing Murillo's "Betrothal of
Saint Catharine," a work which derives special

intei'est from the fact that the master died
while engaged in its execution. In the centre
of the town is situated the Torre de Vigia, a
watch-tower about 100 feet high, used as a
signal .station, and affording a magnificent ocean
view. Cadiz, in spite of its maritime position,
has a very Iiot and rather unhealthful climate,
which, together with the inadequate water-sup-
ply, causes the high death-rate of about 44 per
1000. The city is the seat of a bishop and of a
number of consular representatives. The educa-
tional institutions include a faculty of medicine
alliliatcd with the L'niversity of Seville, schools

of art and commerce, a theological seminary, and
a number of minor schools. There are also a
number of theatres and libraries, and an archieo-

logical museum. The Acadcmia de Bellas Artes
contains a fine gallery of Italian and Spanish
paintings.

The commercial importance of Cadiz has been
gradually declining, owing to the decreased com-
munication with South America and the West
Indies. The chief exports are sherry, olive oil,

salt, and southern fruits. There is regular steam
communication with Great Britain, the Canary
Islands, the West Indies, France, South .\merica,

and Morocco. Population, in 1887, 62.531; in

1897,70,177.

History.—Cadiz is one of the most ancient

towns in Europe, having been built by the Phceni-

cians, under the name of Gadir, about :i50 years

V'efore the foundation of Rome, or about ii.o. 1000.

It afterwards passed into the hands of the Car-

thaginians, from whom it was captured by the

Romans, who named it Gades, and under them
it soon became a city of vast wealth and impor-

tance. It was occupied by the Goths from the
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dissolution of the Roman Empire to the battle of
the Guadalete, when the Moors took possession of

the southern peninsula. It whs taken by the

Christians in I2(i2. In 1587 Drake deslroveil

the Spanish ships of war at Cadiz. In lo'JG the

town was captured and sacked by the Knglish
under Howard and Essex. The French invested

the place in lSlO-12, but were compelled to raise

the siege. In 1S23 the Cortes retired to Cadiz
and made a stand against the French army of

invasion. In August the French stormed the
Trocadero, and the struggle of the Constitution-

alists was brought to a close.

CADIZ. A village and county-seat of Har-
rison County, Ohio, about 2,5 miles northwest of

Wheeling, W. Va., on a branch road connecting
with the Pittsburg. Cincinnati. Chicago and Saint
Louis Railroad (Map: Ohio, Ho). It has im-
portant commercial interests in wool, and. though
but a village, is noted as a banking centre, rank-
ing among the leading municipalities of the
State. Cadiz was the home of Edwin M. Stanton.
Population, in 1890, 171C; in 1900, 1755.

CADME'A, or CADMEI'A. The name given
to the acropolis of Thebes. Bo?otia, because it was
said to have been founded by Cadmus. The
citadel was a low eminence and antedated the
surrounding city. Only fragments of its walls
remain.

CADME'ANS, or CADMEI'ANS. The name
given to the inhabitants of Boeotian Thebes by
the Greek dramatists.

CADMEAN VICTORY. A popular expres-

sion for a gain secured at great loss, and refer-

ring to the mutual slaughter of the warriors
who sprang up from the dragon's teeth sown by
C:idmu~.

CAD'MIA (Lat., the ore of zinc, dross or
slag formed in a furnace, from Gk. KaSftia,

kadmia. calamine). The term applied to the
crust formed in zinc furnaces, which contains
from 10 to 20 per cent, of cadmium.
CAD'MIUM (Xeo-Lat., from Lat. cadmia;

see Cadmia I. A metallic element discovered in

1817 by Stromeyer. It is not found native, but
occurs as the sulphide in the mineral greenockite,
and in association with zinc ores. Greenockite is

found in Bohemia and in Hungary; also in Le-
high County, Pa., but in too small quantities
to be of commercial importance.
Cadmium is a constituent of most zinc ores,

and as it is more volatile than zinc it passes
over first, in the reduction of such ores, as cad-
mium oxide. This is collected, mixed with char-
coal, and the mi.xture heated in iron tubes, from
which the cadmium distills over in a more or less

impure state. In order to purify it, the metal is

redistilled and the product dissolved in hydro-
chloric acid, from which solution metallic cad-
mium is precipitated with zinc.

Cadmium (symbol, Cd ; atomic weight, 112. .38)
is a bluish-white lustrous metal with a fibrou.s

fracture, and capable of taking a higli polish.

Us specific gr.avitv is 8.65. It melts at 320' C.
n;08° F.) and boi'ls at 7G3' C. (1405.4° F.). It

finds some use in the manufacture of alloys, as it

generally increases the fusibility of metals with-
out destroying their malleability. An amalgam
of cadmium and tin is used in dentistry.

Cadmium forms a regular series of salts, of

which the iodide, obtained by digesting one part
of the metal with two parts of iodine in water

Vol. III.—50.

and evaporating the solution, is used in medicine,
and also for iodizing collodion. The most im-
portant compound of cadmium is tlie sulphide,

which is precipitated from a solution of a
cadmium salt by hj-drogen sulphide. Cadmium
sulphide is an orange or lemon-yellow powder
that is of great permanency, and is used as a
pigment under the name of cadmium yellow. It

is also used for coloring toilet soaps, for the pro-

duction of blue flames in pyrotcchny, and in

calico-printing.

CADMUS (Gk. Kd6ftoc, Kadmos) . According
to ApoUodorus and the later mythographers, the
son of Agenor, King of Plio-nicia. and Tclephassa,
and hrotlier of Europa. When Europa was car-

ried oft' by Zeus, Cadmus and his brothers, as also

their mother, were sent in quest of her, with in-

junctions from Agenor not to return without her.

Their search was vain, and the oracle at Delphi
told Cadmus to relinquish it, and to follow a cow
whicli he sliould meet, and build a city where it

should lie down. He found the cow in Phocis,

followed it to Ba>otia, and built there the city

of Thebes, of which the acropolis was called

Cadmea. At Thebes he killed a dragon, guard-
ian of the well of Ares, and sowed its teeth,

from which sprang armed men. These fought to-

gether till only five remained, who took service

with Cadmus and became the ancestors of Theban
families. Cadmus married Harmonia, daughter of

Ares and Aphrodite, and later went to Illyria.

He was considered the inventor of many useful

arts, and to him was attributed the introduction
of the Ph(enician alphabet into Greece. This
story, however, is unknown to the earlier Greek
writers, and has been compiled out of many scat-

tered and often inconsistent local legends. The
Phoenician origin of Cadmus seems an invention

of the Asiatic Greeks, and it is quite impossible

to use the story as a basis for any historical nar-

rative of Phcenician colonists in Boeotia. For a
full collection of the material and bibliography,
consult Crusius, s. v. "Kadmos." in Roscher,
Lexikon der ilythologie (Leipzig, 1884).

CADO'GAN, George Henry, Earl (1840—).
A British statesman. He was born in Durham
and studied at Christ Church College, Oxford.
In 1873 he was returned as a member of Parlia-

ment foi- Bath, and in 1875 was appointed Par-
liamentary Secretary for War. From 1878 to

1880 he was Under-Secretar.v for the Colonies,

and from 1886 to 1S95 Lord' Privy Seal. From
1895 to 1902 he served as Lord Lieutenant of Ire-

land. He took a prominent part in the discus-

sion of the Irish Land Bill in 1887.

CADOL, ka'dtiV. Victor Eoouard (1831-98).
A French dramatist, born in Paris. He was at

first in the Government service, but afterwards
became a journalist, was a member of the Temps
staff, and with About, Sarccy, and Gasperini
founded L'Esiirit Francois, lie i)ublished a long
list of works, many written in collaboration.

There may be mentioned f.cs amhilions de M.
Fauvel (18ti7); La faunae mounaie (1869);
Le spectre de Patrick (1872); Therise Gervais

(1893); and L'archiduehesse (1897). His dra-

matic works were collected in 1897 as Theatre
incdit (18971.

CADOOBER'GIA WOOD. Sec Ebony.
CADORNA, k.i clor'na. Raffaele (1815-97).

.\n Italian genirul, liorn in -Milan. During the

Crimean War he commanded a battalion of in-
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fantry, and in 1854 served as a lieutenant-colonel

on the general staff. In 1800 he was appointed
Minister of War in the Provisional Government
of Tuscany, and in lSG(i military commandant of

Sicily. He was sent in the latter year to Palermo
and succeeded in crushing the remnants of the

Bourbon insurrection. In 1870 he captured
Rome, of which he was for a time military Gov-
ernor. In 1871 he became a member of the

Senate. He published La liherazione di Roma
vel ISl'O (188!)).

CADOTJDAL, kii'dw'dal', Georges (1771-

1801 ) . The leader in the Chouan insurrection

during the French Revolution. He was born near
Auray, in Lower Brittany, where his father was
a miller, and was among the first to take up arms
against the Republic, soon acquiring great influ-

ence over the peasants. Captured in 1794, he

was sent as a prisoner to Brest, whence he
soon made his escape. Annoyed at the dissen-

sions between the Vendean generals and the emi-

grant officers, and the disasters consequent there-

on, Cadoudal organized an army in which no
noble ^^'as permitted to conunand, and which
it ta.\ed all the great military talents of

Hoche to disperse. In 1797 Cadoudal was the

soul of the conspiracy to overthrow the Direc-

tory and place a Bourbon on the throne; but

the' events of the ISth Fructidor frustrated

the plan of the conspirators. He continued to

carry on a guerrilla warfare in Lower Brittany

long after the regular armies of the ^'endC-e had
surrendered. Bonaparte recognized Cadoudal's

energy and force of character, and offered to make
him a lieutenant-general in his army. Cadoudal
refused. Fearing arrest, he fled to England,

where, in 1802, he conspired with Pichegru for

the destruction of the First Consul. With this

design he went to Paris, but was arrested, con-

demned, and executed ,lune 25, 1804. Cadoudal
was a man of stern honesty and indomitable

resolution. "His mind was cast in tlie true

mold : in my hands lie would have done great

things," was Napoleon's estimate of him. Con-

sult Georges de Cadoudal, Georges Cadoudal et la

Choiiannerie (Paris. 1887).

CADRE, ka'dr' (Fr., frame, from Lat. quad-

rum, square) . The commissioned and non-commis-

sioned staff officers, including the artificers and
musicians, of a regiment. The term includes prac-

tically all the oiilcers, non-commissioned olTicers,

and men necessary in the construction of a frame-

work or organization. aro\ind which may be as-

sembled the' rank and file required to constitute a

regiment. It is peculiarly a French institution,

and has particular application to the permanent
regimental headquarters staff, about which a re-

serve ii'giment would assemble if mobilized.

CADUCEUS, ka-du'.se-us (Lat., from Gk. K-qp-

i/iteior, kcrykeion, jEo\. xapiKiov, kari/kion, her-

ald's staff; for the interchange of D and R, op.

ar-biter for ''adbiter) . The winged staff of

Mercury, or Hermes, as he was called by

the Greeks. In its earliest form it is com-

])oscd of three branches, one forming the handle,

and the other two intertwined. This is also

the herald's staff, as it appears in early w-orks

of art, and is borne also by Iris, as well as by
earthly messengers. Later, the place of the

intertwined branches is taken by snakes, and in

a still later form the staff is furnished with

wings. Homer refers to the magic golden wand
of ilermes, but without reference to its form.

Among the moderns the caduceus is used as an
emldem of connnerce, over v\hich Mercury was
the presiding divinity.

CADWALADER, krid-wol'o-der, George
( 1804-79). An American lawyer and soldier. He
was born in Philadelphia, where he studied law
and practiced that profession. He was a briga-
dier-general of volunteers in the Mexican War,
and for gallantry at Chapultepec was brevett^d
major-general. He again practiced law until
the outbreak of the Civil War, became a major-
general of volunteers in April. lS(i2, and in the
same year was appointed a member of the com-
mission to revise the military laws and regu-
lations of the LTnited States. He was the author
of Scrinces in the Mexican C'ampairin of ISJ/l

(1848).

CADWALADER, George. Gent. An as-
sumed name of George B. Dodington.

CADWALADER, or CADWALLADER,
JoiiX (1742-801. An American soldier. He
was born in Philadelphia, where he served as a
member of the Committee of Safety, and at the
beginning of the Revolutionary War was made
commander of the Pennsylvania militia, with the
rank of brigadier-general. He participated in

the battles of the Brandywine, Germantown. Mon-
mouth, and Trenton, and in July, 1778, fought a
duel with Gen. Thomas Conway, the leader of
the cabal against Washington. (See CoKW.w
Cab.\l. ) Subsequently General Cadwalader was
a member of the Maryland Legislative Assembly.

CADWALLADER. In Foote's farce. The
Autliuy, a cliaracter burlesquing a certain Mr.
Aprice, his friend, who later secured the play's

withdrawal.

CADWALLADER, Rev. Mr. The easy-tem-
pered village parson in George Eliot's Middle-
march.

CADWALLOIT, kad-w611on. A harper in

Scoff's The lictrolhed, who is killed for disguis-

ing himself as Vidal.

CffiCIL'IA GENS. A plebeian clan of Rome
of which mention is found in the Fifth Century
B.C. Its family names are Bassus, Denter, Metel-

lus. Niacr. Pinna, and Rufus.

CiECILIA METEL'LA, Tomb of. The most
conspicuous ruin on llie Appian Way, near Rome,
the magnificent burial-place of the daughter of

Metellus Creticus and daughter-in-law of the

triumvir Crassus. The tomb formerly known as

Capo de Bove, from its frieze of ox-skulls, is a

circular edifice measuring 65 feet in diameter,

standing on a square base. The whole was
sheathed with travertine, which was removed
under Pope Sixtus V. for use in other buildings.

The tomb was converted into a battlemented
stronghold in the Thirteenth Century. The secret

passage to the crypt was accidentally found by
workmen who were dismantling the base in the

Sixteenth Century. The sarcophagus is still pre-

served.

CffiCILIID^, ses'Ml'i-de (Neo-Lat., from
Lat. Ca-cilia, a kind of lizard, from cwcus^,

blind). A family of degenerate, worm-like, bur-

rowing amphibians of the tropics. See Blind-
woRir, 3.

C-iECILIXJS STATIUS, sft-slll-us sta'shi-us

(B.C. ?-l()8). A Roman comic poet and dra-

matist, of whose works few fragments reniain.

The people ranked him with Plautus and Ter-
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cnce. Consult Ribbeck, Comicorum Romanorum
Fragmenta ( [.eipzig, 1ST3).

C^'COMOR'PH^ (Xeo-Lat., from Lat. em-
eus, bliml + (ik. ijjapcpi), morphe, sliape. form).
An order of birds af;roeing in cranial structure
(schizognathous and schizorhinal) , externally
characterized by having palmate feet, and em-
bracing the loons, gi-ebes, sea-fowl, gulls, alba-
trosses, petrels, and allied forms.

CiECUM, se'kfim (Lat. ewcus. blind). A
blind pouch in the human intestine into which
the small intestine empties. It is also called the
caput coli, or head of the colon. The colon, or
large intestine, starts from it, in the hollow of

the right iliac region, and runs upward, in its

first part. The Civcum in man is too small to serve

as an important part of the digestive tract, and
is comparatively useless. From it springs the
vermiform appendix (q.v. ), generally posteriorly,
the lumen of the appendix opening into the cavity
of the caecum. The microscopic structure of the
walls of the caecum does not diticr in any essen-

tial from that of the rest of the large intestines.

{See I.XTESTINES.) There are four coats, the
mucous, the sub-mucous, the nuiseular, and the
serous. The mucous coat consists of a lining of

simple cylindrical epitheliiuu, which is continu-
ous with the epithelium of simple tubular glands,

which lie side by side, and are supported by a
loose lymphoid connective-tissue stroma. Be-
neath this is a single or double layer of muscle,
the niuseularis mucosce. Beneath this is a vas-

cular connective-tissue layer, the sub-mucosa,
which often contains lympli nodules. Passing
outward from the sub-mucosa, the next coat is

the muscular, divided into an inner layer,' whose
cells are disposed circularly to the lumen, and
an outer layer, whose cells have their long axes
directed longitudinally. In the ca-cum and large

intestine the circular layer is usualh' thinner
than in other parts of the gastrointestinal canal,

and the outer layer is incomplete, being arranged
in three longitudinal bands, which are shorter
than the other coats of the intestines and give it

a sacculated appearance. The serous coat is a
thin connective-tissue layer covered over with a
single layer of flat endothelial cells.

C.ECVM IX Amm.vls. In many of the mam-
malia, and particularly in most of those which
are herbivorous, the ca>cum is comparatively
large, and is found to secrete an acid fluid re-

sembling the gastric juice. It therefore appears
that, where the nature of the assimilatory pro-
cess is such as to require the detention of the
food for a considerable time, this provision is

made for it in order that digestion may be more
completely accomplished. The ca;cnm is entirely
wanting in some quadrupeds, as in bats, and the
lH?ar and weasel families. Birds have two caeca,

which are generally long and capacious in those
that are omnivorous or granivorous, and the po-

sition of which is the only circumstance that
marks the division of the intestine into two
parts, the small and the large intestine, or the
ileum and the colon. The first traces of the true
esecum arc found in reptiles, where it is mostly of

small size. Fishes have no true ca?cum occurring
in the position occupied by those of quadrupeds
and birds, but many of them have fluid sacs at-

tached to the intestine at its iippermost part,
known as pj-loric caeca, and serving to increase
the digestive surface-. The number of these cieea,

however, is extremely various; sometimes there

is only I, and sometimes nearly 200. The num-
ber is dilferent even in very nearly allied species
of the same family; thus, there arc only in
the smelt,, but 70 in the salmon, 24 in the herring,
and 80 in the shad. In some fishes, as in the
cod, the ciccum consists of large trunks ramified
into smaller ones.

CaiDMON, kfid'mon. An English poet of
I he .second half of the Seventh Century. The
only information of any weight concerning him
is in Bede's Ecclesiastical History (iv. 24) , which
was completed in 731. According to liede,

Coedmon was a man of "secular habit.' liv-

ing in the monastery at Whitby, in old Xorth-
umbria. One night while sleeping in the stables,
he saw a vision, whence came a voice command-
ing him to sing the origin of created things.
l';¥dmon iniTiiediately began to sing of God the
Creator. After relating the story of the poet's
inspiration, with many details. Bede says: 'Thus
sang he of the creation of the world, and the
beginning of the race of men. and all the history
of Genesis; of the exodus of Israel from Egj'pt,

and the entrance into the promised land; of
many other stories of the Holy Scriptures; of
the incarnation of the Lord, His passion, resur-
rection, and ascension; of the coming of the Holy
Ghost, and the teachings of the Apostles; also
of the terrors of the future judgment and the
horror of hell-punishment, and the sweetness of
the heavenly kingdom." There is now in the
Bodleian Library, Oxford, a M.S. (West Saxon,
Tenth Century) of sacred epics, of which the
poems known as Genesis, Exodus, Daniel,
Christ, and Satan, correspond with the substance
of Ciedmon's Paraphrase, as described by Bede.
They have been ascribed as a whole, or in part,
to Csdmon. The best criticism, however, holds
that some of them, and perhaps none, are his

;

that they belong, rather, to a class of popular re-

ligious poems, which may be called, if one likes,

Cfedmonian. The theme of these poems antici-

pates that of Milton's great epics; and attempts
have been made to connect Milton directly with
the Cfednion Paraphrase. Other poems besides
those mentioned have been credited to Caedmon.
Of great philological interest—for it is written
in the Xorthumbrian dialect—is the hymn which
C'lcdiiion is supposed to have composed in his
dream. These verses are preserved in a !MS. of

Bede's History, now at Cambridge. For text of

the Caedmon poems, consult : Grein-Wiilker, Bib-
liotheh der anyeliiichsischcn Poesie, Vol. II.

(Leipzig, 1804); for a translation, Thorpe,
('(cdmou (London, 1832) ; for account of Caed-

mon and the poems, ten Brink. Early Enalish
Literature, translated (London. 1883) ; and Mor-
ley, Eiifilish WrilcrK, Vol. II. (London. 1888).

CfflOilA GENS. A plebeian clan of Rome
with the family names Caldus and Rufus. Tlie

gens name is generally written Coelius on coins.

CiEI^IAN. One of the seven hills of Rome.
See Ro.Mi;.

CffiLIMONTA'NA. The smallest of the
regions fpf .Vu<justus in Rome. It included the
Ca>lian Hill and contained the Temple of Clau-
dius, the palace of Commodus, and the great
market iif Xero.

Cffi'LIXJS, Marcus Rxtfus. A Roman noble
of the First Century B.C. He had considerable tal-

ent as a writer and orator, but was conspicuous
for his profligacy. In B.C. 50 Clodius's sister.
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Clodia Quadrantaria, whom he had deserted, ac-

cused him of having made an attempt to poison

her, and of having borrowed money from her

in order to procure the murder of Dion, the Alex-

andrian ambassador. Cicero defended him in an
oration which is still extant (Cicero, Pro

Cwlio). On the outbreak of the Civil War in

49, he s\ipported Cjesar, who rewarded him bv
appointing him to the pra>torship in B.C. 48.

Soon afterwards his own enormous debts led him
to bring forward a law for the abolition of debts,

whereupon he was deprived of his office. He
was killed at Thurii while attempting to raise

an insurrection in favor of Pompey. Cselius was
a friend of Catullus, who addressed two of his

poems to him {Cannina. LVIII. and C).

CffiLIUS AURELIA'NUS. A Latin medi-

cal writer in tlie Fifth Century a.d., a resident of

Sicca in Africa. He translated from the Greek

an important work on acute and chronic dis-

eases, which is still extant. He was an expo-

nent of the 'metliodic' scliool of medicine.

CAEN, k;lx (anciently, Lat. Cadomum). The
capital of the Department of Calvados, France,

formerly the capital of Lower Normandy, situ-

ated on the left bank of the Orne, about 9

miles from its mouth and 149 miles west-north-

west of Paris (Map: France, F 2). Caen is

built in the middle of a fertile plain : its streets

are wide and clean; it has several fine squares,

and many noble specimens of ancient Norman
architecture. Among the best examples are the

churches of Saint Etienne, which was founded by

William the Conqueror, and which contained liis

monument, erected l)y William Rufus, and de-

stroyed by the Huguenots in l.")62 ; La Trinite,

called also Abbaye aux Dames, foun<led by Jla-

tilda, wife of the'Conqueror ; Saint Nicholas, now
a cavalry fodder store; Saint Pierre; and Saint

Jean. The castle, founded by the Conqueror,

and finished by Henry I. of England, was par-

tiallv destroyed in 1793. There are a university

with 60 professors and 600 students, a museum
with a splendid art collection, a public library

with over 100,000 volumes, and many otlier edu-

cational and industrial institutions. The city

has manufactures of lace, blonde, crape, cutlery,

cotton-yarn; breweries, dye-works, wax-bleach-

ing, and ship-building yards. Its Angora gloves,

made from tlie unwashed, undyed fur of Angora

rabbits, which are reared in the district, are

celebrated. (Quarries in the neighborhood pro-

duce Caen stone. Trade is facilitated by a mari-

time canal connecting the port with the sea, and

also by ample railway connections. Population,

1896. 45,380. Consult Delarue, Histoire de Caen

(Paris, 1842).

CAEN (ka'en or, Fr. pron., kilN) STONE. A
soft, light-colored limestone well adapted for

plain and carved ornamental work, obtained near

Caen, in Xormandy. The quarries have been

celebrated since a very early period. The ex-

cellence of the stone and the facility of trans-

port by sea led to the very extensive use of

Caen stone in Enghuid in the Fifteenth and

Sixteenth centuries." In 1460 the Abbot of West-

minster obtained a license to import Caen stone

for the repairs of tlie monastery. Later it be-

came a regular article of importation, and in 1.582

it was rated at the custom-house at 6s. 8d. the

ton. Winchester and Canterbury cathedrals,

Henry VII.'s chapel at Westminster, and many

churches are built of Caen stone, which is still

frequently used in England. The quarries are
subterraneous, and the stone, in blocks of 8 or 9

feet long and about 2 feet thick, is brought to the
surface through vertical shafts. Owing to its

porous and soft nature, the stone is unfitted for

exterior work in a severe climate like that of the
United States. See Limestone.

CffiRE, se're. See CERraTEEl.

CAERLEON, kar-le'on (Welsh, caer, fortress,

castle, town -j- leoii, legion). An ancient town
in Monmouthshire, England, on the Usk, two
miles northeast of Newport (Map: England,
Do). It is the Isca Silurum of the Romans,
and is supposed to have been the capital of

the Roman Province of Britannia Secunda, now
Wales, and the residence of the famous King
Arthur. It was the seat of an ancient arcli-

bishopric, which was removed to Saint Davids in

the Eleventh Century. Many Ronum remains
have been discovered in the neighborhood, and a

great number of the smaller antiquities have
been gathered into a very fine collection in the

town museum. Near by is a large amphitheatre;
also an artificial mound wliicli has been given tlie

name of King Arthur's Round Table. Popula-

tion, in 189l'. 1411: in 1901, 1367.

CAERNARVON, kar-nar'von. See Carnar-
von.

Cai'RULA'RIUS, Michael. The Patriarch

of Constantinople from 1043 to 1059, who com-

pleted tlie breach prepared by Photius between

tlie Latin and Greek churches. He did away
with the use of the Latin ritual in many Bul-

garian-churches, and in a letter to the Bishop of

Trani. Apulia, made formal attack upon Rome.
His complaints were bitter restatements of those

long previously made, including particularly the

use by the Latins of unleavened bread in the

sacrament of the l^ord's Supper. In consequence

of this letter. Pope Leo IX. sent to Constanti-

nople ambassadors wlio were kindly received by
the Emperor Constantine Monomachus, but re-

sisted by Michael, who later succeeded in in-

fluencing the Emperor's attitude. Thereupon
the Papal legates deposited on the altar of the

Church of Saint Sophia a bull of excommunica-
tion, and departed. jMichael continued in power
until banislied by the Emperor Isaac Comnenus
in 1059. There are extant some decretals of

Michael, and Henricus Canisius gives several let-

ters in his Antiqua; Leciioncs. Consult Pichler,

GesclnclHe der kirchlichen Trennnng zwischen

dein Orient und Occident (Munich, 1864).

CJES'ALPIN'IA (after the Italian botanist

C;esa!(iinus) . A genus of trees of the order

Leguminoste, the type of the sub-order Coesal-

piiiiea'. This sub-order is characterized by ir-

regular flowers, which are not papilionaceous, and
contains more than 700 known species. Among
the members of tlie groups many are notable for

their purgative properties, as senna (q.v. ) ; some
produce eatable fruits, as the tamarind (q.v.),

the carob (q.v.). and the West Indian locust-

tree (q.v.) ; some yield resinous and bal.samic

products, as copaiba (q.v.) and aloes-wood;

some produce important dye-woods, as logwood

(q.v.); brazilwood (q.v.), and camwood (q.v.);

and some are trees of great size, and very valu-

able for their timber, as the purplewood (q.v.)

and the wallaba trees of (5uiana. No species

of the suborder is British, and it generally be-
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longs to warm climates. The genus Caesalpinia
contains about fifty species of trees and shrubs
witli pinnate or bipinnate leaves, handsome pur-
ple or yellow (lowers in racemes, natives of the
warm parts of Asia and America, which yield
the brazilwood, Pernambuco-wood, and sapan-
wood (q.v.) of commerce, also the astringent
pods called dividivi (q.v.), used in tanning.
Some of the species are highly ornamental, as
the royal poinciana {Ccesalpinia regia or Poin-
ciana renin) and the dwarf poinciana (Ccesal-

pinia ptilchcrrima.

CfflSAXPINTTS, sgs'al-pi'nus. See Cesai-
PINO.

Cffi'SAR. The cognomen of the most re-

nowned branch of the patrician (lens Julia, which
claimed descent from the mythical lulus, son of

jEneas. The earliest mentioned in history is

Sextus Julius Caesar, who held the office of

prajtor in B.C. 208. The great Ciesar (see below)
left no direct male descendant to bear his name,
but by his adoption of Octavius (afterwards the
Emperor Augustus ) the name passed to him, and
from Augustiis, also by adoption, to his imme-
diate successors Tiberius and Caliguki. Claudius
and Xero, though not Julii, continued the name,
which died out as a family name when Nero was
killed. Henceforth it became a title of the
reigning emperor; Vitellius alone reftised to ac-

cept it. From Trajan's reign it stands regularly
after the name 'emperor'; imperator Cwsar.
Later the title Ccesar was used to designate espe-

cially the heir presumptive to the throne, though
it did not cease to be part of the imperial title.

From it are derived the titles of the Russian
Czar and the German Kaiser.

C-ffiSAR, Don-. In Mrs. Cowley's Bold Hiroke
for a Uushand, Olivia's father, an old man who
makes loves to a young girl, in order to lead his

daughter to marry.

CiESAR, Gaius Jruus (b.c.100-b.c.44). A
famous Roman general, statesman, and writer;

one of the most remarkable men of all time.
He was the son of a Roman prsetor of the same
name, and was bom July 12, B.C. 100. Two cir-

cumstances conspired to determine his sym-
pathies in favor of democracy, and against a

republican oligarchy. The first was the marriage
of his aunt .Julia with Gaius Marius; the sec-

end, the marriage of Caesar himself, in B.C. 83,

with Cornelia, daughter of L. Cinna, one of the
principal enemies of Sulla. The anger of the
dictator at this cost C-esar his rank, property,
and almost his life itself. Feeling that he would
be safer abroad for a time, he went to

Asia (B.C. 81); but on learning of the death
of Sulla (B.C. 78), he hurried back to Rome,
where he found the popular party in a state of

great ferment, and anxious to regain what it

had lost under the vigorous despotism of the

aristocratic dictator. Ca?sar, however, took no
])art in the attempts of Lepidus to overthrow
the oligarchy; but he showed his political lean-,

ings by prosecuting (n.c. 77) Cn. Dulabella—

a

great partisan of Sulla—for extortion in his

Province of Macedonia. To improve his elo-

quence, he went to Rhodes to study under the

rhetor Apollonius Molo. In B.C. 74 he returned
to Rome, where he had been elected pontifex,

and now for the first time threw himself ear-

nestly into public life. In the year B.C. 70 he

attached himself to Pompeius, whose political

actions at this time were of a decidedly demo-
cratic character. In B.C. 68 Caesar obtained a
quaestorship in Spain. On his return to Rome
(B.C. 67) he married Pompeia, a relative of

Pompeius, with whom he was daily becoming
more intimate. In B.C. 65 he was elected to the
eurule aedileship, and lavished vast sums of

money on games and public buildings, by which
he increased his already great popularity. For
the next few years Cicsar is found steadily skir-

mishing on the popular side. In B.C. 03 he was
elected Pontifex Maxinuis, and shortly after

praetor. During the same year occurred the fa-

mous debate on the Catiline conspiracy, in which
the aristocratic party vainly endeavored to per-

suade the consul, Cicero, to include Caesar in the
list of conspirators. In B.C. 62 Pompeius re-

turned from the East, and disbanded his army.
Next jear Ciesar obtained, as propraetor, the
Province of Hispania Ulterior. His career in

Spain was brilliant and decisive. On his return
he was elected consul, along with !M. Calpumius
Bibulus (B.C. GO). Ca>sar, with rare tact and
sagacity, reconciled the two most powerful men
in Rome, who were then at variance—Pompeius
and Crassus—and formed an alliance with them,
known in history as the First Triumvirate
{ B.C. 60 ) . Both of these distinguished men aided
Caesar in carrying his Agrarian Law (B.C. 59) ;

and to strengthen still further the union which
had been formed, Caesar gave Pompeius his

daughter, Julia, in marriage, though she had
been promised to M. Brutus ; while he himself
married Calpurnia, daughter of L. Piso, his

successor in the consulship. On the expiration
of his term of office, he obtained for himself, by
the popular vote, the Province of Gallia Cisal-

]iina and lllyricum for five years, to which the
Senate added—to prevent the popular assembly
from doing so—the Province of Gallia Transal-
pina. Nothing could have been more favorable
to Cresar's aims. He had now an opportunity
of developing his extraordinary military genius,

and of gathering round him an amiy of veterans,

whom perpetual victory should inspire with
thorough soldierly fidelity and devotion to his

person. This was the very thing he wanted to

give him a reputation equal to that of his coad-
jutors, Pompeius and Crassus, whom, in genius,

he far surpassed. Leaving, therefore, the polit-

ical factions at Rome to exhaust themselves in

petty strifes, Csesar, in B.C. 58, after the banish-
uicnt of Cicero, repaired to his provinces, and
during the ne.xt nine years conducted those
splendid campaigns in Gaul by which, had he
done nothing else, he would have "btiilt himself
an everlasting name." Caesars fir.st campaign
was against the Uelvetii, who were migrating
from Switzerland into Gaul, and whom he totally

defeated near Bibracte (Mont-Beuvray, near Au-
tun). Out of 368,000 men, women, and chil-

dren, only 110,000 remained. These were com-
mandi'd by Ca'sar to return home and cultivate

their lands. The eyes of the Gauls were now
turned upon the new conqueror, whose aid was
solicited against an invader from beyond the
Rhine, the German chief Ariovistus. (jiesar ad-

vanced against Ariovistvis, who was utterly over-

thrown. And now Caesar, having in the course of

one campaign successfully concluded two im-
portant wars, led his troops into winter quarters.

Next year (B.C. 57) occurred the Belgic War, in

which CiCsar successively routed the Suessionea,
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Bellovaci, Ambiani, and Xervii, who, alarmed
at the progress of the Roman arms, had entered
into an alliance with eaoh otiier against the in-

vaders. When the Senate received Ciesar's offi-

cial dispatches, it decreed a tlianksgiving of

fifteen days—an honor never previously granted
to any other general. During the winter and
the spring following, Caesar stayed at Lucca

;

and, after spending large sums of money in

hospitality and for other less praiseworthy pur-
poses, he dejiarted for Oaul, where the flames of

war had burst out in the northwest. The Veneti,
a maritime people of Brittanj-, who possessed
fleets of large vessels, were the chief instigators
of the insurrection. Caesar's plans were laid

with consummate skill, and were crowned with
the most splendid success. The Veneti were
totally defeated, and most of the other Gallic

tribes were either checked or subdued. Cfesar

wintered in the country of the Aulerci and
l.e.Kovii (Normandy), having, in the course of

three campaigns, conquered Gaul. Ne.xt year
(B.cJ 55) C'rassus went to the East (where he
was slain by the Parthians in B.C. 53), and
Ponipeius to Spain, while Caesar's provincial gov-
ernment was prolonged for five years. He now
undertook a fourth campaign against two Ger-
man tribes who were about to enter Gaul. He
was again successful : and, pursuing the fleeing

enemy across the Ehine. which he had bridged,
spent eighteen days in plundering the district

inhabited Ijy tlie Sigambri. He next invaded
Britain, about the autumn ; but after a brief stay
in the island returned to Gaul. The Roman Sen-
ate, astonished at Jiis hardihood and his successes

in regions where no Ronuin army had ever been
before, accorded him a public thanksgiving of

twenty days. In B.C. 54 Ciesar opened his fiftli

<;ampaisn i\v a second invasion of Britain. On
his return to Gaul, he was compelled—un ac-

count of the scarcity of corn, arising from
drought—to winter his army in divisions. This
naturally aroused the hopes of the Gauls, who
thought the time had come for recovering their

independence. An insurrection broke out in the

northeast of Gaul, which was at first partially

successful, but was ultimately crushed. Caesar

resolved to winter at Saniarobriva (Amiens), in

the vicinity of the malcontents. In B.C. 53 he
commenced his sixth campaign. It was chiefly

occupied in crushing a second insurrection of

the Gauls.

Ciesar then returned to northern Italy, that he
might be able to comnumieate more easil}- and
securely with his friends in Rome. That city

was gradually becoming more anarchic, the evils

of weak government more apparent; the hour
for decisive action seemed to be approaching,

and doubtless Caesar's heart beat with expecta-

tion of the mighty future reserved for his bound-
less ambition, when all at once tlic jirospect was
darkened l)y a tremendous rebellion extend-

ing over the whole of Gaul, headed by a young
warrior named Vercingetorix. It was in the dead
of winter when the news came to Ca>sar, who in-

stantly saw that, at all hazards, he must preserve

liis fame and his army. Leaving, therefore, his

rival Pompeius to succeed at Rome, he hurried to

meet the insurgent hordes. His great difficulty

was to collect his scattered legions. First cross-

ing, with some Cisalpine and pruvincial troops,

the mountains of Auvergne, lliougli they lay six

feet deep in snow, he suddenly appeared among

the Arverni. who, terrified at his unexpected ap-

j)roach, sent for their chief, Vercingetorix, to come
to their assistance. This was precisely what
Caesar wished. After some wonderful exhibitions
of military skill and numerous successes by
the Romans, ^'ercingetorix was shiit up in Alesia
(Alise in Burgundy), with all his infantry.

CTsar besieged him, and though harassed by
nearly 300,000 Gauls without, who attempted,
iiut in \'ain. to break through the well-defended
Roman lines, he forced Vercingetorix to capitu-
late, ilany of the tribes now hastened to
submit to Caesar, who prudently determined
to w-inter among the vanquished. The Sen-
ate voted him another public thanksgiving. In
tlie next year (B.C. 51) Ciesar proceeded to quell
the tribes who still held out. This he suc-
cessfully accomplished, and having, in addition,
reduced the whole of Aquitania, passed tlie win-
ter of his eighth campaign at Xenietocenna, in

Belgium, where lie spent the time in a manner
both politic and magnanimous. The Gallic prin-
ces were courteously and generously treated; the
common people were spared the imposition of

further taxes; and everything was done to ren-
der it possible for him to visit Italy with safety
in the spring. This he did, and "took up his
residence at Ravenna, where he was informed
of everything that was going on by the tribune
C. Curio. There can be no doubt that at this

moment he \\as the most pojjular man in the
State, while his soldiery were devoted to him
with a loyalty as enthusiastic as that which
Bonaparte inspired when fresh from his Italian
victories.

Meanwhile, Pompeius, whose vanity could not
endure the greatness of Caesar, had been gradu-
ally inclining again to the aristocracy, whose
ilread of the new conqueror was hourly increas-

ing. After much futile diplomatic finesse on
all sides, the Senate carried a motion "that
Caesar should disband his army by a certain
day; and that if he did not do so he should be
regarded as an enemy of the State," The trib-

unes jSIarcus Antonius and Q. Cassius put tlieir

veto on this motion ; but tJiey were violently
driven out of the Senate chamber, and, fearing
for their lives, they fled to Ctesar's camp. The
Senate, in the madness of their terror, now de-

clared war, and intrusted the cimduct of it to
Pompeius, whose pride in the invincibility of his

military prowess liindered him from taking the
necessary measures for the defense of the State.
He fancied that his name would bring thousands
to his standard, and he was even led to believe
that Ca?sar's troops were willing to desert their
general ; the result of which delusion was that
when hostilities formally commenced, he had
hardly any soldiers except two legions which h;id

recently been in the seiwice of his rival. Ca'sar,

on the other hand, perceiving that the time for

decisive action had at length come, harangued
his victorious troops, who were willing to follow
him anywhere; crossed the Rubicon (a small
stream which separated his province from Italy
proper), and moved swiftly, amid tlie acclama-
tions of the people, toward Rome. Ponipeius
fled to Brundisium, pursued by Ciesar, but con-
trived to reach Greece in safety, March 17, B,c.

19. Tlie Italian cities had everywhere gladly
( pened their gates to the conqueror as a deliver-

er. Within three months Caesar was master of
all Italy.
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Csesar next subdued Ponipcius's legates in

Spain, who were at the head of considerable
forces. On his return he took Massilia (Mar-
seilles), where he learned that he had been ap-
pointed dietator of the Republic— a function
whieli at this time he retained for only eleven
days; but these were honorably distin<;ruished

by the passing of several humane enactments.
Pompeius, now thoroughly alive to the uuigni-

tude of his danger, had gathered a jjowcrful

array in Egypt, Greece, and the East, while his

lleet swept the sea. Csesar, however, crossing
the Adriatic at an unexpected season, hastened
to Dyrrhachium, where Pompeius's stores were;
but was nevertheless outstripped by his oppo-
nent. Pompeius intrenched his army upon some
high ground near the city, where he was be-

sieged by C.nesar. The first encounter was favor-
able to Pompeius, who drove back Caesar s

legions with much loss. The latter now retreat-

ed to Thessaly, followed by his exulting enemies.
A second battle ensued on the plains of Phar-
salia, August 9, B.C. 48. Pompeius's army was
utterly routed and Pompeius himself lied to

Egypt, where he was treacherously murdered.
See Pompeius.
Xo sooner had the news reached Rome than

Cipsar was again appointed dictator for one year,
and consul for five years. He was invested with
tribunitial power for life, and with the right of

holding all the magisterial eomitia except those
for the election of the plebeian tribunes. He did
not, however, return to Rome after the battle

of Pharsalia, but went to Egypt, then in a dis-

tracted condition on account of the disputes re-

garding the succession. Out of love for Cleo-
patra (who subsequently bore him a son), he
entered upon the "Alexandrine War,' in which
he was successful, and which he brought to a
close in March, B.C. 47. He next overthrew
Pharnaces, King of Bosporus, son of INIith-

ridates, near Zela, in Pontus, August 2d of
ihe same year, and arrived in Rome in Sep-
tember. He was once more appointed dictator,

and the property of Pompeius was confiscated
and sold. Before the close of the year he had
set out for Africa, where his campaign against
the Pompeian generals, Scipio and Cato, was
crowned with victory at the battle of Thap-
sus, April 6, B.C. 40. Cato committed suicide
at Utica ; and with such irresistible celerity
was the work of subjugation carried on, that by
the end of the summer Ctesar was again in

Rome. Xow occurred that display of noble and
wise generosity which proves Csesar to have been
possessed of a great, magnanimous nature. He
was not a man that could stoop to the vulgar
atrocities of JIarius or Sulla, and so he majes-
tically declared that henceforth he had no ene-

mies, and that he would make no difference be-

tween Pompeians and C'sesarians. His victories

in Gaul, Egypt, Pontus, and Africa were cele-

brated by four great triumphs, during which
the whole Roman populace was feasted and
ff-ted by the magnificent liberality of the dic-

tator.

He now proceeded to check, by wholesale en-

actments, as far as in him lay, the social evils

which had long flourished in the city. During
the year B.C. 40, also, he conferred a benefit on
Rome and on the world by the reformation of

the calendar, which had been greatly abused by
the Pontifical College for political purposes.

In the meanwhile Pompeius's sons, Gneius and
Sextus, were in arms in Spain. Caesar over-
whelmed their forces at Munda (B.C. 4.5). He
now received the title of 'Fatiier of his Country.'
and also of impcralor; was.nuide dictator and
prwfectuK morum for life, and consul for ten
years; his person was declaretl sacred, and even
divine; he obtained a bodyguard of knights and
senators; liis statue was placed in the temples;
his portrait was struck on coins; the month
Quintilis was called .Julius in his honor; and on
all public occasions he was permitted to wear the
triumphal robe. He now pro]iosed to make a
digest of the whole Roman law for public use; to
found libraries for the same purpose; to drain
Ihe Pontine nuirslies; to enlarge the harbor of
Ostia; to dig a canal through the Isthmus of
Corinth; and to quell the inroads of the bar-
barians on the eastern frontiers. But in the
midst of these vast designs he was cut oil by
assassination, on the Ides (1.5th) of March, B.C.
44. The details of this crime—the greatest
disaster that could have befallen the Roman
world, as sul)sequent events made plain—are too
familiar to require narration. It is sufficient
to say that of the sixty aristocrats who were
in the conspiracy, nuiny luid jiartaken of Caesar's
generosity, and all of his clemency. A few,
like Brutus, out of a weak and formal conscien-
tiousness, based on theory rather than insight,
were probably shocked by Caesar's desire to
change the form of government into an hereditary
monarchy; but most of them, like Cassius, were
inspired by a jealous hatred of the dictator, and
the base ambition of regaining power at all
hazards.

Caesar, who was 56 years of age when he was
murdered, was of a noble and kingly presence, tall
of stature, and possessing a countenance which,
though pale and thin with thought, was always
animated by the light of his black eyes. He was
bald-headed (at least, in the latter part of his
life), wore no beard; and though of a rather
delicate constitution naturally, he ultimately
attained to the most vigorous health. His be-
setting sin was sensuality; but without meaning
to detract from the criminality of his conduct
in this respect, it may be said that it was as
much the sin of the times in which he lived as
his own, and that the superlative grandeur of
his position gave a prominence to his licentious-

ness which a more humble lot would have es-

caped. His intellect was marvelously versatile.

In everjthing he excelled. He was not only the
first general and statesman of his age, but ho
was—excepting Cicero— its greatest orator. As
an historian he has never been surpassed, and
rarely equaled in simplicity and vigor of style,

and in the trutlifulness with which he narrates
events of whicli lie was an eye-witness. He was,
moreover, a mathematician, philologist, jurist,

and architect, and always took great pleasure
in literary society. Most of his writings have
been lost, though their titles are preserved; yet
we still possess his invaluable Cominentarii
(generally know-n as "Cipsar's Commentaries on
the Gallic and Civil Wars"). The cditio prin-

rcpn was printed at Rome (1449). The best edi-

tion of his works is that of Dinter (Leipzig,

1S90). Ca>sar's life was formally written in an-

cient times by Suetonius and Plutarch. Consult,

also: Delorme, ('<^sar et scs Coiitcmporains, etc.

(Paris, 18G8) ; Napoleon III., Bisloirc de Juice
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C4sar (Paris, 1865-66); Stoffel, id., Ln Guerre
civile {Paris, 1888) ; Froude, Cwsar (London,
1870) ; Dodge, "Cae-sar," in Great Captains
Series (Boston, 1892) ; and Fowler, Julius
C(Esar and the Foundation of the Roman Im-
jierial System (New York, 1892). On the Gallic

campaigns, consult Holmes, Cwsar's Conquest of
Gaul (London, 1899).

C.SSAR, Gardens of. A tract on the south-

ern slope of the Janieulum at Rome, laid out by
Julius Caesar in terraces supported by colon-

nades, with artificial glens and waterfalls. The
site commanded an extended view. No remains
above ground are now extant, but the spot has
yielded a number of important works of art. The
gardens were given to the people by Csesar's will.

C^S'ARE'A IN CAPPADOCIA, kap'pa-

do'shi-a. Sec Kaisakieii.

CffiS'ARE'A (Gk.Kaiadpcia,Kaisareia) PAL'-
ESTI'N.ffi. An ancient seacoast to\m of Pales-

tine, on the site of wliich is the modern El-

Kaisariyeh, 32 miles north of Jafl'a (Map: Pales-

tine, B 2). It was built by Herod the Great
and named in honor of Augustus Csesar. The
site was originally called Strato's Tower. Herod
made here a magnificent harbor by construct-

ing a strong breakwater (the ruins of which
still remain) on which he lavished vast sums
of money. The town was built at great ex-

pense, with an amphitheatre, temples, and other

like structures ( Josephus, Ant. xv. 3-5 : 9-G

;

xvi. 5-1). Its water-supply and drainage system
were of unusual excellence. It became the mili-

tary capital of Palestine, where the Roman pro-

curators had their headquarters. It is noted
in New Testament history as the place where
Peter preached the Gospel to Cornelius, the first

Gentile convert to Christianity (Acts x.), and as

the scene of Paul's two years' imprisonment
(Acts xxiii. 33, xxvi. 32) . In the great war with

Rome, A.D. 60-70, Csesarea suffered the almost
total extermination of its Jewish inhabitants.

Here Vespasian had his headquarters and was
proclaimed Emperor, a.d. 69. Soon after he con-

stituted it a Roman colony. After the fall of

Jerusalem (a.d. 70) it became the metropolis

of Palestine. During the early Christian cen-

turies Cipsarea continued to be a place of impor-

tance. Pamphilus, pupil and friend of Origen,

had here a famous library (Third Century).
Eusebius, the father of Church history, was
Bishop of the place 315-318, The town was con-

quered by the Moslems in the Seventh Century.

The Crusaders captured and plundered it in 1101.

Among the booty thev found, it was claimed, the
Holy Grail. ( See Grail, The Holt, ) After va-

rious fortunes at the hands of the Crusaders, who
rebuilt it on a smaller scale, it was finally de-

stroyed by the Sultan Bibars in 12G5, The
modern place is only a village on the ancient site.

CffiSAREA PHILIP'PI. An ancient town
of Palestine, near the foot of the southern slope

of Mount liermon. On its site is the modern
village of Banias, formerly Paneas. Close by
the place is a cavern whence issues one of the

main sources of the river Jordan. In the Greek
period this spring was consecrated to the god

Pan. About B.C. 20 the Emperor Augustus gave

this region to Herod the Great, who built a

beautiful temple of white stone near the old

Greek sanctuary, dedicating it to Augustus. On
Herod's death "the place became a part of the

tetrarehy of his son Philip, who built here a
town, calling it Ca-sarea. It became known as
the Ca^sarea of Philip (Coesarea Philippi) (Jo-
sephus, Ant, XV. 10-3, xviii. 2-1; Wars of the
Jews, i. 21-3, ii. 9-1). Jesus visited tlie neigh-
borhood for a short period of rest, at which time
he more fully disclosed his Messiahship to the
disciples (Matt. xvi. 13ff. and parallels). The
name of the town was later changed to Neronias
in honor of Nero. But the old name Paneas per-
sisted, and outlived the others, since the modern
Banias is but a corruption of Paneaa.

CjffiSAREAN (se-za're-an), or C^SARI-
AN, OPERATION (Lat. p.p. cwsus, from
cwdere, to cut. Popularly, but in all likelihood
erroneously, connected with Ceesar) . A name
which has from very ancient times been applied
to the operation of delivering a child tlirough
an abdominal incision into the pregiuint uterus
instead of by way of the natural passages. The
operation is of very ancient date. It is supposed
to have been practiced by the Greeks, and Pliny
mentions that Scipio Africanus and Manlius
were born in this way. Children delivered in
this manner were known as Cssones, and from
this the name Ciesar was subsequently derived
as a family name,
A number of noted persons in history have had

their names associated with the operation, as
-Eseulapius, Julius Caesar, and Edward VI, of
England. In the case of the latter two, however,
there seems to be very good evidence that birth
was not accomplished in this manner.
There can be no question, however, that

the operation was frequently practiced, and its

performance was from tjme to time made a mat-
ter of statutory enforcement. Numa Pompilius
decreed that every pregnant woman who died
should be opened, and the Senate of Venice in

1608 decreed that practitioners should perform
the operation, under heavy penalties, on pregnant
women supposed to be dead. In 1749 the King
of Sicily imposed the punishment of death upon
a medical man who neglected to operate on a
dying woman advanced in pregnancy.
During these earlier days in the history of the

operation it seems to have been practiced almost
solely upon women just dead or at the point of

death, and to have had for its purpose the saving
of the infant alone. The first case in which the
operation was performed on a living woman oc-

curred in 1491. Since tiiis date many cases have
from time to time been reported of both mother
and child having survived the operation, and
some of these under the most adverse circum-
stances. It is only since 1890, however, that the

operation has come to take its place as a well-

recognized surgical procedure in certain cases

where delivery is impossible by natural means.
In brief, the operation is performed by making

a vertical incision six or seven inches long in

the mid-line of the abdomeji over the pregnant
uterus. When the uterus is exposed it is drawn
into the wound, incised from above downward,
and the child and placenta rapidly removed.

After this the incision in the uterus is carefully

closed by sutures, and it is allowed to fall back

into its place. The abdominal wall is then

brought together after the usual methods of

suture and a suitable dressing applied. A very

small death-rate attends the operation as at

present practiced.
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A modification of the Coesarean operation,

kno\vn as Poiro's operation, removes the utenis
after it is freed of its contents, thus obviating
any possibility of a future pregnancy. Consult
Kelly, Opcratice Gi/ncccology (New York, 1898).

C^SAR IN EGYPT. A tragedy by Colley
fibber, produced at Drury Lane in 1724, and
published in octavo in the following year. Its

sources are Beaumont and Fletcher's False One
and Corneille's llort dc Pompec.

C-fflSARIO, se-za'ri-o. In Shakespeare's
Tiiilfth \i(jht, the name under which Viola, in

the disguise of a page, enters the service of

Orsino.

CJESARISM. A term applied to that form
of absolute rule in which the functions of gov-
ernment are exercised bj' a single person in

w honi they have, presumably, been vested by the
will of the people. Such a despotism was that
of Julius Csesar, resting on a basis of popularity
purchased by the free distribution of bread and
gratuitous admittance to the gladiatorial shows,
oi- that of the two Napoleons with its recourse
to pliable plebiscites.

CffiSA'RITJS, Sai>'T op Akles. A bishop
of the Sixth Century. He was educated in

the monastery of Lerins, was ajiiJointed in 502
to the episcopal chair of Aries, and introduced
into his bishopric many needed reforms. His
RegulcE Duce were much used by the founders
of orders, previous to the general adoption of

the Rule of Benedict. In 529, at the sjTiod of

-Arausio (now Orange), he defended the Augus-
tinian doctrines against the Semipelagians.

C^SARIUS OF HEISTERBACH, his'ter-

b;iG. A German preacher and historian of the
Thirteenth Century. He became a Cistercian
friar in the monastery of Heisterbach, and died
as prior there. He wrote De Miraculis et Vision-
ibus sui Temporis (Cologne, 1591) ; Bomilia (ib.

1615) ; and other works. Consult Kaufraann,
Ccesariu.i von Heisteriach (Cologne, 1850).

CffiSARIUS OF NAZTAN'ZUS ( ? -368).

A Christian scholar and writer of the Fourth
Century. He was educated at Alexandria, went
thence to Constantinople, where many digni-

ties were conferred upon hiui, and was dis-

tinguished for his knowledge of mathematics and
physics. He is credited with four dialogues in

the Latin editions of Saint Gregory, as also in

the BibUotheca Pntrtnn ; and Suidas says he
wrote a work entitled Contra Gentes.

C.ai'SARODU'NUM: (CWsar + Gadhel. dun,

stronghold, fort, AS. dt'm, Engl, down, Latinized

dunum). The ancient name of Tours, meaning
'Caesar's Fort.'

C^SARS, The City of the. A legendary

city of South America sought by many explor-

ers of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth centuries.

It is generally supposed to have been built by a

member of the party of Sebastian Cabot, Caesar

by name, on the eastern slope of the Andes, near

the middle western border of Argentina, in the

second quarter of the Sixteenth Century. An-
other legend holds that it was founded by a ship-

wrecked Spanish crew, in the same locality and
time.

CESAR'S HOUSEHOLD (Lat. familia

C'CBsaris, Gk. i) Kniaapor o'lKia, hS Kaisaros oikia)

.

A phrase used in the Epistle to the Philippians

(iv. 22, "All the saints salute you, especially they

that are of Ca;sar's household"). In its later

and nuu-e developed usage, it referred to the
Imperial household as embracing, not merely
the immediate servants of the jialacc, but the
whole list of the Emperor's attendants, amount-
ing to a considerable portion of the city's popula-
tion, and including in its number persons of rank,

as well as freedmen and slaves. At the time
when Philippians was written, however, the
usage of the phrase was restricted, and denoted
merely the direct servants and dependents of the
Imperial establishment, who were exclusively
slaves or freedmen.
The purely incidental character of the refer-

ence in the Epistle indicates that these members
of the Emperor's household were known to par-
ties in the Church at Philippi, being perhaps
originally from that neighborhood in the East.
If, therefore, as there is every reason to suppose,
this Epistle, as the first of Paul's captivity let-

ters, was written early in his imjirisonnient,
these Imperial servants were in all probability
brought into the Church before Paul's arrival
in Rome, having possibly learned the Gospel in

Philippi itself. At all events, they were more
likely of Grecian than of Latin origin, Greeks
and Orientals being especially numerous in
Xero's household. The names of some of the
Imperial attendants of this period, as recovered
from the columbaria, occur in Uie list of saluta-
tions in Rom. xvi. Consult: J. B. Lightfoot,
Commentary on Philippians, 7th ed. (London,
18S3) : Th. Zahn, Einleitung in das neue Testa-
ment, Vol. I., 2d ed. (Leipzig, 1900).

CiESIUM, se'zl-um (Lat. ra:sius. bluish-

gray). A chemical element discovered spectro-

scopically, in 1860, by Bunsen and Kirchhoft". It

is found, in very small quantities, in certain

mineral waters and in a number of minerals, in-

cluding lepidolite, petalite, and certain feld-

spars. The only mineral which contains con-

siderable quantities of it is the rare mineral
pollux, found on the Isle of Elba, this mineral
containing as much as 34 per cent, of cipsium
oxide. The pre])aration of metallic caesium in-

volves the complete separation ,of its compounds
from those of the other elements (iron, alumi-
nium, the alkaline earths, and especially potas-

siimi and rubidium) that may be present in the

given source ; further, the transfonnation of the
])ure Civsium compound obtained into the cya-

nide, and, finally, the electrolytic decomposition
of the cj-anide. The ])ure metal is very similar
to potassium, and has a great avidity for oxy-

gen, readily taking fire if exposed to tlie air. It

is white, with a metallic lustre, has a specific

gravity of 1.88, and melts at 27° C. (80.6° F.).

Its chemical symbol is Cs; its atomic weight,

132.9. Its spectrum shows two characteristic

lines in the blue part.

CAETANI, kii'ft-tii'ne, illCHELANGELO, Duke
of Sermoneta (1804-82). An Italian student of

Dante, born in Rome. He was best known for

his coniMientarics on the Divina Conimedia, in-

cluding Delia dottrina die si asconde nell' ot-

lavo V nuno canto dclV Inferno (1852) ; La ma-
teria delta Divina Commedia (1865); and Tre
chiose nella Divina Commedia (1876).

CAF, kiif, KAF (or more properly, Qaf).
The mountain, or range of mountains, which in

Arabic and Persian fiction surrounds the earth.

The i)ivot on which the mountain rests is a great

emerald from which the sky receives its colors,
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and the mountain is the dwelling-place of giants
and genii. 'From Kaf to Kaf signifies from
one end of the world to the other. The name Kaf
is sometimes applied also to the Caucasus range.

CAFE PROCOPE, ka'fa' pro'kop'. See Pbo-
COPE. C.\Ft:.

CAFFA, kiif'fa. See I£affa.

CAFFARELLI, kaf'fa-rel'le. Gaetano SIa-
JOKAXO (1703-83). An Italian vocalist who,
when a boy, was. deemed, the first soprano of the
age. Ho was highly successful for many years,
having uo rival, excepting, possibly, Farinelli.

CAFFEINE, kaf-fe'in, THE1NE, or GUA-
RANINE, <.'wa'ra-nin' (Brazil) (from Xeo-Lat.
Ofi/fe-i, cottee), C,H,„XA + H,0. Au alkaloid
found in tea, coffee, and other vegetable products.
It is a solid subst^mce, crystallizing in long, flex-

ible, colorless needles, which melt at 225° C. It
combines with the strong mineral acids to form
salts, such as the hydrochloride of caffeine—which
are, however, very imstable. Pure cafi'eine is odor-
less, has a bitter taste, and is permanent in the
air. If its solution in chlorine water is evaporated
to drvaiess and the remaining residue redissolved
in dilute ammonia water, a beautiful violet-red
coloration is obtained. By this reaction the pres-
ence of caffeine may be detected in samples sub-
mitted for examination. Caffeine may be ex-

tracted from the tea bj- treatment with hot
water and the subsequent addition of lime; the
mixture thus obtained is evaporated to dryness,
-and the caffeine is dissolved out of the residue by
chloroform. It may be ])repared from coffee by
the following process. The coffee is extracted
with water: the solution is precipitated with
lead acetate and filtered; sulphuretted hydrogen
is passed into the filtrate to eliminate the excess
of lead acetate added: the solution is then ren-

dered more concentrated by evaporation and is

neutralized with ammonia ; on cooling, crystals

of caffeine separate out, which may be purified
by recrystallization from water. The amount
of caffeine found in tea and coffee varies with the
product—coffee usually contains less than 1 per
cent., while amounts varying between 2 and 4 per
cent, have been found in different samples of tea.

The alkaloid is supposed to exist in these prod-
ucts in combination with tannic acid and potas-
sium. Caffeine has absolutely no nutritive value.
If taken in moderate quantities, it has the effect

of increasing the blood-pressure and of stimulat-
ing the cerebrum, thus increasing the reasoning
power and the imagination: it is even believed to

increase the powers of muscular endurance.
Larger quantities, however, are liable to cause
trembling of the muscles, and toxic doses have
the effect of paralyzing the heart. The symp-
toms of caffeine-poisoning are buzzing in the
ears, flashes of light, a heavy feeling in the
head, restlessness, insomnia, a vapid and feeble

pulse," coldness of surface, and rise of central
temperature. Even moderate quantities of tea

and coffee are in some persons liable to cause
irregularity of the heart. Therapeutically caf-

feine is used to combat certain forms of nervous
and cardiac depression, certain headaches and
neuralgias, gotit, the insomnia of alcoholism,

and opium narcosis. It is also used as a diuretic.

Caffeine was discovered in coffee in 1820 and in

tea in 1S27 (tlicinc) ; in 1838 Jobst proved the
identity of caifeiiie and theine, and in recent years
Emil Fischer succeeded in producing the sub-

stance artificially. Fischer determined tlie
chemical constitution of caffeine, and showed that
it is closely allied to uric acid, as well as to tiic
alkaloid theobromine.

CAF'FER BREAD. See Kafir Bbead.
CAFFRA'RIA. See Kaffbahia.
CAF'FRE CAT. See Cat.

CAFFRISTAN, kiiffrestan'. See ICafibi-
stax.

CAFFI, kiiffe, Ippouto (1814-66). An Ital-
ian pamtcr. He was born at Bellnno, and stud-
ied in \enice. He painted many classical scenes
and numerous fine frescoes. He met his death
on the battle-ship lie d'ltalia during the na-
val engagement off Lissa, July 20, 1806. in
which he had participated in order to prepare
a picture of the conflict. Ho excelled in the
production of peculiar light-effects, and in his
admirable management of perspective. His
principal paintings are the following: '-Carnival
Scene on the Piazzetta, Venice" (1855), "Pano-
rama of Rome," ''Isthmus of Suez."
CAF'FYN, Kathleen :Mannixgton (?— ).

An English novelist, born at Waterloo House, in
Tipperary, Ireland. She was trained to become
a nurse, married Jlannington Caffyn, a surgeon,
and author of the popular novel Miss Jlilne and
I (1880), with whom she went out to Sydney,
Australia. After her husband's death she took
up novel-writing under the pen-name Iota. Her
works include: .1 Yclloic Aster (1804) ; Children
of Circiimslancesi (1894) : .1 Comed;/ in Spasms
(18!)5); A Quaker Grandmother (1896): Poor
Max (1898); Anyie Maiileierer (1899); The
Minx ( 1900) ; and The Happiness of Jill ( 1901 )

.

CAGAYAN, Rio Grande de. See Rio Grande
DE Cagayan.
CAGAYANE, ka'ga-yii'na. A Jlalayan peo-

ple on tlic Rio de Cagayan, northeastern Luzon.
Their speech is Ibanag. See Philippines.

CAGE-BIRDS. The practice of keeping birds
in captivity for the enjoyment of their songs,
or for entertainment from their habits, or for
admiration of their beauty, dates back so far
that we have no knowledge of its origin. It ex-
isted among the nations of Asia before the time
of Alexander, and it is said that elaborate bird-
cages of ivory and gold were among the extrava-
gances of Rome. When the islands of the Pacific
Ocean were first visited, parrots were found
captive among nearly all the tribes, and the na-
tives of tropical countries generally capture and
keep birds alive about their dwellings. In civi-

lized countries at the present time, great num-
bers of birds are so kept, and thousands are
annually imported into America in addition
to many native favorites. Birds are captured
for the market both by means of nets and with
birdlime, but more commonly the yomig are taken
from the nest and artificially reared. JIaiiy cage-
birds, however, breed well in captivity, and such
species are often reared in great numbers. A
notable instance of this is the common canary,
which, although a native of the Canary Islands,
is bred in Europe, especiaUy in the Harz ^loun-
tains, where the raising of fine canary songsters
is an important cottage industry. The bird has
become considerably modified under these condi-
tions, and those reared for cage i)urposes differ

markedly from the wild individuals in their

native islands. The question of the ethics of



TYPICAL CAGE BIRDS

1.AMADAVAT (Estrllda amandava).
2. LINNET i Acanthis cannabina).
3. GOLDFINCH iCarduells carduells).

4. JAVA SPARROW iMunIa oryzlvora).
5. CHAFFINCH (Fr.ngllla ccBlebsK
6. BULLFINCH (Pyrrhula EuroofBa).
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keeping birds in captivity has recently been dis-

cussed not a little, but this is hardly the place
to enter into the subject. Sulliee it to say that
the conditions under which the bird is kept, and
its early history, profoundly modify the case.

There can l>e no doubt that a canary bred in

captivity, whose ancestors were captives, and
which has never been at liberty, is far better off

in a eaye, if properly cared for, than if it were
free, while it is equally true that to confine in a
cage an adult bird, which has known the use of

its wings and learned to get its own living, is

wanton cruelty.

Cage-birds may be roughly classed as song-birds,

talkers, and plumage-birds. Of song-birds, the
canary is undoubtedly the most popular and best
known, but the nightingale, bulllinch, goldfinch,

and several European thi'U'ihes, the mocking-bird,
cardinal-bird, and brown thrasher of North
America, and the bulbuls and dhyals (magpie-
robins) of India, are other widely known species
whose beauty of song has brought them into cap-
tivity, not only in America, but in nearly all

parts of the civilized world. Of the talkers the
number of species is comparatively small, the
best known being several species of parrot, the
starling, and the miua-bird of India. The
plumage-birds are legion, but are chiefly from the
tropics, though a few are from warni-teraperate
regions, as the summer red-bird of the southern
United States. The parrakeets and love-birds, the
painted finches, the cockatoos, and some large
parrots and macaws are good examples of bril-

liant color, while the whydah-bird is one of those
which are kept for some oddity of plumage. Birds
differ greatly in their ability to stand captivity,
especially when that involves a marked change
of climate. Insectivorous birds are the most dif-

ficult to keep, not only because of the difficulty

of furnishing sufficient food, but because under
normal conditions the obtaining of their food
requires great activity, and the sedentary life of
a cage reacts unfavorably. Grain-eating birds
are usually easily kept because the change in

their lives is not so great. But it is not wholly
a matter of food, for though parrots are easily
supplied with food, many die in the early days of
their captivity. Indeed, it is said that 9.5 percent,
of the African gray parrots brought to Europe
die before they have been taught to speak. With
these birds, however, it is probably largely a
matter of climate, the low temperatures, and
especially the sudden and marked changes of
temperature, proving too much for their tropi-

cal natures. In the United States it is better
to purchase parrots in the spring and let them
enjoy the natural heat of summer out of doors,

guarding carefully against sudden changes. The
best parrot for talking purposes is probably what
is known as the double-fronted, yellow-faced
Amazon, the Chrysotit ocJirocephtila of omitholo-
gi.sts. This is a South American species, but is

hardy both in America and Europe. Parrakeets
and love-birds cannot be taught to speak, but
their gentle habits and beautiful plumage make
them great favorites. The cockatoos and great
macaws are only with gi-eat difliculty taught to

speak, and never make good talkers. They are
noisy birds and disagreeable in other ways, but
their great beauty induces many people to keep
them.

Management.—In keeping any bird in captiv-

ity, it should be the constant endeavor to make

the surrounding conditions as natural as possible.
When free, all birds are scrupulously clean; even
the worst carrion-caters keep themselves clean
from dirt of every kind. Tlicrefore cleanliness
in the cage is one of the first matters to be
attended to, and this is obviousl3- of special im-
portiince when the attractive feature of the bird
consists of remarkably developed plumes, like
some of the tail-feathers of the whydah-bird.
The cage should be large enough so' that the
bird may move about freely and change its posi-
tions easily without injuring its tail-feathers or
any plumage ornaments. Tlie i)erches should al-
ways be of soft, uniiainted wood, and not too
slender. The bird should have plenty of light,
except at njght; artificial light is almost cer-
tainly injurious, and cages in illuminated rooms
should be veiled. The cage ought not to be in
direct sunlight except in winter, and even then
only for a comparatively short time. Water
should be given a bird plentifully and ought to
be always fresh, ilost birds enjoy a bath, and
opportunity should be frequently given for a bird
to wash itself; the basin ouglit to have a dark
interior, or gravel on the bottom, so that the
bird may judge the depth of the water. After
a bath the bird should be placed in the sun
until dry. Occasionally, if possible, let the bird
out of the cage and permit it to exercise in the
larger freedom of a room or similar inclosure.
IVIost birds need to be protected from sudden
changes, draughts, and extremes of temperature,
so that the cage ought not to hang near an open
window or a door likely to be opened, except,
perhaps, on still summer days; but fresh air
is a prime necessity for most birds, and artificial

heat, especially if very dry, is usually injuriou.s.

Owing to lack of exercise, by which "they can be
worn away, the nails and sometimes the bills of
captive birds become so overgrown as to be a
serious detriment to the health; therefore, oppor-
tunity for scratching ought to be provided in the
sliape of sand or heavy sandpaper, while for the
bill a piece of cuttlefish-bone or some similar
substance should be attached to the sides of the
cage. Birds should never be unduly alanned.
l^ike all other animals, they deserve and will re-

pay perfect kindness and gentleness in their
treatment.

Food.—^lost of the ailments of cage-birds come
from an improper diet. The food may not be of
the right sort, or it may be too scanty or too
abundant. Few, if any, cage-birds are exclu-
sively insectivorous, but even those which nor-
mally take much insect food also eat more or
less vegetable matter. Insectivorous birds may
be given meat when insect food is not abundant,
and it is said that a diet of spiders is particu-
larly good for sucli birds when they are not in

perfect health. Nearly all cage-birds will eat
seeds, and as a universal bird-food the seed of
canary-grass is uncqualed. It may l)e mixed
with rape or hemp, and millet and even oats are
sometimes used. Even parrots like canary-seed
and are said to thrive on it. Seed-eating birds
ought, however, to be given fresh vegetable mat-
ter sometimes, in the form of soft green leaves

or fruit that is not acid. Such plants as chick-

weed and lettuce, put into the cage cftol and
fresh, are a valuable addition to the bird's diet.

The greatest danger to birds is in overfeeding,
imderfeeding being very unusual. If a bird shows
signs of ill health, it should, ifpossible, be placed
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in a fresh cage, in new surroundings, given

rather less food and that of the simplest kind.

A drop of castor-oil placed in the bird's mouth
by means of a brush often proves beneficial, but

tiie chief reliance should be placed on changed
surroundings, quiet, and a simple diet.

Aviaries are outdoor inclosures in which birds

are kept and reared in comparative freedom.

They are common in the tropics and in England,

but the harsher climate of the United States and
other conditions have rendered them less popular

here than is desirable. Aviaries, however, are

really only large cages, and governed by similar

rules. The breeding of cage-birds is a special

department, instructions for which will be found

in the books mentioned below. See Canaky;
Parrot: Bullfinch, and the names of various

other cage-birds.

Bibliography. Beehstein, Cage and Chamber
Birds (London, 1864; a most complete work;
colored plates) ; Greene, Notes on Caf/e-Birds

(London' 1899; illustrated) ; Dixon, Dovecote

and Aviary (London. 1851); Holden, Book on

Birds (Boston, 1875) ; Greene, Diseases of Cage-

Birds (London, 1897). See Plate of Cage-Birds.

CAGLI, kii'lye (anciently, CaUium, Calles

of the Sabinians). An episcopal city in central

Italy, in the Province of Pesaro e Urbino, on the

Bur'ano, 7(i miles west of Ancona by rail (Map:
Italy, G 4). The cathedral is beautiful, and
the Church of San Domenico contains a Madonna
and a PietA by Giovanni Santi, Raphael's father.

On a stream at the foot of the hill on which
the town is built is an ancient bridge constructed

of huge blocks of stone. There are silk-factories

here. Population (commune), in 1881, 10,000;

in IflOl, 11,927.

CAGLIARI, ka-lya'r6 (anciently, Lat. Cari-

li.s) . An arehiepiscopal city of Italy, capital of

the Province of Cagliari and of the island of

Sardinia, at the southern end of which it is

situated. It is on the slope of a steep hill

300 feet high which overlooks the Gulf of Ca-

gliari, and is partially surrounded by exten-

sive lagoons utilized for the manufacture of

salt. The old section of the town, called the

Castello, still has its ancient gates, towers, and
walls, and contains the principal public buildings

and palaces of the nobility. There are thirty-

eight churches besides the cathedral, which was
completed in 1312 by tlie Pisans, and has been

almost entirely modernized. Below the ancient

amphitheatre, which faces the sea and most of the

seats of which were he\vn out of the living rock,

are the botanical gardens, which contain remains

of Roman reservoirs and subterranean water-

courses. The extensive Necropolis has Punic and
Roman tombs hewn out of the rock. A number of

Roman private hou.ses have also been excavated.

Tlie imiversity, founded in 1596 by Philip III.

of Spain, and remodeled in 1764 by Charles

Emmanuel of Savoy, has about 250 students, a

library of over 70.000 volumes, and excellent

mineralogical, paleontological, and zoological col-

lections, and in the antiquarian museum there

is the most complete and interesting collection

of Sardinian antiquities. Cagliari has a street

railway, omnibuses, and diligences, is the rail-

w-ay centre of Sardinia, is connected with the

mainland by submarine cable and by regular

.steamboat sen'ice to Genoa, and is the resi-

dence of a United States consular agent. There

are three theatres, and of the numerous fes-

tivals that of Saint Ephisius (May 1-4),
when peasants in ijicturcsijue costume conduct
the body of the holy man from Cagliari to Nora,
is the most famous. The principal manufactures
are firearms, powder, cotton goods, hats, and a
kind of sweet cake. Ship-building is carried on.

The principal exports are grain, flax, wine, cheese,
goatskins, and salt; the principal import is lum-
ber. Population (commune), in 18S1, 39,000;
in 1901, 54,000. Cagliari was founded by the
Phcenicians.

CAGLIARI, Paolo. See Veronese, Paolo.

CAGLIOSTRO, ka-lyO'stro, Alessandro,
Count ( 1743-95) . An Italian imjjostor, whose real

name was Giuseppe Balsarao. He was born in

Palermo, of poor parentage, June 2, 1743. When
thirteen years old he ran away from a seminary
where he had been placed, and was afterwards sent
to a monastery at Cartagiore. Here he became
assistant to the apothecary of the monastery, and
picked up that scanty knowledge of chemistry
and medicine which, in an age at once skeptical

and credulous, imposed upon so man_y respectable
individuals. He left the monastery or was
ejected, and for a time led 'the loosest life' in

Palemio. When 26 years old, he found it highly
advisable to leave his native place. In company
with a certain sage named Althotas, Cagliostro
is vaguely represented as traveling in Greece,

Egypt, and Asia. In Venice he married a very
beautiful woman named Lorenza Feliciana, who
became a skillful accomplice in his schemes, and
captivated many admirers, while Cagliostro
swindled them. In Italy and Germany he posed
as a physician, philosopher, alchemist. Free-

mason, and necromancer, and did a lively busi-

ness in his 'elixir of immortal youth.' He was
not so successful in Saint Petersburg at the

Court of the shrewd Catharine II. From Saint
Petersburg he went to \^'arsaw, where he grew
rich on titled dupes in spite of being exposed.

In 1780 he was in Strassburg, later in Paris,

then in England, and in 1785 again in Paris,

where he was lodged in the Bastile for his share
in the afl'air of the Diamond Necklace (q.v.).

His plausibility secured his libei-ation. and he
went to England, but there and elsewhere he

found little scope for the continued exercise of

his peculiar talents, and he returned to Italy in

1789. He had established a spurious Egyptian
Masonic rite, and his continuance in this work
in Rome led to his condemnation by tlie Inquisi-

tion. His sentence of death was commuted to

life imprisonment, and he died in 1795. His
w-ife ended her days in a convent.

Bibliography. In Notes and Queries, Fourth
Series, Vol. X. (London, 1872), appeared a Ca-

gliostro bibliography by William E. A. Axon,
who had just written (1871) a series of papers

on Cagliostro for the Diihliii Unirersiti/ Maga-
zine. Consult: in Thomas Carlyle's Miseellane-

ous Essays, "Count Cagliostro;" also. The Life

of Count Cagliostro (London, 1787) ; The Life of

Joseph Balsamo, Commonly Called Count Ca-

gliostro, etc. (London, 1791). Much spurious ma-
terial has appeared concerning Cagliostro's life.

Such are the so-called M^moires authcntiques

(Paris, 1780).

CAGNACCI, kii-nya'che. See Canlassi.

CAGNAT, ki'nya', RENf: Loiis Victor ( 1852

— ). A French classical archa<ologist, born in

Paris. He was appointed professor of Roman
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epigraphy and antiquities at the College de
France in 1895, and is the author of Etude his-

toriqtie sur les impots indh-ects ches Ics liomains
(1882) ; Explorations cpiifraphiques et archcolo-
giques en Tunisie (1883-86); L'armie romaine
d'Afrique (1892); Rccherches et dccouvcrtes
archeologiques dans I'Afrique du Nord (1892) ;

Decouiertcs noucellcs en. Tunisie (1896) ; fours
d'cpigrapliie latine, 3d ed. (1898); and various
other arohsological and cpigraphical works.

CAGNOLA, ka-nyO'la, LuiGi, ^Mabchese
( 1762-1833) . An Italian architect. He was born
in ililan of an ancient and wealthy family, and
early devoted himself ta architecture. His mas-
ter works are two triumphal arches which he
built at ililan by order of Xapoleon. The first

is the Porta di JIarengo (later known as the
Porta di Ticino ) , a work of great beauty, built

of Alpine granite. The second is the famous
Areo della Pace, begun in 1807, but not finished

until 1838. It is constructed of white marble,
and is one of the largest and noblest structures
of the kind in Europe, reaching the height of 78
feet. On the top of the arch is a bronze figure of

Peace, in a car drawn by six horses, while the
sides are richly adorned with innumerable bas-

reliefs. Besides these may be mentioned the
Campanile at Urgnano and the chapel of Santa
Marcellina in the basilica of Sant' Ambrogio,
Milan.

CAGNONI, k.'i-nycyne, Antonio (1828-96).
An Italian composer, born at Godiasco, Voghera.
He was a pupil of the Milan Conservatory, and
afterwards became maestro di cappella at Vigeva-
no. His works include much church music com-
posed at this time, and about twenty operas of

unequal merit, among them Rosalia di Sayi Min-
iato (184.5); II testamento di Figaro (1848);
and II vriliio della montagna (1863).

CAGOT, ka'go', also known as Cagots, Ca-
QUEUX, CoLUBERTS, etc. An alien or outcast
people living chiefly in the Pyrenees of southern
France and extreme northern Spain. Their origin

is unknown. They have been thought to be de-

scendants of the Visigoths, but are more probably
autochthones concentrated in a sterile and rugged
land by pressure from more progressive peoples
without. Except that they are sedentary, their
habits and customs are not unlike those of the
gj-psies

(
q.v. ) . Before the French Revolution

they were regarded as Ishmaelites, and often
treated as heretics or lepers, their relations with
neighboring peoples atlording a most notable ex-
ample of the persistence of primitive race-sense
into modern times. Cretinism, goitre, and va-
rious deformities and incapacities are exception-
ally common among them; by some they are
thought to be distinguished by the absence of the
lower lobe of the ear; and these peculiarities
have aided in liolding contemporaries aloof from
tliem. Since 1790 they have been recognized as
citizens. Their language is a blend of neighbor-
ing tongues with a few peculiar terms and forms.

CAGSATJA, kag-sii'wa. A town of Luzon,
Philipjiines. in the Province of Albay, situated
two miles north of Albay. Population, in 1898,
20,4.50.

CAHABA, kahftljA, or CAHAWBA. A
river ri.--inK near Birmingham, in .Jefferson Coun-
ty, Ala., flowing nearly south through a region
rich in coal, and joining the Alabama River at
Cahaba, 10 miles southwest of Sclma (Map:

Alabama. B 3). The Cahaba is navigable for
small craft for nearly 100 miles.

CAHAN, ka'han, Abraham (I860—). A
Russo-American author, born at Vilna (Russia).
He was educated at the Vilna Teachers' Institute,
and in 1882 came to the United Suites, where he
was for a time editor of two Yiddish publica-
tions, a weekly paper and a monthly periodical.
His works include Yeke, a Tale of the Xew York
Ghetto, generally regarded as the most important
fictional study of .Jewish life in America, and
another similar book. The Chasm.

CAHENS'LYISJI. A name given to a pro-
posed plan in ls:i2. attributed to Herr Cahensly,
the secretary of the Saint Raphael Society fur
the protection of German immigrants to this
country, to place the foreign-born Catholic popu-
lation, for ecclesiastical purposes, under bishops
and priests speaking the same language and of
like race. It created much controversy among
Roman Catholics, and was vigorously opposed
by Cardinal Gibbons and Arclibisliop Ireland.
Herr Cahensly. who visited this country in 1892,
emphatically denied all connection with the pro-
posed plan.

CAHORS, ka'or' (anciently, Lat. Cadurcvm,
from tlie Celtic tribe Cadurci; earlier Divona,
the sacred source'). A town of France, capital
of the Department of Lot, and seat of a bishopric,
situated on a small, rocky peninsula, formed by
a bend of the river Lot—here crossed by three
bridges—about 60 miles north of Toulouse (Map:
France, H 7). It consists of the upper and
lower city, and among its antiquities are the fine

Romanesque cathedral, the ruins of a Roman
temple and aqueduct, and tower of the ancient
royal palace (Fourteenth Century). There is

also a monument of Fenelon, who studied at
Cahors, also statues of Gambetta, who was born
at Cahors, and of Clement Marot. Among the
institutions are a library of 13,000 volumes, a
girls' school, and a museum. It has manufac-
tures of cotton-yam, woolens, leather, paper,
glass, etc. ; the district produces a famous red
wine which bears its name. Population, in 1896,
14,502.

CAIAPHAS, kii'ya-fas. A high priest of the
•Jews, appointed by the Roman procurator, Va-
lerius Gratus, in the reign of Tiberius Cip.sar, at
the beginning of Christ's ministry. He was in
office at the time of the trial and crucifixion of
Jesus, but was removed by Vitellus a.d. 37
(Josephus, Antiq. xviii. 2, 2; 4, 3.) His wife
was the daughter of Annas, a former high priest
(A.D 7-14). The chief priests were at this time
largely Sadducees, and it is to be noted that in

the trial of .Jesus and sub.sequent persecution of
the .\pastles they were more prominent than the
Pharisees. In a general council summoned to
take action upon the spread of the doctrines of
Jesus. Caiaphas was decidedly in favor of putting
him to death, using this language: "Ye know
nothing at all; nor do ye take account that it is

expedient for you that one man should die for
the people, and that the whole nation perish
not." (.John xi. .50; .John says he "prophesied,'

verse 51 ; cf. xviii. 14.) Christ was arraigned in

the court of the high priest, and when the ellort

to convict him through the testimony of wit-
nesses who are designated by Matthew (xxvi. 60)
and Mark (xiv. 56-57) as false, failed, the pris-

oner was called as a witness and asked if he was
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indeed the Christ, Son of God. The answer being

in the affirmative (Matt. xx\i. 64), the high

priest pretended to be sorely grieved at wliat he

considered blaspliemy, and appealed to Christ's

enemies to say if that was not enough. The
answer was that Christ deserved death, and

according to Matt, xxvii. 1, and .John xviii. 28,

the sentence was ratified at a formal meeting of

the Sanliedrin on the following morning. The
high priest, however, did not have the power of

final condemnation, which rested with the Koman
authorities, to whom Jesus was accordingly

handed over. Later Caiaphas persecuted the fol-

lowers of .Jesus (Acts iv. 0, v. 17).

CAIBABIEN, ki-ba're-an'. A seaport on the

northern coast of Cuba, in the province of Santa

Clara. It has some coastwise trade and sponge-

fisheries (Map: Cuba, F 4). Population, in

1899, 7013.

CAICOS (ki'kos) ISLANDS ( Sp. coj/o, rock,

shoal, islet in the sea). A group of small islands

at the southeastern extremity of the Bahamas,
lying between latitude 21° and 22° N., and longi-

tude 71° and 72%° W. (Map: West Indies. M 4)

.

Though geographically a portion of the Bahamas
and formerly under the government of Bahama,
they form with Turk Islands a separate govern-

ment under the Governor of .Jamaica. There are,

inchiding the Turk grotips lying sotitheast,

more than thirty small islands, having an area

of less than 200 square miles, but only six are

inhabited. The largest is Grand Caicos. which is

20 miles long by 6 broad. The seat of govern-

ment is at Grand Turk. The chief industry is

salt-raking, and a considerable amount of salt

is exported annually to the United States, Can-

ada, and Newfoundland. There is also a sponge-

fishery. Population, about 5000.

CAIFA, ki'fa, or HAIFA, hi'fa. A seaport
of Syria, on the Bay of Acre, lying upon a spur
of Mount Carmel (Map: Palestine, B 2). Since

the establishment of direct steam connection with
Kurope. and the completion of the railway line

from Damascus, the little seaport has grown
rapidly in commercial imptfi'tance, and promises
to be a strong rival of Acre, over which it has
the advantage of a safe harbor. There are a
number of missionary schools, and not far from
the town is a settlement of German Templars,
established there since 1869. Population, about
10,000, mostly Mohammedans.
CAILLETET, ka'ye-ta', Louis Paul (1832

— ). A French chemist and ironmaster, born
at Chatillon-sur-Seine. He studied at the School

of Mines in order to engage in the iron industry

in his native town. In addition to his business

interests, he devoted himself to the study of

chemistry and worked on original researches,

paying especial attention to metallurgical investi-

gations and the liquefaction of gases. In 1877
he succeeded in liquefying both oxygen and nitro-

gen. For this work he was honored by election

to the Aeademie des Sciences, first (1877) as a
corresponding member and then (1884) as a full

memiier. In 1889 he was appointed an officer of

the Legion of Honor. A few days after Cai!

letet's discovery Raoul Pictet (q.v.), a Swiss
chemist, succeeded in obtaining the same result

by another method.

"CAILLIAUD, ka'y6', FR^DliRlc (1787-1869).

A Frencli traveler. " After visiting southern

Europe, Asia Minor, and Egypt, he was engaged

by Mehemet Ali to explore the deserts along the
Mile and near the Red Sea. On this voyage he
discovered the emerald-mines of Mount Zabara.

He returned to France with a valuable collection

of antiquities, plants, and minerals, and pub-
lished Voi/oj/e a I'oasis de Thcies (1821). He
went again to Egypt and made explorations in

1821-22 in the eastern deserts, accompanying
Ibrahim Pasha on his expedition of conquest to

Sennar. Among the relics of antiquity brought
by him to France and ptirchased by the Govern-
ment was a nnimmy, inscribed with hieroglyphic

characters accompanied by a Greek translation,

which proved of great help to Champollion in the

study of the ancient language. He published

Voyage a Mcroe (1826-27) and several other

works on the antiquities and present customs of

Egj'pt.

CAILLIE, ka'ya', Rene (1799-1838). A
French traveler. He was born at Jlauze, Deux-
S6vres, and early in life became a traveler in

Africa, supporting himself by trade with the
Moors, from whom he learned Arabic. He
dressed as an Arab and passed as an Egyptian.
He penetrated as far as Timbid<tu in 1828. and
for this exploit received a prize of 10,000 francs
from the (-Jeographical Society of Paris, besides

a pension of 1000 francs and admission to the
Legion of Honor. His notes of travel, arranged
by jM. Joniard, were published under the title

Journal d'un ruyage a Tomhdiictou et a Jenn6
dans l'Afri(jue centrale (3 vols., 1830).

CAIMACAM, kai'ma-kiim', or KAIMA-
KAM (Turk, qaimaqam, Ar. qa'lm, maqani, liter-

ally, substitute from qa'im, standing, scil. in

another's + maqam, place). A Turkish officer

corresponding to lieutenant-colonel in the army,
or lieutenant-governor in the civil sei'vice. The
Caimacam of Constantinople is the lieutenant of

the Grand Vizier, whom he represents in proces-
sions. Such officers also act as governors in the
principal towns.

CAIMAN, ka'mon. See Caym.\n.

CAIN. According to biblical tradition, the
first born of Adam and Eve. His story is given
in Gen. iv., which belongs in substance to J in

the modern distribution of the Pentateuchal
sources. He tilled the soil and brought its fruits

to God in sacrifice. When he found that his

brother Abel's sacrifices of sheep were accepted,

probably because made witli love of God, as his

were not, he became jealous of Abel, and slew

him. The murderer was banished by the Al-

mighty from the ancestral home, and on him was
put some sign "lest any one finding him should

smite him." He went with his wife to the land

of Nod and there laid the foundation of the first

city. The name Cain is explained in Gen. iv. 1

as meaning 'acquisition' : but others take it as

'spear,' or 'smith.' Canon Cheyne and others of

the modern critical biblical school consider that

Gen. iv. is composed of several stories relating

to different Cains, and that one of them was the

eponym of the Kenites. Their story of this lat-

ter Cain was intended to explain the invincible

Kenitish aversion to dwelling in cities, and

preference for the nomad stale, by linking the

Kenite with the first wanderer.

Cain is alluded to in the New Testament aj^

synonymous with a wicked man (Heb.

John "iii. 12; Jude, verse 11).

tament ax

. xi. 4; J
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CAIN. kiVi'iN', AiGisTE XicoLAs (1822— ). A
Frenrii sculptor, born in Paris. He studied under
Guionnet and Rude, .and became well known for

his depictions of animal life, in particular of

large birds and beasts of prey. Among these may
be cited, "Kaj;le Defending its Quarry" (18.52) ;

"Lion" (1874: Luxembotfrfr Gardens); "Com-
bat Between Two Tigers" (1878); "Rhinoceros
Attacked by Tigers."

CAIN: A MYSTERY. A tragedy by Lord
Byron, begun at Ravenna, .July 16, 1821, com-
pleted September 9, and published in December
of the same year. It deals with the biblical tale

of the fraternal jealousy, the temptation by Luci-
fer, and the final murder and expulsion from
Eden. It is remarkable as an extremely ingen-

ious appeal for s^Tiipathy with the title-character.

CAINE, Thom.\s Henry Hall (1853—). An
English novelist and dramatist. He was born at

Runcorn. Cheshire, of Manx descent, but now
makes his home on the Isle of Man. Most of his

books deal with Manx characters and subjects.

He was an architect in early life., but became a
inunialist. During the last year of Rossetti's

life, Mr. Caine lived with him, and in the same
year (1882) published Recollections of Rossetti.

Among his other publications are The Shadow of
<i Crime (1SS.5); The Deemster (1887); The
Bondman (1800); The Scapeqoat (1891); The
Manxman (1894); The Christian (1897); and
The Etei-nal Citij (1901). Several of his novels
have been dramatized. He visited Canada and
the United States in 1895-96 to promote the in-

ternational copyright movement.

QA IRA, sa e'ra' (Fr., it will go, equivalent
to our "it's all right'), A French Revolutionary
song, the words by Ladre, a street singer, and
the melody originally a popular carillon by
Kcourt, and a favorite air of Marie Antoinette.
The song is said to have been first sung when the
mob marched to Versailles. October 5, 1789. At
the beginning of the Revolution, when all France
was wild over Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity,

the song ran,
*• Ah, i^a ira, ca ira, <;a ira.
Celiii qui 8 el^ve, on I'abaissera,
C^lui (jui 8*abai8se, on I'^levera;"

but later, when the fierce passions began to stir,

came the refrain, Les aristocrates a la lanterne.

CAIRD, kard, Edwabd (1835—). An Eng-
lish educator and philosophical writer. He was
born in Scotland, and was educated at Glasgow
and Oxford universities. He became professor of

moral philosophy at Glasgow L'niversity in 1866,
and succeeded Dr. Benjamin .Jowett as master
of Balliol College, Oxford, in 1893. His published
works include The Critical Philosophy of Im-
mnnuel Kant (1889) ; Essays on Literature and
Philosophy (1892); and The Evolution of Re-
liifion (1893).

CAIRD. .John- (1820-98). A minister of the
Established Church of Scotland, and one of the
most eloquent preachers in Great Britain. He
was bom at Greenock, on the Clyde, December 15,

1820. He studied at the University of Glasgow,
and in 1845 was ordained to the pastorate of the

church of Xewton-on-Ayr. whence in 1847 he was
transferred to Lady Yester's, Edinburgh. Here
his popularity was extraordinary. b\it the demands
made on his physical energies were so great that
he found it necessary to retire to the country,

and accepted, in 1849, the country charge of

Errol, in Perthshire. A sermon which he
preached before the (,)ueen in IS.j,-). in the Church
of Crathie. and which was pulilislied. bj- royal
command, under the title of Rcli<iioH in Common
Life, was universally admired tliroughout (Jreat
Britain, translated into German, and published
on the Continent under the auspices of Cheva-
lier Bunscn, who wrote a preface to it, and sud-
denly carried the fame of the author into all
parts of the Protestant world. In 1857 Dr.
Caird accepted a call to Park Church. Glasgow.
In 1862 he was appointed professor of divinity,
and in 1873 principal of Glasgow I'niversity.
He published Introduction to the Philosopht/ of
Religion (1880; 2d ed., 1900) : Hpinoza (1880) ;

jwsthumously appeared, edited by his brother, E.
Caird, University Sermons (1898); University
Addresses (1898); The Fundamental Ideas of
Christianity (with Memoir. 2 vols., 1899). He
died at Greenock, July 30, 1898.

CAIRN, karn (Gael, earn, heap of stones).
In archiPologA-, a name applied to a heap of
atones erected over a grave or over a body not
otherwise buried, or as a landmark. Among ad-
vanced peoples cairns are commonly used to mark
stations of exploration or survey; among primi-
tive peoples a mystical meaning commonl}' at-
taches to .such structures. Thus certain Ameri-
can tribes build cairns as divide-marks on their
trails by carrying stones up-hill as svmbols of
the journey, and then casting them aside on the
growing heap as tangible emblems of relief from
the labor of ascent. See Abch.eology.
CAIRNES, kfimz, John Elliott (1823-75).

An Irish economist. He was born at Castle Bell-
inghara. County Louth, December 20. 1823, and
was educated at Trinity College, Dublin. He
studied law, and was admitted to the Irish bar,
but passed most of his time in writing for the
press, chiefly upon economic questions affecting
Ireland. In 1856 he was appointed professor of
political economy in Dublin, and the next year
his professorial lectures were published imder the
title Character and Logical Method of Political
Economy. He next wrote for Eraser's Maga-
zine a series of essaVs on the gold question, in-

duced by the sudden increase of supply from
California and Australia. In 1859 he was ap-
pointed professor of political economy and juris-
[irudence in Queen's College. Galway. In 1862
he published his work on The Slave Power, in.

which he \\armly advocated the course of the
Northern States, from the standpoint of the
economist fully aware of the snjieriority of free
to slave labor. His conclusions were to a large
extent verified by the results of the war. In
1806 he was appointed professor of political econ-
omy in University College, London. From 1860
till his death, which occurred on July 8, 1875,
he suffered greatly in health, and this of neces-
sity restricted his powers of production; never-
theless this was the period in which he wrote
his chief work. Some Leading Principles in Po-
litical Economy, Xeuly E.rpoundcd (1874).
Though in the main an adherent of the school
of .T. S. Mill, Cairnes exhibited at all times an
original genius and a capacity for rigid logical
deduction which enabled liim to restate many of
the principles of Mill in a more tenable form.
In respect to method, Cairnes treated political
economy as almost a pure science, with little
concern for the practical application of its prin-
ciples. He wrote in defense of the Wage Func!
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theory, after Mill, \\ ith whom it originated, had
abandoned it. Among his other contributions

to the science of economics may be mentioned his

keen analysis of the subject of cost in production,

and of value as affected by the limits of free

competition.

CAIRNGORM, karn-g6rm'. A brown or yel-

low variety of quartz found in the District of

Cairngorm, southwest of Banff, Scotland, whence

its name. The color was formerly considered due

to the presence of a small quantity of iron or

manganese oxide, but it is now believed to be

caused by some nitrogenous organic compound.
Besides Scotland, cairngorm is found in Brazil,

Siberia, Spain, and in the United States, near

Pike's Peak, Colo., and in Burke and Alexan-
der counties, N. C. The yellow variety is some-
times called 'false topaz' and "Scotch topaz.' or
'Spanish topaz,' through its lacking the hardness
and brilliancj' of the true topaz. In Scotland
the cairngorm is cut and used for making
brooches, bracelets, pins, etc.

CAIRNS, karnz. Hugh MacC.\lmont. Earl
(1819-85). A British .statesman, born .at Cuttra.

County Down, and educated at Trinity College.

Dublin. He became a member of the House of

Commons for Belfast in 1852, Solicitor-General

under Lord Derby in 1858. Attorney-Genfrai in
1866, and Lord Justice of the Court of Appeals
in the same year. In 1868 he was Lord High
Chancellor in the Disraeli Jlinistry. Upon the
return of the Conservative Party to power, in
February, 1874, he was reinstated and continued
to exercise his official functions until April. 1880.
In 1878 he received the title of Viscount Gar-
moyle. in the county of Antrim, and Earl ("aims.
He was one of the finest Parliamentary orators
of recent times; and several of his speeches are
justly regarded as masterpieces.

CAIRNS, John (1818-92). A Scottish di-

vine. He was born at Ayton, Berwickshire, and
studied at the universities of Edinburgh ( 1834-

41) and Berlin (1843-44), and at the Presby-
terian Secession Hall from 1840 until licensed.
He was minister of the United Presbyterian
Church, Berwick-on-Tweed, from 1845 to 1876,
when he removed to Edinburgh, where, in 1879,
he was appointed principal of the Theological
College. Among his published writings are the
following: Life of John Broini. D.D. (1860);
Uiihelief in the Eighteenth Century (1881) ; the
articles "Schottland" and "Kirchliche Statistik"
in the second edition of Herzog's Realeiu^-yklo-

piidie; and the article "Infidelity" in the Hchajf-
Eerzog Encyclopwdia.
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